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Prophecy and Fulfillment
"A Universal Symbolism, very popular, very agreeable to the people
. . . might be introduced if small figures were employed in the place of
words, which would represent visible things by their lines, and the invisible, by the visible, which accompany them.
This would be of service at first for easy communication with distant
nations, but if introduced also among us, without however, renouncing
ordinary writing . . . would be useful in giving thoughts less absurd and
verbal than we now have.
I think these thoughts will some day be carried out, so agreeable and
natural appears to me this writing for rendering our conceptions more
real."
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibnitz (1679).
"Bliss realized the ambition of the great mathematician Leibnitz."
Prof. Oliver Leslie Reiser (1951).
"Bliss' work provides something of real importance."
Prof. Julian Huxley (1954).
Supporting Bliss' work means "performing an important service to
mankind."
"If schools throughout the world (would) clarify the use of words
calculated to promote passion, the existing hatred between nations, creeds,
and political parties would very rapidly diminish, and the preservation of
peace throughout the world would become an easy matter."
Bertrand Russell (1950).

"Ideographic writing will surely achieve the final victory over
phonetic writing."
Prof. Basil Hall Chamberlain (1905).

STOP PRESS
NEW YORK, U.S.A. The United
Nations have decided to mark their
20th anniversary by inaugurating
International Co-operation Year,
with the promotion of pictorial
symbols which can be read in all
languages.
CANBERRA, Australia. Following the
decision of the United Nations, the
Australian Government Department of
External Affairs submitted the work
Semantography of the Australian scientist C. K. Bliss (which has been praised
by eminent scholars) to the Australian
National University for an examination
of its potential value.
This proved favourable, and in consequence thereof, the Department authorized the United Nations Association of
Australia to recommend Bliss' work to
the United Nations for adoption and
promotion.
SYDNEY, Australia. Bliss remains
sceptical. For 16 years he approached
national and international authorities
responsible for the slaughter on the
roads. He offered free his pictorial
symbols for any road warning needed.
Bliss points to the fact that the
former League of Nations had recommended some pictorial road symbols,
which some states adopted, but others
rejected. Why?
The cause is a catastrophic brain
perversion called bureaucracy, which
makes many an official loath to admit
that another guy has a better idea. But
bureaucracy is not confined to officialdom. It is found in business too.
NEW YORK, U.S.A. The money
brought in by millions of tourists has
become a major source of income for
many countries. However, the greatest
hindrance is the Babel of languages.
Realizing this, American travel. hotel.
and business groups have instituted the.
International Committee for Breaking
the Language Barrier (ICBLB), by the
use of pictorial symbols.
Bliss submitted his 100 basic pictorial
symbols which can be used in combination for any meaning needed in road,
rail. ship and plane travel, as well as
in hotels, shops, theatres, etc., likewise
for written or typed correspondence
with an adapted typewriter of ordinary
size. which carries also the small letters
of the alphabet.
So far, the ICBLB has ignored Bliss,
has proposed instead among other

LATEST NEWS
obsolete and inadequate symbols, the
ancient astrological signs for Mars and
Venus for men's and women's washrooms.

ALBUQUERQUE, U.S.A. James L.
Evans, Ph.D., Vice-President of Teaching Machines Inc., and a pioneer in
new teaching methods, is already conducting a research program in using
the basic Blissymbols for the teaching
of English and any other languages.
This may well revolutionize the outdated method of language teaching.
Moreover, the logical simplicity of the
symbols will in turn lead to the gradual
removal of illogical irregularities in
English and in other languages.
Blissymbols, which can be read in all
languages form the bridge to the corresponding words in English. This in
turn, will lead to the spoken international language of mankind.
This language (not Esperanto) is
already the mother tongue of hundreds
of millions of people. It is the virtual
international language of commerce,
industry, and science. It is taught in all
countries of the world. It is English.
Bliss has also worked out an international science abstract in English and
the symbols underneath. This enables
foreign scientists to read it in their own
languages, and to pick up the corresponding words in English.
CAPE KENNEDY, U.S.A. The first
commercial satellite "Early Bird" has
been launched, and two more will follow, providing television shows for the
whole world. Sub-titles will be needed,
but in how many languages?
Bliss proposes 5 minutes TV lessons
with animated Disney figures dissolving
into the pictorial symbols. This will
teach aII viewers to read any subtitle in
their own languages. and to pick up the
corresponding words in the English
subtitles.

But the greatest advantage of
this ONE WRITING FOR ONE
WORLD is its simple semantics
and logic, which enable everyone,
even children, to recognize those
vague, ambiguous, illogical and
false words, which are used by
demagogues and dictators to instigate hate, and the horrors of war.
Here we have at last A LOGICAL WRITING FOR AN ILLOGICAL WORLD.
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DEDICATION
This work is dedicated to mankind, and to the libraries of mankind,
in the name of my parents, who gave me my life and ideals to live by,
and who worked hard, so that they could send me to the university,
and in the name of Claire, my companion and co-worker, who inspired
and helped me, and who died heartbroken in 1961 after 15 years of
pleadings with the educational authorities of mankind to take an interest
in my work. There was no response, in spite of the praise by eminent
scholars.
•

Now that old age is overtaking all my endeavours, I thank all my
friends for their encouragement. I ask all my readers to forgive the shortcomings of my typewritten manuscript, now photographed and printed
in this book, and I greet all my new friends of the coming generations.
May you carry on where I left off. May you be spared the hells
went through as a prisoner of the war of words in the darkest holes on
earth, where millions were put to death because of words.
May you realize that we must overcome not only non-understanding
in different languages, but also non-understanding in the same language.
To overcome hatred, violence and war, we must learn to overcome the
words which lead to hatred, violence and war within the families, within
the nations, and within the family of nations.
This was the dream of the great mathematician Leibnitz 300 years
ago. Now that his dream has been realized, how long will it take until
this work will be taught in the schools of the world?
It is up to you, my young friends, to speed it up—before it is too
late, before more millions of people will die because of words.

Sydney, 1965.

C.K.B.
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THANKS
My thanks to those scholars, academic colleagues, students, and lay
people, who recognized the value of my work, and who gave me encouragement and help, at least in words. Their names, and some of their
sayings, are contained in the Semantography Series (see the catalog
p. 796ff). Some excerpts are reprinted in the introductory pages.
My thanks also to the scholars, authors, and their publishers, to
the editors of newspapers, magazines, and scientific journals, who have
given me their kind permission for reprinting the quotations, which
have convinced me, and may convince others, that work on this idea is
worthwhile.
I must also thank those people who have given me honourable
membership in the exclusive order of scholarly cranks. Every new idea
seems strange, and even absurd to many people. Max Planck said that
a new idea does not gain ground by convincing its opponents. It gains
acceptance as they die out, and new minds take over. But alas, when
this happens, the pioneer is usually dead, too.
The 700 large-sized pages of the first edition, filling 3 volumes, were
typed and mimeographed as a manuscript by Claire and myself from
1946-1949. Without her, nothing would have come of it. Words cannot
express my thanks to her. We hoped for acceptance, and a grant to
print a properly typeset book. We hoped in vain. Now that her death
has left me alone, all I can do is to arrange the photographic reproduction
of the first edition, together with new typeset pages, and a typed
dictionary index.
The typeset pages of this second enlarged edition were printed by
the following Sydney firms. The issues of the Semantography Series,
and the dustjacket, by the Messenger Print. My thanks to Mr. H. M.
Collier, Mr. R. J. Hind, and the staff. The other typeset pages were
set by The Fleet Composition Service Pty. Ltd. My thanks to Mr. B. I.
Reade, Mr. F. E. Holmes, and the staff.
This second edition of the 3 volumes, reduced photographically, and
bound in one handy volume, was photo-offset printed by the Tokyo
publishing division of the American publisher Charles E. Tuttle Co. Inc.
of Rutland, Vermont, U.S.A. My thanks to Mr. Charles E. Tuttle, Mr.
Roland A. Mulhauser, Mr. Satoru Iwamoto, and the staff, for the excellent
reproduction of a very imperfectly typed and mimeographed manuscript.
My thanks to all my readers for understanding my difficulties, for
realizing that I am an inventor, not a writer, for excusing therefore the
many awkward expressions and corrections, also the many mistakes still
abounding, and the small and thin type due to the photographic reduction
in size. My thanks to you for kindly overlooking all my faults. The blank
pages at the end are reserved for your constructive corrections and
suggestions.
My special thanks to my good brother Henry Bliss, and my good
friend Mr. Richard Henry Boyt, for their continuous help. They are, together with myself, the trustees of the Semantography Trust Fund, set up
by the late Claire Bliss. They will carry on, when I too have left this
earth and joined my Claire.
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FROM WORLD WRITING TO BLISS
In 1942 I named my symbols World Writing, then chose in 1947 an
international scientific term Semantography (from Greek semanticos
significant meaning, and graphein to write).
The term Semantography became a tongue twister. It has been misspelt in journals and books, and even misused as a general term for
forthcoming competing symbols.
My friends argued that it is customary to name new writing systems
after the inventors, as for instance Pitman, Gregg, etc. They, therefore,
recommended the new term Blissymbolics, or Blissymbols, or simply
Bliss in order to distinguish this work, because it contains an innovation
not to be found in any other writing ever invented by man.
This new One Writing for One World is not only a new kind of
shorthand (see below), which can be read in all languages. It contains
also a simple logic, semantics, and even ethics.
No one argues to-day whether 2 + 2 = 4 or perhaps 5. Later
generations with a little training in this new "Algebra of Thought" will
instantly recognise any illogic, ambiguity, fallacy and demagogy in any
statement they hear, or read, or think.
Family, community, and political quarrels, carried on to-day with
illogical and ambiguous words, will have to cease. Instead of obstinate
opposition, there may be calm co-operation. Instead of bitterness, there
may be bliss.

ALL SYMBOLS IN THIS BOOK
are drawn FIVE TIMES LARGER in size than they would appear in
print. This is done in order to show their extreme simplicity, and their
maximum saving in space and time when compared with ordinary
alphabetical letters.
This is therefore a new unheard-of shorthand writing which can be
read in all languages. The following example will illustrate this:
means a letter. These two arrow symbols
This symbol
mean to and fro, forward and backward, etc. Hence this
means letter correspondence.
compound symbol
0-4
But if these symbols are drawn 5 times over-size, as they are drawn
throughout this book, then the alphabetical letters would have to be
correspondingly 5 times larger too, as shown below:

El

(72 letter
correspondence
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THE STORY
OF THIS PIONEERING WORK
and the story of this book, first mimeographed with all the faults and
imperfections of a typewritten manuscript, and now reproduced by the
photo-offset process, is the old story of most pioneering works ahead of
their time, not understood and recognized, and without funds to produce
a finely written and printed book.
In 1950 Bertrand Russell wrote: "Any man or men who will spend
the money necessary to get this work printed will, in my opinion, be
performing an important service to mankind."
Year after year, the inventor went a-begging for a publication grant,
but found no men willing to perform this "important service to mankind."
You, dear reader, must therefore kindly excuse all the shortcomings
of this book. Please see beyond them the vision of a great idea, which
could bring understanding and unity to our divided world.

Babel, mankind's greatest handicap
Slowly mankind begins to realize that the learning of languages in
school will not overcome Babel. Even an international language like
Esperanto will not help, because the billions of people go on babbling
in their thousands of different mother tongues.
Slowly mankind begins to realize that the only way to overcome
Babel are pictorial symbols which can be read and understood in all
an guages.
On the motor roads of the world, where understanding in all
languages is a matter of life and death, road warnings in the native
languages are being taken down, and replaced by pictorial symbols.
A bent arrow
means a CURVE in all languages.

This book belongs to the new generations
A few educators have made private tests, and they reported that
children were "fascinated and thrilled" by the simplicity, semantics, logic,
and ethics contained in these symbols.
A time will come when these pictorial symbols will be taught to the
children of the world as a new medium of understanding across all
languages. Then this book will be ready to serve mankind.
Meanwhile may it rest in the libraries of the world. May it come
into the hands of young people who will recognize its value, and who will
pioneer this new world-embracing idea. It is dedicated to them and
to all mankind.
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The vision of one writing for one world
Today blind mankind write in Braille.
A day will come when seeing and thinking
mankind will write and think in Bliss.
This is the vision of the friends of Bliss, who realize that no man
has done this before:
A writing which can be read in all languages
A writing which can give literacy to all
A writing which can expose illogic and lies
A writing which can demask the demagogues
A writing which contains a simple semantics and logic which even
Children can use for their problems
A writing which contains a universal ethics without religious legends,
and acceptable to all
A writing which can unite our world, so disastrously divided by languages,
legends, and lies

The story of semantography
The inventor of semantography, Charles K. Bliss, was born in the
Babel of old Austria, where 20 nationalities hated each other, mainly
because they spoke and thought in different languages.
In 1922 he graduated from the Vienna University of Technology,
and entered the electronic industry as a research chemist. Soon he
realized that the Babel of scientific publications is the greatest handicap
to scientific research. This in turn led him to the following thoughts.
People, be they professors or primitives, don't like to learn foreign
languages, and this includes Esperanto. Everyone likes to talk in his
familiar mother tongue. However, 1 + 2 = 3 can be read in all
languages. H20 means water in all languages, and the pictorial symbols
of radio wiring diagrams are also understood in all languages.
Pictorial symbols are already a reality on the highways of the world.
Motorists traverse linguistic frontiers in a matter of hours, and some die
in a matter of minutes if they can't read the warning signs in the native
languages.
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But a Babel of misunderstanding exists even between people who
Demagogues, who want to dominate .their
speak the same language.
nation and the world, use vague, ambiguous, and fallacious words.
Children and adults are not taught in any school how to recognize such
ords, which bring misery upon mankind.
Adolf Hitler used demagogic language to drive his nation and the
orld into war. When he overran Austria, Bliss was deported to the
death camps of Dachau and Buchenwald. He went through horrors from
1938 to 1939. He saw how men can be induced by words to kill with a
clear conscience.
Freed through the heroic fight of his good wife Claire, they fled to
China. There Bliss saw in amazement how people, who speak different
languages, can nevertheless read the same book and the same paper, and
can write letters to each other.
Scholars of China's history informed him that the pictorial and
Ideographic writing of China was the main unifying factor which brought
together people of different languages, and formed them into the largest
nation on earth. Even the many invaders learned to read it in their own
languages, and it made them Chinese in the end.
These scholars are convinced that a European nation would have
been a reality centuries ago if Frenchmen and Finns, Englishmen and
Estonians, Greek and Germans, Romans and Russians, and all the others,
had a common bond in a common writing which they all could read in
all their languages.
Bliss saw in Shanghai schools that children pick up these partly
pictorial symbols much quicker than the laborious alphabet. He saw that
only 1500 basic words, expressed in symbols, are sufficient for reading
the papers, and for writing letters.
For centuries Chinese governments tried to introduce a
yWpehsonticrw-g.IalyfedThJpnsavoetic
riting since the 9th century. Yet. the 1500 symbols they took over from
Chinese writing still prove simpler and better, and this in a highly
industrialized country where 100 million people speak one language only.
They use their phonetic letters to indicate grammatical inflections only.
Professor Basil Hall Chamberlain summed it up in the amazing
prophecy: "Ideographic writing will surely achieve the final victory over
phonetic writing." It can be read in all languages. It can unite the world.
Bliss soaked all this up in ever growing enthusiasm. Then he set to
work to develop a modern, simple, scientifically constructed, pictorial
symbol writing, which can be typed on a typewriter of ordinary size,
and can be used in international commerce and communication, industry,
and even science.
And then he learned of the dream of Leibnitz.
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A mathematician's dream came true
Leibnitz, the great mathematician, dreamed of this idea 300 years
ago. He was fascinated by the writing of the Chinese, but dismayed by
its archaic complexity. He speculated therefore about a Universal Symbolism "better than theirs." It should be simple, popular and pictorial. It
should also contain a simple mathematical logic as an "Algebra of
2 = 4 in any language, and can
Thought," just as anyone can read 1
realize that it contains a lie.
But for 300 years, linguists and logicians, mathematicians and
philosophers considered Leibnitz' idea a mere "philosopher's speculation,"
impossible to realize.
Prof. I. A. Richards and C. K. Ogden wrote in 1922: "Leibnitz'
speculation still remains where Leibnitz left it."
Prof. E. T. Bell wrote in 1937: "The very diffusion of Leibnitz'
genius made him capable of the dream which Archimedes, Newton and
Gauss missed, the 'Universal Symbolism.' Others may bring it to realization. Leibnitz did his part in dreaming it to be possible."
Prof. Oliver L. Reiser told in 1951 the American Association for the
Advancement of Science: "Bliss realized the ambition of the great mathematician Leibnitz."
Bertrand Russell wrote in 1950: "I think very highly of it. The
logical analysis is good. The symbols are ingenious and easy to understand. Any man or men who will spend the money necessary to get this
work printed will, in my opinion, be performing an important service to
mankind."
Prof. Julian Huxley wrote: "Bliss' semantography provides something of real importance."
Prof. G. P. Meredith: "Sheer fascination . . . semantography is such
an important creative advance in language design."
Prof. Lancelot Hogben: "Fascinating . . . stimulating . . . ingenious."
Prof. V. A. Bailey: "Deserves every encouragement by private and
public means . . . would be of great value to scientists."
Principal Librarian John Metcalfe: "Bliss' books should be available
in the larger public and university reference libraries throughout the
world."
Other scholars expressed similar views.
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THIS WORK LED TO
UNBELIEVABLE DISCOVERIES
This work is more than a symbol writing, more than a simple logic
and semantics. The quest for meaning in words of all languages, and
for their symbolization, led to unexpected results, and unbelievable
discoveries.
As it is with all new ideas, they are contrary to the old ideas, and
difficult to believe. Even the testimony of great scholars, who agreed with
the author's findings, could not overthrow orthodox theories and teachings,
in spite of the newly-found evidence.
You, dear reader, are invited to study this evidence, and to realize
its importance, and the hope it holds for the future of the human race.
The following paragraphs are an introduction to the chapters in this book
dealing with these discoveries.
In the quest for basic symbolization of meanings, the author studied
the writings of all civilisations, beginning with the oldest writings on the
w alls of Babylon and Nineveh, Memphis and Athens, ancient and modern
Rome, down to the writing on the wall boards of our newspaper offices.
He found that men of all civilisations had one overpowering item to
report and record in stone and parchment, in bronze and newsprint:
VIOLENCE AND WAR. Since writing was invented about 7,000 years
ago, men got not tired to brag about their "victories" of killing their
fellowmen, be they of another tribe, another religion, another language,
another nation, and even of the same nation.
What induced them to commit these horrible crimes? asked the
author. The answer is: WORDS. Words spoken by the kings, the high
priests, the leaders. Words, which made (and still make) men believe,
that when they cover themselves with the mortal blood of their fellowmen,
they cover themselves with immortal honours.
What are the words which can justify every crime in peace and war?
The author found that these words are most difficult to symbolize. They
are abstract meanings. They cannot be pictured. They induce different
"pictures" in different minds.
Here was the ultimate test for the author. Either he could find
satisfactory symbols, which are so logical, that they could show everyone
the insane illogic of strife and war, and the lies of the leaders of men,
or he must abandon all hope of ever finding a new writing which is better
than all the writings and languages ever invented by man.
A man came to his rescue, one of the greatest psychiatrists of our
age. and the first director general of the World Health Organisation, Dr.
Brock Chisholm. He said that war is due to a mental perversion caused
words.
Chisholm accused the mental and moral leaders of mankind that
they are using deliberately these abstract words to foster their own craving
for power, and plunder, and plush positions.
Chisholm's accusations caused a furore. But he could not offer any
medical psychological treatment for making these abstract meanings harm-
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less, nor could he offer any archeological proof that war is due to the
emergence of abstract language. His enemies countered that war is innate
in human nature.
The author found the archeological proof for Chisholm's theory in the
caves of old stoneage man (30,000 to 50,000 B.C.). And the logic of his
symbols offer the psychological treatment for making abstract and dangerous meanings harmless, and thus reverse the catastrophic perversion of the
minds of men.
This incredible statement holds some breath-taking promise and
hope. The archeological and biological proof has been found that human
warfare is not innate in human nature, and that war can be gradually
abolished, once we start teaching children how to deal with abstract
meanings which cause miseries and massacres. It's simple with these
symbols. Children can learn quickly how to avoid the miseries caused by
their verbal warfare with abusive words.
The author's findings have been acknowledged by eminent scholars.
Every layman can see the evidence, but it is not easy to become
convinced, because we must unlearn what we have learned, heard and
believed, namely, that war was, is, and ever shall be with the human race.
It's simply not true. War is a recent mental epidemic. It started about
15,000 B.C. with the invention of abstract words.
But this was only the beginning of new discoveries. The author
asked himself: How did language emerge with primeval man? How did
man emerge from the animals? What are the main differences between
the cries of animals and the words of men? How did the higher animals
evolve? How did life evolve? What is MAN? What is NATURE? What
is LIFE?
Take a golf ball and an egg. Both look similar, both contain atoms.
But keep both warm for a few weeks, and something incredible happens
within the egg. By some mysterious magic, the atoms of the egg build a
perfect aeroplane with the most amazing apparatuses.
The conclusion is: living atoms THINK. They know what they are
doing, and they do it better than the best human engineer. But the thinking of living atoms contains two factors which are rarely found in the
thinking of living men. Living atoms CO-OPERATE with each other
when they build their aeroplane. And they HELP each other when their
aeroplane gets wounded and damaged. They rebuild the broken bone,
the broken muscle, the broken skin, until all is well again in their
community.
These facts have a tremendous bearing on the new logic of our symbols. Because the living atoms which form our brain keep us alive by the
CO-OPERATION AND HELP of all cells of our body. Only words
pervert our thinking. And there is no school anywhere which teaches how
to make the brain perversion by words harmless. The result is miseries
and massacres on an ever growing scale.
Continue reading the reprint of an article which the author wrote
in 1964 for a scientific journal. It contains
A SUMMARY OF THE AUTHOR'S THOUGHTS AND FINDINGS
It begins on page 52 of this book.
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QUICK INFORMATION FROM
THE SEMANTOGRAPHY SERIES
After the publication of the 3 volumes on semantography in 1949,
thousands of letters and informative papers were sent out to scholars
and libraries. The Library of Congress in Washington D.C. and other
university libraries gave standing orders for all forthcoming publications
on semantography.
This started the semantography series, the collection of leaflets,
pamphlets, brochures and books, the texts of lectures and articles in
newspapers and journals, monographs, courses, controversies, etc. As the
ti ears went by, the author gave the series the significant subtitle
THE STORY OF THE STRUGGLE FOR SEMANTOGRAPHY
The catalog list of over 200 issues is reprinted on page 797
List of the issues reprinted in the following pages
Issue No.

Title

Page

1
6

First leaflet and book cover
16
The history of this idea, and what scientists think of semantography
20
8
Bertrand Russell's letter and opinion
34
15 Leaflet on a children's primer for the general conference of
Unesco 1951
36
43 2 pages of the pamphlet for the lecture to the geological society
of Sydney University
38
62 Article on semantography by W. A. Heaney for the magazine of
the New England University College, Armidale
40
52 2 pages of the pamphlet for Professor 0. L. Reiser's lecture to
the American Association for the Advancement of Science,
46
Philadelphia 1951 .
48
157 Informative leaflet for librarians
188 The language riots in India, and first page of the article "India
50
and Semantography" in Darshana magazine.
240 A summary of the author's thoughts and findings, as reprint of
52
an article in Darshana magazine, India, 1964
HOWEVER, the above mentioned issues, with the only exception of
the last issue, deal with one aspect only: symbols for bridging all languages.
The other 4 aspects, as listed on page 52 are simply "unbelievable," and
the author found that the first aspect alone was sufficient to label him
a "crank", a distinction earned by almost all pioneers of new ideas.
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understand

WE ARE

IN THE ALARMING POSITION

Oa

UNESCO MUST SEEK

to discover what are the various barriers to free, easy and undistorted
dissimination of news and knowledge between nations, and (must) see that they are
lowered or, if possible, removed, And the study of language, notably of semantics,
as its scientific basis, is a necessary step towards improving language as a tool of
description and communication, and safeguarding ourselves against promoting misunderstanding instead of understanding."
The Biologist, Prof. Julian Huxley (66)

IDEOGRAPHIC WRITING

will surely achieve the final victory over phonetic writing,"
The Linguist, Prof, Basil Hall Chamberlain (9)

TO YOU

WHI CH
THE OTH ER SIDE OF THE FIRSTPROM OTION LEAFLET,

of having enormous control over the forces of Nature, and very little reasoning power
to guide our actions--in tact, very much like a lot of children playing with loaded
guns. Man, it appears, is still handicapped by his . . muddled way of thinking.
May it net he that much of this unreasonable muddle is due to the simple fact that
our symbols for thought-language- are not yet set in order; that in the matter of
thought-symbolism we are still much in the same state of confusion as the Romans
were in their arithmetic? We should be horrified at the difficulty of multiplying
MDCCIX by LVII; to the educated Roman it seemed natural and inevitable, but
his arithmetical powers suffered in consequence."
The Physicist, Prof. Sir Richard Paget (3).

WHATEVER AND WHEREVER YOU
MAY BE, goes the invitation to join in this fascinating
PIONEER work.

EVERY NEW IDEA,

a car without horses, a ship without sai:s, a machine which flies, a box which talks,
speaking over a wire, singing over the air-and now a writing which can be read
in any language, and which can clear up contusion of meaning-every new idea
was first recognized and worked out by PIONEERS, who were amateurs, because
there are at first no professionals in new fields of human endeavour.

"A CRACKPOT IDEA,

that's what it is," said the people. But this did not deter the PIONEERS. They
cheerfully braved ridicule, because they knew that every new idea is first considered
a crackpot idea. When you have read this book, you will know that the idea is
workable.

START A CORRESPONDENCE WITH A FELLOW PIONEER
in a faraway country. Do it for any purpose you like, for the exchange of stamps,
photos or views on technical, medical, educational matters, for the furtherance of
Shia idea, for be aeilestion of data for a •eeteral ar epwlal dletionary air a "Amer
AeuIAt,loainldtr and your 1110014/1- tonimol, or do It just for the promotion of
friendship and goodwill, or just for the fun of It to write in English a symbol letter, which your friend can read in Danish); whether you are a boy scout or girl
guide, or already a grown-up, but still young enough to plunge into a thrilling
adventure and an absorbing hobby.
It's even a kind of shorthand. Long word clusters are expressed by a few symbols
so vividly, that even the small traders in Asia and Africa could soon read them
on notes, invoices, cases and merchandise, The symbol for "ship" looks like a ship;
a car, a box, bags, drums, tins. etc., are expressed by their outlines. You too, can
pioneer this new world-embracing "picture language" In your place of work. The
typewriter is the ordinary one; only the capital letters are replaced by geometrical
lines. Cables in semantography (sent as radio picturegrams) don't need to be coded,
decoded and translated.

WRITE TO THE PUBLISHER IN YOUR COUNTRY
for books, primers, dictionaries, typewriters, stencils, exercise books, courses, etc.,
or directly to the INSTITUTE FOR SEMANTOGRAPHY (IFS), which deals with
all these problems and all the IFS, at.4--Mweisalagar-Bay-Floaciageweed, Sydney,
ViCar Sir., Cuugee, Sydlley, Aus relic
N.S.W., Australia.

ORGANISE A BRANCH OF THE SOCIETY OF SEMANTOGRAPHY (SOS)
in your school, university, circle, club, office, workshop, factory, village, town or
country. Become its first secretary, or teacher, or executive.

ALL THIS IS STILL TERRA INCOGNITA.

THE THIRD WORLD

Only a few seentists have so far penetrated into "the thick jungle of meaning" in
naturally grown languages. Other scientists have shown that unambiguous symbols
in mathematics, chemistry, music and other human activities, can bridge all languages, can bring agreement, co-operation and success.
prevent it- will be an "ideo-logical" war. We will kill each other, be—if weofdon't
WAR cause
a di ff erence of opinion, which we often express with the same words,
meaning different things. Bombs will fall, Lecause of confused ideas in confused
minds, expressed in confused language. "War begins in the minds of men."

HERE IS YOUR CHANCE,

wherever. you may be, in a thronged city or a lone cabin, to contribute to a new
idea, to absorb yourself in a new hobby, which wf.1 give you satisfaction and advantages. It will make you understand the working of language, It will make you
acquainted with the intricacies (and fallacies) of your own language, it will make
you immune against all those words and phrases, which are fired from all sides
(including people around you) with intent to hurt or to confuse, it will give you the
system and the logic to silence big-mouthed debaters, who cover their Ignorance
by throwing around long words--it will lift you up and above the humdrum of
daily life, and IT WILL MAKE YOU A PIONEER.

FO RMED THE FIRST I SSUE OF TH E SE MANTO GRA PHY S ERIES

THIS IS A NEW MEDIUM FOR TRADE AND COMMERCE

SEMANTOGRAPHY SERIES NO. 6
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What Scientists think
of

C. K. Bliss'

Semantography
100 Symbol Elements to overcome
Babel in Reading, Writing, and
Thought
Published 1949
by the +Institute for Semantography.

together with

Historical Data and Quotations
about a

Curiosum in Science and Bibliography

For nearly 300 years
no original work was written and published as an attempt to realise
an idea suggested by the great mathematician and philosopher G. W.
LEIBNIZ (1646-1715), the inventor of the infinitesimal calculus.
Indirectly, his idea led to the adoption of international symbols in
science, but what Leibniz imagined was a Symbolism Of Thought, a
Picto-Ideography, a Symbol Writing, which (like the mathematical
symbols 1 - 2 = 3) could he read in all languages, yet be so simple
that even peasants should understand it.
He prophesied: "I think these thoughts will some day be carried
out . . . "

Now after nearly 300 years

(Please turn over)

LEIBNITZ' PROPHECY OF A PICTORIAL UNIVERSAL SYMBOLISM
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HISTORICAL DATA and QUOTATIONS
Year

1661 George Dalgarno,
a school teacher, published his ARS SIGNORUM or
UNIVERSAL CHARACTER.

1668 John Wilkins
Bishop of Chester, Co-founder of the Royal Society,
published his ESSAY TOWARDS A REAL
CHARACTER.
Unfortunately, Dalgarno's and Wilkins' symbols consisted of arbitrary lines, with no resemblance in outline to the things they should
represent. "Dalgarno's system shows the complete lack of a practical
basis, it is purely artificial .
. yet it had the merit of being the
first concrete contribution to a problem which was so early recognised."
(H. Jacobs).

1679 Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz,
Mathematician and philosopher, declined Dalgarno's
and Wilkins' system. He thought of symbols, which
should outline the real things, very simple. "very
popular." He said in his NEW ESSAYS CONCERNING HUMAN UNDERSTANDING (translated by A.
G. Langley, MacMillan New York 1896):
"A Universal Characteristic, very popular . . might be introduced
if small figures were employed in the place of words, which would
represent visible things by their lines and the invisible, by the visible,
which accompany them."
"This true method of a Universal Symbolism would . . guide
the mind as do the lines drawn in geometry, and the formulas in
arithmetic . . .
"This would be of service at first for easy communication with
distant nations; but if introduced also among us, without however,
renouncing ordinary writing . . . would, be useful in giving thoughts
less surd and verbal than we now have . . . This figured character . . .
would be very agreeable to the people, just as in fact the peasants
already have certain almanacs . . . "
"I think these thoughts will some day be carried out, so agreeable
and natural appears to me this writing . . . for rendering our conceptions more real."
Leibniz realised the semantic effect Of such an international pictoideography. But he made no attempt to draw up such symbols, and
later scientists completely disregarded his advice. They evolved arbitrary systems, based wholly on numerical classification, which would
have made it necessary to memorise a vast catalogue of notions.
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HALL CHAMBERLAIN'S PROPHECY OF VICTORY OVER PHONETIC WRITING

1873 Melvil Dewey,
Librarian, late President of the Association of American Librarians, evolved the only practical system of
this kind in the limited field of numerical library
classification, now in use in most libraries throughout
the world.
However, with regard to Leibniz' idea, a Symbol Writing, covering
the whole range of language, nothing was done.

1904 Professor Basil Hall Chamberlain,
Educator and Linguist, Author of books on East Asia,
wrote:
"Ideographic writing apparently possesses some inherent strength
that makes it tend to triumph over (without entirely supplanting)
phonetic writing, whenever the two are brought into competition in the
same area.
All the countries under Chinese influence exemplify this little
known fact in a striking manner,
In Europe such competition has scarcely taken place, except in the
case of the symbols for the numbers and a few other ideas; but there
too the general law has asserted itself,
Which is the simpler, the more graphic, the more commonly used:
'three hundred and sixty five' or '365'?
Ideographic writing will surely achieve the final victory over phonetic
writing."

Three Centuries passed by
the most momentous in the advancement of
knowledge by the human race, but Leibniz'
idea remained forgotten, and in the year
1922 Professors C. K. Ogden and I. A. Richards,
Uuiversity of Cambridge, wrote in THE MEANING
OF MEANING (Kegan, Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co.,
London):
"This speculative construction, which first occupied his attention
at the age of 18, and was constantly in his thoughts, especially about
the year 1679, and when it became clear that he would not have the
strength to proceed with it, still remains where Leibniz thus left

PAGET'S PROPHECY 15 YEARS BEFORE THE ATOMIC BOMB
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After World War I.
A "War of Words" started. Nationalist, Socialist,
National-Socialist, Fascist, Communist, (now even)
National-Communist, and other ideologies, were presented in vague, ambiguous, relative words to
people, who have learned to read, but not yet learned
to recognise fallacious meanings, which could mean
different things to different people. Ministries of
Propaganda were set up and the slogans prepared
for new wars.
Learned men realised the danger and at some
Universities, the study of meaning—Semantics—was
taken up.

1930 Sir Richard Paget,
Fellow of the Physical Society, and of the Institute
of Physics, London, warned in BABEL i Kegan, Paul,
Trench, Trubner & Co., London):
"IAE ARE IN THE ALARMING POSITION of having enormous
control over the forces of nature, and very little reasoning power to
guide our actions—in fact, very much like a lot of children playing with
loaded guns. Man, it appears, is still handicapped by his . . . muddled.
way of thinking. May it not be that much of this unreasonable muddle
is due to the simple fact that our symbols for thought—language—are
not yet set in order; that in the matter of thought symbolism we are
still much in the same state of confusion as the Romans were in their
arithmetic? We should be horrified at the difficulty of multiplying
MDCCIX by LVII; to the educated Roman it seemed natural and
inevitable, but his arithmetical powers suffered in consequence."

"Human thought requires an efficient method of symbolism such
as no language yet supplies. If the keepers of our language maintain
a die-hard attitude and succeed in preventing reasoned improvement
the result will, I suggest, be that language will be less and less used
for intellectual and rational purposes and relegated to an altogether
inferior status as the symbolis of sentiment and small talk, All accurate
thinking will have to be carried out by means of some other symbolism
like that of mathematics."
"This idea is also not new . . . Leibniz realised the need of a
reformed symbolism and method of thought. He imagined a universal
symbolism of thought which would be understood by all nations, and
by which thought itself would become accurate and quantitative."

1941 Dr. Frederick Bodmer and Professor Lancelot Hogben
(See quotation page 10) wrote in THE LOOM OF
LANGUAGE (publ. 1944 by George Allen and Unwin.
London) ;
"The efforts of Dalgarno, Wilkins or Leibniz were not fruitless . .
revision of chemical terminology realised Wilkin's dream of a real
character. Modern chemistry has a vocabulary of ideographic and
pictographic symbols . . . "
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REISER'S PROPHECY OF A UNIVERSAL PICTORIAL WRITING

1942 Charles K. Bliss,
B.Sc., an industrial research chemist and science
lecturer, with a lifelong training in the handling of
chemical symbols, found himself marooned in China,
and then in the hands of the Japanese.
He was impressed by the unique quality of Chinese ricto-ideography
although complicated and cumbersome) which made it possible that
a newspaper printed in Shanghai could be read in the different languages of China and East Asia, and even in English, French, eta.
He remembered his linguistic troubles in scientific library research.
and. realising the havoc wreaked by war-making slogans, he set to
work to analyse language and to separate the "elements of meaning,"
then to draw up simple pictographs, typable on an adjusted typewriter
of ordinary size, (which carries the small letters of the alphabet tco).
After the war, he worked for another 4 Years on this idea, put
it on a sound scientific basis, simplified his symbols until they became
almost self-explanatory, and wrote his book.

After World War II.
Many scientists realised that it is their responsibility
to create a world of peace. "Since war begins in the
minds of men, it is in the minds of men that the
defences of peace must be constructed" reads the
preamble to UNESCO's Constitution. And an oldnew idea began to take new shape, Scientific
Humanism.

1946 Professor Oliver L. Reiser,
University of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, Chairman of
the International Committee on Scientific Humanism,
Author of PHILOSOPHY AND THE CONCEPTS OF
MODERN SCIENCE, THE PROMISE OF SCIENTIFIC HUMANISM, A NEW EARTH AND A NEW
HUMANITY, wrote in THE WORLD SENSORIUM,
(Avalon Press, New York):
"The central difficulty with Humanism has been that it has tried
to put an immensely simple message into WORDS, whereas such a
message can only be written into a form of a universal picture
language.
The job is to find a layout, a picture basis. so simple and so huge
that it is usable by anyone who has mastered the movies or can punch
a radio panel."

1949

SEMANTOGRAPHY, 100 Symbol Elements to overcome Babel in Reading-, Writing and Thought,
was completed by C. K. Bliss after seven years of
work and published by the Institute for Semantography.

A NEW WORD FOR A NEW WORK
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WHAT IS SEMANTOGRAPHY ?
SEMANTOGRAPHY

constitutes the first

practical realisation of the Dream of Leibniz, the
Demand of Paget, the Description of Reiser. It
comprises:

AN UNUSUAL, NEW TOOL FOR LANGUAGE
LEARNING
Our minds resist—even under compulsion by parents and teachers—
the learning of foreign languages (and this includes Esperanto). We
learn French for seven years and many of us can't ask correctly for
a glass of water. The people of this planet stick to their many and
varied mother tongues, even in the United States of America.
Some of the reasons are the different word order, grammar, sentence construction, idiomatic expressions and nonsensical use of the
particles (which make "up" nearly 30 per cent of all the words we
use) in the many languages. The idiomatic expression "to make up one's
mind" seems utterly nonsensical in most foreign languages, unless it
refers to "plastic brain surgery." But for the word "to decide" there
is a simple counterpart in most languages.
Semantography applies a few simple and universal laws of Physics,
Chemistry. Biology and Psychology and we arrive therefore at a
common basis for all languages, which are anyway used to describe
the same physical world around us.
Consequently, Semantography represents a new tool for language
learning and language planning. It enables U.S to acquire in the
shortest way a basic stock of any foreign language. It makes us realise
the unpicturable nonsense in the expressions, rules and exceptions
Of our own and any other mother-tongue. By applying the "natural
sciences" to our utterances, we learn to talk sense.
Still there are the differently pronounced words for the same
thing in the many languages. We don't like to memorise strange
vocables, but we take easily to international symbols like 1
2 = 3,
&, £, Viz, , because we can read and pronounce them in our own familiar
mother-tongue.
And this leads to a fascinating and fantastic advantage of Semantography, namely:

WHAT SEMANTOGRAPHY CAN DO
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ONE WRITING FOR ONE WORLD
A letter, a notice, a warning, a paper written, typed or printed
in the simple, almost self-explanatory nicturegraphs of Semantography can be read in any language. This has immediate practical
applications in countries with a multilingual population and or international traffic. Furthermore it represents a new auxiliary interlinguistic medium for correspondence and reference literature in Science,
Industry, Commerce, Communication, Education, etc.

LITERACY FOR THE BILLION
Scientists have found in Africa that natives, engulfed in superstitions, will not take to any improvement in agriculture, hygiene. etc.,
without the stimulus of literacy.
Here is a simple universal "Picture Writing" Dr more than
1,500,000,000 illiterates in Asia, Africa and elsewhere, speaking in thousands of languages and dialects.
Here is ONE PRIMER, ONE PAPER. ONE PRINT FOR ONE
WORLD. "With the Art of Writing," said Thomas CARLYLE, "the
true reign of miracles for Mankind commenced . . Democracy is
inevitable."

A SIMPLE SEMANTICS FOR THE CITIZEN, A
LOGIC FOR THE PEOPLE
The most desperately needed items of Education are not taught in
the primary schools and secondary schools of the world: "how to think
logically" and "how to recognise vague, ambiguous and fallacious words,"
which threaten and often wreck the family, the nation, the whole world.
A simple symbolic logic and semantics can be taught by way of
the symbols. Vague, ambiguous and disputable meanings become directly
visible as such. A generation steeped in Semantography may stop nagging and bickering or being misled by hate propaganda.

THE PLANETARY MEDIUM FOR SCIENTIFIC
HUMANISM
The symbols work like chemical symbols. They reveal something
of the inherent structure (and danger) of a meaning. The simple mind
symbols work like variables in propositional functions. Even laws of
Ethics, written in the symbols. can be arrived at by a similar treatment
to that for scientific formulas—yes, even peasants would understand
it, as Leibniz wanted it, peasants of any country and any language.

SEMANTOGAPHY "AN IMPORTANT SERVICE TO MANKIND"
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WHAT SCIENTISTS THINK OF
SEMANTOGRAPHY
So far, the following scientists have had an
opportunity of acquainting themselves with this new
scientific discipline.
BERTRAND RUSSELL, Q.M.
Eminent Philosopher, Mathematician,
Logician, etc. Bearer of many academic
distinctions. Author of numerous books
among which are THE PRINCIPLES
OF MATHEMATICS, PRINCIPIA
MATHEMA.TICA (co-author with A.
Whitehead), AN INTRODUCTION TO
MATHEMATICAL PHILOSOPHY,
THE PHILOSOPHY OF LEIBNIZ,
THE A.B.C. OF ATOMS. THE A.B.C.
OF RELATIVITY, THE ANALYSTS
OF MATTER. AN OUTLINE OF
PHILOSOPHY, EDUCATION AND
THE SOCIAL ORDER. HISTORY
OF WESTERN PHLOSOPHY. etc.
etc. wrote:
Dear Mr. Bliss,
I have been looking through your system of
Semantography and I think very highly of it. The
logical analysis is good. The symbols are ingenious
and easy to understand, and the whole is capable of
being very useful. Any man or men who will spend
the money necessary to get your work printed will,
in my opinion, be performing,- an important service
to mankind.
Your Sincerely
Bertrand Russell
P.S. You are at liberty to make any use you choose
of this letter.
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THE NEGLECTED PROBLEM OF WORLD UNITY

PROFESSOR LANCELOT HOGBEN,
F.R.S., M.A., D.Sc., Prof. of Medical
Statistics, University of Birmingham, etc.
Author of MATHEMATICS FOR
TT-IF MILLTON, SCIENCE FOR THE
CITIZEN NATURE AND NURTURE,
INTERGLOSSA, etc. Editor of TILE
LOOM OF LANGUAGE (by Dr.
Frederick Bodmer). Author (with Marie
Neurath) of FROM CAVE PAINTING
TO COMIC STRIP and other books.
Prof. Hog-ben, in a letter, calls the book on SEMANTOGRAPHY "fascinating," and writes:
. . . I think the views of Mr. Bliss are stimulating,
ingenious. and worthy of a wide public among
interlinguists . . .
And in another letter:
"I have found the pro iect of Mr. Bliss interesting
and stimulating, well worthy of encouragement as a
possible aid to education of preliterate communities
and likely to promote further study of a much
neglected nroblem of world unity."
PROFESSOR CARLETON WASHBURNE,
B.A.. Dr. Engineering, Professor of
Education, Brooklyn Caecre, New York:
UNESCO Education Reconstruction
Specialist, formerly Director of Education in Italy, U.S. Army. 1945, World
President New Education Fellowship,
etc.
Author of A LIVING PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION, NEW
SCHOOLS IN THE OLD WORLD,
ADJUSTING THE SCHOOL TO THE
CHILD. THE RIGHT BOOK FOR
THE RIGHT CHILD, REMAKERS

NATIONS WILL NEED TO BE DRAWN TOGETHER
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OF MANKIND, LOUISIANA LOOKS
AT ITS SCHOOLS, THE STORY OF
THE EARTH ( co-author with his wife
Heluiz Chandler Washburne) and many
other publications, writes:
-A brief examination of the "100 Symbol Elements"

iclea of Mr. C. K. Bliss, shows it to be ingenious.
I believe it should be subjected to controlled
t-xperimentation to demonstrate whether or not it is
i- acticable. If it proves practicable it could be of
eTreat value.

PROFESSOR HENRY L. BROSE,
D.Phil., MA., (Oxf o r d ). D.Sc.
(Adelaide), KInst.P. (London) formerly
Professor of Physics. University of
Nottin2-ham. Author of THE THEORY
OF RELATIVITY, etc, Translator of
works by Albert Einstein, Max Planck,
and others. writes:
"It has given me great pleasure to read the three
volumes on Semantop-raphv by Mr. C. K. Bliss, B.Sc.
In my opinion Mr. Bliss has evolved a new system of
pictorial ideography, which should be useful in many
different spheres. For example, it can be applied in
our ordinary daily lives in scientific communication,
commerce and as an international script. It is easy to
see that the possibilities of the scheme are not
exhausted by the many ingenious suggestions sketched
in Mr. Bliss' volumes.
By this method the root meaning- of words come
into evidence in a manner, reminiscent of a type of
mental algebra and of a system of symbols akin to
those used in chemistry.
I feel that these ideas should be of wide application
in the future when nations will need to be drawn
more closely together by just such ways as are here
outlined by Mr. Bliss."
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BLISS' BOOKS SHOULD BE AVAILABLE IN LIBRARIES

JOHN METCALFE,
B.A., F.L.A., Principal Librarian and
Secretary of the Public Library of New
South \Vales, Australia, Honorary
General Secretary of the Library
Association of Australia, Author of
numerous Publications on Library
Problems and Practice, writes:
"I have known of the work by Mr. Bliss on what
he now calls Semantog,raphy for the past four years.
The field in which he has been working was not one
unfamiliar to me, because I had been interested in and
had written and published articles on Basic English.
Mr. Bliss has now published an extensive work,
setting out his system and I believe that it should be
studied by those interested in any way in semantics
and in the problems of international language. Even
if nothing comes of his particular system and in his
life-time, I believe his book should be available in the
larger public and university reference libraries throughout the world. I have therefore no hesitation in
recommending its purchase by these libraries. Having
regard to the size of the book and the present cost
of production, I do not consider the price of
approximately £A5 to be excessive."
JAMES HEMMING,
Research Officer of the Association for
Education in Citizenship, England:
Member of the National Institute of
Industrial Psychology, the Tavistock
Institute of Human Relations, Author
of DEMOCRACY IN SCHOOL LIFE,
TEACH THEM TO LIVE, THE
CHILD IS RIGHT (co-author), etc.
writes:
'The world is now one, technologically and
economically speaking. There is, thus, an urgent need

SHOULD BE DEVELOPED AS RAPIDLY AS POSSIBLE
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to develop a language-free means of conveying ideas
universally as, in limited fields, has already been
achieved by musical notations and by the international
symbols used in mathematics, electronics, etc.
Your system is designed precisely to achieve this
and warrants an extensive trial with children, with
adults, with persons of different nationalities and with
individuals of varying intelligence. If the system stands
up to this test—and I see no reason whyi it should not
then obviously, this particular method of jumping
the language barrier between peoples should be
developed as rapidly and as widely as possible."

—

B. BURGOYNE CHAPMAN,
M.A. (Sydney, Cambridge, Columbia),
formerly Fraser Gradtiate Scholar in
History (Sydney), Fellow Teachers'
College Columbia University, Fellow
Royal Geographical Society, formerly
Principal Central China Teachers'
College, and General Secretary Central
China Christian Education Association,.
etc., writes :
"Thank you for letting me see your proposed
international sign language, from which, for the first
few minutes, I confess, I was inclined to flee. But
investigation showed me the excellence of the idea
and I was increasingly surprised at what could be
expressed by so few symbols and how easily they
could be learnt.
I have often written Chinese characters (a
similar sign language, but unduly complicated and
numerous) to "talk" with Cantonese and Japanese
who read them in utterly different words, and yet we
have got on happily and quickly.
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THE SOLE DIFFICULTY TO INDUCE PEOPLE

Your disinterestedness personally, and sole desire
to serve humane and cultural causes makes me feel
that almost your sole difficulty will be to induce busy
and conservative people (like myself yesterday) to
take the first ten minutes, seriously to begin to study
the proposal. After that, its interest and advantages
should be clear to intelligent people.
As a fellow Cambridgeman with Ogden, I know
that his Basic English (which attacks quite a
different and more limited problem) was at first
laughed to scorn."
F. D. McCARTHY
Dip. Anthr. (Sydney), Curator of
Anthropology, Australian Museum,
Sydney, Author of AUSTRALIAN
ABORIGINAL DECORATIVE ART,
STONE IMPLEMENTS OF AUSTRALIA, and numerous papers, said:
"Such a simple "language" of symbols will help
tremendously to overcome the very difficult problem
of disseminating information to peoples of diverse
languages, either in one country, such as New Guinea,
or in different countries in many Darts of the world."
THE SOCIETY OF AUSTRALIAN INVENTORS
(Patron Prof. M. L. OLIPHANT,
F.R.S., (President Prof. H. L. BROSE)
authorised the Honorary Secretary
Mr. A. R. Bamber to write:
"On the 22nd September. 1949, Mr. C. K. Bliss
gave a lecture on Semantography to members of the
Society of Australian Inventors. Great interest was
shown in the demonstration and it was felt that the
symbols used in the conveyance of thought are very
ingenious, and are worthy of serious consideration by
the various responsible authorities. If its practicability

MORE SUCH TESTIMONIALS CAME YEAR AFTER YEAR
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can be proved., especially with children, then its value
indeed would be great."
THE AUSTRALIAN SCHOOL OF PACIFIC
ADMINISTRATION,
Sydney. After a demonstration before a
group of teachers, the registrar. Mr.
Wilfred S. ARTHUR. wrote:
"We feel that a system of ideogrammic writing
would have uses for such things as public 4-totices. and
that it could be used among peoples speaking a variety
of vernaculars.
THE NATIONAL ROADS AND MOTORISTS'
ASSOCIATION
of New South Wales, Australia. The
executive body after a study of the
Semantogrraphy symbols for international traffic. authorised the General
Secretary, Mr. II. E. RICHARDS, to
write:
" . . . I would advise that this Association is of
the opinion that the adoption of your system of
symbol writing throughout the world would contribute
towards much safer traffic conditions in international
motoring . .

For further testimonials see the next leaflets.

Here is a small gift for your library.

BERTRAND RUSSELL
the eminent Philosopher, Mathematician and Logician. Bearer of many
academic Distinctions, Order of Merit, Nobel Prize 1950, Author of
many Books, foremost Authority on the work of Leibnitz, and on logical
Symbolism. Here is his judgment of

SEMANTOGRAPHY
EARL RUSSELL
Bertrand Russell visited Australia in 1950 on a
lecture tour and met in Sydney the inventor
and author of Semantography, C. K. Bliss, an
industrial research chemist, who has applied the
Semantics and Logic of chemical Symbolism to
the whole range of language, including scientific
communication.

the first practical realisation of Leibnitz's 300 years old speculation
and prophecy of a simple "Symbolic Universalis", a Symbol Writing,
which could be read and understood in all languages, and which
would contain also a simple Semantics and Logic.
eLc•NONE
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•US.EROTEL SYDNV,

Usher's Hotel
Sydney

Russell tested it, then examined the 3 volumes
on SEMANTOGRAPHY, a work which Bliss
(a production man, and unwilling to canvass a
vast and financially unpromising manuscript) had
handtyped (over 500,000 words), drawn (over
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SHOWING BERTRAND RUSSELL'S
SEMANTOGRAPHY SERI ES NO . B,

A facsimile of the handwriting of one of the greatest Scholars
of our Century
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Dear Mr. Bliss,
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an important service to mankind.

Yours sincerely,
BERTRAND RUSSELL.
You are at liberty to make any use
you choose of this letter.

I eaflet No. 8
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SEMANTOGRAPHY SERIES

June, 1951

If you are interested to acquire the work, or to get more information about Semantography, write to

THE INSTITUTE OF SEMANTOGRAPHY
A Non-Profit Institution for the Promotion of Semantics and Semantography
3--Marmilma-tta-y-Ratal,-Pagoweed, Sydney, N.S.W., Australia.
For the letter
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OPINION O N SEMANTOGRAPHY , AND FACSIMILE OF HISLETTER

I have been looking through your system
of Semantography and I think very highly
of it. The logical analysis is good. The
symbols arc ingenious and easy to understand, and the whole is capable of being
very useful_ Any man or men who will spend
the money necessary to get your work
printed will, in my opinion, be performing
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Semantography

300 YEARS AGO

for the children of the world
pour les enfants du monde
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Moi

A Aa
We
Nous
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you

and

he

and
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toi
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to
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correspond

happily

correspondons

joyeusement

correspondemos

dichosamente

This is a modern picto-ideography for children, natives,
stamp-collectors, business-men, technicians and scientists who don't understand each other's language.
A letter, a primer, a paper, even a poem printed in this
"Writing for One World" can be understood in all language.

A SIMPLE SEMANTICS AND LOGIC FOR THE PEOPLE

This is the Title Page of a Children's Primer
prepared for printing by the Inventor of Semantography, Mr. C. K. Bliss

THE MEDIUM OF UNESCO
the truly Universal Script for the illiterate Peoples of the World.

Now that the Experts of Unesco Paris have studied it, floe

_eneral conference

mey agree that all Unesco Commissions of all Member Nations shall be. provided with all_e
couvete set of the 3 volumes en SEMANTOORAPHY 1-y C K. Bliss, in order to acquaint themselves with this new universal medium. and de:ide about it later on.
Obtainable from THE INSTITUTE FOR SEMANTOGRAPHY, fr-Maroubra Bay Ttond,--Pa,e-es
,
1Vicar Sts'., Coogee, Sydney, Australia
Sydney, N.S.W., Australia
Leaflet No. 15
MAY, 1551

LEIBNITZ (1646-1715) great Mathematician and Philosopher, speculated
about a Picture Writing, very simple.
"very popular ... for easy comm lineation w th distant nations, but if introduced also among us, WITHOUT.
HOWEVE3 RENOUNCING ORDINARY WRITING . . would be useful
in giving thoughts less surd and verbal
than we now have."
He prophesied, "I think thess
thoughts will some day be carried
out . . .

AND TODAY
BUR t HAM)
RUSSELL,
eminent Matheni aticia n and
Philosopher, foremost Authority on
Leibnitz and en
Logical Symbolism, has studied
and I eated Semant o g 1' a p h y, He
wrote: "I think
very highly of it.
The logical analysis is good. 'Ph:
symbols are ingenious, and easy to understand, and the whole is capable of being
very useful."
And he added that people who will
materially assist th e publicising of
Semantography "will, in my opinion, be
performing an important service to

mankind."
(Picture from THE PHILOSOPHY OF
BERTRAND RUSSELL, by kind rierinisskin of Prof. P. A. `tchilpp, Northwestern
University, u.S.At

THESE SCIENTISTS
favour and support
SEMANTOGRAPHY
Prof. Washinirne 1New York), Prot
fiauwerva aiondori, Prof. Reisrr (Pittsburgh), Prof. Hogben 'Birmingham), .Prot,
Meredith (Leeds) Prof. Mitchell, Prof.
McDonald, Black (Sydney), sir Paget, Dr,
Voileoy, Hemming Londe.) Dr. Wolsky
Dr. ETOSC, Metcalfe, McCarthy,
Chapman (Sydney). and milers, in fart
every scholar who studied it seriously.

Underwood Typewriter Corp.
(Mr. J.. A. B. Emi(h. New Y.C47k) has agreed

to adjust an ordinary typewriter for
Semantogrsphy. Th e. small letters remain
for ordinary writing. 'The capital letters
are replaced by line elements for the

AT THE GEN ERALCO NFERENCEO F UNESCO IN PARIS 1951
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ISSUE NO. 43, THE LEAFLET FOR BLISS' LECTURE TO THE

Some Geo-Logical and Geo
1. SCIENTISTS

have found in Africa that natives, engulfed in superstitions, won't
take to any improvements, even in agriculture, tools, hygiene, etc.—
without the stimulus of literacy.

2. SCHOLARS

agree that the first step towards a democratic World Federation
of Governments must be the establishment of Universal Literacy.
But,

3. THREE-QUARTERS

of the World's Population is illiterate, and divided by thousands of
languages and dialects.

4. PRINTING

different Primers in different languages for different villages, would
divide the people even more. This fosters nationalism even in
literate countries (e.g. Welsh, Irish and Scottish Gaelic).

5. PROFESSORS

and Primitives, Scholars and School-children anywhere in the
world don't like to learn foreign languages, including Esperanto
and Basic English. But 1 ± 2 = 3 can be read and understood
in all languages.

6. BRIDGING THE LANGUAGE BARRIER

is today a matter of life and death. Half a Century of Esperanto,
a quarter of a Century of Basic English haven't brought any
application of these international languages in World Communication. Meanwhile, however, the

7. ROAD ENGINEERS

have evolved simple picturegraphs for the deadly Highways of
the World. A bent arrow means a. CURVE in all languages.

8. RADIO ENGINEERS
CI-13

have evolved simple picturegraphs for the intricacies of their
world-embracing apparatuses. Native radio mechanics in India,
Indonesia., the Philippines and elsewhere, understand these
pictographs, no matter what words are used for them.

9. GEOGRAPHERS

and Map Makers, Mathematicians and Astronomers, Chemists,
Physicists and other Scientists have their international symbols.

10. GEOLOGISTS

use many symbols on their maps. These symbols are sometimes
directional pictographs, sometimes, however, arbitrary for lack of
space. Any meaning in geology could be expressed in the picturegraphs of Semantography. These are not arbitrary, but somehow,
their outlines indicate the real things. If geologists would agree
on a set of such pictographs, typable on the semantographic typewriter (an ordinary-sized adjusted one), and in conformity with
the system of Semantography, then GEOLOGISTS WHO DON'T
-UNDERSTAND A
WORD OF EACH OTHER'S LANGUAGE
COULD WRITE LE'riERS TO EACH OTHER (similarly, doctors.
chemists, engineers, etc., etc.). Here are a few samples.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
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-Linguistic World Problems
EXAMPLES OF SEMANTOGRAPHY PICTOGRAPHS
as typed on the semantog,raphie typewriter)

A

,%1
base

A

fc,or.

A

slope

edge

A A 241

horizontal

strata
oblique

angle

syncline

ground

water

stream

water
below ground

atfaC4

summit

marling

sulking
a bore

artesian
well

11. THE BABEL OF SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS
"is a social problem of the first magnitude" (Hogben). The flood.
of expensive scientific books and journals, which industrious
publishers and printers of many countries pour out on povertystricken Universities is so great that even the richest Universities
cannot afford to buy them all. Besides, of what use are articles in
Norwegian, Greek, or Hindustani to scientists who speak other
languages.

12. A UNIVERSAL SCIENCE ABSTRACT
without publishers, without printers, and even without money, can
be put into operation by a few enthusiastic students in a few
Universities (See Bliss's detailed proposals in his paper before the
Physical Society of the University of Sydney).
Reports about research in Geology, Chemistry, Medicine, etc., etc..
going on at a University could be given half-yearly on small
mimeographed filing cards, carrying the title and research result
in 100 words—and in pictographs. Reports from Anglo-American
Universities would carry the pictographs and the English words
beneath: in French Universities it would be French beneath the
pictographs, in Danish Universities it would be Danish, etc., etc.
Anyone knowing English or French or Danish need not bother about
the symbols. Others would learn them in order to read the abstract
in their language be it Portuguese or Afrikaans. Soon Universities in
small countries would add a line in English beneath the line in
their language.
The grammar of Semantography is the "grammar" of the physical
event (Agent acts on Object). Putting English or French words
beneath the symbols may sometimes result in some akward English
or French sentences, but here at last is a medium to guide a wordfor-word translation, free of idiomatic expressions. As an additional
advantage this would enable the reader to learn the corresponding
scientific or non-scientific words in English or other languages.

13. THE LONDON BOARD OF TRADE
adopted in 1855 a code of flag symbols for British shipping only.
Quietly, all other nations adopted it too, without fuss, without
conferences, without proposals or counter-proposals.

1.0

SEMANTOGRAPHY SERIES NO. 62

SEMANTOGRAPHY
THIS is not just another Esperanto, but it
is a new system for WRITTEN communication through pictorial symbols, a
WRITTEN "language" invented to make
international understanding clearer and
easier, in fact, to make international understanding really possible; for it is obvious
to-day not only that international congresses are sensitive instruments because
of language difficulties, but also that even
within a group speaking the same language
a war of words is carried on between political parties and a desecration of words is
organised by journalists; and the consequence is the man-in-the-street suffers a
general ignorance and uncertainty about
words and language becomes less effective
as a means for precise and clear communication.
Mr. C. K. Bliss, a graduate of the University of Technology, Vienna (Austria),
now an Australian citizen, the inventor of
Semantography, was made to realise how
fearful and powerful was Hitler's war of
words. Slogans like "Germany above all,"
and to excuse the atrocities committed in
the name of Nazism, "Es war notwendig in
einem hoeheren Sinne—it was necessary in
a higher sense," vague catchwords, highsounding phrases of ruthless propaganda
mean nothing (in fact, they become ridiculous) when analysed into their scientific
significance (Greek semanticos) by the pictorial "language" of Semantography; yet
they served their purpose.
But even in peacetime the lack of thorough international codes can cause disaster. Witness the ambiguity and diversity
The
of road signs in different countries.
symbol for a railroad crossing in U.S. is
very similar in form to the European "No
stopping allowed! Drive on!" The symbol
"No hooting" in Austria is the opposite of
a symbol in South Africa meaning the
same thing. The signs for "cross roads."
"schools," "curves." are different in most
countries of the world. Within one State
in Australia you will often find different
road signs with the same meaning. What
confusion then must the variety cause the
foreigner, and what disasters are liable to
happen. To overcome these difficulties ax
international code is necessary that is clear
both to the intellectuals and the ignorant,
to diplomats and business men, to peasant
farmers and illiterate natives. And Mr.
miss claims (and with ample support of
his claim) that he has devised an answer
to this need in his Semantography.
The aim of the language is to communicate through simple pictorial symbols the

an article which appeared in the Arts Magazine of the
New England University College of Armidale, Australia,
written by W. A. HEANEY, who attended Bliss' lectures
at the University of Sydney in 1951.
meaning of words BY REPRESENTING
PHYSICAL THINGS IN OUTLINE AND
NON-PHYSICAL THINGS IN GEOMETRIC
SYMBOLS WHICH ANALYSE THEIR
SIGNIFICANCE. The language is simple,
analytical, pictorial; it is almost grammarless and syntax-less; there are no inflexions
to learn; and there are NO INCONSISTENCIES. Almost every symbol suggests
its meaning by its outline, so that it is
easy to learn the "language," and in understanding the basis on which it works you
will find great intellectual delight and satisfaction, for being as closely related to
reality and nature as possible, it wastes
no words and makes its communication
clearly and economically.
The idea of a universal language is not
new. An extraordinary uniformity existed
under the Roman Empire where Latin penetrated all the known world and retained in
the ranks of the officials, Roman and native,
an extraordinary uniformity, so that the
Latin of an educated Spaniard or African
was almost identical with that of a Roman.
Latin was used down the Middle Ages as
the Ecclesiastical language of the Church,
and the official language of scholars.
In
England. even in the Sixteenth Century,
there was a strong tradition that sanctioned the use of Latin in all fields of
knowledge for English along with other
vernaculars was regarded as a popular
language, a vulgar tongue, immature, unpolished, and limited in resources, having
no faculty to express the abstract ideas
and the range of thought which the ancient
language was regarded as being so notably
capable of.
As early as 1661 George Dalgarno, in his
"Ars Signorum," and Bishop John Wilkins
(1668) in his "Essay Towards a Real Character," had attempted new universal symbolic languages, but the arbitrariness of
their symbols and the consequent vagueness and complication in their representations leave the attempts interesting curiosities. Gottfried Wilhelm Leibnitz, the
German philosopher, saw that Dalgarno's
and Wilkins's attempts LACKED CONTACT WITH REALITY, and he said in his
"News Essays Concerning Human Understanding": "A universal characteristic very
popular .... might be introduced if small
figures were employed in the place of
words, which would represent visible things
by their outlines, and invisible by the
visible which accompany them," But practically nothing has been done in this direction. True, physicists, chemists, and certain technicians have evolved certain internationally recognised symbols, but the

INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGES AND AN INTERNATIONAL WRITING
links, the words that relate what the
scientist was about and the general method
of his enquiry, are written in his own
"phonetic" language; and so to study his
subject in detail he has to be a practised
linguist, having at least three languages
at his command, as well as a capable
student.
Attempts have been made, too. in the
direction of "phonetic" languages that can
be both written and spoken. but the barriers they have had to face were too
much for them. For it seems their very
conception was opposed to the laws of
nature People do not take to learning
new languages. The late eminent philologist, Otto Jesperson. has said no one can
learn more than one language, his mother
tongue, perfectly, whatever his acquired
ability may be in others. Memories of the
real waste of time at school spent on learning foreign languages which we hated and
which, moreover, we could acquire no more
than a shaky, elementary knowledge of,
may remind us of this. Such inability (and
antagonism) is one good reason why Esperanto has failed (UNESCO has abandoned
it). Nor can you force people to learn a
new language. Mr. Bliss cites Stanley
Rundle, "Language as a. Social and Political Factor in Europe" (London, 19451 as
mentioning that the Lithuanians were prohibited by penalty of death from using
their mother tongue, with the result that
200 years after the verdict was issued, 93
per cent. of the popuation spoke ONLY
Lithuanian. And how are you going to
teach the complicated system of the manmade languages when some 70 per cent. of
the world is illiterate. "The chief reproach
to be addressed to Volapuk, Esperanto, Ido,
Romanal, etc., is," says Albert Leon
Guerard, ("A Short History of the International Language Movement," London,
'1922), "that their conjugations are too
subtle and too rich. The conjugation of
volapuk was extremely rich, but arbitrary
and complicated. A Volapuk verb, according to Mr. Karl Lentze. could take 205,440
different forms."
Brit how did Mr. Bliss come to conceive
the idea of a new universal language. As a
research chemist, even though he had a
fair command of four major European languages, he realised the difficulties he encountered in translating material written
In a foreign tongue ,but he had conceived
Now
so way of beating the difficulties.
it happened that the Pacific war found
Mr. Bliss and his wife marooned in China.
There he started to learn Chinese writing,
and he realised that, while those from the
south could not converse with those of the
sorth, people from all quarters of China
could read the daily newspapers printed
am Shanghai. But more than this, Chinese
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writings 2500 years old, were easily comprehensible by modern Chinese. English
prose and verse of the Fourteenth Century
is not easy for an untrained English reader;
and the English language of a thousand
years ago requires special study before it
can be read. But what was the reason for
the universal understanding of Chinese?
It was that the language was originally a
pictorial one, and remains so, even though
in the course of three or four millenia the
characters have been modified and inconsistencies and useless symbols have appeared; yet basically Chinese is a pictorial
representation of real things, of geometric
reality.
Essentially, Mr. Bliss's pictorial "language" is a simplified Chinese: it is the
clear, pictorial representation of real
things as we see them. Each symbol looks
like the object it represents; and where
the "thing" is abstract, or intangible, it is
represented by geometrical objects which
are associated with the abstraction.
Our
language is termed a "phonetic" language,
since we use symbols which represent
sounds to form words, words which above
a few hundred of some quarter million and
e ore in the Oxford English Dictionary
which remotely suggest the ideas they represent, "splash, biff, toot, quack, etc.." are
nothing but a CONVENTION; they have
practically no direct hearing on reality. Yet
to represent all his ideas. Mr. Bliss uses
only 100 symbol-elements.
The tirst twenty-lire are already internationally accepted and therefore should
provide no difficulty. They include the
digits 0 to 9; the symbols for addition, subtraction. multiplication and division; the
dot, comma, question mark, and arrow.
Many of the succeeding symbols could be
represented from the first thirty-nine but
for the purpose of simplicity a happy mean
is struck between complete analysis (using
beak symbol-elements only) and pictorial
representation. And semantography can be
written with a specially adjusted typewriter in which the second set (which
usually contains the capital letters)
is
made up of the geometric lines for the
composition of the symbols. Thus the usual
phonetic letters can be used with the Semantographic symbols. For Semantography
does not aim to displace ordinary writing;
IT IS MEANT ONLY TO BE AN AID, A
SUPPLEMENTARY WRITING.
We have already observed how people
are not eager to learn new languages and
how in Lithuania the mother tongue could
not be put down even through persecution.
And Mr. Bliss is quite aware of this: Semantography is not out to replace, but to
supplement one's native tongue, where
necessary by an international code.
He

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF BLISS' SYMBOLS
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recommends its use first of all for emergency warning signs with the language of
the appropriate country under the symbols:
these signs ...mild be at once clearly comprehensible to the native for he can read
his own tongue and easily comprehend the
symbols too, and to the foreigner or the
illiterate, who finds the phonetic language
meaningless to him, but can recognise the
significance of the symbols immediately.
But let us look at some of the symbols of
Semantography.

-FI R- Sr+
DOOR.ENTRANCE EXIT FIRE-EXIT
These symbols, which are almost selfexplanatory, could be put into operation in
Australian ports, where foreigners and new
immigrants are not familiar with the English language. They could be used in public
buildings, cinemas, theatres, etc. The symbol for FIRE indicates the wavy outline of
a flame. Mr. Bliss is now preparing a set
of warning signs for Australian factories
(where many New Australians are working). The symbol for FIRE can be used for
other warnings, like INFLAMMABLE.
DON'T SMOKE, etc., and also for bush-fire
prevention.

0 a @
EARTH SUN

DAY THURSDAY

These symbols can be used for an international calendar, which can be read and
understood in all languages. The sun over
the earth indicates obviously DAY. The
symbol for the MOON over the EARTH line
indicates NIGHT. The numbers attached
indicate the days of the week or the months
of the year.
These symbols can also be used for agricultural instructions to illiterate farmers
in the backward areas of the world.

.'hen to harvest. The symbols shown above
could be combined with the calendar symbols in these directions.

LETTER.TELEGRAM, WINGS AIRLETTER
These are a few symbols from the list of
Semantographic symbols for postal communication. They can also be used in correspondence, when writing in Semantography.
Furthermore, Mr. Bliss envisages that
cables in Semantography will be sent by
Radio-Photo. At present commercial firms
have to code and decode their messages,
and then to translate the message in their
native language. A Radio-Photograni. in
Semantography will need no translation. It
can be sent for instance by an English firm
to any country and read there in the native
Is nguage.

A

2
MAN WOMAN I YOU
The symbols for MAN and WOMAN are
obvious, and similar to children's drawings.
First, second and third person, are represented by the appropriate number. The
plural is indicated by a multiplication mark
on top. Now we can form a sentence.

Al

\N,

El A,

PEN IA) LETTER (TO) YOU
The order of the symbols follows the
order of the PHYSICAL ACTION.
The oblique line indicates a pen in position for writing. As such it indicates the
material thing only. But if we place the
action indicator on top, it symbolises the
action performed with a pen.

A

V

MATERIAL PHYSICAL HUMAN
ACTION EVALUATION
THING
KNIFE PLOUGH GRAIN HARVEST
A CUTTER OF EARTH is a plough and
the symbol looks like a plough. Harvesting
means cutting the stalks.
Let us assume that an agricultural research station has developed a special seed
for special areas. It will be necessary to
write some directions on the seed packages, when to plough, when to sow, and

Here are the 3 most important symbols
of Semantography. Mr. Bliss realised thef
he bad to devise a simple universal grammar, which fits all languages. Being a
chemist. he based his grammar on the following assumption: All languages are used
to describe the phenomena of our physical
world; and the main manifestations of our
world can be classified into MATTER.
ENERGY. and what we may call the Life.

SYMBOLS FOR THE MEANINGS OF THE HUMAN MIND
or MIND Force. All this happens in SPA(...i_.
and TIME.
The first 3 groups are represented by
the symbols shown above. MATTER is
symbolised by a square to indicate that
the structure of matter is not chaotic. On
the contrary, a divine simplicity and harmony reveals itself in the structure of a
crystal, and the geometrical arrangement
1.1 the molecules. The symbol for ENERGY
indicates the Latin letter A in the word
ACTUS, our English word Action. The
symbol indicates also the primeval action
on our planet, the throwing-up of volcano
cones, and the thrusting-up of mountains.
The symbol for human EVALUATION
indicates the Latin letter V in VALERE.
our English word Value and Evaluation.
This outline suggests a cone standing on
its point, a position which in physics is
termed LABILE. As you will soon see, we
can easily agree about words which indirate THINGS or ACTIONS, as for instance
what is a PEN, and TO PEN. All words
relating to THINGS and ACTIONS refer
to something real, which exists outside of
our brain. But human evaluations, whit`:
we express in words, for instance BEAUTIFUL and UGLY, depend upon the mind
of each individual as HIS SYSTEM OF
REFERENCE. And two individuals may
never agree about their different EVALUATIONS of the same thing. Here is an example how those 3 symbols are used as
indicators on top of symbols.
A

eactions of our mind. For these we us,.
the MIND symbol.

rTh
(—*1
EMOTION REASON

TO MAN

CONSCIENCE

The mind symbol shows the outline of
the upper skull, which encases the brain
The division into these 3 levels is real, and
brain surgeons have operated on these
notions, and restored to health and sanitipersons tortured by a perverted conscience.
The modern theories of psycho-analysis
are based on the same notions. "We don't
live our lives," said Sigmund Freud, "IT
lives us. We are lived by unknown and
uncontrolled forces." He termed therefore
the part of the brain which contains the
passions and emotions, the ID (Latin for
IT). The medical Latin words for Reason
and Conscience are Ego and Super-Ego.
(This word has nothing to do with egotistic). To make these meanings more selfevident, the following alternate symbols
are chosen.

r-\

V

EMOTION

MAN
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MANLY

The second and third indicator refer to
the verb and adjective. The first symbol
referring to those nouns which are material THINGS, is usually unnecessary. We
need not put this indicator on top of those
symbols which by their outline indicate a
MAN, a PEN, a LETTER. etc. The verb
TO MAN refers to actions performed by
men, as for instance to man a ship, to man
a eun. The third indicator refers to how
fi:fferent minds may evaluate actions performed by man. Some actions may be
ATaluated as MANLY, meaning noble anti
heroic. However, some women, having had
bitter experiences with men and the'
-scions may use the word MANLY in (mite
a different way. The same applies to the
eir a luation of WOMANLY.
So far, the EVALUATION indicator has
been used for adjectival derivations of
words which represent material THING('
Rot we have also words wnich refer to

REASON CONSCIENCE

ID

EGO

SUPER - EGO

The heart is used in all languages to
indicate emotion. In the symbol for CON-SCIENCE we see clearly another mind
superimposed upon the individual mind
According to Freud, it is the mind of the
father, mother and people in authority.
According to Gustav Jung, once Freud's coworker, it is the mind of God.
Here are a few symbols.

Oi C71

z 17\

HAPPINESS. SADNESS. DOUBT. INTEREST

(4:\ I

f

GOOD BA D
RATIONAL

(Th
r'N
GOOD
MORAL
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SYMBOLS FOR ABSTRACT AND SCIENTIFIC MEANINGS

The plus and minus symbols indicate a
positive or negative judgment of our mind.
And here is another symbol combination,
to indicate a complex meaning: apology.

A AA

CHEMICAL CHEMIST CHEMICAL

A

0

4)
ANALYSIS

C718!

MOUTH SAYING SHAME
APOLOGY is a verbal expression (a saying) of SILUTE. SHAME is a downhearted feeling of what our conscience judges
negatively as BAD.

The symbol for chemical is the outline of
a retort. which is an age-old symbol for
chemistry. ANALYSIS is clearly indicated
es CHEMICAL DIVISION OF MATTER.
A

A

H-0
MEASURE MEASURING PHYSICIST
MOVEMENTS
O

APOLOGY
The phonetic word has been placed next
to the symbol, to show that the symbols
do not take up more space than the phonetic symbols of the same size.
The next symbols refer to a favourite
idea of Mr. Bliss. He has done years of
scientific library research, and knows from
his own bitter experience that the Babel
of scientific publications "is a social problem of the first magnitude" (Hogben).
The flood of expensive scientific books
and journals, which industrious publishers
and printers pour out on poverty-stricken
Universities is so great, that even the richest University cannot buy them all. Besides, many books are written in languages,
of no use to many scientists.
Bliss proposes a simple universal science
abstract. which should consist of inexpensive mimeographed filing cards, which students of every university could print on a
duplicator. The result of researches in any
science going on at a university should be
given half-yearly on such cards in not more
than 100 words in English (at Angloerican Universities), in French (at
French Universities), etc. These words
should stand beneath the symbols. Anyone
who knows English or French will read the
words in these languages and need not
bother about the symbols. Anyone else,
interested in the research, would learn to
read the symbols in his own language, be
it Danish or Hindustani, or any other language. These research reports could be
exchanged between universities, and any
chemist, doctor, engineer, etc-, could subscribe to these inexpensive cards for his
particular field only.

GRAVITATION, PRESSURE MIXTURE GAS
GAS is unpicturable, but if it is collected
under water or a liquid it forms bubbles
which go up.

ABSORP- WATER DELIQUES- EFFLORESTION
CENCE CENCE
These symbols and the others shown
above, are almost self-explanatory.

I

Al LEUM-EICOLON

MEDICINE DOCTOR INTUSSUSCEPTION
Here are a few symbols for medical research and case histories. The symbol 10]
medicine is the simplified outline of the
rod of Aesculapius. Medical men use
already Latin words, as for instance ileum
and colon. The symbols of Semantography
can be used to form complete sentences,
which doctors can read in any language.
Intussuseeption means the entering of the
ileum into the colon (parts of the intestines).
The next symbols represent ideas concerning space and time.

THE MEANINGS OF PROGRESS, SCIENCE, NATURE, CREATION

START

DEPARTURE PROGRESS

ARRIVAL

STOP

THROUGH

These symbols can be used in railway
stations, time tables, etc. But they can be
used in science, too, for they are constructed according to the relativity theory. Any
directional movement may mean progress
in any direction. What is needed is a system of reference, which is indicated by the
lines of reference in the symbols above. We
realise that these words are meaningless.
unless referred to those lines of reference.
In our present war of words, the meaning
of PROGRESS has been applied by people
and parties who oppose each other. The
symbols of Semantography teach us to ask
for the system of reference, and not to accept vague and ambiguous words. Progress? Where to? To the building of parliaments or concentration camps?
Bertrand Russell has tested Semantography and has asked Bliss to symbolise the
most controversial meanings, as for instance, the meaning of God_
Bliss has'responded by drawing an ageold symbol, an eye inside an equal sided
triangle. The triangle may remind us of the
Trinity; the eye of the all-seeing mind of
the Creator. Remove the eye and you have
the symbol for nature, creation. The Greek
philosophers have considered geometrical
configurations as direct proof of the divine
harmony in nature.

A 4

n

CREATOR NATURE SCIENCE SCIENTIST

The mind contemplating the aspects of
Nature symbolises Science and Philosophy
in general. Bertrand Russell was completely satisfied with these symbols. He wrote
afterwards: "I have been looking through
rner system of Semantography and I think
rery highly of it. The logical analysis is
good. The symbols are ingenious and easy
re understand, and the whole is capable of
teeing very useful. Any man or men who
will spend the money necessary to get your
work printed will. in my opinion. be per-
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terming an important service to mankind."
High, too. was the praise of Professor
Oliver L. Reiser, of the University of Pittsburgh, U.S.A., Chairman of the International Committee on Scientific Humanism, who
said in his paper for the symposium "Operation Knowledge" of the American Association for the Advancement of Science:
"Bliss . . . realised the ambition of the
great mathematician Leibniz
.
. The
system of Semantography has many virtues
. . . . it provides a powerful stimulus and
aid to President Truman's 'Point Four
Program' . . . . Bliss's heroic work is certainly headed in the right direction . . . .
This new language design comes with this
high praise of Bertrand Russell, suggesting
that we do well to study thoroughly Bliss's
creation." Amongst other prominent figures
who have admired Mr. Bliss's system of
Semantography we may note Professor
Lancelot Hogben, University of Birmingham (author of "Mathematics for the Million." etc.. editor of "The Loom of Language"): Professor Carleton Washburne.
Professor of Education, Brooklyn College.
New York, John Metcalfe, of the N.S.W.
Public Library. and many others.
Mr. Bliss lives Semantography. It is
never out of his mind; he has a notebook
at hand in case an idea should come into
his mind at work; returning home after
being a manual labourer all day, he works
at his idea late into the night; and he is
spending all his own substance in having
his work published and publicised. But be
is growing old, too. It is too much to expect
a man to labour with his hands all day and
with his mind all night, unencouraged and
unsupported; to see him go down, his
energy spent and his industry wasted, an
heroic figure scoffed at because his idea
was unusual, snubbed by the proud-blind
intellectuals with the patronising "charming but positively fantastic." Louis Braille's
(1825) auxiliary writing for the blind was
scorned, too; it was rejected by the Academy and even his colleagues—but it has
won through.
Mr. Bliss needs all his time to continue
working on and perfecting his new writing:
his plea is for support that will enable him
to leave the factory and give all his faculties to Semantography. And if you are hiterested in Semantography, you can get
more information by writing to Mr. Bliss,
of 5 Maroubra Bay -Roael,--Pagrowo.
'
and in doing this you will aid yourself and
give Mr. Bliss much happiness and satisfaction.
W. A. Heaney, of New England University
College. Armidale. is a member of the
English Honours School in Sydney
University.
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ISSUE NO. 52

LEAFLET FOR PROF. 0. L REISER'S LECTURE TO

SEMANTOGRAPHY
is an AUXILIARY simple Picto-Ideography for interlinguistic
Communication between Scientists, Technicians, Businessmen, and
People who don't understand each other's Language.
A Letter, a Primer, a Paper, even a Poem, printed, TYPED, or written
in this " One

Writing; for One World

can be read and understood in ALL LANGUAGES without the usual
translation. Its simple Logic and Semantics teaches people to spot
instantly fallacious word propaganda. It provides the planetary Medium
for Scientific Humanism.
1. PROFESSORS AND PRIMITIVES, Scholars and School-Children don't like to /earn foreign
Languages. including Esperanto and Basic English. But 1
2 = 3 can be read and understood
in all mother-tongues_
2. THE BABEL OF SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS is a social Problem of the first Magnitude
(Hogben).
3. THREE-QUARTERS OF THE WORLD'S POPULATION are illiterate, and divided into
thousands of Languages and Dialects.

PICTOGRAPHS BRIDGE ALL LANGUAGES
They have proved successful in the Sciences, in Radio Engineering.
on the deadly Highways of the World. Semantography is the logical
consequence. It can be typed on an adjusted ordinary-sized typewriter.

SEMANTOGRAPHY, THE MEDIUM FOR AN
INEXPENSIVE UNIVERSAL SCIENCE ABSTRACT
Small mimeographed filing cards shall be issued half-yearly by every University, containing
the research results in 100 words in English (in Anglo-American Universities), in French (in
French Universities), in Swedish (in Swedish Universities), etc. AND THE PICTOGRAPHS
above the words. If you know the language you need not bother about the symbols. Otherwise
you can read every Abstract in your Mother-tongue. Distributed and exchanged by an International Centre, every Scientist, Doctor, Engineer, etc., could subscribe to these inexpensive
cards for his particular field.

EXAMPLES FROM "SEMANTOGRAPHY" by C. K. BLISS
100 Symbol Elements to overcome Babel in Reading, Writing and Thought

0 0 @
DOOR. ENTRANCE EXIT FIRE-EXIT
Symbols for Public Buildings, Cinemas, etc.

EARTH SUN

DAY THURSDAY

Symbols for international Calendars.

cr
LETTER,TELEGRAM, WINGS AIRLETTER
Symbols for Postal Communications. RadioPhotograms in Semantography need no
coding, decoding and translating.

KNIFE PLOUGH GRAIN HARVEST
Symbols for Directions to illiterate Peasants
on Seed Packages, when to plough, when to
sow, when to harvest, etc.
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Al

cl)

MAN WOMAN I YOU

El

I,

A

ILEUM

COLON

MEDICINE DOCTOR INTUSSUSCEPTION
A simplified Rod of Aesculapius for Medicine.
in which Latin words can be used with the
symbols.

PEN (A) LETTER (TO) YOU

I

The A-ction indicator over the PEN 'inclined
writing positionl means TO PEN.

a
MATERIAL
THING

ID

A
HUMAN
PHYSICAL
ACTION EVALUATION

These are the 3 main symbols of the
"grammar" of Semantography, dividing all
words as referring to AfrArkEii. I square indicates structures . ENERGY (A-ctus, Action)
and MIND (V-alere. Valuation).

A

I-I-1

EMOTION REASON CONSCIENCE

A H.

1-1-0

MEASURE MEASURING PHYSICIST
MOVEMENTS

EGO

SUPER - EGO

The Heart is a conventional cid symbol. The
superimposed Mind signifies, according to
reud, the Mind of the Father, Mother and
People in Authority. According to Jung it
is the Mind of God.

CREATOR NATURE SCIENCE SCIENTIST
Symbols for Believers and Unbelievers — in
accordance with Greek Philosophy—the
rational Mind contemplating Nature, its
Harmony signified by geometrical configurations.
Here is an Example how the Logic and
Semantics of Semantography works,
••••■=nip•

--PC1
START
GRAVITATION • PRESSURE MIYTURE GAS
Gas is unpicturable, but

in

DEPARTURE PROGRESS

a liquid it forms

bubbles, which go up.

AAA

A+

CHEMICAL CHEMIST CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS
The outline of a retort is an age-old symbol
for Chemistry. ANALYSIS is "analysed" as
(1) Chemical (2) Division of (3) Matter.

—El

E

ABSORP- WATER DELIQUES- EFFLORESCENCE CENCE
TION

ARRIVAL

STOP

THROUGH

These Symbols can be used for Rail, Road,
Ship and Air Communication. They shov,- 2
Symbol Elements, (1) the ARROW indicating
that something is moving, and (2) the LINE
OF REFERENCE, indicating the space-time
co-ordinate. Example:
START: Professor Reiser introduces Semantography to the AAAS, or YOU, wherever
you may be, start reading this Leaflet.
PROGRESS: Your mind is contemplating
this new Aspect of Science.
ARRIVAL: What Conclusions are you arriving at? Where is this going to stop? In a
dustbin? On a dusty shelf? What will it
mean to the Inventor? Dust to Dust? Please
turn over.
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ISSUE NO. 157

AN INFORMATIVE LEAFLET FOR LIBRARIANS

TO THE TRUSTEES OF HUMANITY - THE LIBRARIANS,
TO ALL LEARNED AND LAYMEN ALIKE
who appreciate a work for its potential usefulness for the generations to come, - and who are
willing to bring it into the libraries of their
hometown.
The Purpose of this Pamphlet is to acquaint you
with a work on a new idea. It may take decades
until the publishing business will see no monetary risk in these publications which are printed on a non - profit basis and offered below cost.

Bertrand Russell

BERTRAND RUSSELL wrote that spending money on this work means
"performing an important service to mankind:'
ENLIGHTENED LIBRARIANS HAVE RESPONDED
Harvard University, the Library of Congress, and others have
placed standing orders for all past and future publications on

SEMANTOGRAPHY
3 Volumes by C.K.Bliss, B.Sc., of Sydney, Australia
(Library of Congress Catalog Card No. 55-65550)
and

THE

SEMANTOGRAPHY

SERIES

(Library of Congress Catalog Card No. 55-14351) comprising the growing collection of all pamphlets, brochures, books, university lectures, treatises, courses,
controversies, correspondences, articles in newspapers and journals, etc.etc.

What is Semantography ?
It goes back to a 300 years- old speculation made by the great mathematician
Leibnitz (1646 - 1716). He realized the
immense practicability of mathematical
symbols and their operations for solving
many problems in many fields.

A new Mind Mathematics for Man
He prophesied therefore that one day
a Universal Symbolism will be invented,
in which every statement in every language could be written down in simple symbols and operated upon in order to find
out the unknowns, the variables, the ambiguities, the demagogies,the falsehoods,
and the truth.

A new Medium for Mankind
Leibnitz prophesied a happy by-product
of this new mind mathematics.The symbols
would provide a new medium for mankind.
Just as 1 + 2 = 3 is read and understood
in a]] languages, so those new universal
symbols would bridge all languages.
A letter, a book, a paper,even a poem
written in this new Tile Writing for One
World" could be read and understood by
all mankind in al] languages withouttranslation.
(continued next page)

BERTRAND RUSSELL:•semanto

graphy..I think
very highly of it
Any man or men who
will spend the money necessary to get this
work printed will, in my opinion,be performing an important service to mankind!'
JULIAN HUXLEY:
"Semantography provides
something of real importance."
Prof. OLIVER L. REISER:

"Blisds heroic
work...a powerful stimulus...he realized
the ambition of the great mathematician
Leibnitz."

Prof. LANCELOT HOGEEN: "Interesting,stimulating, fascinating, ingenious."
Prof. G. PATRICK MEREDITB:

"Sheer fascination. such an important creative advance."

Prof. CARLETON WASHEURNE:

"ingenious...

could be of great value."
Prof.V.A.BAILEY: "deserves every encouragement by private and public means
would be of great value to scientists."
Librarian JCHN- METCALFE:

'These books
should be available in the larger public
and university reference libraries
throughout the world."

LISTING IMPORTANT APPLICATIONS OF SEMANTOGRAPHY

Even for Children and Illiterates
But, said Leibnitz, in order to be of
help to all humanity, those symbols and
their operations must be so simple as to
be understood even by children and illiterates. In fact, he wrote, real things
must be shown in pictorial symbols in order to distinguish them from abstract meanings, which indeed may mean anything.

An impossible Idea
This latter condition provoked the
thought that Leibnitz's idea was impos-,
At last, the probleml
sible to realize.
has been solved in Semantography.It fulfills all requirements of Leibnitz's prophecy. It has immediate practical applications in many fields.

Semantography for Safety
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Directions on
tion in Semantography;
technical equipment readable in all languages, etc., etc.
COMMERCE: Instant recognition and elimination of vague meanings in business contracts; catalogues, invoices, custom papapers,circular letters,etc.readable in
all languages; radio-photo cables which
need no coding,decoding and translating;
correspondence in Semantography between
firms speaking different languages, etc.
COMMUNICATIONS: Traffic symbol s on roads,
railways, trams, buses „ships, planes,
mail, time tables, public places, etc.
AGRICULTURE: Co-ordination of world research; directions on seed packages for
illiterate farmers in backward countries
divided by hundreds of languages,but being able to read pictorial symbols.

MEDICINE: Interlinguistic co-ordination
Leibnitz's idea is already in practiof research; treatment of psychological
bridgcal operation in a field where the
disturbances caused by vague words, etc.
ing of the language barrier is a matter
Semantography provides a simple
of life or death - on the motor roads of: LOGIC:
a Logic for
the world. The pictographic symbol of a Semantics for the Citizen,
bent arrow means CURVE in all languages. the People.

Semantography for Social Relations
Parents and children, housewifes and
grocers, managers and workers, diplomats
and demagogues do not argue whether
2 + 2 = 4 or perhaps 59 They have learnof the symbols of mathematics and how to
operate them.
But they argue terribly about other
statements made at the breakfast table,
or the conference table, at the political
platform or in the paper. A short trainlogin the operational Semantics of Semantography could enable even youngsters tc
realizeat once which arguments will lead
nowhere - except to the breaking-up of
peace within the family, the community,
the nation, the family of nations.

Semantography for Science
The greatest handicap to scientific
research and progress is that results are
published in too many expensive journals
The inprinted in too many languages.
ventor of Semantography, a scientist himself visualizes an inexpensive international science abstract on index cards
to be exchanged between the universities.

What Semantography is not
It is not a new Esperanto.lt is not a
picture language. Esperanto needs translation like any other language. Semantography is readable in any mothertongue.
You can write in Esperanto, or in other
languages: "The Democratic People's ReBut if you
public of Communist China".
write this in Semantography, it becomes
as non-sensical as 3 = 1.

Mankind's most urgent. Need.
National differences and strife stem
from language differences.
Scientists
agree that the first step to democratic
government is literacy.
Three quarters
of the world's population areilliterate,
divided by languages, dominated by demagogues and dictators.
Only one system has successfully bridged all languages and all arguments: the
symbols of mathematics with their rigorous logic of truth versus falsehood.
Now wa have a new Medium for Mankind,
which provides also anew Mind Mathematics
for Man. It may spell doom to demagogues
and dictators in the political,and even in
the domestic scene: the dominant father,
the cheeky son, the nagging wife,the demanding daughter.

The cards are printed or mimeographed
in the language of the issuing university AND in the symbols of Semantography,
which can be typed on an ordinary-sized
typewriter. Thus all scientists can read
them in all their languages - without
translation.

Semantography is the first cure offered
for the miseries caused by words of all
languages, which are vague, ambiguous,
fallacious, and which endanger peace.

Semantography for Society

YOU, your Vision and your Help

The application of Semantography in
many fields are treated in detail in the
Books and the Semantography Series. Here
are a few other applications in
LAW: Elimination of ambiguous terms which
make justice a costly business, et..
INDUSTRY: Justice for the inventive-genius by providing a world patent .polica-

The trouble with Semantographyis that
Is not yet a moneymaking proposition for publishers.If you
spend a little money for providing some
publications for public or private libraries, then you wilJ,in Bertrand Russell's
own words "be performing an important
service to mankind."
it is entirely new.

If no Catalog is attached to this leaflet„ please ask for it uy seating 13 c or
1 s mailing fee (or 45 C or 3 s airmail fee) or the equivalent in stamps of your
country to
SEMANIOGRAPHY PUBLISHING (). (Non-Profit)

1
.4+/413=a41
.,
-TrATsg

- Sydney, N. S. W. Australia
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THE LANGUAGE RIOTS AND MASSACRES
IN INDIA, CEYLON, AND ELSEWHERE
When this book goes to print (February, 1965), the Government of
India had declared Hindi to be the official language of a country of over
300 million people, who are divided by 14 major languages and 831
dialects.
Not only are the languages different. Even the phonetic letters differ.
Hindi writing is utterly incomprehensible to people who write in Tamil
letters. Besides, the majority of the people of India are illiterate.
During the 15 years of India's independence, the official "associate"
language was English, which most educated people of all provinces understood. Henceforth, however, all correspondence with the authorities must
be in Hindi, a foreign tongue to more than 120 million people.
This government decree resulted in disaster. People rioted. Others
committed suicide in protest, setting themselves on fire. The police
arrested thousands. Many were killed.
Similar language riots and massacres have occurred in previous years
in Ceylon, and other multi-lingual countries.
Fourteen years ago, the author offered his pictorial symbol writing
free to the Government of India. He wrote many letters to the authorities,
to the Unesco office in New Delhi, to maharajahs, to influential and
financial people in the public life of India, to pressmen and to others.
In Sydney, he demonstrated to the secretary of the High Commissioner of India in Australia, that his pictorial symbols could be easily
grasped by all illiterate millions of India, that it can be written, typed and
printed for government notices and correspondence.
It was all in vain.

There was no response.

Four years ago, he wrote an article "India and Semantography"
which appeared in English in the Indian scientific journal DARSHANA
(Sanscrit for wisdom). He showed there many of his pictorial symbols,
which even illiterates can easily grasp.
This article forms now Semantography Series No. 188. Only the
first page is reprinted here, because it describes the difficulties existing in
many multi-lingual countries. The article closed with these words:
"What is needed now is that a group of far-sighted men and women
of India should form a committee for the experimental study of this 'One
Writing for One India'. Interested readers are invited to write to the
managing editor."
There was no response whatever.
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A SUMMARY OF
THE AUTHOR'S THOUGHTS AND FINDINGS
Reprint of an article which the author wrote in 1964 for a scientific journal.
It is of the utmost necessity that you should read first page 13 and 14 titled
THIS WORK LED TO UNBELIEVABLE DISCOVERIES
Then only should you continue reading here below.

This work has 5 different aspects, each one more difficult to believe
than the next. These aspects are:
I. A simple symbol writing with only about 100 pictorial symbols,
bridging all languages for communication and commerce, industry
and science. Illiterates of all tribes can learn to write it.
2. A simple semantics contained in the symbols, exposing vague and
ambiguous meanings. These are the words spoken by the demagogues
in the homes and in the nations. Children can learn to recognize them.
3. A simple logic, by which those words are exposed which seem true
for one person, and false for another one. These are abstract meanings
which lead to arguments, violence and war.
4. An archeological discovery in the caves of old stone age man who
lived 30,000 to 50,000 years ago. Proof has been found that he did
not kill his fellowman. Only new stone age man became a killer and
a cannibal. Since then, war killings have been incited and justified
with abstract words, spoken by the leaders of men.
5. The biological proof that human warfare is due to abstract language,
which has perverted the minds of men. This proof will be dealt with
in the following pages.
Believe me, dear reader, I had no intention to venture into the
sciences of archeology and biology. I was only searching for a better
symbol for that meaning which is spelt in the various languages 1-i-f-e,
1-e-b-e-n, v-i-e, v-i-t-a, etc.
On page 14 I asked you to realize what happens in a golf ball and
an egg. We found that the living atoms of the egg THINK LOGICALLY,
and CO-OPERATE WITH EACH OTHER when they build their perfect
aeroplane. They also HELP EACH OTHER when they repair their
damaged aeroplane.
LOGICAL THOUGHT, CO-OPERATION, and MUTUAL AID,
we find them in the atoms of an egg. But we cannot find them in many
men of many communities. They DON'T think logically, they DON'T
co-operate with each other, and they DON'T help each other. Instead,
they destroy each other, first with words, then with weapons.
WHY? What causes the difference between life in an egg community,
and life in a human community? And what is that mystery called LIFE,
which makes atoms of an egg act logically and ethically?
I searched all books on biology I could find. Alas, the biologists
hide their ignorance behind words of "biological this" and "biological
that". But bio-logos means only words about life. It does not tell what
life really is.
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At last I found the only honest scholar, Harvard Professor Percy
Raymond, who gave a clear answer. He said: "What life is, no one
knows." It's a profound mystery.
Take heart therefore, dear reader! You need not be a biologist to
understand these new thoughts and findings. Continue now reading the
following article which I wrote in 1964 for a scientific journal. A new
world will open to you, a world of new hope for you and the whole
human race.
Professors L. B. Atreya, and J. P. Atreya, editors of the scientific journal
DARSHANA (Sanscrit for wisdom) of Moradabad, India, decided in 1964 to publish
a volume under the heading: 76 articles by 76 eminent writers of the world in
honour and celebration of the 76th birthday of the great scholar and President
of India Dr. S. Radhakrishnan, They invited me to contribute one article.
Many of the writers did not associate their article with Indian thought. But
I did. The history of all the peoples contain examples of the catastrophes caused
by abstract language, and India is no exception. Consequently, the first page of my
article deals with Indian thought, all other pages deal with the meaning of the
mystery of life. This article is reprinted here below by kind permission of the editors.
It bears the title

LIFE AND INDIAN THOUGHT
dedicated to the memory of my late wife Claire Bliss

Language and religion
1 am a poor product of Western thought and I know nothing of
India. I learned in bewilderment that millions of Indians are degraded as
"Untouchables". Why? Apparently some religious leaders of the past
said so. I learned in sorrow that millions are always hungry, and I learned
in consternation that they feed millions of marauding cattle, which they
are not allowed to eat. Why? Because cows are sacred. Who said so?
Apparently some religious leaders of the past.
I learned that millions of monks are roaming India. Food is put into
their begging bowls by the people who are beggars themselves. Why?
Because monks are sacred men. But in a survey an India I read that 80%
of these monks are fakes, Why are they fed? Apparently it is impossible
to distinguish between monks who are saints and monks who are loafers.
Both use pious language.
I learned that some monks carry a piece of gauze before their mouths
for the protection of flies. Yet, they do nothing for the protection of
humans who die like flies. I read in horror that Moslems and Hindus
massacred each other in 1948.
But the same religious hatred exists in the West. The adherents of
the 400 divided Christian denominations despise heartily each other—
thanks to their religious leaders. Throughout the centuries, Christians
have massacred Christians in the name of Christ.
Articulate language is man's most important tool for communication
and co-operation with his fellowman. But apparently religious language
is a tool for division, dissension and destruction.

Language, race, and nationality
In 1938 new massacres began to sweep Europe, this time caused by
the "religion of race", Hitler and his henchmen started to exterminate
inferior races. I too was transported with millions of others to the
extermination camps of Nazi Germany.
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Buchenwald concentration camp was commanded by the sadist Koch.
His wife use loved lampshades from human skin. Koch loved creatures
in cages. He had a zoo of caged animals erected next to the gigantic
cage which held 20,000 human animals.
Often I stared in sorrow from my cage into the cages of my fellow
creatures, they too victims of human bestiality and brutality. Aren't these
words derived from the animal "beast" and "brute"? But can animals
ever be so brutal as human beasts?
I was released through the love of my good wife Claire, who fought
fearlessly the Gestapo. We fled to China, and after the war to Australia.
The greatest massacre in human history had just ended. Thanks to the
linguistic concept of a "national language" and "nationality" (unknown
a few hundred years ago) the nations had slaughtered each other by the
millions.
Now, the new linguistic concept of "communism" promises more
murderous massacres. The leaders of mankind are engaged in making
monstrous missiles, and megaton bombs, in order to kill off hundreds of
millions of people, who will be led with language to the slaughter bank.

All languages are without logic
Apparently, the most desperate task in the world is to expose the
catastrophic falsehoods in the many words which lead to strife and war.
What every boy and girl should learn in school is a simple semantics
and logic in order to recognize the ambiguities, the fallacies, and the
demagogies in the words which cause debates, dissension, despair, destruction and death to many millions.
I developed such a simple semantics and symbolic logic which I
called Semantography. The greatest living logician Lord Bertrand Russell
wrote that support of my work is "an important service to mankind".
Sir Julian Huxley wrote that "it provides something of real importance".
Professor Oliver L. Reiser declared before the American Association for
the Advancement of Science,
"Bliss realized the ambition of the great mathematician Leibniz."
Three hundred years ago, Leibniz dreamed of a simple system of
pictorial symbols which could be operated like mathematical symbols in a
simple "Algebra of Thought", and which could be read (like I + 2 = 3)
in all languages. The first issue of Darshana contains my article "India
and Semantography" where I proposed the use of my pictorial symbols
for bridging the languages and dialects of India.
I sent out informative letters to thousands of educators. Few showed
any interest. I forgot that their masters in the governments are mostly
demagogues and dictators. A simple logic would enable everybody to
see through the falsehoods of their speeches. They wouldn't like this.
Worse even, everybody would see through the falsehoods of his own
speeches. Nobody would like that. But the worst are my findings on the
consequences of articulate language.
In the following pages only a meagre outline of my thoughts can be
given. You can read all in detail in my writings which are available from
Semantography Publications, 2 Vicar Street, Coogee, Sydney, Australia.
It was easy to find logical symbols for words on which people can
agree, like sun and moon, day and night, etc. But there are words which
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have the opposite meanings for people who oppose each other. These
are the meanings of good and bad, righteous and evil.

Brock Chisholm on wars and words
Shortly after the second world war, the United States Government
invited the eminent psychiatrist Dr. Brock Chisholm (later the first
Director General of the World Health Organisation) to lecture on the
burning question:
"Why does man go to war against his fellowman?"
Chisholm's answer created an uproar among the various religious
leaders. He blamed their pious language, and especially their catastrophic
use of the word "evil" for many massacres among men. Hatred is incited
against other people by saying that they are evil, because they pray to
other gods and obey other priests and kings. Soon there was slaughter.
Of course, the accusation of "evil" was usually only a pretext for plunder.
But it worked beautifully in the minds of men. They killed with a clear
conscience the evil enemies.

New insight into animals
If Chisholm is right, how is it with those creatures which have no
articulate language—the animals? I searched through books on zoology
and found that untold trillions of the tiniest and the largest animals adhere
strictly to the ethical law "Thou shalt not kill" even when they are
starving. They live by the food provided by the plants.
However, there are other animals, which must have gone through
terrible times millions of years ago. They had learned to kill other
creatures for food. But they don't kill their brothers. Lions don't kill
lions, tigers don't kill tigers, wolves will die of starvation in a severe
winter, but no wolf will kill a fellow-brother-wolf.
Furthermore, if a lion baby is taken away from its killer parents,
before it receives from them an education in murder, it will not kill. It
will remain the best of pals with other animals, and will eat with them
out of the same trough.
Of course, animals get sometimes angry at each other. In the mating
season there are mighty scraps over female favours. But the wrestlers
have no intention to kill nor eat each other.

Ashley Montagu on ethics and animals
Professor Ashley Montagu summed it all up in these fantastic words:
"Among the same species of animals the highest ethics is supreme
law."
He proved too what every zoologist knows, namely that cannibalism
among the same species of animals is extremely rare, and it happens only
when the animal is "out of its mind" by panic, the sudden loss of freedom,
etc.
In terrible contrast, human cannibalism is practised in cold reasoning
in an open boat, or in religious reasoning when the high priest presides
over the frying and the feasting on the evil enemies.
The unescapable catastrophic conclusion from all these scientific
facts is:
MAN IS THE ONLY SPECIES WHICH KILLS ITS OWN KIND.
MAN IS THEREFORE ETHICALLY THE LOWLIEST CREATURE
ON EARTH.
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Human warfare is not biological warfare
The zoologists, biologists, moralists, and militarists try to explain
and excuse human warfare. They say that "biological warfare" is going
on among the killer animals, and human warfare is part of it. But this is
a lie.
Biological warfare is the hunt for food from other species.
Human warfare is the hunt for destruction of the same species.
The difference is tremendous. And what makes it so horrible is,
that soldiers have no desire to kill the fellows of the other side.

The dawn of abstract thought
A fantastic thought gripped my mind. If articulate language has
perverted the mind of man, as Chisholm said, how was it in the distant
past, when man emerged from the animal, and had NOT YET evolved
articulate language?
Bertrand Russell said that it must have taken untold generations of
primeval men, until they realized that two men, and two tigers, and
two snakes have something in common, namely the abstract notion of
TWO. Similarly I thought, it must have taken untold generations of
primeval men, until they realized that a ferocious tiger, and a poisonous
snake, and a dangerous man have something in common, namely the
abstract notion of BAD.

What to do with something "bad?"
The remedy for a bad tiger, and a bad snake is simple: kill it!
From this kill to the kill of the bad man was only one step in abstract
reasoning. The next step was organised warfare against the bad people
across the river.
Chisholm said that human warfare is only due to a mental perversion,
caused by abstract language. It's a brain disease, an epidemic, and doctors
know to-day how to stop epidemics. First, we must find the virus, then
the vaccine, said Chisholm.
The virus is, according to Chisholm, abstract language. But he could
not offer any proof that human warfare started with the emergence of
abstract language.
If only I could find the proof in the distant past that man was not
a killer of his kind—then Chisholm's theory could give mankind the
breath-taking hope that human warfare could be abolished by psychiatric
semantic treatment of the populations, using the new logic and semantics.

Search in the prehistory of man
I studied the 7,000 years of recorded human history. Alas, the
historians recorded in ancient times as in modern times, that the righteous
kings of kings made war on the evil kings and slew them and their men.
For older records I had to go down into the caves of stone age man.
Archeologists reported that the kitchen-refuse heaps of neolithic man
contain animal and human bones intermingled and broken to extract the
marrow. "They were cannibals" the scientists say. But no signs of
cannibalism is found in the caves of paleolithic man who lived 30,000 to
50,000 years ago. And in their cave paintings I found the proof I was
looking for.
Man was, and still is, a hunter of animals, which he needs for food.
He is proud of his victories. The caves of paleolithic man show the
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same pictures as modern hunting lodges: animals pursued by hunters.
But nowhere do we see a man raising a weapon against another man.
Apparently, the idea to hunt and kill his fellowman did not enter the
mind of paleolithic man. Otherwise he would have depicted his victories
over men, as did modern man from 5000 B.C. to our time in monuments,
in the market places, and in museums.

Which archeological discovery is the most important one?
What has been found so far, that was so important? Important
broken pottery, broken artefacts, broken tools and trinkets. Important
jewellery, sarcophaguses and mummies, and important inscriptions?
What do these "important" discoveries tell us? That the potentates
lived in splendour, and the people in squalor. Haven't we read this before?
Is all this so really "important archeology"?
Now I claim to have found that human brother killing was absent
before about 15,000 B.C., and that war is not innate in human nature.
Does any other archeological discovery give mankind any hope for a
future without war?

Alexis. Carrel on logic and ethics in living atoms
I began to look for more evidence of ethics as a natural force in the
universe. I found it in the findings of the eminent medical biologist
Alexis Carell. He proved that the atoms which build living cells, and
the cells which build complex organs and organisms, are guided by a
supreme ethics. He wrote:
"Cells act as though each of them understood mathematics,
chemistry, and biology, and unselfishly act for the interest of the entire
community."
What does this fantastic statement really mean? Let me explain it
to you in a fantastic story.

The greatest story ever told
Imagine our young planet one billion years ago. Torrential rains and
terrific thunderstorms rage over the surface of a turbulent ocean. In its
raging waters atoms and molecules, sand and pebbles, are tossed about in
wild and aimless chaos—until something happened—the greatest moment
in the history of our earth.
We don't know how it happened and why. But we know that it
happened. Inspired by some mysterious force from the depth of space,
a group of atoms and molecules began to form an ethical co-operative
in which each one "acts unselfishly for the interest of the entire community." And so the first one cell creature came to life—the amoeba, which
still sails the seven seas. They built their nucleus, which is in fact their
Town Hall with various departments for food gathering, food processing,
food distribution, waste disposal, oxygen renewal, transportation, and
medical and repair stations, should an accident happen to some brother
molecules.

Their Town Hall is no Tammany Hall
There is no greed, grab, and graft. There are no bureaucrats and
no aristocrats, no patricians and plebeians, no brahmins and untouchables,
no demagogues and dictators, and no priests, rabbis, mullahs, monks,
and other men of dividing words. There is only one ethical principle at
work: "One for All and All for One."
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Later they divide into two communities. And as the millions of years
pass by, these ethical cells "act as though they understood mathematics,
chemistry, and biology"—although a million times more than all our
professors of mathematics, chemistry and biology—they built more and
more complex organs and organisms with more and more ethical engineering wonders: a miraculous heart, eyes, ears, lungs, brain, bones, and
the most fantastic chemical factories—for one ethical purpose only: that
the cell communities of creatures should be able to survive the rigours
of nature.

Survival of the fittest babies
Here is but one example. There was abundance in the sea, but for
the creatures on land there were often terribles times of starvation and
death. Billions of babies must have died. And so our ethical engineers
were again inspired by the cosmic force. They began to build into the
mother animals a complex processing plant with udder and nipples—and
when the babies arrived—lo, there arrived also the most wholesome of
food for them: milk.
For Western scientists, however, my tale of ethical co-operation is
nothing but blooming ballyhoo. "There is no sense nor ethics in the
universe," they cry, "only chaos!" All living beings were evolved by
chaotic chance combinations and mutations of atoms and molecules without any aim or purpose. When the waters receded and the fish were left
on dry land, they grew legs and learned to walk. Later they grew feathers
and learned to fly.
It was just as simple as that. But a fish, or you cannot grow feathers
if you want to. A miraculous ethical energy must work in the living cells
of your mother when you began life as a foetus in her womb. They built
the amazing organs which you need for survival: a heart pump, television
eyes, ear telephones, and many more engineering miracles.

The most fantastic feat of ethical engineering
When you are injured, the cells in the central switchboard of your
brain send out directions over the electric nerve network. Medicines are
manufactured and shipped through the bloodstream to the scene of the
accident. Ambulances and nurses arrive to help the injured brother cells.
Then repair cells begin to rebuild the broken bone, the broken muscle,
the broken skin—until all is health and happiness again. Don't think that
your doctor can heal. He can only help the ethical cells to do the healing.
You owe your life to them.
THIS IS THE GREATEST FORCE IN THE UNIVERSE:
ETHICAL CO-OPERATION FOR THE CREATION OF HIGHER
CREATURES OF HIGHER HARMONY.

Darwin and the Darwinians
"This is utter nonsense," the scientists cry. Darwin had explained
that creatures evolved through the merciless selection by the survival of
the fittest. But the Darwinians are deceiving themselves and the world
with language. They have perverted Darwin's own words.
Imagine a pack of wolves in an Ice age. Which wolves will survive?
Those, whose cells are fittest in ethic: !. co-operation to produce the warmest fur, the strongest limbs, the keen st eyesight, the greatest intelligence,
stamina and endurance.
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Imagine helpless animal babies in a catastrophe which overtakes a
herd. Which babies will survive? Those, whose parents have brain cells
which are fittest in co-operation to produce the greatest love and intelligence, care, conscience and courage. In my writings I have cited numerous
instances of animal parents who sacrificed their lives so that their babies
shall survive.
But ethical co-operation of cell communities goes further than the
family bond. Single creatures form a community with a leader who "acts
unselfishly for the interest of the entire community". The queens of bees
and ants are the hardest workers of them all. The leader of an animal
herd risks his life first, when he guides the herd over mountain cliffs. He
watches out for danger, when the others graze. His senses are taught even
when he snatches a biteful of grass, or an hour of sleep. He has less
leisure than the lowliest of the herd.

The leaders of men
In terrible contrast, most leaders of human communities were, and
still are, the most selfish despots. And their lackeys in the schools and
the churches teach children to adore and obey the monsters on the throne,
who became leaders by their "divine rights". The shameless trick is
done with words.
In the communist countries Darwin is revered like a god, and his
theory is perverted to mean survival of those fittest in despoty, who can
command the fittest bodyguards, the fittest batallions, the fittest bombs.
Then the despot is killed by one of his officers, and he himself becomes
the new despot. When he faces chaos, he plunges his people into a war
to create more chaos. All this is in line with the theories of our scientists
who proclaim that this universe is the product of chaos. And so they are
leading mankind into the chaos of self-destruction by their nuclear devices.
They refuse to see even the ethical co-operation working in the cells of
their own bodies.

Ethics in the Universe and a creature called Claire
My friend Professor Reiser, the philosopher, explains in his cycliccreative cosmology that besides the seen universe of matter, there must
exist an unseen ocean of energy into which matter dissolves, and from
which matter is created as hydrogen atoms in the depth of space. May I
add my belief that there must be an unseen ocean of ethical energy which
manifests itself in the cells of all living creatures.
The living cells which built the body of my wife Claire, produced in
ethical co-operation a masterpiece of love and affection, intelligence, care,
conscience, courage, and beauty. Nov that she has left me in sorrow, I
cannot believe that all which remains of her, are her ashes only. The
ethical agens which pervaded her body has returned to the unseen ocean
of ethical energy, and new creatures are created which are imbued with
it. For me, the spirit which was my wife is recreated in the most ethical
of all living creatures: the flowering trees. Their cells produce in ethical
co-operation sweet nectar for butterflies and insects, sweet fruits for
animals and humans, and sweet beauty and harmony for all to behold.
(please turn to next page)
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When the third anniversary of Claire's death came in 1964,
repeated the thoughts expressed in the foregoing page in this card and
picture, and sent it to all her friends.

O

UP

UniuerJe

is permeated by invisible gravitational and

electrical energies which manifest themselves in the majesty of
stars and planetary matter. On temperate planets another energy
manifests itself in the atoms of living matter.
This energy creates within the wombs of mother animals
amazing organs and organisms of co-operative complexity,
within which, as Alexis Carrel pointed out, "Cells act unselfishly
for the interest of their entire community.- When you cui your
finger, the cells of your body rush to help their iniured brother
cells. Its "All for One and One for Ali. - This is the manifestation
of ethical energy which permeates the spaces of our universe.
The living atoms which built the body of my good Claire
produced in ethical co-operation a masterpiece of love, intelligence, care, conscience and beauty. On the 14th August, 1961,
this ethical agens left her body, and returned to the invisible
ocean of ethical energy, to reappear in other creatures like Claire
on other celestial bodies.
For me, the ethical agens which pulsated in Claire appears
in the most ethical of all creatures: the flowering trees. Their
cells produce in ethical co -operation sweet nectar for butterflies
and bees, sweet fruit for animals and humans, and swee
beauty for all to behold.-

These lines are from an article which appeared in 1964 in a volume
under the heading "76 articles by eminent writers of the world in honour
and celebration of The 76th birthday of the great scholar and President
of India, Dr. S. Radhakrishnan."
The editors, Professors B. L. and J. P. Atreya, invited me to contribute
an article which appeared under the title "Life and Indian Thought," A
reprint of the full text will be sent to you on your request.
C. K. BLISS
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I won't complain, no more to near and far,
I feel you here with me and high above.
I see you sweetheart smiling in the stars,
And know we are together still in love.
ich will nicht klagen mehr in alle Fernen.
lch fuehl Dich hier and in der Sterne Schein.
Ich seh Dich Liebste laechelnd in den Sternen,
in liebendem Beisammensein.
Read the Story of Claire, p. 813.
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"You will act as a Roman senator;
understand? How old are you'?"
"I was born in mpacuxxvIII.11

A person who doesn't know what EDCCCEOLNIII means, may
dismiss this. joke as utter nonsense.
This should be a warning!
Don't judge the symbols in this book as nonsense, just
because - by thumbing through the book - you don't grasp
their meaning immediately.
A little effort on your part, will make them meaningful
to you, just as the symbols 1888 are meaningful to you right
now, and MDCCOLXXXVIII was meaningful to a Roman.
In reading this book, follow Francis Bacon who said:
"Read not to contradict or confute; nor to believe and
take for granted; nor to find talk and discourse; but. to weigh
and consider."

THE STORY OF THIS MANUSCRIPT
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The opinions of the author in this book are relative
havin some sort of validity
hi5mSnd as, system of
:z]-7 with regard
An"r simil rit o opinions be and
:_Ls limited range is purely coincidental,

THE

STORY

OF

THIS

MANUSCRIPT

.By the time this manuscript is sent out, seven years will have passed,since I began work
this idea.After 4 years of trials I started to write it down.When the first mamscript
vas finished,/ didn't like it,scrapped it,and started again. In the same manner,I tore up
the second and the third manusoript,although they seemed an in
ment .When the fourth
manuscript was finishedipolished and corrected,' could not find a person who could do
the typing and the drawing on wax stencils for dup/icating.So I had to 4do it myself.
Looking at t1-6WilgIATAip of the first chapter,' didn't like iiall,and so
started to hammer Odayiff comPIetely new manuscript with new chapters,even new ideas,
discarding some symbols and simplifying others,and all Lt.: the course of my typing did or a whole line on
rectly onto the wax,You may know that corrections of a letter,a wol:
Had I Altall4Veotly onto a linotype machine,
a wax stencil are tedious fobs.
Much easier.The wax surface exascorrections and removals of whole paragraphs wo1d
perated me.It interfered with the flow of thoughts,' realised that I may never finish
this manuscript by never ending' my corrections:3o in despair,I let them stand,the awkward expressions, the errors, the syMbols changed in the midst of the hook, the inconclusive arguments, the repetitions and (shame on me) the vague words and phrases,which I
realised with horror when re-reading the typed page, I committed all this - only in order to finish it.Now it is finished,' am surer don' t like it - but it may give you an
idea,what could be done about it,
Some "bric-a-brac" pages and chapters (like these ones) I wrote at one time or another,because they seemed a good idea to me at that time.Now...anymay,I hope the editor
rill clear up all this mass.
Some repetitions I mule deliberately.First to impress upon the reader the impbrtant
'Seoohaiy,bocause I reaTointe in the various different aspects and circar.zstarices.
lised that most people have not much time and so they thumb through the book5 and often
read only that chapter,which faL1I in their spb.ere,So I repeated some arguments,rules,
symbols./ arranged the reading matter in the beginning to suit your time table.

ALL SYMBOLS IN THIS BOOK
are drawn FIVE TIMES LARGER in size than they would appear in
print. This is done in order to show their extreme simplicity, and their
maximum saving in space and time when compared with ordinary
alphabetical letters.
This is therefore a new unheard -of shorthand writing which can be
read in all languages_ The following example will illustrate this:
This Symbol
means a letter. These two arrow symbols
mean to and fro. forward and backward, etc. Hence this
means letter correspondence.
compound symbol
But if these symbols are drawn 5 times over-size, as they are drawn
throughout this book, then the alphabetical totters would have to be
correspondingly 5 times larger tot. as shown below:

El=

/21,,t letter
correspondence
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THE SYMBOLS, THEIR LIKELY DERIVATIONS AND DEVIATIONS ARE PROTECTED BY
COPYRIGHT
in order to ensure uniformity, and prevent 2 new Babel
THEREFORE, THEIR USE IS FREE FOR

fully re-drawn, but photographed, preferably from the pages 36 -47.
The copyright is not waived for commercial firms, and others, who print, paint,
engrave, etc., these symbols by any method,
and on any surface, including the keyboards
of typewriters. They are asked for a small
contribution to the work of the institute for
s mantography which will help them with
advice and promotion.
These conditions supersede the 1949 conditions, and may be altered without notice
by the Semantography Trust Fund (non-profit)
2 Vicar Street, Coogee, Sydney, Australia
(alternative address Perkins, Stevenson and
Linton, Solicitors, 369 George Street, Sydney,
Australia).

Public places, notices, transport, etc., of
all nations, provided the two following
reasonable conditions are observed:
1. the symbols must not be wilfully
altered, because this would create
confusion,
' the native words must be displayed
underneath the symbols, so that
people could learn their meaning, and
could recognize them elsewhere. Not
symbolized words, added for better
understanding, should be put between
brackets (as shown below).
For reviews in papers. journals and magazines, provided the symbols are not wil-
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science research in the libraries of Europe.How he came to
China,was fascinated by the possibility of Chinese writing
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of many nationalities in the International Settlement of
Shanghai inspired him to invent one writing for one world
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PIONEERS.
A LOGICIAN - PHILOSOPHa
in 1947

"I am firmly persuaded that if schools throughout
the world were under a single international authority,
and if this authority devoted itself to clarifying the
use of words calculated to promote passion, the
existing hatreds between nations, creed and political
parties would very rapidly diminish, and the preservation of peace throughout the world would become an
easy matter. Meanwhile, those who stand for clear
thinking and against mutual disastrous enmities have to
work, not only against passions to which human nature
is all too prone, but also against great organised
forces of intolerance and insane self-assertion."
Bertrand Russell

(1)

A BIOLOGIST
in 1943

"Because natural science is the only existing form
of human co-operation on a planetary scale, men of
science who have to turn to journals published in many
/anvages for necessary information are acutely aware
that the babel of tongues is a social problem of the
first magnitude.
We (must) make the language of science part of the
language of mankind, and realise that the future of
human reason lies with those who are prepared to face
the task of rationally planning the instruments of
communication."
Lancelot Hogben

(2)

A PHYSICIST
in 1930

"Human thought requires an efficient method of symbolism such as no language yet supplies. If the
keepers of our language maintain a die-hard attitude
and succeed in preventing reasoned improvement the
result will, I suggest be, that language will be less
and less used for intellectual and rational purposes
and relegated to an altogether inferior status as the
symbolis of sentiment and small talk. All accurate
thinking will have to be carried out by means of some
other symbolism like that of mathematics.
This idea is also not new...."
Richard Paget

A MATHEMATICIAN - PHILOSOPHER
in 1629

"One must establish a methodical system for all

(3)
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( 2')
all ideas similar to the methodically established order
for the natural sequence of the numbers ,1 t
Rene Descartes

(4)

A LINGUIST - TEACHER
in

1661

"I published, ..a Synopsis of a PhilosopHical Grammar
and Lexicon, thereby showing a way to remedy the difficulties and absurdities which all languages are clogged
with ever since the Confusion...In a word, designing
not only to remedie the confusion of language, by
giving a much more easie medium of communication than
any yet known, but also to cure even Philosophy itself
of the disease of Sophisms and Logomachies;"
George Dalgarno

(5)

A BISHOP - PHILOSOPHER

in 1668

4If to every thing and notion there were assigned a
distinct Mark, together with some provision to express
Grammatical Derivations and Inflexions; this might
suffice as to one great end of a Real Character, namely,
the expression of our Conceptions by Marks which
should signify things, and not -words."

John Wilkins

(6)

A MATHEMATICIAN - PHILOSOPHER
in 1679

"Py the combination of these signs a system of true
knowledge could be built up, in which reality would be
more and more adequately represented by a definite sign
and symbolized.
This true method of a Universal Symbolism would
furnish us with an Ariadne thread, that is to say, with
a certain sensible and palpable medium, which will guide
the mind as do the lines drawn in Geometry and the formulas for operation in Arithmethic...
This would be of service at first for easy communication with distant nations; but if introduced also
among us without however renouncing ordinary writing,
the employment of this mode of writing would be useful
in enriching the imagination, and in giving thoughts
less surd and verbal than we now have...
In time everybody would learn the plan in youth, so
as not to be deprived of the convenience of this figured
character, and would speak in truth to the eyes, and
would be very agreeable to the people, just as in fact,
the peasants already have certain almanacs, telling them
without words much that they ask...
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I think these thoughts will some day be carried out,
so agreeable and natural appears to me this writing,
and it seems of no little consequence for increasing
the perfection of our mind, and rendering our conceptions more real."
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibnitz
(7)
A SEMANTICIST - PSYCHOLOGIST
in 1930

"The so-called national barriers of to-day are ultimately languae barriers.
The absence of a common
medium of communication is the chief obstacle to international understanding and therefore the chief underlying cause of war. It is also the most formidable
obstacle to the progress of international science, and
to the development of international commerc.
Charles K. Ogden

(8)

A LINGUIST
in 1904

"Ideographic writing apparently possesses some inherent strength that makes it tend to triumph over
(without entirely supplanting) phonetic writing,
whenever the two are brought into competition in the
same area.
In Europe such competition has scarcely taken place,
except in the case of the symbols for numbers and a
few other ideas; but there, too, the general law has
asserted itself...
Ideographic writing will surely achieve the final
victory over phonetic writing."
Basil Hall Chamberlain
(9)
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INTRODUCTION

AND SUMMARY.

"Almost everything new appears absurd. Absurdity is associated primarily with the unusual. And the story of the ridicule
excited by the first umbrella should warn us against regarding the
appearance of absurdity as having any relation to value."
C. E. Kenneth Hees

(10)

The idea contained in this book may seem absurd to you. Yet
it concerns a problem, which so far has defied all efforts, a problem which we must solve - sooner or later - or we may perish. We
must overcome the language barrier. It's vital for our survival.
Hear the
Don't dismiss all this.
It concerns you too.
evidence.
BABEL
There are about 3000 languages (11) spoken on this earth, and
we know how unwilling the human mind acquires even the rudiments of
a foreign tongue, including Esperanto. The result: understanding
is blocked.
The fact that all our school-learning of foreign tongues, aided
by the best teachers, has, in most cases, proved an utter failure,
may convince us that the mother tongue is like an irrepressible force.
Even if Esperanto or another international language would be taught
in all schools of the world, it would fail, because the 2,000,000,000
people in Europe, Africa, Asia, America and elsewhere, will go on
speaking as their mother taught them to speak. Only a small number
of people who are forced to make a living in a foreign environment
will learn to speak another language, but among themselves again
only the mother tongue will prevail.
But even within our own mother tongue or any other mother tongue,
understanding is often blocked, because of a great amount of
ambiguous, vague and even meaningless words.
THE Ra
i F_DY
In order to overcome the language barrier and misunderstanding,
we must try a different way, which has already proved highly
successful.
The scientists have invented symbols for international communication by reading and writing, which are understood in any language
and which are clear, meaningful and non-ambiguous.
INTERNATIONAL SYTOOLS
12 3456 7 8 9 0

;:?I'"

l +

2. 3

± - x 2—

)#&%
H2O + CO2 FH2CO3

2 H20 = 2 H2t fi 02t
mm cm m km g kg sec lb
•
3r,

•

FROM ESTABLISHED SYMBOLS TO THE NEW SYMBOLS
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A PRACTICAL SYSTEM

This book contains the first practical attempt to carry the idea
further and to try to realise the drea of Descartes and Leibnitz of
300 years ape: simple, clear, non-a;:ihiF,uous universal synbols for the
whole ran-e of lanqua-,e.
See how simple it can be. FolloIr the development of each symbol.

II
start

El —Fl
Elm,
entrance
exit
—H
---4
departure
approach
arrival

ON.01
water

4
°
rain

C;
;It
emotion

91
' C21
happiness
sadness

open

closed

l'")
ONO
stream

4
steam

love

4"‘

e.rT

I

rail

O

roof

house

AI

\
pen

\A
to ren,l,Tite
man

A\
writer
A

A

0

mouth

e
langua,

0

1)

to speak

ear

.r4k..

6
1(
61)..

bride

translation

1

to hear
(5
1(%

trans ator
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letter

4
4CP
electricity

.1.1

telephone

to

0

CD

to be (live)

life

sun

13RnGII-T.1 TI-17; LAPGUAG3S

The symbols above have - for or7Ttical purposes - the same meaning in different languages.
As examples, the corresponding 'lords of
the five official lanTua7es of UNO are printed below. The study of
these words is interesting.
,e see how sildlar some vords in
:;n7lish, French and S'anish are, being descendants from Graeco-Latin.
Aussian is written in a different alphabet and the Chinese use a
symbol writing, instead of an alphabet. This Chinese symbol la-Ain,:
although bein7 anticuiclated and complicated - is one of the main
factors, which brou-ht about the unification of 450,000,3)0 people of
different races, smeakinr different larruar,es, into the largest nation
on earth.
Seuanto- En7lish
ar=r

-F1

r-44
I --w

French

Spanish

Russian

Chinese

open

ouvert

abrir

closed

ferme

cerrado 3 aK p to Tbdi

entrance

entree

entrada

Bx0 A

P9 El

exit

sortie

salida

BbiX011

.
L..E F)

start

co uence- comienzo
went

Hatiano

PA-90

departure

depart

Orbe3111

Alf

nartida

ac,)roach ary.:iroche acceso

..411

arrival

arrive'
.

arribo

04%.,

water

eau

a-ua

rain

pluie

lluvia

O T K pb4 T bliri

riplAbmiteHme

tv

RP9

SEE THE SIMPLICITY OF THE SYMBOLS IN COMPARISON
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13"

Tmglish

French

steam, vapor vapeur

liussian

Spanish
vapor

nap
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Chinese

i :)=

lz, i -&
4-t. //A,
tx

stream,
current

courant

corriente

no-roli

emotion

emotion

emooin

so.nHemie 4iti3 fi t

happiness

fLicitee felicidad

cmac ripe

sadness

tristess tristeza

rpycrb

love

amour

amor

earth

terre

I I

wall

/\

...4

I

it itk-

11i0o0 B b

).-11it...:_i,
1.)<„,

tierra

3 ervi 51

tt_1,1

mur

pared

cTeHa.

roof

-bolt

tejado

fcpbluia

c

house

raison

casa

41

\

pen

plume plum.

nepo

<,..

to write

ecrire
` •

npica-rb

A

man

homme hombre iviPiNtil-la A

writer

'
ecrivain
• •
escritor

-V4

..1

A\

escribir

0 NI

ji

ry:

5; if
hi
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nica-renb t agl

o

mouth bouche boca

POT 0

o

to speak

parler

roeopwrb

2

ear

oreille oreja

yxo

2

to he2r

entendre ofr

CAI:Milan:3 Flit

hablar

A of,
J4

SEE THE SPACE SAVING OF THE SYMBOLS IN COMPARISON
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sauanto- :Lng.1144
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French Snanish Russian Chinese
■
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language

langue

lenguaie Yi 3 bl

bridge

Pont

puente

C3

M U CT

translation traduetion trarislacionnepesopi

A119_,n- translator
letter

traducteur tracluct or nep B04 Lim{
lettre

let ra

it 4 t/

fl hlC 1,11 0

electricity electric- electrici- aneKTPM
it
LiecT BO
teleare,:.t

tele 7.ra z ,e te le srama TesterPatina

telephone

t41g-ihone telefono -reflect/0 I-I

I

,fie, moi

yo

51

sun

soleil

sol

CNN !Le

(I)

life

vie

vide

il(143i-lb

W)

to be (live) are (vivre ) estar (vivir)6b1MOK111-

I
0

50

iPt

011-11(t It)

These are not s7ecially selected exa.aples. The book proves th.lt,
the sidle:it:: in ne.:--ninF, holds true for other -.-orgy's--even more: the
i_Er.ny 1-Apr:2s
symbol shovs et e. 71ance —hat is ::giant, :such bettir
do.
HOW TO WRITE IT
the air' of a
n
It c.:m be --ritten by :1mci or n:,_cel-7
specie.11,- cut stencil to be userl like the or..7.inar-: drau,:htsi.lan
st=z1cils.
„.....1.1.1•■■•••■■•■••■
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There is even a typewriter for it.
(see also pp 1392f Lnd
THE TYPEWRITER

this edit:,,on)

It oan be typed on a specially adjusted typewriter of ordinary size.
The first set remains unaltered (for names,special or international
words,etc.)?--cbelow is the usual ,trrnEerrent:
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
e r t yui op?
a s df g h jk1 ( )
zxc v bnm

,

.

The second set U7hich usually contains the capita/ letters) contains
the geometrical lines for the composition of the symbols
o

n

0

> < I I

V

v
\

0 0

r

Li
)

\
1 1 1 1 C)
(Copyright
1949 C.K.B.)

HOW ITANY THOUSANDS OF SYMBOLS
are needed for ordinary communication? Believe it or not only about 1C0 symbol elements,which are shown in the next chapter.
About 20 of them are already internationally used. You find them on
most typewriters.They are known to chidren of school age.
About 50 of the rest will be recognized by children below school age.
These symbols follow the outline of real things of our world.The rest is
made up by special outline syMbols.Lbst symbols are almost self-explanatory.
THE FIRST UNIQUE ADVANTAGE

There are no foreign words,no queer pronounciations,no complicated
grammar.Everycne reads and writes in his or her mother tongue,be
Oxford. Eng,lish,Eastend Cockney,Portuguese or Urdu.
A word,a warning,a notioe,a letter,a report written in semantogranhy
could be read in English,Spanish,Russian,Chinese,French,or any other of
the 3000 languages spoken on this planet.
BUT HOW ABOUT SPEARING ?
The peoples of this world do not roam the continents.They usually
stay at home and speak only their mother tongue.They read boo=s,and
newspapers and occasionally write a letter. Interlinguistic communication is mainly carried on by readies and writing.Only very few
persons venture over the boundaries of their home country and find it
necessary to speak a foreign tongue.The learning of foreign languages
in school(even compulsory and including Esperanto) has mostly proved
a failure.The mother tongue seems to be an overwhelming obstacle.
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THIS PRACTICAL TOOL SHOULD INTEREST EVERYONE

Nevertheless, once semantography is known and used by many
people a set of international words could be agreed upon, based
on English words (Basic), and other words based on Greek roots
(Interglossa) and Latin roots (Interlingua) or mix'd roots (like
Esperanto). With these international words and following the rules
of semantography a kind of spoken language could be established as a travelling aid only.
PEOPLE CAN SPEAK BUT CANNOT WRITE.

75% of the earth population or about 1,500,000,000 people are
illiterate.
They can't read and they can't write. The languages
of the primitive people are split up in thousands of dialects,
which defy alphabetical phonetical rtandardisation.
The symbols of semantography are in the main almost selfexplanatory. They show the outline of things. They would be an
excellent medium to educate those people. Besides a primary textbook showing pictures and the symbols could be used in different
parts of the world, for any language.
A PRACTICAL TOOL ONLY.

Semantography offers no competition to any national language
and to any national literary and poetical endeavours. Semantography
should be used only as a practical tool for international communication, especially in science, industry, commerce, traffic and last,
but not least, to enable one to recognise the fallacies of many
words.
This practical tool should interest everyone.

THE SCIENTIST for international scientific communication; for a
world-wide exchange organisation of short reports
on scientific research; for dissertations and
information without translation, etc.
THE DOCTOR

for the possibility to correspond with other doctors in other lands, speaking other languages;
for prescriptions and labels on medicine bottles
etc.

THE TECHNICIAN

for scientific and industrial communication; for
standardisation; for international symbols for and
on industrial products instead of multilingual instructions; for technical dictionaries, etc.

THE TEACHER

for the teaching of the meaning of words; as an
aid for the teaching? of grammar, logic and foreign
languages, etc.

THE MISSIONARY

for the teaching of the 1,500,000,000 people (75%
of the worlds population).
Besides, semantography leads to a Universal Bible (see page 597).

13, PRACTICAL TOOL FOR ALL PROFESSIONS
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THE CIVIL SERVANT for handling the multilingual problems in traffic,
postal and any other service and administration,
in towns an.' countries with a multilingual and
illiterate population; for international signs on
highways, railways, in stations and ports, on
trains, ships and airplanes; for identity cards
and passports, for signs on public and private
buildings, theatres and cinemas, concerning fire
protection and traffic, etc. etc.
THE FARMER

He was one of the first to use international symbols. "Peasants" remarked Leibnitz 300 years ago,
"already have certain almanacs, telling them
without much words much that they asks: sunrise
and sunset, full moon and new moon etc. Semantography could be used for directions on seed
packages (see example on page 108 for agricultural
reports and research stations etc.; for an all out
drive on a planetary scale to produce cheap food
in abundance and fill all bellies, the primary
factor for peace.

THE NEWSPAPERMAN for enlarging the scope of his paper; for a caption beneath pictures, readable in any language;
for summaries for foreign readers.
THE BUSINESSMAN for radiophotographic cables without coding and
decoding in other languages; for business correspondence with foreign countries; for trade agreements without ambiguous terms, thus avoiding
translation, controversy and doubt later on; for
international invoices and forms; for banking, for
international transport, customs etc.; for international labels and classification on merchandise,
for international price catalogues, for advertising
in multilingual countries, for offices and shops
catering to multilingual customers, etc.
THE INVENTOR

for an innovation long overdue: an international
patent specification, the necessary basis for an
international patent law and an international
patent office, as already achieved in part for
trade marks and copyrights. This should put an
end to the present hopeless situation for inventors
who have not the money for the endless fees. The
result will be a great stimulus to inventive work,
instead of present days discouragements and hardships.

THE STUDENT

for an aid in studying any subject on foreign
Universities, etc.

THE STAMP COLLECTOR for correspondence and exchange of stamps with
collectors in any other country.
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CHEMISTRY OF WORDS

THE BOY SCOUT and GIRL GUIDE for correspondence with boys and girls
of any country in any language. Children
scribble already many of the elementary symbols.
ANY INTELLIGTNT MAN and WOMAN, hand or white collar worker, in town
or country, interested in a fascinating pioneer
work, by corresponding with people in foreign lands
and thus collecting valuable data for the forthcoming textbooks in all countries, to be issued in
co-operation with the national branches of the
International Society for Semantography.
WHY SENANTOGRAPHY?
This word is formed from Greek roots. Graphein means to write,
sema a sign, semanticos to signify, semantics the young science of the
significance (meaning)of words (and their influence on human behaviour).
Words can exert a terrific influence on our lives. The first,
and even more, the second world war was unleashed by words, slogans
and propaganda. The "cold" world war, waged now, is mainly based
on "ideologies", muddled ideas, expressed in muddled words, which
have different meanings (significances) for different persons.
Semantography is a new writing, which show:the meaning of the
word much better then phonetic writing can do.
THE CHEMISTRY OF WORDS.
Believe it or not - the symbols of semantography act like chemical symbols. They reveal the inherent structure and in certain
cases the inherent danger of a word. Slogans and statements translated into semantogranhy become exposed - to a certain extent, but
enough for the watchful man - trash becomes visible, highsounding
words with vague meanings are demasked and meaningless words are
almost impossible to write in these geometrical symbols, which are
nearer to the structure of the real things and therefore "truer" in
meaning than words in phonetic writing and speaking. Words are
fleeting sounds only. Even if written down in phonetic writing,
they change their pronunciation and their meaning incessantly in all
languages.
THE SECOND UNIQUE ADVANTAGE.
Semantography gives you an insight in the limitations of words.
It helps you to recognize ambiguous words. It keeps your head cool
amidst the welter of political slogans, which mean one thing to one
person and another thing to another person. It helps you to keep
your temper and to make you immune against the utterances of others.
In short: it helps you to avoid the disastrous influence of some
words and consequently it brings you less suffering and a richer
life.
FOR PEACE.
We need peace within our own family and within the family of
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of nations. Bombs can hurt us, but words can hurt us too. And
such missiles are dropped daily at breakfast or at work, in the home
and the workshop and most of them find their mark and cause misery
which can be avoided, once you know how.
THE POISON.
Language, carelessly handled, seems to be a terrific poison.
It can poison the relations between father and son, husband and wife,
foreman and worker, nation and nation. And it can poison and consume millions and devastate whole countries.
To handle such poison we need a chemistry of language and we
need symbols, similar to the chemical symbols. Here they are.
How they work cannot be said in a few summary words. The few
symbols shown in the beginning do not contain disputed terms such
as: what is a democracy- and what is superstition, what is scientific
and what is unscientific, what is a crackpot idea and what is oversimplification {as many may judge this book). You have to read the
book in order to learn how to recognize the basic meaning of such
terms from the geometrical symbols. They reveal the inherent
structure and the inherent danger.
PHYSICS AND LANGUAGE
Not only chemistry, but physics (a slightly different perspective)plays its part too in bringing understanding of the working of
language. In some chapters it is shown that primitive man, in
devising words to describe the world around him, must have had some
subconscious hunch about the nrinciple of relativity, the union of
space and time, the quantum theory and the conversion of mass into
energy and vice versa. Far fetched and silly as this may seem, at
least it makes no drab reading. Judge for yourself.
There is a new grammar devised in this book to give a few rules
for the construction of sentences in semantography and to bring home
the basical meaning of words in any language, anywhere on this earth.
Consequently the new grammar is based on chemistry, physics, biology
and psychology. Nevertheless it seems so simple that it can be
taught to children.
See for yourself.
THE VISION
Teaching semantography to children, who already scribble many
of the symbols, may have the most far reaching effects. Most of
us have forgotten the suffering, the agony, the tears which children inflict on each other by words, ('you silly ass, you sissy,
you outcast') and which continue when we grow up ('you pernicious
person, you idiot, you cut-throat').
NATION, DEMOCRACY, RELIGION AND OTHER TERMS.
There are some controversial chapters to be sure, but they
could not be avoided. If semantography is claimed to be a "truer"
writing than phonetic writing, then it must prove its worth, where
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where the need is most desperate,
Applying mathematical and chemical reasoning to the construction
of a symbol for instance for nation reveals the distressing fact,
that most people do not know what they mean by nation and if they do
believe that they know, everyone has just a different opinion about
it.
The same applies to other controversial terms.
German war slogans written in semantographic symbols reveal in geometrical lines - the tragedy, which unscrupulous exploiters of
language have brought upon a nation.
The word democracy, translated from the Greek means people's
rule. But we know now that this may mean almost anything. The
won writtenin symbols reveals quite a complicated symbol formula,
similar to a complicated formula of a chemical compound.
Comparing the formulas for United States, British, Russian,
French, Nicaraguan or any other democracy reveal a similar structure
to be sure (with elections and all that) just as the structure of the
chemical formula of say various benzene derivates are similar.
Every boy and girl who learned some chamistry will recognize the
formulas of chemicals with similar structure.
But there are little differences. Instead of an H (hydrogen)
atom at a certain place, there is an OH (Oxygon-liydrogen) group.
In another formula, the -1-7_ (Hydrogen) atom is replaced by another
group, for instance t:1.0
(one atom Nitrogen and tine atoms
Kydrogen) group. But apart from these differences, the formulas
look very similar.
As said before, younr, boys and girls are taught in school to be
aware of thcee differences in chemical formulas. - So, it can't be
difficult. And they realise cuickly that differences in the formula
means differences in the properties.
The properties are mainly determined by the outer groups. In
formulas of certain chemicals these outer groups like OH and NH2 are
called radicals.
In symbol formulas such outer groups to determine mainly the
properties of the whole compound. A secret police group, attached
to the structure of a formula for a democracy, alters radically the
properties of that particular democracy. Now this is not a metaphor only. The group symbols show unmistakably the outline of the
real things.
It can't be overlooked,
To measure the properties of chemical comnounds the scientists
measure with instruments and apply yardsticks operating with mathematical figures, The same reasoning may be applied to semantographic formulas. The amount of children behind school windows and the
amount of political delinquents behind prison windows in percentage
to the whole population give a fairly accurate measurement of certain
properties of a 'democratic' compound. You can't argue whether 5
is bigger than 10 or not.
All this may seem silly, but in view of the fact, that we can't
agree, what 'lie' a democracy and what not - and that the only alternative is to revert to bombs - we may just as well try to apply the
reasoning of the scientists who are trained to handle "matters". In
any case, a chart hung in the classroom or the community centre,
showing the formula of democracy - as contemplated in this book - may
have some effect. Firstly it can be read in any language and even
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Secondly, it shows
even by illiterate people when told about it.
the real things, men women, children, law books,schools, prison bars,
etc. all in geometrical lines true to nature. It may work perhaps
where ordinary language has failed utterly.
As to the meaning of religion, the recent mutual wholesale
butcheringeof millions of adherents of two great religions have shown
again the need for the education of such people who can't read and
write and who can't understand each other and who don't know what
religion means.
Scientists have expressed some "laws of nature" in symbols,
which have the same meaning in different languages and in different
countries. If we try to write in semantographic symbols some of
the "laws of ethics" (which is one of the many aspects of nature)
we arrive at formulas which have a similar meaning in different
languages and in different religions. Such a page written wholly
in semantography and pasted into all the prayerbooks of any creed in
any language, may have some effect - perhaps. In any case, it may
tell us that we are one community - on paper at least.
Far fetched,as all this may seem,from simple symbols as displayed on highway road signs, it tends to show that the system of
semantography can cover the whole range of language.
HOW TO START FIRST
We must start first with symbols already in use, symbols which
may mean life or death to millions of people. We need an international standardisation of already existin7 highway danger signs
for motorists. Some such signs look similar, some differ greatly
and may lead to misunderstanding and harm. We have no international
symbol for SCHOOL, HOSPITAL, ONE WAY TRAFFIC etc. The basis of
standardisation should be semantography, which employs many of the
international symbols. Besides, the same symbol elements would be
recognised when employed in theatres and cinemas to indicate EXIT,
FIRE ESCAPE, HYDRANT, etc. Similarly on public and private
buildings signs for IN, OUT, NO SMOKING,,ENQUIRIES, etc. should be
displayed with the words in the native language underneath. On
trains, ships, stations, ports, etc. similar signs may be put up for
EMERGENCY- BRAKE, LIFE BELT, TO THE LIE E BOATS, DANGER, TURN HANDLE,
COLD, WARM etc. etc.
The symbol elements are almost self-explanatory. The population reading the native words underneath the signs, would soon
recognise the symbol elements anywhere on other signs in their own
or in a foreign country. And then they would have become accustomed to the 100 important symbol elements and would have no
difficulty in grasping the meaning of other combinations.
Meanwhile scientists and teachers of the universities and the
great scientific foundations may examine the whole system and may
require the author to expel doubts, which this first book (which is
not a text book) may invoke. Test classes may be instituted and
the pitfalls recognized and dealt with, etc. etc.
BUT WILL IT WORK?
Why it works beautifully already in many strata of life. It
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It works with
physics, geometry, electrical work, radio, etc.
writing (, .
? ! ( ) " i & % ) and it works with music.
It
works on the highroads and on the sea lanes. We employ symbols
everywhere and we have only to carry the idea further to arrive at a
complete international time table, readable in any language, complete
international symbols in postal service, on bank counters, in restaurants and hotels. Believe it or not - there is even an international menu card, readable in different languages, a practical and
handy tool to avoid present disappointments and indigestions of
those who go on travel.
Yes, it would work beautifully - because it works already.
What we need is that someone should give a start to semantoeraphy
and that the others shouldo...--overate .
00-OPERATION.
In 1855 the London Board of Trade aeeointed a committee to
formulate an international code of flag symbols for communication
at sea. This was done because before that "ships belonging to the
same nation were often unable to converse owing to the fact that
different codes were in use on board of them. The confusion of
tongues at the tower of Babel was insignificant in comparison with
that which hitherto prevailed in transmitting messages at sea. Now
the ships of every nation employ the same code," (12)
But how was this achieved? There were no international conferences, no proposals and counter proposals and insane selfassertion of some delegates. One great nation appointed a committee
of experts who devised a code better than the existing and wider in
scope. Very quietly all the other nations adopted it. Why?
Because it was much simpler than to stage a counter system. And
because the ships of a great nation employed it already. And because the symbols could be read in any language.
If one great nation or its leading Universities and scientific
foundations adopt semantography, the others would follow because
they would already benefit by the scientific reports written in
semantography, by its industrial applications, its use in commerce
and traffic. Just imagine that some communication might come, say
from America, which a Bulgarian can read in Bulgarian and a Hindu in
Hindustani, And imagine the miracle if they could write something
in Bulgarian or Hindustani which an American could read in his
language. Why, the nations may clutch at it.
HEAR THE AUTHOR
I am a science lecturer by preference and en industrial research
chemist by profession. Twenty-five years of hard earned practical
experience in business enterprises have taught me to drop a thing
which appears not to be practical. I am a practical man, a factory
worker and an inventor. And I know that an inventor can't look on
his brainchild with objective eyes. When this idea got hold of me
and I thought I had worked out some sort of a system, I hired a man,
a language teacher, violently opposed to the whole idea. His job
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job was to fire as much criticism as possible at my symbols, to
attack me with difficult notions, untranslatable sentences, grammatical monstrosities.
He drove me almost mad for nearly two years, five evenings a
week. But the idea and the system emerged undamaged. Otherwise,
I would have dropped it, as only a practical man can discard something unpractical. But to all appearances, it works, it seems
practical and simple. I believed that I had got something;
something which could be of some help to people. Then 1 couldn't
drop it. I had to work on it for 6 years, thinking of it during
my business work in the day time and during the sleepless hours at
night. I had to write this book.
As said before, I am a practical man. I can make money and I
have made money►. All right! But now I have had enough of making
technical gadgets, which have apparently so little influence on our
well being.
If the world seems to be destined to go to pieces by means of
chemistry, we chemists have some obligation with regard to reversing
the process. If chemical reasoning has helped the doctors in their
fight against bodily diseases, the same chemical reasoning may help
them in the fight against mental diseases. War, fight, ouarrel
and hatred are symptoms of a mental disease, say the psychiatrists.
And apparently infection takes place by words.
Now this is not a nice metaphor only. There is something more
in it.
THE UN EXPECTZD BY-PRODUCT.
Studying the oldest "picture writings" of the cave man, I came
across something almost unbelievable. Then I found out that a few
scholars had known it before, but nobody listened to them, because
as we all think we know for sure 'you can't change human nature V
The oldest pictorial writing on caves and stones (dating back
approximately 30,000 to 50,000 years) show decisively that war
among the human species was absent. Those "documents" show animals
and boasts about animal hunts which human hordes need for a living.
Nowhere in those distant ages do we find a written record shoring a
man raising an arm against another man. But then - something must
have happened, because since about 10,000 years aeo or less, most
records on stone are directly or indirectly connected with boasts
about wars and victories. The market places are full with them,
in ancient Babylon as well as in modern Rome.
Now this idea is crazy, absurd, unbelievable, ridiculous. But
see for yourself and read for yourself.
"The prehistoric age, which extends over tens of thousands of
years down to about 5000 B.C. enjoys a fairly pacific reputation."
W. P. Paterson
(13)
"It is doubtful, if serious war was known in Europe until the
Bronze Age was established."
C. F. Scott
(14)
The interpretation of those earliest pictorial writing:means
nothing more nor less than, that war and human strife must be only
a recent "epidemic". Human hordes may have dwelled in peace with
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with each other for hundreds of thousands, even perhaps for millions
of years.
Yes, we may be quite sure about this, because war among the
same species is unknown in nature. Lions don't kill lions and
wolves don't kill wolves. They will howl through the wintry forest,
ravaged and mad by hunger, but no wolf will attack a living fellow
brother wolf. It seems to be an 'iron law of nature'. Even man
did not attack man, until recently - something happened, an
epidemic outbreak, a disease, attacking the highest developed brain
cells, the brain of home sapiens."
We don't know what happened about 10,000 years ago (or at some
earlier stage). It may be a cosmic disturbance, a change in the
atmosphere, cosmic rays, radio activity - we don't know. But we can
find out. We have now the scientific method. Scientists have
stopped some epidemics effectively. Scientists have raised the
averaee life of human beings considerably during the last 100
years. Scientists can find out what makes a human being gentle and
what makes him ferocious.
Laughing gas N20 makes us laugh, Oxygen 02 in greater doses
changes our feelings and thoughts. C2H5.OH commonly called alcohol
gives us an elated feeling and a hangover afterwards. In greater
doses it removes all mental barriers of moral, conscience, law, etc.
and can make a killer from a gentle person. In still greater
doses it kills. And so on with other chemicals. Chemists and
doctors can change 'human nature' and great changes have taken place
on our earth crust. "Catastronhism" is an acknowledged scientific
theory in geology and in other sciences. Some historians believe
that great empires have collapsed in wars and miseries through
climatic changes. Geologists believe that during part of the
Paleozoic and mesozoic ages, when giant creatures (with exceptionally small brains) roamed in giant forests, the amount of carbon
in the air must have been higher (perhaps through
dioxide CO2 ip
CO, is a
volcanic activities) than it is to-day (about 0.04%).
good fertiliser. The relationship of all life on earth, Between
plants, animals and man depends on the proper interchange of CO2.
In greater doses it is a poison.
In short: scientists can find out what has happened and what
can change human brain matter.
THE MESSAGE FROM THE CAVE MAN.
The meaning of his "picture writing" is clear: "we didn't
fight and kill each other V'
Then hatred and war must be the symptoms of a recent mental
perversion, an epidemic, broken out some 10,000 years ago or even

* Some species of ant. (not all) wage war on the same species.
But we may assume that ants have - after the human species - the
highest developed "brain matter", (although totally different from
man). Ants use agriculture; they raise crops and they rear cattle.
They use tools. If a cosmic disturbance has happened, it may
have attacked their "brain matter" too.
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earlier. This conviction must be a tremendous stimulus for scientific research to stop the plague effectively.
Modern psychologists have realised that it is a disease and
that it is their resnonsibility to stop it. In the last chapter
reference is made to quotations of a great psychiatrist.
THE ROLE OF SEMANTOGRAPHY.
Semantography may prove a practical tool for
1. interlinguistic co-operation of scientific research
2.semantic (words and human behaviour) treatment and
education.
A WILD GUESS.
This interpretation of the oldest "picture writing" of man, may
All right! But "wild guesses" are the
be termed a "wild guess".
rule about most of those oldest archeological finds.
Lnd this "wild
guess" is based on a "picture writing", which means that it can be
read in any language, even in the languages of to-day. It should
interest all able bodied men and women interested in peace. "So
you are not interested in politics, my friend", said Arthur
Schnitzler, "but politics is interested in ;ma - all the time, and
quite of a sudden - you get your call-up to arms."
Here at last is a basis for research to attack the evil WAR at
its root. The message from the cave man says unmistakably that
human nature has been changed disastrously and only recently. Its
only a temporary matter. And it is all up to us to reverse the
process.
A TFAILLER
This is what this book could be - if you want it to be one.
What you need is a little diligence to overcome some drab chapters,
containing the evidence (just as with a thriller). Don't glance
through the book and dismiss it. Read it until those little
symbols become to you as meaningful as 1 2 3 is to you now. You
may profit by it. Words will lose their harmful influence, whether
in work or leisure, in business or politics.
And you will enjoy it, if you use a little imagination and a
sense of humour and prepare to overlook generously the many shortcomings of which no one is more aware than the author.
This idea is like a newly born baby. It needs care. And it
can live if you care.
THE MESSAGE FROM THE PIONEERS
On the first pages Bertrand Russell, Lancelot Hogben, Robert
Paget, Rene Descartes, George Dalgarno, John Wilkins, Gottfried
Wilhelm Leibnitz, Charles E. Ogden, Basil Hall Chamberlain have
been quoted. If you haven't read that chapter, read it now. Most
interesting is the fact, that the advocates of such a new kind of
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of symbol writing realise its great semantic effect:
"to remedy.„the absurdities which all languages are
clogged with..."
"to cure even Philosophy itself of the disease of
Sophism"
George Dalgarno 1661

(5)

"a system...in which reality would be—more adequately represented...
"a medium, which will guide the mind as do the lines
in Geometry..."
"in giving thoughts less surd and verbal than we now
have"
"for increasing the perfection of our mind, and rendering our conceptions more real."
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibnitz 1679 (7)
"Human thought requires an efficient method of symbolism such as no language yet supplies..."
Richard Paget 1930

(3)

Let us end this summary with a further quotation from the physicist Robert Paget (3):
"James JeanPhas shown us, that the human race is
still at the very beginning of its career on earth.
Let us take heart, therefore, casting off the superstititions that bind us to the past, and welcome the
help of science to the perfecting of human speech,
for there is much need for clear thinking in the
future.
Over all is the fact, - which we are just beginning to realise - that our own (and all other languages) are but the babblings of children and that it is
only by a systematic and conscious effort that we can
hope to attain unity and en approach to perfection in
the future.
If we succeed, the English speaking races may well
fulfil the words of Genesis, which for our remorabrance, I will quote once more:
"And the Lord said: Behold, the people is
one and they have one lan7uage - and now
nothing will be restrained from them which
they imazined to do".
THE IIESSAGE FROM THE UNIVERSE
The telescope and the microscope reveal the purposive force in
cur universe, in the nebulae as well as in the crystals: to create
order out of disorder.
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disorder.
If the crystals can do it, we should be able to do it even
better. And if there are disturbances - we, the unique and miraculous conglomeration of molecules, called home sapiens (man who
knows) have been created with brain cells to find a "clear solution"
for the "crystallisation" of our ideas to create order out of disr.
order.
It's all up to us.
Sydney, January 1948.

C.K.B.

Postscript. Don't forget the umbrella!
Remember, it was once considered a
crackpot idea. Don't judge now. Read
the book, the whole book!

THE 100 SYMBOL ELEMENTS
THE 1 0 0 SYMBOLS versus THE 2 6 LETTERS

"That language rank highest which goes farthest in the art of accomplishing much
with little meens,or in other iscrds,which is able to express the greatest amount of
meaning with the zippiest mechanism."
Otto Jespersen (24)
Semantography is proposed as a practical tool,as an auxiliary writing for commamication purposes between different nations,and as a device to recognize relative and
ague meanings.NOw,oritics may come forward and point to the "simplicity" of the 26
letters of the phonetic alphabet,againot the "complexity" of an ideographic writing.
They may point to the most cumbersome writing of the Chinese.It may seem "most cumberesme"to a Westerner,but not to a Chinese.Any Chinese father who can afford to let his
little boy go (not to the rice fields) but to a school,will see with delight how the boy
picks up reading Chinese oharacters,even cfEicker than they usually pick up Western writing.You will find an institution in China,without parallel in other countries:street
libraries. In almost every street of Shanghai you will see an old Chinese establishing
his business at a corner,or the wall of a housejle puts up a shelf,stacked with the
most marvellous fairy tales and comics,Chinese style.And around the shelf,on stools
Trovided by the proprietor,sit his customers,children between 5 and 10 years of age.
They have decided to turn their penny not into food for the palate,but food for the mind.
:t was for me a constant source of wonder,seeing these children consume ravemusly those
_seer• and cumbersome Chinese character,and to preserve the memory of this beautiful
sight,' made a movie of it ■
Then I hired a Chinese teacher and begAn learning to read and, to write.Soon the com- lexity of the characters vanished.I could take in at once a complicated character in
s fleeting glance,just as I could take in complex chords from a music sheet when playing
But then I revolted.' found many Chinese characters unnecessarily overloaded with
szonais forms;the outline of the real things almost obliterated;a great many characters
...ndicating sound and meaning in a queer way;all in all an almost hopeless jumble,oarried
:7-er the thousands of years into modern time.
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Yet,this cumbersome and complicated voritinE works amazingly,You Will find the newsstands overloaded with big dailies,and magazines on anything,including advances in science.
You will see the Chinese typetriter operating with about L500 or more types, yet one pressing of the key,types a whole tord,and a business circular letter sent to different parts
of the country, can be read in any tongue of 0hina,although the Chinese from the south
cannot understand a Chinese of the North.
Then you make anu±elievable disco-:ery.A zrown-up Westerner may have difficulties
at first to read Shakespeare wtthout a commentary on the obsolete woris.Yet,Shakespere's
writing is only about 250 years old.Tht poetry and prose Of, Say 700 year5 ago, is almost hopelessly lost to us.But a poem in Chinese characters,written mare than 2300 years
ago is still readable in a modern ton,ro, in any modern tongue of Ohina,Ana the beauty
and fragrance of this old poem is P:ras7rJa 1=eilately - without translation - because
the reader sees directly and vividly thr., 7=1,the 4.too, leaves hanging silently,the still
waters,and he sees even the drops of bbcd cf 2Y_s hcart woven into the picture.
Then you make another unbelievable discc,:ery,7hothejr,zu are an Englishman,or a Frenchman,or a man of any other,eountry and 12.nEua7e,once you grasped the meaninv of Chinese
charaoters(without n,,'cossarily loariiNow tc ::,roneunce them in Canton,cr in Shanghai or
in Peking) them you ca]l read this old Fcem in your own mother tongue - no,not only in
this,you grasp nature lin_otly.The o::. lin= of tLi moon does not conjure up in your mind
thing.
silvery,luminous,bcautiful,heavenly
,
the letter con bination m-o-o-n,but dirctl:
Once you fall thus into the spell of an ia.::0;77aphic writing,other unbelievable thThgs
A so many tribes and races with many
of China bccme clear to you., How aid
diversified languages have been anifi._:d int: .-_- n::tha largest nation on earth; o'^ did it
come that the many Decbles who invada hina,came absorbed,instead of impressing their
way of speech and tho-:.7ht on t:-,e
ered p:,c-olc,as the Romans and the Normans aie
tat th, ideographic 7Titing was the unifying
Western scholars 7r. 7hirla will
-nt of - - langua:e:a writirr which the conquerors learned to
factor;a. writing
r ings of tha scholars
whieh preserved th 7-read in their om 7- •— tongu:
thousands of years back,and made tnem readable as if written y:strday.
Now,just think frr a moment that different musical notations =ad be established in
different countriesay you can read the musical writing of any nomrcoser,be he Beethoven,kozart,Tschaikovsky.::ebussy,Puecini,Eicrar,simay because one 1-leograthie writing has
been accepted by ch-. wh:le world.
imagine different national notations with translations etc;
But of course,we
. in different countries,but somehow
w13 could even imagine Eiffe:ent mathematical symhojs
it is difficult to imaFine aifferent national geometrical writings,which follow the
outline of the real thi-.:gs.Tothe students of old,the students of today and the staden'3
of 100,000 years hence - a oube, a o-;ramii and a cone has been and will be drawn in similar lines.
Well,semantography is supposed to be an .0 ,,ographio writing and in the main also a
simplified geometrical writing.It has bgbil27'dMised according to our present knowledge
in chemistry,physics,biclogy and psychology:2c compare it with the vagaries of an agocld naturally grown ideographic writing such as the Ohinesa,would be unfair to the la stir:
5ut to compare it with an alphabetical writing would be even more unfair.A gemetrical
ideographic writing can do things which an alphabetical writing never can.To use an
analogy, it would be unfair to compare the usefulness of a carriage to the usefulness
of an airplane.An airplane can bridge mountain barriers and waters,To transfer a carriage
ov:a- a waterhich separates lands,you must do some transferring,which in Latin is ter:led transletio.On the other hand,a carriage has its usefulness in the different lands.
Now the preposterous boast on the title page:100 symbol elements to overcome Eabe:
will have to be proved,Only 100 symbol elements seems en unbelievably small number.i,ut
it will be shown,that much less than 100 syMbol elements are necessary - provided that
you extend to this analysis the same benevolent attitude,which we usually display towards our alphabet: Only 25 letters do all the tricks.Aut do they?
Let us imagine Frof.miggins,expert on -ohonatics,the Pygmalion of G.B.Shaw.An illiterate Eskimo orters.He wants to be taught to read-and pronounce perfectly-an English
news-naper:Prof.1-11..,gins makes him acouaint.=d with the phonetic symholsA3CDEF otc.
It's easy in the beginning. 25 letters and 25 different sounds,But soon it turns out
26 letters and more than 260 different sounds. The letter A is to be pronounced in more
than 20 different ways.3o it is with E and with ',and_ so it is =ith most of the consonants. C is to be pronounced ss or k or is or tz. H is to be exhaled and sometimes to
be ignored al/togethinaN is to be pronounced UMN.The Eskimo, ho believed that these
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each
sand symbols stand for a definite sounoy4earns with a shecl-: tliat they stand for almost
any sound and sometimes for no sound at all.KNOWLEDGE is to be uronounced NOM and so
on with almost any word of the English language.
know what is wrong.It's - in the words of Shaw - "our wretched alphabet".
Ana Prof,Higgins will tell you that there are,not 5 vowels,but 150 different vowels,
and "they are all as different as A from B."
Now.let us suppose that Prof.Hizgins -by an almost superhuman effort - succeeds in
teaching the Eskimo the correct pronounciation of every word in the dictionary.In the
end,our Eskimo is able to read The Times with the perfect pronounciation of a Cambridge
ion.But does he understand what he reads?
No.Prof.Kiggins taught him only phonetios,not semantics,the meaning of the words.Our
tskimo would be much surprised to know that the letter combination FISH means that lining thing,which he knows so well by quite another sound.
So we must realize that the pronounciation of a word and the meaning of it,are two
entirely different things.And our disillusioned Eskimo would have to go through another
training,even more strenuous than the first,And he would never complete this course,as
we all know,who go through the same training all our life.
Now let us imagine that Prof,Higgins gets completely out of the hands of G.B.S.
Higgins becomes a fanatio.Somehow he got control of the - whole world and he imposes upon
mankind the complete and correct alphabet.It is a list of about 200 to 300 letters,and
each letter stand for one sound, and for one sour only.And he orders that everyone should
write as he speaks.
Then something terrible would happen,A. bock printed in Aberdeen would be different
from the same book printed in London.But even iriiondon,Higgins is able to distinguish
between the different dialects of two different streets.The same word uttered by two different flower girls would have to be written differently.
Well we know that G.B.Shaw wants nothing of the sort.In his own words: "A complete
and exact phonetic script is neither practicable nor necessary for ordinary use;but if
- we enlarge our alphabet to the Russian size,and make our spelling as phonetic as Spa mish,the advance will be prodigious." And we have full understanding of Shaw's plea,
when we listen to the ridicule which foreigners pour out on English spelling.And we
know,that same advances have been made already.In America they write PHRIJ instead of
THROUGH,ana NITE instead of NIGHT.
But suppose we would have that new alphabet.We would not write ENOWI&DGE any more,
but NOLEG,or with some new letters NGLIG.What would happen then?
Nothing sensational,The peoples in England,Soctland.,Canacla, the U.S.A. Australia, etc
would go on pronouncing it differently nawle or noolig or naalitch.In one family the
pronunciation does vary and would vary,even if we institute new letters.
And now we are coming to our discovery.Why are certain professors against a reform
zf spelling?
shifts and
They say, that our writing is not more a phonetic writing;that pronounciationwoula
shift within 20 years,and a perfect alphabet instituted now,would be obsolete in 20
years,And they say that our writing is only partially a phonetic mTitingiin the main
it is already an ideo graphic writing.
No matter how we write BUIIDING or BILDEN,er else. The geometrical combination of
these lines BUILDING conjuresup that structure for human habitation in our mind.No mater how we pronounce the geometrical combination KNOWLEDGE„The picture of it conjures
its Leaning: the accumulation of experiences and learning.
And now we come to our conelusion.The peoples in London East End and West End speak
e different dialect,so different as to be sometimes not understandable to both.The people of Harlem and Boston speak in other dialects, - but all of them can read the same
newspaper. The alphabetical symbols stand only faintly for the sound.s;they stand in
their various combinations for various ideas,For the peoples of the world,who speak
English,or Anglo.eknerican (as it is now called), their writing is already an ideographic
writing - somehow similar to the Chinese ideographic writing in effect - it can be understood by people,who often can't understand each other in speech.
And if you look into the writing and pronounciation of other nations you will find
the same state of affairs,The literary French pronounciation is only one dialect of the
many,spoken in France.Only a fraction of the French people speak that literary French,
And we know how far the French spelling is from the actual pronounciation,But the French
people from different parts of the country,speaking different dialects,can read the
same newspaper and the same book.
And so it is with the writing of Italian and Spanish, and Russian, and. other languages.
It is only partially phonetic.in the main - it is ideographic.

LINE LETTERS AND THE 100 SYMBOL ELEMENTS
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eel - -.!ss,who speaks a kind of English
We can imagine a simple man,somewhere in the
and has learned a bit of reading.The letter cord ebionEDUSE mould mean something to
him,but the combinations NAESIO1'T,MANOR,00TTAGE,B t.=ALOW may mean nothing to him and he
wouldh't even know how to pronounce it correctly.ait so would a Frenchman or a Spaniard
fail to pronounce it correctly,least to get the meaning,although they all use the Latin
alphabet,composed of 26 letters.
Now let us compose other letters,"line letters" of a better geometrical ideography.

r

•

And with these "line letters" we could now write letter combinations,such as for instance

The meaning of this geometrical "mord" may be guessed.It may mean a BOUSE,BUILDING,
MANSI0N,COTTAGE,BUBUL07 or in FrenchLW.ISON,or =4 or any other word in other languages conveying generally the same meaning.
Lnd we can use the above 11 "line letters" to write down thousands of other "words:
So,if critics point to the"simplicity" of the 26 letters of the Latin alphabet,we may
point to the"simplicity" of the 11 letters of our geometrical "alphabet.We know now,
that comparison leads norhere,because both writings have different advantages.Alphabetical writing is used all over the world,and it will be used in ever increasing editions
of books and newzpapers.Besides the alphabetical letters,me have already a series of
ideographic letters such as 1 2 3 4 5 etc. and now we may add - as an auxiliary tool
only - a few ether symbols and symbol elements for two purposes:
(1)to write international reports in science,indusbry,commerce,etc.whenever we need
to bridge the language barrier,especially in countries with a multi-lingual population.
(2)to recognize words with relative and vague meanings.
This only is the purpose of semantography,and with this in mind we shall now study
the list of the 100 symbol elements,and how they are used.In the column on the right
side we shall put in the number of symbol elements and we shall then. add up the total.
THE 1 0 0 SYMBOL ELEMENTS
Total
The first elements are symbols which are already in use in most parts of
the world.Every boy and girl who went through primary school will recognize
them.
The mathematical numbers

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
These well knownsyMbols form the first 10 elements of semantography.Now
we know that we may combine these symbols in different mays to get different meanings.
Combination examples: 12 3 is different from
in meaning.

3:21

22

is different from 22

in meaning

From these combination examples use learn that different position of the
symbol elements,and sometimes different size of the same element will indicate different meanings.We shall use our symbol elements in different po-*
sition and sometimes in different size to indicate different meanings.
Lnd now we shall add up the total of symbol elements we have learned

INTERNATIONAL SYMBOLS WE ALL KNOW
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Total of symbol elements brought forward

Total
10

Symbols for mathematical operations,etc.

6
equal

addition subtraction multipli- division
cation

relation

Combination examples:
The same symbols,written smaller in size, shall have the following meanings:

+

X XX

etc.
and
too,also furthermore

minus
without

x

very many
plural
very much (on top of
other symbols)
Other combinations will be shown in later chapters.
many
much

Interpunctation symbols

•

dot

COMMA

question mark

Combination examples:
•
•

colon

semi-colon quotaapostroph exclamation
mark
tion marks

The arrow mno+
It is one of the oldest international symbols dating back to the cave man.
In semantography it should denote a movement (action) in a certain direction
As re write forward from left to right,this direction should indicate

1

11.1.14
forward

backward

Now here is an important "grammar rule" of semantography taken from astronomy.
"In the spaces of the universe there is no direction favoured from any other
direction."Forware has no meaning in empty space.It is a relative meaning,depending on a system of reference.Forward from where?and where to? A group of
men facing different directions,will proceed forward in different directions,
each man being his own system of reference.
This syMbol,coupled with the symbol for metaphor,indicates advance,Progress
again a relative meaning.lianprogresses - where from? - where to? From barbary
into greater barbary or into less barbary.Wherever you see the arraw,you must
awrch for the system of reference.
Combination examples:

to and fro

up and down

pointer
this arrowhead will be used to pain
out details on other s bols (s. 115
Total of symbol elements

20

SUMMARY OF WELL-KNOWN ARBITRARY SYMBOL ELEMENTS-
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Total of symbol elements brought forward

Total
20

The symbol for medical„service
The rod of Aesculapius,Roman God of Medicine.
An age-old symbol displayed on hospitals,pharmacies iallegoric murals,etc,etc.
(1)
1
) We shall use a simplified outline,easily
medical
typable on our semantography typewriter.
service
The syMbol shall stand before any meaning
We
could
even
dispenwith this
connected with medical service.
syMboland
a
combination
Combination examples see chapter p.591 ff.
s
r
tosick.
ad 550
see p.
The symbol for money and business
The rod of Mercurius,messenger of Jupiter,
God of the merchants,An age-old symbol displayed on banks,business houses,bank notes,
allegoric marals,etc.etc.
We Shall use a simplified outline which
shall stand for monev,and in connection with
another symbol for business in general.
Combination examples see chapter p.247 ff.

1

money
We could again dispenmwith
this symbol and use instead
a coMbination,indicating:
• • ,fs:;2 ovc; - • a

The symbol for music
The outline of a note

indicating anything connected with

1

music
Combine.tion examples in later chapters.
The obligee line which we use to cross out a writing
This wri
ti
ssed out
Combination examples:

to cross out
to blot out,eradicate
destro ,extinguieh,etc.

ruin

equal

house destroyed

na equal
different

Total of well-known arbitrary symbol elements .

24

SUMMARY
These 24 symbol elements comprise about one quarter of the 100 symbol elements of semantography.They are well known to any boy and girl with primary
school education and to anybody in them civinseecountries.
We shall soon see that the remainder,or about three Tmrtereof the 100 symbol elements of semantography are known to most children below school age,whe
started to scribble.These other symbols follow the outline of things,and should
therefore comprise no difficulty for people in 'uncivilised" nountries,who at
one time or another have employed a picture writing.
However,semantogrephy employs 6 symbol elements,which by their very nature
must be arbitrary.They indicate meanings,which in themselves have no outline.
The new six arbitrary symbols of semantography
The symbol for the

opposite meaning

1
opposite

meaning=
It resembles an arrow pointing into opposite directions,and is to be used to
point out the opposite of a meaning: love - hate, harmony - disharmony,etc.
Total of symbol elements

1

25

SYMBOL ELEMENTS FOR THING, ACTION, AND TIME
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Total

Total of syMbol elements brought forward
The symbol for the chemical TFNG

0
I

chemical TNIVG
lready
It follows the outline of the most symetrical,beautifu/ form of a crystal,/
formed at a time,when the hardening earth crust was in utter chaos.
An important "pxammar rule" of semantography.taken from chemistry.
We abandon the notion of thenounfl in general.Instead,we introduce in these
particular casesthe notion of the chemical THING.Our universe consists of
chemical bodies.The words earth,stone,horse,flower,man,baby and even I,22u,
who,whom,etc.indicate a chemical THING.
The symbol for the physical ACTION

A

physical ACTION
It indicates in its outline one of the most primeval ACTIONS on earth,the
forming of volcano cones and the thrusting up of mountains.Ebwever, it may for purposes of mnemonics - indicate the capital letter A in the Latin word
Actus, a doing,an Action.

1

Another important "grammar rule" of semantography,taken from physics.
The chemical TEINGS in our universe perform ACTIONS. In conventional grammar, all words pertaining to ACTIONS fall in the class of verbs and verb forms.
The above symbol element will be used to indicate ACTIONS,
Combination examples will be shown in later chapters.Eere we shall see how our
symbols for the chemical THING and the physical LCTION,when used on top of
other symbols,serve as indicators.

0

A

addition
addition
the THING added the ACTION of adding

multitude
the THINGS

multiplication
the ACTION

The symbol for TINE
As the meaning of time has no outline available for its indication,we use
an arbitrary symbol: the outline of two parabolical mirrors,the one turned backwards to mirror the past,the other turned forward to focus the future.In between past and future is the present,a fleeting glanceia moment.

1

future
present
past
These combinations in a smaller size,shall indicate the particles

then
now
then
hence
ago
Another"grammar rule" of semantography,taken from physics.
In every LCTION,which we observe,time is involved.Every ACTION occurs during
a certain time.Consequently we should add these symbols to every ACTION indicator,(which we put on top of a symbol), to indicate past,present and future.
Total of symbol elements so far

28

108

THE SYMBOLS FOR HUMAN EVALUATION AND CREATION

Total.

(28)

Total of symbol elements brought foi However it would be unnecessary to have tin indicators on tcp of a symbol to
indicate the ACTION. One indicator,for instance for the past,will be sufficient
to indicate an ACTION in the past.Hewever,we can also indicate active and passi

28

ye.

)
4.
have added

.4..

A
...11..

will add

to add

(

>

<

+

+

to add
to be adde
actively
passivel'
Semantography is inteded fer practical purposes,short reports,etc.It is not intended for fiction or pcetry.Consequently the three time phases are sufficient
to cover the perfect,imperfect,pluperfect,second future,and a host of other obsolete tenses in other languages.
or

The symbol for human EVALUATION
Apart from the words indicating chemical THINGS and physical ACTIONS,we have
a third group of words,which indicate human EVALUATIONS.They usually indicate
meanings,which we don't find in nature,but only in our heads.WOrds belonging
to this group are for instance beautiful,uelyee2a,bad,flaereallatee, etc.
As these EVALUATIONS vary from one individual to the other,we shall indicate their lability by the following symbol

V

1

Inman EVALUATION
of a cope
The symbol shows the outlingistanding on its top, indicating a very labile
position.The cone may instantly topple over,when.pushed,and it takes a lot of
balancing to keep it in this precarious position.Just as with many EVAILLATIONS
of ours,which we hold,and which often topple over,when challenged.
also
1mi
We shall see later on,how this symbol is put to work. Latin
The outline
indicate:
V-alere e Value
The symbol for Creation
This symbol is wholly arbitrary,and we may say,that man shall ever use only
an arbitrary symbol for this meaning.He can grasp this universe with his mina,
and the limitations of his mind.will limit his grasp of this meaning.He has
given a variety of symbols to this meaning.They are alphabetical symbol coMbinations.In the English language they are Universe, Nature,Creation,Creator,God,
and many others,For our geometrical writing we shall take a symbol which has
been displayed on churches and temples for thousands of years.
1

Nature,Creation
We can vary this symbol,making it smaller,to indicate a smaller meaning,doub
and heighten it to indicate a heightened meaning and so forth.Here are some example

Creation

man-made

supra-natural

If we assume that the first large triangle should stand for what we perceive
with our imperfect senses of Nature,then the secona,heightened triangle should
stand for what we usually cannot perceive with our *perfected senses.
Total of symbol elements so far

30

( 109
0)

SUMMARY OF OLD AND NEW ARBITRARY SYMBOL ELEMENTS

Total
brought fora
ward 30
Take for instance,those mysterious radio waves,which penetrate walls and
surge around and through us.For me they are supra -natural,although I have given
hundreds of lectures about them, and I worked even as an engineer,manufacturing
radio tubes,highfrequency perts,condensors,etc,What are they? Waves,corpuscles,
or a manifestation of our curved space-time continuum? We don't know,and ultima
tely,we may never know.And what is thought,creative imagination?
We need a sensitive medium to become conscious of all this,an apparatus whit
reacts with those waves coming through space,or a human being,a poet,philosopha
founder of a religion,to tell us of things,of which we are not aware.Listen to
Julian Huxley, in "UNESCO,its Purpose and its Philosophy"(66):
"Unesco...should pay special attention to seeing that borderline fields,espe
cially those negolected by orthodox or organised science,are properly explored.As one example,we may take what is now generally called parapsychology the study of the unusual and at the moment scientifically inexacable proper
tqw.egh e mind,such as extrasensory perception of various kinciqThe painsta
anear one or two recent workers in this unpopular field seem to have estab
lisped the reality of some degree not only of extra-sensory knowledge,but of
pre..00gnition.It is urgent that these phenomena should be thoroughly investi
gated so that a new and more comprehensive scientific framework of knowledge
may be erected."
You are free to use the symbol for Nature or the symbol for the Supra-Natural
as you think fit,You are free to employ the sound symbol Nature,or Creation,or
Creator,or God,or Purposive Force in the Universe,as you think fit.But don't
lose sight of the fact,that all these symbols are arbitrary, indicating something of which the physiologist Du Bois-Reymond said:"Ignormm,s,Ignorablaus".
We donit know.We shall not know.
Total of symbol elements

SUMMARY
We have so far listed:

Total

Arbitrary symbols,well known,and already uaed internationally
Arbitrary symbols of semantography,newly introduced
Total of symbol elements

.

24
6
30

From now on, we have a much lighter task,.because the coming symbols are not
arbitrary, in so far, as their outline follow the outline of the real things in
a simplified manner.Somehow they resemble those symbols drawings,which children
make,when they draw the outline of the real things in a simplified manner.
However,there is one symbol which we must tackle,standing for something mysteriaus,the human mind;this symbol should indicate those marvellous conglomerationsOf brain cells,which enables man not only to contemplate Nature,Cres n,
but also to be a Creator himself,to create apparatuses and chemicals,whic
ve
not existed on earth,(and which may be very rare in the univers4and to penetrat
the universe,weigh the stars and take their temperature; the human mind.
The symbol for the human mind
Here at least,we can draw the outline of the encasing of this wonderful and
fearful thing,the outline of the upper skull,seat of the brain.
1

mind,brain
In the previous "gra:nar rules" of semantography,we have employed our modern
knowledge in chemistry,physics,astronomy,etc.In dealing with the symbol for the
human mind, we shall employ other "grammar rules" based on our modern knowledge
in psychology and. biology.
Total of s:ymbol elements so far

31

THE SYMBOL FOR THE "PARTITIONS" OF THE HUMAN BRAIN
110
Total of symbol elements brought forward
(30)
An important "grammar rule" of semantography.taken from psychology.

Philosophers of old and with them,bygone generations have divided the mind
(seat of the "soul") into epartitionslioterwoven and without clear boundaries.
(1) seat of the emotions,feelings,passions,impulses,instincts,etc.
seat of rational thought,reason,etc.
seat of conscience
The third partition "conscience" was accorded the hipvt placeeIt is bound
up with the meaning of "good" and "evil","ethics,"morality and God,
However we have seen all too often the clinical picture of various minds,who
have committed the greatest crimes with a "clear conscience" and who even cried
that God is on their side.This therefore is a matter fcgi,thil medical man,and we
should better employ medical terms in a world,were the miffs/seem to be perverted.Sigmund Freud, the father of modern psychology,has termed the 3 partitions:
Id,Ego,and Super-Ego,The complete symbol picture of the whole mind is

r5;

Super-Ego dr.4% conscience
Ego rilk reason,rational thought,etc.
Id

emotions,passions,impulses,instincts,

The symbols of semantcgraphy are written between two lines,Conseeeently we
shall write our symbols for the three partitions of the human mind in three different places,distinguished by different hights.

r'N

top
writing line
bottom
writing line
emotion
Id

reason
Ego

conscience
Super Ego

In choosing these medical terms,Freud has clearly demonstrated our complete
ignorance on "brain matters".The term Id is the Latin word for It:Ye do not
live our lives,It lives us:'e are lived by unknown and uncontrollable forces".
The meaning of the Super Ego will become clearer by the ultimate symbol we
shall allot it.
Another "grammar rule" of semantography taken from psychology.
We shall devise simnle symbols for the prevalent meanings:Unconscious,
Subconscious,Preconscious,and 0onscious.Unfortunately,the first Iwo meanings
are oaten mixed up.le shall th7-7=
-e7ise the meaning of Unconscious for the
state,when being asleep or having faintedeSubconscious shall indicate the waking state,when we are "unconscious" of what is going on in the depth of our
soul,Preconscious should indicate the emerging intermediate state between the
Subconscious and the Conscious.
We shall anticipate an important symbol element from a later page

•

enclosed

open
and use it to symbolize the discussed meaningse,iodern psychology endeavours
that we shall become conscious of our emotions,as well as of our reasoning.

1=1

a

El

❑

Subconscious
Conscious
Unconscious
Preconscious
Conscious
of emotions
awake
of reason
asleep, fainted
(opening up)
Now,we shall not loose sight of the fact,that these symbols represent very
unsatisfactory "crutches" to help our imagination in regard of the"unknown and
uncontrollable forces" which live us.Different schools of modern psychology

Total
31

SYMBOLS FOR HUMAN PASSION AND PHILOSOPHY

have chosen different word symbols,which however are just as unsatisfactory as
the geometrical symbols.You have to be a chemist to realize that we know next
to nothing about the physico -chemical interactions which take place within
the brain cells.
Nevertheless,a start has been made,and surgeons operate today on the notions
of Freud.Hopelessly sick persons,ravaged by an overbearing conscienceawhich for
ment3them day and night(although they have not committed any major"sin") are
restored to health and sanity by a brain operation.Soon the medical men will
operate on people,who have not enough of conscience,killers and mass-killers.
The foregoing symbols can be used for strictly medical terms in psychology.
For ordinary talk we shall revert to simpler symbols.Instead of the shown symbol for enotion,we shall employ an age-old symbol,drawn by the cave man and
still employed in any language on earth - the heartihe"eartfeledesire,from
the bottom of our "heart" and other phrases inafERe .Eheage -old belief that
the heart is part of the soul.This symbol we shall use for "small talk" only.
Here are the three simple symbols for ordinary writing.

111
Tota'31)
31

1

O
conscience
reason,
emotion
Super-Ego
rational thought
passion impulse,
E o
The simple symbol for"consoiencesnows us another mind, superimposed on the
reasoning mind.Freud interpreted this as the mind of the father.Jung,the early
collaborator of Fretal, ,interpreted it as amind of God.Both interpretations
are valid.Just as Freud,aleo Jung points ouVfill these words like "instinct" and
"spirit" are "terms,that we allow to stand forpowarful forces,whose nature we
don't know."
The few paragraphs above,are only an oversimplified abridgement of a group
of chapters in the book,and this group of chapters again is an oversimplified
abridgement of these most difficult problems.liowever,for a simple symbol writing,we need some simplified synbols,and the book may convince the readers,that
the chosen symbols are practical - they rve their purpose.
Here are a few simple combinations.First the heart symbol,for "friendly"
feelings and expressions.

V? VT VI -C94
feeling of doubt uplifting joy

downheartedness

love

These meanings find their literal translation in many languages.And herebelow are a few other combination symbols as examples for "higher" meanings.

O

41.
man-made

science,philosophy
designing,pianni g
mind contemplating nature abt. man-made thi
These few symbols show that we can symbolize any meaning in this realm with
simple outlines.The book gives many more examples of this kind.

Nature
Creation

Another imeortanegrammar rule"of semantogranhvataken from physiology.
The brain is that part of the human body, in which our thoughts originate.Besides this function,the brain co-ordinates all our otheesenses".Theso senses
are operated by different organs,the "eye, the"ear",the "nose",etc.etc.Ve need
only- a few symbols to cover most meanings in any langeage,referring to senseactions and reactions.These symbols are,besides the mind symbol, the most important symbols of semantography.These symbols are easir to draw,and we will follow
the outline,which children draw in their scribbling.Our typewriter will enable
us to type these symbols in less time and with lesser effort than we need today to type the ordinary words on an ordinary typewriter.
Total of symbol elements so far

32

THE SYMBOL ELEMENTS FOR THE HUMAN SENSES
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The symbol for the eye

Total of symbol elements brought forward

Total
32

A

C3

This symbol shall stand before any symbol compound indicating any
0 meaning ,which refers to vision, such as : sight, to see, visual, light,
dark,form,shape,clear,transparent,colour,red,green,picture,look,glan e,
eye visioriand any other meaning.Examples are shown on page 153 ff.
THING ACTIOD.
0

The symbol for the ear

C3

A

This symbol shall stand before any symbol compound,denoting meanings in connection with our sense of hearing,such as:to hear, to
listen,sound,noise,tone,music,bang,crash,listener,etc.etc.
Examples are shown on page 156 and in later chapters.
ear Maring

1

The symbol for the nose

❑

A

This symbol shall stand for any meaning referring to our sense of
smell,Such meanings are for instance: od64.,fragrance,perfume,etc.etc
To indicate the meaning of taste,we shall combine the symbol for the
nose with the symbol for the mouth,as shown bolow.We know that the
sense of taste is exercised by strangely working cells on the inner
nose smell surface of the mouth and the nose.Hold your nose tight,and you may
THING ACTION swallow any bad tasting medicine completely "tasteless".
The symbol for the mouth
❑

This symbol shows the outline of the rtouth,which organ performs
a series of activities: eating,tasting,breathing,but above all
C) speaking. As this activity refers to the greatest group of words in
our language,we shall agree that the mouth syMbol alone, shall stand
mouth speechfor speech and in combination, for any meaning referring to this =tivity.7e shall see later on,that we can dispens3with the indicators
on to of the symbols.The word order am' context usually makes it
Ooqobination ex les:
clear whether THING or ACTION is meant.

01

0 u".4

taste,
mouth 6: nose

discussion
to and fro

o

c9
language
mouth and ear

1

song
mouth a note

The symbol for the hand

hand

This simple outline indicates the thumb and indexfinger of the
(right)hand.It indicates this important organ of our body,and shall
be used for meanings indicating "handling".With another symbol in
combination ( to be shown later) it shall indicate hold,Arip,etc.
',frith the ACTION indicator on top it shall stand for that sense which
we term "touch".
In connection with the symbol for chemical TEEN(,we get the meaning of tool = a thing in hand. It indicates the first primeval tool
of primitive man:a stone in hand. Gorillas and chimpanzees use it toc

indicator Q

A

4

0

1441
hand
the THING

1

to touch
the ACTION

THING

tool,instrument
thing in hand

We shall see in later chapters, especially on medical terms, that we can easily depict other parts of the body with simple syMbols.But the above shown symbols are the most important ones and cover large groups of words in any langnag
Total of symbol elements so far

3:7

EVERY MIND THINKS DIFFERENTLY AT DIFFERENT TIMES

113 Total
3)

Total of symbol elements
brought forward
Thsse symbols are self -explanatory.We shall learn later
on,that the outline represents mamg than indicated at first
sight(man s- outstretched. legs;woman -7 skirt),It should. be
a grownunderstood,that these symbols do not represent
up man or woman,but only a male or female of the human spa-,
without any other evaluatio
male
female ciee,no matter what age,and
human (good or bad, healthy or strong, or weak or sick),The symbols
human
indicate nothing more than a male or female biped,As the female symbol is a derivation from the mae symbol we count:
And now we shall form our first sentence and from this a compound symbol
The symbols for male and female human being

A

117

I.

man

thinks

thinker

Now we corm to the most important "gxamser rule' of semantography,taken from

biology.
Not two huminbeings are alike.With regard to twins,the common form is the
binovular kind or two-egg twins,fertilized at the same time.by two different
sperms,These twins have therefore different arrangement of chromosomes and genes,and are therefore different human beings.However,there is the rare case of
the uniovular or one-egg twin.One fertilized egg,separates in two identical
twins,whosn show even the same fingesprints,and are identical in heredity.
Than comes environment.If one of the twins is beaten up by the boys gang from
the next street, it may change his outlook on life completely,and may make him
a different human being oaltogether.
As Julian Huxley put it:" Biological difference is,for all practical purposes
universal."
And this brings us back to the most importantll grammar rule" of semaatography.
-Ad two human beings are alike. Consevently,not two human beings think alike,
see alike,hear alike,feel alike,
I

riN
ZS.Jack
John is different from Jack
John will think differently,feel differently and act differently from Jack.
The biologists go even further.They tell us,that our body changes constantly.
The cells of our body including the cells of our brain are in incessant action
and change,And we can write this down in a formula

k

ohn )(
Aohn )
John nor is different from John yesterday (past)
John today maybe a quite different man from what he was yesterday.Over nighE
he may havechanged his mindlliterally and biologically.
The mind therefore is the GRRAT VARIABLE in the world of ours.The two billions
human beings on this planet have two billion different minds,which are not only
different frr each other,but change
in themselves.They will think,feel,and
act differently to-morrow,The mind of man is the great X in our Calculations.
We shall see,that we can apply the mina symbol like a variable in the calculus of function,and thus brAliinto semantography a similar reasoning (in some
sort of way) as Bertrand RUS
n his propositional function.Somehow,the syMbol,
of semantography can work like in mathematical formulee,a first practical realization of Leibnitz dream of a universal symbolism,an alphabet of human thought.
Semanto,graphy may be used on the practical level in a similar way, as logicians
use theinisytbols in mathematical logic on a much higher level: to maklia -undkr
stand the working of the human mind its his utterances- language,

1
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THE SEMANTIC IMPLICATIONS OF THE MIND SYMBOL
Total

Semantography is a far cry from the books on symbolic and mathematical logic,
just as the simple mathematics which the grocer and housewife empla,is a far
cry from the hooks on the "Foundations of Mathematics".However, if we want that
this world of ours shall not go to pieces by "propaganda" we must invent a simpl
mathematics for the thinking of the simple man.Semantography makes no higher
claim than being a practical tool for practical purposes.
To indicate this variability of the human mind,whose evaluations are differen
in different minds,and different in the same mind today than to-morrow,we shall
combine the symbol for mind with the symbol for human EVALUATION,shown on page 2

HUMAN EVALUATION
The mind symbol does indicate thought,but -as the brain is the center for the
other senses - it indicates also their activities,speech,hearing,vision,amell,
touch,feeling,etc.etc.
Wherever you see a symbol or symbol compound carrying the mind symbolLer the
few other sense syMbols.you should know that the meaning of this symbolized word
may differ with different individuals,and that even the same individual may
attach a different meaning to it to-morrow or the day after to-morrow.
The symbol for EVALUATION (alone,without the mind symbol) and put on top of
other symbols, shall serve as ia3WiereThe foremost group of words pointed out
in this way will be the adjeaivesegerebelow is an example with the symbol for
the sun
0
/11
V

0

0

0

sunny
EVALUATION (adjective)
[adverb
This is a simple example,but it can serve to show,that "sunny" can be used as
,/.1 abstraction which we make in our head,about the qualities of the THING sun.
We never say a "sunny sun" or a "piggish pig".The abstraction-evaluation is done
in cur heads,when we attach qualities of one thing to another. The saying
"A sunny person" may be quite harmless,although other people may quite differ in
their WALUATIIM7 of that person. But when we say "L piggish person",we are looki
denoting difor trouble. It will be shownethatmany adjectivcaandmany words,
rectly a chemical THING or a physical LOTION but carrying EVALULTION attached to
its can cause this trouble - in certain circumstances and contexts.The meaning
of such words is usually vague or relative,and will therefore differ with different individuals.To remove their vagueness,we must clearly state the system of
reference,and add further explanations as to ThTNOS and ACTIONS.
The foregoing pages represent a short outline of the "grammar" of smantography,intended for those readers, who have no time to read the book.
im; now on,it vdIl bRo ills play,because we shall draw simple symbols,like
thcse/children draw.lt may be fitting to add up cur symbol elements.
sun
the THING

to sun
the ACTION (verb)

S U M M L R Y
We have so fax listed
4rbitrary syMbols,well known,and already internationally used
Arbitrary symbols (in outline) of semantography,newly introduced
Outline symbols of semantography,newly introduced
Total of symbol elements so far

24
6
8
38

We are still far off our 100 symbol elements,and a counting of the symbols fo
the mast used wordsewould show that these 59 symbol elements in variations and

derivations,cover a large proportion of our vocabulary.

38
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THE BASIC OUTLINE SYMBOL ELEMENTS

(33) Tote:

Total of symbol elements brought forward

W

List of outline symbols(continued)
It can be •roved that man of the followi • outline s , h•ols could be depicted
sym•o s.dou• unnecessary,we may sad' a ear s •o e omen
by a e oregoing
from chemistry, H2O will be recognized by almost anyone who went to school,that
it means water in any language.About 50% of the symbols shown in the book are
written with those 3a symbol elements shown before;NAMditional 25 syMbol elements we can cover about 70% of all thE syMbols which you find in the whole book
Your attention is directed to the simplicity of the coming symbols,most of which
are almost self-explanatory.
We have already a symbol to depict time(pasteoresent and future)
but we can use the simple outline of a dial,and get a symbol
which is self-explanatory.(for display on time tables,etc.)

1

time
The symbol for a house is equally self-explanatory.Simple as it
seems,we can split it up in its"line letters" and thus get other
important sytbolsewhich we regard as derivations from the house
symbol. From the earth symbol we derive the counterpart:lly.

1

house
and its
components:

0
SUD

sky Nom=
An example
of a
counterpart earth ..m.m
derivation

earth
walls
roof
base
Instead of drawing a circle to stand for the meaning sun,we may
write a compound symbol with the foregoing symbol elements,depicting a thing in sky,which enables to see,Chinese characters
are sometimes similarly used to circumscribe a meaning.But we
can allot one symbol element to the meaning of sun
Moon can be depicted as smaller thing in sky,but a simple outline of the moon in its first quarter is self-explanatory.

1

Star can be depicted as far thing in sky,but the adoption of the
children symbol for a star is simpler.

1

moon

star

Aled
mountain

verOwN
water

S

fire

pen
writing tool

0

paper(leaf)

Mountain can be symbolized by this triangle,On page 115 it is
proved that this simple outline is so full of details,that we
can use an arrowhead as a pointer to point out the basis,foot
slope,top.ridge,precipice,foot of precipice and others.
If we diminish the symbol in size vie derive the
symbol for: stone
Water is already internationally symbolized by the chemical
symbol compound HgO.However,me can devise an even simpler symbol,by drawing the outline of a wave.In a later chapter,we le
how to derive from this symbol the symbol for wave,electromagnetic wave, radio wave,and wave in general.

4

Fire can be easilzsWbolized by the compound +01,which would
mean plus-oxygen7indicate -ehit fire really is,a process
of oxidation.Once we accept the symbol +0 to mean fire,any
school boy or girl would identify it each time as such.ilowever
a simple outline of a flickering flame is even simpler.

1

1

Pen,pencil,or writing tool in general can be depicted as t I
to make visible marks.These meanings can be depicted wi
he
foregoing 39 symbols. However, the meaning of writing tool is so
important, that we shall allot a special symbol element for this
meaning;the outline of such a tool,in a slanting position,
Paper (leaf) is such an important item in our modern
world,that we shall allot a special symbol element for
Total of symbol elements so-far

1
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0
paper

letter
(post)

sword,knife

wheel

MORE BASIC OUTLINE SYMBOL ELEMENTS
Total of symbol elements broue.ht forward
it.However we could depict the meaning of paper with a
few of the foregoing 39 symbol elements,as follows:thinA
to make visible marks on.. But,the simple outline of a
paper leaf is better and its repetition gives us the symbol:
Letter could be depicted by the combination of the paper
leaf
leaf and an eirrow ,meaning paper for forwarding,or paper
moving in a direction.But the outline of a letter envelope
is already used all over the world,so let's use it too.

Total
48

1

A sword,knife,cutter,oan be symbolized by tool to divide,
but the simple outline of a sword yith a handle,as children
draw it or mWee it from two pices of wood,is even simpler.
Grossing of seords (as shown on the cover picture)is an .old
symbol, standing for war, fight,military,etc.
Wheel could be depicted by the symbols for tool and arrow,
meaning tool for forward moving.But our outline is 0377ire
Combinations will give us the meaning of vehicle,car,etc.

Vessel,bowl,hold is a very important elementary meaning,and
this simple syMbol,shoeing the outline of a bowl will help us
vessel,bowl,holfor hundreds of meanings as shown in later chapters.
Instead of the previously shown symbols for male and female
human bein,s,we can devise a general syMbol,vhich shows in outlin
an erect standing person,(feet slightly apart).This symbol shoul
indicate a human individual,and we can4.coMbine it to other meaindividual
nings,by altering the outline slightlkh shown below.
and derivation:
X

1,
I

12

15 11 L

you

he we standing weak
(plural)
(knees bent)

"

Aiek.
animal
(4 legger)
AAA
insect
(6 legger)

sick needy
(knees up)(need f senopore;
From the symbol man
showing an erect bipedelue can - by simple
derivation - develop te symbol for auadruped,and for insect,
most of which have six legs.In a later chapter it is shorn how
further simple classification can be made.Zoologists don't need
such symbels.They have their international Latin nomenclature..
The interested reader may peruse chapters on p.319ff,327ff.

Y
bird

Bird can be simply syMbolized by the shown outline.The wings
anne will serve us for most meanirgs,necessary in modern aviation,asflyer,nilot,flying machineeairmail,etc.etc.

101
fish

plant

■.■

Fish carnet be easily depicted by its familiar outline.We are
hampered by the limitations of the semantography typewriter.
A simple outline,typed with two pressings of keys should serve
for the meaning of fish.
Plant can be symbolized by a stem,a bulb(or fruit) and a leaf.
In later chapters it is shown,how we can,by simple derivation,
and slight alterations,derive outlines which act as simple symbols for floeer,fruit,berry,vegetable tree,shrUb,etc.etc.
Botanists don't need these syMbols.They have their Latin names.

1

Electricity can be symbolized by using the plus + and minus synibol,as shown in the chapter on physics.However, the outline
1
of a lightning is already internationally used to indicate it.
electricity
57
Total of symbol elements so far
And here we may pause and reconsider,what was said in the beginning of this chapter.
A geometrical writing uses "line letters", simple lines which we can add together in
different positions to get different meanings.in a similar way we put the phonetic letters of the alphabet together,to form thousands of different meanings.Hawever,the phonetic compounds do not indicate the real thing in nature,whereas an outline does.For this

"LINE LETTERS" FOR THE COMPOSITION OF OUTLINE SYMBOLS
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reason,a geometrical outline compound can serve as symbol for any language,whereas,the
phonetic letter compound for any word is different in different languages.If we say,that
the 26 letters of the alphabet can be used to put together thousands of comeounds,we
could equally say,that the 11 "line letters" Shown on page 24,can be used to put together
thousands of compounds,which indicate truer and better the meanings.The foregoing 19 symbols showing a dial,a house,the sun,moon,star,a letter,a knife,a wheel,etc.eteare nothing
else than compounds of the 11 "line letters".,Ait why 11? If you
ook them
l
over
I

/

r

you will find that ten, resolve in a short line,put in different position,or curved.
Could we say that most symbols of semantography (with the exception of the 6 arbitrary
symbols and the 24,already internationally used,syMbols) are simple outline compounds
written with the line letter put in different position',Yes we can,because semantography
is a geometrical writing, and we have learned already in school to write with the line letter,and compose different meanings as for instance:

I I I

CD

7

parallelogram
cylinder
parallel vertical rectangle
square
cube
All these meanings are composed with one "line letter" put in different positions,and
what we did in school,we shall do also in semantography to write down the above meanings.
And this reasoning can be extended.We use the "line letter" and the dot to compose the
following meanings:
•

beloweunder
before, in front behind,after
in
out
above cover
In the first"words" we have used 2 letters (dot and line),In theawords" for in and out
we have again used the letters (line and dot) in different numbers and positions.Actually
we use theftline letter" 4 times,when writing"enclosed" and omit 1 letter for "open"
omitting 1"line letter" we get
enclosed
(written with 4 "line letters")

open
(written with 3 "line letters)

and we may formulate this "legitimate" reasoning as follows:
VI144117ire use lines in different positions to draw the outline of things in a simplified,
s&ematizild wayeae may consider thisleineet
--iRinie4agilar procedure as the"A B C .joining".but a more advantageous oneebecefileuirallndependen cof any language and often elmut self-eNplanatorv.
We may even take the word "line-joining" literally in so far as we act like a"joiner"
a carpenter.He too takes straight line elements,the wooden beards and joins them together
by putting them in different positions. We too can establish such a "line joinery'

R

h
table

chair

bed

chest of wardrobe
shelf
window easy chair
drawers
We have made similar operations as those of a joiner,and children do something similar.
Of course we can agree that these are different symbols, just as the English words table,
chair,bed are different symbols which indicate certain things.But in regard of the c:mibol
elements we must apply similar FRRsoning in both cases: 26 letters of the alphabet for
phonetic writing against 1 or af7aost 11 line letters for a geometrical outline writing.
To then come the 24 arbitrary international symbols and the 6 arbitrary symbols of semantography.

SUMMARY OF THE SYMBOL ELEMENTS SO FAR
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But we can even reduce this number.On page 26 it has been outlined,that we can diapenewith the Acsaaapian symbol for medieine"„and ecepose help for sick instead...We can
similarly disperetwith the Meraurian synbol for money (thing for exchange) and even the
musical note can be replaced by a compound symbol heartmoving scunds,which compound
would stand for mesie.On page 331 you will find that we can replace the outline symbols
for such household articles like table,chair,bed,etc.etc.by more elementary symbols in

oombination.A table can be composed by the s5^,rbols:tooleflat-horizental.Or4eLwe agree
that this line combination should mean a table,it will be a better symbol than the line
combination t-a-b-l-e in English or m-een-s-a in Latin.These phonetic line combinations
are wholly aebitraryeehereas our geometrical symbols tool-flat-horizontal tells you of
the relevant structure of a table,fjust like a chemical formela).But - for practical purposes we can choose an"auxiliary see- ca" tdees ni and agree that it should mean table.
it is actually the outline of a table.
Such simple outline synbols,we shall treat as auxiliary symbols:Z.0'e can dispenewith
them,and use the more elementary synbols,egpecially those,expressing geometrical conceptions (horizontaJepareUel,square,etc).But our auxiliary outline symbols are simpler and
therefore more prectical.This should be our main consideration,because semantography
should be a practical tool,also intended to teach the more than 1,500,000,000 illiterate
people in Asia,Africa,South America etc, a simple and universal writing.
From this point of view let us draw up the final list of our symbol elements.
THE, SYMBOL ELE VENT $
Total
Arbitrary senhols already in use

1234567890

+- x

2

II

Arbitrary symbols of eeeantography

o

A

chemical
THING

physical
ACTION

human
EVALUATION

d

TIME

N1 TURE
CREATION

The symbol for SPACE representation

I
LINE

This one dimensional element will serve to picture any gemeetrical
meaning of our three dimensional world (either by cross-section or
perspective drawing)as demonstrated on page 37 and in the chapter
The Relativity of Space on page 144.
with this geometrical element and the above 24 other synbolsom
can symbolize most meanings,but we are free to compose simple auxiliary outline symbols,which indicate the outline of things.
OUTLINE

fTh
mind

V

heart

SYMBOLS

0

0
eye

Total

ear

nose

Ao's, AAA
individual male female animal insect
heman being (biped)quadruped hexaped

mouth

hand

arr,

ZNwm
legs & feet

plant

tree

water

fire

Y lot
bird

fish
••••••••■

tine

sun

moon

star

0
earth
earth
planet
line

sky

SYMBOL ELEMENTS AND AUXILIARY OUTLINE SYMBOLS
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A

11=1111110

direction elect- chemistry music
money medicine opposite cross out pen
ricity (retort) (note) Mercur- Aesculap- meaning
rod
rod

paper

roof vessel

wheel

fabric

flag

scales knife compasses(n.0)

Now we have 25 symbol elements and these 45 outline symbols,which leave us still
30 syMbols.The reader may peruse the nearly 500 pages of the three books on semantography and he will find that most meanings are syMbolized by the above 70 sytbols,ana
their geometrical derivations and combinations.
C.K.Ogden has composed his e50 words of Basic English, 'en his Basic English Dictionary (Evans Brothers,London) you will find. 40,000 meanings of over 20,000 words all composed with the 850 basic words,You can express almost any meaning with these 850 words,
sometimes of course with some circemsoription.For practical purposes,Ogden offers :7;1, to
150 special words in ae7dLtion for each "trade",geology,astrenemy,medicine,economics.etc.
Although these words can be defined. by the 850 words,their additional use facilitates
communication.
We shall act in the same way.For special purposes in each "traae" we can compose some
auxiliary outline symbols and a few examples are shown below,However, - and you will find
the proof in the book - each auxiliary symbol can be expressed by the above 70 s ols.
Nevertheless,the auxiliary outline symbol is practical and almost self - explanat ory.
EXAMPLES OF AUXILIARY OUTLINE SYMBOLS
FOR SPECIAL PRACTICAL PURPOSES
For Highway Signs (see D.357 ff)

For Postal Service(see p.121 ff)

IS 121 El 13
letter parcel postcard stamp

t-1

double
bent

For Transport Sere-ice (p.224 ff)

:
toll bar bridge road unuer
customs
repainte:erupte)
(hammer symbol)
For Passport Service (p.54.2 ff)
Iii7111111111
-I

prig hot
tram steam motor luggage
bus .
exec. train train
For Farmer Service (p.108,527 ff)
Mommi

•
•
seed

,o‹.`
horse

cattle

-cii
snail

For Shipping Service (D.236 ff)

nited_
States

!Greet
Britain

ACstralia

For an International Menu Card (p, 31° ff)

0,
fruit

berry
vegetab e
fruit below or aboveground

For practical Chemistry in Home or Shop (p.3)

gas
steamer life boat life to stairs up
thermometer manometer filter
vest
temperature pressure process
But again,I wish to stress - and i have proved it in my book - that:
EVERY AUXILIARY OUTLIVE SYMBOL CAN BE WRITTEN W:7H TBE 70 SYMBOL ELEMENTS SHOWN ABOVE,AND
BONE OF TAESE 70 SYMBOIS C1.N-SE.I1D-CCED-a_-...ORE.ELEMENTLRY SYMBOLS.
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A SUMMARY LIST OF THE MAIN BASIC
SYMBOL ELEMENTS
and some of their derivations and combinations
and
a warning to the reader
The following 19 pages have been prepared after the publication of the 3 books
on semantography, mainly to serve those
students who wanted a summary list AFTER
they had studied the many lengthy chapters,
explaining in detail the graphics, logic, and
semantics of the symbols.
A certain danger is involved in looking
through this summary list BEFORE studying
the chapters. Many people think that pictorial
symbols could be understood "right away"
without explanation, because pictures are
"self-explanatory". But many pictures are not
"self -expla natory."
These symbols consist of few schematized lines which indicate faintly the outline
of things. Their meaning has to be explained.
Take the well-known pictorial symbol of
It is meaningless to those
the arrow
who never saw an arrow, and to those who
are not told that it does not picture an arrow,
but means a direction sign only.
in semantography and in science the arrow
means more than a direction sign. It means
an active force, and a directed movement.
Consequently the arrow appears in many
semantographic symbol combinations, even

Symbol element
and meaning

4-

in those which "picture" a democracy and a
demagogy.
Every democrat and demagog represents
a driving force, and a directed movement.
They both think, and make us believe, that
they are leading us onward —)10- forward
—›- and toward
progress >
(whatever these words may mean).
How then can we tell truth from untruth?
How can we distinguish between true democratic progress, and its opposite falsehood?
By applying the simple semantic rule of
semantography for the arrow symbol, every
time we hear or read a word in the papers,
a word which contains the arrow symbol in
semantography. This rule must be learned.
SO DON'T BE DISCOURAGED DEAR
READER, IF YOU DON'T GRASP THESE
SYMBOLS "RIGHT AWAY" AND WITHOUT
AN EXPLANATION. You have learned the
symbols 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 and now
they appear to you "self-explanatory". But
they did cost you a lot of learning.
Everything in life, which can help us,
needs some learning. Only then does it become familiar and useful.

Derivation and oombination examples and their respective
meanings (underlined)

+

+4-

44-

addition
with
and,
etc.
belongs to
(known)
IaTETso, =Eller- (high up) (written low)
more
see p.107.108.230
--sulDtrac4on
kknuwn)
- see p.291, 308,

—
..... I
without no.not

4- I
yes

—
loss.waste
Cin celmb yith ether symb.)

X
multiplication
(known)
See p.243-246
.
—
.
division
757r7r75
see p.250-252

XX
very much
very man%

X
plural much
(when on topl,pany
of other symb.)
.
—

.
-...
.

"--

X
><t )0e
group meaning
fcrast
24212.added to other
many very many
symb;see examples.trees
trees

see also p.122, 123 and other
pages listed in the index
part meaning
branch
added to symb. (part of tree)
see example:
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THESE PAGES CONTAIN A SUMMARY OF DETAILED CHAPTERS

Symbol element
and meaning

or

Derivation and combination examples and their respective meanings
(underlined)

>

relation,
with
reference to
etc.

> '

>'

of
on

Rbmit

of

position

at

>

<

>

(
) -""
1st 2nd either or neither nor
alternatives
(minis syMb.)

>>
for

<<
against

> • ' ' '<
here there

(I
I>
1>
2
cause
therefore
by
effect & cause
./caused b_y causation
outline of cpjiseauanigi
w edge
imprint

1

2

1
7577

question rark
(known)

arrow
(known)

>

>
K‹
purpose counter-purpose

see explanations
in the special
chapters an page
430 - 438
see also index

see explanation
in the special
chapter on page
442 - 446
see also index

<

ouestion

a)
answer
(closed)

2

, 2)

L

2
-----

n

2
C0
sere?
what?
ah=2
mhaI? :T W
wil-m
(what ma (what time?)(what place)(what th

2

2

•

2\i .. . )1
2 1)
a\e°
A
, ,,
.
where to?
hae
how much? which?
how?
.2LW.2
(what cause- how manYWvihat part?)(what action)(what cuslity?)
)
I
start,be7in

see special

chapter on page
224 - 226
see also index

........
departure

I>
from
----->

forward

>

I

> 1

off
f
.......-.

attraction

approacrl

----)
---H
conformity

towards

4.
4

end stop

>i
to
(The
"„,...1

4-*

.21LEU-LE
z.theringmixing

The following arrowhead is used as a pointer to point out details
>
on syMbols.Ilerebelow is an example:details of a mountain,
pointer
*s.,
to be used in
close touch with
other symbols
see special chapt
p. 247 - 250
mountain
basis
slope
precipice
foot
...t..

11
_gyposite
meanin p.245ff

X
much
ZLLY

/11X
lle
little
few

Z

leX

X

more

less

most

ICR
least

17'')'
ratte
opp.of love
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DON'T TRY TO COMPREHEND A SUMMARY OF SYMBOLS

Symbol element
—...4=1AgzAnixlik.

Derivation and combination examples and their respective meanings
(underlined)----0

0

CD

CD

CD

.
r
iN': + X

0 (Thi

TIMMmixer
mix e addition multitude part
any thing, can- the ThIR(T
which T
TgING THING
THING
sisting of che- does the mixing
mixed
added
multiplied
divided
seemical matter.
Note:the TEiNG symbol on top of other symbols,serves as an indicator,
p.258fnoun)
see p.263ff, 269ff indicating a chemical THING.

A

A
LOTION
any .physical
ACTION
(verb)
p.258
see explanations
in special chapter
p. 263ff, 269ff,
517ff, 320ff,
323 - 327
see also index

A

A
A A

to act to work The Mixing
to add to divide
to mix
verb
verb
verb
verb
verbal noun
verb
Note: The ACTION symbol on top of other symbols serves as an indicator
indicating a physical ACTION.Standing in enlarged size before a symbol
it indicates the verbal noun.
The ;LIMN indicator indicates usually the active form.7crrever if it
is necessary to stress the active form f.i.for transitive verbs,the
ACTION indicator can be turned sidewise mointi ng thus like an arrow
towards the object acted upon.The reverse indica tes the passive form.
>

<

>

to mix
to be mixed
(active,trans.)(passive)

Nvf

to divide
(active)

<

to be divided
(passive)

lTote: The EVALUATION indicator on top of other symbols,serves mainly
to indicate an adjective (THINGS,nouns) and an adverb (ACTIONS,verbs)

VO

EVALUATION
Value indicato
Quality "
t../
(adjective)
(adverb)
mixture-like

V

VA

V

V

isiply

zaltipt1e mountainous
mixiniay
mixingly
Note: In using a dot before or after the indicator,the quality (adjeosee explanations
in special chapt., tive) before an ACTION f.i.mixable or after the ACTION f.i.mixed is in.
dicated.Both VALUE and ACTION indicator can be used,or in a simplified
p.114, 143. 161,
aanner,only the VALUE indicator with dot before or after.
260ff, 270ff,
338, 575ff.
\//N

•V

mixable

see chapter p.328

mixed

\/. ,
('-

mixed

.\./
.

dividable

U.
.

divided

Note:The symbol in enlarged size standing before other symbols,indicates the adjectival noun.The dot before or after serves as indicated.

v
-..4
see also index

mixable

VA ("-),

CD
VX v

A

) vr.:17C }

----4
n
The Much- The Mixture- The Mixingconform The Coniorness
likeness
mess
/Al:

WITHOUT READING THE DETAILED CHAPTERS FIRST

Symbol element
and meaning

V
EVALUATION
(continued)
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Derivation and combination examples and their respective meanings
(underlined)

The Mixability

see nage referen-

VD

Vr‘/

The Mixedness The Divisibi- The Divide. The Mountainaltz eaness
ousness

Note:The indicator symbols standing alone indicate their meanings:

A
ces on foregoing
page. The symbols
V
\r/
V
on this page are
explained in &apt.
able
can
can
T he Value to eva- The Ability he Ability
p. 575ff.
passive reinT-7ble being able
f=aTactive
to act
to stand
see also index
actively ACTION passively
Note:It should be understood that in actual writing of whole sentences
it is not necessary to put indicators on top of other symIols in most
cases. The natural word order Agent-Act-Object and the context makes it
usually clear,what is meant.

)(

TINE

Symbol indicators for the
tenses.
see explanation
special chapter
p. 107, 317ff.

) ) (
(
(
;
4)
) (
Past Present Future then now
then
--Mende
Note: written in small size and put on top of .other wimibols,these
symbols indicate the past,present and future of ACTIOR vrords.However
it is not necessary to put the ACTION and TTh indicators together.
One indicator will suffice in most cases.

) A
I
°We

4

have mixed shall mix

have adding shall
now add
Note: By putting a small question mark on top of syMbols,we indicate
the conditioralis.Again it is not necessary to put more indicators
on top for instance for the present.
added

)?
These symbols
explained p.323

(:)v )
/kJ
vvuld mix
weele
would mix cr may,might mix
now
in future
mixed
Note: By adding the nuMber 1 to the ACTION indicator,we get those verbs
nouns,which express a single ACTION.

see chapter
p. 541ff

see also index

turning 1 turn
The Turning
The Turn
rotating 1 rotation
The Rotating The Rotation
Note: These syMbol derivations and coMbinations conclude the" grammar
rules" of semantography shown in the foregoing pages.
1

IDEOGRAPHIC SYMBOLS AND ALPHABETIC LETTERS ARE

124

Symbol element
and meaning

, ic „., t.,......„
Line elements for
the composition of
geometrical outline
manings,

Derivation

I

and combination examples and their respective meanings

•

line

E3

plane

space

A

over

abov e

V

V

after
behind

I
straight to straiTHING
ghten

straight

our
ved

around
about

rod,pole make,become
straight
see explanation
pj07 and chapter
276ff

before
in front

under
below

I
-right
I4
long

1
left
H

1 i

I

near

far

short

\./

I\

0

I
I
I
I
1
1
limits to limit limited

1
-----.
)\--7--superior inferior
man
man
I

other

self

A

0

I--II

1-1---1

to mea-

./
deep

ruler

LA
shallow

sure

_
_
_
low

I 1
_
high
small
b:g

1,
,.

wide

1(1
narrow

V

V
1 1

,\
1

1(
)1
thick

thin

0

A

1-f-1 L___] [:::1 [I] 0

between together

closed

open

to close

enclosure
etc.

The human senses

0
eye
vision
see explanation
specialchapter
p.285ff
see also index

The following symbol elements indicate the human senses and their
activities.A. great many words and inmmerable synonyms cover this
part of the dictionary.

C3

A

V

0

0

0
visual

eye

to see

A

N./

0 a

0?

12_1
0±
awake
clear
(see through) (open)

0

0!

01 I

0
asleep
(closed)
QED

more atten- picture
tive look
In numbering the 7 colours of the rainbow we get:
seem

el

r71

00
black

seemingly colour
look out
(eye & earth)glance,

02
orange
045
green-blue

03
yellow
Q

07
04
05
06
violet
blue
indigo
green
With international colour chart number
0(87)
0(127 ) a1.30) 0(44)

0

white
(sun)

Cerise

English Khaki
vermilion

Persian
blue
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NOT "SELF-EXPLANATORY." THEY ALL NEED TO BE STUDIED
Symbol elements
meaning
and

Derivation and combination examples and their respective meanings
0

2ear

A

7

2

ear

to hear

V

2

auditory

7!

2d A 7

listen!.

music listener
(note)

hearing

A

see special chapter
p. 288 and index

C2
5

also p.560
earth
(see later)

Z
nose
smell
see p. 289 and index

0
mouth
speech

7
5

9

6
2

language
bridge bridging la]
news
page
rewspaper
guage,transla,
(eye & ear)( see later)
(mouth & ear)
2
sound
noise

2!

loud noise

0

A

V

_
___.

Z

Z

Z

Z

nose

to smell

0

A

0

0
to speak
tell, say,

mouth

0!

0 T !
shout

see
ree special chapter

sky
(nose & earth)(see later)

v
0
verbal
0,f!
yell

,,,-, —,—..)
L) 4--

discussion

0d

0 — ! —o
L21
admittance
denial speechless open
yes:(positive)(no,negat ( manus a speech
publicly)

\I
hand
touch

0/
taste

o

A

V

\I

\I

.i

4

AO
speaker
0

____) F-

Fsi AC
private
secret
privat secretary

A

0
o
to eat
food
(mouth & earth)

hand

air

song
greeting
(musical note)(speech at meeting)

0+!

CJ

Z

olfactory odor,ameIl

p.291ff and index

p.289 and index

07.
telephone

2!!
bang, crash

to touch

tactile

Z
° Z°
1-134 131\e
breath to exhale
spitting
etc,

Nj!

NJ!,

\pi,

slap

hit

punch

41 4c1 4

p.290,291 and index
tool,instrument lifter
(thing in hand) Jack

4 e9

musical
electrical telephone apparatus
instrument tool
(mouth & ear)
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WHEN YOU HAVE STUDIED THE DETAILED CHAPTERS

Symbol elements
and meaning

Derivation and combination examples and their respective meanings

rN\conscience
(Th
(Th
(Threason
or
mind
(Th emotion
outline of skull
reason
the whole
emotion
conscience conscience
passion rational thought
mind
instinct, etc.
ED
EGO
SUPER -EGO SUPM
see special chapters
p. 307ff, 310ff,
312ff and index
r"
--m,Jnconscious Subconscious Precon- Conscious Conscious Conscious
of
of
of
scious
conscience
emotions
reason
A
V
0

rTh

a Id

(Th
brain

thinking
thought

proba- improbability
bility

thoughtful

guess

doubt

111'

certainty
(opposite)

apinion
(mouth)

1.7\

(
1

1
.
-"-\1

good

bad

tolerance

171\
interest

strong
interest

observation purpose proposal oppositior
voiced purpose
(eye)

(
24—
worries progress
troubles

P

see p. 429 and index

spite
courage

■

success

wish,desire
(flame)

(Th

state
to lead,
to govern state use,useful security
govern, (flag on territory)
(tool symbol) (roof)

select, elect will
eye livid. *many

memory
experience

right

refusl
(see later) (stop)
A
CD

permission

decision

(through)
V

forecast
pra hecy brain part to moralize morally
conscentioustolerance
containing SUPER-EGO
(:::
Wrong
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THEN THESE SYMBOLS WILL APPEAR "SELF-EXPLANATORY."

Symbol elements
and meaning

Derivation and combination examples and their resoective meanings
A

0

(Z)

C2

C:7

auxiliary
symbol
for

heart

emotion

C:)1
surprise

feeling
passion

V

'711

c2!!!
,,

'UTo

0

sensation excitement

(;}..--...
°
see special chapter
p. 303ff and index

c:/)i cX

C7

emotional joy,happiness sadness

to feel

humour
(mouth)

)0
1r
much joy
jubilant
i

laugh

...—....

haughty
proud

KA
freedom

humble
meek

passion
ecstasy

much
emotion

'UK<

attraction

<<

feeling of
opposition

oppression

anger,fury
much f.o.opp.

harmony

repulsion

luck

cruel
(sword)

(plus)

1 2----- 0
behaviour
hunger
feeling:minus Action
food
symbol
...mm

play
happy work

rest
(earth)

peace
(world)

ammmomm.

.
■••

earth
earth
See

sky

world

lightning

thunder

special chapter

air
(nose)

p. 232 and index

60 m
wind

—.-."---\
spring

storm
60 miles/hour

water
index

water
ground
(see later) fog

,....

low
ceiling

— —
....,,—...

bnttnm

see p. 232ff and

place

,--,-;—N

. •
seed

..
writing lines

.,...-.,—N

-.....,--N

......e.-N

:rater

)(._/-..,

water
lake
cloud
on sky on ground much w.

ocean
m.m.-.vater
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SYMBOL SAMPLES FOR WEATHER AND CALENDARS

elements
and meanings

Symbol

N..../—•
water
(continued)

Derivation and combination examples and their respective meanings

steam

rain

snow

freezing

----)

......---,
see special dhapter

river

p. 232ff and index
also p. 244, 245

sun

see special chapter
p. 237ff and index
p. 273ff
p. 410,

and indh.

x —4
current
(much)

A

V

sun

to sun

sunny

sunday

monday

sunrise

07'
day
joy

saturday

‘19

1,0
darkness

weather

night

moon rise

evening

island

morning

0
spring

week

day

E)
winter

(I)
lifeless
minus life

year indi%idual life
(full cycle)

Q
light
(eye)

hail

cloudburst
(much)

7

of

moon

thawing

trl

x

1 •Je
—4
,-----N
rivulet
(little)

0

holiday
p. 285, 411 and inde

El.°N

'''-1:]

IOW.
1111,

ilip-4 0

nth
month

full moon Janusry

Ilk

change development elec,light

For international calendar purposes
see special chapter
p. 237 and index
p. 273

Autamn

*
star
p.273 and index

4--.) 1 26, 0

9

Wednesday 28th

-)lie

X

D9

0-1948

Day of September Year 1948

2*

starry constellation comet twin star
many stars

SYMBOL SAMPLES FOR TIME, LAND AND HOUSING

SyMbol elements
and meaning _

129

Derivation and combination exar4oles and their respective meanings
A

G
time

3

4(1)or
watch
tool f time

to time

auxiliary
symbol

see p.259, 363, 369
381 and index

' I 0
early
(before)

time of departure

21
mountain
and other earth
formations

mine

see p. 39, 233, 247,
251, 252 and index

hill
mt.,lo

hole

CD

1"--G >> \
I

watch

wrist watch
watch for hand

Cra
1'
e
(alter)
ate

GC)
hour

---)I

time of arr
arrival

roof
cover

see D. 2/15, 245,
254, 255, 275 and
index

(pointer)
(Id
backyard

3

minute

"
second

limits

time
interval

/13000 m
mt.height 3000

Lx— .43
A
I .
stone

mt.,much lvic

,1

A
dust,
rock,boul- sand
der( big )
grain powder(s 0

1

mound

0

•

l

0--

waterhole

A

0A

to cover
protector
to protect police

_
street

5,45 p.m.

I 1 1:11

/\
roof
cover

(1
)
17.45

3'

1 XrangeZ1
plain,valley

mining

—

1--(1)

(
1\
K
chimney.
(pointer)

Ni

(
pest office
(letter)

C

A

0A

(2)
house

O

AL

to house dweller
dwelling to dwell

Xn
village

xxn
town

.
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SYMBOL SAMPLES FOR FIRE, WRITING, GIVE AND TAKE

Symbol elements
and meaning

Derivation and combination examples and their respective meanings
A

(
)
fire

.V

>

see p. 251, 572,
392, 454 and index

-

Lil

S
to Fire

i

open fire
to set fire inflamto an object mable
(active)
(adjective)

electric
stove

stove

t)
to,coss, flame(
out rireextinigulInJ
A
I/
to cross out
to blot out
p.106 and index

i
deaf
(ear)

0
////
ruin
cross,blot,
extiAguish,destroy
0

.gr
dumb
(mouth)

IX
corpse
(dead)

wreck
abandoned 311

A
.
A\

writing
tool
p. 560, 561

pen
pencil

C)0
0
paper
page
see p. 360, 361
and index

reading
(eye)

1:1::
book

C3
._.1
vessel
see -). chapters
p. 364ff Y 38Off
and index

ink
fountain ink pen
pen (pointer) (liquid)

to pen
to write

Ae 0
reader

0 o
(DO
spoken story printed
story
reading aloud

•
—.. E0

.
...... 9

chapter
(part)

paragraph
(part)

A

.._..,
N....)
hold
to hold
vessel,bowl

writer

.....0
0
line

letter
part of li.

A

/\
II
0 I 1
[II
to repeat copy
cover of
duplicate
book

V
v
\-...)
capacious Capacity

,\I

di
grip,hold

hand

„
0
N./
di
s\....,,
1,i
for
to take in, to give out to exohgoods
receive,get,offer,let go ange (in exchange for)

‘......)
store house

bath
hold f.books
to lend,let,
to borrow,hire
(water)
loan,lease,etc. rent,take a loan
(time interval)
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SYMBOL SAMPLES FOR THE MONEY MARKET
Symbol elements
and !waning

Derivation and combination examples and their respective meanings
(--.\

.......)

mind

vessel
(continued)
see special chapter
P. 574, 577
and index

$
money
Rod of
Mercurius
see special chapters
p. 38Off, 383ff,
389ff, 395ff,

(1=1)
knowledge
house of mind

A o

(2) ,. . .,

school

Al
business
men

to give kn. learned
to teach, to educated
educate

to take in
knowledge
to learn

teacher
educator

I
business

4}n 4ivn
.

4n

fl

XAZ
company
(many men)

421
to understand

1
X/CII
company,ILmited

1
I
limits
— li..

d)
to pay m.
payment

and index

to receive
money
(

credit
debit
to receive m. to pay man.
in future
in future

reception of
goods

assets

II
Mil
safe

-—$
paper on share
money (division)

r—k-VA
docket
receipt,paper
(

loss

profit
(plus)

liabilities
bu3,,pursell
chase(first m.then thing)
it
ill
bank

0)

CO

$10)

paper
money

disc

coin

--

interest

g

$ Cu

Silver

Copper

--

--.. >
cheque

rate of ex-

account

ledger

overdraft

change

(paper)

(book)

(minus)

\,_,) ..._ g

l'\

-----

40

.411

$

V

0

safe penniless bankrupt
price
custody minus non. crosmi mon.f.goods

i
business house

office
(room)

shop

(street)

X

"0

dear
much price

Z

0>C4

invoice
paper about sale

etg

SYMBOL SAMPLES FOR TRANSPORT AND GOVERNMENT

132

Symbol elements 'Derivation and combination examples and their respective meanings
and meanings
A
A V

0

wheel
see special chapters
p. 356ff, 393 and
index

(18)
wheel

jerir

0

......

to wheel

earth

push

to send off

car
vehicle

0
to move
movement

to fetch
bring

travel traveller
journey

speed
move/time

ri rte

platform
railway sta- table
tion (see later)

railway

(
2
)
sun
engine
machine
electric
(energy)
machine
Examples of auxiliary outline symbols

5

0E54

or
igg
steam vehicle steam
engine
(water up)

x a
quick
much move.

thing carry,trans- standstill
port
zero motic

pull

xtrain

mobile

or

electric
vehicle

wings flying mach,
(see later)

11XR6

or
tram combustion motortrain velc.(fire) car

0
airplane

jet-plane
out symb.)

food

sleeping car
(bed,see later)

dining oar

1.1T
mail car
(letter)

baggage car

ticket

passport
book -travel -state(see late)

p
flag

earth

state
country

leading country
governing state

governor
of country

see chapters p. 476f:
48Off, "29, and inde:
government
(group of men)

Prime Minister
First man of Government
.11MIMINIOIMO

see p. 386, 615 and
incise

•
or2 •
••■111■1

First man of state election in state foreign slate foreign home c .
president,king
see per} c.
(outside)
country (in

SYMBOL SAMPLES FOR THE FAMILY OF MAN
Symbol elements
and meaning

Derivation and combination examples and their respective meanings

A
female
male
Yunnan being
see speecial chapter
p. 404ff, 412ff,
474ff, and index

133

..,L

citizen
(earth
■

.A__E

manly

citizer of
sta te
‹;

womanly

KA.
group of
citizen

AIL )1( A
couple
group
board,committ(

XXL.
nation

/\

AL.

/L\ : /k.
electce
elector
voter
deputy

married,

A

A
V

)N,
to man

man

parents

IfIc

reef

father

husband wife

couple

//N
/\ 2

/-N

son daughter brother

sister

mother

birth

, /

I

bridegroom
husband,before

CC
marriage engagemer
(before)

male orphan
wedding day
widower
divorcee
1st day,marr. husband,after nusband,divid. son minus father

*Jk

grandfather grandmother grandmother grandson
father of moth, mother o.fath.mother of mot, son of son

A 62

daughter of sister aztherawife husband of siste
brother of
father,Uncle
niece
mother-in-law brother-in-law
on fathers side on sisters side on wires side on sisters side

family relation to be related a male relative
family
in t.wider sAnse
\I
V
A
ED

1>
father to father

fatherly

mother to mother

x

motherly

A A 11 il A2 A3 A3 13

male female
in general

I we you
he
(see also next page)

she they

it
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SYMBOL SAMPLES FOR HUMAN NEEDS AND HELP

Symbol elements
and meanings

Derivation and combination examples and their respective meanings

individual

he

you

V

A
see special chapters.
p. 404ff, 532,
p. 685ff and index

standing
person

to
stand

leaning

lying

❑

5e2s,
she

3

2

>

weak person weak
(knees bent)

-L3
we
(pbral)

H

sitter

<

H H y ci\

strong

tc force to be fore d.
to make,
to force
become strong (active) by rower of mind

L.

front

back

A

CD

to sit

healthy normal,not
sick
buried
(below zround)(knees drawn up)(opposite)

V

arm
pointers:

they

buttock

genital

elbow

upper arm

V

V/

Need
helper
to need
needy
to help
needy
individual
necessary adjec.noun (being a support)
(falling,in need of support)

CV
feeling
rationl
of need
thought
necessity necessity

conscience
thought of
necessity

C3

C2/N
pain
A

0 m CD
sun

life
to be,exist

or

a)

mutual
help
0

living to be,exist inanim.
being
inanimated thing

?

may be
flower small young
be
new
ight be might be (6c,e later)

to be
( in mind )

19

old
grownup
(opposite)
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SYMBOL SAMPLES FOR PARTS OF BODY AND DWELLING
Symbol elements
and meaning

Derivation and combination examples and their respective meanings
A

A

A

I

CD

/

0

individual

to live

to cross,
blot cut

to die

p. 410ff and index

A
p.551
index legs

p.531
index

p.551
Lndex

&

feet

to go

step

leg

0

45

head

face

chin

neck

n

chest

1_____I
opening
opened enclosure
[
---1
enclosure
Bee p. 236, 247,
271, 272,
369, and index

make,becoae
dead.
to kill
make dead minus life life/ess,des

t\L\Z
foot

ID

trunk

---(12)

A

451

0

shoulder

1---1
door

entrance

room

1111
wall

profile.

stomach

exit

curtain

fire-exit

wall
covering

-2

cable office

))
,2
room f, ladies

chair

h
to sit

headrest

q.
room maid

fabric bed linen
(see later)

\ri )---1
easy chair
sofa

AEI

bath room shower room
(vessel)
(rain)

1471
entrees
bed
P.370, 390, and index
'p,117,248,249

:
/1
floor covering

room open
to street

PI
room for man

toe

sole

ta

dining r.
bar
(drink glass) (food)
>>A

El
table

A

0 or Gi)

,. . .
1-1
table top

A —1
steward

"
i
blanket
cover fabric f,bed

>r-1
edge

)11
leg
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SYMBOL SAMPLES FOR LAW, WAR, AND PEACEFUL THINGS

Symbol elements
and meanings

Derivation and combination examples and their respective meanings

.
wardrobe

p.117 -...box
index_
-container

p.359, [1]
ti9,window
index

chest of
drawers

Emma
I I

....

...•

prison w_ndow
punishment

CD
sword,knife
cutter

p.418ff
Index

shelf

A

all PI Pi >
....
prisoner

prison

criminal
captive
nru hay.boen jailed

A

A0

/

/

sword,knife

to out

of war
(crossed swords

/ ---4

/
the cut
the TEEM cut

//
to invade

attack

A4

\\
X

defense

war

fight

victory

defeat

(plus)

(minus)

A
p.36r;

ri

)

.=.
11.1

/

.
single drawer(part)

Mscales

514'
515
balance
index

7E

to weigh

soldier

fighter
V

r-T--

g
to judge

/1\
12
1

bill,law
(book)

judge

(mind)

10211...+1

Z.I

decimal
scales

heavy

4m■dm■J

-14 -.......-

14
fabric

Z•
to make
(see later)

iiff
to weave

# r---1
table cloth

make fabric

see chapter p.390ff
and index

It

ft››A it)›?

clothes

clothes for
man

I
C.
overcoats

plant
see chapter p. 455ff
and index

»x? (K -

+Hh _Ai__
carpet
floor cover

cloth.f.young for babies

#'
underwear

garden grass meadow grain
Numbers accord.a list specifies different

field

vegetables

species. consist.o.lea•

6-0-N\

P
5
1-

berry

against
rain

L
I/\\--- #
/\\"'
socks
trouseTs
(legs)
fabric f. foot

flower

fruit

cover(roof)

vegetable

*
vegetable

fruit above below ground

roots

mushroom

SYMBOL SAMPLES FOR PLANTS, BIRDS, FISH, ANIMALS

Symbol elements
and meaning

137

Derivation and combination examples and their respective meanings
c

?/°plant
see v. 154, 554,index

V"'
I
growth :.ndivi_ speech metaphor wing poetical metaphor
figure of speech
flowery speech
dual
C)

I

—
Z
tree
p. 244,274,and index

-Y,"bird

X
forest
very many

branch
(part)

trunk

•
Y"'

-)r.

,,,,,

wings

to fly

wing

see special chapter

2

p. 453 and index

,y.------,

feather
(part)

-.)(7- 46hile

domestic bird

water bird N0.1 = fowl
fc

'sr

-

.da
bird specia- air mail
(letter)
lity of
Canada

-Nir
flyer
pilot

(a number to be added
)04 K XX„._,,...., C4 < -4 Canada to denote the species
......"-■
rifie' f river Ln Canada found in Canadian
fish of ocean
vers.

see p. 454, and index

,
fish, cooked

AA
animal
quadruped

./L
shrub
• .,

n lotrd
duck
anuntai Ch i le
domest.water bird
biru of
Nr. 2 accord.to list

<DI
fish

other tree
species
denoted
by other :
pine
numbers (list)

1--7

fish,bak d

/Nvt\ or ;VS
animal

)0(

animal

71trk

n

fish, grilled

<O

7k < )0(t
71

animal of house
animal of forest
domesticated
(numbers to be added)
For informations to farmers special auxiliary symbols could be
see p. 459ff and index drawn up,as for instance:

17(

13 horse
2 mile
(3)
as

AAA
insect

/
\N
AAA,
bee

hexapod

domest.ins.

717X

J,) cattle
(2) sheep
(3) goat

animal

7\

(1) dog
(2) cat

insect

4‹ 1 ,A

cattle,male
bull

7G(A,
insect

'A

minus male(sox (castrat -.a)

14
AtAA
insect

undermining underming undermining
house
house
crops
(1) mouse
1.) termite (1) locust

undermining
fabric
(1) moth

(2)
rat

(2) silverfish

(2) ant,etc.

etc.
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Symbol element
and meaning

Derivation and combination examples and their respective meanings

AAAA

AAA
insect
(continued)

to cress out insects which
are destructive
destroy

chemical destroyer
insecticide

destroying
insects

Auxiliary symbols for special species could be formed and numbers
attached.Latin names could be also used for plants,animals and insects,etc.

p.46Off and index

worm(below earth) etc.

snail butterfly snake

V.

r'N
A
p.111 Creation
714ff Nature
725ff Creator

created
Ato create

man-made science,1:hilo- design, designer
sophy,mina con- plan
planner
Ato make teomlating nature

supranatural

0
chemical
outline of
retort
see special chapter
p. 502 - 522 and
index

solid.
THEZ

chemical chemical
thing process

metal mateiiial wood
raw(earth) mat.of tree

.11.11.•

crystal

gas

thermometer

Y

ll

funnel
manometer filtration

test- calibrated
tube cylinder

Other chemical and technical meanings can be expressed by combination of foregoing symbols or by special outline symbols

0

solution

liquid solidifying gas-filled
of metal

0 0 D
force

evacuating

-•■■■•■•

pressure electrodynamics structure

physics(measuring fall)

1

see p.249ff
p.462ff
and index

geometry of house harmer spoon
pair of
compasses( geometry)

fork

P

pot
etc.

(\
see p.516, 607
science of truth
science
of chemistry mathematics

doubt

A number of these 70 symbol elements Shawn in the foregoing 19 pages
to a combination of more basic symbols. This is demonstrated in the
However, it is often
to devise a simple auxiliary outline symbol instead of a combination

scientific
theory
can be reduced
pages462 - 4-65.
more convenient
of basic symbols.
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TYPEITRITVR

XEYBOARD

(2)

showing the arrangement of keys for the typing of the usual letters of the alphibet,etc.,plus the typing of various
lines for the composition of symbols.

The thinly lined squares shown on the keys do not show up on the paper.They indicate only the position of the straight
or curved geometrical line with regard to the available typing space,By shifting the oylinder,the geomotrical line may
be typed in another part of the square spaco.The various geometrical lines may be placed on the keys in a different
manner as shown above.
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DRAXING

CO
CO

(s)

Showing the arrangement of keys on a two shift keyboard,(each hammer carrying 3 types),for the
typing of the usual letters of the alphabet,numbers,etc.,plus the typing of geoftetrical lines
for the composition of syMbols,as well as the typing of composite symbols (on the second shift).

1-eTh

.1

rv-"N

r3-

\Ui
The thinly lined squares on the keys do not show up on poper.They indicate only the position of the ,00metrical lines with
regard to the available typing space,which is a square.Shifting of the cylinder br;mgs the lines or symbols into different
parts of the typing space.Lim_:s and symbols may be arranged differently,as well as circular or square keys employed.
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31d1NVS
SlOSINAS aNysadom 9141cla U04 INIVOSADI

DRAVING ON i TYPEWRITER KEYBOARD

DRI1WING ON A TYPEWRITER KEYBOARD

(9)

&showing the arrangement of the keys on a two shift typewriter(eaoh ha7wier carrying 3 types),
for the typing of the usual letters of the alphabet,nuMbers,ete.plus the typing of geghletrioal
lines for the composition of syMbols(first shift) and the typing of composite symbols(second shift).

)
9

Ti
ITN 6171\

[di
2

11}

E

1%1/4,1

The thinly lined squares on the keys do not show up on paper.They indicate only the position of tilt: geometrical lines with
regard to the available typin-; space,which is a s.liare.Shifting of the cylinder brings the geoliptrical lin into another part
of the square space.Lines and symbols may be arranged differently,es well as circular or square shaped keys may be employed.
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HOW

THE

SEMANTICS

A

OF

few

SF,HANTOC-LAPHY

WORKS

examples

"Indeed it is doubtful if a people learned in semantics would tolerate any sort
of supreme political dictatorrUkases would be met with a flat "No comprendo" or
with roars of laughter.A typical speech by an aspiring Hitler would be translated
into its intrinsic meaning, if any.Abstraot words and phrases without discoverable
reference would register a semantic blank,noises without meaning.
Nonscientists often meet new experience without hurility,in an arrogant determination not to be caught napping.They jeer at Fulton's steamboat,laugh heartily at a
horseless• carriage operated by gasoline,presently thay are going to tell you that
semantics is nonsense.
It is a curious story I have to tell you.I shall not tell it very well,because it
is almost as hard to investigate words with words as to lift oneself by one's bootlaces."
Stuart Chase ( 26 )
This chapter is written for those re4,dens who have not the time to road the whole book.
It may well jeopardise all the effoi:tSis have put in this idea throughout nearly seven
years.For a reader whogoes diligently through 450 pages of my book and then goes into
this slibject(sketchily outlined in this chapter,and explained at length in another 150
pages) it may seem natural,aIrnst self-explanatory.Fer a reader,who has not read the
whole book, this chapter may be enough to dismiss the whole semantics of semantography
as nonsense.But I think I have to write this introductory chapter and I hope for the
utmost benevolencaand understanding on the pert of you.
Just imagine that somebody would have invented a gadget,which enables you almost at
a glance to see the reaning,if any, of a nerd,a phrase, or a whole sentence.Such an instrument might have an effect more wholesome than that of all technical gadgets teeether,
When a discussion starts anrhere - at hore,between man and wife,at the shop,the office,
the puti,the cafe,er at conferences,committee meetings,assentlies,parliaments,utc.etc.
that apparatus is put on a table in full view of everybodyeand when the speaker says
something which is vague in meaning,or even moaningless,the needles of the meters neuld
swing violently,and an alarm bell would start to ring - just iragine the effect.A wholesome silence may descend upon the world.People would only say things,whfch are rpattcrs
of fact,which refer to real TEINGS in .XTION - and above all, they would refrainer
words,which are meaninsless and which have only one effect: to hurt other pecplds feelings.Well,we may assure that (to say a figure) 3C of all the heated controversies and
fierce debates, which lead nowhere,would cease altogether and with this all the bitt rness,the bad feelings, the estrangements,not to speak of the organic disturbances which
follow in their wake,the gastric ulcers,the aginn.pectoris,(if we accept the findings
of the doctors about psycOetic influences) or at least dyspepsia.
Well, such an invention -gmald be a grand thing,and,considering the incredible gadgets
which man has invented already,it may one day cone about.But - and this is essential in order to invent a calculating machine,man must have learned 'before hoar to calculate.
He must have learned how to operate the symbols of the nunThcrs,the meaning of 1 2 4
etc.
5 6 7 8 9 and especially 0,furthermore the meanings of the operations - x
Only then could he go a step further.
Well, semantography shnel:: be considered as a small contributien in regard of language
and the meanings of the words.On the first page of this book you will find the saying
of the physicist SirRichardPaget who thinks that our"muddled way of thinking" maybe
"due to the simple fact that - in the matter of thought syrbolism we are still much in
the same state of confusion as the 7:omens were...eultiplying yncca by ',VII." From this
point of view must you consider all what I e.: going, say.Try to understand a Chemist
ghat which has so successfully
who "gropes in the dark" to find a similar sytbolism
been employed in chemistry and medicine.
L11 this about a symbol writing covering all lenguages,expressing the meanings of
words,is just a crude beginning,a stammering,sn almost hopeless venture to penetrate
the thick jungld'of our ,-mars and thoughts. It should give you just an idea what could
beinclone in this field,sniwhst you might do yourself to becost. a pioneer and to go forth
malt/ your own contribution,until this idea is pet on a broad basis,until children learn
to turn their scribbl'into a writing,which can be understood by other children of
any languagni and whic elp them to become citizen of a better world.
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Most words of all languages could be classified as belonging to one or two or all
of the three classes,which We have symbolized as follows
HOW THE THREE SYMBOL INDICATORS WORK

o

A

chemical
THING

physical
ACTION

human
EVALUATION

Examples: a stone is a chemical THING:it's fall a physical ACTION.Eowever the meaning
are human EVALUATIONS. A plumber is a TB1a,which perform the ACTION of
of,nice and EL
plunibing.Bowever,to feel,to think,to conclude refer to LCTIONS of our brain cells and
hmmaIMLUATIONS.
This classification tallies with our knowledge of the world around us,in which
chemical THINGS perform physical LOTIONS in SPACE anaTINE ntien,with his brain and his
language,occupies a unique position in this world and these activities of Man,we have
termed human EVAILTATION.N.thematical numbers and operations are a group apart.
Man has learned to change the meaning of one mord with reference to these 3 classes.
❑

A

man

to man

manly

V

A

❑

V

A
male biped.
The meaning of man refers to a distinct chemical and biological entity in our world,n/
The meaning of mannima ship,a gun,a factory refers to the physical LOTIONS which men
perform when handling a ship,a gun,a factory.The meaning of manly or (as it was formerly
said) man-like is a humnEVLIEATION,different in different mind.s.It may mean anything
good or bad, justas wnmanly.It is a vague meaninq,and we must refer to distinct THINGS
and ACTIONS ie we want to clear up what you or I rean by this.In any case,this wordcomes
man.
from the original chemical T?
Now let us start with a. human EVALUATION sinful,and its adjectival noun sin.

sinner
to sin
sinful
sin
The original word is pinful.sin from which we derive the words for LOTION and. TI,ING.
But now,the vague humnEVALUATION is extended to the LCTIGN and the TEM.Men differed
throughout the ages aboUt'aillAns and 77ho is a sinner.Ultimately,the human EVALUATION
of 2122d and bad is bound up with these meanings,ana this is expressed in the symbols
which we wil
l learn in lrttir chapters.
Now let us start from a meaning referring to SELGE.From modern physics we know thnt
any meaning in SPX2 imst be relative, and to clear up what we mean,we crust refer to a
system of reference.Let us write the geometrical meaning of enclosed.

V

A

0

0 El 0
enclosed

to enclose

enclosure

Now it may not become apparent at first sight,that the original meaning is wagne.jut
an enclosure does not indicate a definite chemical entity of our worldnAny THING could
be an enclosure or could be not,aspending on the system of reference.A fence can be termed an enclosure with reference to cattle,but it may be wide open with reference to rabbits.If we use a rabbit-proof fence,it will still be wide open with reference to ants.
Even a hermetically sealed metal box may be wide open -With:reference to Helium nuclei,
oeutrons,X rays and ultra waves. The meaning "enclosed" depends on an EVALUATION.
Now, this relativity of spatial meanings is a far cry from the modern theory of relativity (ofpAch you find an account in the chapter The Relativity of Space on page 144)
On the otherMe discoveries of the great scientists in the fields of astronomy;biologY,
eto.eto,have invariably helped to clear up our mudd)ed thinking in regard to these fields

THE MEANING OF PROGRESS IN THOUGHT AND POLITICS
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Let us take anuther spatial meaning:

A

V
forward
progressive

moving forward
being progressive
progressing

THIVIG which moves forward
THING " is progressive
progresses
As said already in the discussion of the meaning of the arrow symbol on page 25; a group
of persons facing different directions will progress forward in different directions,
each person being a different system of reference.From this we must realize that the
meaning of forward and p2y-ressive is a human EVALUATION which differs in different
minds.Then we shall not be surprised to find that each political party from the extreme
right to the extreme left calls itself progressive Ind on the forvard move.And the man
in the street is apparently not usarvf this contrnidn the contrary.If he sticks to
a political doctrine,this 7All be tge7which is prosressive,and he will take the word as
having a meaning in itself.At present,the communists do everything to make this word a
synonym for their doctrinsand they denpance anyone who is not a communist as being"not
progresstve:The word has become an argument in itself
Now every one of us"believes sincerely" (two human EVALUATION words) that he feels,
thinks,and acts progressively. -4'.ach of us being his own observer and judging from his
own system of reference is entitled to do so.But then,we judge other observers moving
in space,whether they are progressive or not.And here is the fallacy which we commit, if
we don't take into account what Einstein told us:the relativity of any directional Nevement.We think that our system of reference is the one favoured,the "right" one.From our
point of view, sore other observers move forward just as ne do.However,a third party
observereMove-as far as we could see-backward.But they would be nnch annoyed if we tell
them so.They will tell us,thet they are moving forward and that we are actually on the
backward move.RemeMber the experience in a railway coach,when the other trein strip s.
Now millions of people believe that
Lenin was progressive
Other millions of people deny this hotly.Lenin himself thought that he was progressive.
And from his syttem of reference he thought that
Trotzky was progressive
But communists of today
Trotsky was counter-progressive <re-think that
Trotsky himself believed of course that he vas progressive to the very end.
b00the Cominform thinks that he tottered
Tito was progressive ----0
direction,and
soon
they may denounce him as being regressive
in some other
the time.
But of course Tito thinks that he is progressive
When the bill for the nationalisation of the steel industry was presented in the
British Parliement,there were the following utterances (splashed later over the front
pages):
Winston Churchill:
Sir Stafford Cripps:

4;---

"This bill is a step

"This bill is a steel_

backward!'
forward"
Each average newspeper reader applies his own system of reference to this interpretationeShether he is a shareholder,a general,a civil servant,an engineer,a ship builder,
an employee,a worker's wife,or the small grocer near the factory gates).The words:
forward and backward used(zargurnts in themselves are extremely misleading and we don't
realize that they are meaningless unless we state in each particular case:where from?
and where to? The bill maybe a step forward-->tovards the filling of forms in duelicate,triplicate and quadruplicate.The bill may be a step forward. --->towards the stentowards gigantiebottledardization of screw threads.The bill may be a step forward
necks': The bill may be a step forward --.4towards unification and allocation of large
suns for steel research.
The general public being unaware of the utter vagueness of such terms,accepts them
as having a meaning in themselves.But so do the rulers of state4Every spatial meaning
is employed in much the same way-.

THE LINES OF LIMITS AND THE IVIEANING OF "ABOVE'
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Take the words far and near, Ins emantoaohy they are s:mbolized. by these lines

I

I
far

I
near
You realize that the distance between both lines is wholly arbitrary.So are the
meanings.Tbe mile to the railway station may be EVALUATM far by some persons and qoar
by some other persons
Now take the word limit.Again a meaning i space.On the semantography typewriter it
is typed with two long vertical lines of e.rbitrary distance

limit
Once pee-pie are taught these symbols,they learn too,that their meaning is relative,
vague ,ambiguous ,ancl —7n-en standing by themselves - almost meaningless.
Now,for "small talk" - it doesn't matter,However,when the fate of nations is at
stake, it rratters a great deal '..hat words are employed:Then Hitler assailed Czechoslowakia about the SudetenlLnd and Henlein made his speech on the 24th of April 1938
"The British and French 1.inisters in Prague called on the Czech Foreign M"nister
shortly after this to
I
I
"express the hope that th.E. Czech Government will go to the furthest litai in oru.er
to settle the question".
These were the official words according to Winston Churchill 's great book The Gathering Storm (The Second 7orld.Waryea.ssell & Co),Is there any 7:_aping in these words:
not each person interpret it ,lif:Thrently?
"furthest limit"? And if there
When Ch=mberlain care back from Munich, he --raved a piece of paper in his hand. and
said:*I believe it is peace for our time." Yo.= will find the content of this paper in
Churchill' s book,and you may be surprised. to learn that "Hitler read this note and
signed it 711:1. thou t demur". The text was set up by Chamberlain.Hitler did not alter it.
My training in semantog,raohy enables re to translate ta.ntally anything I read into
the symbols.Reading this agreement between Gharr:oerla.in and Hitler I understand why
Hitler "signed it without demur" .It is from
to end. one long row of hum.n
EVALUATION words,which each person can interpret difff.irentl.y and the very sameaerp,oft
differently to-morrow than terlay.With. r.en '.zrair.ed. in Semk,guch self-deceptionlinerr,cc8A/
We believe that Hitler' s maxim eras: the Pi .-,er the lie, the Jac re will the people ho1
it.But this our belief does not take into -account that the German people is
literate,clever and usually nn rationally thinking as any other people..Suppose,Iiitler
would have told them that 2 2 = 5 or An elephant flies by night.Thes..; are terrific,
gigantic lies,and if repeated millions of ti_17-&- s in the papers and over the air,ihe German people would have swallowed them. nut would they?
csi- ot
When you translate Hitler' s sayings into semntography,you will realize why not
the German people believed them,but why Hitler himself believed what he said...The relevant words fall into that class which,in sorryr-mtogr--phy,we have termed hull= EVALUATION,
Let us write down one of -Lie most important of G-: anon slogans

•
MIMES

ming2
Germany

above

all

The reader must excuse that I plung him directly into syrbola, the lines of which
may convey their meaninn?ter a diligent reading of the book.This is an introductory
chapter only.Ne.vertheless,the symbols can be easily explained;

1

The symbol of a flag over' the symbol for earth.,_territory gives us the symbol for sta'-.e.
This symbolizes all the THINGS which comprise that state.Then we add the particular flag.

SUPERMAN AND SUBHUMAN AS HITLER UNDERSTOOD IT
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The symbols for above aria below are self-explanatory.However,we must realize that
their meaning is vague and relative.lt just ignends where you or anybody else"draws
the line".If you draw the line you must state clearly the system of reference:above.
the sea or above that house.?he sea and that house are both chemical TF_LIGS.But when
we use human EVALUATION words,like: above consideration,above content above all ,it
may mean anythin

g

1:::]
The symbol for all shows themultielication mark within a restricted enclosure.It
means many things,a multitude,but a restricted one.This syMbol should have•a semantical effect and is in line with the saying of E.T.Bell (74):"Thetwretched monosyllable
"all" has caused mathematicians more trouble than all the rest of the dictionary."
But we do not even need this interpretation.le ask ourselves:"Do the words above and
all denote a particular chemical THING or a particular physical ACTIOIT?" The answer is
no.Consequently we put the EVALUATION indicator on top.
Now, if Hitler would have said:
"Germany above all,measured from sea level."
the nonsense would be apparont.But a saying which contains EVALUATION words.without
reference (above what? what all?) will be interpreted by anyone differently.If repeated a million.times,it will become Otruth"in the minds of people,especially if they
attach ii to other EVALUATION words:
"Germany above all, in spirit,faith,thinking,soldieAy qualities,race;
l bloogetc.etc.
Soon the EVALUATION is directly attached to the human beings.

CD V

CJ v

a Superior

an Inferior

But where do you draw the lino? Superior in What? Ah,in all The Master Bace,the
Herren Klasse - so are meanings created which in the end brought utter devastation.
There is a famous English war-tine novel which carries the title "THIS ABOVE ALL".
It's a very moving story,but just ask ten people who have read it,what the title actually
means,and you would get ten different answers.
However, such words in fiction are usually harmless,and the poet may freely use them.
But it is quite • different when the well-being of peoples is at stake, in war as well
as in peace.For many decades German traders have repeated millions of times their great
sales slogan,until the world at larff believed it V
"German goods are of the hirest quality." (Value)
The decisive words "highest" and quality" are both human EVALUATION words,relative,
vague and aMbiguous.The statement may be true with reference to certain specified goods,
and may be a lie with reference to other goods.The very fact that the same factory tarns
out knifes of a high and of a very low quality gives the lie to the statement,that German goods are of the highest quality.But repeat such statements over and over agais,and
in the end the world outside Germany and the Germans themselves will believe it.They will
be convinced that they are the best scientists,the best orgenizers,the best manufacturers,
the best soldiers,the best race.On the one hand,this has a paralyzing effect on other
ria.tions,on the other hand, it makes the Germans believe that they can fight the whole
world,and having made this human EVALUATION in their minds,they embark on it,once,twice
and they might try it a third time.Then it turns out that they are beaten in efficiency,
in production,inwientific research, in precision instruments,in secret weapons,and even
in courage,eneeranoe,fighting spirit and all the soldierly qualities which they claimed
for themselves,they refuse to face the facts and correct their EVALUATION.Their propagandistaare soon at hand with another slogan: "The stab in the back"etc.etc.
Meantime such statements as the one above mean loss of markets for other nations and
this means no bread and no happiness for millions of workers in other lands.Soon their
propagandists counteract
"British goods arc best."
Once you-can examine every word with the simple rules of semantography,you realize
that many advertising slogans in any language are just of the sane type,and when repeated &million times in the papers and over the air,the people believe them.Take for
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MUCH, MORE, AND MOST OF VAGUE AND AMBIGUOUS MEANINGS

1-1 v

instance this:

fTh

A

V

"ABC Cigarettes taste better,because they are blended better."
Then you have learned to write semantograohy,it will be easy for you to write down
the above sentenoe.But you don't need to know each particular syMbol.The few "grammar
rules" of semantography ore sufficient to analyze any statement.
Taste refers direct to a sense reaction,co-ordireted in tho sense central station,
the brain.The word because refers again to a brain activity,a reasoning about cause and
effect.You may put the mind symbol on top of these words or the general eValuation symbol,referring thus' to human EVALUATICZ Jilich are different in different brains.
If smokanashould decide that AEC cigarettes ,on a first try,don't taste "better':
they must be convinced by the cold logical reasoning of cause and offect,with the words:
"because they are blended. better".
Just imagine an assembly of the worlft tobacco blenders, each trying to prove that
his blend iebetteelOn this basis,different people will have a different opinior of
what is "better".
When we realize that most fierce debates and controversies are fought with and about
such vague EVALUATION ',wards, the may get an idea what the teaching of semantography may
mean for the peace of the family and the community.People would realize that it leads
nowhere when such words are used:and they may then adopt the method of the scientist
and the engineer:to talk in terms of chemical THINGS and physical ACTIONS and avoid as
much as possible terms of human EVALUATION,
in_addition
For this method the few "grammar rules" of semantography should be known_out/the
symbols themselves are devised in such a manner,as to help our understanding,and to
help us to recognize that their meanings are relative and need further specification
and the establishment of a system of reference. here are a fqw examples:
\/

V

V

V

\I

V

V

V

•■•

furthest
highest
much high higher
more high most high
most far
The multiplication nark with reference to exact figures 2 x 2 = 4 gives us an exact
meaning.But standing alone,it represents the =aning of "multiple","much,"many". A sum
of 1000,-.- may be EVALUATED as"ruch money" by one mind,but another mind may differ,
The meanings of more and most are indicated by drawing a line (and a heightened position of the symbol) Now,one of thegrammar riles" of semantograohy,discussed already,
tells us that any spatial line drawing can only be relative,and each observer may draw
the line differently.Th, same reasoning applies to the spatial symbols for high and low
near and far. Only when we introduce the measurements of the scientist and the engneer
may we obtain agreement.
But as we have seen, the words "high!' and "low","far" and "neer","above" and "below"
are used without these reforencos,and usually attached to other EVALUATION words:
"furthest limits", "above all", "highest qual:t:;" eto.etc.
There is a long chapter in the book with
Title;
Thu Ravages of Lanp7.1.- ;.,
- a Nation ruined,
•have
It is written to be read by people of =
been brought into utter
loy vague language.rt is written
ruin by their word-propagandists,who knew
to be read. by other people in order that t
cid similar pitf'alls,Most of Ger7mn
and Nazi slogans are translated into the s
Is J.11 this chapter and the study may be
of interest.Therc is the. amazing fact,that th German people, in soite of all tills.,_.happenings,still believe that they are"rightl,:that
was"right",and that they are7sorry
in the least for what they did, including the killing and gassing of about 7 to 10 million of non-coMbattants,innocent men,womm and children.The foreign correspondents who
toured Germany after the war,and interrogated thousands of people,reported that about
8 of the auestioned people had this opinion (and this in spite of the fact,that
foreign correspondent can produce and did produce a chocolate bar at a moments not cc,
Very likely a groat number of the remaining 2C% who said that they "were sorry" ma: have
succumbed to this -possibility.)
Now,many explanations have been offered to explain this attitude of the German people.
Among the mild ones who appeal to umierstanding are those which offer a clinical asneot.
The Germans are sufferingfromakind. of mass paranoia,

much

more

most

high low
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THE HIGHER SENSE OF HITLER'S EXTERMINATION OF PEOPLE

But anyone who had contact with many German people will testify that - on the average they are just as intelligent and reasonalele as people of other nationeThere is a as ch
simpler explanationeand one which may be accepted even by the Germans,onoe they agree
to learn,what the new science of semantics has to offer for future generations.
Take for instance the following .striking example.How is it possible that a nation of
literate and intelligent and even religious people like the Germans can brush aside the
fact that they committed the most horrible mass crimes in the history of mankind? How is
it possible that their conscience seems at rest,nay,that they think they have been right?
The answer is: they got a new slogan.They will tell you(as reported by correspondents):

"Es war notwendig in einem hoeheren S inno"
"It was necessary in a

higher sense"

You will find this statement gully translated in the special chapter (p.450 ff).But
we don't need, the exact symbols.Ife can analyze the words and put the indicators on top
of them,Necessery refers to a mind. EVALUATION,HWer has already been dealt with.It
carries to the EVALUATION indicator. Sense refers directly to the mind.S0 we can write:
V V
A V

C"\
"It was necessary in a

higher sense"

In this statement,you will find, only one indicator which refers not to a humanEVATAXATION. The little word "it" carries the ACTION indicatorat"refers to the real ACTIONS
of and with real THINGS; the mass killine.in gas chambers and with machine guns,of men,
women and chilaren.The full sentence without the pro-noun "it" should read;
0 0
A

/P-N
emN
"The killing of 7,000,000 menewonen and children was necessary in a higher sense."
The ingenuity of this comforting sentence may be further realized by examining the
word higher.Higher means more than high and high means more than low.But what measurements are to be employed.Where to draw the line?If the Germans would reason that they
had only so many tons of food for so many millions of people and therefore:it was necessar14...out of sheer mathematical,medical,logical reasoning - it would have been en
excuse.But then - it would not have been necessary to erect gaschambersOust let them
starve and die a "natural" death.& - a "higher" reasoning mast be enployed."It was necessary in a higher sense"
As you see word-wizards are still at work in Germany and with such a little sentence
the conscience of an intelligent people were put compaetelrat rest.Anyone can interpret
this sentence as he wants tc,anyone can draw the higher line as high as he wants to.
And there is no use arguing that it was "not necessary!' .As soon as you say this,you will
get the answer:1'1as ienecessary"to bomb residential quarters and kill innocent men,women
and ohildren?"Once you realize that on the sole basis of human EVALUATION words,debates
lead nawhere,and your opponent realizes this too - thelyou may both come to a saner
attitude and even to agreement.
There is one little word in the above sentence which has not received an indicator.
It is the word "was" (apart from the words "in a" which are partioles,s.p.2.Reeders

who are not accustomed to logics and semantics maybe interested to hear that this
little word "was" or its present tense form "is",has been recognized as one of the greatest misohiefmakers in any language.
The verb to be refers primarily to real existence.For a human mind "to be or not to
be" means " to live or not to live".Consevently in semantography,this meaning must be
represented by a symbol which indicates that mystery,greater than all the miracles of
the starry sky,tha inexplainable property of matter to create living beings,which in

turn create other beings,culminating in the creation of man and his mind,who can ponder
about the purpose of this force.As we know nothing whatsoever about its origin,any geometrical symbol will be arbitrary, just as the words LIFE or EXISTENCE are arbitrary
- wever in search
sounds"to stand for powerful forces whose nature we don't know"(Jung).tio
for a simple symbol we shall agree about onee which has been understood even by primeval
man,le,the upright walking individuals,live becense of the sun.Tithout the suni there
would not be Life on earth.
i\
CD
(
2)
individual

(upright man
or woman)

sun

(
I
)

(
1
)
life,

existence

living

being

to live,to be

to exist
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However,besides animated matter,there is inanimated matter.A man is,axisIstlives,but
a stone is and exists too.Althongh its electrons are in constant action,it is devoid of
ity to duplicate itself.A stone "lives",bu.4411 esmaIeememningi .So,let's draw
the qual
a smaller symbol.
'animated matter
inanimated matter
The symbol for stone
is a diminutive
(minimized syrbol)
(
:1)
of the symbol for
mountain
Mari
exists
stone exists
is
lives
is
exispgpe
The big symbol staAd6
/iife,animated matter in general (from a single protoplasm cell
up to man) and the small symbol stands for existence of inanimated matter (from a single
electron up to myriads of stars).le may,but we do not need to put the ACTION indicator on
top.Existence means continuous ACTION.
Iowever,very often we use the verb to be in a smaller meaning,even for living beings.
•

A®

0

man

in this house

lives

man is in this house

The sentence "the stone is on the table;will be written with the smaller symbol for to be,
In the above cases the verb to be has been used to stand for real existence in space and
time.In most languages,there is a second use of the verb to be,namely as an auxiliary verb.
Man is workieg.Birlis flying.We could use the small symbol to write these sentences,but we
could dispenswith it,saying Man works,Bird flies. In any case, the use of the symbol for to
be indicates again real existence,when bound. up with a verb for real physical ACTION in
space and time.
But now comes the mischief,the use of the verb to be in a disastrous way,accounting for
much of the misery which ran inflicts upon man.In the above cases the verb to be has been
used to stand for real existence of chemical THINGS and physical ACTIONS in SPACE and TIME.
Now we shall see that man uses it in connection with human EVALUATIONS,meanings -which we
don't find in the outer world,but only in man's minds and differing. in different minds.
0
A
V

l

e

13:1

mew fg. %

He
is
stupid
(minus mindful,
(3rd indivicontemplative)
dual)
As you can see,the verb to be is now bound up with an adjective (he is Wise,he islAupid
this is good, this is bad, she is ugly,etc.etc.)it can be bound up with an adverb, the
ad-jective to the verb (he acts rightly,he acts wrongly,he ants manly,eto.).These two
groups,adjectives and adverbs fall in the class of human EVALUATION.By hitching these words
to the verb to be they aepear as having a real existenne,as corresponding to anything in
nature.If a girl
bad, than. she is really and in reality bad, and nothing can be done about
it.It"IS" so.An1 it another mind should disagree,than this other mind IS wroxrg,really
verb to be is also termed the "Is of Prediction A person makes a preThis use of
diction by using an adjective or an adverb.Then there is the "Is of Identity",in which a
noun is confronted with another noun: man is an anieal,he is an idiot.However,the writings
of the semanticists about this very important ratter is still on the university level,and
often difficult to understand for the simile man.Semantography offers a possibility to teaoI
this matter already in the primary school.We can write

A
He

is an idiot
(man, stupid)
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This little formula reveals that he is a male human being,there is no doubt about it.
However the human EVLLULTION attached to him does not correspond to nature.It is s reltive
meaning,related tc somebody,who makes this EVALU:,TICN.Prom what we know about the working
of EVAIMIOVE in minds,aocording to our "grammar rules",other minds may violently disagree about this EVALUATION, and may declare that"he is not stupid,he.is not an idiot':
This little formula shows you too the similarity with chemical formulae.When we analyse
the word"idiot" we find that it does not refer to an 'acid, , to a stone,to a plant,to an
animal,but to a human being,a distinct chemical and biological entitiy in our world.Cons,:nnently we must put down the symbol for(male)human being.The second syMbol however,a1though referring to a mind and its working,must bear the syMbol for hurnmaMIBATION.Thus,
a semantography formula of a compound symbol for a word in cur language,reveals the EJ;rucLure of this meaning and sometimes the inherent danger,just with a chemical formula.Calling
a man an idiot may mean danger of misunderstandinginsult,injury,and retaliation.
Children could draw ( and actually draw already) the simple symbols for man,house,sun,
mountain etc. in theipaegnEtenAl„;n the first class of primary school they could learn
to write simple sentence?evenEtT4e they =Quire the L B C.They speak already fluently.
Consegently they could write sun shines on house,rain waters flowers,etc. In the third
class they have read so any stories and know so maHewords,that they can be taught to
CiistinguisAattween words which mean THINGS (whiohcannbe touched or put on a scale) and
Then they can
.J.nnds Whichrfeal LCTIONS (which they can observe with the eyes)/
be told about human EVALT.T.,',.TIO.M.Lt the age of say 9 years ,the following conversation might
take place between a boy and a girl:
Boy: "You are nutty, that's ':hat you are."
Girl:"I are not nutty, and you know that."
Boy:"I think you are .nutty." '
Girl:".h,that's what you think in your mind,but other minds, my parents, the teachersnmy
friends evaluate me differently:Don't you remember what the teacher said about
human. EVALUnTIONS_Lnd don't you remember what the teacher said about the use of
I airy, you are, he is?
n
- oy:" 70.1,what are you then?You must be something."
airl:"Oh,I am a lot of things.' am a girl, I am 9 years of age,' am 4 foot 3 inches high,
I em born in this town,' am the daughter of Nr.and Mrs. Henry Snithn but I em not
nutty, The meaning of nutty in connection w its} me - just think 1b it - you will find
it only in your head."
This dialogue is comnosed under the assumption that the boy has completely failed to
grasp what he has learned about semantography throughout the kindergarten and the 3 years
of primary school. This is very unlikely.lhen children are accustomed to draw the outline
rf 7eal THINgS,they accuire the ability to see the real THINGS behind the words.

HELEN

13

NUTTY

They usually draw pictures of girls on :nlls
and boards,but they have to -write their 1,7LLULTIONS in ordinary writing.They can't draw
them.Now they would grasp the difference between the real THINGS and mords.Lnd even if
they would draw a caricature of a girl and
write underneath:

TH is IC HeLEN/

the missi_ would fail tc hurt,because the children would have been taught that the IS
can be used to connect meanings,not belonging together.The IS can be used to tell lies.
When the children grow up,learn more about semantics and semantography,it maybe very
likely that many of todays bitter controversies between man and wife would not take place.
"You are fickle."
"I am not.You don't understand me."
"Is that so? I think I understand you perfectiv."
"No,you don't.You are cruel,selfish,inoonsiderate,"
and so on,with tears,banging of the door,bitterness,headaohes,etc.etc.
Look into the controversies raging in the letters to the editor.People usually arnue
about some words,which the other party has used,and you may find,that inmost cases,these
are human EVALUATION words,brought to some sort of real existence by the verb to be.
ipart from the teaching of our "grammar rule" to children,wc can devise a syMbol,which
should act like a warning sign.Bach timc,we use the verb to be vie might remember the outline of the syMbol,which would make us anare to be careful in the use of this verb.

TO BE OR NOT TO BE, THIS IS THE FALLACY IN SPEECH

A

A

A

(1)
to live,
be,exist

-

may be
might be

to be
exist

be,is,exist
in a human's mind

is not
(minus)

Persons who are aware of the fallacies,committed with the verb to be,are careful to
put the question mark into the meaning.They say: n it maybe...it might be..." This little
safety device is often sufficient to calm the opponent down.Nothing enrages people so much
as when other people say:"it is son .The answer should be :"In your mind,but not in nature."
Up till now ere have discussed the use of the verb to be as a mischiefmaker when connecting a real MEC or a real ACTION with a human EVALUATION word.The :mischief becomes
greater if we connect two EVALUATION words:
the :hind who says this

eTh
m
V Mercy
Leniency

V
wrong
inanpropiate

is

adjective
adjectival noun
referring to human EVALUATIONS only
about which different ::rinds differ

The mind symbol over the symbol to be should be considered as a semantical safety device.You will find many other such safety devices in the boolNiWeitizen,who know them
from their school days,may benefit greatly in many of their activities.
Then there is another mischief created by the verb to be.It can be used to tell sometimes monstrous lies with disastrous consequences.No human EVALUATION words are used,
only strictly defined chemical THL4G6 or physical AOTIONS.Take this for instance :
the mind of a Nazi
kl

th‘

r
man

is an animal

If you say:"Man maybe compared to an animal with strict reference to this or that
activity" you have put enough safety devices into your sentence.You have used "may:" r_nd
you havefreferred to the meaning ofn comparison",which is a mind activity,different in different minds. Moreover,you state your system of reference.
But when the Nazis said nMan IS an animal" and repeated it over and over again,from Adolf

Hitler over Goebbels down to a Hitler youth,then it becomes a fact in those minds.it IS so.
rom then on,other conclusions are easy to draw:Survival of the fittest.Brute force.Parasites must be exterminated,etc.etc.until a whole continent is devastated.
is not an animal.No animal has yet written a book or construcOf course,it is a
ted a telescope.There is a difference, just as there is a difference, between a Hydrogen atom
and a Helium atom. It might be a difference in degree, just a couple of protons,neutrons and
electrons,but this difference makes just "the differencen .A balloon filled with Hydrogen
is highly inflammable,whereas a Helium balloon is not.
Usually, such use of the verb to be brings not so much disaster,as the one ahove.in most
cases it is harmless.But when children are taught to write down the outline of thing:: in
a geometrical writing,they become aware of the nnonzense",and this makes them wery,when
hearing other such comparisons,which do not refer to facts found in nature.
When Sir Stafford Crisps made a step forward from his chair,to introduce the bill for
the nationalisation of the steel industry,he really and definitely made a step forward,
a real physical ACTION of a real chemical THD11.Butthen he said:
0the'16.44 of Sir Safford Cripps

Il
1
This bill
Bill is symbolized by bock or booklet
1Wthe judge (judgemjt7symboldpind
and the age-old court syllgaol:scales

1-

A

"
14

is a step forward
One step is spjbolizedby the single
ACTION of legs and feet, depicted by
the age-old Egyptian hieroglyphic
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ow,a bill is not a step it's obvious.But we are so accustomed to such language that
we don't realize the nonsense.Again,it's harmless for "small talle;but it is a different
matter if issues of the nation are at stake.Listen to the interpretation of Sir Stafford
Cripps"step":
Mr.George Strauss,Minister of Supply explains the bill for the nationalisation of the
ritish steel industry.

V

"Then the directors are weak,or the management below standard, the corporation to be set

A

V 0

up,w111 out out the dead wood..."
All this may seem plain enough to millions of British taxpayers,who like to potter in
their garden and have often cut out the dead wood. But they really perforned the physical
ACTION of cutting the chemical THING wood,"Now they are going to do the same in the steel
industry,Sure enough, if sceething is dead i it ought to be cut out."
Then there is the :_:1 ?ION word "weak" in the above statement.Wno is going to decide,
less weak,or a little strone,or very strong,What units of meawhich director is
surement?That yardstiel:e?
Frof,Iry ng J.Lee of ..orthmestern 7niversity has written a commendable book"Languaee
Habits in Human Affairs" (B4). He cu pares the laeeuage of ordinary people, including the
politician,with the laneeae;e of the engineer.
"When the engineers planned ,they ended with structures which are reliable.When thor
rake predictions in their specialities,thiugs have a way of turning out as per specification.But how about the wen who govern our economic,political and legal affairs? The
security we have with the engineers we do not have with the social "scientists" - if we
measure their achievements"
Lee finds the difference in their taiking,which reveal a difference in their thinking.
An engineer well talk in figures and think in figures of measurament.Bat he will refrain
from "figures of speech".They have a vague meaning.They mean anything and nothing.
John Jewkes,Professor for Political Economyyniversity of Manchester in his book "Oreieal
by Planning" (Madiallan,Loraicn)in which he criticises the Labour Government.
"Since 1.945 the Supreme Planners have been increasingly engaged in searching for alibis,in hunting for scapegoats and in trailing red herrings."
MreStrauss,intends "to out out the dead wee and Mr.Jewkes accuses him and the Go-.rnment of "trailing a red herring".This is not the language of the engineer.
We should not be surprised that politicians prefer figures of speech and other rhetoThe"man in
rical tricks,which refer directly to wore in the garden and the field.
the street and on the laneunderstands this language.That,for instance,is a spade?
The simple man does not need lengthy explanations.A spade is a spade,isn't it?
Claude Morgan,Manager of the French communist weekly "Les Lettres Francaise4 in the lloel
suit,brought in against himiy Victor Kravehenko,author of "I choose Freedom"
"we have a right to call a spade a seade.Kravchenko is a traitor."
self-identity.A spade IS a spade.Kravchenko IS Kravchenko.
Here we have the IS
But the trick is done by using another kind of IS,when saying Kravchenko IS a traitor.
Emil Mazey,an American labour leader,when challenged to prove that a certain man in his
union was a communist, said:
"I can't prove that you are a eminunist.3ut when I see a bird that quacks like a duck,
nnlks like a duck,has feathers and webbed feet and associates with ducks,I am certainly
eoing to assume that he is a duck."
(109)
As you sce,Yr. Lacey confesses,thrtt he cannot prove that that ran is a coenunist.S,:
he proves it with the trick a duck is a duck.Siaale enougifcr the"sinple"man,
ilr,L,B,Pearson,Canadianliinister for External Affairs in a broadcast:
"No one should be deceived by trios phone,; olive branches which now scam to be -raving
here and there in Europe on orders from Moscow."
"Olive branches waving" and even "phony olive branches" .This is the kind of talk,which
confusespeople.
ir. Vishinsky in the Securitz Council,speakine about disarmament:
"If you adopt the proposal to reduce armaments by one third during one year - then
ec will put our cards en the table."
Any person,who has ever played
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cards,3n1w5711W it means.Laying down the cards )which you hold in your hands,means showing
the othgrnteg truth,the whole truth and nothing but the truth.But when you write this
phrase down in semantography,you realize that it refers to playing cards,but not to guns..
1,;reVishineky knows he cannot put the guns on the table,but neither is he willing to let
an international commission go to Russia and look there a4i
truth - so he uses a phrase
which may have a meaning in T.1=15 and ACTIONS when play
cards,but not when playing
with guns.
However, the newspaper reader is not aware of the trick and he ray impressed by the
other words of
V
V
Qs
Mr:Vishinsky: "Russia yearns for co-operation.It is possible - I repeat it is possible V
//\\
ID
(Th
(Th
V
to have co-operation between countries of different ideologies,of different social structare

if there is a

real

desire for understanding."

Explanation:
The symbol for real refers to existence(to be) on this earth.

" desire " to a feeling,emanating in the Id,together with the symbol for
flame. '
" understanding is composed as follows:

into
(enclosure)

--Q

understanding
knowledge
(what is enclosed by mind) (into :Hind, into knowledge)

These words of IiieViShinzky are eonderfulnlveryone of us could agree with them.In fact
Stalin,Nblotov,Bevin,Truran,Roosevelt,Hitler,Mussolini and anyone of us,have made similar
statements at one time or another.But in eerantograehy,any pupil who writedown the relevant passage :"if there is e real desire for understanding" ,must realize at once, that the
words'refer only to humanTirTAWATION eords,and may mean different things to different
people.hereover the phrase begins with if ,which_ carries the question mark.A communist
might interpret it,that the Western powers have no real desire but Russia has.And a Western democrat might think the opposite is true.The newspaper reader(neithor communist,nor
anti-communist) will be impressed by len Vishinky's words,especially by the stress on
"real desire'!.A pound of sugar is real,The warmth of the sun is real. But real desire''
real are the brain cells.But so far,we have not been able to measure desire,real or net
real.Up till then ee must treat it as a va-ue hu:Tan EVaLUATION.Iereover,you can hitch the
word real to anything.A real ehost.e rael nonsense.
Now,ee may agree that Sir Stafford Crisps did not actually mean that a bill is a step
and itier aid not actually mean that man is an animal.They meant it only in"some sort of
way" (and this word"way" does not actually mean a footpath).Whee we use such words we
transform their meaning somehow - within our minds.We take some characteristics of an
animal,or a step or a luay,and transfer some of these characteristics to some other e.ings.
This transfer takes only place within a human mind,and it does not correspond to anything
in nature.The Greek philosuphers,who studied languane thornughly,have_termed this _mgetanhara,
because metaphorein means transferring in Greek.
The citizereof today have not been taught this in primary school and even in highsehool.
They don't know the meaning of metaphor and they don't knoe that it can be used to falsify
any meaning.Consequently they fell an easy prey to people who know how to handle it.Tefly
often,however,people use metaphors in political debates,without being aware,that they are
deoeivers,who deceive themselves too.
Once you have been trained to recognize a metaphor,you may be appalbd finding that political speeches and articles contain metaphors in almost every second eentence.Once you
have been grained to form a sentence,not accordion to conventional erarenar,but to the
grammarla physicist,who observes THINGS performinn ACTIONS,you mould not stand any more
non-sensical statements that
Superstition rules
Tyranny rules in Russia
honey rules in America
everyehere
heard
We have/such statements so often that we don't realize the physical nonsense contained.
in them.But when children are taught to write them down in a IgGometric31 vrfetina,shewing
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the outline of real THINGS,and are told a new"grarmar" based on chenistry,physics,biology
and psychology,theymirtht realize that such metaphors might meanPanything - and nothinfr':
The amount of metaphors used in ordinary speech is so .5reat,that we rust invent a special symbol for it, if we translate a saying in semantography.Again such a symbol should
act as a warning sign and our symbol for metaphor looks exactly like a warning sign used
on the railroads and highways.

0
1
individual

a saying,speech
metaphor
(mouth)
a"hiOlbraii saying
a"figure of speech"

wings

poetical
ne taphor
a"flowery"spoech

For poetry, for "small talk" ,metaphors and poetical metaphors maybe used freely.But
in a political speech or article they are often used for a definite purpose.As Plutarch
remarked 2000 years ago:
"In their declamations and speeches they made use of words to veil and muffle their design"
And the politician-diplomat Talleyrand remarked frankly 140 years ago:
"Language is intended for the concealment of Thought."
toc
.
These quotations contain metaphorsAvell,conceaIment,nuffle).A veil ande muffle are
THINGS with which we can perform the physical ...OTION of veiling,muffling urpping,concoaling other THINGS.But when, we connect these words with brain activities,thought,design,
the meaning becomes vazue,aMbiguous,rolative.When a cormumist speaker accuses his opponent of "throwing a smoescreenlbefogging"the audience ,these very words of his are in
themselves "foggy" and tend to discredit any practical proposal which the other speaker
may have made,Just imag ine what would happen in a political meeting of citizelAwho(es boys
have been trained in school in senantics.They may shoutVmetaphor" each time the speaker
would use one,or the chairman would make one knock with his hammer for each metaphor. In
t'sLe end,the speakers would have to restrain themselves to utterances like:
"The taxes collected amount to.. ...... 25 schools have been builtwith 13.000 seats..."
etc.etc.They might start to speak the language of the engimeer.,,le
During the last year we have witnessed a strange spectacle.ThUrnHenktes are Riving
away billions of their tax-payers money for European countries,millions of tons of food,
machinery and other ecquipment - just for the aaking .They maintain that they ,uant to aid
the European countries to recover from the destruction of the war.The whole thing seems
almost tai good to be true.But the ships arrive,the food is unloaded,the tractors start
ploughing.Wbatever the design of the American rulers may be, the chemical TBIWS are here,
undeniable.Vhat can the opponents do? They cannot deny the PK[NGS,and the AOTIO1VS.3o a
metaphor is put to work.
CzechoslotWia wanted eagerly the "Narshal_ dollars" .Then the government turned communist and refUsed.How to explain this to communists the world over?

CD
y
113 (339D

1E1

for Czechoslovakia"
"No
Dollar chains
So the dollars are "forged" into chains,and chains are-es we know - used to chain
THINGS,pecple,for instance.This slogan :vas widely displayed. in big posters by a couria.
However, if you have learned to translate this statement in semanto graphy,you know that
you have to put up the warning symbol for metaphor:

GOD
Dollar (stop: METAPHOR ABE01 ) chains.
is "grammar" lesson in semantography may thus become a hilarious event in school.Children would become aware of metaphors and thus become wary of them.
However,there are already intelligent people,who are awam of metaphors.,Ind for them
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the meaning of the Marshal plan must be explained.In other words; semantics in action.
During a demonstration in the Eastern part of Berlin large banners were carried with
the inscription:Marshal Plan means War.

M

arshal 1..1
)?
(
X
means
.Marshal's Plan
War
(see p.31)(see p.435)
Statements like these,referring to brain activities,are-as we have learned - relative and vague in meaning.A plan is a brain conception in a man's head,and its meaning
is again a brain conception in a =OS head, - but not two brains are alike and think
alike. A plan indeed may mean anything.The Marshal plan may mean war,and may mean peace.
It may mean a blessing or a waste of money and effort.But if such statements as the eater
above are repeated again and again and impressed in other brains,then for them the mattnn/
will mean war.Consequently any activity against the Marshal plan,strikes,disruption of
transport,etc.etc.will mean: Fighting for Peace.It's simple enough.
The reader must excuse that not every word in this and foregoing examples is translated in semantography.This is an introductory chapter only.The reader, if he would go
through the whole book,would have no difficulty to write down anything,including the
statements trailing a red herring.
The reader may furthermore gain the impression that I harp especially on communise
utterances.But in the book,he will find that I have taken to task expressiapps4 xplEER
of any country,not only HitlerMussolinirojo's utterances,but also those C1'*verso-called
Western countries,as well as talks between children and man and wife.I confess that I
am greatly perturbed about the"war of words" now raging,which may very likely lead to a
new world war,which in turn would lead to greater destruction.Already this "war of words"
is raging not only between diplomatic quarters,but between father and son,friend and
friend,no one being aware,that the words they use,are vague and mean different things in
different heads.Semantography should be that tool,with which we cansecognize meanings.
It should enable us to get to the real THINGS and real ACTIONS.Instead of hitting each
other with words,we may start to examine the good THINGS of life,which each country gives
to its citizens.
No doubt,such analysis as those above will antagonize many people.At present many people
believe that only they are right and the others are really and truly wrong. This attitude
preven'mpeople seeing the other people's side.We find this attitude on both sides.It prevents agreement.It prevents an approachment.
Ivor Brown said in his book "The Meaning of Democracy" (79):
"If the mass of the people remain receptive to any trash and utterly incapable of
getting behind words to the things they should represent,"people's power" can never be
realised.Power will remain in the hands of those who control the formation of public
opinion."
The great states en Disraeli was quite frank about it.He saide"With words we govern
men."We have seen what Hitler did with words;we see now what the communists do with words.
But to prevent further dstruction we rust realise that the words which we handle are just
as vague and ambiguous,and that we must teach the citizen to replace such vague words
with others which mean definite THINGS are-LACTIC:MS.1n my humble opinion(whioh is of no
importance whatsoever) the "Aid to Europe", the millions of tons of grain,machinery,etc.
is the first large-scale attempt to replace words by THTNGS.The Boulder dam,the Grand
Coulee Dam,the Tennessee Valley .Authority,and any other great THING built anywhere in the
world including Russia,to bring the greatest amount of good to the greatest amount of
people,these are the ThINGS which count,and which should be weighted,but not the words.
Let us realize that even the words,most sacred to any American, the words of the Declaration of Independence,are vague and take on a definite meaning only, if we implement them
by real ACTIOIZ with Seal

fa
All

Alt. e
men

-•

are created equal
Here we have 4 human EVALUATION words out of five.The only real THINGS are "men",depicted by a male and female of the species.The only ACTION indicated,is found in the
word "created",meaning that men came into this world by a miraculous ACT of creation.
They have been created. This past participle changes into an adjective,when connected
with the IS.They are created. In any case,the symbol for O. eation,Nature,Creator indicates
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according to our "grammar rules"-our ignorance in this ma+ter.MTentew 3=cerecnuer,is
that men come into this world. by some act of creation.
The vague words,which should make us wary, are "all" and "equal".They dc not 40arote
a real THING or a real ACTION,"All" takes on a definite meaning if referred to a reetrtoo.
tea faot,as "All nuts in this sack amount to 374 nuts. "But if we say "all nuts in this
sack are equal" we have used another vague word."Equal" takes on a definite meaning if
referred to a restricted fact. 2 + 2 equals 4. If we say:fl uan are created equal in so far
as they have 1 head,2 eyes,2 ears,10 fingers,10 toes etc."we have given 'equal" a restricted meaning,But again if we say ".1l men are created equal in so far..." we have brought
the vague "all" into the statement.Infact,freaks are born every day,with 9 fingers,11 toes
etc,In short:not all men are born eenal.
This restriction of the words "all" and "eqaal" may seem ridiculous,but it tends to
show that such statements are vague in meaninge Inlbet,if we take a closer look and compare
the statement with what we find in nature,we must find it an outrightelie.Not two humans
are born alike,axe created alike,and even in the case of ono-egg twins, with finger prints
alike,environment will make them two different beings.
Yet,millions of people inside and outside the United States cite at one time or another
this solemn statement "All men are created equal",but each one gives it a different or
slightly different interperetation in his mind,Wh.en we go back to the times of Jefferson,
the yearg_pRogding the French Revolution,when this declaration was written,re should not
be surprtetyPnat this statement had a quite different reaning at that time,expressed in
definite TEEMS and ACTIONS,slave labour,high taxes,paid by the common people and not paid
by the nobility,etc.etc.Toaay,this vague statement is again interpreted differently.The
Negro will give it a different interpretation and the 100, white Americannwho tried in
vain to be admitted into an exclusive country club, will give it another interpretation.
The enemy of American democracy will use his own interpretation to point to American
"inegnalities",rbereas in Russia, of course,there is perfect ""ecreality'l e.nd so on
We have not been told in school,that any adjective and any adjectival noun such as
"Equality" may be vague in meaning,and we must demand in each case a strict reference to
THI1
and ACTIONS."Eque..1? with]eference to what?...Equal in so far as..."
We may assume that Jerfqrson was aware that he has to make a refeennce.He did not say
that "all men are creaWin so far as...but he added in the same sentence thee-they are
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Eights". Unfortunately here we find
again vague human EVALUATION words.You will find the symbol for Rights on page 498,but
without looking there, you may already agree that few words have found more different
interpretations than the werdRiht.in faot,millions of people in the legal profession,

private and official,in any country and in the theesandaef years past,have found iann1n-7ment,because the word Rieht is interpreted differently in different minds.
Again Jefferson must have been aware of this and so he makes reference to 3 of these
Pights,but unfortunate': hE uses for two of them again vague human ZWALUATIOn verde.
In semantography
A
V
1CD
>
and the Pursuit of Happiness.
Liberty
Life ,
Now you may ridicule the "childisn..ess" (another adjecti4V) of these symbols,esnecially the heart symbol(rhich you may :enplane by the other Id symbol for the mind,p.30)
However, if you have studied the "gramm_r . gep" of semantograehy,you may agree that
these symbols say at least more than the ' /people use for these meanings in 3000
different languages.
The symbol for Life indicates the outline LP the sun without which no individual can
live.Life is an ACTION.
The symbol for Pursuit indicates the ACTION o7 being afteneAfter is denoted by a point
after a line.It is a wining' in SPACE and consequently relative.You
mast state the reference.If you are after a street car,you pursue
a real THING But if you pursue a reaning,which is EVADLIATED differently in different minds,than the statement is vague :in meaning,
as we shall soon see.
The symbol of the heart stands according to our "grammar rules" for the Id, the It which
lives us,the"unknuwn and uncontrollable fearoas(Preu,4},rhose nature
we don't know"(Jung),In the respective chapters of the leonk(p.e&LIfe)
you will learn what modern psychology has to tell us;that reason
and conscience are only part of those activities which go on in our
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mind. Immanuel Kant said, that the two greatest miracles are the starry
sky above us and the ethical law within us, If the electrons which
circle within our brain cells can somehow produce the conception of
the meaning of Right within our brain,then this neaning is part of
Creation,and - very likely - is created also on other celestial bodies,.
But,right now,we grapple with its vagueness,just as we grappled with
the meanings of mathematics and chemistry thousands of years back,until we were able to write da7R104gfinite meanings in the respective
symbols. A law maker makes a worrlaw,if he refrains from vague words,
and state the meaning of Right,with reference to definite ACTIONS and
THINGS.
The evMbol for Haapiness indicating "heartlifting joy" contains two symbol elenentsaf t
relative meaning,the hart symbol and the arrow symOnol.Well, we
ebe7
know what Happiness means.In the time of Jefferson it meant among
other THINGS,getting rid of the British soldiery which looted,nolested
and outraged American people,it meant also not paying taxes to the
English king in far away London, it meant definite THINGS and definite
ACTIONS.Today with different people it has different neanings,but again
expressed in THINGS and ACTIONS.People in any country pursue happiness
by evading taxes.There are the innumerable sadists of any calibre who
have a mind defectiwhich we may be able to treat one day,as we treat
a wound todayVbese sadists pursue their happiness in the home, in school
and anywhere else. There are people in America and elsewhere,who,in pursuit of happiness,tar and feather,shoot and lynch other peopleithere
are the managers who pursue helpless girls under tharemployment;there
are the hunters,who pour showers of lead, into flocks of geese - they are
all in"pursuit of happiness".What a meaning!
The symbol for :Liberty contains again two relative synhols,the mind symbol and the space
symbol for open.They indicate a thought,feeling in our heads.
Feeling of
Feeling of

oppressive(-ed)
oppressiveness
tyranny

free
freedom
liberty

These words are adjectives and adjectival nouns.Lioreover they show the popular symbol
for the mind,the heart.No doubt,sore wonen,whose husbands refuse them the furcoat or
the trip to a sea resort,will feel - in their heart - very much ospressed and under the
tyranny of their husbands. A communist nay think that the people of Usbekistan are free,
whereas the people of the United States are appressed,tht a Chinese in communist-controlled China is free,whereas in the other parts he is notAcu do not need to know Asia
to understand that the word free and freedom are almost neaningless,without reference to
definite THINGS and ACTIONS,
But,you may say,Jefferson meant "personal freedom".But this again is a vague meaning,
"personal" being an abstraction from the meaning of"person".S0,you may get angry and say
"Liberty"means"not to be kept in an enolosurejthe opposite of "CaptiIity",
A

captive
captivity

❑

to captivate
to make captive

a captive
a prisoner
This symbol looks - not incidentally(because this is a geontrical writing)-like the
corresponding Chinese oharacter.But in this modern character writing we have to contemplate it according to our "grammar rules" referring to modern physics and chemistry. A
chemo-physioist,looking at this compound will find to aNmbol for the human,a distinct
and b tologizal entity in our -wolvicalowd v e~ the symbol fore

rt son s to

space,and any space meaning is relative.We must in each oasc-eztataish our ruttwence-Me
have contenplated this symbol Already on page II.lndeed we may say that
"Men is a prisoner on this pa.aree
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The enclosure this comprises the surface of the earth up to the stratosphere.But you
nay say too
"Man is a prisoner in Soviet Russia"
Then you have confined your enclosure lines to the frontier lines of the Soviet Union,
But the symbol for prisoner contains still the relative space meaning.You may consider
the man in Soviet Russia a prisoner,a captive,hela in captivity,not free at all,but there
might be millions of people in Soviet Russia who wouldn't consider themselves as not free;
on the oontrary.If you say that a man in Soviet Russia cannot board an outgoing ship,because he can't get past the gates without that precious paper,a passport,a communist
mig4taretort,that millions of American people can't board an outgoing ship,because they
ca (pa
st the gates without that precious paper,a tieket.If you blame communism in Russia,
he blames capitalism in America.You might never have left your home town and still consider yourself freepther people roamed the earth in search of that feeling of freedom
without finding, it.
Once we realize that the meaning of freedom is a relative one,we will not be so sure
of ourselves in condemning the other guys conception of freedom.And if the other guy has
learned this lesson too,than you might come together to draw up in agreement the lines
of the meaning of"freedoein each -particular case.Then you may agree,that man shall not
be free to kill another man; that man shall not be free to beat up his children;thaLaan
shall not be free to drive his car on the wrong side of the roado and so on.Then youaggree
that captivity,tha opposite of freedom shall mean, if a man is confined to a space of
a block of houses or a camp,say a few hundred yards sauare,and is not allowed to leave it
during a prescribed time - if he has committed someoffence".Butu offence"itself is a vague
word, and again in such cases agreement might be reached and the judge provided with instructions which contain no vague words.We shall soon see how this works.
Take our famous slogan of "Freedom of Speech".In semantography it runs

0
Freedom of Speech
(mouth symbol)

or to bring the
mind symbol into
the picture
Freedom of Opinion
(vv iced}

The vagueness of this slogan has made it easy for the enemy of democracy to attack
it.Are you free to express your opinion about your wife (or husband) in her (or his)
presence,or about your boss in his presence7You might do it,but it might have disastrous
consequences, just as in Soviet Russia.If you say there is no Freedom of Speech in Soviet
Russia,because Opinion is controlled there,a communist (it was Mr, Molotov in the Security
Council) will retort,that in America,the big bosses of the newspapers control Opinion.

Agreed. - but with a slight difference: bhey can't send you to a confined space and confine you there.But it can be done,even in America.If you say something against another

man,he may sue for libel and slander.You may get fined and if you cannot pay,you may go
to prison,
So,let's drop this vague,and ambiguous slogan and let us realize that we must refer
in each particular case to definite THINGS and ACTIONS.This has been done to a large
extent in the "civilised" countries.You may accuse sonebody,inoluding the president,that
he is a thief.If you can prove it,by pointing to definite TIDINGS and ACTIONS you may get
free.If you can't prove it,the judge is restrained by law to fine you between say 50 to
5000 Dollars, or if you can't pay 1 to 6 months imprisonment,but not more.aut be can't
send you to a concentration caap for life,or send you to the firing aquad.This is a aifference,expresscd in definite =CZ and ACTIONS.
Once we realize that there is not complete Freedom of Speech in the"Western democracies"
we shall not use this slogan,because are will get it hack in our face.Instead,we shall
refer to particular cases.In America or in Great Britain,there is Freedom of Speech in
so far as you may attack without fear the policy of the government ,or the doings of
the mi.nisters.You may get onto a soap box and cry "Kevin must go" and you can do this
in the presence of a large crowd,and even police. If you can do the same in Soviet Russia,
wellothen there is Freedom of Speech in Soviet Russia in this particular case.There is
the joke on record:
American:"We have Freedom of Speech.For instance I can go to Mr. Truman,shake my
fist in his face and sayeTo hell with Truman;"
Russian: "If this is the meaning of Freedom of Speech,I can do exactly the same
thing.I can go to Mr. Stalin,shake my fist in his face and say:"To hell
with Truman!"

SOVIET CONFORMITY IN THE INTERESTS OF WHOM?
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A communist will tell you,there is Freedom of Speech in Soviet Russia and he will
point to the Soviet Constitution.Freedam of speech is aseured,provided it is
"in conformity with the interests of the toilers and in order to strengthen the socialist
system."
This provision is so simple,so clear, so self..evident (and a couple of more adjectives)
for a communist.You will agree if you translate at least the first part of the sentence
as follows:
"Freedom of Speech in Arerica,provided it is in the interest of the American people"
Why it is "clear as the sun"(whatever that metaphor means),In fact,the committee for
the investigation of un-American (another adjective) activities,works on this basis.But
when you translate this into the symbols of semantogrephy you realize the vagueness.

conform
conformity
We have learned that the arrow indicates a relative meaning and needs further reference.The word conform does not indicate a specific THING or a specific physical ACTION.
It is a human EVALUATION of at least 2 ACTIONS or 2 EVALUATIONS.
Roosevelt

were in
conformity

Leni t:
r,ere in
were in
conformity Trot zky onformity

Stalin
mopi.were not in

Trotz
Churchill
Needless to say,that all of them were convinced to lead the people "forward".That the
meaning of "conform" refers to a human EVALUATION can be proved by the many post-war books.
Some writers believe, that Roosevelt and Churchill were not in conformity.Some others say,
theywere.Why not refer to definite THINGS and ACTIONS Two girls can bein conformity
with their dancing staps"(Winite ACTIONS and THINGS) Two general can be"in conformity
with time and. coastal poinlanding"(definite ACTIONS and THINGS).But when you hitch this
EVALUATION word to another EVALUATION word "interest then vagueness West inovase.
?hat does it mean to be "in conformity with the interest". Does the/3462Tndicate a
specific THING on a specific LCTION? No.It's a meaning in our heads.In.semantography

interest
In its widest meaning,the symbol refers to the meaning of ETUS,ADDITION in a man's head.
We use the same symbol for banking purposes,but here it is bound up with a definite THING
money. In it's widest sense it may mean anything,bue aifeerent people have differeneinterests",haven't they? You see,the word "interest" is too sweeping a term to mean any THING
in particular.-Sore people want a PLJS of churches,others a PLUS of schools,of box fights,
mages,music,leisure,governeent control,etc.etc,
Now let us write down the first part of that sentence in the Soviet Constitution:
V
V
D X

>.

>

IA
/■A

in conformity with the interest of the toilers
"Toilors"is symbolized by man and the LOTION symbol doubled.It means a man who acts,with
the meaning of LOTION stressed by doubling the symbol.You see, the only word which refers to specific THINGS is the wordtoilers".The others are EVALUATION words and can be
EVALUATED differently.
Suppose you are a communist, and you believe sincerely and honestly that communism
will save the morld.You folloW'closely world events and you come to the sincere conclusion that
"the removal of Zhdanov from office would be in oonftnenity with the interest of the
toilers."
If you say this inside Russia,you might be brought to trial.There is Freedom of Speech
provided...and the judge may find that what you said was "not in conformity with the
interest of the toilers." Just a difference of EVALUATION.

"STRONG" MEN FOR "STRENGTHENING" SOCIALISM
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The other part of the sentence is even more vague:

"...and in order to stthen the socialist system."
ff

You will find its full translation on page 503/1m the book.Here
only the meaning of "to strengthen".It is derived froestrong" and
primarily made from the physical strength of a man.A man who wants
will usually bend. his arm and display his bieeps.The arm symbol is
Egyptian
A
CD

arm

individual

4

strong ludic
vidual

9

we shall translate
this EVALULTION is
to show his strength
the same found in

to strengthen,
make strong

V

strong

Now, if you say: "I want a strongman for this heavy box, e you refeento his biceps.
However,if you say "I wont a strong man for the government",you use the word "strong"
as a metephor.Consequently different people will EVALUATE this metaphor differently.It
may mean anything for the best or the worst,including the chopping of heads.
You can "strengthen" a man by feeding him well.Tou may even"strengthenna bridge by
adding pillars and crossbeams.All this can be measured by the physicist.But when you
say that spoken words can "strengthen" or "weaken" seuialism,then you use a metaphor,and
in semantography,you must put up the warning sign of metaphor(p.XIII),In fact,you may
oriticise something in Russia in the sincere belief that what you say will "strengthen"
the socialist system.But if you are the accused,you will have no scales,no apparatus to
prove that your saying dia. "strengthen" the socialist systeneTbe judge may declare tit
im
your saying ?ri
med" the socialist syetem.And being the judge,hkepT4WATION will pre-/
BuesocialieWmeans something which is EVALUATTD differently, at
are quite a number of socialist systems,and being plans in man's heads,they are EVALUATED
differently in different heads.There are the social-democrats,there are the social revolutionaries,the mensheviki and the bolsheviki,the anarchists,and a host of other parties
all professing socialisraenin was a socialist,but Trotsky was a socialist toe,and =any
others who paid with their lives because they 3VALTIATED the meaning of socialism just a
little differently.If the communists claim that Jesus was a socialist and communist,if
the Nazis claimed that their doctrine is a national socialism,then the meaning of socialism is so wide and vague as to mean almost anything.
In the chapter on "Socialism" (page 511 ff) you will find an attempt to build up the
structural formula for the meaning of socialism.Applying the analytical method of the
chemist,we must find the central group in any formula,advanced by the various socialist
narties and systere.Around this central meaning are the outer groupseehich differ with
different socialisms.The study of these differences enables us to see,that it is meaningless to use the word socialism as a sweeping term.But this is the way it is used today

by people in furious debates.
People want to debate want to argue,but unfortunately we have not been told in school
about the fallacies of rLetoric,and about logic in general.Yet,this should be a major
item in school education.We people need logical thinking more than anything else, don't
we? However,the theories of logic are mentally out of reach of the common man.There is
the disturbing fact in logie,that a logical conclusion may be logically true,but factually
false,or factually true,but logically false.
What we need is a"logic for the cameen people",a simple one,which they can operate.
From time to time,logicians have tried to write popular books on logic,unfortunately
with little effect,the matter being too "high" to be expressed in simple language.Here,
oemantography may fill a gap,providibg simple rule's for a "Logic for the People"(see chapter p 443 ff)
Take the syllogism.Have we ever been told in primary school or high school about it
have we ever been told that all of us,use the syllogism hundreds of times each day.And
have we been told. about the fallacies which can be performed with the syllogism,how
people can be forced into logical conclusions,which seem to them perfectly logical,but
are factually false?
And then there are other logical conclusions performed with the syllogism.The premises
are not actually false,and the logical conclusion may not be false too.Yet,it may mean
terrible disaster,if the people are brought to such conclusions in "good faith".Senmntography may prove a simple tool to recognize sech.lngic and avoid it destructive consequences.

THE SYLLOGISM FOR SAYING LIES WITH LOGIC
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You,dear reader,may know much more than the little I know about the syllogismoBut if
you don't knaw what a syllogism is,I may tell you.It's a kind of mathematical calculation in language and thought Remember your school mathematics and look at this example
of a syllogism:
a = 3
First premise:
Second premise:

. b = 3

a = b
Logical conclusion:
And now take this practical syllogism:
NX.A lives at 47 Sunshine Avenue
First premise:
Second premise:

Mr.B lives at 49 Sunshine Avenue

it Logical conclusion: Mr.A and Er.B are neighbours
2nd Logical conclusion: Mr.A and Mr.B may know each other;belong to the same electorate,
etc.etc.
Or take this practical syllogism:
First premise:
Second premise:

A person in a house will lock the door from the inside,
The door is locked from the inside,key still in lock.

Logical conclusion: Somebody must be inside the house.
Once you grasp the working of the syllogism,then you will find,that you and T,and
any housewife and any boy and girl of school age,make such mathematical calculations
from morning to night,every day of our life.
But as long as such syllogisms are performed with real THINGS and ACTIONS without any
EVALUATION attached to isaa,the logical conclusion may turn out real,and such kind of mental mathematics may be similar to that which scientists perform.However,if there is a
word ina
syllogism which in semantography carries the EVALUATION indicator or the
mind or ether sense symbol,then we must be carefUl.
ON
My uncle said,that Greeks are bad people.
Yirst premise:
i
Mr. X whom met yesterday,1's a Greek.
Second premise:
v
e•% V(
Logical conclusion: Mr. X si bad. Or
or must be bad)
.And so we happily perform logical conclusions with reference to Roman-Catholics,Jews,
socialists,pacifists,and anybody else.
When we would be told a simple logic in school,when we would be told that the IS can
be used to falsify reality (He IS a Greek,and he IS bad,but what does it actually mean
that he IS a Greek?) then only may we hope for better citizen to build a better world.
When we write down the above syllogism in seeantography,we must write down the EVA
LUATION symbol and we must put the mind symbol over theis" and "are".Then we would realize that the statement and the conclusion comprise a vague EVALUATION.
The logical conclusion in the other syllogism :"Mr.A and Mr. B
know each other."
written down in the symbols (see p.X,XII) reveals that "may know" indicates a vague racening.But by using the word"may"(mhich in semantography carries the question mark) we haAR
put a check on our conclusion.
One last example how an intelligent and logical thinking people,the Germans,have been
brought to accept the vilest outrage as logical,reasonable,self-evident,etc.etc.This
syllogism plays a great part in the politics of today,and so we may profit by studying
what semantogrephy can offer in revealing this mental mathematics.
When Hitler claimed the Saar,theiAustria,then Sudentenland,he based his claims on:
these people are Germans,and
their soil must be German too.The morld,having accepted the premise of nation,as having a definite meaning (which it has not,see p.342)
bowed to the force of this logic.But when he invaded the trunk which was left of Czechoslawakia,he could offer no claim,no right,nn reason - but he offered a syllogism
Adolf Hitlers First Premises Czechoslowakia is a Danger to Germany
Adolf Hitlers Second Premise: A Danger to Germany must be eliminated.
Adolf Hitlers Logical Conclusion: Czechbelowaki& must be eliminated.
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HITLER'S JUSTIFICATION OF THE RAPE OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA

This syllogism comprises actually the gist of the long speech,which Hitler gave bewhen he
fore the Reichstag,in which he tried to justify his rape of Czechoslowakia..
ordered his troops to invade this country,he drew only the logicairegnclusion.The premises, lie had propounded. to the German people montl-sbefore,and they repeated in all
the German newspapers and over the German radios million of times,until the Germans
accepted. the premises and then agreed to the logical conclusion,
Let us write down this syllogism in semantog-raphy.Ibat is the meaning of Danger? It
means something which we fear. And Fear can be resolved in the basic meaning of a downheartedness about some future event„Fear is a feeling, originating in our"heart",that is
to say in that part of the mind which psychologists term the Id.In a short symbol:
A

91

c71(1,

(

Vie

to fear
some thing
(act ive,transitive)
Now take the relation between two human beings one fears the °therein sermantograohy:
Fear
to fear

Future

sorry
Downheartedness

12 c;lk 11

91(
I

fear

you are feared by me

you

(< passive AC TION indicator)
(acti ACTON indicator ) )
t ransiti ve
vetranIi tive
Both sentences express the same rmaning.The first is written in the active form,the
second in the passive form.Look at the reversed. direction of the ACTION symbol and keep
this in mind for later on.
Instead of
you are feared.
by me
we can write
you are a danger to me
Thus we realize that the symbolization of the meaning of Danger is performed by putting the passive indicator on top of the symbol for Fear
Anything which is feared by a mindecomprises a Danger to this mind.
Now we can write down
Adolf Hitler' s First Premise:ID

Czechoslowakia

e

is

vi( >1

a Danger

to

ED

Germany

Now, this statement is not a lie.Czechoslowakia was a Danger to G ermany.The question
is only to what extent,and under what circumstances?In other words, the EVALUATION of
that EVALUATION word Danger. Len you come to think of,any THING is a Danger to Germany:
the polar cold,the sun,the rain, the dust,the vrind,the flies,the microbes,etc.etc, and
as it turned out, Adolf Hitler was the greatest danger to Germany.By playing on the fear
of the Germans,and by repeating such statements,was the fear and the danger magnificl.
Then caws the second premise.If you see a loose brick over your door,it is a Danger,and
a Danger must be eliminated.
Adolf Hitler' s Second Premise:

sw

>1

A Danger

to

2B
Germany

r
must be eliminated.
(see p.449)(crossed out)

Adolf Hitler' s Logical Conclusion,accepted by many millions
of Germans:
Czechoslovakia must be eliminated
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And having made this logical and "reasonable" conclusion,Hitler signed the order for
the invasion of what was left of Czechoslowekia and with this stroke of his pen

Czechoslovakia was eliminated (crossed cut)
Thus by playing on Fear,a vague human brain reaction,by magnifying it through repeating statements (which were not actually lies;but vague EVALUATIONS) was Hitler able to
perpetrate crimes and justify them before the intelligent and reasoning German minds.
Today we see this playing on Fear on an even much wider scale.We nay write in semantography

wc~ >.D f2f(
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The Peoples of the East fear and are feared by the Peoples of the West
The Peoples of the East

are a Danger to,
and
<vice versa>

the Peoples of the West

Needless to say that East and West (right and left side of a celestial body seen from
the standpoint of an observer) are meanings in space,and therefore relative.
People are symbolized by many,many humans on earthein the chapter on The Citizen on
page 64
2 ff you will find an aniysis of the meaning of ueople,nationeIt is done, just as
a chemist analyses various minerals to see what he can find common in all of them.Try to
analyssrthqfmeaning of nation in this way.Common language? Look at Switzerland,Canade,the
United States,even Germany with her Wendes ( a slav people,speaking a slav language) in
the very midst of Germany.Common faith? This does not fit either. Common facial features?
Sam colour of hair,eyes,etc.No go.Common cultural heritage? The south of France,espe-.daily the country around Nice,is Italian in this respect.So is Corsica.Haw about Belgium with her Wallons and FlemelTry it as you may,you find only Humans and the Earth
they tread.If you follow frontiers,you will find the people spilling over them.Besidcs,
the symbol for limits,frontiers in s emantography shows you a geometrical meaning,referrirg
to space.You find the symbol already discussed on page IV.Space meanings are relative.
So is the meaning of limits,frontiers,and it was in fact one of the much disputed issues
of times pastThe real THINGS in the formula reveal only Citizen of this earth%ne world.
The central symbol in the above formula indicates Fear,and this is today the central
feature of promanda:the play-ing on fear,the magnifying it by constant propaganda.
What could people benefit by looking at the above formula7The symbols and the "grammar rules" help to take upis understand the teachings of modern physics and psychology.
Pear of Danger is a mind reaction, it can be magnified by words until you can't sleep at
night,or wake up with a scream.But there is the question mark in the symbol.It may a31
not be true.It's all qaestionable.And the arrow symbol indicates a relative meaning too.
Do not only listen to those people who turn the arrow down and make you faar.Listen and
support those people who turn the arrow up
(t
.
Fear

Hope

But Fear or Hope are only human EVALUATIONS.Donl t trust too much any utterance con,
taining such words.To-morrow it maybe diffarent.liany utterances of Hitler were deliberately constructed to make us hopeful.Today an interview with Stalin or Truman,containing hopeful words,givesAmericans a better sleep,and Russians too,if the interview_
with Truman is published in their papers.They are made to fear the American leaanarir."
Having now harped a lot on Nazi and Communist utterances,' suppose the turn is now egeen
for a whack on the rulers of the Western democracies.Should we now translate the Atlantic
Charter and point out its vagueness?

(J
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BLOOD, SWEAT, AN

TEARS, AND THE MEANING OF WARMONGER

Hendrik Wiliam van Loon was a great triter.Ee also understood what a picture language
could do,Some of his pictures could tell and explain more than a thousand words of his
could do.No one will suspect Hendrik of being an enemy of Western Democracy.But he does
not hesitate to speak in the last pages he wrote before his death (Report to Saint Peter,
Harrap ,London) of
the platitudes of the Four Freedoms or the vague promises of an Atlantic Charter".
We may not know who had first the idea of this vague and ambiguous document.It may
be Churchill,or Roosevelt or one of their brain trusts.But we are now"reaping the fnuits"
of such vague words, Today,rulers of countries,politicians and article writers,wltn lsually
do not care about other pecple,loise no opportunity to accuse America and Britain of betraying the Atlantic Charter,and we fidget awkwardly and nervously under such charges,
and feel very much convicted.
Did the Atlantic Charter help the war effort? Difficult to ascertain.The American
and the British neople,after the last"uar to end wars" were thoroughly disillusioned
about all such highsounding words.Churchill must have felt that way,because his greatest
was slogan vas quite different.
Churchill's offer to the peoples of the British Commonwealth:

0

0 0

0 0
44.0"46 < 0

Sweat
Blood,
and
Tears
(liquid of li(liquid of skin,
(liquid of eye)
syMbol:hand,touch)
ving beings)
No vague promises here, no platitudes,no EVALUATIONS,chemical THINGS throughout. We
know,it had a great effect on the British people.They appreciated it's honesty at a time
when they had to fight alone.
I am sure,that we would find similar utterances in the speeches of Stalin.The Russian
people put up a great fight.But today,with peace restored,the"war of words" has started
again.Churchill is not more the"valiant leader of the gallant British people".lie is, now
a Warmonger. What does this word mean?

The meaning of wWarmongerine in senantqgraphy,

fTh
ACTIONS with

124 )1C4

intention to start
thinking
having in mind

War

This formula contains only ACTION words.But our "grammar rules" enable us to examine
every synhol.There is the symbol for Start, shamming a post and an arrow.We know already

that an arrow indicates a relative meaning.Form where does the arrow start?Ah,from the
post.But from our chapter o The Relativity of Space (page 144 ff),we know that there is
no fixed post in the Universe. Tie may ram in the post wherever we like, - but we must then
state our system of reference.This We did in the above formula.We connected the relative
synbol for Short to the symbol showing the Clashing of Arms.This is ray interpretation of
"to start war." But the relative word is still "stare. Someone may ram the post in another
spot.He may say:"War starts with speedhes".But he can't do this in serantography,without
increasing the relativity of his saying.He adds the symbol for,sopeechnwhich shows the human
sense symbol,referring directly to the mind syMbol.Every nouth,a different opinion in a
different mind.
And this brings us to the great Variable in the above formula,the mind symbol.If Mr.
Vishinsky says that Mr. Churchilrisfl a Warmonger, it means in other words:
"Wr.Churchill,by his actions has incr7) to start another var."
The symbol thus refers to Mr. Churchill's mind.It implies that Mr.Vishirsky has been
able to read or X-ray the mind, of Mr. Churchill.What would happen,if we turn around and
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says
"Mr.Viahinksy;by his actions,has in mind to start another war.He is a warmonger."
Then the argument would"bounce back" on us.It would mean that now we have been able
to read or X-ray Mr. Vishinky's mind.But up till now, there is no apparatus invented to
examine the thoughts of man.So we can only guessArd as"guessing" is a mind activity,and
its symbol (see p.176) carries the mind syMbol,each mind may guess differently and
your guess will be as good (or as bad) as mine.le both may guess that Mr. Vishinky has
in mind to start another war - or he has not this in mind.Consegently we may says
e
QD
Nr.Vishinky is not a warmonger."
or
Vishinsky is a warmenur.
and
Wu
Mr.Churchill —isCDnot a warmonger."
or
"Mr. Churchill ls a warmonger."

r-N

-N

The first mind symbol may refer to your mind,the second mind symbol may refer to my
mindeAnd as we are not able to X-ray fir. Vishinky's and Mr. Churchill's mind,we shall
not be able to ascertain whether you or I am right or wrong.;,s soon as we realize this,
we May come to the conclusion that it seems futile to debate about such words.Yet,such
futile debates are taking place between millions of men,each day of the year.
In the foregoing page me have given an explanation of the meaning of warmonger,as
a father would give it to his son,who asks:"Father,what is a warmonger?".The father
might reply:"L warmonger is a man,who,by his actions has in mind to start another war."
Lut the boy might still be puzzled by the similarity between the ironmonger Mr.Smith
around the corner,end the warmonger Mr. Churchill.Lnother father may say:'V n ironmonger
trades in iron,and a warmonger trades in war."This would still puzzle the boy.Mr.Smith
sells iron,does Mr. Churchill sell war?" Or does he sell war material? 1,h,now we are
getting somewhere.There are wermongers,or war-material-enongers,those who give you even
an invoice,But Mr.Churchill does not sell these goods.Neither does Mr. Vishinky.
So,we may reason, that "Warmonger" is a metaphorical expression.Look up the symbol
for metaphor and its explanation on page XIII,and you may understand that such expressions are vague,relative,ambiguops and may mean anything in any and many minds.
On page X you have seen the semantical safety device for the "IS".Just add a question nark to it, and the "IS" is transformed into"MAY" or "MIGHT" .Then we may write
(Th
rt\
"Mr.Churchill may by a warmonger."
might be
But if Mr. Vishinky would shout this statement into the UNO assembly,and the newspapers
around the world would splash it over the front pages,the rhetorical force would be gone.
The whole statement would become guestionable.In semantography you see the question ::ark
right away.If you are trained in it,you might recognize it in statements,without the need
of translating them into semantography.
So we see,that such statements are made according to the Hitler pattern.They are not
ectually lies.They have a meaning,but this meaning will differ in different minds.If
Mr,Vishinky would say
"Mr.Ohurchill lives on the moon"
it 'mill be an outright lie to anybody who never heard this metaphorical expression.But
once you know that it represents a metaphor, it may mean anything.If I say to you,dear
reader, that "you live on the moon" I imply that you have the wrong attitude in regard
of anything and everything,sex,marriage,education,politics,religion.etc.etc.Such is the
working of such"transferfl in a mind(Greek metaphora).
Now some people,who still might think that every word has a definite and exact meaning,may plead for Mr. Vishinsky.They may say that the important point-is whether Mr.
Vishinky lies deliberately for propaganda purposes,or whether he"honestly believes" in
what he says.Now,we have already the lie detectoreJust imagine Er. Vishinsky or any
other diplomat of any country,before he starts to speak,gets the bandage to measure his
blood pressure,the cardiograph is connected with.a spot over his heart, and electrodes
are fastened to measure and record the change in his perspiration.'Let us imagine an improved lie deteotor,one which makes an alarm bell ring,whon the man tells a deliberate
lie.Imagine,if diplomats would be forced by lair to wear such an apparatus.It may change
the face of the earth.
A lot of deliberate lies are told nowadays in the correct,
formal,polite manner of the diplomats.
But noweMr. Vishinsky has mounted the podium,fastened to the lie detector,and with
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all the rhetorical force at his command,Mr. Vishinsky would cry out:
"Mr. Churchill lives on the noon. Er. Churchill is a warmonger."

That would happen?
Well,the bell might ring.Mr.Vishinky may be at "the bottom of his heart" convinced
that Mr. Churchill is the only man,who had accurately appraised the Dian of the commun e.
nists and that he is not a earmonger.This means that Mr. Vishinsky has told a deliberate
But the bell might not ring at all eMr.Vishinaky may be at "the bottom of his heart"
convinced,that Mr. Churchill has made a totally false appraisal of the plans of the
communists,that"Russiavean-4 for co-operation l ,that NY.Churchill"1/ves on the moon"not
to see this,that he wants to start another war,etc„etc. i.nd if you press into him:"what
about Greeoe,what about China,what aboutCzechoslowakia,what about Rouraniaewhat about
Poland,what about Berlin,what about the comunist strikes in France and italy,etc.?"
he will have an answer for each,and he may honestly believe in what he says.
But whatever he says,we can assume (and you can read it for yourself in the papers)
it will contain such vague words,referVn5. to mind activities and meanings,as the ones
enderlined above.tnd this refers alninie,statements of Mr. Churchill.
Such is the amazing working of the mind, that some of those words which we have called human EVALUATION words,will make even the speaker believe that what he says is true.
Torquemada,the Grand Inquisiter,who had manythousands of people tortured and burned on
the stakes,and most of the other inquisitors in the other European countries,may have
honestly believed that the fire has "cleansed"the souls of those heretics,that they
havell batii;Plrirefersins,and that all evilness has been burned awayeend millions upon
millions of true believers may have honestly believed that this "is" so.
And so we see in our times the magic of words'at work again.eehonest - or dishonest
(whatever this means in communist or anti-communist terminology) Vishinsky can cry out
that
"Messrs.Churchill,Bullitt,Marshal,Truman,ete.etc. are all warmongers"
and millions of honest communists,sympatqzers,fellow travellers,and even "non political"
newspaper readers will honestly believe that this "is" so, especially if they see it
printed again and again,like so many advertisements.
And these advertisements are completely gratis.If the propaganda bureau of the communist parties(or other parties) would have to pay for those precious spaces on the
'rent pages, they would have to distribute millions of dollars every day to newspapers
all over the world.But the greater the vituperations,the viler the attacks,the harsher the words,the more they are IEWS,the more they are printed and read.
And so we see how a fusilade of vague words creates havoc every day among the millions of citizen of many nations,almost among every family.
Discussion at breakfast in a home in the U.S.or Canada,or Great Britain,France,etc.etc.
Cast:
Father
leother
Son (21 years)
Son(reading the morning papers):"These warmongers in Washington."
Father:"I think the real warmongers are sitting in the Kremlin."
Son:"The Russian leaders are progressive."
Father:"America is the country of progress."
Son:"America is Imperialist.'
Father:"What about Russian ImperialisnAwallowing up the Baltic states and others:
Son:"They have brought Liberty to these states."
FathereThat's why some of them brave the Atlantic in small sailing bats to
escape to the land of liberty,America."
Son:"Those are fascists."
FatherelThat,Italians?"
Sone0h,father,you are old-fashioned."
Father:"So I am old-fashioned,am I? I will tell you what you are.You are.."
Mother:(interrupting)"Stop this.Isn't it a shame,two grown-up men throwing
words at each other.What do you mean by warnwnger,progressive,imperialist,liberty, fascists, old-fashioned?"
Son:"I know very well what I mean by these words."
Father:" And I know just as well what I mean by them."
Mother:"But apparently the same word has just two different and opposite meanings for both of you.Why don't they teach people the meaning of words
in school?"
Note:You will find the symbol for Imperialism on page 521 in the third book,
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And so we see how a rift is created,which cuts through lig nations,through the communities,through the families,and this rift widens every day/this kind of propaganda
7,oes on.lfhen a third world war should start clett s hope,we can avoid. it),a war about
the meaning of such words, then there will be' fifth columnists" in every company.„ in -every
trench, in every tank, in every ship, in every airplane,in every office and in every workshop.
And these boys will not consider themselves a.su traitorsu to their country,They will le 'neatly
believe that they are the real fighters for Freedom.Such is the power of words.
On the other side,this rift is not allowed to develop.Whereas in the western countries
the newspapers can print any vituperation against the rulers of theii- countries,this is
not allowed. in the Eastern countries.Accordin,g to the Soviet Constitution there is
_b'E.E6DOM OF SPEECH
"provided it is in conformity with the interest of the toilers and in order to strengthen
the socialist system."
Ire have already analysed. this formula and have written it down in mmantography in tl-e
foregoing pages.ife can use this formula for any country and for any -ism and -ology.
FREEDOM OF SPEECH
"provided it is in conformity with the interest of the German,Italian,S-panish people,end
in order to strengthen the national socialist,fasoist,falangist system."
This formula enabled the secret police in these countries to commit any crime and
still believe that they are right,that what they do is inu conformity with the interest....
FREEDOM OF SPEECH
rfagsf ia" the Christian zeople and in order to strengthen the
"provided it is inl/Egf in
only true faiths;
Thinking along these lines made the Roman Catholic Torquema.da and the Protestant Calvin burn people on the stakes who happened to have another opinion and said so„And Torquemada,Calvin and the thousands of other inquisitors believed that what they did is" in
conformity with the interest. .. etc."
FREEDOM OF SMECH
"provided it is in conformity with the interest of the French people and in order to
strengthen the French Revolution."
This formula explains why,one by one the French revolutionaries mounted. the steps to
the guillotine, sent there by their very comrades of the Revolution.Just a difference of
opinion.Lnd the revolutionist tribunals were firmly convinced that what they did is r in
in conformity.with the interest...etc,"
FREEDOM OF SPEECH

"provided it is in conformity with the interest of the people of the United States and
in order to strengthen United. States democracy."
Somewhat along these lines, the committee for the investigation of un-American aot v it ies carries on. T here ist,lxwever, one difference.They can summon you,but they cannot
deport you to Alaska,or put7fo the wall,or just make you disappear.But put the above
lines into the Constitution,appoint a federal chief from those rankskeho even today in
private initiative pull people out of their bed and hang them because they are no-0in
conformity with" ), invest him with all the necessary powers,and
IT MIL HAPPEN HERE ,
Now, after all these analyses,you expect me to draw up a formula for the meaning of
Freedom and Democracy. I have not shirked this task,I era an industrial research chemist
and I have not shirked the handling of highly inflammable and highly explosive matters.
For two years, six days a week, I handled carbondisulphide ,a liquid more inflammable t' n
ether and benzene.And I heated. the vapours up to a temperature of over 2000° C with ..ee
inside of the furnace an incandescent vinite.And I handled other explosives.But I was not
afraid,because I knew the formula,which told me of the structure of those explosive "meanings".And using the method of the chemist,I have drawn up the formula for Democracy.
You will find it in the chapters in the third book (pages 477 to 529) Don't expect a
few symbols only.It is
a complex formula, just as that of a complex chemical compound..
But,onoe you get the idea,you can read every single group in this formula - and they
have a similar meaning in different languages, just as a chemical formula has.
The central group shows you the structure of how the people can influence the governing of their affairs,and just as with a chemical formula,you realise the inherent danger,depided by the symbols.ln any case,it has to do with elections.Then you find. another
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group,expressing the meaning of Freedom of Speech and this we will write dawn herebelow
0
EWAMEM I

I MI
III

No prison bars for opinion about the governing of state
Explanation
of the
syMbols:

flag
ACTION
ACTION
minus window
of mind to symbol over
of mind
without with
lead onwards territory
& mouth
iron bars
Looking at this formula we realize the presence of the great variable,the mind s:mbol,
You can see your mind,whOrentures an opinion through your mouth,and you can see the
mind of that person (or persons) who leads the country onwards.Naturally you two believe
that the country should be lead forward.But whatever your opinion is whether the oountry
is led forward or not led forward,you can't be sent to prison for your aoinion.There are
relative symbols in the picture,because each mind is a different system of reference,but
there is a chemical THING in the formula,which is'ereal,an enclosure with iron bars,or
barbed iron wire,and if you want to be more precise,you can add the three dimensions of
the allotted space say 6 x 10 x 8 ft,
I hope that boy scouts all over the world will take up semantography,because it gives
them a medium,unheard of;they can write to any other boy scout,no matter what language
he speaks,each on;mriting in their respective mother tongue.As you see the symbols are
simple.When they meet at their pmborees,they may proudly display such lines as above if the formula of their countries democracy contains this line.
Anyone who has ever worked in a team,knows that the above meaning has a direct influence on the achievements of the team,I have worked under a boss,who let no other opinion
pass,and who fired anyone who ventured one.And I have worked under another boss,and I
have beena boss myself,and anyone of the team could venture his opinion,and could critie
cise.The results were measurable,lower costs,greater output,harder material,longer run,
etc.etc.Ana a community is a great team,and there are many problems in a conmunity,sinilar to the problem in a factory:water supply,health&work rooms,conditions,etc.etc.not
the least of them is the peace of mind and the satisfaction of the men and women in the
team.The above formula is written for the working of a great coumunity of a state.For
a factorytt.can be written differently, omitting the prison bars.But in state-owned
faciRrTggliwItnotalitarian rule,the prison bars are a hard reality.
And the results are measurable.For me,a practical engineer with a life-long experience,
there is no doubt,why 7 millions of labour slaves in Germany produced only' 4jun4which
soon broke down.For me there is no doubt,why the standard of living(reasurable and
weightable in chemical =GS and physical ACTIONS) is greatest in those countries,where
there is Freedom of Opinion j as depicted in the above formula.There is a meaning in the
word Demooracy,but we must not use this word in the wholesale manner,as it is used today,
each mind meaning something different, but we must refer to each group in the formula. the,
There is Democracy in Russialfor inbtanceIeople go to the polls,butwe do not find In/
Russian formulA the above formula,which n neutraliseethe effect of the election formula.
In the formula for United States Democracy we do
find the above formula,and consequently we find another formula: OPPOSITION PARTIES,However,we find that not all voters can go to the polls.Consecuently the election formula is restricted,and this re,
tridz the meaning of Democracy in the United States.
And so we can go from one group formula to the other,weigh and compare the THINGS
and ACTIONS.And if we teach each other to treat the meaning of this complex compound
like a chemist,we will stop saying that this country is democratic and the other is not,
Instead we may sayOderocratic IN SO FAR AS....and point to the group formula,and realize
the relative meanings.
Some readers may have read the foregoing pages with growing misgivings and displeasure.' want to remind thel.- 1,that according to my own theory,whatever I said,is only my
own opinion,of no importance whatsoever,and valid only in regard of my system of refererence,my mind,and valid only at the tire I wrote it.Now reading my own writing,' don't
like much of it,and I would like to re-write it,realizing, hat many of my relative words
will be understood differently by other minds.
Furthermore, I beg you to understand that I write at an advanced age.iassed 51 already„Mywriting therefore reflects the great disappointments which Isuffered in my life,
and which we,at different times,suffer together.' believed in the progress of man,and I
still believe fervently in it,therefore my disappointment,that otheishave interpreted
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this meaning to foster their own aims,to satisfy their craving for power and to bring
utter destruction to peoples and countries, In the name of progress they have committed
the most unheard-of crimes,a.nd even today,deportation,slave labour and murder is covered by the name of progress.
My second great disappointment has growing steadily during the last 30 years.I have
fervently believed that the theories which are covered by the name of socialism will
bring about the society of which we all dream." society in which no one goes hungry,
in which no one will be afraid to be hauled off in the dead of night, in which everyone
can express his opinion without fear to hose his head,and together,can elect or reject
those men who are entrusted with the care of the community.Sone peoples have already
achieved these aims,as expressed in the foregoing 4 lines,but the greater part of the
globe is filled with peoples who can only dream of these things.
My third great disappointment has started with the end of the great war in 1945 and
it convulses me with renewed force every day I take the newspaper in my hand,The peoples have believed that the United Nations who have defeated the "Axis" forces in
Europe and Asia will now draw together and - we still balive - that they can prevent
war effectively.Instead we realize with horror that a tHira7War seems to be only a matter
of time,a few years perhaps.
There is ewer of words" going on now,and we may assume that it will lead to a general clash of arms,to the falling of bombs,to the destruction of cities to the mass killing of peoples - if we still continue in our"muddled way of thinking"as the physicist
Sir achard Paget called it.The linguists have already realised(since the last 100 years)
that"language is the vehicle of thought"(Lewis) and by using language we can influence
the thought of people.This seems to be a platitude,but the last world war has proved that
this brain mechanism,brought into play by unscrupulous men,can destroy a continent.Now
we see that similar forces are at work to destroy the peace of the world and in the end
to destroy the world.
There is one possible remedy - to adopt the method of the scientist,to analyse the
worda,to analyse our thoughts and to learn how to handle"inflammable" and "explosive"
meanings,which by their very vagueness can do infinite harm.By seeing the"things behind
the words",by using the method of the chemist,who weighs and measure the real things,
not the words for them,may we be able to recognize those men,who feed us with words,
instead of the things.We can translate now vague words and draw up a list of the minimum
of things for the members of the human race,exprossed in calories,in floor space of
dwellings,halls and churohes,where we can live and think and speak,without a secret police knocking at the door.Ask the scientist and the engineer and they will tell you that
this minimum can be achieved - and the first thing to do for us, is to adapt the language of the scientist and the engineereThere is a difference between their language an
the language of the politician,and we must study these differences and the meaning of
the words we use.M.M.Lewis,the author of a recently published book "Language in Society"
Nelson and Sons,London)(106) sayss
"le need men,and groups of men,who will devote themselves to the new disciplinethe social semantics of language."
We seem to be convinced that education,and especially education in citizenship will
remove the threat of war.But when we look from this point of view upon the human beings
of this planet,we find that about 755e are illitorate,or 3 people out of 4.Yet,we may
think that we could educate the people3of this earth in citizenship without teaching
them how to read and to write.The same author,Lewis,provides us withupe astonishing
evidence,that it was so far impossible to induce illiterate people to 7 improved methods
of agriculture - without learning to read and write."Universal adult literacy is the
first essential in the organisation of a community for the improvement of techniques
of living."
In other words,we must start to teach more than 1 billion and 500 million of people
first to read and to walte,before we caneaucate them in citizenship.This is an enormous
task,considering the fact,that there are more than 3000 languages on this plenet,and a
textbook or primer which may be used for the villages in a plain,may be useless for
tae villages behind the mountain.The written words are symbols,and these symbols are
different in different languages,and moreover many are vague in reaning.Lowis asks:
"Haw are societies to use symbolic communication not to destroy,but to build;
not as a weapon of war but as the chief means of achieving unity of thought,
feeling ,and action?Hee"
S lhpgraphy can be this medium.Primers can be printed(with pictures and the symbols or the whole world, for every country and for every people.and smantography can
enable the people to recognize the vague meanings and translate them in2'real ones.
Read now the following list of chapters, stretching over more than SOO pages,the work
of a practical engineer,and then,read the whole book.
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DEDICATION TO THOSE WHO DEFIED DEATH

DEDICATION

This book about a new kind of common "language" is dedicated to
those,who understand Ltother common "language".
That other common "language" goes further than the common language
of music,further than the common language of love
That other language is spoken with eye and heart only,and understood at the risk of death.
In our time and in all times men and women have answered that
language and have died for it.
In the dead of night - a knock at the door:
Outside a human being,persecuted and hunted.A strange face frog'
a strange country,speaking a strange language.
But the eyes speak - that other language.
To answer means almost certain death to the whole family.
Can we ever imagine the torments, the fear,the anguish, the desperation arid, the agonies of those men and women who answered that
language?
Down in the cellar,amid rubbish and cobwebs lives a human being.
No s it seems to be so human being any more. It shivers and treMbles,it
rots and decays.For months and for years,it has not seen the gold of
the sun,the blue of the sky,ana the green of the land.But his eye
shines through the darkness and meets the eye of his saviour,who
brings him a share of his own meagre ration.
Their eyes speak with each other and they give courage to each
cther.Don't be afraid Brother,SisterlLet's hold,hold out,until until the catchers cane and led them both away.And let them dig
their graves first.
But many lived to breathe again without fear.
To you Brothers and Sistersi who answered that language across
the barbed wires of race„oreed,nation,language and misunderstanding
- to you this book is dedicated.
In your spirit -- the future will be built.

THANKS TO MY PEOPLE

n FRIENDS
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To my father and mother,whom I owe all I am and who are
not more with me.To my wife for all her encouragement End
for her infinite patience.She read every page of every manuscript of which four were torn up.Thanks to Mr. J.C.Lindsay
of London,who helped us so much.

I am indebted to Mre.Betty Stoltenhoffaissistant Secretary
of the Australian Psychology Centre for all her advice and
help .To all my friends who showed interest in this venture
and who encouraged me throughout the 6 years of work,my
deep gratitude.

"l ABLY THREE HUNDRED YE RS AGO
it began to dawn upon a few human minds that language, instead
of being left to the hazards of a slow evolutionoould be
intelligeutly interfered with and directed towards a desirable goal...
One linguistic discovery of the seventeenth century is of
special imortance,because it suggested a tiossible remedy for
the confusion of tongues.The labours of Jesuit missionaries
diffused new knowledge about Chinese script.To seventeenth
century Europe,Chineseyalsoript which substituted words for
sounds was a wholly novel way of writing.Still more novel
was one consequence of doing so.To the reader of The Loom
of Language it is now a commonplace that two people from
different parts of China can read the same text without being able to converse with one another.To seventeentih century
Europe it was a nine days wonder,and the knowledge of it brchronized with a spectacular innovation.Symbolic algebra was
taking new shapes.The invention of the logarithms and the
calculus of Leibnitz,himself in the forefront of the lingu-
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linguistic movement,geve mankind an international vocabulary
of computation and motion.
Without doubt,the novelty of mathematical symboligmeand
the novelty of Chinese logographio writing influenced the
first proposals for a system of international communication
through script.Leibnitz corresponded with Jesuit missionaries
to find out as much as possible about Chinese;end Descartes,
the French philosopher-mathematician outlined a steme for a
constructed language in 1629...
In 1661 George Dalgarno of Aberdeen g also author of a language for the deaf and duMbpand inventor of a new type of
shorthand applicable to all languages published the Ars
Algjc
zum,or Universal Character and Universal Language.
In 1668 Bishop nlkinspone of the founders of the lkoyal
Societyl pubIished the Essat
aracteranda
Philosophical Language ...
The ambition of both was to design something that would
be speakable as well as writeable...
Their continental contemporary Lelbnitz,famous for introducing the modern symbolism of the infinitesimal calculus,
knew something of Delgarnien as well as Wilkineian,and rejected both of them for not being "philosophioal" enough.
Since the age of nineteen he had dreamed of a language
which was to be "an algebra of thought" in the service of
science and philosophy...
Then he took up the task of providing his dictionary or
conceptual catalogue with a grammarphe broke new ground.
Unfortunately he never put his views into book form.They
remained unnoticed by all his successors with the exception
of Peano,a twentieth century mathematical logician who also
invented Interlingue.What puts Leibnitz far in advance of
his time is that he recognized the scientific basis of intel -ligent language-planning...
...he is way in front of Esperanto .?fie shoots ahead of
many of our own contemporaries - Peeno apart...
...all this tallies with the fruits of research in comparative grammar two hundred years later.Leibnitz was far
ahead of his time in other ways...he anticipates Ogden's
Basic by embarking on an analysis of the particles to ascertain their meaning and the requisite minimum number...
Still it is not fair to say that the efforts of Dalgarno,
Wilkins,or Leibnitz were fruitlees.It may well be true that
international reforgof scientific nomenclature initiated by
Systema Naturae of Linnaeus was catalysed by controversy
which his more ambitious predecessor provoked.The movement
which can to a focus in the Systeme Natrae encouragederevision of chemical terminology with results which its author could not have foreseen.It created an international
vocabulary of Latin and Greek rocts.In a sense, though unwittingly,revision of chemical terminology realised Wilkin's
dream of a real charecter.Modern chemistry has a vocabulary
of ideographic and pictographic symbols for about a quarter
of a million pure substances now known."
from "The Loom of Language by Frederick Bodmer,
edited and arranged by Lancelot Hogben,inventor
of Interzlossa,author of "Mathematics for the
Million","Science for the Citizen" etc.
(5)
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APOLOGY AND EXPLANATION
"Tons comprendre c'est tous pardonner."
"Understanding all is excusing all."
French Proverb
"It is only natural that proposals for new international languages and the like are usually put forward
by people inspired by such a burning zeal that they set
out their idea with a showmanship and skill of someone
trying to sell his wares."
P)
Stanley Rundle
Well,this quotation seems to be a pretty fair judgement
of the inexcusable manner in which the preface of this book
titled INTRODUCTION- AND SUITUARY has been writtenet preface
contains the usual apologies and the confessions of guilt
about all the shortcomings for which the author assumes
full responsibility,etc.Instead of,the preface of this book
oaontains so many wild assumptions and incredible boasts
that,no doubt,most people got very much annoyed.If there is
still a little bit of good will left in the reader,ho may so I hope - accept this apology and explanation. To understand what beset the author means - at least partially - to
excuse him.
Admittedly the boasts are preposterous.But the end may
justify the means.The end is to attract the interest of the
reader.This book,judging from the title,does not look like
entertaimment.It puts up an appearance of science.Now l people
interested in science are simply flooded with publications.
It is a sheer impossibility for anybody to read all the
books l even in one's special sphere only.The best he or she
can do,is to glance through the pages and put the book away
for reference sometimes later - perhaps.Publishers of scientific literature have realised this and theyprint an introduction and summary to most books and articles.
Now what the author wanted to prevent at all cost is a
yarn on the part of the reader.If it can't be an approving
nod and a quickening interest,at least it should be a gnashing of teeth.Becauso this at least is a sign for an interest,although an interest bearing the negative sign - .
.
This chapter tries to convert the - into a
READABLE IN ALL LANGUAGES.
This preposterous boast must have exasperated any linguist and even anybody who has some knowledge of a foreign
language.It may mean that a sentence written in semantography could be read right away in any, no - in "all" languageseAnd we know that languages vary considerably in their
word order and sentence construction.Aa Leonhard Bloomfield
put it:
"It is enough for us to know that nearly all the
structural features of nur language which we are inclined
to accept as universal - features such as the actor-action
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sentence,the elaborate part-of-speech system,or the
special inflections of our noun and verb - are peculiarities of the Indc-Eurcpean family of languages
and are by no means universal in human speech,"
(16)
Now that boast "readable in all languages" never intended to mean that a sentence in semantogranhy can be read
word after word in any languaae.It is to be understood that
the reader would (1) glance over the symbols comprising the
whole sentence,would then (2) get its meaning and would then
(3) translate it in the proper word order in his native
tongue.Actually this is the way how all translations are
done.If we have to translate a sentence from French in English
we would first glance over the French word cluster for instance
quIest-Oe one cela?
But we Would never translate it in the same word order fts
What is this That this that?
After we got its reanira we would say:
-What's this?

Conseouently the smantographic symbols

2
will be read by an
Englishman: That is the time?
Frenchman: Q,uel hour est-il maintenant? (What hour is it
now?)
Spaniard: LQue horn es?
(What hour is?)
Russian :
Chinese:4

CKO.ribK 0 YaC
)'D.11-Xjtg..1-1

(How much hour?)
What time is it by your
watch? )

To cite Prof.117.omfield again:
"41. graph like 71 is read in English as 'seventy-one'
in German as 'one and seventyt,in French as 'sixty-eleven',
in Danish as 'one and half-four-times' (sc.,'tventy') etc."
(10
Even a Trobriand Islander - if he were to learn semantographyl nr only the numerals 1 2 3 4 etc. in the mission
would be able to express the meaning in his languschool
age (totally different from ours) which Frof.Malinowskt has
studied so carefully and on which he gave such an admirable
account in "The Mean Ina of Meanina" (17).
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DEMOCRACY,NATION AND OTHER CONTROVERSIAL T3RMS
If the linguistic treatment of words,grammarl syntaxy-etc.
in this book may have exasperatetithe linguists onlyl the controversial chapters may exasperate anybody who has his own
opinion about world events."Why on earth,"would friendly
people cryyvidid he need to touch such inflammable material
in a book on a symbol writina.Instead of friends,he is going
to make a host of enemies!"
"Why indeed? In fact,' never intended it.Vlhen I started
to build up my symbol vocabulary,' never thought that I would
have to go into that.' had before me the 850 words of
Ogden's Basic English and I constructed a symbol for elkch
of those 850 words.Then I thought the task would be simple.
To write down a *ord like democracy I would simply have to
look up The General Basic English Dictionaayaiving more
than 40.000 senses of over 23.000 words, in Basic English(18)
(published by Evans Brothers Limited London) and there I
would have it neatly compiled in a few words of the 850
Basic words
DMOCRACY,Nation with representative or other form of
government by the public;society in which all men are
looked on as equal.
Well,this definition contains just 22 Basic words and
all I have to da r ts just write down my 22 symbols for those
22 BASiC words.
It looks simple,doesn't it?But there was no go.The very
few words nationyrepresentativeygovernmentypublicysocietyy,
equal, defied translation into geometrical lines.
If I wold have chosen geometrical lines,totally arbitrary like . for nation, dt• for representative, *') for government the thing would have been quite simpleybut this
would exert a heavy strain on the memory and moreover,'
had set the principle for this new kind of writing as
follows:
NO ARBITRARY SYMBOLS. EVERY SYMBOL MUST DIRECTLY OR
INDIRECTLY,SOM2HOW OR OTHERWISEI INDICATE GEOLTTRICAILY
THE GEOMETRICAL STRUCTURE OF REAL THINGS.
An exception is to be made only for those arbitrary symbols which are already used internationally like ? 1 % ( )
- + x r etc.
So the symbol for nation must show geometrically the
real things which constitute a nation .A symbol for representative must represent geometrically the meaning of to
represent.The symbol for aovernmentypublic l society??? then I realised that I have got myself into a terrific
mess.A wise man would have given up.Only a fool would have
continued. I cho0se the latter course.
The following paragraphs will explain why the construction of an international spoken language is so much more
simple than the construction of such a kind of symbol writing.
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HOW AN INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE IS MADE.
During the last 100 years more than 300 proposals for
an international language have been published.To use a
metaphor'
s-11 those proposals are like different imposing
buildings which are very cleverly constructed.Now we must
distinguish between the different structures which the inventors have designed and the stones which they have taken from sore le quarriee.The structure is the grammatical
system, the prefixes and suffixes,the word order,etc.All
this constitutes the ideas of the inventor.But now come the
stones which represent the words.And herewith certain exceptions,the originality of the inventors stopped.They
choose the stones where they could find them.And their quasiries were the languages. Sorge took their stones exclusively
from Latin, like Peano (Interlingua),/some exclusively from
Greek ,like Hogben (Interglossa),some from Greek,Latin,German and Russian,like Zamenhof (Esoersnto),some like Rosenberger ( a practical engineer) and his co-workers examined
the quarries of English,Yrench,Ital1an,Spanish,Latin,German
and Russian and ohOose those which he could find simultaneously in all or the most of these quarries.Coneequently
his Idiom Neutral has a "vocabulary of greatest internationality,almost exclusively Neo-Latin"(Gue:rard).The fault
with all these vocabularies is, that they entirely neglect
the languages of Africa and Asia.
But from our point of view,Tords in all languages have
one great and even irreparable fault.They are arbitrary
sounds only, pith no inherent meaning - with no direct or
i
ndirect indication of the real thines.Does the sound
w-a-t-e-r indicate really water? Or does a-q-u-a, or sea-u
or a-g-u-a or v-o-d-a indicate that liquid better? No ,these
sounds have no direct or indirect indication of the real
thing.The word sound s-p-l-a-s-h contains such an indirect
indication because it imitates the sound produced by throwing a thing into water l but such sound imitations like
selashl gong,bang l crack of the whip etc. are onlyasznall mir.71717f7 in the languages.
So it oomes that a lot of homophones (same sound) exists
in all langusges.The sound board means a piece of wood and
a committee of men .The sound match means a stick of wood
to make fire and a marriage.Is there any sense in this?No,
its silly.And what means the sound o-u-l-t-u-r-e ? For ten
people it may have ten different meanings.The result is a
mess of misunderstanding.As Ogden and Richards surote in
Ths Teaning of Meaning:

"It is not surprising that a consideration of the ways
in which language has been made to serve mankind in
the past should frequently lead to a sceptical reaction.As an able but little known writer has remarked:
Suppose someone to assert:The estak distims the
doshes.You don't know what this meane;n6fdo I.
But if we assume that it is English,we know that
the dashes are distimmed by the gostak.We know
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know too that one distimmer of dashes is a •ostak.
If moreover the doshes arc galloonst we know that
soma galloons are distimmed by the ostak.And so
we may go on, and so re often do go on."
Well then, can we find anything in the sound p-e-o-p-l-e
or n-a-t-i-o-n- or inift Greek word d-e--m-o-s (meaning people.) which indicate a multitude of human beings? No,we cAn't.
These are abritrary sounds only.
So we must come to the conclusion that most words in all
languages have no direct or indirect indication of the real
things.Ia alphabetical writing any sound may be made to
stand for anything.
So the language planners had actually an easy job.They
could take any sound, say gostak and decree that it should
mean 12221.121 Take it or leave it.
BUILDING- A Gag2TRICAL LANGUAGE.
A "geometrical language" could only be a "written" language.But here at last is a possibility to indicate the
real things by geometrical lines which follow the outline
of real things in re.l opace.Here at last is a possibility
to abandon total arbitrariness and invent a "language"
which could be "truer" than arbitrary sounds are.
When the pioneers started out,300 years ago,to invent
such a "geometrical language" they failed to realise this.
They build up their aeomtric°N,1 "words" with totally arbitrary lines,which in no way inlioated the real thing.Consequently their syst&T. imposed a terrific strain on the mind
of the learner to nerorize all those quee7 and arbitrary
lines, the same strain which is imposed onAhe learner of a
foreign language to memorize all those cueer and arbitrary
sounds, which constitut, the vocabulary of any language.
'nits arbitrnrineu of words - totally disconnecte from

the real thtnRs

imPosin.-z tremendous strain on the frail

human mind, seems to be the real cause why most of our learning of foreign languages failed,why Esperanto and any constructed sound language failed and why the arbitrary aeometrical languages have failed.
To understand this, it will be very instructive to have a
glance at previously invented geometrical languages.This
will help us also to realise the important difference of
this system of semantography - in which every symbol must
indicate directly or indirectly the real things of our
real world.
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THE PIONIERS OF A CONSTRUCTED GEOMTRICAL LANGUAGE
In 1651 George Dalgarno of Aberdeen published his ArIS
SIGITORUM or UNIVERSAL CHARACTER AND PHILOSOPHICAL LANGUAGE.
(5) It consisted of geometrical signs indicating 17 classes
of notionsprith other signs indicating subolasses.But Dalgarno was not satisfied with a written language only.Ho
ranted it to be spoken too.And so,besides his geometrical
signs for his classes ) he allocated a letter from the alphabet to each of them. K = political matters, N natural
objects etc.Subclasses were indicated by vowels,thus Ke
judicial affairs,Ki = criminal offences ) Ku = war.
As H. Jacob (19) said:
'Dalgarnos system shows the complete lack of a praoticil basispit is purely artificial and difficult to
learn.Yet it had the merit of being the first concrete
contribution to a problem which was so early recognized:
Seven years later John Wilkine,Bishop of Chester,one of
the founders of the Royal Society; invented his R-Taa, CHARACTER AND PHILOSOPHICAL LANGUAGE on similar lines as Dalgarno,
Herebelow is a facsimile of one nage of his book)showing
the principal geometrical symbols for his classes.
Cha

Concerning a Real Character

TRANSCnn.

AN=LS

General

-.0%.- Exanguious

Rel.mixed

-V- Fish

Rel.of Action-A- Bird
Beast
Discourse

.-u- PA-RTS
_

God

---- Peculiar

World

-+- General

Element

—JL— QUANTITY
Magnitude

Stone
Metal

-At. Space

HERB consid.accord.Measure
to the
-- QUALITY
Leaf

ACTION

_j_.
'`nm
.3..

—17—

Spiritual
Corporeal
Yotion
Operation
RELATION

4- Oeconomic
—.- Possessive
Provisory

-a-...

Civil

—17—

Judicial

' Military
Naval

Flower

--- Power Nat. .34. Eccles.

Seed-vessel

—.L.

Habit
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Shrub

-XL-

Manners
-74-

Tree
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quality sensible
Disease

-4-

The Differences are to be affixed unto that ebd which is
on the left side of the Character,according to this order;
1

3

2
Imm•■•■•■•

4

5

7

6

8

9

.
41■
.

The Species should be affixed at the other end of Character accordintr to the like order.
2

1
•■•■■■11L

3
■••■■if

4

5

6

7

rmwmil ■=ftram.17

9

8
■.1■
1

,■710

(End of facsimile)
In order to read and write these symbols the knowledge of
a vast catalogue of notions is necessary with all the divisions and subdivisions into Differences"and"Species" ,which
are indicated by the small lines at the end of the horizontal basioal line which is found in all symbols (Bee above).
Herebelow is an example,the symbol for
1+i

DAY

explained by "Vilkine as follows:
"DAY.This generical character is auvointed to signify the
genus of lagzure-The affix on the left hand,making a
right angle with the lower side of the Lire, signifies
the fifth difference,which is lr.easure of Time.The affix
at the other end,making the like angle doth denote the
fifth Species,viz.Dav NaturaI l which is described to he
the time of the Suns motLon from one ::p.ridian to the
same again."
()
Herebelow are some other"words" constructed by Wilkins
for the complete translation of the Lord's _gayer and the
Creed
far

r4
m1
da y

coming
min

life

rri

We see at once that all these syuCcols are -wholly arbitrary.They do not indicate in any way the geometrical outline of the real things which they represent.As said before, to read and write Vilkins characters you have to kno7
by hart all the divisions and su-ndivisions of the vast
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vast catalogue down to every notion.This would impose a
terrific strain on the human mind.Mnreover "any addition
to knowledgepa single discovery,a fresh interpretation,
calls for a complete overhaul of the catalogue."(BodmerHogben).
Other attempts on a philosophical symbol language were
based on similar claseification systems/Me disciples of
Condillao,the Ideologists,took up the problem of an artificial language considered solely as a classification and
an abstract notation of ideas...Many"numerical languages
have been devised upon that principle of classification
the latest...is Timerio...1-80-17 I loveyou." (Guerard)0D).
The great mathematicians Descartes and Leibnitz occupied themselves with this problem without however publishing a single geometrical symbol.
"Leibnitz knew something of Dalgarnian as well Ws
Wilkinsian,and rejected both of them for not being "philosophical" enough."(Bodmer-Hcbgben)(5).
"What Leibnitz desired was a script or notation similar to that of the Chinese,but "better than theirs" and he
thought that this "might be introduced if small figures
were employed in the place of words,which would represent
visible things by their lines ' and the invisible b_ the
visible,which accompany them".(0gden-Richards) 17
'Italics are mine l also in the following quotation
Ogden and Richards sum up the situation as it is today:
"But this speculative construction,which first occupied his attention at the age of 18,and was constantly
in his thoughts,espectally about the year 1679,and when
it became cleaefthat he would not have the strength to
proceed with it, still remains where Leibnitz thus left
it
(17)
STAKING THE CLAIMS FOR SEMANTOGRAPHY
The foregoing representation has been givem to show the
reader what has been done in this field before.This is neaessary in order to recognize any advancement and advantage
of this new system, in which every symbol must,directly or
inddireotlyi indicate the geormtrical structure of the real
things.This would first remove the arbitrariness and would
help the memory and secondly,would make this writing nearer to the actual structure of our world and therefore
"truer" than phonetic writing.
Semantography starts therefore where the caveman started:
in drawing the outline of things.Chinese writing,which is
a naturally grown picture writing, started similarlyaut during the thousands of years,Chinese calligraphists modified
the lines until the outline of the real things was more or
less lost.To this came philosophers and poets who added
queer arbitrary characters to indicate special philosophical and poetical notions.Today, Chinese writing is overloaded with complicated and cumbersome characters.Still,the
outline of the things are discernible in a number of them.
The reader may peluee the 1et ee the foregeing pages 6 - 8.
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Here now are the claims for semantography:
1.It is a new system of symbol writing roaddble in all
langtages,"truer" in meaning than phohetic writing.
2.Every symbol must indicate directly or indirectly
the real things of our world,with the exception of
3.Already Internationally recognised symbols,which are
incorporated because of their internationality.
4.The symbols are devised as simply as possible to
be typable on ar specially adjusted typewriter of
ordinary size.
5.A new kind of grammar,based on the natural sciences,
6.Easy recognition of fnllacicus -and controversial terms.
Taking these features into consideration and comparing
them with what has already been done or not done in this
field, semantography may be regarded as a novelty.
BUT WHY THE DABBLING IN POLITICS?
From the foregoing paragragraphs it becomes apparent that
the methods of the linguists who planned Esperanto l Ido,Interlingua etc. could not be used to write down geometrically
the notions of 2eople,nation lgovernment,demooracy,etc.
An arbitrary word like nacio (Esperanto-) or naciono (Ida)
to stand for nation is simple to inventaut in a geometrical
writing,the symbol for nation must show the real things,the
human beings who form the nation.However,the mere outline
of human beings would apparently not be enough to indicate
what we understand by nation.S0 what do we understand by
this word? any human beings speaking the same language or
having the same faith or similar bodily features? But there
are nations were different languages are spoken,different
religions adhers&to and where the people have the most
diversified bodily features.So what is actually the meaning
of the word nation?
The reader may already realise the great difficulties
which the construction of semantographic symbols encountered.The dictionaries were of no help.So the reasoning of
the chemist and physicist had to be enployed.I had no intention tc go into all these political znatters.It was forced
upon me by the principle of semantography - and by my critics.
If you claim that semantogranhy is a writingi "truer"
than phonetic writing," they said,"thalwrite down governvent of the Teople and let's see if your symbols say more
than words about it!"
You see,there was no way out of the difficulties than
to face them.
So these controversial chapters had to be written,and
no doubt they may antagonize a lot of readers.But many readers may perhaps think that the new approach is helpful to
understand the meaning of such words.After all the world is
in dire need of any new approach to these inflammable
matters.
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RELIGION
If some chapters may antagonise the linguists, and some
other chapters repel the politically minded readers, same
other chapters may make religious readers shudder in horror.In fact,' myself was appalled by the aspect,but again
there was no way out,than to face the facts.
The words above,below,forward,backward have no meaning
in empty spaoe.To give them a meaning we must establish
a system of reference from which we measure (above the sealevel,below this mark) The semantographic symbols for these
words indicate clearly the relativity of their meaning.
In the same way,geometrical symbols for Rood,bad,right
wrong show that they have no absolute meaning, unless we
establish a system of reference.The great founders of religions have established such systems of reference,which
are similar in the great religians.We call it ethics.
But unfortunately many people do not adher to it and
so each person establish his own system of reference and
judges only according to his own mind what is good and
what is bad, right or rrongThe result is this miserable
"world of our7717th all its human afflictions.
Well, the semantographic symbols for these notions show
clearly the relativity of their meaning and they caused me
a great lot of worry.Consequently I did a lot of stammering
and explaining throughout the book l until I came to the last
chapter.By the preparation of it, I came across a paper of
a great psychiatrist,who advocated the very same treatment
of these notions as the basis of a nation-wide re-education
for the preservation of peace.He even referred to the Bible
in support of his theory.After that I felt a lot battc:,
and I made full use of his paper for votp.tions,but I am
still much worried about the reaction of many readers.
A PLEA .713R UNDERSTANDIG
I beg to analogize for all the shortcomings of this book
of which I am very well aware.' hope that all explanations
will help towards understanding the great difficulties which
I had to face. Perhaps - so I hope - semantography may really
be of some help.It all depends now on the readers.
The greatest difficulties are still ahead: to convince
the people in authority and to bring them so far,that they
should give the idea a try-aut.Every reader could help towards the realisation of this aim.Then all the labours of
six years will not be in vain.

BOOK 1 THE IDEA OF SEMANTOGRAPHY
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BOOK T.

BRIDGING THE LANGUAGES

THE CASE FOR SCIENCE

"The hope of the world are the universities of the
world."
Walter Murdoch (V)
"All nationalities have the honour of publishing
their scientific productions in their own languages so
that there are now scientific works not only in all
principal European languages,but also in Roumanian,
Czeohl Eagyar l Armenian,J-apanese.The confusion of languages in scientific publications have grown to such an
extent that the great scientist Max Mailer has been induced to appeal but in vain - to his confreres to restrict themselves to the six languages English,French,
German,Italian,Latin,Spanish.This however would be a
very insufficient remedy.For where is the student who
could learn only to read those six languages?
Report of the American Philosophical Society, 1887
(21)
"Scientists have such vital need of co-operation that
they will gladly clothe their thoughts in the language
that will be common to their international fraternity,
just as they did of old in Latin."
(fl
. Sylvia Pankhurst
The language Babel is a serious handicap to science and
in turn to industryt oommerce,traffic i etc.
Scientific research suffers foremost.Important publications and reports are printed in too many languages t in small
and costly editionst many of them out of reach,financially
and (because of language) spiritually, for the great fraternity of science workers.
The result is that costly equipment,costly work and
costly thought are sometimes spent uselessly to arrive at
scientificdata already published somewhere in a less known
language.Scientific international co-operation,the magic
key to past successes, is seriously endwigered.
The victims are not only the scientists but the nations.
All the blessings which science has bestowed on mankind in
defeating diseases,raising the crops,uncovering the riches
of the deep and producing new materials and new amenities,
all this,and much morephas been made possible only by the
active co-operation of the men in science and the men in
industry.The men engaged in commerce and traffic have done
their share to bring this within reach of the average man.
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LANGUAGE, THE HANDICAP IN SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

Every man and woman, concerned with the future, is therefore deeply interested that scientific international cooperation should go on and be intensified.We are convinced
that scientific research in economice l psychologypsociology,
etc.if properly conducted and internationally co-ordinated,
could alleviate the miseries,which beset the nations today,
THE HANDICAP
"Berthelotpthe great chemist,complained that,while in
his youth,with four modern languages only at his command
he could keep in touch with scientific activity everywhere t he could no longer do so at the dawn of the twentieth century."
Albert 1,4on Guerard
(240)
"In my on field,I have had occasion to see the way
in which excellent works written in Danish which might
have exerted a deep influence on contemporary linguistic
thought had remained practically unknown outside of Scandinavia."
Otto Jespersen
(23)
A thousand years ago science and scientific study were
confing/ed to a few only.7or them Latin served perfectly.
But today,thousends of scientific stations in universities,
hospitals and factories are established in almost every
country and the science workers there converse with each
other in their native tongue.
Centuries ago the handicap had been recognized and language learning has been made a major item in education.The
result however was not encouraging.It takes apparently a
terrific effort to overcome the strength of the mother
tongue in the mother country and to learn and memorize
thousands of strange words to be used in a strange word order and according to a strange grnmmar.
Nevertheless the science workers realised the importance
of language for their -eork and they have forced themselves
to learn Latin,Greek l Enlish,FrenchyGerman ' etc.in order to
benefit by and to keel) up scientific co-operation and communication.Now they would have to add a dozen or more languages.There would be ne time left for research.
THE STRENGTH OF

r-al.

MT= TONGUE

°We all know how pityful meagre is the knowledge of
say,Frenohl aquired by intelligent English boys or girls
who study this language for four or five years.Yet
French and English resemble one another quite closely haw much command of Chinese or Russian would such learners gain in the same time?"
S.A.Lauwerys
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7HE STRENGTH OF THE MOTHER TONGUE IS IRRESISTIBLE 053)
"We have failed in our 1anguage teaching despite the
generous allocation of time ,that has often led to the
neglect of other vital subj ects. 0
"If neither method nor t eacher be to blame,we must)Leek+
to some difficulty inherent in the subject itself..."
(19)
H. Jacob
"In the days of Tsarist Russia the speaking of the
Lithuanian language was absolutely forbidden and the
penalties for breaking this decree were very severe,
emetimes death.
Nevarthelessowhen Lithuania was declared an independent state, some two centuries after the passing of the
decree,the language was still spoken by 93% of its inhabitents.The main effect which the decree hadwas to preserve the language in its more archaic farm,as it had
not been free to develop."
Stanley Rundle (15)
Even the penalty of death canaot suppress the irresistible urge 1.ri a human being to gc on sneaking as his mother
spoke to him.The mother tongue seems to be an irrepressible
force.And there is the fact that a child,learning to speak,
will easily aquire any tongue,whereas an adult,already entrenched in his mother tonguecwill not.The great linguist
Otto Iespersen devoted a great part of his book "Latxuage"
to this phenomen.The mother plays the great role in this
process.She likes to babble with her child! "And now we are
going to wash the little mouth.And now we are going to wash
the little nose .And now we are going to wash the little ear,
(24) .The great language teacher Berlitz has build up a worldwide language-teaching business on exactly the same process,
but his pupils were no children any more-Claire Booth Luce
sarcastically commented that women must assume responsibility
for the mess which men have made of this world,becauze women
brought up the boys.We call cur language the mother tongue,
not father tongue.MOthers from all parts of the world emigrated to the United Statee l to Canada, to South Americapto
Australia and els:err/ ere and brought up their children there.
Now we have in all these countries and cities large communities which cling to their mother tongue; and the girls in
turn become mothers and babble with their children in the
mother tongue,and so it goes on and on.
There is only one force which can put up a little resistance against the overwhelming force of the mother tongues
selfepreservation.Then it is a matter of to live or to
starve,people will aquire some bits of another tongue.Then
people are forced to speak in a foreign language in order
to make a living,they will learn it,but they will readily
fall back in their mother tongue whenever they can.Actually
they can think only in their mother tongue.Just observe a
foreigner in a business deal.When it comes to a mathematical calculation, say 347 x 45 he will start to whisper - in
his native toneue.
Footnote: when all books of the mimeographed edition were bound, we still
found many typing mistakes, Claire corrected them by hand, Sometimes whole
words were missing, and Claire put them in. mementos to her patient help.
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THE FAILURE OF LANGUAGE LEARNING TN SCHOOL

(54,

Lucky the boys and girls who can go to school and learn
the language of the country.At home they may babble in some
dialect,but the school, the teachers,the signboards, the newspapers,the advertisments everywhere,the constant influence
Of the literary language of the country will enable them, to
read and to understand what they read.But millions who have
left primary school and became farmers and morkere have
great difficulties to write nr "correct" letter,or to speak
"properly" the school language - if their mothers did not
speak to them in that language.
But if the influence of a language is not exerted constantly,ifit is only restricted to a few hours of language
study a week,then the result ; in most cases is practically
nil.Vhatever we study of 7rench,Latin,Greek or any other
language in school l aided by the best teachers,the best
books,the best methods,we learn only with utmost difficulties and re forget it readily the moment we leave school.
A few gifted People rill aauire a working knowledge of one
or even more foreign tonguelbutthey are the exceptions.
True enough, science has made great progress even in language teaching.The scientists,grouped in the twenty year
old Linguistic Society of America are now leading the world
and they have achieved miracles in teaching U.S.soldiers
nalay,Chinese,Arabic,TIrdu and many more languages.-3ut again
it was a MTJST.The terrific pressure of war :was brought to
bear on the men to dig a trench, handle a gun and learn a
language.It ,eras self--ereservation and this is the only force
which can overcome somewhat the irresistible force of the
mother tongue.
It's an irresistible"force"like gravit=tion.It's just
there. 71e have to take it into account .We have to face the
fact that the peoples cf this world are,as a whole,monolinguistic.They speak only one tongue,the mother tongue and
there arc 3000 different mother tongues on this planet.
PROPOSED REMEDIES
"The fallacy that we can establish one universal
speech has long since been exploded.The aim is more
modest, to create an instrument of communication,which
is higly precise and sufficiently simple and easy to
our mobe used as a common auxiliary language be
H.
Jacob
(19)
ther tonsue."
"There are some 4000 Esperanto books.The League of
Nations has published a favourqble memor ,,ndum (compiled
from government reports)on the teaching ef Esperanto...
The Paris Chamber of Commerce and the London County
Council teach Esperanto in their commercial schools...
In 1925 the International Telegraphic u nion officially
recognized Esperanto as a "clear language u ...In December 1927,44 stations were giving regular Esperanto
transmiesions...Cver 50 schemes have appeared for "reformed" Esceranto,"reformed" Ida or some compromise;
none of these lorc:cts,bowever,has had any sucoess."
Encyclopaedia Britannica 14th Ed.(25)

THE MFFICULTIES IN LANGUAGE DIFFERENCES
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Auxiliary international languages have been proposed;
more than 300 different very ingenious systems.Enthusiasts
in all countries have fought a lonely battle.On many scientific congresses the urgent problem has been raised and
committees appointed to study its solution.
But nothing came of it.The committee members realised
apparently, that they themselves would have to force themselves to learn and to use either Esperanto,Ido,Novial,
Interlin g ua,Basio Enwlish,Speedwords,Interglossa or some
other scheme.But even if they would be ready for the sacrifice l and even if they could unanimously agree on one
scheme (which they have not) ,their would not be able to
force the other science workers to memorize many thousands
of strange words,least of all to use them.
"If it is word economy that you vant l u answered the inventors," we have itl Only 250 0 words,unly 1000,only 850,
only 445 words are to be memorisedo task of a few months
only!"
The figures may be correot,but they do not tell the
whole story.There is more behind it than just the memorizing of a few hundred words.
Let us list the difficulties we face in our own and in
foreign languages. Herebelow are a few examples.
1.Different words for the sane thing: table,desk,tablet,etc.
2.The Barns word has different meanings: a dining _table and
a time table,but literal translation leads to nonsense.
3.The same word used in the same meaning l aquires a different
meaning in combination with other words: table top and
table land.gain trnslation leads to nonsense.
4.The same word used in the same maaning,aquires a different
meaning even in similar sentences.The cook tabled the
soup means put it on the table to be eaten,The senator
tabled the bill,means in the United Stslrles Congresstzl,
it on the table of the presiding officer to remove it
from consideration.But in to British and AustrRlian parliaments it means just the opposite.
b.ln all the above cases we dealt with a real entity,a
table,of which we can form a clear mental picture.But
when it comes to abstract words,like "abstraction ",the
pitfalls increase by the "square u .To abstract means even
to steal.
6.The so-called Particles,Prepcsitions,PostPosttiona l prelittle devils,which defixes,suffixes,etc.etc. are
fy translation.To put down (on the table) is easy to translate .But to put upla fight) or to put up with (a fight)
bewilders the unfortunate student.
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But the most bewildering fact is, that all the above
mentioned difficulties are facing the student who wants
nothing else than to speak his own mother tongue "correctlk.
'.The same difficulties exist in other languages only in
other combinations and the harassed etudont is presented with a super-combination of these diffioulties,which
make language learning a curse.
8.To this, differentgrammatical systems are added and
9.Different word order,sentence constructiongto.Scholars
are of the opinion, that people speaking different languages with different word order etc.have a somewhat different mental "make-up".They actually seem to think differently.
1O.As if all this would not be enough, there comes the depressing fact that the meaning of words and the use of
them changes incessantly. Some tine ago a memomial meftnt
what we call today a memorandum,a piece of writing.Today
a memorial means a monument in stone,dedicated to the
memory of a person or an event.
The meaning of the same word differs in two countries
having the same language. Clever means in America goodnatured,obliFing.In England it means skilful.The American
synonym for the English clever is smart. The English synonym for the American clever is
Taking all this into account we may now realise the
difficulties of a "correctntransIationfrom one language
into the other.
"Two languages keep evolving at different rates and
possibly different directionsI the precarious accuracy of the best translations may not last more than
a generation
Albert Leon Guerard
Bridging the language barrier by means of an international language seems to be an almost hopeless beginning.
And we know ifday that even sheer force will be of no avail.
SCIENC3 COMES TO THE RESCUE
"Mathematical treatises in which all the essential steps
of the reasoning and practically all the results are expressed in formulae,c%n be understood - by mathematicians,
of course - all the world over. In his Formulario Nathematico,Pref.Giuseppe Peano has totally eliminated language,
only a few conventional signs being used.Thus most scientific works are composed at present of two parts - the more
Important written in some universal code,national languages
filling-in the gaps.
(2D)
Albert Lon Gu6rard

THE SIMPLICITY OF INTERNATIONAL SYMBOLS
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Where an impass is reached,science can help.And science
has already shown a way in different fields,where the language barrier had to bridged.
INTERNATIONAL
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Wherever internat Tonal symbols have been agreed upon,
the adoption has not presented any difficulty.The foremost
reasons
Everyone could go on talking in the comfortable mother
tongue and
Everyone could go on writing in the comfortable mother
tongue and
Everyone could go on reading in the comfortable mother
tongue.
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THE DIFFERENCES IN READING, WRITING AND SPEAKING

READING, WRITIN G,
"Esperanto is still principally a written tongue."
A.I.Gudrard (20)
We must realize one important fact.International linguistic communication is almost entirely one of readin az,
and writinaQnly a very limited number of people actually
travel to another country to converse and exchange their
views verbally.Most cf international. thought is tranamitted
by reading of books and articles of foreign ;authors, simply
because most people have to stay in their home country.
A similar consideration applies to science.International mmteunicaticn of thoughts on scientific matters across
the frontiers, ischiefly done by reeding and to a small
extent by writina.
The part cf speaking on international scientific congressee is almost negligible in relation to the whole of scientific communiention.Everyone who has experienced hectic
congresP days learns to appreciate the calm and composed
exchange of letters and reports with fellow scisntists,who
live far away.Besides,only a few people can afford to travel to congresses.Almost all science workers stay at home
and work there.They read becks and articles of foreign scientists and occasionally write to them.Scnie science workers
can read one or twc foreign languages,but are not often
able to write in thempleast of all to speak them.
A great part of the population can read the nersreper
but can't write a "correct" letter,or
speak "correctly".
If we arrange these activities according to the degree
of difficulty,we find that
Reading, a foreign language is the easiest of all.
Writing is much mere difficult.
Speaking,which includes hearing,presents the greatest
difficulty.
But the two activities with which international commanicaticn of thought is carried cute are almost entirely
reading and writing only.
Both these activities could be carried out with international symbols.
At once the curse of language learning is removed - the
memorizing of thousands of stranae soundsprepresenting the
vocabulary.
The use of international symbols is an accomplished fact
in mathematics and partially also in other sciences.
It is an accomplished fact in music,the international
language of human emotion.
It is an acomplished fact where the language barrier had
to bridged to save human liveson the sea lanes and the
highroads.
Here an unexpected advantage of spatial symbols comes to
the fore.The meaning is alanced and grasped by the mind
almost immediately by this sign
,whereas a sign CURVE
or KRO12E (which is Dutch) may lead a foreigner straight
into a fatal accident.

SEMANTOGRAPHY AS FORERUNNER OF A WORLD LANGUAGE 191
0)
The space -symboleis nearer to the structure of the real
Weirld,whereas the writing CURVE or E20717E is only composed
of noise symbols and has to be "translated" into the real
meaning.Thisiltranslation" is carried out at different speeds
in a "quick" mind and a "slam" mind ,The difference m=y
amount to the difference of life or death of the speeding
motorist.
Yes, international symbols have proved its woelh,ttme and
again,but - for ordinary language - the idea still seems an
impossibility.
11 H

E

IMPOSSIBLE MAY BE POSSIBLE

"Proposals for an international language with any prospect of success must emerge from the experience of ordinary men and wemen t like the Hindu number system which revolutionized mathematics after the eclipse of Alexandrian
culture."
F.Bodmer and L.Hogben (5)
letOur numerals 1,2,3 etc .are not"Arabio"but the in
ueed
by
erdinery
el
e.a
ters of the 8ansorit named for the digit
'Fin du men enl w-men.A symbol writing ) Tith any prospect of
successmust emerge from the experience of ordinary men and
women.The symbols must represent things of our world.A symbol writing must therefore follow the trend of the picture
writing of the past and of the scribbling of ohildren.It
must depict things.
Someone may point to the cumbersome,complicated and very
difficult (for the foreigner) picture writing of the Chinese.
Chinese newspapers use 7000 to 8000 different characters.
Multiply this figure with the types of different size: Yet,
the paper anpeaelspuncteally at the breakfast table.Chiriese
typewriters use 1500 - 2500 cheracters.Yet,one pressing of
the key types a whole word.Nevertheless,Chinese characters
are overloaded with complicated forms And irregularities

end there are fRr too meny.
But a modern, simplified picture writing, such as proposed
in this book,might perhaps be possible.A system which works
with about 100 to 200 symbol elements only, of which most
are already known and internationally used by ordinary men
and women,might perhaps do the job.
This book tries to prove that it is Possible to express
with 100 to 200 symbol elements many thousands of girds;
that the symbols are clear and non-ambiauous:that the reading
is easier than alphabetical reading and that it is possible
to type the symbols with an adjusted typewriter of ordinary
size.
Let it be understood,Semantography could even be used for
poetry like Chinese pcems,(praised by allowho can read them,
as the worlds finest).ut,of oourse t nothine of the sort is
contemplated. Semantography should only be a practical tool
for science, industrypoommerce traffiapetc.It should only
be an auxiliary writing, in no way impeding any national lenguRge.

192 SEMANTOGRAPHY AND THE STRUCTURE. OF OUR UNIVERSE
00)
Scientific reports are usually simple and clear statements.
Newspaper-men can also use simple and factual words.Industrial reports too, are simple and clear statements.Anyone
who has read thousands of patent specifications knows well,
that a few hundred words are used over and over again.This
is what we call descriptive langua.e.Foreignere use those
few hundred words to get along splendidly.They come and go,
get and aive,taket keep,dooneke,have,be l say and see.Thiu is
one of the secrets of the ingenious Basic English of Ogden,
who has proved to the w crid that extreme word economy is
possible.
Mathematical symbols are used to form clear statements.
The seise applies to chemical symbols.Why should we not be
able to use a few symbols for clear statements in other
fields? If we are in doubt,we have a time-honoured international symbol to say so :the question mark 7.
Symbol Writing, ix used to make simple and clear statements,uould oven be helpful to remove a curse on language=
the ,juggling with words.
SMEANTOGRA'PHY AND THE STRUCTURE CF CUR UNIVERST-2.

"Good language alone will not save mankind.But seeing
the things behind the names will help us to understand
the structure of the world we live in."
(26)
atuart Chase
Affords are noises produced by our larynx,lips,tongue,etc.
It took mankind hundreds of thousands of years to evolve language and then tens of thousands of years to invent writing.
The alphabet A B C is a system of noise symbols.These symbols are arbitrery.They could be changed into the Greek symfor similar noises.These symbols have no direct
bols .1
relation to the real no ise-making (speech) with the possible
exception of the letter o,which is a space representation of
our mouth opened to make that noise o.
As said before,the great difference between phonetic writing and this symbol writing is,that here every symbol indicates geometrically a real thing (with the exception of already used international arbitrary eymbols).
Leibnitz the mathematician thought 300 years ago f that this
should be possible by the employment of "small figures ley
the Place of words,which would represent visible things by
their lines and the invisible by the visible,which accompany
them" (7)
Thus every new symbol will be in itself a space representation - at least partially and only on the 2-dimensional
writing surface.
Scholars of picture writing (Chinese) claim the wontberful
easiness in reedina l eith which things and ideas are conveyed
directly to the mind.7sil Hall Chamberlain was even convinced that ideographic 7vriting will achieve final victory over
phonetic writing.

-6.

STRUCTURAL SYMBOLS FOR THE STRUCTURE OF THINGS
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) believed that it should even be posLeibnitz (page /80
sible to build up the representation of complex ideaspby the
combination of simple elementary ideas.
This book tries to prove that this is feasible;that those
almost self-explanatory symbols of semantography could be
used to build up complex meanings,just like chemical formula')
are build up.
And here,a new and completely unexpected vista opens up.
THE CHEMISTRY CF WORDS

"Chemical formulae contain at the present day such detailed informationpconcerninw the relationships of the
substances symbolized,that one might conceive the possibility of writing a chemical paper with formulae alone...
We perceive here the realisation of the ideal of a
purely ideographic lan9:uage,which can be read by the specialist without his requiring to translate it into the
words of any particular form of speech...
These well known facts show that the problem of an
international language has already been partly solved
by science."
Wilhelm Ostwald
Chemical symbols consist of alphabetical symbols,which
however represent no sound,but the chemical elements in
question.To aid the memorypthe letters have been chosen to
stand for the names of the elementss H m Hydrogen, C = Oxygen, Cm Carbon,eto.Mathematical numbers are also introduced
to indicate the amount of atoms related to each other.
Today efforts are under Ivay,to make chemical symbols
"truer" in meaning l by adding the mass number, the atomic
number, etc.
Meanwhile chemical formulas as they are handled today,
have worked wonders and especitlly their spatial form has
been the direct cause for the search and the discovery of
new related chemicals and materials,which probably have
never existed on this earth.
CH.OH
CH.OH
H.CH
HCf\CH.OH
CH
HC
HC
CH
CH
HO
OH.OH
CH
OH
Pyrocatechol
Hydoquinone
Resorcinol
These 3 chemicals have the same content of
Carbon,Hydrogen and Cxygen,even the spine groups
and the same formula 06H0(OH)2,but their structural
formulas are different and t'at mbans;their properties
differ. They are different things alltoR- ether.
That is the magic of the chemical formula?
It reveals part of the hidden structure of a thing.
SALT is just a word,but NaCl reve-als the hidden structure and shows the inherent danger, an inflammable metal
Natrium(Sodium) end a poisonous Elas Chlorine.
HO
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THE NEED FOR A NATURAL SIMPLE WAY OF SPEAKING

To use a metaphor - there are words in all languages
which look innocent enough, yet they contain inherent fire
and poison.The second world war has been unleashed by words,
and - unless we find some means to clarify the meaning of
those dangerous words, to show to the people that they are
very vague in meaning, some even meaningless l we can be sure
that the next 70Eld war will again start with similar dangerous words.
Seen from this angleI the aim of semantography is very
ambitious: to find new and "trueru symbols for words.If this
could be achieved, it may mean a stop to the present charlatanery of befogging people with words.
This book tries to prove that it is possible to build up
the meanine of wordsl truer than before - but there is only
must 00-operate.
one way to prove it you, dear reader,
You must work your wAy through page after page,until you
grasped the basicaI idea and until all symbols appear to
you natural and meaning-ful.Then we may enter the chapters
on semantics and learn how inflammable words like "Government of the people","Demoorscyd ,word poisons like °Nester
race", word explosives like "Socialism,Communism" etc.
can be written like a chemical formula,which would not only
make endless debates and fights look silly,but which would
actually prove creative of future peace and sanity.
As said before -. there is only one way to prove this hard workolt can't be said in a few words.If you glance
through the Pages,read a few lines here and there,and then
reject it,you may swell the ranks of all those who have rejected the steam engine,the vaccination,ariestheti t antiseotiosI and so ern, in an endless line.
Remember the umbrellalIt was first considered utterly
ridiculous.
DEaCRIPTIVE LANGUAGE

"Prom its beg inning in 1662,the Royal Society adopted
Englisb.A0ocrding to Sprott, the first historian of the
Society, its statutes demanded from its members a close,
naked natural way of sneakin ...Preferring_the language
of the artisans,countrymen,and merchants before that of
wits and scholars."
F.Bodmer and L.Hcgben ( 5 )
As said before,patent specifications, industrial informations l medicta statements etc. are written in a short,descriptive,matter-of-fact language,without highsoanding and
vague words. A few hundred words are used over and over again.
Let us make a few statements l as often occurring in science,
medicine, industry etc. and let's contemplate if they could
be written in some sort of mathematical statement.

DESCRIPTIVE LANGUAGE AND INTERNATIONAL SYMBOLS
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3:1

10h0a soluble in Hi).
100 g H2O will dissolve 169 g KN43 at 80° C
Speed: 450 km per hour.Direotion: NNW
Fuse melts at electric current of 15 AMID.
Skin reddened/ pulse 95, Temperature 39..4° / nuni1cgreatly
enlarged / uatient feels weak/ refuses water and food.
Import duty on iron ore suspended.
People believe in another life after death.
All these statements are simple.Why should we not be able
to write them in some sort of mathematical statement / using
symbols/ valid in any language?

71EAT HAVE W ALREADY TO OPERATE WITH

"Men of science/ more than others/ have at their finger
tips an international vocabulary / which is already in
existence;and a biologist who looks forward to a healthconscious future cannot fail to recognize how populatrielation of new he alth standards is daily adding to the
stock-in-trade of internationally current words in daily
use.
"There is alremdy an international vocabulary of medicine / of F.griculture,of horticulture,of navigation / of mensuration,of astronomy/ of chemical manufacture / of engineering,of cartography and of mathematics...the number of
such terms in everyd a y speech has increased by leaps and
bounds since the time of Zamenhof..."
Lnnoelot HOgben (2}
We have already a battery of international symbols
(see page 57).We have furthermore a battery of many international words, like radic / hotel/ telegraph/ generRtor/ motork
etc.etc.Although it is quite simple to invent a good symbol for all of these words (and for many, such symbols have
been invented) scientists and technicians may go on using
such Words in their reports written in semantography.Our
typewriter carries the alphabet too.
Scientists have furthermore a battery of internationally
aoknoledged symbols and Latin names in llerlicine,"Botanics,
Zoology,etc.In Medicine / the amount of organs / nerves / etc.
is limited and these Latin names are the common stock-intrde of every doctor.
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SEMANTOGRAPHY IN THE UNIVERSITIES

In Botanics and Zoology the scientists will have to use
mathematics sooner or later.470.000 different insects have
already been classified and named in Latin.But there are
all in all about 10.000.00C insect species,of which only
5% have been named (28 )
As said before, internationally acknowledged names and
terms could be used in reports written in semantogrephy.
And doctors and scientists may go on inventing new terms
to their hearts desire.As usualo they explain their new terms
in simple words in a glossary.They may explain them in simple
symbols.
H 0 77 IT WOULD 71ORK

"It is very difficult for the layman not to be led
away by considerations...which are really quite irrelevant.Many protagonists of one scheme or another (for an
international language),include among the advantages,
advantages accruing from the solution of the problem
itself,and even those accruing from scientific and political advancement in general."
Stanley Rundle (15)
Having
by the above quotation,we may now soberly
contemplate what semantography could mean to the progress
of science.
Let us imagine that the universities have agreed to cooperate and have established a department,which issues
sheets in mmantograPhy,typewritten and duplicated in universities with lesser funds and nicely printed in universities
with large endowments.
All sheets contain an informetive title and a short report about the research carried cut and a summary of the
results obtained.All sheets are of equal size for filing
purposes and classified according to the international
Dewey system,whlch is actually some sort of an internalonal language, based on a similar classification system as
Bishop Wilkins l philosophical language (see page qb).The
Dewey system,operating with numbers l is already in use in
almost all public and private libraries the world ceer.
(see page 40)This system would insure Quick filing and
quick tracing.
All universities would exchange their sheets on a freeof-charge basis;that means that each university would get
one sheet of all reports of all other universities and
vice versa.Patent specifications are today exchanged the
world over by patent offices of all countries in a similar
way.
But,although each university would get only one sheet
gratis,it may order 1000 or 5000 copies from a special
sheet for distribution among the science workers and students.In fact,anyone,professore and students, doctors and
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engineers,factories and hospitals may order sheets.The leading universities in every country may set up a special distribution center.An engineer may order all special sheets
of all universities and research institutes,pertaining to
diesel enginest an agriculturist may order all sheets pertaining to ahuIEmaingja teacher may order all sheets pertaining to semantics.a doctor may be interested to have all
sheets pertaining to malaria / etc.
Would this be expensive?The answer is No! A world-wide
distribution,which assures a large edition,would make the
price as low as the cost price of the paper.Besides,the
great universities and scientific foundations have the progress of science as well as scientific co-operation and communication as their chief aim.They may even distribute these
sheets gratis.Today a crime story (500 pages) sells for a
few cents.A scientific book ( 500 pages ) cost ten times
as much or more.Chief factor is the difference in the price
of a small or large edition.
In the following chapter all the advantages are listed
which would accrue from the distribution of research reports
insemantograPhy.
RESEARCH REPORTS IN SEMANTOGRAPHY
coUID :BE A BLESSING FOR THE SCIENCE WDRKER

"Men of science...are acutely aware that the Babel of
tongues is a social problem of the first magnitude."
Lancelot Hogben ( 2 )
"The absence of a common medium of communication...is
the most formidable obstacle to the progress of international science."
Charles K.Ogden
( 8)
1.Sheets written in semantcgraehy would be short l would inform
the reader in a minute,just by reading the title and the
summary,whether the content is of interest to htm or not.
2.11very science worker would reoed them in his or her mother
tongue.A special course and textbook may enable every worker to aqu ire the knowledge of the aae symbols and how to
operate them.
3.Those sheets may cost little or even be avail-011e gratis.
4.Semaotography offers space economy.One character,not larger
than one or two letters stands for a whole word often composed of 10 letters or even more,like f for electricity.
A report in SemantograPhy may take up half the space of
the same report written in phonetic writing.
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5.At present scientific bocks,periodicals and reports have
a small circle of readers,limited by language and limited
by the purse.Scientific publishing is expensive.T'Ost of
the small-earning doctors,engineers,factories and hospitals can't afford to subscribe to many periodicals and
books in their own language, even less in a foreign one
With semantography in operation the change may be dramatical.A sheet about a new malaria treatment costs almost nothing ana is readable by the doctor in Peru, in
Greece, in the PhiLippin or elsenhere.They can read it
in their respective mother tongues and more than that,
they could correspond with each other - just like two
doctors in China, sho could not understand each other in
speech, yet can write to each other in their ideographic
script.Chinese writing is highly complicated.Ssmantographi° writing is very simple by comparison.Just compare
the characters on the pages 4 Sheets in semantography would have a world-wide readership and may start a world-wide scientific correspondence.,
6.Ficticn books are bought for amusement.Sciantific books
are a dire necessity for the science worker.They are his
most important tools.Every science worker who is condemred
to work in a forgotten Place,suffers foremost from being
cut off from scientific advance.Many of them may be willing
to go hungry, in order to be able to subscribe to a special
periodical or a new text bcok l printed intheirlanguage,but
they are mostly unable to subscribe to foreign literature.
They have not the money and they can't read it.
With sheets in semantography, they are at once in direct
contact with all the universities the world over and with
all the research workers in the same field.l!cre than that,
they can get in touch directly with all universities,scholars,pub/ishing firms and any organisation, including business firms by writing a letter in semantography.
A Singhalese doctor could correspond in "Stahalese" with
a doctor in South Africa,who could read the letter and answer in "Africaans".
7.Science workers in small countries are often unable to
reach their own university and to have their researches
recorded in their native language.The history of science
is littered with tragedies.Scientists have fought hard
and futile struggles for recognition, died in obscurity
and embittermentonly to be recognized decades after death
for their genius.
With a semantography distribution center established,
the situation dhanges radically.The -world distribution
center has a world-wide readership.More than that, it has
an assured number of permanent subscribers,just like the
"book-of-the-month club",The center knows exactly that
there are 98,758 subscribers for the class MALARIA and
480,746 subscribers for the general class DISEASES TRANSFEARED BY INSECTS.If a doctor in the Sudan sends in a
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short report of about 20 - 40 lines about the result of
his research,the center knows exactly that 480,746 subscribers would take it .The report of that doctor in the
Sudan would reach all doctors the world over, interested
in that special field.
S.But even if the world distribution center exercises some
discrimination and declines to Print some research reports
for which the subscriber may Perhaps not be willing to pay,
no harm is done.The doctor may then make a private report,
if he thinks it worthwhile.He can type the sheet himself
and have it duplicated,after submitting form and content
to the National Semantography Center, which would see that
the sizet classification and "orthography" is correct.Or
the center may undertake the printing at the doctors expense.His sheet,marked as a private reportomuld then be
inclosed free of charge in the bundle of all the other
sheets which are monthly sent to all subscribers.These
will be clad to get such sheets free of charge and,after
a glance to the title,may be able to decide immediately
whether the subject is of interest to them or not.If not,
intothe file it goes: If yes, the 40 lines are quickly read
and a correspondence my be started which could be of far
reaching consequences for that forgotten doctor in the
Sudan.
9.Thanks tc the Dewey classification and filing system and
thanks to the fact, that the result of all researches of
all universities and private scientists would be available
within a few months to all scientists the world over, it
would be possible for a science worker to find out quickly
the exact stand of the latest research in his special
field.If he has not the latest sheets and lives far away
from any public library,he may ~:rite to the National or
to the International Distribution Center,and he may get
complete information and all the sheets in question.Thus
futile work on a problem, already solved by somebody else,
could be avoided,and new work can start where the others
have left off.The tragedies are innumerRble,in which seienT
tists have worked fgr years on a problem,only to be shocked
profoundly by the crushing discovery of an article published in a scientific magazine of a far away country,anticipating all results of a hard life 's work.
All the above listed considerations and some more,may be
summed upc
To subscribe to all sheets covering a particular field
of science would be considered by a science viorIcer as
a dire necessity, as an absolute!U5T,as something more,

lanaLtantthat

.

And he will gladly learn to read semantography in his
mother tonaue the more when he finds out how sim•le it
really is.
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THE BENEFITS FOR SCIENCE AND MANKIND

In the foregoing paragraphs.we have contemplated the
working of a world-wide distribution of research sheets
written in semantoeTwohy.Now vie may be allowed to let out
imagination go and contemplate what progress in science,
fostered by such international co-operation may mean to
each of us.
We know what the medical men have done in fighting epidemics and bringing health and sanity to untold millions.
No doubtonaterial press and many amenities of life would
be brought to People who never dreamt of ever attaining
such luxuries.But our expectations may go further.Researches in Psychology,psychiatry,sementics l etc.may reach a
point, where the scientists would have learned to deal with
mass hysteria l mass delusion, and nation-wide "brain-diseases"
in much the same way,as they have been able tc wipe out
bubonic plague l yellow fever and cholera.The preservation
of pence within the faMily,within the nation_and within
the family of nations would become a routine work juot ns
vaccination and inoculation is today.We may,after all,dwell
in peace and any martial incidence may be properly dealt
with, just as appendicitis has been made harmless.
Meanwhile the agriculturists would have co-ordinated
their efforts in raising erops,better and bigger than ever
before .They may in the end produce food in such abundance
that no one would go hungry, and everyone could afford it.
All bellies filled,means contentment to the owners of the
bellies and this too, is a major factor regarding the preservation of peace.The engineers in turn could co-ordinate
their efforts to bring the amenities of life to everyone.
This is a dream vision,you may say.3ut it has every
possibility of becoming a practical reality.Just look
what science has already done.Don't argue that the same
chemical which is used as explosive to excavate earth for
an irrigation dam, is also used for the destruction of human
lives.We are only at the beginning.We will overcome that
too.Scientific research and international co-operation is
only about 190 years old, a mere fleeting second in the
history of man.You,dear reader,may be healthy And enjoy life
just an account of science. A hundred years back,many
millions like you, died hopelessly of an inflamed appendix.
Today they are saved.
International scientific co-oreration is the magic key
to a happier future.The Babel of languages and the difficulties to aquire a foreign tongue are the handicap.
Semantography may help to remove this handicap.
There is one more advantage. Tveryone who had the opportunity to correspond with people in distant lands on scientific and literary matters,knows that such correspondence
helps to cement a friendship which overcomes all prejudices
of nationality,creed,race and language.

WOULD A SYMBOL WRITING WORK?

ULD A SYMBOL
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WORK ?

In China the written and not the spoken language is the unifying
and political factor."
C.H.Becker (29)
"European alphabetical writing...has a mere phonbtic value whereas
the Chinese character reproduces a diract image and idea."
Richard Wilhelm (0)
"Like nature,the Chinese wards are alive and. plastic."
Ernest Fencllosa (31)
"There is a pecYuliar fascination in the study of these characters
when once they are known."
Cheater Holcombe (32)
"Ideographic writing will surely achieve the final victory over
phonetic writing."
Basil Hall Chamberlain (9 )
"The Chinese script has remained in principle itheographic...but
the fact that...pronOunciation changed...after the penetration into
China of foreign tribes...by no means rndered the script unintelligible.For centuriespon tha contrary,it has led an existence practically independent of the spoken language and provided a living record
of the progress of civilisation.This is the main reason why nothing
once aquirsd by Chinese culture over disappears entirely,and why its
tradition has survived all changes in race and, language...
The employment of ideographs in Chinese script, so frequently described as wearisome and prejudicial to progress l has thus had a good
deal to do with the persistence of Chinese civilisation and the balance maintained throughout Chinese histOry.The steady development
of mathematics,with such remarkable effect on the whole of modern
science,may possibly be ascribed to similar causes-Mathematical sighs
are independent of pronounciation,just as Chinese characters are.It
is easy to understand therefore why it was precisely Leibnitz l the
mathematician,who saw In Chinese script the best universal medihm for
scientific thought."
-Robert Wilhelm
( 30)
Would a symbol writing work? lhypit works already beautifully in mathematics and in many sciences.It works in industry, commerce and traffic.
And moreover; it has been used for thousands of years down to our day and
it helped to bring about the largest nation on earth,the Chinese who
claim one of the oldest cultures.
Here are a few facts about the Chinese.They use not an alphabetical
writing,but a symbol writing.It dates back to bygone times.The "Chinese
nation" is actually a mixture of many tribes,peoples and races.The
country has been invaded hundreds of time.Usually the conqueror impresses upod the subjugated people his language and his culture.In China
it was just the other way rcund.The conquering races were absorbed in
the end,they became Chinese.To-day the great mixture of many peoples
comprises one quarter of the earth's population,about 450 1 000 7 000 of
people,more than all the nations of Europe.
They speak in may tone.Liejhe man from Peking does not understand
the man from Canton, even less the man of Tibet.There are great differences in bodily features, in culture and outlook between the people in the
Borth and South,East and test.Yet,all those difrrout peoples Teal them3elves as members o§ one greet co=unity, my?
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THE SUCCESS OF CHINESE WR1TiNG

Eminent scholars say that the unifying factor is their ideographic
writing.People from different parts of Rest Asia cannot understand each
other in speech.Yetpthey can write to each other and they can read the
classics, the writings of the great scholars of ancient times.They read
the same book in different languages.
Centurlos agopthe government tried to introduce a phonetic writing.
It always preyed a failure.The peoples realised the great eldvantage of
ideographic writing, the possibility of bridging the languages (33).
Mbreover t scholars who have learned to read. Chinese characters are
enthusiastic about the vividness of the writing and the easiness in reading .Pictographs are symbolized pictures of real things.The word MAN,
as it stands is only a sound,which we have to translate in our brain into
the mental picture of a man.Hovever the pictograph
suggests immediately
without mental translation,a real man.
Anyone who comes into China as a scholar,a merchant or a conqueror
learns to read000ner or later, at least a few of their written characters.
But he learns to read them in his own mother tongue .The pictograph A
does not mean 1111 to him(which is the word in the Shanghai dialect).For
him it means a man and he uses the word of his own motier tongue to pronounce the character.So the Chinese script slowly becomes familiar to
him through the familiarity of his own language.If a whole tribe settled
down among the Chinese, within a few generations the intellectuals among
them,the wise menthe leaders became minted with the great books of
Chinese literature through the medium of their own tongue.Chinese thought,
Chinese wisdom,Chinese writing found slowly their way into their thinking I their outlook,their speech.In the end,the invaders became absorbed,
became Chinese themselves,only to absorb in turn the next invader.
Pamine l plaeues,floods and wars have not spared China, as they have not
spared Burope l yet the peoples remained always an indivisible whole,bound
by a common culture t a common wisdom,a common literature,expressed in a
common writing,readable in all the different languages of China.
This common writing,which uses a common word order and a common grammar has greatly influenced the languages in China,making them more and
more familiar ,except for the pronOunciation.The Chinese iddtraPhic writing has been a main factor in breaking down the greatest differences in
the various languages.
Always engaged in a struggle against famine, not aided by governments,
which failed to introduce common school education,a great part of the
Chinese people is illiterate.Yet,the authority of those who can read is
so respected, that those ideographic characters exercised, their spell also
over the illiterate.Today with the introduction of school education l at
least in the most advanced provinces,the children learn to read with an
easiness which surprises the foreigner.
most Chinese characters are very complicated.The original picture of
the real things IS almost entirely obliterated.Poets and philosophers
have added queer symbols for queer abstract entities.Ompared with the
26 letters of the Western alphabet, the thousands of Chinese characters
seem an almost unsurmountable difficulty to the Westerner. He is surprised to see great newspapers printed daily with the many thousands of symbols of different height and shape.He marvels at the amount of periodicals and maazines which the street vendors have for sale.He is amused
about the many thousands of street libraries where children sit around
and read great fairy tales after paying a mall coin.He looks into the
factories, into the offices, into the banks, into the schools and universities and he sees a great nation speaking in different tongues in their
great empire,yet handling an antiquidated and complicated symbol writing
with an easiness and fluency which is the greatest surprise to anyone
who comes to China,And he realises that these 450 10001 000 people are
bound for a great future.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO THIS IDEA?
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Yes, symbol writing is not only a possibility, it is a reality and it
has been one for thousands of years.We Western people,who think it to
be "backwargsimply do not realise its advantages and its areat unifying
power in bringing people of different races, habits and languages together.
Chinese typewriters contain 1500 to 2500 symbols.Yet I one pressing of
a key types a whole word.Semantograohy works mainly with about 100 to
200 symbols,e!hich recur again and again in combination.
If Chinese writing in all its complexity and eith all its difficulties
has brought about the unification of many people,in spite of all the
terrible disasters which have befallen China, eve have all reason to hope
for great beneficial results from a simple and modern symbol writing.
Let us end this chapter with a repetiacn of a citation from one of
the greatest scholars on East Asiatic vulture and language, Sir Basil
Hall Chamberlain:
(9 )
"Ideographic writing apparently possesses some inherent strength that
makes it tend to triumph over (without entirely supplanting) phonetic
writine,whenver the two are brought into competition in the same area.
All the countries under Chinese influence exemplify this little known
fact in a striking manner.
In Europe such competition has scarcely taken place,except in the case
of the symbols for the numbers and a few other ideasebut there,too,the
general law has asserted itself.
Egypt,too,retained its hieroglyphs to the end...
Doubtless an ideographic system of writing is infinitely more cumbrous
as a whole than its rival;but it is easier in each particular case.
Hence its victory.
Ideographic writing will surely achieve the final victory over phonetic writing."
WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO THIS IDE4.IF N ONE TAKES A L'EAD.

"Before 1855, ships belonging to the same nation were often unable
to converse owing to the fact that different codes were in use on
board of them.The confusion of tongues at the tower cf Babel was insignificant in comparison with that which hitherto prevailed in transChambers .lournal 1891 (12)
mitting messages at sea."
This book may find its way on the desks of some scientists and other
people interested in a new idea. Some newspapermen may write a story or
two about it,friendly or utterly sarcastic. Some examples might be given
to show how simple or how silly it looks.The average reader will forget
it,the moment he turns the page.
Later on,government officials,industrialists,businessmen, motorists,
etc.etc. may invent some symbols for use in their own country.The symbols
would be different far the same meaning in different countries.
Meanwhile some dreamers,laymen and professorsI mieht have taken up the
idea.At different times in different countries books might appear about
a New Symbol Writing,Reformed International Symbols,Symbola,Inter-symbols,
Symbolinternal or Symbal.In the end there might be different symbol writing systems in different countrieseMen would stand up and demand a unification and stardisatien for the whole world - but there would beftosnsiderations" as thousands of sign posts would have to be torn down or
altered,the habits of millions would have to-be changed...Congress committees would be set up to eork out . proposals,to consider the merits of ex*;ting systems
etc.etc.ad infinitum.

THE BABEL OF HIGHWAY SIGNS
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If you think that this may be an exaggeration just take a look at some
highway signs in different countries.The following are just a few examples.Some may be quite al*ight in one country, but a foreign motorist who
has learned a different sign in his country,may endanger his life and the
lives of other moteristsiSome signs are ambiguoust oome others depend on
the knowledge of the native tongue in which they are written:Disastrous
mistakes may occur in bad wea'1ther with low visibility or when racing at
high speed.Theee symbols are a matter of life or death.
THE BABEL OF HIGHWAY SIGNS
A potential source of accidents.
The BEND sign, internntionlbutambiuot

-angerous (34)

This sign has been adopted in many countriespespecially inEurone.According to the outline it means obviously a double bend,indicating first a turn to the
right and afterwards a turn to the left.
It may mean such a double bend,but - it may mean just
the contrary too:first a turn to the loft and afterwards to the right, in direct contradiction with the
outline.The motorist from America (see below) who fo17
1nw3 the clear outline is "in" for a headlong crash.
Among other European countries, the above shown BEND
sign is used also in Great Britain.But there its ambieuity has been recognized and two other signs have been
suggested( see left) which clearly indicate a double
bend in the one or the other direction. (35)
sugeested
alterations
In Texas and other American states the above shown
ambiguous BEND sign is not used and other signs have
been adopted which are more to the point ,They show
clearly the direction of the double bend and they show
too,whether the turn is a sharp right angle or a smooth
angular one. (36) (37)

double
bend

M.8.
2miles

In some other countries,however(28),the signs (see
left) have been adcpted,of which the first means a
double bend,but the second sign means something sample_:Y different - an underpass.Thie sign resembles
closely the above shown American sionBatistakes must
under- occur.
pass
However the ambiguit :: of the 73END sign in question
goes even further.It may not only mean one double bend.
It may mean many double bends or many single bends in
succession.
In Texas a special sign has been adopted which even
shows in what direction the first bend goes;to the
right(as shown in the picture) or to the left.

Britain Texas

ROAD WARNING VARIETIES

7.S.sign Australia
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However, in other Am,:riomn states,- sign in the language of tho country VINDING BOLD has been adopted.In
Australia it reads CUR73S.Language signs present difficulties to the foreigner and are liable to be misunderstood in bad weather with lo;'? visibility.
But the ambiguity of that internRtional TEND sign
is not yet exhausted.It may not even :roan a double bend
although the line indicates this clearly. It stands
also for R single bend only :Ind again the motorist is
left to cuesvork whether the bet i will come to the
right or to the left.
AlterRtions hflve therefore been su5gsted in Great
Britain to indiote clearly a single bend,whether to
the richt or to th

suggested alteration in G.Brit in
In Texas and other limericrin states,the single bend
signs have been adopted, ,-:hick are shorn at the left.
The Texas sign;, indicate even whether the bend is at
sharp right angle eith,:.r to the 13ft or right,or
:h3ther the bend 15 n_t a smoother angle.
In Texas a turn marker with thc; alphabatiord lettere L rand R (see left) prAceeds the arrow signs
(sho-Nn above).However alphabetical signs are not advisable.

_

To heighten possible mistakes,the boards on which
all those 33 ND sians are painted have differ.&nt
shapes in different ccuntries,be it a triangle,a
squar,-.7 or a diamond.These different shapes
usually also different meanings, different in difcircle indicates a
ferent ciountries,for

c7.untries it nas not this meaning.
We must not forget that all these sians are usually glanced at from
the corner of

e when racinT -long-with great

ed and as often

as notithare is rain,fogI snowtorm,or just darkness,which:inders visibility.
:ROS3ING sign varieties.
Hare is a veritable death-trap ambiguity

Ra il road Crossina
(U.S.i1 ) ( 37-)

No wt.° pp rut. allowed!
Drive o n 1 Europe) ( 33)

ROAD WARNING AMBIGUITIES
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Railroad
Grossing

( 28 )

Railyd.Crose. Rp,i1rd .Cro se.
g uarded
level
internp.t.( 34 ) internat.( 34. )

Cm as ing
Internat.
( 34)

Railroad
crossing

Internat

ROS
ao AD

ajor

CRO SS
ROAD

ROAD
ahead

Cro s sing signs C.= r ita in
( 5)

Other crossing signs (28

in Texas( 37)

SCHOOL s iggs,danw:erous in their variety ( Bier's in other languages than
'T‘euto nio are not shown here)

SCHOOL

SCHOOL

SCHOOL
Australia
( 39 )
YES OR 11/4TO AMBIGUITY
G.Br i,tain
1 /4 35

Texas
(37)

PARICITTG
O PAIKING
international in Tura 2e
( 34)

T -JUNCTION
no t a crass
road
U.S.( 35 )

Netherland.
( 33 )

HOO T ETT
correct
Austr IA(4 2)

11;) 99 ROAD

bu t 1\TO IC-'-TT
o r L fl 7r T URN

Italy( 41 )

Germany
(40 )

NO HOOTING
con tr ad'io to ry; South
Air ica(4 3)

NO O/r 371TAY I TG
oblique stroke
missing
South Air ica(43)

ItaJir
/4

STOP 77171 EN
CO Ulli"rt PT A
rAIL
post-horn) Italy ( 41)

077-TRTAK 'NG
troke vertical
instead of oblique
Italy (41)

DANGEROUS SIMILARITIES
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7? OR DOWN THE =I OR WHAT EL-2.7

U.S
HILL
(36) G.Britain
up or down?

Descent
to „right
S.Africa
(43)

ILLA414

Descent
Ascent
Ascent Descent
School Hospital
left
right
right
left
Germany(40)
These signs (28) show correctly whets-er ascent or descent,to right or left.

Keep to this
side of road
Netherland

(38)

Don't
stop !
internat.
(38)

DANGEROUS SIMILARITY

)
(
:S
NO right
turn
Italy(41)

SAME YEANING.,DIVINTOT SIGNS

HALT STO
/
1\4\
Danger snot Straight on
The triangle or circle,
appearing so often,are
not sufficient to avoid
mistakes in bad visibility
International

Hairpinbend to
right

I

Stop sign
G.Britain
(35)

F)0

Stop sign
Texas
(37)

Stop sign
No entry
Internat.(40)

Xost of the examples shown above are geometrical signs.But there is
a host of signs in every country in the native tongue only, like:
Bad corner
No left turn
Detour
Dip
Junction road closed
One way road
Danger thru highway
Men working
Ford
School children ahead
Low clearance
Crest
One way bridge
Narrow bridge
Slow
Proceed SloiNly
Fresh oil
Slippery road
and many more. For a foreign motorist they could just as well ?eve been
-written in Greek.
One should believe that inavast territory like the United States,Are
millions of motorcars are constantly on the highroads,all signs are of
uniform design.But this is not the case.There is a Manual of Uniform
Traffic Control Devices for Street acid Highways, issued by the American
Issociation of State Highway ')fficials ¶ashington,and approved as an
American Standard by the American Standard Association (36).on page 2
Ile find the following statement:
"The committee detlorm the independent procedure of certain jurisdiction in the solution of shapes and color combination at variance
uniformity will
with this standerd,and hopes the !importance of complete
be increasingly recognized."
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WHY DON'T THEY AGREE ON UNIFORM SIGNS?

Mind you, this refers to the -jnited States, the country of the motorcar.
Think now,what resistance would have to be overcome to bring all countries to agree on stanlardized international symbols for all highroads of
the world,and what expenditures would have to be made to have the many
millions of signs altered.
The _:act, that different countries have adopted different sians,may be
explained in different ways.7ut three factors have, no doubt, played a
great rSle:
(1)Signs in the native language, instead of in aeomtrical symbols.
Other countries adopted signs in the respective native tongues.
(2) Arbitrariness of some aeomtrioal signs,which spatially conveyed
no meaning,and which officials in different countries tried to
"improve by adopting other sianst again arbitrary.
(3) Absence of an international symbol writing.
Now this matter of highway signs is a matter of life and death to
millions of motorists.Unification is of the utmost importance.But the
muddle is already too greet.There are too many national systems,differing in many signs.Every country would be reluctant to make a change;
to erect new signs, to give in" to an international authorityito make
such great expenditures.
If however - some fourty years ago - a few motorcar manufacturers
would have been farsighted enough,to work out a complete system of all
necessary warning sians l all geometrical cnly,all as true to nature as
possible;avoiding arbitrariness.to which signs the native words would
have been added undernea!,h - then the countries would have had already
a system to draw from, instead of inventing signs,differant for different
countries.
The history of international co-orereticn shows clearly that it was
achieved by cne- important country taking a lead(by a few farsighted men
in this countn4:7hen this step was taken at a time,when national systems
the e implest way
in different countries have not yet deeeloped,it
for the other countries to folic:: the one imeortant country and to adopt
its system for mutual understandina.
This idea ef an international symbol writing nay go to the dogs, if
no one takes alead - right now - not after the idea has been taken u
epiele in different countries and has been split in different natio
nal systems.
INTENATIONAL C0fiPERATION

The atrd "international" was only invented by Jeremy I3entham in
1780 - nowadays we have come to the point of needing an international language."
Otto Jespersen (23)
"Yaw there are no fewer than 670 known organisations which deal
with international matters."
Herbert N.Shanton (44)
The pessimist may say that international co-operation does not exist.
The optimist however may point cut a few examples of international cooperation which live,which are heathy and strong I nhich are accepted by
all ccuntriee,simnly because it is the most prectioal thing to co-operate. Here are a few of such e xameles:
(1) The numerals
(2) The decimal system

INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION CAN BE MADE TO WORK
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3 Mathematical operation symbols
4 Angular divisions
5 Longitude and latitude
6 Time division in hours,minutes and seconds
7 The calendar, leap yearsf etc.
8 International date line
9 International pitch in music
10 The metric system
11 International kilogram
12 International Postal Union with postal service, reply coupon,eto.
13 International Telegraph Union
14 International Code of Maritime Signals
15 International Morse signs
16 International code of signals for air navigation
(17) International Broadcasting Union,wave band distributionptc.
(18 International Wireless Telegraph Convention
19 Electrical units and standards
20 Electrotechnical vocabulary
21 International Code of Botanical Nomenclature
22 International Code of Zoological Nomenclature
23 Chemical formulae- and nomenclature
24) Notation in music
25) International Red Cross
21 International agreement for prisoners of war
27 International copyright
21 International trade mark registration
29 International meteorological co-operation
30) International co-operation concerning lighthouses
31 International Union of Academies
32 International commission for decimal classification for documentat ion
etc.etc.etc.
elliaAs quoted above, there are 670 organisations which deal with
to
-:Lonal matters.But the short list shown above is reassuring
ooevince us,that international co-operation does exist. Just think l that
:ountries may be turned upside down politically,but no government would
toe foolish enough, to renounce the above listed international co-operaoLon.Why?
Just because it is so extremely practical.Just because it is so much
more simple and practical to co-operate and have the cc-operation of
:.hers rather than stand alone,or stage R. counter system.
And here is another very important and very reassuring fact:
All these international undertakings are in fact very young.Most of
them are about 50 - 70 years old.Actually,they are "babies" only,but look
*hat healthy babies they are. They are not affected by the plagues and
diseases which afflicts this planet.
In most cases, the men who took the lead for international co-operation
t tve been scientists.The word "international" is less than 170 years old.
1"-±:e word is only a symbol for a trend,but the symbol in itself proved
t ighly creative in increasing this trend.
In our days a new word has been invented,which in itself will prove
kiahly creative
inter-denendent
Lustead of the rord-explosive "independenthich is not only very vague
1nmeaning,hut in most oases fa] se to facts. ;*n event in one country may
bayefateful rePeroussions in all the other 'independent' cauntries.We all,
%de human beings and the nations are inter-dependr:nt.We all depend on
elEob other-And we all benefit by any international co-operation and should
3: our best to bring it about.
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A SIMPLE WAY FOR THE INTRODUCTION OF SEMANTOGRAPHY

And the only way to do so is to follow the lead of a few men of a
great scientific or governmental institution.
In 1855 the London Board of Trade adopted a committee to work cut
an improved code of maritime signals to be used by English vessels. only.
Very quietly all the other nations adopted it,without cumbersome conferences,without heated debates,proposals and counter proposals.
It was just as easy as that.However,it was only possible,beoause one
great nation had already put the whole idea in practical operation.Any
ship captain,who bought the book about the English flag symbol code could
read all messages of English vessels ,and in turn l hismesages could be
read by all English contains .Translations were soon worked out, and today
captains who could not converse -with each other in their respective languages,oan converso in signals.
If one great nation takes a lead,others will follow, simply because it
is the most practical thing to do.
And this fight be the case too with the introduction c f samantograP1V.

A SIMPLE WAY 1-71:1R T

I1179,0DUCT TO M OF SWAM() GRAPHY

"If no concerted action be taken, the question (of an international
language) will remain in a state of chaos,and the lack of official organization brings a great risk of overlapping,dissension,and creation
of rival interests, and generally produces a state of aff?.irs calculated to postpone indefinitely the supply of the demand."
W.J.Clark (45)
"Two pasigraPhies (tasi =. for all) have obtained practical application and official reco
gnition,the International Code of Maritime
Signs adopted in i884 and the Biblioaranhioal Decimal Olassifioation
proposed in 1873 by Yelvil Dewey,President of the Association of
American librarians."
Max TaImey (46)
Semantography could become a reality, swiftly and efficiently, if a fey!
great countries would agree to print university research bulletins in it.
The other countries would follow in order to be able to use those bulletins and to take part in the great advantages as pointed out in a previous chapter (page 64).
Today we may hope that international co-operation lin scientific and
ouickly,tecuse such an internatioplucotional matter could
nal authority is already in existence - 113,TESCO.
But semantography could be launched, even if only two great nations
like the United States and the -Iritish Commonwealth of Nations would
agree about it.It might even work, if only one of these countries started
sending out research sheets to e-Teryone interested.It might even work,
if only a few of the leading universities,say for instance in the United
States, took the lead for the initial work and if one great foundtion
would provide the means.
It would be so much more practical for other nations to join, than
to stage a counter system
Some people may suggest proposals for improvements. Very wen!!
The established Institute for Semantography and the Society for
Semantography is open for everybody. The Institute and the Society are
ready to co—operate with the universities and scientific foundations.

UNESCO WAS ONCE THE HOPE OF MANKIND
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A trial period of 2 years may be initiated.Linguists and amateurs may
co-operate;written texts in all languages would be translated into semantography by different nationals,and then re-translated in the original and other languages,until all the possible pitfalls are recognized
and properly dealt with.
Then simple text books would have to be worked out for students.Courees would have to be established.At the same time, the acting universities
would start issuing sheets with short summaries about their research.
With the help of a leading scientific foundation,these sheets shouldbe
offered free of charge to all other universities for a couple of years.
Every encouragement and every help should be given to all universities
To proposed to establish courses for students and found it advisable to
establish a printing department to print their own sheets.
A world wide distribution cen4re should be established.It would soon
;ay its own way, as .orivate persons and institutione,doctors and engitaers, hospitals and factories would be interested to get all sheets in
their respective field.Publishers of scientific books might be interested
to have a sheet about their new publications sent out to all science workers the Tnorld over.In this may,pr ,:sent scientific activities could be
greatly enlarged.
The doctor in South Georgia, the engineer in Peru may be able to read
reports of a doctor in MaIrty and an engineer in Persia and they would
be able to write letters to each other,both writing and reading in their
re5rective different mother tongues .It may help in saving lives, in raising crops and in alleviating the miseries of man.
The costs involved for the initial trial period are small.The great
foundations have spent large sums for scientific undertakings and exile' 2itions.Here is a scientific undertaking,an expedition into a daring new
Uea,which could change the relations of the nations for the better.
UNESCO, the United Nations Equcational,Scientific and Cultural OrgaEisation has been created with great hones of all concerned.The scienf.sts united in UNESCO could make symbol writing a reality.'3he author
e wes that this new __.idea would find interest with the men of UNESCO.

BUT WHAT ABOUT AN INTERNATIONAL 1401GUAGE WHICH CAN -BE SPOKEN

"Zemenhof was willing that his Esperanto should be reformed,transfomed,or even discarded alltogether,provided it be in favour of a
language so established and supported that it would be secure once
and for all."
A.L.C;uerard (20)
Opponents of semantography may

s ,,_y

that it does not solve the pressing

--eed of an international spoken language.) gainst this may be said, that

Floantography solves the pressing need of international communication
7,1rough reading and. vritinz.1,Teverthelesso, South American and a 7renchsiem,who could correspond with och other in samantom.aphy,could not speak
• each other, should they ever meet.
50 years amp ) when Esperanto radiated great hope for an international
17Aguage,this idea would have been rejacted,evan by the author .He would
never atte* ed to work on such a system. In tho8e -layswe pinned our
•
__peon Esperanto, W=hich coull be written,rea.a.,-,17: spoken.Today after the
:.eroio and anthusiPLatic,but futile efforts of hun.lr,::As of thous ands of
may think liffe.r÷ntly.
=qierantists in all countries
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THE LESSON OF ESPERANTO AND THE HOPE OF SEMANTOGRAPNY

Today we have come to realize that people will learn a foreign lan guage or Esperanto under farce only,be it the force of self-preservaticn,
the necessity to make a living in a foreign country, or the force which
Parents and schoo]3 exert on children.But even then,we have come to reali.
ze that language teaching has proved a failure.Hillions of pupils in all
countries fail to apuire even the rudiments of another language in many
years study.
The world may realize now that learning to speak another language
within the environment of the mother tongue seems to be one of the major
difficulties of the human mind.We may draw the conclusion from the breakdown of all efforts to introduce an international language.Today, the
world may be ripe to accent a symbol writing which allows everyone to remain within the mother tongue,yet make himself understood to other people,
although only by writing and reading and not by speaking.
And here is another lesson we may learn from the struggles for Esperanto,Ido and all the other projects.Dr.7.menhof and all the many scientists,the mathematicians / logicians and linguists,who enthusiastically
supported Esperanto / realised very soon the faults cf Esperanto (Zamenhof
already in 1894) and the necessity for improvements. In the successive
congresses many proposals were brcught forward,but defeated.The "fundamento"(containing the first vocabulary, grammar etc.),in suite of its
defects, was declared inviolable.This lasted until 1907 and it was the
time of the greatest spread of Eszeranto.Why? Because every new learner
was aware that every word he learned would remain, would not be changed
and he would not be forced to unlearn.It was exactly the stability of
Esperanto which proved most fruitful, in snite of the feults.7lhen impro vements were put forward and accepted by ;?.. _part of the followersgdo,
Nov Esperanto, Reform Esperanto, Esperanto II etc.etcthe whole movement
was split and in.fact,bron down.
That lesson can we learn from this?
'le can realize that if certain words or symbols are established,which
have Droved workable like 1 2 3 4
: • 9 1 etc.they should not be
eltered.Othereeise anarchy would follow. We have enough of it already.
If ft le-ding university -eoald cerry oqt a teet end en1 ioree' the
eorkability of semantoaraphy we might then melee the assumption that c-ne
sYmtol ie .;lust as good as en alteretion cf it and may proeleim
r:tabilit7
period to aive the idea time to grow up rtnd to become healthy and strong.
Later onlit could stand some beating end if then certain new symbols or
some alterations might be adopted, it would be without danger to the idea
itself.
When semantogranhy has gained a firm foothold,a new hope may come over
the horizon for all supporters of an international spoken language.

THE DREAM 02 Ai INTERNATIONAL SPOKEN LANGUAGE COULD

arrs TRUE -

- TIMOUGH SEMAUTOGRAPHY.

"Though several interlenguages still claim a handful of enthusiastic
supporters, it is probably true to say that most people who now advocate
an artificial language approach the prospect with a ready ear for new
proposals.The plethora of projects...should not make us despair of unanimity.On the contrary/ failure brings us nearer to aecord.As Jesoersee
remarks in the beginning of his book on his own constructed auxiliary
(Novial):

SEMANTOGRAPHY TRANSCENDS ALL INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGES
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"All recent attemtts sho an unmistidable family likeness,and
may be termed dialects of one and the same type of international
language.This shows that just as bicycles and typewriters are now
neakly all of the same tyte,which was not the case with the earlier mikes,ve are now in the matter of int .n.language approaching
the time when one standard type can be fixed authoritatively in
such a way that the general structure will remain stable l though
nevi words will,of course,be constantly added when need requires."
Frederick Bodmer and Lancelot Hogben
^)
"It is difficult to answer questions about the neutrality of sperantb in the Sast.There are a thousand million of people to whom -Tsperanto is no more than a dialect of French or apanish."
K.Ozden (29)
Referring' to the above quotations,jesters?n as well as =Timer and Hog
':en are of the opinion that all the recent Projects o13 an international
language are based on Greek and Latin roots,whereas Ogden declares that
3speranto (which has many n- reek and Latin roots) would be more alien to
the peoples of the East than 3nclish, in Particular Bark English.
If all the languages would have a similar grammar, a similar .word order
a similar meaning of word combinRtione l then translation would be a mere
exchanging and adding of words, like be7,cis on a string. If this would be
the case, then it would be simple to learn some 500 or 1000 words of an
international auxiliary language and use these basic words in a similar
+m y',
the mother tongue.
But unfortunately this is not the caso.The contrary is true.411 the
languages have grown differently, are overloaded -tvith archaic forms,have
tifferent grarrnar,word order. and idiomatic ,,'Iord cornbinations.This all
rakes foreign la,nguages a torment for the learner.Tranelation becomes a
▪ightmare,grammar a horror.
One of the greatest pitfalls is word order.
'.'an has speaking 1.ifficultice.
Speaking difficulties has man.
Difficulties in speaking man has.
Every boy and girl today learns mathematics in school.nathema.tical
rules are equally the same in all languages.
Se,mantography may establish a definite word order and grammatical system, valid in all languages, like. mathematics. If students the world over
aquainted themselves with the word order and grammar of semantogra.7lay and use it constantly - then,and only then,- 500 or 1000 words may be
chosen for speaking purposes.
Then all the promoters of an international auxiliary language may come
poi the fore .The merits of words in Basic English,Intergloesa,Esperanto,
- -eio,etc.could be examined and the best ohosen.All these proposals contain
satin And LTreek roots,which are already used to a very great extent in
Est scientific and technical communications and even in the every day
speech of many nations.
To all promoters of an international auxiliary language goes the urgent plea to give this proposal their earnest consid.erationNe know that
:II those enthusiasts are idealists who work for a common understanding,
-Ad they have shown many times (see cuntation on7,2menhof on page 79)
7:21.s.t they are ready to give up any system for a better one,provicied it
inuld lead to a firmly established international language.
SemantograDhy cannot be "spoken". It is therefore no comDetitor to an
-nternational spoken 1p.nguage.But it could be the vehicle to bring it
t_3out.
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SEMANTOGRAPHY TO BE USED FOR PRACTICAL PURPOSES

(32)
SEKANTOGRAPHY ?OR PRACTICAL PURPOSES
"A new cause is not tare until it has been taken up by practical
men who will not help it unless it helps them. Some o f these men,of a
liberal turn of mind,are willing to take a reasonabl e risk;but if
they see no profit except in the dim future,no theor etical sympathy
will induce them to lend their support to the scheme .Between the
moment when a new idea is a fai l and the moment when it becomes a money
making proposition,there is an awkward gap to bridge .Men of the right
stuff are needed,enthusiastic,yet sane and patient."
A.L.Gu4rard (20)
"The world could hardly get along today without international
travellers' checks.Similarly it will not long continue to endure the
inconvenience caused by the lack of international communication."
Walter D.Head (44)
The Board recommends th.et Rotary clubs be urged to give continued
co-operation to every agency that is endeavouring to find a solution
of the problem 1f an international auxiliary language."
Resolution of the Boards of Directors Rotary International
(44)
The title of this book refers to semantography as a practical tool
for sciencel industry,commerce and traffic.The author hopes that from
these quarters support for semantography may come.In the Introduction
and Summary on page 10 the practicability of semantography has been mentioned for
the student
the scientist
the teacher
the stamp collector
the missionary
the technician
the intelligent
the businessman
the farmer
man and woman,
the civil - servant
the newspaperman
boy and girl
the doctor
the inventor
The reader is kindly asked to peruse the pages 10 - 12 where special
mention hAs been made of special practical purposes.
In the-second book "Semantography" special chapters will show symbols
for marry practicel applications. Here are a few titles of these coming
chapters:
The semantographic typewriter for engineers and scientists in
industry(pageyy)
Symbols for international weather reports (Page000)
Practical symbols for everybody (page lot)
Symbolvriting for international calendars (pageio5 )
Symbol writing for the farmer (page fog)
Symbol w'ritSne- in international postal communication (pagerek)
Money and business (PagelY7)
Symbol cables ( page1447
Agreements and treaties (page 2'r)
The abuse of patents (pagel7o)
The wheel and the railway (xly)
The pen and the book (page 227 )
Imeertant symbols for every-day
)
An :"nternationalW:enu-cercl.( page
Other symbols for practical purposes are shown in various other chaptors.This book should serve only one purpose: to show that a simplified
symbol 7riting could be a practical Proposition to bridge the laneuage
barrier.

EPILOGUE
Apart from practical applications it is shown that the symbols reveal
the inherent meaning of the INOT'lS they represent and in some cases, they
reveal the inherent danger.Today the Peoples of the world finl themselves exposed to a bombardement of higsounding Tords,which are very vague
in meaning and which are dangerous.- symbol writing which could bring
clarity in our thought and in our rords may turn out to be a msst practki
thing.Nothing is more practical than the prsservation of peace within
the family and within the family of nations.
Here are the two great and unique advantages of senantography:
The symbols are readable in any language and anybody could
nicate by using his mother tongue.
The symbols show the inherent meaning of a word and to some
extent the inherent danger.
These two advantages set the idea of semantography apart from any
previous proposal for an international auxiliary language.
These advantages are s3 important that every man and woman, interested
in peace and progress i shoull devote a few hours to this bock and should
examine the proposal without prejudice.
What is most important in such an examination is,that you should not
give just a glance here and there.Go patiently through the pages until
the symbols appear to ysu simple and self--explanatory, just like 1 2 3
appear simple and self-explanatory to you right now.

"Zamenhof the linguist,has shown in Esperanto that it is possible
to construct artificially a language which is easy to learn, expressive
and practical i.n both the spoken and written forms.Ogden the philosopher,has shown us how to take into account the semantic or "meaningful" content of words.Dutton,the business man,has sugested a way in
which the project may be made more attractive and of immediate practical value to the masses.Hogben the scientist,has pointed to a way
in which we might harness the evergrowing volume of international
scientific vocabulary to our purpose and take an active part in encouraging and shaping an evolution already taking place.What visionary
would follow,who,taking the best of the materials and designs these
fox'unners have provided,will be able to forge the key the world is
seeking? And That great statesman will take this key and put it into
the lock?"
Stanley Rundle (15)
With this last paragraph Stanley Rundle concludes his recently publishel,higtaly illuminating book LANGUAG1', AS A SOCIAL AND POLITICAL FACTOR
IN EUROPE. (Faber and Faber 1947).He criticises strongly all proposals
made hitherto and he devotes much space to the apparent diffioulties of
language learning.
When we realize that the mother tongue acts like an irresistible
force,vthich prevents the mquisition and constant use of a foreign tongue
we may come to the conclusion that,however ingenious a new international
spoken language may be devisel,the people will not use it - even if
it should be taught in school.Not even force could help. Rundle himself
mentions the fact,that Lithuanians were prohibited by penalty of death
to use their mother tongue with the rssult that 200 years after the verdict was issued 93% of the population spoke only Lithuanian.
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HOW SEMANTOGRAPHY CAME INTO BEING

The case of travellers, immigrants and fugitives must be considered
separately. These people are thrown into a foreign environment where
sheer self-preservation forces them to learn and use a foreign tongue.
But they will readily fall back in their mother tongue whenerer possible.
The large communities in the United Statess Canada,South America and
ether immigration countries,which stick to their mother tongue are ample
proof for this fact.
The mother tongue seems to be a "force" like grevitation.We have realized that we can't get rid of gravitation.Yet, we have devised vehicles
to overcome it.Then we lift ourselves in the air s we are still heavy and
earthbound,but we fly.Semantography may become a similar vehicle.We may
remain earthbound and heavy, we may go on using our mother tenauel yet
we would be able to lift ourselves above the language barrier.
Semantography may prove a success where all international spoken languages have failed.It may prove workable,because it is a different vehicle
aeltogether.And we may find hope in the fact,that such a symbol writing
is already in use in ahina,whera 450,000,000 people, speaking in different
tonguest are united through the bond of their common writing.

APPENDIX
HOT SEHANTOGRAPHY CAME INTO BEING

"The written language of the Chinese has survived almost without change for some four thousand yearss and is used throughout the whole of
the Chinese empire end with certain modifications by the Iapanese.To
immediately conveys the meaning moon.
a Chinaman anywhere the symbol
If he is in Peking he will read it yiee,in Canton fet e in Shanghai y or
in Foochow nawok.We thus have a system where the people in various
provinces have their own spoken dialect* for communication among themselves,but where the written language bridges these differences and
unite the whole empire.Those Europeans who are so eager in the cause
of "progress" to suggest the abolition by the Chinese of their "antiquidated" script in favour of the adoption of a phonetic alphabet like
our own,would do well to consider carefully precisely what this would
imPly.7;e in Europe have devised international written languages,as
distinct from spoken only in specialised ceses,as for instance when we
write numerals which are universally undersrocd,but which are read in
different ways over the whole continent."
Stanley Rundle (15)

s

"It is now P. commonplace that two people from different parts of
China can read the same texts without being able to converse with one
another.To seventeenth-century Europe it ,.es a nine days' wonder."
Frederick Boimer and Lancelot Hoaben ( 5 )

To me, a twentieth-century European, it was a nine days' wonder too.
Here is my story.
The outbreak of war in l939 found me as factory manager in England,
separated from my wife on the continent,where her life was endangered.
Tith- great hardship re managed to ao,I via Canada and the Pacific,she
via Siberia and Manchuria and we met in Shereeeei.Then the war came to the
Pacifio.Ve stayed there for 6 years.There we.expe-etencee privations,bombs
and destruction - but I would never miss those 6 years in Shanghai.

THE STORY OF A LIFE IN CHINA
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China is fascinating and what fascinated me most were those queer and
mysterious Chinese characters on shops and houses, in newspapers and books,
end at night,/in thousands of multi-coloured neon tubes filling the sky and
making it a beautiful sight out of a fairy tale.
What is the system behind those Chinese charactersiWhy so complicated,
why so difficult and cumbersome? To find out about it, I hired a teacher.
I learned to read and I learned to write.
After one year of study I gave up learning.' found Chinese writing a
highly cumbersome and complicated affair,overloaded with archhic symbols,
arbitrary to a great extent.But the wisdom contained in some characters
held me in a snell.Besides I experienced a strange feeling,such as any
foreigner may experience who tries to penetrate that great baxrier,which
Lin Yu-tang called the second Great .?all of China,the Chinese writing.
I could read shop signs, I could read street names and notices.' could
read head lines in the newspapers - but I read all this in my mother
tongue,not in Chinese.Later on,the familiar words of my language disappeared in my mental translation of Chinese characters and I could visualize
directly the real things depicted by the signs.' experienced the vividness and easiness of reading an Ideographic writing.' became absorbed
by those Chinese characters.' went "oriental".Now I understood the saying of a great European professor at the university of Peking. questioned
about the future of the white man in China,he answered; "In 100 years,we
will all be Chinese!"
Then I understood the unifying factor of the Chinese ideographic writing andwily the efforts of past governments to introduce a phonetic writing have failed.But I understood too,how the writing could standardize
and unify the grammar and word order of different languages.Today with
a large Chinese film industry and the acceptance of the Mandarin "dialect"
as the national language,the unification of Chinese tongues has made
areat strides,but this is only possible because the ideographic writing
has set a pattern of word order and grammar for all tongues spoken in
China.
Then I remembered my work as a research chemist in Europe.For months
and years I had to rork in university libraries.' had to read thousands
of patent specificationsl reports,dissertations,articles and books.
although in more or less fair command of four major European languages
I experienced great difficulties and I realized the benefit of Latin for
science in the past and the great handicap of the language Babel for the
science of today.' had my own experiences in the laboratory,about the necessity of a work-wide information service,unifyina all scientists In
all countries.
In my youth I believed that Esperanto was the solution.' tried to lean
it,but I soon gave up.' found the grammar too trying and complicated.In
fact grammar and foreign languages were the torment of my boyhood.Chemistry,Physics,Matheme,tios and Geomtry were mere child's play,but foreign
languages brought me some times to the brink of disaster.I hated grammar
and language learning as only a boy can hate.' believed that I am andeinli
always remain a total ignorant as far as foreign languages are concerned.
Then I came to Italy as a soldier in the first 7orld Aar,and learned
Italian within 5 months.' simply had to speakalt 7as a sheer necessity.
On business trips in France I learned more French than in years of study.
In that city of Shanghai,the most international town of the world,
where more than 22 different nationalities existed side by side, I saw
language at werk.I saw Russian refugees of the 1917 revolution who lived
in Shanghai for 25 years.Some of them,working constantly within their own
community could only speak Rusef_an.The others hadtoolo out to make a living
and / according to their rerk and environment;learned English or French,
Chinese or Japanese.' witnessed the same process in the many thousands
of refugees ftwe Europe .I saw the intelligent Chinese"boy" in the variaus foreign households,eicking up English,French,Italian,Dutch,German,
Japatem and other languages.But at home, amidst their own family,all those
:_ifferent people spoke only their mother tongue.
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THE BABEL OF SHANGHAI AND THE DAWN OF A NEW IDEA

036;1
In Shanghai I realized the ereoemous strength of the mother tongue and
self-preservation,the necessithe only force which .couldoovercome-At;
to to make a living or starve.There I realized too why foreign language
learning in school, a few hours a week and amidst the environment of the
mother tongue must be a fa.11ure.lidNI understood why wise parents send
their children away to a foreign country,to a foreign school, "here a chili.
surrounded by foreign children - is forced to learn the other language in
order to overcome the unendurine loneliness, and 'cake friends.
In Shanehai I realised that people would use Esperanto only if forced to do so and as such force would not be exerted,the proposals for an
international 'anew-zee might prove to be a failure.
But there in Chine I realised that the only possibility to usethe
mother tongue and still bridge the language barrier is an ideographic
writing such as the Chinese ueee l but it had to be a better one, a writing
simple and clear and one which people should be able to type on a. typewriter of ordinary size.
It was a fascinating idea.There were the sometimes unbearable blackout nights, the fel:: of bombs, the uncertainty, the anxiety about the tomorrow,the airoeil.o.I thought it a good idea to keep my mind occupied in
the evenings with a fascinating toy.And in the beginning I toyed only
with it.
I realized my great handicap.' was totally ignorant of linguistic problems.' considered Qrrnmar an instrument of torture.' had never heard of
semantics" and as completely ignorant of the problems of language planning,and of all the proposnls for an international language,except a few
bits of Esperanto.In short: I was a complete ignoramus in all matters per
taining to language.Only a foil could have attempted such a thing,and I
know today that I would have never attempted it, if I had just glanced into a few books on lineuistics,logics and senantics.The only thine I knew
was that Ogden's Basic English consisted of only 850 words.That gave me
some hope.And there was something else too.
From my experiences in the factory I knew that often success is achieved by approaching a problem from a new angle and unburdened by experiences of past failures.quite often I sucmded in finding a simple solution
in a maze of difficulties.My friends called me a "systematist".
And so in full knowledge of my inexperience in language planning I set
out on this fascinating venture,remembering Gray's words
Where ignorance is bliss
't is folly to be wise
My mood actually changed to bliss when I found out/that it was possible
to reduce the necessary number of symbol elements to less than 100.
Less than one hundred elementsnhy it's like in chenistry.And some
of my compound symbols worked like chemical symbols,revealing the inherent structure ... it 1.:;74crd
10:4, a crackpot ilea, or !.ay
I had to do something about it.
On the 23rd of January 1943 I gave my first public lecture before an
audience of 3uropean and Chinese students.After explaining my system, I
asked for words and sentences to be translated into symbols.It was a success.
From my factory experience I knew that an inventor cannot look with
impartial eyes on his brain child.S0 I hired a language teacher to criticize with all his might. He was opposed to the whole idea.He was the
right man to give it the coup de grace. For nearly two years, five evenings
a weekt he drove me almost crazy with impossible words and sentence perversions.' am a practical man and I would have given up,but the foundations of my system withstood the onslaught.Then I started to hope that may be - perhaps -I really got amnethina.
The war ended nd peace came to Shanehai.In May 1946 I spoke before
U.S.Army officers and then, before the Rotary Clef, of Shanghai. I shall
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never forget their cheers. "Stick to itiWrite a book about iti Yeuyreally
got something!"
I went home through the streets of Shanghai,oblivious of all the rickshaws,the crowds, the traffic.' traion clouds.
In July 1946 Z we nt with my wife to Australia.In Sydney I had the first
opportunity to go to a great library and to get the books on linguistics,
language planning l logioasemantics etc.There I realised with horror the
chasms and abysses over which I trod lightly in my ignorance.But then I
read about language reforms and the ideas of Leibnitz and others and I
realized that I had somehow hit on similar ideas and moreover,' had worked out a practical system;at least this is what I believe.
My Shanghai story is not yet finished.There was another experience
which impressed me even more and which perhaps furnished the ultimate stimulus for my vork.It's a strange tale and only those will acknowledge its
truthfulness,who lived in Shanghai and loved this aspect of that fascinating city.
Two world wars in quick succession and the turmoil of this postwar
world may have convinced anybody that all those nice Tords about "international understanding" my be termed mere "windy talk".On this basis,
all attempts for an international language or the like may seem a hopeless venture l condemned to failure right from the start.
My belief in "international understanding" was shattered too,when I
set out in 1940 in a war-torn world to reach Shanghai.At that time I
would have considered the work on
an international language as a waste
of time and effort.But strangely enough, it was this unique city of Shanghai which convinced me that "international understanding and co-operation"
is possible l is a reality.In Shanghai I saw it miraculously at work.
After Wendel Wilkie's "One World",the talkfer a world eovernment hae
not ceased. However,the apparent difficulties which the United Nations
Organisation encounters,may have convinced countless people that the idea
a world government may be a phantasy only, a delusion, impossible to
realize.
Those people may perhaps be glad to learn that a lleherld government' on
a small scale, in which all nations had their say and moreover Were they
work&together for the common benefit,has been a reality for almost a hundred years,and it worked, it worked beautifully - in Shanghai.' refer to
the unique organisation of the International Settlement of Shanghat,an
international governmental organisation which ruled and influenced an
area with about 5 million inhafttants,a greater population than in many
independent countries.
People,who have never been to Shanghai or have been only there for a
short visit,got their"knowledge" mostly from gangster novels and spy
thrillers.
Consequently most people in the world believe that Shanghai must be
the worst place on earth.After six years of study at close quarters I
maintain that Shanghai is the only place in the world which can give us
hope and proof,that a world government and international co-operation
and understanding is possible.The history of the now non-existent International Settlement Cif Shanghai proves conclusively that a world government can work, even under the worst conditionst and can achieve results
nowhere obtained by a national government.
This is not the space to sive a comierdaensive account.Only a few paragraphs must suffice.
The government of the International Settlement was exercised by the
consuls of all nations, situated in Shanghai.They appointed a board of directors,the Municipal Council of Shanghai.This body was as international
as the consular bodyXoreover the number of Chinese councillors, exceeded
that of any other nation.There were also British,American,Japanese,German
councillors and others taken from other nations.
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The international Municipal Council directed the activities of a few
thous-Inds of officials,wh9 'Vera responsible for the work done by many
thousands of employees in the administrative offices, the works department the health department, the city markets, the fire brigade, the telephone comnany, the power comnany,the water works, the street cleaning
service, the gabage collection, the sewerage,the cemetery maintenance,the
harbour service, the police force,etc.etcoot to forget the public libraries,schools and the nunicipal Philharmlic OrchestranAll those officials,engineers,cle.rks,typists and workers were again recruited from all
nations.
I couldn't believe my eyes,an71 it vas a source of constant wonder,whenever I set ftot into the .,ffices of the Municipal Council, to see all
those nationals working together harmcniously.Even as late as 1941 with
a world War raairw for 2 years and the Sino-Japanese war raging for 4
years ( or actually 10 years) I saw in -ne office working toaether Chinese,Japanese,British,German,American,ltalian,Russian,Spanish
Svedish,Portuguese and people from other nations.The head of one office
was a Sritisher and under him worked Germans,Italians,and others.The
head of another officd was a Tapanese,or an American,or a Chinese and
they too directed their employees of other nations.Uthough their respective countries were at war with each other,here they sat,desk to desk
next to each other and worked to'zether.It was international co--operation
- a 100% - even under the stress of a world war.
The resultant successeswere obvious for anybody who probed into the
matter, and even spectacular for those observers who took into account
the terrible conditions of the whole Chinese continent,neglected for
centuries by the Imperial Chinese government and -after 1911 - aroaning
under the yoke of countless Inr lords,who cleirtel the provinces,even
more thoroughly than floods and famines could do.Plaaue and cholera
and other diseases killed off riillions.Among this incredible misery of
a whole continent,ShRnahai was an oasis,a heaven of refuge l the only place where peace and order and health were maintained and from where the
work of reconstruction could be carried out.Millions of refugees from
all parts of China streamed into the city, filled every house and every
shack and found there peace and security, work and prosperity.
Only from this perspective must the work and the achievement of the
International Municipal Council and its international co-workers be
consiered.Mnst spectacular was the work of the Hmlth Denartment,which
kept Shanghai a healthy cityl althouah cholera and plague and typhus
branded against the outskirts of the city acidfiltered in daily.The
Public Works Department is responsible for achievements which became a
model for the whole of East Asia.Similar praise could be given to all
other departItents, all of them directed and maintained by workers taken
from all nations.
The Police Force aaain was international.There were British and Chinese constables,American and Sapanese,Russian and Indian as well;and so
,on throughout all the ranks to tho top nfficers.
One of the most spectacular things was an International Armyprecruited wholly from volunteer citizensand with an organisation,which had
to be seen to be believed.Contrary to expectation the various battalions
were organised on national lines;there was an American battalion,a
British battalion, a Scotch battalionya Chinese battalion,a Japanese,
a Portuguese, a Philiptino battalion,officered wholly by
co-nationals.
There was even a Jewish battalion,officered by Yewish officers.
One should. 1;elieve,that this organisation on national lines should
be a danaerous thing,considering that these batallionsrcre. given up-todate arms,rifles and machine zunss martars and even light field artillery
Yet,so areat was the spirit of international co-operation, that the Municipal Council trusted its international citizens and not once was there
an incidence that this trust was unjustified.In every emergency,the
volunteer soldiers of all nations manned their battle stations and -
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- through their determination - warded off destruction throughout the
wars and upheavals which rage. in China and branded against the outskirts
of Shanghai.
But the most spectacular proof of the efficiencyef the international
elvernment of Shanghai vas the almost incredible fact,that there was no
income tax in Shanahai.1;evertheless all the departments of the government
health denartment,the fire brigade, the street cleaning
service, the pelice,etc.etc. All governmental werkelsreceived their decent pay awl. all Was achieved withoutthe exertion of an income tax.
The explanation is furnished by the fact that Shanghai was governed
by an international body.Net only was there a constant control exerted
by the various nationals on each other, the consuls in those young -:lays
of Shanghai were business men too.They knew how to run an- efficient businese and they figured out that all can be done with a minimum of expenditure.All the work was done without income tax.A ridiculously small
land tax,calculated only from the floor space of an office l a shop,an
appartment,a cottage ) was sufficient to cover all exnenses.The power company,the telephone company, the water works furnished some additional
means and in the same time worked in an amazing way for the maintanate
of all the city services.If you did not wmtto pay even the snall land
tax,no force could be exerted on you,but then you could not get electricity, water or a telenhone.This was the only gentle persuasion which the
eovornment could exert.Bent it usually was not necessary.The citizens
realised the necessity of all the services for the common geed and moreover the International Settleient breathed a "free" air.Every grievance
could be voiced in the many papers and the internationality of its councillors and officials ensured remedy and betterment.
Even the Imperial government of China and the successive governments
found it vise to put the management of their revenues in the hands of
an international body of foreigners and the Chinese Maritime Customs
for instance,became one of the greatest sources of revenue for the Chinese government.This money came largely from the trade with the outside
world carried on by the foreigners :oho have built Shanghai.Those people
outside of China who know nothing of Shanghai,except that it came into
being by violating Chinese territeryphave not the slightest idea what
the International Settlement of Shanghai meant to China and the Chinese.
For the impartial observer it is clear,that the International Settlement
was the greatest blessing the Chinese people received during the last
hundred years.11part from a world ride trade which benefitted the whole
Chinese people, there were the many schools, technical and other colleges,
universities l hespitals and industrial enterprises which were manned by
foreign teachers,dectors and engineers, and maintained by foreign money
which opened up a window of knowledge for the young generation of Chinese and Which provided the teachers,doctors and engineers,all Chinese,
to teach in turn the whole centinent.If China makes now great strides
in industrialisatien l aariculture and health maintenance it is thanks
to the many Chinese whb 'r were trained in the foreign schools and iniuctries of the International Settlement of Shanghai.
The internationality of the "world government" of Shanghai was reflected in the attitude of the international inhabitants of this city.
If you are a business manor a doctor, or a consulting engineer or a
teacher in Shanghai and you have t- deal with people of ten or twenty
different nations in a single working day, then narrow minded "nationalism" must beccele utter nonsense.There was only one distinction,which
totally dieeeearded natienalitylthe character and integrity of a person.
People referred to other eeon2e by using an expression in Pidgin English.
"He nroper",they said,or "he no pr per".
Of course the people of Shanghai leved the country of their birth,
its languagel its literature and its music and there were many national
literary and musical performances,attended by an international audience.
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The Shanghai Municipal Philharmonic Orchestra ,one of the finest in the
world l catered to an international audience and consequently its repertoire became most international.People aporeciated end acknowleiged the
cultural achievements of other nations.
Now, don't think that the people of Shanghai were "better".Noi They
were the same people as you find them all over the world, with their full
measure of virtues and vices,of shortsightendness and narrowminiedness.
Yet, it as exactly that atmosphere of world citizenship that made people
think in broader terms.in Shanghai it became obvious for anybody(incluling the worst
narrowminded nationalist) that international co-operation is the most sensible and also the most practical thing to do,and
so they co-eperated,they became broadminded,because it was the Shanghai
way of life.
This broadmindedness menifested itself in all walks of life.Not only
were there international friendships among the various nationals,the
members of the various institutions and clubs maintained friendly relations,even as late as 1941,when their respective countries were at war
with each other.It was for me a constant source of wonder when I saw the
members of the Shanghai Camera Club,for instance,belonging to the warring
naticns,meeting once a month to discuss art and to part in respectful
friendliness.
Besides the International Settlement,there was the French Concession
and the parts of Shanghai under the jurisdiction of the Chinese government.Yet,the beneficial influence which the International Settlement
exerted,made itself felt everywhere.It was simply impossible to deny liberties to people outside the International settlement,or to burden then
with heavy taxes, when those people could easily escape all this, by mevine within the boundaries of the International Settlement.
This marvellousfl atmesellere of a world government" intoxicated mc,I
felt very happy living in Shantai .Funny as iteeeme,eventhe summer air
of Shanahai,althoueh very try.ne and ladden with humidity,became to me
exhilarating an invigorating like the mountain air of Switzerland.I
love Switzerland,which I visited on many hiking and business trips,not
only on account of its natural beauty .,but especially for the fact,
that there live people of four different nations,which exhibit a truly
international co-eneration.In Shanghai I saw the same international
0o-operation on an even wider scale.
Some readers may think that I haeedwelled too much on the praise of
the International Settlement of Shanghal.Heveverf all I said I consider
very important in reaard of this book.It is easy to dismiss the whole
efforts of all people, interested in an international language,by denying
international co-operatien.Ant in fact,the difficulties which U
encounters,are enough to convince all pessimists.Therefore I had to tell
at length about the s-eot on the Chinese coast,where international cooperation worked. marvels.
It was exactly the spirit of the International Settlement of Shanghai
which brought this b;ok about.In Shenehai I saw language at work.In
Shanghai I saw the mother tongue at werk,and its irresisistible strength.
In Shanghai I saw an 'ideographic writing at work, and in Shanghai too,
I saw international co-oneration at work - and therefore Shanghai convinced me that work on international communication and co-eeeration is
worthwhile and will bear fruit.
I have no illusions about this beok.I know that the world at large
think differently and that I TM bound for great disaepointment and even
ridicule.It may well be that I shall not live to see my ilea dome true.
Shanghai however, has convinced me that a world government is possible
and that - sooner or later - it will come about.And. I believe that a
kind of ideographic writing,as
proposed in this book,will be used by
the world government and the netional governments to bridge the 3000
languages of the inhabitants of this planet.
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"Read not to contradict or confuteplor to believe and take for gAanted;

nor to find talk and discourse;but to weigh and consider."
Francis Bacon (47)
This is not a textbook and not a primer, not a dictionary and not a
complete explanation of the system of samentoaraphy.
It is written to show how those 10. 0 elementary symbols work and the
other symbols of minor import!lnce.It is written to prove that it is possible to write simple and unaftbiguous sentences which have a similar
meaning in different languages. It is written to prove that this system
could bridge the language barrier.
The following chapters are written somewhat differently to a textbook
on language.There are no exercises and not many examples to steady the
reader and make him more aquainted with the "language".The book is
intended as an informatory study only.
If there is enough interest to warrant the issue of a small textbook
with exercises and a dictionary, it will be forthcoming in very short

time.
6 years of hard work are compressed in this book.Everyone who thinks
that it could be done better may be assured that many good symbols have
been discarded in order to comply with difficulties of Which the casual
reader may not be aware.The author will gladly receive any suagestion.
He hopes that this book will achieve its purpose which is to attract the
interest of scientists and students and especially to ensure the help of
the universities and the great scientific foundations.
Here is an opportunity for everyone to join in a new and fascinating
pioneer work.
INTERNATIONAL SYMBOLS
"Those who write Interglossa should freely use internationally cur(female or Venus) for she l her t hers
rent ideograms, such as .-.- $ t (hermaphrodite
or Mercury) for one
t
him,his,
cr(male or Mars) for he
one's, ) for moon, ? out at the beginning of a sentence or clause Erthe interra_eative pothole, 8cI etc,as also all international abbreviattons,e.g. g(graui), 1(liter), m(metre) f eto.7e can also economize apace
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by breaking away from the humanistic tradition -which prescribes
the formula one hundred and sixty-three thousand nine hundred and
seventy-two for the compact ideogram 163972, and by using 0 and 1
respectively for the articles zero(no) and un(a,the)"
Lancelot Howbas

)

We will make extensive use of the following well known international
symbols
. . .10 symbol-elements
1234567890
.1=.1=••

. :

•

• • •

5

tl

"
10
25 symbol-elements
alitogether
This makes a total of 25 symbols,exactly a quarter of the first 100
symbol elements of semantography.
If you are benevolent you may say; "These symbols are known to everybody.We don't need to count them as new symbols!"
Very well!But it does not make much difference.We shall see later on
that the important symboE elements which occur again and again are less
than 100 in number; in fact about 50 to 60 are doing most of the job.
Even the Chinese are using now the symbols ? ! , . ( ) because they
are so simple and practical.
1 "

(

) %#

A PREHISTORIC INTERNATIONAL SYMBO L

"Arrow,a mark like an arrow or arrowhead, as on a chart or a signboard to indicate direction."
Webster's New International Dictionary(28)
We find the arrow on the oldest rock drawings.It is certainly one of
the most widely used international symbols.We find it everywhere on
roads,buildings,railway stations,etc.
The mathematicians use the arrow in vector analysis to calculate forces and velocities.The geometrists use the arrow on drawings to indicate
a direction,a distance,etc.
In semantography the arrow is used as a very important symbol element.
It shall primarily indicate a movement in a certain direction. A movement is an action.
'Wherever you see an arrow in a symbol,you should realize that it indicates primarily an action.
The direction of the movement is indicated by the direction of the
arrow.Here however,we face the same difficulty as the cave man.Our world
is three dimensional.Our writing pad,as well as the surface of a rock i8
two dimensional.Artists,with the exception of the sculptors,encounter
the same difficulty,also children who draw the outline of things.
Well,we will have to overcome this major difficulty as best as we can.
Western writing goes forward .-.-* from left to right.Even the Chinese
are getting accustomed to it.Here then are our first symbols,formed by
derivations of our symbol element,the arrow.

forward backward

up

down for-upward,back-lownwara,etc
according to direction shown

MANY MEANINGS CAN BE EXPRESSED WITH THE ARROW SYMBOL

turn

circulate

swing

jump
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These movements are performed somewhat in "empty space"..Let 's now
erect a sten post,the line of reference,another important symbol element

start
begin

departure

approach

forward

arrival
end, stop

These symbols seem self-explanatory.We may continue in the same mannen

to pass by

to pass through

to continue

Let's now have more fun by playing with two arrows.
IIMMEN5

11(■•■=10

attract to n

meeting

separation

...p.

repulsion

...,
.-Ii•

........)

4—.....
i

---4
-.

It

concord
harmony
agreement
Man in his forward drive encounters counter-forces,obstacles,difficulties,troubles,whtch seem stronger than his forwar'l ririve.We will depict
these with two arrows driving backwards.
to and fro

up and down

competition

counter-forces,obstacles,orposition,d_ifficulties,troubles
Yet,man faces these counter-forces courageously in his forward drive
in spite of all o n,n1 in overcoming the difficulties arrives at success.

4..--

1161•11111M
-BI-- F

4....
sp ite
in spite of

and

forward

These svmbols should give courage.

to

success

INTRODUCING THE DOT AND THE LINE SYMBOL ELEMENT
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Four arrows Rive even more fun.

+ +

collection, gathering

expansion,distribution

The symbols could be used alternatively,the first indicating the gathering in full swina,the second symbol indicating the gathering just
ended.Similar use could be made with the ether two symbols.
How many symbol elements did we use in all symbols depicted in this
chapter?
Only two .The arrow and the line of reference,put in different positions to indicate different meanings.
The line of reference is a very important symbol element,especially
from the psychological point of view,as we shall see later on.In this
chapter we are going to see how the line of reference can be used together with another imeertant symbol element(already counted on page 92)
the dot or mathematical point I to indicate position.
As we go forward ----4 from left to right,we may place the dot before
or after the line of reference to indicate
•
tIMMO=0

*

before,in front

a
behind, after

OMM*
•

1

above, ver

below, under

The symbols have a clear meaning with reference to the line we draw.
Consequently words like: a spot over(or above) the window, and even
authority over men are translatable in other languages by using these
symbols.Hewever idiomatic uses like work left over or over night are
untranslatable and meaningless in other languages if the actual meaning
of over is used-For such expressions the symbols cannot be used-This
becomes obvious for the symbol writer.He can see it right away that he
can't write work left over with the spatial symbol indicating abeve.However he can use it when writing work left over the second shelf.
This example show how idiomatic uses are excluded from semantography.
Every language contain thousands of idiomatic usee,which are the despair
of the foreigner.Here is one of the main pitfalls of treneletion.In semantography this pitfall is avoided.

THE TYPEWRITER
"Certainly the art of writing is the most miraculous of all things
man has devised."
Thomas Carlyle (48)
(see also pp. 89 and 139ff of this edition)
In the first chapter we have learned a few symbols. In this chapter
we shall learn how to writethenwith the sementographic typewriter.
This is a typewriter of the ordinary size-The keyboard shows the
usual set of types and keys,which are used to type the small letters
. ? I ( ).We are
of the alphabet, and a few of the usual symbols like
thus able to write any international word like nroten,radio,television
or other scientific or Latin terms like appendicitiepamoeba l as well as
any geographical name.We can even write complete letters in English or
another laneuage.We would only miss the capital letters,which are superfluous anyway(as this paragraph shows).

THE TYPEWRITER FOR ALPHABET AND SEMANTOGRAPHY
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Here is the first set of the keyboard,the usual arrangement which
we find on any typewriter.
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0?
qwertyuiop 1
aedfghjkl( )
zxcvbnm, . The second set (which usually contains the capital letters and is aperated by the shift key) contains the straight and curved lines which are
used to compose the symbols.Here
the complete set.The lines may be
arranged in a different way, according to best practical use.

NO a IIINZ11 111111:•
11311111161 51111111illIK.
111
111111111
1111
11111.1.11krilli El11111M

(Copyright)

The symbols are usually drawn within a square-Each line on the typeindiwriter is set in a distinct position within the square.This is
:;ated in the drawing above,and may be shown with thinner lines on the
keys of the typewriter .The following paragraphs will make this clear.
To understand how the symbols are composed,we shall use the practice
of the ordinary typewriter,f9miliar to most people.
Suppose we want to type some geometrical figures using a letter on an
ordinary typewriter;
a
a
aaa
a
a
a
a
Raa
aa
13.0.a
aaa
a
a
a
7., a
a a
a
a
Aaa
arm
a
a
a
a
a a
aaa
aaaaa
a
Anybody can do this with any typewriter.7e have only to turn the cylinder up or down to get the position we want.Sometimes we would have
to shift the cylinder one or two spaces backer we may use the back-space
kigy for this purpose) because the cylinder jumps always one space ahead
after a key has been pressed.
If we want to type thz mathematical symbol-}- by typing first the horizontal line—and then the vertical line I ,we would get this_li simply
because the cylinder did jump one space ahead.
To ,cut out this automatic jumpioa -Lhead,in order to compose the sym:01s,we may employ a little gadget on our semantoaraphic typewriter.This
zadget is operated by a small lever.By turning this lever,the cylinder
jump ahead automatically,but stay put.The symbol completed,
not
we may then press the ordinary long thumb bar(as on any typewriter) to
move the cylinder ahead to the next spacing.
If we then wart to type ordinary alphabetical words we may turn the
lever back and thus engage the autumatical jumping device as used on the
ordinary typewriter.
With this new gadget it is now easy to tyce the mathematical symbol-.
7e type first—.,nd then on top of it(as the cylinder stays put)we type
he vertical line ....The symbol ccr')leted,we press the long thumb bar
:o move the cylinder in position for the next symbol.

HOW A 'TYPEWRITER OF USUAL CONSTRUCTION COULD BE USED
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Between two symbols, no matter how big or =all they are, there must
be always one full square left,to indicate the separate words.

■
translator
sun enclosure emotion man throuszh bridge
The symbols are printed within two lines, the top and the bottom line.
How big is a square compared with the spacing on our typewriter?If
we type the dot,we would get it right in the middle of the souare.-Sy
going up or down a line we would get
•

• •

We see that a symbol square is quite big and it extends horizontally
over three spacings and vertically over three lines.
Another innovation on our typewriter is a gadRet,which makes it superfluous to turn the cylinder by hand, furthermore to move the cylinder
backmards(with the back-space key) or forward one spacing(with the thumb
bar).
This gadget is operated with a little steering stick or the like. You
hold it with your left hand and press the key you want,with your right
hand.If you don't move the steering knob, and press the dot key, (for instance) the dot will came out right in the centre of the sqare.lf you
move the steering knob up or down and press the dot key, the dot will
appear on the upper or lower line.if you-move the steering knob at an
angle up,down,riaht or left, the dot will appear in the four corners of
the sqare.In such a way you are able to make the dot appear at nine
different positions within the square and you can form the following
geometrical constellations:
•

•

.•

•

• 6

4

•

.

.

• • •

•

•

•

•

•

• II I

•
.
•

. • •

.
• • a

• • a

However if you release the steering knob on your left hand l the cylinder falls back in its original position, in Which the dot would appear in
the centre.Only if you press the long thumb bar,does the cylinder move
finally forward,to take up a new position for the formation of new symbols.
Of course, only the dot is the smallest type;the biggest type fill
a whole square and we do not need to move the left hand steering knob
at all.Suoh full-square types %re the full oirole(sun),the heart(emotion)
Other types,like the half circle(for the symbol of the brLdge)extend
over half a square,
We can type now a few symbols by using the lona, hori7,antal and vertical line.

line

subtraction

addition

opening

enclosure

And this makes us Nuainted with an unexpected advantage of symbol
writinglspace,time and work economy .It takes us less space,time and work
to print those symbolef instead of the long alphabetical words.The symbols above are shown in an enlarged dimension. Ire reality, the typewriter
will print them much smaller.

IMMEDIATE PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE NEW TYPEWRITER
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If symbol writing gains ground, the typewriter people may bring out
in addition to the semantographic typewriter mentioned above,a special
typewriter,with a second shift set.In such a typewriter each key hammer
carries nottro,but three types, like in the oldportables with three rows.
In addition to the two sets,shown on page 95,this typewriter would carry
42 additional types,giving very important and often recurring composed
symbols,like opening,enclosure,addition(as shown on foregoing page).Ten
one pressing of a key will give you the symbols for these meanings an
others.
Needless to say,that it is easy to writs samantoaranhy by hand.Peorl
who want to write it very neatly by hand, could use a draughtmansetenc
as shown on page 8.
TO ENGINE73RS AND SCIENTISTS IN ALL INDUSTRI7ES I
Immediate practical application of the new semantographic typewriter.
Modern physics and engineering employ all the symbols used in
mathematics besides a wides ariety of special symbols most of which
fall into two classes,viz:(1)chematized drawings of apparatus and
(2) letters (chiefly Roman and Greek)...The usage of letter symbols
varies widely, the same letter often having many possible meanings
or the same meaning havkng two or three symbols...
Organised effort to attain uniformity have met with increasing
success,but are counter balanced by invention and discovery which
multiply the need of additional symbols and the possibility of giving new meanings to symbols already in use.
Webster's New International Dictionary (28)
Engineers and scientists may welcome the semantographic typewriter
-'?rich would enable them, not only to type reportsI but to type into these
reports all conventional symbols already in use in engineering and
science.Instructions and informations, and even invoices would be more
accurate and more to the point when written with the help of already
acknowledged international technical symbols. A few examples are shown
hp1ow.
-w111=INS

alternating curdirect current
rent generator or generator or
motor
motor

amperemeter

gaivanomet-r

••■•11.

switch

switch
double throw

frequencymeter

ampere-hour
meter

sr••■•■1110

— \./•.,"/N/
resistor

resistor
varibln

inductor

ctor var.

THE BASIC SYMBOLS OF MATHEMATICS
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41111- HP 4battery

condensor

condensor
variable

condensor
shielded

in)
rectifier tube rectifier tube radio tube
cold cathode

hot cathode

ear-phones

triode

There are acknowledged symbols used in many other industrial branches which could be equally well typed with this typcwriter.There is
even the possibility to type invoices,which are independent of any language.A firm which
od use
goods to many countries could make go
gcd
of this advantage.Harebelow arc= a few items from such an invoice!
100
200

dflb # 3075

$ 3.45

-.\"" # 4573,0.2 amp,1000 ohm

200

# 4665,300 cm

345.--

0.30

$

60.-

0.65

$

130.-

$

535.-

FOUR OLD ACqUAINTANCTE S
"As Dr.Yarshman tersely puts it: the whole of Chinese grammar de)e is
pends upon position.Por exoinple,whiletheroot-meaning of to
"being great", it may as a noun mean '
1 greatness";as an adjective "great
as a verb "to be great" or "to make great"; and as an adverb "greatly".
Edward Codd (48)
Everyone who has been to Primary school knows the meaning of the following symbols
•
Ammr

addition

subtraction

multiplication

division

Mathematics,the relation of the numbers,quantities or magnitudes is
contained in the basical structure of our universe.Mathematics is at the
basis of all knowledgeof all science(the Greek word mathematike means
science).0onseouently, the basical operations of addition,subtraction,
multiplication and division are at the basis of most of our actions
and names for things.A gre&t number of wards in all languages have
these operations as their basical meaning.
In the following paragraphs a list of words is showh,which have the
meaning of addition as basical meaning .Many of them differ slightly in
their meaning,many of them express shades of differ e nt meanings,but principally the meaning of addition l of plus,of an adding up,of additional
thing or action is contained in all of them.Consequently the plus symbol will appear in all,or most of them in addition with other symbols
to indicate the special meaning.

THE PLUS MEANING IS CONTAINED IN MANY WORDS
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The meaning of the mathematical plus symbol is contained in the basteal meaning of the following words.

addition
additional
additionally
additive
additively
to add
adding
addable
additio nalness
additiveness
added
increase
increment
annexation
accession
reinforcement
affix
adjunct
appendage
attach/ment
supplement
accompaniment
oontr ibut ion
concomitance
appanage
appurtenance
attribute
company
association
sum
total
enlargement
extension
accumulation

aggrandizement
double
aggravation
lengthen
rise
heighten
profit
deepen
benefit
stretch
thicken
advantage
gain
mount
getting
rise
produce
swell
product
be prolific
bonus
associate
magnification
supoelanental
annex
supplementary
affix
contributory
Join
accessory
enlarge
auxiliary
amplify
conjointly
concomitant
anpend
attach
accompanying
sum up
mutually
count up
collectively
augment
crescent
adject
crescive
accompany
swelling
attend
augmentative
couple
companion
accumulate
no_rtner
associate
increase
magnify
mate
aggrandize
chum
greaten
pal
raise
consort
spouse
boost
extend
satellite
etc.etc.etc.etc.

hanger-on
attendant
follower
adherent
guide
convoy
fellow
twin
double
plus
and
with
too
also
moreover
etcetera
together
extra
further
other
more
furthermore
besides
over and above
as well as
along with
in conjuction with
withal
therewith
herewith
likewise
hand in hand
side by side
in addition to

It is easy to see that many more words could be added to the above
list,conforming with all the special meaningsl accorling to the grammaIn looking up books on
tioal differences..
synonyms the list could be augmented.
We are here concerned with a simple symbol writing for simple reports
and statements.We are not interested in the stylish use and exchange of
synonyms,eto.Yrom our point of view we will make much use of the plus
symbol to express basically many of the above mentioned words.
In the chapters on grammar we shall learn how to distinguish the
different meanings for a thing, an action, a quality.Howaver,our grammar
will be a much simplified grammaricompared with conventional grammar.
Until we come to the chapters on grammar,let us learn some more
symbols.

THINGS AROUND US AND THE SONG OF HIAWATHA
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Some symbols for international weather reports
"For the earth he drew a straie7ht line
or the sky a bow above it
White the space between for daytime
Filled with little stare for nighttime
On the left a point for sunrise
On the right a point for :sunset
On the top a point for noontide
And for rain and cloudy weather
ravinq lines descending from it...
Thus it vas that Hiawatha
In his wisdom,taught the people
All the mysteries of painting
All the art of Picture Writing
H.W.LonefelloT;,The Song of Hiawatha (49,
The follweing symbols depict things of which we speak very often.
The symbols follow the outline of those things in a schematical way.
Many of these sylebols are similar to the way in which children depict
those things in their ecribthne.They are similar to the symbols used
in the early picture writings of primitive man.This should make them
understood by most people, no matter what language they sneak.
The arrow is again used to indicate ACTION, the arrow head ho" ever
is used as a pointer only,to point at something.
Don't glance superficially at the list and try to get the meaning
here and there. Follow closely one symbol after the other,because the
composition of one symbol follows from the foreeoine symbol.in doing
your study in this way, you will find the symbols most "natural" and
in fact,almost self-explanatory.The symbols are written between the
ground line(bottom line) and sky line(top line).
sky line
■
111111111
ground
line

0

11•6111■1

earth,
around

sky

sun

arzAi
day
(sun over earth)
• 1
before
see oaae 94)
skyline

night
(moon: crIirekr earth)
I after

moon

cal

sunrise

sunset

s icif

I t ani

dawn
(')efore sunrise

dusk
(after sunset'

I%0
a nund
1 ne

eater

cloud
'later on earth
(water on WV)(12001,11-1 k=i l ocean

stream
river
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SYMBOLS FOR WATER AND WEATHER, MOUNTAINS AND VALLEYS

0N11.,
rater below earth

weather
( sun az rain!

0%1
ra in
spring
( water throuqh earth', (water down)

star

snow

ice
(solid natcr)

frec-iinq
( ,,,attar to solid?

steam
(rater up)

il

13

solid matter

thawing
( t3o 1 IA to water)

eNto,
hole
ground fog
fog
(water above ground)( water bslow sky) (in T7roune

°CP
quagmire
( water and. earth)

Ckair
svamn

(more water
than earth)

424ialm
mud
(more earth
than vFater)

°—•
wave
(of anj kind)

electric ity

1 ic-htc
electric ity
out of sky)

"11)17-

water hole

aiNurwmildrikot

( earth. surro und ea by water)

i*a°%#
ntdio

(rilactrio wave

ol sky)

L6.14.4Z1
mountain

place on earth

plain

(olace `next
inrlicated by
,Jointer(arrov head)
to r!ou nta

Zel
slo ing ioT.4
a mo untz4 in

Z11
do7n
a n.ountain

VP. 11

ey

(place between

mo unta.ins)

26
4'
ra,:2 s
(rilt-ter sloping 1.0•!:1)(vititer faliinfT
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CHINESE POEMS ARE THE WORLD'S FINEST
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All symbols shown before have been composed with the following new
symbol elementss
earth,21y,sun,moonotar,water,solid matter l hole j electricitv,mountain
alltogether 10 new symbol - elements:We shall see later on,thaTEURITIds
of other words can be composed with these elements.Thus we can furnish
symbols for terms in meteorology l eeologyf astronomy and in general for
describing the world around us.
NOT FOR POST 5

"I believe that the Chinese written language has absorbed the
poetic substance of nature...and haspihro. ugh its very pictorial
visibility,been able to retain its original creative poetry with
far more vigor and vividness than any phonetic tongue."
grnest Fenellosa (31)
"The distinctive character of Chinese literature is probably
one reason why Chinese tradition has Droved more enduring than the
Roman.The alphabetical script employed in Europe reproduces only
a pronunciation of the language.When the pronounoiation alters and
the spoken language becomes inc,omprehensible,the whole literature
loses its meaning.So it comes about those contributions to literature belonging to early linguistic stages are consigned to the realms
of antiquity and cease to count as a live factor in civilisation...
In Germany,for instance,Gothic material has now practically vanished from current literature,which comprises the production of a
couple of centuries at most.In China,Confucius and :Mencius still survive in the consciousness of civilisation."

Robert Wilhelm (30 )
The above two quotations reveal a fact,which is practically unknown.
The literature of the great netions,3nalish,French,Italien,Spanish,Russien,German etc.etc.of which all are so pround extend only over the few
last centuries.All poetry and writing in those languages mori than 700
or 1000 years old is hopelessly lost for us,unless it is virtually translated in the language of today.
Chinese poetry and literature is the
only exception and the cause is that the Chinese used an ideographic
writing,indePendent of
language and
proncluncir,etion.
In the foregoing chapters it has been said that this new system of
semantography should only be used for simple reports in science, industry,
etc.etc.Yany reader may scorn the idea that it could be used also for
poetic expression.They may be rest assured that nothing of the sort is
contemelated.Hewever,an excursion into this field will reveal more than
anything else the unique advantage of semantography to bridge the languages and moreover to preserve the meaning against the corrosion of time
and usage.
There is first the faot,that Chinese poems are hailed as the world's
finest by Western scholars who have learned to read them. They are enraptured about the beauty,the vividness and the impressiveness of Chinese poems, in comparison with poems in phonetic writing.
Poems in Phanotio writing are a kind of music with rhyme and shrthm.
But besides the music, they contain words and we must understand the
meaning of them to apprec.'_ete the Poetical beeuty.Howevar,durine the
centuries the words change in speech and writing and therefore the meaning becomes lost.

THE POETRY OF PICTURES AND OF WORDS
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"Uren fader thic arth in heofnas,sic aehalgud thin noma;ta cymeth
thin ric;sic thin wills sue is in heofnas and in eortho..."
Do you recognize thisiit is the Lords prayek as written in the 7th
century.(6) However the writing does not reveal the meaning to us,
as the words have greatly changed.
In Chinese writing the original meaning remains and therefore a
poem or a prose writing,written some 2500 years ago remains still
fresh and retains the beauty and splendor of 2500 years ago.Moreover
it can be read in all of the various Chinese tongues.
And mind you, Chinese characters are a very complicated affair, in
which the original picture is almost entirely obliterated.How much
more vivid would an - ideographic writing be, in which the outline
shows clearly the things.
Just for fun lwe may try to write a poetical line in semantography.
Just for fun,to test the assertion of scholars that Chinese poems are
more vivid than poems written in phonetic writing.
To write a poem ins anantography,we need to know the symbols for our
feelings,which we have not learned yet.(A few have been shown on page 51.
Nevertheless,let us write a poetical line with the few symbols we know
already

DT

•

moon goes up over waves of water
It will not be easy for you to anpreciate the difference because
English is your mother tongue and therefore the line as it stands
moon goes up over waves of water
will be quickly translated in your brain into the mental picture.
But for a foreigner who can't read 3nglish,the above line is hepelessly meaningless, lust as the following lines are men.ningless to you,
or this

Luna merge in sus deasupra valurile apei.

MINH

.ARTANAKAA RAM/. tiA )SYMATA TOY NERDY

unless you understand Roumanian and Greek,
Compare these lines with the ideographic line ineemantography
41\i"al,

"to

Without mental translation you can ll'rectIy visualize the silvery
moon as she goes up over the glittering waves of water..Tven an illiterate would, not have much difficulty to learn to read semantography and
appreciate its "natural beauty".0f course,the above line is not a "real
picture" of the actual happening.The arrow is even an arbitrary symbol
to indicate motion.But the symbols are much"nearer"te the real things
in this kind of geometrical writing,whereas alphabetical symbols are not.
Needless to say,that the above line is valid in any language.
The same line in Chinese charante=runs

a

A FEW PRACTICAL SYMEOLS FOR ALL COUNTRIES
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We see at once the great changes and complications which have taken

place in Chinese writing.We see too that the same line in semantography
id. even more vivid .We may therefore have all reason to hope that semantography may prove a writing more meaningful than phonetic writimg,more
down to earth and further away from fanciful and often meaningless abstractions.
FEW PRACTICAL SYMBOLS BOR ALL COUNTRIES

We have learned already the symbols for

closed

open

We shall le -rn later on how to distinguish between open and opening,
closed and enclosure.
These two symbols could be used anywhere on shope,offices,counterstetc.
During the first years of use they should be displayed with the words
in the native tongUe underneath,different for different countries,like

U

ci„N

O UT

ABRIR

, Anyone would thus learn then meaning of the symbols and would, recognize
them immediAtely when travelling in a foreign country.
In using the arrow(which indicates an action) we form other meanings:

94
enclosure

to move into
to enter

to move out
to exit

These symbols are for general use.For special use we may form other
symbols.

—F1
a'33 or

entrance
IN

FT*
exit
OUT

These symbols are practical for cinemas,theatres and other public buildings.When a fire breaks out,most people are horror stricken and often
1XIT,even less in a foreign tongue SORTIE.
unable to grasp the meaning of 7
The symbol, however, conveys the meaning of

1"94
outtoutI OUTi

immediately.Any foreigner could understand it,

SYMBOLS FOR INFORMATION, AND SYMBOLS FOR TIME
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In many countries such words like EXIT have to be displayed in two,
three and even more lans,ruages.The symbols would prove an advantage.
Herebelow are a few symbo7.e which are equally practical.

•
in

out

cuestion
(question open)

answer
(Question closed)

The dot indicates the position in or out.The symbol for answer indima.tes that the question is closed.ut actually, the symbol still shows
the question mark inside,and this has a ssmantical effect.It indicates
that any answer is very often only superficially a closed auestion:Kany
answers leave so much unanswered, and many answers are no answers at all,
although they may all start with "because".
The symbol for Question displayed in banks, travel offices,stores,eto.
would be international,would saw ;gyp-'co and would be even cheaper to make.
instead of

INFORMATION

Many more practical symbols will be shown in the coming chapters.
When on display they would acquaint the public with the basic symbol elements.Later on s the public would have no difficulty in getting the meaning
of other symbols.
THE RELATIVITY 07 TI7f

"Time is - Heaven knows what!"
..'i.S.7ddington (50)
In a later chapter we Shall deal with the relativity of space and the
relativity of all symbols relatinc to space.In this chapter we shall deal
with symbols for time.
Einstein has told us that we human beings are unable to measure time
"absolutely".All our measurements
be influenced by the movement of
the masses on which an observer travels through space. There may not even
exist such a thing as "absolute time".
The only thing we human beings can do, is to establish a system of reference.Such a system is our solar system,the sun and the earth,which
circles around the sun.: s any statement concerning time must be made
with reference to the place and movement of the observer,the only alternative left to us, is to state time with reference to the sunk and earth's
movement .Our symbols for time will therefore exhibit the sun, the earth
and also the moon-These celestial bodies have indicated time since man
became conscious of it.

0
sun

morning

moon

evening

SYMBOLS FOR THE SEASONS, DAYS, MONTHS AND YEARS
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WM
ja 12.00

day

night

midnight

autumn

winter

s unday

monday

tuesday

thursday

friday

saturday

noon

summer

spring

mil24.00

(but see
pages
373 and
416)

Q
day

wednesday

We may now write "seven days" as separate words or as a combination
7

II

Q

seven day(s)

week

30 Q
month

However the last symbol for month is a bit awkward.We may choose a
simpler and better symbol by differentiating between moon -,,nd month.
The numbers ?gain will help to indicate the 12 months of the year.

etc.
D

moon

month

january
I:)11

D

september

november

cotober

D2

february
D12
december

To indicate the meaning of year by writing 12 months would be awkward.
We may invent a simple symbol to indicate that the sun has completed one
full cycle,

year
All the aforementioned symbols should be useful for calendar makers.
They have used symbols for centuries.They should also be interested in
an international calendar,which could be sold all over the world. At present their job is ha,-;ardous.Either they print too few calendars and can't
meet a biaaer demand immediately,or they find themselves with unsold stocks,
which cannot be sold elsewhere on account of language.Mbreover,in some
countries calendar makers must print calendars in 2,3 or even 4 different
languagee(as for inst,Ince in Roumania, where 12 different languages are
spoken).
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SYMBOLS FOR AN INTERNATIONAL CALENDAR

International calendars read able in any 1z
.......2r;12212.
r(
:)1948

D4

In400®®CDO
1 2 3
4

5

6

7

8

9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

D4
0
C.) 4.
3

5.

®

6.

4

7.

18 19 20 a 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30

01943

1948

8.

D4

0. 9.
0 10._

for the month

for the -..;e.etc

for the day

Such calendars could be sold anywhere, in Rowiania l as =c 11 as in vij
or madaaascar.During the first years of such calendars, it would be neoessa.ry to insert one leaf,giving the meanings of the new sy:rbols and
the special holidays,expressed in the native lan:2,unge.Inter on,symbols
far the holidays could be introduced.

emotion

joy

day

hol

The foregoing symbols are all good for the ti:•ie interval of tiFt.y,weec,
Trionth,,year,etc.but we need symbols for the hour,ptinute and second .Mo reo
ver we need a good symbol for the meaning of time.
To indicate large time intervals vie referred to moon and sua.To ind iCate small time intervals we refer usually to a "time-piece °,a watch,
and the outline of its dial will serve to indicate

time
We can now use the old synbols to indicate an angle ,say 135 15' 30"

L

L°

angle

degree

L"
minute

second

0)
time

minute

hour

ordinary purooses we may write

(5 19.45

second

START AND STOP IN SPACE AND TIME
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In the theory of relativity the 3 coace dimensions and 1 time dimension ,'re treated equally in complicated mathematical operations.This is
very difficult to graspollut we may find that primeval man did a similar
operation since he started to speak.Te Tay he astonished at the aspect
that primeval man treated time like a single see dimension.In the coming chanter on TUT uxfor or gpAcE AND TIN0 we shall see that all prepositiansl advens,etc.pert.ining to single son a dinensionsare equally
used nor time dieeensioneOne example Teay wakPVhis clear.We know already
the follovritiF symbols

H
The symbols serve
equally well for
the prepositions

start
beein

stop
Q.nd

from

to

These orepositione are used equally for canoe and time dimeneions ae
the exanples below prove!
mm*Iondon
I

lirmingleen

1■4 10.15

112.a?

Start: London

Stops Birminehem

Start: 10.15

Stop: 12.51

frore London

to

13irminehem

from

10.15

to

12.5

In all cases,mentioned above,th two symbols give a clear weaning,
equally valid in snepe and time.
We shall see later on,that the same preposition is used for space and
time dimensions,not only the prepositions shown above from and to l but also
other preeositions.The same rule occurs also in other languages.
Modern medicine has develooed new theoriesI ner medicines and new cures
an4 it was found sometimes that peoele of bygone generations have hit on
the same thine.Modern physics he; developed new theories about the union
of space and time,and it should not surprise us, that primitive man in
evolving language has treated space end time dimensions alike and used
the same :mord for oth.
SYMBOL WRITING FOR THE FARMER

"I believe that thin universal lam-waste is lozeible and that one
could discover the science on which it depends,by means of ehich the
peasants could better judge the truth of things than do the philosophers at the present time.'
lene .)escartes (4)
"This figured character...would be very agreeable to the People,
just es in feet,the peasants already hove certain almonacsI telline
them without words much that they Es..."
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibnitz (7)
More important for future peace than conferences, industrialisation,
rehabilitation and education is the production of more food.The great

SYMBOLS FOR THE ILLITERATE FARMER
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bulk of human troubles might be over, if only we could have an abundance
of food ' s() cheaply, that everyone could fill his belly .J. full belly is
very soothing, even for a revolutionary.As a soldier in the first world
knew yhat hunwar,' have been at a time almost crazy with hunaer.Then
ger really means.As a young eneiner,with a small salary,I deeply resented the fact,that most of my earningewent to satisfy the craving of my
stomach linina.ThenI knew why people sometimes revolted.
More important than anything else could be the establishment of great
agricultural research stations all over the world,which would develop
new seeds,new plantspnew aaricultural methods for special lands and climates.Those stations rould naturally be staffed by native agriculturists
who know the soil,the climate, the plants, and who could speak with the
farmers.However, direction and co-operation on a planetary scale would
be necessary, to direct and team-up all the work.Seeds and methods would
have to be exchanged and, all the progress reported.
For those international reports and for all the necessary world-wide
correspondence a huge army of translators would be necessary,people who
know English,and other languages and in addition native dialects of India l Burma l Africa t etc.etc. - or - semantography is adopted in which every
native science worker is able to read and to write in his native tongue.
Moreover) seedpackages of a new plant ) say a new sturdy,hardy wheat,
must contain some 1irections.The farmers may readily forget what the
travelling lecturer t.:1.-1 them some time ago.73ut how to write for the
farmer,most of whom cannot real and writeTeaching them an alphabet,
which for many dialects and languages have to be designed yet,would be
a hopeless beginning.But simple symbols, showing the outline of things
could be something which they would readily grasp.
The-following symbols show a few,which we have already /earned in
previous chapters and some new symbols,which are easily recognized
as the outline of things.

D4
sun

springy'

.•
earth

seed
(dots below earth)

cutter
sword,knife

cutting grain
harvesting

month

april

rr
grain
(stalks)

plough
earth cutter

field
(rrnin on earth)

water

Inoidentally,the symbol for the plough, showing the outline of earth
and sroriplo7)ks really like a pllught indicating symbolically,that swords
are turned into ploughshares.
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INTERNATIONAL DIRECTIONS ON SEED PACKAGES
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Hexebelow is a sample of how such a ,tirection on a see't package might
look like. It may 1:)ok a bit too sim0.e,but this is because we know only
a few symbols.In a later chapter a more elaborate sample is 1.emonstrated.
Directions on a see s package
in semantography

translation

plough field in october

sow

see

in november

water the fieli in march

fiel1 in full bloom in july

harvest( cut grain) in august

Instead of the numbers for the months we coull use symbols irrlieating
each month by other means,using the symbols for se a sons with a-Irlitional
signs, for instance Ascember,the month with the lowest stand of sun, etc.
Met us not foracit,that farmers have used symbols in their caleneirtro for
centuries (see the quotation at the beginning of this chapter).
In honour to the farmer,let us write cur first sentence in semantography.

man ploughs from sunrise to

sunset

What however is the symbol for farm an-i farmer?

zeman

fiell

roof, cover
protection,cre

farm

farmer
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THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE MULTIPLICATION MARK

THE

LITTLE

MULTIPLICATION

MARY

"We'll begin with a Box, and the plural, is Boxes.
But the plural of Ox should be Oxen nr.t Oxes;
Then one fowl is a Goose,buttwo are called Geese,
Yet the plural of Mouse should never be Meese.
You will find a lone 'Fuse or a whole nest of Mice,
Yet the plural of House is Houses, not Hice;
If the plural of Man is always called Men,
Thy shouldn't the plural of Pan be called Pen?
The Cow in the plural may be Cows or Kine,
Bat the plural of Vow is Vowsl never Vine.
If I speak of a soot and you show me your Feet,
And I give you a bnot,would the pair be called Beet?
If one is a Tooth,and the whole set are Teeth,
Why shoultn't the plural of Booth be called Beath?
If the singular's This and the plural is These,
Should the plural of Kiss ever be nidnmed Koese?
The one .a u14. be That l and two mull be Those,
Yet Hat in the plural would never be Hose,
lend the plural of Cat is Cats and not Cose.
We speak of a Brother and also of Brethren,
But though we say Mother,we never say Methren.
Then the masculine pronouns are He,His t and Him,
But imagine the feminine She,Shist and Shim.
So the English,' think,you all will agree,
Is the funniest language you ever did see."
From a textbook on English (51)
by MacCallum (see p. 78 under 51)
In honour to the English language it may be said, that most languages
have much more plural irregularities.German notably, is a real nightmare
in regard of plural forms.
In semantography we shall have no difficulties of such kind. The
plural is simply formed by putting the little multiplication mark on
top of the symbol.

A A D
man

men

house

fS
houses

in
one house

day

days

X
seven houses

D

many houses

Naturally we do not need to put the plural mark on top ,-)f the symbol
if we put a plural number before itI like 7 hous(es).We RIV,id the double
plural on cheques by writing 7 Found, not Pounds.
Similarly,the multiplication mark put before tho symbol means many
another plural word.In doubling this symbol we get the meaning of very
Inany.However, it may stand also for much and very much.
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THE MANY WORDS

FOR MEANINGS OF GROUPS OF THINGS

1
ons,a,an,single

XX
much,many

very much, very many

VT x VT xx VT
happiness

much hanniness

very much happiness

X

very many trees
many trees
tree
characters, as well RS
Th'e repetition )f the symbol is faun' in Chine
n
(gooA-g-.od).Weak
means
in most languages.A canAy means in French bonbo
weakness,a
special
'isin Singhalese beri,anA beriberi means the great
to
stanI
for
in
all
'1S
ease.Man has invente'l thousanAs of wor
special multitudes.Ani in semantography these w rAs can be ea oily expresseA by putting the symbols together' seven days (containsitne empty
ten together) takes on
spacin7. between both wnr---71s),but seven days (written
a new meaning in s emantography, namely week.

7

CI
fortnight

seven days

X

xxO

(.2)

town

many houses

X

at

many

trees

armund
-line

X

XX

forest
X X teNs

X

f\i•

lake

much water
on the uroun1)

rein

sY ur

)( [1]

many

of:'s

x

CIT

much hamoiness

ocean

X

11
15.
much

t

so

ot io n

xVi
jubilation

XI°

clowiburst
X XIII
library
XXVI
bliss
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WORDS FOR GROUPS OF MANY OR FEW THINGS
7A NY or

W, 1- 0

E

or

T
.=

1,

^

^

.7

"Ye are many - they are few!"
P.B.Shelley
In all languages,there are many words which may be called opposites.
Such opposites are for instance, hot Rnd cold,light and dark,etc.In semantography we may easily express the opposite of one mrd,simply by pla: onposite,hefore the symbol of the parcing s special symbol,expressin,
ticular word.We shall derive our symbol from the -Picture of two arrowa
pointing in opoosite directions:

up F.c down

opposite
meaning

This little symbol will help us to express many hundreds of words.However we must be aware that many words are not strictly the opposite of
other words in megning‘mathematically and physically) Hot and cold are
opposite in usage, but very vague in meaning,gs exPeriments with different people prove and even meaningless if expressed in degrees cantigrade.
In fact, such words as hot and cold pertain to human evaluation cnly and
the .,pposites many and few belong to the same class.in the foregoing chapter the symbols for many and very many have been used to denote a village
and a town and we must realize that this in a vague iifferentitation.
Nevartheless,for ordinary usage in every-lay speech,the cn -cosite of many
is few and therefore we may use cur new onnosite symbol to expr-ess such
meanings.

X
many

X
much

XX

Ix

very many

XX
very much

1/X X
very few

lx
little

1X X
very little

xr.2)

xxo

village

town

hamlet

catpst

X*Nsi
lake

X X om.....

lx 0"%so

1/X X 0.%.,•

ocean

+

XX +

downpour

cloudburst

XCIT x xcn

jubilEytion
delight

bliss
rapture

ixO 11.xxO
po nd.

puddle

shower

.little
enjoyment

very little
pleased

THE MULTITUDE OF MUCH, MORE, AND ildlOST MEANINGS
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We maY note that the meaning of few still indicates a multitude and
this is expressed by the multiplication symbol.
As said before, the meanings of many and few shall be termed human
evaluation and in fact,there might be argun7nt,whether a village is a
hamlet or not,whether a shower is a drizzle or not.
We cam,however eliminate these human evaluations simply by making
mathematical statements.Houses can be counted in numbers,rain can be
counted in inches.
Happiness,however, cannot be measured mathematically.It is a sense
reaction within our skin and different within different skins.
Keep this well in mind,because the paragraphs above are a preliminary
to the new grammar of semantography,based on chemistry,physics,biolcgy
and psychology.
Thousands of words in all languages express a big or small multitude
and can be reduced to the basical meaning,by shoving the relevant symbol
and the multiplication mark.
.1.4
water in motion can be termed stream,river,rivulet,brook,etc.
V unhappiness can also be termed.doepair,ariefl worry or just a little
down.
1
How should we express the comparative and the superlative as in

for instance

to express

much

more

most

high

higher

highest

Higher is just on a higher level and for the expression of highest
only our skyline is the limit.This can be easily expressed geometrically.
sky

writing lines
aroune,

_X.
X
much

more

most

If we write nicely on a specially lined paper,we may Place the multiplication symbol in the right places as shown above, and may omit the underor over-lying line for more and most.:But on paper not lined,an' if the
symbole are not nicely drawn, it is better to draw the lines for more and
most to increase legibility.
We can now draw the symbols for high,higher and highest. Using the
opposite symbol,we can draw low,lcwer and lowest. However, if there is
a chance to draw opposite meanings without .employing the opposite symbol
we shall do so, because we save the drawing of th additional opposite
symbol. The following new symbols shall make this clear.
MN,

high low
tom
um
high
I•111.

X.1m.
mon
higher
IMO

am.
low

am=
highest

75ZMIR

lower

lowest

THE VERSATILE LITTLE POINTER TO INDICATE DETAILS
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LITTLE POINT3

"To in-9.icate the position or -Iirection of,ae with tn finaer;to
direct attention or notice to;to give prominence to;to iniicate;"
Webster's New International Dictionary (Z8)
Sceptics may say:"These symbols may be quite al /right to inicate
some simple things of our -1.,Lly life.But they are . pelessly ina:Iequate
to express special details of all these things,for which sc many worts
have been invented."
Yet,semantagraphy may turn out quite capable of expressing letails
of things:We have to keep in nin-1,that the symbols represent in most
cases the simplified outline of thinas.The outline contains some -letails,
an if we employ a little pointer to point out these 'ietails,this would
immeqiately in -lic/tte the detail itsalf.Ag pointer we may employ the head
of an arrow.Our typewriter contains this type in a thinner line, so to
make it distinctive as pointer.Below are a few examples,some of them are
new symbols but easily recognized as the outline of things.

mountain

basis

foot

slope

tap

ridge

precip ice

foot of
precipice

m!!]

w

Too.

ceiling

wall

floor

J
corner

ceiling-cover

wall-cover

0

enclosure

bottom

0

a

matter

enclosure
with nucleus

I id, top

surface
of table

4:10
side
CO

crust, shell

rI
table

floor-cover

board-plate

nucleus
\/
edge

etc.

THE POINTER IN SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING SYMBOLS
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>
lee of table

end of leg

f-1

corner

jcint

15;
earth,ground
\/

earth asplanet
(shoring a;,113.

earth crust

earth centre

\/

1
129

n

ts)

'PI

north pole

south pole

northern
hemisphere

southern
hemisphere

in different positions we are able to point
In placing the arrow he
out other meanings like eountorlearth axis,etc.This involves sometimes
a certain arbitrariness,as the. meaning ehanges according to the -position
of the pointer.In other words! we have to be told,-ehat each position
means. 3ut we face this difficulty also in ordinary lanTuage.If a man
has never heard of the -pole or the alustor,these words have no meaning
to him,until somebody explains it to him.}{e will have to explain it by
means of a eranh.The semantogranhic symbol furnishes this graph.
We can make use of the pointer in .rethr ways, as the examples below show.

O
north

counass

east

magnetic compaos
feeifarrum,iron)

0
south

rotate,gyrete

west

gyro compass

Fe is the chemical symbol fr.r iron, internationally recognized all over
the world.
PLEASE NOTE THAT THE TYPING OF THE SYMOLS ON THE TVANTOGAPHIC TYPEWRITM IN-MINTS LESS WORK TiAN THE TYPING OF TT:'110T,IN,%RY.:AORD.
To write the words north or south on an ordinary typewriter, we need
to press the keys 5 times. On the semantographic typewriter only 2 keys
are pressed(one with .he shift key).The same applies for most of the above
shown meanings.
This pointing cut of details by means of the pointer symbol has of court:4e
its limits,lictated by the limitationsof our typewriter and the scantiness
of the outline shown. However, if necessary, we can overcome this too.
If the outline is insufficient we can draw an enlarged portion of the thinz
We must however,warn the reader,that the coming symbol is a 7eametrical
detail.To do this, we may pleee a new symbol before the symbol in question
which would indicate geometry.The outline of a so-called pair of compasses
will serve.

PROPOSAL FOR A TECHNICAL DICTIONARY

An

)1I-1

geometrical shape
of table edge:round
the colon(1) is used
Usually,only architects and jointers may be interested in such details.
In ordinary language we would say: a table with rounded edges.But even
this will not tell you how the edges are rounded.The symbol above show
however the real shape.
We face,of course,the difficulty to depict three dimensional things
on our two dimensional writing surface.Later on we shall see,that our
semantographic typwewriter enables us to draw things in perspective.
If we are in doubt about some symbol and its meaning,we would do what
we always do:we would look into a dictionary.
There are technical dictionaries on the market,which give in 6 columns
the meaning in 6 different languages. In some of such dictionaries a
schematized drawing is added to depict
few items.
We may visualize the coming of a t-.?chnical dictionary in which the
symbols already recognized, together with the symbols of sanantography are
depicted.Below are a few samples showing the meaning in 7 languages:I'nglish,Prenoh,Spanish,Italian,Portuguese,German and Russian.The first symbol is an international sign, the second is a semantoaraphic symbol.
geometry

geometry
of table
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geometry of
table edge

P?OPOSAL VOIR A TECHTICAL DICTIONARY

(1) .'alt' rnating current motor
2) 1:oteur k courant alternatif
3) Motor de corriente altrns
4) Alternomotore
5)Motor de corrente alternativa
6) Wechselstrommotor
(7) ABord-refib neperitloar,:l TOKea
Adjustable or rising and falling table
Plateau :a monte-et-balsse,ou deplagable
,
verticalement
Mesa de alzibaja,o movil verticalmente
(4) Tavola spostabile verticalmente
(5) Mesa aue sobe ou desce,ou mOvel verticalrill
mente
(6) Verstellbarer Tisch;auf-und at, bewglicher
.,
Tisch
(7) nepecraHaBsunal-Oljkil4C9 BBePX13 NI 11111131
CTontb
The symbol for alternating current motor now in use, is very scanty.
However, if semantogra.phy is adopted by the engineers, we should have
no difficulty to invent simple symbols for clear meanings,for instance
(1)
(2)

electricity

direct current

alternating
current

alternating current
(other version)

It is obvious that we could thus avoid much arbitrariness in present
day symbols,and arrive at symbols clearer in meaning and understandable
to engineers of all nations.

SYMBOLS FOR ANATOMIC DETAILS IN MEDICINE
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We may use semantogr-tphic symbols even in medicine.This science has
retained th Iatin names to the advantage of all the doctors.Hov'sver,
there is a huge army of nurees,hospitel attandantspetc. who never learned Latin.Moreover there are many organs and parts of our body,the names
of which aru used in deily speech. It is easy to depict these meanings
in symbols,by drawing an enlarged aection(if necessary) with the symbol
of geometry (as we did on t'n foregoing pages).The following samples
depict details of the eye.In a report about an eye treatment o ve may
drop the geometry symbol,n_fter the first lines, as the reader would know
already that the report deals with the eye and details of the eye.
SY73OLS 1D-Ft 3171-DICAL PUE.00 TES

)1°

)10 .

AG:©

enlarged frontal
eyeepupil
view of eye,indicating the iris
As said before, vie may drop the geometry symbol sometimes.
eye

:

geometry
of eye

C),>C0

C):

eye:cornea
eye:lens
eye:retina
eye:side view
enlarged
may be dropped, and the enlarged schematized
Even the symbol for
drawing shown above used as a symbol it reports or directions for eyetreatment,etc.
Medical men who know and use the Latin names may use them even in
reports written inEemantogrlphy.Our typewriter carries the alphabet too.
This chapter contains a few samples only.Ths reader may rest assured
that the seme practice can be extended to thousands of other meanings.
PARTS AND ?ARTS 1D -5' PARTS

"In tot() et pars continetur. The part also is contained in the whole."
Many thousands of words in
a part of a thing.
flame
drop
finger
chapter
'mord
syllable
letter

all lanauaaes express a part or a part of

is a p-art of fire
" liquid katar)
° " "
" hand
° "
" look
et
el
el
H sentence
" " word
"
" " " " syllable
etc. etc.
In A previous chapter we have dealt with words expressing multitudes,
and we have employed the multiplication mark for them. We may now use the
division mark to express a part.
However,this may be a doubtful procedure.Thereas the multiplication
mark indicates always a multitude,the division mark before a symbol may
cause doubt,whether it expresses the whole to be divided,or the part 'already divided..

THE SEMANTICS OF PARTS AND PARTS OF PARTS
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These considerations have led to the conclusion, that it would be better
to have a special symbol to express a part.
Or we may simply use the division
mark .- to stand before other symbols to indicate the part meaning
as shown on page 130 (new edition)
part
for flame, chapter, letter, also
p.136 drawer, p,137 branpb,fealher.
The symbol shows a line parted by a horizontal stroke.ln putting this
symbol before another symbol, we indicate the part l as for instance

S
fire

+S

oNo,

flame

drop

water

Now let uslese the mountain symbol to show that there are words to express a multitude of mountains, or parts and parts of parts of a mountain,
all expressed in words of our every-day language.
range
massif

expresses many mountains
very many mountains containing

many ranges
rock
boulder
stone
sand
powder
dust

expresses part of mountain
9
to
II
rock
ii

9
II
9

II

li
to
II

II

EFUTder

9
9
11

stone
sand
powder

All these words refer to every day use,not taking into account that
ehe geologist may consider the word sand approniate only for Si02.
We may now write the above mentioned words in evmbols.

xxd

X,XX
many, very many

mountain

+41
part

rock

massif
range
(many mountains)(like the Alps,
Andes,Rockies)

2+A 3+A

boulder
(2nd part)

stone
(3rd part)

By placing a number before the part symbol we a re doing a somewhat conCrary operation to .the mathematical operation of continued multiplication
of a number,for instance 2' = 2 x 2 ; 2 = 2 x 2 x 2 ;(power 2,power 3)
If we continue in this manner,the symbol for dust would carry the number
6,indicating the 6th partof part of part of part. .. This would not be
praotical l although simpla.110 may make a mistake i n the numbers, although
the harm done would not be great.The difference b etween a rook and a boulder,or between a boulder and a stone is not great
--To make the symbols more practical,which means: easier to ramember,we may
use the part symbol,not with highnumbers(indicatin g parts of parts) and
-we ma y indicate smaller things by smaller symbols, if this is possible.

-THE
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SYMBOLIZATION OF BIG, AND SMALL, AND MANY PARTS

+41

Add
mountain

rock
(part)

+4

••

4
stone

111% :

dust
powder
sand
(part)
(part)
We have left out the symbol for boulderibut we can express this meaning by using the- symbols for biR and small;

+4

-Ezi
a small

rock

4,1

boulder
is
or a big stone is boulder
termed (stone,big)
termed (rock,small)

xiAd Z1,xx
a much small mountain = mound
a small mountain is
hill
(mountain,
termed (mountain,
much small)
small )
We know already that the words small, oig,much,pany are human evaluation words and very vague in meaning.We could end all argumentywhether
a hill is a mound or a boulder a stone b y employing mathematical measure
merits:
Azi ism
in
250 m

A250

.r

high
height

mountain
height: 250 m

or just

mountain,.250 m

Here,for the first time, we have employed the comma (1 ) in compound
symbols to seloqrate the actual symbol mountain from the quality words
(human evaluation words) bigI small,much, .etc.
When we agree
that the symbol 7e choose for mountain should indicate a piece of earthcrust thrust upwards over the horizon line,than we realize that all the
words mentioned above like msassif,range,hill,mound,rock,boulder,stone,
powder l dust,etc. contain a human evaluation,vague in meaning. In fact
we may argue whether a mountain group should be termed a massif or only
a range,whether something is a hill or already a mountain.Ho7ever, we
will agree that all these t.,
,
Jrms refer to a piece of earth crust thrust up
over the horizon line.2or this meaning we have chosen our symbol.
These considerations play an important part in the new grammar of semantography and the reader is kindly asked to k,?::,p this in mind.We shall
soon come to the chapters on grammar.

SEMANTOGRAPHIC SYMBOLS FOR POSTAL COMMUNICATION
e'EMANTOGRAPHY

IN

POSTAL
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COMMUNICATION

"The congress of Berne met in lent ember 1874.The result of the
congress was the signature of the first international postal convention s which has remained from 1975 to the -Present time,with comparativelylittle modification, the foundation of the int-rnational costal
service.
The fundamental principle of the Union is contained in a striking
article which lays down that for the purpose of postal communication
the whole of the signatory countries form one single territory...
Thus each country has in effect the full and unrestricted use of
the railway and steamship services of the whole world."
Tncyclonaedia ~ritannica (25)
The following chanter is to be regarded as one example of the many
possibilities of using symbol writing in our daily life.
One of the most i.trrDartabt international activities are postal communication,and the nations of the world have found international cooperation in this field of so great importance,that they have done
everything possible to foster this instrument of utmost practicability.
This co-operation goes so far,that two nations at war,determined to
destroy each other, will co-operate in exchanging letter bags over some
neutral frontier,where there is no fighting.
One might believe that all is well azanged in international nostal
communication and that there is no need for symbol writing.Yet,the
yearly reports of the postal authorities of most countries show that
millions upon millions of letters,and even parcels and money orders,
are found impossible to deliver,because the sender has written an insufficient address or filled out wrongly a f.o.rm.en closer examination
we find that the poor neonle with little education are the sufferers
because they have the greatest difficulties in reading and writing.
But filling out forms is something which baffles sometimes the educated
Peonle.Ramember how many times you yourself have been in doubt how to
Till out a column of an official form.The heading of this column was
perfectly clear to the official who designed the form,but many people
just don't know what-is meant.
The following symbols are a few examples of what can be done.The
critic may kindly consider that these symbols azyoear in their specific
context, that is:on a postal form and therefore all symbols refer in
their meaning to postal communication.The International Postal Union
may arrange that these symbols are printed together with the word in
the native language, so that the population would understand the meaning and would then easily recognize the same symbols on any postal
communication received from abroad.

letter
POST(in general)

S
money
(explanation
see page 248)

cable
electric let.

1E%
money order

wings

a:s

air mail
letter

EIR

money cable registered
letter

INTERNATIONAL SYMBOLS FOR ALL POST OFFICES
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radio

stamp fee

radio cable

cancellation
seal

post card

house

stamp

post office

1111
enclosure

letter box

-41
start

arrival

time

time of letter box
clearance (out)

ei--*

03-1

time( date) of
sending off

time(date) of
reception

mmeme
sender

receiver
ad

0
pen
indic:writing

mouth
indic:speaking

earth

address, place
(indic.by pointer)

■%
,41‘

name

name & address

a
scale, weight

parcel

village
(or town)

street

P
flag

parcel weight

floor

.E

t

state
flag on territory

tree

parcel fee

number
(international)

country
province

These are just a few examples;
they intend to show that all terms
in postal cweeluetcation can be expressed by almost self-explanatory symbol.
At present French is used on international postal forms, but ordinary people in the whole world,:xc4t on French territory, do not understand French.
a few educated people exc'loted).

AN INTERNATIONAL ADDRESS ENVELOPE TO ENSURE DELIVERY
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No doubt, a traveller in a foreign country will appreciate these symbols,
which he would recognize as the same he saw in his home country and which
he mould be able to read in his own language.
Even if he is unable to speak a single word of the language of the foreign country,in which he is travelling,he could make himself understood
by writing a symbol on a piece of paper, say telegram office and a question
mark (?).A native would immediately understand that the man is looking
for the telegram office.
The benefits of these symbols would not be restricted to travellers
and foreigners only.In every country,notably in the immigration countries,
but also in Africa and Asia there are more than one language spoken.In
some European countries exist two and even three official languages,but
there are still some more spoken in those particular countries.
Moreover, every country has its illiterates.They would understand the
symbols,because they,somehow,look like the real things.
Another practical application is shown below.
;t11.

INTERNATIONAL

ADDRESS

SCHEME

As said before, millions of letters cannot be delivered,because the
address is written wrongly or insufficiently.Desides the hardships which
are caused to the sender and the addressee,an enormous amount of wasted
effort and labour leads to the accumulation of huge piles of letters in
the dead letter offices of every country.Tt amounts to many millions per
year in most countries.But not only millions of letters do not arrive at
their destination.Inssfficient addresses are found also on parcels and
money forms,etc.
'Thy do oeople write insufficient addresses? Why do they omit either
the street or the number of the house,or the town,or the name of the
state, or even the name of the addresse. Obviously some write in a hurry,
some write absent-mindedly.But if there would be a guide) it would be
difficult for them to overlook an item.
Such a guide form printed on every envelope in all countries would
also remove a curse on letter delivery.Postal officials spent much time
to find the name of the town, street,country,because there are great differences in regard. of the sequence of writing the items. Some write the
name of the street first and then the name of the town, some do it just
the other way round.In same countries the name of the state is first,then
the name of the town and the name of addresse is last.AddressesPould be
made uniform throughout the world by the following guide:

"m4adressee
nWINJOI1 street

floor number

XO

village,town

I

province

of!state,country,

•

Oe

hou-se number

?tom number
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GRAMMAR
or
THE RULES OF THE GAME

GRAM7AR AT ALL?

"Incomprehensible abstraction,pretentious,yet for the most part
empty definitions,false rules, indigestible lists of forms,one has
only to run over a few pages of any text book,to find variegated
specimens of these sins against reason,truth,education"
These are strong words in which to condemn the bulk of modern grammatical teaching,but as we have seen...Profesor Brunot,after fifteen
years' work on linguistic analysis since their publication has found
no reason to modify them...it is not surprising that the best informed
philologist should feel that no words can be too strong for the grammatical, fare on which the 20th century child is still nourished.
His final comment is: "A rarofound pity overcomes one thinking of
the hundreds of thousands of children compelled to undergo an education
composed of such aberrations."

C.K.Cgden and I.A.Richards (17)
Indeed - why grammar at all? There is the undeniable fact,that all the
people of the world,Tith the exception of grammarians and g:ammar conscious
intellectuals,talk and chatter away incessantly,without being aware in the
least,what parts of speech they are ,juggling about or whether they use

the perfect, the imperfect, or the pluperfect.Hoot people, thinking of their
school experience in ETaMMaT,May feel a shudder creeping down their spina.
"Many reader may feel,that the success or doom of semantography stands and
fall with the grammar it employs.If it is to be a complicated thing,similar to the grammar we learned in school,then good-bye and count inc out!
No,it will be a totally different grammar, a new grammar,a grammar so
simple,that everyone - after a little practice -should be able to grasp
it But a little grammar we need.
If this system of symbol writing is going to be taught to human beings,
who should be ably to read and Trite in it,we must gi7G tham a few simple
rules of how to play the game, how to write words and sentences,so that
they should be understood and read in all other languages:7e know that
the grammar of diffarTnt languages in different parts of the ahorld is very
differmt.The grammar of semantography,however,must be valid everywhere
over the nhole earth,and in a rocketship on the - -ay to the moon,and for
that, even on the moon.It must be a universal grammar.
To devise such a grammar 7e have to employ Chemistry:Physics, Astronomy,ilathematios,i-leomT=try,iology and Psychology.3ut when we have devised
the system,it must be so simple,that any boy and girl should be able to
grasp it, and - like it.
To device a new and simple, and even enjoyable grammar - this is a very
the author Till only succeed,if the reader is prepared
difficult
exert his utmost benevolence and understanding.
to follow

A UNIVERSAL GRAMMAR FROM THE NATURAL SCIENCES

!

UNIVERSAL
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GRA!r.7 AR

YOH THE COMON YAM
"An author who hopes to win recognition for new principles of language design has to overcome the superstitions of th sophisticated
before he can hope to cash in on the common sense of the common man."
Lancelot Hogben ( 2)
In our world there are THINGS which w: can touch.These THINGS move
about.They perform ACTIONS.In our laneuage we have words for THINGS and
ACTIONS.
Our world consists of THINGS which erform ACTIONS.

FOR TEE SCHOOL BOY AND SCHOOL GIRL:
"I always took it for granted that the science of language, which
is best known in this country by the name of comparative philology,
is one of the physical sciences,and that therefore its method ought
to be the same as that which has been followed with so much success
in botanyogeology,anatomy,and other branches of the study of nature."

,'ax Miller (52)
Our world consists of chemical THINGScilhich we can touch. We can touch
solid THINGS;we can touch liquids like waterl and we can even touch gases
like the air,which we feel as wind blowing into our faces.' le can even
touch the stars,or at least part of them,when they come down as a brilliantly lit meteors.The chemist analyses a meteor and finds that it contains the same chemical elements which w find on our earth. with spectroscopes and telescopes iv? can even analyse the far away stars and again
we find the same chemical elements there, as on our earth, not only in the
stones and rocks, but also in the flowers, in th? bodies of animals and
in the bodies of human beings.
All these are chemical THINGS,which exist in the SPA;-;,which forms
our universe:We use words for these THINGS.
These chemical THINGS are moving about,They are performing ACTIONS.
If a stone falls, the chemist may analyse the stone,but the physicist will
analyse the fall,the ACTION performed in a?ACE Suring a certain TI771.
We use words for ACTIONS, SPACEand T1M:E.
Our world consists of chemical THINGS,
which perform physical ACTIONS
in aPATLP and TIT1E.

FOR THE ATOM PHYSICIST!
wrhay'class me as a quaker of sorts, and are puzzled as their fathers
were by the fact that Sir Arthur Eddinaton,great as an astronomer, is
a professed friend,that ?araday and Darwin were members of religious
sects, and that the now somewhat forgotten Lucretian Irishman Tyndall,
who startled the world at Belfast in 1874 by declaring that he saw in
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matter the promise and potence of all forms of lifef ie represented
to-day by De Broglie,'•;ho scandalizes nobody by demonstrating what
was plain enough to me in my teenstto eit,that if a dissolved salt
can crystallize itself into a solid stone,it is as much alive as the
nearest squalling baby."
George Bernard Shan (53)
The division into THINGS and ACTIONS may seem antiquidated in the
light of present theories about electrons,protons,neutrons and the
quantum theory.Eddington contemplated a table and asked if it is to be
regarded as a solid matter or as a mad dance of electrons.
We need a practical system for our every-day life.And in our everyday life a table remains a table,a, hard and solid THING,which we can
move about.If we Tent to have its matter examined,me may send it to the
chemist for a chemical analysis,and to the physicist for an analysis of
its physical properties. This division into chemistry and physics -although long since abandoned in modern theory - is just a precticel division for our every-day life.
Just as practical as the division in SPACE and TIME.In the light of
present theories, they are a whole and physicists and mathematicians perform hair-raising operetions,teeting SPICE and TIME dimensions alike.
But for practical purposes - if ee give an order that our table should
be delivered on the 7th July 1948, 4.30 p.m. to 5th Avenue,House 64,
floor 10, room 1047 in New fork - it would be very unwise, if we would not treat SPACE
and TIME dimensions l as expreseed in mathematical numbers, strictly and
safely apart.Othervise - utter confusion would be the result.
For practical every-day purposes(nuclear physics and the soace-time
continuum apart) we may formulate the first axiom of our universal grammar;
Chemical THINGS perform physical ACTIONS in SPACE and TIME
If we now proceed to give a name to each chemical THING and each
physical ACTION; and if nee define our SPACE and TIME notions by means
of mathematical measurements,•=re arrive at a vocabulary of quite well
defined entitiesl et least for oractical purposes,and divided according
to our new grammar into THING 'ACTION, SPACE and TINE notions.

SYMBOLS

FOR

T -4

E

UNIVERSAL

GRAMMAR

"It was said that Prof.Peano carried the principle of grammatical
economy to the extreme of niggardliness;it was also objected that
Latino well suited to mathematics,would be too simple for more elusive themes.
Peanois demonstration,both practical and theoretical,is unanswerable:grammar,the torment of our childhood,is an exploded fallacy.
Until we are educated up to this sensational discovery,we may retain
as much of it as our weakness requires."
Albert 14on Gugrard (20)
7e now have to choose simple and effective symbols for chemical THINGS
and physical ACTIONS.Here is our symbol for a

0

chemical THING

it looks similar to an Enclosure

MAN THE CLASSIFICATOR OF THINGS AND ACTIONS
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and in fact every chemical THING is an enclosure in itself,of which we
see only the surface."7ithin this "enclosure" there is the structure,consisting of molecules, atoms,electrons,protons,etc.
Yoreover,the outline of our symbol for chemical THING is the outline
of the most beautiful cryytal structure,the cubef as we see it in the
crystals of salt,aold,etc,wnich crystallize in the tssseral system.
This symbol should remind us, that even those bits of inanimated earth
crust are built up in a wonderful symmetrical order.7iveryone,who has ever
beheld such a beautiful crystal,may have felt, that at the basis of all
THINGS in our universe is a clear geometrical simplicity, ;which we may
truly call a divine order.
And now to a symbol for physical ACTION.We can depict it on a moving
strip of celluloid,but even there,the picture will consist of many still
pictures.Only by a deception of our eye,do we appear to see ACTION,when
the filmstrip is projected.
But we can somehow depict ACTION. by the result it produces.One of the
primeval ACTIONS on our earth was the thrusting up of mountains.We can
depict the outline of a newly born mountain,a volcano l the shape of which
is a perfect cone.A part of its outline will form our symbol for

physical ACTION
The outline does not form a triangle.It is not an enclosure.It is something different from a chemical THING.
We have now our symbols for

a
chemical THING and

MAN,

THE

physical ACTION

CIASSIFICATOR

"And out of the ground the LORD God formed every beast of the field,
and every fowl of the air; and brought them unto Adam to see what he
would call them:and whatsoever Adam called every living creature,that
was the name thereof.
And Adam gave names to all cattle, and. to the fowl of the air,and
to every beast of the field.
Genesis,2;19,21.
Man invented words as names for the THINGS around him. He invented
the words creature,male,female,bined,animal,ouadruped,horse,etc.
Man invented words for ACTIONS like eating,drinking,going,etc.
If man had been able to classify as scientists now do,much would have
been for the better.To a scientist a bua,or an octopus is not "ugly",but
as much. of interest as the most beautiful flower and the most lovable
creaturel and he classifies them with impartiality and givesnames to them,
equally impartial.
Adam,before the fall,did a good classifiCation job.But afterwards,he
started - against God's order—to classify everything into Rood and bad.
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Unfortunatoly,man did not behave like a scientist.He was not satisfied with classifying only.He felt l he must pass judgements on the THINGS
and the ACTIONS.
And so he invented a third group of names,besiies the two groups of
names for THINGS and ACTIONS.Their meaning, .houever, is not found in
nature.It does not exist in nature and it cannot be touched.No impartial
apparatus can register it.
has no real existence to which it can be reThe third group
ferred.Ite.meaninas originate only within man's brain,and these meanings
differ within different brains.
Some prominent words of this group are beautiful,ug3.ff,bia,small,good,
bad,right,wrongotc.etc.
As said before,the meaning of these words -differ in differnt brains.
That one man considar beautiful,another may judge ugly. hat one man says
it's good,another may classify as bad.lhat one man declared to be right
another condsmned as wrona,and so on.
This third group cr=ated great misery throughout the ages of man's
history.Scientists work hard to alleviate the miseries of man.One of their
task is to reduce the influence of such words,in so far as they disturb
human peace and happiness. And the first step is to make people become
aware of these words, realize that their meaning differ in different
brains, that on one can be absolutely right or absolutely wrong and that
we must find another way than the presentraethod of endless debates and
-ceaseless strife.
In semantography these words reveal themselves in geometrical lines.
Semantography could therfore be of benefit to clear up misunderstandings
and avoid senseless clashes.
As said before, the words pertaining to that third group do not refer
to a real existence of their own in the outside world.They refer only to
a sense reaction within our skin and these reactions are different within
different skins.
We shall call that third group
HUrAN EVALUATION.

MAN

THE

ADJUDICATOR

HUMAN EVALUATION
"In the normal world we find the immemorial objects of man's attention: stars,sun,moun,clouds,water,earth,mountain and plain, trees and
plants,rocks and metals,town,houses,animals,insects,and human beings.
Things like these and their relation and behaviour are all that we
ftnd.The inventory contains no beings,no obiects,corresponding to
"justice","demooracy",Tascism","capitalism" - no principles or essence
of any kind.Beyond our skins are only things - movina,still,vital
and less vital,chanaing,behaving.The Rcapitalisms" and "principles"
are created in our heads by language and by language are objectified.
The most powerful microscope cannot find them."
Stuart Chaee (26)
"In King Alfred's time English adjective had eleven forms;now
we have but one."
E.Sylvia Pankhurst (4)
lords psrtainina to our class of HU14AN EVALUATION may also be termed
VALUES:qUALITIES,ATTIBUT7S,0J7,CTIvES,A-WES

DIFFERENT PERSONS MAY HAVE DIFFERENT SENSE REACTIONS
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Now,it would be a hasty decision, if the reader would come to the
conclusion,that this third group contains only werds,which are termed
adjectives and adverbs in conventional ara:emar,and that there is only
a change of terms.No,there is more to it.
We must realisze that some words pertaining to this group of IRT7AN
EVATUATION may under certain circumstances cause harm and human suffering,
whereas those words solely pertaining to chemical THINGS and physical
ACTIONS are mostly harmless intes.This will be explained at length
in this and some following chapters.This new system is the basis of the
semantical aspect of semantography,and the reader is kindly asked to
withhold finel judgement,until he has read this book to the end.
Let us suppose that this planet of ours has no human beings.Than all
the THINGS will be there.The sun,the moon,the stars, tha wind, the Sea,
the mountains, the flowers, the trees and the animals reaming through
the forests and the plains.14nd all these THINGS will perform their natural 1.CTIONS. The sun will shine,the moon will cross the sky,the stars,
the wind,the sea will do what they always do, the flowers will bloom and
the animals will live and die, mongst the trees,which will grow and decay. 4n outside observer will need only the names of the THINGS and the
names for their ACTIONS to describe this world.
Now comes man.He graspsthis world with his senses.There is his skin,
which comes into contact with the THINGS and feels them. There is his
eye to see the things, there is his ear to hear, his palate to taste,
his nose to smell l eto.etc.Above all there is his brain,the centre of his
nervous system,which co-ordinates all the activities of all the organs,
and moreover,makes him think,and express his thoughts in language.
The outside world will act upon his senses and his senses will react.
These sense reactions are telegraphed to the brain and sooner or later
man will find a word to express a special sense reaction.
What his skin will report,he will term hot and cold or lukewarm, or
rough and smooth or velvety or etingy.What his aye will report,he will
term white or black, or red l areen,blueoeink or pinkish.The sense reaction
of his ear will be termed, auiet,noisy,harmonious or not harmonious and
so on with all the other sense reactions.
Nov there is a biological truth that not two creatures are perfectly
alike.Not two flowers are alike,not two insects or animals are perfectly
alike,and we know that there do not Exist two human beings who are exactly alike.Every human being is just a little different from any other human being,and this holdstrue,even for the most perfect twins,if we care
to examine them carefully.
But then there are not tiro human brains exactly alike, and therefore
the activities of this most wonderful of all the human .organs will be just
a little different in different individuals.
In other words: different individuals will have different sense reactions,they will evaluate impressions differently.
There is a flower,a chemical TEING;its petals will reflect the light
of the sun and our eyes will register a sense reaction."le label it red.
7ut if one hundred persons look at the same flower,they may have just
ene hundred slightly different impressions, and we have no means whatsoever to ascertain whether two persons"soe"the same shade of colour or not.
On closer examination we may find that some persons have no colour impressions at all.They see no difference whatsoever between the red flower
and the green leaves.Both have the same aspect,black or gray.But if some
persons are totally colour blind,some other persons are partially colour
blind and some persons are slightly colour blind.But even among the "normal" pereons,there may be differences of impressions.lhan we show them
flowers of diffarent shades of redl we may be sure- that flowers having the
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NOT TWO HUMAN BRAINS EVALUATE ALIKE

sme shade give
them a similar impression,but we can't find out,whether
this impression is exactly the same in two p:Irsons. Perhaps some hundred
years later,wemight be able to control and register and measure the complicated chemical and physical reactions which take place in the eye of the
human being and on the way from the eye to the brain and in the brain itself,but right nor, we are utterly ignorant of the processes which go on.
Similar considerations apply to all sense reactions.Some people may
still hear some very low notes or some very high notes,whereas other people will register complete noiselessness.Some people will find no difference in two tones,slightly out of pitch,but some other po-cle may shudder
about the dissonanee."Te kno-Jthat arat musicians can distinguish the exact
Pitch of every tone they hearowher --as othr people cannot.
But apartfmm sense reactions being different in different brainsI there
is another peculiar activity of our brain,which again differs in different
brains.
Ons person may find a colour pleasant,mhreas another person may find
it unnlaasant.On& person may find a tune wonderful,another may find it
horrible.
It is this inculiar activity of our brain,not only to register the
sense reactionskooming from the different senses) in a different way by
different individuals,but also to pass judgement Upon them,to find them
good or bad,nice or unpleasant,beautiful or ugly,, right or wrong.
Even if we apsUMe that two persons s:e a certain colour arrangement
in exactly the same vay,their eyes being perfectly ecual (which is only
a theoretical assumption),these two persons may pass a different judgement about the same colur arranaement.
The first person may find it an'l eyesore",th,:a other may term ituteiutiful".
All the above words pleasantl unpleasant,wonderful,horrible,good,bad
nice,beautiful,ualv,right,wrona,evesore,:tc.etc. belong to the third
group of words to Thich Ir.:, have given the name of
HUMAN EVALUATION
All these words pertin to reactionsof our very imperfect senses and
our brain,and we know that not two human beings are alike and not to
human brains are alike.'7e may no7 form one of the most important basical
rules of thiz system of semantography:
THE` 7:7.53ANI NG 0 7 7.90 DS P ERT ;>I1TIY2,- TO 1-air

;VA1U;ITION DI 77ER IN

ITER-0T

BRAINS,AND NOT T10 BIRMNS E ALIXE.
We shall se:i later on,th.nt there are exactly th3se words about which
human beings nom= to blows.T1ny are not only n adjectives".They comprise
a wider range, and we shall learn how to find out whether they are meaningful or neaninaless,and how we can reach afire-mant.q.nd avoid senseless
debates and fights.
Let us find no7 a aeomtrical symbol which illustrates the precariousness of the meanings lortaining to :117;o1 1VALUATION.
In our physics lesson we learned the difference between stability
and lability by differnt positions of a cone.

stable
labile *
position
position
Footnote:Accordinz to -:e'nter's dictionary (2'1)1 foremost menning of
labile = liable or prone to olin,err or lapse

THE THREE WORD GROUPS OF THE UNIVERSAL GRAMMAR
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If we place a cone in the stable position,it will stand stable.If
we put it upside down in the labile position, it will instantly topple
over.Only a juggler by a constant effort can maintain a cone in this
precarious position and only a word juggler can maintain a precarious
position in regard of some words pertaining to HUMAN EVALUATION.
This geometrical dertnstration of the meaning of labile will be used
to form our symbol for HUNAN EVALUATION.
However in the course of the coming chapters some other words may be
used to indicate HUMN EVALUATION in the wider sense.These words are
QUALITY,VALUE or SENSE REACTION and they will be used alternatively
in different particular oases to help understanding.
Thisthen is our symbol for the third and last groue of our universal
grammar:

HUNAN EVALUATION
VALITE, QUALITY
(SENSE REACTION)

THE THREE GROUPS OF UNIVERSAL G Ft A:":7!: A 11
AND HOW THEY WORK TOGETHE R

THING
chemical

ACTION
physical

EVALUATION
human

FOR THE SIMPLE PEOPLE:
"Indeed most of us never realize the inherent irrationalities and
obscurities of natural language until we begin to grapple with a foreign one.The discovery may then come as a shook,discouraging further
effort."
F.nodmer and L.Hogben (5)
Our world consists of THINGS which we can touch—Some THINGS perform
ACTIONS sometimes,or we perform ACTIONS with some of them.
In our language we have many words for those THINGS,as for instance:
man,Woman,4112a,animal,horse,dog,table l hammer,to.
We have also many words for the ACTIONS,as for instancelto ride,to
eat, to speak, to run, to move, to hammer,etc.
Then there 4 s a third group 0' Terds in our lanauage,consistinE: mostly
of QUALITY, VALUE words.i& person may say: "a beautiful child", or The rides
beautifullv".That person has made an 7VALUATIOTT of the child and of the
riding.This EVALUATION is done 7ith the brain.
Now there are not two human beings exactly alike and therefore not two
human brains which are alike and which think alike. Consequently this
HUMAN EVALUATION will differ with different -aersons.
One dish may be evaluated by one Pereon as "tasty", and by another person as "horrible". A picture may be "beautiful" for one person, and "ugly"
for another.
We see tharefore,that sense reactions as pertainin 1_7 to
EVAIUATION are unreliable.Their meaning differ 7ith different persons.
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Then there are words in our language (and in all languages) -which belong to two of the groups (THING and ACTION) and even to all three groups.
For instance, the word rider refers to a human being,a THING, which performs the ACTION to ride.The word rider belongs to the THING and ACTION
group.
The word wrongdoer or sinner belongs to all three groups.It refers to
a human being, a THING,which performs certain ACTIONS,which
people
evp,luate as"wrina".The word" "wrong" is a HUMAN EVALUATION word.
The word to sin belongs to the group of ACTION and HUTIAN EVALUATION.
It refers to ACTIONS evaluated by
people as "wrong".
Now we are perfectly sure that a wrongdoer is a THING, which we can
touch,a human being.Te are furthermore sure that this human being has
done sonething,has performed some ACTION.
But we are not so sure about the EVALUATION "wrnng".Was it something
morRily wrong",or"leaally wrong", or was ha only "cruel",or "unkind" or
rude ,or just "unpolite".All these words are
M
AN EVALUATION words.
We may receive a big shock, ::hen we find that some other people are
of quite a different opinion about that human being and his actions.
They may consider his ACTION "right" and"not wrong at all".In their eyes
he may become a "rightdoer",oven a "Inmrn".
You see already that words pertaining to HUMAN EVALUATION may cause
great mischief and may lead to quarrel and fight and misery.
This new universal grammar will enable us to examine each words of
our language, and determine whether it contains some HUMAN EVALUATION or
not.If yes, we would have to be on our guard and do some further thinking.
Later on we shall learn how to eliminate HUMAN EVALUATION words and
make our speech and our language relial:le.

FOR THE SCHOOL BOY AND SCH001, GIRL!
"What schools used to teach as English grammar was really an introduction to the idiosyncrasies of Latin.It was not concerned with the
outstanding characteristics of tl-e English language;and most educationists in America and England now condemn time wasted in the mental
confusion resulting from trying to fit the tricks of our own terse
idiom into this foreign nould.Without doubt learning grammar is not
of mush help to a person who wents to write modern English."
F.Sodmer and L.Hogben (5)
After reading the above paragraphs intended for simple p:eople l we realize
that the words of our language ly-rtain to ths three groups of chemical
THINGS,Dhysical ACTIONS and human EVALUATICNS.We realize too, that some
words pertaining to human TVALLTA7,:ION may cause araurients and heated debates,simply because their meaning differ with different individuals.
Learning the new universal grammar in school shall provide us with
the means to identify such words,to make them harmiess,or even disappear.
Is this possible?
Let us contemplate the geometrical figures below:

Which line is longer, a or lo

'Which triangle has the greater
surface ?

CHEMICAL THINGS, PHYSICAL ACTIONS, AND HUMAN EVALUATIONS
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New,we realize that the words long,short,great,large,smell,littlevetc
are human EVALUATION wnrds.On locking at the two linos a and b there may
be same argument,which is the long line and which is the short line.
There will be a dtfferance of opinion with differ --nt pe3ple.
To find out the truth,we must employ a method which is impartial and
independent of the evaluation of different people.
emp/y B. yardstick and measure. And we find that both lines a and b
have the same length.
At once All arguments cease.But we realize that our senses have deceived us.Our eye has given us an imperfect impression and our brain has
judged imperfectly.
We understand now why all words pertaining to HUMAN EVALUATION,pertain
too to SENSE REACTION.HIPTAN EVALUATIONl as practiced by thought and speech
follows from SENSE REACTION, which is different in different individuals.
Now to the second exemple.lihich triangle has the larger surface?
Here even a yardstick will not help us to find the truth.e must know
how to calculate the surface of triangles.The triangle with the longer
sides may have the smaller surface:1.e must employ formulas and calculations.We must usa mathematical science.
In the above examples we had a simple task. We had before us two lines
and two triangles to compare.But usually we have only one thing in mind.
Is this bag heavy or light? Is the railway station far away or near?
Is his room high or low.And th2re may be arguments about these human
EVALUATION words.But we can make them disappear instantly,by stating
mathematical measurements: This bag weighs 8 kg. Distance to the railway
station is 1.5 km. Distance from floor to ceiling 4 m.
At once all arguments must cease.
Once we realize that all words pertaining to HUNAN EVALUATION are vague
in meaning, we must strive to avoid them, to eliminate them by impartial
measurements which are valid and indisputable for every observer.
This is what th universal grammar and semantography should teach us.
ALL 701ORDS OF

oun LANGUAGE PERTAIN TO CEEZCZJTEINGS,PHYSICAL ACTIONS,

HUMAN EVALUATIONS AND IN ADDITION TO SPACEI TINE AND MATHEMATICAL NOTIONS.
The words line,triangle,circle pertain to SPACE notions;
The words hour l minute,eecond
pertain to TIME notions;
The words one,two,three,four
pertain to MATHEMATICS.
We have seen that the word wrongdoer refers to the three groups of
THING,ACTION,and HUMAN EVALUATION.
In the same way the words high, lowrefer to SPACE and HUMAN EVALUATION.
The words early, late refer to TINE and HUMAN EVALUATION.
The words to add, to divide refer to ACTIONS and to ,TTATIEWA'TICS.
Mathematics seems to be at the basioal structure of everything.The
reeks of old understood by thib word science in general and modern physioistr,who explore nature do not hesitate to say that the Creator of this
lniverse is a mathematician.
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GRAMMAR, THE TORMENT OF OUR CHILDHOOD

GRAMMAR
or
THE RULES OF THE GAME

-/HY GRAITYAR A

T

ALL?

"Incomprehensible abstractions,pretentious,yet for the most part
empty definittons,false rules,indiLTestible lists of forms,one has
only to run over a few pages of any text book,to find variegated
specimens of these sins against reason,truth,education"
These are strong words in which to condemn the bulk of modern grammatical teachina,but as vre have seen...ProfQssor Brunot,after fifteen
years' work on linguistic analysis since their publication has found
no reason to modify them...it is riot surorising that the bast informed
philologist should feel that no words can be too strong for the grammatical fare on which the 20th century child is still nourished.
His final comment is: "A trofcund pity overcomes one thinking of
the hundreds of thousands of children compelled to undergo an education
composed of such aberrations."
C.K.Caden and I.A.Richards (17)
Indeed. - why grammar at all? There is the undeniable fact, that all the
people of the wor13,7ith the exception of grammarians and czammar conscious
intellectuals,talk and chatt.er away incessantly,without being aware in the
least 9 what parts of speech they are juegling about or whether they use
the perfect, the imperfect, or the ,olunerfect.STost people, thinking of their
school experience in erammar,may feel a shudder creeping down their spine.
:zany reader may feel, that the success or doom of semantograbhy stands and
fall with the grammar it employs.If it is to be a complicated thina,similar to the grammar we learned in school,then good-bye and count me out!
No, it will be a totally different grammar, a nev grammar,a grammar so
simple, that everyone - after a little practice -should be able to grasp
it. But a little grammar 'WE need.
If this system-of symbol writing is going to be taught to human being's,
who should be abl= to read and Trite in it,ws must give th-_m a few simple
rules of how to play the game, how to write words and sentences,so that
they should be undertood and read in all other languages.We know that
the grammar of diffnt languages in different parts of the world is very
differmt.The grammar of semantography,however,muet be valid everywhere
ay to the moon,and for
over the whole earth,and in a rocketshin on th
that,even on the moon.It must be a universal gr?,mmar.
To devise such a gr=ammar we have to employ Chemistry,Physics, Astroand Fsychology.3ut when we have devised
nomy,Miathematios,Geomtry,iology
,
the system,it must be so simplc,that any boy and girl should be able to
grasp it, and
it.
T0 devise a ne7 and simlile,.7ind even enjoyable grammar - this is a very
only succeed,if the reader is prepared
difficult task,-n-1 tha author
to follow him an a l exert his utmost benevolence and understanding.

A UNIVERSAL GRAMMAR FROM THE NATURAL SCIENCES

-

UNIVERSAL
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GRAM1":AR

FOR THE COM.9DN MAN
°An author who hopes to win recognition for new principles of language design has to overcome the superstitions of th-r sophisticated
before he can hope to cash in on the common sense of the common man."
LPncalot Hogben (2)
In our world there are THINGS which we can touch.Tbese THINGS move
about.They perform ACTIONS.In our language we have words for THINGS and
ACTIONS.
Our world consists of THINGS, ,,:hich perform ACTIONS.

TOR THE SCHOOL BOY AND SCHOOL GIRL:
"I always took it for granted that the science of language,which
is best known in this country by the name of comparative philology,
is one of the physical soiences,and that therefore its method ought
to be the same as that which has been followed with so much success
in botany,geology,anatomyl and other branches of the study of nature."
'.tax Miller (52)
Our world consists of chemical THINGS, -vhich we can touch.Wc- can touch
solid THINGSiwe can touch liquids like waterjand we can even touch gases
like the air,which we feel as wind blowing into our faces.71e can even
touch the stars,or at lust part of them,ivhen they oome down as a brilliantly lit meteorLThe chemist analyses a met.5or and finds that it oontains the same chemical elements which 'Art find on our earth. with spectroscopes and telescopes w can even analyse the far away stars and auain
we find the same chemical elements there,as on our earth,not only in the
stones and rocks, but also in the flowers, in th? bodies of animals and
in the bodies of human beings.
All these are chemical THINGS,which exist in the SPAC1, , hich forms
our univarse:Me use words for these THINGS.
These Chemical THINGS are moving about,They pre performing ACTIONS.
If s stone falls,the chemist may analyse the stone,but the physicist will
analyse the fall,th;-:, ACTION performed in SPACE during a certain TI";.
We use words for ACTIONS, SPACE and TIME.
Our world consists of chemical T=G3,
which perform physical ACTIONS
in SPACE and TI -E.

FOR THE ATOM PHYSICIST!

wrhay'OlaSS me as a quaker of Worts, and are puzzled as their fathers
were by the fact that Sir Arthur Tyldington,great as an astronomer, is
a professed friend,that :Faraday and Darwin were members of religious
sects, and that the now somewhat foreotten Lucretian Irishman Tyndall,
who startled the world at Belfast in 1874 by declaring that he saw in
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matter the promise and potence of all forms of life,ie represented
to-day by De 3roolie,-tho scandalizes nobody by demonstrating what
was plain enough to me in my teenstto 7:it,that if a dissolved salt
can crystallize itself into a solid stone,it is as much alive as the
nearest squalling baby."
George Bernard Shaw (53)
The division into THINGS and ACTIONS may seem antiquidated in the
light of present theories about electrons,protonsoeutrons and the
quantum theory.Eddinaton contemplated a table and asked if it is to be
regarded as a solid matter or as a mad dance of electrons.
We need a practical system for our every-day life.And in our everyday life a table remains a table,a hard and solid THING,which ve can
move about.If we ':ant to have its mattes examined,we may send it to the
chemist for a chemical analysis,and to the physicist for an analysis of
its physical properties. This division into chemistry and physics -although long since abandoned in modern theory - is just a practical division for our every-day life.
Just as practical as the division in SPACE and TIME.In the light of
present theories, they are a whole and physicists and mathematicians perform hair-raising operetions,trEtina SPICE and TIME dimensions alike.
But for practical purposes - if 179 give an order that our table should
be delivered on the 7th July 1948, 4.30 p.m. to 5th Avenue,House 64,
floor 10, room 1047 in New fork - it would be very unwise, if we would not treat SPACE
and TIME dimensions ,as expressed in mathematical numbers, strictly and
safely apart.Otherwise - utter confusion would be the result.
For practical every-day purposes(nuclear physics and the mace-time
continuum apart) we may formulate the first axiom of our universal grammar;
Chemical THINGS perform physical ACTIONS in SPACE and TIME
If we now proceed to give a name to each chemical THING and each
physical ACTION, and if "aa define our SPACE and TIME notions by means
of mathematical measurements,we arrive at a vocabulary of quite well
defined entitiesl at least for practical purposes,and divided according
to our new grammar into THING ,ACTION, SPACE and TIRE notions.

SYMBOLS FOR TwE UNIVERSAL GRAMMAR

"It was said that Prof.Peano carried the principle of grammatical
economy to the extreme of niggardliness;it was also objected that
Latino well suited to mathematics,would be too simple for more elusive themes.
Peanols demonstration,both practical and theoretical,is unanswerable:grammar,the torment of our chil,thoodl is an exploded fallacy.
Until we are educated up to this sensational discovery,we may retain
as much of it as our weakness requires."
Albert 1,40n Gu4rard (20)
We now have to choose simple and effective symbols for chemical THINGS
and physical AOTIONS.Here is our symbol for a

chemical THING

it looks similar to an enclosure

MAN THE CLASS1FICATOR OF THINGS AND ACTIONS
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and in fact every chemical THING is an enclosure in itself,of which we
see only the surface."lithin this "enclosure" there is the structure,consisting of molecules, atoms,electrons,protons,etc.
7coreover,the outline of our symbol for chemical THING is the outline
of the most beautiful cry:ptel structure,the cube,as we see it in the
crystals of salt,gold,etc,wnich crystallize in the tessera' system.
This symbol should remind us,that even those bits of inanimated earth
crust are built up in a wonderful symmetrical order.73veryone,who has ever
beheld such a beautiful crystal,may have felt,that at the basis of all
THINGS in our universe is a clear geometrical simplicity, which we may
truly call a divine order.
And now to a symbol for physical ACTION.We can depict it on a moving
strip of celluloid,but even there,the picture will consist of many still
pictures.Only by a deception of our eye,do we appear to see ACTION,when
the filmstrip is projected.
But we can somehow depict ACTION by the result it produces.One of the
Primeval ACTIONS on our earth was the thrusting up of rnountains.We can
depict the outline of a newly born mountain,a volcano,the shape of which
is a perfect cone.i part of its outline will form our symbol for

physical ACTION
The outline does not form a triangle.It is not an enclosure.It is something different from a chemical THING.
We have now our symbols for

D
chemical THING and

physical ACTION

MAN, THE CLASSIFICATOR.

"And out of the ground the LORD God formed every beast of the field,
and every fowl of the air; and brought them unto Adam to see what he
would call them:and whatsoever Adam called every living creature, that
was the name thereof.
And Adam gave names to all cattle,and to the fowl of the air,and
to every beast of the field.
Genesis,2;19,20.

Man invented words as names for the THINGS around him. He invented
the words creeture,male,female,bined,animal,ouedruped,horse,etc.
Man invented words for ACTIONS like eating,drinking,going,etc.
If man had been able to classify as scientists now do,much would have
been for the better.To a scientist a bua,or an octopus is not "ugly",but
as much of interest as the most beautiful flower and the most lovxable
creature,and he classifies them with impartiality and givesnames to them,
equally impartial.
Adam,before the fall,did a good classifiCation job.But afterwards,he
started - against God's order-to classify everything into good and bad.
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MAN THE ADJUDICATOR OF THINGS AND ACTIONS

Unfortnnately,man did not behave like a soientist.He was not satisfied with classifying only.Ee felt,he must pass judgements on the THINGS
and the ACTIONS.
And so he invented a third group of names,besides the two groups of
names for THINGS and ACTIONS.Their meaning, .hovever, is not found, in
nature.It does not exist in nature and it cannot be touched.Mo impartial
apparatus can register it.
has no real existence to which it can be reThe third group
ferred.lte.meanings originate only within man's brain,and these meanings
differ within different brains.
Some prominent wor d s of this group are beautiful,ualenbia,small,good,
bad,rieht,wrongotc.etc.
As said before,the meaning of these words 'differ in different brains.
That one man consider beRutiful,another may judge uglv.'Vhat one man says
it's good,another may classify as bad.lhat one man declared to be rigs
another condemnei as wrong,and so on.
This third group created great misery throughout the ages of man's
history. Scientists work hard to alleviate the miseries of man.One of their
task is to reduce the influence of such words,in so far as they disturb
human peace and happiness.And the first step is to make people become
aware of these wards, realize that their meaning differ in different
brains, thaton one can be absolutely right or absolutely wrong and that
we must find another way than the presentmethod of endless debates and
-ceaseless strife.
In semantography these words reveal themselves in geometrical lines.
Semantography could therefore be of benefit to clear up misunderstandings
and avoid senseless clashes.
As said before,the words pertaining to that third group do not refer
to a real existence of their on in the outside world.They refer only to
a sense reaction within our skin and these reactions are different within
different skins.
We shall call that third group

HUTIAN EVALUATION.
MAN TEE ADJUDICATOR
HUMAN EVALUATION
In the normal world we find the immemorial objects of man's attention: stars,sun,moun,clouls,water,earth,meuntain and plain, trees and
plants,rocks and metals,town,houses,antmals,inseots,and human beings.
Things like these and their relation and behaviour are all that we
find.The inventory contains no beings,no objacts,corresponding to
"justice","de=ecracy",Tasoism","capitalism" - no principles or essence
of any kind:Beyond our skins are only things - movina,still,vital
and less vital,changing,behaving.The "capitelisms" and "principles"
are created in our heads by language and by language are objectified.
The most powerful microscope cannot find them."
Stuart Chaee (26)
"In King Alfred's time English adjective had eleven forms;naw
we have but one."
Parkhurst (4)
lords pertaining to our class of EUMIN EVALUATION may also be termed
VAIU23,VALITFRIS,ATTRIBUT7S,A=TI771S,AW9n3S

DIFFERENT PERSONS MAY HAVE DIFFERENT SENSE REACTIONS
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Now,it would be a hasty decision, if the reader would come to the
conclusion,that this third group contains only words,which are termed
adjectives and adverbs in conventional granmar,and that there is only
a change of terms.No,there is more to it.
We must realisze thatsame words pertaining to this group of Elr7w§
EVALUATION may under certain circumstances cause harm and human suffering,
whereas those words solely pertaining to chemical THT:TGS and physical
ACTIONS are mostly harmless inthensalm.This will be explained at length
in this and some following ohapters.This new system is the basis of the
semantical aspect of semantography,and the reader is kindly asked to
withhold final judgement,until he has read this book to the end.
Let us suppose that this planet of ours has no human beings.Then all
the THINGS will be there.The sun,the moon, the stars, the wind, the sea,
the mountains, the flowers, the trees and the animals roaming through
the forests and the plains.:eld all thesa THINGS will perform their natural A.CTIONS. The sun will shine, the moon will cross the sky, the stars,
the wind, the sea will do what they always do, the flowers will bloom and
the animals will live and die, amongst the trees,which will grow and decay.4n outside observer will need only the names of the THINGS and the
names for their ACTIONS to describe this world.
Now comes man.He graspsthis world with his sanses.There is his skin,
which comes into contact with the THINGS and feels them. There is his
eye to see the things, there is his ear to hear, his palate to taste,
his nose to smell,etc.etc.Above all there is his brain,the centre of his
nervous system,which co-ordinates all the activities of all the organs,
and moreover,makes him think,and express his thoughts in language.
The outside world will act upon his senses and his senses ',All react.
These sense reactions are telegraphed to the brain and sooner or later
man will find a word to express a special sense reaction.
That his skin will renort,he will term hot and cold or lukewarm, or
rough and smooth or velvety or stingy.7hat his eye will report,he will
term white or black, or red,green,blue,-oink or ninkish.The sense reaction
of his ear will be termed,ouiet,noisy,harmonious or not harmonious and
so on with all the other sense reactions.
Now there is a biological truth that not two creatures are perfectly
alike .Not two flowers are alike, not two insects or animals are perfectly
alike, and we know that there do not Exist two human beings who are exactly alike."Every human being is just a little different from any other human being,and this holdstrue,even for the mo st perfect twins,if we care
to examine them carefully.
But then there are not two human brains exactly alike, and therefore
the activities of th.is most wonderful of all the human organs will be just
a little different in different individuals.
In other words: different individuals will have different sense reactions,they will evaluate impressions differently.
There is a flowerl a chemical THING;its petals will reflect the light
:f the sun and our eyes will register a sense reaction.We label it red.
'eut if one hundred persons look at the same flo.ear,they may have just
have no means whatsoone hundred slightly differmt impressions, and
ever to ascertain whether two parsons u see"the same shade of colour or not.
:n closer examination we may find that some persons have no colour impressions at all.They see no difference whatsoever between the red flower
and the green leaves.Both have the same aspect,black or grey.But if some
persons are totally colour blind,some other persons are partially colour
blind and some persons are slightly colour blind.But even among the "normal" persons,there may be differences of impressions.When we show them
flowers of different shades of redl we may be sure' that flowers having the
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s'me shade give
them a similar impression,but we can't find out,whether
this impression is exactly the same in two pdrsons. Perhaps some hundred
years letero wemightte able to control and register and measure the complicated chemical and physical reactions which take place in the eye of the
human being and on the 17?.y from the eye to the brain and in the brain itself,but right no,e, we are utterly ignorant of the processes which go on.
Similar considerations apply to all sense reactions.Seme people may
still hear some very lew notes or some very high notes,whereas other people will register complete noiselessness.Some people will find no difference in two tones,slightly out of pitch,but some other people may shudder
but the dissonense."79 kno".'that er?et musicians can distinguish the exact
Ditch of every tone they hear,whereas other people cannot.
But apertfmm sense reactions being different in different brainsI thare
is another peculiar activity of our brain,which again differs in different
brains,
One person may find a colour elsesent,mhsreas another person may find
it unplaasent.One person may find a tune wenderful,another may find it
horrible.
177.7 this riouliar activity of our brain,not only to register the
sense reactionslceming from the different senses)in a different ray by
different individuals,but also to pass judgement Upon them,te find them
good or bad,nice or unpleesant,beautiful er ugly, right or wrong.
Even if we apsume that two parsons see a certain colour arrangement
in exactly the same elay,their eyes being perfectly ecual (which is only
a theoretical assumption),these two persons may pass a different judgement about the same colour arraneement.
The first person may find it an"eyesere",the ether may term it"betutiful il .
All the above words nleesent,unnleasant,vonderful,horrible,gool,bad
nice,beautiful,uglv,rige_t,e. r7ne,eyesore l etc.etc. belong to the third
group of words to which re have given the name of
HUMAN EVALUATION
All these words pertain to reactiensof our very imperfect senses and
our brain,and we know that not two human beings are alike and net too
human brains are alikejle may now form one of the most important basical
rules of ths system of semantegrephy:

THE rEANING O a -90-nS PERT:II:lin; TO -qui rAN 31/1-LUATION Dire-77;R ITT DII1FERENT
3RAINS,AND NOT T10 BINS RE ALIKE.
We shall see later on i thet th.,re are exactly these words about which
human beings come to blows.They are not enly"adjectives".They comprise
a wider range,end we shall learn how to find out whether they are meaningful or neaningless,and how we can reach agre-mentend avoid senseless
debates and fights.
Let us find no" a geomeArical symbol which illustrates the precariousness of the meanings pertaining to HUILAN EVALUATION.
In our physics lesson we learned the difference between stability
and lability by differnt oesitione of a cone.

stable
labile*
position
•osition
FootnotetAccorelin= to "7ebeter's dictionary 29 foremost memning of
labile = liable or prone to olip,err or lapse

THE THREE WORD GROUPS OF THE UNIVERSAL GRAMMAR
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If we place a none in the stable position,it will stand stable.If
we put it upside down in the labile position, it will instantly topple
over.Only a juggler by a oonstant effort can maintain a cone in this
precarious position and only a word juggler can maintain a precarious
position in regard of some words pertaining to HUMAN EVALUATION.
This geometrical deernstration of the meaning of labile will be used
to form our symbol for HUMAN EVALUATION.
However in the course of the coming chapters some other words may be
used to indicate H31AN EVALUATION in the wider sense.These words are
Q,UALITY,VALUE or SENSE REACTION and they will be used alternatively
in different particular cases to help understanding.
This then is our symbol for the third and last group of our universal
granmar:

HUNAN EVALUATION
VALUE, QUALITY
(SENSE REACTION)

THE THREE GROUPS OP UNIVERSAL GRA"":!.!:AR
AND HOIV THEY IORK TOGETHER

THING
chemical

ACTION
physical

EVALUATION
human

FOR THE SIMPLE P3OPLE:
"Indeed most of us never realize the inherent irrationalities and
obscurities of natural language until we begin to grapple with a foreign one .The discovery may then come as a shock,discouraging further
effort."
P.nodmer and I.Hogben (5)
Our world consists of THINGS which we can touch-Some THINGS perform
ACTIONS sometimes,or we perform ACTIONS with some of them.
In our language we have many words for those THINGS,as for instance:
man,Woman,cbdidebeing,animal,horse,dog,table,hammeretc.
We have also many words for the ACTIONS,as for instance:to ride,to
eat, to speak,to run, to move, to heremer,etc.
Then there
a third t-froup of words in oue language,consistine mostly
of QUALITY, VALUE wordseli. person may say: "a beautiful child", or The rides
beautifully".That person has made an EVALUATIOTT of the child and of the
riding.This EVALUATIOZ is done 7ith the brain.
Now there are not two human beings exactly alike and therefore not two
human brains which are alike and which think alike. Consequently this
HUMAN EVALUATION will differ with different -persons.
One dish may be evaluated by one hereon as "tasty", and by another person as "horrible". A picture may be "beautiful" for one person,and "ugly"
for another.
We see tharefore,that sense reactions aS pertainin to :1T7 W0- EVAItc,TION are unreliable.Their meaning differ 7ith different parsons.
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Then there Are words in our language (and in all languages) which belong to two of the groups (THDTG and ACTION) and even to all three groups.
For instance, the word rider refers to a human being,a THING,which portal= the ACTION to riae.The word rider belongs to the THING and ACTION
group.
The word wrongdoer or sinner belongs to all three groups.It refers to
a human being, a THING,which performs certain AOTIONS,which
people
evaluate as"wr -ing".The word" "wrong" is a HUMAN EVALUATION word.
The word to sin belongs to the group of ACTION and HUMAN EVALUATION.
It refers to ACTIONS evaluated by
people as "wrong".
Now we are perfectly sure that a wrongdoer is a THING, which we can
touch,a human being.17a are furthermore sure that this human being has
done something t has performed some ACTION.
But we are not so sure about the EVALUATION "wrnne.Was it something
0
morally wronepor"legally wroneor vlas ha only "cruel",or "unkind" or
rude ,or just "unpoltte".All these words are HUNAN EVALUATION words.
We may receive a big shock,when we find that some other people are
of quite a different opinion about that human being and his actions.
They may consider his ACTION "right" and"not wrong at all".In their eyes
he may become a "rightdoer", even a "hero".
You see already that words pertaining to HUMAN EVALUATION may cause
great mischief and may lead to quarrel and fight and misery.
This new universal grammar will enable us to examine each words of
our language,and determine whether it contains sone HUNAN EVALUATION or
not.If yes, we would have to be en our guard and do some further thinking,
Later on we shall learn how to eliminate HTMAN EVALUATION words and
make our speech and our languaee

FOR THE SCHOOL SOY AND SCHOOL GIPJ,=
"-What schools used to teach as English grammar was really an introduction to the idiosyncrasies of Latin.It was not concerned with the
outstanding characteristics of tl- e English Ianguage;and most educationists in America and England now condemn time wasted in the mental
confusion resulting from trying to fit the tricks of our own terse
idiom into this foreign mould.Without doubt learning grammar is not
of much help to a person who -picnts to write modern English."
P.Bodmer and L.Hogban (5)
Mter reading the above paragraphs intended for simple people,we realise
that the words of our language pertain to th,a three groups of chemical
THINGS,physical ACTIONS and human EVALUATIONS.V7e realize too, that some
words pertaining to human EVALUA7,:ION may cause arguments and heated debates,simply because their meaning differ with different individuals.
Learning the new universal grammar in school shall provide us with
the means to identify such words,ta make them harmless,or even disappear.
Is this possible?
Let us contemplate the geometrical figures be] ow:

>
Which line is longer, a or b

..e
lhich triangle has the greater
surface ?

CHEMICAL THINGS, PHYSICAL ACTIONS, AND HUMAN EVALUATIONS
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New,we realize that the words long,short,great,large,smell,littlevetc
are human EVALUATION wnrds.On locking at the two linos a and b there may
be same argument,which is the long line and which is the short line.
There will be a dtfferance of opinion with differ --nt pe3ple.
To find out the truth,we must employ a method which is impartial and
independent of the evaluation of different people.
emp/y B. yardstick and measure. And we find that both lines a and b
have the same length.
At once All arguments cease.But we realize that our senses have deceived us.Our eye has given us an imperfect impression and our brain has
judged imperfectly.
We understand now why all words pertaining to HUMAN FVDl•UiTION,pertain
too to SENSE REACTION.HIPTAN EVALUATIONl as practiced by thought and speech
follows from SENSE REACTION, which is different in different individuals.
Now to the second exemple.lihich triangle has the larger surface?
Here even a yardstick will not help us to find the truth.e must know
how to calculate the surface of triangles.The triangle with the longer
sides may have the smaller surface:1.e must employ formulas and calculations.We must usa mathematical science.
In the above examples we had a simple task. We had before us two lines
and two triangles to compare.But usually we have only one thing in mind.
Is this bag heavy or light? Is the railway station far away or near?
Is his room high or low.And th2re may be arguments about these human
EVALUATION words.But we can make them disappear instantly,by stating
mathematical measurements: This bag weighs 8 kg. Distance to the railway
station is 1.5 km. Distance from floor to ceiling 4 m.
At once all arguments must cease.
Once we realize that all words pertaining to HUNAN EVALUATION are vague
in meaning, we must strive to avoid them, to eliminate them by impartial
measurements which are valid and indisputable for every observer.
This is what th universal grammar and semantography should teach us.
ALL 701ORDS OF

oun LANGUAGE PERTAIN TO CEEZCZJTEINGS,PHYSICAL ACTIONS,

HUMAN EVALUATIONS AND IN ADDITION TO SPACEI TINE AND MATHEMATICAL NOTIONS.
The words line,triangle,circle pertain to SPACE notions;
The words hour l minute,eecond
pertain to TIME notions;
The words one,two,three,four
pertain to MATHEMATICS.
We have seen that the word wrongdoer refers to the three groups of
THING,ACTION,and HUMAN EVALUATION.
In the same way the words high, lowrefer to SPACE and HUMAN EVALUATION.
The words early, late refer to TINE and HUMAN EVALUATION.
The words to add, to divide refer to ACTIONS and to ,TTATIEWA'TICS.
Mathematics seems to be at the basioal structure of everything.The
reeks of old understood by thib word science in general and modern physioistr,who explore nature do not hesitate to say that the Creator of this
lniverse is a mathematician.
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FOR THE INTTLIA'CTUAL IN GENTiAL:
"'English grammar is not a body or set,unchangeable rules,but a
description of English expression,bequeathed to us by our forefathers
not to be piously preserved,but to be constantly used and adapted to
our needs as they adaoted it to their nerds.
Tha English speaking people will strivz unceasingly to find more
convenient and more parfect forms of expression.It will do that as
naturally as it br=athes l und will continue to lo it so that grammarians shall oocPsionally have to revise the school grammars."
George 0.Curme (54)
From th= two foregoing chapters it may become ole. ar,that the universal
grammar of semantography is not only a set of simplified rules of how to
write sentences, so that people of differ=nt lan7uages should ...mite it
conformingly.
It appears now that th!. univ.-:rs:=1 grammar of semantography nresents
a system to discover words,',;hich Are vague in meaning,which are internr,7.ted differ-ntly by different people and 7hich are more than often the
cause of quarrel and strife.
Not only "bgrutiful" and "u;.ly", "high" and "low" are TiV7AN -EVALUATION
words.Thelrords "democratio","non-demoortic",ani "anti-dmocratic" fall
in the same group.The pence of the ,fnrld -1 .p.ends exactly nhether " are
able to teach the common man to interpret ttv-se words,
giving them
meanings which are valid for lifferrA observers.
The foregoing chapter has sho,m,that
TTALUATION words can be
made harmless or even eliminated by employing scientific measurement.In
the course of this book this method Till be employed in various instances,
including the meaning of "lemocrotic".Th.s reader is kindly asked to reserve judgementontil those chapters are handle;'.
If the reader is gr-nmar-conscious,he may argue,that HUP:AN EVAIZATION
words are nothing else than the "adjectives" and "adverbs" of conventional grommar.Although it is true that adjectives and adverbs fall in the
group of HUMAN STAIUTION,there is more to it .'.°L may take this opportunity to compare conventional grammar with the univrsal grarimar of semantography.
In conventional grammar we distinguish between th73 following
PARTS OF SP7MH: 1 noun, (2) pronoun, (3) verb, (4) adjective (5)
5 aIverb, (5) prciposition,(7) c -mjunction,(8)intarjection.
A word may fall in one or more of these classes, according to its Use.
NDW me must realize that the knowledge of the intricate rules of grammar
are not essential to good writing And good speaking. any
who can
write a god letter and can speak correctly, may fail miserable at a
grammar examination.If grammar should be of p-actical use to everybody
('and for this reason we
learn it in scho -)1, butopparontly it isn't
of much use)
there must be something in th , system to blame.
Let us compare the above classification of parts of snaech r with our
r3 -71v classification in chemical TH=GS,physic7L1 :.CTION3 an human "EVALUATIONS.
NOUN:According to grammar definitions a noun is a name of a living or
lifeless thing,for inst ,,nce virtue,
Nowl is virtue a lifelbss thing?The chemist anfl the biologist will
deny hotly that virtue could be classified as a "thing" without
"life". It is apparently nothing of th.?. sort.
Yanpanimal,florer,cr-stal l etone i virtue,beauty, are all nouns
But the beautiful,the beautification,lh.zEljaulaff, are nouns
too.

THE CONFUSION CAUSED BY FORMAL GRAMMAR
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noun is too sweeping to be of any value.
We see that the distinction:
Almost anything can be a noun, the ins and outs, the pro and contra, the
ohs and ahs!
The situation became worse,ishen some people invented the name of
substantive for a noun. A substantive suggests some substance,something
real,something you can weigh and measure.Thousands of books have been
written about The Sublime,The Beauty.The same treatment has been given
to The Good and The Evil and some of the most sinister persecutions in
human history have bean based upon this misleading grammatical classification.
In the universal grammar of semantography we use the classification
of the chemical THIT:G.7irtue,beauty,sublime,etc. are not to be found here.
PRONOUN:I,vou,he,s?Le,it,wea22,they are pronouns and refer to real chemical THINGS, human beings, animals, flowers, stones, etc.These words fall in
the group of chemical THINGS.
VERB:Here i the new arammar is in accordance with conventional grammar.
A verb r-fers to a physical ACTION.le must ho-ever bear in mind, that a
verb is sometimes used,where the physicist will be unable to observe any
physic-11 ACTION,ae for instance the mountain towers. To tower may be
termed a verb,but it should not be termed a physical ACTION.
ADJECTIVE:All adjectives like beautiful,virtuous,etc.fall in the class of
HUMAN EVALUATION.However, we must bear in mind,that this group is wider
in scope, as it embraces all words pertaining to SENSE IREAsr3TIONS.This will
be explained more fully in later chapters.
ADVERB:This is actually the adjective of the verb: to appear beautifully i
to live virtuously. These words too fall in the group of HU“AN EVALUATION.
PREIDOSITIaN,CONTUN7IONC-Tords pertaining to these classifications are
also called PARTIOLES,like in,out,and,with,etc.It will be shown that they
too fail either in the group of HU3rAN EVALUATION or are"shorthand words"
for chemical THI7GS and physical ACTIONS. Such a classification may be
frowned upon,but when we know that particles' create "anarchy" (BodmerHoeben (5) and are one of the major causes of the difficulties in learning foreign lanauages,we may concede that a new approach is at least
worthy of serious consideration.
INTERJECTIONS: Words like OuchlOhlAlasIGosh! are outcries to express
painI surprise,anger,pleasure etc. all words pertaining to SENSE REACTIONS.
!hey fallin the group of HI= EVALUATION.
The universal grammar of semantograohy has a most ambitious aim: to
enable us to recognize the pitfalls and the consequent miseries brought
upon mankind by lanauaae.This system may be a crude beginning only.3ut
a new approach is necessary, should not the world go to pieces by propaganda.
FOR THE SCIENTIST:
"Thether we are studying a material object,amagnetic field,a geometrical figure or a duration of time,our scientific information
is summed up in measures:neither thenpuaratus of measurement nor
the mode of using it,sup:gests that there is anything essentially
differant in these problems".
Albert Einstein (26)
The universal grammar of semantography classifies all words in all
languages as pertaining to chemical TF:I-GS,p'lysical ACTIONS,human EITALUATION,also to SPACE,TIM and TTATIATICS.
Serious objectiokn may be brought forward against this division.In
the light of Present theories a table may not be a chemical THING, but
a physical ACTION, a mad dance of electrons,or oscillating wave fronts.
We may face utter dilemma with many words.lhat is LIGHT? Corpuscles or
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HOW TO EXPLAIN IT TO THE SCIENTIST

or waves? That is GRAVITATION? A"force"or just "curved space" only?
What is Time? What is LIFT?
Some hundreds of years ago people began to realize that they do not
live on a flat earth.Instead they had to face the impossible conception
that they are hanging upside-down on all sides of their globe l and may
fall (whereto: up or down?) at any moment.
Yet,humanity did not suffer a major nervous breakdown.Feople went on
doing the practical thinglto live as they lived before.And it -norked.
No matter how much new theories will turn our conception of the universe upside down,we may use the division into chemical THINGS and physical ACTION as a purely practical one for daily purposes in speech and
thnught.
We may invent an approptate symbol to denote the meaning of IIGHT,
of GRAVITATION, of TI112,of LIP, although we knrrIg little or almost nothing
about the real nature of these phenomena., Then we are at a loss for an
explanation we invent a word to cover up our ignorance. lee observe a
little cat,a mother for the first time,giving birth to kittlis and performing all the necessary operetions,including the cutting of the navel
cord with an experience of a trained midwife or doctor ;we marvel about
it,but presto we invent a word INSTINCT and themiracle is explained and
the 7112zle solved.
This deception z?ts -7orse,beoause words once invente-d,begin a life
of their oven, and torn from their original conoept are juggled about in
similes,metaphors,and analogies.In semantography the symbol show the outline of real things,thus maintaining a closer connection with nature than
words in phonetic writing.
As to the division into Mum:101 Tg7ALuaTicsi, lacientitta were precieeiy
the men who invented the scientific method,who started to measure and
who replaced vagueness by clearness.
We are aware that a-eienttste endeavour to describe events in invariant
formulas,indpendent of the different mov7-ments of different observers.
We may find a similar conception in this univers a l grammar - although
fitted only for practical use by ordinary people.
Words pert-ining to HUMAY EVALUATION are apparently relative in meaning,different with different observcrs.Semantography should enable us
to realize this and to eliminate and replace - wherever possible - such
words by statements, invariant for different observers.
Far fetched as this may seem, scientists are of the opinion that the
new notions as created by the modern theory of relativity are already
revolutionising our thought and in due course will revolutionise our
language.
As mentioned before, a book on the "Foundations of Mathematics" may
be highly scientific.One the practical level however, it is something
which can be handled by any housewife and any grocer.
Similarly, semantography should be considered as a practical tool
only,for practical purposes.

HOW TO USE THE THREE LITTLE INDICATORS
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THE THRTD 3 LITTLE INDIc

"What is specially characteristic of Anglo-American is the large
and growing group of words which can be varbs,nouns,or adjectives."
F.BOdmer and L.Hogben (5)
The three symbols for chemical THING,physical ACTION and human
smaller size
EVALUATION shall be used as indicators and written in
above the top writing line.
space for indicators

)

topsky)line
ground line

A

❑

V

space between these lines to write the symbols

indicators indicate THING

VALUE

ACTION

Let us now write thrmroymbols for three THINGS

0

0

0*-N•••,

sun

rater

cloud
(water on sky)

These are genuine chemical THINGS,and the symbols express therefore
genuine THING nords.They are genuine THING symbols.
Whenever we deal with genuine THING symbols,like the three above,
we do not need to put the symbol for THING on top of them.In the foregoing chapters we have shown many genuine T3-1117G symbols, and the meaning
-:as perfectly clear, without the THING symbol on top.
In text books for begirimers,however, we shall put tha indicator on
top of every symbol,until the learner is mluainted with the symbols and
has learned to distinguish betrien a genuine THING,ACTION or VALUE symbol,
Let us now write three genuine ACTION symbols.
A

addition
to add

A

raining
to rain

A

mixing
to mix

In ordinary semantography writing we need not put the ACTION indicator on top of these genuine ACTION symbcls.The arrow indicates ACTION
anyway.The plus symbol indicates the mathematical operation (action).
And now three symbols from the last group genuine VALUE symbols.

V

V

V

U

1.1

outside, out

deep

•
above,over

THINGS, THEIR ACTIONS, AND HOW THEY ARE EVALUATED
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Genuine symbols for THINGS are easiest to recognize.They show the
outline of the real THINGS.
ACTION symbols are not so easy to recognize. We cannot depict ACTIQN
in a frgzen symbol.So we have to r-,sort to some arbitrariness.The ageold international symbol of the arrow will help us to recognize g?nuine
ACTION symbols.
-VALUE symbols too,cannot easily be depicted.Simplest of all are VALUE
symbols pertaining to SPACE,like above,outside,dep,because SPA'E 7ALUE5
can be depicted in geometrical lines.
Why the fuss about genuine symbols for THING,ACTION,7ALITT?
The answer is simole:the indicators can be exchanged to exordes all
three meanings.anft we should know what the original meaning is.
A
0
sun

V

0

0

to sun,to shine
sunning,shining

sunny

I\

40-Ne.•
•:'qter
sky

to 7iater
watering

watery

A

V

.00"S.•

lint
cloud

to cloud
clouding

cloudy

A

V

addition
to add, adding
the ACTION

additionally

I
addition
the material
THIN.:: added

0

rain
the material THING
water coming down

A

rain
the ACTION

0

A

mixture
thr, THINS, mixed

to mix,mixing
thr_, ACTIC

V

mixingly
(for mixed see
later ch,-..pter)

THE THREE SYMBOLS FOR MATTER, ACTION, VALUE

=MN=

the matrial
THING above

to make or
above
to nut /757
—

11■1.

above
over

A

V

0

CI

the mat,Jrial
THING outside

to make or
become outA.de
to oust

OUtsiiey7Ut

0

A

V

U

U

0•

the deep
abyss,chasm

to deepen
to make or
becoma deep

27j

deep

Now, what we have on
is nothing 2ensational.lre have sim,)ly changed
the meaning of a word from the "noun",into the verb and into th,?
jective-However,we have rejected the notion of the "noun" and installed
instead the notion of the chemical THING,real matter. The word Depth is
an,).1n too,Put it may mean something different.'la shall see later on
how to handle such words.
I'or those reader who are versed in grammar,the above operations are
Childs play.For those,who may have some difficulty in rcognizing the
meaning of the three indicators,here is a sim:!ple scheme,hom to remember
their meanng,derived from the Latin words
:!ateria
'.̀titter

Actus
a doing, Action

Valere
to be worth, Value

ATTER ACTION VALUE
le have drain three 2K7mPles of genuine THI7G symbols,a2nuine ACTION
symbols and genuine 7A1= symbols.Onc2 we are well arluainted with them,
w;;
dispense with putting the '7HP.TG indicator(when we mean the THING)
on top of th= symbol, as it sho,vs already the outline of a real THING.
The same applies to the other two notions.An arrow in a symbol indicates
an ACTION, so we do not need the ACTION indicator on top, and so on.
Sometimes however,we should out the indicator on top of the symbol in
all three cases.The word open for instance is a ,VALUE eord,but we have
to draw the outline of a THING to denote it.To make sure what we mean,
we must use the indicator in all three cases of THING,ACTION and vAIT.T.

V

0

U u U
opening

t:o en

open
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INDICATORS ARE NOT NEEDED IN MANY COMPOUND SYMBOLS

•
A

enclosure

to close

❑

A

V

closed

0
mouth

to speak, report,
eavI tell,narrate,

verbal

With the last symbol re have resorted to some arbitrarinessI because
the mouth performs also the ACTION to v.at,to breathl etc.However, for
our symbol writina,the most important ACTION of the mouth is to speak.
Later on,we shall see,that in very many cases, we shall not need any
indicator,because the meaning shall become perfectly clear by the position of the symbols in the sent=nce,or by the combination of the symbols,ae for instance
in a sentence

man

mixes

in a compound symbol

mixer

I El •

AD

man outside

outsider

77e see, Te can dispense with the indicator, especially when the .symbol is
used in the original meanincr—But an indicator is necessary if e:e want
to say: man ousted and outcast.
Some reader maymnstier the division of the symbol for rain in the material THING:water coming lowl, and water in ACTION,artificial and unnecessary.They would be right.Por ordinary purposes,the symbol for rain,
without any indicator on top,will be perfectly sufficient.
The example rain was only chosen to Show that we can interchange the
indicator for THING and ACTION and thus obtain special meaninasin each
case.Let us assume that 7e have to write a report in semantoaryohy containing the following sentences:The rain contained red lust particles.,
or We found only two inches of rain in the tank. In both cases the real
THING,the water is meant,not the ACTION.3oth observations may have been
made,long after the ACTION of raining has ceased.In such a case,we are
justified to put the THING indicator on top of the symbol for rain.
But as said before, distinctions as such are not necessary, and may be
used for beginners only.In "colloquial" semantoczranhy,the indicators
should only be used in special cases, and the experienced writer will know
when to use them,just as he kno-es how to avoid misunderetandina in ordinary writing.
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AXING THINGS P -9 11"TORM ACTIONS

"Like nature,the Chinese words are alive and plastio,because
thing and action are not formally separated."
'Trnest Tossollosa (31)
to draw a symbol for a
In the foregoing chapter we have seen
THPTG,then put the ACTION indicator on top and get the ACTION which
this THING performs.
Now this simple. procedure can be used throughout symbol writing.
However, we must do a little thinking.It will ba the thinking of the
scientist,particularly the chemist,the .ohysicist,and the biologist,
but th2 other sciences will be used when ,,ver necessary.
Let us take the sun.The sun performs a lot of differ:nt ACTIONS.
Besides emitting light,he emits also heat, and other alectro-maanatic
Tvaves.The sun rotates around the axis, the sun travels with the planets
towards the constellation of Heroules;th.a sun does a lot of ACTIONS.
But for ordinary every-day language,tha sun does the most itinortant
ACTION: the sun shines, and this should be denoted by our ACTION symbol.
But how about the moon and the stqrs.The moon shines too, and the
stars do some twinklina.How to depict these ACTIONS.
Well,we have to be consequent and consequentlywe shall write:

A

A

A

0 0
sun

shines

moon

shines

star

shines
twinkles

73ut we can invent a simple symbol to denote Liaht.Our primary source
of light is the sun,and the sense organ which enables us to see light
is the eye.Consequently we cnn form a compound symbol.

0
0

0

eye

sun

0
light
to shine
illuminate

TH17G
giving
light

sun
shines
(other version)

In a comnound symbol the meaning is not a mere addition of the meanings of both basic symbols,but a new meaning arisas.In this particular
case the symbol means:light in general.Consequently we may use it, even
in cases,where there is no sun involved in the actual light-giving.

0

fire shines

furnace glows electric shines
(fire in
light
enclosure)
(THING)

We are entitled to consider the word light as indicating an ACTION

(be it waves or corpuesles in action) .Consequently w may omit the
ACTION indicator.
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THE THING INDICATOR IS NOT NEEDED ON THING SYMBOLS

Ve can form other compound symbols to denote some ACTION, evenif we
are not so sure,E. TITING ceuses the ACTIONtelectrons,atoms,molecules?

2 23
thunder
ear
lightning lights-up
sky electricity
(separate symbols)
(symbol sentence)
(separate symbols)
We could write now: lightning flashes and thunders.But if we use the
ACTION indicator on top we denote with it all the ACTICNS which a lightring usually does:a flash of light,a thunder, a smell of ezon,and cocasionally the striking of an obj,ot.'Sven this can be easily depicted.

A

3 7 7

In

lightning lightnings light-'stri- house
(symbol sentence)
kes
ning

A

3
light- sets house
ning afire

A beginner inwmantography after seeing the above short sentences
a few times t wi 11 soon know what is meant,even if,later on,he sees them
without an indicator.The pesition in the sentence tells the story,
Swee readers,not trained in chemistry and physics may have become
freightelled at the idea,that the knowledge of chemistry and physics
is necessary to write semantography.They may nor have come to the conclusion that what is necessary is just common sense.
They need not be biologists either,to understand the following symbols:

A

A

flower - flowers

flower

grows

tree

trees (?)

We know what flowering means: the ACTION of a floveer.We should not
have any difficulty to guessrhat a tree does,even if we have not the
verb to tree.
The compound symbol to grow can be used in its wider meaning, even
for:
growing up of children.They toe,grow like flowers.

A

A

wings
bird
flies
bird the doings
to fly
(symbol sentence)
of a bird
to wing
Even if English has not the verbs to liehtning,to trea,and to bird,
we may assume that other languages have.In fact, natural languages contain many verbs, ready-made by using the THING word.Trowever the meaning
is quite often irregularly constructed,and exasperatesthe foreigner.

A

A

feather to feather
mountain to mount
stone
2999999,1
(part of 1ing)9999977999
7/hat do these verbs mean???

A

to stone
99999999

ACTIONS OF THINGS, AND ACTIONS WITH THINGS
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To feather should indicate the ACTION of a feather.But in InglisCJ. 1'3)
it means something entirely different.It means:to put feathers on,
to feather a nest.But in French it means just the contrary:to pluck
to take feathers out.
feathers,
These meanings are not valid in semantography.Vhen we want to express
them in symbols we have to show: feathers put in or feathers taken out.
To mount does not indicate the ACTION of a mountain.In fact,there is
no ACTION of a mountain(except landslides,sarthquakes,volcanosohich
have to be expressed with a second symbol denoting:going dcmn,trembling,
afire),In 7,nalish to mount means to go up.To use the mountain symbol
is impermissible for this meaning.We simply use th.i arrow pointing up.
To stone does not indicate the ACTION of a stone.In Etglish it means
to throw stones on somebody.But stoned dates, means dates from which
the kernel has been taken out.
How would we write! mounting the stairs?

rr rr rri
stairs

to use
stairs

I rri

going
going
upstairs doAnstairs

man mounts stairs

Now,we have reached THINGS which are man-made. Up till now we dealt
with THINGS of our universe,lifeless or animated,which perform
some
ACTION,whether man is present or not.
Now W3 come to THINGS which man uses,and which he has made for use:
tools in the widest sense.Here the verb is easily formed.

hammer to hammer

A
El H
seat

to seat
to sit

to house
house
dwelling to dwell

n

n

table to table

bridge to bridge

19 R
shelf

to shelve

All tools designed by man to be used for a specific %CTION can be
depicted in semantography by the outline andthe ACTION by putting the
Y.ITION indicator on top of the symbol.
There is another group of THIYGS,some found in nature in small quantities,so that man can handle them.The 4CTION indicator should alw.ays
mean: to out the THING on something else. To water means to put water
on something else.

A
garo0.44 ersge%

ewe%
Are%

water

to ,;.ter

oil

Aro"
awe%
to oil

NaC1 NaC1
salt

to salt

shall see later on,that the symbol for water cnn be used to depict
liquid in general.Tha symbol for oil depicts the well known phenomenm of
ail floating on water.
s:imbol for salt would be simola,but NaC1 is already int e rnationally recognized.

THE CONFUSION OF VERBS IN NATURAL LANGUAGES
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Then there are the human organs,which perform very important %CTIONS
and of which we ars going to hear mere in coming ohapters.Herebelow are
only 3 examples-of symbols.

CD

CD

aye

to see

I.
ear

to hear

nose

to smell

We may conclude this chapter by pointing to the indiscriminate way
in which verbs arr3 formed in natural languages;sec, the example given:
to feather. In natural languages the sit ation is aggravatf7d by the
existence of homophones.This word. means:two words having
same sound,
like sun and son.7eurthermor.-3 there are homogr--phs,wordsavinp. the same
spelling and consequently th:, same sound: boarding a train, and.boarding
tenant(providing him with mels).17e must be on our guard when transferring meanings from natural language to semantogrnphy,as the following
examples show:
ape
to are means to act like an ape in copying other people.
fish
. to fish,does not mean:to at like a fish,but to catch fish.
co
to cow,means to submit
cat ......, t0 cat,means either to flog or to vomit.
Thse examples show,that w- must observe the attitude of the scientist in drawing our ACTION symbol, as derived from the original THING.
Most THI-trGS have a very definitive ACTION attributed to them, r we perform a very definitive ACTION with them.
If some special THINGS perform more than one import a nt ArITION-ove
shall agr.te which ACTION should be understood in v=mantography.If some
is in doubt, he may consult the semantographic dictionary.
But such words would be rare exemotions.The rule is one important
ACTION to one THING.

THE RELATIVITY OP SPACE'

"Surely, dear reader,as a boy or girl,you became /quainted with the
imposing building of Euclidian geometry.Perhaps you remember with
more respect than love that lofty edifice and its high flights of
stairs over which conscentious specialists chased you up and down
for innumerable hours.
With this past of yours you would surely punish everyone with
utter contempt,who would dare to declare untrue even the most negligible postulate of this science.Iet,your feeling of proud positiveness would leave you instantly, if somebody would ask you:"Shat
do you actually mean by your assertion that those postulates are true?
Albert Einstein (55)
"The Einstein theory is indeed such a tremendous structural linguistic achievement that quite probably its full semantic significance and meanings will not be worked out for many years to come.
First, and above all I thre are no possible "absolute" meanings
to "space" and "time",beyond the relations established by measurements."
Alfred Korzybski (56)

SPACE AND GEOMETRICAL MEANINGS IN SYMBOLS
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"For every human being, the centre of the universe is he himself
(or she harself).Regarding
events, ;very human being considers
the life of one human being of little or no importance.Hosver, this
aspect changes euidenly,if it is the own life "hich is at stake."
Josef Popper-Lyn}ceus (57)
Before 7e study the semantical aspect of the relativity of SPA03 in
regard of all words pertaining to SPACE aniTJ7Av ;VALUATION, we may
handle the usual geometrical notions.Naturally,thera is little difficulty to depict geometrical
2-dimensional notions,Mi our 2-dimensional
writing pad. For symbols depicting 3-dimensional notions, we just have
to get along as best as we can, sometimes resorting to a little arbitrariness to distinguish between t7o different notions,which may look
similar on our 2-dimensional writing surface

point
D dimension

line
1 dimension

plane
2 dimensions

right angle

rectangle

space
3 dimensions
(perspective drawing)
We have drawn the lines,termed as co-ordinates,and we thus arrived
at a convenient symbol for 3PACE.It is a perspective picture of the
3 co-ordinates standing at right angles to each other and forming the
system of oo-ordinates,or system of refrence.This last term is going
to play an important role with regard to IITYTAN 7,VALTTATION words.
The dot typed in the middle,means the geometrical noint.Typed on the
ground line it means the dot,which ands a sent,ince.
We can easily depict other 2-dimensional notions,as for instance

angle

parallelogram

and so on with all the other notions,which are easily typabls on our
typewriter. However,we may have some difficulty, if we have already alloted a certain symbol to stand for something in our world.The triangle
for instance, serve=s to indicate a mountain.lut then,how to depict a
triangle1In this case we have to add our symbol for gometry,Dreviously
add the number 2
shown(it looks like a pair of compasses) and we may
to indicate 2-dimensional geometry.

2)1
mountain

geometry
2-dimensional

>9 D 2A6
right-angled
triangle

enuiangular
triangle

If semantography is well established, and the rt2k of mistakes snail,
then we may agree that the triangle (sloping to tha. left) should denote
t mountainyand the triangle(sloping to the right) should mean a triangle.

THE BASIC LINE AND COMPLEX GEOMETRICAL SYMBOLS
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with other symbols we may proceed conforminely.Enclosure and sun,
for instance, are very important symbols 2 rocurring in many other important symbols.

enclosure

square

cube

cube
(other version)

0 „)10 3)10 14.0
sun

sphere
(other version)
But a third version is possible,by using the number 2 and 3 to indicate power 2 and. power 3, as already used in geometry:
circle

sphere

3

Q2

0
3

circle

spriere

2
❑
cube

squ:!re

But our typewriter enables us to type even three dimensional forms
in perspective

quadr!mlgular prism

Pyramid

cylinder

cone

These examples may' suffice to show, that it is possible to depict
with few lines geometrical notions;also that the semantographic typewriter is capable to depict many THINGS used in industry and work.
Our division into chemical TIUMGS2 physical ACTIONS and human EVALUATION works also with geometrical notions.as for instances

A

line
(freomJtrical)

straight THING
to straighten
rod,bar,poleotick make 2 become str.

V

straight

We see that all three notions are derived from the adjective straight.
As we have named this class Hum; 7VALUi.TION_if follows that the notion
of a straight line is a conception out of our brain l a HUMAN EVALUATION.
our school amometry conscience may revolt vehemently. against this
idea.Yet,it is precisely the modern theory of relativity,whioh has
brought this to light,and it is interesting that our semantoarrThic
system,derived from ar,mmaticra classification of words, leads to an
insight into the relative merminas of spatial relations.Mbre about this
later on.
Our symbol above,indicntas a straight line.However,we have curved
lines too in our every-day life.

HOW THE INDICATORS WORK IN GEOMETRICAL SYMBOLS
A

curved line
(geometrical)

Q2
circle
(geometrical)

curved THING
to curve, to bend
curve (rop,d)bow, to make or become
etc.
curved

0
circular THING
disk,platepetc.
0

A
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V

curved
bent

V
2

o2
to circle
make,become c.

A

circular
rcund(2 dim.)

V

03

sphere
(geometrical)

spherical THING
schere,globe,ball

to rounden
make,become r.

spherical
round(3 dim.)

Now,we have all been to school; we have all learned to draw a straight
line, and we have all learned to draw a cirole.Mareover, we all have played witha nice rubber ball and ve believ- to know what a sphere "is".
We have all learned the postulates of geometry, so admirably formulated
by Euclid in the third century B.C.And we %re honestly convinced, that
these postulates ar-?. true,because we had ample proof of their truthfulness. We measured on our drawing board and found them true .We used a
ruler at innumerable occasions and we have seen builders and craftsmen
using all those postulates of aeomatry,and building houses which were
straight l and vertical;
we are using tools which incorporate the postulates of Euclidian aeometry.NAturally,Y:e m:_y scorn the crazy idea of
semantoaraphy,that the meaning's of the words straiaht,circular,vertical,
'parallel are HUMAN 'JALUkTION -words.
We Tay therefore be startled at Einstein's question(ouoted at the beginning of this chaptemis"-Jhat do ylu actually mean by your assertion
that these postulates are true?"
In trying to find a correct answer,
- in ']instein is own words "our feeling of proud positiveness would leave us instantly", and we
may even get more exasperated,when realizing, that according to eemantography,the word true indicates a HUMAN TIALUATION.
This is not the place to propound the theory of relativity,so the
reader must be content with the explanation in the folowina lines,which
can only touch the subject and give the reader a glimpse only of the
new aspect of SPITEI,which he have gained.
Let us take the word straight.It should be clear what is meant,-end
we would not hesitate to demonstrate the meaning by taking a ruler and
drawing a straight line..;ut - is it really and truthfully a straight
line?
Under a microscope,our straight line would look not straight at all.
It would be a ragged furrow.7ven if we would use the finest and sharpest
stylo,ani dreg the finest and most straightforward line,an even more
powerful miscroscope muld reveal cur deception.
•
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THE RELATIVITY OF SPACE AND SPACE MEANINGS

Then we realize that to draw a perfectly straight line on our drawing board, it must be perfectly flat (another HU11N EVALUATION word).
Is our drawing board perfectly flat? lac, it isn't.And even a steel plate
would not turn out absolutely flat under close examination.
The matter gets worse,if we try to draw a str a ight line on a surface
much bigger than our drawing board;let us aay: a straight line 100 meter
long.71e may build a perfectly straight tennis court surfaee,made from
one piece. of steel and perfectly grounded and polished and then draw
a straight line.It would not be a straight line at all.It would follow
the curvature of the earth.
But even if we take the curvature of the earth into account and build
a straight and flat surface, somehow elevated at the ends,hee would we
know,that this plane is now perfectly flat and straight? All our rulers
are man-made and not streight at all.
But a light beam is something straiaht.If we would send a sharp beam
of light along our steal surface,and observe it on the other end with
a precision theodelitTtelescope,then we would know whether the plane
is perfeclty straight and flat.
But does light go in a perfectly straight line? °No!" said Einstein.
According to the theory of relativity a ray of light which skids the
surface of a celestial body should be bent.This was a most revolutionary
thought and in 1919,the famous 2nalish astronomer Eddington set out to
observe a total sun eclipse and to find out whether Einsteins prediction is justified.Einstein predicted that the position 7f a star,which
would appear during the darkness of the sun's eclipse close to the
sun's rim,wculd be shifted,and he gave the exact amount of the angular
difference in mathematical numbers. Eddington found it correct,and from
that date the theory of relativity became a world topic.
We could feel satisfied with the explanation that light consists,
according to Newtonoof tiny material corpuscles which are attracted by
any celestial body, just as any stone is attracted by the earth.-But observatien prove that light is bent muchmore;and Einstein startled us
by saying that a stone falls,not because it is under the force of gravitation,but because our space is non-Euclidian.Our space is "curved".
7e never can draw a straight line in this space,and we never can draw
parallel lines.Etnes fall,not because they are attracted;the earth and
the planets circle around the sun, not because they are held by the sun's
attraction,but because the space is curved,is warped somehow and the
stone and the earth just can't help gliding along that spatial warpiness,
Now, this is giving_ us a serious headache, especially when we realize
that the four dimensions always referred to in discussions on the theory
of relativity are something different as we believeditiem to be:3 space
dimensions and 1 time dimension. In this case a fourth space dimension
is meant.Space in the vicinity of matter (celestial bodies)becomes 4
dimensional,something incomprehensible for us human beings,because we

can't imagine a fourth space dimension.
But in theory it can be icm,and it was pracisely Bernhard Hiemann,who
a century ago,evolved theoretically geometries for 4,or 5,or 6,or n dimensions.Ihe geometry for a 3 dimensional space has been evolved by
Euclid.Consequently geometries for a 4 or more dimensional space are termd
non-Euclidian.And in such spaces a straight line is not straight at all.
Have you seen at fairs a dare-devil motocyclist racing along within
a wire cage,which forms a sphere.He actually races along estraight"
line.He holds the handle bar as he would hold it,when racing along a
straight highway.But for us,who observe him,we see that his straight
line is actually a curved line, A circle,the greatest arc on A sphere,
a meridian.The"world" of this motocyclist is "curved" and whenever he
goes in a straight drive,he performs a meridian circle.If we imagine
diameter,and two mc-tocyca very big spherical cage,say half a mile
list startina tegether in this cage to race straight and parallel to
each other(everyone holding his handle bar straight),they would come
nearer and nearer to each other in the meridian lines. No parallels here,
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Ncw,as soon as you got this picture of the racing motocyclist in his
curved world in your mind as an explanation,foraet it,Forget even the
term "curved space" .It is a crutch only, to help our imagination and
understanding.Our space is not"curved".It is 4-dimensional.
If this gives you a headache,because it is incomprehensible,just
think that a similar headache is caused by the incomprehensible assumrtion that e:e are hanging upside-dorm - on all sides of our globe.
7el1pis Euclidian geometry which we learned in school not true?
It's true,within limits.It works beautifully within small spaces,
our drawing board for inetance,and for practical purposes everywhere
on our earth.Now, the words practical and purpose are both HUMAN EVALUATION words.3rom the point of view of human beings with their small
purposes,the crude application of Euclidian geometry works perfectly.
However,some "impractical" astronomers have been worried since
about a century about 1ercurius,our smallest planet,next to the sun.
Applying 3uclidian geometry to its movement,they elieays found a difference between the calculation and the actual movement.
Einstein applied non-Euclidian,4-diesnsional Riemann qeomietry to the
calculation end the diff e rence disanpeared.The space nearest to the
sun with its great mass seems to be
warped so strongly,that
it affects our measurements.
Ths conclusion from all this is:geometrical relations within a certain space,dspend on the masses Present in this space.7ass alters
spece.Geemetry becomes a part of physics.
If we want to make a statement,concernina the positian of a table in
a closed room,or if we want to describe an event hanpening in this room,
for instance,the falling of a stone,ve need to make stat:ments of length,
height and width with reference to the walls of this room,but W3 must
also state where this room is situated:on the earth,or the moon,or in
whatever gravitational field caused by other masses.
In other words:any stetement,nertaining to space must be made with
reference to a system of reference.
YO'^,W2 may leern a lot from these long-winded explanations,for the
prectical use of our language./e have seen that cords pertaining to
spatial relations belong to our class of HUMAN' EVALUATION,and we shall
SZ-3 later cn,that:
AIL 11OR1)S Pe2-=17.1.INING TO HUMAN 17ALUATION IAN 1TEV1R 31 WNSID-RED AS
ABSOLUT4EN PEANING.IN EVERY aftsE ITE REFER TO A Tf5T11T 0?
This system of reference is usually the human being who makes some
statement,who judges something long,short,aeod,bad,democentic or not
democratic.=,nother h-man beina is another system of referencc.Everyone
draws the line beten lone pnd short,cood and bed,democratic and not
democretic-Ind everyene draws the line just a little different.
This line of reference is an important basical symbol of semantoaraphy.In simple words like above,below or their 7rench counterparts
au-dessus de,and au-dessous de we realise that we have to make some
reference:above what?,below what?,but the line of reference is not visible in phonetic writingat'sdifferent in semantograehy,and we shall
see later on,that our geometrical symbols for good and bad,beautiful
and uglv,democretic and not democratic contain visibly the system of
reference in each case.
In this chapter,however, we shall deal only with spatial EVALUATIONS,
the symbols for which are shown on the next pages.
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The line of reference is clearly seen in the following symbols which
we learned already.
•
IN=11015

•

I•

•

after,behind
before 'in front
below,under
above,over
inferior
superior
Nora, the quotation of the sociologist Popper-Lynkeus(at the beginning
of this chapter) refers to the fact,that every human being considers
himself (or herself) as the centre of the universe.He refers everything
to himself.He himself is the line of reference.This is indicated by our
symbol,which looks partly like the 2nglish I (Individual),partly like
a human being,standing with legs close together,but above all,it shows
the line of reference.

line

I
(individual)

other
self
(like"before"symbol)(like "after" symb.)
•

r

inferior
superior
man
man
The words sunerior,and inferior have inflicted a lot of harm.We must
realize that 4±,eyrnfe7- to a HtflAN 7NALUATION,different in different
individuals,Vho is superior in whht,when and where, depends upon the drawing of the line.Two individuals may draw the line differently.
Now to ordinary spatial meanins,indicated by lines.
right

left

long

short

far

near

These symbols as they stand can be used for "small talk".The engineer
can make three of them disappear by writing the actual measurament.This
gives us.a new symbol:

CD

10■I 250 m
length: 250 m
distance:

H-I
measurement
scale

ruler

to measure

In using a measurement,like above (250 m) we have made a statement
about a distance,which is not more long or short,far or near.: owever
we got a new symbol into the picture "m".lhat is m? It in the
1/10.000.000 part of the distance from the pole to the equator of our
earth.In doing so,we have shifted the system uf reference from the in-.
dividual to our earth.This is an impartial system of reference,equal
and valid for all individuals.
The following symbols are self--explanatory

1
wide

H

>1 I<

narrow

thick

>1 V
thin

MORE LINE AND SPACE MEANINGS IN SYMBOLS
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Again we can express the exact width or thickness:

E25

25 an
width: 25 an
inner distance

cm

thickness: 25 cm
outer distance

deep

I

ono
high

low

shallow

big

The last two symbols are somewhat arbitrary,because we r --fer to something 3 dimensional,like a big house,by judging its height only.Needl-ess
to say,that these two words biz and small are more than many other words,
7.1y HUMAN VALUATIONS, ,pith no exact meaning.
To indicate parallel we just draw two parallel lines.But we need
this symbol for a more important word,and therfore we shall use our
symbol for geometry(the pair of compasses):

iii
parallel

A

❑

V

II

ii

ii

to repeat
to copy

THING repeated
copy,repatition

repeatedly

Extending the vertical parallel lines to the limits of our symbol
square,we get the meanings of:

11
limits
in general

1 1
limits
frontiers,etc.

A

V

II

II

to limit

limited

We can use the symbol without indicator(as shown) if the context
makes it clear what is meant.

between

te.gfMr

around

vertical

and so on,with all the notions pertaining to SPAC'T.These examples should
convince us,that it is possible to devise simple symbols,which should be
valid in any language.
Now we are able to distinguish the meanings concerning our arrow symbol.
\,/
IMI=11>

the THING which
.fioves forward,
isuforwarded"

moving
forward

foi.ward
direction only

downward
direction only
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They received the use of the five operations of the Lord and in
the sixth place he imparted them understending,and in the seventh
speach,an interpreter of the cogitations thereof."
Apocitha: 3cclesiasticus,VII.5.
According to popular distinotion,we have seven senses: the usual five
senses of vision,hearing,smell,taste,and touoh,to which are added the
faculties of speech and thought.
Now,we know that man has at least 20 senses or more, if we interpret
the word as pertaining to some organ withi.e us,which reacts with the
world outside us .;'fie have a sense for SPeCEewhich helps blind People to
go around in their home,without bumping into anything.We have a sense
for TIYE,which often wakes us uptexactly a few minutes before the alarm
clock is set to ring.rle have a sense for equilibrium,etc.etc.Thank heavens,we have no "sense" for electromagnetic waves from about 10- 5000 m.
Imagine hearing all radio stations blaring in unison ,penetrating all
walls1But we have a very fins "sense" in our skin for wavelengths between 0.1 -.0.0004 mm,which produce thi"sensation"of warmth:la have toe,

a very fine sense in our eye for electromagnetic waves of about 0.0004 - 0.0008 mm,whtch produce the"sensation"light,etc.atc.
Vie have another - not so"sensitive"- sense in our ear for slow vibrations between 30 - 30.000 per second and w have very curious cells
within our nose and our mouth which react chemically with other chemicals and give us the sensation of smell and taste.Other cells on our
skin gives us the sensation of touch,and so on with many other cells
inside our body.
All these organs react with the outside world , and the sensations caused
within us are the result of these SENSE REACTIONS.Our brain receives
these SENSE REACTIONS and evaluates them .As two different brains will
evaluate them somewhat differently,not two brains beeing exactly alike,
we realize that SENSE REACTIONS,beina HTTILUT 'VALUATIONS have only a
relative value,valid only with reference to that brainalone which makes
the EVALUATION.
Our organs register the outside world.Our organs are part of our body.
an was always very much interested in his body and in its reactions with
the outside world.Naturally,a greet portion of man's vocabulary contains
words pertaining to these SENSE REACTION5,which we have termed HUMAN
EVALUATIONS.
Of course we have words which pertain to chemical THINGS as for instance saltearoose,mouth,skin,hand,brain,etc.But RS to the ACTIONS of
these chemical THING;, describe? by the verbs to see, to hear, to smell,
to taste,to touch,to speak,to think,we must always bear in mind that
these physical ACTIONS beloa---317so to the class of HUYAN EVALUATION,and are different with differmt individuals.
In looking for appropriate and simple symbols we may examine the
scribbling of children,not only because they will give us the most
simplified symbols,but also because the scribbling of children reveal
the first symbols of picture writing as practised by the caveman in
the chilihool of humanity.
eTe 0

2

nose

mouth 0

brain
ear

hani
a chil

symbols

SYMBOLS FOR THE EYE AND VISUAL IMPRESSIONS
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VISION
"ayes speak all languages"
".1.merson
"These lovely lamps,these win lows of the soul"
Du -Bartas
n'at
In former chapter it has been pointed out,that indicators
be used in "colloquial" smantoaraphy.Consequently the symbol of the
eye standing without an indioatnr,should denote the most important meaning:vision,sight,see. ina.lf th maning does not become clear through
the wori order in the sentmc ,we may use our thre indicators.
A

vision,sight,
seeing

eye

awake
(open)

•

0
asleep
(closed)

visual

to see,seeing,
to visualize,

As explained in the foregoing paragraph,no indicator
in the following compound symbols.

12.1

V

dot

Will

be used

0
mark
spot,blot

0
sun

light

D

0 CI

material
THING

form, shape

.047%
rain

—Eh
THING on earth

opposite
meaning

darkness
dark

0+
through

clear
transparent

A

V

0?

0?

tear (THING)
to seem
crying (ACTION) (it seems)

seemingly

-Bo
find,discovery

enclosure

picture

SYMBOLS FOR THE COLOURS OF THE RAINBOW
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The exclamation mark !! can be used to indicate a short, "exclamatory"
sense reaction.If we make tutu or even three exclamation mark,we indicate
more stress,as with yes! yes!! yes!;!

12.
1!

01
look

very attentive
look,attention

watch
(wide awake)

IL:111
search
attentive watch

Colour is a sense reaction,which the eye receives mostly from the
things on earth.This clmbination will give us our symbol

0
eye

earth

0

0

olour

colour

We will choose the last symbol with the shortened earth line,because
it looks better.
For ordinary every day purposes the seven colours of tha rainbow and
their mixtures would suffice to exprass a variety of colours.We may uae
the numbers,indicating the sequence in the spectrum
The colours of the rainbow
(1 red
orange
2
3
yellow
green
(4
(5) blue
(6) indigo
(7) violet
0

01
ims

02

colour

red

orange

yellow

04

05

C)6

07

green

blue

indigo

03
mai

violet
em. 0

20
black
zero colour

white
(sun)

minus
subtraction

colourless
minus colour

Using a comma (,) we can indicate colour mixture by writing two numbers,separated by a comma,to indicate a colour mixture of these two colours.

04 7 5

orr

green-blue
(green dominant)

05,4

01,o

11■1

MEP

blue-green
(blue dominant)

brown
red&black

210
pink
red & white

SCIENTIFIC SYMBOLS FOR THE COLOURS OF THE RAINBOW

11 0 0

II
near
(see p.150)

grey
(near black)

ii

oO

pale
(near white)
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A
1 1°

0

to pale
make,become p.

By using the little multiplication mark for much we can arrive at
deep red (much red),etc.,also to redden by using the ACTION indicator.
If samantogrP.phic symbols would be used for international catalomues
and all merchan'lise, involving exact colour definition,the well known
colour chart may be brought n into the picture Colours in the colour
chart are classified according to numbers.See for instance the colour
chart in Webster's New International Dictionary (23).3y placing the
colour number of the chart within brackets,we would indicate for the
reader, that the numbers 'lo not refer to the sp.ectrum(r ,linbow)pbut to
the colour chart, as for instance
0(127)
umw

Cerise

0 139 )

0(44)

0(87)
.11MO

English vermilion

Khaki

Persian blue

Colour symbols for industrial & commercial purposes
numbered according to the international aj.lour chart
Scientists who are not satisfied with these arbitrary numbers,may
refer to electromagnetic wavelength expressed
in internationally
recognized Angstrom units.
0 5900 A
1■1

yellow

05500 A
wpm
light green

()4350 A
smi
blue

03900 A
deep violet

Colour symbols expressed in spectroscopic Angstrom units
The last classification indicates a way to express a colour independent of the sensation of different observers.The sensation red is
created within our skin.What is independent of our eye, is the wavelength of the electro-magnetic wave which produces this sensation.
The symbols using the 7 numbers or the rainbow colours, or the
numbers of the international colour chart could be successfully employed in international catalogues on textiles, flower bulbs,paints,
etc.etc.
The symbol hown in this chapter show only a few examples.We shall
see later on,A1444y. many more words pertaining to visual SENSE REACTION$
and HUMAN EVALUATION respectively, could be expressed by using the symbol for the eye.
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HEARING

Within a bony labyrinthean cave
Reached by a pulse of the aerial wave
This Abyl l sweet,and mystic sense is found
Muse,that presides o'er all the powers of sound
Abraham Coles (58)
The outline of the ear,without the indicator on top gives us the
.clneral symbol for hearing,equal to the ACTION meaning,expressed by
the ACTION indicator.This indicator,as well as the other two,we will
put on only when necessary.

0

ear

V

to hear,hearing or same meaning
without indicator
to listen

auditory,aural
acoustic

In combination with the symbol for earth from where most sounds come
we could form our compound symbol for sound,which indicates actually
a vibration of air molecules.We can use the exclamation mark.

2,
earth

sound
noise

loud noise
(exclamatory)

bang.,crash

We are at liberty to put in as many exclamation marks as we like - to indicate a terrific bang or crack of an explosion.
T.he basical meaning is:loud,audden. noise. 'Ioud,and sudden are words
of HUMAN WALUATION,includinq the word,noiss,which refers to a STTNSE
REACTION,.
Here are a few examples how we can employ the symbol of the ear.

I7

d

listener

musical note

2c

lsonata

music

sonata

Just as 'Latin names are international in medicine,zoology,and botany,
Italian terms are intarnational in music and we may use them freely.
But other musical terms taken from all languages are equally international as gavotte,menuatt,tarntalla,rumba,jazz,etc.

book
paper leaf
news
(see and hear)
Other symbols will be shown in later chapters.

newspaper

SYMBOLS FOR NOSE AND MOUTH, SMELL AND TASTE
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TASTE

S Tr.ELL AND

"I can make it...as plain as the nose on your face"
Erasmus

L

L

to smell

olfactory

L
nose

The ACTION of a smell is something different from a smell,which indicates certain molecules dispersed as vapour in air.This is actually
a chemical THING.As all smells come from the earth,we shall again form
our compound symbol from th,, symbol for earth and nose.

0

Lo

WM;

odor
smell

mo uth

fragrance
enjoyable odor

breath

Lo C3a Lo 1=1into

MEM

minus
without

to inhale
to suck in

to exhale
to breath out

to cough
(exclamatory!!)

-Lo
air

breathless
without br.

The reader, 1 110 objects.
to the arbitrariness of the symbol for air
May consider,that air is invisible and therefore not danictable by any
cutline.We cculd,of course indicate air as a mixture of Oxygen and
Nitrogen,expressed by the- chemical symbols and a plus symbol.

+0
air
(N and 0)

7

+150 km

X
wind
(air moving)

hurricane
(much much wind)

wind at 150
km per hour

The mouth in combination with the symbol for earth should indicate
all that the mouth receives from the earth,in particulars food.

A

o
food
mouth & earth)

o
to feed,eat

22
Z
to taste
(mobth,food,nose)

LVC2T
tasty
enjoyable taste

SYMBOLS FOR THE HAND AND TOUCH MEANINGS
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The formation of the compound symbol for taste by adding the symbol
of the nose is vindicated by the fact,that all sense reaction3of taste
disappear,if one holds the nose tiaht.This is an old established practice when taking_ bad tasting medicine.
The symbol for food will lead us to the formation of many subsidiary
symbols which may then be put into a list.Such a list of all kind of
food may be hailed by travellers of all nations - a reform long overdue-an end to many disappointments and indiaestions,a boon for international hotels and restaurants - an
INTERNATIONAL MENU OARD
readable in all languages
It ,:ill be explained in a later chapter.

TOUCH

I,'
-perfectly feel,ev,,,o1 at my finwer's ?oad."
Tohn Heywood
The word feeling has different meanings.It r?fers first to the actions
of what we ca.11 our soul,brainor mind.Furthermore it refers to feelings
within our body,as feelings of pain in the lungs for instance. At last
if refers to the reactions of our skin,when coming into touch with other
objects.As most of the body is usually covT:rd by clothing,it is the
hand,which does all the investigating feo,lings of this sort, an d therefore
we shall use the symbol of the hand to indicate the ACTION of touch.
However the hand does other ACTIONS too, the most important of Atich
is to hold.This will be depicted by a compound symbol as will be shown
later on.
The symbol for hand follows the Roman symbol for five V,the picture
of the thumb and index finger;

0

A

V

to touch

tactile

sl
hand

The exclamation mark may hello to indicate short accentuated touches.
The more exclamation marl the heavier the touch!
!!!
slap

hit

blow

!!!!
punch

Reporters on boxing bouts may agree on a list of hits,indicated by
numbers of exclamations marks.:But of course,it would say nothing about
the real strength of a touch.All these 11ords:s1RpI hit,blow,punch can be
reduced to the meaning:heavy touch,very heavy touch or strong touch.
Heavy and strong are HUI,UN "TVALTTATION words.Vhat is real is the ACTION.
At fairs ther.,. is a little machine where you can rTeasur: the strenatt
of your touch,hit,blowounch in mathematical figures,

SPEECH, MANKIND'S BENEFICIAL AND DISASTROUS ABILITY
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A very important symbol, indicating to,)1,mai be depicted by a schematized drawing of the very first tood- Jahich man invented,a tool which
even gorillas and chimpanzees emplyla stone,a thing in hand

0

41

4

THING

musical
instrument

lifter (jack)
tool f.upping

tool
THING in hand

Other symbols

7c1

employing the hand will be shown in later chapters.

SPEECH

"When we advance a little into life,we find that tha tongue of
man crates nearly all the mischief in the world."
Paxton Hood
Tan is equinp,.1d with a quite complicated 9rgp.ns consistina of tongues
larynx,palate,teath,lipsotc.which enables him to make a lot of noises,
*hen he had better"kp his mouth shut" and"hold his tIngue
4'1 simple symbol is formal on our semantngraphic type.writer by typing
% small cirass indicating mouths thi3 chemical THING and speeoh the ACTION
it./ s words pr.Irtaining to s-vaoh play an important part in our vocabularys this symb-A. will bfa usei axt-nsively.It shouli indicate sped11 1
to speakI sneaking .tc.:,ven without the use of the ACTION indicator.

A

V

spep,k,talk
narrate,say
roort,tall

v e rbal, oral
verbatim

0
mouth

10
man

speaker
011

cry
Imil
positive

...)
to and fro
()I!!

shout

yell

ow.

+!

negvtive

yes

0+ 1

0-1

•"'"44"''''ml

admittance

denial

meeting

liscussion
cnnversation

0
minus speech
speechless
em• 1
no

0 •"14('''

SYMBOLS FOR LANGUAGE, AND FOR PUBLIC PLACES
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2
languago

ear

E)

translation
(language bridge)

translator

V

0 El
mouth shut
(sent nce)

musical nate

O

112i
speaking
anenly

O

secret
confined sp.

vrman singer

singer

sang

secretary

In all the above examples.thr., symbol far muth,without any indicatir,
stands far speech,tha ACTION.However the mauth symbol withaut indicator
not indicating speach,may be used for special symbols,which would be
They arc deigned for pubeasily understood,wherever they are seen.
lic places.

%.••••■■41%,
water down

0..1%N
Ak
spitting

0S

N
ommil C) Aft/11
•

14J
1
0%.00.

lk

Do spitting

-I 0S

spittoon

D0S

room for smokers
smoking
no smoking
Some readers may ask, "`Thy not real pictures for
these public signs?" This has already been sugAUTOMUBIL73
gested by Ctto :M'eurath,now chief-editor of the
of the Earth
International --'5ncyclopedia of Unified Science,
Otto Neurath) Chicago Ill.Ke is the inventor of a new system
for visual presentation of statistical data,
which has been generally adopted.An example
is shown on the left, in which Neurath's ITTYPE
19 32
(meaning: same type)siens,repr.:,sent a certain
amount
of things,etc.
i aa
In
1936
1Teurath published a small book (62)
each sign 5 million cars
"International Picture Lanauaga"..After explaiPUBLIC SIGYS for ning his method for statisticihe proposes the
not drinking water use of his schematized drawings for public signs
water for drinking'(see example).Howevar,he points out, that his
ISOT-Y23 language is some
hot water
different from
the Dictur:, writing of tha Chinase,mhich is a
"complete language", whereas his method cannot
be used to express a sentence word by word./foreover the same sign, for inF.tance a flame i may
r- present difernt meanings in differentstatistics.,as for instance!hent produced,or destruction by fire,etc.These fsw words may suffice to
show the difference as to smantoaraphy.
fire

THE BRAIN ACTIVITY OF WHICH WE KNOW NOTHING
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THOUGHT

"Generation after generation,philosophy has been doomed to roll
thk. stone uphill;and just as all the world score it was at the top,
down it has rolled to the bottom again...until no-w the 7eight and
the number of those who refuse to be the prey of verbal mystification has begun to tell in practical life."

Thomas Huxley (26)
"Huxley's grandson Aldous l observes that philosophical arguments
are mostly anary shoutinas at one another by two people who use
the same words but men different things by them."
Stuart Chase (26)
Ifte symtois pertaining to thought have been the MOOT difficult to
evolve.The coming Chapters contain the 1 .-: sult of 6 yetrs of hard labour
of in7enting symbols,testing them and retesting them, rejecting them and
replacing them by others,which again were tested and retested..The reader may reject them all i or he may get a glimmer of the difficulties involved.
Inventors of an international language had indeed an easy task.They
took any dictionary at hand and just thought of soma other sounds for
words like davotion,balief l thought,sugcestion l revalation,intellect,rea211,deduction,decision,passioncenotion,morality,stc.etc.Their disciples
in other lands then wrote dictionaries for th e ir language,giving the
equivalent of the 4speranto or Ida words in their language.
73ut these words have not one meaning,but many.l'oreover they have no
definite meaning.Ten people will give you ten different versions of the
meaning of belief,thought,revelation,r;:ason,passi,7n,morality,etc.etc.
With a symbol writing the task is much more difficult.In semantoaraphy no arbitrary lines are allowed to stand for arbitrary sounds like
the sound p-a-s-s-i-o-n.The symbol must Show an outline of a real thing,
directly connected with the meaning.It must show - like a Chemical formula-the inherent structure of the meaning, and the inherent dander, if
the meaning carries that danger.The symbol must somehow give an explanation why the meaning is different with different individualspwhy human
thought differs so harshly.
In the end, the cOnstructibn of the symbols must be in line with modern
research - as much as possible- .and it must take into account future
development in psychological research.
This is a task of the first magnitude.Th reader may reject the following chaoters,or he may realise that semantogranhy may mean a beginning
to a system,teachable in the primary schools,which system may bring
sanity where it is most needed - in our thought and in our speech.
However, some other readers may say;",1hy all the trouble?Thts symbol
writing is intended fcyr short scientific reports in dhamistry,physics,
medicine,tariculture,etc.as well as for reports in industry, commerce and
traffic.Why bother with all those "ideological" notions?"
True enough,we need international co-operation on a planetary scale
in chemistry l medicine l agriculture,etc.3ut above all,we need international co-operation inEducation,nhich m..Jans international co-operation in
osychglogy.
.
No doubt,th,-. world today is "mad".If the human race should survive,#'A,
the teachero,the psychologists and the churchmen of all countries must
co-operate. try kindergarten and every sunday school may be considered
a potential research centre.
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And research and new teaching must be co-ordlnatea.'54Ten ir 'Mere
are different schools of thought,at least they should know what is going on in the other research centers,and how the problems are attacked
there.But translations are most difficult.If there are fields were
"verbal/Mystifications" are let loose, they are the fields of philosophy,
psychology,educatians etc.
Semantography proposes a new system,which could bridge the language
barrier.lbreover it seems to be a medium in which the writer cannot indulge in heaping words upon words. which lead nowhere.It is a terse medium.It forces te simplicity.Instead Of long-winded and vague talk the vagueness of which is revealed in geometrical lines -it forces the
writer to state facts: "If you do this,that will hanpen cr"I said this
reacted in the felloning way "etc.
to 100 children, they
And,last but not least, semantography may not be only a medium to
write g it may in itself be an instrument for education.It may help to
teach the future citizen in all countries hole to recognize words with
FL definite meaning, and distinguish them from words which lead only to
argument and strife and in the end nowhere.
Still,the danger that semantsgraphy may be condemned just on account
of the following chapters is very'great.On the other hand,they are the
acid test of the whole syetemSDanicting things is easy - but

3L790LS THAN SErMtNTOIF THOUGHTS AND IDEAS CAN '11 DEPICTED ny
GRAPHY
TAKE ITS PLACE AS AN IN77-iNATIONAL WRITING {'OR THE MODERN
NEEDS OF MODTTIN MAN.
WHAT I 3 THOUGHT?

"Thought can wing its way
Swifter than lightning flashes or the beam
That hastens on the pinions of the morn."
Percival
"The more me examine the mechanism of thought,the more we shall
see that the automatic,unoonscicus action of the mind enters largely
into all its processes.Our d. finite ideas are stepping stones;how
we get from one to the otherosa do not know;something carries us;
we do not take the step."
Holmes
The brain,as an organ,cormosed of chemical matter,is acknowledged to
be the centre for all impulses received from many other organs,like the
eye l ear,n0s9,skin,etc,and in turn many organs act on impulses received
from this centre.Differant parts of the brain 9 have different tasks in
regard of the different organs.Abova all,ther are myriads of cells,
which have a special tasks they "think".
Hew all this is done,we don't know.17e have been abl:, to measure certain electrical imoulses in cur nerves, we have been able to record socalled "brain Pulsations",without knowing what they mean;we have been
able to stnalyze chemically brain matter as to the content of Hydrogen ;
have been able te make
Oxygen,Nitrogen,Carbon,Phosphorus,etc.stc.
some statements about osmotic tensien,colloidal diansrsion,etc.etc.
but how all this works together to °reduce a single thought - this we
don't know.It seems, that we know more about what is going on on the
sunlit part of ths mesn,than what is going on in our brain.

WHAT IS HYPNOTISM, TELEPATHY, SOUL AND SPIRIT?
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Da we know more about vision?Here is an impulse from the outside,something mysterious,which we call liKht,supposed to be wavesor particles,
or both,we are not sure about it.Light affects our cells within our eye - we don't know how.These cells act chemically and Physically with other
cells within our brain- we dont know how.A "picture" is produced within
our brain,which remains visible, ven when we close our eyes,and which we
are able to conjure up, even years aftemards - how all this is done, eve
have not the slightest idea.
We see that cells,animated by that greatest mystery,which we call life
are able to register liaht.On the other hand,certain other eeEh&re able
to sand out light. ITiri7.7 well be,.that our "thought-cells" act similaAy
What then "is" thought?Is it too,produced by some outside impulse?
A few hundred years agoove did not know,what we know today.That light,
heat,ultraviolet rays,radio waves,X-rays,ultra waves etc.are the same
"thing" differing only in degrees.Some waves Give us pleasant warmth,
some startling briahtness,some others burn us up, and again others have
a deadly effect on our cells.
But then there are thouehts,which can do just the eame.And human beings
can emanate thoughts.Vhat "is" hypnotism,telepathy, - how does all this
work? According to modern science,light,heat,radio waves and X-rays,as
well as the tiniest bit of matter up to the flaming starspand the smallest living amoeba,up to tha myriads of cells,which compose the body of
a thinking human being - all this is a manifestation of waves or electrons,the tiny bricksof which our universe is built. But then - thought
and thinking must be a similar manifestation.
If "energy" can reach us from the depths of our universe and affect
our cells,may be that brain calls are similarly affectsd.There are the
great poets - most sensitive creatures of all of us - who have been able
to say in a few words,what astronomers and scientists found out thousands eifyears later, to be facts.There are the great musicians, the great
scienttsts,the great founders of religion.le should not be surprised,
find out, that the words:
if man of science,modern research-Irs,should
the spirit pervade; the universe are more than a phrase.
There is man, a product of this universe,a fragile composition of
these
chemical moleculespand yet by some miraculous process,
molecule conalmerations,can see, can heer,can think and can create a

new creature.
The "mechanists" of the 19th century set cut to explain everything
in a "natural" way.We have made great strides on this path,but today
we know that the deeper we penetrate the mysteries around us,the more
marvelous they become.Every "natural" explanation reveals a greater
miracle.And one of the greatest miracles is human thoughtl the ability
of certain of our cells to penetrate the depths of our universe and to
ponder about this great design and its purpose.
We don't know how all this worbabut we may take heart from other
ventures.We have been able to alleviate human sufferinas.Ve have been
able to follow the universal law:
to create order out of disorder.
One day,we may know more about the procesa of thinking and then,we may
be able perhaps to extinguish
plagues of hatred and epidemics of
destructive thought.
We must know more about the human soul.: Aern psychology is a young
science and one of its foremost pioneers is Sigmund lreud.His theory
has been extremely fruitful and has advanced the knowledge of the
causes of the suffering which befalls the human soul.Freud's teadaing
has inspired others to go forward in alleviating human suffering.
Freud's theory bears the mark of genius:it is basically simple.His
iivision of the working of the human soul in Id,7wo,and Superego has
been accepted by a wide range of scientists.Today surgeons operate on
these notions. They have been able to cut out a portion of brain matter,
belonging to that part which controls the Supereao.By these operations,
buman beings,ravaa,3-1 by an overbearing conscience and doomed,have been
restored to health and sanity.
Freud's theory gives us three simple symbols.
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D, EGO, SUPEREGO

"The Ego reoresents what we call reason and sanity,in contrast to
the Id which contains the passions.All this falls into line with popular distinctionsywhich we are all familiar with...
If the To were merely as part of the Id that is... the representative in the mind of the real external iorld,we should have a simple
state of things to deal with.But there. is a further complication.
Consideration...1A. us to assume the existing grade -githin the Ego,
which may be called the Ego-Ideal or Super-Ego...
Behind the Ego-Ideal. .there lies hidden the first and most important of all,the identification with the father...
Sigmund 'Freud (59)
Ever and ever again human beings arise who understand what is
meant by the fact that God is our Rather...
There are no misundarstandinas in nature;thsy are only to be found
in the realms that man calls "und:rstanding".Certainly "instinct" and
"spirit" are beyond my understanding...They are terms that we allow to
stand for powerful forces whose nature we don't know.
O.G.Jung (60)
The critical reader who subscribes to a particular brand of psychological theory is asked to understand that the primary motive of the author
is the elaboration of a system of symbol writing which should be so simple
that"everyone" c^n use it.lveryone means every human beineywho has passed
through R primary school educationoNho knows how to add,subtract,multiply
and divideyor at least knows what those operation mean.4 native of any
tribe who wants to learn semantography,must learn at least the meaning of
the symbols 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
- x I?
( ) etc.He does not
need to know how to read and write alnhab7tical writing.
Primary school siucation (in the countries where this is universally
given is the basis of sinantoaraphyynothina highr up.No difficult mathematical symbols have been brought"into the picture",no logyno sin,no
sec,no tan,no differntialyno intgralyno Hamiltonian function,and no
Einsteinisn tensor.3ut Hamilton and Einstein used the s-,.ma Drimary mathematical operationsysymbolized by
- x = which we all Learn in primary
school.
The analogy which thT author draws is this long ago,before psychology
became a science,man distineuished between the primary operations of the
human "soul" and has given them names,which in their meaning are found in
every language
(1) emotions
or

(1) passions

(2) reason

(3) conscience

(2) rational
(3) morality
thought
The list may be continued,but the reader,who knows already some bits
of semantics,may understand that these arejust words only "to stand for
w
poerful
forces whose nature we don't know"(Jun).
A glance into the books on contemporary psychology convinces us if the
complexity of the problems,a complexity even more onmplicatz-d-by the use
of words,whioh mean on thing to one psychologist and another thing to
another.Hence the embittered fight among some of th,em.Thay use terms and
everyone uses different tGrms.Smnetimes two of them use the same tz:. rm,for
instance rqgo, lr Perception and understand it differently.
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We can't go into that.Psychology is not yet taught in primary schools-unfortunately.' for one feel,that much of my suffering, as a child in
school and as a boy in later years,would have been spared to me,if someone had
explained it to me,just in the same way as mathematics was
explained to me,when I was a child and a boy.The last chapter of this
b)ok contains long citations of a great psychietrist,who advocates just
this kind of education - if our race should survive.
Now,this chapter is devoted to the search for simple symbols for the
three primary activities of the human soul l which are popularly divided
into (1) emotion, (2) reason and (3) conscience.77hen we find that the
father of modern psychology Sigmund Freud,made a similar division we
should feel more secure,even knowing that the teachings of Freud are
attacked and modified by others.No one doubts,not even Freud's enemies,
that he is one of the great men of this century.He has penetrated the
suffering human soul to a depth never attained before and the coming
generations,healthier in body and mind,will have to thank him a great
deal.
Now,here is a simplified explanation of 7reud's terms,given in his own
words.It is an extract from his writings,which extract avoids the complexity of the problem and may will be termed an oversimplificationaut our
primary concern should be: simple rules for a simple semantography.
"In every individual there is a coherent organisation of mental processes which we call his Ego" says Freud in his book THE EGO AND THE ID
(translated by Joan Rivi ere in the"International. Psycho-Analytical Library l published by Leonhard and Virginia Wolf and the Institute of PsychoAnalysis,i.ondon 1927)(59)
He dwells upon the comlexity of all mental processes and upon man's
total ignorance of the forces which govern our life and our thaught.He
cites another writer
"I am speaking of Georg Groddeck,who is never tired of pointing out
that the conduct through life of what we call our ago is essentially
passive,and that,es he expresses it,we are 'lived' by unknown and
uncontrollable forces."
In other werdstwe don't live (in the active form).IT lives us.We don't
think.IT thinks us.The great philosopher Nietsche has used the term IT
already for "whatever in our nature is impersonal".
EGO is a Latin wordpmeaning I and the Latin counterpart far IT is ID,
so Freud considers these terms simple and short,but he warns that they
are to be treated as terms only,as symbols for something utterly complex
and interwoven:
"I propose to take it into account, by calling the entity which
starts out from a system of preconscious perception and begins by
being preconscious,the Ego and by following Groddeck in giving to the
other part of the mind into which this entity extends and which behaves
as though it were Unconscious,the name of Id..."
Philosophers throughout the ages have made a similar distinction,
which has been so generally accepted,that Freud calls it "popular":
"The Ego represents what we call reason and sanity,in contrast to
the Id which contains the pRssions.4s1l this fails into line with popular distinctions...at the same time,hoe!ever,it is only to be regarded
as holding good in an average or 'ideal' case."
To make himself clear,Freud reverts to a simple simile;
"The Ego in its relation to the Id is like a man on horseback,who
has to hold in check the superior strength of the horse...The illustration may be carried further.Often a rider,if he is not to be parted
from his horse,is obliged to guide it ':here it wants to go so in the
same way the lace constantly carries into action the wishes of the Id
as if they were its own."
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Now,1.3t us put in a real illustration to illustrate the terms of 'Freud

in a schematized way

Freud's Id,Ego,and Superego
in their relation to each other
(according to Alexander)
(By kind permission of the :.ustralian Psychology Centre, Sydney)
This illustration should only help our understanding.It must not be
taken in any way as an anatomical draving.The circle repr.asents(metaphorically) the whole of the human mind,encompasaing all mental activities.The dark lower sphere constitutes the Unconscious,which gradually
chances into the Preconscious sphere,which then culminates in the sphere
(white) the Conscious.
Vie see at a glance that
"The Ego is a part of the Id,which has been specially modified."
In this symbolized drawing we may even discern the rider go on the
powerful horse the Id, and we may think that in some people there is more
of reason and less of Passion,7hereas in some other people passion.is
so powerful as to overthrow the little reason on many occassions.As H.G.
only a feu people think,the bulk of mankind
Wells,once pointed out;
is governed by passion and phantasy.
Now here is Freud's definition of his method,the much disputed PsychoAnalysis,which the psychoanalyst uses to help a patienttobe=7V conscious
of what is going on in the unconscious part of his mind:
"Psycho-Analysis is an instrument to enable the Ego to push its
conquest of the Id further still."
Even for this definition,Freud's picture cf the rider and the horse
serves to help our understanding.
But,of course,all this is not so simple as it looks,and Freud points
out:
...there is a further complication.Consideration...led us to
assume the existing grade within the Ego,which may be called the
Ego-Ideal or Super-Ego."
The drawing above shows,that there is no clear boundarybetween the
Id and the Eao.Ihey gradually merge into each other and -Ne must never
locese sight of the fact,that"tho Ego is a part of the Id".7ut we see
in the drawing another part of the Id,the Super-Ego .It reaches deep into
the unconscious Id and emerges through the preconscious sphere into the
Conscious.This part is popularly called conscience,morality,spiritI the
laws of ethics within us,or God within us.Preud has invented a less
assuming tiile t and calls it appropiately the Superego.Ae Ego stands for
reason, the term Super-Ego stands for something super-imposed on our reasoning's. "higher" reasoninat a "higher" Ego, a Super-Ego .For a child it
is the father and mother,
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"Behind the...72,qo-Ideal...there lies hidden the first and
most important identification of all,the identification with
the father...perhaps it would be safer to say "with the parents"
Now,this is a very simple indication of a complicated mental process
and because Freud has adopted such a term,instaad of the "popular"
terms,conscience,morality0 spirit,Uod,he has been most violently attacked-to his great astonishment.But we shall soon see that - for practical
purposes - the terms Id, 13:-,o,and Suparag: are admirably suitad and should
even be preferred by deeply religious people.
"If the differentiation we have made of the mind into Id, o,
and Superego represents any advance in our knowledee,it ought
to enable us to understand more thoroughly the dynamic rthlatins
within the mind and to describe them more clearly."
Freud's purpose was foremost practical: to hello the mentally sick.
He rialized.that modern medicine had practically no hope for those Tret°lied peiple,who filled the asylums.He realized that ha had to find a
way to understand their misery, in order to help them.He saw men and womenolho had committed no major "sin";yet they merle ravaged by an overbearing conscience,which tormRnted them incessantly and made every minute of day and ni=ght a hell for them.On the other hand,he found men and
Tomen.whose conscience and morals were obviously perverted .Only a hundred years ago those poor People were believed to be obsessed by the devil.Ths:y were put in Chains,they were beaten to drive nut the devil.
Instead,the last flicker of sense was driven out if them.Today many of
them are cured.
The term Superego has worked like a key to open ,understand, and cure
wretched souls,who suffered under obsessional neurosis l melancholia and
other mental sicknesses.Today evalsurgeons have found 2reud's terms
practical and operate on them.
From the mentally sick, 2roud turned to the mentally"sane".He found
a mad world full of cruelty,prejudiceppersecution,hypocrisy and hatred.
The words ccnscienc I morals,belief mere obviously a mockery.Peonle persecuted and killed other people with a"clear conscience" and in the
`belief" that they were "right" and often they cried aloud that God too
Was on their side.It made no sense at all.
Young children are innocent of prejudice.3ut when they grow up,prejudices are instilled in their mind.'3y whom?
Young children are innocent of hatred.But when they :Tow up,hatred
is instilled in their mini.3y whom?
some children are fortunate to have Tise parents who lc educate pre)other parents do not ar have not the time to influence their
children in the ethical ways of living.So then-= children turn to parent
gangsubstitutes,their leaders, their heroes,the detectives and the
sters,and whan they grow un,to their political leaders and writers,who
provide them 7ith a ready- made pattern of how to fel and how to think
:-.bout this and thatpand how to hav-1 a clear conscience, -von wh-,n it
means committing the worst atrocities.
Would it not be batter to withdraw the words conscience,moralzsbelief
,hich have been battered to almost meaningless symbols and reserve them
for the"higher nmeaning,for which they have been inventedViould it not
-oe better to realize that this is a sick world,with sick penple,having
uld it not be better to use a pure llvr,dical term Super-Ego
sick mindse
to name that part of the mind in Which are storl. up all the influences
from other minds, from parents,teach ,rsI churchmen,poets,uncleiaunts,friends,
but unfortunately also from pulp magazine 7iritars,"cnmic" strip designers,
ftihrers,anA political heroes'i
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The assumption of such a term Superego works like a practical gadget.
It does not really"explain" anything,but it helps us to understand,why
the minds of many people are perverted and full of cruelty,hatred,lust
for persecution,killing and destruction.There is a portion of our brain
matter,which seems to be influenced by other minds in a "good" or "bad"
way.In the words of Freud:
"Le s. child crows up the office of the father is carried on
by masters and others in authority; ...their injunction and prohibitiens...continue,in the form of conscience,to exercise the
censorship of morals."

"rihere then is God?" the religious man would ask. The answer for him
is simple: "God is everywhere.In every cell of our brain,as well as of
the whole bsdy and in every molecule of every crystal."
If you term yourself an atheist, just supplant the word "God" in the
above statement by some other word: "life principle",Msurrosive force",
"eneray","mstter","space-time continuum",but don't think,that you have
"explained" anything ,or that you "know" mere.
The great psy,chologist C.G.Juna worked for many years in close cooperation with 'reud,and accepted most of graud's findings-He then broke
away from xreud and founded his on psycholoeical,school and system,which
hs: termed "Analytical Psychology" in contrast to .°reudIs"Psycho-Analysis"
Both terms have exactly the same meaning and this turn-about of the
same terms reminds us strangely of the political arena,where a group
breaks away from the "National Democrats" to form the "Democratic Nationalists" which then take up the fight against the others- mostly with
words.
Let us have a look at a similar graphical demonstration (as that on
page 166) showing the terms on which C.G.Jung lectures .Needless to say
that thsse drawings too, are an oversimplification of a very complicated
subject.

cogsaJous
3Gfl +J
UNCONSCIOUS
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Some

of

Jung's

term s

(from "The Psychology of C.G.Tune" by Dr.Jclan Jacoby) (61)
In the left drawing we see the division of the mind in an Unconscious
and a Conscious sphere.In so far, we have a similar representation as to
Fraud's Id and Bao l althouah Jung understands the term "Teo somewhat differently.In the drawing on the right l we see a further deviation from
Freud.The horizontal lins-s which grow thicker and thicker at the lower
part of the circle l represent the UnconScious in contrast to the Conscic.;:t
indicated by the bright upper part.For thaUnconsciousprung chose the term
FEELING in contrast to the Conscious,which he terms THOUGHT.
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Even this is in line with Freud's terms Id and Ego and with "popular
distinction".But now Jung brings treoother "opposites" into the picture
which he terms INTUITION and 971TSATION.7e may now guess that the part
of INTUITION comes somewhat nearto Freud's Superego.That,however,means
StNSATION.4
If the reader would try to give a definition of TTN9ATION,he may
be rest assured that 100 readers would give 100 different definitions.
Freud has his definition t and Jung has his,and all the other psychologists
have their special definitions.These words have very relative meanings,
and we may come to the conclusion that Psychology,perhaps more than any
other science is still too much in the clutches of sword symbols,which
Richards
have different meanings for different people.C.K.Ogden and
in their "Meaning of Meaning" (17),included a very revealing paper by
titled"The Importance of a Theory of Signs
F.G.Crookshank
and a Critique of Language in the Study of redicine".Anyone who read
this paper, may have come to the conclusion, that Semantics would soon
become an item for medical students.For the study of psychology,itMay
,
soon become a dmust"l as semantics may be defined as the theory of the
significance of words and their influence on human behaviour.
Which terms should Na use for semantography? Only practical consideration should influence us,that means:terms which could easily be explained to simple people, termswhich are already"popular",and terms
which work and 'which are already acceeted by scientists.
From this point of view,Preud's terms are best,as they refer to
emotionspfeelinas,passions,..
2 thouaht,reason,rational thinking
(3) conscience,morals,spirit..
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A similar threefold division can be found in all languages,which indicates that men of all ages have thought similarlyslhat we have to
point out,is,that reliogious people should not confine the influence
of God to the third sector only."Then we feel love and tenderness (without
knowing why) for a flower,or an animal,or a baby,this feeling may have
originated in the Id.When a clever man has evolved a chemical formla by
clear rational thinkina,it may have originated in the Ego sectar.But for
the religious man,there is no doubt, that Om Creator influences the
Whole mind,no matter how we partition it.
The teachings of Freud have aroused much opposition,but today the
storm has greatly abated and even some churchmen use his terms and recognize the practical application in help for people who need this help
Even Freud's term Psycho-Analysis is generally used today to cover all
sorts of psychological theories and treetments,no matter how fax they
deviate from 2reud.
Now,the author is sure about this:that this chapter will probably
irritate very many people,even the Freudians,in spite of the many citations of Freud's own words; it will irritate the Jungians and the many
other -ians."Oversinrolification" would be the mildest condemnation.
The author asks forgiveness for all the shortcomings and begs that the
reader should be aware of the difficulties involved; to choose a system,which is acknowledaed,at least by a great part of science,and which
is so simple (at least in its three divisions) as to be understood by
simple people.Semantoaraphy should also be used by the man in the street.
It should make him realize the limitations of all these hiAoundina
words like motion,Passion,feeling l reason,thousht,morals,conscience.11e
should realize that they have no absolute meaning with clear cut -boundartes,that their meanings are interwoven (the lgo and Suoereao is still
Part of the Id and of each other as the drawing on page 166 shows).
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Above all, we should be aware, that all these words refer to HUMAN
EVALUATION, to SENSE REACTIONS within our brain,and different in diffeNatone human being can absolutej determine
rent brains.
that a.ny reaction of his brain pertains only to the_LI,Ego or Suursa.
As said in the beginning of this discussion:it may seed simple to
invent a system of symbols which would depict simple THINGS by their
geometrical outline.However, to invent simple symbols which should be
capable to depict the whole gamut of the human soul may be considered
impossible by many people.These chapters should prove that it may be
possible,even more, that the symbols may bring some clarity in the
hopeless entanglement,in which all those notions are involved.If these
chapters bring home only one clarification,namely,that these notions
are relative in their meaning,that they overlap each other,and that we
are usually unable to determine what's what,much would have been gained.
This idea of semantography is at present little more than a joke,
(or should we say a practical joke),Its acceptance or dismissal may
just depend on how those lofty notions are treated.The tension to write
about all these very serious matters was almost unbearable for the author,
and he thinks that only the genius of a P.G.Wodehouse could perhaps reconcile the reader with all the shortcomings of the author.Wodehouse
would undoubtedly use for this purpose his national figure:the ideal of
a gentleman's gentleman,his inimitable Jeeves.
PSYCHOLOGY AND TH-1 INDIvIDUAI
(with Apologies to F.G.7odehouse)
"You know,Jeoves,"said Bertie l sippina his morning cup, "I couldn't
sleep all night.That girl I met yesterday always kept coming into my
mind.' tell you all feelings,my emotions, and my passions are roused
by that girl.Undoubtedly,it is my Id,which kept me awake all night."
"Ve`oy good, Sir!"
bn the other hand,' have carefully thought out everything.' diligently
employed clear,unemotional thinking,rational thought,pure reasaon and all
that - my Ego,you know - and I came to the logical conclusion, that I
can live no longer without that girl."
"Indeed, Sir:"
"But I believe now,that it is my Suprego which demands categorically
that I must do everything to Protect this lovely creature from the
cruelty of this world.It was actually my conscience,7hich denied me

an eyeful of sleep this night."
"Prcisly,3ir!"
"You know Jeeves, I am a great admirer of your extraordinary faculties,
and I simply wouldn't know how to get along without you,but up to this
very moment,' did not know that you were a psychologist too."
"I endeavour to give satisfaction,Sirl"
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Feelings,emotion,passion.
"The Id ...contains the oassions."
Sigmund Freud (59)
"You will ask,how could the Chinese have built up a great intellectual fabric from mere picture writing?...
The Chinese language...has passed over from the seat to the unseen by exactly the same process which all ancient races employed.
This process is metaphor,the use of material things to suggest immaterial relations."
Ernest ?enollosa (31)
"Small figures... employed in the place of 7ords,...71ould represent visible things by their lines, and the invisible,by the visible
which accompany them."
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibnitz (17)
"The heart.W4 (in Chinese) gives numerous abstract words denoting
sentiments and passions."
Basil Hall Chamberlain (9)
One of the foremost of our feelings is love,and for this the caveman
has furnished us with an apPropiate symbol

The Caveman's love letter
We should have no difficulty to understand, what the caveman wanted
to depict with his picture.It is the sweet pain which penetrates our
heart,when we suddenly see the beloved one.A Pain it is, just as if
the caveman's weapon, the arrowI would have gone deep in his heart.He
knew how to depict an arrow, and he knew toopthe outline of a heart,
which had been laid bare by deep wounds crl ocme occasoions).
He -panted to depict his feelings for hiE beloved 2irl,and after him,
untold generations of young man have d.-ipicted it in the same way, all
over the earth.
This sweet pain,caused by a sudden stoopage of the heart's action,
had been interpreted by bygone generations,that the heart must be the
seat of our feeIings l and we find words in all languages about our
heartfelt desire to extend the heartiest wishes,most heartily from the
bottom of our heart,and it would break cur heart,and would cause us
great heartache, if their hearts would not be united.etc.atc.
Naturally,the Chinese to
chose the heart'LLP(indicating partly
the outline and partly drops of blood) to depict emotions.
Ile know, that the feelings originate in aur brain, and not in our
heart.On the other hand, the heart is such a practical symb,c1,already
recognised in all countries,that we may be inconsistent and use it,
just, as we use now the Hindu numerals 1 2 3 4 thick are not ar., s lf - ]
explanatory
to
as the Roman numerals I II III ITII.
We shall understand that the THING heart,with the THING indicator
on top,is. something entirely different from the symbol for feelings.
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THE HEART SYMBOL FOR MEANINGS OF EMOTION

For the propex mine symbol for emotion,etc, the Id, see p. 401, where
❑ the "collogial" heart symbol is replacee by the mind (.unconscious' symbol.
V

CZ2
heart
the oraan

Id
emotions

to feel
foelina

feelingly
=motional
impulsive

x xVi

CIT
much
up-lifted feeling
delight
joy,happiness (multiplication) jubilation

GJ

XX

downheartedness
sadness,sorrow

very much
(much much)

x

blisa
rapture

xC11 x x
grief
distress

desperation
desolation

xxV

strong feeling
ardor,zeal

0-C2—*
love
affection

passion
ecstasy

1,
opposite
meaning

x x—c9.4

x
adoration

minus
without

emotionless
feelingless

1424
hate
animosity

without love
loveless

xioNiZ9—> x xi—C94

idolization
detestation
choose any suitable synonym

abhorrence

A certain picturesqueness of these symbols cannot be denied.On the
other hand,it may be clear that poetspu rcoaiy indulge in the use of
synonyms,which may have certain differnt shades of meaning.Poetry is
a kind of musio,where the 1. ythm is pIovided by the sound of the words,
the meaning of which adds to the emotional resultiters of love letters mn.y go on writing: l love,you,I adore you,' yearn for you, I am
enraptured,fasoinated,attracted,infatuated,enchated by you.
Iff however,his lady does not understand his language,
he may resort to semantography, and may indulge in as many multiplication marks,exclamation marks,heart symbols and arrow symbols to his
hearts deaire.Hs will be understood,no doubt.

x
eye

beauty
loveliness

ugliness
depressing sight

gorgeousness
etc.etc.

COMBINATIONS WITH THE HEART SYMBOL
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In a later chapter on the symbols for past and future,the following
symbols will be explained in detail.The question mark attached to the
symbol for future indicates plait Venough,the uncertainty.But the same
question mark t4 ched o the past, should equally indicate that in many
what really happened in the past.However,we
instances we
may drop the question mark for the past symbol if we think fit to do so.

VT) VI)
past

C)T (°
hope,happy
anticipation

'future

V1(
fear,feeling
down abtfuture

happy memory

CT
feeling
of doubt

unhappy memory

1V9

feeling of
certainty

V
surprise

astonishment

!
sensation

0
mouth
is■••••

excitement
10 11
V.

humour

smile

laugh

lar
71.

•

superior, above

inferior, below

+1
yeel

c7+1
no!

k
l
ed1

feel ing o f
freedom
open

SZ24
attraction

feeling of
oppression
enclosed

to like

humble,meek

liram=!
to dislike

(-0

'1(
■1

counter forces
feeling of
( see page 93)
wo rrie s tro ubl es
( outside impulses besetting you)

c2 4- 4
repulsion

harmony

disharmony

xC7« xxV

<.<
opposition
( see. p.302)

haughty,proud

feeling of
opposition

-gi nger
(much app.)

fury
(1r.ry much opp )

MORE METAPHORICAL "HEART" MEANINGS IN SYMBOLS
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roof,cover
protection

sword,shrn

0
food
(mouth & earth)

A
ACTION

fe-ling of protect ion, security, safe;

cruelty

addition
gain, plus

fire

xx

desire,wish
11Z?

0
441.1014%
drink
food-liquid

luck
flling of

hunger
(minus food)

A

0"ere'Ne

thirst
(minus drink)

1 Cir
4; k

play
b?.haviour
work
(actions by Id) (doubL3 action indic.) happy vork,hobby
mmm.

ing■•
earth

rest
feeling of

world
(earth and sky)

peace
contentm-Int

Now,here are two and a half pages full of symbols,pertaininc7 to human
feclinR. s and we can go on for another two pages or so, and cover the whol
gamut of human emotion. a nd look, the symbols are not complicated after
a11.They tell th7:ir story, and th e y are ovcn pioturcssque.They ivouldn't
look bail, aver in a :opera.
Poetical readars,who may scorn all this, should r ,ac,,gnize howelrir l tha:
most symbols hav_ been composed by poetical means, in a similar 'ray as
poets picture their fe2lings.Thair heart is lift ad uc,or 1,1eighte'd down.
it is Dieroed by ..mor's arro.q,their eye and heart rejoyce in boautyl they
us= the exclamation mark,which was formed, according to Bilpdijk (28),
from the Latin word Io,maaning Joy,.-:rittan vertically, talus 0 .
Poetsoften use the roof to indicate protection, the sord for cruelty,
the fire for desirel th.i earth for r.;.
,st and they may indicate neace by
imagining their hart filling the scace bet Zen haven and earth.
The reader,intsted in amanticspin a study of till clear meanings
of all these words,would ho,,,aver realize, that all the meanings indicate feelings within our skin,actiTities of our brain and different in
differ e nt brains. Not two human loinETs are alike and not two brains ar
alike, and thFrfore the meanin!=s of all these notions =ill differ 'with
different ind.ividuals.These rq,
:ninrs ar r-lative.It is impossible to
force anybody to have ::,xactly the
4's.,lin-gs,-3r to refute him.A11
this certains to =AN 7,7ALUATI07,and 37,279=] R7ACTION1 rrJspctively.
and lover, or verbs, ae to love, r
*ords,b:, they nouns, as
adjectives as lovable,beloved etc. fall in this class.

THE SYMBOL FOR REASON AND RATIONAL THOUGHT
T H ;I]
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"The Ego represents what we call reason."
Sigmund Freud (59)
"Tlan t it applears,is still constantly handicapped by his dependence
on instinct,habit and emotion,rather than by reason,and by his muddled
way of thinking.May it not be that much of this unreasonable muddle is
due to the simple fact,that our symbols for thought-language are not
yet set in order;that in the matter of thought symbolism we are still
much in the same state of confusion, as the Romanswere in their arithmetic,before the introduction of the "Arabic" numerals? We should be
horrified nowadays at the difficulty of multiplying MDOCI7 by INTI;
to the educated Roman it seemed natural and inevitable,but his arithmetical powers suffered in consequence.
Richard Paget ( 3)
Rational reasoning is supposed to be the method of the scientist;
however,he is a human being too t with all his emotions and feelings.
As a human beina,he is not able to differentiate exactly between his
emotions and his unemotional reason ing.We have learned that they are
interwoven,the Ego is part of the Id.The history of science is full
of cases, in which scientists have attacked theories of other scientists with emotion, expressed in very strong language,not even shrinking back from the use of invectives.However,the attackers believed,
that only reason,clear unemottnal thinking,was driving them on.
We never know how much of the Id and how much of the Ego is involved in our thouahts.We have not yet constructed anparatuses,which can
be attached to brains inorder to give some exact measurements,valid
for any individual. Up till then, we must realize that every individual has the right( and cannot be refuted) to attribute some thoughts
of his brains to his Id or Ego or Superego-If he says: "I doubt 1" he
may believe that his doubt,is eurely emotional, or that his doPbt is
based on clear unemotional thought or on his conscience.He himself
cannot clearly distinguish,but neither can you, so stop convincing him,
or accusing him that his actions are"not dictated by reason,but by
emotion".Guch arguments lead nowhere,because they refer to meanings
which are relative and for which every individual is another system
of reference.
A simple symbol for the Ego,(situatued in the brainlwould be the
outline of the portion of the skull,which covers the brain.

Eft\
brain,mind
the chemical THING
(outline of skull)

to think
to mind

V
,p,‘
thoughtful
mindful

If you want to write the symbol for doubt,you are free to choose
either the Id or Ego symbolpaccording to your own EVALUATION.

doubt
emotional

doubt
rational

certainty
certainty
emotional
rational
(opposite symbol)

SYMBOLS FOR THE MEANINGS OF REASONING THOUGHT
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XX
reasoning
much,very much
rational thought

intelligence

+

mob

+1

positive

negative

yes!

r
an
iN I
r '
good
rational

tINI
al.. •
bad
rational

t7
doubt
rational

interest

VaF
good,liking
;:motional

purpose
nags 3O2)

ma!
no

cZ2 sr. 1
bad,disliking
emotional

Probability improbability guess
doubt,but positivedoubt,but negative by reasoning

a thought
strong interest
indic.importance (including an
idle thought)

an idea
a reasoned-out
thought4mind flash)

EON
opinion

>>
(SET?.

wi Odom

111497.41 1•M

0
speech(mouth)

riNti

vision(eye)

row\>>
counter-purpose
opnosition

observation

<

ro‘ 4(

contrad.ictionobj.ictior_
proposal
voicad oPpostion
voiced purpose

1'14'

4.--

worries,trouble progress
(besetting mind)

success
spite,courage
(one agginst two) ( rot forward)

Nrm4
/"
to lead
to guide

flag
(symbol of state)

state, country
(flag on earth)

to govern
lead th:= country

As said before, every individual who makes a statem:nt,as for instan:
°I doubt!" is free to choose Ather the Id or the ego as his symbol for
refer ,,nce.He makes the 7TALUATION t «h=th=r his doubt is emotional or rational.4 leader,who governs the country,would surely choose the symbol
for rational thinking and rep son, the Fgo symbol.nheras his adversari=swould think, that he is only driven on by passion. It's all relative.
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CV\
desire,wish
(heart fire)
emotional

desiret wish
rational

security,protaction
(h.-art & roof)
emotional fe e ling'

security
rationally
o-rtmolated

0

TYPA3

hand

'
I

I.,
I

„,,

Individual

refusal

stop

A

tool
(TH-1"G in

A

us„useful

k!tnd)

V

fr

I

ma.n will
(s-nt-nce)

willingly

through
A

prmission

621

stop thinking
(sentence)

decision
(compound symb.)

I d.3cide
(s-,ntnc2)

decidedly

175k
■)
past

elation
rational

ire

(
future

happinss
emotional

experience
ration ,1

dprissive
reasoning

anticipation
rational

downheartedness
motional

Th2 last line shows,thrlt it is up to the writer to use the symbol fir
reason or emotion,accordine to his own 'VALUATION. Some readers may argue,that there are slight differences and shades of meaning between two
words covered by the some symbol,as for instance contradiction,objection
or onoosition.3ut it can
shorn that different writers, although using
them in a differ:nt way,me .ln bosically th., same: thoughts opoosad to other
thoughts.It may be pointed out, that tiw reduction of this class of words
to basical meanings,expressed by bp.sicel symbols,could help to remove a
curse,now weighing heavily on all writings on psychology.Th , readers understand those vague words very often in
diffrent vny than the author.
Opposition and argum-,nts are the result.
Psychologists,who use already schemntized drawings to explain their
terms,_, could invent simole symbols for reports in'semantography.The five
,ages of symbols (more to come) may have convinced many r ,:adars,that simple symbols could express the gamut of human emotion and r.±ason.In the
coming chapter,we shall see,that the szme basical symbols can be used in
the realm of human conscience.

THE SYMBOL FOR THE SUPER - EGO
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S -'1

3CL FOR 9UPEREGO

"Ever and ever again human beings arise,whe understand what is
meant by the fact that God is our father."
C.G.Jung (60)
"As a child crews uh,the office of father is carried on by
masters and others in authority:.. theiliinjunction and prohibitions...continues,in the form of conscience,to exercise the censership of morel."
Sigmund Freud (59)
xs Freudterm implies / we have here a "higher" reasoning, superimposed
on the reasoning of the individual.The meaning of super,over,above
gives us a clear spatial indication of hoc to form our symbol for the
Superego.
The outline of the
upper skull gives us
the symbol for

riN
Ego
Hind

Super-Ego
superimposed(higher)Eind

❑

A

tTh

tawNt

that Bart f brain
to moralize
containing the Supareao.

el\
moral(ly)
conscentious

How far Psychologists may differ in the interpretation of their
terms, in regard to mentally sick tereons,is not our concern .stye want to
find a simple syznbol,in order to differentiate between so-called logical reascning and reasoning dictated by some "higher" mind,Which influences us and which is popularly called our "conscience".It may be the
voice of the Creator, or yo1.5.T father,cr your mother,your churchleader,
your teacher, your friend. Unfortunately, with many p:rsons,the voics
are drowned by other voices,belcnging to minds,superimposed upon their
minds,their pelitical leaders,their prophets of intolerance and hatred
and others:Their 3uearego allow those people to memit the most atrocious crimes with a"clear conscience"
As said before, Freud has been strongly attacked by many people,
who simply did not understand that Freud choOse a medical term .ehich
would fit even the obviously perverted"coneciance" of many people.
Religious people will find God not only in man's"conecience",but also
in his feelings and .aiotions,as ws11 as in his logical reasoning,in the
Id, as well as in the r- go and Superego.
The author is afraid,that many people may reject semantography,just
because of the handling of the terms,pertaining to "conscience".He is
very anxicus,that he should be properly understood.
Eddineton's table may serve for our contemplation.
Id:

"'Teat a bautiful table.I like it.I will buy it."

Ego:

"It's wobbly.3esides I don't need a table."

31T
(17:;)
Its =ong to spend money on luxuries.Save for
Superego, Voice Nr.1:
your children."
SuperegWroice 1'r. 2: "If you have monay to suand,make a donation to
charity.Help those who need help."
Superego,Voice Nr.3: "Don't buy from that foreigner .They should go
where they belong.°
Superego,Voice Nr.4: "Don't sutnort the capitalist system.9uy from
the craftsman directly."
In the end, the individual may buy or not buy the table, without really
knowing what influenced him most,the Td,7,go,or one of the Superego voioes.3e sure,that he will find a perfect justification for buying or not
buying the table, and he would attribute it to the Id,-Zgo or Superego.
But another brain may think differ sntly,and there are not two brains
a certain meaning with the Id,or with the l'sgo
alike.You may picture
or with the Superego symbol,according to your own 7VALITATION,which is
wholly relative.
Later on we shall see, that some sort of yardstick oan be found,to
measure even right and wrong,just at we found yardsticks to measure
long and short.
GOOD AND BAD, RIGHT AND WRONG, AND TOLERANCE

ID

emotion

EGO

SUPEREGO

reason

consoience,moral

1'N
17%

v9
d:abt

doubt

doubt

t"N
plus

V+
good,liking

minas

c21.1..

:7cod

good, right

C
I\

bad,wrong

plus,minus
C72.16
111
tolerance

tolerance

tolerance

The 7ord tolerance is not only used in th,r realm of moral,or with regard to a "goodnatured heart",but also in engineering r7,asoning.An engine.er ordering a steel sh*of 25 mm width, is ready to telerate errors and
he defines his tolerance
in exact math.!-matical fil<25 mm TO .1 mm
>I
gur:s and signs.
width:25 nri,tolerancc, 0.1 mm
Tolrance in engineering.
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THE RELATIVITY OF ALL M]i\ID MEANINGS, AND LEIBNITZ' DREAM

(is3)
THE R3LATIVITY O'

"Each mind has its own method."
Emerson

But who is to decide what symbol to use,Id,Ego,or Sunerego?
The answer ist Only the individual himself who wrote the symbol.It is his
own private opinion.You may agree with him or you may diasagree l but
never forget, that your opinion and his opiuion are only relative,
never absolute.14is system of reference is his braini.four system of
reference is vour brain.
Co7m
f 1 in any compound
Whenever you see these symbols V
symbol or in a sentenoe3 you must realize that they refer to the system
of reference of the writer,his brain,which differs from any other brain.
All these word-symbol.s_are relative in their meanin
Let us suppose that two telesoopecameras,placed in different soots
record an eclipse of the sun.Both recordings would
an this earth,
differ from each other.'Vhich is right and Which is wrong? None; each
recording is valid with reference to th•e particular point in space,
from which the observation was made.50th recordings are relative to
their system of reference.
The ideas of Einstein have revolutionized the "language" of physics.
In due course,they must revolutionize ordinary every-day language,The
language of physics is used to describe the world and its events.So is
ordinary language.
7e may draw the analogy further. Einstein,after shoving us,that all
our observations are only relative,went out to evolve invariant formulas,which are valid for any observer.
Similarly, we may be able to evolve invariant formulas about good and
bad,right and wrong,valid for any observer.
Semantography should be a tool,orude as it is now, for this purpose.

L 3IBNI T Zi DREAM

"Leibnitz desired the creation of a language,which should be an
instrument of reason.Th?..7nrds must embody th definition of ideas,
so that they may be deduced by algebraic transformation.He argued, that
all complex ideas re the product of simple ideas, as is the case with
figures.
7.Sylvia PRnkhurst (4)
Every book on language planning contains references to Gottfried
Wilhelm Leibnitz,the philosopher-mathematioin,who advocated a symbol
writing,without however making any attempt to devise one.His thoughts
about language planning are of such pioneering character, that modern
planners like Bodmer and Haeben sys t'IrLt Leibnitz - 300 years ago - was
far Rhe,Id l even of the laneuRea, planners of today (e:.L1: page 39).

ALGEBRAIC SYMBOL COMBINATIONS FOR COMPLEX MIND MEANINGS
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In this chapterpit should be shown,that it is possible to fulfill
the dream of Leibnitz,although only in a crude way.
Leibnitz believed that it is possible to build up complex meanings,
from basical meanings.In a similar way,mdern chemical formula& show
the building-up of complex matter, from basical matter,the elements.
build-up a complex
I n using, the elements of semantography vs may
meaning,andmay do it in some sort of mathematical calculation - nevermind how ridiculous it may seem to some r--adars.The mathematics necessary
is the kind we learn in school at an age of about 12-13 years equations
with unknowns.
Let us take the complex meaning of APOLOGY.What "is" Apology?
The mathematical formulneinvolve 3 unknowns x,y, z.
+y

x

y = (b + c)
z = d( e

z

f)

Translated into ordinary
language it runs:
Apology = a verbal expression of shame
Shame

= a depressive f@eling of being wrong

Wrong

= a mental conolusion,definitely negative

In these formulaeabodefrepresent the known symbol elements
F=D

0
saying

down

APOLOGY =

o

feeling

reasoning

negative

•
exclamation
mark

Cif
IlrOng

unhappiness

saying

V

CA !

shame

o c20
Apology
These examnlcs show that the symbol formulae work similarly to
chemical formulae.The compound symbols for japologv,abp,m,wrong,
unhappiness, reveal the meaning elements,like NaC1, NaC1O.

HOW THESE SYMBOLS CAN BE USED TO TEACH CHILDREN
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'Thi s is,of course, only an analcgy,but an analogy which uorks.The
compound symbol for 2,s212-zy explains better than a hundred words, what
anology really means .'lo children know what it meansoven if they are
told many times:
-z-e?)
"You naughty boy lGo up and say:I apologize."
"1 analogize!" 0.ut dogs he understand this strange word a-p-o-l-o-g-iThe symbols. explain in simple terms, what the word apology means!

"Look child, you open your mouth and
down

,that you feel unhappy

say 0

that your heart

because your mind

CV

thinks

is very

f

to

NIL
:hat you have done."
This symbol compound refers to an apology of the ordinary kind, as for
instance,-hen the child has broken something.If the apology is to be
made on moral grounds,as for inetance,if the child was cruel,than the
symbol for the Superego woL;ld have to be written

0

r°N
VI0 I

on Inoral arounds
and religious parents and to-chefs should have no difficulty, in Pointing aut,that the "higher" mind in the symbol, is the mind of the Creator.3ven if some of them prefer to say,that it refers to the mind of
Spinort, 7,raemus,3t.?eter, or ?Fmerson,u s
- kin or Carlyle,-uhat difference
does it mak ,AAll these have ben humble creatures,and What they thought
and what they 7;ere,was just another expression of wh.lt wa call Creation
or Creator,or whatever word we substitute.
Educators,who operate according to modern psychology l may explain, that
the "higher" mind in the symbol, depicts the mind of the father or mother
and thus,re are back, from vihere we started,the ttlachings of 3iumund Freud,
and his co-worker C:G.Jurtiz, who enid,that God is our Father.
No matter how much opposition and rejection all this writing may cause,
we all may agree that the present way of thinking, asdone by ordinary
men and women,is a very muddled one,just as -to use again the same analogy - just as the thinking of the alchemists of old was a very muddled
one.It Was precisely chemical symbolism which bro.oght clearness were
vagueness once prevailed,and there is every reason to hope, that a new
word-symbolism may bring clearness and understanding to ordinary people,
who are at present entangled in a hopaess way of muddled thought.The
Peace of the individualoffrie f wmil r, and the world, depends on it.
Of course, this semantogrTohy is just a crude beainnina.Compared with
what Leibnitz dreamt of, it is just like a tiny flickering oil light,
hopelessly inefficient,but still lighting up our path.Think of the effi95..a of the .nervy is
ciency of the modern electric lap, in
wasted.,1fter many years of toil of thousands of res]arch morkers,to which
I too had the honour to b,:long,we made the terrific progress towards
the fluorescent tube,which ::;stns only 85:4 of electric energy and produces 3.57a of light energy.What a progress!
Progress is made only by small stePs.And this semantography is now,
little more than a joke.

A WORD TO THE READER, AND THE ORDER OF WORDS
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RielADER

After nearly 100 pages on the system of semantography, it may perhaps
be good to stop and look back over the way we proceeded.Yo matter how
antagonistic some readers may be to the whole idea, they may agree that
the promises given in the beginning,have been fulfilled to some extent.
The author believes to have proved, that we can depict with simple symbols,(teken from the scribbling of children) not only the things around
us,not only actions of our every day life, but also human feelings,human thought and even meanings pertaining to conscience and moral.
Yereover, the author believes to have proved, that a very, small number of symbols,representing elementary meanings,can be used over and
over again.Actually,not even 100 symbol elements are necessary, and it
will be shown later on,that the other 100 symbols,mostly forming the outline of things, can be represented by the first 100 basical symbols.
After the demonstration contained in the foregoing chapters,it may
be assumed, that it would not be difficult to evolve a few simple rules
for the grammatical construction of sentences.The coming chapters are
devoted to this nurpose and they may make enjoyable readina,even for
those readers not interested in grammar. It may well be that progressive grammarians may consider the semantographic grammar as a
simple tool to teach enjoyable grammar to children.
Interspersed are ohapters,devoted to symbols for special practical
purposes.
WORD ORDER

"I wonder how many people have asked themselves why the sentence
form exists at all,why it seams so universally necessary in all lane
auages?Why must all possess it, and what is the normal type of it?
If it be so universal, it ought to correspond to some primary law of
nature.
The sentence form was forced upon primitive man by nature itself;
it was not we who made it;it v:as the reflection of the temporal order 1
of causation.
Agent - Act - Object.It seems to me that the normal and typical sen-J
in English as well as in Ancise expresses just this unit of natural
process.A different sentence order is frequent in inflected languages
like Latin,Gsrman or ,Tapanese.This is because they are inflected,i.e.
they have little tags and word endings,or labels to show whet is the
agent,the object,etc.In uninflected languages like English and Uhlnese,there is nothing but the order of words to distinguish their
functions and this order would be no sufficient indicetion,ethere it
not the natural order - that ie,the order of cause and effect."
Ernest ?enollosa (31)
Before we embark on these chapters on arammar,let us make clear the
following:
The arammar of semantogranh is not intended for learning a foreign
tonaue.It is solel constructed as a simole device for the pea •le who
can sneak their mother tongue no matter how "incorrect" but who need
some rules to construct internationally valid sentences in semantography.
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THE

NATURAL

WORD ORDER: AGENT ACTS ON OBJECT

No better explanation could he given as that by Prof.Fenollosa,quoted at the beginning of this chapter.He regards the sentence rule
Agent - Act - Object
as corresponding to some"primary law of nature,forced upon primitive
man by nature itself".This tallies with the view held in this book,that
the grammatical rules of language conform primarily with chemical and
physical rules,thelaws of nature
We shall form, our first sentence rule thus
sentence

A a)
THING
Here is an example

ACT on THING
with
0

0

---4 1
3ut we do not need
the indicators ina
sentence like this:

man approaches tree

.A ■

—4 I

man

a- pproans

tree ,

At the end of this line,composed of three symbols, a dot has been
placed,marking a full stop, and indicating that the three symbols belong
to and form a full sentence:Va should then have not much difficulty to
guess the proper meaning, even if no arrow is shown to indicate an ACTION.

man

cuts

tree .

These three symbols indicate three THING8.3ut the sentence 'an-Cutter-Tre.
or Man-Knife-Trea,or Man-Sword-Iree.,makes no sense.The second symbol
refers to the ACTION of that particular THING, to cut.
We may now form an enlarged eentance,by placing first the name of the
place,and th= time of the hapnening,thus

T IME

o

A

CI )

THING

ACT

on THING
with

London, 1-9-1943, I
Landon, 1-9-1948, I

C)
1
eat

enlarged sentence

or
. simply
food .

11.

I

eat

Mentioning the time- at the beginning of the sentence,makes it unnecessary to indicate the past or nrasent or future tense of the verb.It
becomes clear whether I ate,or have eaten,or eat,or shall eat-moreover
we can drop the symbol for the THING: food. I eat is quite sufficient.

THE SYMBOLIZATION OF TIME AND THE THREE TENSES
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TIP'E AND T7 7SE

"Chief reproach to- be addressed to tsperanto,Ido,Romanal is,that
their conjugation are too subtle and to rich.
The conjugation of Volap -iik was extremely rich,but arbitrary and
complicated.. Volapiik verb, according to 7r.:Klarl 1,-,3ntze,could take
5D5440 different forms."
Albert Leon Guerard (20)
This line
should indicate th-? flow of TIYE.The short vertical line fixes a certpin date on ths time line,gLvin4 Us the general symbol for

-+to data
date

to fix
(generally)
If 77r7 fix th:- date ricmht nn ,we have

then
PAST

now
2R7S12,NTE

then
VITTURP,

This is a char-cut division according to the rules of physics.and
tenses:
it does away with a lot of unnecessary tenses:e need only
I worked

I woi.k

I shall work

but not more I have worked,or I had worked, or I shall have worked.
In this respect however, 311=71ish is a model of simplioity.In other
languages there are many redundant tenses,which are a nightmare, even
for the native.
A good spatial symbol for Pasf and. 7uture is a parabolic mirror's
outline:

Focussing the future

ilirrcrinri. the Past

W= op.n form now our symbols for

past

press-noe

future

We can also form our indicator to be put on the top of t1-1
.:ver we can dimpens
fn,: elaborate symbol for presence.

svmbol.How-

HOW TO SYMBOLIZE PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE
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f
ftl)

4
14)
to turn

have turned

;)
shall turn

A

)
'we%

%IN

14.0001

have watered

to water

shall water

A

f-N
have thought

to think

shall think

The different words think and thought remind us of thathorrible monster,raaming through all the languages: the irregular verb.
"In wiring a foreign language a gre-at deal of trouble is caused
by the irregular varb.-9ut why learn them?It is easy to regularize them.
A child's 'I thinked' instead of 'I thought' is perfectly intelligible.'
George Bernard Shaw (53)
Shaw points directly to the agent,rgsponsible for simplifying lan-

guage:the child,and(we may well add) the simple man and woman,who horrifirk the educated people,by n ot adhering to the nicatiss and irrgularities of "correct" speech. Children forgot that the plural of cow is
"correctly" kine,and said cows.And so it happened with many other irregularities,which are fast disappearing.
If we place our past and future indicators on the ground writing line
they become the particles
ground
-line

then

then

now

and in combination with the symbol for day (sun over earth), we get

0)
2
day before
yester-day

0)
yester-day

,Q )(
to-day

a2
to-morrow

":;, can avoid the indicator on top by indicating time
ning of a sentsnce,as shown in the nr.,, vious chapter.

Then,man hammered.

day after
to-morrow
at tha begin-

Now, man hammers. Then,man will hammer.

This is,of course., the shortst sr,ntnce.71e may start a story with:
"It all haopsned 3 years ago" and then no on,using no ths,.-2 indicator
throughout the whole story.

WHAT HAPPENED REALLY IN THE PAST?
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The bid symbols indicating Past,Presen0,and 'Future have bt.en shown (187)
in the beginning of this chapt=owever, for semantical rfasons, we
are going to put question marks in all three symbols:

1) (
7uture

Presenin

Past

lhy the auestion mark in all three symbols? It appears natural in
the symbol for 7uture. 'Ye don't know what tha Mature will bring.
As for the Past,ne may frankly admit, thDt - in -came cases - we don't
know what happened in the Past.ale are sure about certain undeniable
facts:Darios died, Cesar died, Hannibal died,Columbus landed in the
Vest Indiss,this house was built in 1933,that bridge broke down in 1940.
But as to more detailed facts, re have to rely on historical reports.
Who wroti them? In very many instances - court historiansEither they
were willful servants of their rulrs,or thy found it healthier not
to tell the actual facts.Dungeons and death vere as unpopular 3000 y.?ars
mgo as they are today in a modern dictatorship.
But in a modern democracy with "freedom of sneech"and all that?111,
we have to read the reports about certain events in different papers, to
convince ourselves that everyone brines forth a ii=ferent version of
what"really happened".And the fervent adherents of the political party
of each newspaper, will fervently believe that their paper tells the
"truth" and that the others lis.So what haop=ned "really'"'
You may say: only an eyewitness can tell whnt"really"happened.lrell,
suppose you are amongst a crowd at a street corner.Suidoily a shot rings
out, a scream,the screech of brakes,people runnin7,a woman on the pavement...
At the police station 100 eyewitnesses will give 100 different accounts,
as diversified as 100 different murder stories.And you will be one of
these eyewitnesses.
Don't forget, this happened say 3 hour's
ago,not 3000 years ago, and
you are unable to give a factual account of what "really haupened" in
Ntho + (
Claire's hanflyik.
a, d.Lfew istrt
the Past. *
rA, t..0:,6,t • ,,-"Lat
The German general lioffman6chief of staff of the German Eastern armies in 1914 hoe been quoted of saying: "If a legend could have been
built up in 1914 - in our ti :s - that Findenburg won the battle of
the Masurian marches, then I do not believe th't Cesar ever lived."
Of course, Hoffmannwas biased. Although others have augm=nted his v1ew
about Hindenburgs innocence in regard of this victory,Hoffmann believed
that he is the "real" victOr of Tannenblrg.73ut did he "really" know,what
"really haPPeneda? It may -Jell have been, that the Russian jeneral Rennenkamp had just one bottle of vodka too much.
put th- question mark in our symbol for the Past.It will
So
help us in our daily life,not only when readinc the newspapers,but Also
in our work.Tat s think twiceiftninterpreting the Past.
The PresentV is depict = d by the symbols for Fist and Aature.It is
a fleeting glance between Past and 7outure.
And nom a few symbols.
z.ind
43
\
-:xperience
rational

4k,
expert

prediction
prophecy

proph e t

The lord "expe,rt" becomes questionable, and righilyso.There is the
expert s'Etrologer and the expert economist,besides others.' ,
t are they?
They ars men of the presenl,.They interpret"rationolly"pnot experiences
to predict the future. Some technical "sxp'erts" predicted that railways
won't run at 30 miles p-r hour. Some medical "experts" p:'edicted that
people will die travellin7 at such speed.
The question mtIrk will have a healthy sera-,ntical effectj'et's be wary!
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HOW TO SYMBOLIZE THE ACTIVE AND PASSIVE VERB

(ic,q)

TO

DO

OR

TO

BE

DONE

FOR

"Could any linguistic expedient be more worthy of the genus home sapiens than
using for different purposes,with different significance the same words in different position to build sentences like John beats linry and Henry beats John'?
Cannot this be compared with the ingenious Arabic system of numeration,in which
234 means something entirely different from 432?
Language tend on the rhole more and more to utilize cord-position for grammatical purposes and this is really a progressive tendency."
Otto Jespersen (63)
"Agent - Act - Object...this unit of natural process,A different sentence
order is frequent in inflected languages like Latin,German,Japanese,..they
have little tags and word endings,or labels to show what is the agent,the object,
etc.In uninflected languages like English and Chinese,there is nothing but the
order of words to distinguish their functions and this order would not be sufficient indioation,where it not the natural order - that is,the order of cause and
effect."
Ernest Fenollosa (31)
We have formed the sentence

man

cuts

tree

and this is the natural order from the standpoint of the physicist

TUNG

ACTS on THING

The grammarian calls this the active form.The man Who does the cutting is active.
However, the tree,which bears the cutting is nossive.Consequently the passive form
in gran nor is expressed by the sentence:Tree is being cut by man.
In the first years of the spread of semnntography we should cling to the most
simple santences.The reason is obvious.Sentography should be simple to the people
of different countries, speaking different languages with different grammar and
different word order.Otherwise there may be a breck-down in communication by sementography.The grammar of Esperanto and of other constructed languages were overloaded
7ith a richness of Subtle differences in expression,which in the end has proved a
serious handicep,not between two Esperentists who think in the same mother tongue,
but between two Esperantists 77110 speak different languages,Otto Jesperson,one of
the greatest linguist of our times, a pioneer for Esperanto and the inventor of
Novial (NOV InternPtional Auxiliary Language) nrote,that he can recognize the mother tongue of any Esperantist from his Esperanto Triting.Mbreover, some sentences
in Esperanto which seem incomprehensible,Jcsperson could only decipher by translating 2""in the mother tongue of that Espermtist (by following the word order) and
then the sentence became comprehensible.
In other words:let's be very careful in our sematographic writing,Let's not indulge
in complicated sentences and in subtle differences of expression,Let's write only
the simplest sentences.And let's use only the active form,the"natural order,that is
the order of cause and effect."

ACTIVE AND PASSIVE MEANINGS IN DIFFERENT LANGUAGES
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For the critics however, who may think that the passive form is a problem too
difficult for semantography,herebelow it is shown how simple the solution is.

A
man cuts tree
The direction of themICTION goes from the man to the tree, in our writing from
left to right.If we have to indicate the active ACTION form for any reason, we may
turn our ACTION indicator in the direction in which the ACTION goes,thus:

A
man cuts tree
Whenever you see the ACTION indicator pointed sidewise to the right,you should
knoe that the writer was unnecessarily overanxious to be understood that he means
active LOTION directed towards the next symbolized THING.
Of course,the active ACTION indicator is unnecessary.But it gives us easily the
passive ACTION indicator.
Let us suppose that the tree,in falling dawn, cuts the man,Obviously the direction of ACTION is reversed. The tree is the agent,the man the object

A t
man is cut by tree
Obviously the ACTION goes now from right tc 1eft,from the tree to the man.And this
is the whole story about the active and passive form in semantography:le may safely
assume that these spatial directional indicators will have the same meaning in different languages,no matter how much they differ in grammar and word order,
The quotation by Prof.Fenolossa (at the beginning of this chapter) show that English and Chinese are not inflected languages,and for these languages the word order
of semantography is similar.. However, there are the inflected languages,in which
the agent and the object are indicated by word endings,etc,In Russian for instance,
the three words John killed Jack are not sufficient to know who is actually the
killer and who the victim.
In 1945,Harry Weiser, who is teacher of English language and literature (together
with his wife) in Moscow, wrote a delightful article in the American monthly ATLZTIC (64) about the psychological difficulties which Russian learners of the English
language encounter.
One amazing non-sensical gramatical oddity in Russian is the use of a verb in
the passive form,although the active form is meant. .eccording to Weiser, a Russian
sentence would run:
Desdemona was admired by the bravery of Othello.
This is nonsense of course, because what the Russian means is actually:
Desdemena admired the bravery of Othello.
Similar difficulties we encounter in all languages,which arenaturally" grown.
The native usually does not become conscious of these oddities,but the foreigner
becomes too painfully aware of them.
Such oddities should disappear in semantography,which follow the rules of physics,
They are the same in all countries.

THE SYMBOLIZATION OF THE ACTIVE AND PASSIVE MEANING
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We need first our symbol for admiration which is easily composed from the elements.

C2 4
emotional feeling

(eye)looking

up

admiration

Tp make ourselves understood to a Russian,we are now going to use the ACTION indicator to point out the active form.

Vol DESDEMONA

OTHELLO

admires
If however, Othello is admired. by Desdemona the direction of the ACTION,and
consequently the direction of the ACTION indicator is reversed

OTHELLO

Vol

DESDE VONA

is admired by
A Russian should have no difficulty to understand who looks up to whom in admiretion,in spite of the Russian oddity of the passive form. If we now write

OTHELLO )e DESDEMONA
the Russian would encounter another difficulty.If he would just say in Russian:
Othello stabs Desdemona it would not be clear who stabs whon.It may be Othello,
but it may be Desdemena.The Russian language,like many others is an inflected language.Mere word position,like in English,is insuacient.Little word endings,acting
like labels, are necessary to indicate who is the agent and who is the object.A Russian,who would write the abate sentence In semantogrephy,would.feel,that he has to
add a little tag, to make it perfectly clear in which direction the dagger was
pointed.lell,let him dc, it,it does no harm.

<)

to cut
active)

to be out
(passive)

to have been cut
(passive past)

CC

to shall be out
(passive future)

But of course,all these indicators are unnecessary in a report in semantography.
We agree not to use the passive form,which is the"pervcrted"form of the "natural"
active form.Furthermore,in a report written in semantography,we shall state right LI:
.,fcrs to past happenings or to an event to
the beginning,whether the whole report r,
be performed in the future.Then we shall need no indicator of tenses throughout the
whole story.
Note tc alarmed readers. Firstly,Othello did not kill Desdemona with a knife. He
smothered her.Forthermore the above symbol in ACTION does mean only some kind of
cutting,(severing),To kill or to iniure wW. be expressed by other symbols (to be
shown later).Furthermore,we shall never use the symbol of a knife, to say,the tree
.--cut the man,becE,use a tre.:: does not ose a man-made instrumont.Wo should say in sy7
bols the tree fell upon the man,the tree killed or injured the man. All this tends
to show how difficult it is to make chapters an grammar enjoyable reading.

CONDITIONAL SENTENCES AND OTHER GRAMMATICAL HORRORS
-41TESTION
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ON CONDITICNS OF WORK

"Conditional sentence, A sentence expressing the relation of condition to conclusion between its subordinate and main clauses,Several of its types are:
vast neutral (if he won,he Was lucky;,past contrary to fact (had he won,he would
have been lucky),present neutral (if he is winning,he is luclj:7 present contrary to fact (if he were winning,he would be lucky) future more vivid (if he
wins,he will be lucky),future loss 1.11771d7TYho should win,he would be lucky)
Webster' s New International Dictionary (28)
We may be rest assured, that the simple man in the street is not bothered by the
above grammatical nightmares.Ke finds simpler expression,to say exactly the same.
3ven the Chinese in Pidgin English can make himself perfectly clear:If he win,he
lucky,or If he win past,ho 11/cky,or If he win future,he lucky,
Behind all these conditional expressions looms very vividly an international
symbol,the Question mark ?.Consequently we are going to use-it extensivcly.And
the reader may guess that the particle if will contain a question mark,
mrth
=112 only deal ,
The symbol for if will be shown in a later chaptor,More
the conditional verb forr,and shall see,that the matter is actually very simple.
We have already learned how to symbolize the three tenses past,prescnt ,future.
A

did hammer
FAST

(to) hammer
_}RESENT

shall harqmer
.
FUTURE

le do not need to add the ACTION indicator to the East indicatorAjor Future inflica,:crA( „because these indicators ) and ( show clearly that an ACTION (verb) is meant.
The conditionalis is now easily expressed by putting a question mark (7) or top
z-f the symbol.This indicates clearly a conditional verb (ACTION) form.

would have hammered
(in the past)

would ha: titer
(right now)

or
would hamer (may harrier,
may have hammered)
(in future)

And this is all there is to it,
I 14 THE BS,ZAAR OF 3AGDAD

"Thu third subterfa7e,the untraquistic,has probably =Az more bad argumtmt
plausible than any other controversial de-viec,- vhich can be practised upon trustful humanity, It has long been recognized that the term "perception" :A.ay have
either a physical or a mental referent.Does it refer to what is purceived,or
to the perceiving of this...The utra4uistic subterfuge consists in the use of
such terms for both at once of the diverse referents in question."
C. ,Ogden and I.A,Ricards (17)

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THING- ACTION AND ACTION-THING
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Let us suppose that we are visiting the shops of the silversmiths in the bazaar
of Bagdad.They are masters in the art of hammering which is called "embossing".
A thin silver sheet is hammered into various forms.

0
Their instrument a

44
#b

Their ACTION a

THING the hammer

hammering

Now,ono of us says:"Look at this young worker.His hammering isIzquisitc."
But another says:" "I don't agree with you.His hammering is very poor.He is just a
beginner."
The first again: "But I don't mean his work. I mean his ACTION.The way he sw-ugs
his hammer.I thihk,his hommorirlg is full of grace."
The second:
"But I do not mean his ACTION.I mean the THING which he produces
his hammering,his eMbossing.It's very clumsy. Look at that,g9.1.
It must be at best 200 years old.That halrering is full of grace
and beauty."
"NowI see.We both use the word hammering,but for me it means the
ACTION,whercas for you it means the THING produced by the ACTION.
"How should we express this difference ih semantography?"

The first:
The second:

The THING,a tooldps,

A ❑
After the ;.CTION, yx
the TI-IING produce

The ACTION of
ha-mering

the hammer

the ha-- ering
transforml
This example however is simple. le have the outline of a tool,designed to make or/
another THING by ACTION. But the same ambiguity exist with other THIrGS,which we
use,nithough we do not produce a new THING,as for instance
Our SIGHT enables us to sec a SIGHT.

A
The THING
cur e

0
Our SIGHT

The ACTION
of the eye

0
Our SIGHT

A
The THING
we see

❑

CD
a SIGHT

Now we can handle the controversial subterfuge,mentioned by Ogden and Richards
in their "1:eaning of Eeaning"(sce quotation at the beginning of this chapter);fhe
word. Perception,menns our ACTION of perceiving,but also the THINGS which we perceive

with our senseshich in themlelves are parts of our body and therefore chemical
THIPIS„In the coming symbol we shall depict the perception as rorforned by brain and

eve.

A

ED

The THINGS
our crgans

A❑

roN

fai

The ACTION /73% The THINGS
perceived
PERCEPTION
Brain x Eye
PERCEPTION
For ordinary,simple reports,the picturing of such subtle differences of philosophical terms, is wholly unnecessary, 7c Shall see later on, that
can find.a simple
symbol.But the above arrangement clears up the handling of terms, which - in the
words of Ogden and Richards - "has probably made more bad arzument rlausible than
any ether controversial device,which can be practised upon trustful humanity."
Insteed of using the device/NOwe can find a simple symbol.

0

A

A0

The
\ The THING \ but we may 9
The
THIN\ ACTION
produced
depict
Pen
the lriting
(writing tool)

a WritinA

a 111.1-±ing
paper page
written on

or

CO
a writing
a Book

Now,here is an opportunitty to show the difference between the first 100 basic
symbol elements,anE the auxiliary second 100 elements.

THE SYMBOLIZATION OF THINGS PRODUCED BY ACTIONS
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and the symbol for the pager leaf V belong to the
The symbol for the Rpn
100 basic symbol eloments.VIth them we have built up in the foregoing paragraph
the compound symbol for the ACTION a writing, for the Teeeln, produced, a writing,
and also a written page.7re can easily form the following meanings by using the
multiplication mark x for the plural x ,end for many "4. and very mnyxx. in compund symbols.

page
paper leaf

pages
paper leaves

n \ x0 \ x x 1:1

eeny erieten
pages (plural)

book
memorandum
(two kind Of writing compounds

Instead of using these basic symbol elements for bookeee choose a simple symbol
,belonging to the second
auxiliary,vcry handy and simple
which= count as
100 symbols.
In a later chapter we shall learn the symbol for to build.Tith this we can than
write unambiguously the sentence
Building produces a Building
Instead of depicting a Building as the THING produced by the XTION,ee draw
which depicts better than anything else a Building.This symbol is composed from the
symbol elements eartheeround ee„,,reof00\end walls' la derivation of limits
Let us now get back to- our new notion:the THDEe produced by the LOTION.
Scmetimes we may use the symbol of a tool,but this tool does not produce a new THING.
In ordinary language hoeever it dces.Take for instance the sentences.
CUT is the ACTION
N'e use a CUTTeee to make a CUT in our table.
CUT is the THING
The CUT remains visible for years to come.
The ACTION of the CUT took us a fraction of a sccond.The chemical material,which we
term the CUT remains,just as a BREAK in a wall remains.Vre CUT pieces of moat and
then serve the CUT ,tastely roested.We can depict this.
AC3
CD
A
A CUT
A CUT
A CUTTER,
of beef
for instance
for instance X
for beef
for instance
into beef
TH/NG Mowing from an. ACTION
ACTION
THING

But we shall not ed-ereie the ambiguity of ordinary language. Instead we shall
learn the symbol for a piece of meet.

In all the above exaeples we have used the outline of a real THING. But apart from
this class of symbols, xe have two other classcs,which depict genuine ACTIONS and
genuine QUALITIES:How to handle in these cases our new notion:T1I1.7G followIng from,
or w.oduced by an ACTION
isg.44+
.Obviously
Let us take for instance the symbol for to mix ikmoofand to add
the THING indicator on top of them has no meaning.7e get however e THING,after ee
mix or add; we get a mixture and en addition as a result of an ACTION.
A
XTION ("V produced
Atj THING
mixture

D

A
ACTION

U

produced
THING

iked,
mLxture

A

addition

addition

:;'e shall see soon, that we may dispense with the double indicator,and place
only the TRIM indicator on top of the symbols to inacate the THINGS mixture and
addition.There can't be any nistake.But we can do this only,ehen we got well acquainted :'with the symbols and can distinguish syMbols which depict a THING (as a hemmer
or, a knife) from those symbols which depict primarily an ACTION (as mixing and
a2ding:.
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THE SUBSTANCE. THE SUBSTANTIVE, AND THE VERBAL NOUN

Similarly we can proceed with a .ZUALITI (EV.ALCATION) symbel,But here again,we can
dispensewith the double indicators for TN.ING transformed er preduced by I.CTION or
substitute another symbol,which depicts the THIM better.

V

deep
VILUE

A

AD

Cl

U

U

LI

to deepen
LOTION

deepened THING
hole,sto,

or

the Deep
abyss,hole

a hole
of any kind

Summary; We have seen that many words,as for instance sights perception,writing,cut,
mixture,addition,etc. are ambiguous, in so far, as they stand sometimes for an ACTION
sometimes however, for a THING,produced or transformed by this LCTION.In conventional
grammar of ordinary language the difference is not marked;on the contrary,both words
although fundamentally different,are grammatioaythe same "thing" a noun. In serrantography however, the difference
becomes clear and visible.
.41106-•••••••••■■•■•■■

THE BIG 3 FLOTHER OF THE VERB
Something unnecessary in semantography.
"What a remmrkable term is "business" especially in America: How is business'
Not your business,but business-in-general.Statisticians toil over composite graphs
and charts to answer this mythological question.If there is no such entity as "business - and by now we know there is none - it seems a little superfluous to be constantly taking its temperature.Business says,Busineas speaks.Business recovers its
voice.Business views with alarm.Business is siek.Business is terrible.Business runs
through a cycle - charming image...This is pure hocus-pocus.
The term "business" and its faithful follower "service" often prevent us from
observing what usefUl or useless things businessmen are actually doing."

Stuart Chase (26)
"SUBSTANUE,Chemistry. Any particular kind of matter,whether element,compound,or
mixture;any chemical material of which bodies are composed."
"SUBSTANTIVE,Grammar. (a) A noun. (b) A pronoun,verbal noun,or any part of speech
used as a noun equivalent (the ,Food die young;the Ilia is not
explained. )"
Webster's New International Dictionary (2S)
This chapter contains a grammatical notion,whish is "unnecessary in semantography",
yet from the standpoint of semantics,it is hishly important to be acquainted with it.
We must deal with this notion,otherwise the critics may say,that semantooraohy is unable to express this nicety of literary speech:the verbal noun or worse, the substantive.
When we say: he hammeis.he ships.or he is hammering.he is_shispino,we use a simals
verb form.However, when we say Hammering, needs strength,or The Hammering needs strength
or Shipping_ looks bad.we have elevated the verb to the status of a noun,primarily
intended only for those words Which stands for THINGS with a substance, a hammer, a
ship.In terming the verbal noun a substantive in conventional grammar, it has acquired
a ghostly " substance" of its own.

THE DANGERS IN GENERALIZATIONS WITH VERBAL NOUNS
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As verbs they have to serve their masters, the agents, in sentences like lilan hammers metal.Man ships goods.Now they become their own agents.Not lian needs stre7th to
hammer,but The Hammerinq needs streni7th,as if The Hammering would be a creature which
needs something.Shipping looks bad, is another example of objectified ACTION- .
This grammatical inflation of the verb may be termed an exaggeration,and we will
show this in a geontrieal exaggerated symbol.We have expressed the verb sufficiently
by using cur little ACTION indicator.Now we shall have to examrated this indicator
p'ecmetrioally, to indicate the verbal noun.

‘
Al4+ 9!7
to hammer the HarTrierine,
hararmring

Ae

to ship the Shipping
shipping

Ao)
to opine the Opinion
mind & misuth)

In the foregoing page tho word Han=inp hr; be written with a capital letter,
to mark it as e 1r,rbal noun an to distinguisAlfrom the little brother the infinitive
(verb) which is another unfortunate zranmntioal term.Whc_t is meant is not infinittre
aotion,but the expression of continuous notion.However, in semantoExaphy them is
no difference between the meanings to hammer anahaa-merinT, anfl both are expressef. by
putting the little CTION indicator on top of the symbol.
The exaggerated ACTION indioator,big ma broad as it stands,shouldwarn us.If an
economist speaks of the Shipping Situation,he uses the verbal noun as a sweeping term
which covers everything,not only a particular ship,a particular linc,no,it covers /1T_
ships,all lines,all the whole trede,ani of course,he knows all about itf although he
may live 2000 miles inland:then he ventures to opine,it is only his rand and his
speech organs,which are involved,but when he speaks of General Opinion,limerican
Opinion or even World Opinion, tell him frankly to go to hell,He is exaggerating beyounl. measure.He thinks preposterously that he knowswhat is going on in the minds of
all the people of the worl1,cn1 that he is the expert,who is able"to feel the pulse
of qorld Opinions
Semanticists call this kind of taledbiectification".This semantography should
enable us to reconize quickly those objectified verbal nouns.Translating such
us lines, in -itich. the exargerated
utterances into sen,-ntopTaphic symbols woulfl
symbol will be clearly visible

A

A

A

AA

Beware of such tan:

few people may be experts in their special fielL,other people may "honestly"
believe what they write,without being aware that they are exaEl-eratinr, their own
ability anc-4 knowledge.But there are writers who lie deliberately to foster some
political end.na the =vary reader believes it being misled by such vague words.
In civilized countries primary education is :;ompulsory and the children are told
haw to af_d ana haw to subtraot.Consequently crooks have lifficulty in putting over
n false mathematical calculation on people. We learn grammar in schocl,however with
little practical effuot.In conventional --rammar the verbal noun,the substantive is
a highly respected membor,eqU-al in importance and as"real"as the nouns which refer to
a real" tanp.ible substance. ire are not told. to beware of such words,but it would be
better for all of us, if
were tole, nd were liven a r.thod to repot size them.
If the verbal noun is used as a mischiefmaker on trustful hurmnity,no words are

strong enough to tell about the untola misery which have been brought upon mankind
by the adjectival noun,the big brother of the adjective.

328 THE ADJECTIVAL NOUN, THE SUBSTANTIVE WITHOUT A SUBSTANCE
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THE BIG BROTHER OF THE ADJECTIVE
The adjectival noun,the substantive without a substance,a linguistic conception,which caused the death of untold millions of human beings and
the devastation of whole countries.

"Take the word "bad".It probably arose to express a vague feeling of dislike,
Rather than go to the trouole of describing the characteristics one did not like
in an animal or a plot of soil,one said, "it is bad". All right, a useful short
cut.Then the word was made into a substantive, "badness". At this abstraction
level,it became something ominous and menacing in its own rig)t.One had better
not be assoo:ated with badness,Badness was incorporated into rigid standards of
judgement,especially moral judgementYThis girl is bad".The statement implies that
she is whd.L.y bad,a veritable chunk of bedness.Bet she may also be a charming girl,
kind to children,kind to her paronts,and perhaps overkind to her young man."
Stuart Chase (26)
Primitive man's unarticulato cries of pleasure or pain were the forerunners of
the adjective.But adjectives are always "attributes" attached to the words,
which stlad for the real THINGS,good cave,bad 7olf,hot fire, cold snow.They qualified
the nouns.
Came the philosophers and thought very and about these human EVALUATION words,
They didn't rest until they dissected the ITVALITATIONSfrom the real THIMI and made
them independent.They were elevated to the level of a noun,a substantive and so with
a"life of their own" they exerted their c= peculiar influence.
good, .

'advanced to

goodness
badness,
righteousness
right
IF
-vrongnass,evil
heat
hot
PP
beauty
beautiful
I/
length
long
Now philosophers and moralists could start to muse over "badness in itself" dissociated from the real THINGS and the real AOTIONS.Untold thousnds of books have been
written about the Good, the Evil, the Beauty, the Sublime,until the simple people believed that these sweeping words referred to something real and concrete.Apparently
it did not become obvious that people could not iree as to what is Good and what is
Evil (although they could agree about the difference between a stone and snapple) and
soon, they started to massacre each other nzid brought wax and misery about each other.
We are aware that the adjectives refer to human EVALUATION only,which is different
for different individuals.The adjectival noun is a grossly inflated adjective and consequently we shall exaggerate our little indicator to depict this grnmmatical notion.
b,
a

V
X01
long

the Length

beautiful

V V
Vsp R
the Beauty

wrong, evil the 'Prong, the Evil

If we"translatecertain talks and -writings and find thebigEVALUATIOcthe adjectival
noun

V V

we should know:

V

V

This line s);Mbolizes the talk of a word juTgler.

Only a word juggler could maintrdn these "cones" in that precarious labile position.
Thity represent grossly inflated Value words, indicating Value,Value,Value,relative in

THE APPARENT INNOCENCE OF THE ADJECTIVE AND ADVERB
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meaning, eValuated differently by different individuals and unstable in -meaning.
These symbol cones will instantly "topple over" when their meaning is tested,by the
physicist,the physiologist and the psychologist.
Do we need these words in our language? No, they are of no practical use and the
positive emotional result by their employment in lyrical poetry, is offset a thousand
times by the destructive results produced. byes= moralists of all languages.
we may say: 20 inches long
Instead to say: The length is 20 inches,
She (is) beautiful
"
" " She has Beauty
In reports on sernntography we should refrain from using such grossly inflated
EVALUATION words, and the semantical advantage of our geometrical symbol,the precarious labile cone pesitioni should warn us,about the lability of such meanings.
We have found yardsticks to measure long and short,equally valid for different
people. The great painters have uaed such yardsticks to find out the mathematical
and geometrical proportions,within 'which a face will appear beautiful or uglY.
In later chapters we shall see, that semantography maybe of help in finding
yardsticks for,good and bad, equally valid for different people.

ABSTRACTIONS

FROM

A

HAMMER

IlLdverbial derivatives are troublesome to a foreigner for two reasons.One is
that the suffix -ly is occasionally (as originally) attached to words which have
the characteristics of nouns,e.g.in manly,godly,or sprightly (originally spritelike or fairy-like).Unlike happily or firmly,such derivatives can be used in front
of a noun, as in Shaw's manly women and womanly men.Another difficulty for the foreigner is that the adverbial flexion -ly is diseppearing.Such expression as to
suffer long or to run fast are good Bible English...If we accept the expression
to run fast,we ought not to resist come quick...English has never been consistent
about this custom.It is at best a convention of context,and the complete decay of
the adverbial derivative would be a change for the better.Americans are more sensible about it than the British."
Frederick Bodmer and Lancelot Hogben (5)
What is an adjective? A WALITY,VALUE or EVALUATION word qualifying a TUNG
a sharp knife for instance
What is an adverb?

A 4UALITY,VALUE or EVALUATION word qualifying an ACTION
To cut sharply for instance
You see: an adjective and an adverb are principally the same: an EVALUATION word.
Now,we can distinguish between "genuine" and "derivative" EVALUATION words.
We had some "genuine" EVALUATION words before:good,badabeautiful,lagly,sharp,blunt.
We have realized that leople can differ very harshly about them,even whether a
knife is "reel'? sharp or actually blunt. But in some cases danger arises, when we
attach the EVALUATION sharp not to a knife,but to something else.11ow about the EVALUATION: a sharp tongue. People can cone to blows about this,cant they?
Now you sec why we termed these words human EVALUATION words.These EVALUATIONS
are not found in the real world.They emerge from within our mind,and each mind differs
from the other minds.Human EVALUATION words are relative in meaning,aro unreliable.
Now,what is a "derivative" adjective or adverb? It's an EVALUATION word,which
is not "genuine"
like the ones above,but it is derived (therefore "derivative")
from a THING or ACTION word.Take for instanoe
a real THING
a hammer. The derived Tau,
" word is hammer-like
miery,hammerish)
If
a real XTION
a hammering. "
" hammeringly
Now,where is the danger in such human EVALUATION words? Usually there isn't any.But
the fact is that we never use these words in connection rith the "parent" wordaille
never say a harmer-like hammer,I hammer hammeringly,a tonue-like tongue,a.piggish pig.

PIGS IS PIGS, BUT WHO :5 PIGGISH?
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Lot's take the EW.LUATION piggish.It stems from the parent word,indicating
a real THING

21E

...a zoological entity in our world

from the word pi we derive
1,_,
iAL

a human EVALULTION

But 711-Int are the characteristics
o f a pig.Thoref5g...v<7 mnY:Here
are a few on
'y

... according to Webster (08)
pisT,gish,adjective,Relating to,
like,or characteristic of,a pig.
pi:74ishly,advcrb
pizishness,noun

small oyes upturn d nose stupid look f-_-t likes to unllow in dirt eats e erxthing
But a pig has other charact;rists too
contended with little not danEf.rcus mothcrlv love for the you=

very useful

So what do people actually mean when they EV-IMIE a person by saying:
She is a pir.T.ish person, She actspir.7gishly.
or the inflated noun

Such pi;7rrishness,

,-Tparently,people using such words,have made an EV:,ah-,TION Ln their mind of one
or to char cteristias of a pig and have attributed them to a person.If one person
rcferred only to the small eves,the accused person ray believe that the reference is
made to quite another characteristic:wallowing in dirt. Blows are likely to fall.
Having now secn,that the Tenuine,and the derivative adjective and adverb are hunnn
EVLLU,,TIGN words which should better be avoided,we may now examine the position in
re!--,ard of the appropiate sytbols,alw-ays bearing in mind, that ue should not use them.
Lets take the hammer as example.

0
re
\
hammer
tHtiiG
from which we
abstract the
?OlALUATION

VO

14.
hammer-like,h=xrly

adjective

A
1
41'
hal-nor ing
ACTION

VA
0,4\

halmuring-like,hammeringly
adverb

Having made these distinctions, we Should reassure ourselves that we shall not need
them (because in a sentence -2m can ersily distinguish Whether the QUALITY, is attached
to a T.H.E.la; i.ti -.hick cast; it is an adjective,or tc an LCTION,a verb in which case it
is an adverb);furtherncre we should not use these EVALUATION wordscbecause they are
very vague in roaning),If vs say: t'
is a hammorlike s;p:paratus,wo better say in
clear words to what characteristies(VALUES) We actually refer.Is it the shape,the
hardnoss,or what elsd.If we say :He beats ha-,Te-ringlx, what do we nean?The regular intervals,the equal blows, the deformation he makes,or what else?
HammerlIle,or hammerimqv may look quite harnless.But we never say a hanmerlike hammer
The mischief is clone ,;then we attach this hummaInTION to quite a different TH1NC-,
for instance a hannerlike candy,beczuse we thinic in our brain only of a few charaOistics of the hammer and leave out other characterist4 Korzybski,see chapters on semantic*.

EQUAL AND SIMILAR, TWO DANGEROUS MEANINGS
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The haTnerlike candy may have the amps and colour and surface of a real hammer,
but not its hardness,and a child who grips it,and try to perform a hammering-like
XTION would soon smear itself and the furniture with chocolate.
As said before, the distinction between TID:NG-TILLITY stma.kCTION-QUI-'.LITY will not
be necessary in scmantography,Igith mp.ny words, this distinction is absont.To observe,
But even the
observin7ly refers only to the ACTION,
in semantography. '7e could say,he
use of the word observingly is unnecessary
.Both words carry the eye syMbol.So wily the reps tition.which is
unnecessary? He observed is quite sufficient.
D

A

V

VA
or
simply

eye

eye-like

to visualize

visual

visual

Now,the QUALITY wore visual refers to the Whole ACTION of seeing.Similarly, the
QUALITY word eye-like should refer to en organ, able to perform the ;LOTION of perceiving light.Such word could only be used by a zoologist, ascribing such an organ of
a particular creature.But use are not allowed to use this aistinction, if ':?? only want
to say:shaped like an eye.If we mean only this characteristic,letl s say so; shape like
an eye ,or shape similar to an eye.This will lead us to the syntol for like,similar

V

V

=E.

I 1

equal
(mathematical)

near
{see p.150)

I 1Z
61

near equal
like,similar

The symbol for shape may be found on pace 153.
Now,the word equal must carry the hulan EVALUATION sytbol,except in mathematioa]
calculations.What is equal, ;ghat is ner,and whet is pear equal,likc,similar is an
EVY,
.LaTION,different in different brains.s soon as we are aware of the dawers of
such .wordskjpout what is similar or What is not similar let us .say,tn a political
e rer to sanit_,r in speech.
Today political opponents rage about the similarity or non-stlilarity of political
events in two different eountries,and the audiences will listen reverently.Yet,what
one speaker considers similar,is his own EW,IJUATION only and refers only to one system
of reference,his on brain.His opinion is just as relative as the opinion of the othE.r
observer, hose mind considers the political events not similar at all.
As soon as 7e are awe of the va-rueness and relativity of such adjectives and
adverbsI debates of such kind will fail to make any impression on us.

NOTE TO TIE RETER,
The following chapters refer to modern theories in Physics, and their relation

to every-day lenguage.If you have no training in Physics,don't be afrnid and don't
skip these chapters.Iou may find,that these theories,seemingly incomprehensible to
the simple man in the streeti are basically simple.If said in simple words,they should
be understandable to everyone.So don't skip'.Read ont
------
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PHYSICS IN NATURE AND PHYSICS IN LANGUAGE

P'HYSTCS IN LANGUAGE

The Theory of Relativity.
The Theory of Energy Quanta.
The Theory of Energy-Mass Conversion and
The Dual Aspect of hatter.

"Man, is constantly handicapped...by his muddled. way of thinking.hay it not be
that much cf this unreasonable muddle is due to the sinple fact,that our symbols
for thought language are not yet set in order:that in the matter of thought symbolism we are still much in the same state of confusion,as the Romans were in
their arithmetic,before the introduction of the "Arabic" numerals?"
Richard Paget (3)
"The Einstein theory is indeed such a tremendous structural linguistic achievement that quite probably its full semantic significance and meanings will not be
worked out for many years to come."
Alfred Korzybski (56)
"Non-scientists often meet new experience without huedlity,in an arrogant
determination not to be caught napping.They jeer at Fulton's steamboat,lnugh
heartily at a horseless carriage operated by gasoline,presently they are going
to tell you that semantics is nonsense."
Stuart Chase (26)
"The explanatory crisis which now confronts us in relativity and quantum
phuOmena is but a repetition of what occured many times in the past...
Every kitten is confronted with such a crisis at the end of nine days."
P.W.Bridgman (65)
"I always took it for granted that the science of language... is one of the
physical sciences,and that therefore its method ought to be the same as that
which has been followed with so much success in botany,geology,anetomy,and other
branches of the study of nature."
Max Mueller (52)
"The scientists :bon all others have won agreement.Iith it has come an incomparable advence in knowledge, in incomparable opportunity to provide material
well being for every member of the race.The knowledge works.Can ee follow the
discipline...and find agreement in the more troubled and perhaps more complicated
fields of social and economic affairs?
Not unless we can talk clearly.Good language alone will not save mankind.
But seeing the things behind the names will help us to understand the structure
of the world we live in."
Stuart Chase (26)

The critical reader is kindly asked to exert his utmost benevolence townrds
the coming chapters.tiebay consider them as a joke,as an attempt to bring a little
hilarity into dreary chapters on grammar,or at best as an aid to mneronios.Mnemonics is the name for a method to remember things, simply by connecting them in some
sort of way (no matter how ridiculous) with some other farflung matter,with which
they have some remote resemblance.
For instanoe,repeated mention has been made in previous chapters, that words written
in symbols look like a chemical formula.And the resemblance with chemistry goes even
further,because a symbol compound denoting the meaning of a word, is a combination
of symbol elements,And just as in chemistry - the amount of symbol elements,essential
in semantography‘ is around one hundred.And, the joke has been carried further by
asserting that - just as in chemistry - some symbol compounds reveal the inherent
structure of meaning and in some cases,the inherent danger of that meaning.

WORDS ARE NOT "EXPLANATIONS" OF NATURE'S MYSTERIES
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Well - after the joke has been made and has found its nark - or not - there remains
a feeling that - after all, there may be a little connection between symbol writing
and chemistry.
Chemical symbol compounds are symbols for the things of our world - and the symbol
compounds,developed in this book are just the same - symbols for the things of our world.
Well,if both kind of symbols stand for the same things, it may only be natural -Lee
we might assert some sort of similarity.
The philosophers and scientists of all ages have striven hard to discover the one
supreme lnw,whioh governs the whole universe.The last century and especially the last
decades have shown that the dreameof philosophers of bygone tires have not been only
phantasies,but that their hunch was correct.Today every student of physics and chemistry knows that heat,light,rc,dio,elotricity,mcIgnetism,eto.nre different aspects of
ene phenomenon and now energy in general and even chemical matter has been added and
recognized as just other aspects of the same one phDnomenon.liow about the "spirit",
about"thougheand"language"? Should these phenomena be exceptions of the one supreme
phenomenon?
In a foregoing chapter (-p.12) there have been some indications of a possible
similarity,Some experiments have shown that such a similarity may exist,ho-rover faint.
What does this mean?
If the brain of man works according to that supreme phenomenon of nature, then the
languages which man has evolved to describe nature must be somehow similar to the
structure of nature,We should then not be suprised to find in the structure of language certain principles of nature,which have been discogered only reeently,as for instmce
the principle of relativity and the principle of energy quentumXan,in bygone times,
must - in some sort of" instinctive" "imagination" or "inspiration" - have used words
in a way which follow these principles of nature.
Let us be reminded,that some Greek philosophers havepoopounded - without experiments - the atomic structure of chemical matter,more than 2000 years before modern
experimental chemistry proved this to be a faot.Other Greek scientists evolved the
theory that the earth is a sphere suspended in space,and rotating around the sun in spite of the fact, that - for everyone to see - the sun crossed the sky every day.
There is every reason to believe that the same ideas originated in the brains of wise
men,thousands of years before the Greek era.Unfortunetely hoeever,ne have no records
of those bygone scientists.
To explain all this, we have invented some words,like "instince,"imagination",
"inspiration';"revelatioe4etc.These words explain nothing.They only point to the possibility,that the principle of nature,the structure of the universe makes itself apparent not only in the circling of the stars,the circling of the electrons,but also
in the brain of mon,coinposed of such circling stare.But how? We don't know.
Do "ideas" come from the depth of the universe or do they originate in the chemical
cells of the brain? You have to be a chemist to realize that these chemical reactions
are utterly beyond the chemistry we know.

NOTE: In the following three chapters a short explanation of the theory is given,
as far as it coincides with the analogous view regarding language,The explanation is
such as to be understood by everyone with primary school education.
Some readers may think,the explanation is an oversirplification.Very well,elthough
this very word is a noun, composed mainly of two human2VAWATION words over and simple,
What "is" simple, and what "is" oversimple,may be evaluated differently by different
people.
At best,the critical reader may consider the coming explanations as anslogies,with
the single aim to help our understanding of the working of mords,We know from the
history of inventions and discoveries that so:es:times analogies IL'm led to new ways,
which hal% been fruitful in the end,
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"Einstein...in seizing on the act of the observer as the essence of the situation,is actually adopting a new point of view as to what the concepts of physics
should be,namely,the operational view...if we had adopted the operational point
of view,wo would,before the discovery of the actual physical facts,have seen that
simultaneity is essentially a relative concept,and would have left room in our
thinking for the discovery of such effects as were later found."
P.1.Bridgman (65)
The reader may read mein the chapter on page 144,TEE RELATIVITY OF SPACE which
contains some explanation as to the conception ofustraioht" in our "curved" SpaceTime continuum,ctc.He may find also some lines in the chapter on page 105,THE RELATIVITY OF TT's:7.in this chapter 7re shall deal only with the relativity of observation.
Lot us suppose five observers,stationed in different spots,and observing the
loop of an airplane.One observer is stationed directly beneath the airplane, another
for away in the plain,the third on a hill,the fourth on a high mountain,etc.The airplane flies high up in the sky.Thc observers operate photographic cameras,to exclude
any error of observation.
The pilot loops the loop.sfterwards,the observers report their observation.The one
beneath,reports that the airplane wont into a straight line.The other saw an ellipse,
the fourth on the high mountain saw the airplane making a perfect cirole.And their
cameras prove,that they all are riaht,although their observations differ,But can they
all be right?
They are right only with reference to their.Dint of observation.Their observation
is related to that point.Their observation is relative.
Fortunately these observers have boon to primary and secondary school.Thcy know
a little of geography,mappin- and seometry.They will soon discover,rhy all their observations differ,and they will soanagree on some formula,which would suit all dbservations.In this formila,the territory from which they made their observation is
constant.The relative distssces bctsosen all observers remained the same.The territory
didn't change and the observers didn't move.
If the five observers would be positioned on five ships,oll moving with different
speed in different directions,the difficulties would be greater.But if they would
observe the ships movements,by determining the directions, the position of the sun, the
speed of movement,they again could find a formula on which their different observation:
could be based.Thoir common system of reference would be the earth.
But suppose the five observers are in five different airplanes,flying in different
directions when observing that airplane.iforoover a mist covers the earth,the sun,anything.No common system to which to clins.Still there is the gravitational pull,which
all observers feel and messure,and which could give them some notion of the nearness
of the earth,
Now, instead of airplanes,which have visible head and tails,the observers travel
in sphcres,like those of a stratosphere ballon.And the observed thing is also a sphere.
But now,they are all far away from any celestial body,travelling in empty spase,rith
nothing to refer to,except their own sphere.Every observer has no possibility to
ascertain whether his sphere is at rest or actually travelling with uniform velocity.
If he sees the sphere of another observer drifting by from right to left,he does not
know,whether his eyes and cameras do not deceive him.It moy well be,that the other
observer is at rest (not drifting at all),and the first observers drifts. Remember
a similar observation,when sitting in a railway carriage at a station,and the other
train starts to move:You think your train moves,nhensou look out from the window.
4e11,this is sxsotly the situation in which we find ourselves on this earth in
relation to the whole universe.Ie travel with the solar system,and all the stars
travel too,and there is no fixed post ranned. down some spot in spnce,of which wo car
say:'his post is absolutely at rest.Let us take it as a common point from which to
measure." Having not such a common "constant" no must resisn to the conclusion,that
all our observations are relative.and only valid for our system of reference.

MICHELSON, MORLEY, FITZGERALD. ORENTZ, AND EINSTEIN
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Einstein,after showing us,that all our observations are relative,that we are even
event on two different spots happen at the same time,
unable to state,nhether
although we could swear and our cameras could prove it that they happened at the
same time (but the spots may move nnd lieht from them need time) - Einstein, telling
us that all our measurements and observations are unreliable and relative,gave us
back a little of the confidence we had lost.He proved that there are still some
constants in this universe of ours,which are the same and equally valid for any observer.Such a constant for instance is the speed of light.Einstein built up so-called
invariant formulas of the laws of nature, which are equally valid for any observer.

Footnote. The above lines ore actually only the beginning of an explanation of the
theory of relativity.Tho whole trouble started in the eiehties of the last century
when the two scientists .
.ilichelson and Morley started an experiment.Light travels with
the velocity of le&300 miles per second.If .ee have a lantern at rest,and send out
a beam of light, this beam would travel with the speed of 186.300 miles:Suppose now,
we set the lantern in motion and let it travel with a speed of 10 miles in the same
direction,and now we send out another beam of light.Obvicusly this beam will now
travel with a speed 166.300 + 10 = 186.310 miles.The situation would be the same as
throwing a bottle out of the window of a train in the direction of the engine.The
bottle will travel with the speca of the train 4- speed given by throwing = Sum of
both speeds. But lachelson and Morley failed to find any additional speed of light.
The conclusion was,that the speed of light is a constant,indcpendent of any speed of
the light source.This conclusion threw the physicists in an upheaval and Kit Jerald
offered an explanation,which was considered crazy; the travelling lantern becomes
shorter when travelling.Lorentz did a sensible thing.'7e can't alter nature,ana if
our formula of the addition of two speeds (bottle and enoine) doesn't work for light,
must evolve a new formula to suit natureThis he did.
New,light,as we know, is electricity in motion.The Lorentz formula evolved for
optics and eleetrodynamics(electricity in motionLive accepted.0ame Einstein and
used this formula not for light and electric charge /but for any =vine body in oenerel,
let us say, a billiard ballp although a billiard ball has nothing to do with electricity
in motion. He gave his paper in 1905 the somewhat contradictory title:The electrodynamics of movine bodies.
Applying the Lorentz formula to moving bodies in nenerallEinstein came to conclusionseshich three; the whole world in confusion. According to the Lorentz formula
things in space becomes shorter,and time slows down,on a moving body.Suppose an observer travels in space and has before him a table one foot long.In his hand he has a
foot ruler to measure the length of this table.It is one foot,all right.-. 07 the observer travels with the tL,ble,in the direction parallel to the measured edge of the
table.' hen he reaches a speed of 161.00C miles per secondsthen accordine to the
formula - his table would have shrunk to one half foot.He takes now his foot ruler
to measure the shrinkage of his table.lill he find now the half length? No,he wouldn't.
because his foot ruler would have shrunk too to half a foot,and,accordin to his
observation,he would find still the table one foot long,and he would be unaware if
the shrinkage.Well then, who would notice the shrinkage? Only another observer who
is at rest,seeing the first observer flits by at terrific speed.But funny enough,the
first observer would think the second observer is moving at terrific speed in the
other direction.None of both could say who is at rest and who is travelling.And the
first observer,believing himself at rest,00uld observe that the table of the Jeocnd
observer has shrunk to half the length.Both observers would somehow deceive themselves.
Both observations have no absolute value and are only relative.
And so we are back at cur subject,the relativity of observation,and with this
we may conclude these explanations,which eay be termed a simplification of some aspects
of the theory of relativity.
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"Long" and "short" are terms showing reletions,usually relative to a man.Thus
"Length" is not something which an object possesses as a man possossesa shirt;
it is a word in our heads.Its meaning is determined by what we do,rather than by what
we say and the concept shifts with our doing."
"Beyond our skins are only things - moving,still,vital and less vital,changing
behaving.The "capitalisms" and "principles" are created in our heads by language
and by language are objectified.The most powerful microscope cannot find them."
Stuart Chase (26)
"Indeed we can now definitely state that no two human beings,with the single
exception of the members of pairs of identical twins,cre biologically equal in
the sense of possessing the same genetic constitution,so that biological difference
is,for all practical purposes,universal."
Julien Huxley (66)
"Each mind has its on method."
Everson
Now,let's examine the language of the two observers which we met in the foregoing
chapter.As explained they are suspended somewhere in empty space and pass each other
with a speed of 161.000 miles per second.According to the Lorentz formula,at such
epeed,thines shrink to half their length.Every observer would not become conscious
of this shrinkaee,becnuse his ruler would shrink too,and he would still measure 1
foot.However the other observer would see the shrinkage,as the first observer pass
by.Now,both observers don t exactly know who is at rest and who travels.There is no
fixed post in the space of our univcrse.The first observer would believe himself at
rest and •could think the other observer flits by.The other observer would think that
he is at rest and the first observer travelling. Somehow, say by radio,they could
speak with each other.
First observer:"Rello,I saw you just a few seconds ego.You passed by from left to right
with the terrific speed of 161.000 miles per second."
"You are wrong.I was perfectly at rest.I saw you passing by from right
Second
to left at the speed you mentionedeAnd you and your table looked funny.
I measured your table supposed to be 1 feet lone.It has shrunk to
half the leneth.And you yourself,ha ha,you too shrank in width,You
looked as if a steanroller has passed over you.Ha,Ha:"
First observer:"You are wrone:Evorythine was all rirht with me.You looked so thin and
flattened and your size has shrunk."
Second "
"That's silly."
"You are silly.' am perfectly all right."
First
Einstein:
"Gentlemen,pleese:Can't you come to an agreement?"
First observer:"I am absolutely right.He is =one:"
Second "
"No,I am absoitely right.lie is ,
erongt"
"Gentlemen: You both are right and your observations are right too,but
Einstein:
not absolutely.Your observations are relative to your system of reference.Your belief that you are at rest and the other travelled is
of relativity in your head
idea
relative.As soon as you eet this
we could come to an aereement,and find out what really happened."
The reader,who never dipped into books on the Theory of Relativity may be very puzzled by the above explanation.But other readers know that all beoks,which try to explain
the Theory are full with observers on treirP,or along a rail track,or on a rotating disk
or in roomtsuepended in space, all of them equinped with measuring rods,clooks,apparatus
to give light signals,and they are all arguing Who is right in his observation and who
is wrong.And the notion of tho system of reference plays a great part in all this argue:ing.
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How can we extend the analogy to our daily speech?
Firstly: We must realize that each person who thinks,feels,believes,etc.etc.does all
this with his system of refereace,his body and his brain.Americans have a
special slang for this. "I got"into my system" they say.
Secondly:Now to Biology.Not two human systems are alike.This biological fact you can
observe everywhereman beings differ from each other.
Oonclusion:"Every word and meaning, referinE to an activity of a human system is only
relative in meaning and valid only with reference to that human system."
Such words and meanings become clearly visible in the symbols of semantography.
The particular system of reference is expressed by a particular symbol.Iiere they are.
The symbols for the human system of reference

fTh
1st mind symbol
ID
emotion

0

2nd mind symbol

3rd mind symbol

mouth symbol

EGO

SUYEREGO

Si'NECH

reason

conscience

language

Words carrying these symbols of reference are referring to what's on your heart,on
your mind and on your toneue,and all this has only a relative meaning.
Such words are for instance opinion,doubt,certainty,belief reason,loeic,noral,conscience
good,bal,riehte wrone as well as a host of thousands of words including democracy,
fascism,communism,capitalism,and any -ism in peneral,as eell as the words freedom,
clorma, and dormatism,proeress and reaction,wisdom and balderdash and even science and
pseudo-science.
All these words written in sementoeraphy carry one of the above symbols, indicating
a human system of reference,never perfectly alike to another human system of reference.
What one brain terms wisdom,another brain may term balderdash and the fight of what
"iescience and what pseudo-science is tieing on in many minds.Who is right?
As soon as we are aware,that none of us can be perfectly and absolublrright,we may
come together to find agreement.
Hendrik Willem van Loon defined the meaning of Tolerance as a feeling,that you may
be perhaps wronr,even if you feel that you are absolutely rieht.If all men would feel
like this,we would have tolerance on this planet.It is exactly what we are all crying
for.Now look up the symbol for tolerance on page 173,as derived from the meaning of
tolerance used in engineering.
Whenever you see one of the above symbols,you should know that they refer to the
brain of the writer,which differ with other brains.lioreover you should be aware,that
the writer himself is never sure a
whether to e .lo the ID EGO or SUPEREGO
symbol.Look up the chapter THE RELATIVITY OF :.SID (page 180 and the dialogue between
Bertie and 5odehouse's Jeeves (page 170).
Now to other symbols of human organs,syMbols of a human system of reference.

0
eye symbol
for
SEE= sense

ear symbol
for
HEARING sense

nose symbol
for
SEELIING sense

hand symbol
for
TOUCHING sense

le heard a lot on the relativity of observation.Relative in meaning are other words
too,like beautiful,ugly,hartonieus or cacophonic;sone women like perfunfl Nbich some
men can't stand and people
term some dishes tasty,which others term dreadful.
And son/with all other words pertaining to our senses, including the sense of touch.
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In the fore-cinr, paraTraphs we have dealt with SENSE lACTIONSLni.all words pertainin7 to them.From previous chapters we know,that this 7roup is a part of the croup
of EUNAN EVALUATION.
7e have divided all words of all larruai-res as Wallin^ into one or more of the
three great groups
(besides words
for SPACE,TIJE
Y
ACTIONS
EVALUATION
THINGS
and numbers}
physical
human
chemical
This third iToup is symbolized in semantoPraphy by the indicator V (Value)

V
indicator
for
human EVALUATION words
adjective,adverb

indicator for
grossly inflated
human EVALUATION words
adjectival,adverbial noun

All words cerryinj these symbols fall in this class,:;ot only the adjectives rood,
bad,beautiful and u7ly,but also their inflated nouns r..oedness,badness,beauty,ugliness,
as well as lorw,short,fer„near,hipt,low bir,.small,cdso Llnyth,shcrtnoss,etc.
Then there is the greet amount of adjectives,derived from THIMS as man-like,manly,
peg,-like,pi7gisho hammer-like,etc.eto.the derivative adjectives.They refer to abstraca hammer.They too
tions which we make in our mind of a few '4UALITIES of a man, a
are therefore human EVALUATION words.
In the same class fall the adver,..vhich are the adjectives of the verb, the ACTION
commandinr-ly, hanner inc..rly. They are usu7ords, as for instance bre ak ir:- -1 ,
-1-Dra-,kin7,Erippin7,commandinF, and hammerinr,„
ally not employed to qualify -Li:,
They are usually attached to some other A=.-de repeated ,his sentences hammerinly.
His words fell ha7mer-like, People might dis-cree about such a EVALUATION,mi-ht find
that the speech was -3eary and monctoncus,.4ncther human EVALUATION0further inflated
by the use of the nouns drecriness and monotony.
Sometimes the derivation might be made from the ACTION of f. THE:G.She acts like
a pig.She acts pir7;7ish-ly.
We have already spoken of the dnnger of such words and we formulate a rule
Words, Which carry the symbol for human EVALUATION are Wholly relative in meaning,
they are unreliable,they have different meanings for different people,Bewwe!
Is there someTHING in these words which is"common ground" for all observers,like
the earth is common ground for the observers.Is theresomeTHiNG constant in such words?
Yes,the THINGS outside our skins.A man and a= are zoological entities and real,
Let us write down the symbol for bad man.It means a man,Olaluated)bad (fae
V

enNk
)
11116,

also termed=
rasca7T-rogue
knave
villain
wretch
miscreant

1°
:
41\

'Tr , bad.

scounurel
swindler
ruffian
thug
tough
rowdy

malefactor
malfeasant
evildoer
v4ron7doer
sinner
trans' ressor

felon
trickster
sneak
sharper
hellhound
hooligan

°odium
scamp
nerer-do-well
good for nau ght
black sheep
castaway

All these words are the synonyms of the heading BAD YAN on page B of Roget's
Thesaurus (67) and they represent only a selection.The list contains some 50 words
more

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE A "BAD WOMAN"?
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All these words refer toazoolo3ical entity of our world,well defined and beyond
arcument,namely: a human being,and secondly to an EVALUATIGN,unreliable and varying
in meaning with different individuals.
This symbol exemplifies the symbol economy of semanteEraphy,which has been initiated by Ogden's Basic EnzliSh,who proved that extreme word economy is possible.
Some readers may say,that a man,who has been convicted of breakin; the law,may
rightfully deserve one of those titles. True encu3h,althouh what may be allowed in
one country, may be prohibited in another country, acid we know the instances under
which oven murder is sanctioned,although called by other names.
But we are mostly concerned with our daily speech and thouEht,and from this point
of vie7r, we must airree,that such words as listed above arc used not czainst "convicted
criminals" but ar!cinst people in the political arena,or even against the neighbour.
Take the words BAD WMAN, In many countries a woman who Zets a child "illegitimately"
(mother human EVALUATION 7ord) is orualified a BAD 7I0MAN.But there are places even in
Central Europe,especially in the country,where such a judgement is incomprehensible.
after she had an "illiIn some countrios,tho farmer boy would marry a Girl only
gitimate" child from hirn.ile "tents to be sure that he will have sons and daughters,
who could run the farm, when he is old..From this point of vie7,the EVALUATION of
BAD "WOKAN makes no sense at all.On the contrary.These country people are very sensible,
and even the churchmen show understandinith other people,and they represent the
great majority,the Vi;,-LUATION of B.0 7102,W; remains, 3d has caused uncounted misery.
In fa ter chapters mention has been made,that chemical formulas show the inherent
structure and the inherent danger.
i!,77 we see how symbol formulas show similarly the inherent structure _and the inherent darvrer.All words carr ir , the SENSE and EVALUATION _narks can cause miser
A chemist knows how to handle chemicals and even dan•erous cnmAnd this semanto7nwhy is desi:-nedbv a chemist to teach the people the chemistry of words,if we
learn to recornise words of this tro wc, can learn how to handle and h.ou't1 dis ose of
them,-.-Lthout damage to anyone concerned,

THE QUANTUK OF ENERGY

"Rather against my better judETT,aht I will try to give a rough impression of
the theory.lt would probably be wiser to nail up over the door of the new quantum
theory a notice "structural alterations in proJ7rees - No admittance except on
businese jand particularly to warn tho doorkeeper to keep out prying philosophers."
A.S.Eddingten (50)
"Socrates followed PythaToras in believinr...that mathematical truth were divine
and illustrated the nature of the mind of Ged,a view that has been advocated to
some extent by modern mathematicians."
C.E.Kenneth i:ees (10)
In a fore:-oin7 chapter (p.201) mention has been made,that Greek philosophers
evolved the atom theory without any experiments.They somehow reasoned it out.They
wndered what would happen if we try to divide a -rain of salt into smaller and still
smaller hits.ln theoretical thinkinr this dividin- could go on and on.If we think
that we have now arrived at the smallest part of salt,we could - in our brain only thitk,that we could theoretically divide this smallest part in still smaller parts.
So there is no end to this.
But if we divide and divide we should arrive at particles Which fast approach
zero,and as there is no limit to our dividing we should arrive at sere,which means
rzthin.However,a Train of salt can't be build up by trillions and quadrillions of
nothings. So,such a reasonin must be abandoned.It must be abandoned,because it
leads nowhere and to nothing.
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So,by "pure" reasonin,the philosophers came to the conclusion, that once we arrive
at the"smallest" part, this "smallest" part - by reason of lan:uaee and thought - is
the end of smallness and no division can take place beyond that.Thoy called that
smallest indivisible part an atom,because atomos means in Greek uncut, indivisible.
About 2000 years later Dalton in 1805 - 1807 and Prout in 1815 compared the results
of chemical analyses of elements and found that their relations can be nearly expressed
by full numbers 1,4,Z,9,11,12,0iydroien 1.008, Helium 4.00,Lithium 6.94,Beryllium 9.1,
Boron 11.0, Carbon 12.005 etc.) Dalton formulated the scientific atom theory and Prout
advanced a theory,which was very incredulously received,that all elements are built up
of the UNIT of ELMENT,which is hydroen,with the atomic weight of 1.
Let us try to feel the fascination which is inherent in this magic number of 1.
Greek philosophers felt that the numbers express divine simplicity and modern mathomaticianmarvellinn about the simplicity of physical formula& and the divine truth
which is contained in the statement 1 + 1 e 2, shock nobody by declaring that the
Creator of this universe is a mathematician,
We all have learned about decimals in school.We can divide 1 into 10/10th as
follows: 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 amd finally 1.
Now we can divide 1 into 100/100th and further on and express these fractions of 1
by 0.01 0.001 0.0001
0 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001
and still further on with millions of decimals.There is no end to this.
Now let us start with a very tiny fraction of 1,expressed by
0.0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001
We are only hampered by the width of our pa7e,but wc can imaeinc that we have a
number containine millions of zero.
And now let us slowly no upwards towards the number 1. Slowly our numbers will
bepome bieger and binger,until we wculd have a number containing millions of 9,but
still being a fraction of 1 and smaller than 1
0.9999999999999999999999999999999990000c=009 99999999999S:9999999999999999999999999,..
But then,quite suddenly we mould arrive at a number,not Navine millions of decimals
but being simply
1
What a wonderful,truly divine simplicity. hat beauty of expression:
But then we are restless and want to exceed the number 1 by a tiny fraction.At once
we are again conSronted by millions of decimals
1.coccoom0000000ccoc000000000000m000000c0000cooccom00000000moc000000m000coococa
but toiling on and or we would come nearer and nearer to a decisive point

1.999999999999999D999999999999990999S99999990999999999999999999999999999999999909b...
and then anain suddenly to the simple number of
2
and so on to 3 and 4 and 5,6,7,8,9.
The above explanation has been given only to make us understand the rapture which
the mathematicians of old felt about the full numbers.The above explanation homever,
is only a "cruth" because the simple numbers have been used to express decimals,but
the reader may forgive this.
The philosophers of old have thus used mathematics to ponder about chemistry and
have evolved the theory of atoms. It is only natural that they not cnly pondered
about the UNIT of NATTER,but also about the UNIT of ACTION.
They argued about the flight of an arrow.It's an ACTION,Can we divide it int.
;
atoms of action? The idea was very puzzlineedifficult to erasp;more difficult in. any
case as the division of matter of which ee can make a simple mental picture(taking
a knife and cutting pieces into smaller piecese0an we cut ACTION?
Apparently tiee comes into this and the smallest amount of time is a"moment".
Zeno,who had a sense of humour,claimed to be able to prove that the arrovris actually
at reet.If a moment is zero time,the arrow will not move in zero time.And as the
whole flight of the arrow is divided into innumerable"moment4then the arrow will
throughout all these moments be at rest,not flying at all.
There the matter rested.„We cannot form a mental picture of a knife cutting the
flight of an arrow into action units,and up till now,it was believed that ACTION
gradually grows over innumerable decimals - not as with matter,which starts with 1.
Action may begin with 0.000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001...
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The atomic theory of matter has led to ereat discoveries and understanding into
the nature of thine's. We all have been to school and remember the chemical models ,
little wooden balls connected with bits of mire:Each little ball represented an
atom, and showed us how complicated chemical compounds are composed.
In the meantime we have advanced a little and atom scientists have succeeded to
split the atomse:e.h eieantic voltage venerators and cyclotrons,but again the wonderful
simplicity of full numbers 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 etc. have been found.Today scientists
are more than ever convinced that matter is built up in successions of full nuMbers
1 2 3 4 5 etc. and they use exactly the sane cubes and balls,which children use
in their play to explain the isotopes, the various mass nuMbers,the atomica/ numbers.
Niels Bohr,the disciple of the great Rutherford,deliehts in playine with marbles
(which,no doubt,he boueht in a toy shop) to demonstrate why 1 neutron will pass through
an atom containing 2,3,4,or more protons and neutrons (68).
It is no accidence that atom scientists use the same simple marbles and cubes which
children use.The basical simplicity of our universe is revealing itself more and mere
to our wondrous eyes,A scientist said:]Uture has kindled a lieht, the human brain, to
reveal little by little its secrets.A wonderful statement.But "who" is "Nature"?
The hunch of the Greek philosophers, the UNIT of MATTER has now been proved.But
how about the UNIT of ACTION? Up till now we believed we can push a stone a little,
or with even lesser force;just a lesser push,and even less,and less, and less,and
less;there is no end to it.
Max Planck has proved that the UNIT of ACTION exists.Hc compared the results of
many experiments and found (similarly like Dalton and Prout) that simple full numbers
1 2 3 4 5 etc. were found in energy measurements.In other mords,eneray in action
does not steadily erow over millions of decimals.Enerey jumps in jerks of simple numbers 1 2 3 4 5 etc,The word atom was reserved for matter,so Planck called the
UNIT of ENERGY 1 quantun.And so the quantum theory was born at the be7innir , of this
century.It had great effect on all work on atomic physics.The enemy used up to push
the electrons around in their orbits is used up in simple numbers 1 2 3 4 and no
decimals between.
This is the principle of the quantum theory.It is a simple principle,as simple
as the mathematics we learn in the first school year.We should not be surprised to
find that primitive man, in evolvine laneuaee,had a hunch about the UNIT of ACTION.

THE UNIT OF ACTION IN LANGUAGE

"We should expect that the action represented by the number 1 would be most
interesting and would eventually represent the indivisible atom of aotion.The
modern quantum theory seems to favour such a point of vieeeWhen we encounter a pure
number having such crucial significance in this world,we should not wonder that
such a number intrigues us."
Alfred Herzybski (56)
"Arent - Act ,- Object.It acc.ms to mo that the...seetence„.expresses this unit
forced upon primitive man by nature itself;it vas not
of natural process
we who made
it be so universal,it ought to correspond to some primary
law of nature."
Ernest Fenollosa (31)
During the foregoing chapters we have learned a lot of ACTION worde,movine,travele
line,aoine,speekine,etc.etc.Now we have used the word ENERGY,E'nd we should learn the
difference which the physicist makes between these two notions.
ACTION - according to physics - is ENERGY,employed during a time interval.This is
a very practical definition.ENERGY employed during no time at all, is no ACTION at
all.For practical purposes we may say(forsakine accuracy): ACTION is ENERGY in ACTION
For practical purposes we shall use sa2utimes it corlinT explanations the terms:ACTION
ward and IMEGY word,meanin the same.Thusmevine,travellina,eoinee speakine are termed
ORGY words and in fact,enerey is employed when doing all these ACTIONS.
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"For practical purposes". These words must have exasperated many readers.Semantography is supposed to be a practical system, a practical tool for practical purposes,
to be used by practical people,
Instead of,the reader has been fed in the last chapters with difficult theories,
which have nothing to do with practical purposes, and have always been incomprehensible
to the man in the street.
The author's explanation and excuse is: this is not a text book designed for children or primitive people.it is the first book to prove that such kind of "language"
is possible.It should show,that - if the physical and chemical laws of nature are
equally valid in every country,me should be able to build a kind of writing on these
physical and chemical laws,which writing would be equally valid in all languages of
all countries.
Do we need that taikcnomodern scientific theories in a text book on semantography?
No,we don't need it at ell.Let's take a"primitive"man from a"primitive"tribe.He has
not the slightest idea of decimals.But le could make him easily understood the meaning of 1 coco-nut, 2, 3, 4, or 5 coco-nute.But how to explain7him the UNIT of ACTION?
VelI,suppose we let 1 coco-nut drop on his head from the height.of the palm,That
would make just 1 hit.To hit and hitting means an ACTION,which he would quickly understand,although somewhat painfully. Now, we let him have 2 hits, 3 hits, 4 hits and
5 hits.It would soon get onto (or into) his head,that I hit is the UNIT of ACTION,
There can't be anything as j hit.
To children in primary school we could point out, that this special ACTION word,
takes on - amazingly - the plural,like if it would be a THING. In English, the plural
is expressed by adding the -s. 1 coo-nut and 2 coco-nut. 1 hit and 2 hitS,
Do oe need any mention of physics or chemistry or any conventional grammar term
to explain this. No,we don't.Children would grasp it easily.
But now - in semantography we do not need the notion of the UNIT of ACTION word
at all, just as vie do not need the inflated ACTION word, the verbal noun. The simple
and small ACTION indicator will do the job perfectly.
Why then all the bothering about it?
The answer is all advanced languages have this peouliarity,tha UNIT of ACTION
word.In conventional grammar its a noun,or a verbal noun, just as other ACTION words
which do not denote the UNIT of ACTION.Critics may say,that senontography is able
to express to hit, and hitting and the Hitting,but not The Hit, or Two Hits. To them,
it must be shown that semantography can easily cope with this peculiarity of educated
speech.
But above all, these chapters are nocessary,because that UNITofACTIaN word behaves
very strange.This behaviour is not re-dily recognized today.Ogden and Richards mensubtorfuges,cloverly used for the oonfusion of meaning(p.191).
tion it tc be one of
In fact, the UNITc f.1.7,71-C!: word chan,-,,cs into a Tiimm. mord,somehaw similarly to the
and vice 7orsa,It's Physics in Language.it seems crasy;bor
conversion of
into
in any case, it won't make drab readino.it wil4help us to understand how lag'.. .uage works.
Before we go into that, let's find the appropiate symbol - although we won't need it
in simple reports written in semantooraphy.
Let us suppose the most universal ACTION in our universe; an electron circling
around its nucleus,, ust like a planet circling around its sun.

proton 0

electron

The ACTION which holds the Univcrso together
Now, if this is "too high" ,just let us suppose a child,binding a string to a stone
and whirling it oxound,For the following explanation,this simple picture will do
just as
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Now what words have we to describe this ACIIC:7
ACTION word

inflated ACTION ,word

1= of ACTION word

verb,infinitive

verbal noun

another verbal noun
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

The Turning
The Rotating
The Revolving
The Circling
The Cycling
The Spinning
The Gyrating

to turn,turning
to rotate,rotating
to revolve,revolving
to cirole,circling
to oycle,oyoling
to spin, spinning
to gyrate,gyrating

Turn
Rotat-ion
Revolut-ion
Circulat-ion, 1 Circle
Cycle
Spin
Gyrat-ion

In all these cases,the UNITofACTION ':card means one 0: =ate Turn,ene complete Revoti?:sc words take
luticn,one complete Cycle. It is the UNIT of ACTION,all
p1;rality rftriaTS.
all the plural form:Turn-s,Rovolution-s,Cycle-s,
Consider this analogy,comparison,retapher,simile (call it -Tift you may) silly or
crazy,but there is no doubt that these words contain the mathem:,_tical number I and
the quantum. unity
they refer to the 127,IT of ACTION-,hc,vin: a fc_r
of which the semanticist Horzybski (56) said,(without,however rr.ferring to those verbal nouns):
"7e should expect that the action represented by the nuMber 1 7puld be most interesting and would eventually represent the indivisible atom of action."
Korzybksi spoke about the quantum theory and its semantical aspect in regard of
sane langue,His viewpoint is Quito different,but somehow, he -rants to say the same:
"Comprehend the universe as the physicist does, and you will arrive at a language,similar in structure to the universe,a lawluaTte for sanity." He frave his book the title:
Science and Sanity.
Strangely enot01,7ie find this UNIT of ACTION with almost every vorb,not only in
English,but in most languages.This shows clearly,that man felt it necessary to express the UNIT of ACTION,that - to modify Prof.Fenollosa's words (quoted at the beginning of this chapter) - that it may have been "forced upon primitive man by nature
itself"...that it might "correspond to some primary law of nature."
In English,the UNITof ACTION Turd is expressed in many instances by the ending
-ion,like in Rotat-ion,or by the ending -ment,like in advertim,ment,or by the ending
-ive,like in narrat4,ive,seldomly by,the ending -ture;likc in signa-ture,mix-t=are.
In very many oases however, modern English has shed any ending,and has used the stem
of the word(with a number t trat)1 Turn, 1 Spin. 21nd this :1L::thod we shall employ in
semantoT7rDphy,because it is the simplification we scok.to express the UNIT of ACTION

A

And for the critics who 77ant,to see the
(inflated) verbal noun:

/Q A)

ox.

to turn
Examples:

mouth 0

A

aA

lA
eye

0

1 look, 1 glance
1 talk, 1 speech
1 view, 1 inspection
1 reportl narrative
1 tale, 1 say(saying) 1 visionl sight

The Turn

The Turning

1 turn

1 turn

ear

2

1 hearing
1 audition

1A
pen
/ 9-?9,-p???

,fie see that the word changes sometimes:snoak,speech,see,sight.Sometimes the ending -ing
is used:1 sa or 1 saying, 1 hearing and 1 !IlIlaz.But is there not a UNITofACTION word
for to write? Yes,there is: 1 -7rit,but it came someho7/ out of use.In the days of old
it was used for instance for the Holy Writ.Today a writ means a warrant for arrest.
But strangely enough, the 71ord =it stands not only for the ACTION,but also for the
NABS converted from this ACTION,the piece of written paper.And in some sentences such
words have a dual aspect, they mean the ACTION and the THPTG ,the ENERGY and the NASS.
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ENERGY-MASS CONVERSION AND THE DUAL ASPECT OF MATTER
ENERGY-MASS CONVERS ION
AND
THE DUAL ASPE CT OF MAT TER

"E = m.c2 ,an equation which holds generally between mass and energy,This fact
has been called by Einstein the law of the inertia of enerev,It has been verified
repeatedly by experiments,and is one of the most striking structural results of
Einstein's theory.The above staterent moans that the two fundamental notions of
'mass' and 'energy' are equivalent and thus we have a clear vision of the structure
of 'matter',The two older structural laws of 'conservation of matter' and of
'conservation of energy' become fused into one„liass becomes structurally and verbally nothing else than energy concentrated at a point,and it appears as a form
of energy manifestation."
Alfred Korzybski (citing M.Born) (56)

"And yet when I hear to-day protests against the Bolshevism of modern science
and regrets for the old-established order,I am inclined to think that Rutherford
not Einstein, is the real villain of the piece."
A.S,Eddington (50)

"The concepts of wave amplitude g electric and magnetic field strength,energy
density,etc.,were originally derived from primitive experiences of daily life,
such as the observation of water waves or the vibrations of elastic bodies."
"The problem of quantum theory centers on the fact that the particle picture
and the wave picture are merely two different aspects of one and the same
physical reality."
W.Heisenberg (69)
On the pages 203 ff it has been said,that two observers who pass each other at
the enormous speed of 161.000 miles per second,would observe on each other that
space dimensions in the direction of the movement,as for instance the length of a
table would have shrunk to half.The puzzled reader may rightfully ask,whether this
phenomenon has been observed.The answer is ntailuman beings may never attain such
terrific speeds considering that a cannon ball flies only less than mile in 1 second..
Now,the reader may grow indignant and ask:how do we really know that such shrinkage
will be observed' The answer is: we deduct it from the Lorentz formula, But,the reader
may say:perhaps the Lorentz formula does not work for such speed.It may well be,that
empirical observation (that means practical observation) would bring diarent results
in which case the formula would need alteration.
True enough, the differences in shrinkage, calculated from the Lorentz formula, if
speeds are used attainable with human neans,are so small,that human instruments would
not be able to record it.On the other hand,Einstein has proved beyond doubt(by simple
reasoning) that two observers in space,moving relatively to each other,rould make different observations,!vould not be able to ascertain the simultaneity of an event,or
the length of their measuring rods in absolute measurements.
Still you may rightfully doubt what we deduct from the Lorentz formula,na'nely:
By relative observation (from a point assumed to be at rest) of a body which moves
with great_speed,it woUld seem that on the moving body,space haS shrunk, time slowed
down and the weight of bodies increased.And this latter fact has been actually observed.
As explained above,great differences would be observable,if we could attain such
terrific speeds of 100.000 of miles per 1 second and more,coming near to the speed of
light (abt.166.300 miles per 1 second)And amazingly enough,such terrific speeds are
attained today in every home,whcre there is a radio set.
From the glowing filament of a radio tube,electrons are released,which fly with
great speed towards the anode plate.They have good reason to do so,becsuse electrons
are of negative eletricity,and they are "attracted" by the positive charge of the
anode plate. hen we increase the positive charge to 10,000 volts or 1,000,000 volts
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'e increase the speed of the elctrons to such nunbers as 100.000 miles per second
and more.Now the electrons have weight.They are heavy,as any particles is,and they
react towards a magnet as any iron particles does.
You have seen a huge magnet working on a scrap iron yard.It makes a difference
whether a piece of iron to be lifted is light or heavynAnd on this principle we can
measure the heaviness of electrons during their flight.Ve bring a magnet near to
their path and measure the deviation,the deflection from'Shoir path,as exerted- by
the magnet on thehodies" of the eIctrons.7hen ue increase their speed to 100.000
miles per second and moreue,the observers at rest,find that the weight of the electrons increases,in accordance with the prediction of the Lorentz formula.
Of course,electrons in motion,mean electrodynamics,and the Lorentz formula has
been divised for eletrodynamics.It was Einstein,who applied the fornalla for moving
bodies in general (see page 203).He took the formula and evolved from it another
formula,which today is the basis of all the talks about atomic energy.As this is of
common interest even to the man in the street,and as we are going to &raw some analogy as to language in the coming chapter,we may dwell a little on the subject,
As boys and girls,wo all learned in school a little formula,which in a very simplified form means; Energy depends on Mass and. Speed, ( E n nlq2 ; vs-velocity,speod)
This in a simple statement and can be easily explained,If a thin at full speed goes
on a wrong siding and crashes into standing freight cars thern,theenergyixvolved in
this crash,will be groat if the mass of the speeding engine and train is great,
and if the speed of the engine is great. The greater the mass,the greater the eniernY,
and also,the greater the speecl of the mass,the greater the energy.This should be easy
to understand.
Mass is something fundamental in our universe, some THING we oan put on a scale and
weigh.Energy too is fundamental in our universe.Any ACTION is a manifestation of energy.
But what is speedWan we reduce this notion to universal fundamentals? Yes we can,
Speed is SPACE divided by TEE. This looks silIy,How can we divide SPA0 by TIME It's
an incomprehensible idea.
But it's actually simple. If an engine traverses a space of 500 miles in 5 hours,
we find the speed of the engine by dividing 500 miles of SPACE by 5 hours of ME,
500 5 n 100. The speed of the engine is therefore 100 miles per honr.Sinple isn't it?
We see now,that the little formula,mentioned above, which we learned in school,
contains the four fundamentals of our universe
LASS

ENERGY

SPACE

TET

and we see now, that the grammar of somanto7raphy is equally based on those four fundamentals,tun of which have been given nines more common in every day speech
THING

ACTION

SPACE

TIEE

All these fundamentals contain the mathemntical numbers,which - so we arc assured
by modern and ancient mathesnticinns - represent the language of the Creator and reveal divine truth,onually valid anywhere.Incidontally they are written in international
symbols,equally valid in any language.
There is of course a fifth fundamental in somantography,ana also in naturo,the
HUMAN
eloment,which is the most miraculous one,because it represents a creation of Creation,
fitted with a brain to explore Creation and reveal its secrets.
In some for fetched analogy we may think that in the modern theory of relativity
the human element is represented by the observer,and in fact, this theory has opened
our eyes and has led us to new ways of contemplating the universe and its fundamentals.
For a relativist,the Lwu fundamentals SPACE and. TDB have sonchow merged into an
indissoluble union.W have seen that the Lorentz formula robins SPACE and TIME of its
absoluteness.There is no absolute length,no absolute time.The first man
who
was able to contemplate the new world in mathcmntical formulns was Vinkownki,and the
scientists have honoured him in calling it the "1-iinkowskiWorld".It was he, ;rho said
in 1900
"The views of space and time which I wish to lay before you have sprung from the
sail of experimentn1 physics,and therein lies their strength.Thcy are radical,Hence-
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Henceforth space by itself,end time by itself,are doomed to fade away into mere
shadows,and only a kind of union of the two will preserve an independent reality" (70)
It is very difficult for the non-mathematician to follow the reasoning of Minkowski.
In the following lines an explanation is offered which should give the reader a faint
idea of Minkowskit s pioneer work.
In the chapter on page 144 The Relativity of Spacepmention has-boon made of Ispsces
with 4 or 5 foio:ensions. Our space is three dimensional.When we order a box from the
carpenter we have to give him 3 dimensions, say 20 x 40 x 100 inch,indicating length,
width and depth.
We cannot images a space with 4 or 5 dimensions.This means:we cannot form a picture
in our mind of such a space.But the mathematician does not need a picture.He can imagine
a space with 4 or 5 or 6 or n dirensiont,It was Bernhard Riemann who, a century ago,
set to the task, to evolve the geometrical rules of such spaces.lie developed other
formulae of strange surfaces and closed space;,endloss,yot limitedoTake a cube.Each
surface of a cube is a perfect square and if you travel on such a square sorface,you
*,could soon reach one of the four edges,where the surface cones to an end.But now imagine yourself travelling on the surface of a sphere.It has a well limited surfaoc,and
boys and girls learn in school how to corpute the surface of a sphere.But if you travel
on a very big sphere you would never reach an "end".knd if you don't leave traces,if
there are no landmarks of any kind, just a west smooth surface of ico,for instance,you
may go on and on in a straight line,ontil you come to the conclusion that your world
is endless (although you may have =rived_ in your old tracks again).Riemnnn believed
that our universe is equally limited but endless.It is curved like a lemon and all
the phenomona,like light,eleotrioity,gravitation,etc. ore due to thdt curvature.Ricmann believed that light too goes in ourves,ana he looked at a bright star,about to
sink beyond the horizon,when o faint star just started to rise over the horizon on
"this is the same star,which light
the opposite sideTV.ay be",Riomann reasoned,
see now coming from the other side."
When Einstein pondered about the phenomena of light,gravitation,oto.he remembered
Riemann and when he opened his forgotten papers,he found there the formulas for spaces
for 4 or 5 or n dinansions.And these formulae suited well his calculations.
iinkowski got the idea to evolve the formulae of a 4 dimensional space,in which
time is the 4th dimension.Now this may seem inoomprehensible,because a space dimension
like length cannot be expressed in time,and tiro cannot
be expressed by length.
But astronomers have done it for a long time.Being tired to express the distance
of a star in"astronomical" figures with dozens of 0000000000000, they have invented
the space unit of a lisht year.This is the distance in space,which light traverses
in a years time.It is approximtely 6,000,000,000,000 miles.Most stars are more than
100 light years away from us.Some are millions of light years away.
Minkonski went the other my rOund.He converted time dimension into space dimension by declaring: 1 second of_tire equals 186.500 miles in space,the distance which
light travels in 1 second. His fourth dimension is expressed by c.t.In the case of
t (time) be 1 second we have 186.300 x 1 .Thus we have a fourth space dimension,which
enters now the formula of 4 dimensional space.But the light constant c is in too.
Now,don't be afraid.The "Iiinkowski 7or1d" with imaginary time co-ordinateoresembles
closely our own world.But if we take the two observers in space and the Lorentz formula,evolved according to Minkowskis formulae we get a very simple formula;(xl x2 x3 )4
aro the 4 aimonsiona.)
2
2
2
X4
x1 x2 + Xa
One of these 4 space dimensions is the time dimension,but in the formula all 4 dimensions are treated alike.The great simplicity of this formula is revealed when we
acs are the two forAolne far etch ef the two different observers moving in space.
Both formulae look exactly like the one above,ana are oquivnlent to each other.if these
paragssiphs have given you a faint idea of the ''or' of -lankowski,the purpose has been
fulfilled.In any case we have to believe the physicists and the mathematicians,and one
of them, GoT.Rainichiseidi
"The really fundamental things have a way of appearing to be simple once they have
been stated by a genius,who was in this case lankowski" (71)
We may now have got a faint idea why modern scientists consider SPACE and TIME
as two aspects of an indissoluble union,
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Ninyre Should not be surprised that scientists today consider the two other fundamentals MASS and 5MRGY as two different aspects of an indissoluble union.
Einstein took that little formula,which we learned in school: ENEMY depends on
laSS and 5neod (which is expressed by TBE and SPACE),(e transformed and fused it
with the Lorentz formala,then he cut off all small trimmings (just as we out of a
rest of less than a farthing from a sum) and out came a formula,which looks like
simplicity itself
2
e = m.e
It reads:EMERGY equals EASS,multiplied by the speed of lirtht,power 2, If you
compare it with our school formula on page 213,you will find the four fundamentals:
EN ERGY,M1SS,SPACE and TD-73.Yet the formula of Einstein differs fundamentally from
our school formula. The syMbol a stands for the speed of light (18e.3co riles IDer -second) and we know (see page 203) that this velocity is a universal censtant,equally
valid for any moving body,no matter what its speed.
But the fundamental difference lies in the following fact.Twenty years ago we
learned in school, that MASS and =:ERG:I are two entirely different entities.They are
related to each other,but we should never mix them up.Now,Einstein tells us,that
MASS and MZERGY are two different aspects of the same "thin&'.Increase the energy of
a mass and you increase its mass.
This means in every day lanF.uage: If you throw a stone,you give that stone added
energy from your arm muscles and consequently the stone becomes heavier.If you put a
closed food tin on your stove and heat up the contont,you add energy to that tin and
it becomes heavier.This may seem incomprehensible or incredible at first sight.
Yet,the experiment described on the foregoing page proved that Einsteins formula
works.If we add 9- rect energy by speeding, up electrons in a radio tube,we can register
the increase in weight of the elotrons.With stones and food tins,the added energy is
so small,that we cannot measure it,but with those little stones,the elctrons,,5c can.
Modern atom physicists use that little formula extensively in their calculations
and research,The mass of an electron can disappear completely in an atomic collision

and is then transformed wholly into enerFy or vice versa.
In other words:Every piece of matter, a stone, a out of cheese, any THING, is actually a chunk of ENERGY.
And if we try to calculate the latent onergy,inherent in an ounce of cheeSe,or
orothing which weirths an cunce,we arrive At hair-raising' results.
That little innocent looking part " c ",the velocity of light (186.300 miles,
multiplied by the same amount) gives the sta-Terinz fiTure of 900,000,00C,000,000,000,000
omAec.Employing the scientific units of ener.7 end mass "ie find_ that 1 ounce of cheese
contains the energy,equal to about 650.000.000 kilowatt hours of energy,or the total
electricity production of the United States (1939) durir nearly 2 days.Cne ounce of
cheesc„pleaso:
Now we may understand 4Wradioactive matter gives off oneru incessantly in radiation.Nor we may understand why the sun radiates terrific amounts of energy incessantly
into the cold spaces of the universe,.:Athout diminishing in observable size.It is
the conversion of mass into enormous amounts of ,..norgy.Such conversion is supposed
to have taken place in the atomic bombs.
Footnote: The hyserical reports in no-7spapc:rs and mc.;7asines have created a wave of
nervous disorders and breakdowns in hundreds of thousands of citizen,apart from the
strain which is placed on all of us who appear to have rzlzinba"normal".It may therefore be valuable to recall a report(as a healthy counter-balance to our friptt) made
byhajor Alexander P.cle Seversky, .1.tthor of "Victory through it Power".etc.,who was
commissioned as special Consultant to the U.S.Secretary of War and spent months of intensive studies of air ;large in Europe and Japan,es1-,:cif.11y in Hiroshima and haFasaki.
thc atom bomb,
In his report (72) he refuted all the claims mado
Radioactivity: He questioned the doctors and the nurses at the hospitals,the fire
fighters and Rea Cross workers who " had rushed to the scene in the first few minutes.
They all denied 1D;rsonal knowledge of any lingc.rin7 r-Ilicactivity" and no one of them
could report having personallyseeIl_he cc±s(r of radio burns orj-rLdio poiedming.
Vhat tmA17.cgruthose ugly scars 77._ have seen in the cinema? Just ordinary fire burns.
There was no atomic super heat nor rivlio activity.
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(;ontinuation cf golnote ,
Atomic super neat. eversky said: It si=ngly is not true that matter was vaporized inthe intense heat...undamaged wood abounds everycere,..both atom-bombed areas have
tree trunks and walls with growing vines to disprove the claims of super heat."
What then d:stroyed. Hiroshima and :iagaaaki? as it the atomic blast?
Atomic blast:"The Nagasaki blast had virtually dissipated itself by the time it reado=twn NaEasaki,
ched this area.Few .._uses cella sod and none cauTht fire. ;.11
:
?r at desthowlh chicf17 =o.:1-1-- in c-nstruction survived raoti2a7 1ordi
1.:mbing six days
truction cf _
r_eon mainly caused by Lne
before.
In Hiroshima "th=r,_ is lit:le evidence of primary fire...kinaled by the heat of the
explosive itself." "-:andow :-1:ss was shattered,of course,but single panel frames held
firm." "The blast impact th,,-_%forc could not have been unusual However it was the
blast which flattened a part of Hireshima,partly due to the "incredible flimsiness
eaten and lry-rotted". In the collapsed. houses
of most Japanese structures... ter:
"fires flared simultaneously in thousands of plac..:.s,from short cirouits,ovcrturn4;d.
stoves,Wpene lamps and broken gas mains.Thc 7i:7-:ims...died as people die in any fire".
That wo'ul Shen diX the s
barb ould have been fro ed on an American cit
Seversky found that "the concrete buildings nearest to the center of eralosion...
snowed no structural damoze". "I saw buildiLgs structurally intact, andl what is more,
topped by undamaged flag poles...and other ocmyrively fraFil:objects." "I auestioned a great many people who were inside such -buLlas when the bomb exploded."
: analyze my observations,
He sums up his observations: "The more
the more convinced I am that the same bombs dropped, on Fittsbur- h or Det=it would
have exacted no more toll in life than one big blockbuster. and the nronertv damae
. might wave been limited to breen 7,-inclow glass over a wide area."
So far the Special Consultant to the U.S,Seoretary of War and this report should
help millions of people to a better sleep and a calmer day.
Of course, sensationalists are not stopped by this and they are not tirea to point
out, that the t-.o atom bombs dropped in the last war "are firecrackers compared with
what will be developed in ten or 20 years". Others delight in telling the world that
the atom bomb is already outdated, that newwapons are now prepared,much more powerful,
much more terrible than the atom bomb.They have invented the idea of a war,of which
the attacked country will be unaware for the first 5 years,until it is too late;with
failures of crops,diseases of livestock,sterility in men and miscarria'es in women,
etc.etc.and all these beautiful phantasies are presented at a time,when the F-eat
majority of the people are tryin7 desperately to make a bare livinE in a post-wartorn world.
Julian Huxley,Director Ilenerel of TREsco refers to the noble words of Attlee in
the preamble of the constitution of
:SCO :"Since wars bein in the minds of mcn,it
is in the minds of men that the defences of peace must be constructed." These words
are directed to you and me and ,cal of us,because every humble human beinE, can help make
and prevent war.ln times like thP..,when we are told, that aestruotion rill descend
upon us suddenly and that the only defence is to attack first,it is up to you and me
and everyone in the world to do his or her share to prevent war.Wc all of us have an
opportunity almost every day to speak about this issue or any political issue leading
to conflict,We talk in our hois,in the streets,in the workshops and in th0 offices.
If vie use our senses, if we realize that political leaders who want to plualvthe nation
into another war,cannet do this if the nation oppose them determinatedly,m can prevent
war. The infection is spread by words.If we have learned to recognize danErerous words,
we could readily counteract them. And this semantoFraphy system can help us to avoid
the war of 7ords.This in turn nay. stem the war of destruction r bombs and other voain th.._ chapters:
The
oons.Morc about this in the third book on "Semantics",cspeoi
et -,emocracv.eto.
navugea of Lan-ua•--e * Germany a Nation ruined.. 'rf;stern Democracy
There we shall see hoer our 100 symbol elements can work for peace.
If we are able to avert the threat of a new world conflaration,tere is
hope
for a better future.Right now, the atomic piles already built, arc working incLJsantly,
giving off energy,holpin7 ra,dioine in many unprecedented ways and heralding a not too
far off future in which atomic energy will take. away the drudgery of life and will make
the world a better place to live in.It is all up to us. The daner, is muddled thou,7ht
(7nd cf foot-note)
provoked by muddled lammage.
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The foregoing explanations,based on Einstein's famous formula,has shown us,that MASS
and ENERGY are two differeit aspects of the same "thing" and are convertible.This
discovery is in line with other discovery which have puzzled tha scientists before and
is still puzzling today.We may call this phenomenon the dual aspect of matter.
Even after accustoming ourselves to the notion of ENERGY-MASS conversion,we still
believe to know the difference between a THING (which means YASS) on the one hand. and
ACTION (which means ENERGY) on the other hand,Certain experiments however give puzzling
results.We find that the matter in consideretion turns out to be liASS;we find particles,
little pieces of matter,also called corpusoles.But if we change the order of the experiment, we do not find particles.We find radi ation,the emission of ENERGY.
Take for instance electricityj'amous experiments which have been repeated over and
over again,have supported Rutherfords theory that electrons are little particles of
definite size and weight,carrying a negative electricity charge.Electrioity flowing
in a wire is supposed to be loose electrons on the run.When they enter an evacuated
glastube they will leave the metal electrode and travel through the"empty"space of the
tube.We can interfere by placing a grid in their path.This is how radio works.We can
chemical and
coat a part of the glastube opposite the electrode with a fluorescent
cause tiny flickers
we can see how the little electrons
hit the wall and
all over.This is how television works.We can even arrange aloudspeaker and amplifier
in such a way, that oncoming and hitting electrons will be heard,like the patter of
rain,or the sound of thousands of pea shots.Yes,these tiny electricity charges are
corpuscles all right,and consequently:electricity is corpuscular in nature.
Yet, every radio set in our homes shows us that we have made another assumption:
electricity is non-coreuscular.There we have the wave bands, distinctly marked in
short waves,medium waves and long waves,and we learned it in schoolielectricity,li:eht,
heat etc, are electro-magnetic waves. But waves of what? If we see waves on a lake,
we know that these are waves of water,In the desert we see waves of sand:Ne can see
waves of a veil.So what is actually waving and oscillating when electricity is transmitted7lhis is the great question.
If there are many experiments to support brilliantly the corpuscular theory,there
are equally brilliant experiments to support the wave theory.ln fact, the corpuscular
theory was first and was abandoned in favour of the ewe theory,because this theory
could explain much better the many phenomena observed. But waves of WHAT?
This question troubled the first scientists who thought about the wave theory.
They could observe nothing, no THING which oscillates, just like water oscillates.
What they could observe was only ENERGY in ACTION,But something must ao the waving,
some medium,like mater,oil,airl eto.
As they could find no medium,they assumed one.It must be there,otherwise our wave
theory makes no sense,They called this invisible medium the Ether.In the course of time
the Ether was attributed with extraordinary qualities,buct sti4 not one human being
has been able to see it or even prove its existence,And so, up /the present day,our
radios
other electrical apparatuses carry the number of the wavelength and consequently/the frequency of the weves,although we don't know in what medium these waves
are surging to and fro.
So you see we are confronted with two theories,the corpuscle and the wave theory
and up to the present day scientists have not been able to decide in favour of the one
or the ❑ther.Somewhat despah.tngly they have given in to a strange illogical assumption:well,electricity,liEht,etc, are both,waves and corpuscles.It's very unsatisfactory,such an explanation,we know it,but we can't help it,
It%s e great.myotery ceed we know today, that the mystery of the universe
is ultimately connected with the mystery of what "is" light and electricity.
We don't know the"nature"of light and electricity, but we surdyknow the nature of
a stone,a THLNG, chemical MATTER, some MASS we can put on a scale and weigh.
It came like a shock,when Rutherford declared that chemical MATTER "is" actually
electricity in actiori,that atoms consist of electrons,little particles of negative
charge which circle around a nucleus of positive charge.At once the old question
"reared its ugly head":what is electricity? But as the whole idea referred to MATTER,
it was assumed - and many experiments proved it - that the electrons are particles,
corptiscles,matter.But what is pushin - them around in their orbits?
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THE NUCLEAR SCIENTISTS AND THE WAVE MECHANICS

At once the very uncomfortable thought was there again:corpuscles or waves7But
apparently in the new conception of matter,the situation was aggravated,because in
the atom we have corpuscles oscillating,we have corpuscles and 7taves-,although the
term waves is here used in a wider sense as an ENERGY manifestation,as an ACTION.
This idea throws our practical system of semantography into disorder,because
we have used the term TBTN for chemical matter,and now we learn that a TEEM- is

actually a THING(electrons) in ACTION„But we shall soon see,that the disorder
has spread. In fact,the whole lofty edifice of modern physics and chemistry is in
disorder.
We all know what a table"is", A THING.We can see it, we can touch it, we can kick
it; it is a THING all right.Now Eddington told us that - according to the new theory a table 'is" actually a mad dance of electrons. We accepted this,tecause we could form
a clear picture of it.Electrons are little rums, and they are just mad.at dancing.
Now, a new theory is accented,if it can explain experimental phenomena better,
which means "simpler" than the old theory.But not even twenty years passed,and many
experimental data became known,which could not so easily be explained with the electron theory.New thoughts were born in the minas of new men. In the forefront are
De BroFaie,Schroedinger, Heisenberg and others.They call themselves wave-mechanics.
Eddington said:"A table is a mad dance of electrons?The wave-mechanics say:"ho.
A table is only a mad dance." A mad dance? Of what? That is dancing? If not electrons,
what else?
But here the wave-mechanics are silent.They won't tell,The only thing they do,is
to write down some formula,and if you try to form a picture of what the formula means,
they discourage such efforts.Heisenberg said (see quotation at the beginning of next
chapter) that our language is simply incapable to describe what is going on inside an
atam.Yet,the new theory of wave mechanics is explained from the lecture platform in
ordinary language,although inadequate and not satisfactory. The notion of the electron is upheld,but now,an electron is not a particle,not a corpuscle,not matter,it
is a bundle of waves or as they say a wave racket, Waves,cf what?,you may ask.But you
don't get en answer. So somewhat disgusted you look into the lexicon.It is supposed
to know about it.And there you find, for instance in Webster's New International Dictionary L26):
"The Sohroedinger atom,an outcome of wave mechanics,is a nucleus of positive electricity embedded in and surrounded by concentric spherical shells of diffuse negative
electricity,growing denser towards the center.Modern wave mechanics discourages the
use of mechanical models and would go no further than a mathematical formulation in
describing the atom,but the above is the mechanical approximation to which the equation leads.This newest atom accounts for the experimental facts more satisfactorily
than any of its preaecessors,and retains many of the mathematical features of the
Bohr atom."
The lexicographer tried his test to give you a picture, showing you shells of diffuse electricity,and hoping you are not going t' ask:''Electricity?Whnt's that? Corpuscles or waves?" And Heisenberv, can give you no better comfort as you see from the
quotation at the beginning of next chapter.
So you see that modern scientists are today at a loss to give you a better explanation.And there are many other experiments,which mystified scientists so much,that
some of them turned mystics.Eddington,in trying to explain the new theories, did well
to put up a sign:Structural alterations in proiTess.(see quotation at the beginning of
this chapter) and wanted to order the doorkeeper to keep out"prying philosophers?They
will rejoyce about the impass,vhich modern science has reached.They will grab at the
result of experimental science,that matter is energy and energy is matter and they
will unearth all the sayings of the philosophers of old,that'matter is spirit'and
'spirit is matter', and they will readily use the arrival of science at the wave theory
to tell us that'the spirit pervades the universe'.
They have a strong case.Lcday more than hundred years have passed,since the dawn
of the mechanistic era,when scientists believed that they can explain the whole universe"quite natural".Today we know that we have arrived at a point,where the 'natural"
defies all "quite natural" explanations,when we realize that a purposive force is at
work in this universe of ours,which enraptures the greatest seekers of truth:the mathematicians.
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The case of the "prying philosophers" is even stronger than we first expected.All
the research on the naVre of the atom ,,*ere carried out with "simple" substances,
hydrogen,helium,nitrogenZFven the most complicated substanf.!e radium and uranium
is still "simple" compared with the substances,aontaining en "agengwhich has
defied all explanations: LIFE,the ability of matter to create new matter with a
mysterious"purpose";to arrive at the creation of the human braini the cells of which
can ponder about this great design and purpose.
Schroedinger has written a booklet;7hat is Life? in which he U0013 the most modern
theories of physics and chemistry to explain the marvellous workings of the chromosomes,which convey the characteristics of life to the next generation.He too reaches
the point,Where no further explanation can be given,and he makes this perfectly clear.
Today we know that Derwinh theories are only an infinitesimal link in knowledge.
No one was more aware of it than Darwin himself,and We know that he was deeply religious*.
74,2741o.4
The greatest fighter for Darwin was 2:i4.4atas Huxley, end his grandson,Julian Huxley,
still one of the foremost defenders of Ovolution,Director general of UNESCO demands
"the study of unusual and at the moment,sciEnItifically
in his Program of -alESQ0
inexplicable properties of the mind,such as extrasensory perception of various kinds,
The painstaking researches of one or two recent workers in this unpopular field seem
to have established the reality of some degree not only of extra-sensory knowledge,
but of pre-cognition.It is urgent that these phenomena should be thoroughly investigated so that a new and more comprehensive scientific framework of knowledge may be
erected." Huxley refers directly to Hindu yogis and other mystics.
Einstein
feels himself enwrapped in a kind of "cosm:Lo religion".He refers
to the feeling we have,when looking- up to the great firmament filled with myriads of
stars.We too,are "particles" in this great design".We too follow the harmony of the
stars.We too feel the urge to create order out of disorder.
The tympanum of New York's Riverside church shown the figure of Christ, surrounded
by the four evan7elists;in rings in the doortity arch appear Moses,Confucius,Buddha
and Mohamed.Other figures include Hippocrates,Euclid,Darwin,Pythagoras,Socrates,Plato,
Spinoza and Einstein.The pastor of the church Dr.Harry Emerson Fosdick,the well known
writer on religious subjectsofeels that they all fit in the place,They all can help to
give us that new faith we need,in line with the most modern science.
It may be fitting to end this chapter with the saying of the physiolotrist Du.Bcin
Reymond:
"IEmoramus.IgnoraPimus". - "we don't know. We shall not know."
ENERGY-MASS. THE DTJAL

ASPECT

IN

L.ANGUAGE ,

"It is not surprising that our language should be incapable of describing the
processes occuring within the atoms,for,as has been remarked,it was invented to
describe the experiences of daily life,and these consist only of processes involving exceedingly large numbers of atams.Furthermore,it is very difficult to modify
our language so that it will be able to describe these atomic processes,for words
can only describe things of which we can form mental pictures,and this ability,too,
is a result of daily experience.
for visualization,however,we must content ourselves with two incomplete analogies - the wave picture and the corpuscular picture."
,.Heisenberg (69)
The foregoing rather long chapter may not find the approval of many readers.
Many may find it not necessary.The author howeveri thought,that he must deal with
this "matter" sooner or later. He has shouldered the task to find a more appropiate
grammar,equally valid for different languk:es.One outstanding, feature of this new
grammar of semantography is the abandonment of the"noun"and the introduction of:natural
soiokoa by the notions of the chemical THE C- and the physical ACTION,both manifestations of either MASS or E1ERGY.
11
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The division into Chemical THING and physical ACTION,following the popular division
Into Chemistry and Physics,coUld have been justified say 50 years ago.And although
school curriculae still hold on to this division,it has been long since abandoned.
A new branch has been created:Chemo-Physics or Physico-Chemistry,but no actual frontiers ham) been drawn and we have learned from the foregoing chapter that all frontiers
have vanished and that a THING may be recognized as a manifestation 9f ACTION and
vice versa.
Scientists could have therefore objected to the grammar of semantography as being
obsolete in the division into chemical THING and physical ACTION.The author thought
it therefore necessary to explain the latest development of scientific research and
to show that the division into THING and ACTION
(1) is in line with modern research,wadle admits both versions,even in atom theory.
(2) is a very practical division for the experiences of our daily life,in Which
THINGS perform ACTIONS ,
It remains now to show, that the dual aspect: corpuscle or wave - MASS or BNERGY TEING or ACTION is to be found in the words of our every day speech.
There are many words in all 'menages which have that dnl aspect,They stand for
THING a n d ACTION And stranee enou

t .a.e

't' the UNIT f ACTION

word which is used for the conversion.
On page 221 we have learned that the UNIT of ACTION word writ,once used for the
HayWrit,is now in disrepute arid. stands today for a warrant of arrest.Fcr every-day
speech the infinitive is used:writing. If we now write down the sentence
His writing is beautiful
what does the word writing mean.It may stand for the ACTICN.It may stand for the THING,
But the ambiguity goes even further,He may be a good writer,but he may also be a good
calligraphist.Furthermore,it may well mean that the way he swings his wrist and hand
when writing may be beautiful to look at.This is very much the case with Chinese writers,You don't need to look at the characters they write down.The way they write is
of infinite grace,But the characters they write,may sometimes be not beautiful.
Pincely,the writer may write very awkward lines, His :manuscript, the writing,may
be a heap of dirty pagea,not beautiful at all,but what he has written,may be considered
beautiful by the generations to core.
We see,there is great ambiguity in such a wcrd,and Ogden and Eiohards,the u standard
semanticists" have listed the aMbiguoue use of such words as the utraquist subterfuge:
"The third subterfuge,the utreciaistic,has probably made more bad argument plausible
than any other contrnversiaI device,which can be practized upon trustful humanity."
(see full quotation on page 191). The word utraquista is Latin and it means both.
Conventional grammar and ordinary language gives us no training to recognize the
dual asset of such wordseBut semantography may help in this dt-ectices.
In the following paragraphs simple words have been chosen to lead the learner into
this special field.
Take the word building. It refers usually to arearchitecturel structure.But it is
actually the infinitive of to builddts it stands it has the dual aspect of THING or
ACTION.We may even use the analogy of atom physics,in which energy is transformed into
mass and vice versanThe ACTION of building when spent,has been transformed into the
MASS the building.
But as said before,not the infinitive ACTION word is used for that conversion,
but the UNIT of ACTION word,very often having the ending -ion, -ment,etc.
Take the ACTION word to select,selectini..The UNIT of ACTION word is select-ion .
Again,the word has the dual aspeot,TEING or ACTION.
The selection was made yesterday,
selection means the ACTION.
The selection was put in the window
selection means the THING
What an astounding selection;
selection means both.

HOW THE UNIT OF ACTION WORD CHANGES INTO A THING WORD
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A similar word is the UNIT of ACTION word arrange -ment.Take the two sentences
The arrangement was made today. It is beautiful.In the first sentence the word refers
to the ACTION,But in the second sentence,the word It does not refer to the ACTION,It
refers to a TH1KG.Oombine the two sentences and you get: The beautiful arrangement
was made today.Now arrangement stands for both,TI-UNG and ACTION,
The UNIT of ACTION z.. rd advertise-meat works similarly. It refers to the ACTION

to advertise,advertising.Homsver, it refers also to the THIN ,the paper which bears
the printed words,and which you can out out from a newspaper.
As a joke,we can observe the transformation of ENERGY into MASS and vine versa,
in the following sentences.
The advertisers decided to advertise their products;in other words to make advertise
ments.They inserted these advertietents in the daily papers.There they, appeared. in
full page.Besides leaflets were printed in 3 colcurs,These advertiZments were very
autiful.FOr all these advertiements the advertisers used up a huge 1;A.4S of material.
:hey decided that the ACTION of the advertisments should last 5 months.After that time
the MASS of advertiKents,the newspapers and leaflets have disappeared in the dustbin.
The !ASS disappeared, the ENERGY put into that MASS worked now in the people's mind.

The advertisments,although not more existing,continued the ACTION of advertising and
people came to buy the goods long after the advertismentst4ave ceased to exist.
Take the above paragraph as a joke.But it may help you recognize ambiguous words.
The above 3 examples select-ion,arrange-ment,advertise-rent are UNIT of ACTION words
which have a special ending.But very many words in English of such kind have nn ending,
Take the words account and design,They have that dual aspect, ?hey mean TI:=G & ACTION,
The word sight refers too to tie ACTION of se ing,as well as to the THING seen. Besides
it refers also to our eyes,
A out can be made in a fraction of a seonnd,It may then take the out months to heal.
A cut of beef will not last long.A cut of stone may remain for ages.(see p.193)
A driver drives his car in one j,r122 or in many driveg over a plain.After such
ACTIONS that track takes on the name of drive.It's a THING now,
Making promenades along a river bank will soon convert that strip of land into a
Promenade,
Other words are mixture,addition,cever,fold,form,etc,etc,In fact,there are thousands
of words in many, if not in all languages which display that double aspect of standing
or the THING and the ACTION.
Se have discussed the treatment of such words in semantography already on page 192ff,
It is very simple,But egain,we may stress t'l:e fact,that it is not necessary in seman%ography to point out the UNIT of ACTION word,or any verbal noun.3ut it can be done.
A

11\

ACTION
word
(f,i,to advertise,
advertising)

UNIT of ACTION
word
(advertise--Tent)
ACTION

AO
ACTION-THING
conversion word
(advertise-ment)
TELITG

And for the critical grammar-minded readers who insist on the inflated verbal noun:
but we are not going to use it in semantography)

(The Advertising)

(The Advertisement)

(The Advertisement)

Let us now compose the symbol for advertising

An

0 et

El and 43 !!
paper leaf attentive eye ACTION of advertising

0 ell
THING,the material advertisement

le don't need the UNIT of ACTION word, and we don't need the double indicator AD.
AC' compound symbol shows a material paper leaf, For the THE:(1 no indicator is necessary,
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THE SECRET OF S ECRETS OP

BASIC

Re;GLISH

"There are no verbs in Basic English" C.X.Ogden (73)
The foregoing chapter deals with words which show that dual aspect:they stand for
chapthe ACTION and/or the TEZNG.It may be convenient to have this
ter inserted here,because it is directly connected with the foregoing chapter.

The necessity of a world auxiliary language has been realised by most people,Why nothing came out of all the efforts may be partially explained by,what we called,the
"irresistible force of the mothertengue".Even if Esperanto or any other constructed

auxiliary would be taught in all schools, it would be a failure with most pupils,just
as all the foreign language learning has been a failure.Besides there is no force to
learn Esperanto in order to make a living.
When the idea of Basic English was published for the first time,abcut 25 years ago,
it was considered as something approaching a marvel.Here are only 850 words,which
could be quickly memorized and they enable the student to speak an English,understanstandable to an Englishman and besides, all around the world,because English is already
a world auxiliary language to some extent.
But the marvel was even greater.Easio English contained en innovation,unheard of in
any language and in any constructed langupge,There are no verbs in Basic English.
How is this possible? If this claim holds true,then all the fussing with the ACTION
word in s ementography may be obsolete,Ogden is further ahead,people may say,He has already eliminated the verb.
7e12,has Ogden eliminated the verb? No: He has not:What then is the secret of Basic
there are no verbs in Basic English.
EnglishWhat enables Ogden t0 uphold his claim:

The secret is the use of the verbal noun, the le,ASSZNERGY word, the word which can do
both worke;it can stand for an ACTION and/or for a THING,
Before we go further,I wish to make the following clear:
I em greatly indebted to C,K.Ogden and his pioneering work.WIthout this,I would

have never attempted sementography.It eels Ogden who proved to the world that word economy is possible.
Furthermore,it is my belief,that Basic English is the greatest step made towards
a ward auxiliary.I even believe that somantogrephy could be of help to bring a spoken
auxiliary about:people using the word order of semantogrephy and using English words
instead of the symbols,
But ,criticism is necessary - a constructive criticism, of course,beeause something
seems to be wrong with Basic English.There is the strange fact,that the greatest opposition against Basic English comes from the British people themselves,Some of them,
even discourage foreigners to learn Basic.
English people declare that they are unable to speak Basic English.Why?
Ogden,when he set out to find the words which are most versatile,was apparently
much taken with the ENERGY -MASS words,because they could_ do double work.Nouns,like
advertise-ment,select-ion„invent-ion could be used for the ACTION and/or the THING.
But some helping verb is neeessary,I make an advertizemat refers to the ACTION. I see
an advertisement refers to the THING. So he selected 18 helping verbs,namely: behave,
make.do.00me.eo.give.take.eet.out.keee.let esee eseem.send.say.mayi will.He stripped them
of the term verb and called them ooerators.With them those nouns could be operated.
The verb to advertise,to selet,to invent is abandoned and so are all the other verbs.
You are not allowed to say I advertise,and you can't say I advertisement or . I selection.
But fortunately there are many ACTION-THING nouns in English which have shed any
ending,like -ment,-ion„es for instance end,whistle,We are allowed to say I make an
end (ACTION) or I see an end (ACTION or TI-ElidTiTrtvre are not allowed to say I end.
The word whistle is even more versatile.I have a whistle,reans a THING.' give a whistle
means an ACTION. I hear a whistle may mean the whistle itself or the sound,airmolccules
in action.But we are not allowed to say I hear a whistle; "hear" is not an operator(one
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of the 18 verbs mentioned above,which Ogden termed operators). We are not allowed to
say I whistle,I hemmer,' water,I walk, I question,I grip, I attack,I act,I move.Why?
Because all these words whistle,
Qreatereweii‘e nueetion,etc.etc are only nouns and
must be handled as such.They cannot stand for the verb,because there are no verbs in
Basic English.Even act and move are nouns only,not verbs.
When ee look closely for similaenounelike act,move,etc.re find to our astonishment over 200 words or more than one quarter of the whole list,mhich are "pure" ACTION
Terds,as for instance shake,smile,smash,sneeze etc.And again we are not allowed to
say I shake,I smile,I smash, I sneeze,because there are no verbs in Basic English.
Instead we must say I make a shake, I give a smile,etc.etc.
This exasperates English people,They refuse to accept Basic English.There is the
noun "knowledge" in the list.You must say I have knowledge but not I know.
However there are about 300 words in the list to which you are allowed to add the
ending eing.Thus you can turn the nouns into something elsemhistleing,hammering,
workine.etc. You are not allored to say I work,but you may say I am working. But
don't think that working,or hammering is a verb form.It is an adjective,a quality
word,according to the grammar of Basic English.The man is beautiful.The man is hammerin ;both sentences indicate a euality,No verbs.
So you learn to your amazement that the Basic list contains 600 nouns, 150 adjectives
100 operators,directives etc. but no verbs.From the standpoint of the grammarian there
are no verbs in Basic English.Prom the standpoint of the physicist almost every word
of the Basic list bristles with ACTION.
We may now understand why English people declare that they are unable to restrict
their speech to the round-about way forced upon them by the claim;there are no verbs
in Basic English. It may become clear,that Ogden was so much taken with this idea,that
he overlooked the difficulties arising from this claim.
The remedy may be plain.The abandonement of the claim forbidding the use of verbs
and the abandonement of conventional grammar which governs the formulation of sentences
without the verb form,Let us be allowed to say I hammer,I whistle,I aot,I move and let
us learn other words as divided by their ending advertisement,select-ion,know-ledee
Then we should be allowed to say 'I advertise, I select, I know,etc.
If Ogden would agree to these reforms than the curse would be removed from Basic
English,a curse placed by English syeaking people.
All this becomes clear,ance we abandon the notion of the noun" and "verb" (in the
restricted sense);in other words:when ee apply the grammar of semantography,operating
with the chemical THING and physical ACTION.
As said before,semantography and Basic English could mutually support each other
and for this reason this constructive criticism is offered.
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Every reader who thinks that these chapters are completely out of place in this
book may probably change his mind,after studying the standard work on General Semantics
SCIENORAND SANITY by Alfred Korzybski (56).
Korzybski now teaching in the United States has been a practical engineer and is
addicted to mathematics and all the natural sciences,including physiology and psychology:Hie contribution to the science of semantics is great and me shall hear more about
it in the third booke., great part of his book is devoted to mathematics and physics and
to the structure of our language,which today has not yet been adjusted to mathematics
and physics:hence our maladjustment in thinking and talking.
Unfortunately Korzybski's book is written as a text book for teachers and scientists.
It can be understood only by a reader who has mastered all the modern mathematics and
physics,Readers without university training may not gain very much.
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As fax as 1 am concerned,I would have never dared to bring those chapters into a
book on symbol writing,until - I read Science and Sanity.I can only wholeheartedly
agree with the application of matherratios,physics and chemistry to our thinking and
talking,because somehow,consciously and subconsciously, I did it all my life. my father

was a mechanic and already as a baby I craw around_ in father's workshop and learned
to think in terms of natural science.I realised that the human body works like a miraculous machine and has to be fed,oiled and kept in good shape,But I realized too,that
a glorious sunrise retched, in the solitude of the mountains is the proper fuel to the
mind, just as a good meal is the fuel to the body.I applied natural sciences to the
science of happy living,which basically means thinking,because happiness is a reaction
of our mind.
Starting semantocraphy in 1942 I have applied chemistry and physics to our language.
I vent a quite different path than Korzybski,but basically werant to reach the same
goal:sanity in speech and thought.I learned of Korzybski's work only in 1946.
Torzybksi's General Semantics is now fully recognized in the States and elsewhere.
Among the writers and lecturers are professors and researchers from the universities
of Chicego,Iowa,Visoonsin,Northwestern University and others as well as colleges in
the States and abroad.
I hope to have their approval or at least their sympathetic understanding,On the
other hand I am prepared for ridicule and abuse from other querters.But still I have
the hope that those other quarters,although scorning my venture into the natural sciences, will perhaps recognize the practicability of semantography - for practical purnoses,
We shall now return to the foremost aim of semantography - practical symbols for
practical people,who don't need to be bothered - and. Should not be bothered with the
foregoing chapters on science.
THE 7 HEEL AND THE RAILWAY

"Trade no longer moves in galleons.11an is more mobile than in diking days,but
Babel's curse is still upon us."
Walter D.Head (44)
any of the following symbols could be used for display in railway stations,airports,
harbours,etc.as well as on anything concerning communication.Follow the development
of the symbols line by line,as very often,the compound symbol is based on the foregoing syMbols.Studying the syirbols in this way,will make them almost self-explanatory.

A
wheel

to Wheel,wheeling

A

V

earth

X
to move
(verb)

mobile
(adjective)

xig!!
short quick move
(exclamatory;)

jerk:t

quick
(much motion)

1
opposite
meaning

In such compound symbols we may even omit the earth line,

move,moverrent,motion

xx
express
(for trains)

1,x 4z
slaw

SYMBOLS FOR RAILWAYS, AIRPLANES, BUSES, TRAMS, ETC.
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We may omit the earth line in the following compound symbols:
,11■
) e)

0'14

push

pull

IVAt. I.

e

shake

to and fro move

I

0
THING

to carry,transport

g145m/sec

42 ®

motion equal to
100 miles per hour

to bring,fetch

to send(off)

Q 0

speed,velocity
zero motion
(motion divided by time) standstill,rest

traveller

travel,journey

motion of
electricity

train,(many cars)

car

LAIL r r-LEL
railway

railway station

table,platform

train platform

We shall now devise the symbol for machine.7e shall use the wheel and a larger circle
which may indicate the sun,as the first cnerzy factor on our earth.But the symbol has
also the outline of an excenter wheel,such as we can observe on many machines.

sYs
machine

electrical machine

flying machine

engine

For convenience sake,ve may invent a few auxiliary symbols which should depict
in fewer lines a steam engine,an electric car,an automobile driven bycoMbustion,etc.
The advantage of such auxiliary symbols is that we may omit the symbol for machine,
furthermore the outline is ahown,which is almost self-explanatory.
or
simply
vehicle driven by
steam(water up)

steam engine
(showing funnel)

or
simply
vehicle driven
by electricity

94

or
simply
vehicle driven by
combustion( fire)

motorcar
(showing volant)

electric engine
(tram in cities)

airplane

jet plane
(out symbol)

SYMBOLS FOR STATIONS, TERMINALS, CUSTO ■,1S, ETC.
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1.1
bed

Fig
sleeping car

food(mouth,earth)

dining car

The picture of a bed to stand for sleeping car has been used by the Wagon Lits Comp.
in timetables for many decades.Dininc car has been depicted by two crossed forks.This
would be difficult on our typevriter.The symbol for food is much simpler.

h
seat

compartment

Ist class compartment

IIIrd class car

153
box, suit -case
of any kind

box,btrunk
hand-case,ba7
-ve may also minimize the symbol

big swell

xral

gma

EI

luggage,bai,gage

baiF,fage car

letter,mail

Oa 0
cloak room
enclosure for lg,

mail car

0

piece of paper,
leaf„etc,

11®

ticket

time-book
time table

-F1
start,departure

arrival, stop

.1
information
(open f.question)

ls

before after

11
limits
boundaries

customs
(toll bar)

entrance

A->
exit

Is® +
ate,belated
(after time)

through
non-stop

I LE n ALE
state, country
(flag on earth)

money
(rod of Mercurius)

frontier,boundarias of state

passport
(state-travel-book)

duty, toll
transit visa
customs payment (paper-through-state)

SYMBOLS FOR TIME TABLES, TICKETS, CARS, ETC.
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IANDON

train for LONDON

11 4DOVER

stairs

alight for DOVER

1

O

one

only, single

sun

V

konday to Friday

+

os

window

change for IREDS

Q
over earth: day

QnT

Saturday, only

GE!

rr s'41.DS

41

1

go and return
(on ticket)
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smoking
(mouth& fire)

+Qc2i

holiday(happy) Sunday and Holiday

no
(negative)

no smoking

•
out

<5>
turn
heat
(signs on car radiators)

no (leaning) out
of window'.

no spitting:
(mouth-water-down)

!
safety warning:
(see page 358 )

crossing

These three pages of traffic symbols for cars,stations,time tables,etc.etc. should
suffice to convince us,that we would not have any difficulty to express in simple symbols anything which we want to convey to the traveller of any nation.If state railway
officials of many countries,(or only of the most important ones),wyuld decide to display
these signs,with the words in the native language underneath,the public would have no
difficulty to grasp the meaning.Look at time tables of today.They are already full of
symbols.What is necessary is only a little international co-operation:
T HE PEN AND T HE BOOK

"International arbitrary signs and symbols in punctuation:
••
" / )
? : ( ) E

SC

@

etc.

Yebsteri s New International Dictionary (28)
The symbols on the following page are composed with basic symbols,two of which are
new and discussed in detail in a later chapter.gest important basic symbols in this
group is the pen,which stands for anything written,furthcrmore the paperleaS and its
repetition in the symbol for book which stands for anything printed.Some symbols are
repeated from former chapters to show the development of the new symbols.

BASIC SYMBOLS FOR READING, WRITING, SPEAKING AND PRINTING
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pen,pencil
any writing utensil

to pen,write
to use a pen

book

to use a book
to read, study

But me can use another symbol to depict reading,thesys and the paRq.

G

0
eye

page

%wow.

liquid
(prototype water)
Drawing

one line
and
another
Repeating the
lines: leads to:

0

reading

reader

›.N
ink
(pointer at liquid)
A

I
to repeat,copy,
duplicate'anythinc

ink pen
(pointer at pen)

typewriter
(rnchine-pen)

fountain pen
(pen containing ink)

II
the copied laaNG
copy, reproduction

II
machine
(see p.225)

AGO

machine for duplicating anything

nrinted copy
reproduction

X 011
printing machine
(duplicating pages)

I c9
eye

ear

news

newspaper

newspaperman

A
0

10

°O

0°

to speak,tell
(mouth)

speaker
storyteller

speech,story
for printing

printed speech,
story, report

part
(line divided)
(see p. 119)

0
line
(on page)

chapter
(part cf book)

paragraph
(part of page)

book cover
(roof symbol)

+0
letter
(part of line)

language
(mouth & ear)

word
(part of lani*.)

BASIC SYMBOLS FOR THE BOOK BUSINESS
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mouth 0 a
sentence
(many words)

vowel
(repres.by a)

Ob
consonant
(repres.by b)

O ab
syllable
(repres.by ab)

We shall now anticipate two new basic symbols,the vessel, (represented by the outline
of a bowl) and explained in detail in the chapter Private Property in the Animal King•d mand furthermore the basic symbol for money (represented by a schematic rod of Liercurius,the God of Merchants This symbol we can see in display on many banks,connercial
buildings,banknotes,etc.of many countries).The combination of vessel and money gives
as the symbol for trade,business,etc.;see the coming chapter Money and Business,

vessel.hold
(outline of bowl,
see next chapter)

to give out
money
(arrow out of bowl) (rod of Mercurius)

trade,business
(money & hold)

A\11 min Alai AZ 11
a book seller
a book publisher
a book printer
a book writer
(man-pen book)(man-duplicating-book) (man-giving out-book) (man-trading-book)
It may be appropiate to end this chapter with the construction of a symbol which
should stand for "semantography".It should be a new writing in our small world,designed
to serve all nations.7e may therefore construct our symbol with the basic symbols for
world and writing,
ae•MMINII

earth

world

sky

Note: In later years I preferred
a better symbol for semantography.
I chose the symbol for our planet
earth, shown on page 24-3, where
world-writing
(continued at right)
semantography

writing

where the inclined earth axis is
the same oblique line, indicating E)
the pen and writing. "This symbol
showns then o-r own world of ideas
revolving around writing and printing.
-

Incidentally, the symbol looks like the converted last letter Z of the .phonetio
aiphabet.Allegorical/y,i_t may stand for the first letter of a new "alphabet", a"converted"
one,to embrace all languages.
ALL OR NOTHING

"That wretched monosyllable "all" has caused mathematicians more trouble than all
the rest of the dictionary."
E.T.Bell (74)
"we start with a little semantic experiment upon the subject of n allness".Te take
any actual object,an apple, a pencil,or anything else which is familiar to the children.The principles involved are entirely general and apply to all objective levels
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THE SEMANTICS OF THE MEANING OF "ALL AND EVERYTHING"

in a very similar way.7e tell them that we will have some fun.Then we ask them to toll
us "everything" or "all" about the object in question;in this case, the apple.When the
children begin to tell us "all" about it,we write the characteristics down on the
blackboard.This last is vital.Te must have a visual and extensional record of the ascribed charactaristios.ghen the children have exhausted their ingenuity in telling "all"
about the applo,me should not be satisfied. +e should make them doubt,urging them that,
perhaps they did not tell -Pal" about it,using the word "all" continually.The term
"all" should be stressed and repented to the point of the children's being thoroughly
annoyed with the term. The more they learn to dislike this term, the better.ge are already training a most important semantic reaction.
Alfred Korzybski (56)
Prom the above quotation we realize that we need a semantic symbol to express the
word "all" of our daily speech.

X

II

M

multitude
(big multiplication mark)

limits
boundaries

all
within limits

But even this symbol is too wide in meaning and should only be used in scientific
sentencen,like "all human bcings",etc. Por the "small talk" of our daily speech me
need an even more restricted and shyly enclosed meaning for the word "all".

X 0
enclosure v restriotion

multitude

all ("everything")

Needless to say,that the word "ell." falls into the group of human EVALUATION words.
Most people who use this :ward to put over an argument to you,rnay even know that they
lie deliberately."All citizen in this town resent this measure—. •" "ge all are of
the opinion....", "All the world..." ctc.etc.
The symbol marns usi,that anyone using the word "all" can only refer to some multitulle and to a very restricted one.

NUMBERS

IN

OUR

DAILY

SPEECH

"In the evolution of mathematics,wo find that the notions of "greater",equal",
and. "less" precede the notion of nuMbers.Comparison is the simplest form of evaluation;.
the first being a search for relations;the second,a discovery of exact relations.
This process of search for relations and structure is inherent and natural in man,and
has led...to the discovery of numbers."
Alfred Korzybski ( 56)
Numbers are already written in international syMhols;so are the symbols for the
mathematical operations,(addition,multiplication,etc).The following symbols are therefore almost self-explanatory.

X
multitude

X

X

to multiply

multiple

X , XX
many,very many

NUMBERS IN OUR DAILY SPEECH

few

opposite meaning

all
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none,nothing

V

none,zero

one

each,every (of all)

3e can add the little multiplication mark in suoh meanings.In the following symbols
we shall use the numbers of the ordinary typewriter,in which these lines are written.

1X
ne times,single

time

2X
twice,double

once,one times

thrice,triple

tuice,two tires

X,XX
many,very rjany times

always,ell times

Glxx lexx

OXX
very many times

3X

opposite
meaning

seldom, rare
in time

rare,very few
in numbers

2

12

144

:HEM indicator

pair

dozen

gross

A

A

A

A

2

3

X

to double

to treble

to multiply

0

A

V

1

1

1

ACTION indicator

1
one
mathematics

one THING
to single out,to sample,
unit,sample,example
make,become single

single,only
singular

Human EVALUATION loses its vagueness,once it enters into the meaning of exact num.
:;ers.Yet,what is a singular event,who is the only man who can do something,whc is the

first man in literature,etc.etc. in all these sentences the underlined words refer to
human. EVALUATION words.

xA
solo man

duo

trio

group
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2:

The dot after a number can be enployed to indicate the ordinal numbers first,second
third,etc.This method is emploted in some languages,for instance in German.

1.

2.

3.

first

second

third

50.
fiftieth

last (opposite)

1/100

°
/100

one hundredth

0

/\

1.

1.

first THMIG-

11.

per mille

per cent

V
A1 .

to make or become first

first man (president,eto)

firstly,first

In using the big EVALUATION symbol for the inflated adjectival noun
we can form
the meaning of oneness,sinleness,uniqueness,singularity,entity,etc.etc.
These examples may prove that we can use the numeral symbols to indicate particular meanings referring to numbers.

PRIVATE

PROPERTY

IN

THE

ANIMAL

KINGDOM

"Broken cisterns that can hold no water."
Jer.II.13
"Tle mean to hold what anciently we claim."
Milton

(28)

Any creature which "eats" is equipped with an organ for taking in and holding the
food. This organ is commonly called the mouth.Once a creature seizes a piece of food,
and encloses it within its jaws,the food becomes the private property of this creature
and this "natural law" is respected by the other fellows of the species.This "natural"
law" is also respected in communities of human beings,which have abolished "private
propertyMth many animal and insect species,the creature may give up the food - out
of his mouth - for his mate or their offsprings,or even for the (common benefit of the
whole community,as the bees do,but it may also swallow and digest the aquired property.
The hamster,a ratlike rodent,is even equipped with large pouches between its jaws,which
holds the food alIguired until needed.
Millions of years before primitive man learned the art of making pottery,the outline
of the lower jaw,indicated already the form of the most primitive vessel, a hold.
We have used the upper outline of our skull to indicate the brain. We may now use the
lower outline,in a schematized form, to indicate a vessel, a bowl, a hold.As to the
ACTION word,we may refer to the working of our tools:a hammer hammers. A hold holds.

hold,bowl,vessel,receptacle,recepiont,container,receiver,pocket,hamper,pouch,sack,oraddle,
keeper, retainer, store,
etc.etc.

to hold,to keep,
to retain,to contain,to store,to
stock,to hoard,te
reserve, to conserve
etc.etc.

TFaNG,held in the hold,
contents, load,hoard, lading, cargo, freight, f iiling, collection, accumulat ion, store, treasure,
etc.etc.

THE MANY MEANINGS FOR GIVE. TAKE AND EXCHANGE
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We have no difficulty to symbolize the verbal noun,theENERGYMASS conversion noun,
also the adjective,and the adjectival noun

0

The Holding
ACTION noun

The Capacity
EVALUATION noun

capacious
The Holdings
ACTION-MASS noun - EVALUATION

Now some readers may object.The hammer harmers moans some real physical ACTION.
But surely no ACTION is involved in the sentence The hold holds.
However, the physicist can easily prove that a real ACTION is involved.He can measure the strain which a human being has to exert in holding something.But he can also
measure the strain exerted on inanimated things.The molecules of a vessel,a bowl,a
hold may do some very strong ACTION tc counteract the stress and tension exerted on
them by the gravitational pull of the load.We may even hear a bowl,a bag,c bridge groan
under their ACTION to hold a load.Bridge engineers may tell us,that steel bridges have
molecules goetireeand"fatigued"
to be replaced after 50 years or so,because the
and have reached a point where they can hold no longer.The word "tired" is the actual
engineering term.
We may then concede that the verb to hold refers to a real physical ACTION.Of course,
we may use it also in a metaphorical way, in which oase,re should display the symbol
for rnetaphor(to be shown later).
If we put something into a hold, or take something out of a hold, or exchange something in and out of a hold_ we perform a visible ACTION and we may use the arrow to indicate this ACTICN.When displaying the arrow we usually do not need to display the
ACTION indicator.

to get,to take,to take
in,to receive,to pick
up,to obtain,to accept,
to absorb,to squire,to
aocumulate,to pocket,
etc, etc.
There are
some polite,
by the above
race to take
man in these

to give, to give out,to
give away,to present,to
offer, to contribute, to
release,to let go,to donate,to award,to dispense,
etc.etc.

to change, to exchange,
to interchange,to give

and take,to substitute,
to convert,to barter,to
swap,to reciprocate,
etc.etc.

many more synonyms in the English language and in all the other languages
some rude, some business-like,and they can all be adequatly represented
simple symbols.They refer to one of the oldest activities of the human
and give and we can even visualize the primeval dealings of primitive
syMbols,which indicate a primeval vessel and a primeval weapon.

Adjectives can be formed accordingly.
Thousands of other words can be formed by adding another synbol,for instance

II

la

limits

time-limit

0
1"1
brain
(brain outline)

A
Jr%
thought
thinking

1/4“91

VC91

to borrow,hire,
rent,take a loan,
take a. lease,etc.

to lend,let,
hire,loan,lease,
etc.etc.

rig\
minus thought
thoughtless

to give thoughtlessly
to squander,dissipate,
waste,lavish,eto.etc.

TO GIVE AND TAKE THOUGHTLESSLY AND UNLAWFULLY
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V

II

C*1
:25:
scales
balance

to judge
(mind & balance)

to take.not lawful
law
(to judge & book) to steal,rob,pilfer,loot,
sack,plunder,pillage,ransack,burgle,defraud,cheat,
swindle,fleece,etc.eto.

However, the two compound symbols for thoughtless giviiog and unlawful taking carry
both the minde"
%syMbol,and that means that the words are relative in meaning,and
that the meaning may differ in different minds.What somebody may consider thoughtful
g_aiz
i .g,someone else may consider thoughless giving.seuandering,wasting„dissivatinR.
The symbols for lawful and unlawful show too, the system of reference, the human
mind.What is;awfUl in America,may be unlawful in Soviet Russia and vice versa.Many
laws of Nazi Germany have appalled people in the whole world.Yet in the minds of Nazis
it was just the other way round.
And so we have arrived from the primitive pottery of primitive man to the complexities of our present day world,which include the complexities and perplexities of our
law books.lb should then feel the necessity to find a proper symbol for private property.
TO show the differences between the meaning of holdir ,-laungalming and possessing
let us choose a very common situation,where "jungle law still prevails:the friendly
lending of books to friendly people.In very many cases,the books are not returned.An
English writer once suggested the day of books.One sunday in the year should be chosen
during which every man,woran,boy and girl,should go through all the books on their
bookshelves and return the books which do not belong to them. However, a collossal
traffic congestion is to be expected,es whole nations will be on the move.
Our symbol for hold,00ntainerohowsa bowl.Te could,of course put some books in a
bowl.But wo have more suitable containers for books,and we can find an auxiliary symbol.
basic symbol

basic symbol

t./

m

hold

book

basic compound symbol

auxiliary symbol

vCO
hold6r)of books

shelf

We could dispens with the auxiliary symbol and - using only basic symbols-depict:
a holder of books, having horizontal wooden boards.
Ve can now form the simple sentence Alan holds book,However,if we mean the word holds
in the restricted sense:holding.in the palm of his hand,we should add the symbol for
hand.
A
A
A

NI
hand
(outline 2 fingers)
We may form now
the sentence unit:

NI
o touch

1.
man

to hold,to grip
(with hand)

1/4.J
holds
keeps

book

ED

A
man

CO

holds
grips

book

to hold
(in general)

THE SYMBOL FOR OWNERSHIP LOOKS LIKE A GRAVESTONE
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Let us now farm our symbol for privEae property,private owncrship.Let us bear in mind
that"to own something" means in every day language, an adaition,a gain aplus,but not
of some spiritual thing,en the contrary,of some very earthly material)) thing.Ve shall
there2re use our basic symbol for additien,and for earth in combination:

0

addition
(mathematical)

earth
(earthly)

to possess
t, .awr

possession
(earthly addition)

V

V± At vet
possesaive(ly)
adjective,adverb

The Possessiveness
adjectival noun

The Ownership
The Possessorship

owner
possessor

Any objections?
(1)To own,to possess are verbs,but they do not indicate any physical ACTION.
lell,ask the owner of a house,a field,a horse, a 0077s a dog,a canary,a pair
of trousers,a shirt,a shirt stud,anything.They will tell you that there is
plenty of ACTION involved in that ownership.
(2)Tho sydbol for possession,etc.loks like a tomb stone.
Indeed it does.But this is purely inoidental.But,as the symbol seems well chosen,
we may leavOt as it is.Bosides,the symbol may have a semantical effect.If it
really looks like a tomb stone, it should remind you always:
(see fr-r,tnoto)
"You can't take it with roll:"
7e may now write

man

owns

book

But we have a little very versatile verb to have of which we are g-ing to hoar a
lot more in a later chapter. I have a bock does mt indicate ownership outright,but
it stands between this and temporary ownership.It has a "smaller" meaning and this
is indicated by minimizing the symb-1 for ownership.

1111
man

has

bark

This 1.r-ks much bettor,and incidentally it should help us to a saner attitude towards
collecting dust on our shelves, to be
tre ownership of books.Many rf our b-cks are
•
ld,when we are dead.If you have some books,which you do int need for constant refe7:nce,give them to some friend with the pravis-that he may tender it to another friend,
sn on.
•otnote.The mathematical plus in the above symbol for possession, is not the symbol for
for religion and the relation of
=ho cross.For the servant-graphic syMbol
semantography to religion,see the chapters p.565ff, and 576ff in the third book.Herebelow
Lt is shown,that it is simple to type the symbols for the different religions:
etc.
Christian

Orthodox

Chinese

Jewish

SEMANTOGRAPHY FOR INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION AT SEA
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FOR

THOSE

WHO

SAIL

THE

SEVEN

SEAS

"The confusion of tongues at the tower of Babel was insignificant in comparison
with that which hitherto prevailed in transmitting messages at sea,Now the ships
of every nation employ the same code."
Chalmers Journal 1891 (12)
Passengers on any ship and
sailors speak in many tonguesibut most of them
only in their mother ton.que.Directions and notices are usually written in 3 or more
languages,English,French,Spanish usually,but many travellers can't speak any of them.
International symbols on ships may therefore be considered a necessity.To acquaintpassengers of any language whith the meaning of the syMbols,the shipping agencies may
give them a small leaflet which show the symbols and their meaning in say 10 different languages,for instance:
one leaflet covering the Latin tongues:English,French,Spanish,Italian,Portuguese,
Roumanian Ladino Rheeto-Roman and a couple of other languages.
Another leaflet may cover the Teutonic languages:English,Dutch,German,Denish,E2EwegierbSwedish;Flemish,Islandio,etc.eto.A third leaflet may contain the slavonic lenguages:Russian,Ucreinian,Polish,Czech,Slovakian,Slovenian,Serbian,Oroatian,etc.etc.
A fourth leaflet may contain the tongues of the Middle East written in the Latin alphabet like modern Turkish,and also in the Arabic letters,including also Greet in the
Greek alphabet and all other important tongues of the Near East. Another leaflet may
cover the languages of East Asia,ofAftica,etc.etc.
All leaflets would be valid for any agency,any line,any ship and any port.One printing would do for the whole world.But the various shipping lines may excel in their
special editions and they may even include the symbols for the International Menu Card
(see later chapter)This would be a very important item,to be sure.Furthermore the
symbols for Money.Banks and Business (see later chapter) also symbols for railway
travel,nassnort,customs etc.( some already shown on page 224 - 227)could be included.
The following lines show only a few symbols,but the reader may get the impression
that there would not be any difficulty to invent appropiate symbols,based on the basic
symbols of semantography to cover any meaning.To be sure, words in English,Spanish =Or
the native language may be p inted underneath the symbols.
We start again from our symbol of hold,showing a bowl outline,and leading straight
to the hold of a ship.

LI
vessel,bowl,hold

boat,ship

water

Ofloati\floatingValloat

c9

P

P

P

sailing ship

sail

flag

pennant

We may now employ the little pointer (see page 115) to point at details.

6K
bow

6/
fore-deck, forecastle

>6
stern

\/6
after-deck,quarter-deck

1;•
-

iii 3a; _ips

bottom

keel

funnel
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•
••

inside

outside

room, cab in

out of

stop

start

1-4

inside ship
below deck

embarkation

-4131-0®

0

embarkation-starting-time:

food,feeding
(mouth-earth)

disembarkation

(51.0 : 7.30 - 8.30
breakfast served:
(time first feeding)

G.-41ADENT

ship will be off
at:

ship will approach
ADEN at about:

0

04■.;

paper

ticket

passenger

bed no.3

luggage(wanted)in
cabin(sign on tags)

embarkation

1A0

H

lock, sluice
(water diff.level)

or
simply

(91-*

jeparture approach
off
onto

■•••^,

dock

harbour

-€1 134 4136
into

4uro'N Ow/

1

open enclosed

c)z37)

COL011B0
ship will stay
1.4 COLOMBO for:

cabin no.l5

D4F1 AD
cabin with 4 beds

steward

deck no.2

A

°.
dining room

waiter

as
bar

to

drink glass

drink waiter

DivA5 Affl
cable office

telegraphist

D2 rr
arrow direction
sign:proceed to

to

dining room

stairs

to staircase up

MORE PICTORIAL SYMBOLS FOR THE SHIPS OF ALL NATIONS
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(2

bath,bath-tub
(vessel holding -eater)

bath room

shower room

rain
(water down)

#Q7
fabric, cloth
(woven threads)

to e1

<S>
soap

hot
cold
(fire radiation) (opposite)

I
GENTLEMEN
LADIES
(signs on public conveniences)
see also lock mechanism on doors—)

bed linen
(fabric for bed)

headrest of bed
(pointer )

A8

money
(rod of Mercurius)

purser

Al)

medical
(rod of Aesculapius)

medical man

sailor

3rd officer
(3rd man)

free, open
engaged,closed
(the door lock
is coupled with the turnable bar of the sytbc1.The lock closed turns
the open symbol into the closed symbol)

pillow, cushion
(fabric f.headrest)

steering room
bridge

blanket
cover(roof)fabric

xx03 AxxCEI

library
(very many books)

librarian

vssimply
in
red paint: red Cross
first aid
station

skipper,captain
(Sailor No.1)

-41
steering wheel

/pivot

stop

captain's table
(displayed on table)

-41

no admittance
(stop before room)

We could form the symbol for steering wheel with basic symbols only:wheel directinz
forward move ship,but the above auxiliary symbol (as displayed on the coats of sailors,
is much simpler.
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MORE SYMBOLS FOR SHIPS AND SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

machine

ship engine

first Engineer

engine room

11Nal
stove, furnace
fire in enclosure)

stoker

miZ
a*

air
(sky & nose)

wind
(air in motion)

steam
(water up)

7-4 c=

1

ventilation
(wind. & pipe)

weather
(sun & rain)

wind NNW
depression
(NorthRox1West) (air below normal)

past future
(see p.187)

MINN

I

•

sound
(ear & earth)

i7e.'ety road-sign
international)

no sound:
Don't disturb:

Safety Warning
(in semantography)

ventilator
electrical

forecast ,prophecy

waves high
rough sea

weather forecast

(mind & future)

2

cok

electric sound
bell(aux.syMb.)

alarm bell

press button(arrow near
real button is sufficient)

alarm sound

cat 30, -4 rric2 2.L!

1143r

rowing boat

7-)
ewe'tei•O'N

121131150 km

wind 150 km
(per hour)

boiler-room.
(steam in enclosure)

life boat

life boat nr.3 to stairs and life boat
nr. 2

MA?
shirt
(oux.symb.)

life vest

ring
(geometrical)

life belt
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PICTORIAL SYMBOLS FOR SAVING LIVES AT SEA
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We arc now going to learn a new basic symbol which should stand for to obliterate,to
blot out.If warnnt to obliternte a page of writing we just cross out like this X the
written lines.As this cross -ould interfere with our symbol for multiplication we shall
be satisfied with one line only.
If we 1-ant to cross ',to
cblitorate,th
itten
words —o t of draw one line
oss,likc this
and this oblique line gives us our basic syMbol for to obliterate, to blot out, to extinguish

/

S

X

75

to cross out,obliterate,extinguish.

fire

sign on and to
fire extinguisher

abandon ship

Now we can form a few lines in semantography to be displayed in all cabins,etc. for
informing the passengers -'f all 1an7uages -:hat to do,when the ship must be abandoned.

461!

S6

Li!

7 R4._. . .._. _

""

Win,

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
when nbandonin!T ship
On hearing the eletrie alarm bell rinringing intermittently

0

‘
41

[EAL,! 1-11

take and den life vest which you will

find below your bed
and leave your cabin,precoed along the
arrows to staircase and life boat nr.1

FR4 rr Z5711A1

(—‘

Si

VAL

think calmly and rest assured in your
belief that your safety is cared for.

The triangle symbol says oven more than that.It is the basic symbol for Creation,
Belief,Religion and Crcator,ns will be shown in a Inter chapter,This is an age old
symbol whiCh has been found ^n temples and churches of bygone times,
ns,Thcse examples
This concludes 5 pages of symbols to be used on ships of all nati:,
should suffice to convince us,that we can fern symb-Ils for all necessary meanings to
be conveyed to multi-lingual passengers and crews.
Sooner or later such International symbols will come in use.ln fact,they are already
in Use as distinctions of the different tasks of a naval crew:;e can observe the symbol fer the steering 7hec1,propellor,radio electric sign,ete.cto, on the coats,collars,
shoulder straps,and sleeves of naval officers and ratIngs of the navy and merchant marine.
Voreover,the seafaring people were the first to use and appreciate a symbol language

which could be understood in all languagos.Tho International Flag Syrib -1 Code is now
in use by all se rfring natiens.One day they will go forward and extend the scope of
their international symbsis and then semant-grrThy may come in handy.

THE MEANINGS OF RICH AND FULL OF MATTER AND MIND
RICH

AND

373

EDUCATED

"Rich he res of holy thought and work"
Chaucer
We have learned in the foregoing chapter the symbol for earthly possessions, composed
of the basic symbols for earth and addition,indicating an earthly addition:We may now
use the little multiplication mark to multiply earthly possessions.
0

V

xf A x
much property,posscssion
possession
wealth,riches,fortune
(earthly addition)

rich
wealthy

rich man
plutocrat, nabob

But of course,the meaning of rich has a wider sense.A man can be very poor in regard
of earthly possessionsbut he ay be rich in the spiritual sense."Te must therefore conike a tomb stone),to earthly riches and find a symbol wider
fine the above symbol*ich
in meaning.Let us return therefore to our basic symbol of the bowl,the vessel, the hold.
Before we find our new symbol we can construct a few VALUE words which we use very often
in our daily speech.

bowl,vessel

full,complete

"
77

/44:51

overflow
too much

enough
sufficient

opposite meaning

empty

7
,1
3 or I I
almost
near
Olell,complete)(s.p.150)

almost rich,
wealthy

These arc all VALUE words,very vague in meaning.When someone says:This is too much
for me;or This is enoughjor I am fully convinced,or I am almost fully convinced, we
realize that these meanings are relative and they must be understood with reference to
the mind,who said these words.However, if mathematical figures are introduced,something
we can measure,the volume of a bowl,a box,a theatre with a definite number of seate,we
can give to the words full and empty a very definite meaning in exact mathematical fi.7eires - but not to the meanings of enough and almost.But even with full and empty we
can playl:A theatre was half fulror half empty and it sometimes happened that a full
theatre was gatxrashed and a few hundred people found still room between the aisles
and along the wells.Was the theatre then really full?
If we now try to find a symbol for rich in the spiritual sense,we must realize that
this meaning refers wholly to a sense reaction,to a feeling,a reasoning,wholly relative
in meaning and different with different individuals.How to outline this?
We may refer to the wisdom of the Chinese,who say of a man who is rich,contented,
satisfied with life:his rice bowl is full.in their ideographic writing,the bowl is not
mere,discernible,but we can depict it easily.Rich in the spiritual sense is a state of
the mind,when you think that your bowl of life is full

rI
mind, thought

fall (bowl)

N

or
1:7 simply

satisfaction

contentment,rich,
fortunate,satisficd,otc.
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(242This is a nice symbol and simple too.Moreover you may discern the sun in it,or if you
wish,a full and happy face,grinning from ear to ear.In a later chapter we shall see that
the symbol for life has an interesting similarity.These symbols should help us in reminding us that satisfaction and contentment are meanings which originate in our brain.
However,the symbol shows us also a bowl,a real thing,and we know that a full stomach,
a full rice bowl is necessary too,but how many people who have enough to eat, are satisfied and contented? Only knowledge and wisdom can help us to bring about the contentment of our mind.
The symbol of the mind and the bowl can be used to express knowledge,Lami.m and
teaching,as well as wisdom,Our mind is like a house,an enclosure in which are stored
up all our experiences,our learning,our knowledge.

enclosure
also thing enclosed

house,store
knowledge
mind,brain
(special enclosure) (outline of skull-roof) (store of thoughts)
V

xCD AD
to know,knowing

knowingly

wisdom,much knowledge man who knows

To learn and to teach means to take and to give knowledre.And a school is a house
where knowledge is 'taught,i'sgiven.7e have learned already the symbols for take and 0.ive.

bowl,vessel,hold

to take in

Jy0

ID

to learn,study

to teach,educate

to give out

to exchange

A4)0 AALO
learner, student

odic) LIQ

teacher,educator

)(AID

university,seminary,insti- group of men
school
society
house of education tute f. exchanging knowledge

learned society
for.t.exchange of knowld17.

Later on,'e shall learn the symbol for science and for the diverse sciences and then,
we should not have any difficulty to express all the necessary meanings in the realm of
education.
All the above symbols show the symbol of the mind, and this indicates at once,that
the meaning to learn,and to educate are somehow relative in mcaning.In fact,there is
great divergence of opinion in different minds of what kind of knowledge is to be taught;
a glance into the books and magazines on education shows us in a flash the great battle
which is fought there.
Moreover,great men have time and again expressed their ignorance .Therc is Socrates
(I know,that I don't know),there is Du Bois-Reymond(Ignoramus,Ignorabinus) and many
others.Tise men are humble,only the men of little :7nowledge believe they"known .Would it
perhaps be better to remind them that their knowledge is "questionable"?

question

answer

knowledge

man who knows
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Every answer closes an open question,but inmost cases,the question mark looms behind
the answer given.And behind alL our knowledge about this world of ours,
looms overwhelmingly the WHY? The question mark within the symbol for knowledge should release a
semantic reaction,should drive us on in our quest for truth,should make uns not satisfied
with any answer and should make us aware of the question narks further ahead.
There is another point which needs our grammatical constderation.Sometimes we come

ncross a specimen of homo sapiens (man who knows) of whom we leern,that he has been
educated in the finest schools of the country,up to 15 years or so,yet all the toil
of the best educators seems to have been in vain.Hs has been edueated,but now he reveals
that he is not educated at all.In the coming chapter we shell learn how to express in
symbols this "grammatical difference",whidh seems to be a"physical difference

THE BREAKABLE AND BROKEN HAMMER

"Even with us today,we can still watch participles passing over into adjectives."
Ernest Fenollosa (31)
Lett s go back to the silversmiths in the bazaar of Bagdad (page 191).We hand the
smith a disk of soft hainnerable silver and ask him whether he is able to haulier it,
Now we are sure that he is able to swing the hammer and let it go down in active ACTION.
But we may not be sure whether the piece of metal will stand it passively.If it does,
We say:"that piece of silver is hamrnerable".However a disk of glass is surely not
hammerable.It would break at the first stroke.However if we have a thick piece of glass
and hammer gently, it may be g_Lidthat the glass is hammerable.This dhows that the word

hammerable is an EVALUATION word.But it is one which is definitely linked up with a
physical ACTION.
We are fortunate in regard of the English wnrd,because in this language, the new

VALUE (.UALITY) word is formed in a very simple vsy,by adding the ending -able which
says right away that the subject in question has the ability (able) to stand passively
the ACTION of being hammered.It is hammer-able.
The English etaing -able is of French heritage.To hammer means in French marteler
But hammer-able means in French mallb-able,all means however ductile.In Teutonic languages,for instance in German,the ending is not formed from the meaning able.Hammerable
means in German haemmer-bar.But -bar does not mean able.

Now the physicist may point out differences in the word hammer-able,which are unrecognisable -.;rammaticallynie had one disk of silver,onc disk of thin glass,and now ne add
one disk of a very hard steel allcy.We are able to hammer actively,and all three disks
are passively hammer-able,but with different physical effects,The silver disk will be
deformed, the glass disk will break,and the steel disk will show no deformation of any
kind.Now we realize that the word hammer-able is adatonous.It means first that the subject can be hammered at (wlehor without any physical result But the word hammer-able
moans too ability to be deformed, or deform-able.

Now let us look at the past hammering of the three disks.They all have been hammered.
They all are hammered. In the some way we may have painted them(in the past). "re can then
say:"They all have been painted.They all are paintedn5ut whereas the nnrd,painted,indicates r clear physical deformation (a covering with_alayer),the word hammered moans
a physical deformation :with regard of the silver dirrt may mean a .deformation in regard of the glass disk (but only if we have succeeded in breaking it),end it may mean
no physical deformation (and no physical change) in regard of the steel disk.
Vo can hammer or batter at a door,and the door will become a hammered door,or a battered dcor,meaning a door which has been hammered
leaving any trace
of deformation.But the words may also mean a wrecked door.
In conventional grammar it me-xis that the word hammered can be a past participle
(indicating a past ACTION),or an adjective,._ 4UALITY,VALUE word.In ordinary lnnquane
we use the seine word,but in Enmantography we must point out the physical difference.
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24-')In the foregoing chapter we hnve tackled the symbol for education.ilow take the example of a father who has wasted a fortune for the education of his son.The best teachers,
in the best schools,aided by the best books hrve done their utmost in their ACTION to
educate .this boy.Dnring 15 years he has been educated,and he leaves the sohocl,an
educated young man,although he passed the examinations with the lowest possible marks,
an act of generosity of the teachers,who have spent great energy in their action to
educate this boy.But has their action transformed the mass of his brain (so to speak)?
NT13177rall.T7e may realize that he is the most un-educated man we ever met.
It is simple to indicate the above mentioned differences in semantography,if we adopt
the view point of the physicist and realize,that the word hammerable means a QUALITY
word before an ACTION; rid hammered means a QUALITY word after an ACTION(but only if
transformation of the LASS has taken place)Otherwise it means only an ACTION which has
taken place in the past,The indicators for ACTION and QUALITY and the symbols for
before and after (differing by the position of the dot) will help us to formulate the
new indicators.
or simply

V
before after

A

V.A

QUALITY ACTION
indicators

VA.

or •V

QUALITY
QUALITY
before after
QUALITY
before ACTION after ACTION QUALITY

Now we are able to indicate a past ACTION (past participle) and a QUALITY squired
after an ACTION.

A

hammering
(presence)

hammered
(past)

shall hammer
(future)

This refers of course to active ACTION: I hammer,I shall hammer,' hammercd.If we
want to indicate active ACTION expressively,we have to turn around the indicator A
thus> and then we have the indicator for active > and passive ( ACTION.(see p.188)

<(
being hammered

)

shall be hammered

having been

hammered

Now halrinered becomes grammatically a"passive present progressive participle" or a
"passive present perfect participle" in distinction from a "past perfect participle".
But don't bother with those grammatical distinctions.The symbols are simpler,and the
above line of symbols could be used for instance by the unperturbed and undeformed
steel disk,whieh can sayPI am(being)hammered,I shall be hammered,I was(having been)
hammered, - but it had no effect on me!'
Now to the silver disk.It has been hammered,and it did had an effect on it.
V.
A/

hammerable

hammered

Those two symbols should only be used when the ACTION referred tons any physical
or chemical effect on the object.Then the object has the QUALITY hammerable before the
ACTION and the QUALITY hammered after the ACTION,Whether a piece of matter is hamnerable
or not,may be evaluated differently by different brains.But we can overcome the vagueness of EVALUATION words by employing mathematics and other sciences.We would then find
that that piece is not hc,
-arrier:'lle with a hand hanmer,but is hammerable with a steam hammer
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A CHANGE OF INDICATORS MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE

The practicability of these two new indicators shall be demonstrated on a few examples.Let us take the liquid water.We can water surfaces,Theywere then watered.But not
all surfaces will become wet.Waxed surfaces are nnt actable, just as certain surfaces
are not paintable with certain paints but can become painted with special paints.

V.

/1

watery

water

to water

watered

wetable

wet

eatery is an EVALUATION which we may make to evaluate the WALITIES of some other
liquids,which we evaluate water-like,watory.Uetable and wet are EVALUATIONS which wo
make with reference to objects which respond passively to a treatment with voter, just
as a metal sh at of silver respond to the treatment with a hammer.
Or let us take that un-educatable boy who does not respond to the treatment vvith
knowledge.The teacher gives out know%age and the boy takes in kno7ledge.In these symbols,the opposite direction of the arrows indicate somehow the active and passive process.

-V

0 diO
knowledge
(p.242)

V

V.

4i0 4)0 4A21

to educate
(give out)

to be educated
(take in)

educatable
.QUALITY

educational
QUALITY

educated
QUALITY

A stone is not educatable.A monkey or a dog are educatable.A boy is educatable,of
course.But if all the treatment with knowledge has not transformed his mind,then he
has not acquired the QUALITY educated.
Now,the new VALUE indicator with a act behind,is definitely bound up with some
physical nOTION which must have taken place before.Nevertheless the word remains a
VALUE word.In the example educated the symbol of the mind is also shown,which makes
the meanin:7 wholly relative.And many minds may differ vehenffitly whether somebody is
"really"educated or whether the action of the toachers- have been spent in vain
Many 1.CTIONS leave no trace on the object,for instance to see,to contemplate samething,eto.The ACTION which plays a great role in many activities of man,and which has
a very definite effect is to break.Here the transformation of the object is final and
remains visible,long after the ACTION to break has ceased.This visibility,for instance
of a broken rod, shall give us an important symbol.Elere again -.9e may study the ENERGYMASS word The Break,which means not only the UNIT of ACTION word,but stands also for
the MASS transformed.The Break.And herebelow is a last recapitulation of the grammatical symbol indicators,which we have learned in past chapters.

V
.mm.1%4
broken
line

OWEIErs4b.,

tool for
breaking

breaker
(simpler symb.)

bra akingly
(adverb)

breakable
brittle

broken
(adjective)

/1

.=ftNsh,

0■M•11144,14.

or

to break
.=sually active)

to break
(active)

to be broken
(passive)

A0

0
siron;lY

-the break
7NITofACTION

■
MMA■Ilisb

shall break
been broken
aid break
(future)
- (past active) (past passive)

A \---\ A

the break(age) the break The Breaking
The Break
The Break(age)
(the THLNG transformed) (depicting the unnecessary verbal nouns)
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The diligent readevfnay already be near the breaking point,or already broken under
the strain of this mild grammatical array of symbols.But he may rest assured,that this
is the last chapter of such a kind.Finding grammatical symbols,which should somehow
suit all languages,is no easy task,and the reader may therefore forgive some drabness.
Now, let us put our knowledge to practical use in writing the following sentences:

•v
hammer (is) breakable.

man breaks hammer

V.
man

broke

hart er (is) broken .

hammer .

We may end this final chapter on conventional grammar by forming our symbol for a
word,very often used by people:1 am able, I can.As these words are used before people
undertake the ACTION which they think they are able to do,they can do,we can use our
EVALUATION indicator with the dot before,Surely if a man says: I am able, I can,he
makes an EVALUATION of his abilities.' can indicates a verb,and we shall haul down
our indicators'to do work between the lines.17e thus can form also our symbol for to do,
which means to act.

-V

A
to

writing
lines
ground

A.1

A
indicator
of ACTION

to act The Acting
The Doing
to do

EVALUATION
indicator
before ACTION

to be able The Ability
to can
(noun)

Nan is able in an active and passive way,and we can depict this by pointing, the ACTION
indicator in one or the opposite direction.

<

A iv
man can
do something
actively

A .Ne
man can
stand something
passively

V V
Ability
active

Ability
passive

now many times do we hear such words:"I can do this and that,I am able to stand this
or that."It is an EVALUATION made by the speaker,and we should realize that it is an
EVALUATION before an ACTION (as "pointed" out by the dot
point).As long as the talker
talks only,without "going into OTION"eve neednot take his words seriously,Only when he
follows his words with ACTION,and a successful ACTION to be sure,has he removed the
vagueness of his EVALUATION.
In all talks on politics we hear words,brought forrard with deepest conviction,like:
"Russia can do this; America cannot do that." It's a human EVALUATION all right,and
different brains may differ greatly about it.TheVALUATION symbol indicates this.
On the other hand,there is the negative aspect,Pecple sometimes say:21 I am not able,
I cannot do it: "Trey should realize that this negative EVALUATION4mm:Vis an EVALUATION
only,wholly vague in meaning.Try,Brothers. Do it Act now:Instead of an EVALUATION,
do some real physical CTION:Your disability \/may turn out an unreal EVALUATION,
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(247)
MONEY

AND

BUSINESS

"In some far off future there will be a new language,used first as a language
of commerce."
Friedrich Nietsche (4)
"Merchants engaged in international commerce suffer even more than scientists
from the want of an auxiliary international language.Besides increased expenditure
of time and energy they have to bear increased expense for interpreters and for
special clerks needed in their foreign correspondence."
Max ralmey (22)
Trade in finished goods is today not more confined to the so-called "civilized"
countries.The natives of some African cdtt,who sell raw hides ie ivory will buy gramophones and records.South Sea islanders whose only income comes from copra will be
interested in radios and other applianoes.rhe millions of small traders who have their
shops in jungle villages or high up north,are mostly illiterate.Somehow they manage,
but sooner or later they will feel the necessity to be able to read those delivery
note4invoices,the writings on boxes and drums,on tins and bottles...Directions on merchandise are a neoessity,should the buyer handle the thing he bought properly.
The illiterate merchants make some signs on their boxes.Sooner or later interna-

tional commerce will have to provide them with a written sign lenguage.Symbols which
somehow depict the real things, syMbols which are simple like the scribbling of
children, symbols which would be readable on any merobandizIhs9tti3 erKipart to the
world,understood in any language.Some symbols are used alreagy,F.10E ass for fragile.
Missionaries and teachers try to teach natives some sort of alphabot,which in
many cases they have to adopt to the special sounds of the native languages sounds
which are not to be found in the English language or other languages and therefore
the alphabetical signs are not suitable;just as some of them are not suitable for
t etc.
European languages,which have therefore special letters and signs like u "a. 6
But the alphabet which a missionary has invented for some tribes, may not be
valid for other tribes on the other side of the mountains,and after 50 years or
so,they may not be suitable any more for the shifted pronounciations of the tribe's
language for which they have been invented.°nly a symbol wriana could avoid this.
The idea of a common language for all peopleshas long sinc67abandoned.We know
now of the irresistible force of the mother tongue and we have ample proof of its
strength in the many millions of inhabitants of the United States,Canada,South Ame-

rica and other countriesowho still speak Italian,Greek,Ucrainian, Russion,Swedish
and other mother ionguos,although the language of the country(English or Spanish)
exert a daily influence.There is no hope that the 95 of the 2 billion people living
in this worldooho cannot read and write,and tho others who can read and write in
one language only,would learn a world auxiliary language like Basic English or Esperanto, in a not too distant future.But a sign writing which they can read in their
respective mother tongue,and which is easy on the eye and the mind, may fill the gET.
Films are now invading the smallest village,Hollywood has turned to 16 mm projection of all the. films, which are shown with a portable projection outfit even
in Java and Congo villages.Sooner or later vollywood would have to think up some
meansibr sub-titles,which would convey the meaning of what is going on.In a later
chapter practical exarr1es of such sub-titles are given.
But why go so far? If you go on travel and coma into a foreign oountry,which
language you cannot speak,you will pass from one trouble to the other.You go into
the bank,but you cannot read the inscription over each counter:You go into a department store and you have difficulty to find the department you want to go to,Or you
have to go to the customs and present some papers, bills of lading,invoices,your passport,etc.etc.
Then you will realise that you can read international symbols like 1 2 3 4 5 6
& rc;S: ( ) - etc. in the foregn country and the people there canread the same
symbols in your papers,althoufo they cannot read your language.
Then you may realise that o conscontious effort on the part of international
banks, industry and business ooganisation towards an international" sign writing",
a "symbol language" may bear rruit.Of course it may take some time,until people
would understand it,and govoriments,schools and chambers of commerce will have to
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do some work,but somehow it would be childs play,because the symbols are alike those
drawings which children scribble anyway,Besides,underneath the symbols should be the
meaning in the native tongue,as shown in previous chapters(see p.104).
In this chapter,symbols are shown which could be displayed in banks and business
organisations, shops and offices,not only on the walls or over the counters, but also
in invoices,delivery notes and in the end,in correspondence with countries,for which
the business firms have not a special linguist ready.
Readers may easily reject the symbols to be shown.Only if you know the outline and
the meaning of the basic symbols and how they combine to compound symbols - only then
do these symbols become meaningful to you and almost self-explanatory.
Basic symbol,in the widest sense,to all trading is the medium for interchange:money.
Looking around for an appropiate symbol for trade and money we find an old symbol on
many bank notes,on many bankcand commercial buildings,as well as on any allegorical
mural,depicting industry and commerce: the rod of Mercurius.

The rod of Mercurius
hessenger of Jupiter
God of the merchants
A simple schematized outline of this design will furnish us with the symbol for money.
Its conbination with the bowl,vessel,hold,already employed fergive,take and exchange
will give us a simple symbol for trade,commerce,business

‘1,
money

group,oampany
(many men)

08
paper (in connection with) money

to exchange
(in and out of bowl)

trading company

trade,business

limited

trader,merchant
businessman

trading company
limited

+ OS+ 040+
part
Cline divided)

share

company on shares

0

a

vg
to hold money

holdings

>>
past future

THING
(any thing)

1/4.1
goods
merchandise

A

(purpose) holding money for future
(see
csee next page) saving ,roserying money.

savings
reserve
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)

ast future

given out (past)
delivered, shipped

indicators)
(

received
(past)

receipt
voucher,docket (paper)

A

1/41AB
to pay,payment
the ACTION

4i8

dig

payment
the THING,money

paid
(past)

A

to be paid
(future)

)

1/4/1$

04.)149)

418

to receive money
ACTION

received money
(past)

receipt (paper)
for money received

receipt (paper)
for goods received

Jog1(91 A4/$1:91 MAGI
time limit
borrowing money
a lender
a borrower
interval
The above symbols refer only to credits and debits due to the lending and borrowing
of money.If,however,you are a creditor,because you have to receive money,in some near
or distant future,for goods delivered,services rendered,a much simpler symbol can be
used.You are then a man who has to receive money in the future.We could,of course,
write the symbol for creditor the other way round,namely a man who has paid.out money
in the past,but this would also refer to a man who has made a donation,and will not
receive it back in the future.The symbol for future is relevant in regard of credihetil.

8 18 Adig AdA
credit
debit
a creditor
to receive m.in future to pay m.in future he shall receive m.

profit,plus,gain

loss
(minus)

assets

a debtor
he shall pay in.

liabilities
(0

418

)
\AG d)*>>evi) a»90$2.

cash
•
•

liabilities :

land

loans received

houses

machines

goods money to come in

payment for goods recei- paymt, for taxes
ved.
(percentage for state)
?to be made)
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(254 the last compound symbol:payment for taxes,the symbol for the particle for,
should have been writton twice,because the symbol reads:pAyment to be made for percentage of money for>> state.an the other hand, the symbol for)' could be le t out,
if people are already acquainted with the compound symbols.In atcr chapters we shall
deal in detail with these particles.It is however necessary to point out how the symbols for the particles are derived.Some readers may think that misunderstandings may
occur.For them, the little particle maybe added,to make it doubly clear what is meant.
The meaning of the little particle is derived from a"greaternmeaning,and consequently
the particle symbol is a small symbol,compared with the big symbol for the"gxeater"
meaning.Look,how simple it really is.
WANING

APPLICATION

derived PARTICLE

OR SIMPLY

F14

I>

start

from

payment from John Smith John Smith paid:

>4

IT

to

payment to John Smith

mori
end
arrival

'VII)) John Smith IliJohnSmith
or

or

A> 0‘4.i
relation
(mathematical a>b)

of

>>

>?

purpose
(intensified relation)

for

>.

>

position
(relation to certain point)

•>›I

John Smith received

or An\.i

man of store house

storehouseman

Or

safe

enclosure for money

•

at

4
04 John Smith

)4 John Smith

or

safe at night

night safe

These examples,which are an introduction to the chapters on the particles,should
suffice to shnw,that we can use those symbols to make our compound symbols clearer
if this should be found necessary, In the coming chapters however,we shall refrain
as much as possible from such help.If semantography is generally adopted,the meaning
of many compound symbols would be deeply ingrained in the minds of the people who use
it,and therefore,the additional particle symbols would not be necessary.However, should
it ever come so far, that semantography shall be used for business letters with people
in odd countries,speaking an odd language,than full use of the particle should be made,
order to make the meaning perfectly clear.Enrebelow is a ample of such writing.

4

1$

AEI,
>>

>

±ioney received for purchase
Durmar
)"
in(at) ship Durmar

> •

of

mommor •
•
•
seeds

...:0 0, London >1 Surat

Goods forwarded from London to Surat

16 - 4 - 191-=:

on(at) the 16th Apri1,1948.

Cable about(on)reception
of
gooas.
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It can be seen at a glance,that most particles could be orggitted - if the correspondents are already very familiar with letters written in semantography.The simplified
lines would run as indicated below,and -by the way, they could be send. by oable.Today
radio-photo is an accomplished fact,and photographs are transmitted with amazing clarity in details.Sending off a few lines in simple black lines of semantography would
cause no diffioulty.In fact, it would eliminate a lot of4rouble caused by errors which
slip in at the transmitting and receiving stations in the transfer of ordinary cables
in alphabetical writing.The clerk in London would type the cable in semantography,and
the pictured slip would be transmitted faithfully to the trader in Surat,who can't read
English,out who recognizes the outline of the words London and Surattand can read se-mantography.
)

4i$
received money purchase

Iondon-Surat

iz:7
1 Du.rmar

6 •

seeds

(

(316 - 4 - 1948

goods forwarded London-Surat Ship Durmar
(
t hi
s !imIGlig4Svittnhutshee

4111491

on the 16th April 1948. Cable

arch ZeLVV-a lltali:41tseef ;r 2L).ngl

reception of goods.

Now,some readers may think that such business letters and cables written in semantography will not come about,because they are not a necessity.However,businessmen who
work in smaller countries,like Roumania,Bulgaria,Greece,Finnland (it's Europe,not a
country somewhere in India or Africa)those businessmen,who are born in those countries,
can understand only the native tongue,and very often they want to write a letter to
a great firm somewhere in England or .America.In their little country town,where they have
their business,there may not be any translator at hand,and in any oase,he would
charge a fee.1 know this from own experience,As a boy,I handled the correspondence
of my father,and quite often we had to refrain to make contact with some fax away
business firm. Such simple symbols would suit the businessmen,even of European countries.
But there is another field,where such symbols can play a great part:the banking business.Only a travellerogho finds himself lost in a foreign bank,unable to read the
inscriptions on the different counters,unable to ask for information in the native
tongue - only a traveller would appreciate signs in banks which could be read in all
languages of the world,and in the following pages such examples are given,

SIGNS IN BANKS
'The world could hardly get along today without international travellers' checks.
Similarly it will not long continue to endure the inconvenience caused by the lack
of international communication."
Walter D.Head (44)
Some readers,who intend to star read this book (and - by thumbing through the pages,
may look somewhat bewildered on the following sig4may perhaps be sceptinal,For those
readers,however, who have faithftlly followed the book up till here,the symbols may
look almost self-explanatory. They may think, that a traveller should have not much

difficulty in finding the right counter,especially if he has with him a little leaflet
covering the symbols for banks.
Now,these bank signs are not an original idea.' saw them in operation in China.
Not the symbols in semantography,but in the complicated Chinese oharacters.Banking is
highly developed, in China,and. we should bear in mind,that China was the first country
in which paper money was invented and used,some thousands of years ago. A merchant
from Peking or Canton, cannot understand the language spoken in Shanghai.But in the
banks of Shanghai,he could quickly orientate himself,because the signs on the counters
are the same as in his home town, and the paper he presents, written in the ideographic writing of China,could be understood in all languages of China,
Yes, the idea would work - if the international bankers decide to use it.
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INTERNATIONAL SIGNS IN BANKS OF ALL COUNTRIES

The following examples show signs which could be displayed in all banks of the
world,with the meaning in the native language underneath„First,the signs outside
the bank building:

D
NIGHT SAFE

OPEN

10 -15

CLOSED

10--12

OPEN WEEKDAYS:10 -15 . SATURDAY: 10 -12
The day is signified by the sun over earth,Saturday is the seventh day (in line
with the Bible,and in acbcordanoe with corny millions of Christian peopleiSunday is
the first day (and it coin/regarded so in may respects)Monday is the 2nd day,up to
Friday which is the 6th day of the week,See the chapter on an international calen-

1,.rs
- ELEasaagLa.

CI

3-6-48

Crlit

BANK WI LL BE CLOSED TUESDAY 3-6 -48 HOLIDAY
3rd June 1948
Inside the Bank there are the innurerable calendars,which can be internationalized:

THURSDAY

CO!
ATTENTION

Q19
D2
01948

19.
FEBRUARY
1948

SI VOUS CROYEZ QUE
CES SI GNAUX INTERNATIONAUX NE SONT D'AU CUNE NECESSITE, VOUS
NE CONNAISSE2 DON C
PAS LES, DIFF ICULTES
OU'UN ETR ANGER REN
CONT E DANS UN E
BANQUE ANGLAISE

The poster on the riEht,writton in
French should be considered as a joke
and as a lesson to some people,who
may think that all those internation
symbols in semantography are wholly
unnecessary.Those people may think
that the word SATIS.DAY is so Pull of meaning, that a symbol for it,may be a waste of
time and effort.Of course,the word SAYIEDI (which means Saturday in French) or SALZTAG
or SONNABEND (which two nerds are two German version of the meaning of Saturday) are
wholly meaningless to them,The translation of the above poster in English runs:
Attention ; If you think that these international signs are not necessary,then you don't
know what difficulties a stranger encount==rs in an English bank,

INTERESTS, DEPOSITS. CASH, COINS AND BANKNOTES

peroent(itge)

discount

interest
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bank rate

We have now to learn another particle symbol for the meaning of for,It is not the for
which we find in the words:for the purpose,and which symbol we derived from the symbol
of purpose (see page 250).The for we need now,is the for in the words:in echange for.
We shall therefore derive our particle symbol from the symbol for exchange.

I
exchange

(in exchange) for

2.50

etc.

1 chair for 2.50 Dollar

Now we can write interest for deposits,If we make a deposit in a bank,we get in exchange interests.The percentage of this interest depends on the time ,during which we
leave the deposit in the bank.Here then is the notice which we find in every bank.
aormiommini.m■■1,

Oh+
INTEREST FOR DEPOS IT
11/2 90
SAVINGS DEPOSITS
)

of

A YEAR

DEPOSITS HELD 6 MONTHS
)

1

0

290

9,

D EPOSI TS HELD 1 YEAR
The symbol for year indicates the sun conpleting a -11112 cycle
Now the signs for the counters to which the foreign traveller is primarily attracted.

a
paper
piece

Au

CD
paper
disc
money (geometrical)

coin

Gold

Silver

Nickel

copper

The symbols for Gold and Silver coins are not needed nowadays.In any case, every
'soy and girl learn in school the chemical symbols for the metals and elements.

INTERNATIONAL SIGNS ON COUNTERS IN BANKS
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a
insiae

M To

outside country
( flag, earth)

home foreL--,n
country. country

FOREIGN NOTES ,COINS

4AB
bridge
( transf es

MONEY EXCHANGE FOREIGN EXCHANGE

FOREIGN TRANSFER

LETTER OF CREDIT

0

division
(rathematical)

y)

IRATE OF EXCHANGE

MONEY CABLES

INFORMATION

C=1 C=I3

paper pieces

cheque

travel
(..7heeI, earth)

TRAVELLERS CHEQUES

A$

SAFES

CASHIER

RECEIVING
DEPOSITS
Herebelow is a specimen of a cheque form.
57

./c• UNION

BANK
Day

11PAYS
,

D

Month

Year

AL'
or holder

(Nabc)

\ pen

c=1#265910

Name
\abc means :write alphabetically

('\123)

\123 means :write in numbers

MORE INTERNATIONAL SYMBOLS FOR THE BANKING BUSINESS
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If anybody thinks that thell onleandutrue" form of the cheque needs no improvement,
he does not realize that cheques have different forms and are handled differently in
some parts of the world,Instead of writing the sum in alphabetical writing,a part of
the cheque (divided in little squares arranged in lines,and indicating 1000,100,10,
1,eto,) is out along these lines with scissorsThis gives the sum at a glance, and
makes forgery impossible.In China,the signature has no value and is disregarded,A signature,the Chinese say,is easy to copy,but their seal,cut in stone,glass or ivory,is
almost impossible to imitate,as every cut shows certain distinct deviations.
Below are other symbol compounds related to cheques. A cheque book is an accumulation of many(multiplication mark) single cheques.

XCA
CHEQUE BOOKS

PRESENT CHEQUES HERE

In the last symbol,the sign for money has been deliberately omitted.These signs are
shown in a bank,where all transactions are connected with money anyway.Thus the symbol
compounds can be further simplified,We shall omit the symbol for money also in the
symbol for account.The symbol for a paper leaf and the bowl will indicate account.

ala

0:1

paper
leaf

hold
bowl

ACCOUNTS

trade
business

LEDGER

bock

0111

Enka/

CHIEF ACCOUNTANT

LEDGER INQUIRIES

-.`")

Ha

X

Z's

1

Stop account
Closing

NEW ACCOUNTS

transfer to account

°

a

balancing an
account

scale
bAlancc

Start Account

a+
account plus

a-

1:10.125,41
overdraft limited to 250 £

overdraft

ahla

to repeat,copy
to duplicate

paper copy
duplicate

DUPLICATES

settling account

D ad
STATE MENTS

4J/JOHN SMITH

G A PARTICULARS 2.D
Date

Who?

That?

IDEBIT NICREDIT
gone out

came in

3alance

EVERY MEANING IN BANKING CAN BE EXPRESSED IN SYMBOLS
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A

Ai. A
First man

Bankman

part

DEPARTMENT
MANAGER

Department
(part of bank)

CORRESPONDENCE DEPT

time limit
interval

LOANS DEPT

As shown in the last sign, it is not necessary to show the symbol of Department.
These signs are on the door t. the re •ec ve departments.The w• d Loans is suffic'ent.

/\
BANKDRAFTS CLEARING
cheque (oblong paper)
issued by bank

to cover
protect(rooe

1/4.1
SAFE CUSTODY
roof over hold,bowl

exchange
between banks

8?`
doubt certainty
(doubt crossed. out)

SECURITI TI ES

writing
secret
pen (mouth closed

E

02+
paper in con.part
with money share

SHARES STOCK EXCHANGE

CODE DEPT.

,stat°
,
k

BONDS
stares of sta71!

1:2+
Shares

1.1

:1

Buy

Sell

901.1

All

a go-between
between
dot bet7.1ines) agent,broker

commission
brokerage

+4.4
before after

late,after time

payment

overdue

part payment

A
-X-X +ad
money to be paid before
margin
advance money
part advance money

minus
gratis
without without payment

much more to increase
increase

penniless
to cross out business
without funds to blot out

to increase mars'_7_
(to be increase-1'

bankruptcy

.

INTERNATIONAL SYMBOLS FOR INTERNATIONAL SHOPS AND STORES
_
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SIGNS IN SHOPS AND STORES
"Not a few business organisations engaged in foreign trade are urging the speedy
adoption of some moans of direct communication among different nationals."
James F.Abel (75)
The following symbols may be appreciated by business representatives wh5se job is
to conduct sucoesfUlly shops and department stores situated in international ports
and other towns,visited by an international public.Eut there are towns situated in
areas with a multi-lingual population.As usual,thoro are sharp controversies raging
in such areas about all questions pertaining to signs en public places.Such questions
have even found their way it the peace treaties after first world war.The old LustrianHungarian monarchy was tole,Wrant in such questions,and in some provinces public signs
were written in throe or even more languages.But there were more than 20 different
nations living in this empire.Yhen it broke up and national states were formed, they
too had to go the same way:Paper money in Csecho-Elowakia woro printed in up to 6
different languages.In Roumania there are 12 languages to consider.
It is clear that signs in a symbol writing woul.d be neutral to all nationalities
and would solve problems like these.
In this chapter we are concerned with signs for shops and , apartment stores;however
these symbols can also be used for commercial correspone.lence.People who speak English

are apt to underrate the necessity of such a correspondonce.,bocause English is a world
language and great business houses have their English oorresponjtents.Eut take for instance business houses in Vienna or Prague,Th'y no business 'pith all countries of Central Europe and South-Eastern Europc.Beforo the second world war,German was use for
the international correspondence,but this is definitely out now.Those firms can't em-

ploy correspongetas for the Greek,Bulgarian,Slovonian,Croatian,Serbian,liungarian,Slovekian,Roumanian,Uorainian,and some other languages.
The same applies to labels on morchanlize.If you are a manufacturer and you have
a shipncnt(rcady for Roumania and fitted with labels in Roumanian)suddonly cancelled,
you can't divert it for sale in Greece or HUngary,unloss you unpack every tin and box,
scrape.off the label and paste on another.
But all these troubles refer only to Europe,the craddlc of culture,sohnol education
and literacyJiew about India or idrioa,where hundreds of different tongues are spoken,
and where not only most people are illitorato,but where no alphabet has been yet designed Por many tongues.
Only a symbol writing,which show tie: outline of things, which is almost self-explanatory could be the solution.From this point of viow let us now evolve the symbols for

shops and stores.

DI/
trade,business

street

business house

business office

_73

o0

room open to street

shop,store

sale
buy
(first money, then thin7}(first thinv,thon money} paper on"buy"

store house

invoice
paper on"vtle

SYMBOLS FOR THE VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS IN A STORE
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pric e
money for thine

Ifoar
much money

1,400
BARGAINS

cheap
(opposite meaninc)

f.th.

>> A

c9

FOR FOREIGNERS

language
bridge
mouth& ear) trans-...
dot indicates outside state flag,

INTERPRETER
anguage

ISSUE OF LEAFLETS WHAT LANGUAGE
ON THESE SIGN S i reforrin toleaflets in semantor,r.

world world(sky & writinr
earth) (pen)

t leaflets in

semar.;tosqapkry, an-1 worLs ofa articular lancua7e

14 H

t4
FABRICS
woven threads

CURTAINS

BEDDING

CARPETS TABLE-CLOTH

46,
cover

clothes

CLOTHES

tablé

room

fabrics f . door , e to .

i

CLOTHES MADE TO ORD R

to make in_lividual

›› A

>>

FOR MEN

CLOTHES FOR WOMEN

II
flower

small

youn7

rough young
e flower

» g.lA
CLOTHES FOR CHILDREN
imam/
•
under

CLOTHES FOR BABIES

•
tim•mi
over

UNDERWEAR OVERCOATS

RAINCOATS

HOW TO SYMBOLIZE ANY GOODS OFFERED FOR SALE
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We have used Most symbols composed of basic symbol elements,but here and there
we have also used an auxiliary symbol,for instanoe the symbol for ourtain,showing
the outline of door and curtain.We could easily depict this meaning with basic symbols
only, for instance,fabrics for winlows,or fabrics for openings in room,or house.The symbol for bed is an auxiliary symbol too,and could be expressed by symbol elements as:
place to sleep,or tool for sleep,or similarly.Strange as these circumscriptions may
seem at first,once the meaninr of the symbol compound is grasped, the picture of a_ bea
will soon come into our mind,wherever we see the symbol compound. place & sleep,or tool
& sleep.Anyone who has acquired the knowledge of even a few Chinese characters,knows
that the cumbersomeness of them disappears completely,when you are very fomilor with
them.The conplicatc: symbol is looked over in a olance(just as a piano player can take
in at a glance, the most complicated chordsoshen reading a musical piece and playing it)
and immediately the picture of the real THING appears in the mind.
Department stores and shops
could
use the symbols of semantopraphy,provilea
that they do not indulge in inventing fancy symbols of their omn,which would confuse
people.Each auxiliary symbol should be agreed upon by an international acaciemy,which
would watch over the development of semantopraphy.Such an academy would be the InstitUt
for Semantography.
In the following lines it is shown,how some auxiliary symbols could be chosen,although
it is always possible to express the meaning with basic symbol elements only.
The mooning of HATS for NEN could be expressediN >> 01k, In fact, the roof outline looks actually like some hat Chinese farmers wear.Moroover,a hat is really a roof,
a covcr,a protection for the head of the man,who wears it.But the roof outline appears
already in the symbol for clothino,inlicatino there cover,coatino,coat. If the roof symbol would be displayed on hat dopartments,the public will get soon used to it, just as
get used to the ,odd
dd expressions of returning officer,fire escapc.health remedy
(indicating something which remedies health) and thousands of other words in all lenouaoes.Te could therefore use the roof symbol to indicate a hat.But vie can just as well
asree to an auxiliary symbol,which shows much clearer the outline of a hat,for instance:

>> A

"1:1- V-14,0-%

HATS FOR MEN

HATS FOR SUMMER

HATS F. BEACH

Pointer indeplace next to
water
Herebelow is an example of the development of the basic symbol compound for umbrella
and its replacement by a simple auxiliary symbol.
Sun& 2,indicating 2nd season

THING hand

tool
tool of
(THING in hend)proteotion

for against umbrella
UMBRELLAS
(protection tool
against rain) auxiliary symbol
It is obvious that such an auxiliary symbol is to be preferred,not only owing to its
simplicity,but foremost,owing to the fact,that it will be much easier recosnized.Moreover the symbol as it is,appears in itself a composition from basic symbol elements.
There is first the symbol for the roof,then the symbol for a sticks vertical line,and
a small curved line is added, (of Which we can readily dispose, if we wish to do so.)
The following symbol is actually a repetition of an Egyptian hieroglyph,and our
little pointer will help us, to point out the leo and the foot.

./\
>&
legs and feets
Ato walk,to go
ACTION of 1.ec f.

foot
(p inter)

le?
(pointer)

TROUSERS
clothes for legs

SYMBOLS FOR ANY SHOP AND ANY MERCHANDISE
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#Ay

# >A.

^Ai

SOCKS

STOCKINGS

SHOES

fabrics f.feet

RIBBONS
oblong strip of
fabrics

40
OPTICS

SHIRTS COLLARS

cover for feet auxiliary s. ring(geometrical)

fabrics for legs

C=1

>>

I

ZVI

PE FrFUMES

`I ES
ribbon for men

smell(nose)heart-r.
ullifting( happy)

BEAUTY PARLOR
beauty(eye,heart up)" ACTION
indic,to make,become beautiful

or
simply

tools f.oye

OPTICAL DEPT.

CAMERAS .,

outline of glasses

light(sun,cye)enclosed in box

0
PHOTO STUDIO
A ACTION of using a camera

•

PICTURES
eye looks on square

0°0 0
FRAMES STAMPS
enclosure f.pict. see postal symb.
(p. 122)

L AMPS

[ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

roll (cylinder)
for

VACUUM CLEANER

4

tools, electrical

light (sun,eye)
electrical

dust(three aots, see p.120)
moving into enclosure
AIL

h

STOVES

and
ELECTRIC STOVES BATH-HEATERS FURNITURE ,

flame in enclosure

electricity (lightning) bath (a vessel & rater) chair table

461
4
KITCHEN TOOLS
,, 0

GLASS WARE

CROCKERY

outline of mine glass outline of plate

CUTLERY

outline of knife tool for making food

These examples chosen at random should convince anybody that it is possible to form
simple symhols,cither from the basic syMbol elements,or by a:opting an auxiliary symbol
- which is almost self-explanatory and could be understood in any lan7uage.

INSTALMENT PAYMENT AND INSURANCE POLICIES
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Critics may say,tnat such signs are unnecessary in a shop,v?nere the customer could
see the goods.True enough,But this is not the case in a department store,with many
floors,where a stranger has to consult the directory to find out in which floor he
can find the goods he wants.If there is no interpreter,and if he cannot speak the language of the country,he has to make frantic
gestures,until he is understood.. In
using semantographic symbols, he would simply write it down on a note paper.If anybody
scorns this idea, I wish to tell him, that I have seen this procedure in practical operation in China, even In small shops,where many goods are not displayed.
To end these examples of symbols for a retail store,here are a few morepto be used
either on taes,cr on bills, etc.

D

i
payment part instalment
part PaYm.

0

19

to carry, transport

carrying fee

D
wheel THING

monthly instalment
payment per month

first payment
aawn payment

-$R
no carrying fee
delivery free of charge

R41 0941 0941

IN -41

to bring
to fetch

bill of lading a roach arrival
(document f. transport

delivery note note of arrival
(paper)
(acknowledgement)

" >>
premium

protection for future insurance business

policy

.-(\? S

1*1

1\
? )6(

insurance against
fire (flame symbol)

transport
insurance

war risk insurance
(crossed swors)

t

•"16-3-1948

insurance stops oa
the 6th March 1948

These examples may suffice.In a later chapter we shall learn the symbols for life,
death,accident,sickness,etc.etc, ana then it will be easy to Craw the symbols for all
sorts of insurances.
On the following page an attempt has been made to Llre:u up an international form of
an invcice,etc. for customs purposes.Similar foms for any other commercial and transport purposes can be drawn up.In fact,thore arc alreajy all sorts of symbols in use on
such forms,on the boxes,drums,cases,ctc.lierebelow are a few auxiliary symbols for the
various kinds of enclosures,used for transporting the foods.

ap
parcel
case,box
(usually wooden) (us.paper)

rum
(us.bir)

8 0
tin
( pis.small)

.gag
sack

6

10

bottle

piece
(1 THING)

0 ns

INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMS INVOICE FORM

IrmiAnn

[...11.

71.

X
125:1
Date o How marry Unit o.!Number Sign 4eight of Unit Unit cf Total weight
nelos.
height
Dis a
1-20 M.B.

20

100

Goods?

//
(
)1 Sulfadiazine

1:1 01 +$
Price Unit jnit To tal
Moneygeod Stun
11.25

$ kg 1125.001

(case)
10 - 9
1948 50

16 - 11
1948 100

22-5
1946

1000 101-150 A.C,
(1 piece
iared14

18

LI 1-100 R.S.
(bags)

21-30 K.B.

10

900

800

`;-: 0

200

Ilf--'-(Radio sets)

46.00

NaC1 (Salt)

(0 on dcsors)

-.2.3

10 2300.00

▪

lbs 5.4.2

£

10 i 125.-.E

(case)
10000

p

30-8
1948

15

10 1-15 G.M.
(pieces

1240

16600

® Chevrolet (Motorcar) 950

$

le J 4200.-3
(1.p

The words in English;especielly those i brackets)are written only far the better Ander tanding
of the symbo s
. This form is only a crude example.Many columns are missing,for instance for full and net zeight,the amount of pieces
in one single case or parcel,etc.etc.Thc example shown is lim4 ted by the size of this page.But this example should
show,that efforts in this direction could meet with success. It may be said, that the customs official is familiar
with the meaning of the different coluMns.This may be true with forms with which he is familiar,but he fails with
forms from small,out of the way,countries.But the great difficulty does not lie with the customs official.It lies with
the exporting firm.They may get a form,without knowing what the headings mean.Lnd even if the headings are written in
the language of the fires amployeos,thcre nay still be doubt,what is mcont.Innumarable jokes are circulating about
people filling out a column of an official form, the heading of which they completely misunderstood.
11161 indicates the outline of a chemical retort

nd means Chemical
(see later chapter)

AN INTER NATIONAL C USTOMS INVOICE FORM I N SYMBOLS
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knla t

■
411,

fnr nlictinnmct

DIRECTIONS WHICH CAN BE READ IN ALL LANGUAGES
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1/4.1
DIRECTIONS ON MERCHANDISE
Symbol elements:paper panq,mind,tool thing in hand)
thing in hold
Only a few examples are given below,but they should suffice to demdmkrate the practicability of the idea.Now,no one expects that manufacturers and department stores

should give up printing directions on their packages,boxes,tins and apparatuses.0n the
contrary.They should go on making their labels and plates as beforc,but they may add to
all the writing the symbols too.
Below the last line,they may add another line,showing the symbols and giving the words for the occuring symbol elements.There would be
even enough space to add the equivalent words in French and Spanish.
Such a presedure would have a manyfold effect. First,it would be a demonstration

that the firm is progressive.Great stores in the United States are now displaying,together with their goods,paintings of contemporary and much debated artists.The first

department store to have sign boards nritten in sementogrephy,and a little leaflet explaining the meanings of the symbols by nice little drawings showing the real things,
and next to this column 10 additional columns showing the equivalent words in 10 different languages - the first department store to do this,would have a good scoop,vrorth
its advertising value in hard cash.Adults and children would grab these liAAe pamphlets,on account of the novelty,on account of the nice little drawings and7 .ccount of
having a nice vocabulery,which may come in handy,when going on travel.The last two pages
may contain the 100 basic symbol elements and a few words about semantography.
In, a similar way,manufacturers may add a few lines on their labels,packe.ges and tins.
Besides showing that the firm is progressinybesides dashing in on the advertising value,
it would be also plain coonomy,because the same label could be understood also in other
countries.In a few years of such constructive efforts on the part of the great manufac-

turing firms,they would cash in on being able to send their merchandise to all parts of
the world,without the necessity of changing the labels.A firm sometimes gets en order canoelled,although the tins are already printed in that particular language of the ordering
firm. It means a direct loss to the manufacturer.
To prove that a development towards international symbols is already under nay,it may
be referred to the word FRAGILE painted on may boxes with breakable merchandise.The
word. FRAGILE is already internationalized,and seasoned nharf labourers in all parts of
the world may already recognize it.However, new labourers are coming daily to the venter
front.FRAGITE is a meaninglessjumble of lines to them.So,many manufacturers have resorted to the painting of a glass (a wine glass in partioLlar,just as in semantography).

GLASS
international

semantography

SAFETY FIRST

BREAKABLE

international on roads

in semantography

As said before,most manufacturers use only the word FRAGILE.They may as well add the
symbols in semantography.A few manufacturers use the symbol of the wine glass.They may
as well use the symbol for glass -in. semantography,and/or the symbols for BREAKABLE.
If the symbol for BREAKABLE belongs to a sot of symbols,capable to write anything then it would be sound to employ that symbol.It would pay,even in the short run.
Here are a few other examples.

A

.1

I

upright
vertical THIS SIDE UP DON'T DROP
perpendicular
The symbols on the ri t mean: no :(negative)
A make upright placing (earth) near

(two adjacent lines) beat

mlii• I

S?

DON'T PLACE
NEAR HEAT!
'oation from fleme,fire)
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DIRECTIONS ON TINS, BOTTLES, AND ANY APPLIANCES
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ON PACKAGES, TINS & BOTTLES
A

A

LI

>.
OPEN HERE

CUT HERE TO OPEN

PIERCE HERE

knife

through

A A
11

Nmns/

REMOVE TOP HEAT TIN , THEN OPEN SERVE HOT
up with lid (tor)

plate

stove

I•

2 0
2 PILLS AFTER MEALS

fare

A

A

41)

SHAKE BEFORE USE
down

th)

Al A
DANGER INFLAMMABLE
Safety Warning

WARNING POISON

flame,fire,

chenical(retort),life crossed out
symbol for lifc(sun and individual)
(see later chapter)

45
ON ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
tool (hanek eg: thinr)

-41
SWITCH

TURN

[1]

ON OFF STOVE

POWER

firc enclosed sun,eyo

HOTPLATE OVEN LEFT
sto,c, w.one hotplate
PLATE
writin7
lines

X
much

more

RIGHT
PLATE

stove with two hotplates
most Nunbers 1 2 3 can be employed.

DIRECTIONS ON ELECTRICAL GOODS AND CAMERAS

0
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1 2 3 4 5-7

REFRIGERATOR

FREEZING

Est

box,water becomes solid

water becomes solid

DEFROSTING
solid becomes ?Tater

■

VACUUM CLEANER

BLOWER END

SUCTION END

dust co 120

out of

t
rn

11!

OPEN HERE FOR DUSTBAG

DANGER LIVE WIRE
Electricity

Warning

>.

04.9
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SYMBOL CABLES WHICH NEED NO COOING AND DECODING

The samples on the foregoing pages may suffice to show that directions in syMbol
writing for any technical instrument are possible,Many manufacturers who export their
merchandiae to many ocuntries,include in the package a leaflet written in 3 to 6 languages.If they arrange such a leaflet with a column containing the symbols,they could
add ten or more columns showing the meaning in ten or more lenguages.The symbols are
almost self-explanatory and in a few years time,such symbols eeculd be common place.
However,one important factor must not be overlooked.All symbols of all manufacturers
must be uniform in the basical meaeing,If manufacturers would invent fancy symbols of
their own,we would soon have another Babel.reople who would know the basic meaning of
the symbols,as explained in this book,may get bewildered when seeing new sembolseehich
they would not find in the semantographic dictionary.When the confusion grows,the idea
itself will suffer.People would not be induced to learn the basic symbols,because they would not fit any more to the confusing different systems then in use in different
countries and by different manefacturers,We would be enree eff,then before.
In order to ensure conformity and the prevention of another Babel, the symbols, their
likely derivations and deviations are registered in all countries. As explained on p.6
of this, the second edition, the use of the symbols is free. Only those persons and
firms who make a profit by painting, printing, engraving them by any means on any surface. will be asked to pay a small royalty which will be used for advice on nee symbols
and for promotion publications which in turn will help the persons and firms concerned.
Only thus can unity and complete international understaniing be achieved.The alternative is chaos.Scientiets,industrialists,and businessmen are practical people,They
would realise that only a system Ahich is uniform over the whole earth,can help them.
Nevertheless,an appeal to reason alone,will not bring this uniformity and co--operation.There still remains that small group in all countries and in all ages,which defy
reason,out of an insatiable thirst for self-assertion.
They would have to be fought, tooth aninaile if they refuse to co-operate peacefully.
In the last ohapter,the structure of the Institute and the Society is outlinedeThere

it is also shorn,how these organisations can enforce uniformity,how they can fight
confusion makers,with the weapone,given by law makers in all pountries:the copyright.

SYMBOL CABLES

"By these written signs secrets are conveyed over land and sea."
Ovid, Heroides, 4.5
In the foregoing chapter,we have touched upon the use of semantography for cables
(see page 251).Here we may outline the idea.
Since telegraphic messages came into use, telegraphic codes toc,were invented,to
make cables cheaper,and to remove errors,which may slip in at the transmission and
the reception.Theee books,beavy tomes as they are, represent the first international
language used in comnerce.The translation of a code book into another language,gives
the man whe uses the translation,iemediately the tool to read a cable,(which has been
composed in English) in his native tongue,say Prench.Hoeever,the Englishman who sent
the cable,had to do some heavy work of codin his message,and the Frenchman must do
some heavy eork,of decoding it.If an error slipped in,then the decoding work may take
longer, sometimes a few hours.
Moreover,there is not only one single code in operation.There are many eodes,ABC,
Bentley's code, Mosse's code and a host of others.If you are familiar with one code
only,and you get a c&le in another code,it means a lot of precious eorking time.
But there are other disedvantages.If you are a businessman,somewhere in Finland,
or Spain,or Java,you may not be very proficient in the understanding of English.If
there is no translation of the code in Pinnish,Spanish or Dutch available,you would
have to use the English edition of that code,and it may well be that you weuld misunderstand the message, even if you have succeeded in decoding it correctly.

THE FUTURE OF COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE
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A hundred years ago,oversea mail was delivered by fast clippers.At the ports waited
dispatch riders with their fast ponnies,and as soon as they got the mail,they dashed
off to the inland town.Business houses employed their own dispatch riders.It meant a
lot if they got the news - although 3 months old - half an hour earlier,than their
oompetito7s.,An hour later,and the purchase price may be up.
When cables began to cover the ocean 'beds,news came quicker.But cables were expensive,so cable codes were invented.But letters still had to go by clipper or steamer.
Nov we have the airplane, and a letter from London to Shanghai, which a hundred years
ago needed 7 months,goes now only 7 days.Even this time is too long fcr some transactions and therefore the cable and the cable code is much in use.
In 10 or 20 years time,a great part of todays air mail 7111 go a different way.
Radiophoto is already today an accomplished fact,A picture or a letter is exposed to
a kind of television cemera,which translates the various shades and lines into electrical impulses,which then are radiated by radio waves.In an tstant(much less than one
single second) the picture or the letter is
rnb the receiving end across the
globe, In another instant it is pnotographed.Thus a whole :mitten page can be transmitted in less time than a 25 word cable.Long letters could be delivered the save day
and very,very cheap.Not only business houses would use photo-letters.Anybody would do
it.A father would get the scrawls of his little girl with all little sweet faults,and
the picture of the girl on the same page.ge all
got used to many radio pictures
in the daily papers,Some are of an amazing clarity.Others are not.Tet the methods and
the appartus evolved are still in the experimental stage.koreover,to transmit a picture with hundreds of details in light and shade is one thing,and a letter with clear
black lines on white paper is quite a different thing.It is easier and sirTaer to trans
Even secrecy can be assured.The radiophotoed letters are exposed on an
mite
endless strip of paper,which then goes into a tank,containing the various necessary
liquids,which develops,rinse,fix,wash and dry the sensitized paper.Special signals
transmitted,would divide the cabled address,from the cabled letter content.Such signals would cause notches in the endless paper band,and according to these notches,
the automatic machine,would cover and seal the letter content with an additional cover
paper,leaving only the address free.The notch indicating the end of the cable,yould
automatically cut the sealed letter from the endless paper strip.The automatic machine would pour out letters by the thousands,all ready for delivery.
Anyone acquainted with modern electronic transmission methods will agree that the
principal problems involved in such transmissions are already solved.7ie have automatic
developing tanks which can develop,fix and dry a continuous film in less than 15
seconds.Special signals,Tor instance the S 0 S call,sets today complicated machinery
in motion on any ship within a certain range,alarm clocks begin to ring,etc.etc.
If we remember that the transmission of pictures by electrical impulses has been constantly improved during the last sixty years or so,we can be rest assured, that radioletters,as described above, will come into being,perhaps in 10 years,perhaps later,
perhaps even earlier.
But the difference in language will still ranain,A letter in Bulgarian,cr Urdu
will not be understood_ by a man,whc cannot speak those languages.Thus,semantography
could fill the gap,more than any other medium,because the simple black lines of our
symbols would be rendered very clear in transmission.Moreover,the symbols are almost
self-explanatory.The employee does not reed to do some elaborate coding.He types off
the letter ti ith the semantographic typewriter
(
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Affixing the firms seal and the signature makes it a legal order J.
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SEMANTOGRAPHY FOR SPOTTING TROUBLES IN DOCUMENTS

AGREEMENTS AND TREATIES

"In their declamations and speeches they made use of words to veil and ruffle
their design"
Plutarch On Hearing V.(of the Sophists)
leg
During my business carper I have witnessed strange things,I had 7-torke in the
partment of a big industrial concern and I have seen how disagreement broke out about
the interpretation of a paragraph or even one word,written in one language and hotly
contested in another language,spoken in the country of the contesting firm.I have
seen both parties marching into court with heavy volumes of all kinds of dictionaries,
and both proving to the court,that their different interpretations are justified. As
usual,a dictionary quotes all different shades of meanings of a word,very often contradictory (a fast horse held fast),Imagine now a judge to thorn the language of the
agreement is"Greek" and who does not understand. the technical and comeercial meaning
of a certain word. in all its ireplA.cations.He sees that the dictionaries are contradictory.So he turns to an "expert for help.But the warring parties have taken care
of that,They march into court,each party accompanied by an expert ecarrying a many pages
testimonial,very cleverly written,with lots of citations and weighty references - but,
both testimonials come to opposite conclusions,If they do not contradict each other,
they bring forth
many argurents;
the judge is compelled to appoint an official
court expert.The official expert may waver between both parties.Then he nay decide in
favour of one.The other party will then carry the case to the higher court,and there
the game starts afresh.By that time both firms may have found out that the expenses
for laviyers,experts and court fees have reached unbearable figures and. they may come
to an agreement, in which the contested meaning would have been replaced by a clearer
word.
It is my firm belief,that agreements,written in semantographyl may prove a better
emdium,not only between firms of different language,but also between firms speaking
the same language.Fallacies are riot only contained in translations.Every language
contains ambiguities and fallacies.
A business agreement should always be clear and to the point. It deals only with
selling,manufacturing
physical ACTIONS performed by and. with chemical THINGS;buzing
and transport in)i.liat hem t ic al figures as to numbers and weights are introduced.Actually
it is difficult to see how arid why disagreerent ariees.If one party has failed to deliver goods or to ereke payment up to a certain date,then it is liable to pay damages
or to do this or th.a.t.The party stays convicted.Yet,the party fins an excuse and sure
enough, the party finds a paragraph or a word in the agreement,on which"to hook on"the
excuse.Who is the -carty? A businessman on his own or an executive,..;_epressed by the
worry to be unable to fulfill the agreement.rie sees losses aheade and he will cling to
any 'straweshich may help hire to avoid his obligation and to be vindicated,not the least
before his own conscience.So he uses the "loopholes" in the agreement to help himself.
In very many cases,these_ loopholes consist in words,which are HUMAN EVALUATION words
especially SENSE REACTION words.Pare.graphs containing such words are sometimes called
" rubber paregraphs?rhiS refers to a condition in the agreement,which may be stretched
in meaning or contracted, just as a strip of rubber.It' s a vague meaning,to be sure,
and in an argament,each party may use its own interpretation.
Such"rubber paragraphs" contain words like
...as soon as possible...
...as much as -possible...
Both parties will do their utmost....
Both parties will consider any possibility of co-operation...
Both parties will consult each other,should...
If we write the underlined, words in semantography,we will immediately see,that
they refer either to a human I3VALUATION,carrying the V symbol,or they carry the symbol
of the mind. Any boy or gir1,trained in semantography,could peruse the business agreement,and could easily point out all the vague meanings there.

DISAGREEMENT IN AGREEMENTS CAUSED BY VAGUE WORDS
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Now,it should be understood that it is not necessary to write an agreement in
semantography in order to find out the words with vague meanings.The knowledge of
the 'semantics" and 'mathematics of semantogrephy would be suffici-nt.At present
the people of the world have no simple method to recognize words and phrases which
have a very vague meaning or no meaning at all.All such questionable words and senten-

ces are usually beautifully phrased.They are perfect in grammar and expression,Yet,
they may be very vague in meaning.
Every businessman who concludes an agreement,must use mathematios.If he is a manufacturer,he must know how many machines he has at his disposal,how much every machine
can turn out per day,end how much he will be able to deliver per month.If he is only
a merchant,he must consult the figures of his accountst the floor space of his storehouses,etc.etc.He may as well use the new "mathematics' of semantography to avoid
ambiguous or questionable meanings in the wording of the agreement,and - what is more
important - his knowledge of semantography may make him, alert, to prevent the other
partner of slipping in such words,which,Iater on,would constiti a perfect loophole.
Howover,if such loopholes are absent,both partners would have to see, that the agree-

ment must be carried out,that difficulties 741,1t be overcome - in the enzi,a clear out
agreement would contribute greatly to continued activities of mutual benefit.
Again I want to state, that agreements may be written in the ordinary language of
should know something about the "grammar" and"mathemathe country,but both
tics of semantography.
Treaties between two business houses concern only few people.Treaties between two
nations concern all the people of these nations.And such treaties and the preliminary
talks are consequently front page news,But what is in the treaties? Idll,few treaties
deal with the exchange of so many tons of goods against so many tons of other goods.
2dost treaties contain"empty"words only,with no "teeth" in it:Vague promises,vaguer
assurances,vaguest affirmations.To-morrow - all is different.And because of all those
vague words, the leaders of both nations believe with honest indignation that they are
right and only the other side is wrong.It looks as if so many treaties are torn up,
are treated as a scrap of paper, - because they contain very often only vague words
which can be interpreted in more than one way.It seems that it would be a good idea
to prevent diplomats to waste the nations money in obtaining such meaningless treaties.
Today innumerable diplomats with a host of innumerable secretaries,experts,stencgraphers,are scurrying all over the world, selecting the most beautiful summer and winter
resorts for their talks,occupying the best hotels and getting terrifically busy.ln
the end the treaty is solemnly signed in the presence of the highest aignataries,with
reporters buzzing around and hundreds of photo flashes going off.Hands are snaked,
golden fountain pens are given away as souvonirs.and only few people are aware that
the treaty is mcaningless,that it can be interpreted in different ways and that con-

sequently it is not worth the paper it was written upon.
The average "man in the street" is usually not aware of the worthlessness of all
those activities.He reads about friendship treaties, consultation treaties,cultural
treaties and is stunned.he is not aware that politicians and government leaders whose
lifelong activities consisteduistly in talk,are using all thosebeehive activities as
a camouflage for "doing nothinF!;
These are strong words and the author is aware that the lilies written above can be
attacked with the very same weapons which the author endeavours to create.True enough.
But this is exactly the situation which the author wishes to bring about,namelylthat
every boy and girl, trained in the-recognition of words, should realize,that words as
such, are - from the standpoint of the physicist - only shaking the air,when spoken.
If the citizen would stop listen to such verbiage,if citizen would assume the view-

point of the chemist and physicist and would start asking:how many more schools have
been opened,how many more hospital beds have been provided,what does the basic wage
buy on the market,ctc.etc. - then only can we expect a change for the better.
Could a treaty been drawn up in which one paragraph would read:We declare solemnly
that,accoraing to our national master race mathematics 2 + 2 = 5. Yes it could.A people wholly illiterate,ignorant of mathematical numbers would listen reverently to such

a proclamation,mado from the balcony of the government bungalow.
But in countries with primary school education for all oitizen,such a proclamation
would be wholly impossible.Xn the same way,a people trained in semantios,would not be
More about all this in the third book.
deceived by many treaties of today.
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THERE MUST BE AN END TO THE VERBAL ABUSES IN PATENTS

THE

ABUSE
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PATENT

S

The idea of an international patent written in semantography

For some years I was manager of the patent department of a large concern.I had to
read thousands of patent specifications in different languages.I had to supervise the
launching of patent applications in different countries and I had to defend our rights
in many courts.Gradually I became aware that the protoction of the ideas of creative
individuals is today of little or no value to the individual with small means.
No wonder, inventors go to the dods,They have no chance.It is impossible for an
individual with small means to have his idea protected in all countries of this small
planet,and to make use of this protection.Only a very large firm,who can afford to
spend millions on applications,fees for attcrncys,fees for patents,fees for lawyers,
fees for court prooeedings,etc.etc. can have any benefit from our present day patent

lawaThe inventor with ideas,but without money is hopelessly crushed.
One step forward would be the creation of an International Bureau for Patent Rights
which would issue one International Patent valid over the whole globe,We have already
such an International Bureau for Trade Marks and for Copyrights.Hawever a trademark
consists only in one single word,which can be easily registered,and easily examined
in regard of the existence of earlier rights.The examination of the content of a patent
application is much more difficult.Comparison has to be made with earlier specifications,which as often as not,are written in a different languao.Dictionaries are of
little or no avail in many of such cases.Think of publicationgriungarien,Greek,etc,
It is mainly the language problem which stood in the way of the creation of an
International Patent.A specification written in clear,geometrical symbols of semantography may be the medium to overcome national and linguistic misgivings.
The syMbols are understood in any language.All words pertaining to human EVALUATION
and SENSE REACTION,liable to be interpreted differentlyncould be easily recognized
and removed.Patent specifications contain usually words of a decriptive character.
The idea is worth contemplating.
The International Bureau for Inventions would receive only one specification
written in symbols of semantography.This application would be carefully examined
by techniciananwho have at their hand the most complete library of world-wide techvalid in all
nical publications.If they grant a patent,it should then become
oountries.If the patent is contested, it will be contested before an International
Court.Today the court of one country declares a patent valid,but the sane patent in
another country is declared invalid.All this makes no sense at all.
Such an international patent application could be afforded by any craftman and
any engineer.The International Bureau would consist of many specialiefldwho,knowing
what is going on in their special field,would be able to restrict the scope of each
inventions
they would give the inventor a clear idea of the range of protection.
The International Bureau would not only prove of great benefit and value to inventors and to the industry,it would also serve the men who are in the forefront of
discovery,and who usually get nothing out of it:the scientists.Prom own experience
I know that the acientist,workinn in the ill-equipped university laboratories, must
go begging to the rich industriesnwhich flourish by his discoveries.The scientist
of today,who works for science sakes is helpless against the unscrupulous commercialisation of his discoveries.He would6e happy to get only a small share in order to
foster his wcrk.But usually he gets nothinkle works in a university laboratory with
small means,and with a. small salary.Bis only reward in many cases is the printing of
his paper in a scientific journal.
The International Bureau could better the lot of the sciontisti lic and the university
ddlich provided the means for his research would act as oo-applicants.During the first
15 years after the publication of his discovery,any commercial use of it would automatically fall under the first pioneer natent,The royalty paid by industry would be
put to the best use by the university:to foster new research and new discoveries.

THE IDEA CF AN INTERNATIONAL PATENT SPECIFICATION
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Only an initial fee should be paid,which should be small.No yearly fees Should
be introduced for the upkeep of the patent (as it is now the case in all countries

with the exception of the United States),Getting applications from all parts of the
world, the Bureau would soon pay its own way:Moreover it could branch out and provide
many in industry and commerce would be extremely grateful.
This service - at present not provided by any patent office of any country - should
consist in informing an applicanteehether a marketed product, or a product about to
be marketed,infringe any existing patent right or not.Every executive in business and
industry knows of todays hazards connected with the launching of a new pvoduct,Very
seldom cis he sure whether he might or might not infringe a patent in some country.
Researches in this direction are very expensive,unreliable,and bring no security
whatsoever.A1/ this affects greatly the price,the scope and the planning of the
whole production.
If the International Bureau would provide such a research service (which would be
easy for the Bureau),everyone could launch an application,askine for an examination
of a product,mtather it infringes some existing patent rights or not,The specialists
knowing their special field and all the patents registered,would soon come to a decision.To be sure, the decision could be contested in a court set up by the Bureau,but

servtn for which

such a re-examination and decision should be final.
Anyone familiar with the practical results of efficient patent laws in certain
ocuntries,nill agree that it brings a boom of inventions about.If an inventor realizes
that it is worth while inventing and applying for a patent,his creative powers will
be greatly stimulated.liore inventions,more discoveries, more international co-operation may have the most far reaching effectsnUorcover the new international patent law
would provide for the elimination of monopOdes,which today are exerted through the
great firms:Vith their great funds,they can master an overwhelming array of lawyers,
experts,court actions,which cow into submission any small producer who simply has
not the means for prolonged court actions. Anyone applying for a license on an existing patent,should be given the right of mnnufacture,provided he pays the patent owner
the usual royalty.
The great firms would nevertheless support the whole scheme.Today 90 of all the
money spent on patent applications,etc, are spent uselessly,and the executives know
itjallions of pounds and dollars are wasted and the consumer foots eventually the
b ill,

The staff of the Bureau would consist of technicians and scientists taken from all
countries* To prevent national favouritism the application should be launched under a
code number,thc name of the applicant to be deposited in a sealed envelope with the
Bureau.English and a second language should be used for verbal communication within
the Bureau (just as in the Patent Office of Smitzerland.newo laneuages are official).
But the basis of such international co-operation would be the applications and
the patent specifications written in semantogrephy and understood in all languages.
Judging by the precedents,there is no doubt,that an InternationalPatent Office

will come about,sooner or later.The handicap at present is language.A symbol writing
such as semantography could be of help.
LIFE

AND

THE

INDIVIDUAL

"To the primitive mind the structure of the human body, for example,belongs to

the dull catalogue of common things.To the eye of the philosopher,the scientist,
and the poet,the human body is fearfully and wonderfully made."And a mouse" says
Walt 7hitman "is miracle enough to staeeer sextillions of infidels." SO it is,
if yn have the wit to see it;and that to have the wit to see it, is itself a miracle
more surprising than any prodigy recorded in the Bible."
'olter Murdoch (21)

THE SYMBOLS FOR THE HUMAN BEINGS
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"Life and Death he drew as circles
Life was white,but Death was aw-kened
Sun and Moen and Stars he painted...

Thus it was that Hiawatha

I n his wisdom taught the people
All the mysteries of painting
All the art of PictureWriting."
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
We have learned already the syMbols for a male and female human being,and we shall
repeat them herebelow,together with other symbols shown in previous chapters.New meanings can be derived by symbol combinations.

AI
male

female

xA

people
many-men
(at least two) group,committee,company

The multiplication mark close to the symbol for man gives us the meaning of a niltitide of persons aa-thbred for some purposei be it a crowd only,or a crew, or a croup
standing at a street corner, or a committee, or a comnany,either in business or at a
social or other event,a club,a union,a society, there are many words in all languages,
which indicate a gathering of people for som purpose.
Now, the semantographic symbol for peoole,folk,etc.is politely drawn to show also
the "other" sex.However,in lanoueoe we do usually forget our "better halves" and say
bluntly Mankind, the history of :,:an, the progress of kan,etc. We shall agree to use the
combined symbol for man and woman (as shown above in the symbol for people) whemver
we want to express the meaning ofllan in the higher sense as in The History of Man.
We may use this combined symbol in connection with the multiplication mark to indicate
a groupo a club,a society,a committeo,a compaoiyowhich comprises in and women.
What happens when we put two multiplication marks before the symbol for man anliwoman?
Apparently We get a new meanings just as
deNo means water,„..."‘ lake,›IcX'°.% ocean.
Putting two multiplication marks before the symbols for man n
woman shoul oive us
apparently the meaning of a hi-her community - a nation. Now,sone readers may object.
During the last few decades the term nation has been put to much strain,and innumerable
articles and books have been written and more speeches delivered about the question:
what is a nationUs this term is of great importance,a special chapter
has been set aside to deal with this question and to evolve a proper symbol.
A man or a woman are no doubt chemical THINGS alive.7c don't need to put the THING
symbol indicator on top of the symbol.But what happens when
put the indicator for
physical ACTION or for human EVALL:ATION on top of the syMbols?

C3
A
man

A
to man

manly (man-like)

A
womanly

The verb to man has a clear meaning,as for instance in to man a ship,to man a gun.
It means all the physical ACTIONS which can only be performed by man in handling a
ship or a gun.However the human EVALUATION manly, or womanly leads us at once onto
slippery ground.The terms indicate some abstractions we make in our minds as to the
characteristics of a man or a woman.The term womanly is today used for all kinds of
characteristics of a womancod characteristics as lovely,lovablo,tender,etc.) and
for bad characteristics (as fickle,wcak,unprediotable,unreasonable,etc.).Good and bad
are in themselves human EVALULTIONS::Hen G.g.Shaw speaks of womanly men and manly women
he uses deliberately these words to evoke all kind of Emotions and interpretations.

Strangely enough,the term manly is today used only in the meaning of zcgid characteristics of a man (as brave,strong,just,etc.),another proof of the Injustice of Man.

THE SYMBOLS FOR SELF AND OTHERS, EGOTISM AND ALTRUISM
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In the beginning chapters we have learned that the line of reference is a very important basic syrThol element.Te have used the line to indicate above,over,below,under
before,infront,bohind,after, and many other meanings.In the chapter about The Relativity of Space (page 15657; have learned of the system of reference, to which every
observation must be referred to,end in the chapter on The Relativity a Mind (p.180
and also p.205) we have learned that every individual is in himself a system of reference,and observes and judges everything from his own system.Every individual considers
himself - subconsciously - as the centre of the universe (see quotation of Popper-Lynkeus
on p.145),Any individual judges any event in the first place - how and if it affects liEd.
He draws the line between ITT, (first of anything and all) and the others (in the second
place),He is Number One standing before anything else.The others stay behind, they are
of secondary importance.If he reads about a railway disaster in the paper - if he or
the people nearest to him are not affecte'l by it, they. he forots it the moment he turns
the page.This drawing of the line,expressing a geometrical operation,can be used in a
geometrical writing.

.1
before,in front

12
behind, after

self

others}

We can even express the mental "drawing the line" by combining the line and the mind
symbol.Now we may better understand the outline of the syMbol for individual.It looks
like a human being,but not with Teets apart,but drawn together,as soldiers stand to
attention.It„looks even partly as the capital I which is used in the English language
to exprM/the most important items in the world "I", the individual.AOw we see that the
most significant feature in the symbol is the line,the line of reference,according to
which the individual divides the world and its happenings.
or
we
line

to judge
,
(scales o justice)
We have now tv o symbols at our disposal. 7e may reserve the weightier symbol showing
the scales of justice,for the meaning of pronouncing judgement about an important
affair.Hormver, when we decide about unimportant metters,whether we like them or not,
whther they are tood or bad,only as far as the individual is concerned,then we shall
use the symbol Showing the mind and the line.
The symbol for man,shows a biped standing with both feet apart A ,so standswoman
in our symbol,with the closing horizontal line of a skirt.In the symbol for the individual both stand with legs close together.The symbol for the individual is valid for
both sexes and so arc all the related leanings.
V
V
individual

"drawing the line"

VT 1) VT
egoistic

Egotism

altruistic

Altruism

Herebelow is another example,showing the use of the line.If we perform an ACTION,
the result of which is not known to us,we term such ACTION to try,attempt,testi,experiment,etc.The lin_divides the ACTION from the result,which is an open question when we
start our trial,attempt,test,experLment.

A
question answer

A AILJ Al

to act The Act

trial,atteivt,
test,experiment

result
(of trial attempt,etc.)

THE SYMBOLS FOR 1, YOU, HE, AND SHE, YOUNG AND OLD
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(274) Having developed the symbol for the individual,we shall now tackle the -problem
of the pronoun: I,you,he,she,it,we,you,they.
We should not have eifficulty in using the numbers.If I is Number One, then cu medns
the other, the second (2) fellow,and he is usually considered as the thitd (3) party.
The symbol for man or waman,together with the numbers 1 2 or 3 should give us the symbols
for the pronouns I,x02,he or she.The plural we you they can then be indicated by the
plural multiplication mark.

or

)11sik or

1

2

1

2

A.

1, iL

1
I
you, thou
he
you
he or she
she
male either sex
male
either sex
male
female,
The plural indicator (multiplication mark) on top of the symbols gives us

i
l
k
j)111, °I

J.*1

or

2

A. 1, I,

we
we
you
they
you
they
they
males
males either sex
males both sexes
both sexes females
71e have thus also the possibility to express a multitude of females:they.For both
sexes, we use the individual svmbol„or if we want to be polite and more to the point,
we may put the symbol for male and female close together as in the symbol for people
at the beginning of this chapter. The individual symbol (see foregoing page) is best.
The grammar minded reader will miss the third person neutral singular pronoun: it.
It refers usually to inanimated things and to anmals,babies and children,if 7e want
to avoid stating the sex.1Je can derive the symbol for it easily from the symbol-for
small.However we shall not use it as freely as in ordinary language.

I
big

small

it(s) however we
it rains but only rain cr
raining
plural shall not write:

it

Dealing with the pronouns for babies and children we may tackle the problem of hour
to express young and old without offending anybody.Some people are still "young" at sip.
The symbol for flower will help us.

A

T?
flower

to flower

flowery

to grow, growth
(general meaning)

A,1
big

small

young man
adolescent
Somehow,the symbol for young looks like a little child,the circle being the head,
the small outstretched arms,the feet.As it is, it can stand also for the meaning of
child.The sex indication could coma afterwardsmog would mean a babyPpposite
meaning of young would be old.but 'ma have a better symbc1,indicating rown-u .
However,all these words are EVALUATION words.Stating the age in vearci cycles of the
sun) is betterand more to the point.(7ould women evaluate this method "better"?)
young

grown up

SIMPLE OUTLINE SYMBOLS OF HUMAN BEINGS
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it x4,1 0)A
boy
young male

baby boy
(much young)

oge
years(sun cycles) of man

boy, 5 years old

How should we express standing and
'.7 could use the symbol for vertical
and horizontal in colulection with the syMbol for msn,but we may draw up an auxiliary
symbol.

F
vortical

horizontal

standing

lying

Now,the last two symbols look like the outline of a ran standing or lying on the
zround.The small stroke indicates his feet...-ell,we nay think that this is the outline
of a person standing or /ying.However, the symbols can be used in general for anything
standing or lying.The symbols refer to some THING which is longer in one direction
than in the other (indicated by the long and the short stroke).A wardrobe,for instance,
stands usually.But it might be laid down on the ground (for instance to be repaired).
-n both cases the above symbols can be used.They are in fact auxiliary symbole,meaning

vertical and horizontal.Thcy are conveniont,but we could dispens with them and use only
the geonitrical meanings (shown above on the left),In all cases,the context,the word order
in the sentence will tell what is meant.
Applying the above outline for other positions of the human body we could form the
symbol for leaning
for siLting, or for lying below ground,whioh means buried.
:he symbol for sitting might be confused with the symbol for staircose.Te use a tool
to sit down:a chair,and the ACTION performed with a chair is sitting.

A

leaning

sitting

or

sitting
(using a chair)

buried
(lying below ground)

Somebody may object:leaninp; or sitting,standino, or lying is no AOTION.HOwever,
primitive man felt instinctively that he had to use verbs for these mcanings,Standing,
leaning,sitting,lying means ACTION for a living oreature,an ACTION invisible outwards,
but going on within the body.The physiologist will tell us that the organs of the body
are performing as usual,or under strain,caused by such positions. To stand for three
hours on one leg,or even en both legs - just try it and see how much ACTION it involves.
However, for inanimate) things - the house stands, the stone lies on the ground these verbs seems to be used in some sort of metaphorical expression.Yet,the engineer
and the geologist will tell you that ACTION is involved even with inanimatedTHINCS.
he geologist measures the raised temperature,produced by rocks,pressing onto the underlying ground.The engineer measures the strain produced in materials placed in certain
positions.The electrons of a wardrobe may act differently in their mad dance,when the
wardrobe stands,or lies on the grounddat least those,which bear the greatest weight.
In any case, these speculations may indicate, that Man, the inventor of language,may
have had some hunch about intermolecular action when he put these meanings into verbs.
Going back to the human being,we may use the above outlines to indicate strong and

wsak,healthv and sick. A weak _person does not stand ereot.The knees give way,and are
bent.

standing
position

weak
(knees:bent)

opposite
meaning

not -weak
(see next page)
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To be not weak,does not necessarily mean strong,but it does men a condition of
bodily health,even for a delicate,fragile person.The symbol for strong shall be evolved
later on.Herebelow we ahall outline a person lying in bed,writhing in pain and sickness.
A sick person very often draws up the knees.The legs form an angle.

lying
position

sick
(knees drawn up)

healthy
(opposite mean.)

pain
(feeling).

Some readers may think that a better symbol for healthy should be evolved,not one
which gives a negative,cpposite meaning and needs the opposite syMbol.However, the
symbol as it stands may prove its worth.77e human beings never think that we are healthy
(thank God) as long as we are hehlthy.Te accept this state cf affairs quite naturally,
without giving it a thought.Only when we find ourselves in hespital,writhing with pain,
knees drawn up high,only then do we realise what a wonderful thing it is to be healthy.
7e11,the symbol should remind us,that healthy means notbeeingsiokthankGod.
Now to the symbol for strenth.The old. Egyptians have given us the outline of an arm
bent at right angle,as wrestlers and strong men do,to show their biceps.

arm

to force
strong
to force
(man with bent arm)(to be strong towards an object)by power of mind

From the notions of weakness and sickness we can advance to the notion of help.
The meaning of help in our present day world is a wide one.A man may be strong physically,but he may need help of some kind,advice,finance or the like.nealthy people are
often in need of spiritual guidance.So we see that the notion of help is itlariably
bound up with the notion of need.There is theneeder". (the individual who needs help)
and there is the helper (the individual who helps the needy individual,) How can we
translate these meanings into geometrical lines?
Actually it is simplet because every day language has already translated these meanings into the language of the geometrist.A needy person is ane,who needs support.
He is actually leaning on the helper(for this support1who prevents the"needer'from
failing,This can be easily depicted.
V
Il

VI
the needy individual
(in need of support)

A
the helper

to need, necessitate,
(verb)
A

a

to help

needy, necessary The Need, Necessity
adjectival. noun)
adjective)
V

A VA
helpful

The Help

The syMbol depicts an individual,be4ing the supportfor a leaning line,which widens
the meaning of help beyond helping individuals.It means:giving help to anything in need
of support,be it an animal,a house,a "good cause",science,friendship,peace,anything.
However,who makes the decision of the need of help?Some individuals think they need
help and they go begging for it,whereas other individuals (in dire need of help) are too
proud to confess even to themselves that they need help.Cn the other hand,some individuals think that many persons, crying for help, don't need it at all. It's an EVALUATION.

NEED AND HELP IN EMOTION, REASON AND CONSCIENCE
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We guess already that the word need is a )-.utisn EVALUATION word. All the words of
the needy person,to need etc. stem from the original adjective need ncody.It i.s not
necessary to put the mind symbol over the symbol for need;not only do we realize that
the meaning is originally a human EVALUATION - the symbol itself,shows the line of
reference,which indicates the individual.Every individual is his own and unique system
of reference,and there are not two individuals alike.Moreover,every reference to geometrical meanings can only be relative,as we learned already in the chapter The Relativity of Space.If an individual considers his position leaning,in danger of collapsing,
he makes this EVALUATION with reference to his own system of reference.He himself
"draws the line". However, we are free to add the mind symbols if we want to.

v4

dl
need
rational thought
EGO

need
emotional feeling
ID

emotional urge
to help
ID

urge by conscience
to help
SUPEREGO

Now,we have learned a number of verbs to stand,to lie,to sit.to ail (to be sick)
need.le assume the attitude of the physiologist and agree that these verbs refer
real physical ACTIONS although no outtrard move is visible.Another verb in this group
for instance to hang.Hanging on a bar in the gymnasium completely motionless), seems
be no ACTION at all,at least no visible ACTION.But we know from own experience that
to hang, is a very strenuous ACTION.
On the other hand, to hang an overcoat refers to a visible ACTION,Later on the
overcoat hangs,which is no visible ACTION,but it takes a strain on the material.
Similarly if I em going to hang myself on a bar in the gymnasium, it means a visible
refers to an invisible ACTION.Here we use the verb
I am ailing,
ACTION.However:
to ail.But we can dispens with an ACTION word and use an adjective: I an sick.
Via
can turn this adjective into a verb to sicken. I sicken myself, or I sicken you,which
means (in an adjectival form) I make myself sick,or I make you sick.
All these grammatical difficulties resolve themselves into a simple rule in semantography.The g,ranunarian will tell you, that the differences mentioned above arise by
treating a verb transitive or intransitive.If I hang the overcoat,I transfer the ACTION
of hanging to an object,the overcoat.The verb to ha is transitive.However,if I hang
motionless,the verb to hang is intransitive.If I go through the motion of hanging myself on the bar, it's transitive, In samantography we can readily forset the difference,
just as simple people are not hindered in their talk,although they never heard about it.
Let us be reminded of the simple rule for a sentence,the natural order:
to
to
is
to

sentence rule

(

)

A

THING

ACTS on THING

If our sentence consists of two symbols only like Man acts it nay refer to an intransitive situation,like

A

1,

.

/N

I

sicken
I am ailing

I

*

sicken
you .
make you sick.

I sicken I (myself).
I make mysOlf sick.

Herebelow it is shown how the rule works with inanimated
things,a hook and a wheel.
I\
A

"mmint
hook,hanger

to hang

man

hangs wheel .

.heel

hangs
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SIMPLE SYMBOLS FOR TRANSITIVE AND INTRANSITIVE ACTIONS

One more example,shoming

the starting of an ACTION and its continuation.

A

0
sleep
(closed eye)

A

. 1,°1, 1,

0

sleepen i(myself).
I
I make myself asleep.

I sleepen
you •
I make you sleep

I

0
sleep

Sleepen may seem strange in English,but other languages have this form.In French
dcrmir means to sleep,and endormir means sleepen,making fall asleep.
Now,if we want to express that an effort has been made to bring a certain activity
about,we can use the verb to make.7e have used it as a second version in the above
the full meaning of the geometrical
examples. In a later chapter we shall learn
expresssymbol to make.Herebelow it is seen how we can put it to -work in similar
ions,to the ones mentioned above.

A

0
to make

I

make

you sleeping .

I

make I(myself) sleeping.

Instead of writing the symbol for I twice, we could use the symbol for self 1
indicating I myself
(see page 273)
"ae see already that most verbs which are transitive and intransitive,refer to
activities of human beings,which are either natural functions of the human organs,
coming about by themselves, or brought about by an effort either on oneself or on
other persons or things.In other words,most of those verbs refer to living things,
and this should remind us of the necessity to evolve a symbol for the meaning of Life.
in one of the latest chapters,dealing with the symbol for Creation,you will find
Quotations on the meaning, of Life(see also the quotation at the beginning of this chapter),In pondering about the meaning of Life we are confronted with the greatest miracle
in our universe.We see the amazing activity of our own body,in Which every cell seems
to know exactly what to do to keep the great community of cells gcing.If some cells
are hurt or destroyed,other cells will cone to the rescue,will split themselves to produce new cells or will even sacrifice themselves in the destruction of the invading
enemy.But the greatest miracle is the oroation of new life out of the union of two
creatures.
The astronomer who watches the nebulae as they draw together to form stars, the chemist who watches the chaos of molten masses,out of Which crystals of geometrical beauty
grow, they realise the ultimate purpose reigning in this universe:the creation of _or4qr
out of disorder.
However,the biologist,whc studies the development in living matter,the creation of
a complex creature out of one single cell,realisethe higher purpose reigning in this
universe:the creation of order out of order, a drive from lower order to higher order.
1.7e will note try to make a mysterious symbol for this greatest of all mysteries.Ne
will give it a simple meaning,understood by simple people.The individuals,that means
You and I and all the other creatures of this earth,which includes the animals,birds,
fish,insects,plants, down to the single cell amoeba,we all live on this planet,by the
energy,which is caning daily to us from cur suall.Tbe..sun gives us warathi gives us
food and energy•Uithout the sun all the individuals would cease to exist.The symbols
for sun and individual coMbined,should give us the meaning of Life.

A

V

0 1 CD ® CD CD
sun

individual

Life
Existence

the living
to live
thing, being to exist,to be

livingly
(lively)
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Then we combine the symbol for life with the symbol for a wave 4'( this synbol
indicates water,genera117) we arrive at a meaning,expressing the incessant change
going on.The combination gives us the moaning of change and its derivations and synonyms.
•V
V.
V
0
THE SYMBOLS FOR CHANGE, FOR LIFE AND FOR DEATH

changer
alterator
mutator
modulator
variator
permutator
etc,

change
alteration
mutation
modulation
variation
permutation
etc.

to
to
to
to
to
to

change
the THING changingly, changeable
changed
alterate changing,al-able
-ly
-ed
mutate
ternating,mu- add the synonyms according to
modulate tating,modur
any book on synonyms.
vary
lating,varypermutate ing,permuta-ting,etc.
etc,

The symbol above reminds us of another symbol,very similar in outline and meaning,

O +
sun

01104

weather

rain

forward

development backward recession

The changing weather is for us an indication,that ceaseless change is going on,
even in inanimated matter.
The changes in the life of an individual lead ultimately to death.Afterwards his
remains take part,sooner or later, in the development which goes on in matter.But to
the individual himself,death is a sudden blotting out of life,Bis name, his existence
is crossed cut. 'o can use the oblique line,(with which we cross out a written paragraph)
to cross out the symbol for life.

A

•V

V•

0 0

/
to cross out

life

to die

death

mortal

dead

We can, use now the simple word order to indicate the intransitive and transitive
verb.

A
man

•
dies .

Y.

A

4)

man

kills bird .

d11:4$ or
a killer

A

a dead man dead man

In a previous chapter,we have seen a symbol very similar to that indicating life.
(p. 241)

v c7
life

bowl

r'N

e

full

mind,thought satisfaction,contentment
In combining the symbol for life and qontentment we get a new symbol:

It indicates contentment in life the contemplation of a full life,satisfaction; it
shows the sun and the sum total (4.) we receive of life and energv,and it has an even
higher significance for the Christian peoples of the world.

FROM MAN AND WOMAN TO FATHER AND MOTHER
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THE SYMBOLS FOR THE FAMILY OF MA N

"This is the book of the generations of Adam.in the day that God created man, in
the likeness of God made he him;
Male and female created he them; and blessed them, and called their name Adana, in
the day when they were created.
And Adam called his wife's name Eve;because she was the mother of all living.*
Genesis,4.1,2; 3.20
One of the trickiest puzzles of my boyhood,were the"relative relationeof my relatives.Even today it takes me some minutes to figure out who is a cousin of the second
degree to whom.
when I started to evolve the symbols for our family relations I decided to make symbols clear enough to show who is who.At present, the words used are not clear and are
even aMhiguaus.Take the ward Grandfather or GrandMotberiWhith grandfather,whioh grandmother? There are always two of them, two grandfathers and two grandmothers for each
individual.Granduncle is even more ambiguous.I never could make it out,and I decided
to end the torments of all boys and girls by making clear symbols,
Looking around for a good symbol indicating familv,we find the Chinese symbol
It indicates a roof.' and below the roof - believe or not - a pig* .But thiAas
its significance.A family under a roof may starve.Most precious possession of a family
is a domesticated animal,which,in the poor areas lives with the family under the same
roaf,And among all the domesticated animals,the pig is that which gives the finest meat,
or at least the one,which the small farmer ever longs for.Roasted pork is a rarity with
the poor farmer.If he has it under his roof,thsn all is well with his family.
We can use the roof symbol too.In fast,it is the symbol for the family in the whole
animal kingdom.First thing mated animals do,is to make their roof,their nest,their den.
And even in our complicated society,a husband and a father is the man who can support
a roof,a cover,tagisoprotectiorl for himself and his beloved ones.

roof,cover,care,protection

man

woman

1
1
(
1\
married couple

4/1

husband

wife

A married couple are not yet parents,To be parents a child must join them,be it their
awn or an adopted one.Newsoapers use already an international symbol to announce a birth:
a star.A star shining under the roof of the but is of beautiful significance.

/r‘

star

parents

birth

father

mother

The words above are used also in the case of an adopted child.So are the symbols to
be used.

SYMBOLS FOR THE UNION OF HUMAN BEINGS

4t3
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Let us nau see whether a son or a daughter is born under the roof.Te can use the
different lines in the symbols for nan and wonan,to indicate male and fenale.The symbols as they stand indicate by their smallness the little ones.Moreover the lines have
deeper significance,as. - shall learn later on.
A brother and a indicate in any case a second child.The number 2 and, the
symbol for male or female will indicate these meanings.

2

A2

A
daughter

son

brother

sister

But we have been a bit rashNe have not yet evolved the symbols for engagonent,wed,
ding,narriage,bridegroom,bride,etc.Looking around for 30710 international symbols already
used, we find on the -wedding announcements sone:the heart pierced by an arrow 47;24(which
indicates love in semantography too, in honour of the early cave man lover,who invented
it X see p.1717 We find furthermore on the cards two kissing doves and two rings interlockede It would be a bit difficult to depict two doves,but two interlocked rings are easy.

cp
marriage
(two rings)

-

Q1

•

before after

engagement
(before m.)

we
wadding
first day(sunparth)

A cynic may say that the two rings look like two links of a chain and this implicates
certain :meanings, In fact, it does.A marriage is a union, strongly interlocked for the sake
of the children,who need a roof,care and protection,which only father and mother can give.
In semantography,the two interlocked rings have a wide meaning.

to connect, join,
connection, junction
joint,union,conbination
unite,conbine,
etc.etc.
coalition, alliance,etc.

4cm

COM

joining tool
(in general)

chain
Ato chain

Although the two rings, or the four,oan be easily typed on our typewriter,it should
be understood that this geometrical representation of two rings is only an auxiliary
symbol.:e use it,because it is convenient,but we don't need it•Ve have seen on page 151
that we can demonstrate the above meanings with the line and the mathematical plus. These
are basic symbol elements.

A

1+1

1+1

to connect,join
connection,junction
.line plus line)together to unite,etc.

41+1

joining tool
(in general)

chain
many rings(geometrical)

Let us go back to our wedlock syMbols.Before the wedlock we have the engagement.A bridegroom is a man before being a husband,and a fiancee is a man before,before...

Ale ‘
husband

bridegroom
(before husband)

fiance
(before-before h.)

lover
this he is supposed to
be all the time.
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Every matrimonial unionunites the two persons for life "till death do us part".
vie shall therefore use the syMbol indicating after, for a widower and a widow.
If however the couple decide to part than we shall use the part symbol

widower
orphan (female)
partition, divorce
(line divided)
(after h.been hsbd.) daughter minus father

divorcee
(husband divorced)

We shall now evolve the symbols for the grandparents.Here we must bear in mind,that
we have to join two families.If we join the roofs,this will be a clear indication of
their direct connection and succession.
As said in the beginning of this chapter,the term Grandfather refers to two different
persons:its either Father's Father or Mother's Father.These two word combinations can
be made visible in geometrical lines.

Father of Father
Grandfather
on Father's side

Mother of Father
Grandmother
on Father's side

Father of Mother
Grandfather
on Mother' s side

Mother of Mother
Grandmother
on Mother's side

To our surprise,the outline of the adjoining roofs disappears in the above symbols,
and we see instead,men and women holding each other with their hands and forming an
unbroken chain of generations.
In the same way,we can now depict other relationships in"adjoining" families.

Son of Son
Grandson
on Son's side

Son of Daughter Daughter of Daughter
Granddaughter
Grandson
on Daughter's side _s2a2aughterLsaide

Daughter of Son
Granddal/phter
on Son's side

It can easily be proved that the above symbols are not more difficult to type than
the word G-r-a-n-d-d-a-u-g-h-t-e-r for instance,On the contrary:lith the adjusted typewriter(carrying only one set of lines) it needs 9 typings.Vith the special typewriter
(carrying two set of lines;see page 97) only 4 typings are necessary,whereas the word
Granddaughter,having 13 letters,needs 13 typings.But this is not sufficient.To equal the
exactness of the typed symbol we would have to type 24 letters:Granddaughter on son's side.
A few examples of the symbols for other relatives are given below.

/
At /
ati\2
.
Brother of Father
Uncle
on Father's side

Daughter of Sister
Niece
on Sister's side

11
Mother of Wife
Mother-in-law
on Wife's side

Xt2
Husband of Sister
Brother-in-law
on Sister's side

Now we can form the symbols for some general terms,related to the generations of
families.

A""1.
Family
in the widersense

THE ACTION AND EVALUATION SYMBOLS FOR FATHER AND MOTHER
The symbol of the adjoining roofs gives us
A
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female relative
male relative
to be related
relation
zenealogioal
We shall not be surprised to see in a later chapter the mathematical symbol>
osed in a similar way, to indicate a relationship.In this chapter we dealt with the
relationship between the generations.The mathematical symbol for relation >used horizontally,gives us the outline of a roof.Adjoining roofs symbolises more than anything

else the close relationship within a family.
The ACTION indicator shown above should not irritate us.To be related to somebody
by family ties,means the manifold action of living in a certain set of reJ.ations.It
affects all our actions.
What meaning can we derive by placing the ACTION and EVALUATION indicator on top
.7f the syMbols for our relatives?

Father

Mother

to father

to mother

fatherly

motherly

tie know too well all the actions and all the characteristics of a father and a
nother.Sometimes we attribute them to some other person who fathers or mothers us,when
oor father and mother are not more with us.Those other persons which wo evaluate fhonerly or motherly try to be like father or like mother(mother-lika,motherly)
To father means to care for us,as our father did,to teach us,to advise us,to guide
aid. if necessary to admonish us.
To mother means to love us, as only a mother can do, to sit at our bedside when we

•

ill,to help us over all our troubles,to understand us,othotever on may do and even to

forgive us a thousand times,-!hen ore go away to distant countries and leave her alone
• forgotten.But w6Wlever forget her and father.
- lierover we are,as long as our father and mother lives,wo know that there is somewhere
•roof to which we can gladly rcturn,and often when we are worried,wc hurry back like
terrified chicks.The symbol may indicate the roof,but the outline looks much more like
1:Ire outstretched arms of father and mother,nlways ready to receive us and to embrace us.

SUBTITLES IN THE JUNGL?, CINEMA

No other medium has such power to lift people completely out of themselves.Only
the motion-picture camera can look so closely into the face of a man that it can record the unsaid things that come into his eyes.kovies can be used either as an ether
cone to drug us into stupid oblivion,or as adrenalin to stimulate new vitality,broaden
cur knowledge,deepen our understanding...
Eventually the screen may begin to prove consistently what it now indicates spasoodioally:that it is the most cntertaining,the most satisfying and compelling of all
art forms."
Budd Schulbcrg (76)
Since my boyhood I have been a fervent amateur photographer and a fervent cinema
ieto.Iater on I bought a movie camera and won so nuch praise in Film-Amateur journals
ooat I went professional during my years in China.I am still movie-crosy and I can walk
miles to see an old film in a village cinema or I can see a film four times within
Idays and wax wildly enthusiastic about some feature of it.The outbreak of the second
Norld war disrupted the making of a fiIm.which I hope to finish one day.Strongely,it is

used on the music of Schubert's Unfinished Symphony,following bar by bar the moods
,foy and despair,contained in that heavenly music.it is the story of a girl - and there
1_2

mo talking in that film.Only to see and to listen to that international language - music.
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I mention all this only,to indioste,that I speak with some measure of competency,
I believe that the innovation of pictures which talk,has increased the difficulties
of the film as a world-wide international medium.A film in which English is spoken has
a wide range,but it is incomprehensible in countries where English is not understood.
Synchronisations are costly and not economical for small countries.The motion picture
producers were forced to insert sub-titles end very many of them,because.in present day
films there is a lot of talking;it may be said:too much talking.Thc result is boredom.
I have seen films in many countries.In Roumania for instance subtitles are made in
4 languages (Reumanian,Cerman,Ucrainian,Hengarian) These 4 Ives of subtitles cover almost the whole screen.You see only the foreheads of the
(in a close-up)or the
sky,(tn a long shot)emerging above the lines.It's very annoying.
In China,there is a smaller screen on one side of the main screen,onto which long
explanations are screened(in Chiness)of what is going on in the film.This too, is very
annoying,because the onlooker is distracted.To avoid this,five of the biggest cinemas
in Shanghai have installed an earphone service on every seet.lou pay an additional fee,
get a pair of earphones,which are plugged in,in front of your seat and then you hear
a Chinese girl explaining what it is all about.This is an expensive method,your ear
aches,yeu don't hear the accompanying music,etc.etc.Eesides small cinemas can't afford it.
Subtitles are out of the question in regions where the population is illiterate.For
them the old silent film provided more entertainment.New nothinehappensnon the screen
for many minutes,except incomprehensible chattering.
There is another aspect.Ivent to cinemas in the Chinese suburbs of Shanghai.They
showed many films with English talk.But the copy was already so old,end the talking and
projecting machine so defect,that the English talk was for the most part unintelligible
even for an English speaking cnlooker.Even he had difficulty in making out what is actue
ally going on. This happens in most of the millions of backward village cinemas.
As said before,a film in one language version has a limited range today.This makes
film producing more costly,because of lesser returns.Hollywood tries now to develop new
markets for their films.They copy their features on 16 mm to make it projectable with
small portable 16 mm projectors even in the smallest villages of Europe,Africa and Asia.
But the language difficulty remains.Subtitles are out of the question,not only on
account of the illiteracy of the population,but because of the diversity of dialects.
This long introduction leads to the possibility of using symbols.The main counter
argument would,of course,be,that those illiterate people can't read - even the symbols.
However there are the following considerations.
It is not necessary to. give an account of any conversation which goes on,on the screen.
Everyone,who ever had to explain the happenings on the screen to an old relative or someone who didn't understand the language,knows that only a few uords are necessary to give
the neoessary information.He may wisper:"This is a father and his son.Father took a second
wife.Son falls in love with her".These few words are often sufficient to understand perfectly all the happenings,even without understanding a word the characters say.
Sementography could be used just for this purpose.Only a few words here and there,very
simple in meaning,understandable to any native.Some of the boys may learn sementography
in school,or in their boy scout group.They would be proud to tell their father the meaning
of the subtitle.Others may be induced to learn the symbols in order to understand the film,
In the end,Hollywood may be interested to insert some funny cartoons, in which man and
woman,houses and trees,lovers and fighters may be depicted.Then - as it happened in the
oldest drawing films, the outline of the figures would stare'dhanginpluntil the symbol
would stand on the screen in clear lines.Hollywood could also distribute nice leaflets.
This is the great difference between an alphabetical writing and semantography,which
shows the outline of things and is almost self-e .lanatory.
In any case,this is a suggestion,which one et..",'may come true.Hollywood is very sensitive,but also very sensible about the box office report.Here is a medium for subtitles
understandable in all languages.And don't forget.Difficulties in understanding a talkie
do not arise only in Asia and Africa.They exist also in the"literate"countries of Europe
America and Australia. uite often we would be grateful for a short subtitle,even in Enee
lish,to grasp the situation,because there is so much talk,and quite often,we don't understand every word.
On the next page,some examples of such subtitles are given.Some new symbols will be
shown too,as for instance the symbols for crime,criminal,puithment,etc.etc.It should be
understood that we are all aware of the sort of enester films made by Hollywood.On the
other hand,even the finest films show great human tragedies and conflicts.Even in commendable films people al.,.killed,and others end in prison,Think of the many murders in some
plays of Shakespeareirillains,crooks and murderers which fill the stage.

A SAMPLE SET OF SUBTITLES IN SEMANTOGRAPHY
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SUBTITLES IN FILMS
understood in any language and dialect
As said before,these sub-titles are not designed to follow any dialome.This is not
7,ecessary.If en illiterate audience knows what the quarrel is about,it is not assentia
for them to understand everylord.The subtitles shown below should be inserted sparingly
important moments.The boy scout,tho girl or the adult T7ho can read the symbols can
-whisper the meaning to his folks sitting next to hire (just as it is done nowadays).

CD
Father and Sun

2.

Father married second Wife

Son loves her

A x x
Father goes

to

forest

He

returns before time

1. -T. -U4 A5
gun goes off ty it,self; kills

V

Father says:

1,

son

Wife says:

I did not love him

4

In (the) Court

1 don't believe it

x

0

1o

LIN

.Father says: I speak(the• truth. You must

1

believe it. I did not 7Ant to kill.

121
Jury's verdict:

0 = 15
Guilty

Judge's sentence: 15 years imprisonment

xvS

0

°
.411k3
'neighbour saw the killin7 but he kept it secret
I

VS IrIO

he

desires

her

SYMBOLS FOR THE MADNESS OF HUMAN WARFARE
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And so we may go on and provide subtitles in international symbols for any film.
A glance on the examples given on the foregoing page proves that the symbols are simple;
that the same symbols and their elements occur again and again,and that people should
not have much difficulty in learning to read .them.Remember the chapter Reading.Writing,
Speaking on page 58 in which it has been pointed out,that Reading, is the simplest of
these activities.Many millions of "literate" people in all countries are unable to write
a correct letter;but they can read the newspaper or a novel.
In a later chapter it will be shown, that samantography could be used for sub-captions
beneath pictures in international illustrated papers and magazines.Anybody could then understand and read the captionsIthe Bulgarian,as well as the apaniard,the Finn as well as
the Chinese,and all the others.
Someone may laugh about the symbol for gun,whioh looks like a canon on wheels.But the
symbol is actually a compound symbol.

"destroyer' the line knife, sword
(any warship) plus a handle
(see"warmlb.)
You see that the symbol for sword knife,cutter is not only the outline of a sword.
It contains the symbol for destruction too.
Instead of a handle,add the symbol for mechanism,a wheel, to the line and you get
the outline of a gun,a mechanical means of destruction.Add the symbol for Il
ia and small
and you get the meaning of a big or small gun.Add the symbol for machine and you get
a machine gun of any caliber.
to cross out
to destroy,

tool THING l'hiCh
destroys

gun
a tifie

gun small
pistol,revolver

gun big

gun machine

canon

of any kind

Using the symbols for small and big with the symbol for knifo,we arrive at a dagger,
a sabre,,,and the like. Continuing to use the symbol for destruction we can form

1:11/<-

VA)
destroyer

chemical
(outline of retort)

explosive
(destroyer by
desintegration)

t

aerial bomb
(falling down
explosive)

ruin
house
destroyed

Please note,that even the symbol for chemical,the outline ofaretort,shows the line
for destruction,extinguishing,etc.This is what actually takes place in a chemical retort:
the destruction of chemical compounds out of which new compounds are build.You can destroya house and you get a ruin,and you can destroy a ruin and build up a house from the
fragments.
The crossed swords have been used for many centuries as the symbol for military and
everything connected with war and fight.We shall use this symbol too.In a later paragraph
we shall learn the symbol which indicates a general term.Thus we could get the meaning
of any fight in general.

)4
)44K
fight
military

A)6(
fighter, soldier
a military man

b
opposite
meaning

Kb&
what is this?
a civilian or a pacifist ?
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Actually,the symbol represents a non-fighter,a civilian.To be a pacifist,means a
distinct state of mind.There are many soldiers who are pacifistsat heart.We can use the
heart syMbol,which is actually a mind(ID) syMbol,or we can use the mind symbol for rational thought and reason (EGO).

a militant spirit

a pacifist spirit

peace of soul
peace
in world affairs (be(tw.heaysn.4 earth)
see p.1741
Ile can develop other symbols in this martial field.

xA xxA
group
of men

Urge group
(army)

_E

xik43-6,°00)

a division
state
(16.000 mon) (flag on earth)

.PALE
war
between states

Our good old arrow (one of the first weapons) shall help us again to various meanings.

advance

retreat

+
victory
(gain,plus)

break through

)6(
defeat
(loss,minus)

attack,offensive

FAI
captive,prisoner
of any kind

defence(-sive)

Et >A<
prisoner of war

We should not be surprised to learn that the symbol for captive s a complete copy
of the Chinese character for captive.Mereover,it outlines very cleaethe captivity of
a man within an enclosure,a picture depicting the real things and therefore self-explanatory.
Ne ara,
With the symbol for orisoneryWhere we started:subtitles for films.The father,as you
remaiber received a sentence of fifteen years.Obviously there is a difference between
a prisoner of war and a man imprisoned as a punishment.To express the meaning of imprisonment we can use the outline of a barred window.

C
111

IR WI It
1111 •111

NO of

Vall•

■ MI mi
111

imprisonment
ac9.t9briminal
prison window)

prison
penitentiary

A::.
111•11111

a man having been
jailed ) past symb.

OHM •
■ MU

a man who shall go
to prison,soomeir

The last symbol should be used for criminal.It refers to a man,whose future is the
prison,because he has committed a crime.ge shall agree that these symbols should refer
to the criminal law,which is more or less similar in all countries.It should not refer
to political"delictsit But t9 imprison or murder a man because of politics is a crime.
All this is a very controversial subject.-Jhaeisfl a crime? 4', breaking of the law?
Whaeis"law? 4 set of rules laid down in books,referrinp to judgements of the mind.
The reader is kindly asked to peruse feregoinz chapters,especially on p.234.axxLlater ones.
The symbols for political "crime" will be evolved in a later chapter.The outline is
simple.7e know already the symbol for governing - leading the state (see p.176) This
symbol stands also for politics... political "crime" can be depicted as a"difference of
:pinion about the governing of the state,caemned as wrong by a mind".
Special reference is made of the chapter"The Units of Ethics" in the third book.

ANARCHY IN ALL LANGUAGES BY SMALL WORDS
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A person jailed for apolitical delict is to be synibolizea by the symbol for captive,
(a man within an enclosure),The compound symbol for political differences (see foregoing
paragraph) maybe add.ed.The barred window as shown before should be reserved for offences against the criminal law.In particular,the name of the state nay be added,also the
year,to indicate thr criminal law of that particular state in that particular year.
But,of course, we may never need to go into that,althoush the language of the law
books in all countries is in dire need of simplified and clear expressions.
are concerned in this chapter with the comparative simple neenings,indicated by
the previously shown symbols.In a foreFoin chapter we have also outlined the symbol
for a killer:Ae may depict a murderer as a man whose future is the ;allow, just as we
depicted a criminal.The outline of a ?allow is simple.However,we know that murderes are
not deterred by anything.Such syMbols will not oauseany wholesome semantic reaction.
To end this chapter,a few more examples are given to show that any meaning in this
field can be depicted.

go+

0
trap

secret
(mouth enclosed)

syMbol for
escape
bctrayal,giving away (captive break through)

ANARCHY IN LANG-1.7AGE

"The most capricious words in a language like our own are particles,especially
those classified as directives (e.g. to with for) and the link-words or conjunctions
(e.g,ana,beemi5e,„=„1:gb).The difficulties which arise when using particles are of
three kinds.One is that in any language particles are specially liable to idiomatic
use.A second is that the meaning of a single particle in any one language may embrace the more restricted meaning of two or more particles in a secsnd.The third is
that when two particles with the same meaning are assigned to different
situations,we need to knew whether a foreign equivalent given in the dictionary is
appropiate to the context,before we can translate them."
Frederick Bodmer and Lancelot Hogben (5)
The above citation is from a new and very important book "The Loom of Language"
by Frederick Bodmer,edited and arranged by Lancelot Hogben (George Allen & Unwin,London)
You will find other citations from this standard work in various parts of this book.
The reader,interested in language and language development,is strongly advised to read
this book.
The chapter, dealing with the particles, is titled. by Bodmer and Hogben "The Anarchy of Words".I have used a similar title for this chapter,in order to emphasize the
importance of it.
Bodmer and Hogben made a survey to find out how many particles are used on a page,
compared with the number of nouns,verbs,adjectives,adverbs and pronouns.The result is
amazing.Ordinary speech and writing contain about 30% partioles.In other word.s:almost
a third of all words which you find on aeerinted page are particles.This result Le
commonly unknown,and it tends to show the importance of the particles.A student of language who has memorized 1000 voedbles,including partieles,learns to his amazement,that
these particles are used in different ways.The same particle assumes different meanings,or different particles are used for the same meaning.He finds the words man,house
horse,to eat,to run,to see simple to understand.Then he believes that the particles
in,out,on,at,with;ty,to,for of,about are also simple in meaning.
But this is not the case.rn the contrary -ax
.1 is the right word.And this means
anarchy in our own mother tongue,ar
rehy in any other mother tongue:i3wt both anarchies
in two different tongues don't tarrY7trIeslation leads to nonsense.It means an anarchy
of anarchies.

THE DISASTER OF THE PARTICLES OF SPEECH
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These particles have their "idiomatic uses" which are different in different parts
of the country,different in different countries sio.ILkg_the same language,different
with"educated"people and different with "simple" people.horeover the idiomatic uses
change and change quickly,What is to day "educated speech' is frowned upon 10 years
later,
We may say: I call on you,' call uron you,1 call foryou;the meanings are essentially the same.Then we have I call you Ln,butMere the alternative I call you down?
We may walk along the street,down the street,on the street,in the street,at the street.
some readers may say,that at is incorrect, they may frown on people saying:,u, street
we walk.But the simple folks may use even nore'incorrect" particles.
Take the particle about.It is supposed to have a particular meaning,indicating
near to a certain nuMberg's for instancelit is about 5 o'clock.I have about 5 hours
still to work. I owzabout 350 books,The shop is about that place.
But about has other meanings too,There are people standing about,There are trees
about the house.The guests were about the whole house.The servants were ordered about.
T
hey were looking about for a certain guest.They were right about his intention to
leave the house.He was about to leave,taking with him a book about history* When
questioned he was not right about this fact.Ancther incoming guest asked,what it is
all about and how it did come about.
You,dear reader speak English.For you,all the different abouts make sense:You are
accustomed to all these idiomatic uses because you heard and used them incessantly
for 20,30,40 or say 80 years.But for a foreigner Who wentnto learn English, who diligently learns the meaning of the particles, or tries to learn them, trey are a nightmare,
He is stunned,bewildered.He thought that English is a language easy to learn.
He reads about someone putting dorm a baby,putting 22 a person,putting up with a
mother-in-law,putting
a fight with a man and. against this ran,putting off the
fight for a while,for his own sake and for the promise to put the matter dOW6
This is anarchy in language.
But the forcigner,who scorns English on account of this anarchy does not realize
that a similar anarchy exists in his awn mother tongue.He usually does not realize
this,because for him all the idiomatic uses of the particles are familar and- "natural"
in his own mother tongue.it is only when he tries fo find the exact equivalent for
each particle in his and a foreign language,that he realises the anarchy in both languages,and the super-anarchy in translation efforts.
Bodmer and Hogben give in The Loom of Language four examples of particles differently used in different languages,They take four expressions in English, in which
the same particle is used,and print in 3 other columns the equivalent expression in
French,German,Swedish.Herebelow we shall give only the particles of the foreign languages,not the full expressions.
English

French

in the street

d

in winter

an

in the evening

le

in good time

de

Swedish

German
auf

om

im

ZU.

Now they start from French and choose four expressions,which hiye the seine particle in French,We shall give again the full expression in Englis% Al order to make
the differences become better visible.

on foot
to Berlin
at the coast
at my expense

French
IP' KIo•IP--

English

Swedish

German

till

zu

till

each

vid

an
auf
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THE NEW APPROACH TO THE PARTICLES OF SPEECH

These comparisons show clealyenough the anarchy existing in regard of the particles.But they do not tell the whole story.We may be impressed with the fact,that
the same meaning is expressed with different particles in different languages or
that the same particle is used for different meanings in different languages.But we
may believe that the particles listed for Frenah,Swedish,and German,are the ones and
only ones which can be used for those meanings.But this is not the case.Just as we
can say in English:in the street,on the street,at the street,we can use two and more
particles in Frenoh,Swedish and German to express the same meaning in the street.
To show the complexity of the problem, it would be necessary to draw up columns
for those four languages,showing not only one perticle,but showing all the different
particles used for this meaning,not only those sanctioned by the grammarians,but also
those used by the simple man in the street,not only those used at present,but also
those used 20 years ago,and now frowned upon.
The magnitude of thesrpblem will become even more visible,vrhen.we draft columns
in the four laneuages°1WVfor partioles,baYfffniVfient words, indicating real
THINGS„as for instance the meaning of horse,house,etc.Here simplicity,there anarchy.
When we now recall that,according to Bodmer and Hogben,about 3C$ of all words
on a printed page (almost one third of all words) consist of particles,we may begin
to realize,where the foremost difficulties in foreign language learning are to be
found.
The problem before us is ncv clear:
Canse/na2gzp
-itoahovercothee
menarchofthearticlesinalIlaaes?
p__g
Can $ emantogr phy give us a sirsple rule and _simple symbols for the particles
valid in any and all lansnaAes?
The answer is: YES.

But a new approach in grammar is necessary.
TEE NEW APPROACH

In this book an approach has been made to evolve a new grammar,a grammar based
on the natural sciences.Accord.ing to this new grammar of semantography all words in
all languages have been divided according to their meaning,referring to
MATTER

ENERGY

SPACE

TIME

HUMAN

NULJ3ERS

In simpler words we have said:

The words in all languages refer to our world in which chemical THINGS perform physical ACTIONS in SPACE and TDE.At the basis of all this arc the mathematical NUMBERS
and operations.Besides,very many words ref= to the ACTIONS of the human SENSES.We
have called these SEIZE REACTIONS) and the :lords referring to them.we have called
HUMAN EVALUATIONS.
We have learned that a word may belong to one or more of these divisions.Tho word
stone refers to a chemical TEING.Tho word failing refers to a physical ACTION of a
chemical THING and each TM& performs an ACTION in SPACE and TIME.The word sinner
refers to a chemical TEING,a HUMAN,which performs some ACTIONS,which he or other
IMAM EVALUATE" wrong:
Conventional grammar divides all words into nouns,pronouns,verbs,adjectives,adverbs,
prepoeitions,conJunctions,interjections. The last three classes are termed particles.
Conventional grammar and the grarsnar of semantography tally only in so fax as the
verbs are the equivalents of physical ACTIONS( including SENSE REACTIONS),and the
adjectives and adverbs arc the equivalent of words pertaining to human EVALUATIONS .
Apart from these equivalents there are sharp divergences in regard of the other
grammatical classes. .1.4 noun may ben everythingu the Stone,the Falling,the Good,the me
and the Where,the Ohs and the Ahs.A eord like after can be a preposition,a conjunction
or an adverb.

HOW THE INVENTION OF SHORTHAND WORDS CAME ABOUT
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Now, some grammar. minded readers may think that it is simple to divide words like
..g,good,bad,L.N.bove,below,day,minute,eto. into THINGS,ACTIONS,SPACE,TINE etc.
stone,VOJIM
But it may be very difficult to convince them that those little particle words
like on,of,for,at,about,though,and,Ily,or,instead,with,too,but,etc.etc„ fall into the
groups of chemical THINGS,ACTIONS,EVALUATIONS,etc.eto.
But this is actually the case,
According to the grammar of semantography,the particles in every language must
be considered ez"shorthand words for which an exact equivalent exists in the Eroups
of THINGS ,ACTIONS ,EVALUATIONS ,SPACE ,Trz , and. MOUS.
They have been invented by man to make his speech more fluent.

PRIMITIVE 1:111- TNVEN103 SHORTHAND WORDS
There is little doubt,that human speech has developed from cries and groans to indicate firaWreactions of our bodily system,then at a later stage to indicate the
things and happenings in our world,It surely has taken ages,until man was able to
pronounce a full sentence:bear killed son.
It may have taken another long time until man was able to combine his short sentences and to make longer sentences in order to make his speech more fluent,He may
have said:I go.You go. Later on he invented the word too which actually means addition,
Fo.You _go too.Another word,indicating addition is and. I go and you go.' go and you
go too.I and you go.
Such short staccato sentences are still to be found in sharp military orders.
Vie shall meet. Position:crossroad, The shorthand word for position is at„We can say
with more easiness and fluency:We shall meet at crossroad.
It is idle to ponder about what came first the "big" word or the "small" word,But
it can be sham that for every" shorthand word" there exist a"big"word with an exact
meaning,Position has an exact meaning,referring to a point in space.Therefore the
particle AT the crossroad has an exaot meaning which must be translatable in another
language using the equivalent for position.However the same particle.ier my expense
has no connection with a position in space.It cannot be translated with the same meaning Position,It is an idiomatic use,whimsical and untranslatable.
Our task ahead is now clearly visible.We have to examine each particle in each
language and attach it to the"big"word having an exact meaning as to SPACE,TIME,TEENG,
ACTION,etc,The symbols for the"big"words like addition,position,etc.are already evolved,
They are valid in any language.We can use these symbols as they stand or a modification of them to indicate the particle symbol,which would be valid in different languages.
THE SHORTHAND WORD AND THE "BIG" WORD
Below are printed a series of sample sentences as used in ordinary speech with
one or more particles,Besides is the "big" word printed,and short sentences,in which
the particle is replaced by the "big" word.Nevermind the clumsiness of these short
sentences. They are only formed to show the use of the "big" word,which has an exact
meaning,and for which we have a symbol valid in different languages.
SHORTHAND
PARTICLE
and
too
also

"BIG" WORD
MEANING

SENTENCE WITH PARTICLE

SENTENCE WITHOUT PARTICLE

Addition
Addition
Addition

I work and he works,
I work and he works too.
I work and he also works.

I work.Addition:he works.
I work.Addition:he works.
I work.Addition:he works.

I work and moreover hke
tivor s.
I work and, furthermore
he works
•
I work,Besidea he works
Idas.

I work•Addition:he works.
I work.Addition:he works.

moreover Addition
furthermoreAddition
besides

Addition

I work.Addition:he works
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THE SHORTHAND PARTICLE AND THE BIG WORD MEANING

SHORTHAND
PARTICLE

"BIG." WORD
IdEANING

SENTENCE WITH FARTIOIE

SENTENCE WITHOUT PARTICLE

as well as
in add. to

Addition
Addition

I,as well as he, work.

I work.Addition:he works.

with
with

together

I work
Addition
I work
additional
Tool
Union(Additi.on, I work
more emphasized)
Union "
I work

along with

Union "

again

Repetition

against
either, or

Opposition
Alternatives

with

neither,nor Alternatives
Additional
at
Position

He worts in addition to me.
with him.
with a harmer.

I work.Addition:he works.

with him.

I work.Adaitionlhe works.
I work.Additional tool:hammer.
We work unitedly.(in Union)

together with him.

We work unitedIv.( in Union)

I work along with him.
I did it again.

We work unitedly.(in Union)
I repeated it.

I am against him.
I oppose, him.
Either I work or you work. 1st Alternative:I work.
2nd Alternative :You work.
Neither I nor you work.

Both Alternatives added:
We both don't work.

I work at home.

I work,Position:home.
I work.Purpose:fun.
achange:6 apples - 1 shilling
The mayor.Relation:London.
The bay.Relationalorrison.

for
for

Purpose
Exchange

I work for fun.

of
of

The mayor of London
The boy of Morrison.

of
because

Relation
Relation
Family
Possession
Cause

by
by
from

Cause
Origin,Cause
Origin,Start

I work because I need
money.
It works lay water power.
work y Shakespeare
A work from Shakespeare
I travel from London.

away

Departure

I go away from London.

I leave London.

towards

Approach

I travel Ipraar/s Glasgow.

I approach Glasgow.

to

Stop,End

I travelled to Leeds.

I tra-felled.:End:Leeds.

etc.

etc.

etc.

etc.

6 apples for 1 shilling

The house of Morrison

The house.Possessoraforrison.
I work.Cause:Money need.

It works.Oausemater power.
A work.Ori;:in:Shakespeare.
A mork . Ori :Shak esp ear 0 .
I travel. gTt:London.

These examples should suffice to indicate the procedure to be used in coping, with
the particles,4 similar analysis could:be made with all particles,and a list of the
essential symbols will be given 0.4.-t.4.;J:Mud_cf this chapter.
The reader may perhaps assume, that the writer of semantcgraphy would have to abandon the symbolisation of thu particles and would have to translate all his writings
into short staccato sentences like.I work.PUrpose:FUn.He.Relation:Father.etc.
Although such short sentences would be perfectly clear, - (and we should write
in short sentences only) - such short sentences would be all to short.Thoy would
impose a heavy strain on any writer.They would make writini7 very difficult.
For this reason we shall evolve symbols for particles, in order to make the writing
easy and natural and fluent.
However,the symbols for the particles would be very similar to the symbols for
the 'big" words,indicating the exact meaning.The reader could not use the particles
in an idicmtic,whimeical and non-sensical way.He could write"' am in the boZ(using
the spatial symbol for inside).But he would not be allowed to use the same symbol
to write"' am inparticu=7-In fact, the symbol for in 0 would prevent him from

SIMPLE RULES FOR CONSTRUCTING THE PARTICLE' SYMBOLS
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using it.
If the symbols for the particles are chosen in such a way,that they indicate the
"big" meaning,then the anarchy of the particles would cease and it would. be simple
to translate the meaning of one particle of one language into the equivalent particle
of another language.The symbol would be valid for any language.And - if there should
not exist a special particle in some "primitive" lanouage,there would be no difficulty,
The reader would simply use the "big" word for the translation.
How the symbols can be derived from the"big" symbols will be shown in the next
section.
CONSTRUCTING THE PARTICLE SYMBOLS

We have already outlined the methodffe have to establish the"original"word (the
"big" meaning) from which a particle stems.Then we shall reduce the size of the original symbol and get the smaller symbol for the particle.If we can simplify the particle symbol in the process,we would save writing time for these much used particles.
However this reduction in scale may net always be possible. There are the limitations of our typewriter and furthermore,we may coincide with another syMbol.Herebelow
these differences in method are demonstrated.
(1) Reducing in scale.
This we have done before
❑

derived particle symbol

A

V

X X X
multitude

multiplication

multiple

X

XX

much
many
very

very much
very many

and
with
too
plus
also
more
further
besides

furthermore
moreover
etcetera
as well as
along with
over and above
in addition to
in conjunction
conju
with

We can proceed in a similar way
❑

addition

A

V

+
addition

additional

However, we learned befores that there is no
sharp definition between many and very many.
You are not compelled tc make two nultiplication marks:the meaning is very vague anyway.
Grammar books tell us that a particle can be
a preposition,a conjunction,but also an ajletle.
or an adjective.In other words,it may sometimes indicate a HUMAN EVALUATION.
In a similar way you are not compelled to write two addition narks for the meaning
of furthemnore,etc.One mark is sufficient.

(2) Reducing in scale and simplifying
In the following examples the large symbol is shown only once (not three times,
indicating TBING,LCTION,M=TION).We are already trained to evolve the 3 meanings.
original symbol

H
start,begin

particle syMbol,reduced and simplified

I>
from
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ORIGINAL SYMBOLS AND REDUCED PARTICLE SYMBOLS
particle syMbol,reduced and simplified

original symbol

1>

I

Departure

off,away

>1

1
Approach.

towards

Stop,End

to

Now we can write sentences nore fluent.Instead of writing: I travel.Start:London.
Stop:Glasgow.we make only one sentence with the help of the particles.

1,
I

Glasgow

London

travel from London to Glasgow

(3) Using the big symbol with a dot, indicating, the particle
Reducing the big symbol is sometimes not advisable,owing to possible coincidence
with another neaning,or the limitations of our typewriter.
We shall now evolve the particle symbol for the meaning:again from the original
meaning of repetition,
original syMbol

I

I

reduced particle synibol coincides with

11

Repetition.
(line repeated)

again

but this would
collide with

near

far

To avoid such a coincidence in meaning,we shall use the original syMbol in full
size and place a dot over it,to indicate the particle.Thus we can write

11 1 II + II
1

I repea-• rupee.- again and again .
tedly ted it
This sentence is of course a non-sensicalllrepetition" of same neanings,but it shows
what is meant.We don't realize that we use such non-sensical repetitions very often in
our speech.In semantography it becomes plainly visible in geometrical lines,as for instance:
11 °J2
(•'
I shall travel and in addition(to mc),he shall travel too.
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The next example is the partial,: Tleaniaz aurin7,while,which we derive from the
original meaning Timoaimits,Time-interval.
Hero the reducing in scale is impossible.:+e cannot draw smaller linos on our typewriter to indicate the fingers on the dial.A reduced and simplified symbol,showin7 a
small circle,may be taken as the syMbol for mouth,specch.In such a case, it is batter
to draw the original big symbol and place a dot over it.
original symbol

particle svMbol

reduced,sirplified syMbol

O

tine interval
time limits

during
while

this reduced symbol
may be mistaken for
the mouth symbol

speech
mouth

(4) Going the other way round.
In all the three methods mentioned above we have. proceed n the same wny:from the
big symbol to the sm:all.However,some particles arc so much in use that we have already
evolved a simple syribel,for instan...e,forover,above.Theubip,"word is Superiority.This
is the adjectival noun,ana we have already learned hew to depict this meaning.

•

1+1

UMI■INt

over,above

Superiority

together

VI+1
Vnion,Togetherness

i.e said many times in the foregoing chapters,we don't need the adjectival noun.The
difference can be neglected in simple reports written in semantography.Similarly we
may use the particle symbol or the
syg..ibol.The meaning is essentially
the same..'ind we should always ondoavour to write short sentences.
In the following sections of this chapter new symbols will be evolved,syMbols for
whiemeanings and the subsequent particles.

We have to deal rith the partieles,becausc they make up 336 of our speechifurthermore,they lead to important meanings 77hich are in much use.
OF - OF ALL THE PARTICLES
The aMbiguitrin: Government of the people.
If you ask me,what was the most difficult word to translate into a symbol,' answer:
the most difficult problem was to find a proper symbol for the particle of.I struggled
for 5 years,and discarded many symbols.' believe now I have licked the problem.
From the previgs chapters we know why this little word of presents so many difficultics.It is oneP-ithe particles which are used in the most irregular and idiomatic
manner in most lawnages•The dictionary lists mere than 20 different uses in English.
Even °mien's Basic English dictionary lists more than 12 uses.Thc foreigner is bewildered about the somersaults,tricks and ambi7uities of this little English word of.
For him it is a monster with more than 7 heads.
Take the words
Government of the Beople
These words are supposed to 7ive the quintessence of the meaning of democracy.These
words mean,as everybody knows,that the P.t)ople governs.Yet,these words mean too,the
exact opposite,that the People is cxiverned.
To prove this assertion,just take these words:
The Treatment of Father
These words may mean that Father is a physician who applies his special Triabaent on
some patient.But it means too the exact opposite,that Father is a patient who is treated.

"GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE" DOES NOT MEAN DEMOCRACY
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Treatment and Government are UNITef ACTION words,but they do not indicate if the
ACTION is active or passive.The verbs show this difference clearly (see Footnote)
UNIT ofACTION word

ACTION word
active

passive

active

to treat

to be treated

Treatment

to govern

to be governed. Government

passive
Treatment
Government

So we see that a ruthless dictator who governs the People, even against their own
will,can rightfully and grammatically correct,claim that his is a
Government of the People
and if it should happen that he and his henchmen are not foreign invaders,and are not
of the aristocratic class,but come from the "People" the poor class of hard workers,
why,then they can claim with even more rightfullness that theirs is a
Government of the People
We see that these -aords as they stand are ambiguous to an intolerable extent and
if we think of modern methods in election machinery than we get a glimmer of the confusion,which has been created by inadequate language.To be sure, the same aMbiguity
exists in other languages
in French: Gouvernenent du Peuple
in German: Regierung des Volkes
and in other languages.The confusion is created because there is no difference between
the active and passive meaning in the UNITof ACTION words:Ne have not in English and
other languages a UNITofACTION P4BSIVE word as for instance
Tobegovernedment
Tobetreatedment
The particle of,coMbining both words Government and Peonle,gives no indication
whether the People governs or is governed.
If semantography is supposed to be a writing clearer in meaning,it should show in
unmistacable geometrical lines,what is meant.
Obviously the particle of,combining the words Government and People, indicates a
relation between these two meanines.
Now,we have already an international rathematical symbol indicating relation:
b

b

This mativtical syMbol indicates a relation between a and b.The direction of
ates
the arrowhea whicn part is "greater" in value.It reads
a is greater> than b

b is smaller<than a

To express a relation between ordinary numbers we may write
4> 2
4 is greater than. 2

258/(4699
285 is smaller than 4699

If went to apply this mathematical symbol for ordinary language,we should agree
that it should indicate a relation between two meanings.The direction of the arrowhead should be used as in mathematics, to indicate which meaning is "greater" in
value,which meaning is "greater in importance",which meaning is"smaller" and"dependeme
on the"biggernmeaning.
So we get a symbol for our particle of,but we see that we can write it both ways
Government <People
Goverment > People
of
of
The People a7oven s
Koanin,s:
The People is governed
FUotnoteeThere are other anbiguous verb forms.lou goZa man and you find on his door
a notice:REMOVED.Has he been forcefully removed( evicted) or did he move on its own will?
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On page 176 we have already evolved the symbol for to govern, to guide, to lead the
country.

rational thought forward
mind symbol
(direction)

to lead
to guide

country, state
to govern
(flag o. earth) to lead the country

To be sure,there are two variables with relative meanings in this symbol.First we
have the symbol of the mind, indicating a meaning which varies with each single mind.
Moreover we can interchange it at will with the mind symbol for passion or conscience.
Then we have the symbol for forward,indicatinz a direction in space:7e knom, by
now that any direction in space has only a relative meaning.4 government may consider
itself "progressive",governing with reason only,whereas other minds may think that
this is the most reactionary government,in which only wild passion reigns.It's all
relative, of course,and the recognition of this relativity should rake both parties
not so sure of themselves and their theories.
The country is indicated by its symbol, a flag on a territory.Now,we know that the
most important thin; on this territory are the human beings on it (although the ants
might be of a different opinion). Wo have evolved a symbol for a .zroup of persons,a
committee,a board,eto. We have postponed the construction of a symbol for nation
because this is a very important and much debated neaning.In this chapter we shall therefore use only a makeshift symbol for nation.

multitude
,many
`multiplication merk)

group, board.
committee

nation
people

Government is one of those words with the dual aspect:EXERGY-MATTM,It means the
ENERGY to govern (physical ACTION).But Government means also the MATTER, the group of
human beings (chemical MINGO who do the governing.Let us 11a0. put these two groups,
the government group and the nation opposite each other with the symbol for to govern
between them and the syMbol for relation on top of it. Then we get:

group

governs

Government? People

na -Lion

is governed

group

by nation

Government People

Now we remember where we saw these relation symbols on top of other symbols.It was
on page 188 in the ohapter"To It) or to be done for" when we discussed the active and
passive verb form on Shakespeare's Othello and Desdamona.Indecd the relation symbols
on top of action symbols indicate the active and passive form by pointing in the direction of the LOTION.Now we can write the mearAngs of Iiizgyarn and to be _governed

and now we can form the syMbol indicating the group of on ('.nd women) who form the
Government.

The Rulers
the PQoplo
The Government

x

.E

The Servants of the People
The Government

More about all this in the chapter on the symbol for Democracy in the third book,
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Farm OF RELATIONS

A

We may begin with the old mathematical symbol indicating relation and write down the
big symbol and the small symbol,which stands for the particle.

>

<

relation

Particles
(

relation

of,by

of,on,about

We may now write two sentences,whuh mean essentially the same,just as the two mathematical statements below,mean the samee4 in relation to 2 is the bigger number".
4 )2

2 <4

> CO .

m<

L in relation to books.

Books in relation to me.

In both sentences I,the writer,have laid stress on the indication that I consider
myself bigger in importance in relation to books.However, what meaning is contained
in a similar sentence when we reverse the direction of the relation symbol?

x

m

>1,.

Books in relation to me.
Now I have indicated that I consider books somewhat bigger in importance than my
humble self. This sentence means Books about my person as we shall see later on.
This consideration brings us immediately to the conclusion that the word relation
refers to a human EVALUATION.This may be proved by asking:does the word relation as it
stands by itself :indicate a chemical THING (like I and books)? The answer is No
Does the word indicate a physical ACTION (like to live,to read)?The answer again is No:
Then it falls automatically into the class of human EVALUATIONS.
Consequently the particles,of,on,about belong to the same class,when used in the
meaning of relation.
We may now derive the other meanings,referring to THINGS and ACTIONS.

A

>

the related THING to relate
to relate
(an ACTION within a mind)

C

to be related
(passive)

V

V.

related

relatively

To make it perfectly clear that the meaning of to relate is an ACTION within our
heads, a BEMS PEACTION,we may place the mind symbol over it.

V

to relate

relatively

relativity

absoluteness

We had the choice between two relation symbols,pointing in opposite directions.The
second one points to the passive form,and as we have decided to use mostly the active
form,we may decide to use the relation symbol as indicated in the last line above.

"OF"—THE MOST MISCHIEVOUS PARTICLE OF ALL
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On the foregoing page we have found that the meaning of relation refers to a human
EVALUATION,and this maybe sometimes a very vague one.Consequently the meaning of the
particles are sometimes vague too.When we write

it indicates only a relation between me and books.Now,there are various relations possible.
I may own the books.I may have than only (borrowed,found,held in custody,held for sale,

etc.etc)or I may speak about books, I may write books, and so on..,there are various
relations possible and the symbol above does not indicate a particular ene.As particles

are used in any language,we may as well agree that such and such a particle symbol should
indicate such and suonameaninr: valid in any language.
As said on page 295 I wrestled for 5 years with that little devilish particle of,and
I ask the'reader to exert his utmost benevolence towards the solution proposed in the
coming paragraphs.
A good advice,hownver,is the following: better be very clear about the relation you
mean.Instead of writing Books of mine,you may as well add a symbol and indicate clearly
Books I orwe,cr Books I borrowed,or Books I wrote,
X

>
Books
of mine .
(ambiguous)

I ,

>

owner

of books..

a)

m.

I , speaker about books

v.

V.

< 1.s. __

I, writer of or about books. Books,written by me.
(ambiguous)

>

.

Books,written about me.

In the course of this chapter we shall see that we can give a clear indication of
every relationship possible.We see already that the two particle symbols> ( pointing
in different directions can be translated in English by the following particles:

of
by

about
on,of

The examples above have shown us that the context of the sentence and certain words
in the sentence(owner,speaker,writer,etc) will give us a clear indication of the kind
of relation indicated by the particle syMbol.
We must be aware that the particle is not always necessary.In fact,some expressions
in various languages do not contain a particle,whereas a particle is found in the
same English expression,as for instance
in English: I think of you.
in German: Ich denke

Deiner.

and vice versa
in English: Give me

bread,

(no particle)
(see footnote)
(no particle)

in French: Donnez moi du pain.
No harm is done if these nationals write the particle symbol.Give me) bread,or if
they don't write it I think you,Ha*ever, a particle symbol will always be appreciated.
It can only be of help...Overleaf are a few examples of the use of the gelation particles.
.4 little exercise will help any nationnl to grasp the meaning valid in different languages,
Footnote: However we can say in-EnglISh I contemplate you.And ilaGerman:Ich denke an Dich.
No particle in English,but a particle in German,contrary to the above expressions,
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rri ;h

Books

Days

cyan

Thoughts

(1;
Books

Smith
about

I( Month
of

Paw > Sale (an invoice)
about

Thoughts ) Man
about

In fore7oing chapters we have seen that the above particle symbols can be used in
a compound symbol to keep the meanings neatly apart,but nevertheless combined,as shown
below in one example.

paper,written page

paper & money paper Wilt a buy
share,hond,etc. an order

buy

money

Without the inserted particle in the compound symbol for order, there. might be a
mix-up in meaning,as the symbol for paper and money would come close together.
Some readers might have got weary about this section,cuntaining the symbol for

of and about.However,here are the results of five years of hard labour, and - donr t
forget - about 3101,g of all our words in speech and writing and printing are particles.
Reading all this for the first time,and a little superficially,may give the impression of complexity.However,this is not the case.These particles are almost self-explanatory,once you got a little practise.This is the case with the particles to follow.
POSITION
A position is the indication of a relation to a certain point in spacefrhis definition
may help us in the design of the symbol and its particle symbols.

A

>position

to pose into
position

at

) •

••<

there
here
(stressing a position by repeating dots)

It is obvious that the word position refers in the first instance to a position in
space.Bat the relation symbol gives it a wider meaning,a position in time,etc.
Work ›. London
at
in
Work

• London
?lere at

Work >. Education
at
on
in
> • •
<
> .. Reaction
there
Here and there
here

Work ›. Night
at
Frorxess

as
But we can symbolize position also/a pure mental conception, in which case we may

add the sy*.b1 for mind.however, every individual is free to choose that mind symbol
which he thinks he applies in every particular case:emotion,reason or conscience

Nryposition,point of view
!there my heart stands in
regard of any issue,politics,religion,education,
sex,marriage,otc.eto.etc.

position,point of view
my rational reasoning in
regard of any issue,poli-

tics,religion,education,
sex,marriage,etc,etc,etc.
EGO

My Position,looint of view
dictated by my conscience
in regard of any issue,politics,religion,education,
sex,marriage,etc.eto.eto.
SUPEREGO

ALTERNATIVES, PURPOSES AND COUNTER PURPOSES
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From the chapter The Relativity of Mind (p.180) and other chapters we know that the
mind symbols indicate relativity.The position,point of view of every individual differs,
and each one is relative only,never absolute.No individual can be absolutely right or absolutely wrong.Moreover,the individual can never ascertain whether his point of view is
formed from his em±ions,reasons or his conscience.
The symbols indicate clearly that relativity.We have the symbols of the mind, each
showing one heart,one mind:7e have the dot,indicating a point in space and we know that
any reference to space is relative,and we have the mathematical relation syMbol,which indicate that anything is related to something. Stever we think,feel,or reason,we are
related to our environment,our upbringing,and our heredity position,which directly indicates our relations to our family relations.
We could combine the position symbol with the symbol for earth or time to indicate
a spatial or time relation,ie could combine it with the symbol for politics,religion,
education,sex,marriage,etc.to indicate our position to that particular issue.
ALTERNATIVES
The meaning of alternatives indicate again a relationship and therefore we shall use
again our symbol for relation.Te may assert that alternatives mean positions which are
not yet taken up.We shall therefore use the symbol for position in an altered form.The
l because we
dot shall not be set in the spot indicating a posittpn,but shall bewithheld,
have not yet decided where to place it.This can be depicted as follows:

<
First
Alternative

<7

.>

Other either
Alternative

......

•1■31. 4(•
>

or

minus neither or

I shall be .>
in London ‹e Glasgow,but
.> today, —
to-morrow,
or
either
neither
nor
We can again depict this symbol with the syMbol of the mind to indicate

>v<

> <,

>A<

My conscience
My "heart"
My reasoning mind
facing alternatives
facing alternatives
facing alternatives
ID
EGO
SUPEREGO
These are very vivid symbols.Every day,every instance,we have to "make up our mind"
one way or the other,steering our way precariously between Scilla and Charibdis.
PURPOSE
The meaning of the word purpose indicates again a relation.We do something in relation
to something else to achieve a certain purpose.Here,however, we lay stress on special
relations
which would fullfill the purpose we have in mind, We may indicate this
special stress on relations,by repeating th relation sembol.Reversing the direction
of the symbol gives us the opposite meaning.

Purpose
Glasses >> treading
for

Counter-Purpose
Opposition

for

against

Glasses << Sun-glare Proposals
Reform
)
either for or against
against

FOR AND AGAINST, PROPOSAL AND OPPOSITION
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Although the word purpose indicates a pure mental concept,we may again add the symbol for mind to stress this point.Some people do senseless things "on purpose",lead by
unreasoned emotion.If we think so,we may depict this with the heart syMbol.Howevey the
But in practical
person in question may believe that he was lead by his consoience.
life and"for all practical purposes",the word is associated with reason and rational
thought.We have seen these symbols already on page 173 and 176.
OM.

>>
Purpose

<<
Opposition

Opinion
(mind & mouth)

V<<
feeling of
beeing"against"
something

Proposal
(voiced Purpose)

Oontradietion,Objection
voiced Opposition

xV<< xxV<<
Anger
(much against)

Fury
(very much against)

We have derived the particle for >> from the above symbol of purpose.However there
is another particle for which we have derived on page 253 from the symbol for exchange.
A

purpose

for

exchange

f or

Sometimes the two different symbols for the particles for and for can be used in
the same sentence. With other sentences however this cannot be done.
or
Perpose and Exchange
Exchange only

Work >> _.Toney. Work V Money. 17ork >> Fun. Work N,run.
ior
for
for
for
6 apples N/ 1 shilling
for

take this N, what it was offered.
for
We may work for the purpose of getting money or getting fun out inexohange.Both
particle symbols can be used.However,6 apples are not for the purpose of 1 shilling.
If we remember these words: for the purpose and in exchange for,we shall never be
at a loss to decide which particle to use. In the words:"a symbol for relation"or
in the eordsOfor another sendbol"we may have difficulty to discern Purpose or Exchange
in these meanings.Howetter if we use the above mentioned words,it becomes obvious:" a
symbol for the purpose of indicating relatior4in exchange for another symbol".
But the English language contains many idiomatic uses of the particle for which have
nothing to do with Purpose or Exchanee,and in such cases the above particles cannot be
used.Here are some examples,. This is the list contained in Ogden's Basic Words (77)
under the heading for.
ee
Purpose >)
a place for dancing
Purpose
need for acting
y ' noted-TUr wines
Relation )
desire for food
Relation
Purpose
time for thought
Purpose
>>
eood enough for him
>p.
timed for to-morrow
Relation >
go for the letters
Purpose
>, be for a person
Purpose >>
put up for offers
Purpose
A
eeiting for someone
Purpose >)
payment for eoods
Exchange
Approach >I
sailing for America
acting for another
Exchange
v
Approach >1
A is for apple
Relation
) hoping for peace
Approach >I
looking for a letter
Relation
cheque for 10.-.>
>>
Apreach >i
send for him
ready for bed
Purpose
or Pu
urpose >>
A little exercise shall soon acoliint the learner with these differences.But even if
he should make a mistake,there is still the safeguard of the context,frum which the
proper meaning may be guessed.
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Ogden ats4,another 10 idiomatic uses of the particUhKPAPZIe oases other partiteaes,like7Alatiron,etc. should be used. In some aases,the particle can be omitted.We
should always bear in mind,thet certain expressions have a particle in English,but no particle in other languages.
He has no regrets for his acts
Relation >
Relation > or Approach 31 towards
He has no feeling for: his family
He was responsible for her death
Relation )
lecause (see later ohapt.)
He went away for this reason
Cause
el
tt
Cause
because
He kept away for fear of the law
No particle necessary ...go the first time
He will go to prison far the first tire)
If
/re will be there for a long time
"
,..be a long time ther
No particle or only Relation) ..caus tc
There is no cause for protest
Every judge would say the same thing word for word
use the particle every ..Jvererwor
or after
...word after word
Men are like anieells,but for their brains
Exception•
excepta symbol f, out
Ogden realised all the tricks which this little particle can play in the English language and therefore he cites very many ex.amples.Besides the ones mentioned above he registers: We took him for an expert.He had a name for keeping on the right side of the law.
Pon all thatacr evervor it was untrue;for my part;for the most part;make room for;go in
for;an eye for;for example;for short;coue up for discussion;an ear for music;meke things
warm for a person.
In all the above cases we can quickly find the best symbol.The for refers mostly to
Purpcse,Exchange or Relation,in some cases to Approach,or Oause (because) etc.These meae
nings exist in every language.
CAUSE ADED EkThCT
In this long chapter on the particles and especially in the last sections of it,we
tfe have used the mathematical symbol for
dealt with a whole"family of relations".
the meaning of relation inf each of these different meanings.
Now we shall7.m77117tRe most important relations in the universe,the relation between
cause and effect.Theu law of causation" is,according to J.S,Mill,the"main pillar of insome prior happening
ductive sciences:Whatever happens in this universe,it is preceded bXts,
to which it is directly related.We say that the second rapemEgse en e effect of the
foregoing happening,which is termed the cause,
1n line with the other relation symbols,our new symbols for cause and effect,will bear
the mathematical relation symbol.However,here we are in a position to design our symbols
"le a cause
in such a way,that they depict directly in simple outlines a TfliNn which
and another THING which depicts the caused effect: a wedge and its imprint.

wedge

imprint

particles for cause

I

1)1'
relation

cause

effect

by

by

You may miss the particle for effect.But there is none in the English language and
in many other languages.Even the
Doparticle pointing to the right,cannot be used
for the translation of ordinary English into semantography,as the examples below show.
However it maybe clear, that we can use both particles for cause and we may even draw
a smaller symbol for the particle denoting effect if there should be such a particle

in some languageethus22
Hamlet

4

Shakespeare

by
Destruction <1 Flood
by

,

r Hamlet
t
miffed
Flood (;) Destruction
caused

Shakespeare

However, it maybe the other wee round; bhat some destruction (.of a dam, for instance)
caused a rived Then we would write
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Destruction V Flood
causes

Flood 3
(caused)by

Destruction

The equivalent of the- syMbol particle V is non-existent in English.Insteadme use only the
verb to cause.We can,of course,depict the verb with our usual ACTION symbol.

A

A

to cause

to effect

I>

2

1>

I>

what does this mean?

causal
causative

2
effectual
effective

It is not so easy to determine the meaning of the above syMbolswith the THING indicator on top.7e must first decide in which of the three classes:THiNGS,ACTIONS,or EVALUATIONS the words cause and effect fall.The words,as they stand,do not refer to a
particular chemical,geological or biological entity of our world,like the words stone

and horse.They also do not refer to a distinct physical LOTION like to fall,to break.
So we have no choice than to put these words in the third class,humanEVALUATIONS,and
there they actually belong.The words cause and effect are meanings within our head.They
are grammatically adjectival nouns and should be depicted as such.And they are human
hVALUATIONS all right.How many times have human beings evaluated something to be wrong,
ugly,useless,etaAnd how many times have human beings evaluated something to be the
cause of something which was considered the effect of this eauseZAnd how many tiros
have human beings erred in such EVAIULTIONS?
Primitive people still attribute the li4htning and the thunder as effects, caused by
the wrath of the evil spirits.Highly advanced people still go around with all kinds of
mascots and talismans in the firm belief it will have a good effect and will be the
cause of luck.How many times do we mix up cause and effect?
17 the last chapter of this second book,the organisation and the task of the Institute for Senantography is outlined. Its primary task will be to test and retest all
symbols, to examine proposals for new and better syrbols,brought forward by members
of the Society of Semantography.
Herebelow is an example how a. very important symbol might be improved in order to
have the strongest possible semantical effect on people.
Tie may put the symbols, for cause and effect together.Somehow they are used parallel
for the same moaning.I0 cause a flood and to effect a flood means exactly the same.So
let's put the meanings together and form a new compound symbol. Its a double relation
and we shall double the relation symbol.

---

outline of imprint

1>

wedge outline

effect and cause
This is a very vivid syMbol.It looks like a wedge,which however had received an
imprint itself.It is a vivid outline of the meaning that each effect is the cause
of another cause,which causes a new effect,which in turn....etc.etc. If a thing is
pushed,it will give a push to the next thing...etc.etc.
The symbol above is a vivid demonstration of the law of causation.Each cause has
its effect and each effect in turn becomes the cause of another effect. ,.etc.
But who decides what is cause and what is effect? Only a mind.And the possessor of
this mind will apply only reason and rational thought to decide between cause and effect.
Ije shall therefore use the particular mind symbol and shall place it either on the
wedge outline or the imprint outline

YS
cause
(mind on wedge)

11

2>

effect
(mind on imprint),

EXAMPLE OF MENTAL MUDDLES IN CAUSE AND EFFECT
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Would such a symbol have a wholesome effect,if taught in school? It would,undoubtedly.
If we would only realize how important it is to clear up all muddled thought about these
two meanings,In fact, the peace of the world depends directly on it.It can easily be
proved that such muddled thought led directly to world war II and spurs already another
world conflict.
Take the Germans,a nation of about 80 million people within their European boundaries
with another 20 millions scattered all over the world.Today they blame the allies as
being the direct cause of their misery.The allies and only they are the cause of all
of it.Many reports from sober observers point out that the whole of the German people
(with a few minds excepted) believe. all ill effects now suffered by them are caused by
the allies,and the Nazi movement,apnarently still strong,issues leaflets with very
simple questions:"Who caused the destruction of our cities.Hitler or the Allies? Allied
bodes caused iteknd who is the cause of our misery now The allied occupation powers."
After the -riest world war,the allies did not occupy Germany,and the cities,the factories,the provisional and, state governments remained intact,The lost mar brought misery
of course,But then the Germans recognized clearly the cause of all their misery: Verseilles
end Weimar.It was clear as the sun.There was no such misery under the Kaiser.Having
found out the direct cause,they set about to destroy it and in the end they did destroy
the Weimar government.Now,they say,it was better under Hitler.lind again their minds are
turned to war, to the third world war, to remove the cause of their present misery.
people,literate,advanced,
And this mix-up of cause and effect is performed. by
educated,etc.etc,If they don't clear their minds about the meaning of cause and effect
they will go on to ,Treater and even greater misery.
But the mistaken evaluation of cause and effect is not confined to politics and people.
We find it in that realm where the"law of causation" is the main pillar,in the realm
of science.Take for instance the following feet.
All of us know that the moon or the sun just rising over the horizon (or just going
down) loole much bigger (almost three times as big) as when the moon or the sun are high
up in the sky.There they look much smaller. What is the cause of this difference in size
as observed with our eyes?
books on physics,There it is said, that the rays of
You can find it in
the moon or the sun(mhen near to the horizon)must penetrate denser layers of air,which
break the rays in such a way, that We see a larger moon and a lareer sun.
The cause and the effect of this phenomenon has thus been clearly determined.
Now we learn that it is all wrong,The atmosphere has nothing to do with it.
It has been found that an airplane 1000 ft high up in the sky,looks much smaller
than 1000 ft away on the ground.The matter was investigated and two larg disks of exactly the same size,representing the moon were fixed in a wide and high building.One disk
directly overhead, the other at the end of the building horimontally.Invariably people
guessed that the disk overhead must be much smaller than the disk ahead.
The effect was known for ages.Eut the cease? It's definitely not the refraction by
atmospheric layers.So we have to look for another cause.But we still dian:t know the real
cause.One thing is sure.It has to do with the working of cur eye': ecause"when we stand
on our heads,or bent down and look through the legs,the delusion of the big moon disappears,In view of the fact,that we know so little about the mechanism of our eye,it
may take centuries of research until we may believe to have found the real cause.But
it may well be,that we shall not find it at all. The branch of modern"statisticalP
physioo -chemistry deals with phenomena which formerly had been attributed to certain
laws of nature,bringing about cause and effect,as for instance equal distribution of
dissolved particles in a liquideIt has been found that the effect:equal distribution
is not caused by a "law of neture".Actually the particles arevendering aimlessly through
the liquid;but by"sheer statistics",after a mhilea about the same amount of particles
will enter and leave any part of the liquide There is no particular cause.
Let's go back to our symbols and solve the difficulty with the MIND- indicator.We
knew that the meanings of cause and effect are very different.Yet,the ACTION to cause
a flood or to effect a flood,is the sane,namely the one action between cause and effect.
Similarly if we place the TIFING indicator in front to get the causer(the THING which
is the cause) we find that the causer is also the effecter,just like a mixer is the
causer and the effecter of a mixture.Yet mixer and mixture are two different THINGS,

0
mixer
mixture
causer & effecter "efffNid"

causer "affected"
THING
THING

A

to cause
causer
tot effecter
ON

❑

"affected."
ThaNG
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OF AND ABOUT, THE PARTICLES OF MANY MEANINGS

We see now,that the canbination of the meaning of cause and effect in one symbol
has its merits,because we have naw one ACTION symbol only for to cause and to effect,
Furthermore our rule. for THING as shown in mixer and mi4Wre,is readily applicable,
whereas it is not with the two separated symbols for cause and effect.The symbol for
cause with the THING indicator on top does not indicate the "affected" THING.
Lastly,we see that the English language has a past participle "affected" to indicate
a THING under the effect of a cause.In semantography we can indicate this aeith our
past ) indicator,or with our indicatory. if transformation of the THING has taken place.
The reader is asked to peruse the chapters on pp.191 - 194 and pp,243 - 246.
There is a great ten#ation to tackle here the symbol for the particle because.In the
English language,this word contains directly the word cause,and in fact,this particle
is always used to answer the question about a cause.Why/ - Because:
However,we shall design this symbol when dealing with the question mark.
OF AND ABOUT
With the above section,the sections on the family of relationshant been ended.It may
be fitting now to give a list of sentences in which the particles of and about play
their tricky rOle.Alongside are the same sentences but without the ambiguous meanings,
replaced by the appropiate symbol.
Love of animals

Talking of writing
Made of wool.

Love >I animals
''tib
(You igeAlgimals)

or

Talking ) writing
about
Made I> wool
from

Love i?

animals.

(Animals lov e you)
a
Vrigin,trt
Relation
Origin,Start

Wars of convest

Wars X> conquest
for

Purpose

A touch of the hat

A touch>. the hat
at

Position

Get clear of the wheel.

Start,Departure
Get I ) I> the wheel
away from
(Employ only one symbol t)

Books of Smith

Books > Smith..
about

Relation

Origin
Books I> Smith
from
Cause
Books i Smith
by
Books awned by Smith (see next section)
7e met P.bout 4 o' clock.
I owetabout 350 books
The shop is about that place

We net

4 o'clock
II
near to
I own
1I
350 books
near to

Nearness

The shop is II that place
near
The shop is ;>- that place
at
that place
The shop is
around

Nearness

Trees about the house

Trees

Guests about the house

Guests

What is it all about?

) the house
around

Nearness

Position
Circle
Circle

C2. the house.,.In and Out
and
in
out of
That happened? (no particle) or> Relation

THE PARTICLES CONTAINING THE PLUS MEANING
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AND - 7ITH - OWNEMBIF

We have used the mathematical plus+ mark,indicating addition, to stand for a whole
serious of particles like and,with.too,21us,alsomore.further.fUrthermore,etc,(p.293)
Very many tests with thousands of expressions in different lanpua:,es have shown the
necessity of a handy division of the meaning of and,with and a particle indicating
ownership. To indicate these three meanings we shall place the pins mark in three different positions within our writing lines.
top writing line
ground writing line
I

Meaning:
Significance:
Particles:
Examples:

Addition
(ordinary)

help Adaition

Ownership Additi6n

(high up in esteem)

(down to the ground)

and,with

's

I and father work.

with

Pather's house

I work with (the help
of) father
I work with a hammer

I work with father.

:Te see that the plus markl'high up uneans:"with the additional help of".There is a
difference between the meanings

man and hammer
Significance;

man's hammer

44'4-

two words without
connective significance

man with hammer

ownership

connective
significance

We must now enlarge the meaning of ownership. If a man owns a hammer it is his.But
so is his brain,his arms,his legs,his ability to work,his work,his earnings,etc.
This application of the plus mark leads us directly to the expression of the word
his and all the other so-called possessive pronouns, Of course, we must first know
how to write the personal pronouns I,,you,he,she,etc.Then we can indicate their possessorship mine,vours,his,hers,otc. :fie have already evolved the symbols for the personal pronouns on page 274.1e may now add the plus mark.

1+
mine
yours
his
hers
its
(male or female) (male or female)
Now the plural mark on top (multipication symbol) to indicate we,mu,theV.
X

x

X

X

X

theirs
theirs
theirs
(others than humans
(females)
(males)
There are no particular words in English to denote the ownership of a multitude of
male or female human beings or not human beings(animals,plants,minerals,etc):7e have
already used the individual_ symbol to indicate a mixed crowd of males and females,
,but we can draw the symbol for man and woman together,as
(as shown on paae 274.
we did to depict the 'meaning of neople(see p.272) and write People's future, their future,
yours
ours
(males and/or females)

THE PLUS SYMBOL FOR OWNERSHIP AND RELATION
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Now,we can write man's house and
house of man.The latter expression should be
preferred in semantography,because the first symbol should indicate what is meant. If
we say man's house,we mean a house not a man,so the symbol for house should come firsts
house of man, We have expressed the particle of by the relation symbol.Now we shall
see that we can express it too by the plus symbol, if we want to indicate a close relationship,like ownership.'e may place the plus symbol on that side of the owner symbol
which faoes the symbol for the owned object.

<A

A+
man' s

house,

house

of man,

The plus--}.indicates a strongly tied relationship

of man,

house

K a vague relationship

The reader may guess that the placing of the plus closeto the owner symbol is influenced by the so-called saxon genetive,the use of an apostroph and an s to indicate
a kind of ownership; man's house, man's future,etc.
2e see that the plus symbol indicat%not only private ownership according to civil
law,but an ownership of a wider meaning.No doubt,Smith's future is his own future,which
no one can claim.Every house has a roof,and if it hasn't,it is just not a house,but a
construction job or a ruin.A house is a thing,which among other things claims a roof
of its own. 7e may therefore employ the plus symbol in such a case,but we are equally
free to use the relation symbol only.le may even agree to use the relation syMbol if
wevant to express in a general way:the limbs of man man's liMbs.However,if we want to
express Mr. Smith's limbs,we shall better employ the plus symbol.
There is no strict rule.No harm is done if we mix both symbols and use them
'
,
as we wish.

A

mith

+Amith

Smith s future

future of Smith

<

ni th

future of Smith

"<
house's

roof

roof of house

roof of house

As said before,we are free to use both particle symbols,but if we wish to stress
a strongly tied relationship,we may use the plus symbol.
THE UNION OF SPACE AND TINE
The chapter on page 213-214 contains the famous revolutionary quotation of Minkowski
about the fact that space and time are an indissoluble union,A short explanation has
also been given of the way howTInkowski treated apace and time dimension alike,as if
they would be of the same nature.
An analysis of the meanings of the particles for space and time dimension shows us
clearly, that primitive man, thousands of years ago, had evolved words which indicate this
union of space and time.Pimitive man treated space and time dimension alike and he
used the same word for both;and so do we.
We shall meet at 4 o'clock at the corner.
Te shall meet betmen 4 and 5 o'clock between the houses.
Consequently we shall use the sameparticle symbol for both space and tine dimension.
For the particle at we have the symbol ›.derived from the symbol for position.The syMbol
we have already decided on
for between could be evolved from the symbol for limits,but,
a somewhat similar symbol which may be better to the "point ,

PARTICLE WORDS AND SYMBOLS FOR SPACE AND TIME

>•

11 11
at

position

in space and time
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V 1 1.1
el

limits

within
(between)
in space and time

interjacence between
in space and time

It is clear that the next word in any sentence will make it clear wt ether space or
time is meant; at the corner, at 4 o'clock. If we wish,we may add the synbel for space
or tine,as we did on page295.

space
3 co-oirdinates
perspectively drawn

time
limit,interval
limit,interval
in space
outline
in time
of dial
The symbol for limit,interval is conveniently spacedoo that we can place the space
or time symbol in between the two limiting lines.11owever,we can't do this with the symbols for position or interjacence as shown above. With these and other symbols we may
place the space or time symbol just next and after the syMbol in question.
to find
There are so many synonyms in all languages that it is not surprising
particles useable only for time or only for space.In front is used only in regard of
space,as in front of the house,but we can use the synonym before for space and time,as
before the house, before 4 o'clock.However,we may say six years before jor 21zmauag.2,
but the particle ma can only be used for time. Other examples are: I waited from 4 to
6 o'clock4or I waited since 4 till 6 o'clock. From and to can be used for both,spaco and
tine,whereas srnce and' can only be used for time ,
Below is a short list, showing a few particles in three columns.The first indicates
the particle symbol, the second the vmrds,nost in use for space,and the third column. shows
the most frequently used wordsfor time.Books on synonyms may be perused for all other
particle words ex reamed by any symbol.
particle symbol

)0*
I> • ...
>1 .
II
el

'

word for- space

word for time

at
from
to

at

near,about

near,about

before,in front

before,ago,

behind,after,

1.1

from,since
to,till

•.

-between,within

behind,after,
be wuen,within

duringiwhile
•

between,within

between,within,
during, while

114
•

past (pass by)

past

ism4

to continue
(no particle in English)

still
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THE VERSATILE QUESTION MARK IN A NEW POSITION
Th7 LITTLE QUESTION MARX

According to Bilderdijk,(28) the question mark was formed in olden times by putting
the first and last letter of the Latin word Questio,meaning Question on top of each
other thus:
which was then transformed into

o

This little mark is today used in manyirritten languages.Even the Chinese have found
it much more convenient and easier to write than their complicated character for sues7
tion.This international symbol is usually placed at the end of a sentence.
Now,we know,that asking a question means using also a certain intonation.We may say
in ordinary pitch:"Ion have a fountain pen".But we
vary the melody if we ask a
question; "You have a fountain pen?" We may add "haven't you?"Or we may reverse the
verb form,saying instead of:you have -have you? "Have you a fountain pen?
Sometimes this inversion of the verb-pronoun tells us immediately that a question is
asked,and when reading aloud,we would intonate the question melody.But sometimes we
may come to the end of the sentence without realizing that it contains a question,until
we see the question mark.This usually causes some eMbarassement,because the sentence
must be repeated with different intonation.To avoid this,the Spanish people,or at least
one of them,a language planner,has done a sensible thing.They put the question mark
right in the beginning of a sentence,as a very good warning,that now - a question is
coming.Unfortunately,they use the question mark upside down z, in the beginning,and to
make it doubly sure, they put it again at the end of the sentence, but now upright.This
repetition is unnecessary.The upside down mark requires another type on a Spanish typewriter,again a complication.But there is some advantage in the Spanish writing:
(What is the time?)

, Que Nora es ?

A reader (whether reading silently or aloud) knows right in the beginning that the
sentence forms a question.
This is a very practical method and we shall adopt it for semantography.We shall,hoever,put it only in the beginning,which would be quite sufficient.We are forced to do
this,in order not to alter the sequence of our sentence.In English we say:you have and
in a question:bays you? But there are langugges in which this reversal is not practised.
ale shall therefore use the same "natural sequence of Agent - Act - Object in both
cases,question or no question.

statement

You have a fountain pen,
? You have a fountain pen,

question

There can't be any mistake,because the foregoing sentence ends with a dot,a full
stop,indicating the end of the sentence.When we place a question mark afterwards,it
is clear that it belongs to the coming sentence.A little practice will make us soon
familiar with this novel way of writing.We may add a colon(:). ?:You have a fountain pen.
7e may even go further on this road and place the exclamation mark in the beginning.
The exclaMation mark was formed similarly,by placing the two letters of the Latin word
Io meaning jay on top of each other,thus

I

0

We would then write
statement

You think it possible.
?:You think it possible.

question

'.:You think it possible. .

exclamation

On page 105 we have first used the ouestion mark to form our symbols for

II
question
(open)

answer
(closed)
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WHO IS WHO? WHICH IS WHICH? HOW AND WHY? ETC.

The question hark, still visible in the symbol for an anzwer,(a closed question)
should have a wholesome semantical effeot.So many answers are no answers at all.
We ask only few questions in our daily life, to which a clear answer could be given.
"Are the keys on the table?" This is a simple question and can be answered with"yes" or
"no" .But the question "Have you looked carefully for the keys?" is not so easy to answer,
and the question mark should make us aware that our answer may still leave the question
open. But the semantical effect of such a symbol will be best felt in the realm of controversial questions.How many tires do we get answers,which are no answers,although they
all start with "Because..."
But we don't need to think of controversial matters,like politics,religion,education,
etc,The question mark within the symbol for answer will help us in theexact" sciences too.
"Thy is it bright at day time?"

"Because the sun shines."

"may does the sun shine?"

"Because energy is transmitted franthe
sun,which cause the sensation of light".

"Ihy is energy transmitted from the sun9"
"Why is atomic fission going on?"

"Because atomic fission is going on
within the sun."
"Because

99999999

Ka may rightfully define a scientist as a man,who does not take "because" for an
ansiller,vto still sees the question mark within any ansmer.1e11,this is exactly the measuch
rdng of our symbol and we should be aware, that all progress was made through
an attitude.
Now to the particles what?why?which?where?when?who?whonOwhose?how? etc.etc.
In trying to form the particle symbols for all these meanings we find an unexpected
advantage of our new method of sentence construction;namely the pacing of the question
mark at the beginning of the sentence in a question. 7e get automatically the reanings

of all the particles mentioned above,and what we actually need is the agreement,that
the question mark standing alone,ihould mean in any language

what?

The what Z symbol and the next
syMbol,gtves us clearly the meaning.e do not need any particle.

However, WE can easily form symbols
for the respective particles,simply
by drawing the symbols together.

A
what

J1/4

man,person.

who?

2
what

JI

man' s , person' s ( acmarship)

›1 j1/4

e

to what man (aim,end)

tc whom?

whose?
or
whom?

1:1
what

thing?

what?-

(which?)
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HOW TO SYMBOLIZE WHAT? WHY? WHICH? WHERE? WHEN?

(312)

the words separated

and

coMbined into a particle

2A

A

how/ (how did you
make it? )

what action?

V
how?

what quality/ (value?evaluation?)

'

NEVE.
where?

what place? ...

a

(S)

what

time?

?

(how do you
evaluate her? )

when?

?Di

D

what cause?

why?

X

ZX
how much?
how many?

what mflititude? (multiplication)

what division? (selection from a
number of things)

which/ (which of the
many/ )

Now we can see geometrically the difference in the question

•

2©

Which is which?
"which" expression we may
translate into 1Ti-al2-22L!'at-±IL7:121E114111.11
AZ
However,there is another "whichn,just as there is another"whonoth of these words
can be used in a completely non-interrogatory (question) way.
Who is that man?

who.

14r,Long,who came to dinner,

who.

interrogatory particle
(pronoun)
pronoun particle

Which one do you want?

which.

interrogatory particle

The stone,which 1 found, ..

which

pronoun particle

The second"wheanewhich" has nothing to do with a question.It is a pronoun,which
means a"stand,in" for the noun (stand-in is a Hollywood term for a person who stands
in for the actor). For means gm in Latin.Pro-noun cans For-the-noun.Instead of writing

THE STAND-IN PARTICLE, COMMAS AND QUOTATION MARKS
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two short sentences,we can write one sentence only.However, both sentences must contain the same "star"
the same noun .Then we can employ a stand-in, a pronoun.
Take the two short sentences below:
Mr.Long came to dinner.
Mr.Long arrived yesterday
"StarY: Mr. Long
His "stand-in": the pronoun"who"
Two sentences in one: Mr.Long,who came to dinner,arrived yesterday.
Similarly:

The stone,which I found,is heavy.
Mr.Long,whcse house I visited,arrived yesterday.

Now we see,that we have two differenewhose": the question"whose" (Those house is this?)
and the "possessive pronoun" ""whose" (1:r.Long,whose house...)
But we have also two different "where":
%here
Where is the place,where the shop is said to be? First,a question"where",then a pronoun
In some other languages the question particle and the pronoun particle are expressed
by the same word,like in English.But there are differences.The German question "whose"
is "wessen", the nstand-in"however is "dessen".And there are whimsical particles in other
languages,which are difficult to translate.
However, we can find an old international symbol to solve the difficulty.Firstly
we see, that therepetition"situation arise's only when wo want to combine two or more
short sentences,and don't want to repeat the name,say Mr. Long,Mr. Long or the stone,
the stone.Such an unwillingness to repeet the same word is quite natural and efficient
men of business,whose time is money,have found a short international symbol:
5 bags of sugar
7 " " flour
9 " " coffee
The quotation mark " used underneath a word means in cormercial writing, the repetition of the word above.Well, why not use this international mode of writing as a standin for some words? However, we shall use it not under a line to indicate the word above.
re shall use it in a sentence in which the agent comes before and the stand-in afterwards.
Ni. Long, " came to dinner,arrived yesterday.
The stone, Pt I found,is heavy
You may say,that mistakes may cccur.It may be taken as a quotation mark.This might
be true with ordinary writing,but not with the widely spaced two lines in s emantography.
Furthermore,the " stands alone and not closely attached to the next "letter ,and it
stands,after a comma,and in the riddle of the two lines,instead on the upper line.
top writing line

9
ground writing line
quotation
marks

comma

pronoun
particle

writing longer and still longer sentences,we may have to use the
If we go on
marks for different things
mr.Long, u arrived yesterday,entered a house, u belongs to Ms. Smith, " was absent.
But we have agreed not to use long sentences in semantography.Neverthelw,we see
that the problem is quite simply solved.Te may even agree,that we don't neWpronouns:
Mr.Long,arriving yesterday,entered a house,belonging to Mr.Smith,being absent.
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WHY AND BECAUSE, HOW AND SO, IF AND THEN, ETC.
( 314) To end this cnapter,we shall design a few symbols for particles,in which the question
mark can be employed.
Firstly the symbol fornbecausen , It follows usually after a "why". So we may inverse
the symbol elements of question and cause.The question mark ? remains in the symbol
for "because" ,just as it remained in the symbol for "answer".

Similarly we may
inverse the symbols

21>

D?

why?

because

cause

?A

A2

A

how?

so

action

Similarly,when we
contemplate alternatives.

?
then

if (when)

alternative

The last two particles if and then make us aware of the tricks which particles can
play in the English language.There is a mix-up in which the same particle is used with
different neanings.is
The particle iljused solely for alternatives:If we xp.then we shall take it.
However, instead of if,we may say when:
when we go,then we shall take it.
But when is also used for questions:
When do we go?
But when is also used for the future
hapiaTits,without indicating alternatives: To-quorrow,When we go,we shall take it.
The particle then is used,as shown above
for answering an alternative:
But it is also used for the past without

If..,then we shall take it.

any indication of an alternative.
And also for the future

Then,we vent and took it.
Then, we shall go and take it.

A foreigner,starting to learn English,may curse all such somersaults and tricks,without
realising that the particles of his language play similar tricks.
Inmmantography the meaning is cleared up. When in a question or an alternative,shows
the question mark ? and the symbol for time or alternative.Then for alternatives is
handled similarly.
But the symbols when and then, indicating purely time references concerning the past
or future,00ntain no question mark,but only the past or future indicator.We learned this
already on page 186.
Past )
then
when

)
now
just

( Future
then
when

Just,as a particle,has nothing to do with justice,it means right now,the present:
just arrived, just finished,etc.
THE REST OF THE BUNCH OF PARTICLES
This is the last section of this overlong chapter on the particles.The length is

justified by the fact that nearly one third of all our words of speech and writing are
particles.
However, the last chapter on the particles in semantography shall be written by the
men of the Institute for Semantography.They will examine the particles of most languages and will discard those which are not absolutely necessary.4e,speaking English do
not realize that many of our particles are unnecessary.The at in at my expense makes no
sense.But we can even dispens with the at,where it indicates clearly a position in space
and time. We can say,and in fact we say it very often:
7e shall meet 4 o'clock corner of George and Pitt street.
(without at)
We
shall meet at 4 o'clock,at the corner of George and Pitt street.
instead of
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We see that the particle at is wholly unnecessary, and there might be languages,which
have no particle for position indicating at. A native,reared in such laneuage,would never feel the necessity to writeae shall meet at 4 o'clock. If he is able to read sementography and happens to come across a piece of semantoeraphy written by an English semantographist,he would recognize the small symbol as indicating position and will fully
understand what the English meant. The same will be true vice versa. That native will
write in semantographyeVe shall meet 4 o'clock, without at,and the English semantographist will have no difficulty to guess the context,even when the small (or big) symbol for
position is absent.
So we must accustom ourselves to the fact,that a lot of particles are unnecessary,and
nov,the English reader is"in"for a heavy shock,because we have to face the assertion
that the so-called articles a and the are unnecessary.
There is even a greater shock for the reader in store:the beloved particles Am and
some (the nightmare of foreigners) are equally unnecessary.
What is the significance of the article a ?

It signifies

one with lesser stress.

one ho'ise

is similar to

a house.

What is the significance of the particle the ? It signifies this with lesser stress.
the house

is similar to

this house.

There is only a slight shade of stress in oth meanings,and we should not be suprised
that Slav languages have net the particle 611 aln those languages, the nouns are used
without an article: Father .vorks,house is niceeman is cruel.If these languages contain
an article it is
this :this father works,this house is nice,this man is cruel.
Now,we shall devise a symbol to indicate the articles a and the;readers of semantography,whose languages do not contain a and the will graciously agree that these
particles are designed only to help those semantographists,who are accustomed to a and
the. No translation is necessary.
We may use the symbols below to evolve the symbols for this and that.

/.
a

the

this

that

These are convenient symbols for this and that.They are evolved from the symbol for
the and the stress is indicated by transforming them into an oblique exclamation mark:
tbts ; and that!.
However,it is simple to evolve the symbols for these particles tole a "bieger"meaning.
We could use the sydbol for hand horizonatally thus:Icr. which looks in outline similar
to a hand with outstretched indexefinger:
an international symbol already recognized
all over the worldemeaning: to point and
also meaning this way to the exit,etc.
We may agree that the symbol for hands horizontallyplaced,should indicate to point.to
indicateond a smaller symbol should indicate this
and that - .
eathouth such particle symbols would be more consistent with our methods of evolving
particle symbols,I would prefer the symbols this
and that / because they look
similar to the4yMbol for the and would be helpful in the correspondence between writers
of Teutonic and Latin languages (accustomed to the article the ) and writers of Slav
languages (not accustomed to the,but to this_).
As said before,the last word in these matter will be spoken by the men of the Institute
in accordance with a plebiscite of ell members of the Society of Semantography.
More about this in the last chapter.
There is another particle in the Englishiynguage,which seems non-sensical to people
of other languages,the particle there. If itiiised to indicate a different position to
here, as here and there,well and good,but it is mostly used to begin a sentence:There is,
there must.there ought to,etc.etc.
We have already evolved the symbols for here>.. and there .-(from the symbol for
Position. They should be used when a position is meant.If a good boy Stands there,fifty
yards away,we may say: "There is a good boy," But when the good boy stands where we are,
that is here,and we pat his kad,iti s non-sensual to sayt"There is a good boy".
Well,to tender to that weakness of English speaking people,we may agree that they
should use the sydbols,but (if the boy is not in another spot)they should write in semanto-

HERE AND THERE, ANY AND SOME, AND SOME MORE
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graphy:

1. ere

But

is a_goodboy (the boy is here) and • • ( is a good boy (when the boy
There
is not here)

.- in England is... (7ahen the writer is in England)
Here
. <in England is... (when the writer is not in England)
There
means a non-sensical expression,to be avoided
)>.. in England, • ( is..
in s emantography.
there
Here

A little exercise will soon acquaint the writer in semantography with these notions,
clearly differentiated in opposite geometrical lines.
Now to the "sacred." meanings of any and some. There is that nicety of educated speech,
when and where to use mly,and when and where only some is permitted.If you enter a house
and think it is deserted,you will call: "Anybody there?" However, if you hear a sound
in the house,you must call: "Somebody there?"
But the simple "uneducateepeople don t adhere tc this gramatical rule,many of them
don't even know about it.They call: "Hey,there?" or use any and sane indiscriminately.
A short analysis will soon convince us that the particles any and some are unnecessary
in most cases.What do they mean?
Cave you any bread?"
Let us take the sentences
"Have you some bread?"
Let us discard the slight difference in shade between any and some. If you don't
believe that the person has bread,then you sayany.Otherwise you say some.
In both cases,the particles any and some mean a bit,a piece, or a little,few.
If you call: "Is anybody there?" you think,there mi7ht be a few people,or at least
or
one,one piece of people,a bit of people.So we may realize that this particle
some,indicates a division.In fact, the name"division article" is used,for
in
Trich to denote a similar French particle:
"Avez-vous do pain?"

"Have you anv bread.?"
some

Is this particle necessary? No 'Ye could easily say:
"Avez-vous pain?"

"Have you bread?"

"A person there?"

We can,of course,easily develop the particle symbol.

•

...

•
division

0
•

•
part
piece,bit

.

but we may also use
the opposite of

X

1X

few, little
(the opposite of
multiplication)
If an English writer uses the symbols to indicate9.ny or some,the reader, not accustomed to such particles will translate in his language
P
"Have you little bread?"
"Have you a piece of bread?"
a bit
few 7.eces of)
a part
And in regard of the"pieces of bodies" inside a house,this is exactly what a Chinese
boy announces to his master,when two ladies are waiting for him inside the house:
any
some

many

"Two piecees ladies inside !"
In Chinese writing we don't need this particle,because the characters show clearly
what is meant,a person,an animal,furniture,food,etc,etc.Eut in Chinese speech it is
very necessary,because all words in Chinese are monolyllabic,and there are thousands
and thousands of homophonesl:snglisehich sounds alike.There are fifty different meanings
of the word 1i.To indicate ahar li is meant,the Chinese put the word for piece before
it: la li, or se li, or who li, or Yuan li and all these different words mean either
a piece of furniture% piece of food, a piece of people,etc.etc.They are calledclassifiers.A Chinese says a piece of furniture.a table,a piece of animal.e. pi, ,a pidceXdy.
Their monosyllabic speech has forced them to add an additional symbol,usually a alassifier,otherwise alistener arould not know what li (itself) means.But for writin.;-, and
reading alone,(just as in semantoraphy) the additional symbol is unnecessary.

ANYTHING, ANYWHERE, ANYONE, THEN AND THAN, THAT AND BUT
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The symbol for the indefinite article aNa may furnish us with similar meanings.
A tjakg, is not one thing, not the thing,and not this thing„It is just a thingamy thing.

\I-42 see p.

1:1

4.

273

any other
any one
anybody (but another means
a second ones 2,)
Other particle symbols have been evolved in former chapters.If we wish,me may minimize
the size,or use them as they are, or use another convenient symbol.
anything,
anywhere
a
(any) whatever,whatsoever wherever

or
full
(full bowl)

well
thorough

any time
whenever

11=

X
well
much

equal
as,like (see
near
(see p.150)(mathematical) near equal p.199)

The particle well can be translated differently and with different symbols.The bowl
is well filled. I am well fed up.He did, it well.The last well could be expressed by the
symbol for good (mind and plus,see p.179)
The symbol for than must be evolved from the symbol for to compare incomparison.
He is bigger than you, can be written:He is bigger in comparison with (or compared with)ypa.
7e-have to recall the symbol for measure, scale (p.150) and the mathematical relation symbol.

1-1.1
scale
(ruler)

A
144

to measure
measurement

A

than
relation
to compare
(mathematical)(to measure& relate)(in comparison with)

Two particles which are very often used in any language are those equivalent to the
English that and but.
To depict that we could use the colon (:) two dots one above the other.Iis an international symbol.
a sentence
He said that I could go ahead with the work
with that
He said :
with colon :
I could go ahead with the work.
The colon should be used for such sentences written in semantography.Eowever,the
colon might be a little awkward in sentences like
I am afraid that he won't go to work.
I am afraid :
he won't go to work.
The meaning is exactly the same.However,readeniacoustomed to a fluent sentence,might
prefer a particle symbol to avoid the stoppage,caused by the colon.
We can compose such a synhol,which indicates somewhat a halt and afterwards a free
flow. An we can likewise compose a similar symbol for but,which indicates a halt after
a free flow.

that

but, how-ever

I think F- he should come
he may think differently.
but
that
"I would gladly do it but -i
" somehow the flow of our speech and thought
is stopped and this is clearly depicted by the horizontal flowing line,being suddenly stopped by the vertical line -4.an a similar way,when we employ the particle
that it is as if we have thought a while,stopping in our speech and then continuing
the flow I-After careful consideration I think f- ,
and I believe I-that
that
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Yee could,of oourse,evolve the symbol for but from a different assumption.The particle

but is only an indication of some counter forces which have h be taken into account.
On page 93 we have depicted counterforces by two arrows pointing backwards,and we have
depicted courage and spite by
showing an opposing single arrow,pointing in a forward
direction.This gives us the meaning of the particle cluster in spite of and others.
As there is some space left,we shall depict also the particle across.We may use the
big symbol with a dot on top (see p.294) or draw a smaller and simpler symbol.
*
spite
in spite of
(one arrow against two) though,although
notwithstanding
nevertheless

crossing
(see p. 361)

The particle symbol showing three arrow heads is
with the nonsense contained in the particle cluster

or

across

across

a marvel of simplicity,compared

not-with-standing
never-the-less
But the similar meaning in other languages contain a similar nonsensical word cluster.
nothing-less
verbally
In French
nean-moins
neanmoins can be replaced by toute-fois

verbally

But nothing-less and all-times cannot mean the same.Yet they
In German

nichts-desto-weniger...verbally

all-times

do.
nothing-the-less

nothing-the-spite •
nichts-desto-trotz
verbally
And so we come tc an end of this chapter about the most irregular and most whimsical
words in any language,which"how-ever"we love"ever-so-muchflethe particles.
is the longest in the whole book and
"Anarchy in Language"
This chapter titled
it extends over 30 pages.It has been the most difficult to write,and the struggle with
the particle symbols has taken up more than 6 of my years. In fact,only after 5 years
did I arrive at something which looked like a system,and even right naw,wten writing
the chapter,' am altering and re-constructing.
1.s said before,the Institute for Scmantography may have the last word,after a thorough survey of the particles in other languages.Somehow I believe, that: SheUld the
idea of semantography fail completely,this analysis may prove fruitful for the mastering
of the most difficult and whimsical words in any language,comprising about one third
of all the words we speak,write and read.
I hope,the struggle will be worth while.At the same time, I hope that the critical
reader will realize that this is the most difficult problem in any and in all languages,
and consequently in language learning and translation.
The critics may say that I have taken only European languages into account.They have
particles which are completely absent in African or Asian languages.On the other hand,
those other languages have particles absent in European tongues.
This is true enough and I confess my ignorance of African and Asian languages,except
a bit of Chinese.But I believe that my method to refer any particle to its bigger meaning,must be applicable to any language.All languages contain a word with the meaning
of question,also with the meaning cf place and time.Primitive languages may not have a
particle for where? and when/ but the symbol of the question mark (?) and the symbol
for
line
ti17
1;TP: dial) will tel/ in any language what is meant.Of course,
those natives nrest be taught the meaning of the question mark,and if they had never
seen a watch,the meaning of a dial will be totally lost to them.On the other hand,semantography is intended primarily for communiodion between people interested in communication.The pygmies in Central Africa may noVinterested,but even they have mission schools.
Critics may say,that millions of literate people of every nation have not the slightest idea of the meaning of cause and effect.True enough.Then we have better teach them.
Even the most primitive language contains eerily? and a because.And at present, all sorts
of people intended to foster their own ends,increase the confusion about the whv? and
because.The peace of the world depends directly and ultimately on the interpretation
of these little particles.

HOW TO SYMBOLIZE HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF SPECIES?
BOTANICS,
FOR

AN

ZOOLOGY

AND

GASTRONOMY

INTERNATIONAL
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Some symbols already used in Biology and Botany:

female,
(Venus)

A
evergreen
plant

Cr
male
(Mars)

)

C

0 0 OO®Q
male
female
individual
41Ik

left right northern southern
winding
hemisphere

absence
occurence
of a particular trait

section
herb
of species perennial

an annual plant monocarpous pere(various sun outlines) nial plant
1*
old
world

tree cr
shrub

*1

41-

new
world

act inmorphic

shrub

tree

"Origins. The symbols which are not letters,punctuation marks,or mathematical signs,
are sometimes schematic pictures of the thing or phenomenon symbolized: as ) turning
to the left; , an evergreen plant,probably either from the frequent conical shape of
such plant or from the roughly triangular cross section of some pine needles.Others
female,from Venus looking glass;
have been adopted chiefly from astronomy; as
V male,the shield and spear of Mars (or perhaps his helmet and plume); 0 or
an annual plant,the sun."
Webster's New International Dictionary (28)
Botanists end zoologists have partly solved the problem of international communication.One of their fraternity, the great Linn proposed in 1753 his Species Plantarum,
a Latin nomenclatur for botanics,and in 1758 his System Naturae for zoology.He gave the
lead,but it took more than 150 years until the botanists and zoologists agreed upon them
for international purposes.The International Code of Botanic nomenclature was accepted
in 1905 at the congress in Vienna and revised at the congress in Cambridge in 1930.The
International Code of Zoological Nomenclature was accepted at the congress in Berlin
in 1904.Today,botanical and zoological gardens all over the world carry the same names
on thousands of name plates.
These two nomenclatures gave the scientists international names for all flora and
fauna.However,with Latin as a spoken and written language disoarded,they are still at
a loss to correspond with each other, should the one speak only Swedish and the other
only Portuguese.
We should therefore not be surprised to learn that they too,have evolved international
symbols,readable in any language.They draw up Mendelian inheritance diagrams and other
diagrams and prefer symbols.The ones shown above are taken from the list in Webster's
New International Dictionary (28) where alltogether about 25 symbols and about 30 combination of them are shown.Some of them are wholly arbitrary,as those for tree and shrub.
Some show mathematical signs,plus and minus.The question mark (?) and the exclamation
mark(!) is also used.Some use the dividing line (see above),and some are outlines,as9
the hand mirror of Venus for female.All this tends to show,that there is a trend in
these sciences towards international symbols.
However,the samples above show that they did not yet come to an agreement about their
symbols.The circle 0 is used for all kinds of meaning (foremost however, it indicates
the sun).They have also two and more different symbols,having the same meaning.
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LATIN NAMES FOR ZOOLOGY AND BOTANY ARE NOT ENOUGH

These symbols may be useful in diagrams,but they are wholly insufficient for a report
written in symbols only.The suggestion is therefore riade,that semantography may prove
useful for scientific reports on botanical and zoological matters.As already pointed
out on page d5 in the chapter "Scientific Reports in Semantopxaphy" and on page 108 in
the chapter "Symbol Writing for the Farmer'; this system of semantography could be used
for co-ordinated reports and instructions for all aericultural,botanical and zoologiCal
stations all over the globe. Every conscentious farmer and breeder is a research worker,
ready to listen to new methods,ready to read about new ideas,ready to follow any instruction given by the research stations.The language barrier and the fact,that farmers are
illiterate in many countries,seems to present an unsurmountable obstacle.Yet,es shown
in the chapter dedicated to the farmer,he would not have much difficulty to learn the
meanings of some symbols,which as has been proved, are simply the outlines of the real
things.And let's not forget:the peace of the world depends on the production of food.
Scientists may use the Latin names for the various botanical and zoological species
and they may use the semantoeraphic symbols as themortar" to form sentences with the
Latin names.Would this be sufficient for future reseerchIt would not.
Take for instance the insects.We kncw,that insects do every year damage to crops,
a damage greater than all the damage caused by rain,hail,Bood,etc.etc.The knowledge
about the insects is therefore of paramount importance to mankind.How many species of
insects have already been recognized,classified and named (apart from studying them)?
According to Webster (28) about 475.000 different species are known to science.Thia
is a terrific rmkber and indicates an even more terrific classifying job.Well,are all
insect species classified and named? No'. The above great number comprises only 5 percent
of all the insect species,which according to an conservative estimate amount to at least
10.000.000 different
species:We may realize that Letin vanes may prove wholly
insufficient to name them.Sooner or later,the scientists would have to use mathematical
numbers for the classes and subclasses for insects alone,let alone all the other millions
of botanical and zoological species.
We have a simple precedent.Hundreds of years ago,every house in the small towns
was known only by its name.Even today, in some countries,as for instance in Australia,
every house,big or small,has its own name Mayfair,Astor,Bellevue,Hillcrest,etc,etceall
duly registered in the land registers.But,along with the names,every house
a number,
Today al (muses in towns have numbers.Streets have still names,but not more in the big
cities of America,where it would be too much of a nuisance.The division of streets and
avenues according to numbers,was simply forced upon the citizen as the only way out;and
by the way,a good way out,because if you stand on 10th Lvenue,you know exactly where
12th Avenue is,etc.
Latin names for botanical and zoological species are formed according to a special
system.Nevertheless,I believe that mathematical numbers will have to be applied sooner
or later,and I hope,mith some international symbols drawn from the system of semantography.In any case,this is the idea I am now going to apply for an international menu
card,and,in the next chapter,to the farmers needs.
Why would an international menu card be a boon to travellers? Only travellers can
appreciate the necessity of such an instrument.Only travellers know what it means to
be forced to eat in foreign restaurants and to suffer accordingly,if they don't know
what the names on the card mean.Most people know exactly what they like and what they
dislike.Many people are allergic to certain foods,mhich make them virtually sick,even
produce skin irritation when only looking at the particular food.
The necessity totinde.rstand the names on foreign menu cards has been clearly recognized by the linguists,who published little dictionaries and guides for travellers.
In many of these guides the names of dthes are to be found in the very first chapters.
Yes, aninternational menu card written in international symbols, readable and under sfainaRgleNgiarbe a good thing.NO doubt, the international organisations of hotels
and restaurants would make use of it,would issue litt;R,leaflats with columns in different languages,which would help the traveller not in7particular country,but in any
country. /I dish,which is a national speoiality,oddly spiced,may be marked by a special
symbol.The traveller,who orders such a dish,goes deliberately into an adventure.But most
travellers prefer to lenow what they are going to get.They may like chicken,but dislike
goose.They may Tent it roasted,but would dislike to have it cooked only.
So let us arrange the kind of fowl usually served in internatimpl restaurants.For
convenience sake let us prepare a list,and number each sort:Ne may surprised that We
would need only a few numbers,usually not more than 10,but in most cases,the numbers
1, 2, 3, and sometimes 4 would be sufficient.Let it be understood,that the final list
will be drawn up in co-operation with the international hotel and restaurant organisations.

SIMPLE SYMBOLS AND NUMBERS FOR BIRDS WE NEED TO KNOW
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symbol

list of birds usually served in international restaurants.

Y2

fowl(ohicken)
(2 goose
duck
4 turkey
(5) grouse

(6)pheasant
(7)peacock
(8)pigeon
(9)partridge
()

bird nr.2
a goose
Some readers may say that they have never eaten all ten species.Ls far as I am concerned I have never eaten a peacook,pigeon,partridge,and queil.Fcr me the numbers I - 6
will serve(and I travelled to many countries),I like especially dack,and I would quickly
reneMber_ that nr.3 means duck. But we dc not even need so many numbers. We may add a
second symbol to indicate an underclass.The symbol fur a roof should indicate a dcmesticated bird,the symbol for water should indicate a bird usually found on and over water,
like a wild duck.If we add the symbol for rccf,we let a domesticated duck,for which the
farmer usually provides a little pond;ana sc on in the list.

syMbol:

/NI.

ota
%re%

outline:

roof

wave

Xim,'IN
tree

forest
signifi- domestiwater on
canoe: cated ground,pond,etc.

bird
domesticated( roof)
(1)chicken
(2)turkey
(3)peacock
4) pigeon

bird
on :rater
(1) wild duck
(2) wild goose

Aed

nuch,much wave

triangle

sea,ocean

mountain

bird
on water
& under roof
(I) duck
(2) goose

bird
of forest
if grouse
2) pheasant
p) partridge
4) quail

For practical purposes we may even dispose of the numbers,because most bird dishes
served are only of the variety: chicken.rduck-goose,ena we may allot them the three

symbols shown above.The other birds are of little culinary inportance.Should you mix
up a partridge with a quail,when ordering, the damage would not be great.Be sure that
any gourmant would easily distinguish between the numbers 3 and 4.
But we could depict further delicacies with other simple symbols and we may even
add the name of the country,from which a speciality is coming.If the preparation and
the spicing is not the usual one,we may add an exclamation mark (!) to indicate that
a surprise is in store for the valest.It might herald an exclamation of joy or dismay.
In any case, it would be a warning.
Canada

IrICanade

411.0°N
exclamation mark
indic.a speciality
dish of'Canada

Canadian
waster bird
speciality

Yhina
X X ft.0.6%

sea bird
of China

yA

chile

mountain bird
of Chile

A thoughtful owner of restaurants might even add another syMbol to indicate:
that sea bird speciality of the China sea tastes like duck or pi/von;(synbol for like
near,equal,see on page 317).Cr he can easily indicate whether the preparation is
symbol for shern,sour)
sour,shaiT on the tongue (taste symbol on page 157 plus knife s
or the opposite, namely sweet The guest would th.ls know,wimt he ln for.Onoe forvarned,
he may enjoy the adventure.
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From the birds we may proceed to animal meat.The symbols for those animals,which
provide meat, we shall learn in the next chapter,dealinz with the farmers livestock.
But we may realize that only very few animals are used for that purpose,
animal

nutter
(1)

term for meat

cattle
sheep
pig;,
How various parts of animal bodies can simply be

(2)

term for young,

beef
veal
lamb
mutton
pork
depicted,will be shown later.

In most cases meat dishes consist of either beef or pork.The knowledge of these two

numbers together with the symbol for young (see p.274) will suffice for most travellers.
We may add a few other animals,like rabbit,etc. 7e may make a list of wild animals living in the forest (tree symbol),but again a few numbers will suffice.Then we can depict animals from the mountains of India,the polar sea off Greenland,etc.etc.ThouchfUl
owners of restaurants may add :taste like Fork or the like,for any of those strange speciality dishes.
With fish it may be a bit difficult.There arc very many varieties of fish and it
would not seem wise to run up figures to the nuMber 50 or more.On the other hand,most

fish meat taste alike,and the difference in made up by different preparations.
We could form a symbol for fish, consisting only of symbol elements: living being in
water.We may add the symbol for long,to indicate that fish is meant,which usually is
an elongated creature,contrary to shells,crabs,etc.However,it might be advisable to
invent an auxiliary syMbol,lookinc somehow like a fish and being easily typable on our
typewriter.Then we may add another symbol.

IOC

)04-*

=4111.1

ICXXX...00N

fish

fish from river
fish from the mounfish from the sea
(water moving)
taro torrents
(much,much water)
Again,there are some standard fish which we may nuMber,like (1)carp,(2) trout,etc.
Nov we may form the symbols for the different ways of preparation in the kitchen.

U

op enin.7

pot with water

cooking,boiling

fire

No".41
4

T
frying

dish plate

soup

The designing of symb.,:as for special preparations may be safely left to the committee
of the international hotel and restaurant organisations,which -so I hope - will one ay
be set up to draw up a list of symbols for the international menu card.They won't encounter much difficulty.Steaming,for instance can be easily depicted with the arrow
pointing upwards from the water syMhol,Vegetables,for instances, are very often steamed.
And this brings us to the symbols for the vcgetables,fruits and plants in general,
It can easily be shown that all necessary symbols can be drawn up from the symbol
elements,sometimes,of course,using; a round-about way.But it is even simpler to draw up
an auxiliary symbol,as we did with the symbol for dish plate:Jith the symbol elements
it can be symbolized as a circular,flat plate,but the outline of a dish nlate,as shown
above,will be easily recognized, even by children,It's self-explanatory.
A shrub,can be depicted as a small tree.But we can make the tree symbol small.
symbol elements
I
shrub (tree small)

auxiliary symbol

A+.
shrub

SYMBOLS AND NUMBERS FOR THE FRUITS OF THE FIELD
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symbol elements combined

O CI 1>

auxiliary symbol

t

(I) apple
(2) pear
(3) peach
(4) apricot
(5) plum
(6) orange
(7) lemon
(8) cherry
(spocialities,see below)

of

tree fruit
food thing from tree
(food= mouth,earth)

numbered eatable varieties

fruit

(I) strawberries
(2) rnspborrios

:berry
food thing from shrub

?

(3) gooseberries

berry

(4) blackberries

•
!me

vegetable
above ground

vc47atabIe
food flower above ground
0 ? •••■I
mop

41F"

• 1
■1•10

vefTetable
food flower below ground

verYetable
bolow ground

tomato
2 beans
3) peas
(4) asparagus
(5) cucumber
(6) melon
(7) pumpkin

(I)
(2)
3)
(41
(
(s)
(6)

potato
radish
carrot
onion
turnip
celery

The auxiliary symbols are very simple.Therc are only a feg numbers to each symbol,
easily to rcmember..After all,wc are eating those few varieties all our life,cvery day.
But if people should complain that varieties up to thc number of say 7 are too many,we

can easily invent another symbol, or add a symbol as a subclass indication,as for instance:
cabbage
2
spinach
or
(3 cauliflower
(4) lettuce
vegetable
grass
food grass
consisting mostly of
leaves
(1) grapes (for wine)
plus
ON
(for beer)
(2) hop
1
(see symbols for beveberry
plus stiok,line
berry grown
rages)
on sticks
Other symbols can be easily invented.

r

capsuled legumes
beans,peas,etc.

roars

mushrooms

grain
(see below)

As done in the case of the symbols for birds, we may add the name of a country and
the exclamation mark for speciality. The different grains (wheat,barley,oat,rye,corn,rice
etc.) can be numbered or differently drawn.Rice for instance,couId be depicted by the
two stalks grown out of the water line. Orange,lemon,granefruit could be sUbolassed by
adding the symbol for sun (indicatinT, hot climate fruit). It would be easy enough.

SYMBOLS AND NUMBERS FOR ALL SORTS OF DRINKS
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From the symbol for orange we can easily advance to the symbol for orange liquid,
called orange juice,which would lead us to the symbols for soft drinks and"otherwise7
which means those,containing ticohol.We have already an international symbol for that
stuff,knewn to any school boy and girl,nams;xatjee chemical formual CiI5.0H. We shall
only use thit part,which is recognized by e42/17-Chemist to mean alcohol in general,
namely the radical OH.Another formula CO2 is today recognized by almost anybody,meanthg
carbondioxydethe stuff contained in aerated water.

milk (bottled)
aerated water
(food liquid)
bottled
Milk may be denoted by adding the s of for food (usually unnecessary on a menu
card,devoted wholly to a list of foods Nilk,no one doubts, is the liquid food par excellenoe.It was,is and will be theprinery" food of humanity,in every sense of the
word.But,alas,man learned to prepare other liquids,which contain the alcohol group OH.
In small portions it gave and still gives him an elated feeling.But,as the great
physician August Forel pointed out all the wars, all the plagues,epidemics,diseases,
all the earthquakes,and other fatalities,which have beset mankind,all of them oriMbined
have not caused so much misery,destruction and death than that little devil alcohol.
But we have to take it into account les draw the synbols for wine (from grapes) and
for grape _,'twice

bottle

bottled water

60420H

I
!
)OH
bottle containing alcohol

bottle containing
wine
berry nr.i
grape juice(berry
nr. 1 grown on sticks) alcoholic

beer
berry nr.2
alcoholic

cr6
drink glass

glass orange juice
fruit nr. 6

glass tomato juice
vegetable above ground
nr. 1

alcoholic
drink

The terms whiskv;brandy,run,gin,coonao,and other drinks are international anyway.
So are other terms like coffee,tea,chocolate,coeoa.No numbered symbols are necessary
for them.But we should have simple symbols for sweet,sour,bitter.
On page 157 we have drawn the symbol for taste consisting of the symbol elements
of mouth, earth( indicating food) and nose,because we can taste things only with mouth
and nose.Enjovable taste we have depicted on page 157 by adding the symbols of the
=lifted heart. To indicate sweet,we shall agree on a short cut,remenbering what food
made us happiest in our childhood..

2LVI 2VT
taste, enjoyable
tasty

swaet

_a

o c21
bitter
food

sour food
(knife,sharp)

We can use the symbol for sour,00nbined with wine to indicate vinegar.But the formula CH3COOH will serve just as well.Why forget what we all learned in school? A symbol
for salt is easy to draw,but Neel is already an internationally recognized symbol for it.
Bread can be symbolized from the symbol for wheat(two stalks,see foregoing page) and
the symbol for baked (two pages before).But it mould be simpler to invent a special
outline symbol.Cheese Ls solidified milk but an outline symbol will serve better.

A SAMPLE MENU CARD FOR THE INTERNATIONAL TRAVELLER
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ice
solidified water)

ice-cream
(sweet ice food)

cheese
auxiliary outline syMbols instead of
solidified milk
baked grain

For the drawing-up of a menu card we need the syribol far meat,which. we shall design
a's an eatable (food) portion (division) of an animal (quadruped7 in contrast to man (biped)
•

•
•

A
animal
quadruped

man
biped

1NTERNATIO

L

)
II1Z71/4

part
division of animal

meat
food part of animal

AL MENU -CARD_
FOWL

.4#.%/SOUPS $
vegetable,varied

chicken,bakcd
peas
turkey,cooked
tomato, hot

tomato,cold

PC7C

#2

7

FISH

lamb, roasted.

carp, cooked
•

fried.

trout,baked

1

Canadian salmon,
cola

o7,„i Portuguese sardines
#7ortuisre.lr
in oi].

roast-beef
veal, roasted

beef tea

ICA

MEAT

minced pork,baked

00

VEGETABLE
potatoes

asparagus

spinach

THESE F000 SYMBOLS WILL BE LISTED IN TRAVEL BOOKS
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0 ? 0/

....

, —

SALADS

potato

*1

and
cucumber

5

-C4

lettuce

tALI X

mixed variety

0

rn

C=D

13

various cakes

ice-cream chocolah

%el

0-N1

u

U strawberry

Camembert
Gorgonzola
Roquefort
Errmenthal

X

6

FRUIT

fruits of the
season
eason (autumn)
and Californian
!California
_ specialities
0

W I NES

$

red wines of
Australia and
,
m, I 4 utenxe
P.rancle(Burgung...
white
0
Australia__ wines of AusFrance
tralia
France
(Musoatd,etc.)
urn
+ CO2
1.
)
,
Champagne
France

el Australia

40

BEER

os12 0H

2 - 4% OH

4— 8

CH

:Y:CH

light beer with
2-4% alcohol,
Ale,Pilsener,etc.
strong beer with
5-:". alcohol,Port
Stout,etc.
—
DRINKS

variety of
' Whisky,Brandy,
Rum,G-in,Cocktails

X

-oi-i

CHEESE

17

(

c!
,0) ., OH

,
SWEETS

X

S

SOFT DRINKS

t/r10.1% CO2

aerated water

...0-■ Cr6

orange juice

,1

+

1
,

7

lemon juice
specialities
Coca-Cola
Schwepes_cto.

When perusing the above list as to its vracticability,3 points must be kept in mind:
(1)The syMbols drawn in this list and in this whole duplicated manuscript are greatly
exaggerated in size,in order to impress the casual reader with the simplicity of
the syMbols.This simplicity would not be so obvious,if the symbols would be shown
as they are to be printed,namely much smallor,a little bigger than capital letters.
In practice,the column containing the symbols would be insidnificantly smaller.
(2)The natives of places with small restaurants would not be bothered with the syMbol
in such a
column.in fact, it may be left out completoly.Should a stranger stray
restaurant,unable to speak a single word,the waiter may have a little leaflat ready
Showing the symbols and columns with the words in different languages.
Big restaurants in international cities may print a little leaflatoch would be
(3)
treasured by any traveller as a guide for other restaurants in other countries.
Today, travellers have to peruse their little pocket dictionaries.
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SIMPLE SYMBOLS FOR DOMESTICATED ANIMALS

A I‘; I 1.: A L S

AND PESTS

AROUND THE F;.REHOUSE

"The peasants already have certain almanacs,telling them without words much
that they ask."
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibnitz (7)
"I believe that this universal language is possible...by means of which the
peasants could better judge the truth of things then do the philosophers at
the present time."
Rene Descartes (4)
The symbols we have designed in the chapter on the international menu card can be
used for agricultural reports,which any former could read in his own language.Even if
he should not have acquired the knowledge of the syMbols,the village elder or someone
in the village,clever enough,to learn the symbols would be able to translate tham,even
if there is no written system and alphabet evolved for thdt special language. The
render is kindly asked to peruse the chapter on "Symbol Writing for the Farmer" on p.108
We have already evolved the symbol for an aninal,as a euadruped,a being with four legs
and a horizontally adjusted body,in contrast with the biped nan,77ith a vertically adjusted body.The symbol for a domesticated animal,could be easily formed by adding the
symbol for demos which means house. 7e may furthermore distinguish between animals,for
rhalia house is provided,and animals which usually live beneath a house,and undermine
it.These animals vie usually call nests.
(1) horse
(1 cattle
deos,,n Nr.2 (3 sheep
or
An47\4
cattle (4 pig
116)
simply
r) goat
6)dog
animal
animal
domesticated animal
7)mule (9) cat
(house provided)
(four legs)
domesticated
(10) rabbit
(8) ass
over
Vie see that our numbers do not/reach 10...But even if agricultural scientists should
decide that we should simplify our symbols,in order to have them easier recognized by
the illiterate farmer,we could easily draw up auxiliary symbols.
auxiliary symb ols

)C7i

(1) horse
2) mule
(3) as

,dc

sa

16‘

(1)cow,cattle
(2)sheep
(i) goat

(1)dog
(2)cat

(1) pig

Numbers up to 3 are easy to hold in the memory. We may even vary the auxiliary symbols to get greater variety.A rabbit maybe indicated by the long earsivr.The above
symbols are almost self-explanatory.The horse recognizable by its long neck and head;
eattle,sheep and goats by the horns; dog and cat by the lcng tail; pig by the at hump.
(s.p.274)
The sex,and age(young:griffin,calf,labb,etc.) are easily symbolized.Young

AI
male female
human beings

A 4.
male female
for fauna and flora

70(1 ,A
bull
cattle, male

10(1 1-A
ox
minus sex,castrated

Having defined and symbolized an animal as a four-legger,we may go on with this
classification and symbolize an insect as a six-legger.in fact,most insects have six
legs.lf we rant to indicate an insect with 8 lczs,we may vrito in symbols:7:1.th 8 legs.
But make sure about the centiped (100) and the correct rumbet of le;.s Qf thg_mil;inkld(I000)
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ATON
insect
six legeer

SYMBOLS AND NUMBERS FOR INSECTS AND PESTS

/\

or
simply

AAA AAA?

insect
(6 or more legs)

bee (donost.)
insect feeding on
(provided with a house) flowers( subclass)

The reader is kindly asked to peruse the chapter on zoology (p.319) where it is
outlined that entomologists (scientists on insects) nay soon be with their Latin at
and end,and ',nay have to employ mathematical nuMbers.At present they have only named
not more than about Z of all the existing species of insects,of which more than
10.000.000 different species exist (28). Syrbols indicating a certain characteristic
outline might be helpful for further classification.
The fare= has only a limited number of insects to reckon with,and if a strange
guest should appear from a far away country, the fee-nor will soon be forced to learn
his nun ,as it is the case with the Colorado beetle for instance.The word Colorado is
international,becnuse it is a name of a certain locality.In ether cases,the Latin name
is used for rr,enerel recognition.
Such insects are also called pests.They'undermineother things,and this undermining
can easily be depicted.

animal
undermining
house
(1)rats
(2)mice,etc.

insect
insect
undermining
undermining
field
house
(1)ants,termitp, (1) locust
etc.
(2)flies,etc."0.

insect

n; mini
trees
various
beetles

insect
undermining
cloth (fabric)
(1) moth
etce

Bugs,lice and fleas can be depicted as"undermining"man and animalrclasses can be
outlined as for instance the bed-haE,showing the outline of a bed,which would indicate
"everything: Should,hovever, such vivid symbols be considered too elaborate,; can easily
find other synbols.The possibilities of expression are not limited in semantography.
We can depict pests,as animals or insects destroving (rese.ettacking) nan,aninals,plants,
grein,trees,febric,etc.

to destroy
to cross out

insects which
destroy

bacilli which
bacilli
microscopepicture attack grapes(Nr.1)

/AAA
exterminating,
destroying
insects

The reversal of the symbols insects destroying (insects which destroy) and destroying
insects (exterminating them)is clear enough to show what is meant.From these symbols we
can develop the symbols for an insccticide,a chemical destroyer of insects.

s

A

bottle retort chemical

/ 4/AAA
chemical destroyer chemical insecticide,liquid or dust

complete sample for directions fer an insecticide will be given on the next page.
In the remaining few lines on this page we shall try to evolve special symbols for
a snake,earthworm,snail,spider,butterfly,etc.Again it should be understood that we are
able to express (by some circus locution) any meaning with our symbol elements. 4 snake
,eloneated.witheut legs. inn earth worn is in form like a snake,but lives
is a living being:
underground (below earth line).'But an outline symbol is easily drawn and easily recegnized.
The ultimate decision about such outline auxiliary symbols should rest with the Institute for Sementogeephy,which would discuss the matter with research workers of agriculture,
entomologists, zoologists and botanists.
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SAMPLE DIRECTIONS IN SYMBOLS FOR AN INSECTICIDE
auxiliary symbols

°Nur
snake

snail

earth worm
(under earth)

fet%

00

i

butterfly

A /AAA INSECTICIDE

chemical destroyer of insects.

•

against insects destroying crops.

1

+ so

•

50

1 part chemical liquid with
•
1mm .4.010. %

Spray in fine .1replets

>I 100
to

100

■

>5
at

•
roots .

rrt

square meter

1 k

•
••••.%
•

marts water .

rim*

40' '••/I%
tar/

1 liter mixed liquid

Ai A
Beware

poison

said in other parts of this typewritten manuscript,the above symbols are drawn
exaggeratedly large,in order to impress their simplicity on the casual reader.In ordinary printing the symbols should not be much bigger than the capital letters.
If manufacturers of agricultural products for the farmer would print the directions
for use in the required linguae plus lines in somantography as shown above ( the words
beneath each appropiate symbol then the farmers may grasp pqa leaning of the symbols
easily (at least those showing an outline) 1i little interesV-,7few questions to a fellow
farmer or the travelling agriculture lecturer would acquaint him with the meaning of
all the necessary syMbols.And if he should find son difficulty,his boy may be able to
give him the necessary information from what he learned with the boy scouts and(may be)
in school.
Footnote:The number 1 is left out in a chemical formula,f.i, CO (against 002).Similarly
we don't need the number 1 in the symbols for horsc,cattle,dog,bee,rat,ants,moth,etc.
TOOLS

AROUND

THE

HOUSE

"Tool. Any implement or object used in porformin:7 an operation or carrying on
work of any kind...tool has been held to designate books,a horse and wagen,a piano,
a hand or foot-power printing, press,a sewing machine,a floating, pile driver and its
scow, Ac.."
7ebster's New international Dictionary (28)
We have evolved in previotlholAptrs the symbol for tool and use,useful,usa.ge.'le have
depicted the most primitive tboliprimitive man invented in the bygone ages: a. thing.a
stone in his hand.Chimpanzees are clever enough to use such a tool.
In adding, the mind symbol we get the symbol for use,to use,the adjective useful and
the adjectival noun usefulnesa.The use and the usage are the verbal nouns of the verb
to use.
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FROM BASIC SYMBOL ELEMENTS TO AUXILIARY OUTLINE SYMBOLS
1'

0
thing

V

Isl
hand

tool,instrument to use
(thing in hand) a tool

to use
useful
(stress on mind)

We are roe able to form the symbol for any tool,by placing the tool symbol in front of
(and expressing the work of the tool by)some additional symbol.For instance
tool-ice open = key
We must therefore examine the working of any tool and try to express it in general
terms.For instance:
What is a scissors/ A pair of two sharp-edged thingsklso called knives which operate
against and close to each other,to out (sever other things.
In this definition we find the name of snother tool,a knife,autter,and for this
tool we have already evolved a special syMbol,showine the outline of a sword,outter.
Can we define knife,sword,cutter in general terms?
What is a knife?

A tool to separate (sever).
A tool to divide things.
We are now able to express the moaning of a knife and a scissorsin symbol elements,
but we shall find it more convenient to use a simple outline symbols.
symbol element combination

44.

or

• ri
LI s-or
ply

a
44413

tool to separate,
u n
sever
a knife,cutter

auxil.symb.

tool to divide things
knife, cutter

aux.syMb.comb.

new aux.symb.

;
5( or
simply

knife,cutter pair of knives
combination
a scissors

06

scissora
pair of scissors

We see that we can dispens with auxiliary symbols and express knife and scissors
with symbol elements only.Once we decide that the symbol combination tool to sever
should be used for the meaning of knife,after a little practice, the picture of a knife
will be conjured up in our mind,every time we see that symbol combination.This is actually the way how Chinese look at their cheeracters,most of them do not resemble in
any way the things they stand for.It is
the same with us.Every time we see a number
of arbitrary signs like k-n-i-f-e or K-N-I-F-E or tX.%11,1e or NA-44 immediately
the picture of that metallic,eleamine,lone instrument comes into our mind. In fact
we can teach children that any arbitrary sign should stand for knife,and they would
identify it every time they see that sign.
So tool to sever is a very good symbol to stand for knife,much better than any alphabetical sign cluster.But we go further in semantogrephy and invent an auxiliary symbol
which shows directly the familar outline of a knife,and therefore this sign does riot
need any translation within our mind.
Oimilarly,we can depict a pair of scissors by adding the number 2, indicating double
tool to sever and a little practice will ingrain this new symbol firmly in our memory.

When we invent again an auxiliary symbol to stand for pair of scissors we only make
senantography easier and simpler.
Critics may have said that the boasting title 100 SYMBOLS TO OVERCOM BABEL is a lie.
There are much more than 100 symbols drawn up in this book, even conceding that the
100 symbols represent the symbol elements.For these critics here is another allegation:
EVERY 1,B1.NING IN ANY LANGUAGE CAN BE EXPRESSED WITH TEE 100 SYMBOL ELEMENTS ONLY.
This holds true not only with symbols expressing the vague meanings of our emotions
and feelings;it holds true even with tools,and even with specialised tools.
On the following pages this allegation is proved in regard of the tools,for which
we have already invented auxiliary symbols. We can express them with the elements only.

ALL OUTLINE SYMBOLS CAN BE EXPRESSED IN BASIC SYMBOLS
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In order not to repeat too often the symbol element combinationiwe shall use one
evolved auxiliary symbol to express the meaninf: of another.For instance we said:
a knife is a tool for severin- ,apd a pair of scissors is a pair of knives (instead
of a pair of tools for severing} We should also employ the purpose particle symbol>)
expressing for:, tool for (the purpcse of) severing.But vie shall leave this a it for
simplicity sakeVlo from the left column to the some line on the right column).
SYMBOL ETRVENT COLSINATION

enclosure for man

•

Aucr.,LaY S.

SY1MOL ELEMENT COIMIW.T ION

top of enclosure for man

house

1:3
enclosure in enclosure f.man... rco

Ll OA
opening in encl.f.mairht

bed

1_

0

enclosure f.clothing,vertical..wardrobe

enol.f.water (liquid)
=11111111M)1111

cinci.moving forward

open enclosure

bottle

4L1—
tool,plam.,,horizontal

door

enclosure f.books

40

•

tool for sleep

•

encl.f.cloth.horizontal

LJ

331=
II
bed

Chest of drawers

sam.0"••

open encl.f.liouid

drink glass

411

0
.
1

carrik:e

tool for to open

key

bowl, hold

,nclosureinthand,movable

MS,

;1..4
enclosure on water,movable

opening in enclosure f.man

II
r

enclosure for sleep

II

•

0

roof

Lin OA
III •

indaa

..UXILLTY S.

C:!:7
vessel

•

(hcljj

band-lw;gage

encl.= water movable by hand...rowing boat

4 clAR
tool ,thin;: downed many times

hammer
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BUT WHY BASIC SYMBOLS WHEN AN OUTLINE SYMBOL IS BETTER?

)

SY1031, ELEMENT COlaINATION

tool for for.rartimovin,:

X43

AUXILIARY S.

SI1BOL ELMENT COMBINATION

* wheel

thing forwarded

car

electric 0,-x

AUXILIARY S.

to carry,transport

x®

wheel combination tool

tram„eivine

orXi

tool f.breakinz earth

x1.11—

cutter f. earth

#

plough

4tt

fabric
many lines vertical x horizontal,a mesh,commonly a woven

plane,flat thin3 from
fabric or :rood( pulp)

paper
PaZe
a]

tool f.signs on paper
... pen
(sign = hand pointing. at thing)

many paper pages comb

-4
paper page forwarded

-

La it
plane thin7,woven fanovinj

441'

.. letter

=cl.f.forcrardino things

tt&

IE:31

parcel

P

siEn,wovon

sail

or

tool f.jumping over

bock

bridge

•

flag

•
mr\m•

tool f,goin= over

bridge

tool f.goinF obliquely upw

staircase

4A:t
tool f. going upwards

4ti

h

tool f. sitting

421

tool f.much rest

or
tool for rest

easy chair

chair

tool :,norizontal)f.much rest.... sofa
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AUXILIARY OUTLINE SYMBOLS FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES

The foregoing two paces have proved that we can depict any tool of man with the
basic symbol elements,And we may 3o on in this fashion

.11

P<

NIN®

buns ,horn

musical wind instrument

compass

tool f.drawing rings

If you wish to distinguish exactly between a bur.:.:(le and a horn,you may indicate
that the horn is a circularly shaped buF.ple.Or you may draw a special auxiliary symbol,resembling a horn.It's easy encuch.A trumpet is a bu.7gle with several opening,s.
Other wind instruments of rLatray elongated shape are the piccolo, the flute, the clarinet,
and the oboe.The different lensth4and a slizht opening at the end of clarinet and oboe
could be clearly indicated. i drum is a misical instrument shaped like a cylinder,StrinE
instruments could be indicatea by three p:rallel lines,or we may draw the outlines.
Such symbols could be of use for scores,otc.
Having now proved the case, we may z,o on drawing, auxiliary syMbols for the tools
we use in house and workshop.Here are some of the most important ones.
14,iti 46
6 0
pot with handle,small
tool f.making food
pot,beaker,small
or big of glass,plastic,metal,etc. & biz
kitchen tool

I 12
pans

small

biVr

machine f.divi- coffee
ding meat(ranoinz)
machine
Coffee is an international word,but we can easily replace it by the symbol of a berry
(see p.323) with a nuMber(tea and cocoa would receive a different number)
Instead of the the symbol for division in mincing machine (see above),we can use the
sydbol of the knife,indicating a cuttiiv machine for moat,coffee,bread,vegetable,etc.
;al these symbols represent TaNGS.We can,of course,put the .i.CTION indicator to
indicate the .'ACTION with this special THINC.Even the EWIIITATION indicator can be used
to indicate the qualities of these tools: pot-like,pan-like,lid-like,spoon-likc,etc.
These words can be used to describe an unusual product,*hich is formed like a pot and
can be used like a pot.
lid

tea-pot

fork

spoon

A V

knife

A V

TTTT PPP AP nP
mail to nail nail- Pin
like

4J

Lll

1.1.1
comb

needle to needle needleto sew
like

comb with
handle

brush

brush with
vertic. handle

scamstress

sewing machine

LLL LI.>>
brushWith
side handle

brush for

teeth

The short lines indicate stiff material,like in a corb.The long lines indicate soft
material.The symbol for teeth can also be used for tools having "teotl-P,f.i, a saw.
41/117,
tool w.cutting saw
teeth, a saw

s w,circul- %r

imm.n)4‘ Pair
of pliers screw
(''›?

table f.hammerinr7)

screw

412
driver
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SYMBOLS FOR MEN AND THEIR TRADES AND PROFESSIONS
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These .ixamples show that the invented syMbels are distinct and cannot be mistaken
for anything else.To make sure that certain tools in certain trades should be distinguished from one another,we could agree on certain symbols to represent various trades.
International symbols are already used to a great extent in different trades,.[. chart
showing the wiring of a radio set could be read by any mechanic in any language.Pludbars too,have international symbols to indicate the various parts of pipes„bends,taps.

AC=

AP

AA

a tailor
(needle)

chemist
retort)

a smith
(hammer)

a plumber

Acl
musician
(note sigr)

composer
(note & mind)

electrician
(lightning)

radio-electrician
(electr.waves,sky)

Sometimes wo must employ the symbol for to makeZIL(see next paawm7e0 in order to
avoid a possible aMbiguity.No one will mistake the above symbol for electrician for an
electrical man,because such word is meaniB43q However, the symbol for food and man
may indicate an eater, or a cook,Te distinguilfi ere two meaningsi we have to add the
symbol for to make :Man making food= cook

A2 A.&02
eater

cook
(making food)

An

AGD

dweller

builder
(making houses)

We can easily distinguish between a builder and an architect,the man, in whose mind
the new idea,the plan of the new dwelling takes shape.If we combine the symbol for
to make with the symbol for the reasoning mind,we should arrive at a symbol expressing
thoughts about the making of somethirlE,and this is actually the meaning of the word plan.
The arohitect,the engineer, the craftsman and even the housemifeAntending to prepare a
wall think first about the work they are going to make; in other words, they plan.

o

mind

to make

planning
to make

ArAN 02 2n a
planner
designer

plan
designing designing machines
on paper houses,architect. (inventing m.)

The low triangle symbol for to make or better,for the meaning of man,-made,was evolved
from another syMbol,a perfect,equal-sided triangle:This is an ageold symbol,which we find
on many temples and churches of bygone times.There it is connected with the sydbol for
Gad, the Creator of the Universe, and in semantography it shall stand for the meaning of
Creation.It is a higher meanin;%:,expressing the mysterious force within the stars and
within the cells of life:Ye shall use it combii!ned to express the meaning of Creator.

A AA
man-made

Creation

thihkinj;
about Creation

scientist
philosopher

science,philosophy (in the widest sense)
More about this symbol in the chapter "Creation and Creator."
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TRAVELLERS

"The trouble is that these generous designs (Esperanto,Ido,Novial,NUlango) are
too rarely balanced by a concrete,living sense of actualities and practicalities.
"Crackpot schemes:" is the current description of them in the mouths of hardheaded
persons.This is e. serious matter,since it is to hardhaaded,praotioal men that we must
look for effective action."

I,A.Richards (78)
When all the attempts at an international language have been termod "crackpot schemes"
by the most important people - the practical men(the men who bring new ideas into practical use),what would they say to semantio-Taphy? Probably "super crackpot idea" .Because
semantography suffers from one terrible fault:it cannot be spoken.
In former chapters reference has been made to the fact,that the peoples of this earth
are monolini-Tuistic,that they cling to their mother tongue,that most learning of foreign
ton7ues have proved an utter failure.The conclusion has been drawn,that an universal international lalvtiage would face almost insurmountable difficulties.Besides,fhere would
be little need of such a lariguaEe,because only few people go on travel.The nations as
a whole stay at home. `hat they learn from foreign people and foreirm countries,they
learn only b7 reading - and they won't go to the trouble to learn a foreign language
in order to read.They prefer translations,but in many eases,those are not available.
Here is where semantography comes in.It should be a help for those people- practical
people,to be sure - soientists,researchworkers,industrialists,merchants,etc. who MUST
read foreign publications,but cannot afford the time to learn to read French,Spanish,
Russian,Ttelian,Fortuguese,putch,'Danish,and a host of others.
But semantography can be of help also for those people who MUST travel to foreign
countries - practical people again - but who cannot speak a word of the language of
any particular foreign country.They could make themselves understood by writin,7, their
question down.
"Again a crackpot idea!" would practical people say.-11LIta2natilLiLXZ2Ziti=aM2.7
bably impossible in practical application.
But here they are definitely wrong.A symbol writing is already in practice (and what
a cumbersome and difficult one) in China and it has practically united many peoples of
different languages into the greatest nation of earth,comprising about 450 millicans.
NOreover,it is used also by travellers,who have to go to towns emdvillages,where
they cannot make themselves understood by speaking.Then they write their question down
in their Chinese symbol writing and are immediately understood. and answered.
A Chinese traveller from Canton arrivi in a Peking hotel can make himself perfect
understood b writing his iiestions and readi the answers in Chinese
I•
And how quickly they can write and read their complicated characters'
I myself,used this mode ofcaTImunication .in ChinaLthihking in English and writing the
Chinese characters down for the English meanings.Lnd it worked beautifully.
`So, this is not only a practical "idea" .It's a practice already.
The following samples are those for sign plates in hotels,and for lines of "written
conversation" ghat you read here for hotel uses,can be equally applied for "written conversation" anywhere,in shops and stores,in railway stations and airports,etc.atc.eto.
One last warning:If you happen to be a chance reader,vtho thuMbed through the pages and
now you want to see,whether you can read these "almost self-explanatory" sigrneright
you may be disappointed.The knowledge of the foregoing chapters is necessary to read
these symbols "right away".Dorlt forget this,please: Can you read "right away" writings
in French,Spanish,Russian,Arabio,Urdu,etc.? You can't. Be considerate please: If you would
go on travel,you might take with you a little leaflat with all those signs.

HOTEL

house for travellers

PICTORIAL SYMBOLS FOR HOTEL RECEPTION HALLS EVERYWHERE
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(536) The following hotel signs are framed to indicate a sign plate.Beneath,a few words
are sometimes added to help the reader recognize the meaning of the symbols.But this
is done only in a few cases.The author relies on the reader, that he has grasped the
teaching of the foregoing chapters.This is the reason why this chapter is placed. at
the end of this book.In order to converse in symbols,you must know how to converse.

-RI

0d
i

r+
)
Exit

Entrance

0-Fl ».
Tickets

O0

F.F
A1

•

Opera

.1,,,
To-night

for Show places

0 v4 j .

no

Reception

(all music)

$
1
Money-Exchange

The magic-Flute
q Mozart

Travel Bureau

(see Footnote)
J3?Low
rail

ship

be

Polies Bergeres
dvio,,
I> Paris
Liusieal Comedy

Sightseeing Tours

Lear
4 Shakespeare

Drama

)

Man and. Super-.Tan
o o VII: <I
G.B,Shaw
Plays
O.

z
i\.civi,: ve
i.u
,c
..,

Ballet

O

/d •

Concert Hall

0e

O

Cinemas

•

xxo
Around the To

To-day:

Q( +
To-morrow: C ountryside and Uatcrfalls

Petrush_ka
<3 Strawinsky

7

..., ..

air

.2 »o

O0 vi ; King
1

Newspapers

Payments

Mail

Sraphony NI.. 5 I Beethoven
Symphony ..!-r, 2 4 El or
Conductor A

^-, Toscanini

The Fugitive
Henry V.
Rebecca
Union Pacific
etc. etc.

>•Odeon.
>•Roxy
)4...stor
).Rialto

O 0 2 0 7 4 5vN, .....
--9

to 5-ritinr: ROOM

X

(chair)

(pen)

--> DTI
Lift

,

to Loung.: Room

to

Bar

ri

,
Hairdresser
- oxinn;
Beauty...Parlour
Stadil.un,-bicycle races. dory races
; c-r.7ssea hands)
Footnote: We could easily depict in syr.bols:Ale magic flute, ol es erg res Shepherdess's
frolics),King Lcar,(Lcar,of course, is a name to be written alphabetically),M2m and Superman, etc. Once these symbols are cheson,theatrcgoers all over the world would recognize them.
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CONVERSATION IN WRITING, AS THEY DO IT IN CHINESE HOTELS

fr.7

21.00 • 1 21c1
.
To-olght:

Starting time 21.00 . 12 Man Band Dress: formal.
(mostpbest)

Dsnoe.

The hotel hall,being the stage,is now et.Let us suppose that a traveller from Brazil
arrives by air in a American town,where hrto spend the night to continue his vvywte next
day to one of his relatives,samewhere in the country.The nan and his wife,who accompanies
him can't speak a word English,onlyParturueseiand let us assume that the reception clerk
can't speak a word Portuguese.But - supposing that senantography is already commonly

used - both can write it.Then the same would happen,what has happened innumerable times
in Chinese hotels.Both will"converse" in writing,.
The following lines are written by hand:nth a little attention it can be written
neatly.The lines below are deliberately written somewhat "sloppy".
Translation

'.Tritten conversation

At the reception desk

"Good Morning; I want a double bed-room with
bath."

07 .1 DI- HA-

"sorry. We have only a double bed-room without
a(private)bath"
"Good; I take it. How much?"

"How many days will you stay here?"
“;'or this syMbol(D see later chapt.)
"1 Night. ',Tie vill'devart tormorrew."

"Price for the room is 6 $.Please fill out
this form."

11,1/4

i> .,14.

Name

Address

gert.dict?tiat ?tot

sad st
a-'
j 40-

-1 - k#1111.I.u..,G
accomp.by
/1, Ask)

a svaW
Numligvp
/7 513 8

a4. Z■-ea -a,t a
9",thj.

(71)
"Thanks

124, t)-1

I>

. Df632.>, G.

issue lilakalalte
feci 9444, id- ?-q8

,

.

This your key. Please to the lift. Roam Nr,632 at 6th floor. Good day :"

HOW TO OVERCOME COMPLETE NON-UNDERSTANDING BY WRITING
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At the bank counter:
Translation

Written conversation

o

12.v

"Good day:

>1

L. a Q>(, 1500

.Q1.1Q2

you able to cash this bank
cheque?"

" I shall send, it to the Bank,You shall ;;et
the money to-day at 3 p.m."
"Good; Thanks. Please excharTo these coins."

the travel counter:

pit

9 0( 1\044, H >i
xx

C9 G.so

xreg,

xx

•I

c

>. 19 10,25

"The express train starts at 6.30 a.m. in
the morning."

2. at

.

I--4
(

"Much too early'. When goes the next train?"

-41 Caod0VmolL 7. (910,14. "at 10.25 a.m.tarriving in Cleveland at
20,14 p.m,"

i
I
632
0 ›..

L.

Cee's}€2"L. 'What time to-morrow does the train depart
for Cleveland?"

WD. (I)

"Good: I bock 2 tickets first class.Ey name
is Prostes.Room 632."

)c ›.14.30.9Thanks: The

?E9

tickets will be here tc-day
at 2.30 p.m."

"That time starts your sight-seeing tour?"

)4.00

3 0°. ‘.

111..t 2 p.m, It takes 3 hours. It's beautiful."

"I buy 2 tickets."
At the theatre counter:

I

QS

no f

a 0

"I like to have 2 tickets for the opera."

- "I shall telephone to the theatre,and

g 04-1

D7

then shall send the tickets to your room."
1 CYA

-1

)(

-

"I like to have a box,but riot the most
expensive ones."
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PICTORIAL SYMBOLS FOR NOTICES N ALL HOTEL ROOMS
(3.;9)
Having thus attended to all his affairs, swiftly anci-as you see - without difficulty,
although he cannot speak a word English and the clerks cannot understand a word Portuguese
Ur.Prestes and his wife set out for the elevator.No written conversation is necessary
there,as the key tag shows already symbol element* of serantography,the number 632.
At the room, he finds 3 informative writings in semantography: a notice at the inside
door,a notice how to handle the telephone and symbols at the electric push buttons.

D632

21-1

NOTICE

Room Nr.632

2 beds.

o

(<

$>>D : 6 $

!!

Price for room: 6 $

,12 00 <,
Room to be left before 12. a.m.

JA
C

or second payment will have to be
made.

12+ Dx$ >lag • Ac`‘— ...1•

!V,
Please, deposit

valuables at the safe. The manager will not

your

fin\ >>12 > C1x $
responsible for valuables(left)in the room .
tnougnt .others)
IDP.

!V
Please, no

• f#

10 p.m.

noise after

I°I

A-

36°.

4

0

Laundrying within 3 hours.Oleanthg and pressing i hour. chemical cleaning 4 h.
(de-dusting)
bath f.fabrics)

>

U5EofTELEPHON

Amms4 1:1

>> Pash button for:
411::::] Room Maid

Lift receiver.Listen f.sound:intermittend - 0

411 2> .27.

Turn dial, if sound:—

If sound:

>> 0

11■1 111■.
"WNW OMEN.

(1)

connected

-! op

not connected

02

C

A0

Waiter

ly

Drink Waiter

0 A8
0

Porter

liessenge.r
A
N
4d.:I
[:::1 • )/0
town
For calls outside
: dial 02
The symbol for maiter(man,food) indicates actually an eater.Kowever,tn2 reaninj of
waiter and drink waiter cannot be mistaken,although the symbol for to bring is missing.
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REQUESTS IN WRITING TO THE HOTEL STAFF

Nr.Prestes surveys the environments on the 6th floor

nS
Fire

Escve

<>
Bath

hot

Pivot

ti
Cold

Gentlemen

Ladies

Open(free)
Olosed( engaged)
Upper bar of symbol
moves automatically
by turning the lock.
(sec p.238)

For additional syMbols:to the steircase,to shower room,
towel,soap,bed linen,pillow,cushiCh,blanket,etc.etc.
see the chapter on symbols for ships pp.236 ff.

Now,Mr.Prcstes ring the

bell for the room maid, the waiter, etc.and gives his orders

again in writing.
Translation

Written conversation
To the room maid:

"Please,prepare 2 baths,but not very hot."
To the waiter:

Q

2.°_ .

"That time is lunch?"

.1 (1)12,3o .

"Not before 12.30 p.m."

2H7\ .

!Q

(2nd feeding)

"Please,bring 4 ham sandwich." (food,between)

To the drink waiter:

!Q

,,N2_,24

4 1 k,_, co,

"Please, briery 1 bottle of beer,and 1 bottle
of aerated water."

To the porter:

-EE: 2 Et > (nc.
0-ED (7! gl .

"I deposited 2 suit-cases at the air port.
This is the deposit docket.Please fetch them."

To the mcssenper:

.

136)
I) Bp.e

"Send off this telegram.Can you rzet any
newspaper from Brazil."

After he got all the things he asked for,Mr.Prestes hangs out a small card-board sign
provided by the hotel management:

AN APPEAL TO THE ADHERENTS OF AN INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE
TO

THE

PIONEERS

FOR

BASIC

ENGLISH,
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(341)
ESPERANTO

IDO, NOV IAL OR OTHER AUXILIARY LANGUAGES tt!

"Most people who nos advocate an artificial lannuage approach the prospect with
a ready ear for new proposals.The plethora of projects...should not make us despair
of unanimity.On the contrary, failure brings us nearer to accord."
Frederick Bodmer and Lancelot Hcgbon (5)
"Zamenhof was willing that his Esperanto should be reformed,transformed,or even
discarded alitogether,provided it be in favour of a lananane so established and
supported that it would be secure once and fcr all."
.A.L.Gu4rard (20)
As said before, the forcnoing examples of a "written conversation" is not an theoretical idea only.lt has been a commonly used practice for hundreds of years in the
hostels of that largest nation on earth, the Chinese.
We have seen how Mr. Prestes,who can only speak Portuguese,has been able to make
himself perfectly understood and quick;xnfiapered by other people,who could only speck
Ennlish.The idea to replace the synbolsktYlwords,suggests itself.To be sure, it would
maybe a sort of pidgin tongue for travellers only,devoid of richness and subleties of
expression,But this is not necessary.On the contrary.l language for communication between people of different languages must be very clear to the point.This can only be
achieved by very simple expressions,which mean only one thinn,and not two very different
things (as many ambiguous words in any language mean).
The symbols and the word order of semantography may fill all necessary specifications.
Moreover,its system enables immediately to recognize vague meanings;It would work.
We have behind us about one hundred years of endemours by many hundred thousands of
enthusiasts.Looking back,there might be some ground for despair.The mother tom has
proved irresistible the lack of a force and necessity to learn an auxiliary hasilimited
the numbers of learners to small groups of enthusiasts only.
Here is a serious proposition to you 811.Y-our chief aim is understanding among the
nations in the widest sense of the word.Apart from other faoters,therc is the handicap
of the very different structures of many languages,the grammar, the infloctions,the
word order,the idiomatic uses,the anarchy in the uses of particles,etc.etc.
Semantography provides a Gomm structurealUst like the symbols of mathematics,which
are perfectly understood and read in any language,the symbols of semantography can be
equally handled and understood.
international
Once semantography becomes a practical reality,the urge to supply/words for the symbols
will come by itself.Today travellers in English-speaking countries,try an atrocious pidgin Engli In countries of the Latin tonmues,travellers use Latin words,which sound
similar arid7written similarly,and somehow they are understood.In the Teutonic countries,
German words,are sometimes similar to Dutch,Ncrwegian and Swedish and are understood
when used by travellers.Just as a Portuguese can make himself understood in Italy or
Frcnce,a Czech can ask for many things in Poland,Yugoslavia or Bulgaria.
If semantography is used in the hostels,the railway stations,the airports and the
ships of the world (apart from the use in scientific reports,etc),thaithe necessity
to provide words for the symbols to be used as a spoken world auxiliary will make itself so much felt, that the demand would have to be met.
Then the supporters of the projects of Basic English,Esperanto,Ido,Novial,etc.would
come to the fore.It might be,that the advantage of using English words for the symbols
would be rocognized,but the political situation at that time,might favour Esperanto,
or Ido,or Novtal (which are dialects of the same project).Decision will then be made.
In any case,the supporters of as auxiliary world language might perhaps recognize
that the realization of their dreams would be greatly fostered by the establishment
of semantographaras a forerunner.
through the stage of a symbol writinai read and understood in all languages,
PIONEERS FOR A WORLD AUXILIARY ! SUPPORT THE SPREnD OF SEMANTOORLPHY AS A STEP TO
YOUR ULTIMATE AIM : UNDERSTANDING 4L0NG THE PEOPLES OF THE WORLD
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MOST NATIONS ARE MULTILINGUAL. THEY NEED SEMANTOGRAPHY

(342)

THE CITIZEN AND HIS CERTIFICATES

1917,Wilson proclaimed. the great principle of self-determination,according
to which every nation had a right to direct its own affairs;but unfortunately he
forgot to append.the definition of the word "nation". Was Ireland a nation? Yes,
certainly.Was North East Ulster a nation? Protestants said yes,Catholics said no,
and the dictionary was silent...If president Wilson had been trained in logical
accuracy he would have appended a foot note saying that a, nationmust contain not
less than some assigned number of individuals.This however, would have made his
principle arbitrary and would have robbed it of rhetorical force."
Bertrand Russell(1)
"During and after the (first world) war every article or book on current affairs
and every speech by a politician on the state of Europe contained it's allusion to
the sacred principle of nationality.It sounds well;it sounds,on the face of it,quite
simple.Yet we cannot pause there.We have got to ask and ask with relentless determination "What do we mean by nationalityrWho dare wager that one in twenty of our
phrase mongers has a definition ready to hand? They would say after a little hesitation:"Commonblood,00rmion race,that sort of thing'." No one denies natiorelity
to Switzerland.But the Swiss have neither common tongue nor common race.Nor have
the United States.The Jews have common race and belong to every nation:ffell then,
common territory? But this is just the disputed issue."
Ivor Brown (79)
We have formed a very important symbol element

0
paper page
This symbol indicates usually a paper page written on and it stands before another
symbol and indicates in combination an invoice,doaket,receipt,order,newspaner,etc.etc.
We shall use it also to indicate all the many certificates,which a citizen has got to
have during his life span from the craddle to the grave.If you have no birth certificate,
you are practically unborn and non-existent for the bureaucrat.Sheuld you happen to
be declared"dead",you may run into all sorts of trouble,when claiming your rights as
a living being.Until your death certificate is rescinded,you are nothing more than a
living corpse.
The meaning of all those certificates are simply depicted in semantography:

00
birth certificate
(stareander roof)

death certificate
(life crossed out)

0x

0"

ration card
menu card
much food)
(division of food)
multitude)
The above symbols are short cuts,of course:We did not bother to add the symbol for
official (state) or legal (judge),and we did not affix the indicator for the active or
passivedpIppitlige or intransitive veryaturally,there is a big difference between a
certificJe7gaa man died"intransitiv4that means"all by himself",and a certificate,
ordering that a man be put to death,and a coroner's oertificate,that a ran has been forced
(passively and transitively) to die.The reader who has already acquainted himself with the
grammar of semantography,knows that all this can be expressed by a different position of
the indicator.(See the chapters on pp.188,243 and 271)
Between the bifth certificate and the death certificate a citizen needs all sorts of
other certificates and the ration card,is that oertificate,which - in times of duress has been made by the authorities,the certificate on which life and death depended.Tho
Germans in ovupied Europe have made it the whip,with which they could bring the subjugated nations7work for their war effort.And there are still large parts of this globe
in which the ration card is used as the modern instrument of ooercion.

WHO IS A CITIZEN? WHO IS A NATIONAL? WHAT IS A NATION?
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(34S)
At the end of this chapter we shall draw up a very important citizen certificate,
his passport,which enables him to travel to distant lands.For this certificate,more
than for any other, it is essential that officials of different countries should be able
to read it,At present they are only able to read the visa given by tho consulate of their
country.They can read the visa,because it is written in their language,but they are unable to check up on all the other particulars in the passport.Here it is where international symbols would suit admirably,because they could be read in any language.
Passports are a ourse,no doubt,There was a time,before the first world vmr,when you
could travel anywhere in Europe,except Russia,.without any passport.Let us hope that one
day this happy state of affairs will be restored.But even then, there will be the case
of explorers,geologists,archeologists and other scientists who penetrate far away countries and who have to rely on some papers,giventhEn for protection by a king,a chieftain,
or a government.Such papers are unreadable even to many village olders.International symbols again would be a good medium to cover any language and any dialect.There is the
case of Earoo Polo on record.He,a Venetian,and a high official at the court of KUblai
Khan,the emperor of China,travelled through the empire,and everywhere were his credentials
understood although read in different languages.They :tore written in Chinese symbol writing.
But a certificate for international travel is not the only certificate for which symbols would be very useful.There are countries where two,three and even more languages are
"official",besides the languages of small minorities,who are not recognized as "official"
and whose adherents"suffer" accordingly.Everyone,who has lived in such countries,will agree
that it is the language question,which causes the heated arguments,and which is one of
the main factors to split peaceful communities,who depend on each other.iere again,certificates written in semantography would be a good thing,wholly neutral,wholly readable and
understood,even in the remotest dialect of a remote mountain valley.
To write in symbols: Citizen's certificate,we must now evolve the symbol for the Citizen.This is,as we shall see,a very difficult task,and,as the citations on the foregoing
page show,the peace of the nations depend to a large extent on a good interpretation of
the meaning Citizen.Who is a Citizen? A member of a Nation. But what "is" a Nation?
The word doesn't say very much,although it has becomeinternationall: In Esperanto
the word is "nacio". In Ido it is "naciono",bolharbitrary sounds with no indication of
the real things.The word stems from the Latin natus,being born (nascent in English).
If semantography is a writing truer in meaning,than it should give us a better understanding of the meaning of nation.
We shall try now to develop a proper symbol,and this analysis should be another example how semantography could be used to clear up controversial and difficult meanings,
In other chapters the similarity -between chemical forme and Bement:graphic formulae
has been indicated,and the method of the chemist will help us to ascertain the necessary
symbols.
If a chemist receives various specimens of stones,crystals,powders,etc,of different
shape and different colour,he will examine all of them to ascertain what elements they
contain.Let us suppose that he finds that all those entirely different looking things
contain in all cases one atcm of Sodium (chemical symbol Na from Natrium) connected
with one atom of Chlorine (chemical symbol Cl).Then he will write the formula NaCl.
This little formula will then be the syMbol for all those specimens.They are what we
cannonly call ordinary salt,
Let us use the same method:What is common in all those specimen which we call a nationl
!ell,they are all human beings,or in short humans,a clearly defined biological entity,
divided into two different kind,males and females.The symbol for nation must therefore
contain these symbol elements:

A A AI x.lA xx
male
human

female
human

folks,people
(at least two)

group
many people

nation
very many people

These symbols show clearly what is meant: a multitude of upright beings all with
two legs.If only 1.0% of all the humans would be born with 1 or 3 or 5 legs,then we
would have to devise another syMbol.Just as in chemistry,a symbol is agreed upon if
it applies to all entities.Of course,a man or a woman mayfly.Ts sa leg through an accident.But even then,they will soon acquire another limb,even7an artificial one.
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE MEANING ELEMENTS OF A NATION

Well,the syrbol for nation shays very many male and female bipeds,but many and very
many are vague EVALUATION words.As Bertrand Russell remarked (see quotation),Ptusident
Wilson did not stipulate the number of individuals which constitute a nation.In consequence thereof,the inhabitants of a block in a German city,declared themselves in
1919 to constitute a nation.
HAll this is silly'." :could nationalists of many nations say,"a nation is nut characterized by the nuMbers of bipeds,but by some other characteristics,as for instance,
spaking the same lammage,having similar features,etc.etc.'
:cell, let's draw the symbols accordingly.
CD

I I=

)0,A1,...: 00 = 1-1 r•

xxAk:

near equal
nation
nation
v.many people having equal colour of
similar
v.many people,speaking same
(= equal) language(mouth,ear) eye(for instance) or same length of skull (s.p.199)
Actually,the above symbols indicate what nationalists believe to be the essential
characteristics of a nation.But does it satisfy the scientist? No: .Applying the scientific method we find the above definition to be a lie.
Firstly within one nation different languages arc spoken,as for instance in Switzerland,Canada,the United States.But even with those nations,who adhere to one language
only,as for instance in Germany,there are large parts of the population in Northern
Germany,who have great difficulty to make themselves understood to people from Southern
Germany.And there are the Wendes,a Slav group in the heart of Germany,speakin7 a Slav
tongue.They are not Germans,altheugh Hitler declared them as suchoAnd -what about the
French-German border dialects in Alsace Lorrain? AEarently this problem could only be
solved bYguns,was the conclusion of German nationalists
But the other definition:similar bodily features is a lie too.For a while the terms
of long, skulls and broad skulls were used for a distinction,until it was discovered
that the broad skulls in a part of Germany came from the custom of bedding the newly
born babies on hard cushions which broadened their pliable baby skull. In another part
of the country long skulls prevailed,because soft cushions where used in the craeale.
Not even the syMbol near equal,similar,(instead of eaual = which;by the way,should
only be used in mathematical quotations helps in the definition:We know, that the noMbers
of any nation show the most diversified features.
Religion as a distinguishing factor will not help either.The members of a nation
usually profess different faith.
iell,is there anything,which is common to all the upright bipeds of a nation?
Let's get down to earth.There is something real,a chemical THING which is common
to all of them,the earth they tread.
or
better

or
simply

nation
nation
nation
earth
(now male & female look alike)
We have now found another characteristic common to all humans,and-just as in chemistry,something tangible,chemical. the earth.But this will not satisfy the nationalists.
They will point out at least,that the earth in question has limits,boundaries.

II

P

I I or _E

xxa

limits
a territory
nation
flag
territory
a state,country state,country
a symbol for
of any kind
limits,territorial,cultural,etc.
But even these symbols are not satisfactory,at least for the chem&st.He will point
out that the symbol for limits indicate a word,which is only a mental conception.It is
applicable to chemical THINGS and physical ACTIONS,but standing alone,it does not mean
a THING or an ACTION.It's a human EVALULTION a4right.And sure enough, there have been
terrific human differences in regard of territorial bounaaries,and there still are.
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If
conterplate just for u minute how much the boundaries of territories have
changed during the last 150 years over the whole earth,we get an idea of the vagueness of the meaning.Ue use the flag as a makeshift symbol to cope with a vague situation,which might change any day:How many millions of humans woke up (luring the last
ten years to find that they belong new to another nation and sure eneugh,there was a
different flag fluttering from the town hall spire.
But even this makeshift symbol for nation does not satisfy the chemist.Ho will
point out that a Brazilian may live in the United States,a territory over which a
quite different flag waves.So,we have to leek to another characteristics,betwecn two
men living in New York,the one being an American,the other beim a Brazilian.
4nd there is a difference.Both hold different certificatcs.Let us now draw a new
symbol.

ration
very many people holding similar state certificates
This is the most practical symbolization at present.It works in practice,as anyone
knows who is the owner of a paseport.Even the Nazi hooligans had respect for it,but
unfortunately the owner was beaten up first in many cases.
However, the chemist will still not be satisfied.If this is a symbol applicable tc
every human on earth,hca about those millions of unfortunates,the sc-dZled"stateless"
persons.They are denied a state eertificate,and consequently they are harrassed from
frontier to frontier.
rind if that piece of paper is to stand for the meaning,that the owner Ls entitled
to equal treatment within all the members of his nation,hcw about this? Hew about the
60 millions of "Untouchables" within the Indian nation?And how about the millions of
people who are denied a passport by their government,who can never leave their country?
The chemist will tell us,that only a fortunate fraction of the people of this earth
will get such a paper.The symbol is practical only for those,whe have a certificate,
be it a.paseport to travel abroad,be it a labour certificate to take on Work anywhere
they like,be it a ration certificate to buy their food in certain stores or anywhere
they like,be it a certificate for voting as they like.
Ls long as all the citizens of this earth can't get similar papers,which entitles
them to similar rights,the chemist must refuse to include the above elements in a
formula fur the citizen,and the nation,a large group of citizen.Hewill therefore use
only those elements which are found with all humans of this earth,with every one.

citizen
of this earth
This is a clear symbol which is applicable to any and all humans of this earth.
If anyone thinks,that he can find a better symbol to express a citizen,a national,
he may try,but - his definition must be applicable to all human beings.Furthermore
the symbols must indicate real TBINGS ,not vague EVALUATIONS,which are different in
different minds.The words many and very many are vague in meaning;they are wholly
inadequate to fix the meaning of nation.
This analysis may be very disturbing.lt seems that the whole conception of the
word nation is so vague as to be almost meaningless.As this word is printed daily
hundred thousands of time,as we know that the peace of the world dependsto a large
extent on a clear meaning oft is word,we may turn to thisu chemical analysis" to look
for a better understanding orrhighly dangerous and inflammable natter"
We would then not be surprised to find,that the above synbol corresponds exactly
with the enlightened view of some men,who untiringly point out,that we are all
Citizens of one World
We may then find that the ceaseless war about boundaries is utterly senseless.
We may come to the conclusicn,that we could live together.
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A SAMPLE PASSPORT WHICH CAN BE READ IN ALL LANGUAGES

(346)

But,alas,there is still a long way to 7.c until this aim is achieved and in the
meantime we need passports on our way.Below is a sample of a paosport.lhey are fairly
uniform in all countries,and
are printed (besides the native tonEue) in French,
as an international medium.But how many officials car. read French? Besides,the entries
are always made only in the native tongue.I have chosen a British Passport,because-of
all the great states-this is the one,which come nearest to the symbol for citizen:
Every human born on British territory becomes a British citizen Cif he wishes it)
A •ass..rt i- a BOOK of the STATE for TRAVEL see s
1)
This book has 32 pa± 32 0
ges.
O2 _fit
Passport

JE

4

By his Majesty of Great Britain
/
The

>'
at

Censu

PASSPORT

,9o12-

KLIGDOM OF GRELT BRITgaN
,',ND NORTHERN IRELOD
4,

requests anyone: to allow to pass the
/1
rD
passport holder and help and protect

Ji .
him,whcn in need.

›.,_

9oksteraid

Given at

Q

9 03 AaAch..

on

1941

<
Nr.of P.
< A :

X
- 5 7.6 2

6:
4.44
dICId ‘421,71.4.1.

+
plus 77ife:
and chiiaren:

-.•••■■■•

4 /*\
Nationality:

British by Birth

Explanation of a few syMbols: ic,alesty = First man,highest,of state Great Britain.
Consul: Man acting outside his state for(purpose) Great Britain.
- DO Description

JX-jife

WIE2

A0
Er'' CV.rt'egild '
Occupation:

rutin

L11 countries of the British ommonalth cf Nations.

/
4 4=14
Place of Birth:

0

"

s-

- 4 lege <
Territcries(limits) of this •
ass.ort,

Sql

All countries of Europe A

s.

Date of Birth:
ffirdt
Pesiaence:

A

including the U.S.S.R.except Turkey

5' 8"
:

[1]
Time-limit of this passport

..olour of eyes:
C).c.
fi1.0 tetowny.
Dolour of hair:
I
-0
Special peculiarities:
1111

Name

"0.
Children
C) <
Date of Birth

5-

Sex

a

5 years,ending 91- D 3AutAe. 1753
;>
if not extended.
®
Time extension,ending
>.
Lt 4
at
Given by

These four pages should suffice as an example of a passport,in which French is
replaced by scmanto,,eraphic syMbels,readable in any iarvuoze.
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A LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION IN PICTORIAL SYMBOLS

(647)
Some people may say:"Even admitting that French on passports is of little value,
because few officials all over the world understand it,we could well get alum withbut
it and without semantography," Such critics think only of the travelsin so-called
"civilized" countries (in which prior to 1914 no passport was necessary).But they
don't know of the harrowing experiences of travellers in remote parts of this world,
where they are hauled from the train or the oar, and detained for many hours, simply because the armed guard is irnorant of reading and too afraid of makinfr. a mistake, To be
sure,he arrests the man,until his superior arrivea,Considering the fact,that native
soldiers are today on guard in any part of 4sia,Africa jand Europe,who can't read
EnElish,French and not even their native tongue,it may be considered a great step forward,if they would be taught a symbol writing, so simple that it could be grasped easily.
Then there are other instances where such a writing could come in handy.Let us take
the example of a geologist,who roams a remote country on behalf of the government of
this country,Even if he has with him a native in uniform who can speak the language,
it does not mean that he is assured of assistance from the pcoulation.Too many natives
in all kind of uniforms are roaming today the countries of the world,exerting hardship
on the peaceful village dwellers.
jowriting in simple synbols,7thich could be read by the village teacher,or the village
elder,cr - what would even more impress the illiterate - by a village boy,who happened
to learn it in the boy scout group,such a writing could be of help for the travelling
scientist.Here is a sample of such lines:

4:11;21■4 irmligm
Hearty Greetings to You

/. ADA

%la A

This man (is a) student of mountains (who) collects stones.

!V

1\ )1/43. A34A

t Ak2 9411

Please,

you must help and. protect him

•

mio

He will pay for food

"•
and lodging and transport for him and (his

atones. You must

not!!

Al' ‘10$

take(charge) dear (much),or you will be imprisoned. You must

take

$>> 13 i is
similar prices

like

any man (of) this village pays.

CI=
Thanks

and Happiness to You

The Cover r

of 'Liberia

The above letter contains two symbols Which indicate force. The one is the obvious
outline of a prison window with its heavy bars.The other indicate the strength to

HOW TO SYMBOLIZE THE FLAGS OF DIFFERENT NATIONS
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to force
into prison.This needs physical and mental strength and this is sufficiently indicated by the symbol for
must ( see p2761

must
arm
strong
to force
to force
to be forced governor
(bent) (man with bent arm)( strong; towards)(plus mind) (passive indicat) (mind s.)
Consequently the sentence in the fore7oing letter:
You
should be read:

must

not

char7e much.

You are forced not to char:-e much.

and it is the mina of the governor depicted,because the governor says it.
The reader has already noticed that we have no difficulty to type the particular
ornamentation of flags with our typewriter.This has its advantage,because in the next
chapter we are going to see how semantography could be used for a few lines of "News
in Brief for Foreigners" to be printed in daily papers.There it is important that the
reader should recognize the country from where a particular news cemes,We could,of
course,also type in the Latin alphabet the name of the country:United States,Belgium,
Netherlandeden,etc,but this procedure has its disadvantage,because the names of the
states are different in different countries.ln France, for instance the above names are
written and pronouncedfEtats4Jnis,Belgique,Pays-Bas,Suae,but Sweden is pronounced and
written in Sweden:Sverige.SyMbols for the different countries may therefore be of advantage.In reading,the reader would pronounce the name as it is written and pronounced
in his mother tongue.
The first line of symbols is started cfwith the flags of the five states,the languages
of which are official in the United Nations:United States,Great Britan,France,Russia
and China.It should be understood that the limitations of the semantography typewriter
forces us to certain aimplifications.In newspapers and documents,the correct flag can
be easAA displayed.7e shall also see how the various colour schemes can be overcome in
black anAriting,printing4nd typing.The tricolore of France with its three vertical
coloured strips of oloth,is adopted also by other countries,the difference being different colours.We shall add arc initial letter for those countries,but the symbol for France
should be the tricolore outline without a letter, in memory of the great tradition of
the French Revolution which contributed so much to democratic ideals.
SEMANTOGRAPHIC SYMBOLS FOR TEE FLAGS OF TiE FIVE GREAT UNO POWERS,

EEO
United States

Great Britain

France

I
S .S .R.

China

SENANTOGRAPHIC SYLBOLS FOR TEE DI,XS OF T} BRITISH COMONWEALTH OF N-LTIONS

1i1

F

sustralia

New Zealand

Canada

South ..1frica Union

Eire

Flags for the other territories of the British Crmmonwealth could be similarly
drawn up. In the symbol for Eire we see how we can distinguish her tricolore from the
tricolore of Franoe.We added the initial capital letter E.We can proceed similarly
with the flags of all other states having tricolores of vertical strip6s or horizontal
strips.Same states have flags oonsisting of only two stripes vertical or horizontal.
Other states,like the Scandinavian countries have a similar cross,with different colours.Flags which show a tricolore and an additional outline,easily typable,may be
depicted :with that particular outline,instead of adding a capital letter.

FLAGS WITH SIMILAR OUTLINES BUT DIFFERENT LETTERS
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FAGS WITH THR1Z VERTICAL STRIPM

FEEF

I H ECOF OMR
Italy

elgims

Mexico

Peru

Roumania

Some of the above displayed flags are the merchant flags only,as for Mexico;Peru,etc.
The ensigns contains an elaborate picture,impossible to type with our typewriter.However, these symbols with the additional letter are simple enough,and no Objection should
be raised by the states.The final decision about the semantographic symbols for the different states will be made by the Institue for Semantography,after consultation with the
states in question.
?LAGS WITH THREE HORIZONTAL STRIPES
■

11•111ME

•111■1

Abyssinia

MIME

0

solionsm A
I

Austria

•■•■■=■■•

Bolivia

Netherlands

Spain

Here we face a dilemma with the capital letters.There are the flags of Abyssinia,
Argentina and Austria,all three words starting with a capital A,We can overcome the
difficulty by agreeing that the capital letter of the native word should. be used. The
word Austria. is not used in AusisriesThere it is called Oesterreich.Oonsequently we shall
use the capital 0.The same applies to H-olland,instead of Netherland4E-spagna istead of
Spain.People would soon know what it means.Argentine displays a sun in the middle.This
is easily depictable by a small circle.We could if necessary use Lao letters:AR for Lrsentine.Other countries with horizontal tricolores arediungary,Salvador,Venezuela,ete.
The Scandinavian flags are similar in so far as they show a cross,near to the pole.

EEI
Island
Iceland

Danmark
Denmark

Norge
Norway

SV

Suomi
Finland

Sverige
Sweden

Finland may concede to have its flag represented by a capital F so that Sweden could
use the S for simplicity sake.However, two letters SU or SV are no complication.
The flags of other countries display either a two colour stripe ornament or another
characteristic outline,whiCh can be easily depicted as the examples below show,

ICI

(41

p

I
Poland

Czechoslovakia

Brazil

Switzerland

Turkey

As said before,on consular papers,and ether printincs,the full flag in all its details
is displayed.The above symbols should only be used in typinsiand expecially in printing
of newspapers,where much detail will be smudged on cheap newsprint.Hovaver,private writers
in semantography may dispens with all those syMbols,,and may use our old symbol for state
together with one or two small alphabetical letters.The cheap typewriter has no capital
Letters,Furthermore we could add a letter to the earthline to indicate the continent.This
-mould help in the recognition of small countries like 's:onaco,Liechtenstein,etc.The following letters should be used: e = europe, a = america, na = north america, sa = south america, of = africa, as = asia, eas = east asia, swas = southwest asia, au = australasia.
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SIMPLER SYMBOLS FOR COUNTRIES AND CONTINENTS

The four directiNg3ast,n-orth,w-est, s-outh are already international and the initial letters are already in display on compasses and vanes everywhere.
flag a
earth
a-byssinia
in of-rice

_Et

an

a.1
as

aftrgentine in
south a-merica

a-fghanistan
in as -ie

el-bania
in e-urope

an-dorra
in e-urope

A little practice would soon acquaint the learner with these sysbols.In fact,they are
easier than the usual flag symbols.If you don't believe it, just think for a moment if
you would recognize the flags of Lebanon,Syria,Afghanistan,Bulgaria,Bolivia,Uruguay or
even some of your neighbour countries.The above symbols are much simpler.
But we could even dispens with alphabetical letters and use numbers only.We could
number the countries according to their square surface:Europe 1,Europe 2,Europe 3,etc.
We could even number the continents.NuMbers for the countries are not advisable,but we
have only five continents,which can be easily numbered according to their surface.Asia
would carry the number 1,Aftica 2,North and South America 3,Europe 4 and itustralia 5.
Al continent can be depicted as a long piece of land.The symbol for /2n is more appropiatetmethe symbol for 11E0;because the former expands horizontally like a continent.

I i 1--of H

1-1

big small long short continent
(earth comb.)

I-I .
Europe
De

or

1-4 4
lirmit

or

Europe
Nr.4

mime
Europe

It should be understood that the above symbol for continent is a combination symbol.
The -words: bid. (strip of) earth, or long (strip of) earth,would have to be written in
two separate symbols earth.bie$earth small.The symbol for "short" continentoould be
used for such large pieces of land as Greenland,New Guinea,and other sub-continents.
We may now close this chapter,hoping that we have proved that we would not have much
difficulty in symbolizing the various countries and pieces of our small planet.One thing '
however,must be taken for granted:international co-operation and agreement,In view of the
fact, that all nations have agreed on the International slag Symbol Code,we may hope that
this precedent will assure us also of agreement in this matter.

THE WORLD POWER, THE PRESS

"The educational function of the press is to provide the reader with a working
map of the world in which he lives,the world which he influences and which influences him."
Kingsley Martin (B0)

"The newspapers can raise the general level of culture by giving the public
accurate news on which to base the formation of opinion,and by accustomin5 the public to demand. and to expect the truth in all matters of high social significance.
The newspapers in free countries are already doing this to a far greater extent
than is realized."
Paul Scott Miner (80)
"The progress of science and the extension by means of compulsory education of
the rudiments of knowledge to a greater number of individuals raised the Press to
a higher level...Certain newspapers even aspired to become the promoters of ideas."
Sanin Cane (80)

MANY NEWSPAPER READERS READ USUALLY HEADLINES ONLY
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"UNESCO must seek to discover what are the various barriers to free,easy,and
undistorted dissemination of .news and knowledge between nations,and (must) see
that they are lowered or if possible removed.
One necessary piece of work which UNESCO must undertake is a study of the real
effects of radio and film on illiterate peoples hitherto cut off from general thought.
At the moment nothing very definite is known About this;yet we must know it if we
are to make the best possible use of these revolutiotary methods.There are thus two
tasks for the Mass Media division of UNESCO,the one general,the other special.The
special one is to enlist the press and the radio and the cinema to the fullest extent
in the service of the formal and adult education,of science and learning,of art and
culture.The general one is to see that these agencies are used both to contribute
to mutual comprehension between different nations and cultures,also to promote the
growth of a common outlook shared by all nations and cultures."
Julian Huxley (66)
Some readers,arriving at this chapter,may shudder in borror."Now,he is goileg to
suggest that newspapers should be printed in semantography:"
But nothing of this sort is contemplated.The author is a practical man,an engineer,and he wants to make a practical suggestion only,one which may appeal to the men
of the Press.They too are very practical men.
This is the age of travel.Small people,workers,tradeamen,clerks,who never set their
foot outside of their little town and village,discover that travel and adventure is
within their means.Travel salesmen pack them into buses and whisk them off to distant
cities, to countries with grandiose,supeKies,to dreamy islands in the blue sea,where
they spend a week or two of a lifgitleftways dreamed, -Returning home, they are
telling enchanted tales to their neighbours,who in turn set out to the travel bureau
to obtain the beautifully pictured folders.
Travelling through foreign lands,these people miss only one thing:the home newspaper.They stare longingly at the profusion of papers displayed by the newsvendor,but
all the titles and all the pages are meaningless to them.In some places they can obtain a home newspaper, and sure enough, they devour it.But in very many cases, they caret
get it.Somehow,dispairingly they study the headlines in the foreign papers,trying to
get the meaning of those foreign words.
The headlines: This only they want.Their voyage. is too exciting to give them more
than a few minutes for the newspaper. If they could only understand the headlines.
Actually,if they come to think of,the headlines are their main reading matter even
at home.According to many surveys,painstakinely made in many countries, the majority
of readers,spent about 15 minutes of reading time for their enormous daily peper,and
what they read mostly,ere the headlines only.Some newspapers,always endeavouring to
give service,have now a small space on the front page,which contains a News Summary,
and practical business people consider this a very practical idea and make practical
use of it.
Well,this is the practical proposition made in this chepter,A small space on one
page, devoted to a News Summary printed in senantcgraphy,with the native words underneath each symbol.This would acquaint the foreign reader with the native words and
in turn would be a new,curious or even funny item for many readers,whe,instoad of
perusing the crossword puzzle,would try to find out whether they can read those puzzling synbols.Newspapers of border tem= or of tourist resorts could include a small
space with headline newskaim one particular country to satisfy the many tourists from
that particular country.
Benevolent readers may agree that semantography could be useful for international
symbols in international traffic,railways,ships,airports and harbours,hotels and houses of amusement.International symbols are already in use on all the highways of the
world(see next chapter).The arrow is recognized as a direction indicator all over the
world.There is therefore a fair chance,that semantography may find a use in all kind
of travel activities.Then,newspapers fostering international communioation,might reserve a small space for News in Brief fcr Foreigners written in semantography - and be
it only for the sheer fun of it,or the prcof that the paper is progressive.If they
prefer,they might put this item on the juvenile page,In fact,small children would easier learn to read such symbols than ordinary writing.(see later chapter).
Foreign travellers and tourists would buy the paper to learn about the spot news,
if they can't read the native papers.And they would quickly overcome their fear that
that particular paper is biased in one or the other direction,because - in semantoerauheebias is alnost imeossible.A child could find it out,

A NEW COLUMN IN NEWSPAPERS: NEWS IN BRIEF FOR FOREIGNERS
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The reader who has read through all chapters knows about all the symbols,expressing
a human EVAWATION.He has learnt that the symbol for a mans indicates only a distinct
biological entity and nothing morc.Declarinn that a particular specimen of this species
is a rascal or a saint means addinE a human EULUATION.In semantography, this is done
by adding the EVALUATION symbel,mmlthe symbol for the human mind,which combination gives
the EVALUATION,good and right, or wrnnn and badans shown on pane 206, these symbols,indicating a relative human EVALULTIONivasuein meanin7 and different in neaninr with different brains)are easily reconnizable.Ghildreniafter a little training,can find them out.
In other words,thcse feu lines of a News 6\11171=7 in sementonraphy symbols can be easily freed from any biased evaluation.They can easily present only factual happeninns,
the LOTIONZ of THINGS,be they men,womens Exoups. or nations,hurrioanes and hail storms,
trains in aocidentsana airplanes in a smash,the death of an important man and an important discovery - and this is the factual news which the reador,and especially the foreign reader wants.
If he :tents to be inforwa about sows fighting goinn on in any particular part of
the world,he may not wantcand actuallYresent it, if some newspaper term the fighters
rebels,or bandits,or terrorists or liberators or herom„In semantOgraphio symbols they
appear as fighters only see
make thelviappear 4s,.Eriminals or brave warriors
needs the addition of a symbol,which shows in argIegaYtne7the mind(of the man who
wrote the words)In this the foreigner is not interested,infact Traislikos it.He wants
only factual news and he may buy any paper in a foreign land,if he wants to read the
summary in semantcgraphy,He is sure that such evaluation terms will be missing there.
In the following lines a sample of such a News Summary is given.i.gain it must be pointed out,that all the symbols in this book are grossly exangerated in size.In usual printing they should not be much larger than capital letters of a medium sized print.The
specimen below is adjusted for the fcreignen as well as for the home reader,caner for
a pussle.The first line below gives the usual tars, the second line the direct translation of a compound synbol,Grammar must be disregarded in some cases.In this form the
foreigner learns the terms in the foreinn language and the hale reader learns the symbols.

A SEMANTOGRAPHY PUZZLE

FOR YOU

Gag you read the sypbols below?Cover the explanatory lines and try it.
906 is excellent.80A is good.nn is fair.Reed Sunday supplement article.
a n a

NEWS

IN BRIEF

page news(eye,ear)

FOREIGNERS

FOR

(oitizennputside state)

(nriting,short) for
c

4

1

Four

big

Al<
President of

2

0 --Ir

Po.

cic

?'' Paris.
Powers discussions to start to-morrow in Paris.
(states)
1,
-1
ATruman 0
.S.A, /4rnTruman says: " No

i>
cause

>>
for

(page 2)
-1
xxx , ,
war "
(page 1)

.

xA^—*

11

France without Government again.
(minus)

(page 3)

A Liarshal+

x

A L'nlotov, Ar%dir >
0 fTh>
2- A <
r.Niolotov,kinis ter of Foreign Aff, of Russia saidWo to lirniviarshals s proposalS.
(page 1)
0

....I >'

IF CROSSWORD PUZZLES ARE PRINTED, WHY NOT NEWS IN SYMBOLS?

I e.-%.4
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<

C) : x

Pigl

lvl‘
-
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> % >> 2

Government of ,Ausi-Talia announces,big reduction of e.xes.
ch) decrease) percent foT states)
(mu
-°)
•

4

>-

Fighting in

.0

x

II

x

Indonesia
flared up again,
(many islands) (started)

VA.! ,k0 1

Gagliatti

0

(page 4)
X

4

>•

pil I

The very famous singer Gagliattiwas killed in an aircrash in Italy.
(page 5)
(mouth,note)
7,(160 km) /

x

0

+ _a

›-

Florida

I. Hurricane destroyed many houses and crops in Florida.
(100 miles/hour)
(page 6)
very famous" is an evaluataon,c ear y an
e . ig re uc van as vague.5hould
be replaced by exact figures.
The above samples should prove that we can write anything with these symbols.
Moreover, the symbols are simple in outline.The draughtsman can draw them up in a
starter of an hour,the blocks of each line can be quickly made and then inserted
like any other linotyped line.It would be easy enough.
It would be a boon to foreigners who could read the lines intheirlanguage,be it
Spaniah,Portuguese,Italian,arabic,Chinese,or any other language and dialect spoken
on this earth.
For the home people it could be another enjoyable puzzle.If'the crossword craze
still grips the whole globe (after almost SO years since it started) why not this
enjoyable symbol riddle.Besides - and this is very important - solving these daily
puzzles is a highly practical affair.The boy scouts and the girl guides could learn
to write letters to all the boy scouts and girl guides all over the world.The stamp
collector could start a correspondence with another or more collectors in any part
of the world and would this enjoy stamp collecting in the best way possible,by exchanging stapps,net buying them.
The worker would be able to read international specifications on mechanical and
electrical drawtngs.The farmer would be able to read directions from international
agricultural research stations,and *Would be able to write to outside stations,asking
for experimental seeds,darections and advice, should problems arise.
The office clerk would be able to write business letters to foreign firms and to
dispatch radiophoto cables (see page 266).The business man could use it for international directions on merchandise,for informations on cases,invoices,and custom forms.
The doctor and the engineer,the research worker and the scientist would be able
to read foreign research reports and would be able to write letters to foreign coworkersaall this has been explained in foregoing pages and chapters.
This little column in a newspaper would find so much attention from all parts of
the population,that newspapers which promote it would be praised as progressive.
There is still another side of the matter,equally important.Every newspaper today
carries pictures.Everyone who ever got a foreign newspaper in his hand,whioh he could
not read,because of language,looked at the pictures and tried to get the meaning
of than, comparing the areal.] hints of the names and familiar foreign words in the
caption with what he saw on the picture.We all did this at one time or another.
Hcw many times,however, have we felt frustrated,unable to read the caption and burning to get the meaning of the interesting picture?
Here semantography could come in very handy...ft caption is usually a short line
like the ones above,and a line in symbols beneath,would present no difficulty and
would not take much space.Some illustrated magazines in multi-lingual countries
print the captions in two or more languages.But here is a possibility to print a
caption readable in all and any language,dialect,idiom,slang,anything.
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SIJBCAPTIONS IN SYMBOLS FOR INT7RNATIONAL PICTURE MAGAZINES

Among all the famous illustrated magazines of the world LIFE has a particular place
and the millions of United States soldiers who were sent to all parts of theworld can
testify haw much thesL copies,together with copies of other magazines, are cherished in
every family in desert tents of the tropics,in ice igloos of the Far North, in mountain
villages in India,as well as on lonely islands in the Pacific.But all these people are
illiterate.We have not taken into account the countless millions of readers in North
and South America,in Europe,Asia,Australia and Africa.All over the globe LIFE and now
LIFE INTERNATIONAL is looked at lovirgrby all the members of the family,except the baby
to wham it is not given.as he would tear up the precious copy.And all the people who
cannot read. English are sorry for it,because they miss a great part of the fan in looking at the pictures.
Herebelow are a few specimen of pictures with Fn7lish captions and the symbol line
beneath.Cn strong,smooth,white paper the symbols could be much smaller in size than here.

The scientist Dr.Fleming , discoverer of
Dr. Fleming,
Penicillin in his chemical laboratory.
— >yA
Penicillin, >
—I
+

tho ?lobe in 73 hours,arrives in Paris

The artist Frilasso before his picture

The stallion Bernborough (owner L.Fayer

A

(S 1St 73

)049Frilasso •

OQ

—3I

> • Paris

"7( A Bernborcuph (k± L.Fayer

He says:"I myself don't know,what it de
picLs

?

is first in 50,000 $
a,

›- SO,000 $

mi
race at Santa Ata
-4 )-Santa AyA.,

There is another advanta7e.Not only would people of all nationalities be able to
read the captions in all their mother tongues - they would learn the English words too.
Looking into French illustrated magazines,they -:lould learn the French words.This is

JAN AMOS KOMENSKI (COMENIUS) INVENTOR OF THE PICTURE BOOK
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actually the best method to learn foreign languages and educationalists have long ago
realized this in issuing language text books with very many pictures.The first books.
a 3 years old child gets, are picture books with letters and words in alphabetical writing: A for Apple, B for Babyletc,
We all know that the sometimes practized method of learning vocables by repeating
the vocable in both languageepomme-apple,pomme-apple,enfantaobildreefant-chileis not
an efficient one.The better way is to look at a picture of an apple,a child and read
the foreign worde.Otherwase,we are always forced to translate in our mind every word.
Just as picture magazines and ilpAstrated newspapers are inventions of the recent
past,so is the picture book forlearii7the native and foreign languages.Newspapers and
magazines in adopting the use of semantography for captions would thus contribute immensely to an easier way of learning foreign languages.Theywould follow the great
idea of a man,who invented the language picture book,and whom I should have mentioned
in previous chapters,' may now pay tribute to a great man
Johann

Amos

Komensky

called
Comenius
Moravian Bishop and Educationist
1592 - 1670
wo wrote the first pictorial schoolbook
ORBIS PICTORLTM
lie was the first mat who recognized. the -educational value of pictures and he became
thus the father of modern pictorial education and modern pictorial journalism.
In adopting the use of aemantography for cantions,modern newspapers and magazines
would thus greatly foster the spread of inter-linguistic understanding and would thus
continue the work of Comenius in educational enlightenment.
There is great danger that some critics would write an article,utterly ridiculing
semantography and condemningLAs a crackpot idea.Such critics should realize that they
themselves run great danger to ridicule themselves,Too many crackpot ideas of the recent past,the railway, the steamboat,the airplangand even the umbrella have been condemned by the expert critics of that time.
There is ample proof that a symbol writing is not only a workable idea,it is a
practical reality even in the countries of Western culture.There are the highway signs
on the motor roads Which are readable in any language of the world,indicating directly
the real meaning.There is the International Flag Symbol Code on the high seas,readable
in any language,
to be
Where there is a matter of life or death, the nations of the world have found symbol
the only possible means to overcome the language Babel.
And there is mathematics.The business section of a modern newspaper,containing the
market reports,share tables,index nuMbers,etc. are full with symbols readable in any
language.SyMbol writing is already a practical reality in modern newspapers.
Newspapers have to meet terrific costs in getting the news.They must be run according
to business lines.Yet,there is the fact,that the people can buy their daily per
at a price much below its actual oost.Thi.s is made possible through the income by advertising...Noe-ail symbols of semantography come into use in towns and ports with an
international traffic,not only the traffic police,the fire brigade,the hotel trade will
use symbols,but also the owners of shops and stores (see examples on page 257)They,
however,are the great advertisers.It might be that symbols will first appear in adverBut come it will.
tisements;it might be that the editrs will start the idea.
The author is very anxious that the men of the press should share with him the view
on a symbol writing to overcome the language barrier.He fears the enemy of all newspapermen:the lack of time.Newspaper people are very harrassed,day and night by that
"split second".It might well be,that the reporter assigned to write a critic. about
this idea and this book,would lack the necessary time,even"to thumb carefully"through
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the chapters, It might well be that he would be compelled to read only this chapter.
For him I would like to print herebelow some quotations of expert opinion,parts of
which have been cite& in foregoing chapters.
Professor Basil Hall Chamberlain (1850 - 1935),famous sinologist and ,japanologist,
author of many books wrote in 19041
"Ideographic writing apparently possesses some inherent strength that makes it tend
to triumph over (without entirely supplanting)phonetio writing,vrhenever the two are
brought into competition in the same area....
The most obvious of the causes is the superiority of the existing written language
to the colloquial as a terse and precise instrument of thought,Sunported by Chinese
characters,Japanese writers can render every shade of meaning represented in the columns of a European newspaper or the pages of a technical European work,whether financial,diplomatic,administrative,comercial,legal,critical,theological,philosophical or
scientific.
(phonete agNi
Ksh nst symbol writing)
In Europe such eompetitioas scarcely taken place,except in the case of the symbols for the numbers and a few other ideas;but there,too,the general law has asserted
itself. Which is the simpler, the rnre graphic, the more commonly used - 'three hundred
and sixty -five" or "365", "thirty-five degrees, forty one minutes,twenty--three seconds"
- or 11 35 41' 23", "pounds,shillings,and pence" or "Z. s, d"7 Doubtless an ideographic
writing is infinitely more cumbrous as a whole than its rival;but it is easier
in each particular case.Hence its victory."
Hee dispels the belief:
"the often-repeated assertion that the ideographs waste
years of school life is simply not true. Any language is assimilated equally well in
early childhood." Professor Krausequoted Chamberlain having said:
(9)
"Idea a hie vn- jti will surel achieve the final victor ever honetic riti "
These are the words of a modern professor who lived in the East.Now,here are other
words of a modern professor who lived in the West.8ir Richard Paget,a physicist,wrote
in 1930:
(3)
"Te are in the alarming position of having enormous control over the forces of braturs,and very little reasoning power to guide our actions - in fact,very much like a
lot of children playing with loaded guns.Man,it appears, is still constantly handicapped
...by his muddled way of thinking.May it not be that much of this unreasonable muddle
is due to the simple fact that our symbols for thought - language - are not yet set in
orderethat in the matter of thought symbolism we are still in the same state of confusion as the Romans were in their arithmetic...7We should be horrified nowadays at
the difficulty of multiplying MDCCCIX by IVII;to the educated Roman it seemed natural
and inevitable,but his arithmetical powers certainly suffered in consequence.
Human thought requires an efficient method of syrbolism,such as no language yet
supplies, .. his idea also is not nene..Leibnitz (1646-1716) realized the need of a reformed syrbolism and method of thought.He imagined a universal symbolism of thought
which would be understood by all nations, and by which thought itself iculd become accurate and quantitative,"
However,Leibnits the philosopher and mathematician,the inventor of the infinitesimal
calculus,never attempted a practical realization of this idea. In 1922,the two sementicists,Professor C.X.0gden and I.A.Richards,authors of the standard work "The Meaning
of Meaning" said,that"this speculative constriction... still remains where Leibnitz
thus left it."
Now,we know the definition of "what is News?" If a man bites a dog it's nows.And if
a man makes a fool of himself,this too is sometimes news,Well,I declare - in full reaiefist.Anwho
lization of the ridicule and derision ahead - that Ljegjelays
.er_teleised the dr4:ef';e-ti..
._._,:re
searle4sraeteieele
tesas
ehet
symbolise" which ;would be ...md:.:rs7cci blr all nations,andbughich thought itself becomes
accurate."
I hope that you,men of 7hc eress,who are always the first to realiee something new,
lo doubt,the asserwill give this idea the eublieity it deserves,for better or for worse.,
Torld - is
.__
tion that: awritieinthssesolsisree 2La.bleinalllaeeaeesofthcv
phantastic and fasoinating.To this comes the assertion that:;t will make better thinkers.
Here is a job for the press and I may end this chapter with the ereemble ofyourCode:
"The primary function of newspapers is to communicate to the human race what its
members do,feel,and think...To its opportunities as a chronicle ore indissolubly linked
its obligations es teacher and interpreter."
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"The committee deploys the independent procedure of certain jurisdiction in the
solution of shapes and color combination at variance with this standard,cnd hopes
the importance of complete uniformity will be increasingly recognized."
(36)
American Association of State Highway Officials Washington
On page 71 I have written a chapter "What will happen to this idea,if no one takes
a lead."There I pleaded thota great fotn'ation of a great country should take a lead
and initiate semantonraphy for the universities/br public siens,etc.I pointed out,
that,lacking such a lead,different sign system will be evolved in different countries,
which would result in international confusion.
That this is no idle phantasy,' proved with an array of highway signs in different
countries,under the title "The Babel of Hiehemy Signs" -"A potential source of accidents". Not only are the geometrical signs different in different countries,and even in
different states of the United States,but many countries use only words on many signs
which are not understood by a foreigner and even difficult to read in bad visibility
for the native motorist.
This is a matter of life or death for motorists and pedestrians - nevertheless there
is no unifornity.Uhy?
The answer is plain enough, if we look to the precedent of the International Flag
Symbol Code.There were many codes on the hint' seas,until Great Britan,a great naval power evolved the most up-to-date code for their naval and merchant ships.quietly all the
other nations adopted it,becausc it was the most sensible thin:, to do.
The official in each country responsible for the design of highway signs in his
country mast be well aware,that one day he will set out to an international conference
where they will all agree on uniform signs for all the motor roads of the world.A start
has already been made by the form League of Nations and some uniformity has been achieved in many European countries.But in the world as a whole,Babel still reigns.
The fact is that no system has been yet proposed,which could solve all the problems
of sign communication on high roads.Most signs are very arbitrary,and open to rational
argument.And there is the
dreaded inevit,, bility that most signs in all the countries
would have to be altered.
But if a system would be proposed,which could solve all the problems,- which could
convey all the meanings in geometrical symbols independent of any language,which would
be the least arbitrary, such a system would have a good chance to be adoptedeAll the
highway officials in all countries know for certain,that one day they will have to alter many of their signs in conformity with a system valid for the whole world.
Uniform signs for all the motor roads of the world will and must come as sure
as the to-morrow will cone.The question is:when? The answer is:the sooner the better.
it plea is made for stography.Not only can it satisfy all the demands of geometrical representation.It ca say in plain syrnbols:slippery road,freshly oiled,ford etc.
It can be used for the expression of any meaning in the .nerage,rost house and restautant.It can be used for written conversation with the traffic police and with nativesjp.337
Moreover, the motorist can use it everywhere,when shopping in a department store or
going to the cinema.The signs for fire escaoe,exit, as well as for ticket counter,cashier,wrappine counter,etc.are basically the same as those on the highroads.
The author begs therefore all traffic officials and all motorists to give this chapter their unprejudiced attention.It is their life which is at stake and we all know that
anseamlinineof international actor road signs is lone overdue.
The following signs cover most of the necessary mcanings.The reader-motorist will
find that many are already in use in many countries - simply because their geometrical
outline solves the problem and conveys the meaning perfectly.In other wards:many traffic
officials have already devised the best symbol possible,
The following is only a proposal,ready to be altered by an international body.
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THE INTERNATIONAL SAFETY SYMBOL, AND THE CREATION SYMBOL

The reader has foungalready in previous chapters)an international traffic sign,
which however has
been interpreted differently in other chapters.

0
safety sign
(international)

Beware'. Danger:
(serantography)

Creation
Nature

Creature
of any kind.

Many considerations in regard of religious meanings have forced me to adopt the
triangle sign in conformity with age-old religious symbols. (see the chapter of"Creation
and Creator").On the other hand, there was this established highway symbol for Safety,
Then a flash of thought dispersed all the worries of ambiguity.Why,this is the most
suitable symbol for highway signs.It even takes on a religious meaning there.
If we agree that the international triangle on highways means also Creation and
Creature,it is nothing elsetbana warning to the motorist that he himself is part of
Creation,a Creature,and so is the motorist in the other car,and so are the people he
has in his car and the people in the other oncoming oar,and so are all the people on
the street and on the sidewalks.afuty krthe Creatures'. You have no right to be careless with your own life and with the life of others.You have a family and so have the
others.You came into the world by a miraculous act of Creation and so came your children and the child-en of others.You may call it anont of God,the Creator.If you are
an unbeliever,call it an act of Nature,It's a word Lod, it does not explain anything.
In other words,this established motorist sign,interpreted as a symbol of the system
of semantography takes on a higher,almost religious meaning:
"Thou shalt not kill!"
But the interpretation goes even further.The indicator for TUNE on top of the symbol indicates any THM,created by Nature,Creation.Not only a living ereature,anything
is a creature in the widest sense,a beautiful crystal,as well as awonderful rosebush.
Just as a rosebud is a marvellous ereationom is A bee4 Aliso is a child - and so is
even a marvellous,71eamin; car, nth all those wonderful inventions,from the carburettor
to the liquid driving gear,from the battery charger to that most wonderful instruments
of all,a radio,which is ample proof that man is created to God's likeness with a brain
which enables him to create unheard of things.
So,our symbols does not only warn us to beware of the lives of others and of ours.
It says also that we should not destroy any other"creature",a rosebush or our car,both
precious and beautiful.
Now,hi3hway signs are painted on tin plates of different shape.Some are circular,
some are of a square or octagon design.In different countries,even these outlines have
their special meaning,discriminating between mandatory or non-mandatory signs,etc.
here again semantography could help us to a uniform interpretation.

0

1,
I

Danger ■ign
already a ted in
many countries,indic,
danger spot.
Ile shall now agree:
Danger signs should be painted on circular sign plates,
The above combination of circle and triangle should be used by itself to mark a special danger spot.It could. be used as a marker,some 100 yards before the actual sign.
If circular plates should be used to indicate a danger for the motorist,a danger to
his life, square sign plates should be used to indicate a danger to his freedom.Disregarding such a sign he will come into conflict with the authorities and be locked up,

sun
(spender of life)

(individual)
(male or female)

life
(symb.comb.)

• me •
■ OA •

enclosure

a captive
man arrested

prison
sign f.convicts

mandator sign:
obey or else..
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We shall now agree:
Mandatory signs should be painted on square sign plates.
No
It is clear that 7r arki sign should not indicate a danger to life.
But it should indicate adanger to your freedom. It moans punishment
if you disobey this sign.Suoh signs should therefore be painted on
square plates.
aa
i
However,we are free to combine the signsondsierrposta idepcted
on the left,with the triangle safety sign on top are already used in
Danger & Mandatory many countriea.They should be used for mandatory signs,which include
sign with added
a danger to life.
We see already that no great expenditure will be involved in many
Safety sign.
countries,because most signs have already the indicated outline...Even
repainting would not be necessary,ea many of the signs shown later,
are already used in many countries.
However, we must now analyse the peculiar way in which a motorist reads a road map
and reads road signs.This peculiar way is different from the reading we normally do.
Let us write an array of semantographic syMbols,as we would read them from left to right.
Procedure of ordinary reading from left to right
Sentence

H
Start

6-4

---4

1.6.4

kl:11)
001\ IMMII> 1 -01

Departure Forward Racing Overtaking Approach Stop THING ACTSonTUNG

4717 Start

Departure

Forward

11,

Racing

C

if Overtaking

Approach

ms
j
mi

(0 A C1)

Stop

On the left side,we see the direction
of procedure of the reading of a Chinese
reader.He reads from the top to the bottom.Oonsequently the basical sentence:
THING ACTS on THING would have to be written dowewards,and in further consequence
the for7ard sign would point downwards,
and all the combinations with the arrow
would have to be altered accordingly.
For a Chinese,this is the natural way°
of reading and the signs on the left
would convey their proper meaning to him.
However, a motorist,reading a road
map lying before him,proceeds in a different way in his reading.If we assume the di
best case:he proceeds on a South-North
road from South to North, than he will be
able to read comfortably all the words
on the map, and see correctly anything to
the right or- the loft on the road of the'map.
CALtBRIDGE

SentACTS ence
on
CI TH1140-

Chinese reading

A

Stop

Approach

Overtaking b

Racing

IT

Forward
St.Albans

THING

THING
on
Sent
ACTS ence
THING
1:1„

Welwyn GaERry
:
at field
Departure ir

LONDON
If he has to go southward from abridge
gon,map reading is very awkward and
rial maps for certain routes are printed
to avoid this. In other words:
The motorist japes always up the road,as
shown on the strip to the right.Consequently
p.t.o.1

Start

Motorist reading
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THE ARROW SYMBOL IS ALREADY USED THE WORLD OVER

Consequently the meaning of forward on a road sign is expressed by
a vertical
arrow.This is only natural and already in practice on road signs in many countries.
There should,therefore,no difficulty arise between these different displays,A piece of
paper is a different Cling and a road sign plate is again a different thing.To make
sure that no misunderstanding, could occur,me could use the road sign outline in semantography and write the symbol within the circle,or if this is not possible next to it.

9 1;11 Aek

symbols for different road
sign posts, to be used in
written semantography reports

stop
straight on
symbols to be used in written notices for
motorists on boerds(although the notice is
written horizontally). The symbols represent the actual road sign post.

In other words:if we print some directions for motorists on'a leaflet or map,we
have to write horizontally.The meaning of forward will then be displayed by the above
shown vertical arrow within a signpost outline.In this casesit cannot be mistaken for
upwards.A similar symbol can be printed on a map,showing the exact position,where such
a sign stands. Many of the symbols below could be used on ,naps, and in fact,map-makers
have always used outline syMbolsto indicate awindrill,a road sign, etc.
After all these preliminary explanations we shall now devote our attention to the
proposed symbols below.The motorist reader will many of thegjrecognizelas already in
existence in different countries.Here they are all printed in black and white.The international congress should then decide on an international colour schere,equally effective in daylight or at night,for instance,yellow lines on blue background.The lines
could be laid out with little spherical mirrors as already in use for night driving.
In the following displays the circular or square rim of the sign plate is omitted.
The author is anxious that the motorist reader should not reject these proposals.
In many cases, the knowledge of the previous chapters is essential.No prejudice,pleaset.
printed in the native
It would be rise to have the meaning of the symbols
tongue beneath the syMbol.Hewever,this could be done in small type,as its purpose is
only to acquaint the native with the symbol meaning and the foreign motorist with the
native word.

You approach a stop
Stop:
Stop
or dead end.This symb,
Look; Listen:
to be use/ as fommarker.
(eye)
(ear)
The following symbols for left and right are those used in ordinary semantography
writing.They are the simple outlines of roadsignposts,as used for to names.
Straight on
forward

FT

T

Right
Keep right
Left
Keep left
One day,all cars in all countries will proceed on the same side of the road.In the
United Stapes
mama r countries they proceed on the right side.We shall devise speciaa cgaa4MK7Tili nce OvertakinF.assuning that the right side of the
street is used for driving forward. The following symbols are independent of this.
They are already adopted in many countries.For ambiguous signs see page 71.

soft curve
to the left

soft curve
to the right

sharp curve
to the left

sharp curve
to the right
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THE LINE SYMBOL FOR INDICATING STREETS AND HIGHWAYS
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In some of the following symbols we shall not show both symmetrical symbols for
right and left.One symbol is sufficient.

soft doubh curve
starting to left

sharp double curve
starting to left

winding road
start.t.left

hairpin curve
to the left

The similar symbols for curves to the rig ht show the starting turn to the right.
In the following symbols,we shall use the oblique line,whioh has been used already
in highway syMbols for No No Parking R No tooting, etc. ";:'e use the oblique lire
in semantography too to indicate to blot out, to cross out.

Overtaking,
only fr.right

to cross out
(forget abt.it)

No over-Lai/1g
(prohibited)

No racing
alongside

X r -47 745

No left turn

horn
No tooting
(ear)
We are now coming to the syMbolization of main roads(two lines) and smaller roads
(one line),to sideroads and crossings.

II

main road

main .road
ends in small road

side road in curve
to the left

No right turn

small road

side road
on the left

crossing
crossing
main rd.crosses sm.rd.. sm.rd.cros.m.rd

main rd.crossing
in curve to left

Detour
to left

side road off main
road on the left

crossing
Lwo main roads

Detour
to right

Please note that the road lines do not carry the arrow head.This is important for
the next syMbols,in which the road lines are widely separated,allowing space in between for other syMbols.The outer rim of square sign plates may be used to indicate
the road lines,provided,that a thick dark line is drawn on each side of the square.

ICI
One way road

No entry
One way road

[al
Two way road

cars may proceed
in Lwu lines

Whether the last symbol with 4 arrows is necessary, the traffic experts may decide.
I have shown it only to prove that this meaning can be symbolized too.
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SYMBOLS FOR ONE WAY STREETS_ BRIDGES, RAILROAD CROSSINGS

We need,however,two different signs for One_way road.The one shown on the previous
page is to be displayed along the one ray road,because the lines follow the direction
of the road.But we need a different sign on the spot where the one way road rums into
the main road.This signmst be displagd on the c9;ner of the main road,so that the
motorist can recognize it,before he turns Trefor;M-c again the displayed outlines
follow the natural road lines.le could choose between two different displays.
or
■1111111MIIN

1

Dead End
One way road
No entry
No entry
(this sign is to be used (to be displayed
One way road
side street right
(these signs are to be used on the oar- when one way rd.cirs.tsses on corner,Inside
ners of side rds.which don't cross over) road & continues to left) theccdvad end road
sign/turned 900 )
The international body shall decide about the exact length and width of the displayed
lines.7e could even distinguish between a dead end road, in which turning is possible
(the road is wide,as displayed above) or narrow.

Dead End
Dead End.
Dead End
Narrowing E.s.d
display inside
to the left
to the left
turning impossible
the dead end rd.
turning possible
(the curved arrow inside is not necessary)
The next symbols would tally with those already used to indicate a bridge.

Narrow Bridge

Bridge

One way Bridge

No entry
One way Bridge

go are now coming to the important symbol for a railway crossing.The symbol X
is used in the United States and in some other states.However,it is not true to the
road map in so far,as the lines do not follow the actual crossing lines which are:
In many European countries,the symbols show the picture of a gate and a locomotiv
These symbols have been agreed upon by a committee of the former League of NationaThese
symbols are shown below.The gate symbol may be adopted in this scheme.However,the new
proposed symbol shown below could be used for both,guarded and unguarded orossings.The
motorist should not rely on a gate to be closed,By mistake, it may be left open by the
railway guard.One symbol for railway crossings is better than two different ones.

proposed s ol
small rd.crosses double
line
All the above already used symbols serve their purpose well.They are all geometrical
and easily understoodoThe committee may decide.The least suitable,however,is the
The symbol for engine correspond with the semantographio syMbol.Moreover it is siZcer
in outline than the black patch,showing the outline of an engine as,used in Europe.
Nevertheless,this symbol may rernain,as long as the sign plate needS7new painting.
shows the semantographic symbol for an electric tram or engine.
The next symbol
This symbol could be used too in the above symbol for Grossing,should the line he electrified.
Much attention must be given to these symbols because railroad crossings account for
many fatal accidents.The same symbol should be s wn liSadriciltuxope the symbol is shown

Railroad Crossing
(America& Europe)

guarded Crossing
(Europe)

unguarded Crossing
(Europe)
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SYMBOLS FOR SPEED LIMITS AND OTHER WARNING SIGNS

first abt.215 yards (240 m) before the actual crossing.The post carries three ree
Oblique stripes.Then two markers appear,one with two oblique red stripm,the last with
one stripe only at intervals of 160 m and 80 m before the actual crossing.Whereas the
actual symbol and the next marker stands on one side of the road, the last marker stands
on the other side.
The corn ittmemay decide uniformly about all these details.

electric tram, engine
(in semantography)

tram pinch

First Aid
(international)

Hospital
=sick(knees drawn up)

The next symbol,showirig the wheel and the earth line is the semantography symbol
for movenent.It could be used to indicate the allowed speed.Up till now various words
are used: SIOW,G0 SLOW,DEAD SLOW,APPROACH WITH CAUTION,etc.etc. The reader,who has
acquainted himself with the foregoing chapters on human EVALUATION words knows,that
slow, very slowldead"slow,caution,etc,are very vague in meaning.Only mathematical figures can overcome this,as shown below.
Is long as the world is"dividedninto miles or kilometers it will be necessary to add
a letter ra or km.But I hope that the international committe will adopt that system
which is already international in all scientific measurements:the metrio system.

5km
movement
(in semantography)

speed limit:5 km
(proposed sign)

30km
speed limit:30 km
(proposed sign)

motor vehicle,an kind
(semantography)

The sUblinee(senantograehy) is printed for the reader,who has not read through previous chapters.It indicates the syMbol of semantography,as to be used in the proposed
international road syMbol.This procedure will be followed in a few examples below.

fi
Closed (stop) to
motor vehicles only

Closed to all
vehicles

day
Joy
(sun& earth) (heart up)

semant.conbin:holiday

2 1:1

holidays
5Torm

20
bi-cycle through
(semantography)

Closed on

2c.
bicycle path
scales,balance
only bicycles through (semantography)

n

1.../

Closed to vehicles
weighing over 5 tons

n

leneth(width)
Closed to vehicles
door
Underpass
Clearance 3 m
(semantography)
over 2 meter width
(semantography)
We are now coming to the semantography symbol for water,a wave outline.Oil is depicted by two wave lines,indicating the liquid which floats over water. Water = 4„„,0001

roe%

4..00'1

Ford
through water
e)
x pale)

Slippery Road
liquid on ground

Freshly oiled
(symb.for oil)

Water available
Tank, tap,hydrant,etc.
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STORIES IN SYMBOLS FOR TOURIST ATTRACTIONS, ETC.

Now,this sign for Ford worries me a bit,because in semantography it indicates
steam = water going up in contrast to rain = water coming down.The symbol for rain
could be well used in weather forecasts for motorists.The symbol for steam however
should never come up,I suppose.Nevertheless,here it is shown,haw we can solve the
problem by devising another symbol.

Road under .eater
Ford
for small road.O. line) (emergency symbol)

Rain
Waterfall
(for weather reports) (semantography)

The sign for waterfall may be useful on mountain road;where very often a small ccscade
could become a dangerous thing to be better watched,Moreover,such a road sign would
be appreciated by the motorists who want to enjoy the scenery.A grandiose water cascade in a beautiful, gorge is usually overlooked,when flitted by in a motorcar.
If the Tourist Department of a particular scenic country decides to put up road
signs to indicate and mark spots of interest,semantography may be the best medium,even
to point out spots of historic interest,Eere is an example:
X
X

I

/

A
X

(Napoleon 1809

From this precipice, the citizens downed rocks destroying troops If Napoleon 1009
7e11,such a inscription could be read by motorists in any langaage.7ith the Tords
in the native language underneath, motorists would be grateful to grasp the meaning of
words in the native language.
7e are now in mountainous country and should devise symbols to indicate uphill and
downhill,as well as curves uphill and downhill.Tbe existing signs are unsatisfactory.
Proposals for better sins have been made and some are incorporated in the symbols below.Please,peruse the existing signs,displayed on page 75.

Uphill
Curve left

Uphill
Curve right

Downhill Downhill
Curve left Curve right

Uphill
Downhill
straight on straight on

7e are now coming to the symbols for Parking,Parkinr prohibited,andParkinz allowed
for a certain time interval during a certain time of the day.These signs are most important for crowded. cities.
There is already a very good and simple sign for Parking,
and No Parking
however, the symbol could be improved.It could be made wholly geometrical and it could
be made to indicate the particular side of the road where parking is allawed,and in
what direction the motorist must approach the curb.It could also indicate the way the
car has to be parked:along the curb,perpendicular to the curb,or oblique to the curb.

F)

1i1

Parking on right side
Put car along curb

Parking right s.
Put car oblique

Parking on both sides
Car to stand along curb

No Parking

Parking right s.
Put car across

IR

Parking
Enclosure

Time-limit
Limit
Time
T tme-interval
(in semantography)
tsee next page)

ANY MEANING FOR MOTORISTS CAN BE EXPRESSED IN SYMBOLS
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On second thought,I believe that we nay omit the arrow in the sign for parking;

11

I

1°d

Sign dawn road
Sign a road
Parking alongside curb allowed between
20% (9 - 17°)W
both signs on this side of the road,
20 minutes parking
Motorist can quickly ascertain where
time between 9 - 17
the other sign stands,and thus recogo'clock on workdays.
nize the alloted parking strip.
Some necessary symbols have already been shown in the chapters on hotels,r.emtaurants,
and other public places.;6 few signs are new auxiliary synbols.Other symbols could be
easily invented.

Parking ( ob I que )
on both sides of
road permitted.

)1
Man at work
(man & hammer)

1

Road under Repair
(road interrupted)

toll bar

Customs
toll bar of state(flag)

, Garage
(House f.Car)

Mechanic
(symbol f.machine)

r
Look out
Children (School)
symbol f. Imung(p.274) Bad Corner:(right
[eye& exciam.mic
locks like little child

Telephone
Stretcher
(speech,mouth,elec.) (sick = knees drawn up)

1. -9

.,Irck Crane

Gasoline
(liquid for movement)

>

IOWA

YOU EN TER NOW THE STATE OF IOWA

Vg500

0 04 ‹.

0321:

N MI •

BEI
• Nis

FOR DRIVING THOUGH T LESSuFINEor PRISON

LAW of STATE: v/ >1

A. :1-20 0
MI •
FOR HARM TO PEOPLE:1 — 20 YEARS. PRISON

In all civilized countries there are rejulatiens,which oblige public and private enterprises to put up legible warning signs in all places where there is danger to life
and property. I am unaware about the legal situation in different countries(with a multilinguistic population or international tourist trLffic)in regard of the language of the
warning signs. IInleghOYFehla up4 expedient -,if somantography is accepted - that
aphy/cogrg acknowledged as fullfilling all legal requirements.
signs written in ffeman
ro d before all concerned.
1 put this proposal for uniform hi- va si ns for the whol.,
arbitrariness.-A.nYIt is a system completely ind endant of an language,It
thiR can be said and expressed in it.It could be easily taupht also to i literate people
- because it shows the oIrtline of the real thins,
More people ale on the roads than in all the wars.This is a matter of life or death.

SEMANTOGRAPHIC SIGNALS TO SHIP AND AIRPLANES
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EMERGENCY SIGNALS TO SHIPS AND AIRCRAFT.
"The edition of the international code of signals was put to a very severe test during the 1914 - 1918 war,Ships of various nations came into contact with one another and
had to exchange messages during operations for mine sweeping,patrolling,convoying or examination.The book did not stand the test.It was not international.It was found that,when
conveying messages word by wards-the occasion upon which signalling failed,were more nume(81)
rous than those -ohen the result was successful."
From the preface to the 1931 International Code of Signals
eappegllowinn susgestion eerie into my mind.Semantography syMbols oould even be used.
forYAmaKicatiolarase. or landsPeople in distress and lost,could lay out the simple
lines on the ground7tobe read by a circling rescue plane.
There is an advantage for sea conmunication,which could fill a gap,when other costal,
nioation possibilities have broken down.
The old and approved communication at sea is by flag syMbols,which have been repeatedly mentioned in this book.Very common signs are known to any sailor,as for instance
the P flag,the blue Peter, indicating Departare.Hc7ever,in Most emergency oases,symbol
coMbinAtions must be hoisted,which must be looked up first in the Code.In an emergency
case, the code book may already be submerged.
too.
Then there is radio communication. If the operator is a casualty, this is gg.too.
or sonnE isn
Furthermore to converse in Morse Code, a lansuane is necessary.Captain ana op ator/are
supposed to speak Enclish,but they may be very bad at spelling,and misunderstanding may
occur.Of course,international signals could be send by telegraphing the letters of the
Flag Symbol Code (each flag represents a letter).But if the Code too is a casualty?
Now here is my suggestion for an electrical device,indepondent of the ship's electric
circuit,and for a much simpler davice,consisting of a white :b1,,p_tga diVided into turnable
sqpires, ' to compose the syMbols.I maintain that this neTZMalling method could
be much quicker than with flapsand even aaicker than with radio morsing.Against the disadvantages of flags,which are invisible at ni:dlt,in bad weather and when the wind blows
the flags towards the receiving ship,this new semantography system can be operated at
day and night.Herebelow is an incomplete rough sketch.
The non-electrical Simnallins board,to be operated by hand,consists of 25 wooden sqoares,painted white on one side and black on
the other,each turnable,like the devices used for similar boards
sonare
in olympio stadions,to announce the winners and the time.Thore,eadh
carries a letter or number on the back and is turned around by the
men,operating behind the signalling board.
The electrical signalling board is composed of 25 boxes,each
1 x 1 ft (as shown here).Each box contains a powerful lamp in a
reflector.A softly frosted pass plate covers each 'box.
!
ing Board 5 x 5 ft
Electrical operating panel(drawn in perspective) consisting of
25 small metal soaares,each insulated from each other and each
connected by a cord with its respective lamp on the signal board.

Relay Box
operating 25 relays,one for eadh
Zama oirquit.
Electric battery
for emergency cas

1 1 ( 1 1 III
Connection with
main circuit for
ordinary signallins

Stencil(to be held in hand )vith metallic point,connected by a
flexible cord with the circuit.If the operator touches one little
square on the gpel,the respective lamp lights up.However,the
lamp would go7immediately the metallic stencil leaves the
squnre.To avoid this,a relay is put into motion,so that the
lamp stays bright.The operator traces thus the symbol on the
panel and the respective lamps flash up until the whole symbol stands out in bright lines visible in day or night.
The symbol completed, the operator tarns a switch,which
puts the relays out of action and all lamps are switched off.
Instead of this mechanist ,each lass) may be switched on
and off by an individual switch to be operated behind the
bmrd.liowever,this would be slowlier than the quick tracing
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With such an electrical dcvioe vii could flash the symbols as shown below,sLgnallinc,
that a sick man is on the ship, indicated by the outline of a man laid dawn and with
his knees drawn up in pain (as sick people de).The second sy mbol indicates an individual in need of support (leaning line in danger of falling) and the third symbol
shows the clear outline of a knife.
Now,no one could mistake these three symbols as a message that a sick - man needs a
simple knife.Of course he needs a knife,but a surgical one,and there can't be any
mistake with anyone,who has a little training in samantography;le may even dispens with
the second symbol;Sick man and knife would be perfectly comprehensible.

or simply Ai
sick man
I/
knees dram up

needs knif,out

siok man(to be)cut

NN

knife following the symbol for siok
in
need
indicates a medical out,an operation
of support
lling line)
dual)
Oaivi
ss

We couldsof course,add the symbol for medical (see later chapter) but this is not
necessary.In the later chapter,other medical symbols will be shown,which enable the
signaller to point out in additional symbols which part of the body is affected,and
further details as to fever, patient unoonscious,etc.
Even,if such a siEnallin8 board is missing on a ship,a makeshift boarder sails,etc.
could be set up with the emergency message painted on,or indicated by wooden boards.
The symbols are vivid,and-provided that semantography is internationally usedseven
passengers could read the symbols and operate signalling system.
In a later chapter it will be shown,that the symbols of semantography are ideally
suited to teach children in the kindergarten reading,before they start with the alphabet in the first class.They draw pictures of people,of the moon and the sun,etc.anyway.
They :could not have difficulties in acquiring the rudiments of semantography.
Todaytthe airplane is the only means of communication with remote areas.It is a
common practice in the north of Canada and Alaska to communicate emergency messages
to the passing airplane by laying out some signs on the ground.
However,they have only a fevr agreed signs at hand to say,that they need help.Only
in a few cases of rescue are walkie-talkies at hand to be dropped to the lost party,
hoping that somebody can operate them.
The symbols of semantography could be traced in snow,trodden on, in the sand of
the beach laid out with logs aria 'boards or strips of fabric.` hey maild even be burned off in tress spread. with gasoline,They could be formed by 8 to 10 people who would
change position to indicate the outlina,just as children form full words in pageants.
This is not a crackpot idea.This is a very practical proposition for a common situation in remote areas.
And don't forget the main point :the independence of any language.Eskimos could signal to an English speaking pilot.h French expeditionary party could signal to as Siamese ptint,etcetera.L.nd the pilots could drop messages readable in any languson.
Here are a few samples of messages to be laid out on the ground. In order that the
pilot should not read the message upside down,a continuous line must be drawn Underneath
the syMbolsvalthough a pilot circling around the message would soon be able to read it.

0
Needing Help Without Food

-)1 .
Expecting Birth . Need Helper.

1 *41"
Drop Gasoline

Drop arms.
Group attacking .
Take off siok man(for hospital)
The additional"for hospital" is unnecessaxy,(ntives)
This ks a very 'Practical nroposition.worthy of serious oonsideration.
Footnote:The electrical device for ships shown on the foregoing page is auffioient for
symbols not exceeding a square.Otherwise a bigger signalling board would be used.
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SEMANTOGRAPHY
FOR

SPECIAL .. ND EVERY-D4.Y PURPOSES
IN CHEMISTRY :.ND PHYSICS

"Chemical formulae contain at the present day such detailed information,concerning the relationship of the substances symbolized,that one might conceive the possibility of writing a chemical paper with formulae alone...
We perceive here the realisation of the ideal of a purely ideographic language,
which can be read by the specialist without his requiring to translate it into the
words of any particular form of speech...
These well known facts show that the problem of an international language has
already been partly solved by science."
Wilhelm Ostwald (27)
In nathematics,almost all meanings are syMbolised,and a mathematical treatise could
be written wholly with international symbols readable in any lenguage.Therc arc even
mathematical symbols expressing the meaning of because 1: and therefore,conseouentiv.%
which are sometimes used to lead from or equation to the other.' have refrained from
adopting these two symbols in sementography,because they are practically unknown and
not used,and because they are wholly arbitrary.

Chemistry is the next science in which symbolization has gone the longest way and
this is vary remarkable,because chemistry deals with hundreds of thousands of different
substances of our world,whereas mathematics deals foremost with abstract meanings.
..%s said on foregoing pagemsemantography is to be considered as the final consequence

of international symbols - a complete language in which anything can be expressed.Therefore in this chapter,we shall see,that any chemical meaning - up till nua.only expressed
in words - can be expressed in symbols.
This may have a manifold effect.First it would serve the chemtst.He would be able
to write treatises,reports and directions for chemical treatment wholly in international syMbols.That this would enable him to correspond also with fellow chemists of other
countries and other Languages on chemical matters (and also telling of his vacation,
and asking about the health of the whole family,etc.etc.)is only a happy by-product.
Furthermore it would help the many millions of boys -and girls who have to learn
chemistry in school.The critical chemist may point out that it is not necessary to
evolve geometrical symbols for many chemical meenings,because most of them are already
expressed in international words,composed of Latin and Greek rootsJnrtially - they
would say -we have already an international language in chemistry. jords like Absorotion,titom,Molecule,Concentration,Dialisis,Destillation&mlsion,Isomorphy,Polymorphy,
isomery and Polvmery and hundreds of other expressions are already internationally
used by the scientists,the chemdsts„the doctors,the physicists and the biologists.
This is troe,but the fact remains that these words are a nightmare to the millions
of students. It would be a sine le matter for them to understand the meanings of these
words, if they would be Greek boys and girls or if they could know Latin very well.
The word isos means in Greek(sameleoua a dpolys means many.Furthermore morph°, means
l
s Same-form or Form- equality and Poymorphy
form and morns means part.So,Isomorph means Form-variety,Isomery means Parts-equality( 2 chemical containing the same parts)
and Polymery means Parts-variety-(2 chemicals containing different parts).
It is simple enough and easy to understand - but only for the man,who has studied
Latin and Greek and - besides,who handles these terms all his life - in short,a scientist.But,for the boy and girl who cannot speak Latin or Greek,and whose mother tongue
is not of Latin origin (like English in part,or Spanish,French,etc.)it's 7cry difficult.
I remember vividly my own boyhood.' was the best student in chemistry end physics.
I made a chemical laboratory out of our hone,to the despair of my mother.' lived and
dreamed with and of all these chemical meanings,3ut Latin was not taught in our school.
The words were r. endless to me,ard I had to learn their meaning the hard way,Even
today and right now,writinp; this line,I have to pause and think hard to remember the
meaning of Tautomery or Tautavrism.Even if I happen to know the meaning of the Greek
word tauto = same I don't get very far.isomerismand Tautomerism should mean the same,

PICTORIAL SYMBOLS FOR EASIER SCIENCE LEARNING
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Yet there is a difference,and you have to know the difference to pass the examination.
This then is the real situation:those Greek-Latin words have no meaning for the
millions of boys and girls who go to high school,eand college;in most cases even if
they learn Latin and Greek or its rudiments.TROgre a nightmare and most students
learn them the hard way to forget them as soon as examination is over.This is no happy
state of affairseAfter all,the parents have to work harde in order to be able to send
their children to schools of higher education.It would be a deplorable waste of time,
money and effort to all concerned,and in fact - it is for those who don't take up the
profession of chemist,doctor,etc.
Well,we may say:if the boy and girl do4t need these terms and theiE Trning in later life,better they forget them right away,Ciey leave school,instead o? Ping a "ballast".But this is not the case.Not only do we need chemistry in our daily life,in the
house as well as in the kitchen, if we paint a door or prepare a meal - the knowledge of
chenAstv,to a certain extent,is today considered as necessary for a grown-up man or
wome4ls the knowledge how to handle a spoon or a fork at table.It's actually part of
todays table manners.
This does not mean,that it must be part of a"highbroW's"outfit.No, we all are actively
and immensely interested in the progress of the sciences and especially chemistry and
physics.Not only because of its sinister aspect for war-time use.We all,boys and girls,
men and momen,farmers and workers like to read popular science articles.Great newspapers
have at last established the post of science editor and there is no Sunday supelement
which does not contain at least one science article.Llmost every copy of Readers Digest
contains about 5 science articles,and the same applies to other magazines.
We could even go further and saytthe knowledge of chemistry to the citizen of today
and to-morrow is most important.The preservation of food,the raising of better crops,
the fight against destructive pests and diseases is of
paramount importance for the
peace of the worldend there is the health of the individual and of whole nations,depene
ding of an understanding of chemical and physical conditions. In other words:
We must do our utmost to make the learning of chemistry physics etc.so easy for the
student boy and girl,that they should not forget it after leaving school.This knowledge
should remain with them and help them to a better life and a better society.
Looking over these lines,I find that they express an awful platitude.If there is
one branch of science in which the teachers have done their utmost to make its learning interesting and fascinating it is chemistry and physics.
Yet,we can continue and progress on this road:making learning easier,making knowledge
to remain and be put to best use in cur later life.
lemecnt incident from my university days.3..iy first examination was in miI remember a comi
s
knows that - although those beautiful crystals are most fascineralogy,Now,every
nating miracles,wonderful to behold - the knowledge of the detailed properties of minerals is an awful memory job.You have to hammer it into your head and sure enough you
will soon mix up,the shape and system, the colour and the structure, the formula and
physical and chemical peculiarities of the many minerals on the list.I tried mnemonics
and,when I found that even this was not sufficient,I sat down,exploring - besides my
mineral vain - also my poetical vein,and composed a little verse of 4 lines for each
mineral.Theseversscontained in easy flowing,even humcurous words all you have to know
About a particular rnineral.Learning these verses by heart was easy enough and armed with
them I went with flying colour through the examination I had even the freshness to ask
the professor about the marks I have got.Finding that it vas the usual best mark,I asked
him to task me even further,because I wanted exceptional honours - and 1 got them.
After that,I followed the plea of some friends and had these verses duplicated and
sold by the students economical committee.They became a best seller,and I nas proud
of hearing years afterwards that copies in shreds still nake the round with the students
who studied for examination.I still treasure one copy,and I still remember many verses.
All my life, I have been filled with the joy and the wish to explain things.For 25
years I have been a honorary lecturer in educational halls,and so-calleepeoples universitiesi:I liked to go there,after a days work in the factory and talk to those people,
they themselves heavy with tiredness after a hard days work - but eager to know,eager
to understand,eager to learn.

FROM POPULAR SCIENCE TO NUCLEAR SCIENCE
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Popular Science - this term has fallen into disreputebut only with those men
who can't get away from the Latin words,especially the long ones,and find themselves
unable to use simple language-What is the meaning of Popular Science and how would
this term be written in semantography?

Knowledge
Science
Science for(the)Citizen
the title of Lancelot
(mind-house) contemplating
(s.p.242) Natures.p.334) Hogben's famous book

Science for(the)People
(many)
Popular Science

Written this ray:Science for the Citizen,and Science for the People,these words look
sensible enough and they show what is meant,In a later chapter,we shall see that the
confusion of mind is largely due to our disetrous habit of making and using adjectives.
An adjective is an abstraction,a human VALEATION,The people,that we kncw.But what is
"popular"? Everyone gives it a different interpretation.
In this chapter 1 hope to be able to show,that semantographic symbols for the chemical and physical terms would not only be helpful for international reports and correspondence - they would also help the students to get the meanings easier and to hold them
longer in their memory.
To the men of learning who are reeding this chapter I ase: for their utmost benevolence.To condemaand to reject is easy.This here is only a proposition,which can be alfter all,the chemical formulae which we
tered and improved,until it proves workableee,
use today,are only a thing of "yesterday".They too were once a proposition open to
criticism and improvement.And what wonderful help these symbols have been and will be:
After this long introduction let us plunge right into the whiepooleehere it is most
dangerous and most difficult to navigate.The symbolization of cormon terms,like Absorption or Concentration,of Osmosis,and Dialisis may be simple - but how about the new
atom theory? Starting with this,might make interesting reading for the learned man and
even for the not learned reader,who meets these words every day in the papers.Heuever,
these readers would have to excuse for a certain brevity.It is impossible to explain
all the following terms in this chapter.It would make a whole book.The aim is to convince the learned reader that all terms can be symbolized.
Two other points must be born in mind.The first is,that the present terms maybe
obsolete to-morrow.Then we would discard the symbol as we would discard the word.Te did
this many times in the past (phlogiston,etc.) Secondly,we shall not take into account
the wave thecryewhich discourages the formation of geometrical models (see p.212 ff).
le shall build up our symbols on the basis of the Rutherford atom model.
All the symbols in this book are grossly exaggerated in size and thickness of lines.
In actual practice they should be written and printed much smaller.This we will do in
many cases in this chapter.
0

X0

or

Ox(like H2)

atom
molecule (multiple atoms)
Them are vivid syMbols.They show that an atom consists at least of two things: an
inner nucleus, indicated by the centre dot and an outer ring,circumscribed by the circling electron.The nucleus is also called proton.The symbol outlines the simplest atom,
the Hydrogen atom, according to Rutherford.
On the other h::Ind,the same symbol could be equally used for the wave theory,for instance for the Schroedinger atom model.The centre dot would indicate the concentrated
electric density in the middle;the outer ring would indicate the outer limits of the
atom.Under a powerful magnifying glass we would see that the drawn circle is just as
fuzzy and indistinct,as the outer limits of the atomic"wave packet" is supposed to be.
For some "explanation" see p.20? ff,
(.11ePared
At present,small letters are used to indicate those tiny brece
. owever, the same
small letter is used sometimes in anoquepeeinch to indicate something entirely different.Furthermore,the letter itself gives nojindication what it should mean.The following symbols are insofar better,as they give this indication and thus help a student
or a newspaper reader to understand what the letter or the word mean.The following symbols could be printed in newspapers just after the word proton or electron in the same
way as it is done to-day: Carbondioxide(CO2).

SEMANTOGRAPHIC SYMBOLS FOR ATOMIC PARTICLES
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following the Rutherford model, in which prcton,electron and neutron consist of tiny
corpuscles with various electrical charge,we shall depict these tiny corpuscles by
tiny dots.However,the _heavy one,the proton should be depicted low on the
line,indieating its heavier body against the much lighter electron,to be put higher up.
• .■

proton
Explana- a heavy(drawn
tion: low)particle
with positive
electric charge.

electron

neutron

a light (drawn
higher)particle
with negative
electric charge.

deuteron

two particles, one
light(electron),the
other heavy(proton,
drawn low) with no
electric charge(both
being neutralized).

three particles
the first two comprising a neutron
the third a praton with positive
electric charge

Weight: abt, 1840 times
1
1 4 1840 e 1841
1 + 1640 + 1840
.relative) heavier than
= 3681
1 electron
I have mentioned the weight to show that the proposed syMbols are not only instructive in so far that they show the nuMber of particles,the light and heavy onesi the electric charge,and to what particle it is attached - but these symbols enable us immediately to calculate the whole relative weight.7e do this,juet as children do by adding
beads on a wire.7Ie don't need to remember the exact figure of 1840.If we remetber only
1800,or what is even simpler 2000,we get a fair picture of the atom model.

I maintain that these syMbols,if taught in school,would not only reduce memory work
but would also give the pupils a better insight in the characteristics of the atom.
Even newspaper readers would profit,if the paper would print the symbols after the
words proton, etc.
The above symbols are capable of additional rrork.ln 1932 C.D.rialderson discovered
the positron. le shall draw its symbol from the above symbols:
•

proton
Looking at ti::yemb
(a
osl

■■

electron

positron

you can

oirgh:h:51:1=

g
tuesns)

characteristics:
charge

:
sar
ole, indications that sore scientis t s believe
the proton canbe split in
par=
A new word appeared mesotron,and newer words will appear - and if neceesary,we will
happily scrap all the above syMbols and draw up better ones,Scientists have always done
this and will continue to do so,as long as mankind exists on this planet.
Let us now write a few words which always reoccur in newspaper articles and school
books and let us put our new syMbols in brackets.
Hydrogen nucleus(.+),

Helium nucleus(2 ..+, 2 '

)

-

rays( 2

2 )

rays(-

e

a proton

an electron
2 protons and 2 neutrons
(light
negative particle)
the symbols say even more:
4 protons and 2 electrons(the latter bound up w, 2 protons)
Everyone who had tried- to study booksamarticles on atomic 1100 the like,
will agree that the constant change of termsran electron or a artic e
eseze simple
compared. with the more complicated terms ,give3a constant eadache,and such additional symbols may help the reader and especially the student,who has to know or else....
Before we advance to the usual element symbols and to their simplification,wee may
write down - just for exercise,a few other terms with our now symbols.

( heavy positive particle)

(1
1) ar

Hydrogen atom

02.-2.+2n
Helium atom

092.-92.+143..
Uranium 235 atom
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PROPOSAL FOR A REVISION OF CHEMICAL SYMBOLIZATION

After a little practice any boy or girl should be able to read off the exact number of electrons('-e),nrotons(.4.) and neutrons('. ) in any atom.Mbreover,the symbol
for the IT;TGTET '.) shows clearly,that a neutron is actually a packet of one electron
and one proton.This symbol enables the student to count off the total numbers of,nrotoand electronsby adding the"lower dots" for the heavy -eratons,and the"upper dots"
for the light electrons.Actually,we don't need the symbols for the electrical charge
Uranium 255 atom =092-92.143..
Now,numbers are growing a bit thick,and there are -even more of them,so we better take
stock of all numbers which surround the symbol for the element.Thisi capital letter.
5 = mass number (protons plus neutrons)
nuMber ef molecules
pi a chemical esuatxn a
atomic nunterknumber of electrons = 5IE:g =number of atoms in a molecule
Element
or protons)
As you see,it_is very difficult to write these numbers in their proper place with
is a bit
an ordinary typewriter.Even the old established numeration H2SO4 or K2003
difficult,as you have to shift the cylinder just a tiny bit upwards.Sometimes you succeed,somtimes the number comes out too low,somtimes on the same line as the capital
letter.It is all good for handwriting,but not for typcwriting.Even with some of the
modern machines which have half spacing,it does not work properly,because the number
touches the line below. when I had much typewriting work on chemical matter,' simply
ignored the necessity to lamer the number and eTote on:H2SO4 or K2003.,After a while
you don't notice the difference. I believe,that that type of notation would not have
agreed upon,if,at the date of its acceptanco,the typewriter would have been invented
and much in use with chemists.
It would be different with the semantography typewriter,because each writing line,
consists of top and ground line,and comprises alltogethor 3 spacings.
1st alphabetical spacing
top line
2nd alphabetical spacing
semantography lines
3rd
alphabetical spacing
ground line
In practice the sy rbol would be ymaller and the three spacings would come closer
together,On the other band,the cheapest semantography typewriter would not carry the
capital letters (although I hope that a typewriter with lines,small and capital letters
will be brought out,if semantography is accepted).But the absence of the capital letters should not deter us.If necessary we could easily compose these letter with our
lines.
But here we may pause and contemplate the iclea,if it wouldn't be better to alter
the existing lettering system for the elements,at least for atomic nuclear calculations.
'i7ith the many isotopes and isobars, the lettering makes it quite difficult in various
cases. 7ith ordinary chemical equations as we need than in practical work,vre may retain
the old established system which served so wonderful in the past.
,where are the teak points in the old lettering system? One is the fact that the
cloment,syMbolized by its initial letter(and sometimes an additional letter) has quite
a different name in different countries.I worked for le years in a factory for electric
lamps aneh A oolap'.41filK overcome the irritation that Tunesten is symbolized by 0.7 ,indicating -1761fi-ami trop must be syMbolized by Fe,which indicates the Latin name Ferrum.
It's not only a matter for the scientistowho is well acouainted ith the Latin names.
Today, innumerable girls :lnd men,not trained in chemistreork in industrial chemical
laboratories and plante.t:Istakes do occur,somatimes with disastrous results.Sometimcs
the symbol tallies wi-ee
name as in C for Carbon,S for Salphur,but sometimes not.
ioreover,hundreds of eiemicals arc on the mnrket for the kitchen and the wnrkshop,efhich
contain Sodium or Potassium,end sometimes the correct chemical name Eatrium and Kellum
are given,only to cause bewilderment:Sodium is syMbolizel by Na,and T7E7Tum hi-KT-These differences occur not only in Enaish,They are found in other lenguaoes.In
aerman,Oxygen syMbolized by 0 is called Sauerstoff;Hydrogen H is called —asserstoff,etc.
InPussian,Chinese,and Arabic languaees,the alph,abetical letters have no meaning in regard to the written name of the elements.
Perhaps the timehns arrive where ete may contemplate a new system.besed on the ato-

NEW SYMBOLS FOR INTERATOMIC REACTIONS
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mic nuMbers.This would be of value for inter-linguistic communication,especially bet- (373')
weep countries,where the elements have different nanes.These symbols could thus be
used on technical reports,blueprints,as well as on signs on merchandise,oases,bottles,
etc.
Note:the
= Radium
= Aluminium
= Hydrogen
symbols f.
the seasons
(p.109)
would have
= Iron
= Helium
O = Uranium
to be slightly altered,
as shown on
Neptunium Page 416.
= Tin
= Nitrogen
= Oxygen

= Plutonium

= Mercury

If you think that these numbers would be difficult to remember, just think how many
telephone numbers you know by heart;and to remember a 3684 or Barclay 4-7938 is much
more difficult than to keep in mind that 26 means Iron and 80 means Mercury.For the
ordinary worker and technician,who is not a chemist,there are only a few numbers with
which he has to deal 6 = Carbon,29 = Copper,82 = Lead,25 = Manganese,30 = Zinc and a
few more.These number are easily
remembered.
They are a boon for the chemistrystudent,because they give him immediately the number of protons in the nucleus and the number of circling eletrons.In view of the fact,
that atomic structure is taught today in higher. schools,we could write some more numbers into tne circle,to make them more instructive for the student.
atomic
mass
number

protons
protons + neutrons

Helium
atom

or
better

(I) electrons
protons
neutrons
4 mass nuMber(p + n)
Helium
atom

\Li protons
neutrons
4 mass nueber,near to
atomic weight.
Helium
nucleus

Such a presentation may be used only for educational purposes.This would make it
easier for the boys and girls to grasp the difficult theory.
The nufiber ror the electrons stands on the upper rim,indicating the light electrons,which surround the nucleus.The muter for the nucleus protons stands where it
ought to stand,in the centre,the nucleus.The number for the neutrons stands below,indicating that they are the heaviest,consisting of a proton and a electron.The number
beneath the circle is the sinple sum total of protons and neutrons.This is the mass
nunber(mass-heavy-deulbeliew) and is the approximate number for the atomic weight.
The upper part of the circle removed,and also the number for the electrons(sce 3rd
picture above) indicates clearly,that there are no electrons present,only the nucleus,
comprising of protons and neutrons.The nucleus,a kind of shell,is indicated by the half
circle.
To see that such a presentation would workewe may now write down the famous historical first splitting of the atom.
Rutherford's first splitting of the atom (1919)

Helium bombarding Nitrogen advance to Oxereee
nuclei
nuclei
nuclei

and Hydrogen
nuclei

Written in this form,the whole equation becomes a simple adding up of three rows
of figures,elth the possibility to check the results by comparing the equations.
3rd row: 4 e 14 = 17 + 1
2nd row: 2 + 7 e 9 + 0
let raw: 2 + 7 = 8 + 1
proton equation

n:utron equation

mass number equation

SYMBOLIZATION OF PROTONS, ELECTRONS AND NEUTRONS .
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But this presentation has even further educational value.It enables th student
to learn the meaning of the isotopes in the simplest way.He knows the symbol for Oxygen
electrons:
prototis:
neutrons:
Oxygen Isotope

Oxyge n

symbol
for

symbol
for the non-chemist

the

symbol
chomi

Oxygen Isotope
nucleus
symbol
student

Now a student can see at a glance ;ghat the meaning of Isotope, indicates:
Atoms
having the same amount of electrons,the some amount of protons but different amountsof
neutrons are called Isotopes;and this applies also to isotope nuclei.
Now we can write down in simple symbols, that "thing" which has bothered newspaper
readers for many years:thaeheavy water".

neutrons:
H
Hydrogen
atom

mass number:

Hydrogen
molecule

0
Oxygen results in
atom

H2O
water
ordinary(molecule)

\.4_/
2

2

1

Hydrogen
ordinary
atom

plus

Deuterium
Hydrogen Isotope
heavy Hydrogen

Deuteron
nucleus of
heavy Hydrogen

heavy ':"ester
H2O
but H is"heavy Hydrogen"

Now you can see it at a glance:the heavy hydrogen atom is about twice in weight (mass
number 2 instead of 1) and consequently a molecule of heavy water contains 2 neutrons
more and is therefore slightly heavier than ordinary water.
One last example to prove the educational value of this system of symbols.
Atomic Fission in Uranium

1.—

238

239

239

1 neutron bombarding U238 will be U239 which des- 4239 and eiects 1 electron
absorbed
integrates nucleus
I
I
into .
Uranium 238
Uranium 239
1:eptunium 239
A student can easily see that 1 neutron is absorbed:from 146 to 147.Then the atom
breaks up,and the newly absorbed neutron(which consists of 1 proton and 1 electron)
breaks up too,adding one proton to the nucleus making it now 93,a new element Neptunium
and the remaining 1 electron is ejected.The 92 electrons of Uranium are scattered too.
knot depicted)
Now the reaction continues.

239
Neptunium 239

l•—
Q2
-51
239
turns Plutonium 239 and ejects another electron

The student can now see in the drawing that one neutron breaks up, leaving only 145
neutrons;its proton remains in the nucleus,adding it to 94,making it thus a new element
Plutonium;the electron (of the broken-up neutron) is ejected.
This j_s a proposal of symbolization for educational purposes only.Research in this
field is going on rapidly,making the symbols of yesterday obsolete today.But semantography nay nevertheless be of help for reports and correspondence between scientists.

INTRODUCING THE NEW SEMANTOGRAPHIC SYMBOLS FOR CHEMISTRY
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B-efore I am going to prove that practically every term,law and happening in chemistry
and physics can be symbolized,I wish to say,that it fills my chemists heart wit pride,
PaP4kesde
that the chemists are the sck.ntists,who have symbolizegetheiNdpsmie.g2 el
extent,ihA.ny case more than any other scienceiMathematics must --667an exception,because
sh abstract notions,whereas chemistry deals with the things of our world,
it deal7
This fact has been recognized by the linguists.
Stanley Rundle (15) wrote:
"In mathematics too,...the system of numerals overrides all the linguistic barriers of
Europe.It is like the'ideographs'of written Chinese,which have the same meaning all over the
Chinese empire,in spite of the fact that they are called quite different names,in diff
rent districts.We know immediately what 5 means,whether we call it five,cino,fuenf,pyat,7*
A similar system has been devised in the case of chemical formulae;HC1 always means
the same thing to a chemist,whether he calls it hydrochloric acid,acide hydrochlorique,
er Chlorwasserstoff."
Frederick Bodmer and Lancelot HegbeWrote:
"Revision of chemical terminology created an international vocabulary of Latin and
,./reek roots,... realised Wilkin's dream of a real characterXedern chemistry has a vocabulary of ideographic and pictographic symbols for about a quarter If a million pure
substances now known,"
Critics may point to the international vocabulary of chemistry and may deny the necessity of devising symbols for these notions.Against this I wish to point out,that
',1) these _words- have only a meaningful content for those persons who know Latin and
reek.For the student,devoid of this knowledge they are meaningless,whereas the new proposed symbols show in outlines what is meant.They should be used, even if only for educational purposes.
2) Although the international word is built up similary in different languages,there
are differences in the endings,inflections,etc.in conformity with the different languages.
Osmosis is termed in German Osmose.Osmotic is termed in German osmotisch,and in French
osmotique.Then we have chloric
in
English,chlori.g
in German chlorieue in French.But the
endings are very impprtant,4,n chemical terminolgy,because different chemicals have different endicaW-j-feiticACtl ,and others.A foreign chemist handling an international
ternerey never be sure whether a different ending,indicates a different meaning.or not.
eeomtriceel. symeols may thcrerore serve some purpose,even witn scientists.
The following symbols are only proposals for a complete symbol list of all chemical
eerms.They may be improved,altered or discarded in compliance with the progress of our
knowIedge.Their acceptance should depend on the decision of an international body of scene
The old-fashioned retort is so unwiebdly and difficult to clean,that it has practi- u1STS.
pally vanished from the modern laboratory.It is now a symbol only,depicted on the buildings
of chemistry institutes,diplomas or the lapels of soldier uniforms,indicating division of
chemical warfare.We shall use the retort outline for our symbol for chemical and chemistry,

A) A
bottle
,read p.286)

retort
outline

chemical
chemistry

or

shorthand
symbol

A
development
CD
(
I)

product
MING changed

chemical reaction

/1ED

A G
change
(s.p.279)

chemical
change

A
reversible reaction

c3G
agent
changer

quick
much movement

catalyst
agent f.quick chem,reaction

ife could,of course,invent a different symbol pointing out in another and better way
the special property of a catalyst,or we could agree on al-Leven simpler symbol to stand
for the meaning of catalyst and catalysis.

COMPOUND SYMBOLS FOR COMPOUND CHEMICAL MEANINGS
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We can eesily depict chemical reactions which absorb or produce heat,

AGET-)<>

A

>

AEI)

exchanged product substitute
endctermio reaction
exotermic reaction
chemical
(ss p.233)
heat in
heat out
Having thus developed a few chemical terms we may now devote a few lines to common
terms in applied chemistry and industry.

trade,business
(money in hol.'.1)

chemical trade
in general

to make,produce
(s.p,334)

manufacturing trade

industry in general

/]
pure chemical
a chemical
chemical process
(these are shorthand s 177;
self symbol (p.273)
1717-With reference to our symbol' for creation,nature and man-made on p.334 we can write

chemical industry

nA 2A

(Th
science
(contempl.nature)

plan, design
( contearlol. to make )

scientific
chemistry

applied,practicel
chemistry

test,experiment chem.experiment
organic chemistry
benzene chemistry
Carbon(stotic nr. 6)
(benzene hexagon)
(act/ beforeirst.)(outcome Questionable)
shorthaild sync. ),,_.
s.s.p. .ev
Now a few important symbols for ever occuring terms.The basis is the little squareU
indicating a chemical THING.The evolved symbols are a bit arbitrary,but somehow indicate
the real thing. The repetition of the MENG symbol looks like a perspective drawing of a
cube,indicating a solid THING. A metal is a solid thing,usually made in bars(elongated)

❑

CO

THING-

solid THING

metal

water

liquid other th.water
(outlineri wave)

gas
to crystallise
crystal
solution
Putting the ACTION indicator on top of the symbols gives us,besides to crystallize,
also to solidify,to metallize,to lieuify,to dissolve,etc.The upgoing arrow in the symbol
for gas should not mean that gases always go up.There are gases which are heavier than
air.But the symbol is an indication that gas molecules wander upwards,in contrast with
solids and liquids -,vhichusuallytend to go down.:iards.
For ordinary every-day purposes we can evolve a simple symbol for material,indicating
raw material,which we get from the earth.Putting this symbol before any other symbol indicates the raw material of the other syMbolized thing.

THING

earth

raw material

wood (tree)

steel (knife)
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Here are a few examples of symbols for the description of crystals and materials.
SEMANTOGRAPHIC SYMBOLS FOR MEANINGS IN PHYSICS

0

44

eye,vision through

o-14

o-41

0 4>

clear

opaque

translucent

And here are a few syMbols showing the change-over from one aggregate state into the
sther.

melting
solidifying
from solid to liquid (process reversed)

melting metal

casting metal

On the foregoing page we have seen that we can express the meaning of to solidify,
to liquify,to cristallize simply by putting the ACTION indicator A on top of the symbol,
which then indicates to make or become solid,etc,Nevertheless,the above syMbols are vivid
and in 1/ne with the following ones,

liquid to gas
loiling,evaporating)

gas to liquid
(reverse)

gas to solid
solid to gas
2nd phase
and
1st phase
of sublimation

These symbols have a deeper meaning.To indicate the process,the ACTION,we would still
eut the ACTION indicator /Non top.As they stand,they indicate the THINGS and we know that
in melting.freezing,boiling,evaporating,liquifying and sublimatiqg both aggregate
states are always present,and this is clearly indicated in the symbols above.
For ordinary purposes and also for chemical purposes,when we handle water,we can resort to the simpler symbols,already shown in previous chapters.
...•••■••

boiling
(water)

freezing
(water)

E-‘

Absorption Deliquescence Efflorescence
water into;hvgrosconic reverse
(into)

And now a few terms of Fhysics,such as we use every day.
•
V

<5 >
5
fire
(flame outline)

inflamm-able
(-Vindicator)

hot,heat
(radiation indic.)

cold
(opposite)

Hot and cold are vague in meaning,for the chemist,almost meaningless.He measures.
Instead of combining the symbols measuring heat,we can ouline a thermometer,which word,not
incidentally,means the same in Greek (theme matron)

❑

A

using a thermometer
measuring heat
Of course, we don't need the indicators on top,as the meaning will become clear from
the context.
scale,neasure

measuring heat

thermometer
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MORE SYMBOLS FOR CHEMO-PHYSICAL MEANINGS
6ciantists measure in Kelvin degrees, starting with the absolute sero,which is - 27 C°,
K° means Kelvin degrees; C° means Celsius degrees in honour of Kelvin and Celsius.Fahrenheit did a good scientific job in his time,but - in view of the fact,that Celsius degrees
are used by science and in many countries, it is high time for a world unification.
The colon (:) is used as a relation synbol,and also to indicate the coming of a pronounoement.It found the same use also in sapantography:

(578)

1:

fo

temperature:
temperaturz in
(the figure to follow) Celsius degrees

boilin“, point
of water

IT

TT
rising temperature
raising(] active

boiling. point
(any chemical)

falling
temperature

melting point
of metal

kindling point

To end this section oniemperature and heat,hore are a few other symbols.
.\/

El

4—

S
inflal.--.).able,

gas,inflammable

oxidation
oxide
addition of element nr.S (the product of o.)

The last symbol should not mean, that I propose to use this syMbol for oxide, instead
of that used in chemical forrulae.On the contrary,I want to der.onstrate,that - if the
ACTION indicator on top indicates the ACTION of addinr oxygen;than the TEING indicator
on top,indicatcs clearly the product,an oxide,a THING.
And now,a series of syrIols for a r.ost elusive subject,which has no outline:a solution.

an opening
a pot
also an open enclosure with 2 handles

a pot,vessel
with water

a pot,vessel
with any liquid

of l' ids
The great majori ty hie
n are handled in the laboratory,the factory and the kitchen
are solutions of THINGS in water.' e shall therefore use the water syMbol in most of the
examples shown below, even in those were we clearly indicate the nature of the liquid.

-V

V

or
sir. ply

solution

solution

soluble

❑

solubility (s.p.246)

We can now clearly indicate the nature of any solution,by adding the forrmla.,etc.
C211501-;
NaC1
solution of:salt in
later

0

I

iodine in
alcohol

N.---"
,-77'20
X0
❑

1 1■-0E:20
58. g 1.7] NaC I

molar solution
molar solution
of salt
(Tanera1: gram molecule
in 1 liter water)
Every chemist knows that the -cords: a 1Q solution are very aMbiguous.These symbols
can clearly point out the 1006 (weight or volume) of -,rat in what(p.eight or volume)

CHEMO-PHYSICAL AND ELECTRICAL PROCESS SYMBOLS

In a

similar way we can point

cut any special solution.Eere are a few sirple terms.

>0
the solvent
(the liquid indic.
by pointer>)
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X

the solute
(pointer on dissolved ratter)

X''?"-%or con
D

❑

g

concentration
much solute

dilution
much solvent
(Exact amount in g & nom is
to be preferred)
Now,we know that the small multiplication rarkX indicates much or Lanz in a vague
neaning.To be accurate,we just have to put the figures of how many grams or cam of the
solvent and solute is involved.7ithout these figures,the symbols can be used for ordinary speech,as for instance:"What is the concentration?" which question equals the
other question "ghat is the dilution?"

saturation

solution plus
crystal sediment

solution plus
sediment

precipitation

As said before, these are only a few examples as proposals,which maybe amended or
made more elaborate. ?or instance,we must never lydose sight of the fact, that the small°
indicates a chemical TEING,be it solid,liquid or gaseous. Often,however,we use it to
indicate sonething,which is usually solid (but which can be melted or evaporated).The
symbols above are therefore a little arbitrary,but,once understood,would present no
difficulty.Don't forget that the dissolved matter is invisible and cannot be depicted.
advance to more elaborate presentations of .chemical and physical terms.
We can

°r
diaphragn

osmosis
(water-solution)

0

y

filtration
(in industry)

funnel

1 -rot

+43 -

dialisis
(colloid-solution)

X0

X0

filtration

(laboratory)
or

1+ - 1

122_111

ionisation
ionisation
(splitting in -positive and negative charges)

0÷ or

0-

or (-)

ion (neg.) ion
ion
ion
electrically charged cation (P°3L ion
anion
anion
atom
molecule
Until the theory of ions and the theory of protons,etc.are unified,these symbols
gill serve as practical signs, just as the terms serve.Later on,we may abandon ternsand
syemois •
atom molecule

❑ /)
forward

move

electricity

conducting
electricity

insulation
stopping elec.

conductor

electrolyte

We could,of course,draw the symbols differently,employing the electron syMbol,etc.,but
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SYMBOLS FOR ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY, METALLURGY, ETC.

the final decision on all the symbols should be left to be worked out by a commission.
licwever,we should be allowed to express a term in more than one symbol, if both symbols
are consistent with our general rules in semantography.For instance the meaning of straight'
should be expressed by a straight line,However, the opposite sign plus the curved linel
gives us the same meaning.Consequently,if two or more symbols have been shown in this "
and other chapters,they may be used simultaneously.For instance,the
lightning syMbol
should be used in simple "colloquial" speaking or writing,but we can express the sane
meaning in a non-colloquial more-to-the-point syMbol.Herebelow are a few examples.
-

electrolysis

anode cathode

electric cell

storage cell

For"colloquial" writings, for instance,in the workshops of electricians,we could use
simpler symbols, as elmn below.

or

-4.j
electrolysis
(electr.into)

electro-plating
(syMb,f.metal)

neT

storage cell
(rechargeable)

storage cell, battery of
(rechargeable) electric ce;ls
(now in use
The first symbol is self-explanatory.The second is arbitrary,showirig the symbol for
metal,without indicating what happens.The third symbol is again self-explanatory.The
fourth is objectionable.It may mean even an elevator(with the arrow*Without the arrows
it is used. already to indicate a cell,or a battery, just as the fifth symbol is already
in use,butncely to indicate a non-rechargeable series of cells.
The next symbols show proposals for the syMbolization of acids and bases.

H.+ CI
acid

0-0:1
ionisation

salt

base

With these examples we shall now close the list of chemical symbols in connection
with electrical charges and shall proceed to other branches,for instance colloid,-chemistry.

2:1
stone
(s.p.120)

•.
powder
dust

X

•

or
simply

colloid
(much divided powder)

colloid

I
. • I CP

. •

suspension

sol
colloid in liquid

coagulation

gel

jelly(near solid)

If the use of three dots or two dots seem a bit arbitrary,it may be considered,that
the terms suspension and colloid are also arbitrary as to their difference.There is no
sharp difference.A colloid may even be termed, a milzture,if we disregard electrical charges.
r\/
k
mixture

solid rdxed w.water

alloy (metals)

analgari alloy w.merouxy
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Similarly. we can symbolize mixtures and solutions of gases in liquids,and also all
term relating to alloys.Ve can even use the sydbol of a graph to point out special
meanings.

›L

a graph
graph about
pointers indicagraphical demonatomic numbers ting x & y axis
titration of relations

eutectic alloy
>y_axis:maing temperature(metal)
<x-axis: percentage of mixture
ituinter to lowest melting point.

121-•"*._.

But,we could also write
in our symbols:

mixture of metals,(having) lowest temperature of melting.
but the graphical demonstration of a graph in zerantography may be sometimes of value.
Now a few other symbols.

metallurgy
corrosion of metals
science of metals
(cross out)

A

-1

mine
(inside mountain)

x°10 lx°10

or

ore
chemical stone

crystallography
science on crystals

mining
(out of mountain)

ore

metal ore

classification of cr.
(divisionby mind)

or

(ti 3 Lam= or
tesseral system
tesseral
(3 vertical equal axes) (cube)

4
4

high-grade

axis
of crystal

low-grade

classification of cr.
according to axis

F

.
tesseral
rhombic
allotropy
(axes perspecto(axis perspect.) (change of cryst.system)
•V
.V

0

--"•—•• I

0
•••■••••

oil
oil
(usually lighter th.water) (heavier th.water)

0

412

colour
paint,dye
(eye & earth, s.p.154) (colour chemical)

cil,edible
(foodmouthgdearth)

fat (edible)
oil,near solid,cdible

/2
liquid paint,dye
bleaching
(here water"inaic.) (crossing out colour)

These examples should suffice to prove that it is possible to syMbolize any term in
chemistry and physico-chemistry.A special committee should work out all symbols.

CHEMICAL TOOLS AND PHYSICAL MEANINGS IN SYMBOLS
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/ -HD
❑
For written reports on a chemical analysis (chem,dtvision of matter) or a synthesis
(chemical composition,addition of matter) we can even form symbols for our tools.

U

4--

test-tube

measuring
glass

-11
tripod

Erlenmeyer

cock

burette

glass-flask
We can type all these tools with our seeentogrephy typewriter.But now it is high
tine that we go over to terns of Physics. lie have treated some of them already in the
foregoing pages,but now we shall evolve our symbol for Physice,derived from the notion

of pass.Againrve Bust try hard, .to evolve a symbol which is simple.: should not go too
much into theory:Yesterdayfmass and. energy were clearly defined notions.Coday we think
that mass is a manifestation of energy.A simple symbol would be the symbol for THING
"attracted" by a greater THINC,our earth.Our syMbol for Physics should indicate measuring
the happenings in our world,depicting a simple,but most mysterious happening: a fall.

L1

fall measr.
mass
physics
structure
chemical
physical
structure
measuring ThaNGZ
structure
(in general)
performing ACTIONS
The symbol for structure is an auxiliary geometrical symbol coMbination,which can
be ased for any meaning involving structure:atomic structure,crystal structure,as well
as the structure of a house and the structure of a society. Geometry and mathematics
is involved in all and any structure.We could write in coMbinAtionvehysico-chemical struet.
Mass and weight are usually mixed up in regard of-their reaning.Again a simple symbol
should help us:the outline of scales,a balance;further

-zs-

-r-

scales
balance

T=

TT

heavy
light
(for "colloouial"ase only)
e-n.am
To indicate volume we can use an already recognized symbol u.But we are also free
to use the international symbols am3 or con or we may even draw a cube and indicate its
length.

7--

equal weight

(simplified)

1 con 1 I=

specific
weight
(weight of
1 tom}

t2-2.11

1 liter = 1 cube(length 10 cm)
of water
(elaborate explanatory symbol)

Cr
kg corn
density
density = weight of a
volume compared w.water weight/volume
(elaborate explanatory symbol)
1:13

Remembering my school days,and my struggle with these notions,and the difficuaties
my class mates encountered,I believe that such symbols and symbol sentences are of beficial value.They may truly be termed visual education symbols.
To avoid an overlong chapter we shall now hurry through other examples of physical
terrns.If we realize that chemical meanings are more difficult to denict,than physical
ones( which invariably are bound up with some instrument or arrangements) we should be
satisfied that physical terms would not prove difficult to symbolize.

E4—)0
force
(scientific)

0—)
force
(colloquial)

or

or

pressure

,Q3).

push
pull
(when movement results;colloq.terms;
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On mechanical arrangements,the pointer ) could be used to indicate ii4 pulley,the
sheave,the rope,the load,the fixed point,etc.Similarly,although a little arbitrary,
we may indicate on a lever,the f'ulcrum,the unequal arns,etc.
SYMBOLS FOR MECHANICS, HYDRAULICS, ELECTRONICS, OPTICS

\/

A . \--I

7t141'

fulcrum
on a lever

friction
(pointer")

decimal
scales

sheave
power
on a pulley (work divided by tine)
----eel

0
buoyancy

capillarity

siphon

)

I

hydraulic press and principle

.0001 Tel

or

H-1

roe)

A

10

ZS

...■•■•■•■■•

manometer pressure of
Ausing one gas=0.0001=Hg

eeasuring pressure
of gas

A

A

evacuating
gas-filled
(Vaccuun = minus as or O. gas out)

A

I
big small

expan- contraction
sion
or

—3 Fe (

n

or

expansion of metals by heat
—Fe

magnet
magnet
(special outline) (in general)

magnetism

Explanation of the meaning of 1 gram-calory

—Fe

Fe

pole
(pointer)

line of field
of magnetic force

-41
electrostatics

electrodynamics

electromagnetic waves

electroscope

Here we have arrived on very familiar ground,because in no branch of physics are synT=ols so much developed as in the branch of electric and electronic research and industry.

dir.ourr.gcnepentode
direct.heet.cath. rater or motor
7.shunt & series
field
These arc only a few examples of already internationally used symbols in electricity
end radio,taken from Webster's Dictionary (28)A little international co-operation is
needed to extend the symbolization into all branches.
frequency
meter

0

spark gap rectifier tube
rotary
half-71ave cold
cathode

photo tube

11

lens
lens focassine reflector mirror
i-convex plartl-concav,2
praloolic
plane

r_fraction

spcctr=
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NATURAL LAWS AND THEORIES IN SEMANTOGRAPHIC SYMBOLS

(5842n using our little pointer on the foregoing symbols we can point out the mirror
Itself,the ray,the angle of reflection,the prism,the spectral lines etc.In using the
big ACTION symbol we can point out the principle of Reflection,Mirroring,Refraction,etc.
In using the big EVALUATION indicator we can symbolize the buoyancy (from the adjective
buoyant),and any other adjectical noun,like capillarity,vacuum etc.ete.
Here however we may cope into conflict with semantography.The big EVALUATION indicator indicates a human 3V1.LUATION,vague in menning,whereas in the "exacesciences
Well,the - isgivinga can be quickly dispelled.Just think that the notion of vacuum is
only a meaning in our head,-3e shall,in all probability,never be able to produce a real
vacuum...And the notion of capillarity is again a tern for something,which has been"explained"
only by introducing other "unexplained" terms,like pattraction","intermolecular"forces".
;Te comprehend the universe and Its happening with our senses, even when we measure,and
we can reconcile our symbols,which stand for meanings in our mindi a human mind.

.v
H-1

1-1-1

rational EVALUATION
EVALUATION
measurable
measured rational
property
property,quality
quality in
property,quality (Ego,mind,reason syMb) (scale,p.244)
'outline of head.
science
4s we all know from our changing experiences,the so-called "Laws of Nature" are meanings in our heads,:.7e contemplate nature and apply the relation of cause and effect...During the centuries we had to abandon many "Laws of Nature" or alter them - in our heads.

a find
"law of nature"
relation between
science
contempl.nature, effect and oause contempl.cause and (eye sees THING
(ipprint and wedge) effect in nature
creation
on earth)

A

A

-9-

mental find
discovery

1Robert Boyle

CI
f711
, I
'
of
dedreaseivolume_of gas
Natural law,discoverPa by Robert Boyle: Increasepressurc aas
is followed by
and vice versa
7tich says the same,and shows too, that the relation
Of course,we have the formula ..m=
is of elineaecharacter.however,tor educational purposes - and for bridging the languages
the line in semantography has its merits toe,even moreat*pHs on both sides the symbol
for sps.The mathanatical formula can be "over-strained" are tells ne4more the truth.An
extremely high pressure will not bring an extremely small volume of p.aq,but will produce
a liguid.This train of thoughts will lead us to new symbol compounds.

Truth
Nature
Symbols for meanings beyond our
comprehension in their entirety

(Th

IT\

mind
reason

doubt
rational

a hypothesis

truth
in a human's mind

a scientific hunch
feeling, thought -emerging
from he ID into the :e:GO
Instead of the outline of a heart (our colloquial.syMbol for tne io),we use here tne
medical term "Preconscithis":The symbol depicts the'Wening up"of the "Subconscious".More
about this symbol in the next chapter, dealing with the language of Ledicine,
science

a theory
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MATHEMATICS IN THE STRUCTURE OF THINGS
085)
Before we evolve international physice-chemical tables,me have to evolve a few syrbols
for mathematical notions, We need only a few,because of all the sciencestrattAeptios is
completely symboliZedsthe symbols are the same for l
oilansruages and thOruthl'exPressed
mathematical language is valid in any countrP,IA'S onn§
an§-celestial
celestial body in the universe.
:athmsatics
is at the basical structure of Nature and ancient and modern mathematicians
consider it to be thelannuaeof Creation(cr call it f.rature,if this term suits you better.

°ae -

The strut re of Nature
The nuMbero in the Universe.
Their relationski + 2 = 3)expressing
eternal Truth, the language of Creation and Creator
I don't think that anyone will term me a"numerolosinei rant only to express that
sathematics is the science of sciences.The word in the Greek of old means Science.ln a
surld of strife and dissension,even among the churches,it is good to know that there is
a basis of truth from which we can build up that ne-.7 faith we need,the teachings of the
treat religions,reconciled sithrodern science.
/
I have chosen two numbers one above the other 0 in order not to 'ix this symbol up
ss_th any number we have to write.As it stands, this symbol has ss higher maninE.Te know
that the invention of the zero number C has been one of the major achievements of the
human mind.Out of the meaning of Nothing emernss the meaning of One,dwelling over and
above the Nothingness.This is the meanin&O our new symbol 6 and it leads us straight
to the first lines of the Bible.'.ie know VIA/preachers of our relizions were mnthomatieians.

(7\
0

the science of
nathematics
1
one

knowledge of
mathematics
0
a cardinal number
a cipher,figure,etc.

to calculate
to flours out
1.
first

or
simply

A
0
to calculate
to fisure out

or
0,
an ordinal number
nuMber
(in general)
(international)

This symbol # is mostly used in the United States to say: number one M. e sIn comerfor instance :case i1 or catalogue Ai, 3674. -,
77e have used this symbol in
al
:revious chapters and we can even evolve it from our sysbol elements.
7e start with our symbol for equal = ,then use the dividing line / which we use in
fractions 1/2 or jo.Repeatinz this dividing linesm indicate something different from the
s.eaning of equals somothing we must give different numbers
may even forsake our 1
Lndicating opposite meaning and nay agree that uneoual,differont should be symbolized
Sr. this way / instead of is.The oblique line can be interpreted here also in the meaning
:f crossing out the equal symbol.
Ile need the depicted symbols in the coming international physico-chemical tables,which
-re shown on the next page.
Physico-chumical tables are one of the most important tools of the scientist,the chesist and the pharmacist,as well as the engineer,the technical designer and inventor.They
sive him at a glance the property he wants to know of a chemical or a steel shaft.Such
tables need revision almost every year,in order to be up-to-date with new research.Their
sompilation is costly and therefore they are quite expensive.Small nations cannot afford
:heir printing as the nuMbor of potential buyers is very limited.International tables
sihich can be read iruk languages would therefore fill a need, .then printed for sale over
the whole wcrld,thetquould become so cheap as to within. easy roach of the poorest engineer
and craftsman.They would not have much difficulty in reading then,because today almost
he whole of the table is already printed in international syMbols,mostly numbers.Sementography would be used to translate the few lines,which accompany every table and explain
-what the figures in the various columns mean.It would be easy enough.
The particular nano of a chemical in a particular languace could be amitted.As pointed
out before,HC1 is called hydrodioric acid in Engaish,acide hvdrochlorique in French,and
17'41orwasserstoff in German,but itYhso called Salzsasure in German and muriatic acid in
!n?lish,not to mention other lansuages.Different endings bewilder the student,because in
chemistry, different endings mean totslly different substsnces:chlride,chlorite,chlorate.
i

INTERNATIONAL PHYSICO-CHEMICAL AND ENGINEERING TABLES
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(386) An AmArtcan or English publisher wbo undertakes to publish such international tables,
wouldof course,put the English words underneath the symbols.Thus,the tables could be read
(disregarding'the symbols) everywhare,where English is spoken.A French publisher may add
the French Vit7d4 tnstead of the English,and the book could be used(without the symbols)
in the whole French empire and anywhere,where French is understood.But in the same time,
the symbols would enable science workers of small nations (which cannot afford an edition)
e
d the tables in their own mother tongue.In regard of chemicals
could qa.t4
t1410-111iir
tin names,but nobody cares about them,and most students don t learn them ;L ;

INTERNATIONAL PHYSICO - CHEMICAL
AND ENGINEERING TABLES
readable in any language

Chemical Elements
gas
-re ;(g)=16
AN!
cf1"-'
)sk
semant.
atomic
total
cf
ateilko
chenicel
weirliquid melting
valence name in An
symbol• symbol number protorl& compnre6l sr4
lo-Anerican
solid oint inC;
neutroA Oxygen =16 [jam] metal 760mm S.,

Pr
4 PrZ
.5■1. O.=

1

Al
As

18
13
33

40
27
75

0
He
eat of solution
A *0- 4 40 ii+10 + g.'01:1
of salts of organ.acidsbas.
erko a- )• 200 g -r-xo ii
8-uol diss.in 200 d-mol H
H2O
4:1
Chemical
CEE02
CH a02
OHNH492
Ca(CH02)2

B4.1
68
63
85

J

diff.air press

0

Er)
660'

CO

t$
u. /lunation

4 ,C

ArFon
Aluminium
Arsenic

iCQ

Gas pressure at different temperatures

1
=
cm Hg
lemp.0 -. ores are ranometet readings cm HE
SO2

c

kReal
- 0.9
-0,5
- 2,9
0.3

,L0 Observer: Berthelot
Boiiinp/of

39,994
26.97
74.91

- 25
- 5

0

+ 5
+ 25

1.1H3

SH2

C02

375
37.4
110
1300
94.7
262
2345
707
116.5
310
821
27 00
383
950
3070
142
292 748 1600 5020
AO Observer: Regnault

i120

1570
2460
2740
3060
4670

..,- 4
1
C © Cu
77 -4- ,,,,,„,„.^,r,
:is i.O.t and Resistance of Wires of Copper
1
0
.” 1m
ICu
g -i-1 ccr: = 8.9,gi
Figures for 1 m Copperwire, specific we i.iy,ht
100m rf m ) i_n_
®Inm g-1- 1m
n2 tri..-~,
Di!:,:nat,
r leight ross az:Resistance engthi" 111
F forlm mn2 I--SIf'
100 m
in meters
120hm
m
mm
mil_
3
0.473
211.6
0.1 0.070 0.0078
11.82
7.46
0.5 1.747 0.1963
47.14
2.11
1.0 7.000 0.7554

80
1.3
47.2
10
90
49.6
20
22.4
100
51.7
30
29.1
110
53.6
34.2
40
55.4
120
38.3
50
57.2
60
130
41.7
140
70
55.7
44.6
APObservers.Regnault,Olaassm
The sceptical reader should consider this: The tables shown above are full of symbols
which are already internationally recoanized,like 123,H20,F,kg,Co1rm2,com,acal,mm Hg,etc.
But these symbols did not exist - sone years ago. By groat conscentious efforts of scien-
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tists,who looked ahead. these symbols ware chosen and. tuareeaupan.Now they scam natural.
Symbols in semantograpny are only the final step in the
co preemie a complete written language in which every meaning could be expressed.The small fraternity of science
workers in the middle age had their Ilfilinhaawrite letters to each others.The great fraternity of science workers of all nations7EE6d a simple tool which could do the job of
Latin in correspondence,but in the same time,would not be so tedious in learning as Latin
seems now.Semantography may provide a comfortable tool, to be handled by each scientist in
his comfortable mother tongue,and herebelow is an example of such a correspondence.

LETTER OF
CHEMIST

A DANISH AGRICULTURAL
TO HIS PORTUGUESE COLLEAGUE

"In my qua field I have had occasion to see the way in which excellent works written
in Danish which might have exerted a deep influence on contemporary linguistic thought
had remained practically unknown outside of Scandinavia."
Otto Jespersen (23)
Otto Jespersen,whom I quoted abovepas not only one of the greatest of modern linguists.He himself was a prominent pioneer for an international auxiliary languaae.Together with Wilhelm Ostwald,the great Chamist,he worked for many years in the committees
on Esperanto,Ido,etc.and he himself put forward another proposal for a wort auxiliary,
which he called Novial (Nov = NewaInternational
Lagleagge).
,
It would have been better if I would have printed the linWin semantography,completely separated from the lines in a.14-labotical writing, in order to show the beauty of
their simplicity.However,I know how-scientist perusobooks.Hard pressed in regard of
time,and overwhelmed by the multitude of new books and scientific magazines,he can
only thumbthEough the pages and read a paragraph here and there, Naturally,he would by this chapter on chemistry and would try - without the knowmost probably
ledge orthe foregoing chapters - to read the lines.It might well be, that his impression would lead to a prejudice,because he would not be able to read the lines"right away':
The author is very anxious that the reader should not be prejudiced in such a way.Would
you dismiss lines written in Portuguese or Danish or Russian,because you can't read it
"right away"? Experiences with my friends have taught me, that people expect semantography
to be so sirple,that it should be understandable on first sight.The symbols arealmost"
self-explanatory, if you know the elements, and a bit more.
To enable the casual reader to guess the meaning of some symbols I have therefore printed the alphabetical lines beneath the symbol lines.:igain,these symbols are exaggereed
in size.With the semantography typawriter,they should be much smaller. I have choseneBak7
of a more general character,Some explanations of syMbol compounds are given in brackets.
c:2>1

AArriaga,

Dear

iiraterriaga,
0

1

11

CObenhavn 15 - 2 - 1948

<

rr

I>

1,,

I received a sample of wheat from your agricultural research station.
(stalks on earth = field)
)
/1;iS:71:3

1

0/0

c:21f

T

1
I analyzed the sample and was surprised about the high percentage. I compared
(chem.division)
Ot
to

1

12

0/)

the percentage in relation to the sample which you sent the year before.
sun cacle •est

5 20
(588)

THE SYMBOLS SHOWN BELOW ARE FIVE TIMES LARGER THAN

admiration
[eye up)

and congratulation to
[mouth speak of Joy)

('-'6N)Ye
1

1s4-

your

success

(6\

A

am. certain that your work of research

is

of much help
(support)

111 > o >

2

>I

A_

••■■••■:,

towards thesolution of the prOblecl on food
ix
(open) (171cuth,earth)
[closed)

tugsq
flag)

2

>"
=lore

is the result

of

+
°
my
analysis :
15.26

1i20
;4oisture

66.52 "

1.11-iLL.1(01211.20010)x

Starch

1.91 "

(2)
N ..
Nitrogen

10.89 "

Protein ( N x 5.7 )

0.72

Cellulose C6111005
r%,
01,
Fat(oil)

0.91 "

0c21 0121'
122011 3 °012P6 5Cl2H22011.H20 etc
Sugars
H K20 1100 , Ca° , Fe03 , A1203 , P205 , etc
x
Ash

2,12 "

(

cJT = H /.
cpe

=

124

that these figures equal your

0,34 "

AI

Li

results

ELE
;ire you

< j\Arz

coming to the,international , congress
of agricultural chemist
(all countries) [science meeting)

>' Paris >'

D7

in Paris in

July ?

„‹.
I shall be happy

to meet

you there .
>1
124Yours sincerely

C

2
58
THEY WOULD BE WHEN TYPED WITH THE SEMANTOGRAPHIC TYPEWRITER -(3
9)

THE PORTUGUESE CHEMIST ANSWERS
Sorensen

c;
)
)1

Lisboa 22 - 2 - 1948
Dear

Lir.Sorensen,

+

A± 0

and

analysis .

X
Many thanks

for

01

your

letter

protein: 11.815,
/,;
0
10.89 .
7
protein is:tWifferent from your percentage: 10,8;

My percentase of
yC

.11 Z

14.

(E)?
nay be

we

use different methods.

polarization
termed: polarization

(.
43
-eolarization
use "turn of waves of light
(lisht=sun,eye) rays"

. 1,
•

75

C2H5,0H (66,)

I mix the flour with 02R5.01-1 (654)
wheat, rounded)
A
A
+

Then I

filter and observe & measure,polarization.
Then I
(t)fn of lihtray)
HNC) 5

/11
0<

H:- 0

\Y/
filter and

I I>
.
reagens of Milian (Hg dissolved in EM6),causim! precipitation.

H

HE(
polarize

again.,

1, Cpl
I are sorry .

D,

add

-v

-1

L

122;\
s ( Kjeldahl

Have you, used the
(uastionl)

method of Kjeldahl ?

V

1

(=9

Paris

I shall not come to Paris.

nl
Por uguese .
I (mouth)
1.routh) oy
(lanuage=mouth,ear)

1
1
Therefore I am unable to understand speakers and discussion.
(s.p.246) (into,knewled;7,e)

11

0

Iprefer to read
(more) (eYe,Pagr)

Note :The various syMbol compounds for the meaning of "polarization" are sham to explain
that we can reduce the compound.le may even abandon the symbol for to measure".
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X
0

----> 47--

reports about science congresses .

fe-Fr are translated. .
(bridging lanz.)

but deplorably,

>1

•
Paris >•
D7 •
2
You will proceed to Paris in July.

1+

I

propose that you and(your)wife

(p.280)

(p.302)

+

hospitality

accept my

V

(&>>

Lisboa
XX() 1-31
and come to Lisboa.
The town (is) full

X

X

+ 0

a)

fi

of beautiful places, buildings and pieces of art.The country- is delightful .
-side
(eye,heart)

Our

weiVes

shall go to the art c;alleries.

know a few

words
(parts)

of

French

fishing .

We will go

(9

1Lx
I

).<

noWT 1, A_
00%1
rid ES
and

English .

V

1
i

->

Besides we will converse in writing senantography. This silent
(pen betw.sky& earth)
(pen)

1,C2 ()i
disturb the fishes .

1, C2T(?
i

hope

method will not

12
you will come
Yours

sincerely

SEMANTOGRAPHY FOR THE FIGHTERS OF DEATH AND DISEASE
SEMANTOGRAPHY
FIGHTERS

OF

DEATH

FOR

THE

AND

DISEASE
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"From upward of 30,000 Latin terms,about 4500 were selected...After each term
had been subjected to a thorough re-examination by the ocmmittee,the whole list
was presented for final criticism to the anatomical society at its annual meeting
in Basle in 1895.After careful consideration it was finally adopted.It has since
been knewn as the "Basle Nomina Anatomica",or by its official abbreviation BRA,
It is safe to say that the greater part of the recent anatomical literature of
the world is accessible only to those who have acquainted themselves with the BNA...
A system which so nearly fulfills all demands has naturally become an anatomic
language...Since the BNA has become the language of the anatomist,may they not hope
for the co-operation of the clinicians in clearing the field of the thousands of
useless synonyms? At the present day it is scarcely possible to find, a students
textbook on any clinical subject which evinces the slightest concern as to the uniformity of its anatomical terms:'
Albert Ohanncey Eycleshymer (82)
The fraternity of biologists and men of medicine have,by a conscious effort,upheld
the tradition of Latin as the universal language of science.However,the study of Latin
and Greek has declined considerably,and today there arc only a few scientists,who are
able to write a letter or to converse in Latin,as they did centuries ago.This is partially due to tlaepappwi§fspread of medical research and treatment to all countries
of the world.Hunaredsor7 doctors work in all countries,assisted by even more numerous
nurses alp oehereReeele o he staff of hundreds of thousands of hospitals.Almost all
of thM cffe WaltntlYeae? mother tongue.Nevertheless,the Latin names of the parts
of the human body and the Latin names for the diseases,etc,are used all over the world.
The first book was almost entirelnete4c
the aspect of semantography as a help
yA
and medium for international co-ofgiRtTaAlfnWdical research.On page65 ff, I have
outlined a world-wide distribution of short renor4eqEiten in semantography,issued by
the universities,hospitals and private scientists:iiiiehiwould be of great assistance
in the furtherance of medical progress.Wbet I have forgotten to mention in that chapter is, that the various university institutes and hoepitals,who issue their sheets,
would print the words of their native language beneath the syMbols.Thus the university
of Buenos Aires, for instance,would print their reports in somantography,with the Spanish words underneath each symbol.The Argentinian doctors,students,nurses,etc.would
therefore be able to read the abstracts in Spanish,disregarding semantography.But the
symbols over the native words would be there,impcssible to be overlocked,and therefoe'e
the readers would acquaint themselves with the syMbols,and mould then be able to read
reports from the United States or say Sweden.The Argentinian reports mould be readable
in all Spanish speaking countries,but in the same time,the symbols would_ be readable
in any other language.It is clear, that the sentences in the native language would have
to be subjected to the simple sentence rules of semantography.Sometimes,awkwnrd sentences would be the result,but this would be offset by the advantages resulting from printing the symbols and the native :cords together.
Apart from the advantage of getting the latest research reports in each field for
almost nothing (price of paper only) or for nothing (free exchange of these reports
subsidized by the universities,foundations and governments),there is the even greater
advantage, that medical researchers all over the world,would be able to correspond
with each other, thus bridging the, langnagerparrior.Imagine a doctor in Peru,bent on
a lifelong research on a particular disease P.earns through a few lines in a medical
journal,that another doctor in the Sudan, or Siam or anywhere else in the world,is
bent on exactly the same research.To get in touch with that other man,would be of
paramount importance to the doctor in Peru and equally to the doctor in the Sudan or
Siam.If they speak two different lanenages,the matter is hopaless.In very many eases,
it would be costly,difficult or almost impossible to find a translator who speaks
Spanish and Siamese perfectly,and who is also a doctor and well steeped in that particular kind of medical research.If this is not the case,transIation will lead to nonsense.
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I hope that the reader who followed me diligently through all the 391 pages of
these two books,will forgive my repeating statements on the advantage of semantography,
which I have written more than 300 pages tack. I think of the doctor ,who is hard
pressed with time,and who may perhaps only read this chapter.He may perhaps be convinced that the symbols of semantography are simple and could be used for ordinary writings. I want to convince him,that it would be quite easy to write reports on medical
research,by using the Latin words,Erhich are already internationally understood and
used to indicate the parts and afflications of our bodAand filling in the gaps with
symbols for the ordinary wards.For instance,if a doctor wants to errite
"I observed pelvis endometriosis in 2 abdomen operations"
he would need the symbols only for the not underlined words.The underlined are the
Latin terms.Thcse simple ordinary words of a descriptive character are easily symbolized with the symbols of semantography.
Before we try practical writing,we shall consider the use of the adjective in medical reports.A great deal has been written about the mischiefmaker in all languages,the
adjective,which we have termed human EVALUATION, I must repeat a few words here.
We have "genuine" adjectives,for instance the term "cold".It refers directly to
a human EVALUATION,made with one of our senses and the brain.
Apart from these "genuine"EVALUATIOM,we have those,which we derived from real
chemical THINGS or real physical ACTIONS. For instance the term"ice" refers to an exact
chemical THING,which exists on this earth,whether man is there or not.Prom the word
"ice" we derive the adjective"icy".However, we never use this term with its "parent
term";we never say "icy ice': We use this term sometimes in connection with other words,
for instance "the icy surface of a lake".Now,it may be,that the lake is frozen,and
covered by real ice.But,the above expression could. be and is used also for an impression,as if the lake would be covered by i6e,but is not.Sometimes,the surface is perfectly smooth without a ripple,aedhas a whitish reflection of the cloudy sky.It looks "icy".
Still, in the above expression,we deal with a lake,smass of water,which is sometimes
converted into real ice.However,if we use the expression, "the icy glass surface" or
"he had an icy expression on his face" it is clear,that the adjective "icy" refers to
an abstraction which we have made,an EVALUATION from the real THING,vrhich EVALUATION
we have added to quite another THLNG.Such a transformation never takes place in nature,
that means,autside of our skin. It is an EVALUATION made in our heads.
We should therefore be perfectly aware of the vagueness of the adjective,and should
not use it,where we can use the simple word for the real THING.We can say "abdomen
operation",instead.of "abdominal operation"; or"surfece of the peritoneum",or equally
surface".The last expression may usually
well "peritoneum surface'' but not
refer to the real peritoneum,but it may be sentimes used to denote an abstraction,a
surface "like the peritoneum surface:
There is another point why we should not use the adjective ending,when we can use
the term for the real THING. The word"neritoneum"for instance is used in many languages,
but the colloquial use of it as an adjective differs with different languages.The speaAmeR0404jppkgstigligipgl pf their native tengue.The English say "peritoneal" or
. efi-tonic"4the'Gernsins say p eritonisoh" (equal to the Angb-Saxon ending -ish) and
the French say "peritonique".Ncw, this is serious in regard of inter-linguistic commisnication,because we deal with terms in Latin,and this is a language, in which different
,cavus means hollow,and
endings express different meanings;cavum means a cave,
cavere means to hollow out. In medical Latin,special different endings have been internationally adopted to mean special things,for instance, the ending -itis denotes
a "disease",specially an inflammatory disease,as for instance "peritonitis",an inflammation of the peritoneum.
We shall therefore agree, that we shall not use such adjective expressions and endings in simple medical-reports.There are the parts of the body,real chemical THINGS.
We shall see later on, that there is already too much of human EVALUATION in medical
terms.le do not need adding tc it,when we can use the term for the real THING.
We have to do this,because even the term of the real THING is sometimes ambiguous.
There are different kinds cf"peritoneum".There is the "peritoneum parietale",also termed "abdominal peritoneum" and the "peritoneum visoerale ,also termed "intestinal
peritoneum". Instead of using the English ending "-al" we could say in Latin "peritoneum abdominis",but this is already "too much" of Latin,andsHRotors prefer to use the
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adjectival ending of their native tongue,to the detriment of inter-linguistic understanding.
In semantography,we have used the old-established nnthematical relation symbol <
to indicate a relation between two meanings.Thus we can write
peritoneum < intestinum
of

peritoneum < abdomen
of
and

surface
vI

or

<

surface < peritoneum
of

peritoneum ( intestinum
of
peritoneum <intestinum

The last expression is "total- semantography".We have used the Latin words for the
anatomical parts,and symbols for the other meanings.Incidentdlly,they are mathematical
meanings,which doctors know already.They should not have much difficulty to learn to
handle the other symbols of semantography.
In search for a practical example, I entered the public library and asked for a
few copies of the British medical Journal.' did not select special sentenoes,which
would look easy enough to translate,' opened one copy and hit on page 1178 of June 19,
1948.There I found an article about ".aerrant endometrial tissue and intussusception".
I wrote down haphazardly a few sentences from the opening paragraph,also from the case
repbrt and the pathological report,These sentences I shall translate into semantography
in the coming paragraphs.
I wish to state,however,that I have not learned Latin in school (having been in a
high school, preparatory to the techical university),Consequently I had to learn the
are
Latin and Greek terms of chemistry and physics the hard way,The words in Latin
mostly meaningless to me for this reason,and I an afraid that - in spite of diligent
reading and bothering some of my friends - I might make some mistakes in the coming paragranhs.Studyof the literature about medical nomenclature,has shown me that there
are considerable differences in terms,mcaning the "same thine.Nevertheless I ask for
forgiveness beforehand.
The article starts as follows
Aberrant endometrial tissue and intussusception.
by E.11. Southern M.R.S.S„
"Intussusception of the ileo-colic variety in an adult with aberrant endometrial
tissue at the apex of the entering ileum,is an unusual occurence.V.B.Green Armitage
(1933) reports that a state of pelvic endometriosis existed in 8.V of a series of
1000 abdominal operation cases,Mbst instances in which aberrant endometrial tissue
has been found to involve the peritoneal surface of the intestine are reported in
locations about the sigmoid colon and recto-vaginal septum."
dis-connecting the adjectival endings from the above Latin words and perusing
the book of Eycleshymor (82) on ".Anatomical terms" I found the following
Terms of the Basle Nomina Anatomica:
ileum (or intestinum ileum),colon,anex,pelvis,peritoneum,abdamen,intestinum,colon si;Tmoideum,rectum,vap-ina,so-ntum.
The word"tissue" is used in English,and the equivalent native words are used in
other languages. I shall therefore use the proper Latin term tela.
The wnrd"endametrium" is not found in the BNA,but I was informed that this is the
proper Latin term for the mucous membrane lining the,uterus.I shall use therefore this
Latin term. Endometritis is according to Webster (28) the term for an inflammation of
the endometrium6HOwever, the author of the article above,uses the word "endometriosis".
This term is not listed iniVebsters,but this dictionary lists the meaning of the endin -osis,as indicating in pathology an abnormal or diseased conditions furthermore
a physiological increase or formation,/ s these meanings tally with the above paragraph
I shall use the term "ondometriosis" as the current international.
term.
There remain two medical terms "aberrant" and intussusception".I am informed that
these are international.I shall use them,but I shall afterwards outline how they can
be expressed in symbols.
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From the fOrermipc chapters on sentence construction it will become clear,that we
have to re-write the paragraph.7e have to form simple sentences,which would not present difficulties to the readers of various languages.The sentence form: Agent - Act Object should be our guide. In a later chapter, it will be provod
that it is that
"highbrow writing", the useerga very long sentenees,which makes it difficult to understand much which is written in our own mother tonose,
Thbve is another point which should guide us,If semantographybecones a practical

reality, it will go slowly under way,and every writer will slowly compose his sentences.
Just as a child writes very short and simple sentences,so does a pupil,learning a foreign tongue and so would the writer of semantography proceed.
Tie shall therofore re-write the paragraph,perhaps as follows:
"Am unusual occurence is : intussesoeption of ileum and colon together with
aberrant tela of endometrium,which is at the apex of the entering ileum.The patient
is an adult.V.B.Green Armitage (1931) reported: 8.9A of 1000 operations of the abdomen -were endometriosis of pelvis.Plases of aberrant tela of endometrium affecting
the gurfaoe of the peritoneum of the Intentinum -were about the colon sigmoideum and
the septum between rectum and vagina."
I believe that the above sentences could even further be simplified.Thc last sentence
contains a repetition of previoussayine.It should be understood that the abstract(to
be written in samantography)would be composed by specially trained persons
who know senantography well,and who can make a simple abstract,saying in a few

words the result of the investigation. I believe,that such a short abstract in symbols
(with the phonetic words underneath)could be printed at the beginning or end of any article in any medical journal,written in English or any other language.Thus,all medical journals in any language would be of interest to any doctor and rosearcher,as thjwculd be
able to gather the contents of any article from the abstract in semantography.Besidos
the words underneath the syMbols would acquaint i s with the terms in the language in
Which the journal is written.
We shall no write the above sentences in semantography.The casual reader should be
aware,that the symbols used are explained in full in f-regoing chapters,and sore in the
pages to core. Don't scorn symbols, just because you can't read their meaning right away.
The size of the symbols is smaller than in foregoing chapters,where they are exaggerated to show their simplicity.The text in semantoeraphy plus Latin names is underlined.

_aberrant tele < endometrium

141

intussusception.

Aberrant tela of endometrium together with intussusception.
D.R.C.0.G.

<I E.:L. Southern
by

00) : British l•-Iedical Journal

1741111.7_

from British medical newspipor: British Medical Journal

0 1178 19.

D 6 1948

page 1178, 19th June 1948

/5■

intussusception `,ileum + colon
.gin unusual coourence is : intussusception of- Ileum anu colon together with
gx

0

--€11 . /Nej
our 57
aberrant tela of endometrium,which is at apex of ileum, entered. Patient is adult.
aberrant tela < endometrium

V.B.Green Armitage (1931)

apex < ileum

2]

0 0

. 8.

V.B.Green Lrmitage (1931) reported :

( 1000

cl)

abdomen

s. w; of 1000 operations of abdomen were :
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02
endometriosis ( pelvis.
aberrant tela < endometrium
endometriosis of pelvis. Places of aberrant tela or en=metriun Lilco-Ling surfIbe
( peritoneum ( intestinum (
6P;)
colon sigmoideum + septum I.1
II
of peritoneum of intestinum were acout(near) colon sigmcideum and septum between
rectum -I- vagina.
rectum and vagina.
From the above example we gather,that the sew antography symbols are only supplying
the "mortar" for thembricks" which are the terms in Latin, already known to the doctors
the world over.
Now to the translation of a few sentences from the case report and the pathological
report.Herebelow are the actual sentences taken from the above mentioned article

"Case report: The patient was thin,lacrimose,and miserable and wc.s in severe pain,
dra•.2-ring up her legs and constantly retching and vamiting.The pulse was repid,but
regular and of good volrme.The temperature was 98.60 F (370 C),The abdomen was uniformly tender and there was some guarding of the abdominal musculature.The white
blood cells numbered 14, 500."
Now the translation into simpler sentences in semantography.
)

0°>

c2 1

k ceN x x

Report about patient: Patient was thin, crying, unhappy. She suffered very much.
t

e

)A_ 13

QS 042

Ei+2

She drew-up her legs. She constantly wanted to vomit and vomited.

-1

Pulsus /al

Pulsus was quick, but

I CT

98,6° F (37° C)
re;7"ular and full. Temperature: 98.6° F (37° C),

e7

V

4bdamen

).
-1__
LA
.Thdcmen was at all places tender and (there)was partially stiffening of
musculi

abdomen. Cellulae (

sanguis

4_

14,500 .

musculi of abdomen. Cellulae of sanguis totalled 14,500.

The above sentences contained many words which we normally use in describing a patients appearance,Consequently there are very few Latin terms involved,and even forthese we could evolve simple sytbols,as will be shown later on.
Now,the actual sentences of the microscopical description of the pathological
report:
"Section of the ileum
showed congestion of the mucosa and submucosa and
some necrosis of the mucosa.In the muscularis there were small areas of typical
endemetrium,composed of glands lined with tall columnal cells in an abundant strona."
a

et

<1

( ileum c)hyperemia ( mucosa + sub-

(2)

Observation by miscrosoope: Section of ileum had hyperemia of mucosa and sub-7

mucosa

x

necrosis < ileum. )-muscularis mucosa Ca)

I
mucosa and partial necrosis of ileum, In muscularis mucosa were small areas of
VQ

(
77) enaometrium

(2)

glandulae
4 cellulae1-4 I clj ,
stroma,
typical endometrium. It had glandulae cave- by mlluzlae,long,likQ:a3- in much stroma.
.L. -uuer very
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HOW TO SYMBOLIZE DETAILS OF LIVING ORGANS

These lines of Latin terms,and symbols for the connecting words,may convince readers
that medical reports and letters written in this way, may become a practical reality.
'Iowever,people may point out, that Latin is definitely on the decline.Less and less
of it is learned in school and consequently doctors,especially those in small towns and
villages who are disconnected from research and scientific inipoourse,use more and more
the terms in the native language.These terms are understandabik/the people and have therefore a meaning,whereas the Latin terms have not.Such critics would object to the extensive use of Latin terms.
Semantography is adaptable to this proposition.The number of anatomical parts of our
body is very limited.We could use the symbols of semantography to point out parts of the
body and then attach some numbers.
Every doctor may have a little booklet showing
anatomical drawings of all parts of the body with numbers attached to eaoh detailed
part.Beneath such anatomical drawings the terms iii: the 'native language (and the Latin
termYlre printed with each nuMber.
Native medical terms expressed only with symbols & numbers
6 89
91 the external ear (auricle)
22 the lobe
73 the tip
symbol for ear
74 the auditory passage
95 the drum or tympanum
76 the middle ear with the ossicles (hammer,anvil)
27 the stirrup
28 the semicircular canals
79 the cochlea
910 the auditory nerve
911 the Eustachian tube

57
the
Ear
Anatomy of

The little textbook on somantography for medicine would contain such drawings and
the nuMbers.The book or booklet for Portuguese doctors would contain the Portuguese
terms,and the booklet for Norwegian doctors would contain the native terms in Norwegian.
Besides,the Latin term of the BNA would be printed alongside. Such bcoklets would els?
serve nurses,assistants and all other workers,mho are interested in reading intei
rWoRal/
If you think that it would be difficult to remember numbers, just think of how many
telephone numbers you know by heart,and these consist usually of at least five numbers
and two or three letters FX 4-3392,whereas here you have the symbol for ear,and a few
single numbers only.
But the taskjould even be made easier:7e have our little pointer and our symbol,
scanty as it is .s still full of details which we can point out with the little arrow
heada the pointer.

2

29

24

2

ear

cochlea
Nr. 9

auricle
Nr. I

lobe
Nr. 2

9
tip
Nr.3

auditory passage
Nr. 4

By using our little pointer we have eliminated the numbers 1,2,3,4 and so we can reduce the total of 11 numbers to only 7,or we may add some more terms.
But we have further means to symbolize in outlines details of our organs.Take a look
at page 118,where we have evolved the sytbol for geometry and shown a few details of
the eye.

)10
geometrical
drawing

geometry
of eye

el
iris
front view

>C
cornea
side view

In using the colon (:) after the symbol for eye,we indicate that particulars of the
eye are to follow,and thus,ve may omit the symbol for geometry.It should be noted that
the colon stands within a compound eeMbol,and not spparate,in which case,it would have

SIMPLE SYMBOLS FOR HEALTH CENTRES AND HOSPITALS
a somewhat different meaning:
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0

See

follows descriptiallhat I see.

In other words,the context will give us the clue to the meaning,in case we want to
economize with symbols and decide not to draw the symbol for seometry.It is obvious
that we don'I t need.(in a medical report on some eye disease or the like) to repeat the
geometry symbol every time ee refer to a detail of the eye.
I believe however, that the Latin terms are so international and so well known, that
any doctor,intent on medical research and having a deficiency in regard to their knowledge
would
refresh his memory on this subject in order to follow all new medical literature. In some countries the native terms are preferred
to the Latin terms.
The above symbols,auzmented by nuMbers,pointers and detailed schematized drawings
are intended for nurses,and medical assistants and also for students,not only at the
university,but also at hiehschocls. Students,who are taught the parts and functions
of tee body as part of their general education,should not be bothered by the Latin
terms which arc meanineless to them.On the other hand,syoibols which are in fact schematized drawings can only be of help.
But there is another field for such symbols.Today,in small villages as well as in
towts,not only in "civilized" oountries,but also in China,India and Afrioa,there are
"health centers" where advise is given for mothers and their babies,how to care for
the body and its organs.The walls of such health centers arc usually covered with large
posters showing the anatomical structure of human organs and the human body. In countries
where the population is literate,the health centers give out leaflets with anatomical
drarings and many pictures besides. As senantography is advocated in this book to overcome illiteracy in"backward"countries with hundreds of varied dialects (whieh make the
establishment of a uniform phonetic alphabet almost impossible) the idea of ag semantography for such health directions and warnings,suggests itself. For the population.
Latin terms are wholly out of the question,and for them,such symbols could be of good
use. In the following paragraphs we shall evolve symbols for such purposes.
We need a good and simple symbol for the meaning of medicine and medical,and there
is one already available,which we find on the walls of hospitals and pharmacies,on
murals and on bcoks,a symbol of thousands of years standing

The rod of Aesculapius
the Roman God of Jlbadicine

an old

it,in

all countries.It is
We can see this syMbol,a rod and a snake around
established international symbol and we shall evolve a simplification of it,easily
typable on our semantography typewriter.

A(?
medical
medicine

medical
science

medical man
(in general)

A

(1)Dr.

Doctor of
medicine

jr.Smith
Dr. Smith

We could,of course evolve a symbol for Doctor,applying the symbol for university
(see p. 242),but the word Doctor is already international,and understood even by illiterate people.
We can use our new symbol for medicine to stand before,or after (see later chapter)
other symbols to indicate all sorts of things connected with medicine.
A

J)/ »1/
medical knife
scalpel
THlUa

operation
medical cutting
ACTION

table for medical operation

)\11)/rsurgeon
a man

nurse
female reed. helper
("helo"see lo.?76)
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SYMBOLS FOR THE SURGERY, AND SYMBOLS FOR THE BODY

For those readgia who remember symbolenormpast chapters,there would not be any difficulty in recogni el the following compound symbols.

14= 114c3
ribbon,band
(fabric,oblong)

bandage
/'to bandage

a chemical
(see p.276)

a medicine
a medicine
pharmaceutical prod. in liquid form

We can form other compound symbols,but we may find it convenient to evolve a simple
auxiliary symbol which shows in simple lines the outline of the real thing.

842'5 8i—d2 H (1)4-E
medical tool
or stethoscope or stethoscope
to hear heart
(in medical
(elements and
(symbol elements)
outline)
report

medical tool to
inject liquids,
a syringe

01::::1syringe
or
/\subcutaneous
injection

I hope that these few examples will convince the doctor reader,that we would not have
much difficulty in symbols all tools which are used by doctors.For the symbols for
electrical treatment with different means (alternating current with low or high frequency
whether in a induction or condenser field,etc.etc.)please look up the foregoing chapter
to see that semantography can cope with any term and apparatus used by the chemist and
physicist.
We shall now dive into a series of simple symbols,uhich may invoke ridicule.Again I
want to say,that doctors in their scientific correspondence shall and will use the familiar terms of Latin.However,for charts and leaflets of health centers,simple symbols
as the ones shown below,might be helpful.
Semantography is a kind of picture writing,and thus reaches back to the primitive
writing of the childhood of humanity.According to the biogenetic law, the embryo and later
on the child repeats the whole range of evolution within a feu months,or years respectively.The scribbling urge of a child represents the scribbling urge of the cave man,and
sure enougefaW/are very similar in their outlines of the things of our world.
Realizing,that about 75A of all human beings on earth are still illiterate and "primitive" (whatever this adjective means) I have derived my most important symbolskxpressing the impressions of the world on mails senses) fromithe primitive drawings of childrin.

L 0
a c ilds
symbols

ear
nose
eye
mouth
hand
mind
hearing smell vision speech touch thought

We should have no difficultyi by using our pointer and an occasional additional line
in indicil0 parts of our organs in symbols for simple people.

)7-

0
mouth

upper lip

or

upper lip

upper eye lid

eye brow

For those,who scorn such "childish" outlines and don't want to hear anything about
Latin terms, we can readily supply syMbols.alnost wholly expressed by mathematical fiLures and mathematical operation syMbols.

A
a human
(being)

part, division
of human body

head
first part

trunk
second part

neck
between 1. -2.part

POINTING OUT PARTS AND DETAILS OF THE HUMAN BODY
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he
These numbers are not even arbitraryjirst and foremost part of a human body is the
tead,vrithout which there is no life.A human being can live even with a mutilated trunk,
(the second partland he can live without the third and fourth group of parts,the limbs.
However,for our purposesi(sirple symbols for simple people,illiterate and uneducated,)
we can use those simple outlines drawn by children.
or
simply
head

head.

0
trunk

chin

cn

shoulder

neck

back of head
(sideview)

(7)
chest

stomach

This simple barrel-like outline of a trunk is capable of expreg any
more details,by using our pointer to point from the outside or the inside
a ohilds
of the syMbol.We could thus depict the left andright shoulder (pointer
symbol
outside) the shoulder joints (pointers inside),the hips,the leg joints,
and other points.We are only restricted by the samantography typewriter,where to put a
pointer.
The syMbols for the arms and the legs are
replicas of the Egyptian hieroglyphics
denoting the same things.

L J
arm
arm
left right

)1_
upper arm

elbow

Z\_ <
toe
leg (pointer 4/:
N/foot(pointer)) heel sole,etc.

Drawing these old. Egyptian symbols,' just remember that two days ago,giving a lecture
about selpt044/7p,phy,a listener asked me in the discussion,:Wher
itu progressive"
to use sudiPsWtelols,and a picture writing in general,althftn-IBI-ain since abandoned.
Incidentally that man was a dentist.In my answer I referred to the well known fact that
mumies have been found in Egyptian excavations,which show skilfully made tooth fillings.
",7e still make teeth fillings as the old Egyptians did;why shouldn't we use symbols in a
similar way as they did.cesides, we use symbols in mathematics and astronomy, in which
the old Egyptians have been cur teachers '1e still use their findings in these sciences,
But we can go even further.' read somewhere that excavations of human skeletons from
the paleolithic age have revealed that those "primitives" have performed trepan skull
operations.Such operations are even today recognized as most difficult.
Doctors have often found, that
some medicines of country folks,used by untold generations,are in line with modern medical research.Horeover,the evolution during the last 50,000 years is just a"second"in the
history of mankind,and - as Sir James Jearapointed out - "the human race is still at the
very beginning of its career on earth". We should therefore not hesitate to use a mode
of writing,which primitive man invented.
is4
One more thoughtsigneralaNuct known that the oldest Egyptian hieroglyphi,which
we have so far found,represSAAS acture writing,but an alphabetical writing.The picture
of the lion does not stand for lion but for the letter L. Egyptian priests had given
up picture writing,and used the pictures to stand for sound letters. See the explanatiod
on p.639.A picture writing can be understood by people of different languages.But once the
pictures stand for sounds only,outsiders who can't speak the language,can't read them
any more.Alphabetical sound writing divides the peoples of the world.(in /azi2uavre)
We shall use a modern picture writing for the opposite purpose:to LEIte/Theoples
of theworld.Such a unification of very divergent peoples and races of different languages
and. habits,through a uniform picture writing has already taken ply 5 in China,and was according to students of Chinese histury - the main factor in brinUthe largest nation
on earth about.Just as the use of Latin as a common language has made all doctors of all
nations a fraternity who work together,so may semantography bring the peoples together.
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OUTLINE SYMBOLS OF THE HUMAN BODY IN VARIOUS POSITIONS

To depict the meanings of alammaamdenormal,healthy,sick,etc. in simple symbols
right not be an easy taskJet,ma have seen in previous chapters (p.274 ff) that it
is simple.We have derived those meanings fran an outline, indicating a standing,or
lying person,etc. Our little pointer could again be of help,to indicate further details.

back
stanaing
front
buttock
genital
position
The meaning of weak can be formed by shoring a man standing with his knees bent.
Hovever,the opposite of this meaning does not give us the meaning of stroneaThere are
delicate persons,who are not weak.But they are not strong either.Their condition is just
normal.The meaning of strong can be depicted by a man,having his arm bent,to show his
biceps (as strong men usually do).

>

1>

weak
(knees bent)

normal
(oppos.meanina)
V

y

><

strong
(man vabent arm)
V.

knee
(pointer)

1
arm

individual

/N
lying
position

sick
(knees aramn up)

a sick
person

diseased
(p;244ff)

healthy
(cppos.meaning)

As indicated above,the term sick represents an adjective.Putting the THING indicator
on top,we get the meaning of a sick being.Huwever,in medical reports,*ee may omit the
indicator,as the context would make the meaning, clear.Even in ordinary lanealage,we use
the adjective for the real thing,as for instance in a house for the sick.
The absence of a special symbol to indicate healthy has its good reasons:Je usually
take it for grantedeabenawe are healthy.The symbols should remind us,that being healthy
means the opposite of writhing in pain with knees drawn up.It should mean in ordinary
language:notbeingsickthankheaeen (s.p.278)
In the sample from the British Medical Journal(on page 393 of this book)we have used
the term aberrant as being an international medical term.However, we can easily depict
it with symbol elements.Abearant is the adjective or past participle of aberration.In
medicine it means not normal,diseased,etc.In our case of aberrant endometrial tissue
me could use the little multiplication mark to indicate more,increase,or less,decrease,
(mie p.113ff). We can then say,whether we have an increase of otherwise healthy tissue,
or/ancreased,diseased tissue.

Now to the other terreintussuscentioneacoording to Webster (28) it means generally:
the reception of one part within another.The particular medical term refers especially
to the slipping of one part of the intestine into another.'Te have a very versatile symbol:
0

1I

0
—4r1

12

/entering (into) introduction,reception intussusception
(general medical term) (one part into another)
ae.entered

ileum

colon

intussusoeption

of the intestine

Using other Latin terms we can depict any such cccugance,including the coitus,although
this Latin term is used today freely by laymen and students in discussing u sex".Bawever
we are concerned fin these last pages of the chapter on medicine)vrth simple symbols for
the simple people,inerder to instruct the in ratter of health and bygiene.Leaflets and
posters,notices and warnings can do useful mork.In towns and countries with a multilingual population,or -what's even worse- in coutries with great illiteracy,a simple picture writing,which can be easily taught and grasped,could be of help. Such symbols as
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the following should. be easily grasped,after a little teaching.

E}42 2+ 24+0
food
(mouthiearth)

food taken
in

food out
vomiting

food through
feces,excrements
ACTION of digesting THING after ACTION

Naturally,it must be assumgd4hat a government with a multi-linguistic and illiterate
population on hand, would inrio/ not only hygienic reasures,but also classes to teach
the illiterate,and semantography. can be taught easily to children and adults alike.
Here ;re a few examples of symbols,which doctors can use in writing directions. There
are iRct-"'l gre a doctor has to know 6 languages in order to converse with the sick.

2

_1

Two pi1ls morning and evenig Shake bottle liassage stomach
disk sun & moon ov.horiz. (on label) hand (on label)

No

meat
quadruped

The doctor reader who has followed all foregoing chapters has noted that I based
my symbols for the human mind on modern psychology theories."This treatment",as one
psychologist at one of my lectures recently remarked,"is the touchstone of the system
of sumantograph3e:I hope to have the approval of doctors,even if they differ in regard
to psycho-analytiial theories.The reader is kindly asked to peruse the chapters p.l6lff.
In this connection I want to take the opportunity to remove one great arbitrariness
in one of the most important symbols. I have used the symbol of the heart to indicate
emotions and feelings (passions).Although this is in line with popular usage(since man
learned to think and to speak),we know today that the heart is not the seat of the"soul':
The heart symbol is a very vivi4 and picturesque symbol,but we must abandon it,not only
in semantography reports on psychological research,but also in every-day use of semantography:Ne may decide on the effectiveness of the following symbol proposals,which are
all built on the outline of the upper skull,seat of the brain.

skull outline
seat of brain
symbol for
mind

grn'ITIl

7°

ID
emotion
passion

EGO
reason
rational thought

the
SUM EGO
whole
conscience
laNT
ideas

However,this simple system has one drawback.it can only be written distinctly on
lined paper.On unlined paper,and in "sloppy" writing mistakes may occur.I want thereforeiD
propose the following sytbols to be used in psychological research,and also for other
reports.I am well aware,that these symbols are only "crutches" for our understanding,yet
they are based on what Freud and others saii.(see pp.164 ff)

LI 0 El id IA
open

closed

unconscious
pre-conscious
sub-conscious
(asleep or fainted) "unconscious"
(emerging)
(when awake)
These symbols may well serve to indicate those states of mind,of which we are unconscious.The4ifferences are clearly indicated,whether we become unconscious by fainting,cr whether we are awake,but unconscious of what is hidden in the depth of our mind
next
and is slowly emerging (flopenipg up") to become conscious.For better symbols see page.

EVERY MEDICAL MEANING CAN BE EXPRESSED IN SIMPLE SYMBOLS
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( 4°2) Islow,for practical purposes' would. like to differentiate the symbols for"conscious".
I am aware that Freud. termeithe"conscieestrEGO,and isnumed that it is is our EGO,which

-"akes us conscious of our-passions and amotions.However,for practical purposes, I WiS1'
to distinguish between a consciousness about our emotions and passeons,ane another conSCiU0SneSS about our rational reasoning.In view of the fact,that there are no sharp
boundaries,that"the EGO is part of the ID",the following syMbols maybe accepted on
purely practical grounds.

Instead
of the
heart smb.

I
propose

emotion
passion

or
simply

leuN

Id

El

emotions

reason
(conscious.)

(conscious}

reason
EGO

reIN

R
conscience
=MEW

The heart symbol may remain in use for "srell talk" in samantography,indicating
"Friendly feelings".If however we have to express an act of wild,abhorring passion,
whether committed consciously or subconsciously,the new syribol is better suited,because
it shows the mind on a lower level,still enclosed partia11v.The use of the enclosure
symbol tallies with similar meanines.

toI

0

0
.151MILL7/}0..

awake
asleep
(eye open & closed)

dreamine
blind
life
death
is
is
(combin.seb.) (crossed outXsun& I) (crossed out)(auxiliary verb)
(see later chapter)
(p. e.05)
A very important application of the mind symbol will be used for the interpretation
of the very important verbs to be and to have.The little word "is" has been recognized
as one of the greatest mischiefmakers in all languages,and we shall deal with it in a
coming chapter.As far as it is bound up with real existence and life,as for instance
in the sentences "He is aliv4or "He has lif4there is nothing to worry about.However,
the sentences "He is perniciou.4or "He has perniciousness" are EVALUATIONS relative in
neaning,and referring only to the EVALUATION of one particular mind,at variance with others.
Similarly,the sentences "It is endometriosis;or "He has endometriosis" may similarly
express an EVALUATION of one dactor,at variance with the minds of other doctors.
For such and similar sentences in any other field we employ the mind symbol together
with the symbol for to be and to have.This has been done in the translation from the
Nedioal Journal on p,394 ffeMore about this in coming chapters p. AO5ff and A14.
On page 169 reference has been made to a paper by F.G.Crookshank,ie.D.,F,R,C,F% titled
"The Importance of a Theory of Signs and a Critique of Language in the Study of Medicine",
which appeared in the standard work on Semantics "The Meaning of Meaning" by C.K.Ogden
and ',I...Richards (17). This paper indicates that the study of semantics may well lead
to a raddeal change in the use of language in medicine,to new definitions of the meanings of terms like "diseaseend others,and especially in the writings on psychology.
THE

CONGRESS

IN

WRITING

"PARIS,27th December 1947 (AND) Dr.Howard Wilson,United States Delegate proposed
yesterday at the main conference of UNESCO,that international conferences should ee
held by way of correspondence,with a final short meeting.
Dr.Wilson made this proposal before the Education Sub-cpflp/imain answer to
many compleints,in which UNESCO was accused to convene too manyAgeseons,which are
costly and absorb much time."
During my twentyfive years as an industrial research chemist I have attended some
national and international science congresses,and at some time I have acted as secretary at some international industrial meetings.I speak therefore from personal experience.

THE PROPOSAL OF SCIENTIFIC CONGRESSES IN WRITING
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Here are a few personal observations.I have talked with colleagues and found that
they too hold the same view.
International congresses have a vast intinerary of lectures.For almost a week
many lectures are given;not one after tOeteI40abut simultaneously;not in the same
building anly,but in different ones,sometumeg7in different parts of the town.It is a
physical and mental impossibility to attend
so many lectures.The strain is too
great and fatigue is the result.Many participants therefore do not attend most lectures,
comforting themselves with the thought,that they will get the complete report with the
abstracts(or the full text) of the lectures anyway.At horse, they will study it in comfort.
But this attitude refers foremost to the lectures they can attend and understand; to
the lectures held in the language they can speak.However,the other lectures given 4 n
ltalian,Spanish,Russian,etc.etc. do not come even into consideration.
I have found that those lectures are well attended,which are held in the language
of the country,in which the congress takes place.In a French tawns the lecture hall
will be crowded by students and professional men who live in that town and can understand a lecturer who lectures in French,In German towns,the German lectures were well
attended,and so on in other countries.The members of the congress constituted only
a small minority. With lectures in languages,not spoken by many,thtwle qudience
%Pie attnding
constituted mostly of the other delegates from that country,with kuil6
out of courtesy to the lecturer.
NOW,W know that this great handicap has been overcome in very important international meetings,by the installation of eaelectronic translation service.The listener
puts on earphones and handles a switch on the table before him,which is marked:French,
Spanish,Russian,Chinese,etc.
However, such a complicated and costly service has up till now operated only for
congresses on the highest governamental level.Lay be,it will be available for small
congresses too.Nevertheless,the number of translators and translated languages will
be restricted.
for the translator
There is another point to be taken into account.It is easy/to rollow quickly a
speech on politics,Political language is mostly composed of aliegations,accusations,
threats and affirmations,brought forward in a language composed of "common place"
phrases,such as we are all familiar with.Even if the translator makes a mistake,or
uses estronger"or"weaker" word,the damage is not great.
With lectures on scientific research, the situation is corpletely different.We all
know from own experience that it is almost impossible to follow and to verify the
quick succession of formulae which the lecturer writes on the black board.Even if he
is a brilliant orator,the best we get,is a rough impression of his work.Many sentences
which he utters do not reach our complete understanding,
A translator who would be able to give a quick,sentence -for-sentence translation
right into your earphones,must have the complete and perfect translation before him,
made in advance.But - this would suit only those lectures where the text is read.
Many lecturers,haeever,don't read their text,they speak gee According to their inclination,they dwell sometimes longer on a particular detail,than they had foreseen
in their script.They write an additional formula on the blackboard,etc.
Such momentary translation is very difficult and apt to contain errors,which would
foster the misunderstanding of the whole theme.Congress participants,tired of such
stuff and tired of the oppressive earphones would decide to join the ladies intinerary.
The ladies intinerary,arranged for the accompanying wires of the delegates,incluaes
visits to the museums and art galleries,to sightseeing tours around the town and into
the country,and very often the number of men is higher than the number of participating ladieseAfter all,for many of these scientists,it is their vacation trip.
The municipalities of every town,conscious of the financial effect of such science
congresses on traffic,business and municipal taxes are outlaBding each other in facilities and fare reductions to get the arranging committee to decide on their town for
the next congress.And there are hundreds of congresses every year,not only of science
bodies,but aloe in any other field.And the town adopted,is grateful.There are receptions by the maeler,by the minister,by the head,of the government,by the...etc.etc.
U tter fatigue is the result.This turns out not trip for study and enlightenment
a trip of vacation and enjoyment.
and not
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Now,critice can refute my opinion by pointing out,that valuable personal cenneotiens
are made at oongreeses by scientists of different countries. This is true,but these
canted* are very unsatisfactory,consisting of some half hours snatched between meetings,
speecheealectures and recepticns.Both scientists part with the assurance that they will
write to each other.
This procedure refers,of course,only to people who speak the same language,With
others the case is almost hopeless.
On the other hand, great friendships have been struck between two scientists,who
did not meet,but found each other,by a letter referring to a note in some science Journal.Later onp they came together,ana thenapersonal exchange of views is made:You may
study . the two letters between a Danish and Portuguese saientist,printed on page 687.
Critics may again say,that the most important work of a congress is done in the
oommittees,This again is true;but let us look at the procedure.
If a scientist comes up with a new proposal,for instance,for a unification of terms,
for a new basis of measurement,for a tpa4patable of weights,etc,etc,the matter is decided
upon, - but not right away,in compliefiWthe scientist who made the proposal.Instead,
a committee is appointed to study the auestion.Quite often the committee contains namee
of scientists who are not present at the eongress.The present elected members will have
their first meeting,which will be very short (usually) and result in the nomination
of the proposing scientist as secretary.This means, that he would have to do most of
the work.The committee parts with the promise to exchange letters and memorandas abouit
the subject.This correspondence may go on for one or two yearc,until the next coreteeese7
.'
At the next congress,the worked-out proposal is put before the congress and a resolution is motiened,that the decision of the committee be adopted.The voting is done
by raising of hands,or otherwise,but those who vote are only those few present.The others
are at some other function,at some private meeting,er at some sightseeing tour.Those
present are usually sufficient in number to constitute the necessary quorum,and they
will vote anahing,sometimes out of sheer fatigue.
Should,hawever,some energetic members put up a speech of resistance to the proposal,
then the matter will go back to the committee,which will thrash out the matter again
in one or two years of writing letters and memorandas.
In other words:the actual work of international co-operation performed by international oolgresses is _executed (for the eater ozrt b WRITING and READING of letters
between scientists of different countries. This international no-operation is only
possible between scientists who can write and read the same language,Otherwise,the
most fruitful cc-operation may be prevented by the great difficulties presented by
the language barrier.
Many scientists will agree that there are already too many congreeseal that the travelling take5up much time,that their work at the university and the laboratory is constantly interruated,and many of them advocate already a Congress in Writing.
Such a Congress in Writing would. have other aavantages,Not only would. the members
be able to study the proposals in undisturbed hours,and write suggestions which could
have far-reaching effects.The voting could also be done in writing, and would express
a much truer picture than that of a few fatigued congress participants, With so many.
others absent. .Moreover,the language barrier could be completely removed.,if we use
an international symbol writing,such as samantography.
Mathematicians and chemists have no difficulty in oreV to each other on scientific
matters,because the imponlertpart of their writing is taken up by international symbols.
The author hopes,that he has proved in this book,that scientific problems could be
expressed in symbols.Semantagraphy should be considered to be the last step on a way
used by science with such great success:the employment of international symbols.
Semantography covers the whole range of language in international symbols.
At many congresses the buffing problem of an international means of intercourse has
been raisea,but all the committees,:-rhea studied_ Esperanto and etheremposals,could not
come to a decision.The mental handicap of overcRy the mother tongue ee,too great.
But such simple symbols,readable in any mother tongue could be easily acquired by
the student of any science_It could be an item in any school, starting in the kindergarten even„The symbols are seeple,no one can question this fact.
This proposal refers not only to scientific congreeses,In other fields,semantography could be employed, and it would awe a startling effect: eague massnings.,unli cccat-,.rical phrases would have to be cut out.I.calld caul& find ahem out.
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I propose the printing (duplicating,writing) of congress proposals,proceedings
lecturesfabetraote of lectures, reports and discussions in semantography with the words
n be afford)
in English, ari
the :French and Spanish words too,
beneath the symbols.This would enable the great majority of science workers to read
such sheets,and in the same time,mould enable all science workers of other languages
to participate in international co-operation in any field,not only in science,but also
in industryicommeroe,traffio,education,religion,etc.etc.
A small department at the university,chaMber of manufacturers,ohaMber of commerce
or at a government office could_ make the actual_ translating in symbols and language.
I propose English as the first language to be printed beneath each syMbol,net only
because of the vast literature and the vast research going on in English speaking countries;but also because English is the most simplified,the most analytical language,
very similar to Chinese.Yest languages are inflected languages,in which the "natural
order"of an action: Agent acts on object is disregarded.In inflected languages,the
name of the agent is added behind the action term: worki,workyoumorkhe, not I work,
you work„heworks.Erglish is most suitable for a symbol writing.
ut,of oourse,the universities are free to add the*ative language,beneath the
symbols.A little awkwardness of expression would mean nothing against the great advantage of having the syMbol,the English word_ and the native word underneath each other.
This procedure would acouaint the reader with the meaning of the syMbol and the equivalent words in other languages.
The reader,interested in this matter,is askedokindl3E to peruse the chapters in the
first book.There the practicability of the whole scheme is explained at length(p.65ff).

THAT TRIOKY WORD "I S"

"I began my experiments with the word 'is'
putting the following set of sentences before my audience and the appended requests
Barkie is willin(g).
The Emperor is captured.
Aleatillus is a vegetable.
4 To obey is better than sacrifice,
(5) To doubt is to think,
(6) She's a duck;
Please distinguish between the uses of 'IS' in the above...
I pointed cut that we do all use the word 'IS' with incredible adroitness,but
that our theoretical understanding of how we do so lags far behind...The experiment,
I said,would not reveal anything new or startling or disconcerting.Still less would
it suggest that we Should change the ways in which we ordinarily use 'IX.On the
other hand, it might draw attention to some risks we run of misunderstanding one
another through the trickiness of the word;and it might shake cur bad habit of treating most things we read or hear as though of course we knew what they meant and,
convereely,of writing as though no one but a fool could possibly mistake our meaning."
I.A.Richards (83)
It should. seem strange,that we are attacking that most important verb "to be"
only now at the end of this book. We known that this verb plays a tremendous role
in the every-day language of all nations.Yet,we shall see sopi*t it plays all
sorts of tricks,and philosophers and logicians have accused if ET/the great mischiefmaker inspeec:a,wzitinc end. thou:ht, Alfred Korzybaki,the author of "Science
and Sanity" (56),the book on General Semantios,goes even so far as
to accuse this little word 'IS' as being responsible for most oF
the confneion and troubles of our modern Tmrld..ile accuses Aristotle of having started
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TO LIVE, TO BE, APED "TO BE" WHATEVER THAT MAY MEAN

the confusion (in the evaluation of my mind: Aristotle is not to be blamed, for this)
and he builds up a new Non-Aristotelian system on the condemnation of the 'IS'„One of
his most importart postulate is the somerhat startlina axiom:
"Whatever you say: it is - it isn't I"
We shall deal with Korzybksils General Semantics in the third book.Nowever, the above
quotations may have convinced the reader that scientists have already recognized the pitfalls of this little word - but apparently,the "man in the street" hasn't yet.
Considering the disastrous results of nation-'ride and world--wide propaganda,it may be
high time,that the average man and voman,boy and girl recognize the tricks which this
little verb can play in our lives.
It is not the word 'IS' alone which creates the con.fusion.All grammatical modifications of the verb to be must be taken into consideration: I am,you are,he,she,it is, etc.
not only the present tense,but also past and future tense: it iras,i
t will be,etc.etc.
The verb to be indicates the most important action of man,animal and plant:to exist,
to live.Although we are utterly ignorant about this perpetual miracle in the universe,
this duplication of matter with a mysterious purpose,we have given it a name LIFE.Sinilarly we have evolved a simple semantograpby symbol for this meaning.
A
0

0
sun
*ender of life

1,
I
individual

a)

Life
Existence

CD 0
to be
living Being
to live,to exist (man to microbe)

The biologist will certify that to live,to exist means a lot of ACTIONS. But the chemophysicist may claim that these verbs,or at least the verb to exist are applicable also
to inanimated matter,a stone for instance.Nobody doubts,that a stone exists.We are only
doubtful,whether the verb to exist represents a physical ACTION.The physicists assures
us,that this is so,rhether 7e think that a stone consists of circling electrons,or of
surging wave fronts.
For practical purposes,we have made this classification:animated matter and inanieeted
matter.A living cell can duplicate and create another cell,a stone cannot.Hewever,we must
be aware that there is no sharp distinction.Even if we discount G.B.Shawa conclusion (quoted on page 125) that "if a dissolved salt can crystallize itself into a solid stone,it
is as much alive as the nearest squalling baby",we have a feeling that somehow.Shaw is
right,and Biologists can point out many"creatures"which should also belong to the realm
of the minerals. We have invented a symbol fer the meaning of Life without bothering to
explain it (because we can't explain it).Similarly,we have drawn a symbol for the meaning
of Fire,without bothering to explain this mysterious happening.The chemist will say,it
is an AOTION,resulting in the addition of oxygen to other elements.But the biologist
Wilhelm Boelsohe points out that a flame must be considered a living creature.Just think,
a flame exists only by cons:ring fuel,which it digests chemically in the same way,as we
digest our fuel,principally by oxidation.A flame has a "mouth" where the fuel is taken
in,and a "rectum where the digested products are ejected.Having no fooda a flame dies(p.596).
However, for practical purposes in speaking and nriting,we shall distinguish between
the verbs to live (for animated matter) and just to be and to exist for inanirated matter.
We can do this,by minimizing our symbol for to live.

a)

CD

to be

to be

to live,to exist

(smaller sense)

We shall soon see,that We may use our smaller symbol even for living, beings,if we
want to indicate to be in a smaller sense.
When wevant to say. Ilan is on earth.we shall employ the big symbol.` hen we say:Stone
is on table,we shall employ the small symbel,Belt when we say in every-day speech:The man
is in the reoa ,it would be inconvenient to in4icatealan lives (exiete) in the room,
are may find it more convenient to use the verb to be in the smaller acme-Wan is In room..
We shall now write these sentences in semantography symbols.
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TO BE, AND TO BE WITH A QUESTION MARK

A CD

>.

Man lives(is) en earth

>

Ail
Stone

is

on

table .

li:an

is

in

room

If however,we want to refer to the life of a hermit or prisoner who lives in a room
all the time,we should employ the big life syMbel.
However, the small symbol for to be needs some augmentation in order to cope with
our every-day speeoh.It is clear, that the meaning of to bo,indicates real existence.
If we say:The stone is on the table or The nan is he
inroom,wc
t
mean to indicate a real
opocuince ta real happcning,a real event, in short a fact.But are .o'e sure about it?
When we are present at the table or in the reom,when we see the stone and the man
with our own eyes,and contlAplato this vision in our brain,we are able to state a real
fact.But usually we arc not present at the real occuAnce.
Very often we answer a question:"Whorc is the man?".We say "He is in the room."
But we may be mistakon.He may be gone already.The stone, which we saw a few minutes
ago,may not be there,at the time we arc asked about it:le think only, it IS there.
So we must combine the symbol for IS with the symbol for the mind.

riN
is,be

is,be
in a human mind

an is (I think) in the room.

In puttin
e mind symbol into the sentenco,we indicate that the meaning orlIT mny dif
fer th differ r± 'This should make us less sure in our utterances.e may even go further
and add the symbol for dcubt,the question mark.

?)

0?

or

nay be
might be

CD

CD

may be
might be

may have been
) past, p,i9i

0 ?

\AD?

ve?

possible
possibility
possibility
(can happen, see p.246 )
(stress on mind)

We may maw evolve the symbol for a ha-openim,an ocourence,en event in space and
V
or
simply
place
on earth, space

event
happening
reality
real
()eminence evont,occurrence (adjective) (adj.noun)

a fact
a reality

This may seem disturbing,The meaning of real and reality should not indicate a human
terms do not indicate a specific chemical T1NG,nor a specific physical ACTION.Consequently they must fall in the third group of hurenEVALUATION,And if
when
that they
jus t for a moment
words, re
pbl%s..
refer
must
Lly."IrlbVhe2a
face reality", "It is a fact,that in Russia as well as in the United States..."
-ITALUATION.Yet,these
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Te speak of realities and facts which we never observed,and which might well"exist"

human s mind. Inmost cases of our daily talk,the realities and facts which we
4thrcein the face of our opponent - from where aid we net them? From hearsay only.Even

if we should be -present at a oar collision on a busy street corner,we are usually not
sure about the facts,and about what really happened. Ten eye witnesses - ten different stare
Only scientists,trained in the application of the scientific method of measuring and
comparing,can reduce the human EVALUATION,so relative in meaning.The EVALUATION lone or
short disappears,onoe we apply a yardstick and measure.If different observers can repeat
the measurements weth similar results, then only may we tentatively speak about facts.
But even then,all observations,and all measurements are made with our imperfect senses,
and all conclusions arrived at are made with our imperfect brain.In writing our symbols,
we should use the symbol of the mind,to indicate that variable system of reference,difdifferent from one person to the other, and we should use the question mark as often
as we feel the slightest doubt,and even if we believe to be very sure.
A
A
A
/
01
1°1
ae
to observe
(eye & mind)

IP
SC7)

• Jr•

to seem

to be

1°7iN?

may be

ral;\

ra3N?

a fact,event a possible fact
'event,happoning
a happening

These symbols should act as safeguards against the use of the verb to be,as it is
usednowadays.However,in the above paragraphs,we have treated the verb to be only in
the sense to exist.Here we are on safest ground.But philosophers and logicians are concerned with quite different uses of the verb to be,uses which play havoc in human minds,
and which have disastrous results in human affairs.
Let us follow Dr.Irvine J.Lee of Northwestern University in his excellent book "Language Habits in Human Affairs" (84) .He rocognizes four "IS",
(1)the formsof the auxiliary verb to be. Exszples are "he is reading", "they have
been fiFhting",etc.
(2)as a synonym for existence.Examples are: "I am here", "There are ten people in
the room" , etc.
(3)the "IS" of prediction,when the verb to be connects a noun and an adjective.
Examples are: "the sergeant was heroic","the music was beautiful",etc.
(4)the "IS" of identity,when we use the verb to be to connect two nouns. Examples
are: ":Lan is an animal", "Joe is a radical",etc.
Dr.Lee explains that the pitfalls are to be found with the "IS" of prediction and with
the "IS" of identity and he explains in detail how we can recognize and avoid these.The
reader is advised to read the book,which is one of the be 1 on Semantics...4 chapter in the
third. book contaidalteR7S:Yle and other semanticists,a17 laerzybski's theories about
the"abstraction levels"eafter studying with a group or students,' have found that this
theory is not readily crasped.Kbrzybski starts with the real object.We look at it with
our senses - first abstraction.Then we open our mouth and say something,for instance:
"a man" - second abstraction,Then we say "a biped" - third abstraction.Then we say: "a
pluMber" - fourth abstraction.Then "a rascal" - fifth abstraction.Then "a father" - sixth
abstraction,and so on.Korzybksi maintains that our trouble comes from the fact,that we
confuse abstraction levels.7e "identify" the first level "real object" with the fifth
"rascal';
Other semanticists explain our troubles with other theories and all these theories
have its merits.after studying them,and testing them,I have found that my symbols of
chemical TH1NGS,physical JZTIONS and human EtraaULTIONS are gate readily grasped by pupils.
The reader,who has studied other hooks on semantics,may judge for himself.
to shall now use our symbols for the four '1St
(1)Auxiliary verb,
nstead of saying "He is readenaThe auxiliary verb to be is not used in semanta
we write in symbols "A's readsn.Instead of They have been fighting",we write -"They
fought",
(2)Existence. The use of the verb to be for the meaning of existence has been explained
at length in the preceding pages.lre have seen, that even with the meaning of existence
we must be wary, and we should. use the additional symbol of the mind and the question
mark.

THE "IS OF IDENTITY" AND THE "IS OF PREOICATION"
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Prediction. If we chance this term, and call this section "On the 'IS' of EVALUATION"
the matter becomes simple for the student of semantoeraphy.We have to look for the
terms which denote a chemical TBING,or a physical ACTION or a human EVALUATION, and
we know nov,that the latter terms are those, which are relative,and vary in meaning
in different minds.
Let us write a few sentences in ordinary writing with the indicators on top.

C3
Man is hazmneririg

CD

Hammering man

El A V

V 0

Man is bad.

Badman

Yan hammers
Man,bad

It is clear,that the word hammering denotes only a physical ACTION,whereas the word
bad denotes a human EVALUATION, vague in meaning and different with different persons.
If we write these sentences in our symbols, we see that the little word "is" serves only
as a connsting word.

A

Man

is hammer in

Man hammers

No vague meaning is found in these sentences,However in the following sentences we
have not a physical ACTION syMbolized,but a human EVALIZeTION.
V

A
Man

bad

is

Bad man

(or) Man , bad (rascal,rogee,villain)

(p.206) 1.fan (evaluated) bad
We see now why philosophers and logicians have attacked the little "is" as mischiefmaker in all languaees.People recognize that "is" means real existenoe.When somebody
said: "This man is bad", the "is" made people believe that that man is really bad.
However,if we write the sentence in our syMbols,vm see that the little "is" is only
a"messenger boy",a connector or "copula" as the philosophical term runs,a word which

"couples" only.The mischiefmaker is not the "is",but the human EVLLUATION,which stands
"demasked"when written in our symbols.
The symbol for bad shows the variable system of reference,a human mind (in particular
the Superego,the part of the human mind,containing the conscience (see p.178,205 ff)

However,other adjectives for instance hot or vertical do not carry a symbol indicating
a human sense (although in the case of hat we could add the symbol for touch,the hand).
But these adjectives carry the EVeIULTION symbolV.Here again the mischiefmaker is not
the coupling "is",but the human EVilLITATION clearly marked with the symbol.
In"colloquial"writing however, we can dispers2with the indicators,as explained in
A writer,very faTi;.iar with the symbols,can dispensawth the inferegoing chapters.
dicators for TEINCeeCTION and EVALU,',TIOtthen other people would not readily see the
EVALUMON in the sentence.How can we dispensewith the indicator and still warn the reader?
We may employ the same safeguard as with the meaning for existence.We put a mind
symbol on top of the to be symbol.

fa3N
Water

is

hot

House

is

vertical

clearly the mind of the person who uttered
house vertical,but another mind may make a
difference in degrees only,of course,
symbols for is and mind is to be preferred.
We should write this symbol for any tense form of the verb to be (am,are,wasesere,etc.)

These utterances written this way,show
them.In his mind the water is hot,and the
quite different EVALUATION: It might be a
This symbol for "is" consisting of the
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THE "IS OF PREDICATION", M!SCHIEFMAKER OF MEANINGS

Dr.Lee follows Korzybksi in explaining that the meaning of"green"and"green-ness" is
not samethingewhich is in the tree,"Green"itself has no real existence.It is the prodnet
of a relation between observer and what is observedelt refers to a sense reaction within
our skinae can see this at a glance,if we write it down in vur symbols.

ie
eD

04

0

El

fil
(1'

0Sin

green
Picture
is
artistic
(p.154)
(p.172)
We see at a glance,that the meaning of "green" is bound up with the symbol for 422,
vision,It is meaningless for a blinedman,and open to argument for a partially colourblind persone do not even need the mind symbol in "is" to recognize a sense reaction
variable in meaning in different eyes and brains.
However, we have learned how to overcome human EVALUATIONS: we measure with yardsticks.
The meaning of hot is Cleared. when stated in Celsius degrees.Accurate instruments may
detect deviations from the vertical line of the walls of a house,and even a colour blind man
could operate a spectographic camera and obtain spectroscopic lines,equally valid for
different observers.
But how about the sentence: "This picture is artistic". The great masters of old have
evolved geometrical rules,and have measured relations in a beautiful face and in a beautiful body.Wevertheless,arguments are"white-hot" in the arena of arts,as to "what is
artistic and what is not." Look at the syrAbols in the above sentence,You find there
6 variablest 3times the ey2,2times the mind(Id and Ego) and itimes the arrow indicating
R,a space relation,relative,as any space relation.No wonder,that people cannot agree
about the meaning of aeartistic nicture".The only"innocent" syMbol,apart from the
picture enclosure symbol is the symbol for the little "is"(D.It indicates that there
exists something abolbt whic_ti._himan minds and eyes.are at variance in their EVALUATION.
The culprits argmbuiPEeailtThe "is" serves only as a kind of messenger boy,as the
"copula".Don't blame it for the mischief done,
Tree

is

(4) Identity. The worst accusation,which Korzybski throws against the little "is",lies
in the assertion,that the "IS of Identity" confUses levels of abstractions,etc.
Here again our symbols,and our indicators will soon help us to find theculprits".
Let us write down a few sentences in our symbols,but let us omit the safeguard of the
mind symbol in the symbol for "is".

kelyn
Evelyn

Smith

416
is(a)female human

:r. Smith

is

(a)

1.-.‘

male V

A

Mr.Smith

is (a) hammerer

Mr, Smith

or-,k

Man

--1

ASmith

j
kSmith

is (an! animal

is

IS1400",..1

CD

Badness ,Evil

is

(a) rascal,rogue,villain,etc.k p.206)

A

Man

Well,where is the mischiefmaker? Is it the little copula,or is it the EVALUATION
which we make with our senses,especially with our brain? All the above sentences contain the accursed "Is of Identity".In all sentences we do "identify" something with
something else,yet some of these sentences will not cause any mischief.
Of course,as long as people believe that Badness,Evil,Green,Art,etc.etc. aresUbstLeetives" being a "thing" with a substance,then the mischief will be done whether we employ
the "is" (arm is bad) or not (bad man).
There is another advantage in our syMbols.In the first sentences we have the symbol
for man(male human) on both sides of the equation.
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HITLER IS GERMANY, AND GERMANY IS HITLER, OR ARE THEY?
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In the last sentence "Badness is Man" we see at a saance,that a human EVALUATION
can't be a chemical THING,However,in the sentence "Man is an animal" we have chemical
THINGS on both sides of the equation.
Here however we mast remember that we have chosen our symbols from the standpoint.
of the chamist,physicist and biolo7ist.'..re have chosen symbols for the biological entities
in our world,ana have agreed that the unique entity han should be indicated by a special
symbol and the quadrupeds,including the apes,by another symboLOonsequently we can't mix
up the entities man and animal. Should we find the missing, link,the entity between man
and ape,we would have to invent a new symbol,These symbols are invented for practical
purposes„Biclogists may come to an asreement about entities on the border between animal
and plant,cr plant and mineral.We shall choose our symbols accordingly, and amend them
if new research should make this necessary.But for all practical purposcs:a is not
an animal and those people,who use such expressions,should better state clearly what

they mean,romely"Man is stupig "Han is voracious",etc,These words mean human EVALUATIONS
all righLBut even if a speaker makes an abstraction from the meaning of animal beast,
r on
and says
'a Mn
is animalistic","Man is beastly" he must put the EVALUATION indicato
top of the symbol for animal - but he cannot write in semantography "Man is an animal"
Seen from this point of view,the sentence in semantography resembles somehow a mathematical equation,and to Show this even more olearly,we may for the following line insert
the mathematical symbols for equal = .

2 - 4
Two is Four
equals

Man

is Animal
equals

ains alo
boy
ol/for
/
any ns but mathematical equations.
77e should not use this mathematical
Yet,we may contemplate about the influence of the "is" in mathematics and its influence
on our speech and thought,Take the Germans for instance,The whole German nation went
through primary school education and learned about mathematical eqdations,Consequently

it is impossible to put over a very big lie on them,for instance "Two is Four",Accordins,
to Hitler's recipe "Repeat a big lie over and over again until the people -sill believe it"
the Germans might have believed that "Two is Four".But we know,that they would not,breause
theylearned mathematics in school.But they did not learn semantics,and did not know about
the tricks to which the little "is" could be misused,Consequently the great majority of

them swallowed the statement
Hitler is Germany

and

Germany is Hitler

and the result was the destruction and misery which they brought about other nations and
in the end about themselves,
Stuart Cbase,author of the recommendable book on Semantics "The Tyranny of Woras"(26)
said:
"Indeed it is doubtful if a people learned in semantics would tolerate any sort of
supreme political dictator.iikases would be met with a flat "No conprende or with
roars of laughter,A. typical speech by an aspiring Hitler would be translated into
its intrinsic neaning,if any.Abstract words and phrases without discoverable reference
would register a semantic blank,noises without meaning."
If semantography would be taught to children in all countries, just as 1 + 2 = 3 is
taught now,such confusion,to-day caused by propaganda,might be prevented.Children can
draw the outline of things.They would readily grasp the nonsense contained in a drawing
XX

1dk.liitler

xx AI, A -4

X

X

Air■I 44,001.1% 7 ma,

X

ta++

i man Hitler "is' very many people, mountains,rivers,fields, trees,houses, etc.
equals
Germany
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KORZYBSKI, AND THE "IS" WHICH ISN'T. OR IS IT?

Can we abandon the use of the "is" in all languages.This seems impossibleile use it
in almost every sentence,Dr.Lee and Korzybski recommend the use of sore additional words.
For the "Is of Prediction" they recosmend the phrase:ll it appears to se".Instead of "The
tree is green" ,we should say "The tree appears to me green.Undoubtedly,this would have a
good semantic effect. "die appears to me bad"" ,instead of "He is bad:
To avoid the "Is of Identity" Korzybski recommends the saying "Mr.Smith may be verbally classified a man." "Mr.Smith may be verbally classified a hammerer".Eowever,this
procedure does not solve the problem, the recognition of the human EVALUATION.It leads to
statenents as "Mr.Smith may be verbally classified a rascal!: "Man may be verbally classified an animal':
Now we suet understand Korzybski.He wants to indicate that whatever we say about a
real object are only words,not the object itself.Korzybski's axiom:"The word is not the
thing" baffles simple people.They retort that they are well aware that the word "mother"
is not their real mother.So we must take into consideration the different abstraction
levels in the theory of Korzybski (see p.408).0n the first level is the real object, which
we cannot define with words.Korzybski calls it the Event,the submicroscopic processes
which are going on within the 'atoms and molecules.This is the "silent,unepeakable" level.
At this stage we can only point at the object.As soon as we open our mouth and say something about the object,we are already on the verbal level. John is not a man,but something about which we can only be silent.This idea has been formulated by Korzybski into
an axiom,which runs:
"Whatever you say it is - it isn't',"
From this point of view,Korzybski attacks even the"IS of Existence".But once we get
the idea of Korzybski,what can we gain in the improvement at' our speaking habits2We cannot abandon the use of the "is".It is one of the most important verbs in any language,
perhaps the most important,It plays a ghostlike existanee,evon in the phrase:"John may
be verbally classified a man."
I had some practical experience with a class of students,studying Torzybski's book
"Science and SanitylMuch of it was of great value to the students,however the axiom
'"whatever you say it is - it isn't" made them quite bewildered.To understand this,let
us imagine a men,who never heard of Korzybaki,but hearing the word,assumes that it is
Polish.He might aak:"Tell me,what is this Korzybski?,:s it the name of a Polish town,
is it a mountain or a lake in Poland or la it a:Polish delicacy?" What shall we answer?
The simple answer would be: "Korzybski is a man,he is a writer,he is a citizen of the
United States,he
the author of the book "Science and Sanity':
But according to Korzybaki's axiom "Whatever you say it is - it isn't1;we must come to
the conclusions "Korzybski is not a man,he is not a writer,he is not a citizen,he is not
the author of the book."Well,what then is Korzybski really21ie is,well,a submisoroscopio
(Silence).
process,no,he is not even this(because these are words) he is
Here may be found one of the reasons,why General Semantics has been rejected, by many
people.They understand what Korzybski wants to impress "The word is not the thing",but
they ask "Where do we go from here?" They want a practical advice to improve their technique of speech,but they refuse to say: "This.... (painting with the finger),this..,what
we may verbally classify Mr. Smith is...what we may verbally classify sittins,at,..whst
we may verbally classify a table and so on.711., en they find that Korzybski uses the "Is
of Prediction" and even the "Is of Identity" in almost every page of his book, the whole
thsory becomes discredited in their eyes.
What practical advie have other writers to offer?
I.A.Richards,the co-author (with C,K.Osden) of the standard work on semantics "The
Loaning of Meaning" (17) said in his "Interpretation of Teaching"(83)(sce the quotation
at the beginning of this chapter):
"Still less would it suggest that we should change the ways in which we ordinarly
use 'IS'.On the other hand,it might draw attention to some risks of misunderstanding
one another through the trickiness of the word".
Lee said in his book "Language Habits in Hunan Affairs"(S4):
"All important in any event, is not the mere elimination of the noun-is form from our
speaking and writing habits,More important is the development of the consciousness that
this "is" breeds falsests-fact evaluation. If that consciousness becomes a part of our
daily living,a host of confusions will be on the way to dissolution even,if we keep on
using the "is"."
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And one more citation from the book "The Loom of Ienguags" by Frederick Bodmer,edited by Lancelot Hogben.They say: (5)
"The translators of the Authorized Version of the Old. Testament conscientiously put
such words as is or are in italics.The Hebrew language hss no equivalent for them when
used in this way,InSemitic,as in many other languages,e.g.Malay,the connexion of a name
yith its attribute is indicated by position,as when we say: fine 3saragranh,this.Headliso
Ldiom also shuns the verb be as copulaalinking topic and attribute or as a mark of identityas.g.FIVE CRUISERS IN ACTION,PRESIDENT IN BALTIMORE TOSNIG1ff,NEW TENNIS CHAMPION
LEFTsHANDED, OHIO PROFESSOR NOBEL FRIZEMAN,"
"In a, simple statement which calls attention to some characteristic of a thing or
person,the function of the verb to be,when so used,bas nothing to do with real existence,"
What can semantography offer as a practical advice7When may we safely use the "is"
and when shall we refrain from it altogether?
Are we aTIlomed to say: "Five cruisers are in action.Prssident is in Baltimore to-night,
etc.etc. and. This is a fine paragraph?
And haw about the characteristics of a thing or a person? Are we allowed to say:This
man is using his hands.This man is in possession of 2 hanas.This man is clumsy?
Well ,the grammar rules of semantography give us,simple advice,le have the three groups
of words (I) chemical TEJEOS, (2) physical ACTIONS and (3) human -EVALUATION,Ue can use
the copula "is" safely withwords of chemical T1 CS and physical ACTIOUS,provided that
what We say refers to real existence.We may therefore say:
"Korzybski la a man.lCcrzybski is a writeraKorzybski Is a citizen of the United States
(poovided he is in possession of the citizen papers).The president is in Baltimore (provided he really is,exists there to-night).0hio professor is Nobel prizeman(provided he
really got it) Five cruisers are in action (provided they really are).Once we establish
the real existence of these facts,me can use the "is" safely,and can defy•the axiom:
Whatever you say it is - it isn't. We can say: 7orzYbski is a man,the cruisers are in
action,The "is" refers here to real chemical THINGS and real physical ACTIONS.
However,when we refer to husen EVALUATION words,the meanings refer only to EVALUATIONS
in our heads,but not to real existence.When we say:"this"is"a fine waragraph.Heis"clumsy,
that other minds might violently disagree with us on this point and
we may often find
sasethis"is not"a fine paragraph.He"is not"clums-4Finc and clumsy are human EVALUATION
words.Here we might say:"Whatever you say it is - it is not."
Translated in our symbols,the difference becomes visible.

A

L

.

ri)
c

or

(I)

AP

She is(I think) a seamstress
is a seamstress(needie worker)
She
The safely device of the mind symbol will prove useful,We might add the question mar
to indicate "She might be (I believe so) a seamstressi:But on no account are we allowed
to write: Q
V
C3
0

3. (2) .Ciof

or

A3.

She
is a snail
She is(I think)like aasnail,
In the line "She is a seamstress" we have on both sides of the eouation a symbol for
the same biological and zoological entity homo sapiens,femut our symbol for snail
indicates another and distinctly different biological and zoolgical entitiy.Consequently
(and even with the mind symbol)She is not a snail,and she is not snail-lika,snaVAsh.

C3

v

3.
1
She

13
is bad,evil,pernicious

Li rig%

C3

She

aDi

i -i I

is a hag,harlot,wanton
(female ,bad)

Snail-like,snailish,bad,evil,pernicious,bad woman(hag,harlot,wanton)etc,these are words
indicating a human EVALUATION.The little "is", the cupola,the messenger boy isfl innocen
It has been misused to say things which had better remaiaYhnsaia,The culprits,who have
misused it to connect it with vague and ambiguous EVALUATIONS ,are we, the humans.
the "Fi3T-L
m aaotnote:ninnocent" ,a human EVALUATION won 7Ther semantic ism
i"isnocent".Better to refrain from such metsphcrical expressions
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BOOK III
THE
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OF

HIGHBROW

SEMANTOGRAPHY

LANGUAGE

"He that will write well in any tongue,must follow this counsel of Aristotle,to speak
as the common people do,to think as wise men do;and so should every man understand him,
and the judgement of wise men allow him."
Roger Ascham (1515 - 1568)
"When Er.A.D.Sh.effield was adressing an audience of working men,a voice exclaimed,
"Say Prof: Your sentences skid off our domes!"
I.A.Richards 03)
"A perfect example of the kind of bad language used by the writers of textbooks of
economics:"For the administration in a private profit making corporation the criterion
of success is primarily that type of decision and action in the manipulation of resources
which results generally in maximising for the corporation the net revenues quantitativel3
measurable."This is bad langug7'Translated into English,all it means or says is,that private enterprise measures success by the profit made.
From the National Security Regelation:...an industrial authority "shall,if after a preliminary hearing or examination of the matter the authority is of the opinion that the
grounds on which the alteration is sought provide prima facie evidence that an alteration
is necessary to remove an anomaly,to compensate for a change of circumstances in the mplInent,to adjust marginal rates which appear to that authority to require adjustment eaving regard to the marginal rates in other occupations,or to adjust...." I really can't go
on quoting bad language.
"Bad language I define as language which is obscure where it might be clear,which uses
two words where one would do,and which uses new words where old ones are ready to hand,"
Walter Murdoch (21)
I should not add anything to the quotations above.Ve are all familiar with such kind
of writing and speaking,and we Are here only concerned with its effects on semantography.Is this urge to speak and write in a complicated manner only confined to a few
mindeor are we all afflicted with it? Is it only vanity,the desire to show off,to pose
as learned and educated, or is it a subconscious effort to overcome our inferiority feeling,the realization of our ignoranoe,which we want to cover up? Or is it the age-old
urge of man to organize society in classes with inferior and superior individuals,div
by wealth and custom,by talk and understanding?
Sometimes,such "verbiage" is called "highbrow" speech.There are certain intellectuals
who delight in it.By using such language,they feel themselves elated above the ordinary
crowd,who marvel at their sentences.For such "Highbrows", meaning expressed in simple
words,is of little importance.Above all is the verbal expression,nc matter how much confusing.And we find this kind of "officialese" almost anyWhere,not only in in the officer
of the government and justice,but also in science and business.
We are here not concerned with literature and poetry,where anything is permittedeWe
are concerned with those speeches anawritings which we encounter daily in our work.
If we should make a success of organising co-operation and peace on this planet of ours,
we must understand each other.We must use simple language.
If semantography should become a practical tool for bridging the language barrier,
simple language is a necessity.We must adhem to the simplest sentence Agent - acts on ObJect,and we meet break up any long sentence in such short sentence units.Otherwise
semantography may be a failure v caused by our desire to complicate ordinary language.
I have thought a lot about the question,why Esperanto and other auxiliary language:1
have proved a failure.I believe I found the reason in the irresistible force of the
mother tongue and the failure of the human mind to acquire a foreign language (
studying a few hours each week) when all the other tii' only the hibthet tongue is used.

But there is another faotor,which accounts for the failiire of tvoi,
anto,
This is what I have witnessed in the Esperanto movatent,The fib404 of grammatical
expression in Esperanto,allows for even more subtle shades of InekifiliEnglishdaost
advocates of Esperanto give high praise to this advantage Of Esperanto,and the many
poems in Esperanto prove that Esperantists have made goad tide Of this richness of expression.

ABOUT THE CATASTROPHIC CRAVING TO TALK HIGHBROW LANGUAGE
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Now take a look at a group of people intent on learir speranto.They are all Idealists,
but in regia ee their vocation and education they are very different,Some are professors,
some engineers,some students,and some workers,whose educatioin has not gone further than
the primary schcol,and who make a trkendous effort to listen speak and study after a
tiresome working day.
Soon,a few in this group will take the lead.Their exercises will be the best, their
speeches will be lauded by the teacher.In their desire to excel before the others in
the group,they will soon write complicated sentences,they will use many synonyms and
they will feel elated about their success.
However,those simple people who joined the Esp eranto movement will stand in bewilderment before those grammatical and literary acrobctI.They couldn't understand it,even if
it had been written in their mother tongue.The result is a feeling of inferiority, of
frustration and a withdramal.Esperanto,which was supposed to become the language of all
the people,remained the exclusive domain of a group of enthusiasts,who are very apt in
grammar and writing,There is the fact,thatEsperantists of different countries and languages face misunderstenaing,because they use the Esperanto words in rich and complicated -sentence4milt according to their own mother tongue.Jespersen stated, that he had
sometimes to translate an Esperanto text in the mother tongue of the writer in order to
understand it.He wouldn't have to do this with simple sentences.
My first disciple in semantography astonished me by his delight in composing complicated sentences in sementogrphy.He wanted to show,how apt he is already in writing..
To understand complicated sentences,you must dissect them slowly.You must know a lot
of grammar,Unfortanately sentences are constructed differently in different languages.
?ith monstrous sentence clusters,cormunication is either blocked or leads to misunderstending - in any language, In semantography it would_ lead to disaster.
I realized that enthusiats with a desire to show off in semmatography,could kill the
whole idea more effectively than all the ridicule of the whole world could do,
those people who want to join this pioneer work,must be acutely aware of this
danger.They must repress in themselves that urge - to write "highbrow".
The great advantage in seeantoeraphy are the safety devicessahich indicate words,of
ha7l
which different minds could
ey
l t ea different opinion.These safety symbols are the symbols
for human EVLIALATION,esoeciels • ols of the human senses and foremost the symbols for
the human mind. The syMbol for speeohO(mouth) indicates an organ,which is acting through
the central station, thebrain,and we add the symbol for the brain somatimes.if we want
to lay more stress on this direct connection.A shall nay evolve a few syMbol combinations which should act as added safety devices.
One of the dangers to understanding is the habit of generalisation,Once we discover
some similarity in different things,we give them a general name,which in consequence
makes us believe,that all those different things are alike.,: man born in Lsiee is a human

being,but when we use a general term for all humans born in Lsia,and call them esiatics
we are on very dangerous ground?The British,the Russians,the Lmericans,the Jewslwe know
how much confusion such generalisation creates.'Pe do not become aware, that the wards
Brit-ish,Russ-ian,etc.represent actually adjectives,ana crust be recognized as abstractions.
as human evaluations,which we attribute to a great multitude of people,who are all diffeiother.
rent from oneal
Our symbol for generalisation should express a saying about a multitude.
A

0
a saying
speech (mouth)

x
many,multitude
(multiplic.mark)

0

x
symbol for
to generalize
generalisation
(mind symbol is added
a saying about a multitude
to lay stress on ie,

This new compound symbol should indicate a prototype term,a word representing a multitulle of things - and we should keep in mind that not two things are alike in the world,

X
liquid

0
1
spring

?< Ot
seazon

HOW TO OVERCOME THE DANGERS N GENERAL WORDS

°<A
man (male)

0

neroon(male)

addition
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gain

individual(any sex)

subtraction

perry= (any sex)

loss

There are words In one language Whidh are missing in another. 'or instance,our meaning
fer"they" does not indicate whether"thefare males,or femals,or mixed;whereas our words
f ,,r"he" and "she" indicate the sex clearly.liewever "it" may mean male,fenale or things
sexless.Sinilarly our word "person" does not indicate the sex.In other languages,there
might be wordsoithich indicate either nale or female "persons".17e may suppose a language
-:hich has no word for"liquid" or other general terms.If a reader of such a language,sees
e generalising symbol before the symbol for water,he may assilme (according to the grammar rules of semantography) that the writer wanterl to indicate a general term for THINGS
'similar to water:r In any case,the synbol(mouth and mult.nark) would indicate the vagueness
:f the similarity,and will rut the reader on hio guard.Beware,a generalisation:
Gain and loss are general terms._ft 70 -.:.ant to depiat an emotinnel or rational gain
loss,a feelin7,or thought in our hoad,we would have to ag,the mind synbols.However,
:he mouth symbol in itself indicates the rolative neaninr of 7term sufficiently. The
=-gueness of meaning is even more pronounced,when we generalize an adjective tern.

V

V

II
, disease ,
nearness,environm,Jnt
sick
sickness
n general
(in general)
(i
disease
Nearness and environ'ent are terms vague in meaning.So are the terms sickness and
f.isease,when we think of the many imac,inary maladies,Lmazined by the patiofit and the kg*
111Q can avoid such general terms,by ma19 definite statements as to certain chemical THIN'
Ind physical =TIONS,
V
V
near

British
a saying about a multitude
of qualities attributed to B.
7e know that British motorcars are among the worlds finest and we know of the great
achievements of the people of Great Britain on every field,but just think of the hostile
minds who make all kinds of abstractions and evaluations -when they open their mouth to
say "Britise.Our new generalisation symbol should make us -i,:izare of the utter vagueness
.7f such terms as British,American,and other sweeping terns.Whetter write
t Britain
ritain

British

a British

motorcar

A
a motorcar made in Great Britain

qg

a man from the United States

No evaluations and abstractions and no generalisations are to be found in the statements -which are reduced to real THINGS,cars,men and territories.Even,if we should never
write in syMbols,suchf8fmonstrations,based on the system of semantography,when taught in
school,may help to make/better Cltiven;saner speech,and clearer thinking.
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METAPHOR, THE GREATEST VERBAL MISCHIEFMAKER

The last words in the foregoing paragraph "saner speechanduclearer thinking" contain a so-called metaphorhich is the Greek word for transfer.I have transferred the
medical meaning of"sane" to the meaning oespeeoe,and the chemical, moaning of"clear"
(a clear substance,which let light pass without distortion) to the meaning of"thought"
In sciantography the metaphor,a transfer made within a mind and not to be found in
nature becomes visible through the geometrical symbols.

V

V

oppos.meaning
sick
(person lying w,
knees drawn up)

sane
healthy
(mind & body)

sane speech

V A
o+ rb‘

V

÷
eye
vision

through

clear
transparent

clear

thinking

Let us suppose a person in whose mother tongue these metaphors "sane speech" and
thinking" do not exist.lievertheless,he would have no difficulty to recognize
the ENUUTION of the writer,who made some abstractions of the meaning of'sane"
"clear" and added them to completely different meanings.Here are other examples.
" clear

V 0

V

A

Are%

stony heart

watery

❑

V 0

Y

C'

bird-like woman

mind

The MM.-510N indicator marks the abstraction,vague in meaning,and different in
meaning for different persons.Thus a metaphor becomes"clearlevisible in our symbols.
However,if we look over our symhols,we will find,that some of them are metaphors
in themselves.They contain a metaphorioal expression.

A
11■
)111.

this symbol
does not indicate
a real arrow,but
a movement in a
certain direction.

rI
this symbol
does not indicate
a heart (withoutO)
but emotion,feeli/ys,
imalse,instinot,etc.

v)
this symbol
does not indicate
a heart on fire,
but desire,wish,
yeeuest,want,etc.

f"N
this symbol
does not indicate
a balance in a mind
but to judge,appraiae

I have chosen these syMbols,hecause they are age-old,and well known in any language.
Of course,we can alter them,but we would have to use another metaphcr,hecause are attempt
to outline semething,tghich cannot be outlined directly,because it has no outline.Instead
of the symbols above,we have chosen others or may develop others:

Ina
movement
wheel & earth

des ire . rant

ID,Subconscions,,
mind,low,open,but
still somehow closes._

ID,Subconscious
and symbol for
possession(5a-vt

to judge
mind betveen
yes(pluel Atsti m
(negativ)
A.aaitLal-
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But these new symbols represent again metaphors,We may use the wheel to indicate
a movement,even if no wheel is irwolved.The symbolization of the Subconscious uses
an open box,with a lid somewhat down below.The symbol for possession indicates the
earth from where all things come.We see,me can't escape the metaphor for such meanines.
However,our aim is to fix symbols for concrete meanings:ffe must realize,that we
cannot outline meanings,which have no outline;we must make some abstraction in our
mind,we must use some analogy,simile,in short some metaphor,
But we must face the consequences of our doing.A retaphor is a transfer,made in our
mind,something we cannot perform in the real marldeConsequently the meaning depicted
would be vague,ana relative for different minds,This vagueness of meaning is,however,
already clearly indicated by the symbol of a human sense,be it an 22E,a heart or a

mind.if we add a metaphorical symbol to a meaning,which is already relative,no damage
is done.The meaning is relative already by introducing such symbols.
This refers even to the arrow. Any direction in space,is relative anyway,The arrew
standing alone may mean formardipropress for one person,and backmard,remress foci another.
From this point of view,the use of metaphorical symbolseOkes is wary at the oateWe have
drawn up a list of symbols and we know 'which symbols indicate a relative meaning.Moreover the context would make it clear,if we should be in doubt.
A few weeks ago, a newly published book came to my knowledge. WORDS IN ACTION.The

Teaching of the Mothertongue for the Training of Citizen in a Democracy., by Sir Philip
Hartog. (85). I read it with great delight,and I was overjoyed when I discovered that
Sir Philip Hartog is a chemist by profession...All the last six years of my work on sementography,the disheartening thought did not leave me,that professional linguists will
tell me to go back to my retorts and test-tubes and leave language alone.Now I read
what Sir Philip Hartog has to say:
"1 say,unhesitatingly,that the application of the principles which I advocate is
of fundamental,national importance,and that I believe that it can be achieved by the
method which I shall describe.It is not in the spirit of a Paracelsus that I speak,
but in that of a modern chemist who states without apology that he has discovered a
new method of synthesis or analysis.
In regard to the mmthod that I shall describe in this book as the safeguard of
a nation against the infection of unsound propaganda,as a means of making each child
realize that he is being brought up not as a 'ember of a crowdebut as an independent,
thinking and active member of a community of free people."
I feel sure,that Sir Philip will recognize my work as another step to the aim mentioned above,and 1 feel equally sure,that he - a chemist - will be greatly interested in
my word. formulae,so similar to chemical formulae.
Sir Philip has a lot to say about semantics (see quotation in a later chapter) and
he devotes much space to the metaphor.He cites Samuel Butler,who said in an address
about Thought and Languare,given in 1890:
"Everything we say is metapherical,if we choose to be captious.Scratch the simplest
expression,and you will find the metaphor."
Sir Philip explains the various metaphors;its simplest form (tree leaf and paper
leaf),the first tern (head of an animal) and the second term(head of a class): a live
metaphor (the arm of the police) and a dead metaphor (the arm of a chair),because we
don't think of a real arm by referring to a chair;an explicit metaphor,(something which
we take from real nature,as the leaf of a book,compared with the leaf of a tree,both
light and flat pieces of matter) and an implicit metaphor (the elms were nodding in
the breeze;an abstraction which we make implicitly in our mindLand he describes
other types of metaphors, The reader is strongly advised to read the book.
We have shown in foregoing examples,how metaphorical expressions become visible in
semantography.I maintain,that a writer would become too painfully aware of the awful
abstraction,which he makes in depicting a stony heart,a eatery mind or a birdlike or
piggish person,that he would stop drawing such nonsensemind if he would not,those who
would. read his writing would denounce it at nonsense,as so vague in rneaning,as to be
meaningless. Metaphorical expressions,wholly composed of symbols for concrete meanings
of chemical THINGS and physical ACTIONS would not even be attempted,as for instance:
no metaphor
metaphor
no metaphor
I\ metaphor

>A. <
leg of a chair
(human)

h<
leg
of chair

7
going by air
(sky & nose)

using a
flying machine
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METAPHORS ARE "PERFECT CHEATS" SAW JOHN LOCKE

Sir Philip cite!' a famous semanticist,of wham we are going to hear more in the third
book,John Locke who lived from 1632 to 1704 and whose Essays on Human understanalng
will surely play an important part in the future study of semantics.Locke wrote
"Seventhleefigarative language also an abuse of laagaage,
"Simoe wit and fancy finds easier entertainment in the world than dry truth and
anowledge,figurative speeches and allusion in language will hardly be admitted as
an imperfection or abuse of it.I confess,in discourse where we seek rather pleasure
and delight than information and ireprovement,such ornaments as are borrowed fram
them can scarce pass for feults.But yet, if we would speak of things as they are,we
must allow that all the art of rhetorio,besides order and olearness,all the artificial and figurative application of words eloquence hath invented,are for nothing else
but to insinuate wrong ideas,move the passions,and thereby mislead the judgement,and
so,indeed,are perfect cheats,"
Just tmegine,that in Iocke's time,there were no newspapers,no mass meetinea,no political election campaigns and no nation-ride radio broadcasts.
Although metaphorical expressions,written in semantographyawould be clearly marked
by the EVALUATION indicator or a sense symbol - or would reveal itself as nonsense,by
ceeibievingTHOG8 and ACTIONS in anPunnatural" way,we must evolve a special symbol for
the meaning of metaphor to stand before eatiexpressions as a warning sign. A metaphor
may be found sometimes a usefal instrument to convey a difficult meaning.' But such
expressions must be clearly marked as a "flowery" "figure of speech",as the expression
of ehighbrow" individual,who keeps his mouth and speech on a "higher" level.

looks like

0
speech
mouth

metaphor
individual
warning sign
(humani etanding upright) indtiggpg a
"Figure of Speech"

or like
flower

C
r)
highway
warning sign
(see pp.357)

You notice that this "Highbrow figure of speech" extends above the top (sky)writing
line.As it stende,it looks like a highway warning sign to warn us of metaphcrs,vague
in meaning,of analogies,samiles and the like,which.originated only in a minde and may
well be meaningless, or contrary to the facts.
writing
lines
Door of my hope

Mountain of worries

Field of my work

World of ideas

I have deliberately put the THING indicator on top of the symbols,to show that the
writer used words and pictures of real chemical THINGS.For such expressions, the metaphor symbol serves as an appropiate warning sign.
This metaphor symbol may serve practical purposes. As said before, a metaphor is
sometimes very useful to describe a certain state of affaire.However, in semantography,
We have always to bear in mind,that we write lines,which should be readable in any ana
all languages.If one of the metaphorical expressions depicted above,is unusual in a
language, is even non-sensical there, the reader would learn from the metaphor warning
sign,that the writer has used an allegory,aealogy,simile,in short a metaphor. The reader would try to guess the meaning in such cases,but would never lose sight of the
fact, that he deals with a"figure of speech",vague in meaning.
Idiomatic figures of speech,which are non-sensical when verbally translated,may look
just as non-sensical,when written in syMbols,and so the writer would abandon their symbolization:Every language has such idiomatic expressions,which are a nightmare to
the foreigner,We can easily depict: to"puadown"a stone;but how would tins line look:
To"put up" a guest for the night. We have a nice symbol for mother-in-law (p.282),but
could we write in symbols: To"put up with" a mother-in-lawr using the symbols for put & with.
Such expreRsions would exclude themselves from semantograehy.They seem all right for
the native,Wte7never givaaa thought as to their actaaljiteral meaning,hixt ask a student
of foreign languages,and he will tell you,that th~translation impossible.
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METAPHORS IN POLITICS, AND THE SOVIETS IN THE U.N.O.

(A21)
Of course, if a future P.G.Wodehouse would write in semantography,then anything is
bound to happen
.
06,7
>1 11(
jkeeves 1:1

dkulliner443, 10 £

-ED DI
krtit914,
Bertie sailing into the room. Jeeves dissolving in thin

.coughing up .
a tenner (10 .50)

t
If a writer wants,at all costs Anclude a proverbial expression in a writing in semantography,he may use the metaphor sign and put the expression in brackets.

Eo hold a person at arms lengtj

E0 grip the bull by his horns]

The first expression is used literally in various languages.The second expression,however,is used differently.In German it is said:To hold a person 3 paces from your body.
In semantographic reports on science,industry,commarce,traffic,such expressions &I:Dula
not occur, except in harmless remarks.However,they would assume a quite different aspect in the translation of political speeches.In this field,semantography may take on
a new meaning,and a new purpose with consequences of world wide importance.
Almost every speech made by a politician contains metaphors,analogies,similee and
other rhetorical devices which display a vagueness of meaning,horrifying to the seman-

ticistalowever, those sayings appear clear and correct to "the man in the street".He
did not learn about semantics in school,and he takes all in as a revelation of truth.
A few weeks ago,lit, Vishinski made a proposal for disarmement in the session of the
Security Council and General Assembly of ths United. Nations in Faris. He did not declare:
"The Russian Government is ready to agre4'2'an international commission whibh should go tc
Russia and to the other oountries,investedwith_the necessary powers, and to see that
the disarmament is carried into effect." This would be a practilmOroposal to be applied
to all countries.Instead Mr. Vlshinski said:
"We will put our cards on the table"
This looks sensible enough to the"man in the street",He knows that if you put your
cards on the table,faoe up,anyone can see directly what they are.Thers is no fooling

No dotibt,this .offer of Mr. Vishinski is sincere.He is ready to put his
here.
cards on the table.Well,let us translate this sentence into semantogrephy.

X

vt
work
(double action indic.)

joy
(heart up)

play

playing cards

I I I+ 0 ;ZVI >
We

will put our

cards

on the table

Vir.Vishinskits words are intended for consumption by the "man in the street" he newspaper reader does not realize that the above phrase has a meaning when playing with cards,
but it is a metaphorical expression,almost meaningless when applied to a practical proposal for disarrement.The mon of politics refer very often to such expressions, which deal
with the simple things of life,with which the "man, in the street" is familiar.Ar.Bevin,
for instance,referring to some political menoeuvre,used the following metaphorical expression:"You cannot put up the roof of a house,when you have not even made the foundations",and a French cabinet minster said recentlylqoa caret thke away the air,otherwiSe
people would be choked". They used the language of the engineer,although the matter Pei
question had nothing to do with a house or with air.Talleyrand,the French diplomat,was
quite frank about it,when he said: "Language is intended for the concealment of thought."

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN POLITICAL AND POETIC LANGUAGE
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mixed, just as in the semantography; translation of Wodehouseacelebrated expressions.
You don't knaw,should you laugh or cry,but crying would be more apprepiate,considering
that the peace and the lives of countless millions of people depend just on such sayings.
Semantography could be helpful, in demasking other expressions,like
It is reported...

Informed circles say....

General opinion favours...

Just try to write these phrases down in semantography,according to the sentence
unit: Agent-Acts on-Object or THING - ACTS on - THING,and find out,
is the mysterious
"It" and who are the circles and who is General Opinion.There are straightforward carrespondents,who refuse to canvass rumours and who start their reports with:"MreSoandSo
said TbisandThis.." One day, in the near or distant future,writers trained in semantics
but when?
wall. write for a future generation, trained too in semantics.One day
However, there is a vast field, in which any metaphor is allowed,even appreciated:the
realm of the pcet,the writer of belles-lettres,the author of literature of an aesthetic
value,of poetry,essays,drama. He may carry us away on the wings of our emotion,and he
may use any metaphor,and any vague expression,and any word order,and he may even invent
new words with emotional meaning.His creation is a kind of music,which reverberates in
our soul,which makes us forget the dreariness of "making a living".
But even he,should not "overdo" it.Even he should use simple language.SnmersetNaugham
describes in his latest book "Catalina" a writer,not to his liking
"His style was rich in simile and metaphor,metonymy,synecdoche and catachresis.
He never let a noun go by without an escort of Iwo stalwart adjectives.Images sprang
to his mind as profuse and fat as mushrooms after rain...He was learned in sentencestructure,simple,complex,compound and compound-complex tand could not only compose a
period,with clauses and sub -olauses,of the most choice elaboration,but bring it to
a conclusion with a triumphant clang that had all the effect of a door slammed in
your face."
How wonderful all this is said.Maugham is a master of the pen,and it does not matter
in the least,that the above description contains so many metaphors,adjectives,etc.etc.
It carries us away,and thus it achieves the intended purpose.
"Metaphor",said Professor Fenollosa,who was enraptured by Chinese poems,written in
their ideographic writing,"ketaphor,the revealer of nature, is the very substance of
poctry.The known interprets the ohscure,the universe is alive with myth." (31)
In a previous chapter"Not for Poets" on page 102,we have seen how vivid our symbols
look,and hew poetical expressions can be formea.If semantography becomes a practical
reality, then poems in symbol writing are bound to happen.
A symbol at the beginning of such lines, indicating poetry,should give the writer the
privilege to write freely to his hearts desire,to storm the heaven on the wings of Pe gasus.Thus we shall compose our new symbol:

v
a metaphorical
expression

wings
( of birdepegasus, eta)

a poetical
expression

poetry

Our new symbol looks like aallower,and a flower it should represent in metaphor,in
poday,and last but not leas?/s)ol.
The author has tried to translate some poems into symbols,and the result was interesting.It is a quite new experience, In reading the symbol lines,tbe actual sound
and rythm of the mother tongue is sUbdued.The images appear directly La the mind.
The usual translation which we have to perform subconsciously, the meaning of the
words transformed into the images,disappears as an obstacle.Instead of the ear,which
is the main recepient of the music of words and rhyme, the eye takes in the beauty of
the lines of geometry.A very interesting experience.
I have tried to compose a symbol poem,and you find it in the last pages.However,before ridiculing it,just think about the following fd9i1,6f the poetry in the English,
the French,the Spanish and other languages,older than 500 years, is hopelessly lost to
us.To appreciate old poeris,we would have to translate them,literally.
Whereas a poem 'written 4000 years ago in the symbol writing of the Chinese is as
fresh today as it was 4000 years ago,although that old language died long ago.And such
poems can be read in any of the many Chinese tongues.Just think of this marvel.

SEMANTOGRAPHY FOR BETTER WORDS IN BETTER LANGUAGES
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THE FUTURE OF WORDS

"You can fool some people most of the time.
You can fool most people some times.
But with some words you can fool most people most of the tune."
"A new word and a sucker,who falls for it,is born every minute."
Variations of a well-known American tune.
"Words are very important things:at the lowest estimate they are indispensable
counters of communication.
Words are as beacons to lighten the darkness of our ignorance,but too many of us
have been blinded with an excess of light;the excess is ours.Words are a solvent of
clotted prejudice,but too many of us have made of them a reinforcement of the insensate atavism of inherited opinions.We have allowed too many of the beacons to become
wreckers'lights;too many of them to become self-important and arrogantly autonomous.
Especially during a war.
War makes,of fashionable words that would in peace-time die a natural and unmourned death,words of power: verbal sticks with. which to beat the public or verbal drugs
with which to send them to sleep, - although far too many persons are administering
the drug to themselves and thereby committing spiritual hara-kiri."
Eric Partridge (80
"Henry /aMencken,the premier joss-smasher and insult-hurler in the Republia,has
just hurled. another 500,000 hand picked words into the fray within the covers of a
book labelled, "Supplement Two,The American Language".
dencken began to study American speechways about 1905.Fourteen years later he
produced *The American Language" which was enlarged through subsequent editions until it ran to 800 pages.
Since the volume had. bar then become almost too heavy to move exoept by hydraulic
pressure Meneken adopted tne expedient of presenting his later researches in the
fornof Buppluments.
"Supplement One" came off his production line in 1945. It ran to more than 750
pages.Now,"Supplement Two" has been printed.With more than 900 pages,it is the largest of the three volumes."
S.J.Baker (87)
Henry L.Mencken,the grand old man of language study,who knows more than anybody else
that words are born almost every minute,change tueir meaning and die to make place for
other words - Henry L.Mencken makes fun of all those reformers,who want to direct this
incessant outburst into rigidly prescribed channels;the spelling reformers, the pronounciation reformers and the advocates of a new phonetic alphabet.And now,I come up with
this crazy idea of semantography.
Sometimes, in my day dreams, I am haunted by a distant ruMblina*hich comes nearer
and nearer until it becomes a deafening roar: my visionary ear hears the laughter of
all the professional linguists,grammarians,logicians and,very likely also semanticists,
who will ridicule semantography as a practical joke.
Sometimes I feel, I am fighting a losing battle against time.Not my time,but the
time of the men of leerning,who could crush semantography effectively.If I am sure of
one thing,it is,that they would not have the time to read through the whole book,least
to study the propoial in earnest.
But this one I want to says I never thought that semantography should become more
than a practical tool for certain purposes. I never thought that ordinary writing should
be abandoned infavour of a symbol writing.I never thought that this incessant coining
of new words,which goes on 24 hours a day in all languages and all countries of the
globe6ould ever be stopped,fenced off,directed in rigid channels.I am no fool to think
this way.
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SEMANTOGRAPHY FOR SANITY AND SIMPLICITY IN SPEECH

On the other hand,therc cannot be the slightest doubt,that the coining of new words
follows a distinct trend.What happens now in language,happened in the study of chemistry
during the last two centuries.' am sure that you will soon agree with me.
As far as I are concerned,' don't think that it is only a haphazard chance that a
chemist wrote this book.On the contrary,' believe, that my lifelong training as a chemist
was the primary factor,which forced me to look at language with the eyes of a chemist.
The chemists were the first to evolve an international symbol writing,readable in
all languages,truer in meaning than phonetic writirg,revealing the inherent structure,
the inherent meaning and the inherent danger of the things which the symbols de%ribed.
In this international written language certain endings had certain distinct meanings.
Any chemist all over the world knows the inherent meaning,structure,and sometimes dan-NO2,
ger symbolized by such endings as -H, -OH, -COH, -COOH,
etc.etc.
After completing an international written language,the chemists set about to evolve
an international spoken language.Again they decided that certain endings should symbolize certain definite meanings. The ending -ium should denote an element,like Aluminium,Flutonium.The ending -id should denote a compound of an element,like -diorid (e);
the ending -ate should indicate a salt from certain acids,like -sulfate,chlorate;the
ending -ol narks an alcohol in organic chemistry,and there are other endings to indicate other definite meenings.To these suffixes,they invented prefixes,like hypo-,tio-,
per- and others.
To indicate a multitude of units they added the number .(H.20)2.To indicate the
plural in general they added the letter n,like in .(H20)n
Exactly in the same way,we denote the plural by adding the letter -s. In bygone times we had different words for singular and plural. The plural for cow, was kine,but
today we say cow-s.But we still say mouse and mice,eoose and geese,However,you may rest
assured that in a not too distant future we shall say mouses and eooses.
Today the people coin new words every day and every hour,but in all cases without
exception,we form the plural by adding a letter,and always the same letter -3,0r have
you heard that the plural of generator or motor is formed generatoren or motine,that
the plural of fuse is feese,the plural of _lei is jixen.No one would be foolish enough
to attempt such plural forms,and if he would,people would soon make"mistakes" and say
'incorrectly" generators,motors,fuses and jets.
Who is
responsible for this trend to uniformity in meaning? Otto Jespersen said:
the children,We may extend this definition and say:the simple people,or should we say:
the people with "common sense".
These simple people learn the names of THIMS,hammer,house,sun.flower,bloom,table,
otc.With a simple straightforwardness of common sense they usethe prefix to. to indicate
the ACTION which these THINGS perform either by themselves or through us:to hammer,
to heuse,to sun,to flower,to bloom,to table.
We formed to telephone and to telegraph and now ewesay to radio and to radar.
I have done nothing original insemantography. I just composed a symbol for what
people have done long ego in language:add some phonetic symbols like -s or to, to indicate the plural of chemical THINGS and. the physical ACTION of these THINGS.
We rimy be rest assured that -5 and tore here to stay, simply because they are the
outcome of our general education in mathematics,physics and chemistryjAagic and superstition which was once connected with words is fast disappearing.We realise that words
are symbols for the things in our world,and we compose new symbols according to the
scientific nethod.If our language should be similar in structure to the real meld we
must study the structure of the real world and then reform ;a age accordingly.
This reform is going on without reformers,in fact againsVWanmarians and linguists,
who tried to stem the tide.But there are grammarians and linguists who welcome this
change,and who readily accept such common sense innovations and declare theecorrect".
Take the auxiliary verb will. We say today I will,you will,he will,etc.etc.But not
so long ago we used different words.Te said wilt,just as we still say has.Soon we
shall say I have,you have,he have,she have.Children and so-called"uneducated"people
use either have throughout or has.Soon the ending for the third person singular will go.
And there is that monster,the irregular verb:Shrink,shrank,shrunk,and others of a
similar type.Have you heard a new word,for instance to overland,being conjugated
overland,overlind,overlund.We form now the past by adding -ed.We say overlanded,telegraphed,and even okayedeSoon. Bernard Shaws demand will be fulfilled:we shall say

LET'S ABANDON THE IDIOTIC IRREGULARITIES IN LANGUAGES
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say:I shrinked instead of I shronk,' groped instead of I
q_ 'and I ththked instead
of I thought. The tern would
woul
d is very aribiguous,opd Vire shouaireserve it for the conaitionalis would (which in set antography is denoted by adding a question mark,?)
Again I wish to stress the fact,that these changes will came without foroe.anyone
who does not believe this, should devote a little time to the study of new words,whioh
denote chemical THINGS,and he will find that invariably
the plural is formed by
adding an -s and the verb is formed by putting to in front of the wordoand the past by -ed.
A new gramme_r is taker; shape in which there are no exceptions to the rule. L simple
gran mar,a common sense- zrammar,e._gramnarbased on ohemistryohysios and mathematics,

Trowinrc almost by itself,out of the subconsciousness of the children and simple people
labitofmathezaticsanatu
naFloogothroog.bop0 'soled
00
ucati
_
ral sciences.
I believe that there are definite reasons why the language of the people of Great
Britain and North .ionerioa is the most advanced,the most simplified in this respect.'
ad.d reforms in spelling and make English the language in
am sure that they will
which there is a minimum of exceptions to the rule,contrary to all the other languages,
in -which one irregalarity"chases"the other,
The English speaking people inaugurated the age of technology.They were the first
to make machines, to measure with rulers, to use common sense,mathematics and natural
soierces.It had an effect on their language.They simplified their words and they invented new words and used them in the simplest possible way.
But there is another factor of great importance in this prooessithe centuries old
tradition in democratic ways of life, in "free speech" in every respect.In the English
language you find something,whioh you will not find for instance in the German language;
in fact it is almost unthinkable in German,
in English you may write - or to say it better - even the grammarians allow you to
write a host of words in more than one way.iou can write according to your fancy grey
or a ,center or centre,00lor or colour,cheoue or oheck,analyzing or analysing and
even
z instead of through and rite instead of niET.7
gb.e trouble here is with the
linguists who have failed to provide a simple and clear phonetic alphabet or have failed to encourage reforms against the"highbrows",who felt elated in the regions of the
language irregularities,where the simple people could not follow them.
So the simple people had to help themselves.Why writing colour,when you don't pronouce the u? Color is much simpler.You never say centr-e,but you say cent-er,s0 let's
write it this way.
What is laudable is the fact, that the experts,the linguists and grammarians do not
objeot,and do not admonish.Read what the gran arian George O.Curme said in the quotation on page 134.True enough,there are other grammarians who deploinany change in language,but they too are "affected" by a centuries old tradition in democracy and free
speech.They do not try to force their rules on the whole nation.
Take for instance punctuation.Even in the English of modern literature you are free
to make or omit commas in sentences.There is only one common sense rule to guide you
few commas.
people should understand what you want to say.If you achieve your aim with
your punctuation is "oorreot".If you employ a host of °Dimas to the same aim,your punctuation is "correct" too.
Such a state of affairs is wholly ' ossible Ln German for instanoe,4 Prussian king
said once,that the sergeant-major is2ts- teacher of the people.Free punctuation in
German limiting? Why - it almost amounts to high treason:Writing words in different ways?
Just try it and see what happen: The words are laid down by an authority,for instance
Prof,Duden and his book becomes the Bible of German spelling and any spelling not listed in the"Duden" is a break of the law and is punished accordingly-Then they have the
"Great Duden" which is published with the support of the German language and printing
organisations and experts.There you find strict rules not only for German words,but
also for foreign words-They have thoroughly germanized Kultur and Partei Autoritaet,
and Staat.Exeroise becomes Exerzieren gronade becomes GransAp,and infantry must be
written Infanteric or else...
"Correct writing" reads in the German language "Rechtschreibing" and "Becht" does
not only mean "richtig" (correct),it means also Justice,Law and Order - Right,and they
see to it that Dudent s law is obeyed.
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7ter's dictionary lists colour and color centre and center,buPlaL
skidi. ctienaries
whic printed in Germany list only colour and centre.
Sure enough,there are some reformers of the German language,whc strive for simplicity
and who are able to force through some simplified words,but they are fighting a losing
battle.Sometimes the reform is just the other way.Shortly before the thirties, the word
Strasse (Street) was reformede.: phonetic reform would have been Schtrasse (because this
is the way how they pronounce it)Instead, they decreed that Strasse must be written now
Strasze,and some toens actually started to scrap their tens of thousands of street plates.
Sc it comes that German is one of the "advanced" languages most difficult to learn.
There are thousands of exceptions to the rule and each exception is in itself a rule.
Take the simplest situation in German grammar:the plural form.It is a nightmare.You have
to learn the plural of each mord separately.There is nothing to guide you.Vater becomes
Vaeter,Burp - Burg -en,Schwester Schwester-n,Haus - Haeus-er,Schuss - Schuess-e,Weib'7efb-er,Sofa Sofa-s, and sometimes no ending at all Meister 77geriter,GebaeUde-Gebaeude.
The only may to find cut how to write of a multitude of master -s is to use the female
article die ieister.Read what hark Twain found out in Germany,ature is a female and a
girl has no sex - die Rucbe and das Maedchen.
The trouble is that the eermans don't rise against such nonsense.They obey.
to the foregoing paragraphe,I am sure that they
Now,if some reader ray object
will agree that grammar teaching in school"is"a curse and a scourge:Something must be
done about it - in all languages.
I propose the use of semantography for grammar teaching.It would thus become a side
line to physics and chemistry,and girls and boys like these iteme.If we indicate the
"natural rulef,all words used according to these rules will be easily learned and the
irregularities will become a iwecurous item to be laughed at,However,if grammar teaching
becomes a hilarious item,the girls and boys will like it,and in the same time they will
absorb the irregularities easier - and will discard then little by little.
Let us now use the grammar of sema.ntography in a new "visual education" of gragner.
indicator

A

0

symbol
word

indicator
symbol

hanner

)(

action

past

present

future

to harmer

kamee3r-ed

hammer-ing

will hammer

-N/

i)
active

V.

-g
- after
before'
- action

passive

T
conditional

to hammer at to be hammer-ed
hammer-able
hammer-ea
would hammer
T'transitive)
In this new kind of grammar teaching,the child is to be given a hammer and some pieces of material like a flat piece of steel,copper,and breakable plastics or the like.
He mill learn those grammatical nations in a play full of fun.Then you can proceed ahoying him that the words hammer-able and hammer-ea are vague in meaning, depending how
he evaluates the result of the performed actions.For Purther information turn to page 243.
Then give him any other tool,for instance a. chair or a pillow or any other seat.Then
let him evolve the tenses.Then tell him that he may say to sit or to seat and that there
is the passive form to be seat-ed.Then tell him of the past form sat .or sheuld he better say seat-ed. In this way,he would become aware of the regular forms and of the irregularities in language.Such teaching mid be of lasting effect.
Then we may go on analysing word coMbinations,such as the name of a THING connected
'with an ACTION and see whether these word combinations are formed according to the"common sense"of physics. For instance is a working man,almays working?

mord

A
to act

A
to work

)

working man
now

AA
A
man of work

work-er
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Well,can we aayabis working man is resting,or This working man is sleeping.Apparently
this is a non-sensical expression.Cah'a sleeping man be a working man?
And haw about a Returning Officer?
Before we turn to this nonsense,let us for a moment contemplate our symbol for work.
Our small indicator for ACTION,(how we evolved it see on page 126 and 139) is usually
Alen we put it between the lines A it forms the verb to act.Then

employed high up

A

to express the meaning of work we double andll hiahtenn the meaning.001 indicating that
anrk A means to act for a purpose, and sure enough, the symbol for purpose

and for

the particle for )) is similar in outline.
This is one example of the many found in thids198- kow the geometrical lines are
employed to express meanings which are related in structure to each other. 7e can't find
such expressions of related meanings in phonetic writing. There is nothing to indicate
that the phonetic symbol compounds a-c-t-i-o-n and w-o-r-k and p-u-r-p-o-s-e
are related to each other.
fon
Similarly the meanings of the symbos/a-c-t-i-v-e and p-a-s-s-i-v-e are strongly
related to each other. In fac,their geometrical representation <and)aindicates relation
This book is full of such examples,proving that a geometrical writing is truer in meaning,
than phonetic writing,because it is drawn by ti-ying to indicate structural 'relations whic
find in our world.
Guided by these thoughts we shall now evolve the symbol for officer to form our symbol for Returning Officer. An officer is not only a man of the army,also he is not only
a in who works in an office.So what is heubasicallyn, seen with the eyes of a physicist2
He is entrusted with the performing, of certain actions with work for a purpose.Consequently there should not be any difference in the symbol for :-corker and officer.Even
the president of a stata
eaaonsiders himself a worker. 7e may add another symbol if we
want to indicate the tebiWthe worker-officer is doing,a hamsier,a pen,a retort,etc,
Now what is the basic meaning of Returning Officer,and how would you draw the symbol if
you hear this word combination for the first time?

offioer(ial)of state
returning officer
worker for state
Now,you know better.A Returning Officer is not a man who returns, walking on his legs.
A Returning Officer is actually a Vote Oollector.7ell,why don't we say so?
to go

forward

to return

> CI
to collect,
reeeive,get,

collector
receiver

to select
a multitude /
divided by eye

to select
with mind

collector of paper of
s»election

Now,the collector may collect paper votes on a beauty contest,or a government election.
In all such cases we shall indicate with a symbol what votes he collectaBut - confound the
man who invented the term Returning Officer. A citizen,who has learned semantography in
his youth,wouldn't invent such non-sensical.meaningless word combinations.If we care to
look through our word treasure we shall find thousands of such combinations.
7hat is a Consulting Engineer? And is there such- a thing as a retired consulting engineer,who hahni tu'
lAny consulting for the last ten years?Shoulan't we better say
Consultable Engineer,or better drop the action word in front of the man and say Engineer
for Consultation .The syMbol for Consultation is the same as for Opinion (mind and mouth,
see p.176)and we may add another symbol stating Engineer for Consultation on chemistry,
or weaving,or machines,or electrical machines,oto.etc. It is simple enough and to the point.
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In the foregoing examples we have seen how non-sensical word combinations have
been made by combining the word for a thing with the word for an action in the present
tense. When the past tense is used,00nfusion increases. A landed pilot, well this makes
sense,but how about a pilot of a sea-plane,he must be a watered pilot ,and how about
a landed proprietor?
Confusion is created because we have not been trained to distinguish between a past
participle, indicating nothing else,than past action,and the same word,expressing a quality resulting from a foregoing action.The past participle passes into an adjective.
Here again,the grammar of semantography can clear up misunderstanding.

moomm

Al±

1 AT 1

A±›

landed proprietor proprietor of land

landed

flyer

landing?

j
4%
watering?

Should we say a landing and a watering in regard to the coming down of a land or
sea plane? Or should we avoid such words which coincide with other meanings? Very good

terms are sometimes evolved ==',.a come-down and a take-off.These are clear to the point.
Some writers,however,evolve words,which are sometimes ambiguous,or even non-sensical.

net is a grounded plane? is it a plane whelcame dewn,whalis down,or whiinis grounded in
a grinding machine to reclaim the metal?NO,it's a plane which can't leave the ground...
And as we are handling a plane right nov,let us ask:what is a plane?Is it that notion
whit we learned in geometry? Oh no: We mean an air-plane. ::hat does this mean? A geemefittplane in air or a geomeii0plane of air? So this term indicates nonsense.
5e11,it's-Eflying machine. .hat do we mean now? A machine which is flying right now?

L 7 I.
plane
in geometry

)(
rte
or

air - plane
(sky&:nosa-(geometry)

or

>>

flying machine machine for flyi

or
Tachine for

flying

(right now) (symbol elements (!meiliary RA0101)
this iii ht indi6ate this indiaat&s the
nonsense
orthiguous
the motor only
whole apparatus.
'ath this exhale air-plane we have arrived. at a very important word group, the combination of two
.77,:onnecte: with er::pheng(
ew
th,:ch
n is often
new gadgets appear almost every day,we have found a simple method of avoiaal'Ahe coin ing
boat or steaMboat,jet-plane,and a host of thousands of other combinations.

P.Bodmer and L.Begben said (5):
"The meaning of the co,L4Jouna word(e,g.Brick-yard) so formed is sufficiently suggested by the ordinary meaning of its separate parts in a given context.Thi.s is a trick specially characteristic of Teutonic languages,Creek and Chinese."
Guerard (20) mentions that English,German,Italian,Spanish make compound words,the more
important coming last: stam-ship,reil-way,whereas French uses the analytical way,the
more important word coming first:navire a vapeur, chemin de fen.
This is a very important item in regard to the making of compound syMbols.It is clear
that a brick-yard is a zard,whereas a yard4)rick is a brick ( a special one,from or for
a yard),In view of the fact,that compound words are invented daily in almost all languages,
and in different word order in different languages,':'e must find the best way and apply it
to our symbol compounds in semantography.
The reader,who has closely followed the development of our compound syniboLs.,;kmat
way we have Chosen.Before we adopt it generally, let's hear what another "Lirtgpist has to
Stanley Rundle (15),gives a very good example,which we sba.11 translate in our symbols:

n i> o1►s
In_Frennb.2 table en boil de chene
table from 710011 of oak
English:

5

1" ri

In German: Eichenholztisch
EngliSh:.
Oak-wood table
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If you compare both symbol compounds,you realize at a glance the correct one.Re
want to describe a table,therefore the symbol for table must came first.The other method
iSS va 'rite damafirst a tree and only at the end do we find what it is all about:a table.
Rundle said:
(table)
first examine the French rendering,we see that the first statement
"If
is a statement cf the main point.'e then proceed to learn that it is made of wood,and
then later that the wood is of a particular kind 'oak'. Thus in French (as also in all
the other Romance languages) we pass from the _general to the particular.In the case
of the English andeGerman,and indeed in all the languages of the Teutonic family, the
first noun is concerned with the smallest detail 'oak',from which we pass to the more
general term 'wood' and only at the end do we find the rain idea 'table'.Here the
mental processnLeth N exact reverse.
Althounh thISY3Y0oter may seem very strange and unnatural to us English,yet from many
standpoints it is so much more logical to go from the general to the particular,i.e.to
say what you are talking about and then to describe it after7ards.The mental effort
required in understanding the English oakwood table is very different from that required by the French equivalent,In the case of English,we have to carry in our mindsthe
details of the statement until we reach the uurd table.We can then paint a mental
picture of the Object.In the case of French,however, we can draw the outline picture
when we hear the word table,and we can then paint-in the details as we proceed to the
rest of the description."
I have nothing to add to these lucid explanations.Ihat delights me is the metaphor
which Rundle used: "we can draw the outline picture when we hear the word. table".
Rundle mentioned a symbol writing on various occasions in his book:
"Languages of an ideographic type,are more truly international languages.The musical 'Old Notation' is used by musicians irrespective of their native languages.
The 'Arabic' system of numerals overrides all the linguistic barriers of Europe.It
is like the 'ideographs' of written Chinese..."
I have quoted Rundle on many occasions in this book.He mentions Leibnitz too,and-I
am sure he will be interested to hear that his metaphcr,mcntioned above,has become a
reality. We can now draw the outline picture in the symbols of semantography.Arxi we shall
draw the outline of the thing,we arevAalking about,firet,following the French example:
une table en bois de chene. we see now/we have sometimes employed particle synbols(from,
for,of,to etc.) in a symbol compound. They correspond with the French particles.
There should not be any difficulty in English. We can say: A table from oakwood. or
fully analytical a table of mnod from csk.English is a hybrid of Romance and Teutonic
constraotionetherefore no difficulty will be encountered here.Even in a wholly Teutonic
language,the logical word order does not present any difficulty; 'peaking: Ein Tisch

vom Holz der Eiche,instead of the confusing letter cluster: Ein Eichenhelztisch.
Moreover, t symbol in semantography will be read like any foreign writing is read:
it will be looked over at a glance and then pronounced in the native word order.
We can therefore agree that symbol compounds in semantcgraphy should be written in
one way only, foams the general to the particular.a'gain the teaching of semantography would.
have a good effect an the composition of new word combinations.Herebelow are a few specimeneas existing, today:
German

English

A

French

Eemantography

A

room(0x)eating
dining
di
ni
room
Salle a manger
Speise Zimmer
.yood tom
nonsensical,compare
room for eating
anaNam a so -mean
dining person
a Aouvu s ore room
The German word Slimasemans actually sQ1a,and therefore Speise Zimmer should indicate
a antr .To indicate a pantry the Germans say Speise Kammer. The word Kammer corresponds
to the nglish Chamber,but means in German a small room.However,the German have another
term Ess Zimmer,which corrospond5somehow to dining room. In both cases,however, the mental process is reversed to the logical word order.
In senantography,we do not need the hyphen (-).Even,if we should find a use for it,
we can't employ the same short horizontal line — ,because it is the small minus sign.
However, we shall later see,that we have another possibility of emp169Fa symbol which
can do thatwork,which the hyphen usually does.
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WORD ORDER WITH THINGS AND HUMAN EVALUATIONS

Vie have learned in previous chapters,that we could even dispen*with the LOTION indicator on top of the symbol for food. le would have to use the indicator for THING and
aXTION,if the dining room and the pantry are on the same angway,in order tax avoid mistakes.
For restaurantahatels,ships and trains,however,no indicator is necessary.In regard to
a restaurant car,we have the same nonsensical combination in English: dining oar,indicating a car in the action of dining.Sure enough,we have also a oar which goes to sleep.

German

0
Schlaf lagen

English
A
0
Sleeping Car

French

H
',7agon - Li ts

Semantoeraphy

1A
Car(with)Bed(s)

Sleep Car
nonsensical
Car - 'Beds
(eye,olosed)
The expression sleeping car should be abandonedaEven sleep car is better.The normal
combination would be bed-car but confound the man who invented
"sleeper" and "diner;
In the foregoing paragraphs we bandied compound nords,indleatine, two TE/NOS,like Bed-

car,Brick-yard,etc.Earlier we have seen that compound meanings could be made by adding

an ACTION word to a THING :cord, like 7orkine-man.The compound Sleepiee-car is built similarly.But we must realize,that the inventor of such words did not think that a working
man is always workine,or that a sleeping car is sleeping.7hat he did in his mind was an
abstraction.He abstracted some characteristics from the ACTION. workire and eleenina,and
added these abstractions to some other words.In short,he used these verb forms as adjectives,and we have seen that they could be termed adjectives from the rarmar point of
view.
The man is beautiful
The man is working
The beautiful man
The workine man
But according to the point of view of physios:workine is an ACTION and beautiful is
a human EVALUATION.
In the following paragraphs we shall deal with human EVALUATIONS in compound meanings.
7e should,however,bear in mind that no 49.4.A.„01s9tp*autiful) and adjective nouns
(beauty) fall in th18 class,but also Rny'ingYIngn'eral ang to EVALUATION with our senses(a beautY;a_TH1Nalbeautify,ACTIOR),In this class do not only, belone the Ojectives
thoughtful,stupid and wise,but also the terms thought,idea,abstraction,etc. 7:e have termed these :cords also SENSE FEACTIONS,and although the chemists and physicists will tell
you that all human EVALUATIONS originate by physical actions of the chemical cells of
our body and brain, they will tell you, that we are still utterly ignorant of the chemophysical processes involved.Oonsequently we must term all words pertaining to these sense
reections,be they feelineathinking or any other reaction of our senses as HUMAN EVALUATIONS,which are vague in meaning and which differ from one individual to the other,
The term Beauty may mean an abstraction,but it may be used to indicate a definite
TBING.She is a beautv,may indicate a girl,or a race horse,or a ship.To be more to the
point we may form a compound -word for instance beauty-girl or girl-beauty,or (without the
hypen) just girl beauty and horse beauty.
Tell,what do we mean by these different corbinations:
girl-beauty

beauty-girl
You will soon realize,that we are thinking according to thepervertea",illpgical
Teutonic word-order, in putting the more important word at the end, instead ofnhe beginning.
In the compound girl-beauty we are concerned primarily vith beauty, a girlish beauty.
In the compound beauty-girl we are concerned primarily with a girl,a beautiful girl.
But in semantography we write according to the logical arder,the important meaning
first.

zu2 of

beauty

beauty of girl
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Now,these two symbol compounds need some explanation.
(t) ge realize that,when we use the particles to combine two meanings,ye arrive at the
logical word order, in which the important meaning(what it is all about) comes first.
A girl (IF beauty and beauty OF a girl.
(erne symbol for female human being indicates a chemical entity in our worldewhereas
the symbol for beauty indicates an EVALUATION,a SENSE REACTION which we made with our
senses,symi3olized by the eye and, the Id part of the mind Icalloquiallyfl a heart).These
parts of our body are chemical THINGS,Sydbolized as such only when we put the TIMM.°
indicator on top of the syMbolsaithout this indicator,they indicate the sense reaction.
(3) The symbol for female does not indicate a girl.To symbolize this meaning we would
eave to add an82"useeei le222E, A girl is symbolized as a young female.However,in order
by putting two EVALUATIOIE young,and beautiful behind the fesft.
not to confuse
Eala syMbol,we have refrainea from adding the symbol for ateng. The symbols on the foregoing page should be correctly read: female of beauty and beauty of female,
Actually,we shall not write such compound symbols in the way indicated. Using a human
EVALUATION means eonfuspn eneugh,we should keep such a symbol safely separated from the
apart: beautiful girl, or by separating it by
symbol,either by iWit stand
a comma (,): girl,beautiful.
And this leads us to a very important problem1Should we put the adjective before the
noun or behind,In some languages this is done differently,and this affects semantography
which has to fit all languages.
In English we do put the adjective before the ledlhe. to say:
The beautiful theatre

but also

The theatre beautiful

But you will agree that the second expression is very seldomly used, and you may again
realize that here we have the sere Teutonic word order,putting the less important word
first.
Two pages ago you have found the quotation from Rundle, in which he explains that the
Romance word order is the logical one,to be preferred before the Teutonic one..': few sentences ooncerning the adjective have been omitted from that quotation.Here they are:
"This same difference shows itself in the way the two families of languages use
their adjective before the noun it qualifies,as a red book.Gerras.n:ein rotes Bush;
the Romance languages usually place the adjective after the noun,as French: un livre
rougs,Italian: un libro rosso.
although this order may seam very strange and unnatural to us English,yet from many
standpoints it is so much more logical to go from the general to the particular,i.e.to
say what you are talking about and then to describe it afterwards."
Well,what shall we do? We must decree a rule for semantography to be faithfully obeyed,
in order to avoid misunderstan4ng.en the other hand,we use adjectives incessantlyeelthe accompaniment of an adjective.If we decree that the
most no noun is pronounced Zvi
Teutonic word order should be faithfully adhered to, the writer reared in the Romance word•
order would have great mental difficulties to control his usual line of thought in writing.And we face this dilemma with other languages.
Well,we have agreedeto put the actual meaning first in a compound symbol.But we are
here concerned with the arrangement of two separated words.If we put the adjective behid (as we should do),we will get complaints from English and other writers,accustoded
it before.Semantoeraphy should have simple rules,but it should not impose great
to
strain on the writer,It should be practical,which means easy and simple.
Re shall feel a bit better,when we realize that there are no strict rules in the languages.In Italian,for instance we usually say: una signorina bella giebeautiful) but
sometimes we say: una belle signorina.
In English we put the adjective before a THING word,but behind an eCTION verbe.Te
say: the beautiful girl isdrringutifully.Sometimee we say: Dressed beautifullyeshe
entered the room. But sometimes we put the words the other way round: agaullIgazjitt=a,
she entered the room. In regard to the verb,there is no distinct rule in English.
Now, this may lead to "anarche and misunderstanding.lf someone writes in semantography
V
V
V.

It may mean:
or:
or

a famale,youngsbeautiful,dressed
II" ,young,beautifully dressed.
H ;YoungiAbeautifully dressed

(dressed has here no adverb;
youn&
g beautiful refer to
t
the female
--(youngish refers to the
style or the dress-we shott
say : ungisAlyi)
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Considering these possible misunderstandings we must keep this in mind:
(1)Semantography should be used for simple,descriptive reportaand it stands to reason
that the writer, trained in the system of semantography will avoid adjectives.
..te must be aware that people of different languages are putting the adjectives be(2)
.
fore the noun or verb in one language and after them in another language,and tligT
these habits are
deeply ingrained, that we must find a way to allow each national to write as he7accustomed to write.
To comply with the latter demand,we shall invent a small symbol to be used as a
connecting link,similarly to the hyphen in phonetic eriting.This symbol should look like
the half link of a chain,thus v and it shall be put on the lower line to serve as a coniieotor of an adjective,and in the middle,to serve as a hyphenou may write as you like to,
placing the adjective lvfnie or behind the noun,provided
But we eight draw the
you bind it to the AbWit-belongs:
symbols in the more legical word order:
ak
This line reads:

a female , young beautifully dressed.

Or in good English

a young female, beautifully dressed.

ferale,young,dressed,beauteruely
provided again that we
use our new symbol .

17e don't need a hyphen in semantcgraphINM&restandardizatIonsregard tc
certain compound symbols
use a hyphen as a connecting link between two meanings.
This might be necessary for technical meanings.

machine f.flying
propeller driven

turbo-jet
using ei prdPeller

jet-plane
(no propeller)

rocket -plane
(using Oxygen 02)

Semantography ±all be a writing, systematically devised and controlled by an institute.
Consequently there should not be any symbol compound which has tem different meanings.
expressed by one symbol compeund (and thus cause
If there are two meanings which are
misunderstanding) the Institute will evolve a differentiation and put/in the new suppleserve for
ment or the new edition of the dictionary.The new hyphen symbol may
such differentiation.
But we have used another connecting syrbol throughout this book, the comma (,),It has
an important place in the symbolization of our words. lie can use two words in any language
for instance young female or even ,young human female,but we have also one word girl to
express the meaning of two and sometimes three words. Similarly we can say:small mountain
or hill; very small mountain or mound.W.e may use the comma (,) to indicate such single
words,in which two or more meanings are expressed.

2.11 15xi 1170 20
a young female

rl

a baby(girl)

d,z
a low mountain

a gir1,17 years a girl,between
15 - 20 years/
350m

a hill

a mound

Ai

I 350 m

mountain 350 m high mt.near(abt) 350 m

far as I am concerned I don't believe that these differentiations are of any impor
taneeele don't want "literal" translations in reports in semantography. If we want to
express the meaning of hill,and the reader has no equivalent word in his mother tongue
for hill,he would translate it low mountaineje can remove any small talk evalutation by
inserting mathematical figures: a girl 17 years of age,a mountain 350 raeireshigh,or we
may use the syebol for near and say near 350 n (ebout,approxinately).
I believe that the adjective hyphene(on the ground line) would not be necessary. Ve
do not usually heap one adjective upon the other,and we should refrain from using them.
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In the foregoing pages you have found 4 different proposals,concerning the addition
of an EVALUATION,in particular an adjective or adverb to a word denoting a THING or an
ACTION.It may well be,that the members of the Society of Secantography will make a final
choicie,and decide in favour of the comma.Then the proposal,concerning the new hyphen symbol,will be abolished.
In studying the ways according to which adjectives are formed,we may find interesting material,which may be used to make grarmar study in school an absorbing,and even hilarious item.
The pupils should learn to distinguish between,what we may call "genuine" adjectives
and derived adjectives.The "genuine" adjectives are those which we termed human EVALUATION
Among the genuine adjectives we find for instance:
hot and cold.
In using a thermo-meter,we can deal with their vagueness.
rough and smooth.Here we have no yardstick.Sometimes we use a derived adjective.We
derive a quality from the TIMM and say silk,or ve/vetY.
good and bad
How we can find yardsticks for these EV
IONS will be shown in the
third book.
The derived adjectives are those,which we abstract from the words denoting a THET. r,
or ACTION.In most cases, they are harMless.Sometimes however, they ray cause misundersrn9'
From telephone we derive telephonic. Then we hitch this to another word:
telephonic conversation seems clear enough,but telephonic mishap may rrean a mishap
in the working of a telephone ,but also a mishap concerning misunderstanding by telephone.
Sometimes an adjective is used in front of two successive TFaNG words,and you don't
knowimmodiat;Yto what word the adjective belongs: electric lamb-factory,must be interpreted as meaning a factory for electric lamps,but not an electric factorv.Hu=urous
items are the pickled fish merchant,the bent furniture maker.Here the adjective is formed from the past participle denoting an ACTION.
Other non-sensical derivations are:
From rest we derive restive,which means exactly the contrary.A restive man is not
not4.,,/
From arbitration vie derive arbitrary. An arbitrary decision is the contrary of a
decision by arbitration.
From the TIME notion night we derive nightly,which does not roan nightlike,but every
night. We may say a nightish darkness,which may refer to a darkness in a closed room.
Nightish doesn't sound nice,so we derived nocturnal from noctis.nox.the Latin word for
a reference
night. Nocturnal darkness may mean the darkness of the night,but also
to a closed room (with bright daylight outside).However a. nocturnal bird may mean anything
a 'bird with black feathers,a bird with a weird scopearance,eto.It means a bird which flies
at night. Such word combinations may block understanding for a foreigner.
From space we derive spatial. A spatial conception means a conception in space. However a similar derivation spacious has a different meaning.A spacious house is a big house
From chemistry we derive chemical. A chemical THEND means a piece of chemical matter.
We chose this combination,because the words "things" anematters" are used for "anything"
including belief,sex,superstition,etc.eto.However,a foreigner may be Quite bewildered by
the word combination: a chemical student and chemical education. Hare as well as in the
foregoing instances,we had better avoid the adjectival derivation and say a student of
chemistry and education in chemistry
Misunderstanding and confusion must increase when we abstract adjectives from one
THING and attach them to another THING,especially a word,meaning a human or a human
activity.
From individual we derive individualistic. But what is individualistic behaviour?
Try to define it and then let other people define it and you will be surprised about
their different definition and evaluation of this word combination.
From animal we derive animalio or animalistic. Is"love" an animalistic habit,and what
precisely is an animalistic habit?
From pig we derived piggish and then formed pigmishness and a piggish Jerson.
Misunderstanding and vagueness must further increase if we couple two human EVALTTAtion words,the one an adjective the other a. noun,Writers use the combination a hateful
love or a lovindg hate or a lovingly hate.However the derivation love-ly,means somethirg7
different again.It means beautiful,not love-like(whatever this derivation may mean).
On many occas4'ions in this book,the suggestion has come up,that semantography may
be used to teach grammar,the grammar of our mother tongue.Any of the above mentioned
examples could be written in symbals,and the possibility of misunderstanding pointed
out.In symbolizing the differences ingAtmlntropAA fast horse,tied fast,and being
fast aslea,Oechildran would become aware OY' 1.
1e7irregularities in meanthg.In future
they mighttatEMIPUngR-sensical words and shape new words in abettor way.
THE CONFUSION WHICH ADJECTIVES CAN CAUSE
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SEMANTICS, THE SCIENCE OF THE MEANING OF MEANING

SEMANTICS

"Offhand one would expect libraries full of books analysing linguistic situations,
and chairs of semantics in every university.Yet Richards said in 1936 that no respectable treatise on the theory of linguistic interpretation was in existence...There
are few if any professional students or teachers of semantics.Even the theory of tennis or of football has been more thoroughly inquired into.So I have no accredited
systematized body of knowledge to set before you,but rather the result of a series
of raids into this laboratory and that.,."
Stuart Chase in 1938 (26)
My intention in regard to the third book is to write a series of chapters about
the various systems which certain semanticists have evolved.' want to show how they
have tackled the problems in language and understanding; the terms they have established,and how these terms are to be operated.It will be fascinating to see,how those
scholars,attacking the problems from different angles,have come to different conclusions,which however show a "family likeness".
Consequently, it would be interesting to see,that the system of semantography fits somehow all these different systems,and helps to clear up misunderstanding which may arise
in the reader,who is not accustomed to the "language of science",which some scholars
term "jargon" or "highbrow" or the like.In many cases, it can be shown,that the use of
Latin and Greek roots for the invention of new terms is one of th olpttoles to understanding to the"man in the street",that means to most of us.TV-Aase/AAost everyone of
us got snspidious the first time we heard the word "Semantics".
"Semantics" no doubt,one, f those new-fang ed notions,which professors can't put in
siMple words,"most of us aigaTNd.d.Andiglee u
elievelthat this "Semantics" is something which does not concern us at all,ana sould be left with thepriessors.Yet,
it can be easily provemantics concerns us all,evesene of us,A9A1 can and did affect
the peoples of the world in a most terrible way.So,we had better become acquainted with it.
We have learned on previous occasions,that the word semantics is derived from the
Greek words same. a sign,s6nainein to signify,and sananticos significant meaning.The term
Semantics indicates therefore the study or theory of meaning.
Wha is a semanticist? EveBbne of us who asles "What do you meanl"
However,when we look into the books of the professional semanticists,we are amazed
by the fact,that everyone gives the term Semantics a different meaning.We shall see from
the quotations below,that there is sharp disagreement between the seranticistseend they
themselves give an example how differently certain words are interpreted in different
minds. The reason for this may perhaps be found in the fact,that the science of semantics is a very young one.Just think,that the meaning of say Chemistry is today well definednehereas many centuries back,it was connected with all kindeof notions which today
are classified under special headings.
Since 1938 new books did appear,more scholars took up the study;and the stneture of
a new science took shape,which will soon become an item in every school from the university down to the kindergarten.For the reader of this book, it may have become clear
what I understand by the term of Semantics:the study of the meaning of words and their
influence on human behaviour. I shall therefore refer only to those books,which favour
this line.I shall not al with the theories of the logicians,who have already evolved
symbols for propositioniformulaenwhich deal with all kind of language situations.I am
afraid that many logicians may look with utter contempt at my system of semantography;they
may point out its "unscientific method" and its fallacies.
To this I have to say: Mathemat4cia_ns have written highly scientific treatises on
mentally beyond the reach of the common peethe "Foundations of Mathematics ,w_
ple.Fortunately,there were practical teachers,who taught the people the rudiments of
mathematics,so that they could At ' in their daily lives and avoid misunderstandings
in regard to the foundations of mathematics.Today,every housewife and every grocer uses
these foundations to get along.
Similarly,' have tried to find a simple raethgrilacrg to teach children,who will be
the citizen of tomorrow, semantics and logics..Ye need these items in our daily lives
even more desperately than we need simple mathematics and other sciences.

SYMBOLS FOR THE SCIENCE OF MEANING
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My foremost aim in making semarstogralOwwas:to take the harm out of words.I have
'harmed. and I have been hammed by words,an4 I havesdtnassea,how words, have caused treat
harm . to many millions of people,
Conseqnently,I at least will not be harmed wneMogicians and professional semanticists
ridicule my system and my notions,and when other scientists will dismiss
my ideas abdut'cheanistry,physics and mathematics inregard to language.' draw my symbols
and then I understand why there is disagreement among the scientists.

0
speaking
mouth

writing
pen

A

A

name,a term
meaning of
something' spoken or written a term in a mind

lc:ma
to touch
hand

to point
hand

a sign ( symbol)
some THING you can point at

A›)
meaning
science
significance
of THINGS(incl.
their actions and qualities)

semantics
in a narrow sense
science of meaning
of terms and words

meaning of
a sign in a mind

An›N-ie
semantics
in a wider sense
science of meabb4,
of THINGS as signs.

These syMbols show the symbol for the mind,and we know (just by 1 oking at the people in the street) that there are not two humn beings who are
hose minds are
alike.Consequently no two minds will think alike.This refers even to biologically
identical twins (who came out of a single fertilised ovum).From the point of heredity
they are perfectly alike.But environment will soon make those twins different beings,
who have their different vietrpoinis on this and that.
Naturally,not tan semanticists will think alike,and the meaning of the term "semantics" will differ from one mind to the other.How then shall we judge the different systems? We need semantics in our daily life.Consequently we should use those methods
which are easier to handle,rhich are more practical,which simple people can handle.
Moreover,we realize that any study of semantics must start from the real things of
our world,the things we see with our eye,the things we can touch or point at with our
hand.Our different minds may contemplate them dif'ferently,rcay give them different terms
in the same or in different languages,spoken or written differently,but - real THINGS,
chemical THINGS we have to contemplate,not words alone.
"All things are symbols:
The external shomsof Nature
Have their image in the mind,
As flowers and fruits and falling of the leaves"
said Longfellow
Then Longfellow was a semantieist.Nc doubt.So were all the poets and thinkers and so
are you,if you care to think or ask: "What is the neaning of this and that?"
Consequently if we want to use quotations of semanticists,we would have to quote
most of the great men,who in their writing have told us something about the meaning of
things and words.
We Should go back to Socrates,who said:"Define your terms". We should study Aristotle
who has written a whole book Sonhisticd-Elenohi,in rhich he classifies the fallacies of
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FROM ARISTOTLE, THE FIRST SEMANTICIST, TO THE NEW ONES

language.
Rcss,who translated some of Aristotlds writings (87) said
He laid his finger on those most important of all fallacies which are net adopted for the deception of others,but deceive the speakers themselves.His treatment
takes account of many of the subtlest dangers to which reasoning is exposed.
In many cases his meaning has been misunderstood,and in others counsel has been
darkened by the wilful application of his terms to entirely different types of fallacy':
We would have to go through the sayings of the semanticists of the last tyqkhousand
years.We would have to make long quotations from the writings of Locke {1832 - 1704)
whose "Essay concerning Human Understandire may well become a school book; what he
has to say fits perfectly the confusion of our modern age.(see p.420)
Such quotations would fill a whole book.What we can do in the framework of this book
is to look up the books(in a public librarylwhich we find in the catalogue under the
heading "Semantics",leave out the books on formal logic and have a dip in those books
which somehow come near our meaning of semantics,This we will do.Only a few lines here
and there to At the app2We of_those readers who want to hear more about this fascinating subjec linf el thiiialBEio l, a short abstract of each system will be given.
The word semantics Was first coined by Michael J.A.Breal,who wrote in 1897 a treatise on the moaning of words.He believed to have opened up a new branch of modern science
and - as it is customary among scientists - he invented a new term, derived from the
"reek word semanticos. His raper has the title Essai de Semantious.Here are a few lines:
"We must remember that the teaching of the mother tongue has the advantage of
being continued at all times and in all places,that it is spurred by the stimulus
of necessity,that it has to deal with minds in the freshness of youth,and finally
that it possesses the unique characteristics of linking words to things,and not the
words of one language to the words of another language."
And from another page:
"Metaphor changes the meaning of words and creates new expressions on the spur
of the moment.It is born from the instantsacus glimpse of the similarity between
Lwu objects or two aots.If it be accurate or picturesque,or even if it merely fills
a gap in the vocabulary,its adoption is assured.But the metaphor remains such at its
outset only; soon the mind becomes accustomed to the image."
The reader should not think that I have selected some lines of special importance.
On the contrary.These are samples taken at random.
The work of Breal was translated by J.P,Postgate,he himself a fervent semanticist.
The above quotations were taken from his translation, to which he himself writes in the

preface: (88)
"The study of meaning will revise not a fey of our grammatical notions; and in
no department of linguistic perhaps is this revision more needed.Here,it is true,
the logician has lost much of his power;but the influence of the pedagogue is almost
wholly impairedsNothing is so hard to shake off as the old school-room;and pedagogy,
not content with its early dominance,invades the territory of soienoe,whose discoveries it seeks to discredit on the ground that they cannot be taughtnil sine magno
nits labore dedit mortalibus,and it is unfortunately the that what is most troubleare usually transsome to teach is often most instructive to learn.Because
lated and in Englisls,a very distinguished scholar writes that "accuracy of scholarship is the quell. from the outset -when a boy turns up his dictionary and finds one of
the meanings given for ase is or."
Little was heard about this new science from 1897 till 1922.In that year,two
scholars C.K.Ogden and I. .Richards wrote a book under the simple,but intriguoing
title The Meaning of Meaning (1 7),It is now considered the standard_ work on semantics,
and many quotations have been made from it in previous chapters.
It is no haphazard coincidence, that C.K.Ogden invented Basic English.A man who
has probed into the abyss of ambiguity,felt the need for simple and non-ambiguous
statements.He selected 850 words from Erglish and ptoved to the world that word
economy is possible on an unheard-of scale.' have expressed my gratitude to Ogden
in previous chapters.-Jithout Basic English I would have never attempted this book.

OGDEN AND RICHARDS, AND THEIR "THE MEANING OF MEANING"
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J.P.Postgate wrote the preface to the Meaning of Meaning,and here are some quotations from the book,taken at random:
"Meaning,that pivotal term of every theory of language,cannot be treated without
a satisfactory theory of signs.With some of its senses (in -which 'my meaning' 'what
I on thinking of') the question to be answered is,in brief "What happens when we
judge,or believe,or think of something3of what kind of entities does the something
consist;and how is it related to the mental event which is our judging,our believing,
our thinking."
They refer to other methods
"We can either use a grammar of "substantives" and "attributes" (Johnsonjiogio),
or one-of "events" and "objects" (iThitehead,The Concept of nature) or of "place"
and "referert",according as we favour an Aristotelian outlook or that of modern
physics,or the pictorial exposition of the views here advocated."
They cite other scholars

"We know how strong is the tendency to suppose that whatever has got a name has
a real existence" (J.S.M111)
"In talking of the quality blue we are really refering to the effect of external
movements in a normal eye" (Helmholtz)
They give; manyexamples of the power of words,in connection with superstition,and don't
forget the humourous ones
"What guarantee have we that the planet regarded by astronomers as Uranus is
really Uranus?" (Sachs)

They-stress the viewpoint of the founder of the scientific method,Francis Bacon(1561-1626)
"In order to save ourselves from thegreat sophism of all sophisms,equivocation
or ambiguity of words" We must "imitate the wisdom of the mathematician" and make
clear the sense in which we are using our terms,else "we are sure to end where we
ought to have begun,in questions and differences about words."
"Here is the first distemper of learning when men study words,not matter."(Bacon)
Faturally,they
,
have a lot to say about Locke's Essay on Human Understanding,and quote
"Vague and insignificant Forms of Speech,and abuse of Language,have so long passed for Mysteries of Science and for deep Learning...that it will not be easy to persuade either those who speak,or those who hear them,that they are but the covers of
lgnorance,and Hindrance of true Knowledge.To break in -u on the Sanctuary of Vanity
and Ignorance will be,1 suppose some service to Human Understanding".(Locke)
From Locke,they go to his contemporary,Leibnitz,who was so impressed -by Locke' s essay,
that he wrote his own treatise under the sane title New Essays concerning Human UnderslaniLmiwhich is written in the form of a dialogue between a representative of his
views and another of Locke's views. (89)
Here I want to express my deep gratitude to Ogden and Richards for these quotations.
As pointed out in a previous chapter, I worked for 4 years on my idea in China and only
in 1946,when I came to Australia,could I get hold of The Meaning of Meaning.There I
found to my delight,that Leibnitz had advocated a symbol writing like that,which I attemted to invent.But for Ogden and Richards,' may have never known the views of Leibnitz:
"-Usually the different significations of the same word have some affinity;this
makes one pass for another and does not give time to consider what is said with all
the precision that is desirable."
They add:"What Leibnitz desired was a script or notation similar to that of the Chinese,
buebetter than theirs" and he thought that this "might be introduced if small fi-

gures were employed in the place of words,which would represent visible things by
their lines,and the invisible,by the visible,which accompany tham,adding thereto
certain additional marks,suitable to make understood the flexions and the particles.
The representative of Leibnitz continues:
"This would be of service at first for easy communication with distant nations;
but if introduced also among us,without howcvr -onounciolv ordinary writing,the empldEent of this mode of writing would. be useful in enriching the imagination,and
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in giving thoughts less surd and verbal than we now have.It is true that the art
of drawing,not being known by all,it follows that,excepting the books printed in
this way (which everybody would soon learn to read),everyone could not avail themselves of it otherwise than by a method of printing,i.e.having the figures all engraved ready for printing upon paper,adding thereto afterwards with a pen the marks
of the flexions or particles. But in time everybody would learn the plan in youth, so
as not to be deprived of the convenience of this figured character and would speak
in truth to the eyes,and would be very agreeable to the people, just as in fact the
peasants already have certain almanacs,telling them without words much that they ask."

To this the representative of Locket s view is made to reply:
"I think your thoughts will some day be carried out, so agr&ble and natural
appears to re this writing,and it seems to be of no little conseqaence for increasing the perfection of our mind,and rendering our conceptions more real."

Ogden and Richards continue with their own words:
"But this speculative construction,which first occupied his attention at the age
of 18,and was constantly in his thoughts,especially about the year 1679,and when it
became clear that he would not have the strength to proceed with it,still remains
where Leibnitz thus left it."
I wonder,what Ogden and Richards would say to my attempt to take up the thread of
Leibnitz thoughts. now efter 300 aieere have Passed'.
In any case, there cannot be any doubt,that this system of semantography is an
attemilig7 a practical realization of a symbol writing,which "would be of service
for easy communication with distant nations... and would be useful in giving thoughts

less surd and verbal than we now have."I fervently hopRnIhat Ogden and. Richards will
support my idea and I end these quotations with a last /from their book.They say:
"The understanding of the functions of language,of the many words in which words
serve us and mislead us,must be an essential aim of all true education.Through language all our intellectual and much of our social heritage comes to us.Our whole
outlook on life,our behaviour,our character are profoundly influenced_ by the use we
are able to make of this,our chief means of contact with reality.A loose and insincere use of language leads not only to intellectual confusion,but to the shirking
of vital issues or the acceptance of spurious formulae."
When The Meaning of Meaning cane out in 1922 shortly after the first world war,nobody
realized,that here was something which should be put into practical operation immediately,sonething which should have the same priority as the making of guns and the building of battleshipsek faint rurrur came across the channel and grew as the years passed
by,until it became a deafening roar.The new semanticists appeared:Hitler,Goebbels,Rosenberg who spoke and ahouted,and the others Himmler,Goering and the other henchmen,who
executed - in every sense of the word - what the Fuehrer said.
Now, demagogues are not a product of modern times.Since language was invented,men
have harangued other men:Mathes changed is the range of a man's voice.The radio made
it possible that a man could speak to 50 millions of listeners and more,who would sit
comfortably in their homes.To this invention we must add the rotation printing press.
The results are disastrous.
Since the twenties the world has witnessed how nations and especially the German
nation were whipped up to a frenzy by nothing else but words,until they virtually got
mad,run amok,and stabbed off other nations,who happened to be around.
This terrific display of propaganda made many people think - in other countries.It
was clear,something must be done about it,soeething practical.I do not refer to the
menawho ordered re -armement,or to the men he advocated appeasement.I refer to the men,
who thought that semantics must core into our education
These men recognized the
disastrous results of propaganda in every country.
It is therefore no haphazard coincidence,that a practical man,an engineer took up
the matter,Alfred Korzybski. In 1951 he published his "Science and Sanity", a heavy

volume of over 800 pages. (58) :teed other pages on Korzybksits work listed in the index.
He realised,what we all realise today,that words do not only play a great part in
the relations of nations,but also in the relations of single individuals.The happy mood
and the sane behaviour of a whole family could be shattered by a single wordeTte cooperation of the workers in a plant could be brought to nil by a single wordeRiots could
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follow the utterance of a single word.Korzybski began to examine words, just as he had
examined machines and bridges before.
Unfortunately,Korzybski could not get away from the "language of science",For him,
all those notions of mathematics,physios,logics,etc. were quite natural and he used them
freely.But for the general public, it was just another scientific look with seven seals.
Another man had to come,who could speak plainly,or so colourfulVthat the general public found it quite amusing.Stuart Chase published his The Tyranny of Words in i938.In
his first pages he says something,whioh I want to have said for my writing:
(26)

It is a curious story I have to tell you.I shall not tell it very well,because
it is almost as hard to investigate words with words as to lift oneself by one's
bootlaces.The formal logicians will write me off in advance for this and other reasons,but I have a talisman against the sorceries of those who deal in formal logic.
In due time I will reveal it.lkore serious are the many pits into which I am bound
to fail/because of the persistence and strength of language habits which are not so
much mine as a common racial heritage,As I write,I shall identify ward with thing,
I shall confuse levels of abstraction,I shall personify absolutes,' shall deal in
varieties of word magic.Edit and revise as I may,many of the lapses will remain.But
you are going to read a book where the author is at least on the watch for failures
of meaning,at least alive to the grave difficulties of communication,That is something you do not encounter every day.After all,ore has to begin somewhere,and this
is my beginning.
I am going to tell you,as plainly as I oan,what has been discovered about semantics so far;what it has done for me personally...and what it might do for men in
general if enough of them could become acquainted with the discipline."
I have quoted Chase

many times in previous chapters,and I hope that the reader

has found him as interesting as many others have found him to be e trnfortana-rbzli the
book appeared too late to have any effect.filtler has said theword,and the ae
chine
was set in motion.Fifty millions of people were doomed.
In the meantime, some university men were attracted by that practical and human side
of semantios,and in 1941 a book appeared by Dr,Irving J,Lee of Northwestern University,
Language Habits in Human Affairs (84),It is based on Korzybski's work,end it represents

a very good study,written in a language,which is of no difficulty to any student.Here
is the paragraph with which Lee refers to Korzybski the engineer.I quote it here, because
I feel somehow,that it vindicates my breaking-in irPthe realm of the linguists.
"The first world war had put into sharp focus the achievements of the physical
scientists as compared with the failures of those who guide and advise us in our
every day living.Cn the one hand,we see bridges and buildings standing up,guns and
airplanes working,steam shovels and dynamos functioning efficiently.When the engi-

neers plannad,they ended with structures which are reliable.When they make predictions in their speoialities,things have a way of turning out as per specification.
But how about the men who govern our economic,political,and legal affairs?...
The security we have with the engineers we do not have with the social "scientists"
- if we measure their achievements,We cannot be sure that when they predict, things
will so happen.
The question that Korzybski then posed was this:If both the physical structures
and the social institutions are products of human nervous systems,what does an engineer do when he builds a bridge that the social scientists do not as invariably
when they go to work? He put the answer in terms of the most easily observed activities of each - their taIking.The engineer talks to himself (or calculates) in varied
languages (words or figures) which are appropiate or similar in structure to the facts
with which he has to deal.That is,he looks at the life facts and then makes what he
has to say fit.Bis major effect is to make his talk,formulas,equations,etc.adequate
to represent the facts.And when that is achieved,the bridges don't break down."
And on another page of his preface Lee said:
"An historian,,someday,may call this the Era of the Organized Lie, ..Organized lying
however, is by no means the only verbal problem with which we are faced today.There
remains something even more fundamental - the necessity of knowing hug to "talk sense"..
In short,we have need of rs-thods,simple,teachable,and useable,by which to break
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KORZYBSKIIS SCIENCE LANGUAGE IN HIS "SCIENCE AND SANITY"

through the conventionalised,stiffly resistant,and confusing habits of evaluation...
In 1939,talking to freshmen,Robert h.Hutchine said,"It is hard to think that education is important when the world is on fire;the temptation is to rush out and join
the fire department."
We should here translate the issue this way:Firemen have to learn how to be efficient in the handling of ladders and hoses;and should students find themselves amid

the conflagration of prejudice,social confusion,and unreflecting disorder, they too,
had better learn how to deal with them before the flames consume them."
Dr,Lee has produced an excellent text book for students,vdth many pictures of people
looking at the life facts,making evaluations in their headland having words streaming
out of their mouth4and whirling around other persons' head? the book is warmly recommended to everybody. I have refrainedtiom quFW details of the actual text boakj hAvi 'n
ext of
mind to make an abstract of Lee's teaching and of the teachings of the otMais',11.
third
third. book,For this reason, I shall quote again only passages of a general character
from the book of Korzybski.Details from Lee's system,from Korsybski l s or Ogdenoand
Richardd systemormuld only confuse the reader,when he is not presented. with the complete
structure.
Herebelow are a few lines from Korzybski's Science and Sanity: (56)
"A symbol may stand for (1) Events outside our skin,or inside our skin in the fields
belonging to physics,chemistry,physiology,etc. (2) Psycho-logical events inside our
skin,or,in other words,for semantic reactions which may be considered 'sane',00vering
a field belonging to psycho-logics. (3) Semantic disturbances covering a pathological field belonging to psychiatry.
As the above divisions, together with their interconnections,cover the fifad of
human symbolism,which,in 1933,have become,or are rapidly becoming,experimental scionces,it appears obvious that older 'metaphysics' of every description become illegitirate,affording only a very fertile field for study in psychiatry.
Because of structural and the above symbolio considerations based on Non-Aristotelian negative,non-identity premises,thesc conclusions appear as final;and,perhaps,
for the first time bring to a focus the age-long problem of the subjeot-matter,character,value,and,ipAeneral„the status of the older 'metaphysics' in human economy.

From the non-elsmentalistic,structural,and semantic point of view,the problems with
which/the older 'metaphysics' and I philosophy'dealt,shoula be divided into two quite
definite groups.One would include 'epistemology' ,or the theory of knowlerige,which
would ultimately merge with scientific and non-elementalistic psycho-logics,based
on general semantics,structure,relations,multi-dimensional order,and the quantum
mechanics of a given date;and the rest would represent semantic disturbances, to be
studied by a generalized up-to-date psychiatry."
There appear to be three main factors,which account for the fact, that Korzybski's teaching has not penetrateedeepor "and has not reached great numbers of people.
The first is this kirk. of writing,which is "too high" for the 'man in the street',
and I myself must confess very often a complete blank when reading the book. The above
sample is taken at random.The whole book is written in the same manner.Yet Lee proved,
that what Korzybski had to sway, can be said in simple words understandable to any student.. Read p.5M-fr about th6 confusion created by Korzybkai with thenI.En, See also index.
The second factor which must have irritated see men of science is the condemnation
of Aristotle,whom Korzybski ames for many ills of hurranity,concerning confusion and
misunderstanding.Corsequently7builds up a Non-A4gMelian system,which he somehow
brings in lino with. Non-;Euclidian and lion-Newfaia lthough - as his benevolent
critic C,J,Keyser points out - that no one asserts that the Euclidian ,geometry or the
Newtonian formulae are false,whereas Korzybski maintains that Aristotle's principles
are"invariably false to facts".Keyser cites Aristotle to show that Aristotle never contomplated an "Is of Identity" as Korzybski accuses him. (9C).
In any case,it is signifioant,tbat Lee did not mention Aristotle eve 'o
,
propounding Korzybski's theory, I dealt with the "is" on page 405ff.
The third factor,which may have irritatedeoma men of the medical science, isthe
facto-that Korzybksi,or at least some of his adherents,consider his General Semantics
as a means to curOmentally

QUOTATIONS AND CONFUSIONS OF OTHER SEMANTICISTS
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During the war,and after the war new books on semantics appeared,sona of the
"nopulaetype,some of thefl anaderic"type.A few lines from two books of the latter type
sre reproduced below,
From "Squent1,cs" by Hlagh Walpole( 9i)
emantics or semasiology is the study of the meaning of words.Semantics shows
hal most of our words each has msnTmeanings;and the word "Semantics" itself - the
name of the study of the "meaning of meaning" - is no exception.Sone writers on"Semantios"deal with very different matters from those which will be discussed under
that name in this book...
On the other hand,some authorities who write about what I would. call Semantics
call it by other names...The student of Semantics studies words.When he tries to
talk about "Semantics" he uses words to talk about a word which itself talks about
nothing but words.Is not this like trying to lift himself by his bootstraps?"
And here is a sample from another bookSigns,Langnage and Behaviour by Charles Morris (92)
which too,tends to show the widespread disagreement,which prevails among the semanticists:
"There is wide disagreement as to when something is a sign.Some persons would
unhesitatingly say that blushing is a sign,others would not.There are mechanical

dogs which will come out of their kennels if one claps one's hand loudly in their
presence.Is such clapping a sign? Are clothes signs of the personality of those who
wear them? Is music a sign of anything? Is a word such as 'Go!' a sign in the same
sense as is a green light on a street intersection? Are puntuation marks signs? Is
the Parthenon a sign of Greek culture.Disagreements are widespread;they show that
the term 'sign' is both vague and ambiguous."
"Most difficult topics in Semiotics:the interpretation of signs which are called
by some" logical signs" or "formal signs",or "syncategorematic signs" terms which
various authors applied to such features of languages as "or","not","same","is","+",
"five" variables, word orders,suffixes,parts of speech,grammatical structure, punctuation devices,and the like.Here differences of opinion run riot.There is no agreement as to which terms belong to the intended clasc,whether these terms are properly
regarded as signs,and if they are signs,whether they are designators,appraisors,
prescriptors,cr signs in a distinctive mode of signifying."
"Various attempts have been made under these circumstances to attain some simple
classification which :rillembrace at least the majority of the ways in which signs
are used..The most frequent of these attempts repeat or stem from Ogden and R chards'
distinction between referential and anctive.Pollook distinguishes the referential
and the evocative use of signs,Mace the referential and expressive,Reichenbach the
cognitive and the instrumental,Feigl the informational and the non-cognitive,Stevenson
the cognitive and the dynamic...These attempted classifications often confuse the
signification and ti uses of signs."
Together with Dr.Lee, other university men have formed a group,centred around Korzybski' s General Semantics.They issue A Review of General Semantics,which carries the
title ETC.This refers to a simple device,recommencled by Korzyb ski,who saidnyou can
never tell all characteristics of a given object.You can mention only a few.Therefore
add always the abbreviation atc.Editor of this Review is S.I.Halakawa,Assistant Editor
is Anatol Rapoport,both of the Illinois Institute of Technology.President of the Society
for General Semantics is Wendell Johnson of the State University of Iowa.Many other
distinguished names are to be found in the Review and the Society.
During recent years Hayakawa published Larallae in Action,and Johnson published
people in Quandaries.Both books are written in the style which most students will
find interesting and understandable,and it is noteworthy,that right now,when I write
these pages,both books are unobtainable in the bookshops,and usuallynin readers hands
in the library.Being therefore unable to quote from these books, I shall give some
sample quotations from artioles,written by these and other semanticists in the ETC.
Review.(93).
It should be understood,that I can only give a few quotations in this chapter,which
should be considered a preview to a group of chapters in the third book.If I leave cut
consider
quotations of other semanticists,it does not in any way mean, that I
them not worthy of quotation.
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MORE HIGHBROW BOOKS ON MORE HIGHBROW SEMANTICS

From an article Linguistics and the Future by S.I.Hayakawal
"This is neither the time nor the place to evaluate all the other work being
done in semantics at the present time:by I.A.Richards and his followers in literary
criticiem,by P.W.Briagman and B4trand Russell,by Rudolf Carrap and C.W.Morris and the
' Unity of Science'group,by Jerome Frank,Thurran Arnold and E.S.Robinson in law,and by
many others in many other fields,except to say that all have made extremely valuable
contributions,and that no one interested in the subject can afford to leave any of
them unread.KorzYbski's 'non-aristotelian system'hmvever,appears to be at once the
most inclusive and the most usable of the syntheses yet produced.However difficult
the demonstrations and proofs of the system to be found in Science and Sanity, the
principles to Which general semantics can be boiled down are simple,and can readily
be taught to students or applied to one's on work."
Hayakawa has proved in his book Language in Action (94) that he can teach semantics
in simple langnage,and I can recomend his book warmly to all students interested in
semantios.The same applies. to Johnson's book People in Quandaries (95).Heraelow
are a few lines from an articlohnson,which appeared under the same title in ETC.
"Quandaries,then,are rather like verbal cocoons, in which individinls elaborately
encase themselves,and from which,under circumstances common in our time,they do not
intend_ to hatch.The peculiar structure of these cocoons appears to be determined in
great measure by the structure of the society in which they are formed - and the structure of this society has been and continues to be determined significantly by the
structure of the language which we so unconsciously acquire and so unreflectively
employ."
Another teacher of General Semantics is Francis P.Chisholm of Stephens College.Here
are a few lines from his lectures (96).They tell conclusively,why doctors find semantics a valuable tool to correct maladjustments in patients,caused by language:
How can our formulation of a situation affect our behaviour in that situation?
refer to a very fine article by Dr.Campbell,in the Papers from the Second American
Congress on General Semantics,in which he tells of a patient who came in with the
complaint 'My husband makes re sick' .And she wasn't kidding either,He made her physically sick;she suffered nausea,vomiting and so on when she thought of him...,She
assumed the situation has a structure over which she can have no control.
Now just as soon as you mplce her formulate the situation in another way which has
other structural implications,she can immediately begin to do something about it...
As soon as she says 'react to my husband's behaviour with sickness' ,she has stated
her sickness as a reaction,and that reaction can be judged and studied...Mbst human
reactions are linguistically conditioned, end linguistic conditioning is very deep

I

within us."
From an article Semantic Aspects of- lam/nage and Ma-them-tics by Anatol Rapoport in ETC.
of which I quote a few lines,related to the subject of my next chaptert
''All men are mortal',goes the first exercise in sylloginm;1 3ocrates is a man,
therefore Socrates is mortal'.
How did we get-to say 'all men are mortal?' By observing that Smith has died and
Jones has died,and Kriahnamurti has died,etc,If 'all men are mortal' is a certainty,
then free observation must have included all men,also Socrates.If it did,there is no
need to prove him mortal by the syllogism.If it did not,'all men are mortal' is only
a guess,a very good guess,to be sure,worthwhile betting on,but one which can be disproved by a single counter-example,"
To end this chapter of quotations here are a few lines from Interpretation in Teaching (83)
written by the grand old man of Semantics, I.A,Riohards,the co-author of The Meaning
of lAaning.I have again chosen a few lines about the syllogism,which will be the subject
cf the next chapter.

"The examples that logicians disaass are usually not instances of what they profess to be discussing - unless we agree to treat them as such,that is in a fashion
quite unlike that in which we treat them in ordinary speech.For example,a logician

will say(quoted fromDr.Stebbing's A Modern Introduction to Logic) that
(1)Mussolini is mortal
(2)Voltaire is witty
(3)Havelock Ellis is old

WHAT WE NEED IS A SIMPLE SEMANTICS AND LOGIC
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express propositions of the same fonu.The moment we look into them and ask 'What
do "mortal", "witty" and "old" mean? we see that this is flagrantly not so.In an
ordinary setting,
'is mortal' = 'will die sometime'
(2) 'is witty' = °makes remarks which cause, in certain people,a peculiar
pleasure,and in others a peculiar annoyance'
(3) l is.old'
= 'has lived through many years'.
And with these expansions the seemingly similar adjectives stand for very different logical forms." Read also the chapter "The tricky woreis." p. 537ff.
With these few quotations I may close this chapter,My intention was to give the reader a few glimpses here and there,and to show him what exciting stuff semantics is.I
hope that I have achieved my purpose:to 4tt tho.readers appetite for more.

LOGIC FOR THE PEOPLE

"Letnitz says:"I hold that the invention of the syllogism is one of the most beautifUl which the human mind has made,and ever one of the most considerable.It is a
kind of universal mathematics whose importance is not sufficiently known."
Bertrand Russell (97)
Bertrand Russell,the grand old man of Philosophy and Logic has written, together
-nth A.N.Whitehead,a monumental work Principia Mathematics,which is one in the line
of many books written by modern logicians.Their systems,their symbols,and their treatments seem to be utterly beyond the mental capabilities of the 'man in the street'.
However, the teachings of logic should be general,because logical thinking is a necessity for everyone.
In the third bock you are going to hear something about the propositional function
of RusselLI hope to succeed in proving that this is somethiaz which could easily be
taught to any boy and girl,espeoially if we use the symbols of semantography.
In this chapter,' want to prove that the syllolpsm,an operation of mathematical logic
is handled and used subconsciously by everyone of us,by any boy and girl and by any man
and woman.Consequently it is necessary that everyone of us becomes consciously aware
of the kind of mathematics which is going on in our minds - simply because we can perform a perfectly logical conclusion within our heads,which may turn out a fallaoy.It
can be proved that the malicious propaganda. which has lead to the second world war,and
which is,in other forms,now again thre, ing a world conflagration - that this propaganda is based mainly on the working o yllogium.If we are unaware,we may become the
victims of its tricks.
The syllogism was brought to perfection by theGrfek philosophers:In the Greek language syllogismos means a reasoning,a reckoning all toether. It usually consists of
2 statements,from which a logical conclusion is drawn,Here is the famous syllogism with
which every student of logic becomes acquainted;

First statement (called first -premise)

All men are mortal

Second statement(oalled second premise).

Socrates is a man

Logical conclusion

Socrates is mortal

This logical conclusion may seem very natural,vpry logical,very true to anybody.And
we might believe that the occupation with such syllogisms is a pastime restricted solely to the logicians.However, it can easily be proved that everyone of us,employsthe
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syllogism every day.Suppose we read a
attement over the
entrance to a shop

All merchandise in this shop sells for 25 d a piece.

You make now an observation,stating .

Toothpaste is a merchandise in this shop.

Logical conclusion

Toothpaste sells for 25 c a piece in this shop.

Some readers,eeo have never heard about the syllogism,may wonder why I bring such
stuff into a chapter on logic. le?parently such statements as the one above,are so natural,so obvious,that logicians seam to waste only their time,pondering about such logic
which any child grasps,without being told about it.
However, such readers nay become disturbed when they learn that there are syllogisms
yet they are factually false.In other words,
which are logically perfectly correct,
no make sometimes such obviously correct logical conclusions,as the one above;we believe
in the truth of our conclusionaet we deceive ourselves.
It is quite difficult to teach logic in a few pages,and I beg forgiveness for the
method I employ,which may not find agreement with readers versed in logic.On the other
hand, I want to show,that semantography could be of use in the teaching of a logio,which
anyone could grasp.
Let us take the following syllogism:
First statement

Mt. SmithEasZ10,000 on his account.

Second statement

A men,who has.C10,000 is rich.

Logical conclusion

Mr. Smith is rich.

Now,this is just another syllogism,of which there is nothing to be said.It's obvious,
it's logical,it's true.
But,let us suppose that the first premise is not true:MY.Smith has notE10,000
Men the logical conclusion is not true either:Mk...Smith is not rich. So we learn:
A logical conclusion is only true,yhen both premises are true.
Here again,sone readers may find this so obvious,that to be unnecessary to stress it.
Well,let us suppose,that lir. Smith has theld10,000 on his account.Then we have a
perfect syllogism,and a perfectly logical conclusion.
Some readers may agreerf.esYr.Smith is rice.But other more fortunate readers may
sayaio,Ur.Smith is not rich.A man,who has only10,000 is not rich':
So,we must realise that a perfectly logical syllogism,which leads to a perfectly
logical conclusion,may be considered true by one group of people and false by another
group.Where is the hitch?
Now,a student of Kbrzybski's General Semantics would say:"It is the "IS" of Prediction.
Mr.Smith IS rich.Whatever you say it,is - it is not.Lr.Smith is not rich."
However, a student of semantography may say:" I concede that the "is" must be 4rateletle,
7ith safety, we can say "MreSmith IS a man.27e-eSmith IS the owner of an accRAntiE1244
the IS is only the copula (coupling link) between Mr.Smith,a THING, and an EVALUATION.
The EVALUATION "rich" is a meaning.evaluated differently in different minds.This(vord
causes the syllogism to be considered true by one group of persons and false by another
7roup.Look out for the EVALUATION -words in any syllogism.
Another student of senantography may say:" We must watch the "is",but we must also
watch the "has" as we learned on page 412.The "has" may be ambiguous,the "has" may play
similar tricks as the "is". If Mr.Smith "hc.s.1 10,000 aces it mean,that he owns them,
or that he borrowed them only?Suppose he has them,but he may have debts on other accounts.
In other words, the meaning of "haj-is vague, just as the !waning of "is".
So,let us examine the syllogism,arrantng every word according to chemical THINGS,
physical ACTIONS,and human EVALUATIONS,which include SENSE REACTIONS.
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I believe to have found a simple method afenal
any syllogism,by n^i it dawn
in the symbols of semantoipappy.Any student,who has mastered the symbols and the system
:an do it,and then,he can pollhis finger at each term,whieh may cause disagreement between different people.Let us write the foregoing syllogism in symbols
A
0
0 V 0
kith riNio,oco > dkal,
Mr.Srnith

_rst statement:

VD ❑

A

(account s.p.255)

Cl A

rivio,000

\A

and

hasL10,000 on his

a(any) man, -ahc haA0,000

x
is

rich

(rich s.p.241)

A
th

X ±

Logical
DrIC 111Sion:

Mr.Smith is

rich

Now,let us count the real chemical THINGS which are to be found in the above statements: Mr.Slyith, man, he,resp.his, who....all these words represent. the human Smith.
Then we have the account,-,hick is composed of chemical matter,oaper and ink lines.
Ekemeaning of 2 P.und indicates also a chemical THING,be it paper(oheque or notes)
or metal coins.
Mathematical numbers are in a class by themselves.
Now we come to the words,whiCh are EVALUATIONS,relative or vague in meaning.The word
a may be translated 1 (one) and falls then in the group of mathematical nuMbers.However,
lay is vague(see p.317,anyone,anywheY.e,etc.).The word on,at is relative.However, the system of reference is clearly indicated on,at the account.
The verbs has and is are covered by the mind symbolAlthouch they arc verbs
they may be vague in meaning,.and therefore need attention.
The last word rich is an adjective and marked as an EVALUATION mord.Nevertheless,the
symbol indicates clearly what is meant: earthly additions,possessions,wealth.These are
chemical THINGS.Hovever,the small multiplication mark X indicates many,a term,wholly
vague in neaning.i.t best, it means - "more than one".
It may well be that the formal logieians,after readfrg the above analysis,may - as
Stuart Chase wrote in regard to himself - "*rite me cff".Nevertheless, I believe that I
have found a simple method of de with the syllagisuAT hope to prove it with further
book,
ther examples in this chaptar,Apd more elaborM7in
We do not need to write 11M7 syllogism in the symbols of semantcgraphy.We may only
symbolize those meanings, which may cause disagreement.We may even put only the indicators
on top.We shall now write the syllogism about the"25 a merchandise"in such a may:

❑

First statement:

v V CI A A

0 /

./.11 merchandise in this shop sell5for 25 4 1 piece.
0

Second statement:

Toothpaste is a merchandise in this shop.

Logical conclusion:

Toothpaste sells for 25 c a piece in this Shop.

THINGS, ACTIONS AND EVALUATIONS IN SYLLOGISMS
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I have not repeated the indicators on all words which are repeated in the second and
third line,Ve can now count the words which indicate
merchandise,shop,cents,piece (a divided thing),toothpaste.
41CTIONSIsell, for (is the shorthand word for to exchange,in exchange for, see p.302)
EVALUATIONSt in,and this do not indicate a specific THING or LOTION,they fall therefore in the third group;they are relative in meaning,and need a system
of referenee,which is clearly given:the shop (in this shop)
Remains the word all,which again is not the term for a specific THIN@ co;71,
4CTION,On page 229, we learned that we must use it in a restricted seff61511
Ru. is vague in meaning,3ven if we do not put the mind indicator on top,
we must realise, that all is a meaning in our head,which does not correspond with a specific THING or LOTION in nature.
The result of this analysis is somewhat disturbing.We should believe ,that this syllogisnabout the 25 o merchandisx is perfect.Both promises are true,tho logical conclusion
is therefore equally trae;it's all so obviously true,that we cannot understand why the
tZrm all should cause us to suspect some hitch.Wo may be less suro,when we learn what
E.T.Bel2774) said:"That wretohed monosyllable "all" has caused mathematicians more trouble
than the rest of the dictionary", ,and when we read what Korzybski has to say about allness.
(see quotation on page 229)
In any case,7e enter the shop and look up alLthe merchandise therc.There are lots of
things on the counter and among other merchandise there is also an automatic cash register
and a fine balance:8211,didn't the sign say:All merchandise in this shop sell for 25 c?
The cash register and the balance are merchandisc,no doubt.'Well,here is twice 25 0.Send
t'oc goods to my home:"
But you won't get them,an i so you learn that the first premise is not true.But there
in the windoa,there is some merehandiso.You want to buy it. It ia. in the 25 c class,
but is aImost unobtainabla.But you get the answer:"These are only for display purposes."
So you call a policeman and he sees to it that the logic and the syllogism of the tr.on

in the street' is respected.
Nom,you may say,that I have chosen a particular syllogism to suit semantouaphy.Well,
let's take the most classical syllogism: .111 men are mortal, and let us -;rite it down in
the symbols of semantogrophy,

men

are

mortal

"Mortal is an adjective,00nsequently a human WALW4TION,vague in meaning you may say
But me learned in foregoing chapters about derived adjectives,which are derived from
THINCS and LOTIONS,and weiouldzo
back to the THINGS and LOTICINS.ibrtal
l l
.l
is the adjective
die-able from the LOTION to aR.A42 we have read what LA Richards has to says-to propositions of such kind. Instead of mortal we must say: die, or wild. die .the matherat5oian
This leaves still the vague term all,Now read the quotation on page 442,what,i..‘natoi
Rapoport has to say.Wb may use the term all, if no counter-example has been found.yet.it's
a good guess so Par,because so far as we know and have obscrvod,men died.We may now rewrite the syllogism,assuning that w: write in the time of Socrates.

All men die.

Socrates

Eer,
NWIN

Socrates

is

man

Socrates
Socrates will die
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The safety symbol mind over the -symbol for is should remain in any such statements.
:twill remind us to be on our guardeInthe case of Socrates,we may trust the book of
history that the Nord S -o -c -r -a -t-e -s means a man. However,if we should be presented
with a statement
EPIMENIDES THE LOGICAL LIAR WHO BAFFLED ALL LOGICIANS

Socotra

rak
is a man

the "is" syMbol should warn us

We never heard the word. S-o-c-o-t-r-a.before. SolleEnr,aid it.So,we better draw the
outline .of that person' s mind,because apparently in this person' s mind. Socotra" is" a rain.
Having 1;e en warned by our safety symbol for "is",we look up the dictionmryeand find:Socotra
"is not" a man,but an island in the Indian Ocean.
I am sure that formal logicians(or -so I hope - only a few of them) will be aghast
Evt all this.They may tell me that I should go back to my retorts and my chemical analyses
and should leave the analysis of words (Greek logoe) in the hands of the logioians.But
here exactly is the great difference between a logician and a chemist.The logician examines only the words, the chemist-physicist,however,examines the real MINES for which
the words are only syrbols.a chemist therefore,will never lose sight of the fact,that
any ward he comes across,must represent either a chemical THIIG,or a physical .LOTION,
something real.The third group of words represent meanings in our head,they are not to
be found in nature.And of course, there are mixtures and compound words,containing all
three groups.
Ls a school boy I went to a high school,which prepared the pupils for the technical
university.Consequently I did not learn Latin,Groek or Logic either.. My friends from
the humanist high school came te me with those logical paradoxes,that Achilles - logically
- could never overtake a tortoMthe story of the woman,her child and the crocodile,the
story of Epimenides ,the Cretan,who said that all Cretans are liars,and many more.At that
time I considered these paradoxes as jokes made by the Greek philosophers,but then'I found
thMlogicians of today after more than 2000 years have passed)are still troubled by
them and offer all kind of solutions.
First statement:

Epimenides said: All Cretans are liars.

Second statement:

Epimenides is a Cretan.

Logical conclusion:

Epimenides is a liar

But if Epimenides is a liar, then his statement:All Cretans are liars contains Truth;
it is not a Lie.But if it is not a Lie,then Epimenides is not a liar.Bet if his statement:All Cretans are liars is the Truth, then they are truthfully all liars.Eut if they
just think
are all liars,including Epimenides,then they can never tell the truth
for a while in this circle,if you can,and then open up books on logic and you will get
the shock of your lifeedal kind of solutions are offered,presented in hair-raising symbol formulae.
Dell then,I may just as well offer my own solution,and call my solution the Logic of
the man in the street,or the Logic of the sipple people,or call it what you may - but it
works.Take all words of our languages.If they do not indicate solely a chemical THING,
which you can touch,or a physical XTION of a chemical THING,then they fall in the third
class:meanings in our head,actions and reactions of our senses,and especially the brain.
The word all,always,never,true,false standing alone,do not indicate a particular THING
or ACTION,consequently they are meanings in our head,relative,vague,different in different minds.There is only one thing we can do in such cases:go back and check up with the
real THiNGS.Then we will find,that human boings,including Epimenides,will sometios tell
thqtruth,sometimes a lie,sametimes he will believe he tells the truth,but he will7ilistaken.
This then is the Logic of the common man,a Logic we can teach to boys and girls,a simple
Logic.And we B4guld all be versed in Logic.Its important for our survival.
Now,you may7*e don't need Logic.After all,the people of this world got along without
logic,and this syllogism about the toothpaste in the 25 estore is quite nice,but this
kind of logic "comes by itself in all of us",we don't neebe taught it.
Well then,I am going to prove that we all need logic,as desperately as we need food.
Porhaps we need logic even more desperatiathan food,because,where is the logic in rearing
a child for twenty and more years,and then have it shot in a senseless warrhere is the
logic in buiWup houses,and homes,hospitals,and untversities,factories and theatres and
then destrtWthese beautiful things with bombs? I am going to prove how a clever and
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Industrious people of more than SO million,the Germans,have been driven into utter madness and ruin by logical conclusions,by misdirected syllogisms presented. by criminals
who knew what they were doing,and by madmen,who deceived themselves and the whole nation
with their logical conclusions.
Before we examine the Nazi syllogisms in the symbols of semantography,let us examine
one syllogism which contains one word,which is in the minds of mostof us:Danger. The
word,standing alone is,of course,00ly a meaning in our head,and conseqaently different
in different minds.Some people are afraid of going out in the dark,and other people see
no danger in entering a lion oage.Iell,what is the meaning of Danger?
It means beinv„afraid,a reaction of our brain,particulary the Id portion,the Subconscious.It means being afraid of the future,the next moment:ghen we areafraid,oar hearts
are down,as to what the future holds in store for us.We can use the symbol for the Id,
as indicated by the heart,or the medical symbol ?402) depicting the open-closed low mind,
the Subconscious.(See also p.XXI in the first book) Lnything beinz feared, is a ffier.
Da

11(?
Dowmheartedness Future

o

r

to fear someto fear someth.
thing (active, (medical symbol
f.Subconscious)
transitive)

Let us now take a proposition,which occurs in daily life.

V

First statement

Loose

Logical conclusion.,

❑

A

roof-tiles

are

Danger(s)

Second statement

Loose

VV1(

B1(

Danger
<to be feared
(adject.noun)
big EVALUATION symbol

a

danger

must be eliminated (crossed out)
(p.276)

roof-tiles must be eliminated.

Vell,this is a perfect syllogism,and a perfeedVlogical conclusion.Eve33bne may agree
that this
conclusion is"logical",stands to reason,is just "common sense",and you
may believe that no argument can arise from such an obvious,sensible conclusion.
lell,let us examine our symbols,and see what heated argument teycan cause.
First,we have the tiles(divided parts.of roof),they are real chemical TEINGS,although
we have not added,whether they are wooden ahingles,asbestos or brick tiles.Never mind.
But then we have the word loose.Its a genuine EVALUATION word,"loose" in meaning indeed.
`Then do we consider tiles being "loose"? Shingles and asbestos tiles are nailed down.
Brick tiles are just laid onto each other.No doubt,they are"loose",but are they?Builders
will say nclrople,afraid.ofstormsjaill say zaa.Different minds,different meaning. But
let us gat on to the next syMbol,showing the symbol for the mind and is. In some minds,
particularly the tenantd,the looseness"is" a danger.In other minds,particularly the landlordd,it "is.not" a danger.But what is a danger? Some people are afraid to venture into
a crowded street.Other people walk unperturbed beneath scaffolds of a building under
construction.Apparently for their minds,there "is" no "danger".So,you see,that the first
statement may contain truth or falsehood with reference to different minds.
The second statement contains the symbol for must, indicated by a mild symbol.In the
minds of the tenants"it must";in the mind of the landlord "it must not .But they are not
the only minds involved.There are the building inspectors.SoMe are lenient,sone are very
stern.Two different building inspectors may come to two different verdicts.
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But there are other minds who start thinking about "looser tiles being a "danger"
They are the conscatious citizen
There might not be a danger to their lives,but they are driven on by their conscience,
by a higher rea.soning,superimposed on their reasoning, in7medical term their Super-Ego.
With regard to them we mist draw the symbol for conscience.

faN
conscience
higher mind, thought

v

must
in a higher sense

danger
from point of conscience
-e,
ff
The reader is asked kindly to peruse foregoing chapters(pp 11S7g.nci_coming chapters.
And now let us write down a logical conclusion,,ehich was actually offered by the head.
of a state Adolf Hitler, as the logical reason for the elimination of a neighbour state.
The great majority of the German. nation found the conclusion logical and. correct.

Hitler' s 1st statement

1
5E
Czechoslovakia

is

a danger

VRik
Hitler's 2nd statement

Hitler' a
logical conclusion

A danger

to Germahy

to Germany

must be eliminated

Czechoslovakia must be eliminated.

And this syllogism was offered by Hitler as the actual reason ;to the Reichstag, to
the German people and to the world at large in illarch 1939,why he ordered the invasion
of what had remained. of Czechoslowakia.In his mind,Czechoslowakia was a danger.In countless millions of other minds,it was not.And. these other minds brought forward. arguments
of the chemist and physicist:that about 10 million people can' t be a danger to BO millions,
that Ozechoslcrwakia,after the rape of Austria and the Sudetenland,was almost completely
surrounded by Germany,that many of its indestries were now beyond its borders,etc.etc.
But it was Hitler' s mind which prevailed,and to the German people his syllogism
looked convincingly enough,reasonable,logical,just cannon sense.
Our symbol for must (force of mind) shows beneath the symbol for the mind, the sykbol of
the bent arrn,indicating stro/F,physical strength,force,the force of the brute.
You may say,that Hitler was not driven by conscience,but by wild passions,impulses,
conse_quen-V_y draw the symbol for the Ide especially the
instincts,emotions,etco You
simplified one,indiatiiarthduRRIPPflefalit Hitler was convinced that he is only driven
on by his conscience,( see P.180,276,401).
Conscience
Super Ego
Reason (\Ego
Passion nid.
arm (bent)
strong (man)
the whole mind
must (by passion)
There he emerges, the "strong" man,driven on by passion;physical force above the mind.
Does the symbol look,as if he would even give his salute? Turn to the next pages!
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WORDS HAVE RUINED GERMANY TWICE IN THIS CENTURY
THE

RAVAGES

GERMANY-A

OF

LANGUAGE

NATION

RUINED

"How was it possible that National Socialism could adopt the name of a "German
Liberation Movement?"This application was the expression not only of defiant insoe
lence,but also of a fundamental misinterpretation of the concept of liberty,that
has had its effects in German history again and again.
This German concept of liberty behaved internally with an astonishing degree of
lack of freedom,of ininaturity,of dull servility.It was a militant slave-mentality
and National Socialism went so far in its exaggeration of this incongruity between
the external and internal desire for liberty as to think of world enslavement,by a
people enslaved at home."
Thomas Mann (98)
"We National Socialist want good,not evil.And Adolf Hitler leads us in those
aspirations.
Everything good I wanted to do for Germany will be interpreted for posterity
as wicked and bad.
I always ranted to do what was right,"
Reichsfuehrer SS Heinrich Rimier (99)
"Than the worst kind of German,there is nothing viler on earth;the best kind of
German ranks with the best of humanity.The average German was,before Hitler °•s toughs
had poisoned the mind of a whole generation,pretty much like the average human being."
Prof.Walter Murdoch (21)
We all 'know that the German nation has had its great share in the progress of
mankind,that there have been great German philosophers,scientists,poets,composers,
inventors who have contributed much to civilisation. And we know for sure, that there
rerara to teereenv.
will be no pease on earfn6until the German nation has become a member of the family
of motions, and is ready to co-operate with all the other nations for the benefit of
humantiy as a whole,inetead of believing that they can oppose the other nations.
What's wrong with the GermanaTmice in one generation they have set the world
aflame.Twice within one generation they have committed unspeakable crimes.They introduced poison gasegainst soldiers in the first world war and again poison gas for
the extermination of millions of unarmed,and innocent men and. women,children and
babies.How was this possible?
Everyone who has been in Germany knows that the German people in general are hardworking,industrious,intelligent,andimanly honest ,just as Mr.Smith,MreJones and Mr.
Hardy .-e hardworking,industrious,intelligent and humanly honest,be they citizenPof
Great Britan,Canada,the United States or (with other names) citizensof other couneries.
Is it possible to turn these honest citizeicliessrs.Smithefones and Hardy into
insensible brutes,who will fOrget all decency,all ethics,and who will even commit
senseless manslaughter?
Yes it is very easy.The chemist can do it.He will administer to these good citizens
a fair proportion of C2H5.0H mixed with H20,adding some bubbles of CO2,and very
soon all mental barriers will break down within them.They may commit anything.
In other words,they have been drugged,and the drugs have the familiar names of
Whisky,Brandy,Gin,Rum,Absinth,ete.etc.
Is there another may to bring them in such state? Yes,the doctor who is efficient
in hypnosis can do it too,and without chemical drugs.He is able to influence their
brain matter,chemically and physically,in a way,of which we still know little or
almost nothing.We know only, that he has to speak to them.He must use words.
We know too,thatshe can hypnotise people who are awake,and we know too about
posthypnotic behavioai%eople,mho have been given an order in the state of hypnosis,
will - long after the hypnosis - execute this order,without knaaing what and why they
are doingit.Their, brain just drives them on to obey that order, given in words,
We see therefore that words,spoken by some persons,act somehow like drugs,and
affect even more powerfully the chemical brainenetter of human beings.
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We know too,that mass hypnosis is an established fact.I remember vividly my
great astonishment at a theatrical performance of a third rate hypnotist.I wasa boy
then,and there were many friends of mine in the audience.He hypnotized some of them,
and they behaved just unspeakably. But then, he asked about tweentyfive people onto
the stage.They had to hold each other by the hands, forming a large circle.Then he
told them that they cannot loosen their hand grip on each other,and they couldn't.
Then he told a group of my boy friends,that they are two football teams on the field,
-and there - he threw an imaginary ball among them.How they ran,how they kicked that
ball,which nobody could see - and although,with eyes wide open all the time - they
had not the faintest recollection what they had done,when the spell was broken and
I could speak with them.
However,we know that not all persons can be hypnctized.Some will break the spell
sooner or later.Some will be only partially influenced,
Now,in regard to the Germans,some people say,they are badetholly bad.Other people
say,they are mad.Again other people say, that they have been hypnotized.In any case,
we have here a whole people,whose brain matter has been somehow affected-And we knua
that they have been druggede poisoned,hypnotized,influeneed or call it what you may,
with words,and with words alone.
atLfIfiei=
ae
l4
T :2:r
a un:ol:.mertr=;thedgre:trzgrItiecr of
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great majority of the people outside Germany believe that Hitler was wrong,and what
the Germans did,was wrong.
The least we can say is,that the Germans have been confused by propaganda - by
wordsaind we know,that the peace and the life of everyone of us,and of our children
depend exactly upon the problem,whether we can clear up the confusion of words or not.
We know,that the German confusion is only part of a world confusion,which affects
all of us.Our neighboUgYbe a communist,and what he considers right,other people may
consider wrong-find here again,the dispersal of the confusicn,spread by words,is necessary for the survival of the human race.
I shall try now with this new tool of semantography to clear up the confusion of
words.I shall show how the formulae of semantography can work just as the chemical
formulae worked in clearing up the alchemist confusion - and charlatanery.
The German catastrophy will prove a testing ground.Nowhere in the history of
mankind,has a nation of about 80 million people be mitten on such an unprecedented
scale.And the words with which they have been driven to their ruin,are still ringing in our ears.We heard them thousands of times,spoken over the radio,and printed
in the papers.We are now able to examine them with our new word chemistry - sonantography.And we will try to find out,wilidewords exerted such disastrous influences.
I hope that German readers will read the coming pages with the earnest desire
to examine what I have to say.If I bring forth word examples in GermaneI am fully
nation.Consusion is everjwhere,and conseq uently misery.
awar
Ie
n 'thatf:r7p::::: :imi::rv:::::::: m
wrong.
fr
ya:
I must prove, that they are the symbols which fit the words.' am `raid that many
"righteous" readers may have been puzzled by my symbols - to put it very mildly.
The terms right and wrong seem to many people so clear,so absolute - to make them
relative and vague in meaning may seem to some people - heresy and blasphemy.
But we rust clear up these meanings,mustnOt we? The peace of the world depends on
it,and I beg all religious readers to be benevolent in their examination and to
withhold final judgerent,untel they have studied the final chaptemon the meanings
of Creation,and Creator,Religion and God.
Those readers,who thumb through the pages and start reading herc,are strongly
advised to read the foregoing chapters on the Id,Ego,and Superego,commencing on
page 161.Those readers who feel an aversion to these terms,connected with the name
of Freud, are asked to substitute very familiar words for the medical terms
Emotions,feelines,passion,instinct,inpulse,suboonscious..inetead of..Id
Reason,rational thoughteleeical thinking, etc
" Ego
" Super-Ego
Oonsciereeencralityeethics,eto
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I have combined the syMbols for these three groups of human thought with the mathematical symbols of plus and minus.
S

plus
positive

+1

minus yes:
negative

em4.
111
good,like
emotional

bad,dislike
emotional

good
rational

bad
rational

There should not be any objection against these synbols.We may like or dislike a person,
without knowing why - it's just a feeling.Ana we may rationally examine a piece of work
and say it's good or bads And these EVALUATIONS may differ with different minds. .
A
But how about right and wrcnH-ere,apparently religion comes into its-sy desirelks7that
semantography should be accepted by all nations and all creeds. I constructed my first
symbols,as follows

%, combined with
1 the symbol fbr
religious beright Lief in God
righteousness

7

but I abandoned this idea
quickly and adopted instead
a term of Medicine,inparticular Psycho-Analysis;
Super Ego

el\
right
righteousness

wrong
evil

Had I constructed the symbol for right and wrons,bound up with the syMbol
for religious belief in God,it would have been the greatest blasphemy,because the worst
crimes in history,recent and ancient,have been committed in the name of right and_rignteousness against wrorils6RObFil
lasSatortumand murder, many wars
and wholesale slaughtersi5y he right--avers in the belief that God is on their side.
So I simply had to choose a medical termi te, account for the utter madness,which has
been connected with the meaning of right
in the history of all nations.
The symbol, for the Super-Ego shows clearly another mina,a higher mind,which influences the mind of the individual.The SuperZgo is usually recognized to be thg_influence
of the mind of the father.Every father teaches his son to do this and not tirs7that,and
this teaching remains ingrained, and exerts a constant influence on the mind of the son.
And if the father told his son time and again, that"France is our archseneme,this too
will remain and exert an influen%e sogoner or later.Other minds will superimpose themselves on the mind of the indiviata4he teaching of the mother,of the minister,of
Erasmus,Spinoza,and in the end we may assume that the influence comes from God himself.
On the other hand,the influence may cote from a political leader. Right will mean
',hat he considers Eight:Wrong Will mean, what he rejects as wrong.
This influence by a superior mind is very simly indicated by the second mind symbol.
to the
This,of course makes both meanings relative,vague and different from one mind
other.And in fact,what one mind considers right,the other rejects as wrong.
any political leaders have felt this vagueness in their meaning of right and moron_~
and sure enough, they have bound it up with the religious symbol for belief in GodsAfter
all, the boys,who are to benowe lemrstorn troopers, }rave been reared to believe in God.So
the symbol of the Cross was somehow retained in the symbol for various political parties.

Hakenkreuz hammier cross Croix de Feu
Arrow Cross
Fiery Cross
General
de Gaulle's
hooked cross Christian
cross of fire rightist pt. Ku Klux Klan
Nazi-Germany Anti-Nazi party rightist party in Hungary
in U.S.A.
rightist
France,Belgium
in Austria
party in France
Note, that the German word syskenlreu20gPs
allays maintained.The term Swastika is
unknown in Germany. In Italy, the Pope exerted a strong political opposition.
Dassolint chose the symbol for right and ;just from thEeilorious Roman time, the symbol
of the fasces(a bundle of rods with an ax) which was oarr/before the Ronan judges.
It is interesting to note that the meaning of right and
is expressed by the
sere word for the . right side (against the left),It may well be,that the predominance
of the right arm in human activities (better and stronger than the left arm) has something to do with it.We_find the same word for right and Right in many languages.
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In parliamant.the opposition party, the rebels, who oppose the"right"order of
The ter/DS rightist and
things are deliberately placed on the left benches.
leftist we usea in many languages,ana in these lanenage,the term rightist exerts a
subtle persuasion,nct to be overlooked.
The earlier socialist parties chose the symbol of the miners,the crossed hammers,
and even the communists crossed their symbols of harmer and sickle,although they would
have made a much better picture standing upright side by side.
Writing the term upright I notice that it contains too the tens rif-dit.Ln upright
man, standing upright [and not bowing) is usually synonymous with a right man.The same
synonym exists in Gernan:aufrecht and recht.In French we have the same word droit for
upright,straipt,right and righteous,
In regard to;nesyMbol for right an_'_ righteous,I believe to have vindicated the use of
the medical tern for conscience instead of a religious syMbol (which we shall evolve
in a later chapter). I want now to show,that the mathematical syMbols for plus and minus
have edeeper"meaning than just to express only es and no.It is of significance that
Descartes,the great mathematician,who evolved the principles of geometrical mathematics
proposed the idea agin,iDternational language,and that his folicwor,the great Pascal,
.stressed the dependacg`eY word meanings and geometrical meanings.A few diagrams will
make this clear.
If a. mathematician draws a line and chooses a point on this line,this position is
wholly relative in itself,but it may be used as a system of reference from which he
can measure.
-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +5 +4 +5 +6 +7
You see at a glance,that the mathematician may choose any point on the line as his
Zerc,and he is even free to put the plus inimhers on the left,instead of the right.Let
us suppose three nathematicians,each choosing a different system of reference.
Mathemattoian No.1
goes forward from here—)
0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +6 +9 +10 +11 +12
-1
Mathematician No.2
goes forward from
+1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7
-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1
Mathematician No, 3
4---gces for-.-:. ara from here
+12 +11 +10 +9 +8 +7 +6 +5 +4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2
We see that mathematician no..1 and no.2 go forward in their counting in the same
direction,Whereas mathmatician no. 3 goes forward in his counting in the opposite
We see too at a glance,that
direction.
the meauings of all three matnematiciars will differ.Eaoh of them may conside is
system of reference as the correct one,and may,(if unaware of the differenFa.kitrer
how the other two got completely different figures.
You see too, that mathematicians no.1 and no.2 may easier come to an agreement,because they both count in the same direction,but agreement with the no.3 man may be
difficult.
Now,all this above is depicted in the "language" of geometry and mathanitics,and
you can see at a glance,where the differences are,because the"language of geometry
and mathematics is "clearer" than phonetic language,in Which we thresh out our menthL
differences.But the analogy will help you to understand what I want to says
If two minds think in the same directicn,but differ only in their starting point,
only in degree
they may come soon to an agreement.They would say:"Our difference
but we have the some aim."
heated arguments with the third mind, they may give gp and say to him:
However, of
"We differ in principles.Our aims are in opposite directions".
,minds
Now we shall apply this kind of reckoning to some human arguments.AsT
t
qhemical
TEEM
or
physical
ACTIONS.
j.fT
r
little
in
regard
to
def
e
e
e woras
for 3 different minds,an /earning money will mean
ACTION for all - 3 of
an
them,but the meaning of rich will be evaluated differently by each of them.
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The EVALUATION of"RIOH"
The line of money earning
Zero
+ Aunt 0
living in abject
poverty from alms

- Worker +
small earnings

Nahnin

large earnings

The Ascot says:
The Worker says:
The Nabob says:
"RICH means for me
"RICH means for me
"RICE means earto reject the printo earn at least
ning at least
Oil*:money earning.
. 1030 per year."
£100,000
a year",
the less I have,the richer I am."
You see at a glance that the marks 4- and - are reversed in the case of the Ascet.
Whereas the worker and the nabob may
come to an agreement about the EVALUATION of
with the Ascet,Endless debates will bring no
the meaning of RICH,the case is
What means good for the worker and the nabob,
agreement.They think in different
i.--laga.
means bad for the ascet.
The EyALUATION of "PITY AND OBARITY"
The line of giving money away
- Philanthropist
- Average man AZero
The average man says:
The Misanthrope says:0
The Philanthropist says:
"Pity and Charity is
"Pity and Charity is
"Pity and Charity is
right:"
right!"
wronpt:"
"I
give
50g of my ea."I
give
occasionally".
"I give nothing',"
nIngs
"I take,where I can take."
Again the average ran and the philanthropist will not convince the misanthrope,no
matter how hard they argue.
But why does the misanthrope think that y?He is usually a clever man,with many
interests;you can reason with him.He is open to logical argument.
Then you will discover that he has reasoned it outs qv iction is based on
perfectly logical arguments,The mental calculus,the syllbtrMAorked as follows:
iiisanthrope

Ftrst premise.

Laziness brings little earnings.

Second premise

Poor people make little earnings.

Logical conclusion

Poor people are lazy.

And Lazy people should not be supported.That means only fostering their laziness.
Just think how many reasonable men and women think that way.It may take you a terrific
effort to convince them otherwise,And you wouldn't be able to do it with arguments only
you would have to drag, them into the slums,go into the houses of the poor,inquire about
their earnings, their hours of work, the strenousness of their work,etc,etc„until they
may discard their syllogism,or find another one.
The reader may aTscover,that - although I brought meanings of humanEVALUATION into
play - I still based all reasoning on real TEDINGS,hard cash,which can buy other MUGS.
When,however, we consider the attitudes of different_peolle
in Nara to meanings which
vine tsmti
tic 4etc.) then their
arc wholly based on EVALUATIONS of our SENSES, (with
EITALUATIOM as to rtght and wrong will be wholly relative,and vague.
cm\
We learn from this, that our symbols for good and bad, right
and wrong, indicate relative and vague meanings.Even the ma.1.
. thematical symbols for plus + and. minus - are relative and
bad
good
vague and depend in which direction people think anT Count.
wrong
right
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From the foregoing chapter on logic,we know whythe syllogism of the misanthrope
- although being perfect from the point of logic - is incorrect from the point of
nhysics.It contains two EVALUATION words lazy and ,poor,both vague in meaning,and
-onsequently the syllogism is vague.Inreality,it may apply to a few hdbocs,but it is
_snally incorrect in regard. to the great mass of the people, struggling hard to make
a living.
Naw,let us take Hitler's syllogism,which convinced the German people that the rape
of Czechoslowakia was necessary and therefore right.
Hitlers first premise

Czechoslowakia is a danger to Germany

Hitlers second premise

A danger to Germany must be eliminated

Hitler's logical conclusion.

Czechoslowakia must be eliminated_

see the
symbols
on page
449

Now we shall learn something more about the syllogism.MOst syllogisms have a
so-called middle term,which appears in both premises.In the syllogism above,the middle
term is DAN ER. And in most syllogisms,the middle term disappears in the logical connlusien. When Hitler reached his decision: Czechoslomekia must be eliminated It did
not contain that vague evaluation word Danger any more.It- ms nwcar to the point;
it contained now only words of ACTION towards THINGS.And consequently he gave his orders to the commanders of the German forces,to take ACTION.
So you see,Hitler had to repeat the term danger,Danger,DANCER,DANGER
again and again,until all minds of the Gerlian people were filled with it,and reacted
accordingly.Then the logical conclusion came almost as a relieP:Yes,Hitler is right.
Czechoslowakia must be eliminated." And the meaning of Danger disappeared in the
calculus.
Actually,HiAlgr *not tell a lie is
Czeoho
was a danger to Gexmany,vthereas
a,aaoriA.a
e
or
WA8
the South Fele terrin lec
y
notiTne
question s Aly:how much and under what circumstances.From the point of peaceful co-operation,international trade,oultural exchange,
eto.etc.Chechoslowakia was not a danger to Gernany.On the contrary.And the British,and
the French,the Poles and the Jews were not dangers to Germany,But if you repeat statensnts with vague EVALUATION terms again and again,people will in the end believe them.
The world stood aghast at the unspeakable orimes of the concentration camps,of the
gassing of millions of innocent men and women,old people, children and babies.Why did
they do it? Some people said:the Germans are maniacs,suffer fromparanoia.Other people
said:The Germans are sadists,sexually perverted. But few people suggested,that the Germans did all this by olear,logical thinking.There are some mad people in. German asylums,
there are sadists among thaml just as they are in other nations,and we have to take them
into account,imegard of the direction of their thinking
A "decent German chap" thinks -)1,------"Kiniress to people brings pleasure."---4

(------"Torture to people brings pleasure"

thinks a German sadist.

There is no reconciliation possible between these diametnbily oppossed convictions.
In regard to the sadist,it is a matter for the medical man,the psychiatrist.But everyone who has been in Germany,knows that the average German is just as kindhearted,honest
and intelligent,as the average citizen of other nations.So where is the mystery?
Misapplied reasoning.Applications of vague terms.Ferfect logical conclusions,but
without awareness of the vagueness of the meanings employed. In short: Language,without
the knowledge of Semantics.
First premise....Jews(incl.Babies),Foles,Russian4Csechs,Freneh,British and other people
around, are a DANGER to Germany.
Se pond premise

A DANGER to Germany must be eliminated.

Logical conclusion: ....Jews(incl,Babies).Poles.RusstanCzechs.etc.must be eliminated.
And so in"clear,logical thought"and "cold blood" bricks,cement,pipes,gas,etc. wrreordared for the gas chambers,and in due course they were put into operation.
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THE FUEHRER IS ALWAYS RIGHT, SAID THE RIGHTEOUS NAZIS

(456)

The war records have brought to light,that the Gestapo,the SS and the SD,the German
military police have shot many thousands of German soldiers,besides the hundred of
thousands Germans who died in the concentration camps.Not all Germans fell prey to
this kind of thinking.
But others fell prey'endordered and were ordered about to do the killing.What were
the thoughts of the "decent" ones?
The mind of an average German (not a sadist) ordered to work
at the as chambers of the concentration camps of Germany.
Conscience:

iN

"The Fuehrer said they are a danger,and the Fuehrer is always right."

Reason:

"I wish Ivieres0mwhere else.But if I desert may post,I will be shot.°
"I

Emotion:

"I
"I can't stand any more this heartbreaking crying of those children."

Well,this is the mildest case.it does not take into account the countless sadists,
and amateur sadists.
But now,the war is over,Germany is in ruins,the German people in utter misery.Have
they recognized their mistakes and their false thinking?
Reports of oversea correspondents from Germany tally so far,that up
Not at all.
to SOX of inquired people still believe that Hitler was right.And the other 20g? Tell,
theymight tell you anything,when they have reason to believe,that a pack of cigarettes,
or chocolate will come out in the end.
Yes, we must face the bitter fact,that the Germans have not learned by their mistakes.
On the contrary.They are not in the least sorry for what they did.
How did they reason it out this time? Again a perfect logical calculation:
First premise
Second premise.
Logical conclusion.

Hitler said:"I believe to be right in warning of the danger that
the British,French,C-zechs,Russians,etc.,eto.pant to destroy Germany."
They did destroy Germany
Hitler was right

So what to do with the Germans? Sooner or later a new Schickelgruber will arise,and
will set the world aflame again.Just writing these lines - today is the 12th November
1948 - yesterday was Armistice Day - I hear over the radio,that the Ruhr was given back
to German control,against the violent protest of the French government.They know what
this mans: Guns and more guns in some not too distant future,
In 1920 a cartoon appeared in the German magazine "Jugend". It showed the naked,
equivalent to the British. John Bull or Uncle Sam)
hungry,destitute German Mt
standing before the abyss of German ruin.Behind him a mass of German and foreign generals,statesmen,e0onomists,authors,etc. all with a book in their hands and all saying:
"Read my memoirs, then you will know why you gat into this mess."
And the same happened again after 1945.Innumerable books appearedjnany full of words
what to do with Germany?"Vost tally in so far,as they propose "Education",but what
kind of Education? American Democracy,BritishDemocracy,French Democracy or Russian
Demonracy,with all their bitter failings?
I am not going to make myself ridiculous in offering another book to this question.
I feel that with the present German generation,the case is almost hopeless. May be, if
a now generation is born and grows 14: unler different teachers and different teachings...
he writiesdnathese
vimbg_ writing.
You have read now more than 450 panAYtIs
ec sNt m o YSemantography.The German propaganda
pages, should RWIAtuRIWio prgg
stuff is still ringing in our ears,and the readers may see for themselves, whether senantography could really"demaSk"meanings,which can and did confuse a nation and a whole
world.And. I want to prove,that this semantorraphy can be taught to children.
Imagine a teacher in a small village, ho owns also the small stcre.If he teaches
the children 1 2 = 3 ,he can't later on deceive them with a false calculation in his
semntics,can't later on say to his chilstore.And I believe that a teacher,teachinr
,
dren: Hitler was always ri-rht.They would find the error in such a calculation.
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IS IT TRUE THAT BIGGER LIES ARE MORE BELIEVED?

(57)

Hitler is attributedwItthaving said:the bigger the lie, the more will the people believe it.Well,let's write down a few very big lies,and see whether the Germans would
--ave swallowed them.But - let's form these lies according to the word groups of sementography;

1ord group

very biy, lies

I:1
chemical THING ,

In Germany, the mountains consist of gold

A
physical ACTION

In Germany, waters run up the mountains.
Germany is a continent by itself,surrounded by water.

ce

In Germany, a day has 25 hours.

Time

1 3
,

2 + 2 = 5 ,according to German mathematics

Numbers

Well,these are very big lies indeed,and accordingly,if repeated a million times and
more,the Germanpople mould believe them.But would they? They would_ not.
The reader guesses already the group of words,which the Germans saalowed:
EVALUATION words, including the words pertaining to the
Nif
EVALUATIONE (REACTIONS) of the human SENSES.Such words
EVALUATION
are syhbolized by the symbols of the human SENSES.
big EVALUATION( noun)
ajectives,etc,

0

‘

14.

ri•N
riN

e

speech reason conscience emotion, subconscious hearing

vision

smell

touch

And now to a few samples,and the reader, versed in samantography,may apply it to some
slogans of some political parties in his own country,It would work just as well.
SOA

SLOGANS TRANSLATED INTO SEW,NTOGRAPHY

p Yu
Deutschland
Germany

erwache :
wake up !

To tell a sleeping person to wake up,makes sense.But to tell 70 million awake
Germans that they are actually sleeping,is a lie. Used in a metaphor (mouth symbol,figure of speech) and pertaining to the senses,it had some vague meaniog.Repeated millions
of timeefor 14 years,since 1920,the Germans believed in the end,that they are sleeping
mymehow,and had to wake up. At last in 1955 they were officially declared of having
waked up,and the first thousand years of the Third Reich could start.
The flag symbol shows the three stripes of the Weimar Republic and the initial D.(p.348)
In the following lines written in semantography,no special explanation will be given
as to the construction of the symbol compounds.I assume that the reader has full knowlodge of the contents of the foregoing chapters.Other readers may look out for the
and for the symbols of the senses,consmall EVALUATION indicator Vor the big one
tained in the symbol compounds.
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SOME NAZI SLOGANS TRANSLATED INTO SEMANTOGRAPHY

elei
X
Recite
Today

gehoert uns
we

Q(

.)

1±
Deutschland

morgen

die

ganze Welt

Germany

to-morrow

the

whole world

own

When those millions of singing boys,who did not even own the pantsmhich their parents
bought them,sang again and again that they are the owners of Genmanyethey never realised
that they use a metaphor.wrodae meent -now,todhee the"to-morrowlhowever,was a metaphor
again.And that they will own to-morrow the whole world was intoxicating enough.When they
were called up to arms,they knew that now the time has come at lasteAnd the big lie did
work.They went readily and happily, singing:

V V
•

Deutschland

Germany

ueber alles
above
all

Three words and two -VALUATION tens in thamew4BMOW so vague in meaning as to mean
almost anything.You will find a detailed analysis of this. alegan,end of the implications
of the symbols in the chapter on page145 of this second edition.

V

X

Wir wind ein Herren Yolk

le

axe a avert&

people

It should be noted,that Herr,Master,Superior is written in semantography

•

•
ammo.

If they are a superior lemma people,the drawing of the line makes only sense,if there
are inferior mown people,the Poles for instances,or the Ukrainians,the Slays
•
Naw ask a Pole,what he thinks of the Germans,and he will tell you,that'they

mem
•

are sub-humans Ilmommilt just depends who draws the line and where.
•
It may well be that many readers would not agree with such conclusions."After all",
they might say,"some persons are"sub-hxmlan",from._=hatever standards you measure.The
statement that "sub-human" is a very vague mean= leads us nowhere"
I agree with this opinion and I beg those readers to withhold final judgement,until
they have read a later chapter,titled "The Units of Ethics".What is said there in detail,can be said in a few words.
We have seen that we can find agreement in regard to the adjectives'"long" and
"short" by applying a yardstick.However,mm must first agree about our yardstick.Some
people have agreed to use the "inch" as the unit of length.Other people have agreed to
use the "centinnteeflowcver,both have agreed about a fixed relationship between both
units.
Similarly,we may agree about some units in regard to the meaning "human" and "subhuman".The unit might be 1"humanIthat means In human life".As we are here to live and
not to kill each other,we may agree that a human ,who kills another human,should be
placed below the line,which we ray name "humanity". Then a killer is to be declared
"sub-human".Such a standard is already set in the so-called "civilized!" countries.
Having set this standard we may go on,and declare that war is "sub-human!!This again
has been done long ago,and we find today an ever growing consciousness in the minds of
the people,about the meaning of "agression";which means:starting the sub-human activity
"war".

LIES WITH EVALUATIONS WHICH OON'T LOOK LIKE LIES
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W'e

brauchen

Lebensraum

need

Space for Living

are relative .

Space notions irithout measurements/Laving space can be exactly defined by medical experiments.L human being needs so many cubic feet of air per hour,etc,etc.So what is the
minimum of living space,and do the Germans have or have not this minimum? In the minter
of 1938-1939 the terythousandsof Jews caught at random on the 10th of November 1930ucherrws
were given sleeping quarters in 5 shelves,each one having a space less than in a coffin.

Yet most of them lived through.So what is Living Space? Once such a slogan is repeated
million of times through many years,the people start to believe it,Soon their mind is
pervaded. by this thought and they feel somehow ohoked,for want of living space.When this
state of mind is reached, it is of no use to point out to them,that the people inEelgiam have only a tenth of the living space of the Genmans.The majority of Germans believe

then that they need(aneaning in their heads) living space,and a convenient syllagiam
furniskrhem with the answer where to get it.Superior people need more living space than
inferior ones.S0 the Poles and the Ukrainians would have to give up some of their space.
Te see how one slogan supports the other,and works in such logical conclusions.
Once the fact is established that there are superior and inferior people,it is easy
to find people more inferior than others.

Die Jud.en
The Jews

sind unser Unglueck
are our misfortune

The Nazis had indeed a hard job to convince the German people that the Jews are infericr.Almost every German has been at school with some Jews and knew that mast of them
are just the same fellows as he and others.They knew too, that many Jews have distinguished themselves as soientists,disooverers,inventors,Nobel prize winners,buLlders of industries,and he knew too from personal experiences that the Jews felt as patriotic Germans.More than 12/ 000 died a soldier's death on the battlefields of the first world war.
No doubtionost of than have been a great plus for Germany,not a minus.
The Nazis could have invented very big lies;that the Jews are not scientists,not inventors,not Nobel prize winners,etc,These would have been big lies indeed,but they would
not have been believed,even if repeated a million times. However, a statement,referring
to a human EVALUATION, a vague feeling somewhere in the Subconscious:The Jews are our
misfortunq,could be repeated until it was believed, What is a misfortune? Unglueck means
in German even more misery than misfortune. That is misery,and when does a person feel to
be miserable or to feel unfortunate? Tell a susceptible person every day,that she feels
miserable,and in the end she will feel miserable,
Such are the big lies,which the Nazis spread.Statements concerning vague EVALUJ.TIONS,

vague feelings,and reactions of our brain matter, they were repeated millions of times
until the Germans felt that way.They were masters in the invention of such statements,
Look what they did with the German Youth.Everyone got a dagger with an inscription:

The dagger,given to every boy in the Hitler Youth (compulsory for all
German. boys)

SLUT UND EHRE
BLOOD

AND

HONOUR

On the other side of the dagger was engraved the name of the leader of the SA Ernst
Roehm,but when he was purged in 1934,all boys had to give up their daggers and got it

back later on,with the name of Boehm ground out.

I HAVE NO MORE TERRITORIAL CLAIMS IN EUROPE!
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Now the meaning of honour can be easily symbolized.It refers to a feeling of joy
heart lifted up) of having been elevated to a superior position by somebody else
passive tense <to be elevated)
But what means Blood2The word at its face value,neans that liquid,Which flows in
the veins and arteries of many living oreatures.re can easily symbolize Life-Liquid.but
we know,that the term Blood was given quite different meanings by the Nazis. It meant
somehow nation,race,heritage,and a lot of other meanings.(Blut and BoderaBlood and Soil)
To depict all these meanings,we mould need this whole page.But we know already, that most
of our symbols would carry the EVALUATION symbols.If there is one term in the Nazi terminology,which was vag - est in meaning it was surely the term Blood.
So the best we could do, is to write down the symbol for symbol and add the word. blood.,
indicating that the word itself is only a synhol.(p.4,35)But we could also use thesymbol
for metaphor.

/
17. N lilut
LU T

U tdD

Bloo d

and

blood
liquid of life
medical symbol

EHRE
honour

as said before,the term Blut is a symbol in a head,and we shall not symbolize all
the different meanings,whioh the Nazis understood by this term.
Of course,the"literal"meaning was that red liquid,which came out sometimes,when one
of the boys cut himself.It meant pain, it meant even death.Now just imagine the confusion
in the mind ofaboy of 10 years of age,When he contemplated these three symbols: the
nt which
word Blood,the word Honour,ana the third syrhol,the dagger,(itself,9
carry arms':
usually makes blood flowing from woundObut a symbol of: "being el ins
The Jungvolk boys,below 10,didn't get the dagger.just imagine when that ceremony arrived,
when they reached the age of ten,and were awarded with a dagger.Tilat a confusion of mind,
and what a preparation for the coming war.'
V
AIM

ich

babe

I

have no more territorial

er± > cst2

keine territorialen

Ansprueche

meter

o 1 a i m a
( demands for rights)

in

Europa

in

Europe

Hitler said this,after the Saar territory was returned to the fold of the Third Reich;
and the peoples of Europe heard this,believed it and breathed a bit 'rely. Now let uo
not assume that Hitler was deliberately lying.Some people said,that he fanatically believed in what he saidelTe are concerned in this chapter to show,that people could believe
in certain words and statements, if clothed in the vague terms of human EVALULTIONS.
The words claim and right will be discussed in the next chapter on Eamocracy.The
symbol for claim indicates a thought of"must have".The symbol for right indicates again
a thought of a possession in the widest sense,judged to be right:de.do not need to be
led by the 3 times repetition of the mind symbol to be convinced that the term right
is one of the most controversial terms in our times and has just a different meaning
in each different mind.
Now let us assume that Hitler horfstly believed that he has no territorial claims any
more inEurope.Of course, he did not say,that he has no more claims of any sort. No he
stipulated the kind of claims,which he harboured no more:territorial claims. Now,here
we have an adjective bound up with a meaning in a head. But we can resolve the adjective.
Territorial is only an abstraction of the terra territory,and this is a real chemical
THING,which can be easily defined in square miles,etc. So we can say:Claims on territory.
But as said before,Iiitler did not renounce all and any claim. After all,there are
different kind of claims,and each can be qualified by a qualifier. He had no territorial
claims any more,but he had humanitarian claims and national claims.He couldn't see his
brethren in Lustria and the Sudetenland tRr red and ill treated.He may not want the
territory,but what could one do?The peel& e had to rescue,lived theme So he could (after the incorporation of :.ustria and the Sudetenland) declare and he may sincerely believed it,that:"I have no more territorial claims in Europe." and again,the German people
and the people in other lands believed it.

WORDS FOR WAGING WARS AND THE GERMAN GENERALS
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But then,there was that trank,the rest of Czechoslowakia,protruding like a thorn
into the flesh of Germany.He had no territorial claims,to be sure, but there were
security claims.very urgent,very important.He had to protect the German people.
Then came Poland.He had no territorial claims,but it as reported that the Poles
started to shoot first,at least this was what Goebbels said. So there were now claims
of self-defence.
Humanitar' natio 1 se arit ,etc. what vague meanings!:3veryone evaluated such words
differently.e
n nation believed in each case, that Hitler had not violated
former promisee.Why,theseeere different cases altogether.
So the war started,and now the German military commanders took over.They were well
versed in werfare.Let us have a look at their language,which they used already in the
first world war and earlier.
THE LINGUIST - PSYCHOLOGISTS IN THE (''',TIVAN ra MINISTERY

In the U.a.L.,GreatBritain,etc. the term array (U.S.Lrmy) stems from arms,weapons.
In Germany however,the term is Zehrmacht.The German verb wehren,sich wehren means solely
defending oneself. So ehrmacht is to be translated Defense Might.ileanwhile other countries have followed this convenient term,and have now a Defense kinisteryAretead of a
Tar lanistery.Subconsciously,such tereework in the people' s minds.
Noweehren is a verb,an LOTION word,and according to our analysis (see pp.219 ff,

we can usually form the UNITofXTION word,which is wehr. :.gain, this word has that dual
aspect of being an ETERGY-W.SS word.It stands for an LOTION and also for a THING.
Wehr means also a chemical THING,a wall,for instance,ofnfort.In English we derive from
to battle,the ITNTrofLCTIONrwordbattle,and the KeSS word battle-ment (like advertise--vent),
which means a wall of a forhe similar German eerd,however,drcumvents the straightforward term battle,but uses instead vehr,indicating solely defence.
Now we have a similar word in English with a prefix: em-battle. In the German language,the prefix ge- is used to indicate the
word,derived from an LOTION word.For
instance,there is the verb rollen,reaning to roll,rolling,and Ge-rolle,or Ge-rbllehmaes
the THINGS,which roll;for instancethe stones rolling dawn a mountain are called Oe
'e-rolle.
So,if we take the German word wehr end put the THING prefix ge- before it,we get:
Ge-wehr,which means a THING solely for defence.However, it actually does not mean a wall,
or a shield,but it means a rifle,which,as we know,can be used for offence too.
The terug.e-wehr is comparatively nCW.
There are older terms,beskete,Karebiner,
Buechse,eto.For anyona,mhe- studied German military terma,and especially the daily bulletins of the German High Coemand,there cannot be any doubt, that such terms are carefully
thought out.

Volk ans Ge-wehr , Volk ans Ge- wehr
Refrain of the choral,which preoeuded anouncements of the German High Command in the
second world war, 1939 e 1945
Note,that the prefix syllable Ge is very short in the music and that the long drawn
out wehr is eight times as long.The resultant meaning,influenced by the long wehr
was :People to the Deferee.
But the German military linguists performed other,more amazing feats.Believ1Per not
there is no equivalent term in the German language for the meaning of

to invade
Lcoording to Uebster (28) the meaning in the English language is very clear and to the
point:to enter with hostile intention;to enter veth a view to conquest or plunder; to
make an irruption into;as, the Romans invaded Britain.To infringe,or encroach on; to
violate;as,the king invaded the rights of the people.To grow and spread over;to affect
injuriously and progressively;as,gengrene invades healthy tissue.To enter intrusively,as
ore deposits in rocks.To attack;assault.To go into or upon;to pass within the confines of.
To enter.To usurp.
These are all the meanings listed in the 77ebster's dictionary under the heading of
to invade,and there should not be any doubt in anybody as to the meaning of this

term.
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GERMAN GENERALS CANNOT INVADE. THEY HAVE NO WORD FOR IT

(462)
Consequently the symbolization of to invade is done as follows:

to invade
to attack and penetrate
into a country by force
But,search as you may,the Germans have no adequate term for the meaning of to invade
and consequently they do not invade countries.The terms used by the High Command and
the newspapers are ridiculously harmless,and they look so the more, if depicted in the
actual meaning of the German words.
A
/
A
war

attao17,offense

defense

1

A.-El
einmarschieren

.1 or Imi

(sitting down)

besetzen
to be-seat

to march into

When the German buerger read in his paper that"the Einmarsch in Belgium proceeded
according to plan", he could not have the impression of the burning of villages,shooting
of hostages,devastation on a large scale.For him,the word. Einmarsch suogested only the
colourfUl display of military might,singing troops and,of course,the military brass band.
nen he read,that the German troops have besetzt Belgium,again the word indicated only
that the German soldiers where just sitting there.
The word Invasion is known in the German language,but they never used it for their
military offensive operations. Although they have made many verbs from foreign words,
such as Sterlisation,sterilisieren,
they never formed invasieren or inTadieren.
They used only the harmless words to march into and to be-seat.The effects are not to
be overlooked. After the first %Arid war,and now after the second world war, the majority of the German people dismiss/the accounts of the barbaric behaviour of German troops
in foreign countrdes,as just atrocity--prepi anda cRreuel 2ropaganda),being just lies of
en ly
the enemies of Gefmany.They,the German peep never heard of all this.They have no word
which could give them an idea of the meaning to invade.
'hen ,in 1944 the allied invasion was imminent,Goebbels invented a new word. Der
Invasor. This foreign word with its unfamiliar sound gave them an uneasy feeling,and
Goebbels,in telling tham,that the Invasor is intending to take away from them what they
hold,he made them hate the very word.To give them some assurance of their safety,he invented another word FestungAurona,Fortress Europe.The very word Festung led the Ce/nans
imagine all kind of creneLlAd towers,moats,andbattlements,behind which they are safe.
In the first world war, the average German was dazed about the fact,that the whole
world rose in hostility to him.ie thought he had a lot of friends,and now he had to fight
on many fronts.So the military psychologists invented a new slogan.

Vigil

Feind

viel

Ehr'.
Many enemies , many honours.
"What a big lie,00ntrary not only to all religion,all ethics,but contrary to all
common sense.How could the Germans swallow such nonsense? The explanation maybe found
in the fact,that the Germans are very romantic.The glorious time of German history was
the age of the knights:Shining armour,colourful banners,castles and fair maidens= the
balcony,looking down at the tournament.etc.etc.The mad Leopold II.King of Bavaria built
expensive mediaval castles in our time,with as many crenellated towers and lookouts
as could be perched on a picturesque hill.
to_s
Apparently,when the Germans were given the slogan Many enemies many honaurOgWrayhme
pictured themselves as those vagrant knights,who roamed the countries and started a
squabble with any other knight who happened to cone across.

WAR IS WAR, AND EVERYTHING IS PERMITTED IN WAR, THEY SAID
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The soldiers,and especially the young ones,were perturbed by what they saw and what
they had to do on the front.Requisitioning property,burning and destroying villages and
houses,shooting hostages or civilians who tried to defend themselves,etc.etc. Their mind
had to be set at rest and so another slogan was introduced.

)6( ^ )?Sc
Krieg
War

ist
is

Krieg
War

The statement as it stands means nonsense;but what a good example of what the "is"
can do in a mind.War J '..:ar,and this is all there is to it.
men the Germans introduced poison gas warfare in 1917,it was a"bit thick"to explain.
So a new slogan was brought into play.
V

>•

ra:).

Im Kriege

erlaubt.

ist alles

In war all is permitted.
1:e all like colours,and German militarists have used colour and symbols to cover up
dreadful meanings.The different poison gas grenades -vivre marked with crosses in different
colours.They were consequently not called by its proper name Giftsas Granate,but by its
colour.

German colour symbols and names for poison gas grenades in world war I.
Paint: yellow

yellow& blue

green

blue

+
Gelbkreuz Granate
yellow-cross gren.

Blaukreuz Granate
blue-cross grenade

Bunt Schiessen
Gruenkrenz Granate
green-cross grenade Coloured Shooting

Now,we may say there is nothing wrong in using symbols to distinguish between different shells.However,the influence of those nice colours can be seen in a horrifying
term; Bunt Schiessen, Blue cross poison gas, was not deadly,but it could penetrate the
gas masks,and choke the man.He invariable tore off the gas mask, to breath freely.But
the Germans shot. yellow cross granades simultaneously.The victim without the gas mask
inhaled the yellow cross poison gas,which was mustard gas,and which killed with horrible
effects. For this shooting of two different grenades simultaneously,the term Bunt Schiessen was invented,which may be translated Bunting Shooting (to give you the flavour) and
correctly Shooting in many colours. How harmless:
That the Germans like colours,and many colours can be proved by another example. In
a prison,a prisoner carries a nuMber,with no indication for what crime he is held.But
not so in the German concentration camps.There was much bunting there.
Colour symbols in the German concentration camps
Colour:
red

green

ruby

V V

re

Bible student race disgracer
Jew
Jewish
olipttno other race disgracer
Jehovah's witness "aryan"
Arxmeian being Jewish
There is a tragi-comedy in the design of these symbols.Before 1938 they were in

political
prisoner

criminal

yellow

black outline
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WHY IT WAS NECESSARY TO EXTERMINATE MILLIONS OF PEOPLE

circlee,sewed on the right outerside of the trouser and on the left side of the chest.
Then came 1938 and the mass arrest of Jews;caught in the street, in public places,homes,
etc. and sent to Dachau,Buchenwald,Sacheenhausen,etc.T1Bre the problem arose,how to symbolize them,Of course, the star of David was a fine geometrical snthol,but how to distinguish between various offenders.Then they hit on the idea of combining two colours in
the star of David,and consequently all the "aryan" prisoners got new triangle patches
instead of circles,and the Jews got an additional triangle. Colour mixed with terror acid horror.
Besides the examples shown on the foregoing page,there were other offences in other colours - but brown was exempted. the colour of the Nazi uniform.
The newspaper-readers of every nation refused to believe the gruesome stories told
about the concentration camps.The German people too refused to believe them.Suoh wholesale terror could not have been committed by human beings.Yet,the innumerable trials,the
pictures,the films proved to the world that all this did really happen,that approximately
7,000,000 people of many nationalities were killed off in the most gruesome way.
Now the Germans had to believe it.How could they bear such terrible guilt? The old.
medicine helped again: a new slogan.

> ) V

/

43\ CV ,>

V teN%
raN

Das Toeten

war

notwendig

in einem hoeheren

The killing

was

necessary

in a "higher

ainne
sense"

`.:hat a niceeeercifel piece of slacan 1 It covers up all the terrible meanings involved,It is very suitable to cover up the shame and the guilt which must fill the mind
of every German.And the most amazing thing is,that each German caetailorfl it to fit his
mind.The human EVALUATION words "necessary in a "higher sense" will be interpreted by
each German mind deferontly.The rogue and the tough will find their suitable interpretation,and so on up,the former Nazi doctor and biologist.Fcr them the words would have
quite different meanings.Now,they could go and lie down for a peaceful sluMber.Their
minds have been put at rest by the above slogen.The matter of the coneentraii.Whorror
has been settled comfortably:It was necessary in a higher sense."
But actually the above translation of the German words into English is not correct.
And here we have an excellent exaeple to see hag difficult,sometimes almost impossible,
it is to translate huron EVALUATION words fran one language into another,simply because
the words have different meanings for the natives in the original language,and they have
consequently different meanings for the traeslator,ana for those who read the translation.
7e may safely assume that a great many terms for TIM MS and ACTIOM as for instance:
horse and stone, run and fall nay remain for centuries in the dictionary,having the same
meaning,ana being trdslated into another language,ehere again their meaning will not
change.But words of human EVALUATIONS,especially sense and mind reactions- they change
incessantly.To appease meant before 1938,aocordine to the dictionary to pacify. After
LiUnich,the meaning changed completelY,but again it differed in different minds. Bally
people are still of the opinion that ChaMberlain did appease Hitler in the former sense

of the word:to pacify.The war was put off for one year and this saved. Britain.Other minds
interpret the word differently,and maintain, that "appeasement" towards Germany and Japan
should have stopped in 1931 and. earlier.The ear could have been avoided.So,what does

"appeasement" really mean?
In the above German slogan,we have the words:in einem hooheren Siene.Now the German
Sinn means according to a aen-san-English dictionary sense, intellect,mindeppinion,taste,
inner'.
likingetenaency,wish,ieport,meanine,hieh-eindedness and 50174 more. Choose your .,
But the covibination "higher sense" Teens again somethieg different. If for instance a
ran asks: "Zas ist der Sinn des Lebens?",you can't translate this "That is the sense
of lire? The meaning of the English sentence ceeld even be derogatory. :That the German
means isi"Vhat is the moaning, the real purpose,thehigher transoodental sense of Life?
',I-let is the Philosophy of Life?" Asking such questions,the mind is very near to the next
cuestion:God,Creation,Creator.
If a German comforts himself that the killing of more than 7,000,000 of innocent
people was necessary in a "higher, transcedental sense" he feels nearer to "the spirit
of the Universe" be it manifested in the appearance of his saint Hitler,or in some other
"mistY"meaning';blood and soil",superior beineWhieheehueanitylinstruments of destiny",etc.
Needless to say,that eeny Germans dorA think that way. But what means "many"? And even
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if we decide to measure the "many" in exact figares,calculated according to percents
of the whole German population,how should we find out their actual thoughts.And what
means "whole"?Where should we start? Boys and girls who are already 10 years of age?
Once we discover that such words used over and over again are in itself vague,vre shall
be at least on our guard.
A very interesting piece of translation (hurireds of other examples could be brought
forward) will be.tovm in the coming paragraphs.It is an old story that foreigners,even
when they speak the language of the other country quite well, have the greatest difficulties to get the actual meaning.
In October 1938 1r.John Gloag went to Germany "to see for himself". It was just one
month after Munich and the peopleof Britain shrill shaking under the crisis.Mr.Gloag
had been to Germany before, and apparently speaks German well. After his return,he
wrote a book Word Warfare 0).With
C10
this metaphor,he did not mean in particular the
German propaganda.On the contrary.His first chapter carries the title:Smoke Screen in
London, and according to his awn words: "I wanted_ to escape from English propaganda,
both favo •le and adverse."
He cc:1u • elp noticing strange things in Gcxmany,and he brings,among others a sample
of German public notic- a.for instance
"Die Bevoelkerung wird aufgefordert spontan zu flaggen'
This sentence Mr.Gloag translates as follows:
"The population will spontaneously display flags:"
He writes the word spontaneously in italics,and mocks about the necessity to tell
the people about their "spontaneity".But how far is Nr.Gloaes translation from the
actual meaning'.
The word soontan is an adjective,consequently it will be interpreted and evaluated
differently.Moreover it refers not to a TEING but to a mind reaction:to do something
of your ownaccord,bv your awn free will,without being told to do it
The word spontan is a foreign word,not belonging to Teutonic origin.
Germans don't know,that the word stems from the Latin sponte which means free will,voluntarily, Oonsequently,most Germans (some intellectuals and linguists e;c3775715on't
realize the contradiction in the above public notice:that they are told t57something
of their own free will.Very likelE,the man who worded the notice,dan't know the meavague notion that it refers to a mind reaction,
ning of spontan himself.He may ha
a human EVALUATION.If he would have known,he wouldn't have written such nonsense.
But Mr.Gloag has (should I say derogatorily) "forgotten" to translate the German
word "aufgefordert". As you can see for yourself,the word "aufgef-order-t", contains
the meaning "order".And in fact, it is an order to the population, in the literal sense
of the word.Mr.Gloag has instead put-in the harmless word "will" which might indicate
the auxiliary verb to indicate the future,"will...display",or he might have tried to
reconcile the meaning of "spontan" with "own will" as "will spontaneously display".
But it is a misinterprdation,as ever there was one.The actual translation should run:
"The population is ordered to flag spontaneously

The English word "order" is of Teutonic origin.The word" spontaneous" is of Latin
origin. If we bring both to a common denominator in Teutonic terms,we get
"The population is ordered to flag without being ordered at."

Removing the foreign term spontan from the German notioe,ws get the same meaning:
"Elie Bevoelkerung ward aufgefordert ohne Aufforderung su flagon."
The German have compulsory school edncation.They can read and write.But they never
learned about semantics,about the meanings of words,and thsAawme words,especially
adjectives are very vague in meaning.Otherwise,how could they toad such nonsense.
But this is not the whole story.The semanticists tell us,that the meaning according to the dictionary is not enough.We must view agph wagad in its proper settinaRY
within the whole sentence,but Where and when it is Nbcifdii7to get its actual meaning.
You may benevolently translate the German words "wird aufgof-order-t with the
softer meaning "is requested".But then,just thinktiat the Weimar Government had issued_
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140W TO BE RIGHT, THOUGH KNOWING THAT YOU ARE WRONG

.he Germansedisobeved.
Nch • "orderT or "requeste to eaapeprhole s'treetewere without a flag on such cocasions,before the Nazis took over.With the Nazis,the meaning of "order" or "request"
meant something completely different.

Mr.Gloag and his wife asked what happens,when some people don't act "spontaneously".
He wrote: "We were told that they would be "called on by a member of the party.We were
left with the impression that a nice,cosy chat about the subject would follow."
With this impression Mr.Gloag and his wife,left for Englana.No doubt,that nice,00sy
chat would have contained such words as "1 sincerely hope my dear, that you might
probably and most kindly flag to morrme.This is no order,no request,just common rejoio ing,you knovetileri;j4Ver!"
with
Ask anyboWetiV-Tt Ilmeameto the owner of a faat.conspiceouely
undecorated windows.it couldimin a knock in the dead of night and a dead in the morning.
Sechms the/meaning of such harmless words "spontan",etc. Seeantics,indeed:
I hope that the reader does not lose sight of the proof,which I want to give throughout this long chapter,namely:
That the German people have been mislead and intoxicated by misdirected language,
that the German leaders have deliberately used words with vague meaning4aed that the
ruin of the German people is partially due to the fact_,that they have not been taught
how to examine the meaning of such words oritically.aliVaVedd their destructive influence.
Of course, the process of the poisoning of the German mind went on th5pIghout the
last centuries,and there were many Germans,free from such influence8°,
-Eherrk,the revolver,the concentration camp was necessary to"underline"the meanings. But the great majority of the German people wee completely intoxicated.They believed in Hitler and in
what he and his henchmen had to say.It meantTruth for them.We know the result.
One last exaeple to show how some German intellectuals,wittingly,or willingly helped in this process.' refer to a German semanticist K.O.Eramann who publishede"Die Bedeutung des Wortes.Aufsestze aus dem Grenzgebiet der Sprachpsychology and Logik."
(Translation:"The Meaning of the 7ord.Essays from the boundary sphere of language pszrchology and logic.")Publisher H.Haessel,Loipzig.
In 1924 Mr. Erdmann published another book.Similar books have appeared for more than
of Elieeeche Oratory an4 Centroversv,
2000 years,under the various titles Rhetorio,The
and various similar titles.However,as far as I know,no book has been published in our
times,with such a "devilish" title as this
Karl Otto Erdman
(sane publisher)
DIE KUNST FOCHT ZU BEBALTEN
Methoden and Kunstgriffe des Streitens
(101)

Translation:

TIE ART TO RETAIN- RIG S

Methods ealdr-ref-'etridis of Controversy.
in 4nglieh
Again the difficult word to translate is RIGHT.The sentence/meanshow to retain RIGHT
if you"are right" and went -.to retain it.But the German sentence means something different:to retain right under any circumstances,even if you know you are wrong.In other
words:to get the better of your opponent by any means.The "neutral"wora for "Art" is
"Ability: We have for this adjective," noun a symbol (p.246)If we add the symbol for eood
we get the laudatory term "Art".If we ada the symbol for bad,we get the derogatory term
"Trick".The word Kunstgrief may be applied to the abilities say of a chanist,but also
to the abilities of a cheat.The Germans have even the werd Trick,but Erdnannem clever
enough not to use it,
I opened the book at random,and hit or. page 115.There I found the follow4 -Rs asrph.
I print the original German ter in a footnoteT:e. reader,eeersed in Gerean,may :Crieee
ii
-?
erder_to.gloitDonsciouesuch misunderstandings,I would. like to give the folrieee
aevocate of the Devil.Express yourself as much as possible in absolute
lowing
lowing advres/as
terms. Leave the relations obscure,and confuse them deliberatelv,if necessary..."
Footnote.Original German text: "Um solche Missverstaendnisse bewusst auszubeuten,moechte
ich als Teufelsadvokat die folgenden Ratschlaege fuers Rechtbehalten geben:Druecke Bich
inner mceglichst absolut aus.Lass die Beziehungen im Unklaren and verwirre sie,wenn
noetig,absichtliCT17.7--
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One should not believe that such language is written by a German scholarnI believed
that the meaning of semanticist refers to a man,intent of clearing up meanings.lt remained for a Gennan semanticist to prove,that semantics can be put to the opposite purpose.And this is in itself an indication of the situation,regarding the minds of Germans
But,as said time and again in this ohepter,the ether nations are not free from this
eoison,ana many of their leaders use suoh"language.epoison"deliberately.
Here is an example from Fascist Italy,
Inscription on a silver coin in Mussolini Italy
animal

animal

11:71/4

)
1V.
meglio vivere un giorno da leone ohs cento da necore.
It is better to live one day as a lion than hundred as a

sheep.

I wonder whether such an inscription would have been possible in a country,where
people could express themselves freely in palic,in letters to the editor,etc.Did
Mussolini think for a noment,that his fascisti Would feel lions when putting on the
black ahirt,or was this animal slogan a preparation for the conquests in Africa,where
lions live.?
Today - the 13th November 1948 - when writing these lines,the newspapers carry the
report about the sentences of the International War Crime Tribunal in Tokyo upon General Tejo and the other Japanese leaders.

e•N

General Tojo said:
V

•

xxikl 171;-) IT I I I
The spirit of the Japanesepeople

is certain to rise again

I have depicted the word spirit not as a vague thought,but as representing the
mind of a Japenese.X have furthermore not added the metaphor symbol to the symbol for
to rise.
Even so,the statement remains full of vegueness,to be interpreted differently by different minds.
The lewyer of General Tojo,Mr.George Francis Blewett,ofFhiladelphia,apparently
fearing for his clionchances in the appeal,hastily added:"Tojo,in speaking about the
people rising again,dia not necessarily .man it in a military sense."
But we may be sure,that Tojo will be revered after his death,and his statement of
the"rising people" will be conveniently interpreted by the Japanese people according
to the different interests of each Japanese,the farner,tha worker,thepoet,the democrat,
the pacifist,the merchant,the nationalist,the manufacturer,and the professional soldier.
I have chosen many symbols from the German language,and one from Italy and Japan,not
because in these languages do we find such misleading statements,but because these 3
nations afford an example how unscrupulous leaders, in using such language,have brought
disaster and ruin about three nations.
Similar statements are made in any language.The question is only how far-reaching
the disastrous influences go.7e know too well,the slogans coined in different countries
about the British,the Roman-Catholics,the Jewsethey6groes the Communistiron members of
neighbouring statesJe know too,that such slogans cause demonstretions,riots,shooting,
ete.etc.and invariably, innocent people suffer.The nord-coinereremain in safety.
I believe,that Semantics,when taught in school would help to promote peace among
the peoples of this earth.On pagepo,a7 le ed that the article the represents a vague
this. Slav languages have not the,ohTY
. his man" is clear enough,and means only
one particular epecimen."The man" may be used in a sweeping and vague meaning for any
man.This distinction is not generally recognized. Some Nazi leaders have taken the consequences.If the Jews are bad, it me ens all of
them,and sinilarqy. the Poles and others
On the other handsome Germans have constantly maintained that the Germans are best.
They told the German people that the Germans are the best soldiers,the best scientists,
the best chemists,the best organisers,and of course, make the best products.
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Let us write down this statement

17S
The

Germans

are

- ! AA
AA( Rt.71
the

best

soldiers ,

best

scientists, etc.

For most people,the words are and best indicate something real,definite,absoluteNhis
is best' and this is all there is to it.They don't realise that best refers only to a meani_ng in our heads(as indicated in the symbols and there clearly visible)Consequently what
one mind considers best another mind often hotly denies.
But such statements are the kind of vague assertions,which -when repeated often enoughare believed at last.Not only the great majority of the German people believed the above
statement,the great majority of the peoples of other nations believed it too.
Carl Crow wrote once about his visit to South American coy' ntries.He asked en i,rgentinian!"Tellke,why do Lrgentinians consider themselves best among the other South Americans?"
"May,"said the Argentinian,fi because we are best:"
The two world -wars have proved,that other nations have beaten Germany,not only in the
military field,but also in the field of soience,production,invention,etc.etc.In other
words:"the Germans are not the best soldiers,not the best scientists,etc.etc. but neither
are the other nations."Best" is a meaning in our hea#0,Xtra look closely at the symbol
for best you will recognize not less than 4 symbol/,* is Indicate relative meaningsThe
symbol for much,the multiplication nark,indicating only a multitude,but not exactly how
much.The multiplication ma k is restricted by a line,drawn somewhere in relative space.
Both symbols indicate most (p.114).Furthermore we have the symbol for the mind,different
v.- ten different individuals.Thc fourth symbol is the plus f and we know from page455 that
even this sign depends in what direction we are countingeAt last the exclamation mark .
1
serves only one purpose,to accentuate the relative meaning of the 4 symbol elements.
Some psychiatrists maintain,that the continuous assertion of German people,that they
are best,originates out of a feeling of inferiority,which they try to suppress.These psychiatrists propose education in psychology.No doubt,soge knowledge of the working of a
human mind would help in recognizing one's own thoughts.
The study of semantics, the meaning of words,would no doubt,also be beneficial.When the
Germans realize that .:"scrupulous leaders have intoxicated them with vague slogans,they
may think in terms,more adapted to the realities.If semantography is accepted.,for instance
in the United Statesjand universities start printing research reports in semantography,
German students may learn semantography for this purpose.But then, the symbols would work
in their minds.There is one greatfhpantagewhi4lemantography hasover any other education
1:I:re-:posed for Germany.SemantographY/iarove to the Germans, that - if they are not beat,neither
are the other nations,and if they are not ri ht,neither are the allies.At present, they
strongly resent "to be put in the wrong' ,and they readily grasp anyll iogical conclusion"
to provetAhemselves that they are right.
The Germans should and would and eventually will make an excellent metblhip t4e
of nationz,The sooner they realize that words with vague meanings have begn 112Weana
them into ruin, the better.
I offer this symbol analysis,in the sincere hope,that it may be of beneficial value in
the process of German recovery.I hope that German readers will realize this aim,despite
the bitter words which came into my pen.I em only a human being,and my mind is heavy with
the memories of the last 10 years.
e& _ deep,and still works.
But the path for the Germans may be long and hard.The peaison gon
'sit-up°
From the incredible slogan of the first world war"Gott strafe England"(God punish England)
to the slogans of the Naziregime,there stretch the years of a whole generation,and it
may take another generation to make the majority of Germans think in terms,which fit life
facts,and help them to a happier life and a happier future,not at the expense of their neighe
bours,but with them.
Reports from Germany do not indicate this trend.On the contrary.They have now a new
nerve for Displaced. Persons.They call them Gaskammer Deserteur.which means plainly Gaschamber deserter. Not gas-chamber fugitive,or gas-chamber escapist,but DESERTER. The
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mjority of Germans has been reared to be soldiers.The noblest occupation for many
rmans is to be e. soldier. The education in the schools is directed towards this aim.
-nd for a "soldieri75711w-nothing is more despicable than a deserter.This datardly crime
aeserves only one punishment:death.Those persons,without homes,without belongings,without
isapes,without knowing where to go,and still living in those dreadfUl camps Bergen.aelsen,
Favensbrueck,and others - they have deserted the gas chambers.
It will be a :long road for the Germans, the road to recovery.7ill they go it, or will
-.hey slip further down into the ruin,which language and language makers have brought upon
:here
:.;EVICES FOR TE/LCHINO. SEMiNTICS IN SCHOOL
A preview of three chapters ill the third book.
"In this connection one should particularly remember that the human language permits
the construction of sentences
which do not involve any consequences and
which therefore have no content at all - in spite of the fact that these sentences
produce some kind of picture in our imagination."
I.Heisenberg (69)
The three devices,dessribea in the following paragraphs, can be made in a large
size for the school roomironbardboard,plywood,or printed on a paper chart and hung
in the class room.Or they could. be made from card board in a small scale,so that
each school child may have one.Or they maybe made in a miniature size from metal
and hung on a man's watch chain, or a woman's bracelet, to be used in any argument.
The reference triangle of C.K.Ogden and I.A.Richards,authors of "Meaning of Meaning"

(17)

The word:

NA

AN

T

The real referent.

How a word is formed in your mind
On top of the triangle imagine yourself.You look down the right side of the triangle
and there you see the real referent,for instance,a man.Within your brain the mental machinery is set in motion.You remember where you have seen a similar thing,a living being,
standing upright on two legs,having two eyes,two ears,etc.etc.Then your mind remembers
the word for this special referent:man.You may speak this word with your mouth,or you
ay write down the word on the left side of the triangle: VAN.
In view of the fact,that light rays,reflected from the referent man reach your eye,
which set your brain in motion and direct the hand to write dawn the word MAN,the two
arrows indicate the direction of mental activity,from right up to left down.
This indicates the direction of mental activities which goes on in all of us (people
with mental disorders excepted).The foregoing description refers of course only to people
who have already learned about the various referents in natare,man,wonan,boy,girl,horse;
stone,cloud,sun,etc.etc.,ancl the approglate words which go with each referent.
Children Who learn to speak must be taught th?. word -which goes with a certain referent.
-f this is not done ,toddlers will invent their own words. in thathird book, you will find
a chapter "The Origin of Language" in which most interOsting quotations from Otto JesperBen's books are made.Jespersen reports about children,who have been left to themselves,
and have invented a kind cf language. In one case, the family believed that nothing could
be done about it,and learned the new language of their child(see p.619).
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Scientists,who classify things,animals,insects,flowers,rdnerals invent new names
for newly discovered things,and they arrange their romenclatme according to a certain
system.
Let us now reverse the process.We read a page and the light reflected from and around
e certain printed word,reaches our eye.

You read

the word:

M A

NI

r

The mental picture
jof the referentappears
in your mind

Blow a picture is formed in your mind
Imagine yourself again at the top of the triangle,You look now down on the left side
of the triangle on a paper page full of printed mrds. Light is reflected from the page
and reaches your eye.Your mental mechanism is set in motion.You can read the word MAN
and in the files of your :memory department,the referent is soon located,transmitted to

the projecting room„where the picture of a man is immediately shoon.You may close your
eyes,but you will still see the ,)- ictare of a AN in your mind - a mclUgonderfUl and cartanily miraculous mechanism of our brain cells, the working. of which isrermystery.We have
not the slightest idea about it,and can only guess.You have to be a physicist or chemist
or biologist to know that all this is beyond the chemistry,physics and biology we know so
far.It seems that we know more of what is going on on the sunlit part of the moon,then
in our mind.
However, the picture of a NA} which we conjure up in our mind,will be a bit indistinct.
It would be different if we would read the words: Mr.JOhlT STITH of 15 Grosvenor Street,
and if we would know him very well.In any case, the word KAN or STITH or Mr.HAYES (whom
we never met) will conjure up a picture of a real referent:a human being,male,etc.etc.
As long as we observe real referents,or read words standing for real referents,we know

e-hat we are talking about.The mental confusion starts,when we read words or hear words
end can't find real referents for them in our imagination,

Your mind tries

You read or hear
the words:He is a

ONSTER

(4

to form a mental
picture of the
referent:monster

How your mind is thrown into confusion

The arrow going up from the word. 11011S'rerdi indicates either the light rays reflected
from and around the printed word,when you read.Or they may indicate the sound waves
which reach your ear,when you hear the word /40NSTER.In both cases,the eye,or the ear
telegraphs the word. to the memory file department,where hasty searching in confusion
occurs. If the word NONBTER stands alone, the files of aniral and sea monsters maybe
searched and reference cards sent to the projecting room.If however the full sentence

He is a monster is read,then pictures of monstruous human beings will be thrown on the
screen within your mind.Reactiorm of fear,anxietv ahhorrence,etc.etc will result.
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The game is - in the words of Stuart Chase:
"FIND THE REFERENT"
It may be clear from the foregoing explanation that this little gadget maybe helpful to recognize vague meanings.The word "best" standing elone,will not conjure any
referent.If we add:best flowers,we shall get a picture of flowers in our mind,but we
would not be able to discover the meaning of best in this picture.Qnly if we get into
details and ask:Best? When/ Where? What? Under what circumstances and for W1om?,then
we may be able to talk and understand more clearly.
You see,that the reference triangle of Ogden and Richards is mainly built up on what
we have termed in this book, the chemical TBING.Thdj, call it tim referent.
Such a device could be of great value for teaching semantics in sohool.Herebelow is
another device.

The Structural Differential of Alfred KorzVbeki,author of "Science d Sanity" (56)
(with kind ipermission of the copyright holder Ix. Alfred eorzybski
Korzybski s device is: uild up on the notion of the ,object,Which again represents
our chemical TILONG.He goes even further and provides a special pert,representing the unseen chemo-physical processes which go on within the molecules and atoms of the chemical TEDIGeThe whole device is made up from plywood,or metal,or printed on paper.
a oc o o
oo
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This part represents the unseen chemo-physical processes,which
go on within the atoms,protons,electrons,etc.of the object.The shape
of the parabolaand the broken line on top indicate that these unseen
processes go far beyond__ of what ere know about them.The little holes
indicate the many characteristics of which we are,or are not aware
and which extend far beyond the broken line.
This stage represents the first level,also ca/led the first silent level.
This stage,represented by a definite eircle,containing a number of
holes(characteristics) represents already an abstractionelt is what
we human beings observe with our senses (vision,hearing,touch,amell,
taste,etc.all this controlled_ by our brain) of the object.
This stage is called the aeoond level,or second silent level,because

we have seen, smelled, touched,e tc. the obj ect , but we have not _yet
spoken about it .It is also called the objective level.Let us suppose
that the object is what we term a MAN.
The connecting lines (represented by cotton threads in the device)
indicate characteristics left out or carried -over to thenext
Now we open our math and speak about what we see,t`digi,nall,WC.
This stage is therefore the first verbal level. It reeresents already
an abstraction of what we have observed,because we can never tell
about all characteristcs,contained in the object.Ue start now to
describe it.For this reason - because we use only words of a descriptive character - this stage is also called the descriptive level.The
oblong shape indicates a verbal statement, in contrast with the other

0

0
00

°ea

C

shapes above,circle and parebole,which represent non-verbal,or silent
levels.Of course,our descriptive terms for instance red are gained by
former experiences and inferences.But nevertheless,we can speak of
the descriptive level,because we act here as a scientist acts.Ve give
then a "label" to the object,a term,a word,say
This second level is also called the inferential level,because here
we are going to make inferences.17e may say for instance:
specimen of the species 'homo sapiens"
-But we make another inference and say:
"L thinking being,with a power to deduce and make logical conclusions."
But we may make any otlaw staterrent,which indicates an inference
on this level,or we may go/,and deduce another inference from the
first inferential leveleThis then would represent the second. inferential level,or (counted all oblong shapes together) the third. verbal
levele may say for instance:
"e, plumber" or
father" or "Ln Llbanian" or "Son of a
criminal" or ":= dishonest fellow", But we may make these different
statements one after another,each represented by another rectangle,
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all of them connected by a string ,which should indicate then one abstraction
follows another,that one inference is made from another inference.
rleaf°
The a5tpel device contains also some little strings which are connecteW(Ree
emith sdhk/ITttle holes, Sometimes the strings are not connected with boles in
the next shape,which means that these characteristics are left out in the following verbal levels.If however,for instance,the physical process which produces red is observed,then one string from the parebelk,goes to the circle,and
from there a second string to the first rectangle,where we say the word red,and
if we comment in the inference rectangle on this red again,a little string
lead to this rectangle,and so on.
The stru±ural differential is a very helpful device to show how statements
are made.In any case, if we make or hear some statement,we must go back to the

facts,that means to the object, the chemical THING- (in cur terme).Kormybski eeeetains,that our statements are built up by higher and higher levels of abstractions,and confusion arises,when we mix-up levels of abstractions.A JEL on the
silent level is something which we can see, touch,smell,etc,On the descriptive
level we call it a doe.On a high inferential level we call it a Danger. If we
call the son of a ri;.riwho ended in jail) a dishonest fellow we confuse levels
of abstractions.
I have had opportunity to observe the handling of the structural differential and the
reference triangle by various people in a course on semantics,and according to these
observations,) venture the following opinion,being fully aware,thet they comp from my
mind and are therefore reletive and open to argument.
The reference triangle is very good for the examination of single words,single sentences,es for instance "Be is a monster".
The structural differential is base good for theexamination of single words or single sentences.It gives 4zs a good overall picture as how we go from one inference to the
other, and it dun be u_seaaoidttion: to the reference triangle. 'or instance,the statement

"He is a monster" is,no doubt,an inference.On.the silent,objective level,we may find a
human being,e man.Then we nay describe his baisted nose,his split lips,his great teeth,
and, his green eyes on the first verbal and descriptive level,and then we may make on the

first inferential level the statement:"He is a monster". But this inference may happen
to be on the 7th inference level,a very high order of abstractioneActually on the des-

criptive level he may be a normally built man.On the first inference level we may state:
"A handsone,goodlooking fellow,imparting confidence."Then after one inference after the
other,we may arrive at the 7th inference level and say:"He is a monster". Why?
Apparently he did something,or said something,which we evaluate as "monstrous". In
other words: he did some physical ACTION.
And this seems - in my opinion - thefault" in the triangle and the differential:they
have nothing to indicate directly to school children and other pupils, the physical ACTION,
They do indicate the chemical THING,and they do indicate words and statements,but they
do not indicate the physical ACTIONS which are varied and important.
'or this reason,I evolved my gadget,which consist only of my three indicators,and

the symbols of our senses.
i'= adget to examine the hts words and sentences.
painted red,which means (like traffic lights): DANCER, 8T04 you make some

EITALIT4TIONE
painted yellow "

painted preen "

11

11

It

r$

t

: WATCH= and, observe the
ACTION.

t

Si2E GOING,you handle real
THINGS.
The three indicators are made from plywood,about 8 inch square.
They hang on a vertical board,which is mounted in a stand below.
The three indicators are detachable from the vertical board,
and can be handled by the chilaren.The stand carries the sym-

A wooden device for
schools,ebt 2'8" high,

bols of the human senses.The three symbols for space,time and
numbers may be added, separated, from the sense symbols.

HOW TO EXAMINE A "MONSTER" WITH THE DEBATING DEVICE
Herebelow is an example ii-ft- t-h-e gadget can be operate:1,We take again the statement
'He is a monster and observe a human being,himself and his various actions.

V

•
LABEL:

First example
EVALUATION:
flat( nose )agja((mouth)
dirt ±( clothes)
LCTION:
9Oing
THING :
biped,1 head,1 nose,
1 mouth,2 eyee,2 ears,
2 arras,2hands,2 legs,
etc. etc.
liDNSTER

Second exile
EVALUi.TION:
untidy, disorderly,
lazy
XTION:
throws papers around.,
doesn' t work for
hours.
THING:
biped., etc. as decri
bed before

MDNSTER

Third example
EVALUATION:
Lnpolite,rude,
unconcerned for
others.
ACTION:
shouts with the landlady, throws out visitors.
biped,etc.as described before

f MONSTER

We should notice that the words used for the description of the TEEM and his ACTIONS
contain no human EVALULTION,as we understand it in this book.These words constitute what
-we call descriptive language. The word shouts mean's actually speaks too loud. Thesewords
:ontain EVALUATION:However, in this case,we could introduce Ireasurements by stating the
sound amplitude in decibels.People are familiar with raeters,and yards,but not yet with
But the underlined. words in the section EVALULTION contain adjectives and words referring to mind re-actions (e.g.unconcerned) and mind evaluations (work,evaluated as
loo little,henceforth lazy).
7e could write down all the above statements in our symbolsthe EVALUATION words
yrabols of our senses.
7.-ould contain in their symbols the EVALUATION indicator and al
Apart from this peoplelike to label with one word. only,anything they describe and
evaluate. MISTER is apparently the label which some persons might give to the above
iescribed b iped..But you see, that the first MONSTER label refers only to his appearance,
whereas the second MUNSTER and the third MONSTER is derived from his actions.
Te may even write down a symbol for the "wholesale" EVALUATION "M 0 N S T E R",It
'ust depends,whther we apply one of the three mind. symbols.

A MONSTER
A MONSTER
a
man,whose
acta man,whose actions are very,very
ions are very,
much yrrong..".
ve,ry machba ' .1 !
rat lona
. (morally)
From previous chapters we know that each person may choose tiiPec)eaind symbol, believing that now his heart,now his reason,and now his conscience speaks up.Some people
would not use the conscience symbol and the -many multiplication and exclamation marks,
:or the actions shouting with the landlady and throwing out visitors;but some"moralists"
ay use these symbols.It just depends on the mind,who makes the EVALUATION,
In regard to his features, flat nose,ugly mouth,we may point out that other people
-would not have this impressions,and nay evaluate quite differently.L girl in love with
:his rnan,would not notice them as ugly.
In regard. to his ACTIONS,--.7e should again be careful in our EVALU.LTIONS and should inriuixe about the circumstances.7hy does he keep his room untidy? Perhaps he has no time,
suit.Rosed,to,,do the
'7.eing engaged in6ther more important -.7ork.Perhaps his landlady,,who
cleaning, doesn' t do it at all.May be , for this reason does he MDR-F ri/43.W l'itrO.aeed- that
throws visitors out,because they disturb him in his other inportant .ACTIONS,which we
:,ave had no aRRortunity of obsery' .•,
If we mat-eMVALUATIONS and use 'ALUATION words,we should be very careffil.Or even
better,we should not use such words at all. Dnpean,suoh derogatory words:Ife may laud
people if we want to jud,ge.But we should not use words which are only doing harm.
Incidentally,t1n description above,fits a certain man,anangople around him,have
"udged him as shown above.His name was Beethoven.
L 113NST.E.1/4
a man ver3r,very
much disliked:::
(emotionally)
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THE TRUTH OR LiE, AND "HOW DO YOU KNOW?"
THE TRUTH OR A LIE AND 'SHOW DO YOU KNOW/'

"An historian,someday,may call this the Era of the Organized Lie."
Irving J.Lee (84)
A student,who has studied the foregoing chapters carefully -Arould have become aware
of the vagueness of the words pertaining to human EVALUATION.He may try to form a report on some matter,avoiding as much as possible such words.Ths report mould then be
written in what we call "descriptive" language.It would not oontain,what we call "judgements",or it may contain such"judgement4but clearly separated from the description.
Such"judgements" may start with such phrases as: "According to the working of my mind,
I venture the opinion thatI-think,or believe
However,the part of the report,which we call "description" woulcbgerptain such EVALUAhave/gained from preTION wordS as blue,long,rough,etc.The meaning3of these words
vious experiences,inferences and judgements.We must therefore realize,that it is impossible to separate "description" and "judgement" completely.
Reports as indicated above are usually written by scientists.They try to avoid such
words as blueLlong,rough,etc.by introducing internationally accepted measurements.
If we write such reports in the symbols of semntography,we may find that human
EVALUATION words in the "description" part would contain the symbols for the eye(for
blue) and the symbol for the hand(for rough).
On the other hand,human EVALUATION words in the"judgement" would mostly display the t
symbol for the mind,which would warn us sufficiently.The EVALUATION indicator would abouRaX
Reports of scientists,written in such manner,arc usually verifiable.Other scientists
may repeat the experiment,according to the "description",and may find the "description"
true.However, they may think in quite different directions about the experiment,and consequently they may core to different"judgenente.
This book is full of paragraphs in which the author urges the "man in the street"
to adopt the viewpoint of the chemist and physicist, that means separate "description"
from "judgement".Nany people don't bother to look at something carefully in order to
form a"description"in their mind,They"judge"right away ....that"roguel;that"foreigneil,etc.
and this label - one word only - stands for some"judgement" which i lfcarefully made by
a mind,would have to contain perhaps hundreds of words.But this "judgement" would have
to be preceeded by a "description" which in itself might again contain hundreds of
words,and might be concluded by a label again.which would be one word only.
We must therefore learn the difference between a label and a description or Judgement
DESCRIPTION may contain hundreds of words,then followed by the label: MAN (one wio
c lV1
tft
11
JUDGEMENT 11
" labels ROGUE
Now here is a proposal for a chart to be hung in classrooms.
:iow are observe and make statements.
A
)4 real
We observe <ACTIONS
with our se,
ll
ses & measure

make
statements
0

HOW
DO 2 YOU
and
add

KNOW?
our KNOWLEDGE

then

DESCRjFTIOi
JUDGMENTS

and-

LABE Ll

and- a —I LABEIJ

real THINGS
Following the explanation given before,the chart should be self-explanatory.Children
could be taught how to observe and measure real ACTIONS of real THINGS,and how to make
descriptions as distinguished from tudzemnts.Therlthey wouldc6remrare that,in doirgso,
they are adding their previously gained knowledge to their present observations.
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DOES AN "ABSOLUTE" TRUTH REALLY EXIST?

So far;we ourselves have observed THINGS and their 40TICiE.Te see for instance a
stone on the table.It's real,no doubt.However,our eyes are not perfect instruments;be-'
sides it "could be done with mirrors".S0 we don't trust only our eyes,but we employ
another organ, our hands:2e touch the stone,feal it weight,etc. 7.Te say then with conviction:
"4 stone is on the table"
aria WV sincerely and honestly believe that this statement is the Truth,the whole Truth,
and nothing but the Truth.
Te may be much surprised,when we are told,that the "stone" is a piece of plastics,
7ith a surface texture and colours like a real stone,and that it is inside weighted with
lead to give it the proper weight.
Such an experience might shake our confidence in our senses,and would also teach us
-hat the words true and Truth are relative in meaning.Needless to say, that they represent grammatically an adjective and an adjectiNel noun,and fall in the class of human
EVALULTION.
This of course, is a terrific .shock,because up. till now,we believed Truth to be something absclute.Yet,the"ArlarlaWmay be something which human beings might never
'asp with their very imperfect senses.0onsequently our symbol for Truth contains the
symbol for Creation,Nature (0reatorLbut there is a question mark within the symol.

Creation,Nature,Universe Truth
Science,Philosophy
Truth
in a human mind
(Creator,see later chaptrabsolute"
(contemplating Nature)
In our Universe
7.-e see that our symbols give the meaning of Truth, the high place it deserves.It
mhos the symbol for Nature,Creation and Creator see later chapter).The question marlbowever p ahould make us wary even in those cases,where we believe to knoW the Truth.

2&

tc?.8
minus Truth
7ithout),a lie

statement,not true
a voiced lie

0
conscious
reason,open

la
conscious of Untruth
a deliberate lie,

7e anew that somebody may make a statement,and hswouldnt know that it is a lie.
Somebeay else may make a statement in full consciogsr that he states a deliberate lics
Homer, to find this out is very difficult.The above symbols show tilt) eysTN.ell for the
mind twice,and until"X-rays"are invented to read a man's mind,-we can only guess.A lie
ieteotor is now in operation,which measures the blood pressure,the heart palpitations,
and the amount of sweat coming out at the palm of a hand,when people make statements.
-T.owever,the operation of such an apparatus is still a very difficult job.
The two mind syMhols above do not indicate always one and the sare mind.Sometimcs,or
better,in most cases,we do make statements,which are not born out from our own experionce and our own observation.In most oases
our statemerAVbased on what we hear or
read from other minds.Tre believe their statements to be true - but they maybe lies.
The one thing we can do is check the statement.HoNvever,this is very often difficult.
If somebody tells you, that water boils at 100 C°,you would take it as Truth,especially
because it comes from a scientific source. However, you may make a thousand experiments,
and find to your dismay,that water does not boil at 100 00.Then you may go to that man,
grip him 14 his tie,give him a good shaking,and demand an explanation.Thcn he would tell
you,that water toils at 100 00 only in a special case,at an atmospheric pressure of 760'
mm Hg, the water being free from impurities,etc.4nd he would give you tables,uhich
convince you by further experiments, that he did not 4,11 a lie taut what we call a "haTY.-7
Now we know about the meaning of statistics.Cynics may tell you about the three degrees
of lying.(1) a white lie (2) an ordinary lie and (5) statistics.There are people,who can
"Others will,of course,retort with
be silenced in an argument by "Statistics shows
the statement that"Statistics is tho third degree of lying." However, this cynic may know
perhaps,that he is deliberately lying.Statistics,in most casestare"half truths" or SZe may
taya utling our chart ;"the descriptions may he correct,but the judgements...?"
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HOW WE READ, AND HEAR, AND JUDGE, AND BELIEVE TO KNOW

If a statistician would have counted all the flags in Hitler Germany correctly,and
compared the figure rith flagging in other countries,his graphs may be truthful.Bewever,
if he would make the judgement:In Hitler Germany - according to my statistics - people
are747patrictiethan in other countries." then we don't need to rely on our syMbols to
tell him that his statement is a judgement,and therefore unreliable,Ho counted the flags,
but not the"patriotism",a human EVLLWION word,not a THING.
But let us suppose two different statisticians,only concerned with the counting of
real chemical THLIGS. The one would statePIn the United States,every fourth man owns a
motor car." The other would state:"In Soviet Eussia,every second man owns a motor car."
Both statements may be true;both statements may be untrue or even a deliberate lie.
In the case of the boiling point of water,we could make bur own counting.But we can't

count all motor cars in the United States or in Russia.So,what can we do?
JustBAn the case of the boiling wateroe may study reports of different observers.In
science,a certain figure is ascertained if different observers arrive at it from entirely
different experiments, In regard to the motor cars in the United States,we could study the

taxation statistics in regard to notor car taxes,or the petrol consumption,or the manufacturers figures,or the license plates figurca,and see if we arrive at the same or nearly
the same figure.
But again we can't do all this.So we may rely on people,who challenge a figure,and set
out to prove,that it is not true,In other words,a researcher,in opposition to another
researcher,Of course,we assure that the government will allow him to study the files,
we further assume that - if a goveinment official refusepermission - he is free to
raise hell,withcut ending in jail.
see,that the great advances which have been made in science,have only been possible
by a freedom of research and a freedom to challenge other statements.-nd we should assume
the standpoint of the scion-his-bpi-A° demands this freedom of research and freedom of opinion,
Isere than is the second part of our chart to be hung in the class roaA,

llow we read and hoar and judge.
EVALUit-

fie he
4nd read

WORDS VTIM IS
ON L Y ALCTICNS
referring to 1:1 =Gs

make

YOU
and
add

Mir.;

then

C
,TUDGME.WES f Lid3EL

ourlaiNIMGE
flaking exercises with this chart would make the student realize,that what he hears
and readv,are not the real TEINGQ and their 4CTIONS,but what ccagr minas reported about
th040 far away TRT1Ga and 410T1011,But more lbat h4 h4Amand. r@ad5oonsist not only of
igeorimionsI but thought"tainted" with EV41,D4TIO33 of the Pinch who wyPipte the linefl,
or tells us Ili* minion. The syMhols of Pemantograrhy PlAy then hap up to scparate,as
far as possible, the doecriptive terra from the judgements and eVallOtions..
Then we add our
kno-dedp and this symbol shows us again our own mind,

how do we knowl
our own person l observation, DESCRIPTIONS and. ,TLEGEZENTS
DO

conYOU sists
of
d,ZESCRIPTIONS,,
,
10b7?
\'hearsay" of other peigpleJUDGE12NTS plus our ownJUDGUENTS

Our ',mama

In these three charts,which could be placed on one single paper, the words JUDGIDWTS
should be printed in red,as well as the MIULTION word cmd symbol and the various mind
outlines,This - in connection with the exercises on semantics should make the students
aware,how little they know from personal observations,and ho;- ouch they depend on other
peoples judgement.Naturally,tLt chart is only a proposal, to be altered if necessary.
People,who make statements with utter conviction,being very sure of themselves,could

"DEMOCRACY" THE MOST IMPORTANT MEANING OF MANKIND
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be effectively stopped by asking them "How do you know?" and keep on asking them this
question.They will soon get madi but in the end they would have to produce the evidence.
If they bring forward books of other writers on the sUbject,semantography gives you a
tool to examine their statemen%and point out the vw4eness in them.
"How do you know?" could become a casual remark erUniversity campus and college,
lust like "How do you do?" Students, aware that their listeners may at any moment burst
upon them with "How do you know?", would become careful -whelWtaking statements.
HOW- TO RECOGNIZE FALLACIES IN DEBATES

I intend to include a series of chapters in thisthird book, about the fallacies
of discourse,which people usually rake in a heated debate,wittingly or unwittingly.Ebst
of us,are almost every day,entangled in a political debate,be it at the breakfast table,
in the office,workshop,pub or elsewhere.There are certain pecple,who use all the tricks
in order to be "right" or retain "right" under all circumstances. If you corner them,
they will quickly jump out,and change the issue,sidetrack it,retcrt with an assertion
TUch has almost nothing to do with the issue,or will you ask you something.verylyious,
which cannot be denied,and will then nail you down.' have observed many
intelligent pecple,beaten by a 1:1rlatan of rhetoric,felt frustrated and cheated.They were
hit,but they 5.dn't knowwhMhit them.
The tricks are small in number,and knowing them,means the ability of warding them otr.
I believe that suoh a chapter would be welcome0y anyone interested in threshing out a
problem by debating on fair ground5Senrantography would be an additional help.
DEMOCRACY

"One thing is at least obvious.The word - Demucracy - has come to mean anything;
or rather it means so much that it means nothing at all...If ten absolutely different
people with ten absolutely different ideals can all say that they want Dcrocracy,
that their policies are democratic,it is plain that Democracy must be a term so elastic as to be almost useless...What A calls Democracy,B calls Plutocracy, and what C
calls Democracy,D calls Anarchy,Bolshevism and the end of all things.
In fact the puzzled seeker after truth will probably come to the conclusion that
"democratic" and 'undemocratic" mean to most people who use words,nothing more than
"desirable" and "undesirable".
Yet what a sorry state of affairs.liere is a supreme idea for which men are willing
to be imprisoned and tortured,to kill and be killed;and no two people have the same
view as to its meaning...
So it comes about that the loose and careless handling of an idea may be as hazardous as the loose and careless handlings of explosives.If it is madness to play with
a substance of whose properties one is ignorant, it is equal madness to play with language and concepts whose exact meanings are undecided."
Ivor Brown (79)
The above quotation gives us the problem in a nutshell:different minds have just a different idea about the meaning of this wordfDemocracy.Moreover,Ivor Brown resorts to an
analogy,or call it a metaphor,that the careless handling Of this word,reseMbles the careless handling of explosives.' believe,that this is more than a metaphor.Just think,that
the careless handling of this word leads sooner or later to the use of real explosives.
So,the linguist-chemist should be allaid to step in,and to explain how word-explosives
can be safely handled.
In this book, I have maintained that semantography gives us word formulae, similar to
chemical formulae.They reveal the inherent structure and the inherent danger.' said that

CHEMICAL SYMBOLISM FOR COMPLICATED COMPOUND MEANINGS
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semantography is a geometrical "language".i said too,that a geometrical language is
"truer" to nature than a phonetic language.So let us see, if the rules of semantogranhy
can us help to a better understanding of this word, or. which th9 eace of the world depends,
What "is" Democracy/
First of all,let us realize,that - at this level -we are dealing with a word only.
It happens to have the sound D-e-m-c-c-r-a-c-y, It might just as well be Bobocracy.It
wouldn't make any difference.
Furthermere,the word stems from an adjective: democratic, A democrat is a democratic
man,a democracy is a community,a group of democratic men and women. We have thus located
the chemical THINGS,mbich are qualified by the adjective democratic,
Now,adjectives belong to the class of hurranEVALUATION.We know,that each mind evaluates
differently.What is democratic is evaluated differently by each person,We know,that no
one can be absolutely right.
We have seen howanhysicist can clear up disagreements in regaE4-k, EVALUATIONS like
for short,wide,narrow.He applies a ruler and measures in units,prahly valid for any
observer,We have seen how a chemist writes down a chemical formula,which tells him a
lot about the inner structure of a chemical.
Similarly like chemical formulae,the symbol formula tells us of the inner structure
of the meaning of a wordnin chemistry we deal with chemicals which sometimes have a very
complicated formula.But the formula is built up of the simple symbols of the chemical
elements.
We may now realise that the word Democracy has a very complicated meaning. It refers
to many activities and relations of millions of different people.It refers to a complicated structure.In semantography,we mould have to draw up a complicated formula.
However,the complicated formula for Demooracy,would consist of the simple symbol
elements,It could thus be resolved into simpler meaning elements.We may teach the meening drDemocracyjnst as we teach the meaning of a chemical formula.
Today boys and girls of about 13 years of age learn chemistry ingotpolv y learn
aan
to recognize the symbols for the elements, like C for Carbon, H for HYdf8bilAfidfor
OxmiewOonsequently,boys in England or Siam or Ecuador have not much difficulty in die-

ce

he elements in complicated formulae like these
OH

NO2

ON

c
40P
H-C
H

Ham`
1-11

H-C

1-H

h...c

-H

H-C

geH

Now,thanks to general school education boys and girl in riany parts of the world know
"chat all this means.They will tell you that this writing refers to chemical substances,
They will tell you that these substances can be built up in the laboratory from Carbon,
Hydrogen,Oxygen and Nitrogen.They mill tell you too,that the structure of these substances are similar,and that they stem from one substance benzene.According to this similarity they will guess,that probably all three sUbstanowaivid,and are inflammable.
And they might tell you that the one with the group Nermay76e used as an explosive,and
that the one with the group CZ,i- mieht be a strong poison.
All this seems very simple to the boys and girls.incidentally,tho formulae have the
same meaning in any language of the world.
Now, if we try to draw up formulae for the different democracies,we know that they
will look somehow similar in structure.On the other hand, there will be differences.

And these differences will determine particular properties of these democracies.
If boys and girls have been taught to distinguish between differences in chemical
groups,why should they not be able to understand and distinguish between different properties of different democrecies,if such formulae are drawn on the black board.They would
recognize the symbol elements,the group symbols,the structure and they would be able to
tell,what meaning might be vague,or"explosivecepoieencus",under certain circumstances,

APPLYING CHEMICAL SYMBOLISM TO COMPLICATED WORDS
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Innumerable books have been ,eritten by politicians,economists,philosophersisociolozists,etc.etc. about Democracv.4till no--t a chemist has not attacked the proble
with the methods applied to chemical formulae.Hawever ridiculous the following reaso-

eing may seem to many readers,the very fact-that a new reasoning is applied may make it
worth reading.A formula for Democracy and its derivations may have great advantages.
It may be printed on a chart to be hung in the class rooms and the community centers.
:t maybe readable in any language of the world,and,o.E ccurse,in the language of the
eountry.The phonetic words of the native language wilY,Printed underneath the symbols.

But the greatest advantage of such a chart would be the following: it would become
1.tvious,that it is senseless to talk about the whole complex Democracy all at once(as
it is done nowadays),Instead we would see,that we can only discuss one element after
the other.Infact the norde"democratic" and "undemocratic" might well disappear from
our talk.They are too sweeping termite° vague in meaning,as to mean anything.Any boy
end girl could see this.
If we could draw up such a formula,which could be read in different languages,which
would have the same meaning for the boys in Teheran,in Bogota or in New York,which could
show the differences in the different demooracies,why such a formula may have the most
,
-rotand effect on the thinking of the peeple,and the mere shouting of slogans may
Now,some readers,fervent adherents to on2or Cher political ideology,would have
drawn up,leaves out so many details,
enich are important;and they would or might soon sneer at the whole idea."Go back,to
little difficulty in poiii out that the forts

your retorts,chemist and leave politics alone; "they would tell me.
However, I might point out,that I must have some say in.t matter. If the politicians
bring about a war, they force me,either into the trenches or fie ms rig of explosives,etc.
do I must teach them a lesson - in chemistry,namely:

Every formula can't tell all there is to be told about a certain chemical.
If a chemist draws up a formula,it tells something.If you demand more details,he
an draw up a more elaborate formu/a,which would tell more.If you demand further details,
he will draw up an even more elaborate formulas and might make a three dimensional model,
end put in more and more details. But he can't tell all about it.Nobody can do this.
Politicans wrote heavy volumes about the meaning of Dpmveracv Chellptghtgwrite heavy
volumes about one chemical.But chemists have so far,agreea upon a languag4in AYCh certain words and sentences have the same meaning for chemists of all countries.Politicians
even of the same countryetalk and don't understand each other.

So,in order to stop the ridicule which sorry people might pour out on the following
formufcr democracy,herebelow is an explanation how formulae work.
We-Mif/the phonetic formulae (built up with the elements of the alphabet) and the
structural formulae for chemistry,ana
the geometrical formulae with whph we Fe
familiar.This will show us too,that the symbols of sementography fall into deeomeerica' formulae.The paragraphs below are divided by a vertical line to show the similerity.A student asks questions,and a teacher answers.
Student; "What means G-r-o-s-v-e-n-o-r 7"

Student: "What means S-a-r-a-z-i-n ?"4

Teacher: "It's the name of a mansion.

Teacher: "It's the name of a drug.

5tudent: "Cao,Srou use another writing
Student: "Can you use another writing
which would tell more about it?"
which would tell more about it?"
leacher: "Yes,in symbol writing,called
semantography,it is written:

Teacher: "Yes,in a scientific symbol writting it is written:
C9H1203N2C12

Student: "Ch,I see,it means a house,having Student: "Oh,I see,it means a chemical coma basis on the earth,walls and
pound,having 6 Carbon atoms,t2
a roof,
Hvdrogen,5 Oxygen,2 Nitrogen and
2 Chlorine atoms.
7eacher: " Correct,you have recognized
Teacher: "Correat,you have recognized the
the elements in the symbol."
elements in the symbol."
legote: fame and formula are invented to suit
the comparison with the house example.
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student: "Can you tell me more about the
Student: "Can you tell me more about the
formula?"
formula?"
Teacher: "Certainly.In the particular case Teacher: "Certainly,ln the particular case
the formula can be written more
the formula can be written more:
elaboratgIstarting with
elaboratgYstarting with
-C C3
or
41. C
or
▪C I
Student: "Oh,I see,it means a compound of
Student:(Anterrupting) Oh,I see,it means
propane having 3 Carbon atoms."
a hense7"
rthree floors."
may write in one Teacher: "Correct,and we may write in on
Teacher; "Correct,and
line more details:
line more details:

O3c)
G

I: 0 D

172

C 3( CH3 )3 ,OH.N7i2 .C12 .NO2

Student: "Oh,I can distinguish the diffe- Student: "Oh,I can distinguish the different
compounds in this line
rent compounds in this line."
Teacher: "All right.Read it,but use the Greek
Teacher: "All right.Read it,but use the
terms for the nuMbers;mono = one,
Greek terms for the nuribers;
di = two, tri = three,
mono = one,di = two,tri = three.
Student: "Tri-floor house,having tri-bed- Student: "Tri-carbon compound,called propane,
having tri methyl groups (CH3) etc.
rooms,mono-dining room,mono-reaOr we may put the word propane At
ding room,mono-kitchen,di-baththe end_ and say:
rooms.
at the end.
Tri-methyl.,mono-hydroxy.imono-amino,
Or we may put the wora nousetand
di-chloro,mono-nitro - propane.
house.
say:Tri-bedroom.etc
I have distinguished the various
compounds;room + bed bedroom,
roam * feeding dining room, etc

I have distinguished the variou3
compounds CH3 called methyl,OH
hydroxyl,NH2 = amino, NO2

Teacher: "Very good.You have used first t Teacher: (see remarks about word order rt: left)
Romance word orderrHouse with 3
bedrooms,etc". and then the Teuto
nic word order:"Tri bedroom-hous
In Chemistry too,the most important word comes last. (see 102
auotatio
Student: "Can you draw up a more elaborate Student: "Can you draw up a more elaborate
structural formula?"
structural formula?"
Teacher:
"Yes."
Teacher: "Yes."

CH3-..-C —CI

1-41 op
1-1
0 0

CH3----C— CE3

c:9

Student:"I can read. this structural formula
like a chemical structural formula

;102—C— Cl
OH

1 (ground floor) mono-dining room, Student; "I can read this formula:
mono-ki.tchen,mono-bath room;
1 - mono-nitro,mono-hydroxy,mono-elloro
2 (first floor) di-bedrooms;3(sec.
2 - di-methyl, 3 - mono-methyl,
floor) mono-bedroom,mono-reading
mono-amino;mono-chlom -PT.YPANE
room,monohath room - HOUSE.
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Cudent: "New I can see where the different rooms are situated in the house, just as I
can see where the. different chemical groups are situated in the whole
ccupound.Thesastructural formula certainly tell more about the structure
of the house and the ohemicalthanthe former formulae."
Teacher: "Yes.erid we can draw more and miu.r elaborate formulae.The last formulae,for
instance, are to a certain extgntAMbiguous.They do not show,where certain rooms
are situated,at the front side or the back of the house. Similarly,the chemical formula could mean two or more chemicals, th which the:groupsetould be
differently placedialthough still on the same flcor (carbon atom).We would
have to make a three dimensional model of the house,and a similar model of
the chemical compound,and we could still draw up more and more details, about
the errangementeog the molecules and atoms as a lattice,of the various po.sitions,with re:eerdAhe electrons,and protons,etc.ete.In fact, a whole book could
be filled just with structural formulae and explanations about this chemical
only.
Similarly,T could draw up a whole book,showing only the geometrical details
of one bathroom only with all measurements,down to the last screw and bolt.
And,the more and more elaborate formulae we draw up,we could never tell the
whole story about all the details",

This conversation bet=ween the teacher and the student,should furnish us with the
method how to go from one formula or Democracy to the next and more elaborate one.We
may draw up a simple formula to shof. the students in the high school,and a more elaborate
one for the students in the university and even more detailed onesfor those who study
political economics,and we mould never be able to tell the whole story about all there
is to tell about4emocracy.
with
But we will be/a great advantage,compareoVour present muddle.We shall at least see
clearly about what detail we talk.And more - We shall 'be able to see,whether we deal
with a clearly defined entity,ohenical human beings,who,this or that action, or whether
we handle an abstract termeeith a. pp?, vague meaning.
1 maintain that a great part o&VitApeeches,debetes and controversies whichareAt present going on whereyeryoliticallv minded people gether.would be impossible in a coming
generation.which ha6 nraine&lonabe lines indicated in the coming paragraphs.

At present,we have in politics the charlataaaery which we had in chemistry.And just,
as some alchemists really believed that they have the recipe for making gold - if only,
they would be given a free hand - today some politiciamreally,beliexe,that the verbal
recipe,whichtwexpound in hour
speeches,
bring the k"nd.eA-rrhose are the
honest deceivers who deceive themselves and others,apart from these,eho know what they
are striving for: power.
The word Democracy is of Greek origin and resolves into the ten components Demos,
meaning people and eratos,meaning rule,power.The first component refers to clearly defined chemical TH:=8,the human beings within a community.The second component,however

with its synonyms,rule,pouer,governlead,etc,has a very vague meaning and refers
to mind reactions performed by certain minds and influencing other minds.This is
indicated in the symbols.

citizen
group
nation
an or woman
many
very many
:n territory;see pp.342 ff.)

thinking
mind

forward

to guid.,
,lead,
govern,rule,etc.

Conseegently,Democracy reams:
People
Demos

rule
crates

The reader is asked kindly to peruse the chapter on 1042 about the difficulties of
drawing up a syMbol for nation.For the chemist-linguist the synbol indicates very many
burner:a on a territory,In the mentioned chapter,more elaborate formulae are explained.
Now,few people know Greek,and understand what the terns Demos-crates mean.The words
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THE CONFUSION IN THE MEANING "GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE"

_People rule or people's rule are understandable to the man in the street,but somewhat
hazy.People,yes,but rule?Vho?WhomMow?
The symbols show that the symbol for rule carries the mind symbol.Each mind is different and thinks diffeLarit/So wecleetcterwe.tot this meaning.And furthermore, if this symbol compound is tFtEn.istood we sauit'fl'orcia sentence:Who rules Whom?The answer
would be:"thenmelves".The people rule themselves.Now,this maybe possible with a small
group,but it is unthinkable with a large caemunity,in which the different tasks are divided.
So we see,that the word. Peoplets„Eule or Democracy is vague in meening,..and we
must look for some other definitloY4
draw up a more elaborate,(but more to the point)
symbol.
Government of the people,by the people,and for the people.This sounds good,but before
le draw up the symboAlet us be reminded that:
The word Government is a verb form from to govern.It is the UNITofACTION word,s 'lar
to The Governing;The Government.It means an ACTION. The Ruling,The Rule The big verb noun.
(see p.194,221
ACTION

At-N-4 <

The Goverarg,The Government of

1.
3Z
for

41(
the People

(p.295)

rela' on

4

(p.303)
(p.301)

p se

,However, the word. Government is one of those KAS-ENERGY :words or THING-ACTION words
which can mean an ACTION in which ENERGY is spent:Governine.However,here it means also
the THINGS,which do the Governing, the Governors,a group of humans The mathematical symbol( or 'which we have chosen(p.295) da)4-iot only indicate on what side anmportant
meaning stands ( in mathematics: a <b neans:a is smaller than be).Our symbols act also
like arrow heads, and point into the direction in Which the ACTION goes() active<passive)
le can now write

The group of. mom,
the Government governs the Nation

The group of men
the Government 'is governed by the Nation

The first symbol compound may be used for any government no matter how it comes into pceer,
including any dictatorial government,exercised by a group of men.The second symbol compound,however,shows a certain interaction, On the one hand we have the arrow pointing
to the right,and the action indicator pointing left. It looks like the chemical symbol"")
which indicates that ACTION goes to and fro,from the Government to the People and vice
versa,establishing a kind of equilibrium.
On page 297 we have given two popular terms to the above symbol compounds,namely:
The rulers of the people.

The servants of the people

Now this,mare elaborate,symbol compound tells us a lot more.'le sec that there arc
two groups of humans,a small group,the government,and a big group the nation.Both are
represented by the symbol for the biped and the earth,clearly defined chemical THINGS.
only a multitude,manv.It doesn't say exactly
However,the mathematical mark u
how many.There is the cabinet, u also the deputies,the staff of the governamental offices,etc. If we should study the expenditures for the ACTION to govern,we erould have to
make sure of exact figures,of both Government and Nation,
Then we have tne ez-ro7 —4 in our symbol compound.ln semantography, this direction
indicates forward,Naturally,each government, including the dicatorial one, considers its
governing progressive (leading the people forward).The people may find this symbol alepropaate if they naNWO say something in the mattereliowever,be that as it may, forward is a
space indication,wholly relative in meaning.To give it a meaning,we have to ascertain
s system of reference from which to measure.Forward - from whatUrom where?Towards what?
Lastly,there is the symbol for the mind, the great variable, thinking today this way,
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and to-morrow quite differently.
But this uncertain and vague state of affairs refeTE,Only to one mind of one single
persen,In the formula we see many and very many minas.If we assume a small nation say
of 10,000,000 people,we have so many million people with so many millions of minds,all
thinking differently from each other and differently today, from yesterday.
Keep this term:Yariable in your memory,le will need it later.
Now,this variability of the various minds of the people must be taken into account.
We know,that different opinions result in different candidates and different parties.
Who then,rules the government?
The answer would be the majority.Se,a more elaborate formula would have to include
this term.But the word. majority indicates a fraction over S0. In different countries
different percentages are in use.Sometimes no majority is reached.Then a coalition must
be set up,etc,etc.I.11 these items are details,which are important,when we discuss the
various democracies on this planet.
Now let us draw up a more elaborate foTmula of democracy to serve as a model formula.
It will have the shape of a pyramid.So yodibetter start reading from the bottom of it.

The
President
The Government
The-National Assembly
The hen and Ifomen, who vote
MY:ales and Females, the Nation
Now let us assume the simplest structure.The voters select the deputies,TVI*lailect
the government ministers,and they in turn select the president.Before we draw up such a
structural formula for a democracy we must construct our symbols.

R■w

division

X

0

many
multitude

eye

L(igN
to select
eye dividt
a multitude

to s-elect a s-elect:.-.r
a s-electee
a citizen who
by power
a citizen who
s-elects atively is s-elected
r'f mind,
passively
Ve can call the deputies "selectees",but we could choose a symbol,which tells what
they are doing.They constitut the so-called Legislative hssembly,that means they are the
Uakers of the Laws.The Laws are then laid down in books,which form the basis according
to which judges do the judging and carry out the judgements.This refers not only to criminal law.If you evade tax payment,if you export without a licenpe,if you disregard the
laws concerning foreign exchange,etc.etc,your doings are first judged by a man in a dopar6ent,and under certain circumstances you may come before a judge and even sent to prison.

A

rTh

-E
balance
Ate balance

to judge
to balance
in your mina

book
(symbol for
page, twice)

law
book for
judgement

to make
(p. 334)

a maker of laws
a member of the
parliament

>F1
state
to govern,rale,
symbolized by lead the state
flt-ig on territ.
forward,

a minister
a member of the
government group

the president
1st man who governs
the state
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CENTRE MEANINGS AND GROUP MEANINGS OF A DEMOCRACY

The symbol of th Government ,the group of men who form the Cabinet;would then carry
the group symbol
indicating many men.The Prime Minister would then be the 1st man
of this group..._n this way we could easily symbolize anybody occupied with the affaire
?f state.
Let us now draw up a symbol formula fir a model dernooracy,in which the National 4ssembly
elects the president and the ministers.

President

The group of Cabinet Ministers
X

Lamakers(Lezislative Lssembly)eloct the Leaders

--14

he Citizen,past 20 years of age e ect the Lawmakers(Deputies)

Now,look at this formula closely and you will notice that the mind symbol appears
in every line.7e see that in this structural process of electing and governing there
are a great many minds involved.Precisely,the minds of the citize.mwho voted,the minds
of the deputies,and the minds of the ministers and the president,
Now,remember a little mathcmaticsfromyour school days. You got equations with some
"unknown4usually indicated by an x,or y or z,etc.Later on we shall see that these are
Oalled"variables" in certain equations:Now,we can safely say,that the minds of the citizerswho went to the polls are so manfunknownsuandllvariables".Remember the re-election
of President Truman,which the great mind-readers and prophets thought impossible.
If 30,000,000 voters went to the polls,there were just 30,000,000 "unknowns" or "variables" involved in this structural process of Govermnent of the People.
But then there are the minds of the deputies and the ministers.They may change their
minds any day.They may amend the Constitution and do things,which their selectors nwer
wanted them to do.These minds represent "unknowns" and"variables"throughout the whole term.
But we shall soon see, that all these minds,depicted above are not the only ones,involved in the structure of a Democracy.
Now, such a modeliorTala for a Democracy maybe explained to boys and girls, say of
13 years of age.i. ears later,the formula would become more formidable,just as in
their chemistry learning. They would learn of more details,of their inter-relations,and
their qualities.Just as im6rganic chemistry,they are shown various formulae,which look
similar and are similar,except for some special property,accounted for by a certain group,
They will learn about various democracies and their special properties.
Here are a few of such details,symbolized in the form of a sentence.
group symbol
attached to the
above shown structural formula of a Democracy

Ay

0
.11■■••■■•

Election Secrecy

very important group.You can almost discern the polling booth in the symbol,your
eye,scanning the list of many,and your closed mouth,wben you come out.In Hitler Germany
there were secret elections,with polling booths,and all that.But you were informed,that
you are allowed to say openly that you are with the FUebrer.If you choose to disappear
behind the booth,then you were marked.Killions chose not to disappear in order not to
disappear later on.
Unfortunately, in some trade unions (the people who fought once for secret elections)

GROUP "RADICALS" CAN CHANGE RADICALLY A DEMOCRACY
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secret ballots are frowned upon,and this has in some cases marked effects.iiany who disagree with the policy of their union leaders are afraid to say so openly,in order not to
lose their livelihood.
another
group
g

100,0 00A (a\ 1
0
100,000 citizens

elect

xT,

electee (deputy)

In some democracies,the number is different.In Russia for instance,25,000 industrial
workers can send 1 deputy into the Legislative Assenbly,whereas the people in the rural
areas can send one for 125,000 rural inhabitants.If decisions are made according to the
number of the deputies,the workers have a great advantage over the peasants.
Another group symbol would indicate the proportional system of counting the votes,
whereas another group symbol may indicate the simple majority vote counting.The students
would soon realize,that a minority can send a deputy,because he got just a few more votes
than the candidates of other parties in this district,
Other group symbols could be added•But now,as we are slowly building up a complex
formula of the structure of a democracy,we may start using a chemical term,
On page 482 We have seen the hexagonal structural formula of benzene.The upper Carbon
atom has been connected with different groups OH, or NO2, or CN, or lH2. Now,such groups
are called "radicals" in the lanTuage of chemistry.Differcnt radicals change the properties of a compound fundamentally,redioally. The radical NO2 you will find in many explosives.It is called nitro-.Take harmless glycerine and insert 3 nitro groups and you gut
nitro-glycerine,
In our structural formula of a democracy we have to add radicals,which radically alter the whole structure.Two radicals have been shown above.But there are others even more
radical.

X
another group
a "radical"
•
No

'N
(4?N?(
groups o f ;-..7nosifion

Such a group attached to a demooractical structure of a nation may change radically
the whole structure of that Democracy.Even more dangerous is the following radical.
another
"radical"

(C)
N‹
Prison bars for voiced opposition

Such a "radical" changes radically the properties of a democracy.In fact,we may doubt,
whether we should call such a structure a democracy.There are thousands of chemicals,
which have in their structural formula the benzene ring.There are benzene derivates,but
their properties are so different from those of benzono,that the term is almost misleading.There are denocracios,which shm. in their structure the application of elections
and all that,but one of those "radicals" attached to it,and we have son thing very different.
A chart to be hung in the class room or the commnity center, showing the
structure of a democracy may look someho7:' like this.
Number of voters per deputy

Formin7 of opposition parties

Age of voters

No imprisonment for voiced op
osit'on

Proportional counting
I Term of office

action

gi.

aovernment
and
egislat•Assenbl

All parties can control =in-

tin'.
Some more "radical" details.

How the "Government of the People" is put into operation.
An abridged specimen of a chart for schools
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Such a chart should give the students an idea of the working of a Democracy. The teacher would have no difficulty to tell then, that they have to study a lot more of important details,and he may let them have a glance into the textbooks of government organimtionsptc,which the students use at the university.
On the other hand,the chart,seanty as its details are, gives the boys and girls an
idea of how to organize their own clubs and societies,and later on their trade unions,
cultural and other citizen associations.
In a higher elass,the pupils may study more elaborate structures of the actual Demo.oracies in operation on our planet.Some scanty outlines of such formulae are given below.
Not more can be given in this hook.The written lines should be in semantography and with
the native wards beneath. 'or instance,the"democratio structure" of say Sweden would be
printed with the wnrds in Swedish beneath the symbols for study in Swedish schools.But
the same page could be studied by wrench school boys and girls,who would read the lines
in French.It wouldn't matter, if the Swedish compiler of the formula had put in so many
highsounding words to laud -his particular Democracy. The pupils would be aware of the
vagueness of their meaning,and besides of "unknowns" and "variables" in the formula.
The following scanty outlines do not deserve the criticism of consobntious readers.
These outlines should only indicate what could be done in this field,and how semantography could be used as an advantage to bring understanding to people of different languages.
Outline of the structure of French Democracy
re
siden
Cabinet
Luinisters with
xecut' e ■ o7mrs

The Legislative National Assembly
elected b the v ters of the Nation
Under what conditions the elections are held should be outlined by another structural
formula,as Shown on the previous page.Other details would warrant further formulae.
Outline of the structure of United States Democracy

ouse
of
Representatives

S enate

C 0 NCRES S
with legislative powers
elected by the voters of the Nation
If someone should belittle these diagrams .he should remember the simple structure
)1r:charts of the anatomy of the human body,Which school children study.and. the more
")1761-, students of medicine and
others,even more detailed ,which doctors study.

o-j

COMPARISON BETWEEN BRITISH DEMOCRACY AND SOVIET "DEMOCRACY"

Outline of the structure

of

House
of
C o ram o n s
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Great Britain's Democracy

H ouse
of
Lords

w.legislative powers .subordinate leg.pw.
elected by the
not elected by Nation
voters of the Nation
hold up a bill for 2 years.The members of
The members of the House of Lords can
the House of Commons are now making efforts to reduce this to 1 year only.This detail in
the structure of British Democracy does not show the principle of"election by the people;'
the basic principle of the whole structure.
Outline of the structure of Soviet"Democracy!

General
Secretary

Polit
Bureau
elect.by Committ
Central Committee
elect.by Party Co
Party Congress
elected by party members
/

The Communist Party \

Presidium
and
anion Central Executive Committe
legislat.,administrat.,judic.powers
Union
Counc i l

Council
of
Nationalities

nion Congress of Soviets
,elected by the voters of the Soviet Union

opposition, parties a 1 lowed in Soviet ?us s i a
Deputies must be either communists,or non-communists which are approved by the party

No
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Now, if we take a close look at the fundament of the pyramidnwe find there an outer
group,a radioal,of "radical" and "fundamental" importance.Many intelligent people believe,that this "radical" changes the properties of Soviet Democracy so much,that it
cannot be termed a Democracy any more.Many intelligent people,however,claim that this
detail is not of "fundamental" importance.Needless to say,that fundamental is an adjective and importance refers to a mind reaction .But even if we say fundament,readers of
this book will tell us,that we are using a metaphor.Fundament means something real,a
lot of chemical THINGS,if we build a house. If we apply this term to Democracy we make
an abstraction in our heads.What we think"is"the fundament of Democracy,others consider
only a minor detail on the facade.These people will resent the drawing,in which it is
placed at the fundament of the pyramid.People from the other side will accuse me of false
representation.I should have put the pyramid of the Communist Party on top of the other
pyramid.The General Secretary of the Polit Bureau of the communist party is on top of all
the other top s.Communists will accuse me of false representation in regard. to the other
Democracies.I should have put "Big Business" on top of the President of the United StateseAnd so,the argument will becone"hotter and hotteewithout one party being able to
convince the other party in the least.Western Democrats will maintain,that Soviet Russia
is "undemocratic" and Soviet Democrats will claim,that only their system is "truly democratic." Well,we know that democratic is an adjective...but we must find a solution.
Now,people,when arriving at an adjective,and are sensible enough,not to shout,but to
argue intelligently will do one thing:adnpt the attitude of the chemo-physicist,and
start measuring and comparing chemical TEICS and their physical ACTIODE.So the friends
of the Soviet Union will tell you of all the good mica the Soviet worker gets:foa.,
accomndation,work,theatre,vacation resorts,etc.etc.The Western Democrats will do similarly.They will tell of the THINGS a worker in the United States gets,etc.etc.
But in this chapter we are only concerned with the structure of how the citizens get
a say in the running of the state.This means elections,representations,etc.We shall deal
with the good things of life in another chapter
Western democrats are at a loss to understand how communists could call their structure "democratio".But the explanation is simple.The communists being 4r.eclof .q-R3qalled
"autocratic";dictatorial" etc. simply turned semanticists.What does theu*AYiResii?
"It means",say the western democrats," Government of the people,by the people,for the
people." "Then we have it," said the communists."our people elect their representatives,
who come from the people and work for the people.Look at the pyramid.One council elects
the other up to the top." "Correct",would the non--communist say','I honestly believe that
vcur election oampaigns,elections and counting,are conducted in honesty,but you give the
people no choice to elect deputies who oppose the government.This is fundaeental."
Besides,the peoples of the Soviet Union are not yet fully educated.There are
"It is nih,..,,
men who„wodlie/nwhat you call "freedom of speech" .They don't know yet,what's good. for
them.Up to that time,we must tutor them,Besides,there are enemies of the Soviet peoples:
So we are again at those words "good" or"bad".Are opposition parties "good" or 'bad"?
Is the freedom to criticise "good" or "bee? We shall see in the following chapters
the formulae for the words apposition,freedom,critic,etc. and hear more about it. But
we know already that they will carry the mind symbol,and their meanings are evaluated
differently by different minds.
That can_wenp]ee do in a Democracy?
So back to chemical THINGS and their physical ACTIUNa/The'tej,k,th okep otelre,90:
kits:SRPrgo to
American citizen4to Soviet citizen):"I will tell you what "DeSti4arc
Mr.Truman,shake my fist in his faomihsay;',To r]„1 with Truman!"
rellgit- it too. I can do exactly
Soviet citizen:"If this is the meaning of "DeScer
the same thing.' can go to 14.1.. Stalin,shake my fist in his face,and
say:'To hell with Truman:"
And here we must go back to our chemical formula.When we add a nitro-group to our
compound,we should know that under circumstancesiwe might have an explosion.And to /void.
this,we must insert another group,whipwou;c1 change the properties of the compound,
If we add the group:"No opposition ttMes" to the structure of our formula for Democracy",we must expect minor and even major "explosions" (in which real explosives
might be used) To avoid this,we must add another group;:Imprisonment for voiced opposition." We have drawn up this formula on page 489 anaishows a real chemical TIEING:
prison bars.And prison bars are "bad",and this can again be"translated"into chemical
THINGS:no chicken and no pork,no bananas and no oranges,no theatres and no cinema,no
outing on sunday,and no vecation,nn mother and no father,no wife and no child;and physical ACTIONS:very hard work.We can replace very hard by measurements in meterkilogran.
The lesson which this book on semantographyi tries to impart is,that it is possible
to translate all those vague meanings into concrete ones, that means concrete THINGS and
their ACTIONS."Freedom of Speech" and "No opposition parties allowed" could thus be
translated in a way which anyone could understand.

THE VAGUE MEANING OF "INTEREST OF THE PEOPLE"
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No matter haw much western democrats and communists may arguo,they will agree with
the chemc-physicist:once you don't permit something,be it opposition parties or the evasion of inheritance taxes,you must set up a group to enforce this:police,juages and
prison cells.3o we have to add another group to our structure of SovietDemocracy:"Prison bars for.voiced opposition at elections".Eut this formula still contains the vague
meaning of onnesition.How much?ffhat yardstick?Who is going to measure it?
Communists will point out that criticism is permitted in the Soviet Union,provided...
but we will tackle this in the chapter on the"rights of the citizen?Here We are concer,
ned with the building up of Democracy,the"machinery
of electionsTor NiTup a government
of the people.
Now,when we take a look at our formula for Democracy (Western or Soviet) we notice
the mind symbols in every line.le have the mind symbol in the meaning of to elect,and
we have it in the meaning of to govern.Now,another group symbol may
tell
tel uL E.489
Tina
tcr
'Term of office 5 years"That means,that the mindsof the electorswill be l t
once in 5 years.The minds of the governcrs,however will be at work in this compound for
5 years.If the electors stick to the rules of the gan,they can do little during this
time.On the other hand,the governors are supposed to work in the"interest of the people"
in every Democracy.
This term "interests of the people" plays such an important part,that we must draw
up a symbol for the meaning of "interests"..The word as it stands doesn't indicate a
particular chemical THING or a particular ACTION.Consequently it falls into the third
group:human EVALUATIONS,meanings in our heads.Nevertheluss we will do our best:
mind
PLUS
Addition

Interest of the People.

the Addition
the added. THING

We should not be surprised to find that the basic symbol in the meaning of "interest",the PLUS symbol,is to be found hour symbol for banking interests (o.253),If ti:n
assume the nation to consist of 10,000,000 voters,we have just 10,000,000 different
interests,to say the least.And each of them,the farmer, the worker,the teacher,the menu facturer,the soldier,the clergyman,the musician,the philosopher,each of them,want a
particular PLUS,and. they adopt the attitude of the cheroc-physicist and tell you exactly
the chemical TIDINGS and the physical ACTIONS which would_ mean "fostering their interests",

a PLUS in money, irrigation dams, weather stations,a PLUS in wages,oafeterias,buses,h0E;pitals,sick pay,vacation pay,a PLUS in school rooms,libraries,research stations,churches.

philharmonic orchestras,universities,guns,battleships and even a PLUS of tax reductions.
'Interest" in the widest sense means an addition, a PLUS,
the ciitizens of
So the member of parliament,deputy,representative.senator,etc.has to ,ee/nis elect° .res
rate,constituenoy,etc.or they go to see him about their diversified. intos They do this
usually in the anterooms,which sometimes are called lobbies.Let's draw up the outlino
of a lobby,say with columns and arches in the Roman style.

house
ACTION Ato house

lobby
ACTIONAto lobby

individual mind

This symbol of the lobby is a joke of course,but it helps us to understand what is

going on.Those lines outlining the lofty halls with arches and columns,carry another
meaning for us.We see the individuals, standing together, and we see even the minds in
"close touch" with each other.We see even the go-between,who arranges the "influencing".
And we may realize,that lobbying is going on everywhere,in the halls of the parliaments,
as well as in the private offices,in the country clubs and at private parties,in Washing ton,as well as in Moscow,in Paris and in London,and in any other place,where the government of the people is put into action.It may be the smallest village.Its local governnent,with
mayor
and alderman,works on the same principle.
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KORZYBSKI'S FUNDAMENTAL. STATEMENT ABOUT DIFFERENT MEN

Now,all this explaining in this chapter should have a practical value for each of
us.We work together in factories,and offices,and live together in cities and homes.
n ofteu
Almost every day we have a short or lengthy discussion on politics.And re
tes
a single word makes an enemy of a friend.I maintain,that a great many of
would be impossible, if we would know something about semantics.
On the other hand,we should not abandon debates on politics.On the contrary.But we
should advance from the stage of mere slogan shouting to a more sensible attitude.Once
we have learned of words with relative meanings or vague meanings,and how they are evaluated differently in different minds,we start to"handle with care" such words.And then
we may really getting somewhere; the chemical TEEMS and the physical ACTIONS which we
want from our Democracyawe may get them in the end.
Now,here is an opportunity to insert a few paragraphs on mathematics,or call it
mathematical logic, suited to be understood and practiced by anybody with some school
education.It's simple, if you read it with some attention.
The mathematician uses all kind of symbols for his abstract entities.Sometimes he
handles entities which are similar,yet different from each other.These he symbolizes
as follows!
a1 a2 "5 ad- a5
bi b2 b3 b4 b5
He has simply numbered all the a' sand all the b'.s.The a's are similar l yet they
show differences enough to warrant different numbers.
Korzybski has used this trick of the mathematicians to number and differentiate
different individuals.
Johni
and he states

John2

John3

Jim2 J im3

John Smithi is not John Smith2

things_
Novi, this seems so obvious,that we almost resent being told such common-pacw.sut
-Alat we don't realize right away,is the other corsavency:
John Smithi(of today)

isnot. John Smithi(of yesterday)

Nov we don't need the biologist to tell us0 that ourtR211s are changing incessantly.
-We know from our own experionce,that a decision we makorday, dserienoe
we have,a
p
private talk,may change our destiny;we may be a different oersonft han we were yesterday.
Korzybski urges therefore,that not only a mathematical number should be attached to an
individual,but also the space and time dimensions.
John Smithi( 22-11-1.946,Adirondacks )is not John
21-11-1948,Manhattan)
differeataa Snithi(
Well,again a plain thing.hraJohn Smith has a/cnanged mind today in the beautiful
forests of the Adirondacks,than he had- yesterday in his Manhattan office.
Commonplace as this nay seem,peopleattack each6thersayingatemember,what you
said yesterday?And now...You are inconseggeW" Well,sometimes we really did change
our mind on the same subject(that we shall buy that book for instance,although yesterday,we decided not to do it).But in most cases,such assaults and retorts are based on
a vague word to which different meanings were attached yesterday, than today.Or diffe"Rememb er what you said yesterday
rant details were discussed yesterday than to
about Democracy? And now... sou are inconseque "
So,following Korzybski we should write:
Democracyl.k Great itain,19453)
l'

Dencoracy2( France,1943)

But even this would not be sufficient.A single emergency law passed today,changes
the whole compound meaning:
is different from yesterday.
Democracy3(United States, 22nd November 1948)
Now,take an intelligent person,who is interested in debates which should
lead to agreement and understanding.He reads this page carefully and thinks it over.
I believe that he might not use any mores
we.sweeping
expressions as:"Democracy is
moer
this,and Democracy is that:" Instead,he would re/ the index naMbersispace and time
dimensions,as shown above,and he would remember the complex formula of that particular
Dcariocracy(French,British,Soviet , yesterday, today,ten years ago) and would try to grasp
the circumstances of one particular detail.

23 )
BERTRAND RUSSELL'S PROPOSITIONAL FUNCTION, AND I AND YOU (64si

And now a little bit of mathematical logic,which will help us in thought and debate.
Here are a few explanations which should help us to understand what Bertrand Russell
did with his application of the"propositional function".
Now, don't be afraid. A proposition means a statement. If you say "Nice day, today"
:his is a proposition, andthe logicians will dissect and analyse it.But what is a
"function" in mathematics? Again,this is simple to explain.
Just think of two cogwheels on a lathe.They function together, each one depending
on the other.When we exchange one wheel,we get a different movement.We can exchange
both wheels and get again something different with each different wheel.In shorts we
can vary the wheels.They are our variables,but so are the resulting movements,etc.
Now remember a little equation from your school days.
x= y + 1
Now this equation contains l,wu unknowns x and y. You may remember that to resolve
equations with 2 unknowns we need 2 equations.If I give you the second equation
x = 1 + 1 = 2
then you will tell me immediately that
and if I give you another value for y
y = 2
x = 2 + 1 = 3
then you will tell me immediately that
So you see that I can give you innumerable different values for y and for each value
of y there will be a corresponding value for x.Both x and y are depending on each other
and functioning in a certain relation.
But suppose I do not give you a second equation.You are faced with the first only
Y = 1

x= y
Then you cannot solve the equation.You know that both unknowns function together,
are depending on each other in regard to their values,but they are variables.We can
vary the value of one variable and we will get a number of varying values of the other
variable.That's what mathematicians call efenction",and they denote this meaning by
a general statement
x = f(Y)
which reads
x is a function of y
or in simple languagelx functions with y according to a certain relation.If we vary y
then x will be varied too.
And now let us adopt this mathematics to stAements in Eemantography.I hope that
Bertrand Russell will forgive this adaptation and oversimplification.
Suppose we write down
11 ("'")1

2

I influence you
I could have written: One individual influences other individual,but I preferred to
out you, and me, to show you that even so,we are still variables.The particular function
is expressed by the term influence. I influence you is one propositional function.
I attack you is another function.
But if we change one variable and say I influence him ( a third individual ) then
-7e. would get different results.If I tell zou that you are a lazy-goer,you will function
ia a certain way.If I tell a third person that ha is a lazy-goer,he would function differently.And if I tell you the same invective to-morrow,you may again function differently.
You(today)have not the same mind
as You( toemorrow)But I have used a too complicated proposition,one which carry the mind symbol.Let es
eake a simpler propositional function.

mane pushes mark,
Different men have different weights and different stren4NA f fd movement might
result.But more we can't sgleaft have no specific data. 4s to 7eig
filbert in our function.
Led if the propositional function shoran the mind symbol,than a super-variable is
indicated.To push means a simple physical aotton.To influence refers to a sense re-action.
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So we may say in a general way that a propzitional function is a statement which
contains variables.This is a far cry from what Bertrand Russell put into this,but it
may serve for 1311*A1-WpWwho have no time to delve into books on logic :vie tirpeople
need logic every day.It means survival in a world like ours.
Now let us :rite down a few propositional functions,which carry the mind symbol too.
First that statement of Hitler (p.449),in a general form, :Fe shall only symbolize the:
important terms.

r-\
Stater

is a dancer to etatey

Now wemay take the y-state to be say Greece.Then we would have a variety of states
w.,, ich might be a danger to Greece.But the super-variable3in the statement above are in-

1pg„would evaluate differently,and differenlvtoday
dicated by the mind synbolergo.
than to-morrow, But whonleagxgt7latiRons of times, the majority of a nation would
believe ity to be a true statement with a fixed and concrete meaning (which is it not).
Now here is another stat,wnent:

x
Arm
r\
287 z

-41.C-2,356,267 x
(all different:
(41 42 43— '°287)
xl x2 13 14 x5...)
The Citizelc of the Statey elected today their deputiesz and became a Democracy,,
(numbering 287 persons)
(numbering 2,356,287 persoli
This statement shows that 2,356,287 different individualsxof a certain State,indexed

;,elected 287 different individualsz as their representatives,and thus their State y -became a Democracy, indexed v.
And now let us take 5 different States, indexed. yi y2 y and let us assume that in
all three states the same nuMbers of voters go to tne poll to elect the same numbers of
deputies,according to the same election principles (same age of voters,proportional
counting, even similar partiesi censervative,liberal,socialist,etc.etc) then we should
get a very similar Democracy in each of the three States.
Well,let us apply this mathematical formula to practical situations.Let us put in
the three different values for y and let us see vrhat happens to x and z and v.
Groat Britain
=
Y2 = Roumania
73 = Iraq
Then we get

todaz
2,656,287 British voters elected/
2,356,287 Roumanian voters "

287 Britons as deputies,and became thus a Democracy.
287 Roumanians as deputies
a Democ

2,356,287 Irailian voters

287 Iraclians as deputies

a Democracy.

No comment is necessary.One should believe that anyone would know that these three
Democracies would be dllferent from each other as (to use a metaphor) daylight is different from the dusk of7 evening.Yet,we read almost every week in the papers, trot now
this and now that state has achieved self-government and thus has become a full-fledged
Democracy.If there are complaints,tbey may come from say a Western state,declaring that
the elections have not been held according to denocracratic principles.This statement
is usually denied by the elected government.71',hc-..-ever,foreign observers are admitted
to the elections and they have not detected any violence or co-ercion,then all is well
and a new Democracy is born.The democrats in the other countries can go to sleep.
The above functional statement contains one reference in r egard to the birth of that
D.mocracy,which reference re have overlooked so far.It refers to time: today it is said.
To-morrow all is different.The democrats rake up to find the Reichstag on fire,Jan Masaryk
fn-llen out of the window,etc.A few years later,your boy takes leave or you,to go to be
killed,and all is done according to democratic principles.

▪
▪

ELECTION "SLOGANS" IN EUROPEAN DEMOCRACIES
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Now, let's forget for a while non European countries, In some of those it usually happeni that rich merchants,self-appointed generals or better"generalisimos"
p govern7.nt and some. kind. of assembly and claimeeself-goVernment
shall not transla e he
,earring of self into semantography,
Let us consider European Democracies, say Switzerland and. Roumania.' have been many times
these countries.In Switzerland, it was for me a constant source of wonder to see people
:f 4 different cultures,w1 languages living together.The parent countries Germany,France,
and ItallYgt fregent'in£tv/at war with each o.yl,wi tpriFuqpout the centuries.Yet,the male
-tss,be his language and culture German,Franchan'or,,haS his full military equipment
home,the rifle,munition,eto.The Government truststhem,and know that they willdietEE fresidc
n arms in a few hours to shoot at any invading army.But who is the Government?Do you t nAn1.
„Now tap.Roumaniq.,Compared with the self-confident,almost rebellious and sometimes even
alliHuRVRhN Roumanian peasant and shepherd is kind hearted, good natured:willing,
-- edient.They too are a Democracy and they too go to the polls.' have been many times in
1:.:umania.I have been in Pompeii too and have looked in wonder at the election slogans of
i'00 years ago, still visible on the walls, dug
out from the ashes of t. liesuvius.But in
modern Roumania with compulsory school education they look like this;
Election mslogang on village fences in modern Roumania (about 1932 )

These symbols have not a meaning as the symbols of semantography have.They only denote
:he various parties. In pre-war Roumania the parties had beautiful and lofty names:
national-liberal, liberal-national, dmuocrat-nnt lanai, nat tonal -dernocrat,sccial -liberal,
liberal-demccrat,etc.etc.Roumanian is a Latin tongue,and these words are also used in
..aumania.But for the peasant they are meaningless.And even those -who can read,would mix
▪p the national-liberals with the liboral-nationals.So,the parties resorted officially
7o syMbels.The official ballot paper carried oircles,squares,triangles,etc, and the vo7ers were told by their speakers to mark that special symbol and all would be well.
hnve.nod.oubt,that the great popularity of the Peasant Party was partially due to
:he gWename "Taranisti",which is derived from"Tara" the land.(Latin"terra")
leader,
Their leader Julius Maniu is now in prison - for life.He wasn't hung like the peasant/
:f Bulgaria.He is still popular.But he is already over 70.He won't live long.
When Goga was appointed. Prime Minister in 1536, he invented new syMbols,which spelt
doom for the other parties.
Gaga's symbols for Roumanian democratic parties (1938)

I

ii

111

II11

Goga had such a small following.he could never attain a majority or even a substantial
:linority.So he resorted to a triok.The new ballot papers would have to to marked by the
-Joters with strokes.Gogal s party 1 stroke.The next party 2 strokes,etc.etc.Ee knew what
was doing.If the gnarled fingers of a peasant could achieve ore stroke,this was some7hing.But 2 or 3 or 4 strokes Luckily enough,the machinery of Roumanian constitution
fanctioned without violenoe.The king recalled him,
Now,officially they have"true Democracy" in Poumania,and sure enough other symbols
the village fences.But woe to the man,who ventures to say,that the Democracy is "not
- rue". But we know now that the 7ord "Domocraoy'(or "true Democracy" )as a sweeping term
.
sd much, that - in the nerds of Ivor Bro7n -"it means nothing at all
And Ivor Brown gives us the solution to the problem.
"If the mass of the -people remain receptive to any trash and utterly incapable of
getting behind words to the things they should represent,people's power can never be
realised.Power will remain in the hands of those who control the formation of public
opinion....There is only one force that can guarantee true democracy,and that is
education.
By education we do not mean the study of textbooks or a diligent application 'Jo
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mathematios.We mean the training of cigical powers,the creation,if you will,of a
healthy soepticism.So long as the many/worshippers of words,and do not realise that
they are bowing the knee to empty syMbols,so long will the word-wizards hold the
throne.But when the majority begins to ask for the realities that lie beneath the
syMbolsp for the facts that are hidden in the phrases, the translation into human experiences and human happiness of the magniloquent headlines of the papers,hope dawns
for democracy."
(79)
For Brown, certain words are empty symbo/s.lie sees the solution of the problem by
an education, in which the citizensare told to recognize the mlitiee.and the facts,which
are hidden in the phrases.He wantethe training of critical 116.UfeR78einhealthy soeptieism".
These last words,as they stand,are too vague in meaning to give any outline of the
education intended.There must be a scheme along simple lines,which could be started in
the primary school.A scheme, like the steps we are taught in language,writing,mathematice,
chemistry,geography,something in which we could go from one class to the other,
We know very well,that the illiterate peoples(who have in the last 20 years or so,
got a self-government lack education and po;Wcal training.Instead of some deposed old
families,new families rule them.Sometimes t6/ruling is more disastrous than the old
has been.Almost nothing has changed for the better.Tha word "Demoorao/ has become a
mockery in those parts of the world, It means to those peoples just another tyranny.Inand pashahs,the:g. have now prime ministers, secretaries or commisstead of maharajahs
sars, Sure enough,their propaganda department tells the people every day,that now the
millenium has coin or is"just around the corner'!
Soon they will acquire guns,tanks,and airplanes in exchange for their products.Scon
they will import maohinery,blast furnaces and experts and they will start to make guns,
tanks and airplanes. In,say 50 years ttine,or may be sooner or later,they will make war
on the Western world and destroy the very people and the very culture which brought them
self-government.There should not be any mistake about it,Either these people have no
regard for the humans of other countries,or - if they are gentle - they will be misused
by unscrupulous leaders who crave for power and domination.
If the Western world cannot instil in these people the idea that there is room enough
on this planet for all cf us,and that we can live in peace and friendship and exchange
our material and cultural products as meMbers of one big family,then the nations of the
Western world will be destroyed by those "backward" people,and be it for the sheer joy
of destroying something foreign.They will get the recipe for boMbs.They will get it.
This outcry goes up almost daily from various books which appear in short succession.
All the authors are aware of the grave danger which threatens "civilisation".All the
authors cry nor "education".But they can give only vague outlines about it.The reported
breakdown of "democratic education" in the Western zone of Oermany,and simil%4y in the
Eastern zone where another"demooratio education" is tanght,the reported rise UrAlazis
in Germany,the reported breakdown of "democratic governments" in other countries - all
this tends to showithat we have not a scheme for education to ensure future peace,
"But," would sceptics say,"suppose we have such a scheme.The rulers in those countries
will simply prohibit the teaching of it in the schools which they control."
If so many authors offer some solution of some sort, it wouldn't rake much difference
if I would join in.iiowever,I shall try my best to approach the subject as a practical
engineer would approach it,One thing I can say: I have not yet found a proposal which
seems to be better.Otherwise I would say so.A practical engineer knows when another
engineer has an idea which saves time,money,labonr and shomsother advantages. If one
engineer can build a bridge,cheaper and Tacker and of more strength than the old-time
bridges,he will get the order.So,I may outline the building of the bridge which I propose,
'e {{''e all convinced that the way to a better co-operation goes over education„This
meAAVIaeracy,At present 75% of the people of this morld,or 3 out of 4 cannot read and
write.Inventing new alphabets,with special symbols for special sounds,printing books
in so many languages (about 3000) seems a very difficult task.
Semantography,however,oan be easily taught,even to primitives.itl e actually a picture
writing,The symbols show in most cases the outline of the real things.But,most important is the fact,that the natives everywhere read it in their native tongue,N0 matter
how this tongue chores in promounoiation,the letters of semantography cannot become
outdated.50 years hence,they will still have the same meaning,just like Chinese charac-
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ters 4000 years old have retained their meaning and can be read in different tongues
by the Chinese peoples of today.
Books,newspapers,illustrated magazines,primers,and text books could be printed in
one country,say in the United States,and then distributed in all countries of the world
uHa,there you are:" the sceptics would say," the rulers of those backwardcountries
Tit pqaq teaching of semantography in their school6TfFYAW"
aiuld simply pa-VI:
True enough.So,no d-tehiRg of semantography in those countries which would not allow
the influx of "Western Democracy" or"American Imperialism". What then)
Now,we assume for a moment,that the so-called Western states,or let us say only a
few or only one,the United States have adopted semantogranhy.Not for complicated wri',Ing,tut Just for some practical purposes.
A unification of highway signs on geometrical lines, is overdoe.Let us assume that
aamantography is accepted for this purpose(see the proposal pp.357 - 365).Sooner or
later highway signs in all countries will be on such uniform lines.Faven in those countries in which educatioA7lagging.Then,the population will get acquainted with some of
the symbol elements.Similarly,signs in public places,cinemas,stations,railways,ships,
harbours,airports,etc,etc. will consist of symbol elements.And we know that most of
them are almost self-explanatory - if you are told about them once. Clever people,and
clever pupils in those backward countries will be proud to show their friends that they
car_ read theSe signs.
Then we assume that semantography is used for sign plates on rnschinery,knobs and hanlles of apparatuses,directions on merchandise,signs on boxes and cases,eto.etc.We assume
:,a_at Western manufacturers have found semantography practical.They would include in
the boxes and cases a small folder,which would explain the syMbols in different languages printed in columns alongside.Clever boys in the shops of those backward countries
would soon learn more about haw to read. the symbols in their language.
Let us further assume,that pictorial magazines in the United States or elsewhere,
would print a small line in semantography as a sacaption under some pictures.Sone copies
woold make their way to those backward coontries.Clever boys,who would realize that those
lines could be read in their language,would set about it to solve those rebuses and charades.Why,it would be big fun.
Some of those boys woolyrpt elpployment in some oil refinery or factory.They would
foreign
like to learn about it - biltirlo`Uctbooks in their langoage.But the boy'a
., lganeer might get him a little textbook from abroad,printed in semantography.He could
learn oildrillargor some other science in his awn backward dialect.You may be rest assured
1.- will study the book by the light of his oil lamp in his hut.
Now,we may assume,that the men in power have forbidden the study of semantography
d.
in the schools of their backward countries.Sone other rulers,however,may,hre found
t textbooks in semaotographyrwhich they get so chealm soma rlestorn codhfsuch a
eve consented to its use.
'lig help in the training of native technicians,that tie
But suppose,semantography and books written in this symbol writing are forbidden.
Then the spread of its reading would be almost irresistible.It would be studied clandostinely,fervently,at least by those boys who want to know...and they are the leaders
of toamorrow.
But,why should semantography be forbidden in such countries? 7e11,because the rulers,
oho have ruled with words and swords,might be afraid that the people would become aware
of the vagueness of their slogans.Can they stem the tide? For a While,yes,but only for
than you can't
while.If workers over the frontier are allowud to do thic- or that
rytam this knewledge.-nd oh t is forbidden,inaLillaa craving for it.
But suppose semantography is discarded_ in favour of a better symbol writing.So much
for the better.Here,for the first time, is a simple"chemistry" of language.If the local
loader gives you a fine speech with highsounding words,inatead of saying:"the laying
water pipes will start; next month you may not be aware of the difference if you are
calledeboldiers of civilizationl:nation of progress",cru the pioneers for this or that -ism';
But if you have a smattering .of the new symbol writing, you will know that ucivilisationu ,
"progress","pioneers of -ism" are meanings in minds only,whereas "water'" and "pipes"
2n4 "laying" and "stLristo-m=ow" has an ,:xnet and. concreto meaning_
If people are told to clossify the words according to real THINGS and real a0TIMS
ond moanings in heads, than they would do .ghat Baaawnamsito them to do;" to -ask for the
roalities and the facts" in other words :.or ti-o MI= .7.nu the LCTIONS.
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(SS6) So,even if chapters on Democracy,etc,in books on semantography(or any other symbol
striting)wou,1021Asni,qed or not permitted in certain countries - the bright boys would
get themsBeingTisgg schisalsibr unversities,they would grasp all what has been said in
thPpreceding chapters.They would get a fair meaning of how the people could shape ther
destiny.They would be impressed with what has been done in the countries of the West.
With this I refer to the following chapters,where it is ahown,what a citizen gets real chemical THINGS which he can out on a scale; the meaning of Democracy directly
translated into calorie housing space,hospitals,schools,parks and the good things of
life.They may get respeeffand admire those countries,in which the citizensget so much.
Ncw,all this which has been said,should not make us complacent;we shouldn't think
that all is well with us,and there is no need for improvement.On the contrary.
Students of the structure of a community,who have absorbed the teaching of the propositional function as shown on page495ff might be staggered,when they would discover
that the community structure of their country look stangely similar with that of SovSes
(cassia (p.491)

Let us assume a Democracy, in which the voters are consdentious citizens in which the
deputies and ministers are highly capable to work for the benefit of the whole people.
They would make excellent laws,issue wisely thought-out directives,etc.etc.and still
all might come to naaght.There might be another pyramid parallel with the pyramid of
)emocracy.The oligarchy of that invisible pyramid would represent the real rulers of
the country.It might be a party which would control the posts in the civil service.
7t might be a particular clergy,or the descendants of a small group,who conquered the
country centuries ago,and still hold the land,cr the schools or the press,or the mines.
There would be of course a very measurable difference between such a structure anc"
the strucam _of a"one party demccracy7which must rely on prisons and forced labour
oamps.RuAssac
nl not deny the existence of concentration camps; they deny the high
figure,quoted by Russias enemies.But prison bars for opposition are hard,no matter how
many people are put behind them.
In any case,the chemist will tell us,that in nature,nothing appears in purity.Bver:
chemical is found with a lower or higher percentage ofH impurities"or other compounds.
A law,a structure for democratic election may be excellent,but if a high proportion
of graft,stupidly or "vested interests" are mixed up with it...
If consdentious citisonsfollow .hat is going on in their oountryl if they are aware
that they may lose to-eorrow,what they have today; if they are constantly on the alers:
and - if they are able to free themselves from the hishsounding speeches - their lot
mast improve. For me,there is not the slightesti Aoubt,that the present leadeigiip of
the Western world in all walks of life,not only7tndustry and commerce,but also/litersture,music and arts is a direct result of the awareness of their citizens throughout
the last centaries.The peoples of Asia have en older culture,but they have slipped dugovern them.
ring the centuries,and let mandarins and maharajahs
But let us assume for a moment,that all is well in a community,N0 graft,no CorrUption,honest citizens from bottom to top.There is still somethingswhi4like a bacillus.
affsots our thinking and our doing.In fact,we may term it a weakness of the human mini.
We shall not invent a word indicating a vague mind re-action.We shall draw up a symhs=

containing THINGS only:
a man and a shelf

AR

the shelver
The man who shelves - work to be done and ideas to be put into practice.You find hss
svorywhere,in the civil service,as well as in the old established business firms,in
sovernment,as well as in the university.They are nice,honest,sincere men,assuring you
'aslp and assistance, showing interest and understanding for your plea or projectSBut 7

moment you turn your baok,thvshelve it - for good.
They are going to shelve this idea of semantography.Cnly a miracle could help.
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THE

CITIZEN'S

RIGHTS

Now our problem then is to understand one another...And it is no easy problem, it
will require infinite patience.Russia,for instance,sincerely thinks that the Western
world has no real knowledge of freedom.That is precisely what the Western world thinks
of Russia."
Hewlett Johnsen,Dean of Canterbury (103)
"The trouble with the Yalta declaration is that the Soviet interpretation of such
key phrases as democratic institutions and democratic elements is altogether different from that of Britain and the United Seates_Nowhere has this unpleasant fact been
more in evidence than in Roumania."
Leigh white (104)
The purpose of these chapters is to show,that a chart could be compiled,wnich should
be displayed and explained in school rooms and community centers.Today charts of the
structure of the human body ere hung in school rooms, aneth
u 9:give! the children an idea
how the different parts of the bodywork together.Children know, by personal painful experience that one part of the body could be affected by illness,and thus disturb the
working of the whole body.
Charts showing the structure of a community,the rights and duties,etc.of the citizens,
:tc.etc. should fulfil a similar purpose.It should show the children that they must work

as parts and cells of a greater structure,that they must discharge their duties towards
this greater structure,but they must demand their riglatmie%in the cormunity,just as
certain parts of the body must be given certain rigres/,as ot'XNeise their functions.,
JO 'led
be impairea3ind an arm and hinder its movement,and it will go ill,and disturb the wno 6/
Now, you may call this a very bad analogy,but you may acknowledge that the human body
is a wonderAileigell4 qty of cells, in which every-col-teas its special duty,but must be given
certain riglifs7mn o •er to be able to discharge its duties.
However, in regard to anatomy, we have already passed through the age of quaks and witchloctors.In regard, to the anatomy of the community we are still in this age of confusion.
le use strange incantations and strange words of power, in our public speeches,the press,
the books.7e must start to analyse these words and see if we could refer them to physical
ACTIONS of chemical THIMCS.This is precisely what the doctors have done.Many millions of
people,who would have otheiNise died,have been restored to health and well being.
The outline of such a chart of the anatomical structure of the community would look
somehow like this:

eople's
Government

the duties

the rights
)046
the People

the basis of life
In the foregoing chapter,we have tried to outline the structure of the triangle on
top:the government of the people.In this chapter we shall try to outline the structure
of the right and the left side.It would look somehew like this
to do useful work
freedom of religion
to defend the community
to partake in voting,
social services,etc..

freedom of speech
freedom of association
.„---

to pay taxes for the
communities 17orks,et.
many other duties,
etc,etc,etc,etc,

erial by jury
no witness against oneself

--...

ecounsel for defence

•
Ns.....Ne. etc,etc,etc.(many other ri hts)
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A chart-drawn up in this way and hung in the classrooms would not be objecteVby
most governments, except sor,G potentates in Asia and Africa. If we write the lines in
the symbols of semantography it would be readable in any language and understood in
every country,
Here,however,is the great difference between such a chart written in phonetic writing,
ce in our symbol eriting.In phonetic writing,all these rights and aatiee look very clear,
eensible,eto.7e do not realize how vague in meaning they are,and we are very much astonished that people and governments of different "ideologies" interpret the very same
words in a different wayi nay,sometimes inthedirectly opposite way.
In semantography,however,we see at a glance,which words may be relative,ana interpreted differently by different minds. Semantography,on the other hand, enables us to
translate these rneanings,relative and vague as they are,into meaningpaindicating directly
THINGS we can weigh and ACTIONS we can measure.In some casewever,thisbe impossible.
Te shall now take -as a model - the Bill of Rights as laid down in the Constitution
of the United States.7e shall take only some relevant sentences or part of a sentence,
and we shall only indicate the relevant words in symbols.
Firstly,hcw should em symbolize the terms rights and duties.This latter ,rd is easier
to symbolize.

to be strong to(towards)
to force by physical power(man 7ith bent arm)

to force

to be forc6d
(by someone,etc.
passive)
a MUST, a DUTY

(someone by po-

wer of mind)

to be forced
by conscience,
super-ego
a MUST, a DUTY

:-je see at a glanoe,the interrelation in the meaning of DUYY by CONSCIENCE.Someone
vithin ourselves forces us,a higher mind,the teaching of our fcther,minister,the fathers
of the Constitution,the prophets,Nature,Cod...whatever you prefer to say.
This interrelation within our mind:we force ourselves and are forced by ourselves,
brings it about that DUTIES dictated by our consolence,are considered as RIGHTS by our
reasoning. To defend our country is ourn dutylbut also our"rightTro partake in the gpvernment of the community is our"dutylbut also our"right",
However,we must devise another symbol for "rights",more approplate to the meaning we
enderstana by it,and wider in scope,

+

r
_L_aN
to own,possess
to have
priv.property in a general but
vague meaning

to have
meaning in
a mind

to judge
by reason

good,right
reason

1e can define the meaning of "right" as a meaning in our minde thaewe have something
which our mind judges as a good and rightful belonging".

z

rv-VM
r\r\i'M
± 2s +

RIGHT
contemplated by reason

R I_G H T
contemplated by conscience

eThrNitTh

7e must admit that these symbol compounds are very complicated,compared with the
other symbols in this book.On the other hand,we must admit, that fey words in the languages of the different nations are so complicated in meaning as the wordRIGH T.
4:t least we could say,that our syMbol compound contains some definition.At the same time
it shows a profusion in display of the mind symbol.7e .aiscern our mind,and our judgement,
but it may well be that these judgements have been established by other minds.This is
the case with the RIGHTS which have been established by the wise judgement of the fathers
of the Censtitielon,and which are followed by the judges,which have to judge accordingly.
All this refers to RIGHTS contemplated by reason. If we come to the contemplation of
the meaning of RIGHT by our conscience,then other minds are "speaking up" within us.
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At the head of these chapters you will find the remark that they represent only
= section of the chapters which I intend to write in the third book.Xo doubt,these
problem about"democracy"and"democratic rights" may well fill a whole book.I must adhere
!therefore to a certain brevity.I shall print below sentences or part of them,from the
3i11 of Rights in the Constitution of the Unite& States. I shall outline in some cases
the full symbcl,in other cases I shall only partially indicate the symbol by the outline of the mind symbol or by the indicator for human EVALLATION.This would mean that

t can be evaluated differently by different minas.
These are -wonderful words - the words of the fathers of the Constitution.Howeeer,they
have been evaluated in many different ways.... generationetrained in semantics,mould demand
-words, which are not vague in meaning.
Translation of some words from the Constitution of the United States.

r‘
Freedom of Speech
The meaning of Freedom in the widest sense is to think,feel,act,etc,to"your hears
iesire".The word as it stands is too vague in meaning.If you try to say anything in
the United States - whatever your heart wants to express openly - you may run into
prosecution ferlibel.But where is the borderline?

>
Freedom

of the Press (anything printed on paper)

/Again a very vague meaning,as editors under prosecution for libel or other offences
,propagating the overthrow of government,etc,etc) know only too eell.This refers also
to the" printed word" on a celluloid strip:Hence "Any similarity..... is purely inciden!eal."

E21 A > n0
free

religion

exercise of

"exercise of rel4gi10:However
To prey and to preach in places of worship means
zany people may differ about the 4b-stion whether some sermons,for instanceoT Father
:eughlin still fall under the heading:"Free exercise of religion The vague meanings are
free and religimei.Is incitement against persons of other beliefs still religion?

A4

1.A,

"No eoldier shall, in time of peace be quartered in any he without the consent of
t-1
zr
CI o
TI
---G A
Tea Owmer.nor in time of ear,but in a manner to be prescribed by aee"
This is a sentence eample,in which the important meanings could be symbolized by
reference to actual THiNGS.Consent (permission.} is symbolized by a mind,who "let threugh".
Ha may let through to-dcy,but he may think differently toemorrow.If we would 'write
.-::ritten consent" we woulace the symbol of the written page in front.Thts piece of
caterial paper,would be exactly that chemical THEIG,which would avoid arguments.
The reference to law (symbolized_ by the book of law) makes it notssEry to peruse
!he paragraphs in questlioriTAether they contain concrete meaning4crioDen to doubt.
r."
en.
I:1
A
eii
"The right of the -people to be secure in theirperson,houses,papers,and effects,

in

no larrants shall issue,but upon -pro-

.e.ainst unreasonable searches and seizures,

.:able eaus!j supported by Oath or affirmation

"

There are many THING words in these lines.The words which may cause different cvalua-
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"ALL MEN ARE CREATED EQUAL", BUT ARE THEY CREATED EQUAL?
(500?
tion by different minas are:unreasonable,probable cause. Oath or affirmation refers to
the utterance and evaluation of other minds,which must be treated with caution.
ewe
/
A
"".. ;nor be denrived of life.li ertv.or nronertv.without due nrocess ofqaw,.."

ipa

The term liberty is too wide and vague in meaning.In this sentence it refers directly
to "non.ee.a.ntivity".Please peruse kindly the explanation in chapter p.157 this edition.
The meaning of this line may be translated: no secret police,which can make you disappear over night,"without due process of law".
However,there is the term law.Although the symbol refers
still the symbol of the mind,whidejudges.It may mean the mind

ectly to a book,there is
law-ew.ker,or the mina of

the judge who interprets and judges what the law-maker has written down.ire shall,in
the course of this ohapter,translate some relevant sentences from the Soviet Constitution,
and see that they too may cleim,the absence of a secret police.Whatever the tiKVD does,
it does it in"due process of law".
V
V
LRJ
"...the aceused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial,by an impartial jury„.1

Vi?

The vague adjectives in this lire are "speedy" and "impartial".A physicist could avoid
the first adjective by stating:trial eithin 6month of arrest.Kowever,no physicist and
symbol from the meaning of "impartial".If there is
no psychologist can remove the
a meaning in our heads,which does not correspond to anything in nature,it is the meaning
of "impartial".Our fathers fought for "Trial by Jury"in order to place a check .= judges.
to evaluate "impartially".
Now,12 laymen-citizens are made judges.They
7e see from these few examnles,that we can proceed to terms which are more to the
point,referring directly to specific TEMNIGS and ACTIONS,On the other handsome terms
are bound up with reactions of our minajle can never be sure how other minds will react.
The best we can do, is again to specify =ICS sand. AOTIONS,Gertain terms must be closer
exanined.Property refers to chemical TIIINGS,but"private property"refers to an abstraction
which "civilized" minds have nade.In certain communities (in past or present this abstree;
tion,evaluatispedjective is not eractedor restricted to another vague "personal" proper!'
Eerebelow ig7famous postulate from the Declaration of Independence:
1/
v
%,/
)
13X
OX
v
v.

®AL =

All

or

have
men been created equal

21
All

EQ
men

S

are created equal

These wonderful words contain the reference to the Creator,and in our symbols we have
the same meaning syMbolized,(nithough some people may prefer the term Nature).Under the
term men we understand,of course,men and women.They came and still come into life, by a
marvellous and miraculous at of Creation.Hagever)the word "created!' is a past participle
in "have been areated.","eut an adjective in "are created".See the chapter pp. 243.
But the other two worde "equal" and "all" do not specify a particular THING or ACTIOE.
Consequeritly,they fall into the third group.They may be evaluated in their meaning differently.That -5e have to ao,is to Observe and measure.
7e may then find,that these lofty words do not comply with the facts.?e. shall not
say that they are"untrue".This word in itself is vague in meaning.
Now,if we measure the created men and women we find, that not Lao have the same measure
ments.In fact,there are not two human beings which are alike and equal.
On the other hand, if we compare them with other creatures,we shall find a certain
equality: 2 eyes, 2 ears, 1 nose, I mouth,2 arms,2 hands with 5 fingers each,2,1egs,

2 feet with 5 toes each,32 teeth,etc.ete.
But again not all created human beings show this equalitye,luite a number of freaks
with 6 fingers,4 toes,etc.are born every day.

So we see that the words"all" and "equal" are vague in menning,and must be replaced
by other words,or specifically defined.If doctors tell us that"0.37 of all births on
earth are born freaks",ee could. tell them to cut out the all from their statement.
But if we accepttheir statement as correct,(wbioh could only be said if restricted
to a nadar ses under their direct supervision),ena write:
99.63 "ib men are created equal(in so far as they have equal
number of eyes,ears,noses,etc.)
such a statement in the Declaration of Independence would just look ghastly(whatevIZsti-
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The greater part of the Declaration of Independence is filled with descriptive language as to chemical THINGS and physical ACTIONS.Jeffe;aAnd
ood job,like a reporting physicist,when he lists the deeds of the King of Erig1A4Zirin Ais own words:
"...let facts be submitted..." and he goes on to cite instances about governors,eeections,jedges and their salaries,swarms of officers,armies,ships,goods,trade,the burning
of towns,the destruction of 14m,etc.etc.Eveneehen Jefferson uses words of a vague nature,the people could translateAnto actual happenings to real things.
Very likely,the loyaaists disagreed with the adjectives,which Jefferson used.But they
could not deny the taxes, the armies, the soldiers, their murders,rapes and outrages.
Yet all this is practically forgotten today.The few lines which the many people know
and oan even recite by heart,are:
"Ole hold these truths to be self -evident,that all men are created equal,that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights,that among these are Life,Liberty,
and the pursuit of Happiness."
If we would send out a chemist,a physicist,a biologist,a sociologist and others to
collect what is"self -evident Truth" about the human beings,they would report that not
only are human beings not eoual,they are born among environments which are not equal,
and consequently kumans born amidst plenty of things enjoy tremendous advantages against
the others.Their conclusion may be:Equality is non-existent.
But then,eyen the chemist and physicist will tell you,that you should not take their
symbol for equal = as being "true".Then they write
2 H2 + 02 = 2 H2O
E = m.v2
or
2
they understand under equal an approximation.They have left out some characteristics,
(heavy hydrogen,isotopes,energy quanta,etc.)They will tell you,that they might never be
able to write down a formula with a"true equal".
So in desperation you turn to the mathematician.He will tell you,that the meaning of
equal will vary,according to different circumstances.Under certain circumstances the
very same entity,say x will been:al to 4-3,but also to -3,or may even equal amore different
values. Then you will remember your school mathematics and write down
8 4 2 = 4
Here at last is "true equality",and the mathematician may admit that this is one of the
few circumstances,where the abstract meaning of "equal" maybe acknaeledged.But he will
give you, another simple division to perforM,say
10 4. 3 = 3.33333333333333333333533363333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333:,
and he will tell you,that your equal sign will not be true,even if your line of decimals
reaches up the far away stars.
Jefferson was aware that he has to give additional explarations,as to the circumstances of men being created equal.He refers again to Creation and Creator and plants another
word "Rights".Now,we know that this meaning is one of the most controversial ones.So,
Jefferson in the spirit of the scientist gives practical examples:
"Life,Liberty,and the pursuit of Happiness"
We can depict these meanings in their vagueness (see also the explanations in the synopsis,p.XVI ff)
(p.157 this edition)

Life , Liberty ,

pursuit
of Happiness
(action of
being after)
Of these three meanings Life has a concrete meaning6f TEEMS in ACTION.The symbol refers to the individual and the sun,two real TH7MS.The meaning Liberty refers in this wide
sense to a feeling only.So does the meaning of Happiness.le can restrict and define the
meaning of Liberty - a hunan,not being a captive - but in regard to the meaning of Happiness
- the best we can do - is to apply psychology.The meaning of the mind will remain in our
symbol.
Conscience Sup'2rego
Ego
r
iNT Reason
rTh
Emotion Id

(1)1•CE A

Life Liberty
pursuit of Happiness
(opp.of captive)
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In this way,we have defined the second word Liberty to THINGS,metiff
aicenclosure.
In previous paragraphs we have shown that the meaning of Liberty,Freedom o
finite
actions,like speech,press,exercise of religion needs further definition and restriction
in order to remove the vagueness of the meaning.
But Happiness will remain a vague feeling,a thought,a mind reaction.The best we can
do is to picture the parts of the mind, in which the conscience dwells, the reason and the
instincts and passions.It may seem almost impossible to picture this meaning with real
THINGS.Happiness*.mearPeal kind of things to people.To the educator and minister it means
universities and churches.To others it may mean bathroom plumbing,air conditioning and
frozen food,and to others it may mean quite different things and actions.There are the
children many of whom .will tear out wings from insects,and let them hop, throw stones
and mud on other children,deface walls,teer up park railings,and in later years,when
they grow up theZ small or big sadists at home,at school,in t .office at public reetirgs
They hurt with words,or they pump lead into flocks of geese,a1
suit of happiness.
I read somewhere that two scientists have -t out to find out g meanings of the
words in the Declaration of Independence aria other historical documents,from the contemporary writings at that time.We know that the meaning of words changes incessantly.
/e know that Bible students study the words of the Bible,which have different meanings
in different places,and they try to discover their meaning in the proper setting:what
happened to whom at the time referred toT7hat THINGS,what ACTIONT'
Then we do this in regard to the noble words of Jefferson,we find that/they are the
American equivalents of the Prench:"Egalite,Liberte,PreterniteIn 1776 these words were
not vaguely understood (at least not Egality and Liberty)They referred to the heavy taxes,
to the filth and squalor in which the ordinary eeople had to live,compared with the nobility,to the many innocent people who languished in the dark of the Bastille and other
prisons;:hen de people had stopped these happenings,the words - being vague in their
meaning - were used for anything else,for chopping off the heads of revolutionaries,fcr
the rise of Napoleon, for bringing misery to rawyparts of Europe.
Now,many reader,especially in the United States,may resent these paragraphs.For them
the words of Jefferson have a true,valid and sacred meaning.They are part of their creed.
On the other hand,we are amidst a war of words,a war of ideologies.Soon enough guns
may start to roar,and bombs will. come crashing down.And people will kill each other,
without having the intention of bBFit,the small farmers,andworkers,clerks and teachers
in Soviet Rutsia,POland,Czechoslovakia,as well as in France,Britain and the United States.
But up till noun, it is still only a war of mords,and we must understand these missiles.
Just listen to a cormunist."Ha,the United States.That t bunch of hypocrits.All men are
created equal.Just look how they treat their negros.But in Soviet Russia - ah,there:"
The oommunists don't realize,that they too are deceived by vague words to which different people attach different meanings.If we would onlyinduoe the peoples of this world
to learn just a little bit of semantios,of the analysis of the meaning of words - why ev
may avert many clashes occuising today in many places.e may even avert a third world
clash.7e may have peace.
into seneintegraphy
In my lectures,I translated various statements/subffitted to me by the andience..They
referred usually to what statesmen of different countries said in the papers.But I have
found that the people with socialist leanings almost "foamed at the mouth" whenever I
translated some saying of their Jeffersons,be it Lenin,Marx,Stalin,kolotov or Vishinki.
For them,who have turned their back to the churches,communiam,and socialism constitub
their religion.The sayings of their saints are sacrosanct,
Let us take one of the most relevant passages of the communist creed.

Translation from the Soviet Constitution
In Soviet Russia you can do anything,you can criticise to your hearts desire,provided
however that it is
"in conformity with the interests of the toilers and in order to
(105)
strengthen the socialist system.
To a communist,to a socialist,tosoAtudentlof politics,tospmeintellectualato the man
in the street...why these words areclear as the sun".They have a very definite meaning.
It is impossible that anyone could misunderstand them.They represent truth.They represent
to free themselves from the inequalities,which nature
a belief in the struggle of men
has bestowed on us.For this belief,people are ready to die or to kill others,who dare to
oppose this:Whatever men do, it should be "in conformity with the interests of the toilers. "
Yet,when we take semantography,me find that only one word refers to real THINGS and.
ACTIONS:toilers - men who work - workers.The other words contain human EVALUATIONS only.
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And human EVALUATION words are just evaluated differently in different minds,and for
this,many good,honest,courageous socialists and comunists had to face t he firing squri.
Let us translate this sentence into semantography.Te have not yet evolved the symb,1
for socialism.It's a system,conceivcd by minds,a design,a plan.For this we have already
a symbol (p.334) '..Ce shall therefore write down "socialism" in phonetic writing and refer
the reader to the coming chapter on this term.
In order can be translated for the purpose of.The word order is the synonym of system
and we could even translate the words in order by "in the design.plan,system to streng7

then the socialist system." But we shall use the symbol for purpose,as the simpler one.

0A

rp

>.•

A

< n + >> >> TLI „\

SOCLV,TS,':

with the
in conformity ./ interests of the toilers Lad in order to strengthen the socialist system.
These girds are the official translationgade by the staff of the Amarican-Russian
1947.
Institute and published by them in "The Soviet Union To-day", New
Now lot us take one word_ after the other,without the particles (in,with,and,of,the)
Conformity. actually we should use the proper symbol for the adjectivancun.Conformity
stems from the adjective conform.Then there are the synonyms.

A
-4

A

N.I

--)

V--,

co-proceed
co-operate
--.CTION

conform
adjective
EW.IaATION

conformity

V

____)

to proceed
an ACTION

forward
an 7.72.IU-TION

adjectival noun
EVALULTION

The a/row points into a certain direction.As we write in this direction,7e have
agreed that this direction should be evaluated forward.But from the chapters on the Relativity of Spaoe,'m know,that for=d standing alone has only a relative meaning.7e must
add the system of reference.Forward from what? - to what?
From a debate in the House of Commons about the nationalisation of the steel industxy
Stafford Cripps:
"I consider this bill a step

-Zinston Churbhill:
"I consider this bill a step

backward

forward

BotInonourable gentlemen,botVLIutely aware of the dangers to their country,b oth are
devoted to the cause of their country and their people.But both ininking in different directions:Then they state their sign post: (1) government control of industry, (2) decline
of the efficiency of the steel industry,we know the particulars,which we have to discuss.
But forward and backward have no moaning in themselves,without reference.Ve have not yet
1
..6nifi4
realized that most parties, the democrats, the nationalists and the socialiiEtsi ca4
party"progressive;movin6 "forward".If "forward" can mean the direct 09posiG,hen it3metal-/
Conformity again (although referring to at least two actions) is relative in meaning.
Roosevelt

--)
--Churchill

Hitler

Lenin >

Mussolini

—4
Trotzky

Stalin

...--4

Trotsk-74

ir-ere in "conformity" were in "conformity" were in "conformity" were ntifncoeformfti"
all of them were firmly convinced that they went "forward".Even Stalin,by himself
and Trptzky by himself thought so.But these two men were not in conformity.Trotzky,a
great socialist , the builder of the red army, and of Soviet Russia had to flee.Lfter having
committed the blunder of letting him past the frontiers,they chased him over the whole

earth and at last administered the kill to the old man in Mexico. No conformity,that was all.
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/e may be sure that the killer,and the men who ordered the kill,and millions of people
who heard about it,believed that it was"goodfl and"right",because it was
"in conformity with the interests of the toilers
and in order to strengthen the socialist system."
Now,conformity,being a eord,relative in reeningesetmust state the sign.postt
A he system
of reference. If two chemists say, that they arebonfoi-An regard to the wjfektittr apiece
of metal, they have stated clearly their system of reference.Even so,they are aware that
their conformity has its limits, about 0,000/ g. `The first may find the weight 15.7689 g
and the other 15.7688 g.
In the communist creed,the system of reference is stated:
"in conformity with the interests of the toilers"
(tistS edition;
So let us examine the meaning of interests.On Jelb9 and 621 is drawn up the syribol
It indicates that interests means a thinking of a PLUS,(ehemver a mind considers a PLUS)
The reader.is asked to peruse the pages referred to. In any case, the meaning of interests
airreres
may mean many things and actions.If we could define interests in a particular case as
follows:"in conformity with the interests of the toilers to get two _loafs of bread daily",
then we wouldknow what we are talking about.But interests in itself,is too sweeping a
term.17hen Lenin introduced the PEP, the Nee: Economic Policy, in which he re-admitted
"Capitalism" into Soviet Russia,he aid this "in conformity with the interests of the
toilers: Then Stalin made a pact with Hitler,(and thus enabled him to attack the Vest first
and then the East this too was "in conformity with the interests of the ntoilers".Lny communist will explain this to you,and he will be, firmly convinced of spedkAhe truth.
Now imagine yourself as a good cormunist weiEF ate Soviet Union.Your criticism men
be permitted,if your foreman,factory manager,trade union official,local police officer
thinks,that it is "in conformity with the interests of the toilers".But who is to decide
about this conformity? You may criticise soriething in your honest belief that your criicism is"in the interest of the toilers"- but what about if your superiors think in
slightly different direction.No conformity - than anything may happen to you, in compliance
with the written Coneditution of the Soviet Union.
Now suppose,your foreman, or police officer is in doubt,whether or not he is in conformity with you,or whether or not your criticism is in conformity with the interests of the
toilers.Then the Constitution gives him a second help.It says that your criticism must be
permitted if it "strengthensthe socialist system."These words are "clear as the sue for
any firm believer of the communist creed.But what means"strengthen"?
"Strengthen" is the verb form of the adjective "strong".The primary unaning for a human
being is "being strong physically".This is the outline of our symbol.nn individual
standing upright,with his arm bent,as strong men do,to show their biceps.If you say:
"I need a strong lw.n.",people will firstly think,that you need a man,physically stron.
You will have to explain to them, if you want a"strong marl' in the government .Even th - n,
people may mistake estroneruthless tyrant, with a"strong"thinker.
Ihat means then "to strengthen"? If you give a person good food,enough rest and proper
ssium,no doubt,all this will "strengthen" him, If you add a second iron
exerciaveliiini
rod as siSaibpor in a bridge,no dcubt,this eill"strengthen"this support and the bridge.
But what in particular do you think will"strangthen the socialist system?" The words
do not give any hint as to any particular LCTICN or ThaNG.Lnything may"strengthen",anything may "weaken" the socialist system. In regard to some real THING,say a huM&n being,
we know wt .t mepturest will strehgthen or weaken him.But if we use these words for eeythirrgslAW,Wuls'ef9Ttslas a setaphor.We carry over the original meaning to something else.
The trouble with metaphors is that wsapqprb them so quickly in our thinking, that we don't
cave made in our minds.Then vie say "to strengthen
realise the transfer (Greek metaphor!
the leg of a table",we don't realise that we are using two metaphors.A table has no legs.
Only a human or an animal or an insect has legs.And a chair has no arms either.
The reader is asked to peruse the chapter on the metaphor p.420 ff.The symbol
depicts the line of an individual with the mouth on top.It indicates a 'figure of
speech",a highbrow sayine,a metaphorele may"strengthen" our belief,our conviction,
our ideas about this and that./e may"strengthen" the idea of brotherly love ,we may4'strenthen" the idea of socialism,and we may "waken" the idea of capitalism,but all thF;
v use a vasue,ar
raesapnots/Vain*
I'strengthen"are only ideas in our heads,and these ideas have
different meanings in different heads. That you think waeld"strenethen"the idea of socialism,others would not think so.And if these others would come to the conclusion that,
what you think would actually "weaken" the socialist system,then in due course a trial
might be arranged,sentence pronounced. Iiiisetood socialist mightdie,in the conviction that
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the meaning of "socialism" is different in different minds. We shall try to grapple
with this meaning in a coming chapter.
This analysis of a relevant passage in the Soviet Constitution shows you that you
may be convicted for anything in due process of law, if your judges came to the decision
that what you said or did was
"not in conformity with the interests of the toilers, and
was not in order to strengthen the socialist system".
People outside Russia believe, that there is a secret police in Soviet Russia, the
NKVD formerly called G.P,U. But according to official statements (105)
"Formerly, the G.P.U. was an independent agency, not responsible to the Council of
People's Commissars. Its functions are now asSigned to the regular Ministry of Internal
Affairs, and search and seizure are subject to court order."
So you see, if you are arrested and deported to the salt mines, it is done by a court
order, and if you ask" why am I arrested?" the answer/night/be that your doings are' not in
conformity with the interests
"and off you go.
But don't think that such vague sentences are only used by the Soviets. You will find
them in the utterances, made in any other country. Many people in the United States, from
the intellectual to the member of the [Cu Klux Klan believe that the doings of many persona
are "not in conformity with the interests of the Amierican peopIe, and do not strengthen
United States Democracy. Fortunately, this phrase is not incorporated in the Constitution.
(see p.167 this 2nd edition)
PROLETARIANS OF ALL COUNTRIES , WEIGH AND COMPARE;

"The average voter in many lands suddenly discovered. what a little common sense might
long ago have told him;that a right of suffrage does not fill a stomach, build a house
or create a job."
Ivor Brown (79)
Well, we know that that a Democracy is of little use, if it can't comply with the needs
of the peopIe. But "need" is a vague meaning. If we say ,that a worker in a Democracy ought
and should get proper compensation,decent wages, full value for their work, then the words
"proper,and "decent" and "full" and "value" are EVALUATION words.
So we must again turn to the chemo-physicist to give us son yard-stick. We can then
draw up a chart, like a formula, which would contain some minimums an unskilled labourer,
with a wife and 2 children must have. Such a chart could then be used in any country.
It may look somewhat like this
CHART SHOWING THE MINIMUM OF THINGS AND ACTIONS WHICH AN UNSKILLED LABOURER SHOULD GET

No prison for stopping work

No prison for chosing other work

insurance against unemployment (without work)

insurance against old
age (past 60 years)

work 48 hours in 1 week
consultations
medicine
20 holidays + pay 1 year

4 ticket f.shcws 1 week
(cinema,theatre)

labourer,unskilled(spade)

with wife &
2 children

medical
service

hospital
s operations
primary schools
high schools

education

universities
libraries

8000 cal food per 1 day

2 rooms floorspace 40m2

1 new outfit f. family 1 year

(clothin)
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This chart should be augmented by details.' coudn't type more of such details on
a page like this.Therefore we shall take the sentences one by one,and see how their
structural formula could be augrnented.It should be understood that all these paragraphs
are only a rough outline of what could be done.An international congress,instead adopting resolutions,which centein vague words onlY,should draw up the minimum,which a
married citizen, should be given in order to live.Such a chart distri
throughout
the world,would than be a baSis
basis on which citizerscould discuss,whether their government
has provided this minimum or not.
the minimum
This must be considered/for two hard working adults
and 2 children.The amount should be balanced in pro8000 cal
teins,fats and carbohydrates.There is not ar? strict
'
(D.
rule,as to the division,but we could assume,that each
8000 cal food it'
day
group should not be represented in an amount,less than
20-70;it could be stipulated that the percentage may
vary according to country and season.Suchcalculations should not present serious difficulties.
Two small rooms with a total flrorspace of 40 In2
should be considered a very low minimum.Yet, many
2
families of workers or farm hands have to put up with
40 III
much smaller space.Of course, the quality of the habitetion is difficult to Standardize,but
standardize,but two clean rooms
2 roo
0 m2
ifficult to agree upon,. Additional detailS
details may indicate,gas,water,
kept in repair,ar
and other amenities,as tins should be included in the minimum.This all refers to the
rental to be paid for such 2 rooms.
It should be understood,that the calculation of the whole earnings,divided
for the various purposes, should contain
a sum,which should suffice to clothe the
family,
no matter wheth4hisAgmlused(or
1 new clothing outfit for family each year.
not)for this purpose.Pricuifor clothing
in shops,where workers buy their outfits,should not be difficult to ascertain,

O

I.I -

2

work 48

hours ner 1

the government,

Details could contain how much is to be paid for
overtime,for shift work,etc.On the other hand,trade
unions may fix the amount of work to be done,and bonuses to be paid for exceeding this.In Australia,there
arc-:" .
are very detailed awards in every trade,sanctioned by
y court proceclore.
In some

countrieS,there are 14 days vacation guacountries,there
ranteed.Besides there are a few holidays,at
Easter,:(hitsuntide,Xmas,etc.which are pride
This figure: 20 holidays per year,represents
holidays per 1 year plus pay a minimum.In some countries some holidays may
20
be added.7orkers who have worked more than 5 years in the same place,are entitled to
a three weeks' vacation.

$

Nowadays,there are cinemas in small
villages even in Asia,China,India,etc.
A weekly go to the ciAfoiljoyed by
the whole family,and WIEr7within easy
reach in many countries.If the governtickets for showplaces 1
week
4
ment in one country provides free shows,
this should be considered as a contribution to the earnings and calculated as such.
To ascertain the free medical ser1% »
Al
1 Doctor for 2000 persons(of whole vice available to the working popunation) lation,a survey must be made of all
flA
8
-H
hoapitals,whether state owned,locel
medicine without pa
y up tole' 10
or supported by private societies.
In some countries,workers and em10 hospital beds for 2000 persons
ployers pay a weekly sum for this in
medical hell)\ — $ >> t.1 it
4 % /
al
.In some countries,the governfree trea f
# S. 100
ment provides
provideS these services. In Lussia
the state is the employer.What must be counted,is the service available,the amount of
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hospital beds,the number of doctors,whe give free consultation,the ameunt of medicine,
ceo.eto,If we read somewhere that Australia,New Zealand,Soviet Russia give free redicr7
service to the population, it sounds very nice,it sounds equally goad in regard to all
three countries.Bet what must be ascertained is:haw much? How much is available and hea
much is given.If in Russia,the state as employer gives you a salary and the medical sergave you a higher salary
vice "gratis" it amounts to the same as if the employer
and you pay the amount for medical service as sickness insurance,etc.In Soviet Russia
the Trade Unions operate the medical service.This is done in other countries toe.
Haw many seats in primary schools in proportion to the whole pepulAion?
/Haw many seats

in 'high schools in proportion to the population?

/// How many teachers available for classes? 1 teacher for 50 pupils or less?

diO
education

—How many seats in technical schools in proportion to the population?
'
-n-How many students at the universities in proportion to the population?
How many students are completely freed from any tuition fees,inprop._.?

NHaw many stipends and scholarships (how much) given to hog many students
in proportion to the whole population?
Hose many books available in the libraries in proportion "

I/

These are the questions we must ask,when we study the amount of free education which
a country gives free to its poeulation.If two countries have say 10 technical schools
each,it says nothing.The question we must ask, is how many students can be aecolnodated
and are taught in these schools.But even if both countries have both 10 technical schools
in which 10,000 students are educated - this is not enough for our enquiry.If one country
has a population of 5 million,and the other of 50 million,then the technical education
in that bigger country is just one tenth only of that in the small country.
Let us take one example in3egard to tuition fees.If we say education is free in Soviet
Russia, it sounds wonderful.The statement as it stands con mean only one thing: that no
student in Soviet Russia has to pay a single kapok for his studies up to the universities.
Howeverewben we look into official statements,as for instance that made by the Americ eRussian Institute (105) we read about Tuition in the Soviet Union:
"Tuition is free for all up to the seventh grade of school for almost all in tekhniki'ms.In addition,most students in higher educational institutions received monthly
stipends to help with living expenses (hownmach in percentaye, to the total of expenses?)
There are nominal fees for institutes and for the last three years of secondary schools
(hew much is a nominal fee?)In the cases stipends may be granted to those with gocd
grades.lr:ar invalids are given scholarship eid,regardless of their acaeomic standing.
Mergers of the families of servicemen,of pensioners,and members of large families ere
exenvted from tuition fees,as are needy students generally."
(The words are underlined and the questions inserted by re)
This statement,can beMade by some Capitalist countries,for instance United States,
Great Britain,Australie.Canada,and many others,notably inEurope.There too tuition is
free in the primary school and up the secondary school.There too are nominal fees,
there too are stipends and scholarships given to students with good grades,There too
war invalids are given scholarship aids,etc.etc. and in those countries toeneedy
students are exempted from tuition fees generally: Even under the autocratic regime
of the emperor, of Austria,the above tuition helps were given;even under his regime
and the regime of other kings and bourgeois presidents of European countries, tuition
was "free for all up to the seventh grade of school".Even under the emperor of Russia,
ft-tuition was free and stipends were given to reedy students!'
The question to ask is:hew much in percentage to the whole populationnhis vital
question is generally eveelooked.Communiste in "Capitalist" countries praise Russia,
and don't realize that in their country too,education is free,just as in Soviet Russia.
But how much do how many students receive in proportion to the whole population?
Certain European countries,rnich may be termed
bourgeois and capitalist haveestablished old age
,.
insurance as far back as192@he insurance fee is
either deducted from the weekly wages and paid in
by the employer into the government insurance inetiInsurance on passing 60 years of age tution,or tee government pays it from the taxes it
recoi es from the Wage earners(which amounts to the
some thing).The question again isafew FR
receive it(in proportion to the whole population)and hoe/ much is given?
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These three groups shall be discussed together,because
they are related to each other.
-1
A
For people in some countries,who have been
seebjected to the whim of their rulers for cenNo prison
for &Lope ork.
w
turies,these groupehave not much reaning.Cnly
a man,who has experienced "personal freedom"
A (which means, that he was not obstructed Fiz,613,9
anywhere)
knoweethat thefreedom to stop
A work and choose another work" is just as important as to hteathe,to think or to eat.
no prison
for choosing other work
A country,where this "freedom" is impeded
must rely on prison and police to enforce the
rule,that an individual has to work where his
planners want him to work.If he objects,if he
/
(
'
b
is dissatisfied with conditions, if he says se
A
openly and thus arouse the wrath of superiors,
Insurance against un-enoloyment
they may seen find out that his actions are
not "in conformity with the interests of the
toilers" and he will soon find himself on the
way to a forced labour carp,almest certain never to coma back and never to see his wife
and children again.The other workers,seeing him disappear,will think twice,before they
embark on a similar venture.
Conditions for workers are not goon in most countries.In capitalist countriee,the
workers can stop work,go on strike,denounce the government,the management and anybody
in any term they think fit,and can enforce their derands.The communist workers in those
capitalist countries make the best use of this "freedore.However,as soon as the country
turns communist,then strikes are forbidden,because now,they are not "in conformity with
the interests of the toilers and they"weaken the socialist system7For those,who still
grumble,the forced labour camps arc installed.
However, the communists have a strong casein pointing out that the capitalist system cannot avoid un-employheent,whereas in Soviet Russia un-employment is noneexistent.
It is of course very difficult to verify this claim,beoause,foreign Observers - who waht
to go wherever they choose - are not admitted to Russia,and dissatisfied Russians are
not permitted to leave Russia.But let us assume,that un-employment does not exist in
Russia.How do they do it?
Suppose you have a certain trade,say,you are a saddler.One day you find yourself out
of work.You will go to the labour exchanges,establishediaimany countries,If you can't
find vcrk aesaddler,you may find other jobs.If you don't like them,nobody can force you
to accept them.Then you ray be informed that there is a job asasaddler,but in another
town 300 miles away.Again - if you don't want to leave your town,family,relatives,friends,
no force can be exerted on you.in due course,you may receive the dole,or call it the insurance money which the government pays you out of the money,which the government took
from you as taxes.it may be very little - but it ray be more than workers are paid for
work in other countries.The only way is to compare,what your money can buy.
It may well be,that the dole is withdrawn,when you obstinately refuse to accept work
in your home tewn.But inrcocase will a police van appear to whisk you off.This is just
the difference between the countries,and it is a very important difference.
At the height of the depression,the percentage of jobless workers in various states
was about 10% of the whole population.Germany with about 70 million had 7 millions out
of jobqThe United States with 130 had about 13 millionalustria with 7 billion people had
about 700,000 workers out of jotel Ths dole was paid,Roosevelt gave them some kind of work,
but altogether it was misery,lben Hitler came to power,he created the labour service.
It was, of course,"force4 Young people had to go,But they were given uniforms and music
and were told to bear their spade as a sign of honour.
In Soviet Russia,there are the vast spaces of Siberia,where conditions are very
grim.People didn't like to gc there.The planners wanted work to be done there. In capitalist countries,the planners have to offer great incentives,amenities,pay,etc.to bring
people to work in the wilderness.In Russia,tho good things of life are scarce,even in
the great cities,where you have to form queues to get them. In the wilderness of Siberia
it is much worse - so the government had to rake people
go there.:.nd if they didn't
ceree,they were forced.The rulers of Russie don't deny that they have force! labour camps.
Escapees estimate that about 14 million Soviet citizens are thus held in servitude.This
would mean about as much as were out of work in the worst tin of the depression.In this
way any un-employment can be wiped out.But even if we estimate that only 1 million of
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Soviet citizen are inforcedlabour camps,because their attitude was not "in conformity
with the interests of the toilers"and
did "weaken the socialist syetem",this
very fact alone,keqsthe other workers silent and obedient.They go wherever their gevlrnment wants them to eo,and they beer their fate with the old melancholy,which we know
from the books of the great Russian writers.
It is good to know that you will always have work.But it is bad. to know,that one day
you may be sent away thousands of miles and you can't do anything but obey.In the so-called
capitalist countries,the workers of a factory can walk off the job,and the government can
eo little more than negotiate with them to come back,If the workers in the Soviet Union
can strike,can refuse work,can choose their eork,can leave the town,or the country to
seek employment elsewhere - well and good - but if they can't do this, then they must
insert in their formula the group

_41 A
A
Imprisonment for stopping work

or

!=

A
A

Prison bars for stopping work.

These symbol groups show you hard facts,enclosures and prison windows with iron bars
(Or you can see in there, the crossed barbed wires of the concentration camps). If you put
this group in the formula on page 505 you will find that it fits in. There too chemical
THINGS are depicted, food, housing, clothing, tickets for show places, money for vacation,
etc. etc. Prison window bars, camps enclosures are chemical THINGS too, hard facts.
Socialist readers will be very angry with me, but I am sick and tired of debating with
words only. Almost every week, for the last 30 years, I had to 1isten to words, or I am
forced to partake in controversies. I am a worker too. As an engineer in a factory, I worked
just as hard as the others, covered with oil and dirt, and exhausted at the end of
the day. In 1917 when the Russian revolution occurred, I was a soldier and sick of the war.
Great hopes sprung up in my mind, and since then I have closely followed the happenings
in Soviet Russia. I read official and unofficial books, I spoke with engineer colleagues
who were there. I travelled extensively, and I wanted many times to go to Russia, to see
for myself. However, I was informed, that the sightseeing tour will be on prescribed routes.
I shall not be allowed to go wherever I want to go. Then I preferred to look at the official pictures of streets, houses, and factories. It saved me time and money. But as an
engineer I looked always for the hard THINGS, not for the highsounding words. What did the
Russians do, which other countries, in the "clutches of capitalism" did not do? I com
pared the Russian official figures (taking them at their face value) with figures of
other countries. I looked at the pictures of the dams and factories in Russia and looked
in 'the clutches of Wall street,
at the pictures of Boulder dam,of Grand Coulee ieer;ouilt
aed at the pictures of deem in other oountries. They looked an achievesent,withoutbeine
tamed a capitalist achievement,or a democratic achievement, hen an underground railway
eas built in Moscow, stamps were issued., anti the feat celebrated as a victory of communi.sm.
at that strip of undergeeand rail is only a fraction and a small one in percent(I shall
mote the figure later on) of the underground in Paris,London,or Berlin,not to compen
it with New Yorks achieveeent,Yet these countries made no fuss about tt.Even in GeYifthY/
he Weimar government great engineering feats nere performed,without anybody bothering
;bout it.Rut when Hitler or nered some highways to be built - ah,that was a nationalsocialist achievement. I travelled to oxhibitions,and :studied closely the pavilions of
Soviet Russia.' remember the exhibition,' think it was in 3ressels.A impressive big hall,
the walls covered ;pith figures and pictures.But I eas not interested in figures.' could
eot ascertain if they were correct or not.I looked for the real TBINGS,which I an engieeer could judge.And there was one. At the end :f the hall,there was a THING, a Russian
rotor car.Apparently the Russians thought this such a greet achievement,that they let
it stand alone in the vast hall.
But it couldb't impress me. I just remembered for instance Austria, a small country
with only 7 million people, the government and civil service as we are told "in the clutches
of Roman-Catholic clergy". Yet this little nobody country produced two excellent cars,
the Austro-Daimler, the Steyr,not to mention others (Graeff & Stift,etc,etc)
As an engineer of a factory for electric lamps, I had some times to deal with the
quotas which the international trust of lamp factories ascertained for each counrty. The
quotas were always rising in all countries. When the communists produce figures, that - in Tsarist Russia (1914) let us say, 10,000 lamps were installed in street lighting in
Moscow,and now in 1940 there are 50,000 lamps, the difference of 40,000 lamps cannot be
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encredited to "communist aohievement".It can easily be provea that the figures were.
rising everywhere.Street lighting rose in Calcuttenunder the clutches of British colonial rule, as well as in Cairo, Valparaiso, not to speak of the towns in countries like
Pr
ence,Sweden,Canada
and the United Stateseholly capitalist?
Ihy do I write all this?Why do = jeopardize the sympathy of so many readers? I am
as much interested in the "progress of the human race" as any commanist-end if the communists have. achieved greater deeds than the non-conmenists,than they should get the
laurels,ared the whole world should tarn communist.But to judge their achievements,we
niust,for heavens sake, turn away from words.
We must start to see the real THINGS
behind the words,and we mast start to put them on a scale and weigh and compare them.
Then ire woula find, that non-comuunist countries have achieved a much higher standard
of living for their workersten communist countries.= am not speaking of the feudal
effendis,paschahs and mal-rajahs
'thatch let their people go napiked,The corenunists
wrath is mainly turned on the so-called "democratic" ccuntries.Thers the people may
compare and weigh the Foca things which they have.These people are drugged by the communists with grand words ".:Imenican =mperialism","Oapitalist menace",etc. I have no excuse
for the greed,and crimes cc2nnitted in "democratic eountries".Those nolitican3exposed in
rnerica,and other eapitalist states,dc just the same wh .t some communists do,ana what
t fitter aid.lheyusQeords,grana words to muffle their designe
There is only one -ay open.The way of the chemo-ohysicistneho weighs and =Tares.
this reason,' have drawn up a chart of the minimum of what a labourer has to expect
'nom the men who rule the state.This chart,outlinerl on page5C5,ccula be displayed in
any country,for better and for worse.Let the neople start to weieh and measure,and let
them chase away their ralers,if they can't provide this minimum.As an engineer T know
that it is possible in any country,if engineers replete the pashas. Let this chart
be displayed and distributed in all countries.Let it go under the heading
Proletarians in all ccuntries,unite to weigh and compare.
Let the people start to obserne,and weigh the chemical THINGS And physical ACTIONS.Lot
them realize that words are words only,sounds which shake the air,and that the ones most
used by politicians, are those which have a very vague meaning.
If we don't do this, ;*re are heading for war,as sure as the to-morrow will come.And
it will be a terrible war.-e will fight not only the people on the other side.Tithin
our ranks the fight will start, until we destroy the very things, which enable us to
live.Russia and the Western world can live it perfect peace and exchange their products.
If we would only get away from the words,which iecfese es.
Let us pay tribute to the achievements of the Russian people,let us examine what
hey did,let us compare with what we have done,let us understand their difficulties
and let us understand our difficulties.Let us adopt the view point of the engineer,

the scientist.Lot us weigh and measure.
/henever I ask some people with corlmunistileanings,why Soviet Russia with all the
riches of the earth within her boundaries,has not yet been able to provide the people
with the meanest things cf life,for which they must still form eueues,nminore than
30 years after the revolution_ - they aeswer invariably with a metaphor.They tell me
that I must compare Russia with a men,-:she went through a grave illness and now, it takes
much time to recover.: hen I refer,hceeeeer,te countries which have lost the :ear, e, g,
slustria,Germany and others ,end have
a recovery within a few years - and today are
already competing on the world. markets with products of a hieeh standard - then my friends
get very angry,Some of them start to cote figures - and here we come to an impq18194.kr"
If we should weigh and compare achievements in different countries, we must helrefMW
The answer to this is: every country should issue a year book of statistios.Some countries do this already.It would be a heavy vclume,no doubt,but it will contain detailed
2igures,Take for instance the item on education.A fee:pages in the ye
elerrAgok would contain long columns.Every tonn,village and hamlet would_ be re_
th a
you would find the amount of school benches available in the school of that villagener
thht manicipality;the amount of children,the amount of teachers in each school,the percentage of children per teecher,of children leer population,ef free tuition per total
of punils,etc.ete.Then a village dweller in Russia or in the United States could look
up the figures for his villages in regard to school benches,teachers,hosIttel beds,doctars,and embulances,etc.etc, and could find out for himself,whether the compilation is
true or not. if it is not true, he should be allowed to raise hell,because this would be
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In every village there should be a committee of citizens which should control the
statistical figures,not only in regard to education and medical service,but also in
the power output of the municipal plant,in the amount of street lighting provtded,etc.
These statistical year books would appear every year,and would give the citizen of every
village an indication whether conditions have improved. And he should not be whisked
off to prison, when he says in the market place,that the official figures are lies.
Apart from this,the statistical year books of every country should be allowed into
every other country.There should be an international exchange organisation,which should
also fix standards and units of measurements. We have this today for olympic games.Why
shouldn't we have an olympic world wide stadium,where we can show what we have done in
every country in regard to education,medical service,amenities of life, etc, etc. Why should
not the laurels be given every year to that country which have been first in such races?
The Question of the different languages of such statistical year books can be easily
overcome. Semantography is the answer. The symbols; for the column headings are simple.
They can be read in every language,
To the readers who resent this and the preceding chapters, who may say,that I should
keep to Semantography and not meddle in politics - here is my answer:
Semantography may be the tool to enable the different peoples of this earth,to
compare their achievements and to measure their progress. It can be the very tool for a
world-wide olympic contest, in which the peoples of different countries could rival
with each other.and win the laurels for providing the things, vhich make life worth
living. For such a wordwide contest - the language barrier has to be overcome.
If the peoples of the Soviet Union will get the laurels in this or that field honours should be given, where honours are due - but, the people in Russia must be allowed to go to other countries,and see for themselves. Anyone who wants to go, and has saved
the money for the fares,should be allowed to go, the statistical year book of that particular country in hand,to see for himself and compare for himself. And he should be allowed on his return to tell what he has seen.
And likewise,observers should be allowed to go into the communist countries to see and
weigh, and compare the statistical year book of their country,with that of a communist
country.
,Open
the frontiers. Let anyone come in and see for himself.Let anyone go out and see for
himself. And - abolish the forced labour camps.Today,a Soviet citizen is mortally afraid
to speak freely with one of the few foreigners admitted.Stop this fear, give him back 4
the right to oppose the rulers,to criticise their doings, to choose others. If the other "democratic"
countries can do it, and give their citizens the good things of life,Russia could do it
too.
SOCIALISM
"Socialism is the name given both to a widespread body of doctrines and to a
world-wide movement taking many different forms. It has a long history behind it;and
the word has been used in shifting senses as the ideas behind it have developed and
the situations facing it changed. A short and comprehensive definition is therefore
impossible. We can only say that socialism is essentially a doctrine and a movement
aiming at the collective organisation of the community in the interest of the masses
of the people by means of common ownership and collective control of the means of
production and exchange."
Encyclopedia Britannica 14th edition (25)
"The terms socialism, communism, collectivism, which have often been used interchangeably, are ambiguous and ill-defined; for this reason they have an exceedingly wide
range of connotations. Proudhon, who passionately combatted communism as understood in
his time, was later classed by Heinrich Dietzl as a communist."
Oscar Jáiszi, in ncyclopedia of the Social Sciences, The MacMillan Co.New York
"There will be no administrative suppression or distortion of any subject that
merits a place in this university's curricula.The facts of communism, for instance,
shall be taught here - its ideological development, its political methods,its economic effects, its probable course in the future. The truth about communism is,today,
an indispensable requirement if the true values of our democratic system are to be
properly assessed." D.I.Eisenhower in his Inaugural Address at Columbia University
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THE MANY MEANINGS OF THE MANY DIFFERENT "SOCIALISMS"

"Socialism" is one of the most controversial words in our times.Needless to say
that it is not the name of a particular chemical THING or a physical ACTION of which
we can form a mental pioture.If it would be such a name,we mould not fight about it,
Instead it represents a meaning mhich is differently interpreted in different mindeand
riot two of them have exactly the same interpretation.
"Socialism" is the term for a design,a plan,a system,an order about the ,working-together of human beings in a commueety,Te have already formed the symbol for plan,design
in connection with the design of an engineer."I have a design for a harvester",says an
engineer,and when we ask him to tell us about,he would unfold his blueprints and would
show• a complicated drawing of a working-together of many machine psrts.There might be
other specialists in regard to harvesters,and they might have different designs and plans.
V& might give them a name,and call them"harvesterists",just as we call some people
"socialists': Of course,the name"socialist" or "harvesterist" tells you very little.You
may only know that the man is occupied with "societies" or with "harvesters"
_ reat "harvesterists",inventors of harvester designs,so there
Just as there have been g
have been great "socialists",and each of them had its own design.

(Th

oThsystem of

k

/\ socialism

system of

(Thsystem of
,IN\ social ism

Karl
VladeLenin's
is
GeB.Shaaes
a planner
a designer
But these symbols mould indicate that there is something definite
a systematist
about the system of socialism of Karl Marx,or Lenin or Shaw. Instead
s.p.834}
we would find,if ye study their plans,that they have changed their system during their
life time,just as an engineer-designer of harvesters would change his system and draw
up different designs during, his life tine.The difference is only,that the engineer puts
his ideas down in a geometrical writingeuith no vagueness,mhereas the writing of the
great socialists use words,and we know now,how much vagueness they contain,
I would draw the analogy further.The engineer mould build his design and see if it
works.Then he would improve it,accordtmg to his practioal experience.Similarly the practical socialists,who tried to put l'arideas in operation,found that some of them,for
instance,his theory of value couldn't be put into practice.So they had to invent sometEle7/
- aich mould work in a socialist community.Marx predicted that concentration of capital
would &ease complete poverty of the working classes,yet the greatest concentration of
capital in the United Stapes went hand in hand with the highest standard of living of
the working class,AdNhg middle olass,which according to Marx,should have disappeared
in the process.Militant socialists proclaim that only a dictatorship of the masses could
save them.Other socialists are of the opinion,that militant fascism and nazism would
never have been created, had not the socialists in Russia
been so 4gressive in
working for the overthrowing of governments in other countries.
All this tends to show,that it seems to be utter folly to use the term "socialism"
in debates.So mach is cramped in this term,and so much of this cramping is differently
interpreted by different people, that controversies can only/lead nowhere.Again we mould
have to follow our procedure in recent chapters and try to draw up a formula with a lot
of details to show what Karl Marx meant, and what Lenin reant,and what Ce19.Shaw and the
other socialists meant.It would be"a hell of a job?As soon as we would have drawn up a
formula for socialism,after having finished one book of Marx,we would have to put in
alterations,for the other book,or me mould find contradictions to the first book.
lhat do people know about the meaning of 6socialism"?If you try to find out,you will
eet the shock of your life.And if you would try to draw up the formula of what Mr.Snitee
Mr.Jones,and Mr.Hardy thinks of the meaning of "socialism" you evuld stop usine the ward
"socialism",because it has a hundred thousand meanings.
Not a "literal
But sementography should be capable cf are** a symbol for it.
translation" like society-sya,em which wouldn't tell anything. It would be a complicated formula,to be sure,but aeain,it would be something which we could put on a chart and
hung in the class room to teach the children what is meant by"socialism .
Now,one of the postulates of the many socialisms is "community owmership".This we can
depict.But the word "ownership" in itself is a human EVALUATION,which needs further interpretation.Ifwe.asay Mr.Smith owns a machine,we have a fair idea about it,He can do
whatever he wanaMth his property.7hen we say,Mr.Smith owns a horse,ee know that he
can't torture and maltreat it.The comexunity,and sometimes the horse too,would revolt.
end we know that his wife is not his,and his children are not his,in the same sense as
A
,me thinks are his."Ownership" alone is not eneueh.We
must state "owns what,mhere,when?"

WHAT DOES "NATIONAL OWNERSHIP" REALLY MEAN?
==•,I,111=-
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Now we can write
A

x

h
earth

Citizen Smith owns chairs and gardens.

addition possession

earthly addition
In regard to citizen Smith,his ownership of chairs and gardens has a certain meaning,
well understood in many parts of the world. Let us now assume that the whole nation owns

chairs and gardens.

Nation

owns

chairs and gardens

Now,we have learned in this book, that symbol elements in different combinations mean
different things. Mr. Smith's ownership and the nation's ownership mean two different "things",
aIthough both meanings are "near" to each other. Mr. Smith can go in his garden and sit on his
chairs there. He may cut the flowers, and break the chair, if ha likes to do it. But if a
garden is awned by the whole nation, every citizen may go in, sit on the chairs, but is not
allowed to cut flowers or destroy chairs. So the meaning of nation ownership is restricted.
Now, there is between the individual and the nation,
the group.
X

xLc_
Citizen

owns

machines.

Group

X

>o<A_
owns machines.

Nation

owns machines.

When a group owns machines, as for instances in a farm co-operative in one of
ccountries, thencountrmembersen every member of the group can use the machines They can declde to sell
They can declde to sell it and divideHowever, ineds. However,in a nation the process of decision

cannot be threshed out between all the cnation. Thereforeation.Therefore some citiz
discussed in the chapter on democracy.
Appointnentsnenm shoud be methods,
A co-operative on a state farm cosurprised, when surprised,when new machinery arriv
hand, tther hand, gherthe men higher up may decide otherwise and machines may be removed from
that ao-operativ (en spite of strong protests by the members) to be employed elsewhere.
To express this in our symbol for nation ownership grouptrast to Pe-cup ownership
we would have to widsomehowformula somehcw like this:
X
Croup ownership
Group owns and controls machines

Nation ownership

XXANation

owns

( group of selectees controeven machines.

And this refers ever to the chairs in the public parksed, andanday find the
rempvugheded,and the whole park ploughed under, bhave so decidedathers of the town have?decided.
You may vent your anger in the papers under"letters to the editor" or you may decide to
fielection, but bunch at the next election,but you can do very little about it,although
it was your parksentence, wehairs.

In the above sentence,we have used for the first time the brackets,to indicate
sentence within a sentence: kation owns (group of selectees control) machines. Instead of
commas: Nation we couldoupe two commas:Ncontrols ,machines. Howeverctees controls,machines.However
we could stress the contradiction in the two sentences,by using. the word but,. We could
write:Nation owns,but eroup of seleotees controls,machines.This formula we are eeinn to
use in our further studies,ana amend it to cover wider meanings.
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Now we find in various systems of socialism the formala:State ownership of the means
and instruments of production. Instead of"reans and instruments' we could use the meaning
of"tool",which in semanto'aphy covers anything which humans use and can use.The meaning
of "State ownership" has been already analysed in the foregoing paragraphs:ffe can thus
translate the above sentence as follows:
Nation owns,but group of selectees control;,the tools of mroduction.
This formula can be easily translated into semantography.

Nation

, but group of selectees
deputees

control tools of production
govern

This formula contains two mind sythols.;?*e have already recognized the mind as the great
variable.Not only two different minds vary in their ACTIOW'minding".The very same mind of
one individual may think today differently as he thought yesterday.Therever we see this
symbol we must be aware of its implications.
The first mind symbol in s-electees refers to the mind of the selector,who did the
selection of the deputies at the last election.This refers to you and me and to all the
other citizenswho took part in the electione are responsible for them belly elected.
Thesecond mind symbol refers however to the controllers, the governors,whdtthe controlling of the tool6 of production.7e could have put a third mind symbol over the symbol for
tool,beQause different minds may vary about what is a tool of production,but you will soon
soe,that7can take the meaning of"toolflin its widest sense.
Z'e can now draw up a structural formula,to be inserted in our greater formula for sccialism.
Outline of the centre group in a formula for the meaning of "Socialise
(i)
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Are the air and the clouds also "means and instruments of production? Yes they are.
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No one would deny that fish are"means"(raw sistsr k1 ) for the important fish industry.
nimals (cattle,sheep,horses,etc) too are means and instruments of production. insects,
apart from bees,are today bred, imported and exported in various countries,as the saver
of orops,and, orchards.They kill off other Obnoxious insects:So do birds,apart from the
millions of chickens,ducks,geese,etc.which are the means of a very great industry in any
country.Bist the air and the clouds?
Well,the air enters chemically or physically as a very important ag ent in most chemical manufacturing processes.Besides,the nitrogen of the air is today the most important
source for ammonia and nitrates,which form the basis for fertilizers.The oxygen is 1.11
for welding and in hcspitals.The argon,neon,helium and crypton are used for incandesntA/
and fluorescent tubes.Besides,the air is today, just as the water, the carrying medium of
transport.But the clouds?
Weill a year ago the scientists in the General Electric Co.of Aserica,made rain by
droppiheice pellets (CO2 ) or chips of ordinary ice into suitable clouds,and produced
rainsOthers have followed,and the method is constantly improved.Eut - from whom are you
taking away that cloud which passes over you? Important legal questions already arise
between neighbouring states.Agreement must be reachodyand in these discussions the meteorologists will be the important experts.If no agreement can be reached between nei ghbouring states,for instance in Europe,the nation deprived of its rain, may stage awar,
for utter survivaiXou have to live in Australia to realize that rain is an importIr9411
The air and the clouds belong to the whole nation.Contamination of the air by destructive exhaust gases is prohibited by the deputies, the government, in the interest of the
people.
These paragraphs have been written to emphasize the fact,that almost anything is within
the TAssylng "means and instruments of production" and the people elects deputies to cons
trA an hing, including the "good and productive" microbes of the soil and the fungi,(s.g.
penicillin),as well as the"bad and destructive" miorobesfinplupy s tl virus,which is supposed to cause the coon
mm oold.This "cold" accounts for‘idgEs ..-P 112g in all industries.
So,the structural formula on the foregoing page o represents the meaning of "Socialism",
insofar,as it shows,that the whole territory of a nation,with anything on the earth,below it and above it,constitute the property of the whole ration .It belongs to all the
p
People.In order that all this should_ beroperly
managed in the interests of the whole
p sople,the people elect their deputies,whioh control all this.This is clearly indicated
iu the formula in the centre - the main postulate in the system of socialism.
The variables are of course the minds of the electors and the minds of the governors.
As th overn? rs come into existence through the election,it should be clear,that the
e lec. ns
peopfe should. oe-free from any coercion and fear of prison bars,or barbed, wires.In other
srords.:Democracy in election. But to explain this,we have to go back to the complicated
forsula for Democracy on page 477 ff, We have to look especially for the group formula
of "onuosition parties" and"voiced opposition" and see if they are bound up with the
prison bar- elements or not.
Now let us suppose that this structural formula for "Social ism" is printed on a huge
chart and hung in the class rooms, At the head of this chapter you have found the words
of the president of Columbia university,LLEisenhmier(the isading general of world war II.)
He announced that communism will be studied at Columbia university.Thisiseans that the
idcas,connected with socialism in gensral and cosesunismin psrticulsr soil/ be studied.
Studying this vast assembly of ideas,mcans analysing one by
one,and this can only be done by drawing up - either in your mind or on paper - structural
formulecof how a community lives,7ork and interacts, If you draw it up on paper, just as
an architect,an engine or a chemist do?s,your ideas would. become clearer in outline.
Ws11,I have tried to d.Muf; 19171"MhgrilErhiula and I propose that such formulae should be
used in schools to teach the boys and girls the meaning of democracy and socialism.They
ars already taught today the meaning of benzene,nitroglyzerine and other matters to be
handled with the greatest care.And they are taught these meanings (which are somewhat
complicated) by means of structural formulae,
Looking at such a Pori lathe boys and girls would easily grasp-the meaning of "wealth
of a nation" or "all this belongs to all of us",They would also grasp,that the nation
must elect and appoint certain men and women to govern all this wealth.Looking at the
ssmantography symbols,they would understand that se can use all kinds of synonyms for
the symbols,as for instance shown on the next page.
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THE MANY WORDS FOR THE PEOPLE AND THEIR RULERS

many,gany humans on earth
(territory), large group
of gales and females,natives,settlerseaborigines,
inhabitants,countrypeople,
residents,dwellersidenizene,citizeepe authochthons,indigenel7forming a
olan,tribe,horde,folk,
people,population,populace,public,general publio,00mmon people,commu-

nity,commonalty,masses,
plebe,rank and file, etc.
society, nation,etc,etc,

group of humans on earth,(tertitory) who do the ruling,
oontrolling,governing,leading,
oVrecting,commanding,conducting,
reigning,managingethe rulers,

controllers,governors,leaders,
chie2land directors,sovereigne
emperors,king;dukei,president,
fuehreeegeneral secretarl7phieftains,and their ministers,seoretaries of stateepeople's co-

missars,senators,magistrates,
deputieseefficiale,managers,
masterseoeople in authority,
leaders,boseeskig shots,etc,etc.

Now, the children have been taught to read a chemical formula.They know that Hg0 denotes something,which has the term water,However the term slosh carries a human EVALUATION,it means bad water,and if wovant to translate this EVALUATION,we would have
to state as chomists,what this water contains,apart from H20,
Similarly the semantography formulae above, donot carry an EVALUATION as to geed
or bad,
But if we say:TiMr. X is a bureaucrat; we have added that EVALUATION.Now we mean:
"Lir. X is a bad officeal,"To remove the "bad!" we have to examine his ACTIONS,
So the children could be educated to understeed that"secretary of state" means not

a"good official" and "people's commissar" mearii7a"bad official",and vice versa.It
means solely a"citizen,who does some governing(for the peopleY.From the formula for
"Socialism" the children would see,that the people must elect him to do this.Prom the
formula for "elections by the people" they would learn how the people do the electic:e
So far as to the centre formula for "Socialiseewhich em have expressed in ordinnr:
I ±uege:.
Society (nation) owns,but deputies control the tools(eeans and instruments) of production
of oureformela on p 514
And now we proceed to the outer groupeomicn inaicate the various means and instruwe see symbols indicating chemical THINGS and
eents of produotioneAnd here
physical ACTIONS,of which we can form a clear picture.All this we can put on scales,
weigh and measure. Here we see machines,and factories,products,and ohemicals,electric

power,gas,coke,water,railways,ships,ste.etc,Sure enoughewe see also a few mind symbols
in the groups indicating oducation,researohipolice,defense,These are in-portant groups
as means and instruments in the process of national production,and sure enough they
.
are the points of great controversy.They
must be examined in detail.
Before we go forward in our examination,the reader should examine every group aid
ask himself or herself whether he or she is convinced that the groups indicated in
formula are to be oonsidereemeans and instnirnents"of production.lbot is not expressed

in the formula,because of brevity, is that all these means and instruments are handled
by the humans which constitute the nation,and they themselves are means and instruments of production.They need food and housing and the goods produced,but they need
also the health centres to be fit for production,They must be protected against microbes,against fire,aeainst criminals,and against foreign invasion.All the means and
instruments to do all this,are owned by the nation and governed_ by its deputies.
Having now got a structural picture of the meaning of "SocialismTwe may now proceed to examine the various societies on this eartheWe want to find out, in which
societies we find Socialism.But - just as in chemistry - we tray find societies with

no or traces of Sooialisrn,other societies Trith a percentage of Socialism and societies
with 100% of Socialism,
Looking over the societies on this earth we would make strange discoveries.We would
find wine societies LnAfrice,or elsewhere,where the potentate is the only c-.'ner of

the means and instruments of production,which include the men and women,and children
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which he sells as slaves,(yes,sir,this is going on right roelye when you read these
lineSPo doubt,the percentage of Socialism in such societM.Ybe 0%.
Then we may find strange,but small societies, in which there is 100% Socialism.
Nothing belongs to the individual,everything belongs to the whole tribe,including
the women and children.Just think for a monent,and you would agree that males and
females are means and instrument of production,not only that they plough and harvest,but in regard to their production of children.In fact,the birthrate and the
upbringirigooLgpil2rpe is one of the most important problems of a society.In Soviet
Russia;whgrefaivorogs'and abortions were a formality of a few hoursOlnwprogressiv.d;
many people theuht)the leaders have recognized their errors,and now, divorce there
is more. difficult ,than in many other countries,and deliberate abortion is prohibited.
Well,Soviet Russia,how about it?There,we believe,is Socialism 100%.
And now our chart will come in handy.The boys and girls will study the official
reports of different countries,augmented by reports of observers,and will try to determine the amount of Socialism in percentage,as far as this is possible.Naturally,
we can only give figures,where we we can count.But,nevertheless,the study will be
worthwhile.
According to official Soviet information,private property existiin Soviet Russia,
You can buy many things in the shops,operated by the government,and they are yours,
and only yours and nobody else's property.You may even own a house,a garden and an
orchard.And you may even own means and instruments of production.You may buy a hammer
and a saw, you may buy a cow and a chicken, you may own a sewing machine (if you can
get one).And with these means and instruments of production,you can set out to"profit"
by and"exploit" other citizens - within limits,of course.You may repair the neighbours
teble,and get some eggs in return,andyou may sell the eggs on the "free merket" or
call it "black market" at incredibly atrocious prices,twenty times higher(and more)
than the official price in the official shops.But there are official stores too, in
which such atrocious prices are charged.If a citizen has delivered his official quota
of foodstuff,etc.he may sell the surplus for any price he can exert - the prices are
regulated by the only "las,"sunply and demand_ - just as in the so-called capitalist
countries.0e course,all this is permitted within limits.We can set out to ascertain
these limits,which neeld be difficult,if we are not allowed inside Russia. Or we can
ourselves satisfy for the moment with the finding,that in Soviet Russia ethere is no
100 % Socialismarle can't say whether there is say 90% or 80% or only 7Can

Now,we people of this earth,who read the papers and the books,who listen to the

radio and fre men who -know,we are almost daily iggitEljeRdwith the belief tiat

Socialism and Capitalism are the Wu great antagonis7,IYe one is the opposite of
the other,and there seems to be no reconciliation possible.
Well,we all know how serious all this is.If we don't thane our mode of thinking
we will soon have an all out war of the Capitalist countries against the Socialist
countries,and vice versa, with no quarters given.
In spite of all the ridicule,which many people are going to pour out upon me,I
maintain that the chemical formulae and the reasoning of the chemist may help us to
change our mode of thinking,and to bring this very conciliation about,without which
we will go to pieces,may be in a few years hence.
Then we realize what Socialism means:Nation ownership of the means and instruments
of productionewe can draw up a huge chart with as many means
pistrements of production we can think of,and then ere can check up,how much of tt eLeArk6d by the nations in the different countries.Then we may get some surprises.
We may find that in a great many of the so-called capitalist countries,a great
many of the means and instruments of production are totally or partially owned collectively by the whole nation.This refers to state ownership,or local town and village
ownership. ire would find that in many"capitalisecountries,the nation as a whole, owns
collectively the railways and the roads,the power works,and the irrigation dams, the
water ways,and the water -:.arks, the thousands of buses, trams and other vehicles of
public transports,the local gas works with all their chemical factories,the postal
service,and the public works, the money issuing banks,and the public gardens and parks,
the general and the technical schoolz,the universities and the research institutes,
the agricultural research stations,as well as the hospitals and health centres.
iTe would find that in these "capitalist" countrtes,the nation does not own all
the houses,but only a great many of them;that the nation as a whole own many state
factories,shipping lines,and nation-operated air routes,Te would find that in some
countries,the coal mines are owned by the whale nation,and in others,that large land,
mines,fbrests,fisheries,banks,inaarance companies,credit institutes,etc.etc. are operated by the people and for the people.
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But this is riot the whole story.a'e may go out into the country and ascertain the
property,Which is held and operated by the community,the common pastures,land,brooks,
mills,etc.the farmers co-ope=tives with their commonly owned txuclutd tractors,
factories and selling organisations,and we may con: to the_conclUsio is is socialised, a 100%.
In going in this way from one item to the other,we may find that many means and
instruments of production are either 100 or less socialised in the capitalist countries,that many means and instruments of productions are wholly owned by the whole
nation;tich means by every member of the nation.
But again this is not the whole story. The government,that means the deputies ,
elected by the people to do the controlling,control the so-called privately owned

means and instruments of production,either by possessingAluse amount of shares,
or by directing their price policy,theirprofits,through Idtt 7ation,etc.In fact,we
would find that the people,that is the nation,that means every member of society is
a partner in those "private enterprises". To grasp this,we have to draw up a formula
Ownership of the means and instruments of production in a "capitalist" country.

con

prices
export
products,

which g)
to the
hat on

of those enterprises
which are 100 socialised,and owned by the
whole nation
as railways,roads,transports,power,gas,water,
factories,mines,ships,
airplanes,post,schools,
hospitals,insuranee,etc,

prices
export
products

which go in
part( taxes
to nation

of those enterprises
which are partially sooialised,in which the
nation holds more than
so.% of the sharesi or only 50% or less than 5C$
as railroads,transportsj
power,factories,mines,
ships,banks,etc.etc.etc.

prices
export
products

which go in
part( taxes}
to nation

of those enterprises
which are wholly owned
by private persons,in
which,however,the nation
is a partner and takes
part in the profits by

taxation,but risks nothing if the enterprise
she is a loss,or fails.

From this structural formula it becomes clear,that there is no clear out division between a "socialist" state and a "capitalist" state.There might be one, if we
compare some potentate "states" in Africa,but if we examine the much accused "capitalist countries" such as Great Britain, France,Holaand,Belgium,Derznark,Sweden,Norway,Australia,Oanada,the United. States and many other states - all so much abused
by the oommunistywe find invariably,that they too are sccialisea,and to a large
extent.ln these capitalist countriee,large enterprises, important means and instruments of production are owned wholly or partially by the nation.Moreover the private owner of some machines will be controlled,as to the safety of the machines,
as to the quality of the products,as to the prices,and as to the profits,He may,
in times of emergency be told what he must produce.
So far,thcse state ,eats can be proved,Students in the universities,may engage
in working out how much of the insurance business is owned by the nation,how much
is partially owned. by the nation and in what percentage the profits are divided between the nation (through taxes) and the share holders in turn must surrender
again a part of their earnings to the nation by personal taxation.
Any socialist,who studies the facts,cannot deny the validity of such calculations,
if they are performed in a. scientific nanner.This neans,if international units are
used,kilowatts,horsepowers,tons per nile,gold units,bushels,shipping tonnage,etc.eto.
However, he will point to the leak link in the formula, the mind symbol for the controllers.

THE LIES IN THE NOTIONS OF CAPITALISM AND COMMUNISM
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He will tell you,e'eat the mindsofTh. of the controllere the deputies)are influenced
by the minds `\ of ehP men Orgisiness.They help each other to get rich - and they
are rich,
much
the sense or7r.arthlzaddition
carries the vague symbol much X
N
ow
So,we better check up the real THINGS,and we find in the so-called "capitaliWThountries many people,who possess fine houses,oars,factories,etc.etc.They are"richlno doubt,
On the other hand,our friend the socialist will point out that the standard of living in the United States is very low '*". for eany X neople.So,again we have to check
up with the THINGS people get in the United States,and we shall find, that a certain
percentage of the population earns less than 100 Dollars a month,and with this money
Corpared with what rich people
they can buyoonly a quantity of items,as follows
can buy with their earnings in the United States,it is very little indeed.
"See what I mean",would the socialist say,"I don't deny that an immense property
and many public utilities,etc, in the United States areowned by the whole nation,arein
fact 100A sooialised.But your system enables some people to get very rich,whereas others
remain very pooxernat' s "Capitalism" against "Socialism".
Again we are confronted with these -L70 words,so corplieated in meaning "Capitalism"
and
resolve their meanings,we have to get down to the real THINGS,Both
are systems for groups of human beams to live together a .good life.But good being a
vague EVALUATION,we must translate its meaning again into rolIZS.Good in a human mina
means: food 2 shelter /\ clothing
hospitals nre.4sohoolsotertainmentO0
and last but not least work
to ge t all this.
Well,we have the socialist aountries,which have not 100 % socialism,but less of it,
to say a figure 85%. Then we have the capitalist countriesowhich have 30h or 4C or
50% of socialism.From the foregoingtaragraphs we have learned of the undeniable fact,
that there is socialism in the capitalist countries.The social democrats,moderate socialists,etc.try to point this out tire and again,and thus the question for many people
who argue,rescives into this: "What is better,the 85% socialism of Soviet Russia,or the
3Q% socialism of the United. States,or Pranca,or Sweden?
The EVALUATION word in this question is better,s0 we must translate this again into
THI1EGS.7hat
community gives the labourer what THING8?How much in TH17:GS does a labouet,.
rer/ in the SO socialised Karelo Finnish Socialist Soviet Republic,and how much does
he get in the (say) 3015 socialised. "Capitalist" Finnish Republic,and how much does he
get in the other neighbouring "Capitalist" country,thc kingdom of Sweden?
The proof of the oche, is to eat it.Althouzh this is an awful metaphor,real cake is
involved.. How much
cake can a labourer get in the various communities on this earth?
We know that it is useless to count in IbUble,Pound or Dollars.So the chemist will provide us with an international currenny;calories,balanced as to proteins,Pats,and carbohydrates.How many calories can a labourer in Soviet Russia,or in Sweden,or in the United States or in Iraq buy with S hours of work.If he can buy say 12,000 cal, and he
needs 8000 for himself,oife and 2 chi/dren,what else can he buy with the equivalent of
the remainder of 1000 cal.Ve could thus calculate,the rent for a square foot housing
in cal.,the cost of a table,the ticket for a cinama,etc.etc.
Instead of throwing the words "Capitalism" and "Socialism" on each others heads,
we could raise a cry:
"Proletarians of all oountries,unite to weirili and compare:"
'Weigh and compare the THINGS which your -eork can buy in your country)Jse the chart
as drawn up. on page 505.Let the best system win.If all these countries claim to be a
Derocraoy,then the Democracy which gives the greatest amount of THEIGS to the greatest
amount of their people should be the winner,and we should study its method to repeat
them in those Democracies,where the people get less of the good THINGS.
If we try to reason in this way,use the reasoning of the mathematician, the chemist
or the combination of matheratician-chamist the reasoning of the housewife and, the
grocer,then - the coeeenints will have to do a lot of explaining,
And they do a lot of expleining.They explain,why the people in Soviet Russia have
to go without many THINGS,which are considered a bare minimum,why 2 or 3 or 4 families
have to live in one flat or one room,why the housotves have to share a kitchen,why they
can't get THINGS in the stores,which are available in abundance in othar countries and
why people have to form long queues and have to spent millions of wing hours every
day for the last 30 years to get the little which is available.
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A SECRET POLICE MAKES ALL THE DiFFERENCE

No communist can deny the fact that the standard of living (when measured in
THINGS and ACTIONS) of the workers in the comnunist countries is much lower than in
many"capitalist" countries.True enough,they may get some free tickets to state theatres,and thus the cultural standard has been raised,but if we add up all the THINGS
and AOTIONS,the worker in most European states,and in Canada,Australia, New Zealand,
not to speak of the United States is much better off than his fellow worker in the
Soviet Union.Again,we can express "bettor" in measurable units.We shall not deny the
fact that millions of people in the partially socialised democracies like the United
StatesAreat Britains France and other countries are= and the system advocated in
this'book "to weigh and measure" enables us to say how poor: they cre.But this very same
system,applied to the people in"socialised" countries, :will tell us that the workers
there are poorer, and again we can translate this word into measurable units.
Now,you may denounce me as being not imeartial.This EVAIUATION word is a meaning in
our heads,and it does not correspond with naturc„in which anyt4ing is structurally related to each other,No man can be "impartial",everyone is pax-Vend partial to the
things around him.But the scientific method gives us a means to compare and to measure.
If the socialised countries would provide more for their poople,then the peoples in
the democratic countries with free elections would vote commanist.Instead the communist
win only a few percents of the votes.Therefore they have to resort to force,co-erclon,
and coups to get into power / and once there,they have to restrict free elections,they
have to instal a secret police, concentrations camps and other means to frighten the
people into silence and obedience.
We all know how far fraeperfece(again an EVALUATION word not corresponding with
nature) the so-called "free democraoies"are,how much misery,corruption and fraud are
found there.But there,a man could stand up against all this and raise a cry and he can
shout it over the roof tops,until the cry is taken up by millions of other citizens,
until the newspapers take it uo,until the senators are flooded with let'ers,telegrams,
deputations,comktees who threaten them to turn them out of office at the next election
if they don't do something. And these citizens will shout,beceuse they know there is
no secret police,which can make them disappear over night.
And, this is just the difference,and it makes all the difference.It leads directly
to improvements in the lives of the citizen,end again the vague word "improvements"
can be translated in measurable units„There is a structural relation between the fact
that the"free democracies" (see the structural formula) have a wealth of universities,
research institutes,museums,theatres,factories,production,millions of houses with many
amenities and a high-standard of living( see the structural formula) on the one hand,
and freedam of speech,opinion,thought essociation,oppositich,etc.etc. on the other
hand. If a customer can reject goods in a not state-owned store, if a worker can walk
off his job and take a better one, if en engineer can reject a method and can strike out
On his own to make a better product,things must improve.
In a socialist state,there must be freedom of thought,of opinion,of association and
of chesieg out the men on the top by means of free elections.Now ire witness that certain socialist states are having juatthe contrary of all this.
I have been an engineer since my earle'boyhood.I weighted and measuree.When in 1917
socialism was installed in Russia, my hopes were high.Duning the last 5C years I have
followed with greatest interest the development in the soviet Union.' have read the
official books, studied the official figuresslooked at the official pictures,but I
looked at them with the trained eyes of an engineer - and my hopes sank from year to
year.
But it could have been just the other way round.The peoples in a socialist state
could have achieved the highest standard of living.Once thedrones",the aristocrats,
the rich idle loafers had been chased out or killed off,nothing was there to step them
to show to the world what socialism means and what socialism can do in improvements.
You can't denounce re a beineanti-socialist", I advocate the scientific method:
"weigh and measure? This method was sucessful anywhere.
As said before, the communist do a lot of explaining,They don't let you into their
state to see for yourself,and weigh and measure,but they give you many 'words instead,
New,hexe is a methodeehich I call semantoereehv.and which enables you to apply the
scientific method "weigh and measure" also to words.Itl
na eeeyeuto welsEh and measere
the words of thesocialis-P/and"communist”leaders as welt- R l'"ca. italist"leaders.

METAPHORS AND SLOGANS IN THE "WAR OF WORDS"
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In all these highly controversial,highly partial paragraphs,the roar should not
a helpful toolforbril the better
lose sight of the fact,that semantography may
future about.At present,the intelligent people in every country are locked in a terrific
struggle with each other.They hurl words against each other :Here Socialism,here Capitalism:Here Oppressicn,here Freedom,and many other words.We need a tool to recognize these
vague meanings which have different meanings in a different sentence and in different
minds.If we recognize these vague meanings,we may be able to get behind the words and
compare the THINGS and ACTIONS behind the words.5emantography could be that tool so
much needed to preserve peace.Rcaa what Bertrand Russell said on page 1 in '1.1e let book.
In the following lines I shall cite some sayings of important people about important matters.I shall translate the relevant wards into semantograPy,fully or partially,

and show haw we get mislead by words.
A phrase much used in the West:
e
Iron

[79
Curtain

This phrase exasperates communists.They maintain that there is no "iron courtain",that
this is a metaphor to mislead public opinion.In fact,a continuous stream of information
comes from Soviet Russia,certain foreign observers are admitted,etc.eto.
The phrase should be abandoned.je can examine the information coming from Russia with
the new reasoning,advocated in this bock.le can thus find out the vague phrases and the
concrete meanings.
A phrase much used in the East:
A
\./

2;

N:mperialism

I I IF P
ACTION of
imperializing,
acgrandizini-L,enlatlF state

large small to enlarge large state
American Imperialism
to :.ggn-xidize Imperium
(design,plan)

Imperialism indicates a design,a plan,but the word itself does not indicate in the
least what this design is.The only meaning it contains is Imperium,which indicates a
large state.The activity of an Lmverium means apparently - in the interpretation oyhe

communists - to enlarge this state,to take in =:. r_ torritory,to spread the "sphere otuill7c
Fortunate they have added an adjective Azerican.So there must be various other Imperialism .How about Soviet Imperialism? Hew about the incorporation of Lithuania,Estenia,
and Latvia,parts of Finland,Poland,andRounania?How about Communist IrperialismvHow

about C5 echoslowakia ,Bulgaria , Hungary,Rouniania ,Pola ad, Yugoslavia ,Albania?
This is not Imperialism.This is
Another phrase used on both sides

LVJ

T » x›i(A

Free

will of the People

Free,being an adjective and a mind reaction,vegue and relative in meaning.11 is depicted by an individual and his mind.People indicated by many,many citizen.If we assume say
100,000 citizen,we have 100,000 different minds,At best,it can be a majority of say 50,001
oitizenuThen the will of the remaining 49,999 is
ignored.But how about the free

expression of
if there is a
not afraid to
where in most

their will?Are they free to express their will to their hearts desire7Only
secret eleotion,with no secret police interfcring.At present a voter is
cast a secret ballot paper in some ::extern countries,but not in the East,
cases he has no possibility of opposition.

Phrases on both sides

$

»

occo >>

>> >>
for

(')
for

"Dollar aid for Ozechoslowakia""Dollar chains for Czechoslouakia" Purpose
Exchange
say the democrats.
say the coo unists
the symbols

VAGUE WORDS WI11CH CAN BE USED BY ANY PARTY IN ANY STATE
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Aid means help to support OsechoslawakienChains means the enslavement of CHechoslowakia.The first word indicates that Czechoslowakia is in need of support.The second unrd
chains is a metaphor.Dollar notes could help buying things.but to connect them with chains
which are non existent, except in the rind of the word coiner, invokes a mind reaction in
the readers,who pictur real chains.
But even if we avoid both words aid and chain and write simply
Ozechoslowaki
for
the sentence is vague in meaning.Dollars and Czechoslovakia are real THINGS.However,the
particle for may stem either from the biczger meaning Purpose or Exchange.The reader may
then askeDollers for Czechoslowakien'hat for7frhat purpose?That in exchange?
Dollars
Dollars))

Czeohoslowakia or Dollars

lir.Vishinski said in the Security Council:

0.1Z2S

A ->

•VA

"Masta yearns for co-optich.It is possible to have co-operation between countries

V c2s
of different ideologiesnof diffqrent social structure,if there is a real desire for unaer(see p.153 this edition)
standing"
These are wonderful words.lir:Bevin and Kr.1Jarsha1 could say them,infb.ct anybody inside
and outside Russia can say them:Besides being wonderful to listen to,they don't indicate
anything which can be done or should be done; except general searching of hearteif there
is the real desire to be found there.
Here we can study the much used phrase "Russia yearns" or"America thinks", "Great Briis determined" .In semantography you see a flag on a territorynahich cannot yearn,
think or be determined.One should prefer to say:"the people of Russia",but even this means
that all the people without exception yearn, including the men of the Polit Bureau.
Now fervent communists reading Mr.Vishinski's utterances will be fervently convinced
that Russia has this real desire for understanding,whereas America has not. And Americans
will fervently believe that they have the real desire for understanding,whereas....
C, ne look at the symbols for desire and understanding tolls you that the words refer to
mind reactions with no clear meaning as to definite TiuNas and ACTIONS,
From the text of the Allied Note to UNO about the Berlin Blockade
"The Soviet Government has clearly shown by its actions that it is atterupting,by illegal
and coercive measures in disregard of its obligations,to secure political objectives,to
which it is not entitles and which it could not achieve by peaceful means:
For a 7Testern democrat these lines arenclear as the sunil,For a conaunist the situation
is as follows.He will use the same adjectives and vague words and say:The Allied powers
have disregarded their obligations of the Potsdam agreement.The currency for Testern Germany was illegal, its introduction coercive.They want to secure political objectives,
In) which they are not enti. ed anyhich they could not achieve by peaceful means':
you see,that Soviet _n_
b6Ild use exactly the same sentence in their defense,
iitih means,that the sentence is so vague in meaning as to be almost meaningless.
Condemnation of Yugoslav columnists by the Cominform:
"The Yugoslav Comunnists had split from the United Socialist front and started on the
road leading to the betrayal of the international solieifirity of the working people':
The reader will forgive re,that I only nnclerline the vague meanings,wi_thout drawing
the symbols.It might be nnierstood from the previous examples,that all of those words
can be depicted by the symbols. In writing long sentemes,however,it would distract.
To split a- front is a metaphor.You can split a piece of mood.SpIitting a front can
only be done in a mind,and the Yugoslaveminds"vehell'itly protested that they have done
any splitting whatsoever.On the contrary,thc other side did the splitting.
The road on which the Yugoslays started seems to exist on.lrin the minds of the men
from the cominform.On no map can you find a road which leads to BETRAYAL,It's n_ metaphor,
in :noming. And what about the meaning of"soliclarity?"It stems,froesolid",but it
is transformed in an adjectival noun.Be.-Tare: However,you can betray a man, even a peTolc..,_
nut can you betray a solidarity?And an internatoni:J. solidarity.Onn vague meaninet&ttif•
Writing this do n,? am afraid that some readers,especially with socialist leanings,
will not see the vagueness in these words,and will rejoct all this.But I can't help it.

MORE VAGUE WORDS AND MORE LIES IN POLITICAL PROPAGANDA
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From an exchange of letters between 1,iarshal Stalin ancIliarshA1 Tito:
Yurshal Stalin wrote: "Yugoslav personalities had acted like Pharisees':
ilarshal Tito wrote: "However much we like Russia,we must not under any circumstances
love our own country less.
No underliE0 of terms is necessary.The reader may get his Bible and study the "likeness"
of the actions of the Pharisees with the Yugoslays.Tito likes and loves,much and not less.
And now think that all this is printed,
,ina road and believed to :loan sanit4ing.
From the debate in the reuse of Commons about the nationalization of the steel and iron
industry.
The Minister for Supply,:,:r.George Strauss,said:

"When the directors are weak or the management below standard, the corporation to be
up will cut out tie dead wood and appoint new.men,many of whom will be drawn from
ranks not normally considered for posts of high rt.,
apcnsibility."
Only an engineer with management experience ray grasp the veigWmagnings indicated
by weak directors below standard.For the man in the strect,these words may seem clear
enough,especially the "cutting out of dead wood",But who are the men,not nor al17 con-

sidered for posts of high responsibility? what ranks? Politicians,or men without engineering and managing education and experience? _oat appointements are -meant by all these
vague words?
lir.Molotov in his speech before the Moscow
Soviet in celebration of the 1917 anniveary.
"The Soviet Union is carrying out X:r.Stalins peaceful ro ramte..The best and most
hopeful assurance of peace consists in the further strengt ening of our country's might':

The communists are LLuailytelling the world that they are peaceful. It seems clear.
Even if the substantive noun peace may indicate the absence of definite F.CTICNS,the adjective peaceful may be hi-tched on to any other word,for instance peaceful penetration,
And so we may have a peaceful strengthening of the country's miu- ht.But what means might?
The might of Russias deposits of raw taterial.The might of its education/The might of
its ideas?Or military might? :light again is an adjectival noun.
But if we take might to mean military might, ;hen Russia and the United States ra-o
"strengthening their might':However the one will believe that this is a peaceful progra=e,
the other will think that it is not peaceful - or vice versa.
The only "sane" thingi we can do in such circumstances is:strike out the adjectives
and look what is going on the different countries,inEurope,in Asia and elsewhere.What
ACTIONS are taken there?

The reader is asked kindly to pOrtme fore7oing ehapters,especially the one in the
synopsis (page 142 thiqiegtion). Be will find there some examaes,which are also
listed in this chapter,but treated here in a more oomgrehensive way,assuming that the
reader has already absorbed the rules and methods of semantoDaphy, I have found,that
some people belioved,it is necessary to translate everything in semantography in order
to find out the vague and concrete meanings, I want nostenpWically to stress the point
that this is not nccecsary.Oncc you have been trained to 7rrite some sentencein
sei-antography,you may forget thr. actual symbols for difl'erent words.if you retain the
idea and the simple method_ of recourii7 the meaning of a word (whether it represents a

AiNG,ACTIGN and/or EVALUTION) you am able to analyse any statement you read in the
napers,or hear from a sneaker. In fect,after sores: training,you are able to recognize

such meanings immediately.
For this reason,tha listed exa7:-ples on this and the following pages are not translated into smmantography.in the chapter (pagol42 this.2ligi)ynu will find only the mind
symbol placed on top of some word,without attem -Aing to synbolize the word.Once you rea-

lize that a certain word must be syrbolized by the mind symbol,you know,that it refers
to a meaning in a head,and needs further specification as to real THINGS and ACTIONS
in order to take on some definite meaning.
From this point of view

the listed ex:. 7:- Ic.7-to be studied and analysed.And the

reader with leanings either to "right" or "left" must realize that any statement can
be analysed in such a -...ay,whether it W. frrm fric-nd or foe.
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From the resolution of t.:le International Congress of Intellectuals at Wroclaw.Poland

"A handful of self-interested men in America and Europe,who ha C. inherited Fascist
ideals of racial superiority and denial of proeress,were once again making an attempt
against the spiritual treasures of the peoples of the world."
The words in this resolution which have a real meaning are men,Anerica,Europe,
peoples, world. They refer to real THRIGS,hurrans and parts of twig globe.however, all
the other words are huean EVALUATION words, vague in ecaning,You can inherit THINGS
from an uncle,but you cannot inherit ideals,and even less can you inherit denial of
progress.If I tell you that you have inherited ideals and denials,you may scornfully
answer: "I have not ant. I shall have no possibility to prove that you have inherited
than after all.
And what are spirituel treasures? This phrase seems to have such a concrete meaning,
that I am sure of the scorn ef nany readers against my attemet to discredit this phrase.
We can give this phrase concrete ineenine. if ee refer again to T FiriGS and. ACTIONS,for
instance the books,whichwe gotrr°7Shakeepe arefroriSpinozacrumGoethefrwRousseau,from
Tolstoi,and from others.The Symphonies which we got from Beethoven,Tschaikovsky and
others.Through the ACTIONS of printers and publishcrs,thcse spiritual treasures are
now spread over the whole world and appear undestructible,ueless you assume that the
whole world goes up in flames.
However,if you say that "Freedom of Speech" is a spiritual treasure,you have
used the vague word."Freedoe and we have seen elsewhere that this is a vague meanie;e
and can only be defined,by referringip definite THINGS and ACTIONS.
The'Tery Reverend MerIett Joenson,Dean or Canterbury;
"70 are rightly proud of the great freedoms we British people have given to the world.
Freedom of speech,freedom of press,freedam of association and the like.Russia,however,is
equally proud of the great freedoms she has given to the world - the right to every man
and woman to work,and to adequate pay for work;the right to rest and leisure after work..."
ite have already discussed the vagueness in the words freedom of speech,freedom of press
ctc.(p.499),also the controversial meaning of right(p.498),Here we shall discuss the
adjective adeeuate.Being an adjective,it may be evaluated differently in different brains.
:,chat the boss or commissar may consider, an adequate pay,the employee and worker meer
consider not adequate at all.During my life time,I have not found one :Wan( including
self) who thought that his pay was"adevatel:I have seen how general ranagersewhose pay
,r :s sometimes 100 times higher than the pay of his secretary, quarrelled with the board of
directors,with the shareholders about their pen1wholly inadeqoateto the services rendered.In fact,all the strife in industry and comerce in any country rages about this
meaning"adeauate pay" But for the Dean of Canterbury,the Russians have it.But are th.:
they are not adequately paid? 1TotSo they must be adeonateallowed tc say openly that
ly paid.And they have the right to rest and leisure,whereas the people outside Russia
have not this great freedom.
It seems all so wonderful on paper.RealIy,semantics takes the gusto out of reading.
Banner headline in a Berlin demonstration NoveMber 194S
"Marshall plan means -wee
Well,here you have it.Semanties in action.A line from a dictionary.Look up"Marshall
plan"and you find the meaning:war. And how cleverly made.The semanticist who invented
this line, did not say:Marshall dollars means wear, or Marshall aid. means war.But a plan
eey man anything. See p. 155 this 2nd edition.
And so it seems ee will have war,and pretty soon,becauso on the other side a similar
kind of semantics is practised;the tossing of words whiRh seem so clear to the writer
eed to many readers,but very often defee translation in7definite THINGS and ACTIOIS.
'Tom The ABC Plan for World_ Peace by Ely Culbertson in Readers Digest, sly 1948
"Revision. A provides that in na7ters specifically eoncernine aeression and preparabe abolished.
tion for egression the right of veto by any single state
In all other matters involving national sovereienity,however, - such as self-defense,
taxation or immigration - the eeto right will be retained.The right to veto is the right
to be soverei,gnand the rieht to to sovereign is the right to be free."

WHAT DOES "PREPARATION FOR AGGRESSION" REALLY MEAN?
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Wonderful wores.But there is a hitch.Theineaning of agression and preparation for
egression is not defined in the whole plan. Is arming a preparation for agressionnes
and no,Is the declaration of war against another country agression?If yes,then Englaed
end France were agressors when they&clared war-on Germany,The Gerean people were Induced
ea think so.They defended themselves against the other agressor,Poland,who started to
shoot firstieccording to Goebbels' fabricated reports).
Is aid to Greece and Turkey egression? And is aid to the Greek guerillas agressione
:s sending arms to China agression? Is the establishment of a communist government ie
..":aechoslowakia agression?Is the incessant communist and anti-communist talk over the
radio waves preparation for agression? That for heavens sake "is" agression? The Russians
and the communists in all countries think that the actions of certain Americanarean
egression and the preparation for agression.And the Americans think that certain Russians
and communists practise and prepare for egression.
G.B.Shaw wrote recently a letter to the Times,urging the production of a new political
lictionary,He said:
"The matter is extremely urgent,for the present confusion of tongues is heading straight
for wer,which nose of tile powers can afford and nobody desires...Negotiation is it
unless the parties use the sage words for the same things and understands what the words
eean.The present Babel threatens a war nobody wants..."
"I myself find it impossible to make myself understood, though when I describe myself
zy this or that adjective I know precisely what I mean.,,"
And I may add, that Sheers adjectives are just evaluated differently by others,believing
-eat they know precisely what they mean...,
I maintain that a neetanalysis of phonetic writing,such as advocated in this book,
-ay help to clear up the confusion.The new political dictionary which Shaw demands must
somehow mark those words which mean one thing in one mind and another thing in another
eind.Semantogrephy gives us these marks,and it helps us to translate such meanings into
eeaning of physical ACTIONS of chemical THINGS.
Agression is the verbal noun,steciming from the adjective agressive.Agression means
eo be agressive.It's a meaning in our head,apolicable to many ACTIOSThe only thing we
:an do is to draw up a structural formula for this meaning.Agressi5f6*an (1) slapping
:sae's face,(2) stabbing people,(3) wounding people (4) killingpeople) etc.etc.
And in the next column (1) smashing other people's property (2) breaking into clod
eouses (3) carrying away things which are owned by other people,etc.
And in another column (1) stopping people saying what they want to say (2) Imprisoning
eeople for What they said (3) Threatening people to imprison them if they say.... etc.
And so slowly we would build up a formula which would contain meanings referring. e
_efinite TNINGS and ACTIONS,- But as we approach other meanigs we would soon face the
eeaningscedemocracy" and "government of the people" and we would have to look up those
special formulae.And so little by little we could try to replace 7VALUATIONS by dal.eite THINGS and ACTIONrS.In other words,we would apply the method of the chemo-physicist,
During the last 30 years we have witnessed strange happenings.We have seen in various
:ountries,in Italy, in Germany, in Austria and in other countries (which profes&ato be "demo:ratic'')hew ogeetein men and. eartiedeundermined -the statelyusingand interpreog those
of speech","freedcm to strike1;Treedom of election"etc. to
democratic in tai
festroy that desocracy.Once in power,they have found other words:"freedom of speech,of
lurse,if it is in conformity with the interests of the people.Strikes are not in the
`_nterestsof the pe2ple.Cortain persons,etoare the enemy of the people, Well,we hear
:he same words in countries,which profess still to be a democracy,for instance in the
.cited States,and Great Britain.There is however a differenceeThese countries have no
-acret police.People don't disappear there,for saying something.in Germany people did
eisappeareNow the GestapOuteene,the Germans in Western Germany strike,riot,damandeaccuse
:e Western poeers,But in Eastern Germany there are no strikes,no riots - why? Because
:aople do disappear there.And disappearing means something which the physicist can observe.
-elieve me,it worts.It convinces those who are not convinced by the words.They can transLete it into chemical TiMarS:no wife,no child,no home,no ...and sometimes no life.
Ye must learn a new kind of word_ analysis,and we must learn to observe,weigh and
eeasure.We must get away from the words,
Today,words are poured out incessantly from all sides.Anyone who has a smattering of
:hetorics,of semantics,of the working of the syllogism,of debating tricks in general; is
_many appaled when listening to a political speaker,One fallacy of speech follows
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anether.But met listeners don't find these fallacies.They listen reverently,and all
what the revered. speaker says,seems so"correctsetrue,'seirrefutable
In many cases,political speaker are unaware of the fallacies which they conmit.They
did not learn of rhetorics and. semantics.They believe that their bela&es the"true"belief
that theirfight is a "just" fight,and they do not realize that they are7deceivers who

dec@Wegnd deceive themselves.
Fervent fanatics,who believe that certain words have a definite meaning are ready
to die and ready to kill.The story of revolutions is full of the martyrs,who fought
for the revolution,but who sooner or later mounted the guillotine or faced the firing
squad.Why? Because of a difference in opinion with their friends.A different interpretation of words with some vague meaning.
Today however, whole nations have to pay for the differences in opinion of their
:leaders.And we are faced with the prosect of another world war.

We must build a bridge over the abyss which separates today the people.This is a
metaphor,and in fact,there is no abyss.The people on both sides don't want to fight
each other.They knew what it means in MIMS and ACTIONS.They want peace.
One way to peace,is the study of semantics,the meaning of words.It seems more importent than any other school item.This item refers to the people who can read and write.
Then we must teach the other people to read and write.They make up today about 7$
of the world's populationiyes,three out of four people on this earth cannot read and
erite.Is this important for 'democracy" and "peace"?Yes it is.
A new book appeared in 1947 'Language in Society" by M.M.Lewis (106),The writer discusses the aspects of language in society.What has happened since the introduction of
compulsory school education,the press.ehe raeinehe calls a "Linguistic Revolution".And
he says:
"Make a man literate in order to govern him,you may make him more able and
:ore urgent to govern himself."

and he refers to the large masses of illiterate people,for instance,in Africa,and quotes:
"The Advisory Committee of the Colonial Office on Mass Education in &ice (1943)
Bays :"So far, in the British Colonies, we have acted on the assumption that people would
eventually adopt improved. methods of agriculture—without learning to read and write."
But all the evidence,they continue,shows the futility of this assumptioneUniversal adult
literacy is the first essential in the organisation of a community for the improvement
oftechniques of living,and all literacy must be specifically directed towards these
techniques, "The content of the material used in teaching reading and writing should
be related to the people's needs and interests,and it should assist in stimulating their
desire to improve and control the conditions in which they live'
The Russian leaders have come to the same conclusion, and we know about the great
strides which had been made in Russia and Siberia to eradicate illiteracy.le know too
that the Soviet Constitution was given to the peoples of the Soviet Union in 1936,nearly
two decades after the revolution.We may hope that the methods which Russian leaders still

believe to be necessary will be dropped in later years,and opposition parties may compete with each other in bringing the°greateehamount of good to the greatest amount of
people".
I prpose semantography as a new mode of writing,suited to be taught to the many tribes
aryl people in Africa and Asia and other parts of the world.It can be easier taught than
any phonetic writing,which uses an alphabet.It cannot be outmoded in a few deoades,when
pronunciation has changedeend it can be printed in books and papers for the whole world,
to be read in any language.
I believe that the leaders of the Soviet Republics may make good use of semantogrephy.

At present they musehandle publications in more than 60 different languages.Semantography may give an advantage,unheard of in the corennication of language and thought.
erne chat many readers with socialist leaninee will try to understand my reasoning.
7f you think that socialism
means the advancement of mankend to a "bett. r" life,I am a sooialist.If you think that
socialism means eradication of the misery in our world,I em a socialtst.But we must be
and "misery".
clear about the meanings of these words "be: ter"
I am aware of all the shortco wings of this manuscript,which I typed. directly onto
the wax stencil.' know that any sentence of mire can be attacked with the weapons I
tried to create.But at least I am aware of the fallacies of words and language.

These meanings "Democeacyl'';Socialisre,Freeeom of Speech","Preedom of Thought", etc.
are today part of our oreedeaf our religion,of our believe in the purpose of our lives.
fervently in them,and this leads us to the
For this reason,so many people believe
last group of chapters on the most difficult subject: "Religion"
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RELIGION
"All through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries it was assumed that man is
a rational animal and that the force of reason was gradually civilising us all;but
all thOhile the state of the world was not becoming more reasonable but more chaptio.The two world wars were merely outward and visible signs of the chaos into which
the mind of man has fallen.
As Nikolai Berdyaev puts it:"The period of contemporary history governed by reason has come to an end,This is the age of the emergence of irrational forces hitherto kept in subjection: It is quite true.We now see,if we have eyes to read the signs
of the times,that man is not an entirely rational animal; that his soul is the playground of dark powers whose existence we had ignored or forgotten,
And this sinister force is not to be oveicome by the weapons of logic however
bright and sharp,A faith is what we need;and the old faiths have slipped from cur
fingers,and we are left to forge or find a new one,a new conception of the purpose
of human existence,a new vision of the high destiny of man.Without this,cbaos will
continue to reign."
Walter Murdoch (21)
A few weeks ago, a new book came into my hands "A planned auxiliary Language" by
H. Jacobs (London,Dennis Dobson). I have cited quotations from Mr.Jacobs writings in
previous chapters. In this book,Jaccbs gave an interesting and illuminating summary of
the auxiliary languages in the forefront of the movement, Esperanto,Ido,Novial,Occidental,
etc. He lists their special features,their grammar rules, their prefixes and suffixes,
etc.eto.He shows how much research has gone already into all this,and he convinces the
reader that - once an international commission is entrusted with the task to choose an
auxiliary constructed language - it will be able to choose those features,which have
proved their worth.
I was filled with envy when reeding thc&t booko and compering its content with the
content of this book.The great difference between an a posteriori constructed language
and an a priori, language came sharply into focus.The planners of an a posteriori language had an easier task.They took the root words from already existing languages (a
posteriori),If we compare the following English words: w-a-r, i-n-v-a-e-i-o-n, a-t-t-a-c-k,
ere see that they are comgoedelqf sound syMbolsabcdetc,but there is no inherent gsmnection of meaning indicaVer / these words,an they are written down and pronounced.
Peano ohoce analogous words from Latin for theneanings.Hogben chose the equivalents
in Greek; Zamenhof,in his Esperanto,chose equivalent words from Latin,Greek,German,and
Russian,and in a similar way lid the other planners choose their words a posteriori,from
what has been made before in language.
However,the planners of an a priori language started from "nothing" in regard to their
wordseThey were free to use any soli .,but they realised that their new wcrds must be
built up,not in a hap-hazard way (as/the naturally grown languages),but according to
a-t-t-a-c-k,
logic and meaning.In their language,their words for wee-r,
must continue a syllable which must occur in all three words,because their meaning is
indissolbly bound up with each other.On page 46 I have mentioned Dalgarno,the first man
to invent an a priori language.He used the letter x to indicate political matters.The
vowel u to indicate p.itary matter,,so Ku means war.Consequently,the other words invasion and attack would begin with the syllable Ku,perhaps as follows iuti = invasion,
and Kul = attack. ti and I would again signify certain meanings.
Semantography is a geometrical written language,mith distinct features.it mak be
tailed a posteriori because it uses already existing symbols as 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 0?
= , , ; 3 etc.
On the other hand,semantography may be called an a priori language,because the other
symbols are newle-created.The grWdifferenoe between the-olda priori systems,phone tic
like Dalgarno's,and geometrical Iikkrgilkins (see p.46) on the one hand and semantography
on the other bandi ts that the former systems used wholly arbitrary letters or lines with
no indication of the real THING for which they stand,
whereas semantography uses symbols which somehow outline the real THING.
In Wilkins` geometrical language,miIitary relations were expressed by this line-1:y-
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This line is wholly arbitrary.The outline
doesnot in any way indicate something
connected with military relations.Wilkins choose a slightly different symbol a-- to
indicate eherch relations,Your conclusion is wrong when you believe that Wilkins wanted to have the meaning of military relation and church relation bound up by a similarity
in symbols.Wilkins was a bishop,and a scientist,one of the founders of the Royal Society.
The opposite symbol of church relation drawn up by Wilkins thus _Ye_ means naval relations.Please look up his basic symbols on page 46 and you will see that they all conetsts of a horizontal line,with some second line added.You will agree that there is no
eeaningful connection in these basic symbols.They are arbitrarily chosen.
But once Wilkins chose this symbol TY-to indicate military relations, then his symbols for war,invasion,attack,must contain this basic symbol,perheps as follows
war
invasion
attack
You may agree,that these symbols are again arbitrary,except for the fact,that they
all contain the basic symbol for military relations.
The difference in regard to semantography can be seen by its corresponding symbols.
In semantography the outline of a sword is used:

)6‹
sword

attack

invasion
attack into state

war

You see that the semantography symbols contain the outline of a sword.A state is indacated by the outline of a oast over the earth line.Into is indicated by the direction
into an enclosure.All these outlines are "natural",th
ey somehow correspond with the
outline of the real things,And we are therefore not surprised that the symbol of the
crossed swords has been adopted thousands of years ago to signifyar,because
w
this is
7hat actually happens,even today,in close combat.All these symbols are not arbitrary,
except perhaps the symbol of the arrow which today does not indicate an arrow,but a
direction,or a movement into a certain direction.
You see now the differences between"a posteriori"phonetic languages,a priori phonetic
a priori geometrical written languages and semantography.In a priori laelanguages,
euages the inherent meaning of related words must become visible.Their symbols must be
formed in a philosophical manner,and therefore"a priori"constructed languages are also
called philosophical languages,because they must be built up by contemplating nature.
Modern language planners, in particular Steamer and Hogben in their "Loom of Language"(5)
said:"Leibnitz knew something of Delgarnian a well as Wilkinsian,and rejected both of
them for not being "philosophical" enough."
E.Sylvia Pankhurst in her book"Delphos,the Future of Language",said: (4)
. "Leibnitz desired the creation ofalanguage,which should be an instrument of reason.
The words must embody the definition of ideas,s0 that they may be deduced by algebraic
transfornatiorelleargued,that all complex ideas are the product of simple ideas,as is
thv case with figures."
Ogden and Richards, the authors of the standard work on semantics "The Meaning of Meaning" (17) said: "What Leibnitz desired was a script or notation,similar to that of the
Chinese,but "better than theirs",and he thought that this "might be introduced if small
figures were employed in the place of words,which would represent visible things by their
lines,and the invisible,by the visible,which accompany them."
But unfortunately Leibnitz never produced a single symbol in all his writing,and
Ogden and Richards sum up the situation by saying:
"This speculative construction,which...was constantly in his thoughts,especially about
the year 1679...still remains whore Leibnitz thus left it."
I have given a short recapitualtion of chapters in the first book (p 39 ff) in order
to acquaint some readers with the situation.It is likely that certain readers,especially
men of the church,would be intrigued by the title "RELIGION" over this and the coming
ohapters,and may start to read here.They may at first,consider my venture into this
highly delicate realm,as completely unnecessary,as dangerous to the idea of semantoeraphy,as even ridiculous,etc.etc.
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I agree with them wholeheartedly.I would have been very happy if I could have avoided
those chapters on Demooracy,Government of the People,etc, and now the chapters on Religion. When I set out in 1942 I had no idea of the difficulties ahead,and especially I
had no notion gt.t I set out on the construction of ephilosophical language,
the mess aid trouble I have got myself into.In building
Only later onii realise
sooner or later,I
a geemtrical language,truer in meaning than Phonetic writing,
must stumble about the meanings of God,CreationeCreator,Nature,Religion,etc,etc.
ThgOlanners of a phonetic language had an easy task.They justs'
tsopli some words from existing languages,and said God should be signified by the written 7--Deo,or Godoy,or any
other word. Religion should be signified by Religio, or Relijo,or any other word.In this
manner Esperanto,Ido ,and the others construded languages have been worked out.Eiow simple
against the task in an a priori philosophical language,and especially in semantography,
where the meanings should be rationally representuby outlines.
You see, there was no way out.And if I
had not
had stopped short and
attempted the syMbolization of these high meanings, my adversaries would have ridiculed
the whole idea.It maybe quite good for children - this semantography - but for grownups No:
Even John Wilkins,Bishop of Chester,had to take a stand as to the symbolization of
God
and now you may grasp more easily the philosophical"line"which runs through his arbitrary
symbols.All his basical symbols (see p. 46) including those which signify military relations, naval relations,church relations,etc,eto.they all contain the horizontal line
meaning God.Goa is at the basis of all this and everything else in nature,
Bishop Wilkins was not only a churchman.He was a disciple of Francis Bacon,the father of the scientific method-He was one of the founders of the Royal Society.He was a
modern scientist of his day,an experiment chemo-physicist.
When we take up today,300 years later,the idea of a geometrical language,readable
in any language,as a practical tool for science,industry,traffic and general communioationnue cannot avoid finding m symbol for election,demscraey,and loo forCreation
and God.,On the contrary,we see the world going to pieces,because these meanings have
become so confused,as to be almost meaningless.Men in power,are training whole generations and nations,that there does not exist something denoting Oreator,Conscience,etc;
they advocate ruthless war against other people standing in their way.
Professor Walter Murdcch,whom I quoted in the beginning, said that'the old faiths
have slipped from our fingers,ana we are left to forge or find a new one,a new conception of the purpose of human existence,a new vision of the high destiny of man,Without
this,chaos will continue to reign."
May be, the analytical method5of the chemo-physicist which have been applied in semantography may help us to see somewhat clearer.It may help us to build up the complicated formula for Religion,Belief,Creator,etc.It may help us to find those basic
meanings on which people of different religions could agree.At present,religions and
beliefs are much divided, an almost hopeless indication of our confusion.May be, that
a new approach, in a truer writing,may help.In any case any new approach should be investigated without prejudice.The peace of the peoples of this world depend ultimately
on those meaniegs.For this reason, I hope to have forgiveness and understanding beforehand from all readerenespecially the men of the church.This semantography is only a
crude beginning,a pointer to more work and more thinking by other people.
The following chapters belong to this group,titled "REIIGION",and the reader Should
net be surprised,when we divert our attention to a subject,superficially remote from
:!eligion, to Music.On the other hand, Music is the language of the"heart'„'of our deepest
feelings.It emerges from the same depth of our mina,from where the meaning of Religion
and Creation emerges.
From this we shall proceed to the meanings of right and wr2ag,of good and evil, etc.
lien we shall examine how far modern science,chemistry,physics,biology,etc.can help us
to an understanding of the forces in the universe,and its symbolization,Then we shall
try to find an appr4late symbol for thm napaVgsoaae8,:q shall try to translate
some lines of the Bible into semanioAphy/D ale table has already been translated
into more than 600 different languages.
But here is just the formidable task of semantop-aphy.fie must find symbols which
could. be accepted even by an atheist,a so-called un-believer.And this may lead to a now
Meaning of 'Anglian, in harmony with the most modern theories of science,
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"Shakespeare,dispensing with the customary exordium,announces his subject at once in
the infinitive,in which mood it is presently repeated after a short connecting passage,
in which,brief as it isi we recognise the alternative and negative forms on which so much
of the significance of repetition depends..."
and.ridiculig
C.B.Shaw's saroastioanalysis of "To be or not to be,imitatengetne m
i critic.
uec
In our times music has become extremely popular.The mechanical means to multipy music
a thousandfold,clave not lead to the deterioration of the appreciation of music.On the
contrery.The many symphony orchestras which sprung up all over the world,are the best
proof that the people are ready to appreciate so-called cleNioal music.The radio has
enabled musicians and composer at last to make a decent living and to be2'dependent of
the generosity of some king or margeis.Receds of symphanies,operas,and sonatas are selling in increasing numbers.Now you can walk the streets and hear a simple lad whistle
Chopin nocturne.
In between the composer and musician on the one side and the listeners on the other
side,stands the music critio.The growing popularity of music has made it possible that
newspapers employ a music critic,which has made it possible in turn,that the music critic can make a decent living by criticising music.
Unfortunately - as it happens so often - a word exercises an influence,far beyond
its dictionary meaningeThe word,Icritiu and to criticise has not only a neutral mg94!„
to investielte critically, to adIftate impartially. It mearsalso to condemn, to crifol5U7
as being no goode to find out the faulteHe wee oriticise4means he was uensured,reprooPed blamed He was just " not good".
Unfortunately,some music critics - I stress that they are in a small minority - have
been influenced by that derogatary meaning of"oritielThey condemn,they tear down,they
''out to pieces"musicians and composers.They have done this for centuries,and they have
made life a living hell for these most sensitive creatures of the human race.The history of the great composers tells of heartbreaking despair into which they have been sent
by those malicious missiTs,fired by the great critics of that ti.me.In most cases, the
record shows, that many critics have not recognized the genius -although they should hove
been able to do so,because they are supposed to be the experts,who know.
Scientists study some aspects of nature, human behaviouxnete.and we can judge their
theries,and their knowledge,
by the predictions they make - whether these come
true or not.If an anstronomer predicts a sun eclipse,if an engineer predicts that a
bridge will settle by 1 itch when under a load_ cf 50 tons,we will hail them as experts
if their predictiorPprove to be in accordance with the facts.
On the other hand,the predictions of certain music critics about certain composers
and their music - as being "impossible,spiritlewA Athaet vigour,bare of any creetive
idea,without individuality,lacking tonal texturZntatio,inconsequent,illogical,etc,etc.
- I could cite hundreds of such phrases from the newsp4apers - all this criticism has
proved wrong, insofar, as those composers have won the hearts of the people at last but,unfortunately,this may have happened 50 years after the death of the ccmposer.The
bridges of the music critic have broken dawn,their predictions have not come true - but
!Aiey have been able to spoil the life of a genius and have embittee4his days.
And this did not happen in the dapl:Rf Beethaven,Haydn,Handel,Schubert only,It happens right now in our time,and we neerbpen our newspaper and rsaq the column of the
music critic to reaiize,that some of them are still at woWNtidei6ert we heardea singer
whom ne enjoyed,a new piece of music,which held us in a spell - we find it to-morrow
et wiser by
torn to pieces,ridiculed,desecrated by certain music oritics.And we don'
finding that what one critic judged as "ugly to the extreme",anotheP ailVin7eMiis as
being"beautiful and enchantineApparently some of them are not "experts" and don't know
what they are talking about.
Why this confused state of affairs in regard. to music critics? It may be that music
is a kind of language,which defies translation into words of ordinary language.It may
be that music,originating in the inner depths of a composers scul,and brought to life
by a musician,whose own soul is vibrating, similerly,is a human EVALUATION which is
understood and evaluated differently by different souls.Applying Freud's terms,music
probably origires in the Idebeine feelings,emotions,passions,which not always arouse
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similar feelings and emotions in other Ids.We may even go further and say that the
same tune might find us tomorrow more readily disposed than today.Our mind would react
iifferently under different conditions.We know,that the finest concert will not give
as that uplift,if we come to it,our mind heavily fatigued from a hard days work.Some
months ago, there was a concert at the local conversatorium.The hall was full,but as
:he concert was broadeasted,the station put a loudspeaker outside the conversatorium,
Tor those hundreds of people who couldn't get a seat.It was a very hot summer night,
and the outsiders settled on the lawn around the conservatorium.The moon shone,a cool
ereeze came caressingly from the ocean,the people stretched out in the fragrant grass,
end the loudspeaker vibrated the music into the night.Of course, it was not the same as
inside,you know how a big loudspeaker can distort a symphonic concert,but neveKeheless
the people enjoyed it immensely,and somehow congratulated themselves,on,not eaV7 got a
seat inside,because it rust be very hot and trying in the hall.
Next day,the two morning papers brought the critics.The one was enthusiastic,the other
eery much dissatisfied and the adjectives and metaphors used for expressing these opposite feelings were used freely by both writers.I wondered why the one critic didn't like
the performance at all,whereas the other simply indulged in its glory.Then I found. out.
The first critic was inside,and endured the agony of an overcrowded and very hot auditorium.The other critic came too late,couldn't get in,and settled in the cool grass,with
the moon and the stars overhead,and the cool breeze rustling in the palms.He heard,of
feeurse the distorted transmission from an oversized loudspeaker.lie heard the occasional
hooting of a passing by motor car,but...it was so wonaerful,the evening,the moon
and so his critic was just the opposite of that other miserably sweating critic inside.
In my opinion, much would he done for the better, if the word critic would be dropped,
end changed to music interpreter
to be used instead.The critic,or let us now say,the
:usic interpreter is a necessary link between,the composer-musician and the public.We
are living in an age of experimenting.The composers try new forms of harmony,with which
the public is unfamiliareOr we may have a piece of programme music.If the listener is
informed that the horrible,e0eceewhich the orchestra is now performing,reflects the
impressionswh2el
ehe composgettin a steel foundry( in Mossolovs symphony of Machines) he will
enjoy this piece,which otherwise would be for him alearblazing jumble of dissonances.
:f he is told that one terrible discord should indicate Dvorak's horrifying realization,
that he is becoming deaf like Beethoven,our inn9Tit aeotions will be stirred by that
Tiscord. Modern composers try sometimes to intei-pLa,tHis age of conflicts and confusion,which tears apart every single soul and society as a whole.If you are told that
this is the meaning of the harsh dissonances,you will grasp what the composer wanted to
tell you. So you see,that we have here a similar mental process as in ordinary language.
The poet is trying to tell us something in music,and we need somebody to make us understand the meaning.It is semantics in music,and the interpreters are the semanticists.
Now,everyone who had some contact with composers know that they are very sensitive
ercatuae.They try to express what moves their innermost heart and they despair when they
find that their music did not express that what they wanted to say.And they are never
eatisfied.Their hours are sometimes full of an unearthly joy,but very often,fell of
nisery.Sometimes they tear up the score,throw it into the flames and break down.Theirs
is not a happy life.If we grasp this fact only,we may try to understand the meaning
of their saying.And we should listen to those people who re the composer's frien&and
who try to explain what he wanted to say.They are his interpreters.
Many music interpreters have realized their task,and when they use all kind of words
of the ordinary language to arouse the listeners understanding,they help him along in
the appreciation of music - this"language of the human soul".Therefore they are entitled
to use all kind of human EVALUATION words to interpret thatulanguageeThey may use the
adjectives wonderful,enchantingebreath-taking,utter sweetness,glorious,and others,and
they may use the words indicating mind actions and reactions,such as hope,joy,rejoicing,
jubilant,or downheartedness,despair,desolation and mourning.They may use metaphors,like
etorming the heavens,thundering and flashes of light,the waves breaking and pounding
the shore,surging and engulfing our souls.They may say all this,in order to help us understand the composers music.In helping our understanding they would lift us up from
the level of our little lives and carry us in regionseehere the eternal spheres are
ringing with music.The task of the interpreter is to interpretebut not to condemn.He
end anybody else will evaluate differently the saying of the composer,and no human being
an say that the composer is wrong,and that his music is bad.
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But there is that group of critics,who think that their taeh. is to criticize,to
tear down.If Beethoven would be in our midst, (and another Beethoven is in our midst,
but use may find out this 50 years hence,when he is gone) they would pour their acid
:words over him, just as their colleagues did to most of the great composers in their
nays.When you try to find out something of the life of those%allidi critics,you may come
across the fact,that he himself has written a concerto,or an opera in his youth,that
his flight was high - but nothing came out of it,Or he was a student in the conservatorium with hopes of becaV a viriaoso - but nothing came out of it.As the years passed
by and he had to make a living somehow,he turned to music critic.Sitting in his seat
among the crowd,he stares up to the virtuoso or composer,luckier than he,and his heart
is ravaged by envy hearing thundering
applausiThen he,geeshome and pasreout his
adjectives and this human EVAWATION words: lack of originality,no new ideas,00pying
the style of Wagner,interminable boredom,forralism,etc.etc. - well,; e all know this kind
of stuff.We can read it almost daily in the papers.
Sometimes you will find critics,who can't play an instrument - but they can use
udjectives and metaphors.If they try to bring thelistener to a better understanding of
the music by using EVALUATION words which praise and lift us up to the spheres - well
and good,but if they use their adjectives to spit their venom, the public should indicate
their intention to refuse to listens' critics,who can't compose,who can't play and
can't sing,and consequently don't knownimat they are criticising and what they ariAalking about,In many cases,they are little sadists who enjoy hurting composers and musici/
And they do hurt.Those singers and soloists are sensitive creatures.They have not
a 4O hours week.Theirs is a 168 hours week.In their waking hours and in their dreansthey
have only one thing in mind:perfection,and they slave for it,worse than slaves do.
Ihen I was a young lean,' was also a kind of masician.I was even a sort of virtuoso.
I played in orchestras and as soloist.' played a few times with a world famous philharmonic orchestra,I played on the radio. I enjoyed all there is to enjoy for a performing
musician,the applause,the handshake of the conductor,the friends congratulating - but
I learned also of the agonies of a musician,of his desolation,when he feels he is not
in the mcode of his heart sinking when he believes that he is not in touch with the music
and the audience.All this may be imagination,but the agonies are real.Whatever the thunderous applauSithe musician who strives for perfection,will never be satisfied with his
performanoe.He is - like the composer - his own harshest critic.He feels that he was not
goodtevenokf the newspapers tell him in the morning ait he was brilliant.
Bu he newspaper critics will acknowledge a musicla4if he has already been acknowledged by greater critics and by the public.But the new-oomers,those young men and womon
who have decided to live and work for music, they fall an easy prey to the hounds.And
their hearts and their hopes are torn to pieces.
You may think that I have received such lashes in my youth and I am now resentful.
'-his is really not the case.I never wanted to become a professional musician.' wanted
to be an engineer and only an amateur in music.For this reason,the critics treated me
with benevolence and indulgence.Those among them who like to condemn,attack only those
who take music seriously, that means live for and by it.
And here is what I want to say in regard to semantography.I hope that it will be ac:nowledged as a new tool in human corsaunicationeBut I mould not mind,if semantography
would not be used in science,industry,and commerce for interlineuistic communication.
I would not mind,if the semantics of semantography would be rejected by the world at
full of reward, if semantography mould
large,But I would think my life and my work
achieve nothing else than helping those sensitive creatures,the men and wonen,who have
devoted their lives to music.If they will - through semantography - realize that those
venomous
words of certain critics have no reality, that these words are only expressions of certain minds,whose evaluation and opinion is relative and vague - then I would
feel very happy.' mould think that my life had a purpose,and my work was not in vain.
Whenever you read such words in the papers as:"without fire,non convincing,absence of
that metallic tone,non-compliance with the general idea of the melody, failure to brine
the development of the po.:;ic musical imeee etrefAo its logical conclusion,etc.etc."
than you should know that these are the EVALUATIONSe cLe Titer who cloaks in th,e,Re,
words the reaction of his mind confrmtedbm the XcRieYt& other fellow whose mIMB
badaea:tilanot mood at all,and he would have done it much better if only
Music appreciation and musical performance have achieved today a high level.We want
interpreters.le need thenaBut we don' t want venomsIt has np place in musicees it has
no place in religion.

IS SEMANTOGRAPHY MORE THAN JUST AN INTERNATIONAL MEDIUM?
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Prospero: "...when thou didst not,savage,
Know thine own meaning,but mould gabble like
A thing most brutish,' endowed thy purposes
With words that made them known."
Caliban: "You taught me language ;and my profit on't
Is,I know how to curse."
William Shakespeare,The Tempest
Some readers may have asked themselves throughout the foregoing chapters:"Whasthe
use of all this? Granted that semantography might be helpful for interlinguistia communication in science,industry,commerce,traffic,etc,Granted that people might use it
for correspondence with other people in other parts of the worldjbe they boy scouts,
or stamp collectors,or stud.ents.But what is the use of that semantic aspect of semantography,this pointing out again and again that so many words of our language and of
all languages aro human EVALUATION words,which are evaluated_ differently by different
individuals? Do we really need all this?
Such a question is very reascnable.It asks directly as to the practicability of
semantography in regard to semantics.We know from pry-virus experiences,that a new idea,
a new tool,a new gadget will be used by men if it is practical,if it helps.
Well,do we need the semantics of semantography?Do we need toile enlightened about
the meaning of words? Do we need to be told about thcivinteractTonsM society?
Well, do we need to be told about the aspects of say,ice-cream,tobacco,alcohol and
their interactions in society? Ice-cream is something good on the palate,and its making
and eating has spread over all boundaries.It's international.
But suppose,it would be a drug like marijuana.Why,we would have lectures and artioIes,bills and laws,and the police and social workers seeking out the victims and hunting
up the makers and distributors. 'e may say:its good on the feelings in the hours after
the taking,but it's bad in the long run.And this bad can be directly translated by the
(1.7:ctors in nervous breakdowns,disease,collapse and destruction,
Alcohol too is somethin- very good to the palate and to the feelings after taking,
but it's bad in other aspects,Hundreds of books have therefore beenwritten,doctors
have lectured and have shown that alcohol kills more than all the diseases and plagues
together,besides the breaking up of families,and causing untold misery.lre know the fight
for prohibition,and we know too the reactions of "human nature".7hen alcohol is prohibited, most boys start to carry a hip-flask.
Language too,is something very good.It enables us to communicate with our fellow-men.
It enables us to read and enjoy poetry,and other writings.it helps us to relieve our
anxiety,to get advice,and help others.It enables us to live in a community.S0 far,language is good„very good.
The only setback would be the difficulty in promoting comuiunication between people
who speak different languages.To overcome this,Esperanto and other international auxiliaries have been proposed,and I propose semantography for reading ana writingtBut so
far,there is nothing bad about language,a 'badness" which we could translate in7actual
destruction.
However,under certain circumstances, lanzuage can be bad.,very bad.ie know that language can destroy,can cause wers,can bring strife in the nation and in every family.
The peoples of the world chatter away incessantly.There would be no harm in this.
Lut we must realize that many words in many contexts are"missile.They are fired with
intaction to wound, and these missilt do wound.
Now,you may say that these last sentences express a metaphor.But just think about
a scene,which happens in almost every family. One word, shot out against one member of
the family over the breakfast table,will make this member often unable to speak,to continue to eat.Blood will be rushing to the head, sweat will be execrated, even fainting
will result.The victim will be brought to bed,will fret in agony,will vomit,willimfuse
to eat.The doctor will be called, and may order transfer to a hospital,
And all this caused by just one word. And usually it will be an adjective,or a thing.
word coupled with an adjective, or some other human EVALUATION word.
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You may say,that this is an exceptional case.Granted.But you know that missM can
wound slightly,and there are =all missiXe.and bid- missiIt with great destructive power.
Just think that the so-called "bickering" is going on all over the world,in all ceuntries,in all towns and villages and in most families- to a greater or lesser degree.It
starts in the morning, is continued during the day (also in the office and the workshepl
and sometimes it goes on at night,after the lights have been switched off.
11 I thought you are theughfulebut now I think that you are thoughtless."
"You never think of other people,always egoistic."
"You pay only little attention to what is said."
"You think you are clever."
"You don't care for the children."
"You are full of hate."
"You are lazy,Tha-77-Whmt you are."
"I believed in you,but now..."
We could go on and on,citing hundreds and thousands of words and sentences, in which
the missile is formed by a human EVALUATION word,or a group of them.We know how much
our lives are made miserable by such conversation.s.Just nBelize that most people suffer
throughout the world their little and their great suffePhecaused by words.There is
enough misery in the world caused. by floods, droughts storms,tidal aves,earthquakes,
depressions,and wars.ln such miseries,chemical TBiNGg and their ACTIONS are involved.
3ut such miseries and upheevals,don't occur very often.In fact,they are rare.
But the misery,caused by human EVALUATION words goes on and on,24 hours around the
globe and wrecks our happiness and our lives.
And now, just think that someone would have invented a gadget.Something which you can
carry with you,which everyone can afford,which everyone mould learn to handle.And such
e gadget would at onoe,relieve you from the misery caused by all the bickering.Mcre
than that;if people would handle this eador
gRkaa long time,(say since their childhood)
bickering woul4Rot even start.A few peopre7know the secret,and they live a happy and
serene life ana7in harmony with the people under the same roof.But they usually can't
each their secret to others.
Well,a gadget which would help avoid beige hurt by words,would be a grand thing wouldn't it? It maybe more in demand than any other practical eadget,and it would be
more practical than any other practical gadget.Prantical gadgets help us to a more comfortable life,and nothing would be more comfortable than to have no bickering about the
place,no hurting with words,no discord,no fight and misery.
Well,we can't expect any gadget to work miraculously - but I believe that semanto.eraphy is just that ealeet,which could teach us the meaning of words.
At present,when people hurt each other with words,they feel the oain,because they
think that all those words expEeRs a real and concrete meaningascaletipLwhWhng true,
end you can't do aching about IT/Ehan suffer or hurtle anotherwol-VsrthRt'Re sEouli
suffer too.And so it eoes on,until the tears burst out,after which there might be reconciliation or deeper hatred.
Semantogxaphy can teach us,that these words have no real meaning,corresponding to
a chemical entity in our world,that they are MUTATIONS and abstractions which people
lire in their head,that these words are relative in meaning,vegue and even meaningless.
Semantography should be taught in school for interlinguistic communication between
".ifferent countries.But it should be taught too for communication in the own country,
the own society,the own family.
And then,apart from inflicting misery on each other by words,we inflict misery on
ourselves as a nation and on other nations.ltars are preceeded'by"tidal weved'of word;.
There are the rulers and the deputies,and their foremost activity is to speak.But tLen
their speeches are sooner or later translated into chemicel THINGS and physical ACTIONS,
there comes war,there come taxes,there comm actual physical misery.
And sometimes physical rdsery comes first,but rulers and deputies,instead of going
into ACTION to relieve the misery,go on speaking.
From this point of view you must consider the analysis of political sentences,given
in the foregoing chapters,the slo'ans of the Nazis,the slogans of the democrats and
the communists.If we et us drag into this maelstrom of words we get lost and millions
f citizers get lost7Aftartre goinc- to lose their lives in the controversies ahead.
Here semantography may help us to realize the vagueness of those speeches.Today. the
eitizers listen reverently,but once semantics is taught in schools, they won't listen,anl
the deputies would refrain from making speeches,whicl, would make no impression- on citizenetrained in semantics and semantography.
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During the last weeks,when writing the foregoing chapters on politics,etc.I have
often used examples presented by the newspaper or the radio on thatvery day.In fact,
every single paper,every single speech on the radio provides ample examples of vague
and ambiguous sentences.
Right now,I have stopped my typewriter,and have listened to a serial of the British
Broadcasting Corporation "Four Centuries of Parliament".Today's particular broadcast
bears the subtitle Disraeli versus Gladstone. It was a highly interesting performance
rendered by British actors,and one could vividly imagine the British parliament, the

honourable members of parliament and the atmosphere of Victorip E
a. I Mrd parts
rts
r
d
to
ofthemostfamoussPeechesahacortroversiesofthesetwegianis- gwoG s now
that their speeches sometimes lasted tvve,three,four hours and even more,and we know too
that they were hailed as the worlds greatest modern orators.
I listened attentively to their greatest speeches,and I was appalled about the profusion of adjectives and oLlague EVALUATION words,which both orators used;
Their
bickering with each otheYrdlothed"in the finest rhetoric,and followed by roars of laughter of the party followers.
Ifpqntaino that a nation,trained in semantics,wculdn't stand such talk.Stuart'Chase
said7M his "Tyranny of Words" (26).And he said too,that,onoe you are gained in semen -

tics,you can't stand many of the speeches of politicians,eccnomists,business men,reformers,ete,etc,up to philosophers in general.And when we think that we ourselves,and our
friends are little politician,economists,business men,reforners,and philosophers in general,you can imagine,what mould happen,when semantics is taught in schools,and"gets
into our bones" when we grow up.4hy,a general,wholesome silence might ensue,and out of
this,people who would start to say something, would think twice and thrice before saying

enything,The results might well be beyond our imagination. It might change the face of
the whole earth.
Now,you might sm - I am going"too far".And to prove how far I am going with my semantography,you sou take any sentence of this book,and dismember it with semantography.
thy,in almost every sentence of mine you would find human EVALUATION words.Tou could
dissect and make ridiculous anything ,I have said in this book.
Correct.But listen to Stuart Chase3introduction to his book:
(26)

"I shall not tell my story very well,because it is almost as hard to investigate
words with words as to lift oneself by one's boot laces....There are the many pits
into which I am bound to fall,because of the persistence and strength of language habits
which are not so much mine as a common racial heritage....Edit and revise as I may,many
of the lapses will remain.But you are going to read a book,where the author is at least
on the watch for failures of meaning,at least alive to the grave difficulties of communication.That is something you do not encounter every day."
To this I have to add, that I am writing this manuscript directly onto the wax stencils,and you might know,that corrections are ve%5umbersomephenmade on wax.And then,
I work now-Tor nearly 3 years full time„and before7I worked 4 ears par time on this
book. I must finish it somehow,although I discover with dismayMaFA(... wn pitfalls.
Moreover,if I have to tell a story to people,' must use the languageof the people.

.And as I am now 51 years of age,I can't change the habit; lof speech,anVa I would,and
resort to the
descriptive language of chemical repoiAany book would not be read.
Stuart Chase uses metaphors in profnsion.In his book,"semantics has a front row seat"
in his own mords.Consequently you enjoy his book and you keep on reading.Then you learn
1i something about semantics.

I have said in this book,that many words of our language are relative in meaning,and

consequently vagae.If I say the word over or under,they have no meaning,unless I state

over what and. under what.And I have many times stressed the possibility that we can
avoid the EVALUATION words by translating them into,or refqrring them to,words of THUIES
and ACTIONS.If a woman says to her husband, that he "is lazy" ,she is going to hurt him.
2 hours today,she has stated a fact,in words of ACTION
If she says that he worked
and TD ,and no harmful "VALUATION attached. It might be that he is overworked,tired,or
actually siek.But if she says,he "is lazy", she might bring him in a rage,and he might
take a knife.
And here I come to what I have termed The llama. of Semantography.ge should do what
We are able to do,tc make our speech unambiguous.7e might use human EVALUATION words,
if they don't cause harm an misery.But the words harm and misery are in themselves

vague.But we can translate them.Fiarm and misery might mean all sort of THINGS: a pillow
by tears,shed in the night;a swollen face in the morning,burned toast,spilled
wet
coffee,smashing of the door,and braking the glass.and sometimes even a knife and a ki:11%
orphans,a court room,and prison bars .- all these TBEZS mean harm and misery.
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Let us take one example,a sentence with human EVALUATION words,which (Ices wham.
It is the title of a standing feature in that great magazine Readers Digest.
The most unforgettable character I've met.
Vie could write the sentence in semantography,but we may analyse it right away.We hove
2 THINGS: character and I.Both words denoting a human,The word character does not carry
a human EVALUATION word, although we thit,sometimeg,tpat a."good human" is meant.A1 Capore was a character,ani La Guardia wasagIsPanciarattW2H6hver if you think,that the
word dIraeter carries the EVALUATION gcodoge will leave it at that.
1 ACTION: to meet,having met
2 human EVALUATIONS: most and unforgettable. To forget indicates directly a mental action,a sense reaction767ferent in different brains.What may-be unforgettable for one
mind,ney be easily forgotten by another mind, and no one could say that he is right
and the other wrong.But even if both minds would agree that that particular character
is unforgettable,they may be at variance,whether he is the most unforgettable character.
Well, I have dissectedodismembered and torn to pieces ti-E-FEitle.So what?
Do those articles under the title "The most anfOrgettable character I've met" any
:oorm,do they cause any misery? No. Very likely,peopie won't come to blows,arguing if
that or the other character was ere unforgettable than a third character.
I hope I have made it clear,what I mean with the Moral of Semantorxaphy.From this
pointgr-Wq.we Should examine what is said,and, printed. Then we would make great disuoveries,and-/brators and writers would have to change their mode of speech and writing,
if they don't want to fall a prey to laughter, or failure at the next election.
At ptaErii/the deputies, the congressmen, the ministers, the diplomats,are talking and
talking - and they may honestly believe that they' are doing the best they can.Howevar
we want ACTION and t':e good THINGS of life ,And semantics may be just this tool,which
could end, the present interminahl6 speeches,and set the elected men to work - not to
the drafting of resolutions,but of decisions:
so many tons against so many tons.
so mvarloads of cement for that irrigation dam,so many pipes,so many houses,etc.etc.
Then/ere the books.Nest writers honestly believe,that they are doing their best
discussing the problem with the words of their language (just as do in this book).tin)
But once you have absorbed a bit of semantics, you can't stand many books(this no excepTake for instance a very important book about a painstaking
the irgiaation3of
he Negro problem in the United States. "An American Dilemma"/by GuTinar Myrdal.He anE
his associates have investigated the problem from any angle, have interviewed thousands
of people, have drawn up all kind of statistics,have discussed all aspects of this problem.This is probably the most elaborate,most'thoroughgoing examination ever made.iet,
Myrdal uses the language we all use,and so he says for instance, that the American
people desires

"to know the Truth and to think straight,"
Now, these few words seems so full of meaning to anybody and to Myrdal,thatI will be
denounced, if I try to show that they are almostmaningless,or at least ambiguous.
If an outsider,who has never been in Amerioa,but-Ainly heard about the Negro problem,
asks about it,he may get some information Sure enough he wants the truth.The ,American
people,that means most of them,are in/Efly contact with "the problem" that means with
Negros,or discussions about them.Sure enough they all want to know the Truth,the whole
Truth and nothing but the Truth.3ut the word Truth is a meaning in our head,itis relative.
A can ascertain it in some simple cases,as for instanceeThe stone is on the table",
but even then it could be done with mirrors.
But in a problem involving about 13 millions of people on the one side and the rest
of 130 million on the other side, it may be almost impossible to ascertain that miraculous entity : Truth.It maybe theoretically possible to interrogate all the men and women,boys and girls,white or black in the United States. It might be possible to investigate their heritage,their background and their thoughts.But would they all tell us,what
they thinetruthfolly",and would they not think to-morrow differently,or answer differently when the question is put in other words?Can we ever find out the"Truth",Or ca*,
we ever ascertain how many Negros "pass of" as whites,or haw much negro blood in percent
flows in the veins of the 130 million people of the United States? Ie can say: "in all
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probability and in all practicability (whateveARRIMuns mean) we shall not know
the Truth,the whole Truth!!
But suppose we get the Truth in neatly compiled statistics and painstaking reports.
Then we stumblawmr the other yord,which carries the mind symbol:to know. One thousand
different peoplerieadhgthe book,do they really know7Does not this indicate a mind reaction,which is so much different in different minds?What do you know actually,even if
you have read the book?You may have forgotten half of your knowledge,when you read the
last page.After a few monti-eyour knowing may be even less.Then tested about what you
know,you may fail miserably.
But let us even suppose that there is a real and concrete meaning in these words:"to
know the Truth", what-for heavens sake- means "to think straight"? A senator of the
South,a cotton planter,a gentleman still fighting the civil war,a Yankee of the North,
a columnist,a Negro, a minister - they all believe that they"think straight"about this
problem.
Well,you may agree that such wordes,which seem so meaningful,lead us nowhere,yet they
are used by anybody with full conviction.' believe,that such statements might not.14
mede,when semantics would be an item in the schools, from the kindergarten to the university.Writers and readers will think twice,when coming upon such words.
Take advertising.Eme advertising agents might not realize
that they are putting over meaningless statements,and even lies to the public.

There will never be a better cigarette.
I saw this on a poster yesterday.What a lielAnd what a public,who,(the copy 'writer
thought)will swallow this.

ABC Cigarettes taste better,because they are blended better.
Cigarettes are THINGS which give a sense reaction:they taste. If the capykriter would
only say:ABC Cigarettes taste better,sore smokers may say: "Sez you:PS° they must be
silenced by clear,cold logical reasoning,as to the cause and effect:ABC Cigrattes taste
better,because they are blended betterno blend" means not only tazizlit means to mix
eood.This not enough,the copy writer asserted:they are mixed good aPA.75etter.Well,here
the individual must stop.He can investigate the taste,but he can never investigate the
biending.And so,such slogansameiebelieved if repeated a million times.
Some advertising agents knornhe critical mind of some people,and so they boldly
assert;
Statistics shows
Tests have proved:

Doctors say:
We have already discussed what can be done with statistics (p.475).Tests indicate
certain physical ACTIONS,but prove indicates a mind action.Iri other minds,the testssa7is
may prove something entirely different. Doctors are different individuals.lhat doctor`
may be denied by doctor2. We have discussed all this already.
Since I am in this beautiful Australia,in which the great majority of people ( I woald
say about 8( or mqlive in one family cottages,' have a garden of my own, and my wife
and I potter around uy ell kinds of seeds,and seedlings.My wife studies the directions
on the seed packages,and I study books on gardening.But in many cases,there is no go.
What would you say to the following advices:
Radish must be grown maickly.
If the soil is good, you don't need fertilizer.
Water thoroughly,but not too much.
Use lime,but not excessive)a
A11 this advice may mean something to the experienced ardener,but it's hopeless with
a beginner,unless he asks a gardener friend,how much figiel7tgot soil,haw many hours sprinkling20c.etc.But then the beginner will find out,that different gardeners evaluate these
ad.?cutliMrently,and give different advice.
vestarday. .
Let me era these examples with a sentence meach I founaein a big book on French
graninar.The author winds up the theme in the last paragraphs of the book,and concludeo
with the beautiful words
"Ce qui n'est pas clair,n'est pas francais" (Rivarol)
"This which is not clear,is not French."
Can weeaccopt,thielthat does he mean by"clear" and what does he mean by"French"?
Much is said and written in French,which seems to be not clear at all to some Frenchmen.
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With a little training in the"discipline of semantography you would find out,that
most of the speeches,and of our daily talk is - should we say - "clogged" with EVAILTATION words which have different meanings with different peeple,Hence controversy.
Well,after we have examined this"sorry"state of affairs - what oan we do about it?
.e can do a lot.Semanticists have already provided certain safety devices,which =11(1
be taught to children.These devices work.}Jere are a few
We use adjectives, and. we should. become aware of them. Usually we put an "is" in
(I)
TLis"is ridiculous".From the chapter on the "Is" (p.405) we hre
front.He"is
learned what damage the "Is" can do,and we have learned to appreciate,Korzybski's
saying "Whatever you say it "is" - it "is not7 '4o,when your friends give a grand
speech,and say that this and that "is" so,you may madden them with the remark:"Ts
it?Perhaps it "is not':
In English we use this yvine, and add usually "isn' t it?". We say:"This is
t it?" Welle-ierha5Y"Perhaps, it isn t!! We use the ending " isn' t it?" almost subeonsciously.V%etter become conscious of this important safety device.
In German,there is an even stronger ending than in English.The Germans,add usually
"nicht wahr?",which means literally "not true?" Germans say "This is ridioulousret
truerBut again,semantios is not taught in German schools.The German use this deyioe
subconsciously,not reelizing,that he asserts,that his saying might actually be a lie,
From the chapter on the tricky word "have,or has" (p.412) we learned,that the
( )
verb to have can play similar tricks as the verb to be.Instead to se. ."he is a fay
lure" people say "he hie failed" and add. "hasn't he?" You may anth'ier "Hasn't heTe.y
be,he hasn't?" It might work like the brakes on a motorcar.
(se) This wonderful negation ending in the English language,ean become an excellent
semantic device,once we use it consoicuely.1e use it not only with the verbs be and
have;we use it with all kind of verbs and especially with those verbs indicating
the working of our senses and our minA.Quite often we are surprised to hear
assertions brought forward with utter conviction:
"You do hate her,don't you?" and the answer "No,I don't."
IF
"I did nothing of the sort."
"You did believe,didn't you?" " "
realize,that one person believes,that he can"read the mind" of others.
and we
The negation deeice"don't you; hould make us awerekahenever we use words indicating
a mind evaluation) that we can't be sure about such meanings.
L4) Instead of the words "is"Nill be", "was" and any other derivation of the verb
to be we should use the words "may","may be","might" anemight be".Instead of saying
"He is hating her", we may say "He may hate her." or "It might well be,that he hates
her." This would take out the "cocksureness" of our words,and would not antagonise
our opponent.
-) Korzybski proposes,that We should say instead of "it is", - "it appears to me",or
"it seems to me" At once we would indicate that we use cur imperfect senses and
evaluations and might make errors.
(6) Instead of antagonizing the whole party,by bold assertions (of which we knew, that
other people don't share them) we might say:
"In my opinion,' would say...."
"In my humble opinion,' might venture to say..."
"In my opinion,which is of no importance whatsoever,„"
"I might say - with all reservations, of course - that„."
"Without asserting or believing, that I am right,l might say..."
and other phrases like those.
"7) We may insert the words "so-called" before EVAIATION words.
"He uees the coca? led "straight thinking"
(8) We may employ the quotation marks. "" ,as in "straight thinking" .We can do this
of course only in writing. Followers of Korzybski lift two fingers of each hand, thus
forming two visual quotation marks " " when using such EVALUATION words.
1'e may directly refer to semantios by saying
(9)
"He dici,what we may term "straight thinking" (whatever that means
or (whatever that might ran)
Ye
may
use
a
liberal
sorinkline
of
such words as "possible","probable","perhees"
(10)
"mho knows?","I. lass;
(11) Whenever we use EVALUATION words,and whegr we even apply the above safety devices in additionewe should explain what we Trean,by eiving an examole,containing the
ACTIONS of real TPaiss.
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(12) If we keep in mind,whenever we speak,write or think,that we are only human beings
with imperfect senses,and that our listeners,friends,and other people,rnight and do
think differently,it will give us that precious "tolerance" towards the assertions
of others,and would help us,towards a new attitude in our saying and thinking.
7e might say,that language is one"thine;and thinking is quite a differenethineava
they Should not be mixed_ up.However the scientists in this field have now come to the
opinion,that thepeare two aspects of the same "thing",inseparable.No language without
thought and no thought without language.In using language devices,such as the ones listed above (in spite of their insignificance "isn't it?", "probable" etc.) we are aotuelly
influencing our thoughts and in turn our actions in life.
Let RE end this chapter with the ending paragraph of M.Y.Lewis'book "Language in
Society"
(106)
"The Behaviourists as critics of psychology,the logical Positivists as critics
of logic and metaphysics,have today revived Mueller's doctrine.In its cruder form
it becomes the dogma that "thought is language";but many who are unable to accept
this,w11 go so far as to admit that many of the apparent problems of the nature of
thought are no more than problems of language.They will agree that logic and metaphysics and even mathematics are in essence social structures and fundamentally linguistic in nature.The study of language is now s prominent feature in many fields of
thought which hi-tart° have been hardly aware that it held any significance for them.
And more and more it becomes clear that if in order to understand thought and the
products of thought Tre must study language,ana in order to understand language we
must study its working in society."
And I may adde thatlanguage has been given us in order that we might co-operate with
each other in society,At present,we use language to disrupt society.Our words are missiXo
which sometimes do harm.Any tool which help us to recognize such usage of words, should
be welcome,and semantography is such a tool (or let me hastily add might be such a tool;
perhaps,who knaus,may be,if ...enough people would stand up and say: "Lot's put semantography into action.Let's try it out.Let's have some experimental classes."
GOOD

AND

EVIL

"And the IORD God took the man and put him into the garden of
Eden to dress and to keep it.
And the LORD God commanded the man,saying,Of every tree of the
garden thou mayest freely eat:
Eatoftle tree of the knowledge of good and evil,thou shalt not
eat of it:for in the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt
surely die."
Genesis, 2, 15-17
In a later chapter,on the Origin of Man and Language,I shall briefly mention an
important book by Prof.Richard Albert Wilson "The Miraculous Birth of Language" (53)
Wilson asserts that man is not the product of slow evolution in the decisive stage
from ape to man.At a certain date in the history of the earth,something momentous must
have happened - a barrier was crossed.Man emerged,conscious of space and time,capable
of speech and theugh-,.Behind that barrier the animal,including the ape,still dwells.
Haw this all happened -we don't know,but Prof.Wilson makes it very convincing, that there
ls no slow evolution on this stage.It might well be,that we shall seek in vain for the
"missing link",the bones,which scientists assert must be found to prove the slow transition from ape to man.The fact,that we have not foundtem yet,may speak for Wilson's
theory.
I have tried to speculate,from the viewpoint of the chemist,what may have happened
in that dim historical time,millions of years back.A chemical change in the atmosphere,
an outburst of cosmic rays,which enveloped the earth - we don't know.(s.p.17 and later
ohapter)But it happened - narbiernerged,distinct and different from the ape.
30 know,that many biologiitAespaired about the fact,that all our theories about
evolution,selection,heredity,chromosomes,genes,etc.eto.do not give a single hint,about
the IHY?,the purpose,we see at work in this universe of ours.These biologists,ratiorally
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thinking men, devoid of superstition,say that the only explanatIng,Erought forward is
the story of the Bible:Creation,
1:Pf.Wilson says "the stories of the Bible are rejected by the man of twenty,but reaccepted by the philosopher of forty with some surrpise at the amount ogaateleA-uth
contained in it." In his opinion,the emergence of man,at a separate stage,aparf7rfom
the earlier appearance of animal as recorded in the Bible,must have happened.
We know,that most of the stories which we find in the Bible are accounts of events
which have actually happened.These accounts have guided the archeologists in their research in Egypt,Mesopotamia,Palestine,and eleewhere,and have been found to be amazingly
true.The story of the deluge - the geologists tell us that it actually happened.
In my studies of the oldest picture writing of man,I came upon the incredible fact,
that those cam, drawings going back ep to 50,000 years do not contain any picture showing man raisink7arm against other members of his species.Only at a very late stage perhaps 15,000 years ago,that paradisical stage was broken - man started to kill man.
There seems to be a big gap in the records.My intention is to write a short history of
the emergence of writing from the earliest cave drawings,to show this gap.Again something
momentous must have happened,when man was(allegorically)"driven out of the paradise".
The Bible starts with fac4n4-e epeounts going back about 6000 years.It may well be that
sone dim recollection of thatIlfadisical time,and its ending,lingered on in the minds
of later generations,and that the Hebrew writer has chosen the allegory of man's fall,
to tell of that momentous event,when man's mind became perverted.
Before that time;Aaam gave names to all cattle,and to the fowl of the air,and to
:very beast of the field...and whatsoever Adam called every living creature,that was
the name thereof." We have here an account of the emergence of language,bestowed miraculously upon man.And it was a descriptive language,such as scientists try to use nowadays,And then something happened - a catastrophe.
The Hebrew historian says that man disobeyed God's command:"of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt not eat of it:for in the day thou eatest thereof thou
shalt dielBut Adem did eat - and his mind began to distinguish between good and evil.
This was the end of the paradise and the beginning of man's misery on earth.He died a
thousand deaths and from his own hands - man killed man - mar began.
I have cited a fewcin%Wr
ces in my summary on page 17 and shall cite more in a coming chapter, to prove tha
heologists and scientists cams to a similar story.By
studying the excavations and remains,they found evidence,that war among the species,
including cannibaliam,was absent in the old sione age (peaeolithic),leat is found in the
neolithic age,which means the time about 10,000 to 20,000 years back.
We shall contemplate this exciting evidence together with the opinion of a prominent
psychiatrist Dr.G.B.Chisholm,who maintain that we can remove the causes of war by a reorientation of man's mind,which has been perverted "some time ago".
In any case,anyone who has studied a bit of history knows,that many wars have beer_
fought,because of that differentiation into "good" and "evil': We do not need to lay
stress on the wars fought for"religious reasons",the wars against theevirheathens,
the"evil"dissenters,the"evil"infidels,the"evil"believers of"evil"creeds.Any war was
fought for a "good" cause and to destroy the "evil" designs of others.But there are the
little wers,fought in the villages and the communities,Everywhere certain people detect
"ovil".We have burned innocent people,ee have driven innocent men and women into despair
and destruction,because we thought of them as "evil" and of ourselves as "good".And this
still goes on in every village, here bony fingers point out the evil.
Yes,there seems to be much truth,in the narration of the HebremwritereMan started
to judge between4egd"and"evil" - against the command of the Creator.He was driven out
from the paradist'to/He in misery from his ova hands.
As said in a foregoing chapter,the misery caused by nature,floods,eartheuakes,tidal
emves,hurricanes are rare - but the misery caused by man's judging of anything to be
"good" or "evil" - this misery caused by the action of man's mind is daily and hourly
with us and spoils almost every hour of our lives. ,
In foregoing chapters I have shown,how aisastrousVthe minds of some grammarians and
nephilosophers wprked,They created the adjectival noun,and thus exaggerated the meaeing of the adjective beyond measure.The word "bad" is insignificant in its meaning
against the ominous "Badness".And the disaster has been further aggravated by calling'
this noun a "substantive" ,In the time before experimental science,when all science
was reasoned out by words alone,"Badness" and "Evil" became substances,es real as the
stone,and the water.They were put on scales and weighted, and people were burned, quartered,
hanged, tortured by the thousands and by the tens of thousands.
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If we need any proof,that the meanings of "good" and "evil"-are vague and relative,
we should read what Heinrich Himmler,the invert of the extermination camps, the murderer of innumerable hastages,the exterminator of millions of innocent men,women and
children had to say:"We National Socialist want good,not evil.And Adolf Bltler leads
us in those aspirations.: always wanted to do what was right." (99)
The reader is asked kindly to peruse the pagea,which follow this quotation (p.45Off)
There a lengthy explanation of the symbols for right and wrong,good and evil is given.
I am very anxious to have the understanding of the religious reader and of the man

of the church.In the next chapter,I shall try to show,that we can find yardsticks to
measure these EVALUATIONS, just as we found yardsticks to measure the meanings of long
and short. But before I do this,I ask the reader,wilo has not followed this book„chapter by ohapter,to rea4first those paragraphs which deal with the symbols for good and
ovil,I want to convinWor at least to have your understanding,that we must consider
these meanings as vague,relative,and differently evaluated in different minds.

Here is a list of the foregoing chapters in auestion:
Man,the Classificator
Human Evaluation
Thought
What is Thought'
Id,Ego,Superego
The Symbol for the Id
The Symbol for the Ego
The Relativity of Mind
Leibnitab Dream
The big Brother of the Adjective
Semantography for the Fighters of Death and Disease
That tricky Word "Is"
That tricky Word "Has"
Relativity in Language
The Ravages of Language
The Truth or a Lie, or "How do you know?"
The Citizen's Rights
Religion

page
"
it
11
11
tt
1/

/1
_It
ft

it

127
126
161
162
164
171
178
180
180
196
401
405
412
204
450
474
497
527 ff

I shall now try to prove, that the majority of the words we use, contain that human EVALUATION good or bad.Not only those words,which directly refer to a human EVALCATION,We use words,which look harmless enough,but we evaluate and judge each time we use
them.
On page 206 you will find a list of words,which basically have one
conscience (--"\
meaning BAD MAN,or in Romance word. order MAN,BAD.It does not actually
reasont/‘
natter,whether you judge this man as bad,by your emotion,instinct,feelings,passion, impulse (alIthese meanings referring to the Id),or if
instinc

you judge him by rational reasoning (Ego) or by your conscience (Super Ego).These three divisions of the brain,oversimplified as they are in
MAN,BAD
(judged negative) the definitions,are nevertheless situated in different portions of the
brain,and surgeons today perform incredible operations.They out out a
also termed:
wrongdoer, evil- portion of the Super Ego in a patient whose life is tormented. by an
doer,ainner,tram overbearing feeling of sin and guilt (although he has not committed
-.7ressor,profli- anything criminal)The phases of such operations are depicted in the
gAe,scapegallo& issue of LIFE INTERNATIONAL (March 17,1947) They show the patient too,
libertine,debau- restored to health.
chee,wanton,rascal,reprobate,scoundrel,villain,knave,hound,cur,rogue,blackguard,vagabond,miscreant,caitiff,wretch,shyster,trickster,sneak,snitch,snitcher,sqealer,traitor,swindler,sharper,
crook,hellhound,hellion,monster,devil,demon,devil f'.nearnate,fallen angel,lost sheep,
black sheep,castaway,ruffian,rowdy,rough,rough-neok,thug,apache,hangster,tough,hoodlum,
hpoligan,criminal,melefactor,malfeasant,feon,scamo,scapegraco,ne'er -do -well,rotter,
good-for -nothingptc.etc.(you will find a lot more names in Roget's Thesaurus (67) under
the heading BAD MAN, from where the above list has been taken.)

Now you may say,that these titles have been allotted to men who have committed some
crime,punishable by law,and have been actually convicted.This might be the case.But we
know from every day experience,that such titles are allotted daily to quite innocent
people,simply because we don't like them,for instance the boss,or the neighbour,or the
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police manor the grocer,or the foreman,or enybody,w:-ose looks we just don't like,
On the other hand,who are we to judge others.A pri,inent magazine conducted years
ago an interesting quiz.A long ist contained many questions "Have you done this?"
and the reader was asked to take a paper and a pencil and jot down,how many times ho
aid this and that,and under what circumstances,Then he was asked to look up another
list and add up figures.The total was the amount of years which he would have to spend
in jail. I assure you, offences of tax evasion,breach of promise,seduction,and small
Alefts were the minor offencee.Luoky enough for most people, theyare not "found out".
Similar reflections are appropiate if we consider the synonyms for
BAD WOMAN : J e z eb el , hell-oat , hellhag , witch, hag ,harr idan, strumpet, jade, drab,
a„...,. trull,trollop,harlotoranton,Cyprian,adulteress,courtesan,procuress,bawd,
r,..-„„.! D el ilah , lie 5sal ina , hu s sy, minx, libertine
,voluptuary, rake , deb auchee , roue, wance-s,■ ton,demimondaine,00cotte,piok-up,wren,chippy,streetwalker,woman of the
/.-- 1 1 town,woman of easy virtue,fille de joie,demirep,Thais,Phryne,Aspasia,Lais,
•mistress,peramour,hetaeree conoubine,doxy,leman,etc.etc.etc.
(67)
rest assured ,that the compiler of Roget's Thesaurus was
WOMM,BADYou may
onlyharepered by considerations regarding confisoation,to add some hundred
judged
negatively names more to the list.
Well,we know under what oireumstances the woman has been made guilty.How much the
seducer is to be blamed,and how much the keepre of our eociety.And who will throw the
first stone?
But the tragedy goes deeper.Women,who have been beaten down by our "laws of society',
women who are sunk to a low level,don't care if you give them such nares.These invectives simply don't hurt human beings,whc have been hurt a thousand times.But the case
lies similarly as with invectives against men.Those names are given to girls and young
womenemho like to dance,and to flirt,to laugh and to be happy.Then comes the missil:,
and with it misery,tears,unhappiness,and worse.We are simply unable to fathom the
misery which is inflicted right now in innumerable villages and towns all around the
globe,and the misery inflicted yesterday,and a year ago,and throughout - all the foree
going generations.
Yes,the Creator forbadeAdam to"know"between good and evil,ana when Adam disobeyed
the commend of the Creator,he was driven out from the paradise into the misery which he
inflictS daily on his fellow menja misery of his own making.It can be understood, that
the male human laid the blare at the woman Eve.Men control angaple,ahis world.Men
are responsible for the laws of society.Ken are responsible for inhlisery of our wurla,
And nova, just try to think for a moment of the last election or other foregoing elections. We need honest,courageous,rationalithinking men to be our aldermen in the council,deputies in congress and parliament,rulers of communities,At every election such
men,honoured by all who know them,are dragged out from their small circle,and persuaded
give in,they are in for the shook of their life,They,whe
If
to stand for elect
ve een a good father,a good husband,a good employer,a good
have done no harm,who
citizen, are simply showered with invectives of which crook,rascal,scoundrel,rogue,
are the tame ones.In disgust these men withdraw,and the field is left in many cases
to those hard boiled. men,who are not more hurt by such names,beeause they heard them
all their lives.The result is in most cases, corruption,or at best inefficienoy.Then
the citizen cry that the country is going to the dogs.The whole world goes to the dogs.
And all this - .just because of that disastrous quality or cell-reactions within
our brain6a1l it instinct,or conscience,or whatever name you prefer,which drives us
on to be judges between good and evil,and which we do against God's own cormand.
Throughout the seven years,during which I worked at this system of sementolraphy,I was worried about the reaction of religious readers and
men of the church.fnat would they say to my treatment of good and evil
---.
as relative eeenings,indicated by the mathematical e or - sign, in con+ 1'
neion with the symbol of the mind.This treatment made the meanings relative and vague.In the beginning I did.,what a minister would.have done.
Tolerance
I added to the symbol for Food and evil,the symbol for the Createe..But
(see 13.179) then I found, tint no blasphemy would be greater.No!lean's mind must be
shown in the syMhol as being responsible for the horrible crimes committed.
Then I pondered about the symbol for the meaning for Tolerance.Ana then a flash
went through my mindewhen I remembered that I as un engineer,have marked tolerance,
as all engineers do,by putting the + and - sign together, thus T .Nothing could prove
for me more, that I em on the track of an ampropiate symbol, thanthis discovery.
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WHAT A GREAT PSYCHIATRIST HAS TO SAY ABOUT ''RIGHT AND WRONG" (5
43)
he
Then remembered Hendrick Willem van icon's definition of Tolerance,as to/that
acting of the mind,when you are not sure whether you areaght or wrong,when you
Exactly this
think that in thinking to be right,you think too,that yoU76e wrong
is symbolized by the engineers tolerance,7L i,
ee.- orders a steel shaft,and is ready to
be tolerant to a certain extent.He wants - = eel shaftewith a diameter of exactly 25mm.
But he knows,that each shaft will be just a little different.So,he defines his toleranee to go to e 0.01 mm. We too can exert tolerance, and can even define it similarly.
Tolerance means here our adaptibility to the cireumstances,and to compromise.
And now let us listen to Dr.0hisholes wcrds.At the time of his lecture,he was
Deputy Minister of HealtheDepartment of National Health and Welfare,Canada.He said in

his William Alanson White Memorial lecture "The Psychiatry of enduring Peace and social
Progress" given in 1945 in Washington
"A mature person...has the quality of adaptibility and compromise.Were you and
I brought up in that direction? No;we were taught to be absolutely loyal and obedient to the local concept of virtue whatever that happened to be.We were taught
that Moslems or Hindus or Jews, or Democrats or Republicans (with us in Canada,Grits
and Tories) or capitalists or trade unionists or socialists or commanists,or Roman
Catholics or Methodists or any of all other human groups are wrong or even wicked.
It almost always happened that among all the people in the world only our own parents,and perhaps a few people they selected were right about everything.We could
refuse to accept their rightness only at the price of a load of guilt and feari and
peril to our immortal souls.This training has been practically universal in the human race.Variations in content have had almost no importance.
"The mature person is flexible,can defer to time,persons and oircumstanoes.He
can show tolerancelhe can be patient,and above all he has the quality of adaptability and compromise" say Strecker and. Appel.Is family or school or church teaching
in that direction? Almost never,and yet it is surely true that helping their children to reach this state of maturity successfully is the first responsibility of
each generation."
Dr.Chisholm places the task on the shoulders of the psychiatrists and the teachers:
"Psychiatrists everywhere have spent their lives trying more and more successfully
with a variety of methods,to help individuals who are in trouble to approach near
enough this state of maturity...but surely it would be more advantageous to the
world for psychiatrists to go into the preventive field where the big jobs needs
to be done.The training of children is making a thousand neurotics for every one
that psychiatrists can hope to help with psyehotherapy.To produce a generation of
mature citizens is the biggest and most necessary job any country could undertake
and the reward in saving of misery and suffering would be colossal.
We are the horrible examples.We are the people who fight wars every fifteen or
twenty years.We must at whatever cost prevent our children and their children from

being as we have been."
Dr.Chisholm lectures have provoked great controversy in the United Stabs and in
Oanada.Our training in semantography will give us the clue,that the differences in
opinion raged about those words in his talks,which are evaluated differently in meaning by different people.But what no one could deny were the miseries inflicted by
the wars,and by our treatment of people,judeeng them in a wholesale manner _good or bad.
Dr.Chisholm outlines a great plan ,in which thousands of psyclefelogists and teachers
and church mee6hould take part.Arei he recognizes the importance Wi simple speaking"
of a Dimple language.He is very well aware of thescientific slang" which psychologists
use in their books and in their talks.And he says:
"What the world needs from psychiatry is honest, simple and clear thinking,talking
and writing.It needs the sere from psychology,socioloay,economios,and politics.
Clear and honest thinking can almost always be expressed in simple words which are
understandable by the people,who matter in a democracy.The people who matter are
the teachers,the young mothers and fathers,the parent-teacher associations,youth
groups,service clubs,schools and colleges,the churches and Sunday-schools - everyone
who can be reached and given help toward intellectual freedom and honesty for themselves and for the children whose future depends on theneCan we psychiatrists give
up our protective device of hiding behind a epeoifio,eifficult and variable vocabulary to avoid our obvious responsibilities
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sciences of living,should be made available to all the people by being taught
to all children in primary and secondary school...
Only so,I think,can we help our children to carry the responsibilities as world
citizens as we have not been able to do. Only so can we prevent their having to live
in a world of fear and chaos and cruelty and death,far more horrible than we know."
I shall Quote more from DraChishon?slectures in the final chapter, esp. those references to the practical scheme to be set up.
Here I wish to say,that I belicve,that semantography could be that medium,which
would help in the teaching Dr.Chisholm advocates,Net only are relative meanings cleeutindicated even to young childreniall those synonyms of bad men and bad women resolve
themselves into one single couvound symbol.
And then there is the first advantage of semantocrnaphy. I know from own personal
experience, that in Dr.Chisholm's own country Canada,there are large groups of people
for instance Ukrainians, to whom English is a very foreign tongue.I have listened to
them in the market places in Central Canada,Ana I had great difficulty to make myself
understood in Quebec ,unless I usedlOnnh,Sequit9graphy syMbols are the same for any
as an a ataonal
language.And therefore I propose se ntograpnrT*
that re-education.
1 am sure, that men of the church and religious readers will not misunderstand my
intations,and 1 hope to convince them even more in the later chapters.Every minister
and every teacher who tries to help a human being,has to use psychology and those methads which modern psychiatrj.sta have evolved in painful research.Today asycho-analysts .
send some patients to churcnmen,and some ministers advoca e as cho-analysn
And now lot re show you tNtoururvgnto classify eve
4 -V eiliffPle•
riN good and evil is not confiTAnt.57tErafs et time human race only.
A year aGo,a great tree slaughter started here in Sydney.There is
".\
(---„, , the most stately tree of the Australian landscape,the Moreton Bay fig
$..- — 1 tree alt spreads cnormously,and is a beautiful sight.' should knowabePLANT,BAD • cause since my boyhood, I was never tired to photograph trees of all
kinds,and I was deeply moved,when I read once in a book of a man,who
a weed
believed that these wonderful and courageous creatures - when felled,
come into the tree heaven.
Others searaito feel like me,arid when this cutting down of Moreton Bay fig trees
started in sore Sydney avenues,letters poured into the newspaper effices,and were printed daily in the column "Letters to the Eaitor".But the felling continued -and the
;otters did not cease.Tn the end,the supervismnof Sydneys public parks,the chief gardener sat down to write a letter to the editor i and there he frankly caid,that the Mcreton Bay fig tree is a weed,
This word threw Sydney tree lovers into a rage,and they protested more violently
than before,Well,what is in that term weed,which caused so much controversy? For the person trained in semantography,the solution is sinple,

r

/•—•,,, A weed is a plant,be it a flower or a tree,or a grass,which is consi1.--'1 dered by son body as just no,good.To draw up the symbol for weed,we
-44114‘
1
' have to add,behind the symbol for plant,or tree,the syMisol for the mind
TREE,
BAD

rationally judged.

who judges this plant or tree in the negative,minus,just not good.

Why then

die Sydney's chief sardener attach a MINUS to this tree,

whereas the letter writers attached a PLUS to it.It turned out that

Sydney's tree lovers added up the PLUS of the beautiful sight,the greeness,the shade,
etc.whereas the gardener considered the MINUS,the fallen-off leaves which had to be
collected and carried.off constantly,and this means labour,and a big minus in the bud
of the chief gardener.True enough, this great and colossal tree sheds constantly heavy
leaves,about 7 tons traWlree a. year.For the chief gardener,the Moreton Bay fig tree
was a weed,smmething not good,something to be weeded out,
But we can find judgement in words,where there is no indication of such.Take for
instance the exclamation: "What a man!" "What a character:" Well,what is meant? A
mass killer,like Jack the ripper,or Al Capone,or somnbody,highly revered by his fellow
men, Most of our words, carry a judgement as to gaol or not good, Take these
• Business Representative
Hawker
Canvasser
Salesman
rn semantography all four terms will be symbolized by man,and business,ana we may
add the syMhol for travel.But in ordinary speech they carry an evaluation, the one is
despised,the other highly respectable.But it may well be,that the Business Represenhive is a bad man.But mat is "bad"? Can we find a yardstick to measure it.,
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"The laws of Nature, judged by the glimpses we have of tnem,are more miraculous than
the wildest tales in the "Arabian nights".To look at the sky on a starry night,to. realise
that every star is silently wheeling in its appointed course,is to know that we live in
the presence of a perpetual miracle."
Walter 2airdoch (21)
"I can see how it might be possible for a man to look dawn upon earth and be an
atheist,but I cannot conceive how he could look up into the heavens and say there is
no God."
Abraham Lincoln
The modern theory of relativity has turned our concepts on physics upside dosin,and has
s=so created a linguistic upheaval.Einstein has almost swept away the firm ground on which
Ts stand.No fixed point in the universe,no fixed time interval.7e can't trust our yardsoLcks and we can't trust our cloCks.Relativity everywhereoAll we Observe and all we measure
maybe at variance with some other observation and measurements.The only thing we can do
is to cling to some system of reference,and realize that there are as many systems of refJrence as there are observers.
After showing us that all our observations and measurements have no absolute meaning,
linstein started to develop formulae of the laws of nature ,which might be valid and inTariant for different observers and different systems of reference.These new formulae contain some "constants" of the universe,which are invariant,which are the same for different
Systems of reference.Such a world constant is for instance the speed of light.The reader
say kindly peruse the chapters p. 144 ff and p.200 ff,where I tried to give some explanation of the theory of relativity and its implications in regard of language.
The physicist tries to explain the happenings in this universe in mathematical language
-71 then tries to explain them in ordinary language.There must be therefore a structural
olation between both languages.The logic ians,especially Bertrandiinssoll and others hove
o_plied mathematical reasoning to the statements we make in ordinary langsage.On p.491
- have seen bow the propositional function can be applied to controversial subjects like
- ocracy and others.
In foregoing chapters we have learned that the meanings "long" and "short" are diffcr:,nt for different observers.To make these meanings disappearowe have applied a yardstick,
onioh expresses the same meaning for different observers,In other words,we have shifted
one system of reference from the two observers to the yardstick.Disagreement between the
rwo observers must disappear - provided the marks on the yardsticks are not varied.On
the market places of the world,we have millions of different observers,ail operating yardsoicks to avoid disagreement,and the market inspectors go out every day,and check yardzoicks to see that they are not at variance,that all show the same unit of length.
However,in different countries,different yardsticks are in use.There is the story,that
king had his foot measured,and decreed that this should be the unit with which 1.-is
iects might come to an agreement about "long" and "short".However,the kings foot varied
io length at different times,and his councillors knowing this,had the measured length snrewed on a stone in the marketoplace.But again,the stone crumbled away.
In other countries,the "foot was applied too,but it was of different length.Agreement
7as difficult to reach.It had to be a revolution,to find a more stable system of reference.
=n1791 the French National Assembly decreed that henceforth a new unit should be establiz-osd.The earth itself should furnish this unit, and it should be the 0.000 000 1 part of
luarter of an earth meridian,measured from the pole to the equator. 'his unit was then
:.fled a meter from the Greek word metron,a measure.
However, different measurements of the earth ourvature,gave slightly different results
-sith different observerstand so ,it was agreed to have the meter unit engraved on a bar
:fa certain platinum-iridium alloy (supposed to vary little in lath under different temIrratures'
jand the two marks on this rod of special shap:omust be measured,when the temsarature of the rod is exactly 00 C - not an easy procedare,because temperature measure- Int depends on a men-made termometer,and the freezing point of water depends again on
-mospheric pressure,on impurities in the vater,etc.etc.
No wonder,that the equivalent of that meter unit,deposited in Paris,has been found in
oeat Britain first to be 39.370113 imperial inch,then,according to recent measurements
.- .370147 imperial inch.In the United. States the equivalent has been accepted as 39.37 inch.
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LET US LEARN FROM THE SCIENTIST, NOT FROM THE VERBALIST

Now,we will all agree that what we need is a unit for"prectical purposes".Simple,as
these two words look, eve are trained in semantogrephy,and know that here the trouble starts.
The worepractical" carries the EVALUATION indicator,and "purpose" shows the relation symbol and the mind syMbol.Consequently,the meaning "practical purposes" will be different
for different people.The merchant and the craftsman might be easily satisfied with a wooden stick for their practical purposes.The surveyor has different practical purposes and
is difficult to satisfy,And the physicist who tries to measure the spaces within the atc,A,
is not at all satisfied with the meter,and so he searched for a more constant unit.He believes to have found it in the depth of the atom and he took a certain line in the spectrum
of the metal Cadmium as a unit of length.
However,the message which we received from the dwarf companion star of Sirius has shown
that even this unit varies slightly with the weight and density of the celestial body,from
which it is taken.
We should admire this miraculous striving for greater and greater accuracy,performed
by a miraculous conglomeration of cells, forming the human mindelian,of all the creatures of
this earth has been given the power to penetrate the infathomable spaces of the universe
to find better and still better units,more and more accurate,nore and more helpful for
agreement between different observers.
Now we have witnessed the fact,that man throughout the ages,and :even in our times had
and has different conceptions about what is good and what is bad,what is right and what is
wrong and eall.Somewhere,in the depth of our mind, we feel,that gad and evil have some
definite values,which could be measured in units on which different observers could agree.
To find these units,and to find agreement, it would be wise to follow the method which scientists have employed.if modern mathematicianebehold in wonder,the mathematical simplicity
which they -find in the depthPof the universe and in the depthoof the atom,and say,that the
Creator,or creative force,which brought this universe into being is a mathematician (e, to
speak)then we may hope that the mysterious working of our brain cells is going on aiSf
similar simplicity to that,which reigns among the stars, the chromosomes and the atoms.
The first step according to modern scientific methods,is to realize that sorrehow,our
conceptions about good and evil are relative and therefore,different observers will get
different measurements.After this,we may try to find formulae which are invariant for different observers,be they Protestants,Roman-Catholics,Moslems,Buddhists,Jews,Shintoists,
and Atheists or other believers in some kind of ethics.
The second step will be to try to use the same kind of reasoning as applied to mathematical forrlae.We have boon able to write down the laws of nature in mathematical foreulae.What we have to do is to find out whether the laws of ethics can be written in a similar ray.The laws,which govern the harmony of the stars,or the harmony of the chromosomes,
can be written down in mathematical formulae.The laws,which govern the harmony of human
beings within human conmunities,are too laws of nature.The very fact,that our brain cells
have miraculously formed the conception of this haremmy,is proof to the fact,that such harmony is part of the universe,that such conceptions may have been generated in beings on
other celestial bodies,and that other celestial bodies may be far advanced in this harmony -or far behind-,just as our little planet was,many millions of years backewhen only
amoebae sailed the great waters which covered the carth.Kany million, of years passed,until primitive man made his appearance,and again million of years passed before Jesus,and
Moses,IlauteskandPythagoras,St.Francis and Spinoza,Nowton and Einstein made th6ir appearance.And as the thousands of years passed, the language of man became more and more accurete,more and more truer to the actual happenings in nature.The language of science (Greek
mathema,th-t which is learned,scienceeSanscrit nedho,intel1igence,wisdom)ond in English mind)
mathematics,has enabled man to fathom the deep seas,, to measure the universe, and to weigh
the stars,and to find agreement,not only between scientists and engineers,but also between
grocers and housewives.Why should we not be able to write down the laws of ethics in some
sort of a mathematical formula and then find some units of ethics, in which the plus sign
indicates some units of good,and the minus sign indicates units of minus good,the absence
of good,or even the reverse.If a man commits during a day 5 good deeds and 2 not good deeds,
why shouldn't he get 3 good deeds on his credit side - if the deeds contain somehow Cie
same amount of units of ethics.
Now,all this may seem utteil,Yridiculous to many readers,especially to those who see no
connection or similarity between the interactions of the stars and electrons to the interactions of the humans and the nations.Those readers,whe believe that the lofty science of
mathematics can never be used for such considerations as the ones above,nay consider the
following paragraphs.

HOW TO MAKE SCIENTIFIC FORMULAS AND HOW TO USE THEM
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Unfortunately,' am not a mathematician,and therefore whatever my arguments,they will
be very crudely represented.' am completely ignorant of all those theories about the
foundatiens of nathematics,about the theories of numbers,but I guess that the langue-e
of mathematics,being a human aotivity,is subjected to all those limitations i to which the
human mini and its work ineresubjected.
J Those,who believe that mathematical formulae represent 10070 truth are in for a shock.
When we divide 4 + 2 = 2 this statement may represent truth in a human's mind.Other simple
aivisions,however,will give a number,which we will never be able to write down trutienally.
he result may be 2.000046382957463895847...,a row of decimals,stretching from the earth
to the sun and further on to the ends of our universe.
The above consideration applies to abstract mathematical formulae.Now we come to the
mathematical formulae,which cover happenings in our physical world.Eere we should know,
arl every scientist will tell us,that these formulm never tell the whole truth,but only
an approximate truth,and only valid within narrow limits.As 3ertrand Russell remarked,
a mathematical formula,when overs:trained,begins to talk nonsense.Every boy and girl learn
in high school the formula of Robert Boyle
P2
VS P1
It says,that,when you compress a gas to half its volume,the pressure within the gas will
be dcubled.But you must make a lot of assumptions,which are not expressed in the formula.
You must assume that the temperatifreqww.ins the same,which it doesn't,and you must assume
that the gas remains a gasewhioh ifiad-,6Wn't.When you overstrain the pressure the gas liquifies at certain temperatures.
Every electrician must know how to handle the formula
A = ee
V
eL
It says,that when you increase the voltage,the electric current,expressed in Ampere
will increase,provided the resistance of your wire,measured in Ohm (SI.) remains the same.
But electricians know,that they cannot trust very much this formula,When the current increases,the wire will become hat,and then its resistance will increase,and with this the
current will decrease,and if the voltage is inoreased,the wire will melt,or the current
will not go through the wire,but through the adjoining air - all this is not expressed
in the formula, and if you don't know this, you can make deductions- from the above forrsila
ehich will turn out utter lies.
Now we are coming to a very important conclusion:Look at the above formulae.Both formulae contain a V letter.But this is not meant to represent a sound,but something quite
different.The meaning of the V in the first formula is a Volume in space,and in the second
l'ermela the V means Volteoe,the tension of the electromagnetic force.You see,the handling
a mathematical formula, depends foremost on what you and I mean by these symbols. In
sols.If you think that the
other words:the semantics of the formula,the meaning of the ymb
V symbol in both the above formulae means the same thing,then your calculations will rese-It in utter nonsense.If you asp4mtthat V means Volume,than you are entitled to a reasoning and a transforming of the7r6rmula,applicable to volumes. If you assume J, e t
and
V means Voltage,than quite different considerations and quite different handlings 41 lormula must result.And your Tcasonieg and your formulae must follow actual nature.
We have agreed that the following symbols shall stand for the following things:

rIN
ohemieal THING
in general

stone

animal
quadruped

male
human

brain
of human

Having made these assumptions we are entitled to write
V
but we are not entitled to write
man feels,thinks

a

chemical matter feels,thinks

because the brain symbol stands only for the oongZomeration of cells beneath a human
skull,which medical men term the brainUod4msnsoience has uncovered the miraculous fact,
that the cells within a human body(or any living matter) act as if they would think and
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HOW GREAT IS OUR IGNORANCE ABOUT THE NATURAL PHENOMENA?

know exactly what to do in any emergency.If we cut a living plant,or a tree,or a jellyfish or a lizard or if we cut ourselves on the finger,the molecules and their communities,the single cells,reveal a "presence of mind" an "abundance of wisdom" and eskill
and knowledge" which seem to be one of the greatest miracles of Creation.They immediately
send special mobile cells to the place of the disaster - or these mobile cells go by themselves (Heaven knows how they gat the message),In the meantime new chemicals are produced by other cells,and the heal cells around the cut,clear up the debris and start to
build afresh new cells,new tissue,new bones,new hair,new shell,new bark,and all this is
done apparently without a brain,which we cannot find in amnebae,flowers or other living
creatures of low order.These amazing purposeful processes go on,even in a complete cretin,
a human,devoid of any normal function of his brain.We see birds traversing thousands of
miles and coming back to the same spot,we see animals doing• things,which no one ever
showed them how to do it (including their own parents) and we must realize that their
molecules in their cells do all these things - how? - Heaven only knows.People,whc discarded the idea of a Creation full of purpose,and a Creator,and who feel very uncomfortable
about all these miraoles,invent a word which explains everything,so they think.If you ask
them for an explanation of all these miracles,they will open their mouth and say, just one
word:"Instinct"- and this word,of course,explains everything.' propose another word for
"Instinct"; a synonym.Here it is:"Wehavenottheslightestidea."
But - believe it or not - we must extend a similar consideration to the approved mathematical formulae in physics and other sciences.-We write down V and agree that it should
mean Volume.But what does Volume mean? Oh,that means Space.And what means Space? Oh,that's
what we understand by Volume. And so we explain one word by another word.Voltege refers
to a state of Electricity:What's this? Electricity is Electrons,in motion or static.And
what are Electrons? They are the units of Electricity.A nice circle. What means L in the
formulae?Oh,this means Gravity.And what means Gravity? That's what make stones fall.And
why do stones fall? Well,because of Gravityelell,what is Gravity?Gravity is...Gravity is
...lehavenottheslightestidea,Thn words "curved space" don't explain it either.
So we allot a symbol g for something which we cannot explain. In other formulae of
physics and chemistry the same symbol g stands for exam,or gas or dry saturated gas
at saturation pressure and temperature,or vapor in contact eith lieuid,or unit conductance
or some other meaning4ee Webster,28).But let us not lose sight of the fact,that the
above underlined wards like gas,pressure,temperature,etc.represent in themselves symbols
for phenomena,whichere have not yet explained to ourselves.We allotted them a name, just
like instinct.
This is the way how scientists work.They observe Nature,and allot a symbol for each
phenomenon.Then they try to discover the relations between these phenomena,and try to
write these relations down in some sort of formula.Then they try to rake predictions on
the basis of such formulae:'If you do this that will happerl'.Then they find that the formula will work in very limited circumstances,and when we assume only special conditions.
From this point of view should the following formulae and transformations be considered.No matter,how ridiculous the coming paragraphs may appear to some readers, the formulae are written down in a similar way as the formulae in physics and chemistry:to say
something which.occurs in nature-et the end of this chapter,Tal all learn that semantography offers science another a.dvantage,onwhichwo have not ye /touched in this book,and
this refers directly to mathematical formulae.
On page 382 in the chapter on Physics, you have found the symbol for

11]<
force
Readers,who are not trained in physics,may have been puzzled by this picture. For the
others, it might have been self-explanatory. The compelled symbol indicates one- of the most
fundamental lams in the universe,the law of interaction as formulated by one of the greatest thinkers of all times Isaac Newton.In ordinary language:
"For every force in nature there must be two bodies.onc to exert the force and one
to receive it.For every action (or force) there is an equal and opposite reaction."
From the foregoing pages we know that the phonetic symbol compounds f-o-r-c-e and
a-c-t-i-o-n are symbols onlyeehich do not explain anything.Neither do the symbols in
the formulae F for Force, E for Energy,etc.And neither do the semantography symbols explain anything.The words and the letters and the above symbols try to depict the relations between phenomena in nature.

SEMANTOGRAPHY FOR A FORMULA OF ISAAC NEWTON'S LAW
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How do we arrive at this compound formula for force?
We start with the"naturarsentence,whiCh,acoording to Erof.Fenollosa i,51) must "correspond to some primary law of nature".

0 A 0
THING ACTS on THING
In this formula we assume that the ACTION goes from left to right.To indicate the
direction of the ACTION,we may use the indicator turned sidewise and we thus arrive at
he transitive active or passive indicator.

THING is being
acted upon by THING

THING ACTS on THING

Observing nature and realising that every WTI:3N of one THING on another THING is
accompanied by a reverse REeACTION,we can write both sentences above together.

❑

<>

0

THING acts on THING
is acted upon by

Now we have another symbol to indicate an ACTION in a certain direotion:the arrow
symbol and we can write

0
or together

<>
0 <--) ❑

0

0

In this formula,ACTION and the direction of it,is expressed twice by two different
symbols. So we can omit the indicators and write

0 formulated by issac Newton.

The Law of Interaction 0

This formula depicts in a very simple,almost self-explanatory way (anti readable ie
any langeage) the Law of Interaction, as formulated by Isaac Newton.Now we may form a
compound symbol to stand for the meaning of force.

force
This compound symbol doesn't explain what force really is.But it tells you a lot more
about the circumstances,than the English letter symbol f-o-r-o-e do.It tells you that
there must be two bodies of chemical matter,and that there is action and reaction,eval
and opposite.
Now our symbol for chemical matter is a very general one.It refers to 2 stonVo 2
celestial bodies; it refers also to 2 heeans and to 2 minds.However,the last two THINGS
human and mind refer to animated matter,not to :lifeless things, This complicates "matters"
and we must be watchfill,observing nature and making our assumptions to fit nature.Te may
write

>
A
human acts on human
Realising that the law of interaction can be observed even among humans,insofar as

THE LAW OF INTERACTION BETWEEN HUMAN BODIES
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hunans influence each other by their actions and reactions we may write

4-4
The Law of Interaction between Humans
Now let us rake a few experiments to check our formulae.If one stone hits another stone,
it will get the hit back.If I hit with my fist a stonewall, the stonewall will hit back.
And if a man hits another man,tbe first primeval reaction will be to hit back.Call it an
analogy only,if you want, but you can't explain that urge,which originates in the cells
and their moleoules,eleotrons,etc. of a human to hit back,when being hit.
So-called "primitive"people will hit back,no matter,what happens afterwards,So-called
"civilised" people will quickly assess the situation,and - if the attacker is too big and
brawny - they may not hit back,but withdraw.However, the primeval forces within their
living cells will revolt because of the suppression of this primeval law of nature.They
itch to hit back, they must hit back,and they might hit back sooner or later in one form
or another.
SyMbol"for"
see po.302,derived
fromfl exchange" symb,

eye for eye

and who kills shall be killed.So strong are these forces within us, whose"nature we don't
know"(Jung) that our reaction is expressed in the loftiest terms:the law of God,the law
of the Bible, the Right of Men,Justice,Law,Order,or at least Self Defence.
Now,Newton,formulating the Law of Interaction dit not give any practical advice in
it.Practical advice is usually given by the practical engineer,whose job is to interpret
the laws of nature for improvements in the technique of living,
A practical engineer,looking at the symbol formula

might advise us:

"Thou shalt not make a hammer from clay."

and looking at the transformed
formula:
he might advise us:

"Thou shalt not kill"
Now, this is not depicted in the formula,burinfer it, in the same way as we infer practical advice from any formula in physics,chemistry etc.The practical engineer among primeval men,who invented the hammer by binding a hard stone to a stick,must have realised
the law of interantion,as later on formulated by Newton.Cther practical engineers among
primeval an (call them wise men, if you like) realised that the survival of the tribe
depended not only of having good tools,but also on other techniques of living.Blood vengeance,as practised even today in some remote areas,leads to the extermination of the
tribe by its own members,owing to that primeval urge of reaction within man's cells.So
the killing among the tribe must be declared taboo.
The practical advice:"Ettt for an Eye"is barbaric,primitive,ruthless.
The practical advice: :110t. shalt not kill:" is on a"higher level and is tempted by
a consideration far the surttval of the race,
::ow we can transform our ftrmula in a similar way as a physical formula.le shall
apply it to the killing of ht.rrans by humans.We shall now introduce the symbol for Life,

V

A

1 0 CD -CD -CD -CD -CD
individual

sun

life

minus life
lifeless

to die
to become
lifeless
(intransitive)

to kill
to be killed
to be made
to make
lifeless
lifeless
(active
passive)
(transitive)

THE FORMULA FOR THE GREATEST HUMAN DISASTER
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Now we can write the formulae

A -6 A
human,is killed by human

human
Yuman kills
Now we fuse both formulae

<

0

>

,11\
human kills and is killed by human
This is the Law of War,this is the Law of Blood Vengeance.This is the method to exterminate oneself,the tribe, the human race.No wonder,when prophets rose,theAeoreed that
this senseless murder be stopped:
"Thou shalt not kill"
To write this down,we have to bring the symbol for No; into the formula.It is symbolized
by a minus sign,and the exclamation merk,indicating special stress.

❑

< >

A --!
human not to kill and be killed by human
As you see,there are two minus signs in the formula.Now we can perform an operation
which boys and girls learn at a quite early stage in their mathematics

= +1
In this particular case:

( - life ) = +life
no loss of life = life

and in ordinary language:

The two minus signs offset each other and we may now write our transformed formula

0 < >
which we can freely translate:

0

A A

Humans to live and let live
Now this mathematical tALtment is nothing unusual.Once we start from the premise:
Thou shalt not kill
we must arrive at
Live and let live
It may be amusing (to say the least) to find that the symbols of semantography enable
us to arrive at these Laws of Ethics by starting from the Law of Interaction.You can still
see the symbols of this law in the indicators on top of the symbols

0 <> ❑
The above transformation have been made for a particular case:the killing of humans
by humans.Now let us go back to the original formula,which expreOthe Law of Interaction
between Humans in the widest sense.This formula we shall write down again.
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FROM THE LAW OF NEWTON TO THE LAW OF MOSES AND JESUS
The Law of Interaction between Humans

0 < Et
The practical conclusion
which we may draw from
this formula fbr improved
techniques of living is

A<-4/c
"Whatsoever ye would that
men should do to you,do
ye even so to them,for
this is the lave

Those readers who :may ridicule all this are advised to read those parts in Leibnitz
"New Essays on Human Understanding" in which the great mathematician predicts,that this
-ind of reasoning will one day come true, through the medium of an ideographic writing,
similar to that of the Chinese but "better than theirs".
Those readers who find the derivation of the laws of Ethics from the laws of Matter
too "materialistic" (whatever this may mean) are advised to read the writings of Einstein,
jeans,Eddington,Schroedinger and many others.-,:edern physics has firmly established the
experimental proof that Natter is Energy and Energy is Matter.If we try to translate this
into Natter is Spirit and Spirit is hetter,ee must be careful to distinguish between the
different meanings which we find in the dictionary under the heading "SpirieeTust five
pages back in this chapter, •e have touched upon the inexplicable property of natter(electrons,protons,neutrons,etc,forming living cells) to act as if guided by a miraculousreason,
Skill,experience,knowledge,wisdom.We look into the miXcroscepe and the telescope and see
the harmony of the stars,and the harmony of the chromosomes and cells,and electrons.Their
harmony is part of the great harmony which physicists and mathematicians find in the whole
of the universe.
The first interpretation of the Law of Interaction was:" yo for Eye,Tooth for Tooth,
Life for Life",The seccnd interpretation,given as an advice for survival,was:"Thou shalt
not kill" ,ark. in general:'Whatsoever ye would that men should do to you,do ye even so to
them" .If it is "Love for Love and Hate for Hate"as the primary reaction,the advice for
survival is "Love for Hate,Sympathy for Antipathy,Oare for Aversion."So far,this is the
only practical advice arm
practical method to turn an enemy into a friend.
The reader may know 'SlYthat the symbols of seeantography enable us to arrive at Such
formuleby transformation,like the one shown above. The heart symbol mould make our formula easily understood.
However,the heart symbol indicates a human mind,or you may say a huean soul.According
to ournerammar rules" reactions of a human mind are vaaue in neaning,azeft are different in
different minds.If we Mar the advice:"Leve thy neighbour,and love thy enemy",ee may interpret this as just a sympathetic attitude of mind towards our neighbour and towards our
enemy.Although the words:"a sympathetic, attitude of mind towards..." may have some =caning
it will be a vague neaning,because it refers to a mind reaction,different
for each of us,
in different minds.Here again we must follow our "grammar rules" and translate a mind reaction into real physical ACTIONS (observable by a physicist) performed by chemical THIHGS
(analysable by a chemist) on other Chemical TH11136,in this special case: Humans.
Follewine therefore our "gray ear rules" we must translate the words
"Love thy neighbour,love thy enemy"
into
"Help thy neighbour,help thy enemy"
Only thus would our sympethetic attitude of mind be proved - by raal physical ACTIONS
of help - only thus would our neighbour and our enemy beconePcmvinca;practical proofs
of our sympathetic attitude of mind;only thus could we hope to turn an enemy into a friend,
We could draw the symbol for enemy and then transform our formula according to our reasonina,or we could write the Law of Interaction as shown above in another form and then
transform the formula:The formula above show the symbol for male hunan.We could draw instead the symbol for huelan individual showine an upright being.This symbol stands for male
or female humans.
0 < >

The Law of Interaction between human Individuals

(other version)

THE SYMBOLS FOR NEED AND HELP AND A NEW SYMBOL FOR HELP
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On page 275 in the second book iwe have learned the symbols for need and heLc,The primeval meaning of need b jprimeval man, is depicted by an individual, ill or wounded, so much so
that he cannot
Any more and is in dAnger of falling down.

;t71-7

an individual
upright human

a needy individual
in need of support

This symbol is a schematized picture of what we often observe in life or on the screen,
a human being struck and wounded and about to fall down. What he needs is heln.And this
help is given by another individual who helps him by supporting him.

Need and Help
An individual helpinF,
by supporting another
individual who is in
need of support

This comp:and symbol is again a schematized drawing of what we have seen thousands of
tines in life and on the screen and especially in innumerable pictures,depicting the work of
the Red Crosa helper on the battlefield.A soldier,bearing the armband with the Red Cross
surnort411R;Pg-nemy soldier,and leading him to the Red Cross Station.Exactly this is depicted by the above symbol lines,a geometrical indication of the meaning:Help to the Needy.
We are aware that lar,in which humans clash to kill each other is one of the primeval
interpretations of the Law of Interaction beLween Humans.We must deplore the faot,that
War is still with us,and as much as this depresses usove must look out for any tiny flicker
of that other interpretation of the Lawl"Whatsoever T. would that man should do to you,
do ye even so to them,"and consequently "Thou shhlt not kill"pand "Love thy enemy."
The first words have been spoken almost 2000 years ago,and "Thou shalt not kill" has
been said more than 5000 years ago.These words have been repeated throu7hout the centuries
and are repeated today.But,according to our"Eranrn.r rules". words alone are not enough_
We must translate their meaning in actual and real physical ACTIONS of real rl'INO-S.
Whatever may be said acainst modern warfare,ore thing is sure: In the wake of the armies of the Hunns,of the Vandals,and of other people,led by Attila or Tamerlaneor Ghengis than or Kara Mustafa or Napoleon or any other leader before 1564, there were no Red
Cross units,who helped wounded enemy soldiers as if they were friends.Only a soldier who
found himself in the enemies camp,who saw enemies operating on htm,v9aitin.7 on him,supporting, and feeding him and helping him to health and to a new life,only a soldier can appreciate what this tiny flicker of practical application of the words of Jesus mean.
We have seen in the second world war a nation go berserk.Th s14:14Vc6f -'1),,y,w4d.
non-combatants, by gassinF and machine ganning,-but somehow they"f.rATI6d/- 'SciEkhatah'ts
of other nations as human beings,because of the"Law of Reciprocation" as we may term it,
and as expressed by the words 'Whatsoever ye would...." and as brought into a practical
drplication by the Geneva convention of 1864.The Red Cross is only a tiny flicker of hope
of man's practical application of the Law of Interaction for the survival of the human
race,but it is enough for us to take heart and go further on the same road.Moreover we
know that the same advice to mankind has been j:ven not only in the Old and the New Tcstament,but also in the Koran and in the great books of other religions.We should therefore
riot be surprised that the Turkish army in the first world war,did not adopt the Cross,but
the iiinpon,symbol of their religion for the modern samaritans in their army.The Jewish army
has adopted the star of David,and it may well be that the new independent states of Asia
will use a symbol,which expresses their religion.Deplorable as such a division into spiritual factions maybe (the Red Cross should be symbolized by one symbol for the whole
world.) it tends to show that the principle "Whatsoever ye
claimed to be eiThodied inmost of the great religions,and in fact it is,although said in different words and
in different languages.} ere the adoption of semantography symbols for such laws of Ethics
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SEMANTOGRAPHY FOR ETHICAL FORMULAS IN ALL LANGUAGES

may prove to be a unifying factor.The symbols are independent of any language and any
roligion.Mareover these formulae do not represent a direct translation of the "official
version" of the Old and the New Testament.Our formula looks like a formula in physics,
and can be explained,translated and interpreted with different words and in different
versions.Thus,our symbol formula for the Law of Interaction could beexpressed in the
different versions of the Bible in Hebrew or Greek or Latin or English ((King James version or any other version) or in the version found in the Koran orhe sayings of KungFu-Tse or in the versions found in the books of Buddhism,Shintoisneor other religions.
Our formula would thus become valid in different countries,and in different religions,
just in the same way as we find today the same symbols in a formula, displayed in the
books on physics written in different languages in different countries.Physicists of any
country feel themselves as members of one brotherhood.No doubt,the unifying factors in
their "langeageas expressed in the formulae,have played their part to bring this about.
Today,we find the peoples of this earth nneh divided by religious issues,fanned by
"shortsighted" people,who pursue their own interests.We see the'same sight at in would
polttica:the peoples oL this planet divided by words and their meanings.
Today,a highschool boy may cone into a foreign country,*here a language,foreign to him,
is spoken,He may peruse with interest the textbooks of highschool boys in that country.
He would be unable to read these books,but he would at once recognize the same symbols
in the books on chemistry and physics,"So they are learning the same subjeot,"he might say.
Now imagine textbooks on ethics and religion written in different languages,but showing
on various pages,symbol formulae,similar to those,shown in this chapter.Our boy traveller
might recognize the symbols as being the sane,displayed in his books,and he might make
the same conclusion:"So they are learning the same subject. "Even if we remain as cynical
as ever,we could not deny that such a treatment of the"natural laws of Ethics" might have
a beneficial effect,no matter how small.In any case,we see witligender,that in regard to'
physics and chemistry and other sciences,which use formulae to express laws of nature,
the adherents,the fellow scientists,the believers in these formulae are in agreement,even
if they find themselves separated by national,religious,linguistic or ideological barriers.
These barriers consist mostly in the different interpretation of the meaning of certain
words like nation,religion,socialism,etc.etc.So far,these fields have not yet been subjected to a reasoning, similar to that of the scientists in physics,chemistry etc.This new
way is attempted crudely,hesitatingly and gropingly in this book.The symbols of semantography may one day be able to be used in this'way,as envisaged by the mathematician Leibnitz,
'Wise people in any country tell us, that our present difficulties are aggravated by the
fact, that our ethical reasoning has not yet caught up with our technological reasoning.
Well,this is exactly the theme of this chapter.
But our new symbols offer another advantage unheard of yet.lre see today millions of
people in every country drifting away from the churches and from religion in general.There
are many causes for this phenomenon,but when you speak with those people and search your
own soul,you may find certain reasons: a disgust with the abuses of religion in the past,
a disbelief in the theories offered,which are in direct contrast with modern school teaching,etc.etc,There are many and varied reasons,and we shall see clearer in this respect
when drawing up the structural formula for religion in the next chapter.
Everyone of us may know some people,who do not go to church,yet they are filled with
ideals of ethics,moral and conscienoe,equal to those held by deeply religious people.Instead of the Bible and the writings of the evangelists and saints, they prefer the writing
of Spinoza,Kung-Fu-Tse,Nichomachus,or the ideas in ethics as professed by Einstein.Instead
of belonging to a ehurch congregation,they belong to the American Ethical Union,or the
Society for Ethical Culture,or other such societies under other names in other countries.
Then there are the "rabid atheists",those people,who have been thoroughly disillusioned
and who scorn anything connected with the words Ethics,Religion,Creation,etc.etc,Yet,when
you question them about their ideas,regarding the interrelations of humans in a society,
they will explain to you in so many words their ideas,which somehow could be expressed
by our symbol formula as shown before.They might get in a rage,if you insist that the same
idea is to be found in the Bible or the Koran or other books of Religion,tut they will
agree with you,if you point to books by Spinoza or other "atheists".
So our formulae could be used by believers and unbelievers.They could be printed in
books of different religions,and even in books for atheists.And this is sonething,which
may be termed an achievement,although a very small one,but one which may point the way.
'Then writing these lines,the World Council of Churches had concluded its conference
in AnsterdamJiany words have been spoken,and -we may expect an approacheeent„Ve may even
envisage a future Council,embracing all the great religions,adopting a set of synbolfer-
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HOW TO EVOLVE THE HUMAN LAW OF INTERDEPENDENCE

mulae to be displayed in every church, in every temple, in every synagogue, in everyplace
of worship and printed in every prayer book of any religion,denomination and language.
It should be possible to evolve such symbol forstalae,valid in different religions and
valid even for the ethical atheist,What has been shown in this chapter is only a beginning.I mayconalutfiese reflections by showing how the last formula,deploted 5 pages before
could be further transformed.7e started with

0 < >

The Law of Interaction between Individuals
and developed the symbol for

❑

0

The Needer and the Helper
2 individuals

the needy individual
in need of support

the Helper
(see p, 27E)
the supporter

Now we can write
0

0

you are helped by ma
This represents the passive transitive verb form,re can turn the ACTION indicator around
and write the active forms I help you,and we can do this,by drawing the falling line of
the needy indivians0 in the other direction:

ii

_N

I

2
you

help

In both cases,you are the needer and your line leans oniklut I may be the needer
and I myself may lean heavily on you,7e have depicted the ACTION (verb) to help by putting the ACTION indicator on the symbol for the Helper, can similarly form the verb
to need
4
:

❑
_4

I

>

❑

1

0

<

❑

\.2

2
and vice versa

need you

I an needed by you

Now :re may fuse both formulae:
❑

:›

‹:

❑

2- \-2
I - need and am needed. by you
I depend on,and am depended on by you
Instead of repeating the need symbol,we may draw the arrow symbol as before,indicating
an ACTION in both directions
❑
<> ❑

and call - this

The Law of Interdependence
between human individuals
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SHOULD WE NOT ABANDON THE FALSE WORD OF "INDEPENDENCE"?

Having formulated the Law of Interdependence with our symbols,we may pause to contemplate it.It shows that the humans depend en each other,are leaning on each other...etc;
we can find many words to express the relationship,which is geometrically outlined in the
syMbols.The word "interdependent" is a word,only recently coined.Before,we had "dependent"
and its opposite "independent".Nowethese words do not indicate a chemical entity or a
physical action.According to our grammar ruleseduerfale therefore in the third class:they
are meanings in our headetnerem human EVALUATIONS.Our grammar rules are applied in such a way,
as to translate these meanings as best as we can into chemical THINGS and physical ACTIONS,
in other words,we must see,whether these meanings fit with the actual happenings in nature.
We may say that Ir.X,a labourer in Chile,acts independently from Mr.Y,a farmer in Sootland.Thus we have restricted the meaning of independent to specific ACTIONS of specific
THINGS.Hewever,if we observe nature more closely,we will find that the ACTIONS of Mr.X
in Chile and Mee/. in Scotland are not completely independent from each other. In fact,we
shall find that the ACTIONS of human beings in one part of the world,are closely interrelated with ACTIONS of human beings in other parts of the world.The panic which seized
a small group of people,gambling on the New York Stock Exchange in 192S,threw the whole
world into upheaval,brought depression not only in the United States,but everywhere,ineluding Germany,brought Hitler to power,affected the lives of millions of American boys,
a2fected the lies of the people of the earth as far as the remotest islanasin the Arctic
and Pacific,and will continue to affect (or effect) the individuals for generations to Wife,
Mhat we observe in nature, is a close relatioship between all the phenomena and the
individual phenomena which we call humans.Everything depends on everything else.
During the last century,a new word was coined "Independence".It had a certain meaning
when referred to specific THINGS,for instance in the fight of the Creeks against the Turks
182t-30.It meant afterwards that laws and decrees were no more issued from Constantinople
but from Athens,that is to say,certain specific decrees,formerly signed by a Peaha,were
thin signed by a Greek.On the other hand,on closer observation we find,that the policy
affecting this part of the Balkan peninsula was shaped in Constantinople before 1830 and
this was transferred to London after 1830.Now in our tiees,the British Government's Exchequer has found this a too heavy burden,and so it was shifted to 'Washington to the great
chagrin of Moscow's rulers who do all they can to affect directly and indirectly the life
of every human being in Greece. All this is called Greek Independence.
A closer look into all the "independent" states reveal. a similar pioture.The word
"Independence" has become a sweeping term,has been"surrounded with a halo",has become a
myth,and peoples in all parts of the world have died for it,believing in the power of '-he
:or and suecuMbing to the magic of the word.Only few people took the trouble to translatVinto the real THINGS and ACTIONS, or the peasant,the word "Independence" meant,teat
the faces of the tax collectors and their uniforms changed, that whereas a foreigner exorted bribes from himein the past,now this is done by one of his own people.On the other
hand, the word meant changes in THINGS and ACTIONS which he elcomed.
Many people in-our time have reached the conclusion,that the word "Independence" in
its sweeping meaning,represents actually one of the nest formidable obstacles to world
peace.They urge that the "independent" st?tesesheuld give up part of their "independence"
for a joint management of affairs.They BbieAlT=GS and ACTIONS,which they mean.Unfortunately the magic of the word "Independence" is too strong yet.However, if we introduce
a new word "interdependent" and translate this word into specific THI:4GS and ACTIONS and
show in each particular aase.that the humans,and the nations and the states are struceurally related to each other,ee may break the influence of the word "Independence':
Such troughs as expressed in the above paragraphs may come to our mindseehen contemplating the formula

The Law of Interdependence
We deduce various conclusions in regard to specific circumstances from this formula,
in much the same Nay as fire do with a formula of hysics.And we often transform a formula
to arrive at a mathematical or geometrical eapressaont of relations in natural phenomena
which give us directly the clue to great inventioneehigYinprove our technique of living
and alleviate much suffering.
We will transform the above formula and see if we can arrive at geometrical expreosions of the relations of THINGS in our world,which may help us to a better understanding
of the world in which 7e live and e-hich we shaze.Now,tee critical reader may accuse me of

THE NEW SYMBOL FOR "MUTUAL AID" AND HOW TO MEASURE IT
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having deliberately shaped my symbols so as to reach such formulae.But I assure him and
I beg him to believe me,that I did nothing of the sort,On the contrary.Then started
work on this geometrical writing I had no idea where it
going to leadme.I intended
it only for practical intercormninication purposes. Then the relatiaship expressed in the
symbols lea me further and further.Sometimes in nay waking hours at night I shudder at
the thought of : the coming ridicule,Aporn and abuse,which is in store for me,ana I am
preparing myself for it.But just thinleiyourself in my position and draw with me the lines,
An upright human being,you would draw by an upright line,ihalmost falling human being in
need of physical support,you would draw by an inclined line.Then you would support the
leaning line by another upright line, and then your thoug is will come flowing,..you just
can't help it.And this is just the way with formulae in physics and chemistry,etc.
!e may transform and simplify our formulae .'We don't need to write

or

-1(

but simply

j

or

-/L

need

need

need

I need

Instead of the whole formula

yeay write

2/

or

\-2

2
need and
Ineed you
depend on
I depend on you
and vice versa
each other
Removing the numbers for I and yaki,we arrive at a simple symbol meaning

We

the Law of Interdependence

mutual aid.
Now,this chapter bears the title:"The Units of Ethics",and I had to write it,becauee
of the conclusions which bewildered me throughout the last years,namely that the meanings
of good. and bad,right and wrong,good. and evil are relative and vague and that they are
to be symbolized by a plus and a minus
/ea.\ Conscience
ReaSon
100-eN
1°.'.%.41
.1

good

bad

r

good
right

0i

bad, evil
wrong

The reader is asked to peruse the detailed explanations on page 453 ff,in which the
geometrical meaning of plus and minus is outlined.For our understanding,we shall repeat
only the essential part.If we draw a line and divide it into units of length,then allot
special meanings to these units, for instance units of'Money,we arrive at the following
geometrical picture.
SAVINLIS side
IDIOT side
-10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -5 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10
Direction of running into Debts
minus
Geomsirical indication of the minus sign

Direction of going into Savings
plus
Geometrical indication of the plus sign

As an analogy we may think of units of deeds,
draw our line of"good'and"bad"deeas,
then add up our good deeds in one direction and subtract our bad deeds in the other direction.
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UNITS FOR THE LAWS OF INTERACTION BETWEEN BODIES

Now just reserve your smile of ridicule for the end of this chapter.Let us remember
that according to our grammar rules,any direction and any symbol for directions,the arrow,
indicate a relative meaning.Only per-chance did we draw the line of savings to the right
side and the line of debts to the left.We may just as well do it the other way around.
Those who learned accountancy know this well.
In our case,we have two bodies, or two humans respectively,facing each other in our formla of the Law of Interaction.The meaning of forward and backward for both bodies will be
in opposition.The one will count forward in one direction,the other in the opposite direoIion
nthe meaning of plus and mizais,as for instance in Debts and Savings,will be the
if their ledgers show tEn7bit and Credit side on different sides.
This relation between the meanings of plus and minus and their spatial geometrical representation will serve us to understand the following paragraphs,in which we shall try
- ridiculous as it may seam - to derive units of Ethics from our transformed formula of
the Law of Interaction.
The Law of Interaction
betwaen bOdies in general
as formulated by Newton
The symbolization
in Semantography:
The formulation in
ordinary language:

The formulation for a
practical application:
The adoption of a unit:

"For every force in nature there must be two bodies,ore to
exert the force and one to receive it.For every action,ar
force there is an equal and opposite reaction.
"Thou shalt not make a hammer from clay."
We may take one blow of a mechanical steam-driven hammer ast R1,
practical unit for special purposes.Te may take the push exer7
by a weight of 1 polina.,or 1 kilogram,etc.In science another
unit has been adopted: 1 Dyne (from Greek d,ynamis -,- power).
It is this unit of force which wpuld give the mass of 1 gram
an acceleration of 1 centimeter per i second.

Now we come to our derivations of
The Law of Interaction
be i,ween humans
and its application for society as formulated by noses
The symbolization
in Semantography:

and its derivation:

The formulation in
ordinary language:

❑<

0 < > 0

"Thou shalt not kill"

The adoption of a unit: The unit is 1 human,or 1 human life.Now haTIng our unit,our
symbol for right and= in regard to this practical application taks on a definite and exact meaning,moasurable and ob-

servable by a physicist,chemist,biologist,etc.
Wrong means the killing of 1 haman,inaicatea in our symbol by
a minus,meaning:-1 lalv:an.The killing of 2 humans is doubly
wrong, indicated by -2.
Right rears the saving of 1 human, indicated by +1

TO SAVE A LIFE, TO HELP A HUMAN IS A GOOD UNIT OF ETHICS
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Now these are very practical units,and infact,society counts by them, and dispenses
justice accordingly.Who saves human lives is right,who destroys human lives is wrong,
7rom this point of view the doctors,the nurses and those volunteers,who jump into water
or into fire to save a human life are doing right,and those,lvhlo deliberately or by neglect cause the lout of human lives are wrongAnd these meanings of right andmong are
no more vague and relative,but are distinct and exact.
If we express the saving of 1 human life by +1,we should not be surprised,that there
are even decimals to this kind of mathematic:al limb is a part of 1 haiman,and you find
it in neat figures in any accident insurance policy.This is practical mathematics.
What should be done with c.1-xman who kills another human?The primeval reaction of our
material cells is:"he shall be killed:But there is the advice:"Thou shalt not kill",and
in fact,the arguments of those people who fight for the abandoThent of capital punishment
are very strong-So far,scientists and jurists agree that is does not serve as a deterrent.
War is scong,frommhatever point you look at it.The victors of today,realize,that they
have to amend the destruction they wrought,and have to feed the people,they vanquished,
in order to prevent a repetition of war.What appears to be conscience,exerted by religion,
urns out to be sheer practical consideration for the preservation of peace,for the survival of the human race.But by now,we know from modern psychology,that there is no sharp
Iivision between conscience and logical reasoning.In fact,theyt gre two aspects of one
thing,the acting of the human brain cells,inspired by somethinghthich we give different
names in different religions,and in different ideologies.
In the foregoing formula,we have presenfahomo sapiens by the drawing of a male human.
'e usually say mankind,indicating the total of male and female humans.With regard to the
6
advice "Thou shalt not kill",it seems quite in order to draw the picture of the male.
"Tar begins in the minds of men",meaning reallyam,males.If we disregard the mythologioalAmazones,it is the male specimen,who wages war upon other specimen5of the human race.
:f we want to contemplate our Law of Interaction from a more general view,we should replace the symbol for rale human,by the symbol for human individual,an upright being.
The Law of Interaction
between humans
and its application for society as formulated by Jesus

:he symbolization

❑ <>El

in Semantography:

he formulation in
:rdinary language:

1e have transformed
this formula as follows:

"Whatsoever ye would
that men should do
to you,do ye even
so to thee

❑<

0

le have given it
another name in
ordinary language:

The Law of Interdependence

he formulation in
ordinary language:

"Help thy neighbour:"
"Help thy enemy:"

According to our grammar rule,mere love - a mind reaction - is not enough.You may pretend to love your neighbour,but you might not come to his aid,when he is in need of help.
70 'mist translate our mind attitude into real physical ACTIONS of help.No doubt, Jesus
had this in mind,and he even gave the sane advice as.a ph7sicist would give:"Observe and
measure",when he said:
"By their fruits,ye shall know then4"
So far,the advice of Jesus is the onlypratical method known to man,to turn an enemy
into a friend.If a man is hostile to yffiltatteoks you,you may strik6 back and vanquish him,

THE UNIT OF HELP AND THE RED CROSS ORGANZATION
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but this will not turn him into a friend.On the contrary.His hate will now increas%being
the reaction to your blows,and his mind wi4 be preoccupied by one thought:to strike back
at the earliest opportunity,and,if possible/kill you.Then your son,or your brother or
your friend will take up the task of revenge,until the attacker is killed,which in consequence will set his son or friend on the trail of your tribe,etc.etc.ad infinitum.
No doubt,there are maniacs,whose mind reactions are a caseeer the medical man.These
manias cannot be appeased (which word was before 1939 the synonym of "to pacify" )But when
we observe what the Western powers are doing in Western Germany and what Rppsia is doing
in Eastern Germany, in words and in deeds,ve must draw the conclusionethataethese powers
want to demonstrate before the German people: "You have been our enemyeBut now we want
to help you, so that you may become our friend." True enoughtiepere are great antagonisms
between all the powers,but,there can't be any doubt,that thee7rollow somehow the practical
advice given by Jesus,and apply the only practical method to turn an enemy into a friend.
But why a friend? Because only a friend will help you,when you help himeAnd we the humans and the nations are depending on each other.The Law of Interdependence is only a
derivation of the Law of Interaction.If I help you,the reaction will be that I might expect your help,and vice versa."Whatsoever ye would..."
So far, these last paragraphs have been frighteningly similar to a sermon or a "spiritual tract",and certain people will ridicule it.They are the people,who cannot separate
the Laws of Ethics from the doings or undoings of the"professionals"in the churches of
the various religions,down to the letchdoctors of some primitive tribe.There are certain
people who will react in a peculiar way,If you say to themeeehatsoever ye el:mid..." the
first picture which their mind will conjure up,eill.be the torture chamber of the Holy
Inquisition.And they will have no difficulty in DoiMout innumerable instances of real
happenings (TBINGS and ACTIONS) in which many"professionals" of religion,have supported
the"vested interests"of the few in power,against the people who lived in abject misery,
and they did it by using words of the Bible.
In the next chapter we shall draw up the complex structural formula for the meaning
of religion,and we shall have no difficulty to find that the laws of Ethics,represent
only one group in this formula,ane that this group is found in the most diversified formulae of other religions,as well as in the writings of ethical unbelievers.
But whatever may be said,me have one practical proof,that the often ridiculed word=
"Love thy enemy" have been put into active operation by the Institution of the Red Cress.
Today, even the most rabid atheist on either side, will accept the help of the Red Cross
in any war they wage,and they will co-operate with their enemies:they will hell) each other.
If you are an unbeliever,if the word"religion"gives you a feeling of nausea,if ybu aro A
convinced atheist and if you scorn any saying of the Bible - never mind.You too will
react strongly if a man will assault you on the street,or if he would offer you assistance.
Explain this by the reactions of your brain cells,explain it by psyohology,biology,chemistry,physics - the fact remains nevertheless,a phenorenon of nature.
As said before,the Institution of the Red Cross is only a tiny flicker of that "common
sense" which we usually attach to those people who observe nature and act accordingly,And
this attempt to derive the laws of Ethics from the laws of Nlbure,through these newfangled
symbols of semantography,is again only a tiny flicker in brendcommon sense into our
thoughts and our doingseetheists reject the Bible,but they teach,and act according to
laws of Ethics.Our symbols are not only readable in any language.They are applicable to
any religion,and even to what is called atheism.That is certainly something.
The adept ion of a unit:
We have now our formula of the Law of Interaction or lnterdependence,and we can now
adopt a unit.It will be the Unit of Belp,a Unit of physical ACTION to be sure.It may be
the smallest ACTION of Help,ehatever it may be,but according to our symbols for good and
bad, a good deed will bear the Qlus sign,a bado deggie4.minus sign,and a mead deed. is a
deed,which helps another individual.The Interne5lonaTI7oFEy Scouts has put this idea
into practical operation.They demand a good deed a day from each boy scout.However, our
symbol for good still bears the mind symbol,the great variable. Some boys in search of
a good deed,pester old ladies,who think that they can very well sail the street crossing,
alone,vrithout the help of that damn nuisance of a boy scoueThe old lady just thinks avn
The mind symbol reminds us that these meanings still refer to the working of our mind,
and to understand this working we have to study the teachings of the great psychologists
of Biblical time and of our time.For many people there is no antagonism between the two.
irony a psycho-analyst sendesome of their patients to the church,ana many a churchman sends
some of their flock to a psycho-analyst.The difference is only made up by words.

THE SYMBOLS
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And now a last word to the readers who are well versed in nsthematics,ph3rsics,etc,
The formulae of physics, expressed in abstract mathematics make use of arbitrary symbols.
The symbol V may mean Voltage,or Volume, or Velocity or anything else we wan-hi t° mean,
However, the formulae of semantography are a queer symbiosis of mathematics and geoaa:itry,
and this makes them less arbitrary (in regard to their symbols)lian the ordinary formulae.
Semantography should be an international -writing in "ordinary language" ,the language which
the common man understands,Consequently,in semantography the meaning of Voltage ill be
-which
expressed by a compound symbol in which you will find the symbol for lightning
we use already in international danger signs to warn people of high voltage electricity.
The meaning of Volume is expressed in semantography by the outline (or cress section)
of a box 0 ,and this too is already an international spnbol,The meaning of Velocity
in semantography will use the symbol of a wheel 0 ,and if you look at the lapel of railray officials in different oountries,you will find. this international symbol there.
an auxiAs stressed many tines in this book, semantography should be nothing elset
writing,an auxiliary tool,And in this capacity,it could very well serve in connection with mathematical formulae in phys in s „ chemistry, etc.. True enoug.h, a for-mule: is the
same in different books of physics,printed in different languages (although we find books
which use different letters for the same meaning in the same formula)But what is altogether different in different books on physics is the different interpretation of tho
-:nglish or French, or Spanish or any other la.nguage.Can sernantaf ormula, interpreted in-a.
need,and
- is there a need!?
graphy fill here
During the writing of this chap ter, the postman brought me the newest issue of
Philips Technical Cormunication,published by Philips Electrical Industries of Australia
Pty,Ltd•Sept, /October 1948,Since 1922,1 have worked_ as research chemist and factory engineer imakin,g electric lamps,radio tubes,and radio parts,and from 1929 up to 1934,1 faced
the people of Philips in many patent courts of various countries,fighting about our various patent rights,50 I am still very much interested in what is going on in the Radio
Industry and this newest issue of the Philips periodical,brought me so much good news
in regard to' this present work,that I think the best I can do, is to reprint part of an
a.rticle,It expresses thoughts whio4j -vaguely mentioned myself in my chapter on physics,
(see p,368 ff„),but which are brougrif.,7herewitria marvellous clarity,
The article in question is titled "Mathematics and Radio Problems" and is an abstract
of a lecture which the scientist Balth.van der Pol gave on the 15th of March 1947 before
the Dutch Mathematical Centre at Amsterdam, It was first published in Philips Research
Reports Vo1.3,No,3,and. herebelow is an abstract from the abstract:
"We all know what Mathematics is,but Radio needs defining.Radio may be regarded aa a
branch of Electrotechnics,which in turn is a branch of Technology.
Now Technology may be regarded as Applied Physics (including Chwistry),ard we shall
therefore consider' today the relations:
Mathematics (-> Physics

Technology

In my thirty years experience of research work I have been struck tree and again by
the fact that the mathematician speaks a language different from that of the physicist,
and the latter employs a language at variance with that of the technician,This difference
in languages seems to me to be one of the obstacles standing in the way of mutual understanding and apprec iat ion,
There is a hiatus between mathematics and physics on the one hand,and between physics
and technology on the other,and,since technology bears no other relation to mathematics
than via physics there are two gaps between mathematics and technology,
A consequence of this is illustrated by a saying from among mathematical circles
,ascribed to Cailey):"Bessel functions are beautiful functions in spite of their many
applicat ions" .Moreover, in Hardy' s otherwis e engaging book "A mathematician' s apology"
one finds an underestimation of the value of applied mathematics in technology.
On the other hand,from purely technical sources too I have often come across expressions that bear witness of a lack of appreciation of mathematics.Arguments usually culminate in the question:"That use is it?"
The difficulty in all this lies in the fact that an interpreter is needed between
mathematics and physics and a second between physics and teein❑1ogy.Hut it is well known
that to be an interpreter one must be acquainted more or less with the subject-matter to
be interpreted,Unfortunately these two kinds of interpreters are seldom net with.
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THE DIFFERENT LANGUAGES OF DIFFERENT SCIENTISTS

Also the language of the mathematician is occasionally not understandable to the
physicist,and ad fortiorem to the technician,as may be illustrated by an example.I
recently came acroaa in Grave's "Theory of functions of real variables."(New York 1946),
in which on page 168,the author deals from a purely mathematical point of view with the
equation
= -g sin y
He observes that this equation is representative of the movement of a pendulum of
unit lengthond from his mathematical considerations he deduces the following rule:
M ) 0 .00 : ) 3E4 >0to
x i ( m .)
1-re I

<4

ly (x, 0,IT, n') - xi 4:L.
But as a further explanation (perhaps somewhat reluctantly) he adds: "This means that
the pendulum will remain within an angular distance ( of the vertically upward position for Munits of time,provided its initial velocity is sufficiently small", a conclusion that the physicist and even the technician could give at once in simple language and without mathematics.
Generally sneaking,as a consequence of using different languages,the one scientist
has little knowledge of the domain of the othen.FOr instance, the technician thinks
that the mathematician works in absolutely unnecessary abstractions,whilst on the other
hand some mathematician have the impression that technology is represented by very high
transformers which one does not approach too closely for fear of being struck dead,or,
where they are in oil,for Year of dirtying one's fingers.
Thus Maxwell was able to arrive at the conclusion that electromagnetic waves exist;
to achieve this result without mathematical symbols would have been beyond human possibility.
In this connection it is interesting to note the following citation from a letter
written by Faraday to Maxwell in 1857;
"There is one thing would be glad to ask you.Vben a mathematician engaged in investigating physical actions and results has arrived at his conclusions,may they not
be expressed in common language as fully,clearly,and definitely as in mathematical
formulae? If so,would it not be a &neat boon to such as I to express them so? - translating them out of their hieroglyphics,that we also might work upon them by experiment.
I think it must be so,because have always found that you could convey to me a perfectly clear idea of your conclusions,which thoueh they may give me no full understandthe results neither above nor below the truth,
ing of the steps of your process, give
and so clear in character that I can think and work for them.If this is possible,would
it not be a good thing if mathematicians,morking on these subjects,were to give us tae
results in this popular,usefuleworking state,as well as in that which is their own eid
proper to them?"
The thoughts expressed in the above passage hole' mod just as much to-day as they
did in 1857."
So far,M.van der Poland I am very grateful for what he said,because somehow I
feel that semantography may be this medium,withnwhich we could translate the abstract
mathematical formulae of physics into the every day language of the scientist,the eneineer,the technician, the tradesman,and the gtelllgent man and woman.
Take for instance the installation gra kiaYdAd water system in a city or a village
or a valley.The plumber, the electrician and the mechanic needs some "theoretical" knowlegde about the working of gazes,liquids and electricity.So ddthe owner of a house ael
the avman of the kitchen.le learn something about this in school.3ut we do not become
so proficient in all this knowledge,and consequently such formulae as
Ampere - Volt
V' - P2
or
I =
A a.
or in other
Ohm
\TT
symbols
give us nothing more than a headache and we forget their meaning in no tire.Now look
ep the chapter on "Serantogranhy for special and every-day Purposes in Chemistry and
1-hysics (p.368 if and esnecially p.384) There you will find simple symbols for "simple"
people,who could discern the gas bubbles,the pressure,the volume,the liouid,the tibrmomete;etc,in a new kind of formula ,which could be drawn up for the physics books in
all languages,beoause these new formulae are readable in any language;and their symbols
,re not so arbitrareabecause,somehow they follow the outline of the real things.
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Faraday was one of the greatest scientists who ever lived.Besides,he was the author
of,probably the first book on Popular Science in which he told in simple words,addressed to simple people about the chemistry and physics of a capdle,Faraday too,was a professed friend and a deeply religious man.Somehow I feel that he would. agree with the
use of such symbols for chamistry,physics and,last but not least, ethics.
This would be a good. paragraph to end this chapter on "The Units of Ethics".But I
feel, itmight leave many readers unsatisfied.-,;e may all agree that the killing of a
human is moron ,and that the smallest action of help towards a fellow human is 2,pezi (although totalitarian ideologies practise and preach the contrary in very many instances).
But what about our daily life in which we take and give and use the words stood and bad
hundreds of time every day? What about this ethics and units of ethics?
Some time ago I read in Readers Digest a nice little anecdote. A very old professor,
very deaf,was introduced to another professor at a banquet."Meet Prof. X," said the introducer to the old deaf man, trying to be very loud,"He is professor of business ethics
at Y university." "What?" said the old man,putting a hand to his ear. The introducer repeated his statement,louder and nearer to the old man's ear. "Oh," said tie old
professor,"my hearing gets worse and worse. I always understand "professor of business
ethics".
This litte anecdote may serve as an example about the meanings of words.'-"hen we hear
the word "ethics' our minds may conjure up serene wise philcsophers,preferably clAd in
Greek togas,wandering in deep thoughtamong Greek temple columns.But the word. "business"
may conjure up overfat men,with greedy eyes and hairy hands,frantically trying - if not
to cut each others throat - at least to get their hands in the other fellow's pockets.
And if we combine the two words "business ethics1;the imagination department in our
brains s4ps functioning.There is no such meaning.It's ridiculous.
However, if we turn to the men,whose language we should imitate,to the engineers,
we find that they have developed a code of etics and they stick to it.Again,the combination of the two words "engineering ethics or"ethics of engineering" seem so ridiculous,that we must follow our grammar rules and translate these words (ethics is a
meaning in a head) into THINGS and ACTIONS.
If an engineer undertakes to build a bridge,which will sag only of an Inch under
a load of 100 tons,and which will therefore carry such load with safetyrue are very
sure,that he will fulfil his obligations.We may be tolerant within prnscribed limits,
but we want asadbridge,thaillmWe sEridge for a load, of about 100 tons,and we are
sure to got it,To deliver a bridge,which would stand only 50 tons,and break under 100
tons - such things are simply "not done" among engineers.It is against their code of
ethics.
Similarly,if an engineer orders 1000 steel shafts from another engineor,he wants
RoiS steel shafts,and he specifies exactly what he means byngood.He gives the exact
length,wiath,etc. the qualitygf steel(elasticity,etc) in exact figures.However, he
knows that the other enginoef'Yhis co-workers are only humans and far from "perfect",
and so he knows that he must bo tolerant,but again he specifies his tolerance in exact
figures.Be orders a steel shaft of 25 mm width and he agrees to be tolerant and take
shafts which show a.
p11...s. (+) of 0.01 Innl over 25 mm or a minus (-) of 0.01 mm below
25 mm,His order reads: 25mm 0.01 mm. Having fixed this standard the words good and
bad take on a definite mcaning.Good steelshafta are those which fall within the prescribed standard limits,and bad steel shaft are those which fall outside his standards.
Now we have brought a new word into our discussion "standards" and we can easily
depict this meaning by a combination of the two symbols for limits and tolerance.

H
limits

tolerance

standards

This compound symbol must be relative in meaning,because the first element "limits"
(referring primarily to space indicates a relaAve meaning,The second element shows
the symbol for the mind,indioating that the meaning is related to one mind,and there
are no two minds alike.If we refer to"standards of living", "standards of weights",
'standards of ethics':wc have something in mind,which we consider within the "limits ofour
tolerance" in regard to living,weights,ethics,etc.
The"standards for steelshafts" to be used in horse-drawn carriages,will be different
from the "standards for str::alshafts" to be used in watches or special precision instruments.Oonsequently a good steelshaft ion a carriage might be a bad. steelshaft for a
precision instrument.
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However, as each gngineer has his own mind,unique and different from the other engineer's mind, they mYkht7Tbout the standards to be set up.And the only thing to do is
to get together and to fix standards in agreement with each other,and then to stick to
these standards.This they have dcne.In each "civilised" couroPyWcists a Standards
Association or a Bureau of Standards.Owing to its great importance it is maintained by
the government of the country.Each national standard association is in close touch with
all the others, and all printed matter about fixed standards is exchanged - a true
example of international co-operation.Their aim,of course, is one standard for one world
for one particular thing. They standardize screws,nuts and bolts among thousands of other
things, including food stuff,textiles,illumination in school rooms,purity of water for
drinking,etc.etc. Consequently good water and bad water means no more an EVALUATION different in different heads.It is navdefined in exact figures.
Only an engineer or a technically minded laymen can realize the tremendous beneficial effects of standardization in our lives.But a housewife can realize it tocnif she
thinks about the chaos which might be created if different balances and different weights
used in the markelhlaces.The peace of mind,the avoidance of controversy and
were
hatred depends directly on the fixing and maintaining of standards.
In the foregoing chapters of the three books on semantography,stress has been laid
on the assumption that good and bad are vagusaambiguous and relative neanings.Very many
readers may have been severely shocked by this assuption,but I hope they see now what
I mean.I have furthermore maintained that vague meanings should always be translated
into THINGS performing ACTIO14in order to give them a concrete meaning.These THINS
and ACTIONS can be measured and expressed in mathematical figures.A housewifemight not
believe a grocer that his scalesand weights are good.Either she relies on the market
inspectors,who go round to see that scales and weights are within the limits of tolerance of the burealof standards - or she will put the things on her kitchen scale,and
woe to the grocer if....sr! kaavag s4. can send him straight into jail.In Chinapthe house
a-ifes carry a small deciha hei,
sCal /A tcalibrated stick with a weight and a hook) and
they control the weight right on the spot in the market place.
Robinson Crusoe did not need scales,waightsomeasurea and standards.Eut as soon
as
human beings are forced to live together, they need standards and units, in order
to live together in peace.And they realize that they can express and must express these
standards not in vague terms of good and bad, but in measurable THINGS and ACTIONS.
Now you may say that all this is a far cry from standards and units of ethics,but
it isn't.Let us take for instance the statement:"cruelty is wrong". Now we realize that
these are very vague meanings.We must translate the meaning of"cruelty" into definite
THINGS and ACTIONS. So we say:"the beating of a child is wrong" which is "more to the
poine.However,there is still the word "wrong" and to define it,we need units and standards.First the unit offl a child". It is a great difference if you beat a boy of 2,or
a boy of 16 years of age.Purthermore we need units of "bbating".It is a great difference between an occasional slap or a beating lasting half an hour.If enraged neighbours
drag a"cruerman into court,who has beaten his child,the witnesses will have to produce
measurements in mathematical figures.The child has been beaten every day,(that means
about every 24 hours) and for about half. an hour each day (about 30 minutes) and if
there are visible scars and cuts, the doctor will measure the amount,the length,breadth
and depths of these scars,and the judge will dispense justice (again in mathematical
figures of units of money or days in prison).
But we have forgotten the"standard4that means the"limits of our tolerance"in this
particular case.Different people may have different standards in their minds.An occasional slap or a birching with no after effects might be considered by many people as
not being wrong.Other people however might consider it wrona,because they have other
standards.And there are different standards in different countries.
"Love thy neighbour" is a vague statement in regard to that sense reaction "love".
"Help thy neighbour" is better,because a vague sense reaction is now expressed by a
physical ACTICN.But again we need units and standards of"help". In some countries,then
a neighbour puts up a new barn,all the neighbours around will sacrifice so many working hours and come to build that barn, It's their standard of help.
Charity and philantrapy have long been measured and assessed by units of money,goods
or actions given away.Standards are fixed by the proportion of income.The state cares
for hospitals, schools,musenms,veterans homes,roads,etc.etc. and fixes the standards
of taxes in progrtion to the income of each member of the state.Naturally they differ
about these standards.Ndt so long ago,barons and rich monasteries were exempted from
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taxes.Weantime,standards have shifted,and now "capitalist" states have no qualms in
impos-Naxes of 19/6 in the pcund,or 97.5Pfthe income, if it exceeds certain amounts.
But standards must shift more,because a great percentage of the population is still
ill-fed,ill-clad,and ill-housed (and "ill" can again be expressed in units).
Now,readers,especially- with communist leanings,may readily ridicule all this,and
may call mesillylnaivecr Opetty- bourgeois".0f course, it doesn't hurt me,bocause
t for one deriie the benefit of the grammar rules of semantography.Fowever,I should
have no difficuTtUggt even Soviet communists adheleand must adhere to "business ethics".
If the Soviet foreign trade commissariat concludes a de
al with a capitalist country,
and agrees to deliver 100,000tons of manganegtit must adhere to ethics of business.It
must adhze to the time limits fixed and it must adhere to deliver good manganese ore.
And good an not less than 82% of Mn02 for instance.
The same code of business ethics must be observed between a Soviet engineer,managing
the mine and the Soviet engineer using this manganese ore in his plant. If the ore is
bad,this is very bad indeed,because the vague word bad may be expressed by another
string of vague words, for instance "Sabotage against the interests of the toilers and
weakening the socialist system" and the accused engineer might have difficulties to
prove his innocence.
Millions of men and women have boon deported,because they have been found not good
communists.The actual sentence conferred is expressed by the word "not reliable".But
what means reliable? !hat units,virhat standards? What have they done in reel physical
ACTIONS?
We must get away from the vague words.Even the cormunists realise this, and when
they paint a glowing picture of life in the Soviet Union, they compare standards of
living and they measure in units of THINGS and ACTIONS.Well,this is the way it should
be done,but first we must agree about the units and about the standards.And inspectors
must be appointed to go to the places and see that the standards are observed in America,in Russia and elsewhere.
A passage in Proverbs runs:
"Divers weights and divers measures,both of them arc alike abomination to the Lord."
So you see,the old prophets, thousands of years back,have realised the necessity of
measuring the TEEMS and ACTIONS in units agreed upon.Now we have a simple system for
recognizing vague meanings,and a method how to translate them into TE1NGS and ACTIONS.
Then we should not have much difficulty to fix units and standards - even in the realm
of ethics.In this chapter an attempt has been made to show that ethics ( a series of
certain physical ACTIONS by human"THINGS") is an aspect of physics,and physics is an
aspect of nature and nature is an aspect of Creation and Creation is an aspect of that
miraculous force which has set and keeps the stars and electrons wheeling in their or-bit and which - for want of a better term - we have called Creator.

THE

STRUCEURAL

FORMT3LA

FOR

RELIGION

"Religion fulfils a need that men have always felt,the need for knowledge of the
fundamental issues of oxistence.How did the world cone into being? mince did man
come? And where does he go after death?"
C.E.Kenneth Mees (10)
"Religion is by its nature incommunicable by words.Religion comes in flashes,
in moments of illumination,when we see ourselves not as aliens and exiles in a
hostile or indifferent universe,but members of the family,brothers of cloudA and
flowers and stars and insects.
A faith is what we need;and the old faiths have slipped from our fingers,and
we are left to forge or find a new one,a new conception of the purpose of human
existence,a new vision of the high destiny of man.Without this, chaos will continue to reign."
Ialtor Murdoch (21)
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LET US CONSTRUCT A STRUCTURAL FORMULA FOR RELIGION

The reader who thumbs through this book and - intrigued by the title "Religion" starts with this chaptor,is strongly discouragedfrarado146,These are the last chapters
of a book about a new idoeeand these chapters can only be understood in meaning and
method, if the reader has diligently absorbed the contents of the foregoing chapters.
If a reader, in spite of this warning, starts reading here, then he should at least read
first the foregoing chapter "The Units of Ethics" and the following chapter "platter,
Spirit,Creation and Creator."
In the introductory chapter "Religion" on page 527, I have pointed out that I could
not avoid
symbolizinghe meanie'- of"Religion" - as much as I wanted to shirk this
task.I wanted to shirk the application of semantoeraphy to the meaninesof socialism and
democracy,knowine very well that I am eoing " to aisturb a wasPanest".I am well aware
of the ridicule and criticismeehich is in store for me.On the other hand,criticism
would be forthcoming nonethelanff I would have avoided these chapters."Semantogrephy,
ah yes", would critics say,"a nice plaything for boy scouts,but not for higher ideas
in the realm of thought': So you see, I had no choice.
On the other hand, it might be interesting to employ another reasoning to this very
controversial meaning.We should be appalled by realizing that nowhere is disharmony more
apparent than in the meaningseahich should mean eternal harmony.Religiousvars are still
with us,as the recent wholesale massacres in India have proved,but even among the "civilised" religions there is strife and dissension,and the communities are split up in
innumerable factions which bitterly oppose each other.
On the other hand., the scientists and the engineers have won agreement.They are in
harmony in regard to their theories, in regard to their units,and in regard to their
Somehow,their method of reasoning,called the scientific method has made
reasoning.
them tolerant (most precious quality of the human mina) and they will readily discard
any theory in exchange for a better and simpler one.
When a method has achieved such successes,may it not be interesting to apply it to
a subject - so important for human peace and happiness - which so far has been kept
strictly apart.
Firstly,ma must realize that the differences are differences in meaning, expressed
by words.Conseeeently,we have to analyse these werds,and their meanings.Secondly,we
have to realize that these words refer to very complex meanines.The word "religion" is
a shorthand word for a great complexity of ideas.People do not realize this, and so
they debate about this word,each one having a different idea in his mind.
Now let us apply the method of the chemist to a complex meaning.He builds up a structural formula.There might be a central group of molecules,around which are outer groups,
which are interchangeable.In this way,the chemist is able to clear up the structure of
a great many different things,and he finds,that they are related to each other, that they
are from the same"family",having the same or a very similar centre group,and differ in
their outer groups only,which give them different or slightly different qualities.
Similarly we may assure that the various religions established on earth,belong to
the same "family" of meanings and ideas.Somehow their centre meaning must be the same,
and only their outer groups may differ.
Our ultimate aim may now be clear.Once we have drawn up the structural formulae for
the different religions,we may find that they are in harmony with retard to certain
eroups.At once " a bridge of harmony" may be established,at least with regard to these
meanings and this might provide the necessary tolerance to examine the differences in
the outer groups and see if they cannot be reconciled.
Now,the reader may realize that on this basis,a whole book could be written, showing
the structural formulae for the various religions and discussing one by one the groups
in the structure.What we can do in this chapter is only showing how such a structural
formula maybe drawn up.In other words, only a few hints can be given. For the rabid
"religionist" of one sect or the other,every word may be wasted.This chapter is only
written for those peeple,mao believe that reconciliation is possible.
So let us start with the discussion of the centre group pthe central meaning of
"religion". Here at once, 7'e stop short, because we moist realize that this central meaning may defy any expression in woras,And it does defy verbalisation.
What we primarily understand by"religion" is something "indescribable",a feeling
originating in the"depth'of our soul",something we cannot put into words.Perhaps we
could express it by our symbols. We have already a symbol for the"depth of our soul",
and we have drawn it somehow in conformity with an expression which we _find in very
many languages.We often say "from the bottom of our heart".In foregoing chapters,es-
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pecially the chapter "The Symbol for the Id" (page 171) we have learned that one of the
very first written symbols of primitive man must have been the outline of the heart,piercea by an arromaIn moments of great emotions (and there is no emotion greater than love)
we feel a sudden sweet pain in our heart,as if - as if an arrow has pierced it.This has
been depicted by the cave man,and is has led to the errondas belief that the heart is
the seat of our soul,of our erotions,passions,feelings.Consequently we find in most lan-

guages many expressions about the " heartfelt" desire,the "heartbreaking" experience,eto.
The heart as a symbol is therefore recognized already in most languages and most countries,
(boys and girls see to it) and therefore it is a good symbol - almost self-explanatory.
On the other hand, for the medical man and the intellectual,who may scorn this"sentimentarsymboI,m have another symbol for the"bottom of our soul",the mind symbol placed

at the basis of our writing lines.

/1"\

R

reason
rational thought
EGO

conscience

or
oonotions,feelings,impulses,passions
instinots,eto.eto.
ID
ID

SUPEREGO

Now we shall form a compound symbol by adding our heart symbol to our symbol for a...eat ion;Nature ,Crea tor , etc.

VA
religious feeling
We shall discuss the triangular symbol in the next chapter.In foresoing Chapters it
served to stand for what we understand under the meaning of Nature Creation, and if you
wish,also for Creator. It is an arbitrary symboljto be sure, just as arbitrary as the sound
syMbolsN-a-t-u-r-e, C-r-e-a-t-i-o-n are.These words indicate the world_ around us,with
all its miraculous manifestations of stars and stones, of flowers and birds,of animals
and men.
In the symbol shown above,ws see the symbol for our heart,our soul,our mind confronted and in close touch with the symbol for Creation,Nature,the miraculous world of ours.
And this is in fact a schematised picture of what actually happens,when a"religious
feeling" originates.When we look up to the starry sky,when we lEW down into the amazing world of marine life,wheri we observe the unfolding of a rose'and the unfolding of
a human baby,when we are confronted. with all this,our heart is stirred to its innermost
depths,and we feel in close touch with Creation.This feeling we may call "religious
feeling" in its widest sense.When we believe the great teachers of raligion,whe tell us

that the Creator manifests himself in every bit of Creation,then our symbol for Creation may stand also for Creator.
There are many people who,for one reason or another,dc not go to the church or the
timple,who scorn all the theories about the deities,and all the stories of Creation,yst
they may be deeply religious people,and they will tell you so.And even those people,who
will hotly deny that they are religious, can't help being stirred profoundly when they

look in wonder at their baby son in the cradle,with his tiny thumbs and fingers,00mplete
with nails and rosy skin,the tiny mouth tinyose and those little eyes,and when they
realize that this wonderful creature osme out of'a miraculous union of two tiny clusters

of cells.The feeling which overawes them is a truly religious feeling.
And so we see that this symbol writing can help us to a syMbol,which may be equally
accepted by believers and uhbelievers,by pious pooplo and by atheists,by philosophers

and by primitives.All of them may have the greatest difficulties to express the meaning
of the symbol in words.The symbol indicates a fecling,which is almost "indescribable".
And with each soul the feeling will be different.
This symbol will then be the centre symbol in our.complex structural formula for
the moaning of religion,as it is commonly understood-Around this centre group we shall
place various outer groups.
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We shall now attempt to draw this structural formula.The reader is again asked to
exert his utmost benevolence and desire for understanding towards this attempt.To many,
it may well seem blasphemous,but only because the various groups will not be symbolized
by geometrical symbols,but by word symbols,which may have different meanings with different people.Take for instance the word "spirit".It may mean the Creator, or the "holy
spirit" or a supernatural being, or a ghost,or a soul,or a kidnar,or a demon or many
other meanings more.
Furthermore keep in minde that this is a first attempt,to be modified,enlarged and improved,Moreover understand that this structural formula is drawn up to cover not only socalled "civilised" religionsIbut also the religions of primitive tribes and peoples.True
enough many outer groups might be missing with certain beliefs,not excluding the beliefs
of the unbeliever.
AN ATTEMPT AT A STRUCTURAL FORMULA OF TEE MEANING "47, E,

Theories
on
Creator

Theories
on
Creation

Theories
on
Causation

Theories
on
Purpose of Y

Theories
on
wife after Des.

Creation,Nature,the Universe

NI

Hunans(now deaOrophetepciaatiets,Poets,
who interpreted Creator, Creation, Life
and who continue through their words.

G /el) NI.

Laws
of
Beliefs,Dogmas

Laws
of
Ethics

Hierarchy of Priesthood,Scientists,Teachers,who inlaapme the Prophets,laws,etc.
a act as guides,intermediaries,comfoe a

Laws
of
Worship

XXIV
A
the great multitude of haelan believers

Laws
of
Custom

Hierarchy of Humans in private and pebnc
life, with a lust for power, domination,
disruption and destruction,

Laws
of
Eygiene,Diet4k

%.■■■■■■•

Minor
Hypotheses,
Legends,ee

Minor
Superstitions
Taboos,etc.e

It should be understood that the above structural formula for the meaning of ,religion
could be drawn up in hundreds of different ways.Moreover,each of the indicated groups
of Theories and Laws could again be drawn up in a structural formula of its own. The
wholesome semantical effect of such a structural treatment of a complex meaning would
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be very great,It would teach the pupils and future citizen9that the meaning of the word
religion is a very comp.ex one.Consequently,if we ever discuss this meaning with our
rsiends or opponents,it is useless to debate the meaning all at once.it is impossible.
If you use the word religion you might think of a particular group in the structural
formula.But your opponent in debate might think of another group.Such discussions lead
nowhere,but this is the way such discussions are carried out nowadays."Religion,bah!"
your opponent might say contessibusly,and he might think of the erring ways of many men
of the hiddrchy of priesthood,of the religious wars,of the torture chambers of the Holy
Inquisition,But if you present him with a structural semantical formula,similar to the
one,shovm on the foregoing page and if you would say to him:"We can't discuss the meaning of religion all at once.Let's discuss right now the meaning shown in the centre of

the,formula.Let's discuss that feeling which arises in us,when eie look up to the starry
swhen we look dmvn at the unfolding of a rose." It might well be that you both would
coon found yourselves in agreement.Then you might proceed to another group,let us say
the laws of Ethics,and you might find,that your opponent,although an athcist,might agree
sith you on many points.Then you might proceed to the many instances in which the name
of God and Religion has been misused by men to commit the most unspeakable of crimes,
and again you both might find yourselves in agreement with each other.Only by analysing
the complex meaning of religion and by drawing up a structural fcrmula,can we keep apart
all those different aspects of that comp/ex meaning.
However different we may draw up such a structural formula,its general aspect would
show the symbols for the human beings,confronted ,eith Nature.Thess two meanings,refer
to something real,something which exists,somethinc we can meesure,weigh,observe.These
two group of THINGS,the Humans and Nature as a whole, are depietes" in the centre structure.We see three groups of living human beings, topped bygEWPfthets,philosophers,
poets of former generations.Above these four groups towers the symbol for Creation,
Nature,the Universe,all that which fills us with awe,wonder and thought.
But the outer groups,referring to the Theories and the Laws,do not indicate something real in the sense mentioned above. All these groups refer to words,sayings,theobookein which they
ries,and their reality is restricted to the material paper or
are printed.All these theories and laws are composed_ by worEls,soffAaid thousands of
years ago in many different languages, translated into others and interpreted differentdifferent contexts
7y,because many words have different meanings in
It should be understood that the theories about the Creator,about Creation,about
Ceusation,about Life,etc. are not restricted to those theories found only in so-called
"religious"(whatever this wholesale term means in this particular context) books.We must
include the most modern theories,brought forward by the modern prophets 3instein,Eddington,Jeans,ballican,and a host of others. They too interpret the meaning of Creation and
Creator, of Causation and of Life, and of all the meaning5on which the religious books
give an answer,or try to give one.
Our first thought will go to the Book of Books,to the Bible. We are told that,there God has spoken,But we can calm down any rabid unbeliever by saying that these words:
"God has spoken" must not be taken literally for the whole of the Bible.In fact,the instances in the whole Bible,were the words of God are cited,as having been spoken liteApart of the Bible is taken up by the reomding of
rally by God,are few in number.
wars of conquest and of most atrocihs crimes.However,a great part of the Bible is filled
with beautiful words,with lofty ideas,with sayings of great guidance to all of us.We can
calm down any unbeliever by saying that the Bible has been written down by human beings,
who have acted under an inspiration,a mind reaction,caused by"something" to which many
of us give the name of God,and many others of us prefer to give no name at all,These
others,who call themselves"unbelievers" are the men and womeneeho have been thrown in
confusion by the attacks which have been made in modern times on the meanings of the
words in the Bible.They just don't know what to thira and what to believe.
Now.,once we see this phenomenon from the side of semantics,se understand why so many
people differ in their interpretation of the words of the Bible.Wc understand why there
are various translations of the Bible,vnrious versions,and various official andusbfficial
texts,and why the very same version means something different to different people.
We may now understand why the men who aspire to become ministem of any of the various Christian denominations ae compelled to take up the study of Hebrew.Finding themselves often in disagreement over the interpretation of a passage in the English version of the Bible(the King James version) or of the French or Spanish or German version,
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or any other translated version,the only sensiThle thing to ao,is to go back to the original text wegten in Hebrew,and study the original meaning. This however is no easy
ne cle
task,becauseMtbrew is a dead language and has already been a dead language,when the
Jews -returned from the captivity in Babylon some 2500 years agoeJesus spoke the language of the people,Aramaic.But Aramaic was not one language only.Under this name a group
of laneuages and dialects is meant. Now a modernised Hebrew is revived in Palestine.
Now,suppose we study the original Hebrew text and try to get the meaning of every
worde Bnfortunately we have not with us a dictionary,compiled at the time,when the Bible
was written.Conseauently we have to guess the meaning of every word in the different contexts.There are of course modern dictionaries,but these are based on the interpretations

of the students of bygone centuries and a glance in the commentaries to the Bible,shows
us,that the students are very often not in accord as to the meaning or various meanings
of a word.One example should make this clear.
le all believe that the fundamental creed of the Jewish religion,based on the Old
Testament is the belief in One God, Itis what we call leonotheism.We find this creed in
the wards of Moses (Deuteronomy,Chapter 6,verse 4).Herebelow is the original text with
the meaning of each word lenderneath the Hebrew words (which are read from right to left)

""trIS 1111 711' Wr17ti 111)'mi) 17N'affitr
: -

ONE

JEHOVAH

OUR GOD(S)

JEHOVAH

ISRA3L

yrn,
HER

The true believer is not allowed to utter the name Jehovah, so we find the following
translations
"Hear, 0 Israel: The LORD our God is one lORD"

(Christian Authorised Version 1611

"Hear, 0 Israel: The LORD our God,the LORD is one" (Jewish Publication Society
of America, 1e43 "The Holy
Scriptures")
Megil's"Linear School Bible"of the Hebrew Pi:blishing Company Now York does not
circumvent the nano J-SHOVAH by lORD and thus translates the above line more literally:

"Hear, 0 Israel, Jehovah is our Godi Jehovah is one".
Even this translation is not literal,because the "is" is insertedewhich is not found
in the original text. In the chapter "The tricky word "IS" (on page 413) you have found
a citation from the book of Bodmer and Hogben "The Loom of Language" (5) in which they
stress the fact that the translators of the authorised Version of the Old Testament,put
the is in italice,"because the Hebrew language has no equivalent for them,when used in
this way".
But another diversion in translation is found in the translated text,ana in fact a
most amazing one.The original Hebrew word meaning God is in the plural.It metes Gods.

Hebrew is an inflected laneuage.Little endings indicate the plurel,pronoun,etc.The
plural in English is in most words expressed by inflection,by adding the ending -s.
But whereas in English the possessive pronoun is put before the noun,as in: rsy brother,

my brothers, it is different in hebrew:brothereine,brothersmine.The Hebrew word shown
above,which is pronounced elohenu means actually Godsours,meaning our Gods.Christian
and Jewish theologiahs as well as all Hebrew dictionaries are in agreement that the
word elohenu indicate the plural of God plus the possessive pronoun ours.
This may seem very startling to many readers,a-xl in fact the klurality of Gods in
the credo of One God mal-es no sense,geammatically and semantically.To find out where
the ambiguity lies,we turn to the first ccermandmentewhich runs:
"Thou shalt have no other gods before me."
The Hebrew wordemeaning gods without the possessive pronoun ours is written thus

G0DS
and pronounced elohim.Having now determined the proper Hebrew word. for gods we torn tc
the first verse of the Bible,which runs:
"In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth"
and to our astonishment,we find in the original Hebrew text again the plural elohim
The verse should be read: "In the beginning(the)Gods created the heaven and the earth"
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Some Christian theologians believe that this grarmatioal fact in the Uld Testaeent is a sure indication of - if not the trinity - at least of the plurality,or as
they call ith uniplurality" of Gode and they deduce from it the trinity.
Jewish theologians although admitting that the word is used in the plural,maintain
that it is the -plural of majesty" and they bring forth many undeniable proofs that the
"plural of majesty" was very commonly used throughout the Semitic world.These proofs
are.citations of passages in the Scriptures.Hasever,the other side is not tired of
briieTorth other citations as counter proofs for their claim.All this,of course, is
a fight about words,used and written down thousands of years ago,and the same word has
different meanings in different contexts.
Now,there is another word in the credo or the Old Testament:
"Hear 0 Isreal, the LORD our God, the IORD is one"
and this word is one,pronounced ehod.Surely,here we have the key to the meaning of
ONE GOD,even if we submit to the idea of the plural of majesty.But how can we ascertain the correct meaning of ehod?Only by looking up all the passages in which this
word occurs,and trying to get the meaning out of the context.There is for instance the
passage: "Therefore shall a man leave his father and his mother, and shall cleave
unto his wife,and they shall be one flesh."
Such meanings are interpreted by the method of the modern scientist: by observing the physical world.And no one has yet observed that man and his wife beeline
one flesh.So the word ehod in this particular context means a kind of unity.This interpretation favours the view of some Christian theologians. Another citation is for
instance "Behold they are one people (a unity of a plurality),Not so favourable is
"Let the we !rs under the heaven be gathered unto one placet:Those theoligians argue
that waters is in the plural and that the one place is the place where the multitude
becomes a unity.To make sure that ehod means not one but unity,they searched the scriptures for the word expressing absolute singularity and sure enough they found it

*
7

1110
Tit k
.1"
one
one
in Jeremiah,Amos,Psalm 25
in Genesis,Deuteronomy
Needless to say that other theologians hotly contest this interpretetion.And we
know that almost any passage in the scriptures and in the writings of holy men has been
differently interpreted throughout the thousands of ycars.The above example has been
cited to shosathat even the meaning of the One God in the Old lestament,about which
there should not be any doubt,is contested,and thin refers to the highest meaning of
the Christian,Jewish and Mohmtedan religion.HowM8re diversion and dissension do we
find with regard to less important meanings in religion and religious literature!
So we see millions of people engaged in interpreting the Bible,that means the"words"
of the Bible,that means the words of different versions in different lan'uages.No wonder that much confusion is created.There are powerful seets,many of them in direct opposition to the accepted religions,who have found interpretations wholly different from
the accepted interpretations. There are for instance the Bible Students, or Jehovah's
Witnesses,as they prefer to call themselves.Without a spalm,they will point to the
passage which is a direct prophecy of the re-election of President Truman,and without
hesitation they will quote a passage referring directly to the false prophet Mr. Gallup.
They find anything and everything predicted and prophesized in the Bible,and they are
foolish enough to make their predictions with regard to the end of the world("millions
who now live,will never die") to the battle of Armnggedon,which they predicted as leerld
War I,then World War II,and now for sure the coming World War III.But they did this
already in the Napoleonic Wars,and the wars before.
And they believe sincerely
in what they read out of the Bible.lhey believe sincerely that only their interpretation is right and the interpretation of other sects is
wrong.They are believers and they are semanticists. Without knowing it,they make the
mistake of taking the words for the real things,and their writings and sayings &reef ten confusing and unfathomable, as many of the prophecies of old are.But they believe.
We can draw up the structural formula for each sect,similarly to te e formula shown
on page 568,and we would have to write dawn the differences of the ou groups;the dif-
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ferences in their beliefs,their dogmas,thair cthics,their laws of worship ,their customd .and their taboos and superstitions.le may find similarities among the outer
groups of different formulae,not only with regard to the laws mentioned above,but also
with regard to their theories on Creation and Creator,life after death,purpose of man,
etc.etc.We would realise that we deal with different sets of beliefs,which in this or
that respect show efamlly likeness",and which could be the basis for reconciliation,
once these believers stop clinging to the leere words.
Then there are many millions of people in the "civilised" countries,who are not true
believers any more.As a prominent educator once pointed out,we teach the children on
Tuesday,Thursday and Saturday to unlern what we taught them on Monday,Wednesday and Friday,and so we make them perfect hypocrites.Those millions of people who believe that
the stories of the Bible have been thorougly debunkede discard anything else of the
scriptures.They don't go to church any more,or they go reluctantly (especially in small
comunities) because absence would be bad for their business or their job,but they don't
believe anything the moan in the pulpit says.
Nevertheless they too are believers and we could use for them the same structural
formula as shown before.Instead of religious beliefs and dogmas,me would have to insert other beliefs and dogmas.2.111lions of people believe fervently that all the evil
comes from Wall Street or the iTremJ.in,that all the good comasfrom democratic elections,
that Roman-Catholios,Jews and other people are definitely not good, that the monetary
system is at the root of all evil,and many more beliefs and degmas,And these people do
believe so fervently in all this, that it takes on the aspect of a religion.Needless to
say that these new dogmas are also expressed in words of vague meaning,and interpreted
by modern apostles of these various "creeds".
But we can drive the analogy further,Those people laugh about the dietary laws,which
are imposed by the various religicns.But they will swallow the pills and tonies,which

modern medicireenen administer to them,and they will believe in their powers,and not be
disturbed, if other people discard them as superstitious,They will not listen to ministers and their sermons,but they will fervently cling to every word of their favourite
political prophet.They will laugh about the tabeos of the religious believer,but they
themselves will touch wcod,carry talismans,have mascots inteir cars and cross their
fingers to avoid evil spirits.Yes,even they are believers.
Turning to the other side of our structural formula,we start enquiring about their
theories of Creator and Crtetion and the other theories outlined in the outer groups.
Here we find a ridiculous situation.As to the Creator,they believe that they do not believe in God. On the other hand - you never know - and many of them go to church„if not
every Sunday,at least on the high festivals.Jfey be, there is really a Creator,and there
will be a last Judgement-Insurance is a wide policy.
As to the theories on Creation,they fervently believe that the professors have therouy debunked the Bible,and that they have solved all the problems and answered all
the questions.If you press into them,they might produce a fewstories about Galilei and
apernicus or the titles of a few books about astronomy and biology.1--es all in there.
Unfortunately they had not the time to read those books, but there one can find all the
enswerseAnd they believe in what they say.
Then there is the croup of the true unbelievers.They scorn the hypocrites,as well
as the true believers,their dogmas and superstitions,their laws of worship and their
taboos.They call themselves proudly atheists,and they believe (believe they must) that
they are perfectly free from all the afflictions of religions.
Yet the structural formula could be applied even to them.The outer group referring
to the Creatorewould have to be left blank.The group referring to theories of Creation
would contain their beliefs in some astronomical and biological hypothcses,at present
in vogue and very likely discarded 20 years hence.They will fervently believe in the
ether or the proton or the curved space or whatever else will come along in the near
future.When pressed about their belief as how the -Acrid came into being,and how life
developed on earth,they have their nice little dogena and they will chant it at any time,
when their faith wavers a bit, The stars,and the electrons,the amoebae and the vertobrae,they came into being - "just by thenselves".It's so simple,so easy to believe,and
it stops effectively any doubts about the .thy and How which may arise in their believing heart.
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Yes,they too are fervent believers.They discard the belief ina,preator,because no
one has yet been able to see him,but they,_tye no qualms inbeliev7 in the ether,a1though no one has yet been able to see MTI.1556 too have their little taboos about customs and diets and they too have their priests and prophcts,the luncheon speaicers,the
fashionable lecturers,the experts,Who give sensational interviews about their theories
and prophecies,which the very next year may be disproved and discarded as superstition.
Yes,they too have their religion and even for them the structural formula could be drawn
up.And they too have not realised that their beliefs are expressed in vague words.
In fact, if we look around in the modern world for the fervent believer,for the people who believe with all the fibres of their heart and soul, for the men who are ready
to die for their belief and equally ready to put fire to the faggots which should consume the heretic,we find these passionate believers among those,who fight against any
religion - the extreme socialists,the communists.This does not apply to those,who under
the threat of force will confess to any creed,but to those men and women,who really
and „rely believe into -words of their prophets and their priests.For them,socialism
and communism is their new and - as they believe - better religian,and they are utterly convinced,that it will bring salvation to mankind.
When you meet such honest believers,you will find,thst they have been terribly disillusioned in their youth.All their ideals,all their innocent religious beliefs,all
their hopes in the future of mankind have been shattered to pieces.Not content to play
the part of the hypocrite,or the lukewarm agnostic,they set out to find the true way
to heaven, the only true way which must exist - and sure enough they found it.
With all the fervor, displayed in past centuries by church leaders in their extermination of false beliefs and false believers,we see the men in the Communist states
trying to create a new religion.All the paraphernalia of past heretic hunts are displayed again,the arrests,the tortufs,the trials,the confessions,we find them ag • in
our modern world,including the glorifying chants to the highest in the hierarch
carrying of colossal pictures in huge processions.
The old churches have grown tolerant. Today you may go up in any church and shout
some very blasphemous things.Nothing spectacular will happen to you.You might be gently
requested to leave,or you may be carried out and if some energetic member might give
you a parting kick at the church portal it is not because you have insulted God or
even denied his existence,but because you have behaved stupidly. But shout blasphemous
words about Dialectical Materialism or about Marxism and. Stalinism in a communist gathering in a communist state and you are doomed.
"Dialectical Materialise,wrote the scientist Eric Ashby,who spent 2 years in Soviet
Russia ("Scientist in Russia",Felican Book A 186, 1947) is the official philosophy and
no activity of the state,not even scientific research,may be inconsistent with the
official philosophy. In 1932,at Leningrad,the All-Union Conference on the planning of
genetics and selection passed a resolution that genetics and plant breeding were to
conform with dialectical materialise
There is the prophet of a "new genetics" Lysenko of which Ashby writes: "He is not
a charlatan.lie is not a showman.He describes his own writing as always impartial,a1though passionate,and the writings of his opponents as "passionless,coldblooded and
neasured,yet extremely partial".He identifies his work with the welfare of Soviet
agriculture,so that any attack on him he interprets as an attack on the Soviet state.
He is fired by his mission to scourge bourgeois genetics out of Russia,because he
really believes it is harmful.He was aptly described by one,who knew him well as "like
Savanarola".
And like Savanarola, Lysenko attacks his opponents."The argument by heresy-hunt"
writes Ashby was used with deadly effect against the most outspoken and devastating
critic of Lysenko,the famous Russian biologist 7,.I.Vavilov.Vavilov probably went beyond
safe limits in condemning the new genetics as an outbreak of medieval obscurantism.
He paid a high price.He was accused of dilatoriness in getting practical results,of
lending support to fascists by his theory of origin of crops,and of aligning himself
with Bateson,tham leader of genetics inEngland.In 1940 he was deprived of his directorship of the Institute of Plant Indusr
'try,Ble was subsequently imprisoned and he died,
without any announcement or explanation,probably in 1943."
It should be born in mind,that Ashby is a biologist himself,and rtonetios and plant
breeding is his own f ield.He is therefore in a position to give an account of Lysenko's
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"new genetics".Hewrites
"In experimental bi,:logy the only satisfactory test of a claim is that the crucial
experiments can be repeated by other workers.Lysunko complains that his opponents will
not take the trouble to repeat his experiments.There is some substance in this complaint
but some workers have tried,and have failed to re-arodace Lysenko's results,When however,other workers are unsuccessful in modifying 71eredity by grafting,or in increasing
yields by mass-pollination within a variety,Lysenko simply replies by asserting that
they are bourgeois-Mendelians or they have not reproduced the "right" conditions.
Since Lysenko does not specify what the "right" conditions are,the controversy has to
be dropped at that point.The only reasonable conclusion a biologist can reach about
Lysenko's experiments is that they have so far proved nothing,and the results do not
point to any useful application of dialectical materialism to genetics."
Ashby goes into much detail to describe Lysenkc's experiments.The above lines express
only the conclusion drawa.We are then not surprised to hear that "All Lysenko's writing is in Russian and very obscure Russian at that." or "that Mendelms a priest is
sufficient to discredit his experiments" by Lysenko.This latter fact,proves more than
anything else the fervent faith of this modern Savanarola pitched against everything
which he considers "bourgeoisl",Taseist"Poapitalisticrtheistic",and a host of other

abstracted adjectives more.
Now,it is easy to discredit Ashby's writing by accusing him of being antagonist to
Soviet science. But this is not the case.On the contrary.The book simply overflows
with praise and respect for the Russian people and the Russian scientists.
"It can be said without fear of contradiction,"says Ashby,"that nowhere else in
the world,not even in America, is there such a widespread interest in science among
the ocanon people as there is in Russia,"And he cites Edouard Herriot,who writesthat,
"Soviet rule,has bestowed on science all the authority of which it deprived religion."
With regard. to Russian scientific research,especially in genetios,Ashby writes:
"Russia has made notable contributions to genetics;indeed in some branches of the subject Russia has set the pace for the world research.And it is with some bewilderment
that the scientific world has henrd,over the last decade,reports of a "new genetics"
in the Soviet Union,which denies all the principles of ordinary genetics,condemns the
works of Mendel end Morgan as fascist,bourgeois-capitalistic,and inspired by clerics;
disdains to use the experimental technique or the canons of criticism of other scientific workers."
As to the Russian scientists in general,Ashby writes:
"The outstanding imprsssion,on the foreigner who works among Soviet scientists is that
the bulk of Soviet science shows no signs of having been influenced by Miamian philosophy at all;it has clearly been carried out by Western methods and it conforms to
Western canons ofcriticism."
However, the Russian scientists play safe,When they publish their results an research,they find it advisable and healthy to adjust the conclusions and express then
in such language as to create the impression. that tLev are in conformity with the
doctrines of Dialectical Liaterialism,and especially with the principles laid down by
Lenin himself in his book Leterlalism and Empiriocriticism (English translation by
A,Fineberg,London 1933).in this book Lenin expounded the"principles on which scientific research should be ennduoted".
One can imagine what would happen if the latter book is scrutinised by a semanticist,This has been done by Anatol Rappaport,research associate in mathematical biophysies,University of Chicago,in an article"Dialectical Materialism and General Semantics" (published in ETC. A Review of General Semantics,Vol V,No.2 winter 194S).Rapoport finds that Lenin used a host of"labels to discredit the views of one's opponent",
and he finds that Lenin's method is still used in the Soviet Union."Labols are still
used as the most frequent tool in all polemies..i. list of -isms used to dosignate various modes of expression berelnnin7 with deviations from socialistic res/ism' in musical compositions up to political heresy inclusive,would fill a small dictionary."
list of -isms,both rood and bad,used by Lenin in
Rapoport proceeds to give a "part
his"Materialism and Erq)iric-criticism" to aesiTnate various currents of philosophy!
"Agnosticism,agnostic semisolipsism,agnostic positivism,apriorism,atamimm,atheism,Berkleianism,boldrgeoil-chhrlatanism,cloricalism,conceptualism,dualism,Epicureanism,empiriciam,empirio-criticism,ompirio-monism,ollecticism,e[roism,empirio-
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symbolisn,fidelem,fetichism,Humism,ideelitheoretieo-epistemological and
ordinary),immanentism,Kantianism,losieel foreealism,loeical aprierist,materislism, ( dialectical,historical, and ordinary)menism,Mechismarxisnyrysticisee,
nee-mechanism,nec-criticism,obscurantiam,phenomenalism,posittvism (logical
and ordinarh,rovisionism,reelism (critical,neive,and vulgar),solipsism,spiritualism,scepticism,sensualism,sensationalism,scholasticism,subjectivism,
theism."
list,and one need not be versed in semantics,
As said before,this is only a part
to realise that we have here a string of very vague words,abstractions,adjectival nouns,
-ehich may be twisted to mean anything.
So we see that the now religion, the new faith too has its
holy books written in
a language,incomprehensible to the simple people,who has to listen reverently to the
various interpretations,,-given by the official "priest" of the new ideology,But the incomprehensible language does not matter very much for the believer.He believes,because
he needs a faith to believe in,and he will embrace the new' faith without hesitation,
believiing that now he has found the truth,even if he does not understand the dark words,
In my lectures on sementoFraphy I have witnessed time and again the same spectacle.
People in the audience handed rie the newspaper of the day and pointed to political
utterances to be analysed.When I translated them into semantography and pointed out
the vague words,whdch may mean different things,the reaction in the audience was veey
much divided,When the utterance of a man from the Western democracies wes"tern to pioces",the "damocracts" in the audience smiled apologetieally.Somehow they agreed and
they condoned criticism.However,if I dared to expose the saying of a lielotov,a Vishinsky or any other leader from the Communist block, the people in the audience,who had
Communist leanings,almoet famed at the mouth in -wrath and anger, Then I realised that
I had done a very blasphemous thing.' had destroyed or tried to destroy some saying
which to these people seemsso utterly true.I had discredited some words,which were part
of their creed and their feith.Then I realised that these people too are fervent beltVers,and that Communism is for them not the subetitda for religion,but religion itself.And these are the young people who desert the churches.
'e have to blame ourselves for this state of affairs.We teach the children in school
religion,astronomy,chemistry,biology without taking into account that the teachings of
religion are effectively refuted by the teachings of the natural scionees.Oonsequently
..re educate and bring up hypoorites..:ind those who are honest enoueh not to stand for
this are driven away,and in scorn and deapair,are ready to discard anything taught by
the religious leaders.
But natural science and religion can be easily reconcilod.In fact,thc deeper we penetrate into the mysteries of nature,the more are we overwhelmed by a wonderful design,
by a sublime order,where we,at first,saw only chaffs.
What we have to do is to forego the elingine to vague words. Today,the various religions and denominations are separated by words only, interpreted differently by the
different ministers of the different seots.Lnd we take the vague words as having a
definite meaning,which they have not.The first step in education towards the above
mentioned aimewould have to be the teaching of semantics,the ability to recognize vague
words.Sure enough,many cherished beliefs will fall in the precess,but they are at present only obstacles,whieh separate the people,The laws of nature,the laws of ethics,
the laws of life and love of the stars and the electrons are only facets in the one
An overcome
Freat design.Onoe
recognlseitne oonfasion created by the iords,we should easily
see the great purpose of man on earth,in harmony with the universe:the creation of
order out of disorder.
I am fully aware of my inability to say in so many words,what other people have
said much better.We are more or less convinced that the world is in chaos, that utter
madness reigns in the world today, that we are drifting steadily towards destruction,
anehilation and extermination.lre arc convinced that our thoughts are confUsede and WD
must realise that confusing thoughts are provoked by confusing words.
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"In every important advance the physicist findc that the fundamental laws are
simplified more and more as experimental research advances.He is astonished to notice how sublime order emerges from what appeared to be chaos.And this cannot be
traced back to the working of his own mind,but to a quality that is inherent in
the world of perception."
Albert Einstein
(112)
"Science has opened all kinds of persoectives.In particular it has shown life
as a slow upward-evolving process.It has shown that there is something in evolution which we must call progress,and it has shown that we ourselves are now trustees for any evolutionary progress that remains to be made."
Julian Huxley

(110)

"How can purposive forms of organisation arise without a purpose working cause?
How can work ful/ of design build itself up without a design and without a builder?
Immanuel Kant

(111)

"A familiar path to moral and emotional collapse ie traveled by those who make
of the world's tragic evil an excuse for surrendering faith in life as a whole.
They see no purpose in the universe,no God behind and through it,no worth-while
destiny ahead. If one can say with a modern eceptio,"The cosmos is chaos; the chaos
is I;and I am my interstitial glands,"that is an "out" which will excuse almost
anything.And in this disillusioned generation,when some of the most damnable things
in all history have been done,many are tempted to welcome it.Disbelief in God furnishes an escape for discouraged lives."
Harry Emerson Fosdick (108)
Much which belongs in this chapter has been said in various previous chapters,
and the discussion of the symbols to be shown here,can only be understood with the
knowledge of the previous chapters.
Consequently there is now little to say about the chosen symbol for matter

matter
In the previous chapters we choose the familar word. THING for this symbol.This word
however is used in ordinary language for "anything" ,A good idea is a pood"thineTo put
in some hours of work is A_g_cod"thinR,'.' In these two sentences,theword "thing' has been
used to denote "somathine,which according to the grammar rules of scmantography (which
are the rules of chemistry and physics) is no THE TG- at all. An idea is apparently a
reaction within our brain cells.And hours of work indicate an action.
In order to distin5uish the THING of semantoRraphy from the "thing" of our daily
epeech,we have qualified our meaning as a chemical THEC-,or matter in Eeneral.
As pointed out time and again in previous chapters, the new symbol is just as arbitrary as the phonetic symbols t-h-i-n-g or m-a-t-t-e-r are.The only advantage of
our geometrical symbol is,that it avoids the many different words in the many different
language5for the same meaning.But it does not say what matter really is,and its outline gives us no indication as to the nature of mAtter.In particular,thc above symbol
for an abstraction we have made in our mind.ge could outline with geostands
metrical lines a car, a hammer, a house, a human biped and many other THINGS in the
world around us.But all of these T1
have a quality,which we have somehow abstracted
in the meaning matter.They are all matter, they are all chemical =IS.
It was of course impossible to choose a ..cometrical symbol which should "almost
self-explanatory" indicate that quality matter.I have chosen the square,because this
indicates a conception in space, and furthermore ,because it indicates that matter itself is a conception full of symmetrical and beautiful dcaign.Out of the molten lava
which seems to us to be nothinF• else than chaos, there will emerge under special circumstances beautiful crystals,smooth surfaces,planes,and angrles,a truly divine harmony.
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As to the"nature"of matter,we have gone some steps forward aflring the last 200
years and have enlarged our knowledge about the atoms,conceived by Leucippus and
Democritus,nearly 2500 years ago,Ioday,we have conceNWparts of the atom,and have
given them various names as protons,electrons,neutrons,etc.But already a new conception has been evolved,the theory that matter is a"wave packet".In some illogical way,
both theories are today accepted, indicating the crisis through which modern physics

is going. The reader may find more about this in the chapters"Physios in Language" beginning on page 200 (especially p. 212).
We may safely assnma that future research will disclose more and more about the
nature of matter,and in due course, we shall discard the modern theories of today for
some other theory which explains somehow better,the manifestations of matter.
However,our ignorance about the ultimate nature of matter is no obstacle for our
assumption that matter exists,in spite of those philosophers,who evolved the theory
that this world of ours is only in our imagination.The kick of a stone in our back is
real for us,and so must be the flight of the stone before it hits our back,and equally
real must be the man who throws the stone or the mountain from which it falls down.
Therefore we may safely accept our new geometrical symbol for matter,just as we
have accepted the symbol m-a-t-t-e-r without bothering what it really means.
Simple as this assumption seems to be,the difficulties increase considerably if we
try the same train of thoughts for the symbolisation and explanation of the term:Spirit.

We may easily overcome the bewildering array of different meanings which we find in
the dictionary under the heading Spirit. We can safely discard those meanings which indicate alcohol,or a ghost or some other meanings,understood under the term of spirit,
in order not to be engulfed by verbalisation of very high abstractions, sae shall neglect also those meanings in the realm of rcligion,usually connected with the term.
Following our adopted r.Tethod in tracing any moaning do-:-n to a chemical THING-,we
arrive safely at the human brain, this amazing piece of matter within which miraculously
the conceptions of symphonies,of poetry,of ideas about the universe and its creation
takes place.We have drawn a simple line,the curved outline of the upper skull to indicate this piece of matter.Its actions we have called thoughts,ideas,ete.and we have
symbolized these actions by placing the action indicator on top of the symbol.

❑

A

bra in,mind

thoughts,ideas

Even without reading the chapter "What is Thought?" on page 162 nc know that we
know next to nothing or nothing at all,about the mechanism,the interactions of physicochemical corpuscles or :eves or whatever else it ma le n 7?lich brings a single thought
aboutaiodern psychology bas only made an !.t.tnmot 7.• n-rn7.etrate this mystery,and we use
stilVMany words with very vague meaningslAirqee notons within our brain.
In semantography vie have adopted the popular distinction of 3 parts of the human
brain, commonly termed. emotion,feeling,passion for the "depth of our soull,reason for the
second part and conscience for the third and "highest" part.This coincides with the
terms of Id,3go and Superego of _modern psycho-analysis(see chapters ;gyp. 164 ff).
Consequently we have adopted a more elaborate symbol showing these 3 partitions
(which of course are not partitioned,but interrelated):

❑

(Th
irTh

A
conscience
reason
emotions

(Th

soul
spirit
brain,mind
thoughts, ideas
lithin these "partitions" we can aocoAbdate any thought,any feeling any ratieel
reasoning,any idea about God,the Universe,Lifo,Lovo,the whole gamut of eftWPchalghtc.
Again it should be understood that this symbol ,too,is arbitrary,giving us no indication as to the real nature of the THEM and its ACTIONS in question.
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THE INCREDIBLE HAPPENINGS AMONG THE PEOPLE OF THE EAST

Some readers may think, that the term spirit (disregarding for the moment any supranatural meaning) goes still further than the meanings conscience reason and emotion.
In fact,it does,' shall not indulge in a great array of very vague and very controversial words and sentences to say something about one of the "highest" meanings of man,
which has been said much better by great poets and philosophers. Instead I shall relate
some experience of my life,a very average life indeed (whatever this means) and one
similar to the life of many people. I am sure that many will remember
having had
similar thought and experiences.
eele of the
Time and a*Q.,Ft I read in books that
th and especially wise men in India have
e/East
advanced much Ite-An the exploration of whet we call the human soul or human spirit than
the philosophers of the so-called Western countries.Since my boyhood I was extremely
fascinated by all those stories about Indian fakirs and yogis,possessing extraordinary
will power,and performing most unusaland well impossible feats.All those stories seemed
incredible.Yet,they cropped up in the books of rany writers so often,that I thought
that there must be some grain of truth in them. As a boy I yearned to go to India and
see for myself. There was for instance the story about the"rop?tqckt! An Indian falcir
throwing a rope up in the air,whieh then remains hanging down and/boy climbing up the
rope and disappearing in the blue. Or Indian fakirs thrusting daggerp into their bellies,
long needles into their cheeks,which appeared then on the other sidRAwerds pushed into
their back and then coming out from their chest without a drop of blood,although most
vital organs must have been cut.
The fascination which these stories had for everyone,made them soon a subject for
conierers and magicians,etho performed similar deeds before audiences,who very well
knew that theywere deceive-d by very clever handwork and apparatuses,These performances
in turn,made us believe,thtt the feats of the Indian fakirs are done on the same basis.
And in fact,many wayside conjurers in India make a miserable living by performing them.
Nevertheless, the rumour persisted that there is still some truth in those stories.
Then I read that an Englishman had
able to take a photograph of the rope trick,
The negative revealed . n rope at all,but the Indian sitting in the middle of a circle
forma by the onlockers,ani his eyes closed.7hether this report is true or not,the opinion was soon formed that we had here a perforHence of mass sugestion, such as. has been
shown on the stage of many European towns by man who could hypnotize other people.For
the unbelieving Westerner the riddle was solvednmass hypnosis. We didn't stop to think
that the riddle was not solved at all,that we had only given a name to something,which
was more mysterious than anything we heard before.But as usual - finding a name,means
having explained it.We didn't oven think of the fact, that an Indian,who could not
speak the languages of the hypnotized people (so important for any hypnotizer) could without words - make people of different ccuntries,of different "make-up" see the same
thing.
Having declared. the matter as being mass hypnosis (of which we still don't know anything) we gladly believed that all those performances with daggers, swords and needles
ae t all,but mass hypnosis again,
were not re
And wit
e matter rested - as far as I can see - with most people of the West,ineluding any of my acseaintances.With me,however,the matter is different.I have been in
the East,if not in India,ae leak in China,or in the most americanized or westernized
town of ChinalShanghai, ThemseeNe/most fascinAting 6 years of my life,Moking a living
as a photographer and moviemaker I was constantly on the lock-out for unusual happenings,and therefore I came across things,of which the Shanghai resident may have heard
but never bothered to attempt the tedious journey into disreputable suburbs to see for
himself.
to Ne.
I found the Chinese men and womenesust like European people.They are exposed to all
the ills and afflictions of the human body,They will cry if they feel the prick of a
needie,or if they cut themselves with a sharp instrument.They will moan and yell in
torment of physical pain, in short, they will behave like ordinary people,
But sometimes a great procession is arranged tn honour a special deity.Great altars
are erected in some streets through which the procession proceeds and all the people
who pass the altars will how in deep reverence,And amid the procession they will come
Jot fakirs or yogis,not wise men or hermits or men with the look of another world in
their burning eyos,het ordinary people,with most ordinary faces,srniiing and even boys
and girls.But to look at them,ycu neeWispee strong nerves.
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Their upper arm was pierced by many needles and hooks which penetrated the flesh
below the bone.On these needles and hooks there were susnended weights. A brick weighing a few pounds for the boys.,aidd girl u to terrific lar metal vases such as you
on altars in tal-T.WEAtOTHgnbliEest muWieignXPerhaps up to two hundredsee

weights.And these enormous weights exerted a terrible pull on the flesh,which was accordingly drawn out to 6 or 8 inches or even longer.The men held their arm outstretched
above the terrible weight,but as this would have been impossible during the hours of
the procession,a second man supported the fist of the outstreched arm of the performer.
However, with the bigger weights even this was not enough. The hand of the performer
was tied to a long bamboo pole with two bearers on both ends,ourrying the pole on their
shouldess.Between the pole and the performer was his outstretched arm and below it on
the hooks in the flesh hung the large metal vase.
However,on various points in the procession the performers were able to heighten
their feat by dispensing with the help of the bearers which supported their fist.When
they arrived before one of the many altars,the performer and the bearers bowed three
time/sin deep reverance,Then the bamboo pole was taken away,and the performer showed
the "superhuman" feat of holding the weight with his outstretched arm,and then outdoing
even this,staredto rotate around his axis,tho heavy weight gathering momentum at each
rotation.The flesh must have been strained to breaking point;all in all an impossible
feat ( for ordinary human beings).
But they were ordinary human beings,and I could convince myself that the terrific
weight was real, and so were the needles and hooks, the piercing of the flesh and the
drawing out of human tissue.I touched everything and in dashing in and out of the procession with my madly racing movie camera I found the performers and their helpers most
co-operative.In fact,they felt very much honoured that I should take a picture of them
But not
and their feat.They even smiled and when the picture was taken went on.
all of them smiled. The faces of some were contorted in obvious pain,blood trickled
from their wounds, and one could almost feel theix"superhuman" effort to carry on.
I have the film still with me,ani it helps me to convince people,who otherwise would
think that I brag with another impossible story from the Far East.
In the meantime,the Western people have come to realize that such extraordinary feats
of the human soul over his body are real. Hundreds of War Correspondents have been in
India and the Far East and have taken similar pictures.The most dignified pictorial
magazines have brought picture series of Eastern people who pierce their bodies with
knifes and needles, swallow nails,walk over burning coals and do other incredible feats
which must convince anybody that the mind of man is capable of an extraordinary will
power,which could defy all our ordinary natural laws of physiology,anatomy,physics,etc.
and which must convince us that the laws of nature could be modified. by something to
which "in a higher sense" we may give the name of spirit.
One thing seems to be sure.These extraordinary feats can only be performed under e
strong religious emotion,a strong belief,vhich could"shift mountaineLast year, there
appeared a picture series in LIFE magazine of a Swiss man,who performed similar hairrising piercings of his body before learned. men,He was no fakir,no yogi,no philosopher,
no hennit,but he too,spoke of his message and of his beliefs,which he could not explain
in simple vords.Simi/arly the people in China which I photographed were simple people,
but they undertook the mutilations and exertions in a deeply religious spirit,which
enabled them to perform the impossible.
I for one, was therefore not in the least surprisedeshen I read_ Julian Huxle)s words
in his program for UNESCO ( see p.219) in which he demanded"the study of unusual and
at the moment, scientifically inexplicable properties of the human mind" and in which
he simply stated that recent experiments have "established the reality elegree not
only of extra-sensory knowledge,but of pre-cognition."
Imagine"pre=cognition"; The human mind is able to anticipate future events,to proehetize,to tellefnet is going to happen to a person at a distance, Andthis is not said
by a learned man,who profess to be a spiritualist,or a faithful believer,but by Julian
Huxley,professor of biology,grandson of Thomas Huxley, defender of Darwin' s theory of
evolution,
Alexis Carrel,the famous Nobel prize winner,has.devoted a large part of his widely
known book "Man, the Unknown" to the mental activities of man.As Carrel was a medical
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'an,a doctor and a biologist,He worked on the so-called "mechanical heart", showing that
a human organ could "live" even separated from the parent body for indefinite periods.
In the followingparagraphs I shall gnote a few lines from the Penguin Books edition
lican Book A 181) dealing with the same subject,the power of the
of "Man,the Unkwwn"(Pe
mind over the body.
Carrel writes:
"Most of the great mystics have endured physiological and mental suffering,at least
eering apart of their life.Moreover„contemplation may be accompanied by nervous phenomena resembling those of hysteria and clairvoyance.In the history of the saints one
reads descriptions of ecstasies,thought transnission,visions of events happening at a
distance,and even levitaticns.According to the testimony of their companions,several
of the Christian mystics have manifested this strange phenomenon.The subject absorbed
in his prayer,totally unconscious of the outside world,gently rises above the ground.
eeat it has not been possible so far to bring these extraordinary facts into the field
of scientific observation7(see footnote)
"Certain spiritual activities may cause anatomical as well as functional modifications of the tissues and the organs.These organic phenomena are observed in various
eirounstances,among them being the state of prayer.Prayer should be understood,not as
a mere mechanical recitation of formulas,but as a mystical elevation,an absorption of
consciousness in the contemplation of a principle both permeating and transcending our
wor/d.Such a psychological state is not intellectual.It is incomprehensible to philosophers and scientists,and. inaccessible to tham.But the simple seem to feel Cod as easily
as the heat of the sun or the kindness of a friend,The prayer which is followed by organic effects is of a special nature.First,it is entirely disinterested.Man offers himself to God.He stands before Him like the canvas before the painter or the marble before the sculptor.At the same time,he asks for His grace,exposes his needs and those of
his brothers in suffering.Generally,the patient who is cured is not praying for himself,
but for another,Such a type of prayer demands complete renunciation - that is,a higher
form of ascetictsm.The modest,the ignorant,and the poor are more capable of this selfdenial than the rich and the intellectual.Then it possesses such characteristics,prayer
nay set in motion a strange phencmenon,the miracle.
In all countries,at all times,people have believed in the existence of miracles,in
the more or less healing of the sick at places of pilgrimage,at certain sanatuaries.
But after the great impetus of science during the nineteenth century such belief canpletely disappeared.It was generally admitted,net only that miracles did not exist,but
that they could not exist.As the laws of thermodynamics make perpetual motion impossible,
physiological laws oppose miraoles.Such is still the attitude of most physiologists and
physicians.However,in view of the facts observed during the last fifty years this attitude cannot be sustained.The most important cases of miraculous healing have been recorded by the Medical Bureau of Lourdesepur present conception of the influence of prayer upon pathological lesions is based upon the observation of patients who have been
cured almost instantaneously of various affections j such as peritoneal tuberculosis,cold
abscesses,osteitis,suppurating weunds,lupus,cancer,ete.The process of healing changes
little from one individual to anothereOften,an acute pain,Then a sudden sensation of
being cured.In a few seconds,a few minutes,at the most a few hours,wounds are cicatrized,pathological symptoms disappear,appetite returns,Sometimes functional disorders vanish before the anatomical lesions are repaired.The skeletal deformations of POWs

Footnote: Just yesterday ( April 17,1949) I found an article by W.ReMarr in the Sydney
about Aldous Huxley (the brother of Julian),Gerard. Heard and ChrisMorning Herald
topher Isherwood,who "have gone Vedanta",a new religion,branch of. Hinduism and practised
in a temple in Los Angeles,In his introduction to "Vedanta for the Western World" Christopher Isherwood describes "samadhi":
"It is supposed to be a fourth kind of conscioueness.It is beyond the statesof -waking,
dreaming or dreamless sleep.Those who have witnessed it as an external phenomenon say
the experieneer aepeared to have fallen into a kind of trance. The hair of the head and
body stood erect.The half-closed eyes became fixed.Sometemes there was an astonishing
loss of weight and even levitation from the ground."
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disease;the cancerous glands,may still persist Lek, or three days after the healing of
the main lesions.The miracle is chiefly characterized by an extreme acceleration of
the processes of organic repair.There is no doubt that the rate of cicatrization of
the anatomical defects is such greater than the normal one.The only condition indispensable to the occurrence of the phenomenon is prayer.But there is no need for the patient himself to pray,or even to have any religious faith.It is sufficient that some
one around him be in a state of prayer.Such facts are of profound significance.They
show the reality of certain relations,of still unknown nature i between psychological
and organic processes.They prove the objective tnnortance of the spiritual activities,
which hygienists,physicians,educators,and sociologists have almost always neglected to
study. They open to man a new world.'
This lengthy quotation of Carrel and the explanations giVen in the
going pages
have only one purpags,namely,to show that we can make cur simple nj/Mbol/nr the human
mind and his actions/ for any meaning connected with the powers of the human mind and
its manifestations, includingmysticism.It is not necessary to evolve a special symbol
for the mind activities, ,desoribed in the foregoing paragraphs,simply because we have
no special symbol (term) in our ordinary languages for them...7e call them extra-sensory,
extraordinar abilties of the }unman mind brain soul s•irit etc.etc. But it is easy to
evolve special symbols as we shall soon see.
In any case, all the above discussed phenomena originate in the human brain, if we
do not take into account for the moment,outside influences.If the human brain receives
a heavy knock and relapsesinto unconsciousnoss,any of such activities oease,at least
the vietim does not become aware of them.'-7 e can therefore trace back any meaning referring to thought,intelligence,wisdom,conscience,clair-voyance,pre-cognition,etc,etc.
to the human brain and any special symbolization of such meanings w ouldinClUdethe out_
line of the brain symbol.
However,as said already in foregoing chapters,there exists an intelligence,a wisdom,
a foresight, an ability0 skill very much exceoding human intelligence,human wisdom,
human foresight,abilities and skill;which we cannot trace back to the human brain.We
find it in the atoms and molecules of living cells,and even the 30,000 times magnification of the electron microscope fails to show us any special spot in these cells from
which this wisdom and skill emanates,and which does for the cell what the brain does
for the human being.
The biologists study the behaviourrof living cells under the microscope and marvel
at their ability to cope with the various conditions imposed upon them; and their reaction in cases of emergency. But more wondrous than anything is the cc-operation of cells
in a highly complex organism such as the body of an insect,a fish,a bird,an animal or
a human being.Here we find a harmony in the interactions of every single cell for the
common good of the whple society of cells. There is the heart,a special system of cells,
functioning as a pliWworking with an efficiency never attained by any mechanical punp
ever devised by man. It weighs about ten ounces only,and it works day and night pumping
the amount of about one gallon of blood which a human body -holds,round and round through
all the tiny channels - equal to -a pumping of 900,000 gallons a year.
And the blood stream itself - a mighty river which contains the most complicated
chemicals,manufactured in special organs,and sent on their way throughout the miles of
channels,where they are picked up by the various oells,which discharge in tarn their
refuse.This is promptly carried back into the special factories,where it is transformed
or rejuvenated to do again duty.
Then there are the other organs,one of the most marvellous of them is the eye,which
the tiny cells miraculously manufactured according to the laws of optics,photography
and-Heaven knows what other laws are inacted to produce a picture through lens,retina
and brain.And there is the tiny iris,which every amateur photographer knows from his
he forgot to adjust the opecamera and from his over and underexposed picturea,(when
ning to the amount of light)In the human eye,the iris is worked automatically,closes
and opens itself,according to the light amount - how the tiny cells know what to do,
this is such a miracle,that me have ceased to ask the question,because we know that
we don't know and that our discoveries of tiny links of reactions don't give ,as an
law4'under which these marvellous cells perform theirldutiA
answer as to the ultimate '
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However miraculous this organisation,this co-operation of single cells may seemo the
miracle is heightened if we observe their actions in an emergency.You may hurt your
arm (for instance) in many ways.You may cut it with a sharp instrument,you may prick
it with a needle,you may infect it with various different germs,you may burn a portion
of it,you may hit the arm and burst some blood vessels under the skin,you may even break
the bone or you may do harm in many other different ways.In each different case of emergency the cells of your body wi act differently,manufacture different chemicals,bring
Ali7 or intruders,,and to counteract their poison
different cells into action to c
and their harmful influence.Millions of cells in the blood will rush to the scene of
wattle and. will virtually give their lives in an heroic onslought.
Once the enemy is expolled,other cells will arrive and start the re-building.They
will repair the cut tissue and the broken bone,they will manufacture new cells,until
your skin is. smooth and soft again,until new hair is growing again on the same spot
and your bon7strong and straight again.
And the cells will display this skill,intelligence,wisdom and abilities without directions Pram the brain.They will do it even when you are unconscious,and they will do
it even in a human being, whose brain is in total disorder,And their brother cells and
sister cells which form animals,birds,fish,insects and less highly organised creatures
will do it likewise.As we cannot discover the source of this intelligence,me must assume
a higher intelligence,undor which these tiny cells are acting,and if we deny this outside intelligence,we mast take refuge in all kind of theories,composed of words with
meanings of which we know nothing.Most baffling of all phenomena is the creation of
new life out of a tiny cluster of cells,and each of us who observed a little baby complete with its tiny arms and hands,finger and nails,mouth and nose,cars andP erfecte ye s,
must feel that therein a force at work in this universe of ours of which we know nothing.As usual,we have given a name to it Creation.
And this brings us to our symbol for CreationnAs this symbol should comprise Creation as a whole,it cannot be anything else than wholly arbitrary,and you will soon know
why I have chosen the eoual-sided triangle to stand for Creation

Creation,Nature
the All, the Universe
This symbol conforms to our grammar rules of sementogrephy and it can consequently
be used with the 3 indicators on top to denote the 3 main meanings.

Ii

A

V

creative
the Matter
the Actions
(adjective)
created
of creating
For our ordinary every-day language we shall use these symbols not for the whol a5,ns
of Creation (which we could,if necessary denote by striding the all symbol)but for single'
The inconsistency with regard to the first matter symbol (for which we have no word
in our language) disappears When we realize that the wordscreation,to create,preating,
refer actually to an ACTION only, just as the words selection, to select,selecting do.
The reader is asked kindly to peruse the chapters on p.192 and 221 where it is shown that
the matter transformed by an action takes on the name of the aotion.After the selection,
the TH=MGS selected take on the name of selection. Sometimes however,the ending is diffeTent.After the mixing is done,the THINGS mixed take on the name of mixture
In the same way the creation of a THING is an W,ZION,and after the ZTION is performed we have before us the TE.EIG created, the ereation.7his refers to any single act of
creation,be it an amocba,a baby,a monument or a bridge.They are all single creations.
According to our grammar rules explained on pp.12 and 221 we have derived the following
ladicator combinations:
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AC

i A

or simply
creation
single ACTION

creation
THING after ACTION

creation
THING created

This grammatical treatment is not inconsistent with modern physics.We know today that
incessant ACTION is going on within every piece of matter,within every single atoni.More
than that,modern physicists (see p.212 ff) are of the opinion that matter itself is nothing else but a manifestation of energy,of action,We may even derive our symbol for
creation frown our symbol for ACTION

Action

Creation

Now mgy dismiss this derivation as a play with lines.' agree with you.But just
think
Mme 2500 years esonlre of the greatest wonders of history,the blossoming of
Creek culture,not surpassed yet.The Greek mathematicians were enraptured by geometrical
constellations,such as the equal-sided triangle.
For them,it disclosed divine beauty,
order and harmony,anaMdern mathematician think somewhat likewise.
The above derivation in the symbols for Action (Energy) and. Creation (Universe) may
seem playful,but it adds just a little excitement to our symbols,and make them more meaningful.We can even extend this play with our symbols and find a meaningful analogy in
other symbols.Our symbol for male and female human being show at first glance an upright
human being,wearing either trousers(male) or a skirt(female).However modern womatiPfashion
has already dispensed with this distinction.ln fact,I had a quite different idea in mind
when I devised these symbols

male

female

For themareaction,endeavour p effort,success are essential.This makes life worth living.Tbe symbol for action and energy is therefore displayed in the syMhol for man.
For the woman the main ta'sk in life is to be the trustee of Creation.Within herself
the miracle of creation takes place.Out of a tiny cluster of cells,nour4 shed by her
blood,built by her tissuesi grows a new human being.The symbol for Creation is therefore
displayed in the symbol for woman.
You may again say,that this is only a play with geometrical /ines,to which we attach
special meanings.I agree with you.But this proceeene is the basical procedure of poetry,
with the exception, that we deal there with sounds expressed by phonetic letters and
therefore different with different languages:Vith ideographic symbols hcwever,such as
the Chinese charaoters,we attain an universaliev:eridging all languages.Prof.Fenollosa
pointed out (3/):"I believe that the Chinese written language has absorbed the poetic
substance of nature...and has through its very pictorial visibility,been able to retain
its orginal creative poetry with far more vigor ane vividness than any phonetic tongue."
If we come to think of,we need deperate/y a dash of poetry,especially in this chapter,
where we deal with the most miraculous meanings of our morld.So far,only the poets have
been able to express in words the mysteries of this Universe,which were revealed to
their sensitive souls in flashes of enlightenment.
As said on the foregoing page,the grammatical treatment(based on chemistry and physics) in placing the matter (THING) indicator on top of the symbol for creation indicates
clearly transformation of matter through the action (energy) of the creative force.
in other words, this conformsmith what we observe in nature :the incessant change in
matter,the creation of new forms of matter from other forms,new life from decaying life.
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WHAT DO WE REALLY MEAN BY THE WORD "CREATION"?

We can therefore avoid the fruitless question as to the beginning of all THINGS,or
the Creation of the Universe "out of nothing".To these questions we shall probably
never get any answer,We deal with reality when we use our symbol to stand for the incessant creation which is going on before our eyes.Je may use this symbol to stand not
only for the creation of new life,but also for the incessant creation going on in the
depths of every atom,acting and reacting with other electrons,protons,neutrons of other
atoms.
But we may use the very same symbol in a poetical wa- to indicate the creaticin of
a poem or a symphony.For the every-day making of tools_nings we need in life anUother
activities (although creative too) we may use a diminuitive symbol,a minimized symbol
resembling the triangle,but on a lower scale.It should stand for the every-day meaning
of to make,sorrewhat different from to create:Lou will find this symbol on p.334.
The meaning of Creation is even more diversified as the meaning of Spirit, which we
discussed at length on previous pages in this chapter.And it is now necessary to show
that our symbol for Creation can be interpreted in the various ways in which we treat
the phonetic symbol C-r -e -a -t-i -o-n.
"Oreation?",might people ask,"what do you mean by this term,or by your symbol.The
Creation by a personal Creator according to the old-fashioned Bible story or Creation
according to the new theories,which modern science has evolved?"
Here again,I beg to be allowed to relate an experience from my life.' was brought up
by my parents in the belief of a personal Creator,of a high Being,who has created this
world and keeps it goina.Most children are brought up this way.The simple mind of children cannot grasp an explanation that all this came just "by itself",and it keeps going
just "by itself".
In the years of adolescence we come across many instances of gross injustice,of suffering by innocent people, and the crooks and evildoers being able "to get away with it".
Our belief in a just Godiwho punishes the wicked and rewards the righteous is badly
shaken.Then we learn in school that the stories of Creation related in the Bible cannot
be true,in fact must be rejected on the basis of the modern theories of chemistry,phy7
sics,astronomy and the theory of evolution.Then we discard the whole Bible and the idea
of a Creator.We cannot find Him with the telescope and the microscope.He does not exist.
This is the usual course of any young person,who becomes an atheist.And with me - a
boy with an immense interest in the natural sciences - it was not different. Being the
son of a mechanic and electrician, I had in my fathers workshop all physical and electrical appliances to play with,and in addition I made our home a chemical laboratory
had
to the despair of my mothermeho however with motherly kindness let me continue,As
the best marks in chemistry and physics,my career was clearly mapped out for me:the
technical university,department chemical engineering.
I graduated and was immediately engaged by a firm,making electric lamps and other
applianoes.However,the making of practical things did not satisfy me,Somehow I felt that
there is a message to be derived from the knowledge of the laws of nature. I saw around
me men and women,who made life miserable for themselves and for others,because they let
themselves be guided by all kind of silly superstitions.' began to believe,that people
trained in the laws of causation could make a better life for themselves and for others.
I felt,that it must be necessary to show people that there is a cause to every effect
and there is an exact method,the scientific method,to find the correct cause for every
effect.It was clear for everyone to see,and the great advances in technology and even
more,the great achievements of medicine,based on the experimental sciences of chemistry
rind physicspere the best proofs of the superiority of modern science over religious
tlieories.And so I set out to preach the new gospel.
However,I realised that religion is a very private and very personal affair,and consequently I refrained strictly from any mentioning or referring to religion in all of
my lectures.For the last 25 years I lectured to working class people mostly, in educational halls,people's universities,night schools and evening classes,After a heavy dais work
in the factory I travelled to those evening schools and conducted classes wtlhout any
material gain.I lectured on physical and ehpmical phenomena.There was so much to explain.
The new atom theory was taking shape.ThePlc=ethat each atom is itself a solar system
with a sun and planets circling round and rounde was wonderful to behold.The new theory
of Einstein aroused great interest,and everyone wanted to grasp and to understand all
these wonderful discoveries.

HOW TO SUBSTITUTE WITH LANGUAGE ONE MYSTERY FOR ANOTHER
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I had to evolve a special lecturing technique.As a student,I attended many science
lectures,and very often I caw out duMbfounded and downhearted,I had not understood the
lecture and felt very ignorant indeed.Tith a vengeance I set out to discover what that
lecturer failed to convey to me,and usually I found that the matter was simply to grrisp,
when told in simple language.This was my first discovery about science and the language
in which it is taught.
ng
tha
lauage
of
realized that the lecturer uses a different language
from/h
is auLience.tie
could
have as well spoken in Greek, the effect would be the same: the audience politely applruding enoratory performance,and then shuffling out,pretending to their friends that they
understood,but feeling that they have not.
In the factory I came in intimate contact with many skilled men,electricians,mcchanics,
plumbers and others,-Alling to learn, interested in science,but feeling that somehow
science is beyond their grasp and that their mental facilities are too limited for it.
So I set out to teach science and the most modern advances of science to the simple
people,Gradualiy I improved my methods,until I could give uneducated people a grasp of
the works of modern sciantists,including the relativity and atom theory.My rewards wore
very 2Teat,when many from the audience came forward to thank me and to tell re,that they
believed never to be able to grasp all this.
As said before, it was just a matter of language,of using the words which those people understood,of refraining from using the
scientific nomenclatura,exprossed in
Greek and Latin terms,which ordinary people don't understand,Moreover, I tried to explain every word in science by referring to experiences of the ordinary people. "fit are
electro-magnetic waves?'I askednell,it's simple. YOU know what electricity is;that
what makes a motor run and a lamp glow.You know what magnetism is;you have seen nails
being attracted by a magnet.Well,that's magnetism.And you know what waves are.You have
seen the ripples and waves on a lake.So,electro-magnetic raves are just waves of electricity and magnetism.We can't see them,but they are there, just the same and we can
pick them up with special apparatuses.This is how radio works."
Well,it was aqsimolc as that,and the audience seamed to understand.But slowly the
nought began coming2ilp7$hat I Was deceived myself and that I deceived the others again by language.Nowr having studied semantics, I know where the fallacy lies. I used
words and believed that by use these words I understood and made the others understand.The old fallacy:usWePtilileas an explanation./hat is gravitation? Ch, that's
what makea a stone fallamd what makes a stone fall? Well,gravitation,Explaining one
word by another.and using the IS to give this explanation some sort of reality. If radio
IS a manifestation of electro-magnetic waves,wintother explanation do you want? Nobody
bothered to ask what electro-magnetic waves really M.
This semantic fallacy still reigns with many int,
ilictdals.gni-74_a few had the courage
to stand up and confess our total ignorance abcuTYRInE8sR871wwiNgled words,which
the scientists have invented.As J.S,Mill remarked:
"Explaining one law of nature by another is but substituting one mystery for another,
and does nothing but render the whole cause of nature mysterious."
A.S;Eddington was even more outspoken (50).What he said has even more value because
of the fact,that he abandoned the language of science and used the language of the ordinary people.He said
...something unknown that makes the electron do something we know not what..."
And now think of the fact,that today modern scientists believe that the electron
does not exist at all.The term electron is only a name for"something we know not what."
No wonder,that many clergymen today refer in their sermons to the miraculous workings
of atoms and electrons and do not forget to point out that modern science has failed
to give an answer7to the ultimate nature of the world.It's even"-,orsel:The most modern
advances of science point more and more to the existence of a supreme intelligence and
the most modern scientistu is astonished to notice" as Einstein put it,"that sublime
order emerges from what appeared to be chaos,"
Yes,the era which started about 1850 has definitely come to an end about 1925.This
was the time,when people believed to be able to explain the whole universe "quite naturaI".It all came just "by itself". Thera are no miracles in theworld,there was no
Creation and consequently there is no Creator.
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DOES THE WORD "NATURE" EXPLAIN "CREATION" BETTER?

Again language was put to work.On page 582 we have learned that the word creation
is an ACTION word, just as the word selection is.Consequently we could trace the ACTION
to some THiNG,which performs this ACTION.If we could form the mord selectalto we could
also form the word creator, The word creation was therefore a very inconvenient word in
the atheist terminology,and it was abandoned in favour of a much better word: Nature.
The advantage of this word is that it does not directly indicate an ACTION,and therefore
there is no such THING as era-tux= or Naturer. In using the word. Nature the atheist had
done away very effectively with the idea of a Creator,and he did not bother to think
that he had substituted another word with a meaning even more mysterious.
But it did. not work.The eurd Nature indicates in some very vague' way not only the
THINGS in our universe but also their ACTIONS,So it is somehow an ACTION word and laymen and scientists used it in this way.Many explanations started with the words:"Nature
does thisfl or"Nature does not that"! Instead of a Creator,there was that Being"Nature"
which now did all the thinga,IlihaRL.11.1110MBg ilfmNsogygcthe FFepsgeeeliglwition is
In my atheist days I came arras a saying of a Arttedi sciealsi,whose name'-rienfor
tunately forgot.I attended a lecture of a Dutch biologist,who had performed some very
interestirg experiments with plants.He was able to find out how and why plants turn towards the sun,that reans,he found out something about themechaniam",without of course
being able to explain the How and the Why plants are able to manufacture certain chemicals which perform the mirecle.And he ended his lecture with the following quotation
of the British scientist:
"Nature has kindled a light,the human brain,to disclose little by little her secrets"
This quotation simply enraptured me,It took my breath away,It satisfied my inner craving,my religious feelings,which had been effectively held back by modern science.Semehow Nature became for me that supreme Being,which keeps the universe going.
After that,I imitated the Dutch biologist and closed mast of my science lectures
with the above quotationi and I could see that it satisfied the audience too.Now,studying
the working of language,' reali.E1- tbaI I and the many scientists and laymen have used
a convenient word as a substituVg TSr 18§,Pt. Creetor,
This belief in "Nature" is still widespread among most intellectuals,who think that
it is the "progressive" vie-.Stuart Chase,the author of the famous book on Semantics
"The Tyranny of Words" (26) expresses his bewilderment about the fact,that modern scientists like Eddington,Millican,Jeaneand others,use the term God and Creator.Apparently
for Chase,the reformer,these words have meanings associated with so many instances of
injustice and sufferings that we better forget them,Needless to say,that what Chase understands by the term God is a different meaning from what Eddington and others under-stand ,by it.In fact,you and me and anyone of this planet may have just a different idea
about the meaning of God and Creator.

Now,our word creation has two meanings (at least),The first meaning refers to a creation out of nothing„The second. meaning to a creation out of something,The first ref g?
to the begin of the universe,the second to the incessant creation which is going on in
the universe,
It is understandable that ee human 1417,g17conceive a very first beginning of our universe out of the void.On the other hand,we realize that logical reasoning does not get
us far,and so atheist scientists and laymen have abandoned the futile question as to
the beginning of Creation,to which the faithful believer has such a simple answer.
We take this universe of ours for granted.It exists,and we see our task in the exploration of it, in be discovery of its mechanism.licwever,no matter how atheistic we
set about our task,no matter haw fervently we discard the belief in a Creator,me can't
help making wild assumetions,which are little different from the dogmas, in which the
faithful believer believes,and on which he builds up his universe.We believeifor instance that the amount of matter in our universe is fixed,There are only so many little
atom balls in the universepane they toss around,forming all kind of constellations,just
like billiard balls on a billiard table.
Wo have no proof for this degma,in fact we shall never be able to prove it.So we belive in it.For the alternative is very inconvenient for our atheist attitude,nemely the
assumption that little balls are created out of nothing,In the meantime,we have come

IS THE WORD "EVOLUTION" AN EXPLANATION OF CREATION?
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to believe that according to certain experiments and assumptions,matter can be created
out of energy.Fortunately,we had made another unproved assumption,namely,that the total
amount of energy in the universe is fixed,and so we have amalgamated the law of the conservation of energy with the law of the conservation of matter to a new dogma,unproved
but fervently believed,because it relieved us of the uncomfortable thought that some
new creation might be going on.
Nevertheless,new creation is going on all the time,but,we have assured ounselves,that
this is only a transformation of matter.But it is a very miraculous one.The ti.eory,that
the amount of little balls and the energy which pushes them around is fixed in the uni-

verse helps us to a convenient understanding of the incessant changes which go on in
so-called inanimated matter.Various atoms are per chance brought into contact with each
other,react in different ways,to form new oombinationsnwhich in turn react with other
combinations,etc.ete.
But this explanation does not explain the creation of animated or living matternBnfore our eyes,tiny clusters of cells,divide,double and multiply and grow into the most
complex and most miraculous organisms,insehts,birds,fish,animals and human beings.And
these beings in turn can produce miraculously new organisms.From foregoing paragraphs
we have learned that those conglomerations of living cells in highly developed organisms
do not came together byzAre ch4lacellu.Lare dcomposed,and act and react in a most intelligent way,a phenomEcfrOli3R7EA-n RI9TPFxp/ained. by the acting of a supreme intelligence,which conducts the behaviour and life of those atoms and cells.Here at least is
the -proof of a creation,apparently influenced by an intelligent Creator.
It came therefore as a re/ief to those who wanted to see the edifice of religious
thought and teaching destroyed,when Darwin published his famous theories.Now,at last
was the last pillar of religious superstition broken.There is no Cod,there is no Creation as told in the Bibie.Everything happened quite qcoidentally,juseby
,
itself"without
any outside intelligence whstsoever.And sure enough,geRR7i6gOwas coined to account
(and by the wayn explairf) this phenomenon ffvolutionnAnd having coined the new word,many
people believed that the phenomenon has been explained.This new superstition is today
believed by millions of so-called intellectuals,and is fostered by thcse,who combat the
influence of religious leaders.No wcnder,that in modern Russia,Derwin and his teachings
have been lifted up to almost religious status,
Eric Ashby writes in "Scientist in Russia"(Pelican Book A 186,1947, see quotations
on p. 573f01
"Darwins writings have (in the words of Hudson and Richens) been erected to the status of a canon...By Darwinism we in Britain and Lysenko in Russia mean quite different
things.We retain those parts of Darwin's work,-nhich have withstood eighty years of oritiarm,and we forget the rest.But for the disciples of the 'new genetics' Darwins work
is s]icrosanct.Even the most tentative views must be accepted as literel,true,and
in the way that a fundamentalist accepts the story of the fall."
The trouble with Darwin was - to use a witticism of G.B.S. - that he was no Darwinian.
Contrary to the belief of millions of intellectucal atheists,Darwin was a religious man.
He did not believe that he had done away with the Creator and had solved the mystery of
life. In the last sentences of his"Origin of Species" he said
"There is grandeur in this view of life,with its several powers,having been originally breathed by the Creator into a few forms or into one.and that,while this planet
has gone cycling on according to the fixed law of gravity,from so simple a beginning
endless forms most bdhtiful and most wonderfnl have been and are being evolved."
For the Dar4ns,however;Darmin has done away effectively with a Creator,and if you
ask one of them how all those creatures came into being,he wz 1alre you one word as a
sufficient explanation: Evolution:We simply do not realise thtiT-tati word is no explanation at all,and secon4that it implies an even greater miracle as the miracle of Creation by en omnipotent Creator.It is simple to understand a theory according to which a
power,or force,or supranatural being - in short,a Creator had created all those marvellous forms of life.But a theory according to which atoms and molecules in utter chaos
assembled themselves purposeless into the most purposeful organisations - only people
who abandon all reasoning,could believe in such a theory. I myself confess that I too
fell into the trap of the mechanistic hypothesis.I6 all so simple,When the waters receded,the fish simply grew legs and continued on land.Then they manufactured lungs.Then
thsr shed their scales and made themselves hard armours,or skins or furs according to
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HOW WATCHES AND CLOCKS CAME ABOUT BY SIMPLE EVOLUTION

season,climate or fashion.But we know that the fish are dumb.So are the reptiles, so are
the animals.They couldn't do it just "by themselvez".Even we human beings,who can make
all kind of tocls,are in this matter as helpless as the lower creatures,If we eat a
piece of meat,or bread or fruit,we cannot direct our body to manufacture from this a
tooth,or a nail or a few- hairs.You have to be a chemist to know about the complex chemical structure of a tooth or a nail or a hair,and to realize that - if the cells of
our body are able to manufacture these complex and most purposeful things,then they
must be imbued with an intelligence and a skill,infinitelygreater than"humen intentPeer= and Skill"4attributed to originate in the human brain).
We have become used to laugh about human errors,superstitions and theories of the
past few thousand years,and we feel very elated of living in our enlightened age.But
later generations may judge our present century very harshly.Not so only on account of
the crimes committed,but also on account of the fact that we of the 19th and 20th century accepted or swallowed the ridiculous theory that the universe is utter chaos and
without purpose,and that purposeful organisation has evolved just by itself without purs
pose,simply by the hit or miss chance.To illustrate this senselessness of the mechanistic
hypothesis,we may perhaps follows; Let us assume the chaos of the hardened crust of
the earth.The time is many hundreds of millions of years back.Then out of mere chance
sown minerals come togethcr,containing iron,copper,kinc,ete.Then again by mere chance
some carbon happens to be around,or is added some millions of years later. Then some
fire flares up and by mere chance iron is producednand steel and copper and zinc,and
brass is formed.Millions of years later by the mere chance of probability little cogeiheels and springs,and axles and frames are formed,and little by little as the millions
ef years pass by,some of these axles and cogwheels assemble themselves into a watch and
then some prehistoric earthquake gives the initial shake and our little watch is set in
motion and there it is - created just by itself,just by the mechanistic evolution.
Silly as this analogy may seem,the silliness goes further.Our atheistic mechanists
do not only assume that the watch has formed itself,without the assistance or presence
of some purposeful intelligence,they went on to assume that our little watch,in order
to cope with the existing conditions Wa dgielolifig4.sturdier wheels, stronger frames in short, the fittest setches survived -pale Mlecures which form the watch, have learnt
to repair broken wheels,to grow new cogs - and to top it all - the moleou]es have,by
the mere hit or miss precess,hit on a grand thing,namely, natches split up in half and
out of the halves two new complete watches grew,end go on ticktacking and producing new
watches out of themselveseLeter on,male and female -retches mate and produce new watches
which grow to maturity.In the end,by mere chaotic chance all kind of species are orestedomall wrist watches,rwntelpiece watches and big grandfather clocks - and all this
evolution takes place just purposeless s it's chaos all right.(see Paley quot.page 624)
net has happened was that the DareWns had outaarwined Darvin himself.In their iconoclastic fervour they have"thrown out the baby with the batitIn denying any purposeful
intelligence in the universe,they have denied their own intelligence,There is no Creator,
no God,the universe is chaos,and we are the product of chaos.
Yes, we shall become: the laugng stock of later generations who would have no difficulty to find a related link betseen our views and cur concentration campa,our slave
labour camps and our gaschambers for genocide.In chaos - only the fittest can survive.
Fortunately however, there are other voices,and the future historian,who will study
one day our contemporary writing,will surgly come across them.As pointed out in foregoing chapters and paragraphs modern scientists have come to acknowledge that there is
n supreme intelligence in the working of the atoms and the chronosomes,and supreme order emerges where formerly we thought only chaos to be.
I could have written this chapter in a very different way.In fact,I could have facilitateathis difficult nritine by goilequotinenthe sayings of great scientists and philosophers.Instead of displaying a string of quotations, I have used my own words,to express in a very crude and naive form my own thoughts about this problem,being well anare of the fact,that the meat men of literature and poetry hove said the same in many
different ways,a thousand times better than I did it.To finish this line of arguments
Jet me bring forward only 2 examples out of the immense variety of life to support my
views on the meaning of evolution.
Somehow,we have camp to accept the miracles around us as common-place things, We do
not marvel when we put a few groins of seed into the eround,and sec them bursting out

HOW DID EVOLUTION MAKE THE BATS SEE IN DARKNESS?
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into the most beautiful and wondrous flowers. A tiny mouse is for us a nuisance,a pest.
Yet -Walt Whitman said that " a mouse is miracle enough to stagger sextillions of infldela." Butess have lost the sense of seeing a miracle in a mouse.But sometimes,the scientists discover new miracles and then - for a vee short time - we wonder in amazement.
And what I am going to tell now, has something to with a mouse,nr better a flying mouse,
a bat.
For thousands of years men have wondered how bats can fly in pitch darkness without
bumping into obstacles. About 150 years ago Spallanzani tried out some experimentseHe
stretched fine threads across a room,which could be made completely lighttight.Then he
released in this pitch darkness a bat.But the bat did not hit the threads,nor did it
bump into the wall or other things in the room.If flew around avoiding all obstacles.
In assuming that the bat's eyes could penetrate the darkness,Spallanzani covered the
eyes of his bat,and let it lase blindfolded..But again,the bat did not hit anything.So
it is net the eye; ,which guide a bat,but something else.Spallanzani then covered the
ears,and now the bat did not want to fly at all,and when thrown into the air,it bumped

into the threads and into the walls.Spallanzani then concluded that bats can make their
way in complete derkness,oan avoid any obstacles with the use of their ears - but how
they did it,this remained a complete mystery - until now.
Now we have radar (radio echos) and sonar (sound underwater echos) and according to
gartridge,Griffin and Galambos the mystery of the bat is solved.The bat uses a kind of
radareTith its tiny mouth it emits shortslyeaks.The frequency of these squeaks is above
the 50,000 mark and therefore in the supersonic range,inaudible for our ears.These tiny
high frequency sound esves are emitted from the bat's trangmitter,the mouth,and travel
forth and bounce back,when they hit an obstacle.Coming back as echo,they are picked up
by the receiver,the tiny car.And so the bat flies in pitch darkness,and on the tiny radar screen in its braen,it somehow sees the radar pictures of the treessbranches,walls

and obstacles, in somehow the some way as a flier watches tren radar screen in his airplane.
It is difficult to believe that this wonderfulmecks.nim came ab -,ut by mere chaotic
chanoe.But the miracle is even greater.In our radar apparatuses the short signals are
emitted in intervals,ane during the silent intervals the receiver picks up the echo.Vhen
the bat emits srvaks with its mouth, these sqpaks would be immediately heard by the bats
ears,and the bat might confuse the signal and its echn.To avoid this,a tiny muscle eperatesewhich shuts off the ear rinring the sqeak,and opens it to receive the echo.
But the miracle goes even further.In a cave filled with hundreds of bats,there must
be a terrific din of speaks and a terrific mix-up of echos.But no - each bat has its own
and personal frequency bend,each bat transmits and receives on a different wavelength
But the miracle is not yet fully told.The bat,in flying in the dark night,wifl easily
avoid the trunk of a tree,cr a branch or a fence,er a -slre.But if an insect,a spider,or
a fly it on that trunk,or branch,fence or wire,then the bat makes straight for it and
grabs it.Apparently,the radar screen in his little brain is so perfect,that it outlines

in precision a spider or another insect,against the trunk or branch.Kiracle upon miracle.
It is difficult or even impossible to imagine thset,according to our theories,a particular species of flying mice has been forced by circumstances to live in caves and to
fly at night,andethen beingeforcedby the alternative either to survive by evolving new
faculties or to die out,they have evolved their own radar system.Ourely,the bats couldn't
have dens it themselves,so their molecules and cells must have done the thinking and

eonstructing..If we deny an intellectual force at work,and assume the hit and miss theery,then this species would have missed trillions of times the construction of a radar
system and would have perished.
As said before,a mouse is just as great a miracle as a bat.It is only because radar
is a modern miracle, that we set einitsiefinditg- the selJP miracle operating in a bat.But
in 50 years our grandchildren may wear radar spectacles when going home in a dark night,
and then the bat's radar would be just coesonplace,no miracle at all.
And now the second and last story, the story about the angler fish.' am an European
and theeTore European miracles in the world of lying things have become a commonplace
with me.But now I am in Lustralia,which has a distinct flora and fauna,qeite different
from the rest of the world. cat I see,heer and read here in Australia about amazing creaturea,make me simply gape in wonder and bewilderment.Among the mestphantastic living
beings,which are found on the land and in the seas, is the family of the angler fish.
On the following page you \sill find a drawing .,f this almost an relievable fish.
What follows is a real fish story,with one difference.It's a true story.That fish
really exists.
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The Coneleat Angler - with rod,line,bait and hooks
Drawing from an article by T.C.Roughley,Sueerintendent of Fisheries,Commonwealth of
Lustralia,published in the Sydney Horning Herald,1948.
This is - as said before - a true fish story.Lnd there is not only one species calleeangler fish".There is a whole family of such species,which vary in their resources
to make an amazing living; believe it or not - they angle for fish, in exactly the same
way as human angler; do.
One species has on its line two pieces of bait that resemble raw neat.The angler fish
lurking amongst weeds and having a -wonderful caeouflage of coloured stripes (another unexplained mystery in the living world - the mimicry) waits for a fish to come along. If
the victim happens to come from the right, the angler would turn its bait to the right
and would dangle the bait vigorously to attract the attention of the oncoming fish.The
bait resembles raw meat - the victim grabs it,and is grabbed in turn.
:another species of the angler fish has 3 hooks at the end of the line.But it lives in
such great depths where the waters are pitch dark.What is the use of the hooks in pitch
blackness,you may ask.But you aon't know the cleverness of the angler fish.2.bove the
3 hooks it dangles an "electric" bulb - yes,a luminous bulb,which attracts the attention
of smaller fish.end Mr. Roughley,Sueerintendent of Fisheries writes: "Incredible,you say.
But no,it is perfectly true."
He goes on to relate more miracles in this amazing family.There is one female species,
which has,what Roughley calls the "portable bridegroom".The female grovrth to about 4 feet
in length,the male however does not exceed 4 inches.It attaches itself to the female,and
soon a union is created.The organs of the male degenrate,until the male is only the reproductive organ,a bag of milt,ready to fertilise the eggs of the female.
A fish,equipped with a stiff rod,a line,a bait,hooks and even a luminous bulb,this
cannot be the product of mere chaotic chance.Lnd even if we assume this - how on earth
do the molecules and cells learn to manufacture all those different parts of angler equipment,hard and long the rod, thin the line,coloured the bait,hard and bent the hooks,and
glowing in darkness the luminous bulb - these things cannot be explained without assuming
an intelligenoe,a purposive force at work.
The above described fish can be seen in the aquarium of Sydney's Taronga Park zoo.I
may assume that you,dear reader,hae had a similar feeling as I always have,-hen entering
an aquarium and observing in amazement the incredible forms of living fish,crabs,octoeuses,snails,shells,oysters and many,many other living creatures. They all go on living,
have children,experience,no doubt,joy and sorrow in their own way.Aad as you look on at
this amazing perplexity of life,one thought overwhelms you: "-Mel 7hy? rhyl That is the
purpose in this creation')'My all this'?"
The scientists can give you no answer.Neither can the theologians Only the poets
may be able to express what they understand in flashes of enlightenment.But even they
use words only,which have so many different meanings for us.Perhaps the musician can do
it better.There is that great symphony of Beethoven,the 9th symphony,the choral.In the
first movement the disharnotes clash - you feel the chaos,the inexplicable harshness of
life.In the second movement you can visualize an unearthly giant at eork,tossing up the
seee,thrusting up the mountains,hurling the planets through epace,and doing this in a
kind of superhuman frolic,breathing the life into the minerals,and laPihe living things
thus multiply in endless veriations.Oonfronted erith this music,expressing the ringing of
the spheres,the dance of : the stars and the atoois,the cells and the living creatures,
you realize that to ask 'lee is useless.You can only beheld in wonder.
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But as soon as you leave the concert hall,and are faced with your own problems,you
can't help starting to ask again "Why?" Life is for you a bitter and hard struggle,You
are confronted with many misfortunes,which befall you undeservedly.i.nd you ask again
and again "Ihy".
"'thy do the wicked prosper,wax fat and kick;why do misfortunes fall upon the innocent or those who have done their best to be upright?" asks Julian Huxley.and he refers
to the Book of Job where this difficult question is faced and the answer given,
"Job poses the question as applied to his own plight.His three friends answerewith
the simple but crude faith which believes what it thinks ought to be so."because you
have deserved it".But Job knows this is not true.He appeals to Jehovah himself.And he is
answered by Jehovah himself.The answer is as simple as that of the three canforters;but
it is sublime instead of puerile,it symbolizes a true fact instead. of a false hypotheeis.The answer is,"Because I am the Lord;because my ways are not your ways;because you
cannot understand the divine purpose;because ultimate reality is and always will be a
mystery, to be feared as well as loved."
"On the other hand",00ntinues Julian Huxley seblime as this idea may be,it still involves all sorts of difficulties on the theistic plane which are avoided if religion
does not personify its object of worship."
The above quotation is from Julian Huxley's book "Religion without Revelation" (The
Thinker's Library,No.83, published by Watts & Co. London 1941),In this book Huxley points
to the reality and necessity of religion and religious feelings,and he tries to convince
the reader,that it is possible to adjust our religious thoughts to our changed knowledge
of the universe - in fact,this adjustment must be made.The clash between modern science
and religion is only due to the time-lag between both:That was good as an explanation

2000 years ago,may not mere be good enough for today.Huxley starts his book with a quotation of Canon B.H.Streeter,who said in his book "Reality" (1927)
"Science...makes impossible any religion but the highest"
,nt the beginning of this chapter I have quoted from another book of Julian Huxley, in
which he said;'"Science...has shown that there is something in evolution which we must
call progress,and it has sheen that we ourseles are now trustees for any evolutionaryr
progress that remains to be made." (110) He also speaks of the "mental" force in the tinT,'
any modern churchmen have realized that the adjustment must be made,in fact is overdue.et the beginning of this chapter I have quoted a churchman of high repute,Harry Emerson Fosdick.He is pastor of New York's Riverside churchm an page 219 of the second volume
of this book,you will find a description of the portal of this church.Besides the figure
of Christ and the four envengelists,you sec there the statues of hoses,Confucius,Buddha,
Mohamed,Hippocrates,Buclid,Darwin,Pythagoras,Socrates,Plato,Spinoze and even of a living
man - Einstein.
ge,the human beings,the highest organised living beings on this planet are the "trustees for any evolutionary progress that remains to be made."Beethoven has, in the third
and fourth movement of his 9th symphony expressed this progress. In the third movement
melodies of indescribable sweetness indicate that man became conscious of his soul,of
all the feelings of love,the emotions aroused by beauty,the bliss overwhelming when cone
templating the wonders of this enrld.But as yet,thew feelings are inarticulate,they are
felt only.In the fourth movement another stage in the evolutionary progress is reached,
the miraculous birth of language,and with it, the human thoughts take shape,form and ex pression.The supreme intelligence which pervades the universe,makes us children of the
universe realize the divine purpose in the circling of the stars,and the creatures: to
create order out of disorder,and Beethoven expresses in music what Schiller expressed in

nords,the ultimate purpose of man on this planet:
"ill mankind unites fraternal"
You will find the melody expressing these words nn the title page of this book,writtcn
in the international symbols of musical notation.
The reader is asked kindly to read also a later chapter,beina in direct connection
with the thoughts expressed in the foregoing pages.There the book of Reh.411son "The miraculous Birth of Language" (53) is discussed.In this book,Wilson continues the thoughts
of Darwin and comes to amazing conclusions.I humbly confess,that I have continued his
chain of thoughts,in the light of a re -discovery,which I believe to have made,when scrutinizing the crude picture writings of prehistoric man.

Julian Huxley in th above mentioned book,distinguishes five important stages in the
progress of man with reward to langueee and the expression of thouehs,and these five stages are interesting to contemplate in connection with the subjeet of this book,He saes:
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"From the point of view of the diffusion of thought and ideas man has passed through
four main stages and is now entering upon a fifth.He began with speech alone.Be proceeded to the invention of writing,and so to the greater permanence and accuracy of his
tradition Thencame printing,with the possibility of multiplication of the written we
with the industrial era there came the substitution of machine-power for man -pawer,wiee
a consequent new multiplication of the multiplying capacity of the printing press,end
therefore the possibility of the dissemination of ideas literally to everybody, in every
place,owing to the cheapness of mass-production.
Finally in the last half-century or so,we have entered upon a new era,whose implications and whose possibilities we have hardly yet envisaged.This is the era of new modes
of spreading human thought and human achievement.Even if we leave out photography and
telegraphy,there remain the invention of the grerenaphone,the invention of the cineno,ebe
discovery of wireless,ana the perfection of cheap colour -printingeell these,in their
several ways,are completely altering the whole problem of the diffusion of culture,ani
so of the growth of culture and civilisation itself.Not only is the spread of ideas and
knowledp,alroady facilitated by mriting and printing,now again facilitated and speedei
ur,but the achievements of the human spirit in music and painting can to-day be spread
and enjoyed in -ays previously impossible."
If ynu,dear reader,have become convinced that the symbol writing proposed in this
book may perhaps be a crude beginning to a new mode of writing and printing - readable
in all and any language of this planet,and clearer in meaning than ordinary :words the
you may agree that this new mode of diffusing knowledge and ideas may herald a sixth
stage in the above mentioned progress as outlined by Julian Huxley.
Fold this brings us to the end of this chain ofthcughts.Some readers may say,that
the foregoing pages are unnecessary (in their evaluation).1 have however pointed out
on many previous occasions,that T had to discuss the meanings involved, in order to explain the symbolization of them in semantography.In the ordinary phonetic languages and
even in the artificial auxiliary constructed languages like Esperanto etc.a word may
stand for any meaning, including religion, creation and Creator. But in semantography,tfe
elements of meaning,expressed by certain geometrical lines,must be found in Sairrelated
meanings. In the English language there is no direct relation visible in the phonetic
letter combinations (1) r-e-l-i-g-i-o-n (2) n-a-t-u-r-e (3) C-r-e-a-t-o-r. But the senantography symbols of these 3 meanings contain the same symbole thus being more meeniezfel as ordinary words.end this brings me to the story,how and why I choose the equalsided triangle as a symbol to appear in any of the above mentioned"higemeanings.
There is an age-old symbol which stands for the all-seeing,all-knowing,omnipotent
Creator,for the one and universal GodeTe have found this symbol on many historical buildings and writings,and you can find it even to-day in many places.You will find it for
instance in the great seal of the United States.

The symbol for GOD in the Great Seal of the United States (Reverse Side)
'Ike- age-cad picture of an eye within a triangle has served to indicate the all-se.ing,omnipresent dreator.By using the picture of a human sense organ,the eye,this symbol has beer
used to indicate the meaning of a "personal God" (whatever thise in the variousreligions and in various minde),It indicates in any case that peop e ' to make a pioture
of the Omnipotent Creator,as a kind of person.If we leant to express the meaning of a personified Creator,we may simply copy this age-old symbol.lithout the eye pieture,we arriet a symbolibr an un-personified Creator who keeps this universe going,and who is to te:
found in every aspect of our worlde=theists prefer the word. Nature for this meaning.Fcr
them it is not the Creator - he,eto is neepensible for the circling of the stars and e trons.It is a she - Nature. She is responsible for all this circling.Needless to say,te
this circumvention is a personification too.
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ire can then form the following symbols to stand for the following meanings:

by adding the

0

symbol we arrive at

eye

Nature,Greation
the Universe and the
purposive force in it
A symbol for the atheist,
the agnostic,the person
who want to avoid the
word: God,the Creator

God
Creator
A symbol for the believer in a personal
Creator,who is allseeing, omnipotent.

Needless to say,that the atheist deceives himsolf,when,by using the word Nature instead of Creator,he believes df havt done any with the purposive,intellectusgspiritual)foroe in the universe.
In our new symbols,bothmonnings carry the same outline.Moreover,it shall be understood,that the addition of the eye symbol cannot in any way depreciate the meaning.On
the contrary.For every human bcing,mho still can monder,be he or she a simple person, or
a scientist,or a philosopher,the eye is perhaps the greatest marvel in the organisms of
man,birds,fish and anim21s.That out of inanimated mineral matter shall be built an organ
with a lens,an automatic iris,a living photographic plate which registers every detail
of the outer world - that all this can coma about out of a tiny cluster of cells,forming
sperm and ovum and being united in an eruption of most passionate feelings - is there any

better proof for a purposive and most miraculous force at work in the universe? That this
force has given us oyes to take in the wonders. of the world - is thc-re any better proof
for a spiritual force,whether we call it God, or Creator or vital force or else?
On page 567 we have evolved a compound symbol to indicate religious feeling is general.
By using our new combination we can vary slightly the meaning.

C 2A
religious feeling in general
the feeling of awo which believer and unbeliever experience before the manifestations ofNature,Creation,be
it the starry sky,thc sea,
or a rose bud and a crystal.

religious feeling in particular
the feeling of awe which overcomes us when we contemplate the
working of the Creator in Crea-

tien,the allseeing,all-pervading
spiritual,purposive force,which
moves our hearts and the heavens

Instead of the heart syMbol,which some people may evaluate sentimental,naive,etc.we
may use our respective mind symbols on different levels:

(Th
emotion

(Th

(Th

reason

conscience

the whole
mind,soul,spirit

7e can now construct various symbols for slightly different meanings by confronting
the different symbols for the mind (as iown above) with the symbol for creation and
Creator rcspectively.For some of those Smdbolsthwight not be any appropiate word
in the English language.0n the other hand, the
attribute to one or the other'
symbol compound might not be found appropiate by other people. Ie must bear in mind, that
all the meanings discussed in this chapter arc of a highly controversial nature.The meaning of the word religion or God is such a complex one,that we can assume beforehand, that

:we shall
ant
d. (ToTTerrrrnyere
s=y1=Siring=trtloar
esr:==etetn=
aspects to the devout, believer and to the fanatical unbeliever,that a satisfactory sym-

bol is almsot impossible to invent.The above symbols show the "broadest" meanings: our
heart" that is the "depth of our soul",that is our mind and its emetions,confronted with
the whole of Creation.

THE SYMBOLS FOR AWE AND SCIENCE, ETHICS AND RELIGION
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Many writers on religious subjects are faced with this inadequacy of the words employed.ihen they speak of religion,they mean something special,and they set out to say it
in so many hundreds of words what they understand by this word.But the word itself,suggests something else too to the reader,and these other meanings will creep up every time
the reader sees the printed symbol r-e-l-i-g-i-o-n. 'Fe may compare these words with coire
which have been so much in circulation that the original imprint is almost undiscernible.
Similarly such coined words like religion have been so much used,misused and abused,that
they have not the same value for different people. In such cases, the writers on theological subjects resort to a very sensible method; they coin a new word,which-being brandnew out of the mint - has now the only value alloted to it by the minter.
"For this reason",writes Julian Huxlew,in the above mentioned book,"Larett prefers not
to call what is experienced "the sacred or"the holy",since these to us almost invariably
connote only goodncss,but to borrow the Polynesian word Yona,which is actually employed
to-day to denote the mysterious power assumed to be resident in all objects,good or evil,
desirable or to be shunned,which erouse this ewe-ful sense.In the same way Otto feels
constrained to coin a word for the experience of saeredness,and uses numinous,from the
Latin numen,a divinity te be worshipped."
';'e can then proceed to coin new symbols by the combination of the above shown symbols
and allot meanings to them.

the feeling
of ave,when contemplating the aspects
of nature, creation

science
philosophy
rational contemplation of the
aspects of nature,crcation.

science of ethics
rational and conscentious contemplation(from
the viewpoint of conscieece)of the aspects of nature.

These symbols, showing only the mind of man confronted with nature,should satisfy the
atheist,the unbeliever,but also those believers,who reject any personification of the
spirit,force,etc.coemonly called Creatcr.
For those who believe in God,the eye symbol may be added.

the feeling
of ame(s,e above)
in a mind who is
religious(believes
in a Creator)

science,philosophy
as understood by a mind
ebo,believing ineitCreator
contemplates rationally
the aspects of nature.

science of ethics
as understood by a mind,
who believes in a Creator,end confronts nateee
and his conscience.

New,if you dear reader protest,maintainine t
tkewords aws,science,philosoohy
ethics,and last but not least religion and ?rod areAveiWced by you,the explanation is
simple. ell the above shown symbols carry the rind syrnbol,Throughout this book we have
maintained that,biologically,not two minds are alike and think alike.Consequently the
above meanings will be evaluated differently in different minds.
le can confront the "higheseportion of the mind only, with the creation and creator
syMbols.From reasons,explained in foregoing chapters,ee have aleays deoicted the two
mind symbols together,to stand for conscience. (see p.1705ut herebelow it stands alone.
That shall it mean'?

higher ethics
or some similar meaning

theology
or some similar meaning

7e could go further on this road,and draw the symlel for Creation and Creator,confronted with the symbols for the whole mind - the three skull outlines,one above the other ehich denote also soul,spirit,etc.1e then arrive at a meaning for which learned men claim

SYMBOLS FOR WORLOVIEW, METAPHYSICS, AND MYSTICISM
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that there is no adequate word in the English language,and that the nearest word for it
the German word WeltanschaiRIA.Some scientists use therefore this word.However, transoation is very easy,Anschainng can be literally translated with view,andvi*oint.Welt
means world,which in German as well as in English does not indicate only our small 7.Jrld,
but the universe in general with all its aspects,Weltanscheling can therefore adequatly
translated with worldview to mean theviewpoint of a mind with regard to every aspect
of the world':

worldview (weltanschamg)
of an unbeliever (atheist)

worldview (weltanschaung)
of a religious person.

Some readers may miss the symbolization of other meanings,for instance supernatural,
supranatural,metaphysioal,metaphysics,mysticism,etc.But the symbolisation of these
very vague meanings is simple. 7e have already symbolised supranatural in the first book
p.28) simply by depicting the symbol for nature and superimposhgthe same symbol.

nture
\inatural

super-nature
V supranatural

The reader is asked kindly to perUe the explanations to this symbol,offered on page
.'8.He will find there a quotation of Julian EUxley,who refers to the fact that scientlfic research has established beyond doubt,the existence of at the moment scientifically
inexplicable properties of the mind,such as extrasensory perception of various kind."
The words "extrasensory perception" will give us a better understanding of our sym)18.The triangle standing alone serves to indite the world as we ne,oeive it with
senses,But our senses are not only imperfect,thay are also limited.Te have no organ tsense radio waves,for instance,and for anyone who has not yet lost his sense for wonder,
rE3io waves amd their manifestations are nothin7 short of supranatural.But Huxley means
something on a "higher level".lie mentions even precognition,and refers to yogis and mystics.Our new ,symbol compound could be used to symbolize meanings in this sphere.Again
we might have difficulties in finding the appropiate words for our synibols,but we know
already that whatever one mind thinks to be appropiate another mind will find in-apprcpieta.

a state of mind
expressable only
by poets

metaphysics
rationally
contemplated

mysticism
or some similar meaning

mystic trance
"above and beyond thime
or similar meaning

Of course,we are free to draw even a fourth mind symbol, higher up on the line,in compliance with what Christopher Isherwood calls the"fourth conscience" which mystics attain
in their trance.We may add the eye symbol to give our compound symbols additional and
varied meaning'.etc.
:here might pE.rh.Li.,.. never be an opportunity to apply these symbols in writings in
semantography. This chapter is written to show that we can symbolize even these "high"
oicanings,and whatever your reaction to them are, one point may be admitted,namely,that
these geometrical drawings are not oomplicated,and that a variety of meanings can be
obtained in a simple and "logical" way by variation of the symbol elements.That these
meanings are different with different minds and that a great controversy is raging all
ov,_r the globe (and has raged for thousands of years) is another thing,but the mind sym-
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bol,understood according to the rules of semantegrephy gives us - if not en explanation at least a description of the fact,that not two minds are alike.Consequently,the above
meanings will remain controversial for ages to come.
Sceptical readers may call all this a play with lines, forgetting that much writing
can be called a play with words.Poets do play with words deliberately,and their products
are often very pleasing to our feelings and thoughts.Semantogrphy can be used for the
same purpose and herebelow is an example.
On page 586 I recounted the story how I have been enre,.tured by a Dutch biologist,uho
at the end of his lecture quoted a British scientist,who said:
"Nature has kindled a light,the human brain,to disclose little by little her secrets?
From then on, I used this quotation to close many of my numerous science lectures.
Now let us translate this nice saying into semantography.However,we need not translate word for word. In other languages,the quotation would be somewhat different.In see-ntegraphy we should strive for utmost simplicity,end we should try to say what we have
to say with as few symbols as possible.Then we arrive at the following sentence:

A

A
(Th

S
Nature

kindles

a flame: the human mind to contemplate Nature's workings.

This is how an atheist would translate it,For a believer the line would run:
The Creator

kindles

a flame: the human mind to contemplate

Creation.

Thus the promise in the synopsis has been fulfilled: a symbol which,in certain contexts could be used by believers and unbelievers,by people adhering to different religions,and moreover,the above text could be read in any language spoken on this planet.
The perfect symmetry of the above line and the simplicity of the syMbols,which practically cannot be drawn more simple,may enrapture the onlooker.In any case,it enraptures
me,and I can feel the some elation,felt by the Chinese acholars,when they developed a
new character to express a high idea.
But there is more than beauty in the above line,Each symbol is awn twice.Once to
stand for mutter, then to stand for energy (action),The matter indicator ties been amitted,
as it has often been done in previous chapters,being not necessary.The dual representation of each thing;, indicates the dual aspect of Nature in general,being matter and energy,
two aspects,indissolubly forming a union.
But more is to be found in the above line.The symbol for Nature is found on both sides;at the beginning and at the end of the sentence.The Nature symbols enclose the symbols
for the flame (fire) and for the human brain (mind). -e may agree,thnt among all organic
Wiring things - not to speck of the inorganic lifeless world - the human mind is the highest and most wonderful organism.A community of cells work in close co-operation,not only
to co-ordinate the working of all the other cells of the human body,but also these cells
can,by some miraculous process,preserve memories,form thoughts,originate ideas and contemplate and explore all aspects of Creation with the ultimate achievement,that the human being becomes himself a creator.He can now do what the Creator has done.He can indeice the molecliesto combine to compounds which never existed on this planet.He can induce
to produce new varieties of living things,
the plants and creatures cm this earth
He can harness the storm and the maters,the tides and the lightning which strikes out
of the clouds.Be can build machines for work and appare,tuses to overcome the handicaps
:Thigh he finds on this planet.And finally,he can compose symphonies and poems and car
fulfil the reekings of Creation:he can create order out of disorder.
res,we may safely agree,thet the huinan mind is the highest lying organism on this
planet.
But let us look on the second dual symbol which we find in the above line:the flame,
It was the biologist lilhelm Boelsche,who :maintained that the flame is the lowest living
organism on earth.It lives by exactly the same process as most living organisms,by consuming food which is than burmeby the addition of oxygen.It hes a mouth,where it takes
in the food,and it exhales water and carbondioxyde as part products of its life action
and produces warmth, in exactly the same chemo-physical manner as we do.And just as with
us,without food and without air, the life of a flame flickers down until it dies.
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Thus we see in this symbol ktit7ethe symbols for all- embracing Nature and Creation,
embriaf the symbols for the lowest and highest living organism on this pIanet,the begin
of life and the crown of life,the human mindees James Jean pointed out,the human race is
still at the very beginning of its career on earth.Te shall follow the workings of Nature
we shall study the ways of the Creator,as revealed in the stars and the chromosames.We
shall - in due course - create order out of disorder.
And semantography - a halting,stambling step forward to overcome our misunderstandings
in language and thoughtsimight not only be helpful on highway signs,on ships and planes,
for travellers and scientists.Semantography may also be helpful to make all human beings
realise that we are members of one family and that we have only to follow the examples
shown by the communities of cells of our bodies,which work in co-operation for the common benefit.Then,in the words of the physicist and language planner Sir Robert Paget,we
"may well fulfil the words of Genesis,wbich for our remembrance,I will quote once
more:
"And the Lord said: Behold,the people is one and they have one
language - and now nothing will be restrained from them which
they imagined to do."

THE

BIBLE

IN

SEMANTOGRAPHY

"For then I will turn to the nations a pure laeguage that they may call upon the
name of the Lord to serve him with one consent,"
Zephania,Prophets,III.9
The first educator to penetrate the jungle is the missionary and he brings to the
primitive people the world's best seller,the Bible,the only book translated in more than
700 languages (still short of the other 2300 languages spoken on this planet).
Missionaries realise that they must first teach the native to read,and they find to
their dismay that the 26 letters of our alphabet are inadequate to express the special
sounds of various tribes.Cyril and his brother elethodius,who set out in the 9th century
to preach the gospel to the tribes in the Russian plains had at their command not the
26 letters of the Latin alphabet,but something better, the 38 letters,based on the Greek
ancials.But they found these letters insufficient and they had to add another 10 letters.
The Cyrillic alphabet is since then the alphabet of the Russians,the Serbs and the Bulgars,and is,besides the Ronan and Arabic alphabet one of the three dominant alphabets
of the world.(alebster,26)
The modern missionary,equipped only with the 26 letters,realises soon,that he has to
improvise and devise makeshift arrangements, just as in 7,nglish,French,arat in the other
languages. So,he will be forced to combine two letters to form a new sound.If he has succeeded to teach his pupil that the letter c stands for the sound c as in C-yril,he can't
then force upon him that c may also be pronounced k as in C-ross.If he has taught him to
exhale the air,whenever he sees the letter h as in ex-h-ale,the missionary will have
great difficulties to induce the native not to exhale at certain other words,for instance
in C-h-urch.Even worse,he would have to teach him that in combination c and h shall stay
ror a quite different sound . e in Ch-urch,but then Ch-rist shall be pronounced as if
written with a K in the beginningPhen comes the vowel difference i.n Krist and Kristian.
Theseexamples touch upon the difficulties of learning net-7th the jungles but in the
primary schools,where English is spoken.The missionary will soon realise that he would
have to stick to the rule: one letter for one sound.But after an examination of the particular sounds of that jungle tribe,he would realise that he would have to invent perhaps 10 or 20 new letters.liodern missionaries usually do not revert to this,but make the
best with the 26 Roman letters,which however,as we know, are totally inadequate.
But the difficulties are not yet fully listed.The missionary will soon find that his
adapted alphabet does not suit the tribe behind the mountain,whichpronouncesthe words
eomehat differenArmaking peculiar sounds of their ov.m.But this refers to two tribes who
speak the same language in slight variation. erith a tribe speaking another language,the
missionary would have to start alt over agc-iiu.
Lastly,the missionary might discover tE4In 10 years,pronounciation in the tribe
right have shifted su much,that the adapted alphabet becomes obsolete.
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Missionaries might find a system like semantography very practical.Primers,ptcture
books,eto. could be used for any tribe and fcr any language.One primer for one world
might become a practical reality.And the tribes would soon realize the practicability
of semantography for their practical purposes,in communicating with other tribes,etc.
Missionaries know,that they cannot establish friendly contact,unless they bring the
tribe real and practical advantages. For this reason missions have concentrated on schools,
hospitals,health centres,agricultural advisory stations,and other institutions which
bring real help to the natives. Only after these signs of helpfulness will the tribe be
✓eady to listen to some religious teaching.Only then can the missionary introduce the
Bible.
Of necessity it must he a simplified Bible.The missionary will resort to simple language and will tell the stories of the Bible in a simplified form.He will omit many stories,not only thcse,which tell of cruel wars and exterminetion,but also those passages
hhich are "dark" in meaning and difficult to comprehend - even to"civilised"people.
There is not one(and one only)translation of the Bible.Therc are many versions and
they differ very much.But even the interpretation of the original Hebrew text is diffieult and can lead to very much dissension and controversy.An example has been shown oe
page 570.
A Bible written in semantography would have to be a simplified Bible.Moreover the pictorial character of the symbols would prevent at the outset the depicting of metaphoricel meanings.Purthermore,the simplified symbol Bible might avoid inconsistencies,which
were readily accepted thousands of years back,but are unacceptable to the sceptical men
of today.It is no use to point out to such a sceptic that the seven days of Creation are
not actually the 7 days of an ordinary week,but are used in an allegorical way to mark
seven stages in evolution,each many millions of years long.He will point to the printed
word. DAY and will reject the Bible.In any case,this is what actually happens with many
young people.If you ask them why they reject it,they will point to such inconsistencies.
The trouble with our generation is - as one Englishman pointed out - that we learn in
school on Monday,Wednesday and Friday theories,which are then logically refuted on Tuesday,Thursday end Saturday.But even the conscientious Bible student is troubled with many
happenings recorded in the Bible,Ihen God created the Light in the first day,and the sun
only in the fourth day,what light was it actually which lit up the scene during the first
three days?Innumerable commentaries have been written about this and many other questiors.
Somehow our symbols may help. Take the symbol forla_z for instance.It shows the sun
the horizon.

day
(sun over earth)
In the chapter "The Relativity of Time", (p.105) me have seen that all the meanings
referring to time,are only relative.The above symbol for instance may mean an ordinary
dayifor an ordinary calendar for instance).But the actual length will vary.Everybody
knows that the sun is for a longer time over the horizon in summer than in winter.A day,
as depicted. by our symbol may last as long as the celestial body is over the horizon.In
the arctic this means up to 6 months.
But we may assume a state of affairs in the primeval times of Creation,where the planet body did not rotate upon its on axis,but rotated around the central sun,one side
in the rear.This is the situation
always facing the sun4R other side always reaining
m
which m4ind on the Mooranhabitants of the moon,living on this side,which faces alw -s
the enthPiee the earth always over the horizon.In such a constellation aLay may last
over millions of years.Moreover the sun is only one glowing celestial body amongst myriades of others,which we call stars.If we assume that the polar star is a sun,the light of
which reaches us,we know that this sun is allays over the hcrizon,and we have ways and
means to see the polar star at any time Mday or night.The sun, which we call the polar
star,has been over our horizon (in the northern hemisphere) for huniredsof millions of
years,making still one day as depicted by our symbol.
Such speculations are idle,of course, and they look desperntely familiar to thousands of Bible commentaries in which similar arguments are brought forward in a similar
menner.This diversion has only been written to shah that our symbols are not so rigid
and "narrow",as we assume them to be.
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THE MEANING OF "BEGIN" IN THE BIBLE AND IN PHYSICS

But it would be advisable to avoid the 7 days in a modernised and simplified Bible,
and to speak of 7 stages or avoid the numeration altogether.There are other words in
meanings which trouble the simple people,and we cannot give them any answer to their
question.Take for instance the very first sentence of the Bible:

A

1->
In the beginning

God. created the heaven and the earth

The critical words are "In the beginning" and anyone familiar with Bible commentaries
nx:mmthat these words have been discussed in hundreds of thousands colmentaries,and in
fact,have disturbed the most profound thinkers of bygone times.The troubling question is:
That was before the begin?
know that the same question is put before the teacher even by little children.However we know that children are soon satisfied with an answer,any answer,but we know that
somehow this question crops up many times throughout our life.
Written in the symbols of semantography,based on the "grammar" of natural sciences,
she trouble becomes directly visible.On the one hand,ee use the same symbol for space
and time (see the chaptems"The Union of Space and Time" p.308,and "The Relativity of
Time" p. 108) and therefore our symbol stands appropietely for the "beginning of space
sad time".But on the other hand,our symbol shows the post from which space and time measurements begin.And we have the other symbols,showing the post,and equally valid for
space and time:

Meaning in space: before,in front
before
Meaning in time:

after,behind
after,behind

begin
begin

To the pupil,it becomes directly visible that there must be a before in space and time
before thebeginning';and no answer will satisfy the sceptical pupil.hnd the result will
be disturbing.The very first word of the Bible - so he will argue - is illogical,unexplainable,etc.etc.,and he will have little difficulty to find soon other troublesome
cords, as for instance fir.
You are not expecting an answer to the above question,knowitig that man may never be
able to fathom the truth,But,as we have decided to write a simplified Bible,which should
somehow be consistent with the natural sciences of our times,we may do the same,as we
proposed to do with the word day, that is,gop it altogether.If we cone to think of,we
use the same method in every primer for 01Mn.692eAens,we drop controversial points.
Then a text book,published a hundred years ago,is to be re-issued, it will be re-edited
to bring it somehow an line with later findingseKoreover,the publisher may decide to
issue different editions,one for the primary schooll one for high schools and one for
the university,the latter edition,as it is called "Unabridged and with editorial commentary." In a similar way,the stories of the Bible have been told time and again in many
books with variations and abridgements,and today even the Sunday supplements have"comic"
strips of Bible stories,showing Moses serving a perfect uppercut knock-out to the Egyptian overseer,etc.
In other words,a Bible written in semantography,omitting controversial meanings,being
simplified and somehow in lie* with the natural sciences taught in school,will be just
one more book,among thousends7others written on similar lines.The conservative reader
zeould keep this in mind,before he thinks that a blasphemy has been commilted.
If we read the authorized English Bible version, dating back to 1611 and commonly known
as the King James version,we can't help feeling that a re-writing and re-edLting,and let
us say,a"re-translation" is long overdue.For millions of people,the Bible is the main
reading matter,it is the Book of Books,and the language of 1949 is not more the language
of 1611;or let us say the many English dialects spoken in different parts of the United
Kingdoms,Oanada,Australia,the United States,etc.etcXith many passages - they might as
well been written in Latin;their meanings are not grasped by the simple people.
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EXAMPLE OF A BIBLE TEXT READABLE IN ALL LANGUAGES

In the symbol lines below, the symbol for Creator is shown without the eye symbol,
This isMine with the teachings of the Bible,according to which not only graven imae made of the Lord,but no images whatsoever.The Jews of today still obey
ges shou
strictly this command,Whereas it has been violated a thousand times by every picture
showing God as an old man with a long beardJgany profound thinkers,very religious men
among them,have expressed the opinion,that this personification has done great harm to
the God idea.More than ever, it is out of date today.
I have compiled the following lines -.7ithout severe examination of each sentence,knowing very well,that ridiculed it will be,no matter in what way these symbol lines are
-.:.-ritten.However, I b1 to keep in mind,that herebelow is an example of a Bible,which
could be read in any tongue,dialect,idiom,etc.c.tc.spoken on this planet.Andmoreover,
the symbols are in many cases almost pictures of the real things.Compare this Bible text
with any other compiled for natives in Central Africa or Central Asia,
Lastly, this text,might be accepted even by an atheist.The symbol for God stands also
for the meaning of Nature in allnhareaspects,and for the believer,God expresses himself
in every aspect of Nature,
7.xample of a Bible text,readable in any language,and acceptable by believers and unbelieve45,

A
11•■•■••••111

Book of Creation

o

A - +
heaven

The Creator created
(Nature)

and

earth

, the stars

and the sun
A

00

0 4-t
gave

and the moon . The sun

light

The sun

shone(shines)

A

›n-FID)1 A±
at night • The Creator divided
(Nature)

and the moon shone

at the day

X

X

....1111111•1•1=

....,-N
the waters
X

)"
on

+
earth

4-

......../-N,

and the waters

)4

>''
on the sky

17."--N
XX

The waters drew together

to

the seas

and the dry

earth appeared.
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A BIBLE TEXT FOR BELIEVERS AND UNBELIEVERS
X

X

co •

:he Creator created the seeds and the grass,the flowers and trees and fruits
(Nature)
X

X

in the waters and the birds

fishes

A

❑

X

and the animals and

in the Sky

+ ix CD 0 . G +
and

:he insects

all creatures living beneath the sun

A

A

A A ).

XCD , +

I

and

they multiplied .

man

And the Creator created
(Nature)

superior to the

X

+

"AA
animals

+ K=Y

and birds

and

fishes

and the Creator rave
(Nature)

to

x

›› 0
.•••■••■

man the seeds

and grains

and fruits for

food .

If you want to find faults with the above lines,you may find plenty.I have for instance omitted to place the matter indicator on the symbols depicting real things,because it is not necessary. I have furthermore omitted in many cases to indicate the presence and/or past on the symbols indicating an action.' did this,because the creation
described in the above lines, is not only confined to the begin of Creation.The birds
end the animals,the fishes and the insects,and man himself is created again and again,
right now in our time in the sane miraculous way.ie may say:the sun gave light,and we
may equally well say: the sun gives light.
Herebelow are a few explanations for those readers,who have not mastered the lessons
of the second book,and for those readers,who happen
chance-reading here.The fact,that
many symbols areaImost self-explanatorylhas led people to believo,that they should be
abla to read a text in semantography "right away". This has actually happened many times,
blitY(ffith some symbols and the people concerned have been so much annoyed that they reproached me:"your symbols are not self-explanatory".True enough,a little learning is
necessary to know about the meanings of the synbols.Just think,that any text in say
Greek or Russian,or French, is hopelessly not-self-explanatory,and a very,MV.ragAncA.,r,
several years study must be gone,before their moaning becomes clear.1 2 3-are-Zso no V"
I naintain,that many of the above symbols arc so simple,thnt children in the kindergarten,should have no difficulty to learn them. in fact,they are drawing them already.
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EXPLANATION OF THE SYMBOLS IN THE BIBLE TEXT

Explanation of a few symbols in the foregoing Bible text written in symbols.
Creator,Creation (Nature), read the foregoing chapter.
lighI,a compound symbols showing the symbol for sun,and within,the symbol for 2..m
shone(Shines),the SCTION indicator on top of a THING syMbol indicate its XTION,
water,outline of a wave
seas,muchsmuchwater(much indicated by a multiplication merk)Wave is on the ground line,

jzy,

the symbol for opposite before the rpave(vatcr) symbol.TheT:VALUATION (adjective)
_indicator is on top of syMbol.
:,opeared, expressed by the eye syMbol,and .oast .oassive indicatorsswere seen,
creatures,living, the symbol for life is composed by the symbol for sun,and upright bistand.= living being or
2
.21.Ths matterInIcr.tor on top,makes it
oreature.The .CTION indicator on top indicates to livejiving.Creature
oan be symbolized with the Creation symbol as thing created or lil in
thing created.

multiplied, big multiplication mark with ..ICTION indicator on top,and followed by life
sytbol.Small multiplication indicator on top of many symbols indicate
the plural.
gave or gives,indicated by an arrow out of a bovtl.In the foregoing sentence:the sun gave
light,the emission of light (in all directions) is more aptly depicted
by four arrows pointing in four directions(see foregoing page)
food,coMbination of the mouth and earth (line) symbol
Ttlatever critics may say to the symbol lines on the foregoing pages,one thing they
cannot deny: the symbols arc simple,and their lines are graceful,evenbcautiful.However,

according to my own theory, the EVALUATION of simple,graoeful and beautiful refers only
to my mind,and other minds may evaluate quite differently.But I hope,that many other
minds will agree with me.
However there will be many people,who might say,that it is quite simple to write
down a text in symbols,suitable to the sym=bols (as Thsve done with the foregoing Bible
simplification),but that it might be impossible to translate literally,word for word an
already existing text.That even this can be done with comparative ease, ls shown in
the fallowing translation of the Lords Frayer.Lnd to show that the translation suits
the Lord's grayer also in other languages,the French and the German text is written underneath the syMbols,Therc will be however some slight deviations,as sometimes the adjective comes before the noun in English (our daily bread) but in French it is put behind it (notre pain quotidien).le shall follow the French word order,being the more Tic,tural one (stating first what it is about and then describing it bread., doily -see the
aemantography rules on page 429ff).,:nother deviation is, for instance, that in English
the earth comes first (ID earth as it is in heaven),whereas in German the order is reversed.Other meanings caeand are translated differently in different languages.
Lastly,as the prayer is addressed to a personal God,who reigns,gives and forgives,
the appropiate symbols referring to a person are used,However,for the meaning of mind
the symbol for conscience is used.

Prayer

to

the Lord

„ ED
EnElieh:
French:

Our

Father

Notre

Were

German:

Unser

Vater

which

art

qui
der Du

cites
bist

›.
in

heaven

aux oieux ;
Himmel ;
im
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THE LORD'S PRAYER IN SYMBOl 5, ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN

V

name
thy
Hallowed be
4u.e votre Non so it ssnctifie .
Nsrne
Geheiliget werde Dein

>

-1-

il:-.k

will

be done

volonte

.,;ue votre
Dein

Dein

come
arrive
kowne .

<

(-1
I

Thy

kingdom
.
regne
Reich

Thy
-, uc votre

__.

>•

as it is

in

1' >.
earth

in

soit faite stir in term

au

core

ciel

vie im Hirnel also ouch au! Erden.

geschehe

IFil le

heaven .

V

+

di ›1 L 0)( ii± 0 (-77)
Give
Don.nez

us
this day
nous aujoura' hui

-

Gib

daily
bread
pain quotidian

hnd

unser tuegliches Brot

trnii.

our
noire

uns heute

—I
1
1 -I-

forgive

us

our

trespasses

Pzirdonnez - nous
Vergib
uns

nos

offenses

;

comme nous

;;;F:;_luld

unsere

1
1
we

as

, wie such

wir

A
x
TT

1*

vergeb en

I

>4
13

those who

forgive
pardonnons

x

a

ceux qui

Et

nous ont offenses

Ifnd

unseren Schuldigern

X
—I

And

trespass against us

43
11
us not into
lead
(not)
ne nous laissez par succomber a la
fuehre uns nicht
in

A
1 2 S
rr"-‘
'' I
.
temptation
tentstion
Versuchung

.

X

<
1:1744
-Li
deliver
but
us
mais
delivrez-nous
sondern erloe se uns
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EXPLANATION OF THE SYMBOLS IN THE LORD'S PRAYER

evil
mal

. ) For thine

_

is

the

kingdom

and

. !, (here ends the Rassn-Catholic version of the prayer}
Denn Dein

ist

von dem Uebel

. 1

the power

and the

die Kraft

und die Herrlichkeit

das

Reich

and

Amen

For those readers who are not very familiar with the syMbols,here are a few explanations,to refresh their memory of previous chopters,For the reader who happens chancereading here (when thuMbing through the book) the following explanations may say little,
However, the simplicity of the symbols may assure him, that they can 'express the Lord's
prayer,and if he would devote some time to the study of the second book,he will be convinced,that the symbols do express the meanings for which they stand.
Explanations with references to foregoing chapters.
prayer a saving (mouth symbol} religious (heart confronted with God).
Lord God see foregoing chapter
our the symbol indicates individual no.1 (which stands for .1) and plural multiplication mark on top indicating tae and plus murk (indicating possessionimaking
it the possessive pronoun our.
father

symbol for Gad and for father (man supporting roof,cover,proteotion)

art(are) the symbol for life,indicating is,exists,livcs (see p.278)

name
kingdom

a word spoken(mouth symbol} or written (22

symbol) covered by mind symbol.
equal to reign,(French r6gne) conscience symbol leading forw.ard (see p,176)

will

syMbol for individual and mind(conscience) plus active transitive indicator
whereas the will of the human individual (bei "willeeupon) shows the passive
transitive indicator,meaning,obeying the will. see p.177)

give

out of a bowl,vessel

this day sun over horizon, and the symbols for past and future tocether,indicating
presence . to-day.
forgive

the symbol for will(see above) combined with the symbol for through (arrow
through line) indic-ting permissionlet throughP,together with the added
symbol for after(dot after line) it indicates to forgive (permission after
the misdeed has been done).

trespasses actions,judged as negative(minus) symbol by reason and conscience;evil actions.
lead

an action into something (enclosure entered by arrow)

deliver

an action leading out of something (arrow goes out of enclosure)

sower

ability to perform actions (sae p.246)

glory

a religious expression of most(multipliestion mark) above (dot over line)
prayer ending (arrow stops at line)

BISHOP WILKINS SYMBOLS FOR GOD AND JESUS CHRIST
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Those who like to ridicule the foregoing syrbol lines,should have a look at the Lord's
prayer,written in the queer and complicated Chinese characters,which are read in China.
There the Lord's prayer is prayed in different tongues,but written only in one writing.
Or the ridiculer may contemplate the meaningless jumble of alphabetical letters in
the third line (written in German) and he should try to find a meaning in them, if he cannot speak German,
Whatever may be said against the symbols of semontogrnphy expressing the Lord's preyer,they represent in most cases the schematized outline of the real things of our world,
whereas the alphabetical letters do not.nd the symbols show the symbol elements of meaning,
French has been ohosen,beonuse it is a Romance language.German,because it is a Teutonic language and English is a hybrid of both.It may be said that in other languages,eseecially those of Asia and Africa,the word order is different.However,as has been pointed out in foregoing chapters,the physical order of Agent - acts - on Object remains virtually the same,even if some words are placed in a different position:Mother we say:
the beautiful girl or the girl beautiful is immaterial to the mcening.Thc physical order
in the sentence I lead you remains the scme,even if expressed as I you lead.And the physical order of the sentence I lead you not can be expressed differently as not lead you,
or I lead not you or I you lead not. In semantography we write
I lead you
I not lead you
and the native,looking over the sentence,will express it according to the mode and fashion prevalent in his native language.
Still,the symbolization of the Lord's prayer could be thought blasphamous.But I followed only an example set by a great man,who lived about 300 years ago.One of the founders
of the Royal Society,a scientist and a churchmanjolui Tilkins,Bishop of Ohester.And look
et his symbols:
Bishop 17,11kins cyMbOla for his translatipn of_ the Lord'eepra.yer,and the Oreqd,

•■■••••1•••

God.

Jesus Christ

To understand the difference in these symbols read the chapter"The Pioneers of a constructed geometrical. Language"on page 46,where you will find the list of :ilkin's basic
symbols and an expination of then,The affix (the small oblique line) in the symbol for
Christ,denotes the first difference in ':111kins catelogue.In this particular case:the son
of God.Read also the introductory chapter "Religion",wherc you will find another exposition of Zillkin's system.
And WiIkins,to show the advantage of a syMbol writing,citcs the Lord's prayer as it
•eas read and written in the 7th century:
"'Urea Dkder this arth in heofnas,sie gebealgud thin norm; to cymeth thin rio,sic thin
willa sue is in heofaas and in eortho..."
A few years before "rilins published his"Essay towards a Real Character and a philosophical Language" (1668) a Scotch school teacher George Dalgarno,had invented a symbol
writing (see p.40 and 46ff).Dalgarnoefilkins and. Leibnitz were all influenced and excited
by reports which Jesuit missionaries sent from. Ghina.There,they reported, the people have
a quite different mode of writing.They use not alphabetical lctters,but characters,which
denote not the sounds of the words,but the meaning of them. This new writing has an advantage unheard of:it can be read in all the different tongues of Chinn,and even books written thousands of years ago,can be rend in the languages of the day,
"To seventeenth century Europe" wrote Bodmer and Hogben in "The Loom of Language"(5)
"the Chinese script...wns a nine day's wonder." _end they trace the efforts of Dalgarno,
'Wilkins and Leibnitz down to our tines:
"In a sense,though unwittingly,revision of chemical terminology realised Wilkin's
dream of a real charaoter.liodern chemistry has a vocabulary of ideographic and pietagraphic symbols for about a quarter of a million pure substances now known."
And this consequence gives me the excuse,why I, a chemist,started to meddle tith e
symbol writing,and,following Bishop Wilkins, tried to translate even the Lord's prayer.
But a fool,once on his road,cennot be stopped,and in the next chapter you will find that
I did not hesitate to step onto most elusive greundewhich more than anything else can
cause my downfall: poetry.
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IMPERISHABLE SYMBOLS AND PERISHABLE WORDS IN POETRY
POETRY IN SEMANTOGRAPHY

"I believe that the Chinese written language has absorbed the poetic substance of
nature...and has,through its veryisictorial visibility,been able to retain its original creative poetry with far mere vigor and vividness than any phonetic tongue."
Ernest Fenollosa (31)
"The distinctive character of Chinese literature is probably one reason why Chinese
tradition has proved more enduring than the Roman.The alphabetical script employed
in Europe reproduces only a pronunciation of the languageramn the pronunciation
alters and the spoken language becomes inoomprehensible,the whole literature looses
its meaning.So it comes about those contributions to literature belonging to early
linguistic stages are consigned to the realms of antiquity and cease to count as e
live factor in civilisation...
In Germany,for instance,Gothic material has now practically vanished from current
literature,which comprises the production of a couple of centuries at most.In Chine,
Confucius and Mencius still survive in the consciousness of civilisation,"
Robert Wilhelm (30)
These sayings of two distinguished Echolars have been printed already at the beginning
of a chapter in the second bookovhich I have significantly titled "Not for Poet& (p.102)
The reader,interested in poetry,is advised to read that chepter.There I pointed cut, that
semantography shall only be used for practical purposes - but an excersion into poetry
may,mere than anything elser show the vividness of the syMbols.their almost self-explanatory way of showing the real things of nature.
Now,beforc I go any further,let me tell you one thing.EUring a life time work as industrial research chemist,I have helpelin the production of practical gadgets.Bewever,more
and more I became convinced that the most practical thing(after the need for food,etc.
is satisfiedlis a poem,and the most practical man to overcome the hardships of life,is
one who (besides ordinary abilities) can appreciate a pocm,a sunset,a flower...
Mereover,I became convinced that poets seem to be the most sensitive creatures.In a
flesh of understanding they have fathomed the laws of nature thousands of years before
physicists and mathematicians formulated then.Naturalle their language is somewhat different from the language of the market plaoe,but they are excused,because they try to
explain the inexplainable,and they use freely the metaphor,the simile and the analogy
and ther devices, in much the same way,as a physics teacher does.If he has to explain
tiWARE*plainable property of light rays,which can push small bits of matter through
spece,he will use his hand to push one of his pupiaealthough this analogy maybe scientifically impardonable.
In the foregoing chapters on politics,we have seen that the devices of metaphor,etc.
ere used to spread felsehood.Homever,in the realm of poetry,thesmlinguistic devices are
necessity:7re know very well that the"silver of the moon" is not silver and the "ge1d
of a maiden's hair" is not gold,but this does not matter.And in the rea:bn of the humen
mind even modern psychologists can find no better way to refer tottm "consuming fire of
passion",or the "utter downheartedness of melancholia" by the us such metaphorical
mental pictures invented by the poets,
"You will ask,"said Professor FenolIosa,"how could the Chinese have built up a great
intellectual fabric from mere picture writing?...The Chinese language...has passed over
from the seen to the unseen by exactly the same process which all ancient races employed.
This process is metapher,the use of material things to suggest immaterial relations." (31)
"The heart'ke: (in Ohinese),"said Professor Ghemberlain, i gives numerous abstract words
denoting sentiments and passions." (9)
The symbols in semantography,denoting states of mindefollow the same method given if
we substitute the heart symbol by the mind symbol, the curved outline of the cranium indicates only metaphorically this indepictable reality:'she human mind:But these outlines
are very vivid and sueeestive,sitlarly to the vividness of the Chinese symbol for"beart"
showing a partial outline of the heart and 3 drops of bleed.
For d person,who has been able to penetrate the "second great wall of China" as Lie
Yutang calls the Chinese written language,it will not come as a surprise that Professor
Fenollosa proposed in all seriousness "The Chinese written Character as a Medium for
Poetry" (StanleyNiott,London 1936)

SYMBOL POETRY AND TRANSLATION INTO ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN
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However, for a reader who cannot read Chinese chsracters,they are an incomprehensible
array of strokes,and he will not be able to discern in them the outline of real things.
To understand Frof.Fenollosa's rapture,onc simple example will be shown below.

conventionalised
Chinese character: eye

schematized
outline of an eye

written in Chinese
brush-stroke technique

4-eye
) la-running legs
Chinese character for: to see
To indicate the meaning of to see by an eye with running legs is indeed a vita. expression,although a metaphorical one.If we come to think of,we use a similar expression:
His eyes run over the assembly
or in a poetical way:
hiy eyis hasten to meet yours
Unfortunately,however, most Chinese characters are very complicated and the original
picture almost obliterated.Nevertheless, scholars claim,that once you have absorbed the
meaning of a character,the original picture stands vividly out in the mind.ire have to
take their word and believe their saying, that Chinese poems are the worlds finest.
Actually,thc method is simple.Suppose we write down the following characters
moon

silver

no
wind

or

girl

lhcekI

[soft'

It is clear that these poetical lines could have been written 2500 years ago without
loss, when read in the languages of today.And the fact,that each Chinese character in
itselMEt ains a poetical metaphor(like the one above) adds only to the poetical expressiveness.The words and their order are of course important,but they are of secondary
importance as can be shown,when we try to write a line in the symbols of semantography.
X
X

,musical
usical note
6 e

which line we can read:
The sun is rising, birds are singing
or
Up goes the sun, the birds a-singing
or

The sun ascends to music of the birds

or in French
or

Le soleil se leve,les oiseaux gazouillent
Le lever du soleil aux melodies des oiseaux

or

Au chant des oiseaux,le soleil se leve

or in German

Die Sonne steigt,die Voeglein zwitschern

or

Auf geht die Sonne,Voeglein singen
Im Sang der Voegel staigt die Sonne

or

The word order is irrelevant,and even the words used.are of secondary importence.Of
first importance is the actual happening,and this is vividly depicted by the symbols.
Our syMbols contain even metaphorical exnressions,like the one shown in the Chinese
character for to see. The rise of the sun is metaphorically expressed by the shooting
upwards of an arrow.Singing is expressed by the symbol of the mouth and the well known
musical symbol of a note.But we may even go further and claim,that the symbol of the
musical note contains the mouth symbol,the primary organ for music in bird; and men.

THE SYMBOL FOR POETRY AND A POEM BY WORDSWORTH
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Critics may say,that these semantographic symbols may perhaps be used for "landscape
paintinebut they are inadequate to express high ideas.Thatever example I would bring
te prove my case,there might still be the suspicion that I have carefully chosen lines
which can easily be translated into symbols. For this reason, I have chosen for translation an English poem.Below you will find a few lines from Wordsworth poem "The Prelude!
haSe chosen these lines for two reasons.Firstly,they appear in the book "The miraculous
-firth of Language* by.R.A.Wilson (53) of which we are going to hear more in the last
chapter.Tiilson uses the intuition of Wordsworth in support for the organic hypothesis
of evolution,as against the mechanistic hypothesisa2he second reason is that the few
lines of Wordsworth say much better what I have stamaeringly tried to say in many paragraphs referring to the caning of Creator. That lilson calls the sorld-spirit,or life
principle or life force (he avoids the word CSod,because this word "connotes in the minds
of most people an anthropomorphic agenny,a limited personality") Wordsworth calls the
active principle and in the following lines he uses the word presence.
Again I have tried a translation of lordoeorth lines into a Romance language,Freneh
and a Teutonic language German,and I have done my best to find measured words.11atural/y,
metaphorical expressions are used by Tordworth,and in a previous chapter we have learned
that the symbol for metaphor and poetical metaphor must be placed before such expressions.
These symbols we have developed as follows:

r
person
individual

mouth
a saying

wings
figure of speech
metaphor,highbrow saying (pegasus!)

"
Twinged speech"
"flowery speech"

You will find more about the employment of these symbols on p.XIII and p,422.The metaphor symbol when used.before a metaphorical expression in politics, serves as a warning
sign,and in fact,the symbol looks like a sign,as used on the highways .And the symbol
for a poetical metaphor,indicating "flowery speech" looks like a flowe r.If we add the
metaphorical symbol for "heart",indicating feelings,emotions passions ,etc,we arrive at
a very vivid symbol fez' poetry.

CP.2
poetry

IC?

0-NCr--)
a recited poem
(mouth)

page
a poem
(printed or written) (printed or written)

Harebell:1w are the lines from '0- ordsworth poem:
And I have felt
A presence that disturbs me with the joy
Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused,
'II-lose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
Snd the round ocean and the living air,
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man;
A motion and

a spirit,that impels

ill thinking things,all objects of all thoughts,
And rolls through all things.

I shall try a literal translation.Hesever,the critic must be very well versed in the
reading of the symbols,bofore he criticises.I,for one, ,ai-i very familiar with my symbols
end they exert upon me the some fascination,as Chinese characters do to scholars who
c-n read them.
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Here,' shall not give a special explanation of some compound symbols,as I have giv-Jn
following the translation of a Bible text,and the Lord's prayer.Those readers who have
followed me through all the 509 foregoing pages know that these symbols can indicate the
meanings of the words in Wordsworth poem,and they know too,that some"elusive nneanings
are just as vague and elusive when written in the words of ordinary languages,but in
the above symbols are indicated by their source,the mind of man,this mysterious tool of
the Mind in the Universe.
These readers do not need a special exclanation,and they might benevolently agree
that the symbols above are graceful and meaningful.
For the other readers,who reject the idea of semantography,another thousand pages of
specialp:planations will be wasted.They will not recognize that a symbol writing is alrelig'fRfteration for many thousands of years in East Asia;that it has brought about
the oldest culture of man in Ohina,where astronomers scanned the sky at a time,when the
stone-age hunter roamed the forests of Europe;that it has united through its supralinguistic writing the most diversified races,peoples and tribes into one,the greatest
nation on Earth:that this symbol writing unites today all the different languages spoken
in East Asia in most efficient applications for commerce,industry,science,political unification,and also for the study of the writings and poems,writton thousands of years ago.
Readers,who reject the idea of sementography,might not realize that the few intern:.tional symbols,which we use in 7riting,methomatics,ohemistry,science in general,but also
on the highways and the sea lanes,came about only by many conscientious efforts of farsighted pioneers,rion of the some type as those pioneers,who introduced all the great
innovations.Of coursc,at their tima,peoolc laughed about a ship without sails,a carri- •e
without a horse,and they will laugh about a symbol -Triting,which could unite the peop7.::s
of this planet,which could be read in all languages spoken on this p]anut.which could be
used for innumerable practical purposes of international co-operation,and also for reading a poem of a poet who wrote it for all the peoples of the Earth to enjoy it.
Presently people use ships -.without sails and ride in horseless carriages - and surely
a day will come,when the efforts of all those oepple,who have joined the movement for
semantography will be crowned with success:7c shall use a s2urbol writing for all people.
One writing for one world. `It trill come.iliy not? Thy not,indecd? C
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The chapter:The Origie of Language,etc.follows after this
Appendix 1 as Appendix 2.

IDEAS ABOUT AN INSTITUTE AND SOCIETY OF SEMANTOGRAPHY

APPENDIX

1

THE INSTITUE FOR SEMANTOGRAPHY ( IFS )
and
THE SOCIETY

0F

SELANTOGRAPHY ( SOS )

A chapter for those readers,who are interested in Semantography,who want to learn
it, to work for it,to pioneer it,to improve it or even to discard it for a better
system of their own.
"Since it is the first handbook...it has,inevitably,the glaring faults of
any new thing."
Introductory words of Lancelot Hogben to his "Science for the
Citizen",which he calls the first handbook on Scientific Humanism,
Every contribution to the problem of international linguistic communication,however insignificant,however,imperfect,hoeever futile, is a contribution nevertheless and
it may help future researchers to avoid past errors and to improve good ideas.
The efforts of the language planners and all their supporters during the last hundred
years were great. Without pay,without proper time,without encouragement frem any official
eource,they plodded on,untiring and unselfish in the firm belief that their work may help
mankind a step forward towards a better worldewith more mutual understanding and help.
Two world wars and the breakdo-in of all international efforts for co-operation haw
not deterred the enthusiasts of Esperanto to carry on, and for them their. work is a kind
of religion,a kind of fulfatent of the creative impulse in man.
I hope that these men and women will rally to the support of semantography,since it
is not a competitive proposal,but a stepping stone for a spoken international language.
Men international symbols are in use all over the world,we may find the necessary international words to suit the symbols.Guerard (20) said:
"Zamenhof was willing that his Esperanto should be reformed,transformed,or even
discarded altogether,provided it be in favour of a language so established and sueported that it would be secure once end for all."
But the supporters of Esperanto,or Interglossa,or Interanguaj or Idiom Neutral,or Ereanal need not fear,that their system will be discarded altogether".Bodmer and Hogei
in "The Loom of Language" (5) snid that:
"it is probably true to any that most people who now advocate an artificial language,approach the prospect with a ready ear for new proposals.Thegethora of projects...should not n'rke us ddbair of unanimity.On the contrary,fnilure brings us nearer to accord.es Jespersen remarks in the beginning of his book on his own constructed auxiliary ("Novial):11 recent attempts show an unmistikable family likeness."
This family 1P7eness is based on the many Greek and Latin roots,which form the
words in most auxiliary languages,and are now increasingly invading all and any language.
Words like dynamo,motor,radio,video,telegram,etc.etc.are used today all over the world.
English itself,is a hybrid language and contains a Latin term (or Greek term) for most
meanings.It is therefore verytikely that,once symbols are firmly established,words will
be found from Basic,or Esperanto,Interglossa,etc.etc. to suit the symbols and vice versa.
In many countries,societies and clubs for Espeiranto are formed and are still continuing their world-embracing activities.I hope that these clubs will join new clubs and
societies to propagate this symbol writing.It has all the adventurous excitement of Esperanto,and moreover the semantics of semantography may help even more to clear up misunderstanding than the inter-linguistic syMbols.There is misunderstanding not only between people of different languages,but between people who speak the same language.
The occupation with semantography may be looked at as a fascinating and daring adventure into almost unknown territory,an adventure in which everyone could become a pioneer
in collecting data and research material for further work and improvement.
At this point,thc reader may turn back to the very first page of this book,wbere he
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or she will find an appeal
TO YOU wherever and -nhatevery.tu_slyhh2
I have tried there to say in strong Tmrds,what the work for semantography could be
for people and what it could mean and how it could help in cur life.The reader is asked
to read those linos again.
There is en exciting hobby,not only for the boy scout and the girl guide,who could
oommunicate with their follow scouts all over the world.There is help for the stamp collootars,who could thus converse With other collectors by letter and could exchange storps.
There is exciting work for anyone,be he or she in a thronged city or a lone log cabin.
Should interest in serantography -became great then a worldoembrocing society will be
formed, the Society of Semantography (SOS) with branches in every country, every town or
villagenshere enough enthusiasts can be faund.Besides this Society,therc will be the
Institute for Sementogrophy (IFS), which will act as the acadomy for semantography and
which wi ll assist in t
rinting of orimors,new textbooks,neor special booklets for spe-

cial human activities,
all the IFS ond problems of an international symbol writing
will be dealt with.
The Society of Semanturaphy (Ses) should act as the focal point where all interested
people will gather aosi fraT7the 5l75 call will go out to the people of the world to join
in the adoption and use of an all-atracing writing,which everyone could read in his or
her mother tongue.The Society and its members shall support the work of the Institute.
In the following paragrvhs some details of this work will be outlined.
The work of the Institute of Semantography.
when this book will be published,the Institute will already operate,and its first work
will be the propagation and translation of this book in as many languages as possible.
Cheap editions,abbreviated baoklets,prospects and folders shall be printed and distributed.

The Institute will try to interest the universities and scientific foundations for active
and financial support.
The Instituie will organise the first clubs,and nuclei of the Society of Semantographys
and will help to make it a world-wide organisation.
Among the first works to be done,will be a primer picture book with no words (of any
:language)This book should be used by the teachers in the kindergartens of literate nations,and by the teachers in countries,where illiteracy is rampant.It should be the book,
which I have mentioned many times "Cnc Primer for one Worle.
Another important work, to be started by the Institute would be a Dictionary on Semantography and English and vice versa,end later on,for other languages.It might seem,
that a dictionary of the symbols would be almost an impossibility,considering the varied
geometrical lines-However, me have a very good precedant,which will ensure success:the
dictionaries for Chinese charecters.Thsro is one big book,whioh is the marvel for any
foreigner,who comes to Shanghai. The Chinese version of the Shanghai Telephone Book,a
heavy volume with acorn than ICCO pages.If I,a foreigner have learned to look for a name
of a man or a firm - and to find it,a dictionary an th_ simple and clear symbols of semantography would be an easy task.
In the Chinese dictionary,the characters are arranged according to the numbers of
strokes,of' which the character is composed. First come the characters with one stroke,
then the characters composed of two strokes,and so on,up to the character composed of
32 strokes."ith compound charaoters,composed of two and more charaoters,the order is the
same,and that character will come first, in which the first symbol is composed by the
..nnallest number of strokes,and so on.
In the dictionary of semantography,the first symbol element will be the dot;oonsegoontly the first line will show the dot,which concludes a sentonce.The second line will
show two dots, the colon[ ) and its explanstion.The third line will show 3 dots . 1 which
means,dust2powdor(soc r. 120.„etco:idditional 2-Listed symbols or rof-renees to other poges will accompany each line.
.fter the dot,the next symbol clemont will be the comma,and in succeeding lines,the
little stroko
be shown,in different positions,first as comma(, ),in the next line
as appostroph 1 },then the double emmma,as quotation mark Mete.
The next group would be combinations of the dot and_ the novae, as for instance as se roicolon (;) and as exclamation mark (!).
Menthe lines will be arranged,first the herizontal,thenthe vortical and the oblique
ond their combinations will come the curved lines,etc.
straight lines.After those
'nsidcring the complicated characters of Chinese writingothe scmontography dictionary

THE APPROVAL OF CHANGES AND THE INVENTION OF NEW SYMBOLS
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would be very simple in comparison,and easy to operate after a short training.
Once the dictionary is ready in English, it would be an easy job to print the corresponding dictionary for e'rench:le may even go further and print a dictionary with the symbols in the first column and the words in 5 different,but familiar languages in the 5
columns next to the syMbol column.Thus,me could issue a dictionary for French,Spanish,
Italian,Portuguese,and English in one book.The comparison of the similar,but differently
:written words in the different langueges,would give the learner an idea of the family
likeness of those lanuages,and would help him to recognize their familiarities.
Another task of the Institute would be to determine the amount of necessary symbols
for any trade and industry, and to issue special booklets to be revised year after year,
according to the growing needs of these trades and industries. All this would cost money. How to get the fUnds? The symbols are copyrighted in all countries of the Berne
Convention, and in the United States. These copyrights are waved for users, but not for
those who make money by printing, painting, engraving, or making these symbols appear on
any surface by any means. Those firms who employ their own painters (as for instance
aircraft companies) would have to pay a small royalty, just as the symbol printers.
This money shall be used for the promotion of the symbols (see p.66 of this edition).
Another job of the Institute will be the co-operation with the typewriter manufacturers.Onoe,an interest in semantography is established,the typewriter manufacturers will
soon bring an adapted typewriter on the market. As they have constructed a special typewriter with not less than 265 different Amharic symbols for so small a market as Abysalnia,they will not have much difficulty to adapt the ordinary typewriter with lines instead of the capital letters,and provide the small adjustgments,which are described in
the pages 94 to 97 of the second book.Once the great manufacturers have agreed with the
Institute with regard to the arrangement of the lines on the keyboard,other manufacturers
will adopt the some arrangement,so as to enable people to use their make,
The issue of periodicals and magazines.
On page 350 and the following pages the idea has been worked out for modern nemspeeers
and periodicals,printed in the national language of the various countries.There I have
shown,that these newspapers may print a news summary for foreigners in a corner of a eage,
for foreigners to read,or as a puzzle corner for the natives.Similarly the childrens _,ages in the Sunday supplement may contain a little about semantography.Pictorial magazines
may bring asUb-caption beneath their pictures.
Apart from these- eeplicet:.ons of semantography in the daily press and national magazines,the Institute will issue its own pepers,and the Society in the different countries
will issue national megazines,printed in symbols,but also containing explanations and articles in the national language.A further differentiation may be brought about by the
issuing of international periodicals for stamp collectors,for boy scouts,for the vareus
trades,and industries etc.etc.
Schools will have to
I be established and teachers trained,and approved.All this work
will have to be supervised by the Institute,and if semantography sprcads,we would have
branches of the Institute in different countries,co-operating with the branches of the
Society in these countries.
The approval of changes in the symbols and the establishment of new symbols.
'Then mmantography becomes a "living" thing in thIleands of the people of this planet,
changes are bound to happen.New symbols will have to added to the list,and old symbols
might need alterations.Judging from what haepened in the Esperanto movement,we may expect
a host of proposals for alterations to be poured out on the men of the Institute and the
publishing company.The adoption g a steady middle course will necessitate much skill.On
the one hand,changes will have termade,where improvements are found to be imperative.On
the other hand,constent changes might kill the :whole idea. If a learner knows that he
would have to unlearn every year,and that his textbooks might not be valid one year hence,
he will be discouraged right at the start.The greatest spread of Esperanto and itft greatest period was during the time,when the "fundamento" was declared sacrosanct and not alterable.Unfortunatcly,Esperanto was built on too complicated lines,with redundant arl-rnments,which proved unnecessary.There ees therefore e growing demand for alterations end
improvements,and simplifications./hen counter proposejs were brought for'iard,Ido for instance,the whole movement broke almost down. -any changed over to Ido,and the others eta'
clinging to Esperanto brought forward not less then 50 different proposals for Esper-eto I,
Esperanto II,Idoesperanto,Neoesperento,ete.ete.which tended even more to discredit
whole movement.
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My idea to cope mith such a situation is as fellows: if this bwA, creates a great jr.terest and is subsequently translated in dif2erent languages,thenik7expeot that many e- terested readers will foreard proposals fer improvement of singular syMbols or whole :21'01.1:p4
of symbols.The Institute till study every proposal very carefully, and will answer each
proponent.It might well be, that the promoter of alterations does not realize that, in altering certain symbols a mess might be created in another group of symbols.This should
be pointed out to him and if he submits ne-4mgpsals,ehich take this situation into account,his new proposals should be studiedfand7gabpted for later use.
It is hoped that the authorities,the universitics,and the scientific foundations will
show an active interest in the development of scmantography,and that through this active
participations, alterations will become nocessarj.Jfter a time of, letus say,2 or 3 yeers

from the publication of this beok,the first official primer, dictionary and textbook shall
be issued,whach will contain all improvements and alterationsn'efter the issue of this
official textbook and dictionary there shou1:1 follow a declaration of a stabilisation
i.eriod,to last not loss than 5 years.During this stabilisation period new symbols should
be adopted for new nroduets,but these now syMbols and symbol compounds should be constructed with the basic symbol alements,which shall remain unalterable during the stabilisetion period, an order to give the system the necessary stability,which alone will ensure
that people will be interested to learn and to use it.
Homever,time marches on,and it will be inevitable that new proposals will come forward
luring these 5 years.In order to deal with them and to ensure a progressive development
of semantography.a system of international congresses of a new nature shall be established.

The International Con•resses of the Societ- of Semanto• a•h
On page 402 you have found a chapter titled. The Congress in 7riting".The leading quotation to this chapter is taken from a newspaper report,dealing with the complaints of
eeientists,participeting in TNESOC oongresses,They say that the congresses take up much
travelling time and disrupt their work in the laboratory and the university, hey receuend

a Congress in 7ritine.
The faults of present-day congresses have been outlined in that chapter,and the reaOcr is asked kindly to peruse this chapter for the full understanding of the proposal put
forward in the coming paragraphs.
The Society of Semantography should convene such Congresses in -friting every secone
year:Let us assume that one congress is over, anti in the following period, interested pieneer workers put forward new proposals.These may first be published in the national magazine,and if found interesting,may be taken up by other magasines.The permanent secretary of the congress will then fix a dnte line for the submission of new proposals for
the coming congress,let us say 9 months after the last congress.After this date,the submitted proposals should be printed in the periodical, issued by the Institute,and taken
up by the national periodicals in the different countries.In the gatherings of the clubs
these proposals should be disoussed,and their impact on the language of that special club

should carefully be studied.
This discussion period should last another 9 months during which time, the advantages
and disadvantages of the proposal would have been discussed orally and in print.After
anc end of this date,the proponent would. have to affirm his first proposal,or bring it

forward in an altered form. (on account of the objections madeLorerithdraw it altogether.
The final proposals for the coming congress,which will be convened in 6 montas time,
ehould then be printed in a congress sheet to be submitted to each member in each coun-

try_Now all interested persons will submit their final opinion,which will go first to
the national centre of the Society.Each country,according to the amount of members may
be granted a certain amount of lines in the final congress sheet,to express their pros
and cons, This final sheet shall then be submitted to all the members the world over;
the session of the world congress has begun.
In the final sheet, each member will be asked to vote for each proposal,whether it
should be adopted as put forwardnehether it shall be turned doom, ehether it shall be put
back to discussion until the next congress,or whether the counter proposals Nre1,2 or
shall be adopted.Voting will have to be carried out during the following 2 months,and
a date line will be fixed.
Alterations in the baeioal symbols should only be made when there is a 75% majority
for this alteration.As said beforenbasic alterations are a daneeraus thing,and should
only be made,ehen a great majority of all the users are in favour of them.
Such alterations,when approved by the oongresseeill then be put into a booklet to serve
es appendix to existing textbooks, and of course will be incorporated in any new textbeok.

COPYRIGHTS FOR THE PROTECTION OF UNIFORM SYMBOLS
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The protection of semantography for world unity.
The'democratic erocedeze outlined in the foregoing paragraphs might ensure a unified
development of semantography for world useeilenyone who has ideas about this developn
can put them forward,can have them discussed by a world forue,and can see than adopted
by the majority of the users of semantography.
Moreover any man and moman,specially interested in semantography can become a. teacher,
or a secretary or an executive in the national branches of the society.He or she car become the president of the branch in his or her country.He or she can become engaged to
work on the staff of the Institute,and even become its director,president,or president
of the World Society of Semantography. In the course of his eork,he the reformer might be
able to reform semantography,and to change it altogether, in favour of his better system.There are actually no limits for the man and enmen,who want to work actively for se-.
nantograpmelinwever, they must realize,that the most important thing is:to ensure the
world unity of use.If semantography will break up in different national factions,which
will use slightly different symbols and different rules,than the whole idea will be defeatcd.Everyone who ',ant to improve semantography must realize that this urge for impromement shall not lead to a break-up,to a defeat of the whole idea of "One Writing for
one 77orld".

Nevertheless,we may be quite sure,that people in various countries,will stage a breakaway, and will start to promote their own system of syMbols.This has happened with the
auxiliary languages,and it will surely happen with semantographyeEspecially those reformers,whose proposals have been defeated by the world congressmmill do anything to draw

sympaeisers in their camp,and if possible stage a counter-system.As this might well be
fatal, for the whole idea,%e may consider ways and means to counter-act such attempts for
disunity.With good words,and logical arguments,and even with appeals we might achieve
nothing with fanatics,who sec only one aim: the promotion of their system, and even is it
should lead to the break-up of the whole idea.

We must use force,that is legal force,the rights which the Institute has acquired in
the different countries,based on the International Agreement on Copyright,and the various
national laws regarding copyrights in different countries.The copyright procedures are
already well worked out in many countries,and legal proceedings are routine in many courts.
I have built up a series of cppyrights,which should ensure sufficient protection
plagiarists.My experience with patent rights has enabled me to work out certain regierae.

tions of the symbols and their likely variations,which could be a good basis for a :legal
suit against users,who cannot refrain from inventing fancy symbols
their own,and against

-r

authors and reformers,who do not want to work within the frame work of the world society.
Judging from my ex_ericnce of the protection of such rights,' believe that a good case
can be made in any court,and can be won.In any case, the Institute and the Society will
etand behind such proceedings,and it may well be,that this accumulated force will be slit- ficient to make any author and his publisher think twice,before they start on their coun-

ter system.

We have many prece/idents concerning international co-operation.Today,it may seem senseless for any country and any reformer to stage a counter system with regard to the inter-

nationally agreed symbols for the numbers 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0,or the division of the day
in 24 hoers,or the international date line,or the longitude and latitude degrees,or the
notation in music,or the various international agreements for postal,telegraphnand radio
communi6ation.True enough,they all have their faults,and improvement is needed,but no
country would dare to stage a counter-system of its cwn,because it would mean disrup.don
and confusion for itself.If an improvement has to be made, it can only come about by the

international agreement of all countries.
But this state of affairs,which seem to us so natural,so self-evident was non-existent
a hundred years ago,and before an international agreement was rez...chedeAt that time maey
proposals were put forward and different systems were in operation in different countries.
We may envisage a time,when a kind of symbol writieg,either this semantography or another and better system,will be in operation over the whole world,and nobody would think

of staging a national counter system.But until this international agreement will be reached,we roust do anything we can to combat dissension and disruption of this idea.This
fight we can do legally,based on the copyrights on semantography,Which will be vested in
the Institute.lf me win one test case in one country,-:re shall go on winning also in c'er.
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countries,until the reformers will realize that it is simpler to work within the frame
work of the Societyewhere the way is open to them to become the Director of the Institute and the President of the Society.' personally,have no ambition with regard to such
posts.On the contrary.

e few words about myself.
NoPthis overlong manuscript draws to a close,' may be allowed to say a few persorel
words about myself.' am not a young man any more. I am passing the 52 year mar ,which
bringewith it a certain attitude to life,as well as a proper estimation of on own capabilities.I am not yearning for world recognition.I know very well,that for every wellwisher,there mould be 100 critics,who will not shrink back to abuse the system,the idea
and myself.
Personally,' ha440
a good measure of success and recognition in my life.I was a succesful industrial research chemist,as well as a works manager,and executive.' have had success not only as a science lecturer,but even as an artist and a musician.I have seen my
name in print and on nosters,and have tasted applause and public acclaim.Moreover,I have
travelled rely and have lived a good life.Now,the crowning of my life has come.An idea
occured to in China,and I knew whet I had to do: hard work to work it out.This I have
done throughout the last 7 years.No matter,how clumsy this first proposal for a modern
symbol writing is,it is a first step,and nay lead to further improvements.
Should I not find a publisher,which is uelieely,i shall send the duplicated copies
of this manuscript to the most important libraries of the worldewhere theWecome forgotten,to be rediscovered perhapsnWhence,te be copied,pirated,stolen - and even if
my name would be forgotten - it does not matter in the least.I know that I have fulfilled
my destiny,and have been an infinitesimal link in the evolutionary process of the universe,
a vessel,however imperfect,for the purposive force of the world,call it what you may.
J se a few days ago,I have received a letter from Mrs. Betty Stoltenhoff,who helped
mlray first manuscript.She drew my attention to a new book "The lOrldSensorium"
by Oliver laReiserelvalon Press New York,1948,and she quoted from page 28:
"The central difficulty with humanism has been that it has tried to put an
immensely simple message into WORDS,whereas such a message can only be written
into a form of a universal picture language.The job is to find a layout,a picture basis,so simple and so huge that it is usable by anyone who has mastered
the movies or can punch a radio panel."
In order that you may understand my state of mind,let me say this: if nothing more
is going to happen during my life time about semantography than this little quotation,
I shall be satisfied.It gives m the assurance that my work is not in vain.
But as long as I shall breath,I shall work for it.Knowing my temper,however,knowing
that I usually get burned up and strike back with all my might,knowing that my physical
forces are very limited,' have one great wish and hope:that this idea and this work
should be taken out of my hands by young men and women,who are ready to work for it,and
who would create a world-wide mevement.If I can still work within this movement, in some
sort of advisory capacity,it will make me happy,But if the system of semantography would
be wholly discarded inlavour of a better one, it will make no difference whatsoever.' have
no ambition to be a Director or a President of the Institute or the Society.This is all
open to you,dear rcader,if you strive for it.But what I would ask from you, is the realization,that work and improvement on this idea can only be carried out,when the unity of
the movement is preserved at all cost.Counter proposals,different symbol writings in different countries would create a new Babel,and would kill the idea or postpone its realization.Here is a text,which I consider as a kind of morel obligation:
I, the reader of this book,interested in
the promotion of this idea,am fully aware
that competitive counter systems would defeat the whole idea of a common medium for
international communication.' consider it
therefore a moral obligation to refrain
from such acts,and to co-operate in the
propagation and improvement of this medium
for understanding between the peoples of this planet.
The address of the Institute for Semantography is,until further notice:
2 Vicar Street, Coogess - Sydney N.S.7. Australia
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APPENDIX 2
EXCURSION INTO THE DAWN OF EANKIND

AND A PHANTASTIC HYPOTHESIS

A study of our !talowledge about the origin of language, of writing,of man and of war.
During my 7 years of work on semantography I became interested in the theories about
the origin of language and the history of writing:The latter interested rte foremost,bccause I believed that I could gain much insight into the working of primitive picture
languagcs.During this study I came across vary interests g facts,and I believe to have
made a discovery,c- let us say, a re-discovery.Other meAYSeems,have found it out before,
but the idea seems so phanatastio,that no one believed it.
The purpose of this chapter is to evolve this hypothesis on account of the evidence,
and also to show what an exciting subject such studies into language andwritisig origin
can be.The content of this chapter warrants a book for itself.I shall therefore give an
abridged account of my manusoript,and shall not bother the reader with many quotations
to prove my ce.se.If interest is forthcoming,a special publication will be made,and if
only a few scientists will accept the evidence as enough interesting to go farther into
the matter, we may expect very far-reaching results from such an eeuiry.It may change
the face of the earth.This is no idle boast,as the reader may judge from the conclusion.
There are two books avilable,which seem to me of great significance.Their study may
be a short cut to the results which comparative philology has achieved up till now.
Let us therefore start with
T HE

OF SPEECH

The book,which will provide us with a short cut. is "1_,L,mgwge,its Nature,Development,
and Origin" (George J5.11en& Umin,London 1322) by cm:- of the greatest linguists of modern times,Otto Jesporsen.In the chapter The Origin of Speech,he wrote:
"the theme,which is to occupy us in this chapter (is) the ultimate origin of human speech.'io have alrc,:dy seen the feeling with which this subject has often been
regarded by eminent linguists,the feeling which led to rn absolute taboo of the qu,:stion Ln the French Secilte de linguistique_
Nevertheless linguistic science cannot refrain for ever from asking about the
whence (and about the whither) of linguistic evolution."
Jespersen refers to former theories,which have been nicknamed:
Bow-Wow Theory: if= copied sounds of animals,etc,and thereby obtained natural words,such
as bark, cuckoo ,e tc .
Pooh Pooh Theory: Instinctive ejaculations called forth by pain or other intense sensations and feelings, such as Oh,Ah,Ach,(r.chin),etc.
Ding Deng Theory: `Everything which is struck, rings; We have the words g2LE,knock,bana,
hollow, etc.
Yo-He-Ho Theory:
U strong muscular efforts it is a relief to the system to let
nder
breath come out strongly.We have the words heave,haul,etc.
An inter:sting additional theory may be mentioned here.The physicist RichardPaget,
advances a theory in his booklabel,or the Past,Present and Future of Human Speech
(Xegan,Paul,Trench,lrubner & Co.Lcndon 1930) that gesture language played. a prominent
part in man's early efforts on communication. The mouth too was used in such pantomimes.
Paget believes that many words have been formed by using the tongue to make a gesture.
When we say"21R" our tongue involuntarily moves upward within our mouth.
Jespersen finds the bow-wow,pcoh-pooh,aing-dung and ye-he-ho theories unsatisfactory
and indicates the three fields of investigation,which ma ead to further insight,namely
(I the language of children

(2 the language of primitive races
(3 the history of language.
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CHILDREN AND THE EVOLUTION OF NEW LANGUAGES

The .language of children
"Some biologists",said Jcspersen," maintain that the development of the individual
follows on the whole the sema course as that of the race;the embryo,before it arrives at
full maturity,will have passed through the same stages of development which in countless
generations have led the whole species to its present level.It has,therefore,occured to
many that the acquisition of mankind at large of the faculty of speech maybe mirrored
to us in the process by which any child learns to communicate its thoughts by means of
its vocal organs.Accordingly,children's language has often been invoked to furnish illustrations and parallels of the process gone through in the formation of primitive leneuage.But many writers have been guilty of an erroneus inference in applying this principle, inasmuch as they have taken all their examples from a child's acquisition of an
already existing language...
No; if we are seeking some perallel to the primitive acouisition of language,we must
look elsewhere and turn to baby language as it is spoken in the first year of life,before the child has begun to 'notice' and te make out what use is made of language by
grown-up people.Here,in the child's purposeless murmurine,crowing and babbling,we have
real natural sounds;here we may expect to find some clue to the infancy of the language
of the race.And again,we must not neglect the way children have of creating new words
never heard before,and often of attaching a sense to originally meaningless conglomerations of sounds...(p.416 of"Languagel
In the chapter on the Creation cf New Languages,Jespersen refers to the great role
Which children play in this respect and he mentiones an almost forgotten theory,advanced
as early as 1886 by the American ethnologist Horatio Hale.It makes exciting reading and
lead us directly into the romantic story of the North ,Imericen Indians:
"Hale was struck with the fact that in Oregon, in a region not much larger than France,
we find at least thirty different families of languages living together.It is impossible
to believe that thirty separate cemmunities of speechless precursors of man should have
begun to talk independently of one another in thirty distinct languages ih thid district.
Hale therefore concludes that the oriein mf linguistic stocks is to be found in the lane
euage-making instinct of very young children.When two children who are just beginning to
speak are thrown much together,they sometimes invent a complete language,sufficient for
all purposes of mutual intercourse,and yet totally unintelligible to their parents.rn
an ordinary household,the conditions under which such a language would be formed are
most likely to occur in the case of twins,and Hale now proceeds to mention those instances - five in all - that he has come across of languages framed in this manner by
young children.He concludes: It becomes evielent that,to ensure the creation of a speech
which shall be a parent cf a new language stock,all that is needed is that two or more
children should be placed by themselves in a condition mhere they will be entirely,or
in a large degree,free from the presence end influence of their eliiers.They must,of course,
continue in this cendition long enough to grow up,te form a household,and to have descendants to whom they can communicate their new speech."
"These conditions Hale finds among the hunting tribes of Lmeriea in which it is common for single families tcwander off from the main band."In modern times,when the whole
country is occupied,their flight mould merely carry them into the territory of another
tribe, among whom, if well received, they would quickly be absorbed.But in the primitive
period,when a vast unihabited region stretched before them, it would be easy for them to
find same sheltered neck or fruitful vslley...If under such circumstances disease or the
casualties of a hunter's life should carry off the parents,the survival of the children
meuld,it is evident,depend mainly upon the nature cf the climate and the ease with which
food could be procured at all seasons of the year...In ancient Burope,after the present
climatal conditions were established,it is doubtful if a family of children under ten
years of age could have lived through a single winter.'de are not therefore,surprised to
find that no-more than four or five language stocks are represented in Europe...Of Northern Ameriea,east of the Rocky Mountains
north of the tropics,the same may be said..
But there is one region where Nature seems to offer herself RS the willing nurse and
bountiful stepmother of the feeble and upprotected...California.Its wonderful climate
(fellees a long description)...Need we eonder that, in such a mild and fruitful region,
a great number of separate tribes were found,speakine languages,which a careful investigation has classed in nineteen distinct lineuistic stocks?"In Oregon,and in the interior of Brazil,Eale finds similar climrtic conditions with the sere result,a great number of totally dissimilar languages,mhile ineustralia,whese climate is as mild as that
of any other region,me find hundredseperhaps thousends,of petty tribes as completely
isolated as these of South America,bet all speaking languages of the same stock - because
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because "the other conditions are such as would make it impossible for an isolated
group of young children to survive.The whole of Australia is subject to severe droughts,
and is so scantily provided with edible products that the aborigines are often reduced
to the greatest straits." (p.182)
Jespersen discusses then the five cases of twins,mentioned by Hale and tells a moeing story about the Icelandic girl Saeunn:
"She was born in the beginning of the last century on a farm in Hunavatns-syssel in
the northern part of Iceland,and began early to converse with her twin brother in a
language that was entirely unintelligible to their surroundings.Her parents were disquieted,and therefore resolved to send the brother away,who died soon afterwards.They
now tried to teach the girl icelandic,but soon (too soon,evidently) came to the conclusion that she could not learn it,and they were foolish enough to learn her language,

er that she
as did also her brothers and sisters and even some of their friends.In ord
might be confirmed,her elder brother translated the catechism and acted as interpreter
between the parson and the girl.She is described as intelligent - she even composed
-poetry in her own language - but shy and distrustful...The language to Jonasson 'rho
heard it,seemed totally dissimilar to Icelandic in sounds and construction;it had no
flexione,and lacked pronouns.The vocabulary was so limited that she very often had to
supplement a phrase by means of nods and gestures it was difficult to carry on a coneersation with her in the dark...(p.184)
I have given these quotations not only to show the trend of scientific thought,but
also to show,what exciting stuff the study of language can be,once tedious grammar stu-

dy has been removed.
We shall nosrheernhat Jespersen has to say,with regard to the second field of investigation:
The Language of primitive Races.
We would believe,that their language is "primitive",tbat their expressions,granmatie
cal structure,etc.etc, are extremely simple.Hoeever,the reverse is the case.In the words
of Jespersen:

"The more these languages are studied and the more accurately their structure is describedthe more also students perceive intricacies and anomalies in their grammar.Gabelentz (Spr.386) says that the casual observer has no idea how manifold and how nicely
circumscribed grammatical categories can be,even in the seemingly crudest languages,for
ordinary grammars tell us nothing about that.F.T.Schmidt (pie Stellung der Pygmaenvoelker 1910,129) says that whoever from the low culture of the Adamnese would expect to
find their language very simple and poor in expression would be strangely deceived,for
its mechanism is highly complicated,with many prefixes and suffixes,which often conceel
the root itself.Meinhof (M SA 136) mentions the multiplicity of plural formations in
African languages.VilheIm Thomsen, in speaking of Senthal (Khervarian) language,says that
its gremmer is capable of expressing a multiplicity of nuances which in other languages
must be expressed by clumsy circumlocutions;...Curr speaks about the erroneous belief in
the simplicity of Australian languages,which on the contrary have a great number of cone
jugati.acks,etc.The extreme difficulty and complex structure of Bskfmo and of many Amerindian languages is so notorious that no words need be wasted on then here-And the fares
opthe Basque verb are so manifold and intricate that we understand how Larramendi,in
his legitimate pride at having been the first to reduce them to a system,called his grammar El Imposible Vencido,'The Impossible Overcome'
What is here said about the languages of wild tribes (and of the Basques,who are not

„?xactly savages,but whose language is generally taken to have retained many primeval
traits) is in exact keeping with everything that recent study of primitive man has
brought to light:the life of the savage is reeulated to the minutest details through
ceremonies and conventionalities to be observed on every and any occasion;he is restricted in what he may eat and drink and when and hoar; and all these, to our mind, irrational prescriptions and innumerable prohibitions,have to be observed with the most scrupulous,nay religious,care;it is the same with all the meticulous rules of his langguage"
Jespersen draws the conclusion in regard to the language of primeval man:
"primitive language had a superabundance of irregularities and anomalies,
(p ins=
and word formation no less than in accidence.It was capricious and fanciful and displayed a luxuriant growth of forms,entangled one with another like the trees in a primeval
:-'"rest."
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THE EVOLUTION AND THE HISTORY OF LANGUAGES

It seems therefore that many modern advanced languages of to-day are simplifications
of complex primeval languages.This is in line with modern observations.On page 53 of
this book,I have cited Stanley Rundle,whc tells us about the Imperial Russian decree,
prohibiting Lithuanians to use their language.After 200 years,when the decree,which
included even the death penalty was lifted.,.93A of the whole population spoke only Lithuanian,but the language was preserved in its 'archaic form,as it had not been free
to develop."
Other striking exaeplesare the simplifications which had been brought about in
the English language.
Although Jesperaen .urns that his conclusions cannot be adopted generally he gives
the following formula of 'that is his "total impression of the whole preceding inquiry:
SHOWS A PROGRESSIVE TEMENCY FROM INSEPARABLE IRREGULAR
"Iezy EVOLUTION OF LA7,Ta-'TjA
CONGLOMERATIONS TG FRE-e7i- Flt REGULARLY COIZINZ311 SH0Rf ELEMENTS"
This opinion has a direct bearing on semantography,as we shall later on see in the
chapter on the History of Writing.We she 11 believe that the primeval picture writings
on the ealls of caves,ete. should be easy to aeciphneThe contrary,however,is the case.
The fact,that primeval languages are very comnlexnmay lead us to the assumption,that
the beginnings of a written primeval language :ere equally complex. hose primeval writings are full of seemingly senseless lines and forms,which we may compare with the
irregularities of primeval speech.
And this answers also an argument which might be brought forward against semantography.Critics may say, that we are going back to the level of primitive man, in accepting a picture language .I believe,however, that I have proved throughout this book, that
this symbol 3415.4161fMlfreed -re= "irregular conglomerations" end,has been developed
along the lines indicated byJespersen:R freely and regularly combinable short elements."
The question is now:wnuld primitive people in Asta and efrica take easily to semantographygThere is all the evidence that the experiment would be a success.We shall,of
course, not bother those people with highbrow meanings, which even the European people
(without higher eduketion) cannot understand.But as the syMbols show the outline of
the real things,simple people should _here no difficulty to grip this witing.Moreover„
the practice has shown,that,for instance, the Australian aborieinees,a people living
viruelly in the stone ege,pick up easily the handling of a motor car or any other modern tool.The aborigine children in Syndey's schools are net behind the white children in their grasp of mathematics or any other discipline.Semantography is a modern
tool,for practical needs.
Let us now return to jespersennaho explores toe= the third field of investigation,
The History of Langualie
"The third and most fruitful source from which to gather information of value for
our investigation is the history of language as it has been considered in previous
chapters of this work... (p.417)
"The method I re: commend which I think I or the first to employ consistently, is to
trace our modern twentieth century languages as far back in time as history and our
materials will allow us;ond then,from this comparison of modern English with OldEnglish,of Danish withOldNorse,and of both with "Common Gotbonic" or French and Italian
with Latin,of modern Indian dialects with Sanscrit,etc.to deduce definite laws for the
development of languages in generalo and to try and find a system of lines which can be
lengthened backwards beyond the reach of history.... and if by this process we arrive
finally at uttered sounds of such a descrietion that they can no longer be called a
real language,but something antecedent to language eiv,then the problem will have
been solved;for transformation is something wc can understand ,while a creation out of
nothing can never be ceevrehended by human understanding..." (p.41.8)
The exeater part of Jesperson's book is devoted to this enquiry and interested reafind it exciting readinn.Even an abridged account would fill many pages,and
ders
therefere,the best we can do here,is to quote form the last chapter of Jespersen's
bookeehich he titles
Conclusion:
"Languane,then,began with half-musical unanalysed expressions for individual beings
and solitary events.Languages composed of,and evolved from such words and quasi sentences are clumsy and insufficient instruments of thouFht,bcing intricate,caprioions
and difficult,But from the beginning the tendency Has been ore-of progress,slow and
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fitful progress,but still progress towards greater and greater clearness,regularity,
ease and pliancy.No one language has arrived at perfection;an ideal language would
always express the same thing by the same,and similar things by similar means:any
irregularity or ambiguity would be banished:sound. and sense would be in perfect harmony:any number of delicate shades of meaning could be expressed with equal ease;
poetry and prose,beauty and truth, thinking and feeling would be equally provided for;
the human spirit would have found a garment combining freedom and graoefulness,fitting
it closely and yet allowing full play to any movement.
But,however far our present languages are from that ideal,we must be thankful for
what has been achieved..."
Jespersen did not stop at this wishful thinking.He was one pioneer in the forefront
of the Esperanto movement, and when this movement led to improvements and other auxiliaries, like Idc, Jespersen proposed a new auxiliary languagcwhich he named NOVIAL from
NOV (new) International Auxiliary Language.
Samehow,however,Jespersen's conclusion does not satisfy us.H.e says that language bean with cries of man,as a continuation from the cries of the animals,and that in that
slow evolutionary process language became more and more articulate.Jespersen bases his
conclusion on the theory of evolution,but he cannot bring any proofolionver,we cannot
oxptot any conclusive proof.The anthropologists,at least,baou their theories on the
bones of primeval man found in caves or sedimentary rock.But they are unable to say,
or to make any speculation about the colour of the hair or eyes of primeval man.May be
that one day, a human specimen will be found completely preserved in a frozen block of
ice,somewhere in the Siberian tundras or elsewhere in the north.But even then,there
will be no possibility to have a preservation of the most fleeting of events,sounds,
cries,the language of primeval man,
Being somewhat dissatisfied by the findings of the linguists,we turn to other guarters,hoping to find out more about the birth of language,
The Birth of Language and of Man.

JesOperaen has lased his speculation on the theory of evolution,as brought forward
by Derwin,This word "Evolution" gives,of course,no explanation of what has happened on
Jarth - and tarwin makes this perfectly clear.It is only a word of descriptive naturo.
It describes a process,of which we know nothing.However, as with the magic of words,
the descriptive acrd "Evolution" has got a "life" of its own, and is now brought forward by many people,including learned man,as a kind of explanation.In a similar way,
other words of a descriptive nature, as "Gravitation" "Curved Space",Electro-magnetic
Waves." etc.are taken by the intellectuals of today(with few exceptions) as to contain
in itself the explanation of the phenomenon named, Thus our ignorance is covered.
So,the intellectual peoEle of the last 80 years have came to believe that Darwin's
theory of evolution, has donMffectLvelyydth any purposive force in the Universe, has
done away effectively with the childish stories of the Bible about Creation,and has
established beyond doubt,that man descendelfrom the ape.
Bowever,scientists of today have come to think differently.In the chapter on "Creation" (p,537) I have quoted the botanist Eric Ashby who said:" We retain those parts
of Darwin' s work, which have withstood eighty years of criticism,and we forget the rest.'
It is not commonly known that present-day anthropologists have already rejected the
theory that man is a descendant from the ape.They believe now,that both,man and ape
had a common ancestor,and that - at a certain time in the history of the earth - a
branching-off oocuredorecipitated by oircumstances,of which we know nothing,but surely
ellogical,olimatical and other physical circumstances - man was bcrn,a "primitive",a
"primeval"man,to besire,but distinct from the ape.
This modification of Darwin's view may tempt us to look for other enquiries itfthe
birth of man and in the birth of language. In my search I came across a very interesting book by Richard Albert Wilson,Professor of English Langoage and Literature in the
University of Saskatcheman,Canada.The title of the first edition in 1937 was
The Birth of Language
Its Place in World Evolution and its Structure in Relation to Space and Time
(published by J.L.Dent Son,London)
In the later edition in 1941,Wilson chcnged the'uitle significantly to
The miraculous Birth of Language
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This word "miraculous" 111115 -: not be taken in the restricted "religious" sense.By this
the birth of
word Wilson wants to indicate that a momentous happening caused
man and of language,a happening,to be sure,not contrary to the natural laws,but brought
about by the natural laws which govern the happenings in the universe. Wilson apparently did not want to invent a nort-ord for this happening,believing that very soon,the
word itself will be taken as an explanation.In order to indicate that we know nothing
about the momentous happening,he called't" reculous".
Bernard Shaw got so enthusiastic about
7that he wrote a preface of 28 pages to
the 1941 edition,which preface begins with tia, following words:
"This book by Professor Wilson is one in which I should like everyone to be examined
before being certified as educated or eligible for the franchise or for any scientific,
religious,legal,or civil employment."
In the following paragraphs I shall try to give an outline of l'ilson's enquiry,by
voting some pararrnphs from his bcfk.Hr, as this can only be a cursory procedure,
the reader is strongly advised to
r: ad the book,not once but a few times.The findings of Wilson are in line with the trend of thought,which Hogben calls Scientific
lihmanism,and of which he,t)ulian Huxley and others arc the: main exponents.
Wilson cites first the Hebrew Bible,aceording to which God bestowed upon man the
gift of language, so that he may nameR every beast cf the field,and every fowl of the
air':But;continued Vilson;
"Pram the modern point of view this thenlogical explanation of language origin and
vicissitudes has turned out to be unsatisfaotory,but it is interesting as showing man's
Ay interest in the problem and some of his first guesses about it.It is significant
also from the fact,that it was the generally accopted language origin theory up until
the middle of the eighteenth century.. 1:(p.11)
"In the eighteenth century,however,the question cf the probability of a natural,rather than a supernatural origin of language began to stir in men's mind.Rousseau's
essay on the Origin cf Languago,about 1750,micht be taken as the historical landmark
which stands betwoon the old and new points of view..."(p,14)
After Rousseau,the search was taken up by Herder,Kant,acethe,The discovery of Sanscrit by Sir William Jones led to the science of coTarative philology.It4 foremost
scholars,besides Sir William. Jones,were Sir Charles Wilkina,Friedrichitchlegel,Frenz
Bopp,Wilhelm von Humboldt,Max Mueller,Jilliam Dwight Whitney.
"Max Mueller andWhitney,the chief representatives of the linguistic thought of the
time,both clearly steted the position,and a sentence from each will give the definite
starting point for the next stage of our advance.'7hat then' ,Mueller asks,' is the difference between brute and man7What is it that man can do, and of which we find no signs,
no rudiments,in the whole brute world.I answer without hesitation;the one great barrier
between the brute and man is Language (Science of Language,Collacted
489)•1 gut as things are',Tihitney ;rites' ,every community of man has a common langua7c,
while non of the lo'7er animals are possessed of such;their means of communication b'7-

ing of so different a oharecter,that it hf-.z3 no right to be called by the same name'
(Life and Growth of Language, Cr_
XIV,11.9.81,1875).These two Quotations give quite
fldequalAly the vew,regarding man and language,which was held by linguistic scientists
from 1772,when He-der first clearly f=mulated it in his essay,until Darwin entered
the field in 1871—'1(7).42)
"With the publication of the Descent of Man in 1871 the nhole problem of language
was suddenly expanded into a much wider region;Darwin,in that book,distinctly challenged the human boundaries that had been set to language as being artificial and arbitrary„and extended the problem into the animal world,maintaining that the difference
between the language of man and the arias of animals was not a difference in kind,as
had been formerly thougbt,but a difference in degree only,a difference in definiteness
and connotation and distinctness of articulation.This difference in language followed
naturally,he maintained,upon the difference in dogree of their mental development."
"Max Mueller,with other philologists,opposed Darwin's vicw,claining that articulate
language was the evidence of mn's power of abstraction, 'a power which differentiated
him completely Iran the animals." (p.43)
"It is customary now and a mark of modernism to speak of th.:: language of animals
and the language of man as merely two branches of the sere thing,as though there were
purpose of the present treatment is to open
no longer any doubt about the question.
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the question again,and to re-examine more closely the difference between man and the
animals which Darwin practically obliterated some sixty years agoetc discover if possible what specifically happened when man emerged from the animal nature into a new werla,
whose new conditions necessitated articulate language..."(p.45)
"Darwin,though convinced of the organic unity of the world in its evolution from its
lowest to its highest forms,dia not succeed in completely establishing his conviction
by logical proof or actual evidence.There were at least two gaps in the development
process that he saw nig way of bridging:(a) the gap between inorganic and organic nature
',see footnote),and (b) the gap between organic nature without intelligence and organic
nature with intelligence,In the third chapter of the Descent he :rites:' In what maneer
the mental powers were first developed in the lowest organisms is as hopeless an inquiry
as how life itself first originated.These are problems for the distant futuret if they
ere ever to be solved by man'
"Recognizing that language is connected with the mental facultios,Dareen includes
his now well known discussion of language in the closing part of the same third chapter,
He opens the discussion with the followingeThe faculty of language has justly been considered as one of the chief distinctions between man and the lomer enhnals,But man/es
a highly competent judgeeerchbishop Vheteley,remarks) is not the only enimal that can
make use of language to express what is passing in his mind, ma can understand more or
less what is expressed by another...In Paraguy,the Cebus Azerae,when excited,utters at
least six distinct sounds,which excite in other monkeys similar emotions.' The dog
barker in at least four or five distinct rounds' .From accumulated _ evidence of this kind.,
Darwin draws the conclusion at the end of the fourth chapter, to use his own words,that
'the difference in mind between man and the higher animals,great as it is, certainly is
one of degree and not of kind',The same he holds
to be true of language"(p„52)
Wilson is of the opinion and he expounds his theory with convincing arguments,tbat
there exists a barrier between man and animals.He calls this barrier,the"berrier
,
of
space and time"
"There seems to be some barrier that holds the animals mind back from that realm of
free mina into which man has entered,where language first crerges.What is the barrier?
Can it be intellectually grasped and deseribed.These are the two questions."
The "barrier of mace and time" is to be understood as the consciousness about space
and time„Man is conscious of space and of time,and he can differentiate between bete
and between the dieferentiations in space(the things of our world) and time(past,pree
sent, and future).
"At some time and., it seems to me, from some creative and purposive force at work in
the world, there emerged into life within the mind of man a new power or faculty fox'
eeplicitly differentiating the objects of the worldeboth in their distribution in Speee
and their succession in Time;and with this awakened power of explicit differentiation
a consequent need and corresponding impulse for something far more definite and elaborate than the few nebulous or misty-edged natural sounds which satisfied his preconscious needs." (p.54)
Wilson does not attempt any speculation about this momentous event.He is no geoloeist,no paleontologistono physicist,and therefore he cennot venture any possible then y.
We shall return to this point later on.It is enough 0 kriffat an apearent barrier exists
between man and animal.Before this barrier the dumb animal still dwells.When the branch
of animal,which led to man,broke through this barrier,man emerged, conscious of space
millions of
and thne.It must have happened in the dim history of life on earth,
years back.
The question is now:did this"break-through",this decisive change,occur out of a
chaotic constellation of electrons and protons, or did it occur owing to some creative
and purposive force at work in the worla.In the words of Wilsen,there are the two theeries,the mechanistic and the organic theory-es we know,the mechanistic theory held sway
during the last Be years,andeTilson explains and deals with this theory with the restraint of the objective scientist.in the preface,however, Eernerd Shaw,reaalls the heated controversy in his younger years,ana he pours his scathing sarcasm about some of
Footnote: Recently I have studied a new book "Prehistoric Life" by Percy B„Rayrnone, in
which he deals with the emergence of life on earth and its consequent evolution.He offers no speculation as to what Life really is."What life is",Raymond says,"no one knows':
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those "Darmtnians":
"They went,further," Si7law writes," - far beyond Darwin who was never a Darwinian,
They lost their tempers il any one ninted that there was any purpose or design in the
universe at all.They set up a creed called. Detensinism,oanpared. to which the story of
Loth was cheerful and encouraging.Cne of its tenets was a topsy-turvy view of Causation in which the cause was itself an effect,and could not help itself—Materialism
went stark raving mad.The author of this book calls it hechanistio;but the materialists
dislike the term; for a machine,likePaley's watch, is a product of purpose and design;
and this the Ultra-Darminians would not tolerate at any price...they had never been
able to dispose satisfactorily of Paley's puzzle.If you find something as full of purpose and contrivance as a watch,he argued, you know that it aid not make itself;somebody must have contrived it and made it."
To this outburst in the genuine Shaw.
rirzt,I wish to ada,that no one will. cast
suspicion en ths socialist Shaw of playing into the hands of the ehurch.But for anyone
familiar with the state of mind of many intellectuals,including teachers and professors,
it is common knosledge that thcv deny any- purl-Joss in the universe,eny intellectual power behind it.Scientists have devised oxpsriments to prove that living beings and thsir
bodily and mental activities arc motivated by no purpose. Wilson cites Prof.A.N.Whitshead,mho Trotp:*Soientists animated, by the purpose of proving that they are purposeless
constitute an interesting subject for study."
Prof.Wilson does not use such colourful words as Shs.w,but his words are pot less.
signifieant.He writes:
"Darwin,as we have seer eld that there was no barrier;that the difference was merely'a difference in degree of mental dovelopment':Thile this statemont,as we have also
seen,gives us no specific light on the nroblem at its present stage, it had a value in
its tims,and has been consideregAdevate by most biologists and general readers since
Darwin' s time,who have made no close study of language.His followers,to illustrate the
view,have frequently made the statement that the difference in mental development betmten the lowest type of savage,the Fuegien,for exnmple,ssd a fully civilised and cultivated man is greater than the difference between t-sss ssme savage and the anthropoid
ape.Recently I came across the following iliustration,ussd to symbolize the relative
differences
civilised man
fuegian
chimpanzeel
But both the statement and the Illustration are clearly erroneus,owing to the confusion of resemblance of power with identity of power."
With this Wilson means,that an ape resembles only a man in the exercise of his powers,Whereas with the fuegian and the civilised man there is identity of power.And. 'Wilson proceeds to prove his theory by an example.
"If we were to take a six-,month-old PUegian infant and place him in an educated
English-speaking home in Canada with its common educational opportunities,what end
where would he be in twenty years?He would be first of all in complete working possession of a highly dsveloped language,..Then,by means of this language,he would have elaborated concretely for himself the various parts of this mental world, in laistory,geography,literature ,ms.thematics, science , and would stand. in much the same position as any
Canadian boy,who had a long line of ancestors.The seeming gulf beLmeen the savage and
the civilised man would be practically bridged in a quarter of a single life-span.
Now put the chimpanzee's six-month-old offspring in the same home and environment,
and at twenty years he would }morn none of these things.He is excluded by some impassable
barrier from man's mental worldsthe world which man has actualised and elaborated by
means of Ianguage.Darwin expresses surprise that some men should_ still think that there
is any such barrier between the two.'Nevertholess',he writes,i many authors have insisted that man is divided by an inseparable barrier from the lower animals in his mental
faoulties'.Well,these authors,as a matter of demonstrable fact,are right and Darwin
wrong.The Fuegian is at the outset already across the barrier, ..and moves forsard in
that new world of free mind Immediately opportunity is given.The chimpanzee... isblocked,es yet at lesst,by the barrier...whether we can ever explicitly describe that
barrier or not
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As said before,Prof.Wilson makes no attempt to speculate about what actually happened,when the animal broke through that"barrier" to become man.7e shall do some speculating in later paragrsphs,and Ise can do this with the accumulated knowledge of geo/ogyohysics and related sciences.One thing is sure.According to the Organic Theory,
which Wilson expoundsnnan is a part of nature,not something set upon and besides nature,
His 14 is composed of the same chemical materials which form the rocks and all inanimated things.The same can be said of his brain matternOonsequently,the body of man and
the matter of his brain,is subject to all the physical laws,which we find in nature.
Coldness and. warmth,the sunshine or darkness,c/imate,flora and fauna,end many other
factors of nature,affect man today and did affect him in bygone times.At a certain
time in the history of life on carth,it seemed that the crown of creaticnwcUld go to
the insects,and indeed the ants and the bees have developed communities of order and
communal social behaviour,where no one goes hungry,and food is stored for the whole of
the community.But at a certain time in the dim history of the earths smne decisive changes must have occured.Changes in the climate,in the distribution of edible substance,
in the composition of the air,in the radiation from the sun or from ultrawaves coming
from the depth of the universe - we don't know what happened,but surely something hf.ppened only in "recent" times,in the Tertiary,when man emerged through exceptional circumstances,which no doubt affected his brain matter,end. made him conscious of space and
time and of all the implications which go with this ccnsciousness.Wilson refers to some
purposive force at work,which he smetimes calls gorla Spirit,and for which he refuses
to use the word Csod,because as people understand this word, its measuring is too narrow
to account for the happenings in the universe.
But even if you are a so-called atheist,and if you refuse to attribute the happeagree that so-called
nings in our worldllo some mind,acting through matter,you
natural"
causes
mustNienthe
factors,
which
eventually
brought
conscious
man into being.
"
Of course, your solid convictions may be shaken, if you inquire for more knowledge by
modern biologists,aome of them may shrug their shoulders,if you ask them for a "natural" explanation of Creation.They may say.that the only explanation brought forward
so far is the explanation,which we find in the Bible.This,of course,will be very unsatisfactory for you and also for me,and I too searched the newest books for enlightenment.There is Prof.Raymond's book "Prehistoric Life" mentioned before.He gives a
detailed account of all the findings in the subsequent geological strata of early life.
So fer,the earliest finds are in the so-called Canbrian rocks,and the few finds in
pre-CaMbrian strata are doubtful.But the species found in Cambrian rocks are so varied,
that Raymond asks, have we discarded the story of Creation,suppoVsed to have taken
place about 6000 years ago (based on the Bible's narration),only to transfer special
Creation to Cambrian times,supposed to have taken place about 500 million of years ago
(based on the calculation about the break-up of the Uranium atom)?
Now,se ao not need to believe in a kind of "miraculous" Creation contrary to the
laws of Nature.We may assume that we do not know yet the story of what has happened,
but scientific investigation will uncover the mysteries in due time.Today,even the fervent believer, does not think for a moment, that the world, and the animals, and man were
created in just 6 days,We assume,that the Hebrew narrator of the GeA'sis expressed in
some sort of analogy,or allegory the early hanpenings.On the other hand,many happenings
described. in the Bible did take place,and archeologists have not only been guided by
the descriptions in the Bible,but have actually foupd the evidence of the truth in the
Bible.And Frof.Wilsnn believes that the Hebrew writeraaccount of the creation of man is
a direct reference to that decisive changc,the overcome of the barrier,when man emerged,conscious of the things around him,What he needed now,were symbols to differentiate
the world around him.
"Obviously,what man required was a system of mental symbols of some kind or other
in the inner world of mina,to represent the system of actual types in the outward world
of sense..,"
"It was out of this necessity that the articulate and cumuletivo language of man
had its birth.Language is just that needed system of symbols which man has created for
the elaboration• of that new space-time world of mind to which he was called by the
'World-Spirit' when the world emerged from the preconscious to the conscious cycle of
ita self-development."
"Language then, is a new phenomenon in the world,brought into life at that point
where the reason of the world emerges from its unconscious state to its freed and conscious life"(p.151)
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Again,we may discard any reference to a World Spirit,and say in the "atheistic spirit",that man invented his tools out of sheer necessety,and out of sheer necessity he
had to differentiate his cries to make it explicit to his fellowmen that this cry refers to an animal,and that other cry to some berry.in other words,when man became conscious of the world,he invented language as a new tool.This explanation seems more
"natural",but not less "miraculous".
And Prof.Wilson refers to the Bible story,not as an account of a"super-natural"
happening,but as the narration of what has actually happened,namely that language was
miraculously born,when man was born.
"The Hebrew writer of the Genesis narrative had observed the fact that of the gifts
which God had bestowed on man,language was one of the most significant.Man had come
into possession of the unique power of naming and classifying the things of the world;
and in attempting an explanation of how this naming process was actually accomplished
that early writer put it in the following manner:
"And out of the ground the Lord God formed every beast of the field,and every
fowl of the air;and brought them unto Adam to see what he mould call them;
And. whatsoever Adam called every living creature, that was the name thereof.
And Adam gave names to all cattle,and to the fowl of the air,and to every
beast of the field."
"Taat",continues Wilson," is the Hebrew writer's brief and naive story of the birth
of language;a story which the modern child of ten years will still accept at literal
face value,which the man of twenty,mho puts away childish things,will reject,and which
the philosopher of forty,who has grown in discernment as well as in knowledge,will reaccept with some surprise at the amount of factual truth contained in it:Re do not
think now,of course,that the naming of living things in the world happened in such a
summary matter-of-fact fashion as that, and yet there are things in this old account
that have significance still to the modern scientist,despite the new views about language which have become orthodox since 1871."
Wilson goes now into a very interesting analysis of the significant facts arising
from the naive Bible story and concludes:
"From the modern point of view this theological explanation of language origin and
vicissitudes has turned out to be unsatisfactory,but it is interesting as showing man's
very early interest in the problem and some of his first guesses about it."
This quotation appeared in the beginning of the discussion of Wilson's book a few
pages back,and with it I shall close this discussion,Iri my apinion,the book of Wilson may became the starting and focal point of a new eneuiryewhich may have far-reaching
effects.In any case, it influenced inc profoundly and it helped me in my searches for
the early writings of man.
As said in the beeinning,this chapter has two purposes,the first to show how interesting the study of language can be,and secondly,to lead to a new hypothesis,which
in turn may be the starting point of new research of the most far-reaching effects.
All what has been seid in the foregoing pages of this chapter leads up to the comine
hypothesis,born cut of the evidence of early picture writing.
The History of Writing.
I shall not try to give an account of the history of writing.There are excellent
books,profusely illustrated,which show the early records written in some undecipherable
symbol writing,or in the Egyptian hieroglyphics,or in Babylonian cuneiform writing,and
the authors show, how gradually, the letters of the alphabet were evolved through innumerable changes,starting from a schenItized picture,until they took on the present-day
form.
In this chapter I shall devote my attention to the earliest records of man.When the
idea of a modern picture writing got hold of me,I was naturally interested in the picture writings of former eenerations,and I read all the boeks and studied all the pictures I could get hold of.However,we :rust discern between the primitive writing of emdarn people,and the primitive writing of primeval mareTribes of the North American Indians used,not so long ago a picturewriting,mhich is of quite recent origin.Other
North American tribes had an elaborate language,but no writing at all.Similarly Eskimos use a picture writing.
But we must be concerned with the early attempts at writing, and therefore seek our
evidence,not on the perishable leather hieos of Indian records,'but where the archeo-
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logists proved that primeval men really lived:the caves of paleolithic timaes.The estimates,(and modern archeology has evolved very accurate methods of measuring bygone
yearslpoint to an age about 50,000 years ago,a very short time indeed,compared with the
millions of years of man's evolution,In other words,writing is only a vary recent invention of modern man,
In scrutinizing the early writing of man in the older stone-age period,we must dis:;ern between real rriting,the conveyance of ideas anaYhapperings,and pictures only.
And here,a great surprise is in stor for us.We should believe that we could be able
to trace down from paleolithic times to our times a series of victures,showing us hey
man draw first crude outlinelof things,urtil he learned to perfect his art.But the
contrary is true, The very earliest cave paintings display a perfection,a skill,a vigour of representation, that modern archeologists and artists, simply refused to believe
that these cave paintings of Altamira and other places in Spain and Prance are genuine.
Yet,the evidence is overwhelming,and so many caves have been found,that there cannot be any doubt to the fact that those early tribes in primeval Spain and Prance have
experienced, an outburst of creative expression,We maybe tempted to describe this sudden appearance of great art in the earliest time of modern man as something miraculous
anrmay well give a title "The miraculous Birth of Art" to a book,showing those marvellous drawings of paleolithic man.
Again,we shall not use the word "miraculous" in the narrow senso(contrary to nature)
but in the wider sense,indicating an unexplained sudden manifestation of natureAre don't
know what hAppened to these people,what climatic, or physical conditions brought about
their sudden creative force,but there it is,undeniable,and for everyone to see,
?Then we go forward in the history of mankind,we core upon other outbursts of the
creative mind.In my opinion (which is of no importance) the emergence of Greek culture
is such an unexplained natural phenomenon.For everyone,who has studied Greek art,Greo-k
Iiterature,areek science,Greek philosophy,and all the other manifestations of the"Grook
was about 2500 years ago, all this is a miracle.So far, it has
Classiv"time , which
not happened agein,exocpt for the period called, the Renaissance(the re-birth of Greek
culture),and what those wonderful Greeks aohieved,has not vet been surpassed in many
instances.
I could adorn my paragraphs with many ouotations from eminent scholars,to support
my views.I shall do this perhaps at a later date,because I believe that the contentof this chapter, sketchily mapped out,would warrant a book for itself,profuse/y illustrated,and supported by the evidence and the sayings of prominent scientists.
Right now,we must contend ourselves with the fact,that those wonderful people of
he Aurignacian period,who lived about 50,000 years ago,and who came so suddenly and
miraculously on the scene of creative ert,vanished as suddenly and as miraculously.
"Their art disappears from history with its creators,leaving no traces and no other
result,whether because of some catastrophe or the natural process of decay,we are unable to say.Their efforts fora the first attempts at art in the history of mankind
and we are at present not able to follow them any later in time than the Magdalenian
(M.H.Swindbri in "Ancient Painting)
epoch"
The word "catastrophe" is mentioned in the above quotation,and we shall keep this
word well in mind for our further speculations,However, we should take this word in
its broadesikeaning. A catastroph in nature must not be understood to be only a destructive event.The Greek word catastrophe means to overturn; in other words,catastrophe
means a sudden change only,Catastrophimn is a scientific term in geology,and it means
the doctrine,that changes in the earth surface have occured suddenly.The term is aloe
employed in zoology and botany, indicating a similar sudden change in the earth' flora
and fauna.Moreover,there is another term "explosive evolution",used for instance by
Raymond and others,to indicate a sudden expanse in the variety'of species living at a
certain geological period.This too falls under the term catastrophisnolTe shall use
this term in coming paragraphs,and we should get familiar with its wider meaning.In
view of the fact,that we do not find on earth an animal which is "half-human" or something between the apes and man,we may term tha 'miraculous" branching-off of man,that
breaking through the"barrier"also a catastrophe,a sudden change in the factors governing life at a particular time,a"turn-over" according to the Greek term.
Those wonderful pictures in the caves of Spain and Prance(and also found in Africa)
are"pictures1 drawingsdepicting an event or only an animal.But they were no writing,
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writing we understand a certain set of symbol elements,whether they are pietoB
graphs,ideographs,or phonographs,which are operated according to a system to convey
a train of thoughts,or of voiced thoughts in languageNhea we look for them,we
find indeed among the pictures of hunts,of animals "arrangements of spots,dots,crisscrosses,spirals and other designs within rectangles" which do not resemble anything
understood by a picture writing.Archeologists are of the opinion,that picture writing
was preceded by these "linear signs,which only remotely can be termed pictographs;they
do not convey to us tne picture of a thing,even in their roughest outlines.
In a new book "Early Man" by Alan Houghton 5roerick (Hutchinson's Scientific and
Technical PUblications,Lendon 1948),the author refers to these signs in the followire
words "When we come to the men of the Ueper Paleolithic,tol moderni meneue are face to
face with beings who developed many of the essential attitudes since retained by mankind.And the men of the Upper Paleolithic must have possessed quite complicated len a

gesthe intricate and conventionalised pictographic signs (to take only one instance
painted on cave nail and stones would be meaningless without a rather elaborate explanation in words."
This is a curious fact.We should assume that the earliest writing,should be most "primitive",most "simple".Instead we are confronted with "intricate" and "conventionalised" signseehich indicate a most complicated language.
Now,turn back to page 619,uhere I recounted the findings of Jespersen and
other linguists About the languages of "primitive" people elespersen stated that these
languages are most intricate,and very complicated.We see here a parallel between language and its written expression,writing,Which may be very fruitful for future research.
I wish at this instance to recall Jespersen's statements,that modern languages are a
further step in the evolution of language, in so far as they discard irregularities and
show the teliF to "freely and regularly combinable short elements".Extenaing this
parallel tler
npktnire writing",semantography,advocated in this book,we may say,that
it does not have"ttVkntecedent in primeval times.It is a new stage in the evolution
of writing.
All what I have said 1n the .foregoing pages leads up to the "phentastic hypothesis';
which I have announced in the title of this chapter.The reader may forgive the lengthy
introduction,which I consider necessary for the full grasp of the statements to be made
and the conclusion to be drawn from early writing.Actually,I should nau present the
reader with many illustrations of drawings in paleolithic caves, so that he may judge
for himself.As this would make this chapter too long,I shall only bring two drawings
from a cave,only recently discovered in Prance,during the war (September 1940).When
the Allied troops liberated France,LIFE sent a whole outfit of photographers with all
the necessary lights and power generations to that cave,and many readers may perhaps
remember the many pictures in colours in an issue of LIFE.
In September 1940,a few lads from the small village of Montignac on the V6zere,went
for a stroll, in the neighbourhood.Nean a half-ruined house called chateau de Lascaux,
their dog disappeared in a hole.When they followed him, they discovered great caverns,
the walls of which were covered with hune.reas of pictures,depicting only animals,Here-

below- is one picture,taken from the aforementioned book

A wall paintinA from the caves of Lascaux,discovered 1940
mare
in
faal,attacked
by arrows.Above a syMhol.To the right a wild ox
A
(from the book"Early Man" by A.H.Brodriok,Hutchinsonc e Publications 1948).

A DISCOVERY IN THE CAVE PAINTINGS OF OLD STONE AGE MAN
------
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As indicated before,this picture and all the other pictures are in cclours.The primeval painter used earth paints,cohre,etc.and he achieved a m rvellous three-dimensional
effect„which has been much admired by artists.These pictures of Lascaux are similar to
the wall paintings found in the caves of other places in .ftence s end in Spain(Altainira
and others).
Uith regard to the curious lines above the picture of the mare„Bredrick says that
this symbol may be the picture of a trap or a snare.However,we shall hear more about
these syMbols,and we may then agree that the symbol depicted on the foregoing page,may oe
no .pictograph at all,but a very intricate ideograph.
The Disooverz and the phantastic Hypothesis
When I am now going to claim that I have made a discovery in archeology,the revelation
of an astoundig fact,up till now overlooked by most people(with the exception of a few
who hinted at it) I must be ready to face, ridicule, abuse and worse.Homever, I am fortified with the knowledge,that the first discoverer of those wonderful cave paintings,was
ridiculed,abused and vilified by many archeologists of his time. I shall give full particulars,when this chapter shall go to print,The facts however, are simple.Marquis de Sau tuola went,Ou'2hing for Yeasils in the caves near Santander in Spain.The year was 1879.
Presently At87ftgughter crouched beneath a rock,and looking up,cried in horror. he stood
face to face with a ferociouailooking bull„Her father running te her aid,stepVin amazement when he discovered that the bull es only a painting on the rock,but so vivid in

pose and colours,that the real terror of the girl was justified.The man penetrated then
further down the cave and discovered by the dim light of a candle picture after picture
of animals.
When he made his discovery known to the world scores of archeolemists,painters,art 00A
noisseurs and scientists came to see for themselves and they too stood in amazement before these great pieces of art,which could have been painted by great modern painters.
And because of this high level of art,they did not believe the discoverer,They accused
him of having staged a publicity stunt,and went even so far to assert,that he is an instrument of the Jesuits,who have secretely painted the caves,in order to discredit the
then modern theories of the descent of man,which were contrary to the church doctrin.:Surely if these paintings have been made by primitive men,they must have been on a very
high level of civilisation,and not on a half-animal stage,The discoveiwwas broken hearted
about all these incredible accusations.
But,when in later years other caves were discovered with similar paintings of high art,
the aroheologists,who have ridiculed and abused the first discoverer,had to admit ,that
the famous Altaniira paintings were genuine.
This story gives me strength to proceed with my tale,and not to fear abuse.lioreover,
I believe that the discovery which I made could only come about by a series of circumstances,which may well have been assembled for the first time in this order,namely that
(1) a chemist,becomes interested in (2) ideographic writing,and starts to study the first

writings (3) of primeval man.Moreover this chemist is (4) an adherent of,what Hogben calla
Scientific Humanismiand he believes that human nature can be changed and that human nature has been changed in the past.This chemist knows that the body and brain of man is
of chemical matter,and therefore subject to the organic and anorganic chemical "laws" of
Nature.All these factors played their part.Of course,I an only an meateur,but I can point
out that the sciences of Archeology,Paleontology and others,have been founded by amateurs,
long before the official people of the universities rejected their findingseand as to the
successes in these sciences,amateuxs played a great and most honourable part.
Now,the reader may believe that what I have to say,can only be understood by archeologists,well versed in the matter,But no, the most uneducated man or woman should have no
difficulty to understand what I have to say,and moreover to see the evidence for himself
or herself.
And what I have to say is this:
All the cave paintings of Paleolithic man,all those oldest records of man's writing:
and drawingAshow animals,mamoth4bisons,antelopes,deers,and other heasts,and they show
too,men hunting them with boa and rrows,with ax and spear,but not once do they depict
men shooting arrows against other men.In other words
THE RECORDS OF 111.11ZVAL Mar SHOW TEAT HUMAN WARFLEE MS ,ZSENT.50,000 YEARS LGO.
Lpsoreresor-IsofthelastepOM
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werfare,with victories and defeats.The market places arc full with the monuments of war.
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Now this is very strange.le would not hesitate to assume that primeval man,the savage,
roaming the forests and being beset by dangers and the threat of starvation,would be more
savage than the savage ea today;that he would be more "animalistic" and, less"human" than
tee man of today.In other words; we should assume that human strife,the fight of man
against man has been more feroaious,bestial„ brutish,etc.etc. than the fights between
modern,so-called civilised men.Yet,wee don't find. eny evidence of greater bestiality,nay
we do not find any evidence of war amongst men at all.:Not one of those cave paintings
show a fight between mue
It may be argued,tELIfew paintings have been discovered,and that in future time more
and other paintings will be discovered which will depict human warfare.However, so far,
manycaves have been discovered,not only in Southern Europe,but also in Africa and elsewhere,belonging to paleolithic man,and not one picture has been found about war.
It may be argued that the absence of pictures about humanvarfere is not yet a valid
proof,that human war was absent.3ut in this particular case, it is a valid proof,because
the monumental records og the last 10,000 years,painted on walls,or hewn into stone are
mostly about war,and the bragging about the victories of the victors over their advereeiies.It seems as if
HUMAN NATURE -ELS UNDERGONE A DECISIVE CHANGE DURING THE LAST 50,000 YEARS.
It cannot be argued,that the drawings of primeval man were too primitive.On the contery,the evidence shows a remarkable gift of most realistic presentation.
It cannot be argued that primeval man was tceePrimitive in his tools to wage war.
Again the evidence points to the contrary,Primeval man waged war and most effectively.
Many of those pictures depiche used the bow and the arrow,the anand the spear.
ted warfare - not against the same species,but against the animals,which man needed for
survival.Many pictures show animals attacked by men with bow and arrow,and animals wounded by these arms.The picture from Lascaux shown two pages befcre,shows a mare attacked
by arrows.And it must be stressed that all pictures of Lascaux show animale.There is however one picture among the hundreds,which Brodrick calls the hunter tragedy,and which I
shell sketch herebelow.

The hunter Tragedy
Paleolithic wall painting in Lasoaux,(diecovered 1940)frem Brodrick,"Early Man"
As said before,Brodriek counts this picture as the one exception,among all the othefs
of Lascaux,which depict only aninals.He intenrets it as follows:"The hunter wounded the
bison,(for his flank is transpierced with a spear) but not mortally.The bison gores his
tormentor to death,but is in his turn ripped open by e rhinocercs(net shown in the above
sketch).The beast staggers and from a wide wound in his belly his guts sag bloodily downwards.Scattered over the whole picture are deeigns,that Breuil does not hesitete,tentetively to call primitive "blasens" or perhaps"totemistiesigns.Ncne is identical with anoiler.There are arrangements of spots,dots,criss-crosses,spirels and other designs within
triangles".
My- sketch above is a very poor re-drawing from the photograph in black and white in
Brodrick's book.And this black and white photograph itself is a poor representation of
the real picture,which is in colours,which have withstood the decay and deterioriation
of about 50,000 years..knd what is especially remarkable is the fact,that these wall paintings are not in shallow caves where the daylight can penctrat,,:.Thcy are situated deep
down in the eaxth,and the early painter must not only have mixed his colours by the poor
light of a fire,he had to draw the remarkable likenesses from imagination and from merr-ry,

WHAT IS THE REAL MEANING OF THE PALEOLITHIC RECORDS?
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_Ids makes the pictures even mare outstanding.
The boolzon archeology and? he history of painting are full with speculations about
nn possible purpose of these mall paintings in remote caves.Brodrick remarks,that what
an archeologist does not understand when interpreting the findings of the past,he
butes to some religious ritual.As we have read before,Breuil thinks that those linear signs
are religious"in nature.The pictures of animals are interpreted to have been made for the
purpose of getting supernatural luck .n hunting. The arroms,which are shown in the pie cures
to penetrate the fleAinf the animals are interpreted as "wishful thinking",so to speak.
.:ond the mhole caves were said to be religious ceremonial halls.
But why must we go so far in eu*speculation? Why cannot we restrict ourselves to a more
simple interpretation ?We could assume with easc,that certain of these early men found
That they could draw the outline of things,that they indulged in this creative pasttime.
nat they decorated the dwellings of their own or their chiefs,and that they depicted
things of greatest interest to them.In their struggle for survival,nothink was of more intcrest,than those animals,which provided everything man needed,foed,clothing,bones for
tcols,and even fuel for light.And these animals mere all stronger than man,and only groat
nunning,and the skilled handling of weapons could secure a victory over them.Great must
have been the joy in the naves when the hunters returned with their prey,and innumerable
tones must have been told, about the moments of danger, and the final overcame of the beast.
And this is what the early painter recorded.Moreover we can find a similar simple ex7:lanation for those signs,"criss-orosses,spirals,and other designs within rectangles."lien
nave learned to adorn their tools and their wunpons with such geometrical designs, end. it
may well be,thnt different designs were the marks of different men,somehow similar as
with the signs for Indian chieftains.Those signs,found near the animal pictures may well
be the signs of the men,who performed the great deed,and in whose honour the paintings
were made to commemorate their great bravery and, achievement.
The men of this penpd belong to the Cro-Magnon type,as classified by the archeologists.
he skeletons show mala height of over 6 ft,and this fact, in connection with the wonart,which they displayed,has led to the belief of a super-race of tall,artistic,
and highly civilised peoplenjudged from their pictures,their civilisation must have been
remarkable.

But ma find such pictures also in Africa,and there,the anatomical outline of the depicted men show distinctly that they are of negro stock.These bushman paintings or draTings show again only animals and men in hunting or other scones,but nowhere do we fin'
men shooting arrows against each other.
It should be understood,that I refer only to those drawings in those caves,which the
archeologists attribute to paleolithic times,about 30,000 to 50,000 years agonAfter studying modern methods in archeology for the determination of a period,I am full of admiration about the interpretation of insignificant items,which enable archeologists to measure
time. These sediments are an open book to them, and they read them in much the snme way as

we read a calendnn.
Many of these paleolithic pictures display the great cunning of the hunter in approaching his prey,There is a remarkable bushman painting,mhioh shomsa herd of ostriches.
Approaching them is an ostrich,head erect,neck outstretched and vortical,just as the other
ostriches in outline.However, you notice that its legs are man's lags, and beneath the plumage you see part of a bow and arrow, and the hand holding it. The hunter used this riggedup carcass of an ostrich as a decoy to approach the herd.

Hunters with bows and arrows abound in these pictures, end there is one picture,which
depicts only arrow shooters.However,these shooters are not dulated as shooting against
each other.The whale arrangement is rather one of ornament.TWFaqErn of hunter is
repeated in different positions,that meansnone figure is upside Miwk/E8
other,etc.
I came across this picture in the book "The Arts of Mankind" by Hendrik Willem van Loon
(George G.Harrap,London 1938) I am a great admirer of van Loon and of his Humanism,and I
try desperately to copy his style of mritinrnWolnas his readers know,he can also draw and
he does it remarkably well in his books.But his sketching is sometimes very sloppy.He has
redrawn the above mentioned wall painting and gave it the explanatory title: "The creature
is engaged in his customary pastime of killing his fellow men".
I vies therefore very much interested to get a photograph - of the original picture and
I found one in a book on archeology.However, the author confirms my assertion and stat •3
that the picture does not indicate a fight of man against man. It is all an ornamental pattrn. If my publisher will think it worthwhile,' shall bring a reproduction of the ori7inn1 and the comments of archeologists.Moreover,there is still the determination of ago.
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WHEN DID HUMAN KILLING START IN PREHISTORIC TIMES?

We may therefore safely state the fact: among the hundreds of caves of paleolithic
man,among the thousands of drawings and paintings found there,me find no trace of war
between man and man.And these drawings and paintings are solid doeuments,they do not
consist of speculations only,written in some sort of language.They depict the real
things.They are a truer writing than any phonetic writing,in which we can assert and
prove anything,no matter how for remo4Wor how contrary to the real world.
Now,it may be argued that the absence of pictures pertaining to wars and victories
in those paleolithic documents is no proof that war was absent then.Horevor - in this
particular instant, it may be recognised as a valid proof, if
compare those records on
stone with the records of the last 10,000 years.These later records are mostly about
wars,victors and victories.
le have assumed that the paintings depicting animal hunts were memorials to commemorate heroic events.7e may even use a slang word as explanation.Those primeval men liked
to brag,to boast about their feats.In this,they closely resemble men of today,who like
to brag and to tell fish storics,and boles of great hunts. And just as prehistoric men,

we too cover the walls of our club houses with accounts and proofs of our victories
over the animals.
But defeating a strong,but after all,dumb oid stupid animal is nothing,compared
with a fight of man against man, in mhich both rivals have to use all their intelligence,
cunning and skill.A victory about an adversary - and how he is hated - is much more than
a mere hunting victory, A may safely assume that prehistoric man would have written
lowing accounts of such victories on the walls of his cave.Yet,they are totally absent.

On the other hand, they abound in the doc'w'ents and monuments of later time.Apart
from the temples for the deities,(which,too are full with such documents and. monuments)
most of the great memorials in stone, in rnarble,in bronze or in any other medium are

erected to brag and boast or let us say to cormemorete the victors and their victories
won by kings,empercrs,generals and mercenaries over other kings,emperors,generals and

mercenaries,and, we find most horrible accounts of rhat has been done with the defeated
soldiers and the conquered people.
As the writer H.H.Ewers aptly remnrked,the countries ore full with those bragging
monuments.Mierever you go, into the great museums, thy: churchos,tomples,school houses and
into the government offices and great halls,on the market places and on street corners,

there they are in marble statues,in bronze monanents,as reliefs,or in wall paintings.
.1nd if you go into the houses of the people you find them again there in cheap reproductions.And you will find only the connamoration of victories.If you smirch the records
of defcats,you have to go into that country,which caused the defeat of the neighbours,
in other words,you have to look for the monuments of victories,mhich in turn mean the
defeat of the conquered people.
And we find the same state of affairs,if 7e trace back our steps from modern time
into historic time,mhich covens the last 7000 years (approximately ;re find the same monuments,hailing the kings and their victories in ancient Rome,and Hemphis,in buried Babylon and in forgotten Ninive,Take for instance that remarlmble carving high up on a

rock in Behistun.

'••••••. •g
M0,11.d.•
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(X\NA..
The inaecessible,giganUcinseription on the rock in Bchistun,commemerating
the victories of Darius over his adversaries.To the right and below the
picture are the columns,written in three different languages (from Cledd,)

THE STORY OF RAWLINSON AND THE STORY OF DARIUS
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For almost 2500 years this gigantic inscription (more than 20 ft in hzight) stood
high up on a sheer cliff of more than 1600 ft in bight at Eehistun,about twenty mi]es
from Kirmanshah in Persia,Generations after generations of men case throughout the nenturies,gazed up in marvel at the inscriptions,which they could not read:But what they
could"read" was the picturenixtually,it tells tie -whole story.It depicts a king,bow
in hand,and his armed soldiers behind. him.His feet are on the prostrate and defeated
enemy, and before him stand nine prisoners chained together by the neck.
It was clear what the picture should tell the coming generations: a great victory
wbn by a great king over his adversaries.And to be sure,the king himself or his heirs
had this great morrament hewn in stone.Te can't hear the other side,the defeated,ana so
we don't know on whose aide the "just cause" was.
For almost.2500 years the inscriptions (over 1000 lines) could not be read until
about /CO years ago, a young British lieutenant Henry Rhwlinson was sent out to -Fersia.
His attention was soon focused on the gigantic rock writing in Behistun,and he was de-

termined to decipher it.he used long ladderz,bound together -with ropes,to reach the inscription.Edward Clodd writes in "The Story of the illphnbet"(D niinnleton-Century Go.New
York,London 19;1)8):
"At the risk of life and limb he climbed the fnce of the steep cliff to make copies
of such portions of the inscriptions as were accessible with the means at his command,
and after a series of efforts,continued at intervals through several years,he finally
secured a complete transcript of so much of the writing as time has left uninjurea.The
inscription is in three languages - Babylonian,ledc or Scythian,ana Persian - arranged
in paliallel columns containing above one thousand lines.lt cormenorates "the life and
acts of Darius Hystapses,his conquests p and the notions under his sway."Basreliefs portray that monarch,bow in hand .sitting with his feet on the prostrate usurper,Gaumates,
while a train of nine rebel princes,whose names are inscribed above their effigies,stand
before theking of kings" chained together by the neek.Two of the monarch's soldiers are
in the rear.Over Gaumates is written:"This is Gaseates,the MAgian;he lied;he said,I am
Smerdia,son of 0yrus."The same formula occurs over the heads of each of the nine captives."This is (M);he lied;he said he was king of (N)."The inscription begins with a stlemn invocation to Ormuzd,the old Persian god of light and purity, and passes on to detail
the claim of Darius to the throne of the Aehaemenids and the possessions of
the Persian crown.It tells of the defeat of Smerdis,and the revolt of Susiana,a province
lying between Persia and Babylonia."' sent thither an army,and the rebel Atrina was

brought in chains before ne;I slew him."The same story is narrated concerning other rebellions subjects.0f one Phraortes,it is told that his nose,ears,and tongue were out

offiand that he was "crucified at Ecbstana,together with his ancomplices."Thenthe inscription proceeds:
'Ting Darius saith:These countries rebelled against my power.By lies they were separated from me.The men thou seest here deceived my neopleiqy army took them,according to
my orders.King Darius saith:0h,thou that shalt be king hereafter,see that thou are not
guilty of deceit.Him that is wicked,judge as he should be judged,and if thou reignest
thus they kingdom will be great." (Transactions of Royal Asiatic Society,also Life of
Sir Henry Rawlinson)
I have devoted much space to this famous rock inscription for two reasons:the one
is to dhgero the reader what an exciting subject the study of the history of language

and of writing is.The achievement of Rawlinson is outstanding, as great as the decipherment of the Rosetta Stone.' would say, that theschdevement is even greater,considering
the difficulties invelved.In the Rosetta stone,which provided the key for the decipherment of the hieroglyphics of old Egypt,00e of the three inscriptions was in Greek,which
was very well known.
The other, and the more important reason why I enlarged on this inscription was to
show to what length conquerors went to have their boasting and bragging preserved for
naming thousands of years.The pictures and the inscriptions show too,the insane cruelty
inflicted upon the conquered.The words reveal the nauseating hypocrisy in the words:
deceived,lies,guilty,wicked,judged,etc.Bear these words in mind for the coming paragraphs,and remember the treatment which thnsc words receive in the symbols of semantography.
Actually,Darius was the usurper,and it was this fact,which first lead to the decipherment of the Behistun inscription,and in turn to the deoiArment of the tablets written in the Blylonien cuneiform writing.The archeologists which preceded Rawlinsen,among
them especially Niebuhr,Mbenter,de Sacy and Grotufend had made the first guesses.
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SCHOLARS HAVE REALIZED THAT PALEOLITHIC MAN WAS PEACEFUL

The old records,written in Semitic languages,in which kings told of their feats,star
usually with the following mcrds
I, A----,King of Kings, son of B----,King of Kings,did this and thisIt is clear, that B is the father of k, and furthermore that B was a king too.But if ttn
double characters KIM-KLWA do not appear behind the name of the father,than it is obvious, that he was not a king,and that his son assumed kingship.Grotefend now searched
the history books and especially the records of ierodotus and Xenophon about the history of ancient Persia,and, sure enough, he found the king,who fitted in the inscription:
Darius,whose father Hystapses was not a kinn,but a satrap
under CaMbysee.So,Grotefend correctly guessed the name of the kinn,and supplied Rawlinson with the first key
for the decipherment of the phonetic cuneiform characters.
The great majority of ancient records follow similar lines as the one of Behistun:
records about mar and victories,and, if we compare these records on stony walls with the
drawing the conclusion, that either human
records of the cavemen, we can't help
warfare was absent some 50,000 years ago,or if it existed, the victors did not find it
necessary to brag about,althcugh they bragged about victories over animalenks this latter possibility is less likely,we must face the idea,or bunch,or hypothesis,or theory
(because supported by ancient records) that
THE HORDES OF PREIESTORIC 1nUilaY HAVE LIVED IN PEACE WITH EACH OTHER.
Now, this conclusion may be considered crazy, improbable and contrary to all our convictions about what we believe to know of evclution,civilisation and human progress.I
was dnMbfounded when this thought struck me,after studying the records of paleolithic
man.Prentically I searched all the books on archeology,art,writing,history with the
same result.Then I found that same scientists have known it for a long time
"The prehistoric age,which extends over tens of thousands of years down to
about 5000 B.C. enjoys a fairly pacific reputation."
17.P.Paterson (13)
"It is doubtall,if serious war was knomnin Europe until the Bronze Age was
established.."
C.F.Scott,Prehistoric Man and History (14)
These two estimates tal/y0oecause the Bronze age is estimated to have begun about
3500 B.C.
Unfortunately,I could not get hold of the original works of these two scientists.
found the above quotations an an encyclopedic article on War (14),but I am sure,that
other quotations of other scientists,who came to the same conclusion,could be found.
The whole idea,if contemplated in all its consequences and implications,is breathtaking,overnhelming,and most upsetting.Nbreover,it is a slap in the face of all peopin,
who at all times defended and excused war.They maintained that war is a integral part
and feature of nature,in which one living thing makes war on other living things. War
is a feature of human nature, and "you can't change human nature".
Possibly,this ingrained conviction accounts for the fact,that the discovery of men
of science mentioned above was disrtgardod,overlooked,forgotten,without anyone drawing
the conclusions.And probably these men were themselves not so sure:
"War has been one of the most constant and distinctive features of human history
and it may even be thought to be a sinister peculiarity of the human species
that hordes should pursue hordes of the same kind with a persistent purpose of
rapine and destruction."
7.P.Petorson (13)
But apparently, it was not always so.The same '?.P Paterson came to the conclusion,
and no doubt,on account of the prehistoric records,that
"The prehistoric age,which extends over tens of thousands of years down to
about 5000,B.0.cnjoys a fairly pacific reputation."
In other words,war is only a recent innovation.Human hordes may have dwelt in
peace through many many years down to paleolithic times and later.Only"recently," in
"historic"times did they start to kill each other.
The division in "prehistoric" and"historic" times is usually made.The "historic"
time starts about 7000 years ago,that is 5000 P.C.Only sinne then have we an abiltianco
of records.It seems to me that somenhere,very likely around 10,000 to 15,000 years a71-5
there is a great gap with regard to ruccrds, shall return to this gap later on.
You can imagine my feelings when I contemplated all these thoughts.' was profoundly
disturbed and shaken in many of my beliefs..ls with most intellectuals of my thne,I bc-

IS THERE WARFARE BETWEEN MEMBERS OF THE SAME SPECIES?
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lieved that Darwin has furnished the explanation of war,as a natural device to eliminate the weak for the survival of the fittest.
But In the meantinej have come across Professor Wilson's book,who successfully
challenged Darwin's assumption that the difference between man and the animal is only
one of degree, and not one of kind.' have tried to give an outline of Wilson's book in
the preceding pages,and I have urged the reader to read his book.Wilson brings the
convincing theory,that the confusion started because of- a mix-up between resemblance
and identity of pover.The intelligence of the ape resemblezth2 intelligence of man,
but is not identiSYwith ite.eereas between the most backware se.ee,the fuegian and
civilised man,there is ideetity of powere(see p.624 of this hook)
1V.ay bel;.1 pondered:that a similer mix-up has occurTedIllay be that the war among the
species resembles only,but is not identical with war- among the human species.And the
quotation from Paterson,furnished the thread for further deductions.
Paterson said (see foregoing page) that
"it may even be thought to be a sinister pecUlderity of the human species
that hordes should pursue hordes of the same kind with a persistent purpose
of rapine and destruction."
Why,here is the clue.Yes,therc is war among different spucies in naturc,and the
paleolithic drawings,record war of the species man aeeinst the species mamoth,bison,
antelope,and others,but do not record war amongst the sam species - there is no
war among the same species in nature.Tigers don't kill tisers,wolves don't kill molves,rattlesnakes don't kill rattlesnakes and even cholera bacilli dent kill each
other.Only men kill men.But they didn't do, it until "recently" ;1'.
Take for instance wolves.In surmer,they live in the forests.There they find enough
food, end yell don't hear them howl.There may be an occasional snarl and a fight of two
male wolves about a femele,but in all such scraps,there is no intention to kill,and
the defeated competitor withdraws growling and forgets about it.
Then corms the winter.Deep snow covers the ground and there is nothing to eat.Then
the hunger ravages in their intestines and almost mad they run in packs in search of
food and howl of unbearable hunger.They attack all other species which they encounter,
but they find little and so their ravenous hungWand their howling continues.
But how easslYeoula they satisfy their hunger.Just one leap on one of their fellow
wolves,just one bite in the neck of one of their brothers and there would be enough
food for a time for all of them.But they don't do it.If one of them is shot dead,then
they have no hesitation to still their hunger.ut as long as he is alive and one of
their fraternity,no brother wolf will kill a brother.
What is this "natural lase within them,which prevents them from killing each other,
even if they are beyond their senses of unbearable hungernfter all,they have no morel
code,no ten commandements,no law,no police,nothing which could in any way prevent them
to jump on another wolf, if they can't bear the hunger any moro.Yet,they don't do it.
Together - as fellow-brother-wolves - together they hunger,together they howl and together they starve.Wolves don't kill wolves,lions don't kill lions,hesim don't kill
hawks - in short:no animal species makes mar on each other.It is an iron law of nature.
But man - distinct from the animals - man kills man,with or even without a purpose.
Without a purpose in insane wars of destruetion,with a purpose,whenever man has a purpose and another man stends between,and kiW/seens the only solution.And he will not
only kill his fellow-brother,he will cot him,when hunger ravages his inteetines.Starving on a raft in the ocean,or on a lonely barren island,they have for thousands of
years,and dome to world war II killed their fellow man and eaten him.They have not
acted like wolves or all the other dumb brutes,which "animalistically" respect the
life of their fellow brother.
At this instance,I wish to refer to a discovery made by the archcologists.The reader himself,may draw the conclusion.
The prehistoric time is roughly divided into paleolithic and neolithic time,which
translatedmeans old stone age and new stone age.The division is made according to
their "artefacts",their tools,which consisted mostly of flint chips,roughly chipped
in paleolithic times and polished in nee-lithic times.Of course, the various archeologists discern an Upper and an Lomer Paleolithic time,and middle periods between theoe
times and the neolithic period.But the rough distinction is universally accepted,and
the paleolithic time is said to have been 30,000 to 50,000 years ago,whereas the nee
lithic time was about 10,000 to 15,000 years ago.
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NEOLITHIC MAN BECAME A KILLER OF HIS FELLOWMAN

Now,the most important item which archeologists are looking for, arebones.Oonsequenrly the interment places and the kitchen refuse heaps are very carefully searched. In
those refuse heeps,which have crown during the centuries, they find bones of animals
and birds,and most of these bones are broken,tpextract the marrow.
In the kitchen refuse heaps of neolithic YrAtithey found human bones,broken in the
same way to extract the marrow,and mingled with simlarly broken.bones of animals,Some
archeologists conclude that this indicates cannibalism,and moreover,that cannibalism
was absent in the paleolithic period, just as human fight is absent in paleolithic pietures,S0 something must have happened in between,which made man a cannibal and a killer of his awn species.
You will surely understand that I was haunted by all these conclusions, and I searched the books on biology and zoology to find out,mhether war among the same species
is absent tlzougYhout the animal kingdom,And there I found accounts of ants waging war
against each othernAnd so I studied what I could find about ants.I shall refrain here
from quoting from books,but I shall supply all the evidence,if my publisher thinks that
all this should be told in a more elaborate form.' shall therefore only refer to what
I have read in different books.
First of all,there are ants and nnts.7;hat we think is only one species,are in fact
a variety of thousands of different species,nery much different in size,and in structure,in behaviour and in social organisation.And most of these thousands of species
do not fight each other.Only a few species do fight,and here again,they are different;
brown ants will fight black ants,etc.Nbrcover,most of the observations recorded,have
been artificially instigated, The observnr took ton groups of ants belonging to different species (or subspecies) and threw them ii7a sack,shook this sack to ensure complete mixture and then emptied the sack onto. the ground.The dazed ants began to fight.
In nature, uch violent mixing never happens, and therefore there is usually no ground
for such fights,
However,observers state that certain ffpecies of ants (only a few as stated above)
fight and they even carry the captives iiVcaptivity.But the observers record also an
amazing thing.Those captives,easily distinguishable by their different colour,rmnain

in their new state,go out in search for food and return in complete freedom.Noreover,
in a later fight,they fight on the side of their new countrymen.
It might be necessary - if these new ideas are followed and more closely examineei. to re-examine all observations about the behaviour of ants.But even if it should be
established beyond doubt,tiar ants of a few species fight each other - and this
proof is not yet securely ascertained - even then it would not be necessary to revise
the hypothesis brought forward in these pagesoWe might then say,that war amongst the
same species is absent among the animals,the birds,the fish,and the insects„with the
sole exception of the species homo and a few species of ants.
Now let us consider the position of ants in the evolution of life on earth.It may

be said, that the evolution with regard to living beings of highest intelligence went
at a timethe direction of developing the ant to become the crown of creation on
earth.In certain regions of Brazil,the ants are in control of the land,end if they de-,
cide to take over a house layinn in their path,the best thing human beings can do,is

to abandon this house.Fighting is useless.
Now,we know that among many specigrafeapp there exist5a social order of admirable
and even miraculous conoeptiori.They use/owls in a most ingenious way,they have cattle,
certain insects,which produce a sweet secretion,very muchiiked by the ents.They even
have agriculture.They tend small plots of land and raise a kind of mould,which they
eatddoreover,they must hne an elaborate gesture of better "feeler" ltnlguage,Everyone

can observe the morkins).' 6r/2anguage,when following a trail of ante L - ing to and fro
along a path to the sugar bowl in the kitchen.Kill one of them on this path.The next
ant coming upon the body of his fellow-will turn,and in runnirc baet,will touch and
inform the other oncoming ants,and they too will turn back and floe.
In short,ants show a high intelligenne,much higher than any other animal species,
which have no cattle,no agricniture and no tools.Whatever the outcome of this enquiry
may be,we may safely assume,that the species man and perhaps also the second most intelligent species on earth,certain ants, indulge in makinn war on each other.However,
up till now,this is not yet fully proved: with regard to the ants,and we are only sure
that this madness exist- with the species man.

THE EVOLUTION OF KILLER MAN AND THE EVOLUTION OF WRITING
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All this what I have said may seem crazy and I have had my experiences with my friends.
Then I told then about my findings and conclusicns,they looked at me with disturbed eyes,
asking themselves,whether I have gone cuokoo,out of my mina,or just cranky.But when
asked them to tell one what species in the animal kingaam makes war against ttAvlf* ky
started to stammer and gave almost angry and evasive answers.Tnen I shored tRba7picfares
drawn by paleolithic man, showing men hunting animals with bows and arrows,spears ana axes
and asked them to find one picture,depicting men hunting and shooting other men:They
shrugged their shoulders,and dismissed all my talk as nonsense.Why,the scientists wmul,i,
have found it out long ago, if there mmuId be some truth in my hynothesis,When I told them
that modern scientists have altered and even rejected some of Darwin's theories,and they
now generally assume that man aid not descend from the ape,but had only a common ehMestor,and that we have not the slightest idea under what circumstances this miraculous
branching-off of man occured,my friends looked disturbed,as if I had just destroyed
their Gods, in which they so fervently believed.
And I maintain that the reader does not need to be a specialist or a scientist,to see
for himself,and. then draw the tentative conclusion:yes,it is a curious fact that only
man kills other men,and that in the mho/e animal kingdem i there exist an "iron moral law
of nature" rhichnforbids",molves to kill rolmos,tigers to kill tigers,etc.etc.
And if,what I assert,prehistoric drawings do not show any signs of human warfare,

than the other tentative conclusion may be arawn,that some 50,000 years ago,that "iron
moral law of nature" was valid also for the human species.
Well, then something must have happened in between, something which profoundly changed
human nature,cr let us say,the human brain,and this change must have oecu2d. gradually
or suddenly about 30,000 - 20,000 years ago.If this wild assumption has some truth in
it,re should find some hints in the records of those times.To find out,let us study the
ancient records,the ancient writings_knd in this book,which deals with picture writing,
such an equiry has its place.

And now the reader,who is net an ar hcologist, is in for a shock.' am going to destroy
a common belief,and I ask the interest eader to follow me patiently through the coming
paragraphs,althongh they may seem to be disconnected with the matter in debate.
Scientists are of the opinion that our present alphabet,and phonetic writing emerged
from an ancient picture rriting,and this seems to be true.Take for instance the developmhnt of our first letter A.Let us trace its form back into antiquity.

A A A
Roman Early Classic Early Iliceni- Semitic Cretan Apis,the
Latin
letter A
Greek
cian form
Greek
form
form
Sacred Mull
We may agree that the outline of a bull's head is still discernible,(althaugh in an
upside-down pos ition) in the letter m.
:mid now let us Ir ohk at an alpliabet,mhich has not cha ed during the last, usand§ of
years,and is PEffT(APIAE R72:e1ican dailies and a grEIR
ereture,writteite
hFeln
diefkal Gelman,
called IiMrlishithe Hebrewalphebet.We know that it seems to be derived

from the Phoenician alphabet.The first letter aleph,correspondthg to the Greek alpha and
the Roman and our present-day A,means even today an ox,and below you can easily discern
the vigorous body of an ox with front legs,straightenedbody,and tail.
Harem.
The second letter beth,corresponding to the Greek beta,and our B,meens
aleph(ox)
house , as
--,....

in Beth-lehem (House of Brga),In writing the letter dorn,I realise i t now,
that my semantographic syMbol for roan,derived from the symbol for enclosure is an exact
replica of the old syMbol.hnd in fact,ancient and modern mud dwellings (or open shelters

at tram and train stops) look somomhat alihe.

Semantography

1 B
Babylonian

Cuneiform
Roman
Hebrew Phoenician
enclosure room
Early
Lhttr Babylonian both
Greek
letter B
letter B
i
These 3 signs mean a house (from The Romance beta
of the Alphabet,by a.B.:ellen,Warne,London)
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Now, theHebrew alphabet is a step "backward" so to speak.Firstly,some of its letters
still show some pictorial outline.Secondly,whereas the letter B standing and pronounced
by itself,has no meaning in modern languages, in Hebrew the pronounciation of this letter
still means a house.However,this is valid only in the spoken Hebrew language,but not more
Ln the written language.In writing,the Hebrew letter Beth stands only for B,and if we
want to write down bethowe must use 3 letters B-E-8 to get the word for house.In the following drawing the succession of the letters B-E-S is written S-E-B,because Hebrew is
read from right to left,

E B the Hebrew word BSS(beth) for House
read this way MS
Now,we are going to examine a writing which is still more "backward",the Chinese
writing.Scientists are of the opinion, that the development of Chinese writing from a
pure pictographic to a pure phonetic writing has been arrested.This gives us a good
opportunity to see a writing,which is still in the transitory stage.

Chinese writing is not a pure pictographic writing.It is a curious mixture of pictophono-ideographs,of pure syllabic phonographs,and
graphs,of ideographs,of combined
even single letters(pure phonetic),In view of the fact,that we can Observe similar tramp
it is imsitory stages in the avelopment of other ancient writings and alphabets,
portant to have a look at the various stages in modern Chinese writing.tet us take for
instance the Character for the meaning horse,pronounced in Shanghai speech MA.

pietagraph

picto-ideograph

ideagraph

11
"

•••••1

Mk

U

CHI TG

.arse

wood
(picture of tree)

insect

pheno-picto
graph

phono-ideograph
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C

MA

MA.

phonograph

MA

leech
pure syllable
clamp,crosspiece
(indicator wood) (indicator:insect)

if you have some imagination,ynu may discern in the conventionalised character for
horse,the four legs,and the tail,perhaps the inane too. In the second character we can
easily discern a tree;but this character is used to indicate wood in general,the tree
picture should give us the idea of wood. In the third character we cannot discern an
insect.It's a pure ideograph,at this stage.
Now,the Chinese language is mono-syllabic,that means that each ward has only one syllable.If we consider all possible monosyllables as for instance NA,NE,M1,MD,MIT,etc.le
arrive at about 400 possible variations,which is much too little for the many thousand
of wyrde.Therefore, in Chinese there are of necessity a great many homaphones(words
which are pronounced ali.lce,but which mean very different thing4Therc are,for instance,
more than 50 different LI's,and of course many MA'seAt a certain stage in history,the
scholars began to combine their characters, to indicate the sound and the meaning.Por instance the word for clamp, crosspiece is pronounced exactly like the word for horse: MA.
To indicate this,the scholar drew the character for horse on the right side,to indicate the phonetic pronounciation.But - in order to indicate that the character does not
mean a horse,but something wooden,the Character for wood was put before the character
for MA (herse),17e have therefore the meaning on the left,the pronounciation on the right.
The same applies to the next combined character.A leech is not exactly an insect,but
something which lives and crawls on the e;round;so the character on the left indicates
such a living being,ana the character on the right indicates only the pronounciation MA,
and by no means a horse.
Lastly,the character for horse is used to indicate no meaning at all,but only the
syllable MA,as for instance in a name.Consequently all riomes,espcoially foreign names,
which have the syllable MA are eritten with the character horse,as for instance in
MA-NI Lei, or MA-CZO-NALD,or MA-RY.The other syllables are indicated by other characters.
If a Chinese sees such a series of characters in a newspeper,he does not grasp the
meaning immediately,because the combination is senseless.Cnly then does he realise that
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the characters do not convey any meaning,but are only phonetic "letters" for a foreign
name.When General Marshal was sent to China by President Truman,to negotiate a peace
between the natidilists and the communists,the Chinese newspapers gave him the name of
MA-SHA,just as they heard it pronounced.The two characters employed,meant "Waiting Horse;
but there was no acrimonious meaning intended,although in fact Marshal's patience was put
to a severe test.
But Chinese themselves,who are addressed "Mr.Ma",have in most casss,the horse character on their visit cards.However,the Chinese, like a joke,and sometimes they laugh about
silly combinations.But usually, they don't gliATa second theught:Every foreigner who arrives in China,and passes before an official is asked for his nameoxid the official writes
it down in characters according to its prorounciation.He usually does not bother what
characters he uses,but some,like the horse character is constantly used for MA.
When I came to Ohina,the official gave me the following name:
My first Chinese name:

h
P

LI

Meaning: North Force Master
The first character is found_ in the name of Peking,which means Northern Capital,whereas
Nan-king means Southern Capital:But I didn't like my Chinese name at all,Firstly,the first
letter is pronounced as a hard P,whereas my name should commence with a soft B.Moreover,
the whole combination could be interpreted as Nordic Lord of Force,a frightful hint of
Adolf Hitler.So I hastened to have a nicer name,and a professor of Hangchow Christian
College gave me one,better in proneunciation and finer in meaning:
My second Chinese name:

V

fi

LI

B

Meaning:

The learned One,standing (in the) Time
which means "going with the time",being "up-to-date".This name I liked, end there were many
opportunities at which Chinese expressed satisfaction about my nice name,being very much in
contrast to the silly names of most foreigners.
In this last example we have seen Chinese characters used as pure alphabetical letters,
and now,after having had a glievse of the state of affairs in Chinese picture writing,
which,as me have seen is not a picture writing any more,let us have a look at one of the

most wonderful writings,evcr devised by man,the writing of a wonderful people:the Egyptiens.Bere is one example:

41
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Egyptian Hieroglyphics
quadrant lion reed knotted
cord

-shut- eagle hand mouth
ter

eagle

Anyone who has ever had an opportunity to stand before an Egyptian museum piece must
have marvelled about the beautiful execution of all these pictures,so sharp and nicely
drawn and so easily discernible as the pictures of real things.If ever there was a real
"picture writing" here is one,the best,which human beings have evolved.
Yet we are mistaken. The Egyptian hieroglyphics are no "picture writing" at all.They

are a pure alphabetical writing,each picture standing for a phonetic sound;in other words
the above characters are no pictures,but alphabetical letters,namely:
L

E

0

P

A

1:

Translation of tIe above hieroelyphie "pictures"
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This is surely a surprise for many and it was a great surprise for me .But we are not
yet at the end of❑
or story.
We may say,that,after all,Cleopatra was only a "recent" deme,She lived only from 69
- 30 B.C, a mere 2000 years ago.At that time, we may argue,the Egyptian writing was already at the final stage,a pure phonetic alphabetical writing.In order to fina the transitory stages, we simply have to go back in the preceding centuries,Thmwe will find
Egyptian erriting as an ideogrephic writing,with some phonetic signs and further on,
only a pictorial writing,similar to the development which we have observed in Chinese
writing,
Well,when we go back through the thous'nds of years,and reach the limit of prehistoric
time,some 5000 B.C. or about 7000 years ago,what do we find?This is a long stretch of
history,from the first Egyptian king of the first dynasty,lienes (fixed by Dr.Flind,ers
Petrie at 4777 3.C.)down to Cleopatra.
The very oldest Egyptian docamente,dated at about 5000 B.C. show again only a phonetic alphabeeica/ riting.There was basically no change.Iilliam A.Mason writes in
"A History of the Art of "riting" (MacMillan Oceliew Yorke1920)1
"That we cannot find any transitional stage of pictography or ideography antecedent
to the alphabetic stage is no valid argument against the development of the latter signs
out of the former;but rather an evidence of the immense age of Egyptian civilization,
through the farthest stretches of which much doubtless has been lost".
In other word.s,we eculd not find the doctements of earlier ages in Egyptian oivilisation.There is a gap.Somehow the wonderful records of this wonderful people break off
when w try to follow them. beyond 5000 3.C.'lhat happened before?•
So far as I seethe same can be said of other civilisations,and therefore the time
5000 B.C. is set as the limit of historic time ,Beyond that, we don't know what happened.
And if you compare this fact with the quotatiorsof Paterson and Scott (see p.654) about
the prehistoric age,we must be drawn to the conclusion that a marked change has occured somewhere around 30,000 - 5,000 B.C.
I believe tharefcre,that we must re-examine the prehistoric records in the light of
the hypothesis brought forward in these pagcs,The fact,that the highly cultured and
advanced Egyptian records stop so abruptly at about 5000 B.C. must at least drive us
cn to speculate about possible cnuses.ln such speculations the physicist,the climatologist,the biclogist,the excheologist and last,but not least the chemist,must have their
say.11e shall return to this point later on.
The few paragranhs about Egyptian writinr show that a great chapter is necessary to
explain to the layman this grandicsechaoter of hoar writing.There is much to say,which
cannot be said here,about the subtle chanees,about the development of Egyptian hieratic writing (a sloppy hand writing of the hieroglyphic pictures) and demotic writing
( a further simplified short hand writing) The Rosetta stone,carried 3 inscriptions,
written in hieroglyphics,demotic and Greek).This story is of great romance,and the decipherment of the Rosetta stone and the opening-up of the wonderful records of ancient
Egypt,must be considered as one of the great epics of human achievement.
And there is another very interestinr fact,revecled in the hieroglyphics,which should
silence all those critics,who may say,that semantography,the modern "picture writing"
.,.- roposed in this book, is a step backward,a going back to primitive timesjt is nothinl
of the sort.
As we have seen, even the oldest dated records of Egypt, of about 5000 B.C. are alphebetioal.Now,the Egyptian kings have surely build their monuments for eternity,and
the writers of say 3000 B.C. had the monuments of 5000 B.O. before their eyes.They
must have become aware of the fact,that pronunciation changes in a language.Moreover
their language was full of pemophones (words of the same sound but of different meanings) as any other languagggIn English, the words match or board mean very different
things.30 the Egyptian writers ware confronted with a difficult task.On the one hand,
their monuments should be written in the language of the day.On the other hand,people
of later centuries may misetderstani the words,as their language and the meanings would
undergo changes.But even in the language of the day there are the homophones.The
Egyptian word ab means dancing,but it means also thirst.The ward apt means judgement
but also duck,and also measure„Scfrom Mason,History of Writing,see above).
ghat aia the Egyptian scribes/With their"alphabeticar writing ;to bridge the differences in language and meaning? Theyiivented their own semantegraphy.
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In order that the meaning should be clear,they added a picture after the alphabetical word (written in pictures ilisnallwted letters)."When ab was
to indicate
"dencing",the picture of a girl danctWXYter the phonetic characters,a reed and a leg.
When ab was used to indicate the meaning "thirse,three determinative ideograms were
appended.;first a dog Jumping up,then the symbol for water, and then a man pointing to
his moute(Mason)
We see here„the re-introduction of pictorial characters at a stage,when alphabetical
writing was fully developed.
Hieroglyphic writing was highly ornarnental,and therefore many different pictures
were employed to indicate the same sound letter.For instance the L was indicated by
the picture of the lion (lobo in their language),but also by the picture of a lotus.
In man's named the lion was preferred to indicate the letter L,whereas women preferred
the lotus picture.As we have seen Cleopatra preferred the way of men:There were twenty
different A's to choose from,thirty H's,and many different duplicates of nearly every
letter in their alphabet,"(Mason)
The Bible as historical document.
From the writings of the Egyptians,we may change over to the writings of the early

Bebrew,not to study the development of Hebrew alphabet,but to seek a possible hint to
the happenings Lp6rehistoric time,No one will deny that the Bible is a true document
of antiquity,that the recordings of historical events hOrproved to be correct,that
the Bible is written in poetical words,and that the moral laws expounded there,have tocame the basis of present-day civilisation.
From tht_historical point of view,the Bible furnishes only records going back for
not more ihgAY6000 years ago,and we see a similar parallel in the limits of Egyptian
records:Nhat happened before that tine is told only in allegorical words,the story of
Creation,the story of the deluge,etc.etc.
But Professor Wilson pointed out,that the hints to prehistow4.qmes in the Bible
bear great significence.He contends that,the story of the Bibf6a57the modern child
of ten years will still accept at literal face value,which the man of twenty,who puts
the philosopher of forty,who has grown in
away Childish things,will reject,and
discernment as well as in knowledge,will re-accept with some surprise at the amount of
factual truth contained in ie:Wilson ,of course,adds that things did not actually haPpen as told,but the old account has still significance for the scientist.
IrRIE,this point of view,the most rabid unbeliever will agree thf.t the creation of
lie w¢s performed in stages,and that the creation of man came about in a quiRowv
stage.As shown in previous pagen,modern scientists think today that man is unique an
from the ape,and that his language is uniaue and different from the cries of the aniNials„AndProf„Wilson says,that the Hebrew narrator indicated this by telling that Adam
gave names to the beasts and to the bir Adam thus became the classifioator.And so
a t modern science has revealed about the
far,this allegoric account seems to tam
emergence of man and of language.
was greatly intrigued by"Uilsoris demonstration and. following the trend of thoughts
expounded in the foregoing pages,I looked into the stories of prehistoric time,told in

the Bible,for some hint to some event,which perverted the thouzhts of human beings,
drove them to wage war against each othor,and thus ended the paradisical time t of rrehistoric man,who about 50,000 years ago, did not 1=4j/warfare among his species.
I shall expose myself to ridicule,but I have fortified myself against this attack,

and t shall soon reveal how.The reader istandli\asked)to withhold judgement until the
final paragraph has been read.Just as Frof,Wilson,i want to point out,that the story
in the Bible should be taken only as a hint to some happeninj,cla in an allegorical
story by a primtive people,which from Fenerntion to generation had inherited a dim

recollection of a great flood or some other momentous event,whenmn "was driven out
of the paradise".
Before that time,man was the classificator,then he became the a-f',jtilcator.He began

to judge his fellow men as being either E.,cd cr evil ,and this in aeed increased his mtserieso,/ahundredfold.The difficulties presented by nature arc small,compared with the
difficulties which we inflict upon each other daily and hourly,in our house and in
our country,and everywhere,And we fight each other in the name of good or evil with
small"meapons"and then with real guns, mortars and bombs.
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Yes,we could live in peace with each other.There is enough space and food for everybody,:but our minds are warped.We pursue each other,and inflict untold miseries on
ourselves,until - until we might* able to find a way to cure our perverted. minds.
Thts is not my idea,but the saying of a great psychidrist,whom I shall quote at much
lengtVthis chapter,Dr.G.B.Chisholm,Deputy Minister of Health,Canada,and now with the
United Nations,
And:Dr.Chiahole thinks that the treatment must have at its aim,the"state of mind" in
man prior to that momentous event,recorded in the Bible.In his on words
"In the old Hebrew story God warns the first man and woman to have nothing to do
with good and evil"
This is how the Hebrew narrator tells his allegorical story: (Qacter 2, 15-17)
And the LORD God todcthe man and put him into the garden of Eden
to dress it and to keep it.
And the LORD God commanded the man,saying, Of every tree of the
garden thou mayest freely eat.
But of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil,thou shalt not
eat of it;for in the day thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die,
Birt Adam acted contrary to God's comancleAnd the days, when human hordes lived in
peace with each other,endedeWar began.
Before we hear what Dr.Chisholm has to say,let us contemplate the magnitude of the
problem and the implications involved.We may safely assume that most of our miseries
of today are caused by that human perversion;strife and war among our on species.The
miseries caused by an occasional flood,famine,earthquake,tornado are negligible.There
is food and living space and consequently happiness in abundance for all human beings
on earth, - if they would only dwell in peace with each other.But that perversion of
the human mind,makes us hate and persecute each other with occasional killings,until
a general war among two or more countries brings utter destruction and death to millions.
This insane perversion has all the appearance of a disease.It has attacked only one
species,homo sapiens,and there are even some gentle creatures among it,who are immune
and free of it.But of all the features of a disease,it is only of a temporary nature.
It may smoulder on in a mild form for a time,and it may break out in a devastating
plague,spreading like wildfire and attacking even the sanest brains until all reason
is lost and wholesale bothering ravages the countries.
But the most phantastic thought is - the disease as non-existent,perhaps for millions of years,perhaps since man emerged.lt seems that the disease broke out only
"recently",perhaps during the last 50,000 years,and - incredible thought - it may disappear again,or better, we can make it disappear.
Now this is not a metaphorical analogeaPsychialltets will tell us,that all symptoms
of hatetpersecution,fight and killing are symptoms of a mental disturbance.And this
thought should give us hope,because we have already learned how to combat diseases,how
to check plagues and how to innoculate people against another outbreak.i'e have learned
already how to bring sanity and health to ravaged people and countries.
The critic who may ridicule all this, hould be reminded,that we know practically
next to nothing about the working of our brain cells. Brain chemistry and physics,
anatomy and surgery,psychiatry and. psychology is just only beginning.
One of the first things we have to do,is to study the"signs" (literally) and to find
out,what happened and when.Because something haahappened in prehistoric times.
You will understand my feelings of incredulous excitement,when I started to examine
ancient picture writiug,when I read the book of Wilson, and when I came upon the writing of Dr.ChisholraThe reader may recall some of the very first chapters on the system
of semantography.In the chapter "Man,the Classificator" (p.127) I referred to the naming of chemical THINS and physical ACTIONS,a harreless affair.In the following chapter "Human Evaluation" (p.129) I came to the conclusion,that the naming of good and
evil by Man,the Adjudicator has brought misery upon the world. This unusual thought
caused me much worries and consequently I did a lot of stammering in the chapters devoted to those higseunding,but ambiguous and dangerous eords,until I came across the
words of Dr.Chisholm.The reader has found references to him, also he the chapter "Good
and Evil" (p.559).We shall hear now what he has te say.

BROCK CHISHOLM'S IDEAS ABOUT THE PREVENTION OF WAR
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The Psychiatry of enduring Peace and social Progress.
This is the title of a brochureo re-print of twa lectures given by Dr.Chisholm in
New York,before a distinguished audience.These lectures and the brochure were published
by the William Alanson White Psychiatric Poundation,which also sponsored the lectures,
and published them first in their journal PSICHIATRY,Jeurnal of the Biology and the Pathology of Interpersonal Relations,lUshington,February 1946)
The underlinings in the following excerpts are done by myself.The reader should understande that in this lacel onlyfragments can be given,but they will be sufficient at
nresent,Aa indicatea
el,Dr.Chisholm,was Director-General of Medical Services,Canediem Army,Deputy Minister of Health,President of the National Committee for Nental iygiene,Cenada."He is a psychiatrist of world-wide distinction",seid Ross McClure Chapman,Presedent of the White Psychiatry Foundation.
Dr.Chishom starts his lecture with paying due respect to the founder,
Alanson White's teachings and writings from his OUTLINES in 1907 to the last
days of his life provided much of the impetus in the development of psychiatry...*
"He would recognise that there is much for psychiatry to do,and ee should be getting
on with the job as he would be doing if he were here,He would recognize,as we must,that
this is a sick world,with an old chronic,but ever more extensive and serious sickness.
The sickness has recently become acutely dangerous and the future is uncertain indeed."
"Man,again,end on a wider and more highly organised scale than ever before,has been
indulging in one ef his most consistent behaviour pattern,wer.Though it seems that,
among the people of the world,reletively few want war or enjoy wars,and many suffer in
many ways during wars,men persists in this senseless behaviour century after century.
Until recent years wars could take place locally without necessarily affecting or causing concern on the part of the peoples in other ports of the world,but that time is
past.Bvery war is now a threat to all the people in the world,either directly or through
deprivation of material or loss of trade."
"This situation is widely recognized and no nation will ever againb;08rmulate its
policies on the basis of isolationism.The interdependence of all the people in this
shrunken world is obvious.Fast air transport and the atomic bomb are only the latest
steps in that process,which has been going on for a long time,of breaking down the geographical barriers between groups of peoples.We are all now,perforce,citizereof the
world,whether 17e are sufficiently mature adeqeatly to carry that responsibility or nee.
In the face of this new status as world citizens we must accept the uncomfortable fact
that we are the kind of people who fight wars every fifteen or twenty years.We always
heve,as far back as we know anything of the rece,and if we go on being the sane kind
or people it is to be supposed that we will continue to fight each other."
tive
These words of Dr.Chisheg "as far back as ee know anything of the race" is a ten at
ind.ication,that we may un84vef;Xfacts,at present unknown,about the history of the race.
The words also indicate that Dr.Chisholm makes the reservation,that at a certain time
in the dim history,it might not have been as it is today.}ie therefore restricts his
words to cur present-day knowledge of the race.
"Let me repeat",he continues,"we are the kind of people who fight wars every fifteen or twenty yeers.7hy?Shall we only throw up our hands in resignation and reply
"human nature"?Surely other expressions of human nature are subject to extensive ellenges,qhy not this one?"
"When we see neurotic patients shewine the same reactions in their private affairs
we may also throw up our hands and say "human nature",or "Psychopathic personality of
this or that type",or we may go to work to try to help the person in trouble to grow
up over again more successfully than his parents were able to do."
He visualised the coming wars:
"While the atomic bomb has been a dramatic weapon in the closing phases of the recent war,other possible weapons may be still more terrible.Mlat of the introduction
into major water supplies of a chemical which will prevent pregnancy in all females?
'ghat of the infinite capacity for killing in the hands of biologists and chemists all
over the world?Any country could be paralyzed and destroyed at leisure by a well organised attack of any one of various new types - and without any development of heavy
industries.In fact then,the tendency is to invelve net only fit young men,but every
sign points to the killing in any future wars of large numbers of unselected whole popelations,ineluding women and children."
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He defines the responsibility:
"The responsibility for charting the necessary changes in human behaviour rests
clearly on the sciences working in that field.Psychologists,psychiatrists,sociologists,
economists and politieians must face this responsibility.It cannot be avoided."
"We must earnestly consider what can be done to save the race from itself,from its
insatiable deSire for its own blood.Can this old habitual pattern of the race be eradicated by strong combinations of powerful nations,or by legislation,or by pretending
that now everyone will love everyone else and there will be no more wars,or by prayer
and fasting,or by control of enemy industries?These all have been tried repeatedly and
uniformly unsuccessfully...It is clear that something new is needed - but what?"
He recognizes the neurotic symptoms involved and continues:
"All psychiatrists know where these symptoms come frcm.The burden of inferiority,
guilt and fear we have all carried lies at the root of this failure to mature cuccessfully.Psychotherapy is predeminantly,by any of a variety of methods,the reduction of
the weight of this load.Therefore the auestion we must ask ourselves is why the human
race is so loaded down with these incubi and what can be done about it..."
What is necessary,is "-Maturity" and he deploies the lack of it.
"This fact puts the problem squarely up to psychiatry.The necessity to fight wars,
whether as agressoror as a defender who could have,but has noto taken steps to prevent
war occuring,is as much a pathological psychiatric symptom as is a phobia or the antisocial behaviour of a criminal who has been dominated by a stern and unreasonable father„They are alike irrational behaviour patterns resulting from unsuccessful development and failure to reach emotional maturity.It is evident that this failure is usual
in the whole human race and has been so through historical time."
"For a cause we must seek some consistent thread running through the weave of all
civilisations we have known and preventing the develoment of all or almost all the peocan be found in
ele to a state of true maturity. What basic psychological distortion
every civilisation of which we know anything?"
The answer (in the words of Abe Fortas,who was present at the lecture) "will undoubtedly startle many people
"The only lowest common denanimetor",continues Dr,Chisholm,of all civilisations
and the only psychological force capable of producing these perversions is morality,
the concept of right and wrong, the poison long ago described and warned against as
"the fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil"
"In the old, Hebrew story God warns the first man and woman to have nothing to do
with good and evil"
"Tie have been very slow to rediscover this truth and te recognize the unnecessary
and artificially imposed infericrity,euilt and fear,commonly known as sin,under which
we have almost all laboured and which produces so much of the social maladjustment and
unhappiness in the world.For many generations we have bowed our necks to the yoke of
the conviction of sin."
At appears, that those who =ran= and tell us,that *Mull of siaAnd of evil are
reacn7this state of
actually disobeying God's coree.endeIn any case, they prevent us
naturity,which ChiSholm finds so necessary for our survival.
"To produce a generation of mature citizens is the biggest and most necessary job
any country could undertake an: the reward in saving of misery and suffering would
be colossal."
"Meat the world needs from psychiatry is honest,simple and clear thinking,talking
and writing.It needs the same from psychelogy,sociology,economics,and politics.Clear
and honest thinking can almost always be expressed in simple words which are understandable by the people who matter in a demecracy.The people who matter are the teachers,
the young mothers and fathers,the parent-teacher associations,youth groups,service
clubs,schools,colleges,the churches and Sunday schools - everyone who can be reached
and given help toward intellectual freedm and honesty for themselves and for the
children whose future depends on them.Can we psychiatrists give up our protective device of hiding behind a specific,difficult and variable vocabulary to avoid our res?onsibilities?"
"Can such a program of re-education or a new kind of education be charted? I wool
not presume to go so fer,except to suegest that psych-logy and sociology and simple
psychopathology,the sciences of living,should be made available to all the people by
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- ,eing taught to all children in primary and secondary school..."
"Only so,I think,can we help our children tc carry the responsibilities as world
citizens as we have not been able to do.Only so can we prevent their having to live in
a world of fear and chaos and cruelty and death,far more horrible than we can know!:
And Dr.ChishoIm ends his lecture with the words
"With the other human sciences,psychiatry must now decide what is to be the immediate
future of the human race.No one else can.And. this is the Primary responsibility of
psychiatry."
'nth the other human sciences,this new medium semantography could be an excellent
medium to carry out a part of the education of children, as visualized. by Dr. Chisholm.
The symbols of semantography are taken from the scribbling of . children,and these symbols can be playfully taught to children.This would. make them aware of the real things
and of the words for them,ana would prevent them from mixing up words for things.Moreover,they would learn to recognize words which have a very relative meaning or a very
ambiguous meaning or no real meaning at all.The teaching of semantography would make
the Children aware of the harmful emotions roused. by such words,and would teach them
how to rancid such words,prejudices and all which comes with them. It would teach the
children to employ the reasoning of tho scientist,to measure and to weigh,to think and
to reason, and to grow up as mature citizen.
onsibility of Psychiatriste",Dx.ChishoIm outlines the
In t e second lecture The Reih
campai
necessary
training
of
hundreds
of thousands of "psychiatrists,clinical psyi4
chologists,psychiatric social workers,hypnctists,group therapists and general practitioners" as well as a"very extensive overhaul of the educational system".

He recalls that the medical sciences have effectively combatted other diseases.
"Can vore use the analogies provided by the methods which have led to more or less
adequate control of such other human disabilities as I have previously suggestedttuberculosis,typhoid,aiphtria,small-pox,typhus and others?The problem of neuroses,warpea personality,and behaviour disorders is much more seidespread and much more serious
that has been that of any other diseases,bnt is there something to be learned from the
successes of prevention? The first necessity in effective control of any of these other
afflications has been understanding the cause,the ways that infection spreads.the early
signs and svmptoms,and the physical,climatic,economic.and social conditions which
contribute to pnagating the infecting organismjs enough known of the
etiology,(the science of the cause of any disease),methods of spread,early signs and
symptams,and conditions under which the neuroses and behaviour disorder flourish, to
warrant a campaign along the lines which have been so effective in these other fields?
I think that I have shown in the first of this series of lectures that I believe there
is an affirmative answer,and that there are the best of all possible reasons for undertaking just such a campaign,"
As you see, Dr.Chisholm points directly to the physical,climatic,and other conditions which cause diseases,an1 to the science of the cause of diseases,etiology.But
etiology goes further in its meaning.It is composed from the Greek word aitia,cause
and logos description,and refers to the science of causes in general.
I believe that I have made a contribution to this science and especially to the
etiology of mental diseases,by pointing out,that apparently man's brain has been attacked only "recently" by causes of which we know nothing.The fact,that human warfare
WWI absent in prehistoric time,as proved by the documents,and the fact,that human warfare abounds in historic time,as proved by the documents should be enough to start
people thinking-Now,' may be allowed with my little knowledge of chemistry and physics
to say something about the physical (chemical),climatic and other conditions,of which
Dr.Chisholm is very well aware.And we have seen,that he restricts the existence of a
mental disease,manifested in human warfare to the present knowledge of the Raoe,In
other words; new investigations may lead to new knowledge about the causes of this
mental perversion of the human race,ana in consequence to measures of a preventive
and healing nature.No doubt,education plays an enormous part in themelling of the
minds of the future citizens.And the talks of psychiatrists and psychoanalysts to their
patients and to other people are also of great value,But the medical science has found
stronger weapons to combat diseases,physical treatment, sloock treatment,dEathermy,
short wave and radium radiation,and the knife of the surgeon.But more than anything
clse,ohemistry has provided the most effective weapons in combatting any disease,ana
therefore let the chemist have his say too.
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CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL CATASTROPHES AND THE HUMAN MIND

Catastrophiam in Nature,
As outlined in a previous page, the theory of "catastrophiseis acknowledged by geologists,botanists and biologists.Changes in the crust of the earth,in the flora and
fauna,have been brought about by changes in the physical forces.We have learned that
paleolontologists have invented the term of "explosive evolution" to have a descriptive term for as yet unexplained sudden blossoming forth of a variety of species in
flora and fauna.It should however be underetood,that these changes do not occur in a
split of a second.Some of than may come about over a shorter or longer period of time.
Now,this is a very "natural" theory,and one which should not be difficult to understand by any layman.We have seen ample proofs of the working of nature in our times.
We have seen,how volcanic eruptions and earthquakes have wiped out whole cities and
devastated whole countries.The causes of these catastrophes were created during a long
period,an accumulation of magma,a gradual increase in the strains and stresses of the
earthcrust in a certain part,until the actual catastrophe occured.
We have seen the results of plagues,of floods and famines.We have learned about the
sudd changes which,for some unknown reason,make the yearly shoals of fish disappear
in some sea and bring the population of that coast on the verge of annihilation.But
as said before,catastrophes must not occur suddenly.More than often, the catastrophic
change occurs gradually over a long time interval.The encroachment of the jungle,the
progress of the desert dunes,the filling-up of some delta,the change of the climate,
all these"slomm catastrophes have their profound effect on the plants,animals and humans of thaYaffected region.Prevailing theories explain the glacial periods to have
started with a series of very cool summers and prolonged winteseso that the heavy snow
in the mountains could not melt and changed into ice.These ice covers begun to move
slowly down,until mighty glaciers earning from different moutains valleys were united
and then covered inch by inch the vast plains, driving out or extinguishing all life
thereon.01imatologists are of the opinion,that
a lowering of the average yearly
temperature of about 5 Centigrade only in some part of the world,may start a new glacial period.eloreover, for everyone to see, we do live in a glacial period right now.
Greenland,was once oavered with green,as the name implies:Wheat was grown there,in
our times,that is during the last 2000 years,as excavations have proved.Now Greenland
is covered with aeice crust about 3000 feet thick and more,a layer which can never
melt in the short sunenerss and which apparently grows.
Everyone,who has been in Switzerland,cauld have seen the ineradicable proof that
those beautiful valleys were once covered with ice. The slopes on both sides of the
valley show rocks,polished and rounded by ice,and moreover there are long horizontal
scratches on the rocRe parallel and similar to those,mhich we observe on rocks along
which the ice of a moving glacier moves,scratching and polishing its bed.
And we should know what cold and ice means.Take a great philosopher,bring him into
the arctic wastes of Siberia,let him yerk for 10 hours outside in the gruelling cola,
or let him not work,but only move around, and. then see how every thought in his brain
is filled only with one craving for warmth, for the radiation of electro-magnetic waves Within the infrared.Then bring him into the but and before a stove and he will net
think of anything,but will only open up all the cells of his body and brain for the
reception of those electric waves and far nothing elseeeveryone,who has been a prisoner of war,who has experienced great cold knows that no great thoughts can blossom
forth under such physical conditions.The most primitive urges of man,getting firewood,
finding a shelter and hunting an animal for food and fur,will be the only urges,in
modern man,as well as in the man of the ice age.
It is no mere co-incidence that the great cultures,the great philosophies,the great
poems,the science of astetenemy,of mathematics,and of any other science came about in
people who lived in a gentle climate,with the absence cf severe winters,and with the
short suneners,tempered by the breezes from the sea and the cool of the night.We the
people of today,have not yet surpassed the miraculous achievements of the Greek culture,and what the generatieNeseof Canthal Euroee and Northern_ America have achieved
was made possible - in the first place - by tee creation of an artificial climate for
a great part of the year,
Historians assert that great empires collapsed throuch climatic clan_
historiansbelieve,that the classic Grek culture broke down
and brought malaria,which,as we know,
Seri the mosquito came to ,].-reece
saps all energy and destroys the mill for 7tchievement,and kills in tti,ed.
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So we see,that a small physical item,the temperature,is actually a basic element
of any economic and social condition.Every factory manager and department chief knows
that a drop in the temperature of the rooms tolow 12 Centigrade will bring work almost
to a standstill,c"rwill result in very little and very poor work.It follows that one of
the prime factors for the well being and the progress of a community is to ensure the
maintenance of the necessary climate by providing coal,coke,electricity,etc-to prices
which everyone can afford.

Now,let us turn to another factor, the air we hreath.Take its content of Carbondioxide,which is very little (about0,01%).Now this gas is of greatest importance in the
balance of life on earth.We inhale Oxygen,turn it into Carbondioxyde and exhale this
gas.So do the animels.But the plants work the other way around,They inhale Carbondioxyde and exhale Oxygen.This process enables plants to build up,and fish,birds,animals
and man to live.
Now Carbondioxide can be used as a fertilizer and scientists attribute the abundant
and gigantic growth of ferns and other plants in the pliocaen and jura period to a greater percentage of Carbondioxyde in the atmosphere.Only 5% Carbon dioxyde (instead of
the present 0,04%) would change the face of the earth profoundly,maybring forth an
"explosive evolution" of new plants and new creatures.Think of the giant creatures,the
brontcsaursjdinosaurs,and the others which roamed those gigantic forests in that periods.We stand in incredible amazement before their colossal skeletons in the museum.
Then think that these creatures had exceptionally small brains.is there perhaps a relation of causes possible.Vexy likely so,but we don't know yetnWe are just at the beginning of such researches.
Now take the other ingredient in the air,Oxygen.At present our atmosphere contains
a little less than 20% with the remainder made up mostly by Nitrogen.Here we know much
more about the changes in human behaviour brought about by a change in the amount of
oxygen. A not sufficient amount of Oxygen will result in tiredness of body and limb,
but also in a curious working of our brain celle,Some airmen,being unaware of the gradual decrease of oxygen in their lungs,started,for instance,lcoping the loop,because
theAnught it was a good thing at the time to do.This is the explanation they gave;
theaeriad no other.We dienq know hen:any pilots have been killed by doing foolish things
under the lack of oxygen.
On the other hand,the increase of oxygen causes a not less disturbing effect on our
brain cells.There is an exhilaioting feeling,a profound lightness and headiness,even
drunkenness,with all the known results.
Nitrogen and Oxygen are only mixed in the air we breathnliowever,under special physical circumstances,as for instance great electrical discharges in the atmosphere i these
tmo gases cembine.One of these combinations is N20,commonly knonn as laughing gas.It
has been extensively used by dentists to cause an exhilarting drunkeness in the patient
and to make him insensible to nain.During the last century, the people of the day arranged laughing gas parties.A terrific gaiety with all its noisy circumstances was the re sult.Today,we use another chemical,coranonly called alcohol to cause a similar part
s,
gecity.And alcohol can break down all mental barriers,can make a killer from a gentle
We cannot deny the possibility that in bygone ages or only millenituns,the content
of oxygen,nitrogen,carbendioxyd and other compound gases has been different in the
atmosphere.A change of a few percent only,wuuld have changed life profoundly,and moreover might have drastically changed and affected the brain tissues and all mental acWe have all reason to assume that such changes have taken
tivities.
place,and scientists are positive about this,The eruption of the volcano Krakatau in
1680 in the South Pacific has whirled up gases and dust in enormous quantities,and
some of the dust has been found circling the earth in the upper layers of the atmosphere,even 30 years after the eruption.Thc geologists tell us that volcanic activities have been very strong at certain periods and it is nd difficult to realise that
gre.t amounts of erupted gases have changed the chemical,climatica/ and biological and last,but not least-"mental" conditions in parts of the world.
Even in our times, we observe marked changes in the mental activities of people
living in the rarified atmosphere in high altitudes,against those living in the humidity of the dungle.Why do Indian philosophers go up the high mountains for thought and
meditation.Why do theyclaim a profonnd lifting of the human mini in mental spheres
beyond our reach,and why have they attained miraculous powers of the mina over the body?
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CAN RADIOACTIVITY CHANGE HUMAN MINDS FOR BETTER OR WORSE?

Redicaottve Radiation
But all the reflections put forward in the foregoing pages are based only on our
eonservative and very limited keowiedge in chemistry. What do we know of the influence
ef radioactivity on living cells and especially on brain cells? 'ghat
,
do we know of the
existence of* drain raves7lhat do we know about the amount of radioactiv radie on which
we receive from the sun and the depth o f the universe„or for that,from
Wih
gat:5W
gical rock formations? We know that great catastrophic outbursts on the sun surface
(photographed many time) create terrific magnetic storms on our olenet,throw our magnets out of order,cut out our radio conenunice,tions,and disturb profoundly our atmospheric
and electreal equilibrium, with the result of thunderstorms and other meteorological
distarhances_But what do they do to brain tissues?Therc are millions of people,who can
predict a coming thunderstorm by the virtual headache they get.This is ample proof of
the influence of something,call it radioactivity,electronagnetic waves or brain waves,
or anything to which we have given a name,but of which we know nothing.
And vet does n excess of light,or let us say electromagnetic waves between 4000
and 8000 Angstroerto our brain?During the last 30 years,a new sun worship has developed
in connection with mixed bathing.Now girls and boys and grown-up people lay for hours
in the glaring sun,until they are baked a crisp brown.And if there is no sun, they have
installed electrical apparatuses in their homes and their bathing establishments,which
'gives them a similar ten by showering them with the highly active (chemical) ultraviolet
rays.We know that these rays are dangerous to our eyes,but perhaps they are also daregeraus to our brain tissue.In any case, this is the Question which6ne of the famous biologists and Nobel prize winners,Alexis Caren asks in his book "Man,the UnknoemO.And
this whole book has been written by him to show that we knoe, practically next to nothing about Man,ourselves,For instenee,he refers to a new type ameng the youth of America,the athletewho by special training and special food develops a giantphysique,poterful musoles,troad aholaders,but at the came time is left with a small birdlike cranium.
Food for Thought
And this brings us to another host of problems.What is the influence of certain foods
on our brain tissue?.Seme people believe that fish reat,which contains phosphorous conpounds( found also in the brain tissue) is fa: curable to the development of intelligeeee,
'srhaps it is,perhA it is not.We just don't know. Some people. believe that the eating
of meat makes man ferooious."But",says Professor Walter Murdoch, "Do we net mix up cause
and eft'ect?It may just as well be,that ferocious ran prefer meat as food".
All this tends to show that ve know next te nothing about the primary factors whicee

make a man gentle or ferocious,peacelovellg or bloodthirsty.Only ducting the last years
have mass experiments been carried out en children in Great Britain and the United
States to find :.:Lut some relation between the development of the mental faculties and
nouriehment.This is only a start,but a start it is.
HumanKadnese
Only a century ago,lunatics were considered as being possessed. by the devil.Thi.s in
turn brought the therapeutics of "driving out the devil" by incantations and beatings.
Today we are a step forward. We have realised that lunatics are sick pig.NAQps.We have
realised that there is sornething,which Freud called the "Unconsciou4anrie are just
beginning to explore.
We do not need to assume outer influences to understand that "mind" is something
hic1.J2ias its c-on laws, its own physics and its own ehemistry.We know that many brilliant
minds,geniuses,eere attacked blAicknees and madness.The very same brain tissue,which
gave the world unforgettable poems,symphonies,and brilliant theories changed to the
woree.Prodigees have astounded the world by the brilliance of their mind in their teens.
But the same mind gave way before the body reached maturity.
There are innumerable happenings on record of whole communities of sober men and
women,being befallen by some sort of frenzy and medness,flogging themselves and inflicting injury and death to themselves and to others.Innumerable articles have been writ-ten by psychiatrists and psychologists about mass psychosis:ffe have been witness ow
a great and sober nation,the Germans,went mad,run amck,destroyed books,proclaimed ma:
theories,killed off millions...German Daranoia,as some psychiatrists called it.
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kass Madness in historic Times.
Some years ago,I came across a bocknsritten by a psychiatrist and full with pictures.
These were drawings of lunatics and they lookei like such.The author examined these pictures and showed,that their objects could be studied as a clue to the hidden and suppressed desires and complexities in the suboonscious.This study can be used in much t'-e
same way like the method of the psycho-analyst to aiasnose and to cure the lunaticnisfortunately,much as I searched,' could not get hold of this book here in Australia,and
therefore I cannot give samples of those lunatic pictures "cr call it "picture writins"
(readsible by the psychiatrist) from that book.However,I hope to get hold of it,before
this manuscript goes into print.
of the greatest interest to
There was one chapter in that book,which has now
my study.The author of that book compared the pictures of modern lunatics with the pictures of the Aztekes, the people, who lived in Mexico at the time when Cortes arrived
in 1519.This people developed a great culture during the 14th to the 16th century.but
the author of the aforementioned book says,that thoy were to some extent mad.And he
proved his assertion bycomparing drawings of the Aztekes and drawings of lunatics.

Drawings of Lunatics
compared with
Drawings of Aztekes
to be supplied later
when the book is located

Drawings from a book by a
psychiatrist,discussing drawings
of lunatics. compsiscE with Aztek dra.ings.
We know from many contemporary reports that the religion of the Aztekes was cruel
and bloodthirsty to the extreme.According to Webster (28) "their civilisation was marred by hideous human sacrifice,maintained on a scale probably never equalled elsewhere".
According to A.Hyatt Verrill,author of "Old Civilizations of the New WorldNsee above)
countless human victims were offered to the rods and saorificiea on the altar.In full
view of the whole people,the highpriests cut out the beating heart from the living viotim,be it a man,a woman,or a child.This grueZsome operation,performed in full conscious.ness of the victim and in full sight of the worshippersswhipped them up to a mad frensy.
The victims were usually prisoners of war or captives taken from another tribe.The
demand for human sacrificies was so great that the strangest customs developed.To secure enough victims, the warriors of the Aztekes and the Tlascalans met once a year to
a prearranged battle, in which howcver,no one was killed.Instead,the warring parties
tried to drag and carry off the opponents,which subsequently were sacrificed on the
altars of the Aztekes or on the altars of the Tlascalans,respectively.
Do we need to be convinced by the reasoning and proofs of the psychiatrist that those
people were mad?The above story alone should convince us.
We admire the achievements of the Aztekes,as far as architecture,stonework,gem-cutting,carving,etc„eto. are concerned.nn the other hand,we must shudder in horror about
their inhuman,senseless,bloody sacrifices,ana - even without the psychiatrist - we may
come to the conclusion,that those people,clever and industrious as they have been to
some extent - have been mad to some other extent.And this madness,the psychiatrist can
still diagnose from their "picture writing" .And we can easily draw analogies and conclusions with regard. to our times.
Aztek Draining, of "dun Gods"
fromPOld Glynis -Cons of the New Iorld" by
A.Hyatt Verrill,Nsw Home Library,New York

Mass Madness in our Times
The nations of the 20th century excell in scientific and technological progress.On
the other hand,we are undoubtedly mad - to some extent -because we indulge in inhuman
senseless blood sacrifices on a scale,iihich makes the hideous sacrifices of the Aztekes
look like child's play.Never in the history of man and of life on earth have such things
happened,what has happened (and is still happening) in our timesAnd there is more to
come.
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THE STORY OF NATIONAL MASS MADNESS IN OUR TIMES

There are the Germane,a people of about er0 million,clever,industrious,sentimental
at times,open to reasoning,and until recently among the first nations with regard to
progress in all fields.
But they went mad, just like the Aztekes of 500 years ago.And their high priests told
the people of the sacrifices to be made,human sacrifices to be sure.The members of the
German race must sacrifice their lives on the altar of the Nation,and of course,the
other,inferior races must be sacrifieed,literally,for the good of the German nation.
And the word BLOOD ess deliberately used to whip up the whole nation into a frenzy. A
death cult was established ,unsurpassed in history.The young boys and girls were told
songs,which glorified the greatest honour for a Gee-78.n youth:to die.And sure enough,
every boy of the Hitler youth received a dagger with the inscription BLOOD AND HONOUR
(see p.459) end they used the dagger in the Ucraine,in Poland, in France and everywhere
else in Europe_
But this was slow work.And so the Germans will go down
into history as the ingenious constructors of mobile and permanent gas chambers, in which
they killed off millions of Poles,Russians„ Jews,and other inferior races.Do live need
a psychiatrist to tell us„that the Germans were - to some extent - mad.
land this madness is still with them.Yany reports from Germany say, that German men
and women are not in the least sorry,for what has been done.On the contrary,not enough
Jews and other people have been killed, and they think to make a better job next time.
A Jew still living in their midst,who somehow escaped death, is now called "Gaskammerdeserteur" (gas chamber deserter).e man speaking and acting this way would be confined
to a padded cell.He is mad,no matter how skilled he may be in making technical gadgets.
Sure eneugh this mass madness has not attacked all the brains in Gormany,just as it
has not attacked all the people outside Germany.But there is ample proof,that this madness is world-wide.
Take the Japanese.They are a very industrious people with an intense feeling for art
and beauty.But here again their hiehpriests have told them that they must sncrifice
their lives on the altar of the nation...nd they did sacrifice their lives.Their suicide
pilots were called i.amikaze,heavenly -eind.It was a religious act,and mad,
Think of the Italian fescists,who tortured. and killed,not people of foreign and "inferior" races,but their own countrymen.They too were befallen by a kind of mad frenzy.
Take the Ku-Klux Tian of 4merica,their heads and their fiery cross.Lre their brains
not perverted,are they not mad to some extent,no matter haw good businessmen they arc
in their office hours?
Take the French,the epigones of the French revolution for. freedom and libery,the
nation which gave us the Rights of ljan,the people,whose antem is still the song of liberty all over the world./hen the Spanish civil war ended, thanks to German and Italian
planes and bombs,a few thausends of Spaniards and not killed members of the International Brigades,escaped over the Pyrenees into the land of traditional political freedom.
Instead of letting them go,wherever they want,to Eexico,South ...enericarLfrica,aneetare
those poor humans,who have lost everything,including their wife,children and their hopes,
were incarcerated in hideous concentration oamps,under horrible conditions,where they
died a slow death.4nd they were not criminals,net French defaulters,not savageabut democrats who fought for all that, for which France stood 1.7 -th all her traditions.Is there
any sense in this7Have the brains of the French ministers,French geeeralsnjudges,and
police presidents,who are responeible for this mass crime,this senseless mass sacrifice,
nit been attacked by the same madness which pervades the world.
Well,you may say,all this is past,and let us hope, it will not happen again.But it
does happen,right now,when I write this,and it happens on an even greater scale.And to
be sure,it has all the appearance of a religious sacrifice.lallions of people are torturede deported,killed quick or slow,and all sacrificed for a belief, in which people all
over the world believe fervently and are ready to die for it.But the highprieste and
the caste around them,prefer to kill off thoseewho do not believe fervently enough,or
believe just a little differeniWtran the official belief.
We all,who believed that Socialism will bring a better worldewe all who have hailed
the emergence of Socialise in Russia as the beginning of a new and better era in the
history of mankind ,we all,for whom Socialism was the expression of a new religion,a
new expression of the high destiny of maneve all have been terribly disappointedelkicre
than thirty years,since the new rulers have come to power,have passed and today we witness a great country, in which the poverty of the masses has reached new levels of depth.
And a new class of bureaucrats has established a blood terror of an unprecedent scale,
millions of people are carried off in the dead of the night and sacrificed in the was-
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tes of Siberia to iie a slow or Taick death.Why9 The reasons are marOfoldebut mostly
because they are "not reliable",because they uttered a blhsphemous word against the
highpriests or their rule or their theoretical religion.According to many reports,there
is not one family in Russia,who has not a relative or friend,who is "absent" and of wham
they know that he might still live in agony,but he will never return.You,dear reader,
who may live in a countryeehere the freedom of the individual is still resvected,just
think,that your wife,or your son,or your father,or your brother,or your friend is carried off,never to return.Imagine the mental agony,in which you and your family will live,
and realize that if rich things can happen in our enlightened age,surely the perpetrators
of this greatest of all mass crimes must be mad to some extent.
The Russians do not deny the existence of forced labour camps.They argue only about
the figure,which according to escapees is estimated to 18 millions:ith an average
death roll of 3O3 per annum, that means that 6 millions of humans are carried off each
year into the camps,and 6 millions of corpses are carried out of the camp each year.3ut
even if the figure would only be 3 millions,or 2 or only 1 million,the madness would
be the same.
One should believe that a new generation in Russia has grown up with socialism in
their bones,and now,the old aristocretes,the middle classes, the officers, the kuleks
- and the old bolshesriks who had a different idea of socialism - all dead and thoroughly
Iividetedeone should believe,that such med meesures,such mass killings,such sacrifices
should not be necessary any rnore.The regime is firmly estc,blished - or is it?
Russia is the only country in the world where decrees exist,ehich establish the
blood guilt of the whole clan, the family. If one member of the family defaults from the
true religion,the whole family may be deported and held respdbible.Irylenko,the then
1:eopleTCormnissar for Justice commented on these terror-decrees (Izvestia,No.37,Feb,12,
1936):
In the opinion of liberals and of opportunists of all kinds... the stronger a country
is,thc more lenient it can be towards its opponents.No,and agein To The stronger the
country is, the mightier it is, the stronger the ties which unite Party and Government
with the toiling masses...and the greeter our, indignation and revolt against those who
disturb our Socialist construction and the more justified are we in taking stern measures against them..."
Imagine an individual,a father,aetin7 this -my against his own family and people,
ready to sacrifice them for his perverted conviction - is there a better case for a
psychiatrist and a padded cell?
And this religious madness is overflooding the boundaries,Altars for human sacrifice

are erected in liungary,inPoland,inRumania,in Czechoslovakia and elsewhere,and more and
more people are affected by it:gerery true cormunist believer in iestern countries is
fervently convinced that all these human sacrifices are good,necessary,justified...
aren't they mad too? The Soviet myth is the new opium for the people,as Koestler remarked.

And now,take an American Hu-Klux Klan man,or a French chauvinist,or a German Nazi
or a Comnmunist,put him in a chair and try to reason with him...or put him on a sofa of
a psycho-analyst and try to treat him with the subtle influence of words....will it
lead to any result? Their brain matter is seriously affected - and we don't know yet

what cello are attacked,nnd how the disease can be checked.
And now consider that this generation has brought about two world wars within 25
years,and the third already in the making.Iere all the foregoing paragraphs really necessary to convince you,thet the present generation of human beings is d,even more
mad than the Azteke4 ;Ye indulge in human mcrifice on a scale unhearaYin the whole
history of mankind.
Modern "Picture Writing on the Wall"
This book is about a modern, picture writing for the improvement of human understanding.In the course of this appended chapter 1 have told about the oldest picture writing of man,the pictures of prehistoric man,drawn on his caves about 50,000 years ago.
Naturally,this was not a "picture writing" in a modern sense,with the formation of words
and sentences.Those were only pictures,but as such thdy told their story,nevertheless,
and more convincingly than hundreds of words could ever do.At a glance at a caveman
picture of an animal hunt,we can read the whole story in very vivid lines.
The artists and the world at large have admired the great art of the Cro-Magnon and
Aurignacian cavemanewho with a few lines could draw an animal, so vivid, so forceful, so
"true to nature". hen the new cave of Laseaux,discovered in 1940 was explored,a peasant
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went in with the explorers_Confronted with the forceful pictures on the walls,he
exclaimed in admiration:"Ah,this bull would easily fetch 100,000 francs on todaykemerkee! Is there a better proof of the naturalness and great art of those prehistoric
people? That peasant weula surely not have got excited by
a decrepit drawing.
Now, the archeologists have many methods to determine the age of a find,and the period
in human history.There are the marks of the elaciers,the sediments,the alternating layers of pollen and dead leaves on the bottom and throughout a filled-up lake,there are
the differences in the artefacts,the flint chips,the weapons,the pottery,unglazed or
glezed,and last but not least he art displayed on such pottery and elsewhere,And an
established methodaf th.fcheolg is the determination of ascendence or decadence of art
in the various periods of man's history.For him,the art displayed by the Aurignacian
man is high art indeed,and he has no difficelty to follow tue decadence in later periods,and a new ascendency.In other wards, archeologists have already done - to some
extent - what I recommend in this chapter,as an extension of picture interpretation.
We common people have been unfortunate enough insofar, that we have not been taught
art and the history of art in school.Comsequently we cannot grasp the excitement,the
rapture of an art student,whe follows art through% the ages,who stands before the strange
sculptures of Babylon,the many pictures of Egyptian pecple,flat and lifeless in their
curious front and profile posture,ant;&onders about the almost idiotic smile of Archaic
Greece,and then - is suddenly confronted with a statue by Phydias or Fraxitelee.
We common people,who shuffle through the art museums,with the chief impression that
our feet hurt,we have not been told what the emergence of Greek sculpture really means
in the evolution of man,or for that, in the evolution of life on earth.Bsre,for the first
time, since the molten ball of our planet cooled dawn, some teDbillion years ago, here the
world-mind emerged in sculptures of breath-taking naturalness and beauty,not yet surpassed tH6ughont the following 2500 years down to our time.And when we interpret this
great art in the way recomended in this chapter,ena ask ourselves:the people of those
classical times in Greece, linre they rod or were they full of reason? - the answer is
given in the overwhelming achievements of this people not only in art,but also in architecture,in poetry, in drama,in philosophy,mathematics,geomery,medicine and science in
general, in politicsees well as in the peaceful human contest ire the arena,where not only
athleU,but also poets strum for the laurels.For the great achievements which withered with the time,their music,we know the story of Orpheus,-tho enchanted the creatures,
and for their paintini,we know the story of the sparrows,which came to pick the cherries,
so naturally painted on the canvas.And we hove not even mentioned their achievements
in linguistics,in logic,in rhetoric,economics,law and technology.Just as the leter
architects have not yet been able to surpass the serenity and simplicity of a Boric
temple,so have all the tailors and fashion makers not been able to design a mansana womah5garment, more simple and more graceful than the Greek toga.
Yes, we may borrow from the paleontologists the term of "explosive evolution" for
that incredible outburst of the world-minde some 2500 years ago,on that little peninsula
in the Nediterraneaneend we should have no difficulty to releteihe.hip
9.rhof
their
ene -nir
eek.cneture
enaessancei
- so f or
pictures Wele high state of their reason.And this holds true al
I have told you about that book of a psychietrist,who compared the drawings of lunatics with the drawings of the Astekes and concluded that they must have been mad,and
this psychiatrist Dints directly to their senseless human sacrifices to prove his point.
As said beforetTgAppened only a few hundred years ago.
I have furthermore recounted the incredible and senseless huran sacrifices cmemitted
in our times and even right new - and now,' should prove the madness of the modern
generation by the serf method - their pictures.
"We are the horrible examples",saia the psychiatrist Dr.Chisholm,"we are the people
who fight wars every fifteen or twenty years." And we shall go down into history,not
only as the makers of two world wars, not only as the inventors of concentration camrs,
not only as the designers of mobile and permanent gas chambers,not only as the mass
killers of millions of menreomen and children,not only as the people,who have been able
to pervert the loftiest ideas of mankind in the direct contrary - we shall go down into
history as the makers of a new kind of art,much extolled by art criti.cs,much in demo
by modern art galleries - but a kind of art,before which future generations will stand
in amazement,and without being psychiatrists,without having studied the art of lunatics
- future generations will say: "Look at these pictures from the 20th century.Those people
were mad.Those were the dark ages.Remember their wars and their mass killings."
That is,future generation will only be able to say this - if we can check this madness of self-exterminationeotherwisethis brain disease trill lead to our extinction.

MODERN MASS MADNESS AND MODERN MADNESS IN ART
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Now,it is comparatively easy to speculate and write about the state of mina some
thousands of years back.The average readnr,himself not a specialist in history and related sciences,cannot check or contradict the writer.Howeveraahen the author comes to
problems of our times, the matter is different,and many things which I have said in foreaoing pages will arouse the wrath of many politically minded readexawho know it better.
And now I am going to offend and to annoy the art minded reader,and this means mast' in.:ellectuall,who take- an interest in anything produced by man.
So let me tell you right in the bepinning,that I myself am such an intellectual;that
I myself have had modest successes as an amateur in art and music;and that I myself have
hung on the lips of the apostles and highpricsts of art of olden times and of modern
times.I did my best to understand art,and the writings about art.I have visited the greatest and most famous art gallkkales of Eurepe(with the exception of Spain).7hen on my travels,I could stop for 4 hours in a town,' spent more than 3 hours in the art galleries
and before the great architectural monuments.' travelled hundreds of miles for the sole
purpose:to see one single building.In short:I did my best to understand this highest
creative force of man.
Mbreovermadern art is not something which I have witnessed as an oldiman,hardened in
the traditions of the past.I have grown up with it,and as a youthftl man,I was ready to
discard the warn-out ideas,and to storm the bastille of tradition.Believe me - I strav
hard,very hard to grasp,understand and feel the beauty in those strange drawings andapa5ntings,which now fill the modern art galliaros and art magazines.
Tcday,after studying the art of all tit as,down to paleolithie inan,after studying the
art of the Aztekes and the art of lunatic ,I can't help drawing the conclusion that we
are now it the bottom of a cycle wave,that we have reached a low,for which the word "'decadence" is not encuah.It is madness outri'tht.iJot only the psychiatrists are telling ti Lis,
even the moderns thamselves tell us that their art is in direct relation to mental dis-

turbances.

Art of the 20th Century

( from CON7WPORARY ART
aw York)
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Soft Self Portrait
Nbrain order to follow our enquiry we must draw a line between thOcartists.We must
divide them into the believers and the cynics,who don't belive.And these cynics,we must
again divide iii those who must make money,and those who have money enough and can therefore afford to be only cynical,Needless to say,that our divisions will not be sharp cut.
If the art dealer,who handles Salvador Dali's pictures would tell him:
"My dear,big monay could only be made noaadays in paintings in the style of the cirquecento.If you agree,I shall place with you right now an order for 5 pictures,20,000 Dollars each.Gri ahead," - Mr. Dali will paint pictures in this style.But in a mad worla,only
the crazy things are noticed and moreover,qiatmA)big accounts will spend sums on
them,simply because people will notice that ney7coaafford
d
to spend fortunes for a
few squarefeet of oanvas,covered with idiotic scrawlings,It's madness all right.
Then there are the painters who do not say outrightly that their chief interest is
only "they" and the money they make.Take Ficasso.He is a great artist.Why then does he
indulge in idiotic stuff,which can be made better by any lunatic or any scrawling child?
I personally am of the opinion,that Ficaaso does this,what Shaw does in the literary
field.They amuse themselves by hitting at the petty-burgeois withanischiefmaking incongruities and aontradictions,which the beaildered would-be intellectual takes as deep
thought and high art.Most artists are full with utter contempt for the philistinea,on
chase money they mast depend for a livelihood,and their revenge is a devilish delight in
proving again and again that the people of our time will samllow almost anything,and
even pay for it,pay even more the more idiotic it appears.
I would not be surprised, if - after Picasso's death - his diary would reveal,that he
eras out to fool the whole werld.And how he has succeeded in doing this.
PABIO

BED Lady
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Usually these artists are very good at language and they command a vast array of
highly abstract and even meaningless sords.They will cynically supply to each picture
an explanation and a world philosophy,rolled in oneond free of charge.Sometines,,some
art critics will supply it for them.As for those,whe earnestly believe in their "stuff':
they are material for the psychiatrists.l!any however, have fallen prey to the words of
the successful"moderns" which they simply try to copy or outdo.
Why then, have so many intellectuals,who are reasonsble,and full of what we call
common sense" ,falllprey to this kind of art? The answer is difficult,There are many
factors,one is the mental aspeot,the individual and the mass psychosis.Another aspect
is the power of words.
In this book on semantics,we have learned to analyse many highsounding words,much
in vogue today.One such word is "progressive".It has a magic of its own,end politicians
from right to left,need only found a "Progressive Housewives Association" and hundreds
of thousands of men and women will fall for the word. Today, every intellectual or wouldbe intellectual,and even the common man in the strect,wants to be "progressive",and
the worst vordswith which you can annoy a person is to state that he or she is "rot
progressive","reactionary","old-fashioneX:and some other words.
If the art critics and the artists,in short the "men who know",decree,that this "new"
art is "progressive",every intellectual,wory of his reputationowill agree,and. will try
to understand the "progressiveness" in this new and modern art.Moreover, theowill,at
any party or gethering,show,how apt heo is understanding "progressive art".
If ever there was a real counterpart for the "Emperor's clothes" story,here is one.
"Don't you see," cry these people,"howwonderful they are?" .1e need the unperverted
mind of a child to tell eue,that the Emperor has nothing on.
Stuart Chase said,that a future generation,trainea in samantics,will receive the
speech of a Hitler with roars of laughter.Surely,a future generation will act likewise
before the sayingepaisting and acting of those clowns in art.
But their pictures are too much in the lunatic field„We cannot explain them only by
semantics.Moneover,seroheologists and historians,agree that there are undoubtedly cycles
to be observed in human history,ascendence and decadence of art and reason.
in
And so,future generations,will surely stand
arssement before the modern
art of the 20th century.They will remember the dark a es a ter the fall of Greek cature,the burning of witches and heretics and the dace.
.It was a mild outbreek.The
distortions in anatomy and naturalness in the pictures of that age are mild onIyeThe
number of witches and heretics burned was small.The lass killing, of the Albigensers
amounted only to the destruction of the people of one village of today,be it Guernica,
or Lidice,or one of the many thousands of villages in Europe,
"Those were the dark ages.The peeple of the 20th century were mad,"
Let us hope that in the coming wars of destruction, something
remain, toshow
future generations, that not all the people's mind was attacked by that madness.
Visionaries
On many occasionsin this beak, I have pointed to the fact,thst poets and great thinkers have apparently the most receptive minds,most sensitive to the maeifestations of
ths"sorldsmind",who pesvade3the universe.Conseeuent/y,poets have visualized in flashes
of intuitionosuch which has later been verified by experimental science.Now,with the
existence of "extra-sensory perception",even of pre-cognition established to some extent by experimental soience,sm can give nose attention to those visionaries.
I shall deal here not with prophets and mystics,but with two visionaries,who have
been able - by simple and very imaginative language - to catch the interest of boys
and adults.The one,viSbnary of my youth, is Jules Vvrps,ko other is H.G.Wells.
I have tried to find books of Jules Verne in mo,
ISFRYnbraries.They are non-existent.
Not because they have been removed-On the contrary.They have been read to shreds.And
a re-print is very unlikely - simply because most of Jules Verne's visions have come
true.Today,boys and adults need
newer stuff,and so we ace in the pink pages of the
Sunday supplements atom scientists rescuing chores girls in space rockets against which
the space rocket of Jules Verne is nothing - simp/W.Skets in the shape as visualized_
by Verne are already soaring into the heaven of White Sands,NewMaxioo,rooket testing
ground. A rocket whioh will escape the earths gravitation,will perhaps reach the moon,
is today,a ratter of a few decades or years only.

VISIONARIES OF A NEW EARTH AND A NEW HUMANITY
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Other visions of Jules Verne have meanwhile become commonplace tools,as for instance
nis scaphander,the diving suit which carries compressed air,the submarine,and many
)thers.There is one novel,which exerted a great influence on my boy mind,and still
exerts,simply because the realization of this idea is still a far ray off.
Jules Verne visualised a correction of the declination of the earth axis. Lt present,
the axis of the earth is declined against the ecliptic, the geometrical plane in which
the earth titles around the sun.If we could swing the earth axis to stand vertical
against the eclipticia great beneficial change would take place.The ice caps on the
arctic and antarctic would melt completely.Greenland would again become "green land".
The great antarctic continent,the immense wastes of Siberia,the whole of northest Ca nada,would become inhabitable.Although the regions around the equator would still remain the torrid zone,all other parts of the world would enjoy an equitable climate
without much change throughout the whole year.What is possible now in a few parts of
the world,would then be possible in great regions a! crops a year.
Verne could think of nothing better,than the recoil of a gigantic gun,with a barrel
of 2 miles,bored into the Kilimandjaro.As this terrible recoil would shook the whole
earth,and would destroy all buildings and land,over which the sea would swemp;Verne
let the experiment end in failure.On the 23rd September,the autumn equinox,when the
shot should be fired - nothing happened,except a minor earthqeake around the Kilimandjano.The sun rises not vertical,but as usual.Why? Because the scientist's calculations
- although correct,were marred.Three 000 were blotted out by accident on his blackboard.
The claculated gun,projectile,explosive charge,etc. was just only 1/i000 of the power
needed.
But todayewe are much nearer to the realization of this idea.We have now developed jet and rocket propulsion, in which the force grows gradually,without sudden
recoil,Mbreover,we are near the attainment of atomic energy of great ferce.And so,I
personally am of the opinion,that a shifting of the earth axis,very slow,perhaps during an interval of say 100 years,by jets placed at calculated points will be considered a practical proposition, and may well be put into effect in times to come.
The other visionary is H.G.Wells„ much better known to the readers of today.We
may remanber that Wells wrote a novel in 1904at a time,when the brothers Wright made
their first ridiculous hops (or was it before).This navel described the horrors of modern aerial warfare,in such concise words, that LIFE brought pictures of the war of
1944 with captions from Well's novel of 1904.
And Wells,who wrote also a world history,so that the common man may understand the
happenings of the day,a v:747faced also the possibility that homo sapiens will extinct
himself on this planet,
In one of his phantastic novels,Wells let the earth go through the tail of a comet.
The effect was very curious. In the minds of men (and women) all thoughts of hate disappeared4people stopped doing evil things to other people.Husband and wife stopped
quarraffwith each othereAll mankind united in fraternal love...War disappeared.
Now,astronomers think that the earth 'went many times through the tail of a comet,
and although the density of this tail is extremely small it consists of radioactive
enanation,brought into fluorescence by the sun's electro -magnetic radiation.
And radioactive radiation has a marked' influence on living tissue.We know that small
quantities have a highly beneficial effect,health can be restored,tiesue repaired.But
in bigger quantities this radiation destroys the healthy tissue.Think of the many
radiologists and X-ray specialists,whe lost limb for limb in their heroic profession
and died a slow death.
But what does radioactive emanation do to brain tissue? This is the great question.
We shall soon see,that - if we assume an effect on our mental activities - it becomes
the greatest question with regard to the future of mankind,the abolition of war,etc.
You may know the exhilarating effect on the brain (soul) when ascending a mountain.The exertion may be great,but a wonderful peace of mind begins to permeate our
wholeaodaripy2 I it the daf,ferenee
ilathe atmosphere,or the difference in radioactive
e.
n
radiaaiBn,PA taVideRl@saaso,we-oiLifetPARranythinn about the se-called ultra waves.
Their freqency exceeds the freaancy of any knowaZlectro -magnetic radiation„Their penetrating power is terrific.Even in deep mines,they have been found.
But what do they do to brain tissue?
And what other radiations pervade the universe, of which we do not know yet?
And what recurring cycles exist in these radiations,similar to the short 11 year
cycle of sun-spot activities,which influence all life on earth?
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A SUMMARY OF THE HYPOTHESIS ON THE ORIGIN OF

THE

PHANTASTIC

HUMAN WAR

HYPOTHESIS

A short Summary for the hasty reader,who starts reading at the end,
and a Recapitulation and Conolusion,with a few new interesting points,
for the faithfUl reader,who followed me through all the foregoing pages.
Now,having discussed point for point all the aspects and facts of the problem,the
phantastic hypothesis seems not so phantastio at all (at least to me and I hope also
to you,dear reader)It may provide a basis for a working theory on the most burning
problem of mankind: to save home sapiens,who drifts towards self-extinction.
It may well be,that this hypothesis,when made knowato the people,and supported by
all the facts - which everyone can see for himself - it may well be,that iT7lhake our
little world to its foundations.;it may cause a tAftendous stir in the minds of all men
and women; it may cause the rise of a hope in all the hearts,so incredible and so jubilant,that life and future may take on a new rneaning,a new joy and a new purpose. Stated
in simple words
THE HYPOTHESIS LAINTATINS THAT HUMAN STRIFE AND WARFARE AGAINST EACH OTHER HAS ALL
TEE ASPECTS OF AN MIMIC BRAIN DISEASE; THAT THIS EPIDEMIIIC IS OF A TEMPORARY NATURE,HAVING STARTED PROBABLY 20,000 YEARS AGO; THAT IT WA4 ABSENT 50,000 YEARS AGO
AND PROBABLY THROUGHTOUT THE miLLIors OF YEARS BEFORE, AND THAT SCIENCE CAN COMBAT
IT,AND BRING IT TO AN END IN MUCH THE SANE WAY AS OTHER EPIDEMICS HAVE BEEN BROUGHT
TO AN END.
The evidence -for everyone to see - is provided by the undeniable fact,that there
exists,: at we may call,an "iron moral law of nature",namely,that in the whole worlf_
of living beings,there does not exist war between members of the same species (wolves
don't hunt and kill wolves lions not lions,tigers not tigers ) with the exception
of the snecies homo only,who hunts and kills his fellow man.
And the further evidence,that the documents of paleolithic man,ths oldest "picture
writing" of man, show cunning anima/ hunts,but not one of the many thousands of pictures found,depicts a fight between human beings - whereas after neolithic man, the
walls are simply overflowing with pictures and writings about victories and wars
of human beings against each other.
And the further evidence,found by archeologists and historian;,of the direct relationship, between the "picture writings on the walls" and the outbursts of reason or
madness throughout the periods of human history(ascendence and decadence of art)
And this hypothesis does not confine itself to human warfare only, to the shooting
of arrows or bullets,but to human strife in general.The ever widening gulf between the
single members of the race, between the husbands and wives,fothers and sons,nations ani
nations,seems to be directly influenced by the prevailing brain perversion.If the sciEotists start working on this hypothesis,stort finding out what influences brain tissue,
and what can be dope to counteract destructive influences - then .sta may well face the
incredible aspect: a future of peace in the minds of man.
And I have shown, that some scientists are already far advanced. on this road,and that
what we need,is a co-ordination of efforts,based on a common working theory.
In the following summary,I shall not repeat statements of those scientists and other:
whose theories lead in the same direotion.AndI shall try to use the same language,scmthow between the popular and scientific presentationoto sum up this enquiry.

A SUMMARY WITH NEW THOUGHTS ON THE ORIGIN OF MAN
A
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with some new and interesting points.
Re-examination of Liarrin's Theory of Evolution
Modern scientists are now convinced that man did not descend from the ape, Both ,
bad probably the same ,ancestors,
This branching-off occurred during the tartiary,
probgagate accumulation of exceptionally favourable circumstances,climatological,
athither,not yet known oircumstances.
physIO
Whereas foregoing theories maintained that nature evolved in continuity.modern science
maintains now,that nature acts in jumps.Dcscriptive terms in neology and paleontology
are for instance "explosive evolution" and"catastrophism"(beneficial and otherwise).
The 3mergence of Manzof Language and of Reason.
In the tertiary,favoured by exceptional chemical, physical and other circumstances,
the animal,which vas destined to become Man,broke through a "barrier".The mind of man
emerged into a new wcrld,with new physical laws,the world of mind.Now,man could behold
all the things in apace and time and could differentiate between them and their succession in space and time.With the emergence of reason,man needed symbols for this differentiation,and the innrticulate crie4hanged to articulate language.
The Organisation of the Universe.
Modern science maintans that the universe is organised on different levels,each with
its own and different physical laws.The subatomic world of electrons,protons,neutrons
and other manifestations is probably the first level.In this world,the physical lam
of our world of perception do not operate;they are different.
In our world of great aggregates of atoms,we distinguish between the level of inanimate matter, the anorganic world with its own laws,and the level of animate matter,the
organic world of living beings.Their laws cf reproduction and multiplication are totally
different from the physical laws operating in the world. of dead_ matter.
The next level is the world of mind, in which we may distinguish three intermediary
steps,commonly called emotion,reason and conscience.
There is probably a further level in the world of mind,only attainable by poets and
nyAcs.Here new and different phenomena are set in motion.
Very likely there are even higher levels,of which our philosophy can only dream.But
now,we human beings,trustees of any further evolutionary progress to be made,can by
the same evolutionary process - the evolution of reason - help ourselves forward on
this path to higher levels of organisation and sublime order.Thus we can fulfil_ our
destiny set "hYpurposive force in the univensephicc we cannot comprehend yet,no matter
what names we have given to it.
How the jumps from one level to the next higher level occurs,we do not know yet.But
we knaw,that the different levels are interdependent.The subatomic particles,which form
the atoms and molecules,which in turn form the cells,which in turn form the living orsanisms,which in turn emerge to brain matter,which in turn form thoughts,depend directly
on each other.Brain tissue belonging to the greatest philosopher,ihen exposed to sulphuric acidnor cyan gass er the lack of oxynen,or extensive radioactive radiation will
be destroyed;a11 thoughts will come to an end.On the other hand,chemical and physical
circumstances of a favourable nature may induce the brain to the attainment. of new
hights,where sublime order and peace reigns.
The World of Mind
This world confornsto new laws,which Ine begin to explore in our times. In the world
of anorganic matter,where the crdinary laws of physics prevail,the highest attainable
veloqty is assumed to be the speed of light,a manifestation of that somthing,which
we d.o'ffig/what,but call electricity. c = 300,000 km/sec. The light of a far away island
universe may have travelled 100 million years until it hit3the Palomar mirror.let in
the mind-world,smnehow merged with the physical worId,our thought can reach that island
universe in a fractlo g,a second(depending on the interactions of our brain cells)
and being there,our'"uutavel5back and fathomsthe tiny flicker of light which is our
sun and imagines the unseen little earth in space and time. hat the mystic knew ages
ago,the poet expressed in words:
"Thought can wing its way swifter than lightning flashes,
Or the beam that hastens on the pinions of the morn."
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Nev,this presentation may seem very strange to you,almost like a joke.Yet,this is the
direction of research of many scientists.You have a very good idea of what travelling
means in our physical world,that is the level on which our chemistry and physics operate.
The travel of a train,a plane, an arrow,or a bullet rushing through spaee,is something
very familiar to you.And you think that light travels in the same way.But you are mistaken.The action of light belongs to the subatomic level,and we simply don't know how
light travels.Sometimes it seems that it consists of little bullets,sometimes of waves

of we don't know what,In any cese,the travel of light is totally different from the travel of a train,or the travel of a thought,which latter manifestation operates on the level of the mind-world,
That this is true,can be shown by the manifestations of certain Eastern mystics.Unde.:
certain cherical and physical and other circumstances,their salmi
reach a level,whese
it exerts strange influences on the body.These people,when in their pkuliar mental state
don't mind,if you thrust a dagger through their Cheeks,or a sword through their belly.
Not a single drop of blood is lost,and after that,they go on living,as if not most vital
organs have been cut.Sick persons,with organic lesions are cured almost instuntenously,
deep wounds cicatrize in a few minutes,if a state of prayer exists around them.This does
not mean the incantation of words only,but the elevation of the mind to heights,in which
the ordinary biological,physiological and pathological laws of our ordinary world are
profoundly changed.We are people of the Westi and with most of us, our primary concern is
only physical comfort,business as usual,and no depression,please.But the manifestation
of a depression are not caused by economical factors only,but primarily by a peculiar
state of mind.A few of those economist idiots,who make a bare living, by writing articles
on economy (if they would be good economists,who see the money laying on the streets to
be picked up,they would be in big business, instead making 5 of per line of vague words)
if a few of these experts write some article,that a depression may come - if not within
the next 6 months,but surely within the next 6 years - than a mania of fear overwhelms
the mind of the citizen,spreads like 1711dfire,and affects even the sanest brains.The
housewife abandons the Sunday dinner stop ,to hide away a few, banknotes, the husband decides that the old shoes will do for a. while,and both forget about the planned holiday
trip.And as there are hundreds of;;ions of husbands and wifes,and the minds of all
intoxicated by such infectious thgUeitroperating on the lowest mind level - a depression
comes about amidst a world of plenty and for no apparent reason - and reason is the word

which stands for the next higher mind level.
We people of the 20th century simply do not realise yet,how great are the powers of
the mind and how deep are the influences of the mind-world on our physical world. In order
to find out,we must travel to the East - not the East of the Commissar,but a little fUrther on,to the East of the Yogi. In any case,I have shown in previous pages,that the modern psychiatrist thinks that his profession can cure the world of its greatest ailments,
war and human strife,and all the other miseries,caused only by our ignorance of the laws
which operate in the world of mind.
Determinism and Free Will
The great successes of the chemical and electrical engineers of the last hundred years,
have made laymen and experts believe that only the laws of ordinary physics and chemistry
operate in the world. Henceforth an cia creed eras revived; Determinism.If we contemplate
a number of billiard balls on a very smooth billiard table,having received an initial pusL

and now are continuing to travel,collide and collide again,we should be able to determine
their future course for eternity to come.In other words,the billiard balls have no free
will to go where they please. And arhtsman beings are composed of little billiard balls,
the atams,which come in contact with the billiard balls of wind,water,earth,etc.etc.our
destiny,our fate,our kismet us the out for us,and there is nothing we can do about it.
the men from the educational branch of the general staff
This very old theory *us
of Kara Mnstapha,and it made loot and rape even more attractive and secure for the Turkish soldier.The educational men of the Christian armies too proMised also a heaven ailt4 ,
although their sexless angels with those feathery wings,were less attractive than the
beautifUl houri girls of the paradise of Abhamed./n the end,the Turkish conquest of Europe
collapsed,not because the lines of communcation were too long,but because the Turkish
educationalists fargot or failed to turn the minds of the European people towards Mecca
and. Wiedina,instead of Jerusalem.Otherwise we would have a lkohamedanEurope,as we have a
Mohamedan Near East and lild:de East.
In our time we have seen another horrible manifestation of that belief in pre-destinationsEverything 7as acne to make the Gernan people believe that Hitler was their pre-
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leetined Fuehrer.This wes a very oonfortable idea. The German people, trained to obey,
were mach perturbed by the great democratic freedoms of the Weimar republic.'6omehow it
made them masters of their own destiny,and forced them to fight elections campaings and
all that. Then Hitler came,dealeved himself as the destiny of the German nation,and henceforth he did all the thinking,which was greeatomfort for the majority of GeTimov Aril
if their pre-destined Lehrer called themmEoaie - why,as it is our destiny,we
with pleasure,and before that,we will kill off as many of the cthers,because it is the
wil3,6f the Puehrer,and this is the will of God. We all know the result of this madness.
The evolutionary process in our world shows us a striving towards greater and greater
freedom and individuality.A stone cannot move itself.but a plant,although firmly rooted
in the earth,can branch out in the space above.Later in the history of the earth,the next
step was reached,living beings were created,which could move about by themselves.If you
ask a paleontologists,which creatures are highest on the ladder of evolution,he will tell
you:the birds,not the mamal man.Those orcaturesmehose feathers display sometimes colours
of breath-taking beauty, they can move about in all three aggregate states,on the land,
on and in the nater,and in the air.But in the tertiary,a grealkhysical catastrophe hapened,not favourable to birds,but highly beneficial for the mamal man.His mind. broke
through into the mind-world.He reached the higher level of the universe.
In this higher level, the lams which govern the billiard balls,do not govern the atoms
of brain matter.We,human beings, can decide whether we want now to look to the right ee
the left,to go up or to remain sitting,The Oreator,who set evolution in motion,gave ue
this greater freedom and this greater individuality - and now we are the trustees of
any evolthionary progress on earth.We can rake life miserable foe/ourselves and fm.others,
or we can ascend to higher levels,where peace and order reigns.And to do this,we must
understand nature,and we must explore the world of raina.Experimental science has now
established the fact of telepathy, thought transference, and of "extrasensory perception"
even of pre-cognition,
44,e
I dwell upon all these details only,because I want you to understAWme must follow
,the scientists in their exploration.They can discard old ideas and errors.But some others
can't,and we see how Detereeinism and Dialectical haterialism,and other outmoded philosophies,built on the discover,ies and theories of hundred years a:.r,t:z not lead to a b
ter worldAlthough we believeaYwould.The lewe of the mind-world were overlooked.
And by the way, that theory of the bileieri balls has been proved wrong too.The new
scientists,the atom and wave mechanics,tell us, that those little sub-athic balls,which
make up the big billiard balls,seem to behave as if they have a will of their own.This
is a metaphorical anelogy,but the scientists say that these sub-atomic particleabehave
somehow unpredictable.W.e cannot eetermine what they may do nexteYell,ne are only at the
beginning of this line of research.
IS THERE A MORAL LAW AMONG MANY SPECIES OF ANIMALS?

Is this an "Iron libral Law of Nature"???
There is a great variety of many,many species on earth.Some feed on plants,some on meat
of lesser prey.So,hunting goes on all the time.But somehow - members of the same species
will not hunt,kill and eat their own kind-Wolves will rather die of hunger,and will not
attack a fellow-brother-wolf,and the some holds true - as it seems - with all specieilthoughewhat is a species and what belongs to another or a sub-species is still a point
of argument;but the above "moral law of nature" seems to operate fairly universal.ven
experiments with some ant species are not conclusive as pointed out in foregoing pages.
But man hunts and kills his own kind.And if he is not busily enganged in this peculiar
human pastime,he goes on making life miserable for his wife,or his children,or his mates,
or his employees.He shows a devilish delight in tearing to pieces the aohievements,the
qualities,the reputation of 'his fellow man.Thfahrtihy? Is he mad perhaps?.Has our brain
tissues been attacked by a pathological perrersion.Is this the price we have to pay for
our evolutionary elevation°Is this an inevitable process of evolution?
Well - if this is the case,then the greatest geniuses of our species must be the greatest killers,the most perverted humanse3ut the contrary is true.
So,we may become accustomed to the possibility,that the mind matter of certain tyrants
in the political or the family field,people whose thoughts develop at the lowest level,
are sickpersons.And the psychiatrist tells us,that this is indeed the case,
Then Yget accustomed to the idea,that may be,certain physical or other influences
prevailing on the earth surface at certain times,have caused an epidemic outbreak of
madness.hay be,we can discern cycles of madness and reason in our history. We have seen
how epidemics break outeAnd we have also seen,how the reason of man can combat these
diseases.And this should us give hope and should us drive on in research along such lines.
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THE PICTURE WRITINGS OF ANCIENT AND MODERN MAN

And new,I maintain that this madness of man is a disease, is, only of temporary nature,
and it has broken out only recently,probably 20,000 years ago.11 was absent 50,000 years
ago,and the species man may have dwelled in peace eith each other for all the million
of years since man came into the world.And 1 have come to this conclusion by studying
the oldest and newer "picture writing" of eaneLy proof is the "picture writing on the
walls" of paleolithic man.It shows no signs of lemon warfare, only animal hunts.
storic Mon and of historic han. The Picture Writings on the Walls.
Doouments ofE2Lii__
In foregoing pages I have shown, how wonderful and precise methods have been developed
by the archeologiets.Theylitud,y the finds of man who lived in the prehistoric age,that
is before about 5000 B.C, or 7000 years age.I have not told you about the interpretation
of the annual rings in trees.If we cut a thousand years old sequoia tree and study the
rings,me will observe stronger and weaker rings.And we will find that there is a cycle
observables which fairly well coincide with the 11 year cycle of sun-spot activities on
our sup.Then we will find that theiloycles of stronger or lesser actevities,And if we
compare a tree felled in America and wood: found in Europe,we may sometimes find similarities and determine the age of that piece of wood.
Nowiwe know that sun spots on our sun exert a tremendous influence on the whole life
on earth.This kind of radiation falls in the group of radiactive radiation,and we know
that such radiation can do all sorts of things to human tissue.
Another method of archeology is the examination of the kitchen refuse in the caves
of prehistoric mareBones of mealy animals are found in these layers.And from these finds
some archeologists maitain that the men of neolithic time (about 10,000 - 15,000 years
ago) were eannibals,whereas the men of paleolithic time (50,000 - 50,000 years ago) were
not.Amidst the anJeel bones of neclithic refuse heaps,were found human bones,broken in
the same way as we do today, to extract the marrow by sucking.
Another method is the classification of the art displayed on prehistoric pottery.From
this methedi the archeologists end historians have developed a determination of cycles
in the history of man,00tnciding with a cycle of asendency or decadence of art.In the
foregoing pages, I have shown, that the outbursts of wonderful art,as for instance in
Greece 2500. years ago,in the Renaissence 500 years ago coincide with achievements in

the mental sphere,philosophy,science,etc.etc.
Lastly I have referred to a book of e psychiatrist,whe compares the art of lunatics
-ith the art of the :,.ztekes,and who found that the Aztekes were mad. - to some extent.
I am not the first to point
They indulged in hulY-n sacrifices RR a horrible scale.
to certain trends of eodern arts wanesperetely reserble lunatic art.nd we do not need
be told that we are living it an epoch of great madness.

The Gap in His tcry
Wonderful as the achievements of archeologist and historians have been,one mystery
remins unscred (among many others).We can follow the records of man only about 7000
years back.Then we mast stop,because the records stop coming up. In the case of Egypt
and Bahylonore ahmeld believe,that those oldest records would present the first and
most primitive picture writings. Instead we find that the pictures represent already al.
phabeticalletters,and the scientists agree, that the history of these people must be Inn,.
ger,must go for tany thousands of years bank. But we can't find the records.
Well, at happened? Earthauakes,floods,mountain slides.These catastrophes could. break
mcnuments,bury them,but would not wholly destroy them.
But how about an outbreak of a human catastrophe.W2 know, thatin such cases, the lunatics make a very good job, of destroying temples and altars,monuments and statues,until
nothing,nothing remains which could indicate former glory.
Well, I don't know what happened. But the gap is there,and this is why we have divided the historic from the pre-historic time. But does there exist something which is
ere-historic7Or do 're simply indicate with this preposition,that we simply don't know?
The Bible as historic Document
The history recorded in the Bible goes back about 6000 years. We know that many historical happenimgs,mentioned in the Bible did. really happen...The Bible is therefore a
very accurate document.
As to the times before 6000 years, the Bible narrator can only tell in tales what happened.These are tales,which must have been transmitted by word only from generation to

HAVE THE MINDS OF MEN BEEN PERVERTED IN OUR TIME?
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generation. And as usual,these stories from dim history take on the form of allegorical
tales,There is the story of the deluge.It maakave happened.Babylonian scriptures tell
the same tale,and so do tales of other pc- ple.Hight no-,the newspapers report that exIt Ararat,because the arc has been found.
out to taann
peditions will
that is the Meg0e1313/Y&n's special creation,of giving him and only him a language
so that he may differentiatt between thu beast3of the field and the fowls of the air?
And what is the meaning of the atory,which tells that man was driven out of the paradise,
because he began to judge between good and evil,against God's command! Is this perhaps
a hint of the perversion of man's brain,cuntinued down to our times,where spinsters and
bigots,shepherles,chauvinists and commissars point out the evil in others and open up
holy crusades against members of the same apecies.Is the story of the tower of Babel,
a hint of the semantic confusion, caused by vague language.On the wails of the houses in
Pompsi,_we find the same political slogans as in our newspapers of today.
Something must have happened in prehistoric times - and not so long ago.A catastrophe
which attacked man's power of mind.
In any
- there is the proof,for everyone to see - the beautifully executed drawings of paleolithic man depict only animals and animal hunAand show no sign of human
warfare against its own kind:whereas the drawings and recordS of historic man show mostly
boasts AMAYPESAanounts.The difference ip tHaatriking.We human beings like to boast.
7a decorate .our walls with pictures of ouravienries and in this,paleolithic man did
likewias - with one big,vory big difference: he had apparently no intention to hunt and
hill his own kind.
We must have gone mad in the meantime.patholegicallv mad
And _if we realise the full implications of this discovera,we can find out what n4vsical and phvsiologacal ciroarastances brought this madness about,and furthermore,we can
devise ways an means to combat -this disease and to bring it to an end.
Psychosomatics,Psychological Waefare,Atom Bomb Hysteria,and what we have got to do.
In these lastparagraphs I shall prove that we are already on the way to the solution
of the problem,although the science workers have not yet got the impetus from the above
mentioned discovery.
During the war a new branch of medical science has been perfected.It got the name of
Psychosomatics. As usual,this word is formed from Greek roots,meaning soul-body.Deliberately,the word for soul has been put before the word for body.This new or very6ld theory
says,that the soul comes before the body,or in other words,that the soul is superior
to the body,and governs the body.A man in an U.S.army hospital had a terrific wound in
the abdomen.Presently,he got terrible family wurriea.And he developed a beautiful gastric
uloerawhich the doctors filmed in kodachrame,as it gradually faded away with the lessening
of the lawny troubles.
The men in the U.S. war department,realised too,that psychology may be a better weapon
than gans.We all believe that the atom bomb brought the Japanese to surrender.This is
far from the truth.The damage in Hiroshima was, according to official experts' reports not
bigger than in other Japanese towns,whiciAet only ordinar boMbs.(see report p.215).
Just think of the Japanese army 5 millions strong with all weapors,rested for years
and ready to fight and get killed:Even if all the Japanese towns would have been obliterated,every Japanese would have fought on in the hills,and the mountains,in the bays
and on the islands of his country,ideally suited to endless guerilla warfare,and even if
the last Japanese boy would have shot his last arrow,he would net have surrendered.Yet
more than 70 million of people surrendered without the least offer of resistance.
A modern miracle you may say.Yes,and the explanation is psychology.I have been with
the Japanese during the last years of the war.They segregated me and thousands of others
in the Hongicew district of Shanghai,where they too lived (perhaps in the hope that the
American bombers would not drop bombs there.) In my opinion the ultimate factors were the
broadcasts of Admiral Zacharias (I believe this is his name) He lived for many years in
Japan.Most of the war leaders have been his personal friends.He spoke their language and
knew their mards.And he gave them a piece of his mind in his carefully designed broadcasts.They recognized his voice and his arguments were arguments of a Japanese mind.
After that,they spoke with the emperor.
It was noon on one of the first days in August 1945.1 was on the street,when suddenly
the loudspeakers of Japanese radioshops began to boameAnd all the Japaneseamen and women
in the street bowed deep and remained in this state until the voice ended-It was the voice
of the emperor,and he told them to surrender.After thqa theia will power to fight was
completely broken.Never in the history of the world RksTniAnder been more orderly.
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The atomic bomb was only the last link in this mind strugele.The Japanese - if they
surrender - must have something to"save face" - the most important it in the 'Rest.
They have not been defeated by superior courage and bravery - no,onlybythe forces of
the atom,which the enemy happened to unleash,only a few years before J417 cyclotrons
were up to mass production.Thet was all.This "face saving" must have played a great factor in the secret negotiations,ana the U.S.war department nay have dropped a big bundle of explosive and incendiary bombs and called it obligingly "atomic bomb".Andif they
really had an atomic bomb,not more destrective than a block buster(Seversky),the better.
Now,reporters and some scientists scare the people of the world with the atomic bomb.
But the scientistsof the U.S.war department are already further ahead.The bomb is outdeted,Right now,reports appeared in the papers,that they have developed a gas,which sees
temporarily the will power to fight,with no after effects.Well,this is the spirit.Tle
develoment of weapons riot to destroy humans but to preserve them.1%:ow,the scientists s:euuld
develop a gas,which lifts the human mina from the level of passion into the level of reason. Millions of people claim, that a ciearette,or a glass of wine,beings them clearer
thought.May be.ln any case,we can bring scientists to work on those problems.The sofa
of the psycho-analyst is not enough.Chemistry (drugs,gases,etc) and physics (electrieel
shook treatment,etc.) can produce results on the brain cells.Ilight now,we witness how
communists disrupt the economy of any coentries by strikes,but in the communist fatherland strikes are ealt with the firing seuad.You can't convince a commenist.11e believes
in the Soviet myth,because all his other believes have been shattered and believe he rust.
Perhaps he can be brought to reason with medical neens.It ,mould mean peace,if we can make
him see that living standards in many parts of the world e higher than in the socialist
letherland,not to speak of the civil liberties.
In this new research,we mast distinRaish a short term eim,and a long term aim. A good
part of the war budget should be diverted to sut scientists to the task of finding out
what makes a man gentle and what makes him ferocious.Is it the feoa,the sunshine, the vitemines or something to which we shall giv the name of antibellin,which subdues bellicosity in a man's mind. The Kamtchatkans ask forgtveness to any animal before they must
kill it.A hunter of the HUorptz:lbe in Central Afrioawho kills a leopardemust prove i
oourt,that he acted in self-httth.UNAy are these"savages"so gentle? Does their food
contain much antibellin2Wly are some children gentle and others cruel,and why do they
often change when they grow up?What are the relations between nature and nurturd(Begben)
that happened 2 00 years age in Greece? Thy that terrific outburst of reason? And
why the terrific outburst of madness in the Aztekes and in some people and nations in
gar times? /bat happened in prehistoric times?Why were we a'iV,3n out of the paradise of
peace between menorA how can we restore the physical and physiological conditions era
return to a paradise of peace between men?
Now weknow for sure, that haimen nature can be changed, in spite of the howlir of many
that it can't.The medical men can change human nature.And human nature has been changed
many times and appaeently most disastrously some 20,000 years ago.Well,we can change it
to the better. tie have now the scientific method.
All this research belcnge4o the long term policy.The short term policy is different.
On the one han&,we need still weepons,andbombere,and fleets,becausc some lunatics who
have got a stranglehold on mer
'y nations,oan still only understand thewlanguage spoken"
by guns.But the public relations branch of a modern army becomes more and moramportant.
And with this,the study of language becomes even more important.7e knew now,that thoueht
is provoked by language and muddled thou ht is provoked by meddled langnage.Ana we know
that the words thich we use,are only sembels for the things of our world,for ideas of
our udnd,Ana we know that these symbols are leadequate,that many are misleading,vague,
aMbiguous,fallacious and even meaningless.le know that words exert a magic power on
illiterate peopleeLmawe know too, that the literate pe:ple of the world have learned to
read,but net yet how to think,how to employ reason, instead, of blind passion.
The study of semantics becomes inperative,and with it,the teachings of semantics to
the children,the future citizen;Se shall-evolve better and better semantical education
as we go along.in the neantime,I offer semntography as one small tool,amcngst many.I
do not mean that people should start writipe in those symbols.No.But the basic rulescf
semantography alone offer a very simple method as a Logic for the People as a Semantics
for the Citizen,simple and easy to oeerate. The reader ma;, believe Weat I say.1 read
eesieess.Every vague maning exposes itthe newspapers and apply this method with
self in a fraction of a seccnd,right in the process of reading.And I firmly believe that:
once semanteEraphy is 'taught in the schools ineumerable desplates between men and women,
husbands and wifes,fathers and sons,citizen and citizen would simply- become impetsible.
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Later or simultaneously, :re may start to use a few symbols on the hiThirrays,in public
buildings on ships, trains and planes and for other practical purposes.Ocience may then
u7e this mode of writin!7.,as the scientists used the Latin of old - for international coceration,for the co-ordination of research of any kind.
Later or simultaneously v:re may start to teach reading and writing to three quarters
of the world's populaticn.It has been proved that only literate people will take to improvements in the technique of living be it 0.64-iculture or communal co-operation.
In all this,semanto-raphy or an improved internationaJAdeographic writing may play its
part,no matter how small.
We have no time to lodse,because we have everythinr to lose.
And everything meansour liberty,our cildron,our family and even our life.it may take
only a few years of political development,and you, dear readr,may hear the knock on your
door from the secret policejhey
tak,: you 7. ?y to a quick or slay death,because your
thow7hts do not comply perfectly wfth
thou,7hts of the official thour-ht dictator.
"Under the threat of totalitarian ii..Luolo7ies,a threat which is by no mans ended with
hitler's fall,"writs Arthur Koestler," the d,:.cayinE7 values of the "rest appear in a new,
nostalgically attractive light.Human rights and moral traditions which fifty years ago
we took for granted,are abolished in large parts of the world and in the process of ab:_)lition in others.Habeas corpus,freedom of spc2eoh,civil law,respect for the individual

life, the. unwritten codes of curtain minimum decencies of conduct - how stale and ridiculous all these appeared at a time,when utopia seemed at 17and,and hew desperately important they are now,whon we stand with our backs to tho wall.Tho tra,!eay is that only those
realize what oxygen means who have known the torture _olf auffReati.:7m."
iCoostler knows it,becauso he lived in•ussia,vent -,17;ayng 9i ht for his belief in Spain
:.tai tasted the concentration camps of democratic Franec.And I went through the hells of
Dachau and Buchen,T,Ad and through Japanese serTregationv=tholess,we still believe
in the high pUrpose of man, in the evolutionary spirit wi-dc pervades the univcrse,and
creates order nut of disorder.
A parting Word
nd,
I typed
One/a half .years have passed,since I strt-ft.,d to write this last manuscript.
it directly onto the wax stencil , and thin mfLy excuse the many shortcomings of it. If I
ha ,-e not satisfied you, dear rcadcr,believe mesi mu not satisfied myself.But we must strive
for better and better perfection.1 thank you for follcning me to the end. I hope that you
to believe, that this new idea could become the focal point of a world-wide movement
for international co-operation and mutual understanding.
It remains now for me to thank the few persons, :ho belted me in my work.First,my wife
who untiringly encouraged and helped me.i.ilybrother,Henry,Mrs.Betty Stoltenhoff,i.Lr.Russell
Cope,mr.Sydnoy Tomtholt,Mr.J.C.Linasy,L.r.Fritz Treuer,and above all my loving wife Claire.
1 thank them and also those,who are going to help me in the future.

Last,but not least,I wish to express my thanks to the Australian peeple.And what I
have to say,is somehow in connection with the foregoing pages.The Non-British people of
kno other continents know little or nothinj about Austnalin.For them it must be a wilderness with kangaroos hopping nroundara
brmerangs.For many newcomers,it
is therefore a great surprise seeing flustrtFor rose, it was tho surprise of my life,alth.:,ugh I have travelled a lot.
Here in Australia a miracle has happened in our times.Fioncers with the democratic liberties at heart have created in an incre,,fThle short time of little more than 150 years
social communities with higher standards of living and l'bertics,than anywhere in the
world.Aod they created all this out of nothing.The country offered at first only starvation. New,802.; and morn of the people live in one family cottages with gardens and all
own their own housce.The basic wage of a labourer is higher
the cumforte.More than
than anywhere else.He and his family can live.As to the civil lfberties,they had the
eight-hour-day already in the eighties of the last century.Thc English playwright Geoffrey
Thomas said:"Australia has a chance to offr,ncrhaps the last chance for the human race the chance to Five mankind a now direction alto; ethe r." If you ask an ,',ustralian,why
the people here are so "happy-go-luckf7hu will earnestly point to the sunshine,and tell,
I know
you about possible influences of the climate,the sea,thc beauty,the land
that only here could my thoughts be formed 1:1,2t- in freedom, and in peace.
Should this manuscript find no publish,,- r,I shall supply the greatest libraries with
a duplicated copyiin the hope. that a futur., researcher may come across and use it.I inform him that I shall deposit al154ormer manuscripts and note books for the library
to be chosen by my trustees. And wish him luck.
Sydney,July
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THE SEMANTOGRAPHY SERIES
The Story of the Struggle for Semantography
from 1949 to 1965
CATALOG OF THE
SEMANTOGRAPHY SERIES

THE SEMANTOGRAPHY SERIES grew from a number of leaflets, pamphlets and brochures which the author printed or mimeographed. Librarians showed interest in
these publications and some of them gave a standing advance order for future publications. This prompted the author to include in the Series the text of university and other public lectures on Semantography, courses, controversies and inportant correspondences showing further applications and extensions of Semantography.
Some of these correspondences with institutions and scholars are interesting from
by
the historical point of view, showing the initial difficulties encounterej
this idea. Other issues contain reviews and press and magazine articles on Semantography written by contributors. The Semantography Series is to be considered as an extension of the 3 books on Semantography. It is the continuation of
this work and contains also all the manuscripts, brochures and books written by
all contributors, The Semantography Series is sold below cost.
No.
1

Title and Reference
100 Symbol Element to overcome Babel in Reading, Writing and Thought.
First Leaflet on Semantography,
2 lar ge pages, ca. 1500 words, 40 symbols..

2

3
4.

The Symbol Elements of Semantography
showing 75 elements and some of their combinations and derivations
incorporated in this 19 large pages, ca. 4000 words, over
edi t ion 7):),120-135 1000 symbol compounds
Typewriter Keyboards for Semantography onor7
ca. 7doinary Typewriters
00 words, 500 symbols
3 :;,z;:::1-,:s1 F 5e0 139-1419 large pages,
What is SLmanthgraphy?
Leaflet on the Semantics of Semantography
2 large pages, ca. 1200 words, 20 symbols
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A Librarian's Recommendation of Semantography
Letter of John Metcalfe, Principal Librarian of the Public
Library of New South Wales, Sydney
1 page, ca. 150 words

6

What Scientists think of Semantography
Historical data and testimonies of scientists from 1661 - 1950
16 pages, ca. 4000 words

7

Here is a new World Writing
Article by Kenneth Wilkinson in the Sydney Telegraph
4 pages, ca. 1600 words,
45 symbols

8

Bertrand Russell's Testimony on Semantography
The letter in facsimile with additional data
1 large page, ca. 300 words,
picture

9

A simple Semantics for the Citizen
Text of the lecture invitation leaflet only
(For the lecture notes, see No. 118)
1 page, ca. 300 words

10 News Broadcast
on the Meeting of Bertrand Russell and C. K. Bliss

1 large page, ca. 300 words

11 Leaflet Letter on Semantography
1 large page, ca. 550 words

12

The Inventor of an ingenious Universal Script
the General Motors
Article by K. Wallace-Crabbe
Holden Magazine "People"
2 pages, 2 pictures, ca.

800 words, 34 symbols
13

Bliss' First Lecture on Semantography at Sydney University
Text of invitation leaflet only
(For the lecture notes see No. 165)
1 page, ca. 150 words

14

Sydney University Poster
inviting to Bliss' first lecture (Lecture notes see No. 165)

1 page, ca. 110 words,
15

Semantography, the Medium for Unesco
3 colour leaflet for the General Conference of Unesco

1 large page, pictures,
ca. 550 words , 7 symbols

16 Semantography and Publishers
The 3 colour leaflet of No. 15 adapted for an approach to publishers
1 large page, pictures,
Ca. 550 words , 7 symbols
.
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17 Semantography and Patrons of the Art
The 3 colour leaflet of No. 15 adapted for an approach to patrons
18

Letter to Australian Publishers on Semantography
I page, ca. 200 words

19 Letter to Librarians on Semantography
I page, ca. 80 words

20 South East Asia and Semantography
Unesco recommendation letter

1 page, ca. 250 words
21 Letter to Libraries in South East Asia
1 page, ca. 200 words

22 Leaflet on Semantography and Orderform
I page, ca. 250 words

23 First Lesson on Semantography for illiterate Natives
Design for a film strip of still pictures
1 large page, ca. 100 words,
40 symbols

24 The South Pacific Commission and Semantography
Letter to the Research Council
1 page, ca. 250 words
25 The Gap in prehistoric History
Condensation from Book 3 on Bliss' discovery in paleolithic caves
12 large pages, ca. 6500 words

26 The United Nations Transport Division and Semantography
An approach with regard to road symbols in Semantography
1 large page, ca. 400 words

27 Scientific Humanism and Semantography
An approach to the promoter of Scientific Humanism Prof. Oliver
L. Reiser, showing application of Semantography to physical and
ethical laws
6 large pages, ca
26 symbols

3500 words

28 Semantography for The Medical Man
Letter to Dr. W. F. Cooper, showing applications for Medicine

4 large pages, ca
40 symbols

1700 words,

29 Chinese Writing and Semantography
Discourse on Ideographic writing, a letter
3 large pages, ca. 1500 words, 24 symbols

30 International Affairs and Semantography
Invitation Leaflet only to the Lecture at the Institute
of International Affairs, Sydney
1 page, ca. 200 words

No.
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31 The Logic and Semantics of Semantography
Introduction and First Lesson of the Correspondence Course
Brochure (see also No. 66, 67, 68)
32 large pages, ca. 16000 words,
49 symbols

32 India and Semantography
A letter to the President of the Press Association of India
2 large pages, ca. 400 words
33

The Movement for World Government and Semantography
An address to the Sydney Branch
4 large pages. ca. 2000 words, 24 symbols

34 World Illiteracy and Semantography
Letter to Dr. Frank Laubach, Missionary on Literacy
2 large pages, ca. 1000 words
35 James B. Conant and Semantography
Letter to the President of Harvard University (on his visit to Sydn
1 large page, ca. 550 words
The Physical Society of Sydney University and Semantography
36
A letter dealing with the forthcoming lecture (see No. 37, 3R)
2 large pages, ca. 1000 words
Physics, Semantics, and Semantography
37
Invitation leaflet to the lecture at Sydney University (see No. 38)
1 page, ca. 400 words

38 Physics, Semantics, and Semantography
Text of the lecture given to the Physical Society of Sydney
University (see No. 36, 37)
10 large pages, ca. 6000 words, 78 symbols *owe'

39 First Lesson on the Graphics of Semantography
Correspondence Course, (see also No. 64, 65)
6 large pages, ca. 3500 words, 90 symbols
40 Semantography, he new Medium of Technology
Invitation leafletfor the lecture at the University of
Technology, Sydney (see No. 41)
1 page, ca. 200 words
Semantography, the new Medium of Technology
41
Text of the lecture at the University of Technology, Sydney
6 large pages, ca. 2500 words, 84 symbols

.

r

42 Industrial Emergency Symbols in Semantography
Leaflet for the Safety Committees, Sydney
2 large pages, ca. 500 words
43

Semantography for Geologists
Pamphlet for the lecture to the Geological Society of
Sydney University (see No. 44)
4 pages, ca. 1500 words, 22 symbols

44

Semantography for Geologists
Text of the Lecture to the Geological Society of
Sydney University
6 large pages, ca. 3000 words, 170 symbols

45 Semantography for Young Minds
Text of the Lecture to a Youth Club of Sydney
6 large pages, ca. 4000 words, 1R symbols

46 Semantography and the Boy Scout Movement
A letter to a boy scout leader
4 large pages, ca. 2500 words. 8 symbols
47

The hyphenated Basic English ‘lord List
An attempt to remove the round-about expressions in Basic English,
based on the grammar of Semantography
7 large pages, ca. 1600 words

43

A Letter to Librarians
who have ordered the 3 books on Semantography
1 page, ca- 250 words .

BOO
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49 Professor G. Patrick Meredith' Review of Semantograpny
Text of the Review in The New Era in School and Home (London)
and comments by the author of Semantography
8 large pages, ca. 6000 words ....

50 Professors and Students of Sydney University write about Semantography
Text of the opening and closing address of Prof. A.G. Mitchell at
Bliss' first lecture, letter of Prof. V. A. Bailey, excerpts from
the students papers.
2 large pages. ca. 700 words

51 The best Years of my Life
Biographical Notes
2 large pages, ca. 1300 words

52 Unified Symbolism for Abrld Understanding in Science
Pamphlet for Prof. 0.L. Reiser'slecture before the American
Association for the Advancement of Science
4 pages, ca. 1200 words, 60 symbols

53 Sir Richard Paget and Semantography
A letter by the author of "Human Speech," "Babel," etc.
inventor of a gesture symbolism for the born deaf and dumb
I large page, ca. 250 words

54 Letters to American Students
of the Correspondence Courses on Semantography
4 large pages, ca. 1800 words

55 Linguistics, Logic, Semantics and Semantography
The manuscript for a popular book for juveniles and adults
(see also No, 56)
29 large pages, ca. 14000 words
56 A Children's Primer on Semantography

A continuation of No. 55
11 large pages, ca. 5000 words, 65 symbols

57 Publishing Proposals on Semantography
Outline of small books on various aspects and applications
of Semantography
1 large page, ca. 250 words

58 Howl came to work out Semantography

Biographical Notes
4 large pages, ca. 2500 words

59

Va.nderj agt's Formula in Semantography
A discussion of B.G.H. Vanderjagt's formula of the components of
a material product as shown in O.L. Reiser'swTitings
2 large pages, ca. 1200 words, 12 symbols

(30

To the Friends of this "One Writing for One World "
An appeal to patrons of the arts
1 page, ca. 250 words

61 The Sydney Morning Herald and Semantography
Text of two articles and 5 letters to the editor published in
the Sydney Morning Herald
4 large pages, ca. 2000 words, 20 symbols ,,
62

Semantography One Writing for One World
An article by W.A. Heaney in the Magazine of the New
England University College, Armidale,
Brochure, ca. 4000 words, 70 symbols

63

Bliss and Semantography
An article by Albert Norman in the Christian Science Monitor,
Boston
2 pages, ca. 900 words

64 Second Lesson on the Graphics of Semantogriphy
Correspondence Course (see also No. 39, and 65)
7 large rages, ca. 4000 words. 210 symbols
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No.
65 Third Lesson on the GraphiOs of Semantography
Correspondence Course (see also No. 39 and 64)
7 large pages, ca. 4000 words, 14 symbols

66 Second Lesson on the Logic and Semantics of Semantography
Correspondence Course (see No. 31, 67, 68)
12 large pages, ca. 8500 words, 75 symbols
67
Third Lesson on the Logic and Semantics of Semantography
Correspondence Course (see also No. 31, 66, 68)
8 large pages, ca. 5000 words, 15 symbols
68 Fourth Lesson on the Logic and Semantics of Semantography
Correspondence Course (see also No. 31, 66 and 6?)
10 large pages, ca. 7000 words, 20 symbols
69

A New Universal Writing
An article in the Journal of the Australian Broadcasting Commission
1 large page, 800 words, 32 symbols

70 Semantography for Aviation Emergencies
A letter proposing ground to aircraft signals in Semantography
2 large pages, ca. 1000 words, 22 symbols

71 Semantography and the American Lecture Agencies
A letter concerning a lecture tour on Semantography
I large page, ca. 600 words

72 The Purpose of my Visit to the United States
Outline of Semantography for an application for a Fulbright
Travel Grant
6 pages, ca. 3000 words

73 A Pamphlet on Semantography for a Lecture Tour
In support of Mr. A. Handley's efforts, Lecture Manager of
Boston, U.S.A.
4 large pages, ca. 3000 words

74 Korzybski's General Semantics and Semantography
An introduction to the Semantics of Semantography
6 large pages, ca. 3000 words, 12 symbols

75 Semantography and the Patrons of the Arts
A letter on the difficulties of promoting a new idea, written
to L. L. Casteter, late of Butler University, Indianapolis
3 large pages, ca. 2000 words

76 To the Editors of American Student Papers
A circular letter on Semantography
I large page, ca. 600 words

77 The Societies of Sydney University and Semantography
An exposition following the lectures given on Semantography
7 large pages, ca. 3500 words

78 The Semantographer
A picture article on Bliss and his work in the picture
magazine "People" of Sydney
4 pages, 6 pictures, ca. 31000 words, 38 symbols
The original print only for advance subscribers
Others will receive reprinted text without pictures

79 The Sydney University Extension Board and Semantography
An approach following lectures at the University
1 page, ca. 400 words
80

A Logic and Semantics for the People
A short article for an American weekly
1 large page, ca. 600 words

81 The American Humanist Association and Semantography
An approach concerning the symbols for a universal ethics
10 large pages, ca. 8000 words

82 The American Magazine LOOK and Semantography
An exposition of Semantography and its treatment by the Press
8 large paes, ca. 4000 words
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83 Australian Papers and Semantography
Two letters to Editors
3 large pnqes, ca. 2000 words
84

The Rockefeller Foundation and Semantography
Exposition, approach, correspondence
5 large pages, ca. 3000 words

35 A possible Proof and Tool for Dr. Brock Chisholm'sTheory on the Cause
and Prevention of Human Warfare
An article on Bliss' discovery in paleolithic caves, commissioned
by Prof. Clyde Kluckhohn of Harvard (see also No. 25, 86, 87)
10 large pages, ca. 8000 words
86

Psycho-Semantics, Adult Emotion and War
Article by Dr. Douglas N. Everingham (Sydney)
A sequel to article No. 85 (see also 87)
3 large pages, ca. 2400 words

87

A Message to Vortals
Open letter by Dr. Douglas N, Everingham in the Medical Journal
of Australia, commenting on Chisholm's and Bliss' work
(see No. 85, 86)
2 large pages, ca. 900 words

88

A Letter to Bertrand Russell
reviewing the progress of Semantography (see also No. 8 and 167)
3 pages, ca. 1800 words

89

A London Publisher and Semantography
Letter to Sir Stanley Unwin on Semantography
2 pages, ca. 1300 words .

90

The United States Educational Foundation and Semantography
A correspondence with a story
16 large pages, ca. 11,000 words

91

The International Scientific Radio Union and Semantography
An approach
2 large pages, ca. 1300 words

92

Dr. Everinghaffvs Carbograms
Dr. Douglas N. Everingham's invention, a simplified symbolism
for complex organic chemical formulae.
8 large pages, ca. 2000 words, many formulae

93 An American Publishing House, a Literary Award and Semantography
The story of the approach to Houghton Mifflin of Boston
6 large pages, ca. 4000 words

94 Professor Joseph Needham and Semantography
Report on a meeting and correspondence
2 pages, ca. 600 words

"OG

95 Pidgin English and Semantography
Education in Australia's New Guinea Territory
Reflections on ,
(see also No, 175),
1 large page, ca. 500 words

A Letter to British Liurarians
I large page, ca. 500 words
97 Tw Professors of Mathematics and Semantography
96

A letter
1 page, 200 words,

98 Pamphlet on the Contents of Chapters of the 3 Books on Semantography
Informative outline of every chapter in the 3 books
and Dibliography
14 large pages, ca. 5000 words

No.
99
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Reflections and Report on the Results of all the fore4oing
Issues of the Semantography Series No. 1 - 98
20 large pages ca. 16000 words

100 Catalog of the First iiundred Issues
This is the catalog you are reading now.
101 Catalog of the Second Hundred Issues of the Semantography Series
This is the Catalog you are reading now
102 Newspaper Articles and Notes before the First Lecture
on Semantography 1943
4 large pages, ca. 2400 wnrds

103 The First Lecture on Semantography 1943

10 large pages, ca. 4000 words, many symbols ...—
104 Newspaper Articles and Notes following the First Lecture
on Semantography 1943 - 1945
12 pages, ca. 8000 words
105 Sydney Newspaper Articles 194€ on Semantography
2 large pages, ca. 1300 words
106 An Appeal to Youth for Semantography (1946)
2 large pages, ca. 1300 words

107 A New Method to bring General Semantics into Primary Education
Summary of a Lecture (see No. 108)
1 large page, ca. 500 words

108 A New Method to bring General Semantics into Primary School Education
Text of a Lecture (1947), see No 107
5 large pages, ca- 3500 words

109 The Communist Review of Sydney condemns Semantography
Excerpt from an article on Semantics
2 large page, ca. 500 words

110 Semantography and Professor Willard Quinne
An approach
2 large pages, ca. 1300 words

111 Patent Specification for a Typewriter for Semantography
1 page, ca. 350 words
112 Semantography and the Librarian's Problems
A letter on an international science abstract in Semantography
2 large pages, ca. 1200 words

113 Semantography and Professor A. P. Elkin
An approach
1 large nar,
e, ca. 600 words

114 Semantography and Sydney University Student Papers
A letter to the editors (see No. 50, 77)

Semantography and Stuart Chase

8 pages

116 Semantography and Professor Anatol Rapoport
An approach by Prof. Erwin Reifler and Bliss

117 Semantography and Professor G. Patrick Meredith
Correspondence with the first reviewer of Semantography
6 large pages, ca. 3000 words

118 A simple Semantics for the Citizen, a Logic for the People
Notes of a lecture (1950) on Semantography
4 large pages, ca- 2000 words
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119 Semantography and the Nuffield Foundation

Applications for Medicine, and a review of the use and
abuse of scientific foundations, correspondence, etc.
24 large pages, ca. 12000 words

SEMANTOGRAPHY AND THE ULTIMATE MEANINGS OF MANKIND
Report and Reflections on a Meeting of the Author with Julian Huxley
A special bound Collection of the following issues of the Series:
No. 1, 52, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 118, 143, 85
List 1.10.0
Hardcover bound, ca. 120000 words
This special collection is included in this catalog, because the
single issues listed below lack the continuity necessary to give
complete understanding of the matter discussed. It is therefore
advisable for libraries to have the collection as a separate book
apart from the issues which are bound in consecutive order. Furthermore, the issues No. 126, 127, 131, 139 though referring to the
same matter are not included in the special collection (see above)
A list of the contents of chapters of the abovementioned collection
is to be found in the Catalog of Books on Semantography (No. 163).

120

Introduction to "Semantography and the ultimate Meanings of Mankind"
Introduction to the issues about the author's meeting with
Julian Huxley, including Index of the issues.
6 large pages, ca. 3000 words

121 An Introduction to Semantics

for the readers of the issues on the meeting with Julian Huxley
4 large pages, ca. 2300 words

122 Bliss' Letter to Julian Huxley
2 large
123 Notes for the Meeting with Julian Uuxley

pages, ca 900 words

10 large pages, ca. 6000 words

124 Report on the Meeting with Huxley
8 large pages, ca. 4500 words
125

The Symbols for Evolution and Creation, Natural and Supernatural
A semantic analysis of present-day theories on evolution, etc.
in 2 parts
82 large pages, ca. 50,000 words

126 Letter to the Subscribers of the Huxley Issues

page ca, 400 words
127 Second Letter to the Subscribers of the Huxley Issues
(see No. 120) 1 large

(see No. 120) 1 large page ca. 300 words
128

Semantography for Psychologists
The operational mind rules of Semantography
4 large pages, ca. 2500 words

129 Explaining Semantography to an American Magazine Writer
Introduction to the Issues No. 130,132, 133, 134, 136
2 large pages, ca. 1000 words

130 Selling Semantography to America
Immediate Applications in the American Scene (see No. 129)
18 large pages, ca. 9000 words, symbols

dIreibm.

131 How to help a New Idea Along
Letter to the subscribers of the Huxley issues (see No. 120)
I large page, ca. 500 words

132

Semantography in Defence of the Professors
The obstacles to the spread of Semantics and Semantography
12 large pages, ca. 6000 words

(see No.129)

No.
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133 Semantography and Prof. Carleton Washburne
(See No. 129) 3 large pages, ca. 1800 words

A Brief on Semantography
(See No. 129) 4 large pages, ca. 2500 words
135 A Brief on the Semantics of Semantography
134

(See No. 129) 6 large pages, ca. 3200 words

136 Is Chinese Writing really a Picto-Ideography?
(See No. 129)

A comparison with Semantoraphy
2 large pages, ca. 1200 words

137 Unesco's futile attempts at a Science AlAtract Service and Semantography
6 large pages, ca. 3500 wards
138 God, Huxley and the Levelcrossing Smash
A children's story for grown-up people (see No. 120)
10 large pages, ca 4500 words

Introduction to the second part of Issue No. 125
2 large pages, ca. 900 words
140 A Linguist's Reaction to Semantography
139

Letters to Prof, Frederick Bodmer Co-author of "The Loom of
Language"
4 large pages, ca. 2000 words

141 Semantography and Dr. Irving Langmuir
Letters and biographical notes
4 large pages, ca. 1800 words

142 Logic without Tears
Article on Semantography by Dr. D. N. Everingham in "The nationalist"
2 large pages, ca. 1000 words
143

Julian Huxley Answers
Including Bliss' comments on Huxley's arguments
15 large pages, ca. 7000 words .

144 Semantography Symnols and Road Safety in New South Wales
A newspaper article and a controversy 'ith thp auLhorities
B large pages, ca. 3500 words

145 Semantography and the Australian Commonwealth Literary Fum
A correspondence with a controversy
9 large pages, ca. 4500 words

146 The Story of a Newspaper Article on Semantography for Road Safety Signs
An Article inspired by Dr. D. N. Everingham and a controversy
10 large pages, ca. 4500 words ..

147 Semantography and Prof. Lancelot Hoginh
A correspondence with the author of Interglossa,
The Loom of Language, etc. giving a particular demonstration of
Semantography
25 large pages, ca. 12,000 words

148 New Prospectus on Semantography
1 large page, ea, 300 words

149 Prospectus on Prof. 0. L, Reiser'sPaper on Semantography
(see full title No. 150)
1 large page, ca. 150 words ..............

• 1. • •

150 Unified Symbolism for World Understanding in Science by Prof. 0.L.Reiser
including Bliss Symbols (Semantography) and Logic, Cybernetics and
Semantics.
A paper read in parts at the annual meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and the Conference of the
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International Society of Signifies. (For the list of chapters see
the catalog, issue No. 163)
52 large pages, ca. 32,000 words, many symbols

151 Semantography and the Director-General of Education (N.S.l'i.)
A correspondence prior to the demonstration of Semantography
(see the following issues No. 152, 153, 154, 155)
14 large pages, ca. 7000 words

152 Bliss' Demonstration of Semantography for Secondary School Education
This Submission on Semantography is the first issue concerning
the appearance of Bliss before the ministerial committee env/ring
into secondary school education. This Submission on Semantography
is followed by issues No. 153 - 155 (see also No. 151)
6 large pages, ca. 3000 words

153 Semantography for Secondary School Education
Draft of the Speech before the committee of educators (see 151-155)
10 pages, ca. 5000 words, symbols ....... ....,.-.....
154

Correction of the Official Record (see No. 155)
of Bliss' lecture an Semantography before the ministerial
committee (see No. 151 - 155)
12 large pages, ca. 6000 words

155 The Official Record of Bliss' Lecture on Semantography
before the ministerial committee. Being full of stenographic
errors and omissions, it has been replaced by No, 154.
7 large pages, ca. 3200 wards

156

Search for Purpose
A review of Arthur E. kiorgan's book "Search for Purpose" and a
comparison with Bliss' search for purpose in present-day theories
on evolution (see No. 120ff Semantography and the ultimate Meanings
of Mankind)
18 large pages, ca. 9000 words

157 To the Trustees of Humanity
A new leaflet on Semantography
2 pages, ca. 1000 words ...
158

The Swedish Cooperative Movement and Semantography
A controversy with the director of publications
10 large pages, ca. 5000 words .,„,

•

•

•

e

159 Semantography for medical Publications
A controversy on international languages in the Medical Journal
of Australia, esp. a letter by Dr. D. N. Everingham
2 large pages, ca. 900 words

160 Semantography and Prof. Lyman Bryson
A correspondence'with a scholar on symbolism
4 large pages, ca. 2000 words
161

Symbolism, Semantics, Semantography and Social Synthesis
Prof. O.L. Reiser's paper for the 5th Congress of the Association
for the scientific Study of Symbolism, Paris 1956

13 pages, ca. 6000 words
162 Semantographie - Symboles Bliss, (in French)
Bliss' introductory paper for the 5th Congress on Symbolism,
Paris, 1956, including the issues No. 52 and 157 (in English)
8 pages, ca. 3200 words

163New Catalog of the Books on Semantography
containing lists of chapters
6 pages, ca. 1500 words

No.
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164 Semantics and Psychiatry
Lecture by Dr. D. N. Everingham at the Australian Medical Congress in Sydney. 1955_
7 pages, ca. 3,500 words.

165 First Lecture on Semantography at Sydney University by C. K. Bliss
1951 complete text on 18 pages, ca. 11.500 words.

166 The United Nations Organisation and Semantography
Report on approaches since 1949.
12 pages. ca. 8,000 words.

167 Unesco and Semantography
Report on approaches since 1945, articles, letters, etc.
29 pages, ca. 18,000 words.

168 The Australian Unesco Authorities and Semantography
Report on approaches since 1949.
8 pages, ca. 5,000 words.

169 Reviews of Publications on Semantography
which appeared in various journals during 1950-1960.
8 pages, ca. 5,000 words.

170 Bertrand Russell and Semantography
Report on the meeting, discussion. letters, etc.
19 pages, ca. 12,000 words.

171 Seven Letters on Semantography to Albert Einstein
On the relativity of words, referring to the individual system of reference, the mind.
12 pages, ca. 7,500 words.

172 Semantography and Neurath's Isotypes
A correspondence on the differences and similarities and a plan for co-operation.
28 pages, ca. 17.500 words.

173 - The Australian National University and Semantography
Report on approaches sine 1949.
23 pages, ca. 14,500 words.

174 The American Scientific Foundations and Semantography
Report on approaches, articles, letters, etc.
19 pages. ca. 12,500 words.

175 Semantography and the Illiteracy Problem in New Guinea
Report on applications and approaches since 1949.
16 pages, ca. 10,000 words.

176 Semantography, Basic English, C. K. Ogden and I. A. Richards
A curious controversy .
3 pages, ca. 1,800 words.

177 The Australian Professoriate and Semantography
Report on approaches since 1951.

29 pages, ca. 18,000 words.

178 The International Language Movement and Semantography
Reports, letters, controversies, etc.
44 pages, ca. 25,000 words.

179 A Challenge to every Linguist
Reprint of an article on Semantography and its Obstacles, from the International Language Review.
4 pages, ca. 2.500 words.

180 The Australian Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation and
Semantography
Report on approaches since 1950.
18 pages, ca. 12,000 words.

181 Are Educators interested in new Ideas in Education?
A Controversy in letters and articles.
38 pages, ca. 24,000 words.

182 The large Typewriter Companies and Semantography
Report on approaches since 1949.
18 pages. ca. 12,000 words.
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183 Prof. Stuart C. Dodd's Model English and Tilp
Excerpts from articles, letters, etc.
12 pages, ca. 6.000 words.

184 Scholars and Semantography
Report on approaches to a number of professional scholars.
26 pages, ca. 17,000 words.

185 Professor Oliver L. Reiser's World Philosophy and Semantography
A Report, reviews of his books. and Bliss' Essay on "Professor Reiser's World Creature"
24 pages, ca. 15,000 words.

186 A Blissymbolics Primer
app. 50 pages (to be completed).

187 Bliss and Blabla
A Manuscript of Articles for a controversial Journal on Semantics.
49 pages, ca. 30,000 words.

188 India and Semantography
A Reprint from the scientific Journal Darshana International.
7 pages. ca. 2,000 words.

189 A semantic Analysis of the scientific Ballyhoo on "Nuclear Weapons"
A critical Evaluation of Newspaper Reports and Articles.
28 large pages, ca. 18,000 words.

190 The United States Armed Forces and Semantography
A Memorandum and Letters.
6 pages, ca. 4,000 words_

191 Semantography and the Road Safety Authorities
Report on approaches.
6 pages, ca. 4,000 words.

192 Semantography and Brandeis University
Report on an approach.
9 pages, 6,000 words.

193 Semantography and the Professional Philosophers
Report on approaches (to be completed).

194 American Magazines and Semantography

Report on approaches, letters, etc.
17 pages, ca. 11,000 words.

195 Semantography and Machine Translation
Report. letters, etc.
10 pages, ca. 6,000 words.

196 Scholarly Lunacy
Essay on scholarly language and theories.
24 pages, ca. 10.000 words.

197 Revolt against the Educators, and A Jury for the Pioneer
A critical Essay on Education and a Proposal.
50 pages, ca. 30,000 words.

198 The Writing of To-morrow
Reprint of 2 Articles from the Sydney Sun-Herald.
2 pages, ca. 1,000 words.

199 Report and Reflections on the foregoing Issues No. 101-198
A Review similar to Issue N. 99 (to be completed).

200 From World Writing to Semantography and Blissymbolics
The Necessity of changing Terms to be completed).

201 Catalog of the Issues from No. 201 onwards (to be completed)
202 In Search of a logical God
A complete book on the Idea, Philosophy and Ethics of Semantography.
146 pages. ca. 95.000 words.

203 Everyone's simple Logic and Semantics
Two complete books.
250 pages, ca. 160,000 words.

FORTY MORE ISSUES ARE IN PREPARATION WHEN THIS BOOK GOES TO PRINT
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EPILOGUE
written in 1965 for this second edition

TO "WHOM" DO WE OWE THIS WORK?
Since primeval man began to realize his suffering and his dying,
since he began to form thoughts and the words for them, a cry has risen
in untold woes and wails: " W H Y ? "
And now in our time, when our suffering and dying is being
multiplied millions of times by man-made bullets, and man-made bombs,
we demand an answer to our cry:
"Why do we live? Why do we die?
Why do we suffer painfully? Why?
Why are the innocents punished with misery?
Why do the wicked wax wealthy in luxury?
Why each for himself, and not for another?
Why do we fight wars, and massacre each other?
And why is a God of Justice and Mercy
Without any justice, without any mercy?
Why let He His children so suffer and cry:
Why?"
"WHY?" we ask the priests and the rabbis. But they tell us that
we are not clever enough to understand God's inscrutable will and way.
"God doesn't exist!" we say. But they tell us to pray—and to pay.
"WHY?" we ask the professors and scientists. But their answer is
even more senseless. They tell us that we are only the product of chaotic
collisions and combinations, mutations and mutilations of atoms and cells,
without any aim, sense, design, nor purpose. Our universe is chaos, and
in chaos only the fittest survive, they say. And they tell us to pay, for
teaching this nonsense to our children.
What else can they say? How else can the priests and the professors
"explain" the cruelties inflicted upon mankind by the rulers of human
communities, who make us suffer and die by the millions?
How else can they "explain away" the fact that trillions of plant
eating animals don't kill, that even meat eating animals like lions and
tigers don't kill their own kind, that man is the only animal that
kills its own kind, because words of our rulers make us kill our fellowmen.
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How else can they hide from us the fact that in the cell communities
of all creatures the supreme law is: "All for One, and One for All," that
cells co-operate and help each other when they build their organism, and
restore to health injured organs.
How can our wise men ever explain the fact that cells can manufacture strange chemicals which induce love and care, conscience and courage
in parent birds and animals, making them feed and teach, protect and
defend their helpless children, so that they shall survive.
Is this the chaos our professors talk about? Or does it not prove
that ethics is a natural force like electricity? Is this the ethical power
our priests call God, Jehovah, Allah or other deities in whose names
men have massacred each other? It can't be!
What is the ultimate design and purpose of this ethical agens that
pervades all living atoms, and the whole universe? It is the creation of
order out of disorder, harmony out of disharmony.
Every intelligent boy and girl can see (once it has been pointed out
to them) that within the molecules which build a budding flower, a busy
bee, a baby bird, a baby animal, a human baby, A POWER OF
MIRACULOUS CO-OPERATION BETWEEN THE ATOMS AND
THEIR CELLS IS AT WORK, in which every cell "unselfishly acts for
the interests of the entire community," as Alexis Carrel observed.
How did all the creatures come about? On inhospitable planets
living atoms faced many dangers. They co-operated and helped each
other, and over the millions of years, they invented the most amazing
electronic and chemical organs and organisms for one purpose only:
THAT THEIR CHILDREN SHALL SURVIVE AND GO ON INVENTING HIGHER ORGANISMS OF HIGHER HARMONY.
Their striving culminated in the emergence of man with the conscious
power of reason and language. But here a new deadly danger arose:
extermination through words. In all civilisations crafty confidencemen
arose, who used words of "divine rights and revelations" to rule us, and
to exhort us to kill our fellowmen, who speak and pray in another
language, or to another God.
Again our atomic cell engineers, inspired by the ethical power, set
to work to overcome this danger. In the brain cells of millions of men
they induced the idea of one language for all, one language with logic and
without lies, one language which could stop the slaughter, one language
which could help us to become one world community of higher harmony.
These millions of men and women cried out to our professors of
languages to teach mankind this one international language. But the
professors believe in the theory of chaos, even in language. They refuse
to remove idiotic irregularities in all languages. They refuse to teach
Esperanto. They refused to take an interest in my work.
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The ethical atomic power that works in the cells of all creatures
brought my parents together, brought me into the world, and induced in
my parents love and care, so that I shall survive, so that my cells shall
continue to strive for higher harmony.

THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

Bliss, Charles Kasiel.
Semantography, a non-alphabetical symbol writing, readable in all languages; a practical tool for general international communication, especially in science, industry, commerce, traffic, etc., and for semailtical education, based on the
principles of ideographic writing and chemical symbolism.
Sydney, Institute for Semantography,
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This is the framed composite picture, of an old photograph and a
library index card, which is before me, when I bring my thoughts to paper.
My parents, as they looked, when I looked up to them as a little
child. Jeanette my mother, who taught me to love poetry and literature,
and my father Michel Anchel (from Michel the Angel) who taught me
to love the laws of nature. They instilled in me the idea, that ideals are
the best idea. They set all their hopes on me.
Proof that I have not deserted their hopes is the index card of the
Library of Congress. This library was the first to buy my miserably
mimeographed books, and to give a standing order for all my future
writings. These librarians, and later others, recognized the value of my
work for future generations. They gave me the courage to carry on.
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My parents and my Claire have taught me the most important lesson
in semantics every human being needs to know. Most people believe that
married life must be like the weather: days of sunshine, alternating with
thunderstorms and miseries.
What a misleading metaphor! Most miseries of married life arc
brought about by hurting words, of which our teachers have only taught
us the pronunciation, spelling and grammar.
My parents and my Claire knew that such words can cause wounds
never to heal, but ever to fester. They avoided such words. But many
other marriages are marred, and made miserable by hurting words.
No teacher anywhere in the world teaches children how to recognize,
and how to make harmless such words. There is no such subject in any
school. My work is the first "textbook" that can teach this most important
lesson of semantics to all mankind, and in all languages. This I owe to
my parents, and my Claire, and ultimately to the ethical power of the
Universe that makes all living atoms strive for higher harmony.
When my parents were dead, I needed courage and help. Claire
gave it to me in full measure. Had I been saddled with a demanding wife,
had I been saddened by making money only, this work would never have
come to light.
In 1938 I was caught up in the most murderous maelstrom of death
by words. I went through the hells of extermination camps, but was freed
by the ethical power working in the cells of my Claire. She defied death
and rescued me, and made me survive.
At last, in the freedom of a free country, my cells of brain and body
could set to work to produce a new idea for overcoming the danger of
death by demagogic words.
It is not me, who did it. The cells that built my parents, my Claire,
and myself, are only infinitesimal links of living atoms induced and
inspired by that ethical force that, like the force of electricity, pervades
the whole universe.
To this ethical power we owe this work.

Claire and I believed in the true meaning of the Alma Mater, the
Fostering Mother of all ideas: the University. We were sure that the
professors of all universities would recognize the pioneering work of a
new idea. After publication in 1949 Claire wrote thousands of letters to
thousands of educators and educational institutions. There was no
response.
When our hopes were shattered, when Claire saw me sinking into
despair, her heart broke. In 1953 she suffered her first heart attack. She
fought on bravely for eight more years, helping me more than she could.
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When she died on that tragic day of 14th August, 1961, life died
within me. For two terrible years I went through the darkness of desolation. When the second anniversary of her death came, I made in her
memory the following 12 page booklet. I sent it to all who have known
her. They were all her friends. She had no enemies.

IN MEMORIAM CLAIRE BLISS
She helped this work along. She made it possible.

Claire when she was 20

For the second time the sad anniversary has
arrived when our Claire closed her eyes for the last time.
I am writing to you, asking you to give a few kind
thoughts to her during the next days. I have come to
believe that her soul is eternal, and that she comes
into my mind when her soul is near me. And she comes
to me every day. She will come to you too in loving
thought when you think of her.
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You have known her. But you may not know what
she meant—and still means—to me. Therefore I am
sending you in these pages a little poem which I wrote
to her on the 29th November 1939 from London. When I
was in Dachau and Buchenwald she had fought fearlessly the Gestapo. Many times the blackguards warned her
that she—a "German Aryan"—brings herself in mortal
danger by fighting for a Jew. "He is innocent!" she
cried, he is innocent!" In the end she won. I was released, but had to leave immediately for England.

From London I made frantic efforts to get her over
to me. But the war broke out. I tried desperately to get
her out of Nazi Germany, and to save her, as she had
saved me. I sent her to my family in Czernowitz Roumania, But the authorities did not allow her to stay there
indefinitely. Then, writing in desperation to all my friends
in the world to help me to help her, I found true friends.
My old friend lng. Simon Klein and his good wife Berta,
invited her to Greece. Then Mussolini attacked Greece.
In the meantime. the Russians had attacked Roumania
and my poor family in Czernowitz was declared "capitalists". The small shops of my brothers were taken away
from them, and they were not allowed to get work anywhere.
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I could not help them, but I could still help Claire.
There was only one way for us to come together, and
stay together, come what may. We had to go around the
whole globe. After surmounting great difficulties I managed to go West across the Atlantic, Canada, the Pacific
and Japan, and then on to Shanghai in China, where my
cousin Paula lived with her husband Kurt Beck.

Claire went East, travelling alone from Greece to
Turkey, then across the Black Sea to Russia, then across
frost and snowbound Siberia and Manchuria, and
then across the Yellow Sea in a tramp steamer, sitting
on the bare floor among Japanese soldiers on the open
deck.

She was then 58. She had marshalled all her strength
and all courage to stay alive, and follow all my directives, in order that I could complete the masterpiece of
my life: to bring her to me across the warring countries,
across the hostile continents and across the cruel seas.
On Christmas Eve 1940 we embraced each other, after
3 years of terrible separation.
Then her task completed, all her strength ebbed
away, and she broke down. I nursed her back to health,
until she was her old cheerful self again.
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This was our New Years card which we sent out
to all friends in the world, and to our family in
Russian-occupied Czernowitz. Here you can see
us both, how we made a living with our beloved
hobb-y of Vienna. We made movies to order and
edited and titled movies of Shanghai residents. This
picture card is the one which was received by my
family, and they all were very happy to have good
news from us. We received news from them too.
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But life in war-tarn Shanghai was hard.' Disaster
came to Claire. She contracted typhoid fever. I refused
to give her up to a hospital, but nursed her day and night
until she was out of danger. Then she broke her arm,
and had to lay in a heavy plastercast during the horrible
heat of a torrid Shanghai summer.
As if all this was not enough, the Japanese drove us
into the Hongkew Ghetto. Then American bombs fell
among us, killing many people and setting the houses
around us on fire. Somehow we lived through it all, even
cheerfully, because we were together, Then peace came,
and my cousin Karl sent us and his sister Paula and
husband Kurt an entry permit for Australia. On the 14th
July 1946, we joined you all here in happy Australia, and
lived together here for 15 happy years. But her heroic
heart was damaged by all her worries for rne, On the 14th
August 1961 it could not go on any longer.

Claire died as she had lived: fearless and full of
love. Can you imagine that a person, who knows that
she is going to die, could be radiantly happy, could sing
and laugh and love in ethereal exuberance? When I saw
her in this state of euphoria, I did not (and did not want
to) realize its true meaning. Instead I took it as a good
sign that the crisis is over, and that she is again on the
road to recovery. But Claire knew it better.
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The name given to her by her parents is Klara in
German, and Claire in French and English. The word
comes from the Latin "clarus" meaning clear, clean,
pure, lucid, bright, luminous, cloudless, serene, hence
unclouded by passion. These words do indeed describe
her character.
But there is a word in German which is formed by
her name, and which has quite a different meaning. The
word is "verklaert." It means that state of being, in
which I saw Claire in her last conscious hours. It means
"transfigured", a supernatural change in the appearance
of a person who seems not to belong to this world any
more. Claire was indeed "verklaert."
When she woke up after an injection, she was radiant with beauty and happiness. She laughed like a
young girl, and was exuberant with joy. Then she began
to sing an old melancholic Viennese song, but there was
no melancholy in her musical voice. She sang:

"Es wird a Wein sein
Doeh m.ir were nimmer sein!
's wird schoene Maederln geben,
Doch mir wern nirnmer leben!"

"A wine will be,
But not we!
Nice girls will be,
Dead we shall be!"
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And then she took my head into her hands, looked
deeply into my eyes, and said to me in English:
"My Darling! i am going to di& I loved you all the
time, and I am going to love you after my death,
until your last day, and your last breath!"
And then she kissed me for the last time.

I am not a writer, nor a poet, and I never indulged
in poetry as a means of emotional expression. Moreover,
in 1939 i was past middle-age, and past romance. The
more so are my words, which follow, witness to that
wonderful creature which was Claire. I had completely
forgotten my little poetical love letters from London. I
found them after her death in a secret pocket of her
wallet. She had carried them through Greece and Turkey,
Russia and Siberia, Shanghai and Sydney for fully 22
years. And herebelow is one of them. For those who
don't understand German I add a translation, which
however cannot express the emotional intensity of the
words in our mother tongue.
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C aine, a reAyee in Pournania
London, 29th November, 1939

AN DIE FERNE GELIEBTE

In Deinem Herzen bin ich wohlgeborgen.
Mit Dir zusammen kann ich froehlich sein!
An Deiner Brust vergesse ich die Sorgen.
Ich kann nur gluecklich sein mit Dir allein!

Du bist die Treue and das Leben.
Du bist die Ruh and die Glueckseligkeit!
Du kannst so viel von Deiner Liebe geben.
Ind Deine Seele ist voll Heiterkeit.

Du bist die liebste Frau die mir begegnet.
Die mir so viel gegeben hat.
Fuer alle Deine Liebe sei gesegnet,
Du mein geliebter Wanderkamerad!
Translation overleaf
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Translation

London., 29th November, 1939

TO MY LOVE SO FAR AWAY

Within your Heart there is my loving nest.
With you together I feel joyous too
My 'worries vanish at your loving breast.
I can be happy only when I am with you!

You are my Strength, my Faith, and all my Life!
You are my Rest, my Peace, my Blessedness!
You are my Life Companion and my Wife.
And in your Soul is Heaven's Happiness!

You are the finest Woman whom I found,
Who gave me all the fullness of her Heart.
For all your Love be blessed beyond bound,
You m y beloved "Wanderkamerad!"
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The meaning of "Wanderkamerad", as we understood it, is most difficult to translate. It does not mean
"wander comrade." It means much more than "hiking
companion".

For us, it meant walking hand in hand through
flowering mountain meadows up to the towering mountain peaks.

But it also meant walking hand in hand through the
dark abyss of despair, and through the valley of the
shadow of death.
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Claire when she was 70

not even 2eath, clo cci part!
Read "Claire is in the stars," p. 60
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Is this the End, or a new Beginning?
The picture on the foregoing page was taken in 1950, when we both
were full of happiness and hope. Then our hopes died. Then Claire died.
Now, I shall die soon.
Will this work die with me? Will this be the end, or a new beginning?
My hopes rest with the librarians of mankind, with my future readers,
and ultimately with the ethical power working in the brain cells of all
human beings. May they overcome the dangers of words in all languages,
before more millions of men, women and children will die because of
words.
The ethical power will work in the brain cells of my readers, will
make them stand up, and speak up, and bring down the forces of chaos,
that prevent any improvement of man's most important invention for
communication and co-operation: LANGUAGE.
Sydney, 1965.

C.K.B.
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DICTIONARY INDEX
OF SYBOLISED MEANINGS
INTRODUCTION
"Why don't you make a dictionary, Mr. Bliss?" people asked.
answer was (and still is):

My

In 1949, when Claire and I finished mimeographing the 3 volumes,
we felt sure that active interest shown by the universities would result in a publication grant by one of the rich scientific foundations.
But when all the thousands of pleading letters met with no response,
our disappointment and despair was more than we could bear. Moreover,
I had no time and no money to make a dictionary.
I had to work for
our livelihood, and Claire helped me with all her heart.
A number of serious students of my work were not discouraged by
They studied the basic symbol elements and
the lack of a dictionary.
the basic chapters, and were able to build up logically new compound
meanings.
They wrote us letters in symbols. Even children wrote,
composing boldly new symbol combinations for words they needed. Among
my readers was Professor Eric de Grolier of Paris, who used my symbols
for highly abstract philosophical statements. Be praised my work in
Unesco, however, did nothing.
Mr. Owe Bruno
Unesco publications.
about
Fahlke, a computer engineer of West Berlin, wrote statements
highly scientific computer electronics.
Dr. Douglas N. Everingham of
Rockhampton, Australia, used my symbols for definitions in psychiatry.
Other students used my symbols in other fields.
These letters brought tears of joy to our eyes. They proved beyond
The thousands of meanings symdoubt that my symbols are practical.
bolized in this book, and listed in the following "dictionary index"
should convince any doubting reader.
Of course, this index is not a dictionary.
It is incomplete, and
the symbols are not shown along the listed words, only the page numbers where they can be found.
Furthermore, the second part is missing, the one listing first the symbols, then the words. Such a dictionary is not difficult to make.
Chinese dictionaries and telephone
books are simply arranged by the number and shape of strokes. Anyone
can learn to handle them.
I did.
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In alphabetical dictionaries the sequence is established by the
alphabet, and the subsequences aa, ab, ac, then aaa, aab, aac, and
so on.
In our geometrical dictionary the first sequence would be
dot, short line, long line, followed by the subsequence
straight
horizontal, vertical, oblique line, then curved lines up to a full
circle, then all combinations in this order.
Unbelievable as it
may seem, our symbol dictionary would be easier to handle than an
alphabetical one, as the following example may demonstrate.
1 Somewhere along our line sequences we would arrive at the symbol
A meaning a man. There may be then a whole page showing
first
the man symbol, followed by the symbols denoting the occupation as
builder, electrician, mechanic, optician, soldier, surgeon, etc. In
an alphabetical dictionary all these meanings would be dispersed in
many pages. Here we would have them neatly arranged and easy to
find.
All that is needed is the fulfillment of the words of Bertrand
Russell who wrote in 1950:
Any man or men who will spend the money necessary to
get this work printed will, in my opinion,be perform
ing an important service to mankind".

-

index
May this imperfect book, and this incomplete dictionary
bring forth at last active support from benefactors and foundations,
so that properly prepared textbooks and dictionaries be printed and
published.
I shall not see this day. You, dear reader, may be
the one who will continue this work for a better future of humanity.
HOW
AND

TO USE THIS INDEX
AVOID FRUSTRATION

Remember, this is not a dictionary.
It is only a list of the
words shown underneath the symbols. Remember too that no dictionary is ever complete. Many words and irregular grammatical derivations are often not listed, and frustrate the foreigner (and native).
Realize that our symbols have one great advantage unheard-of in
any language and any dictionary. One symbol can be made to stand
for all grammatical derivations and even for many words of differexample will
ent spelling, but similar meaning (synonyms).
One
make this clear, and will help you to find any word and the symbol
for it.
In the following example, clusters of words are
shown
within rectangles.
underlined
The most commonly used words are
for reasons which will be explained later.
This small circle o pictures the mouth, and with (or without)
verbs:
the small Action indicator on top thus: 8 stands for all
to speak, say, talk, tell, utter, narrate, repert,
voice, express, announce, pronounce, proclaim, make
known, hold forth, read aloud, etc., and dozens of
similar synonyms.
Put the big Action indicator before the mouth symbol, thus: Ac
and you get the verbal nouns:

DICTIONARY INDEX OF SYMBOLIZED MEANINGS
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speech, saying, talk, tale, utterance, narration, reporting, announcement, pronouncement, proclamation,
and more of such words.

for
Put one or two of the three small indicators for past: )
of the
and/or for the conditional tense: ? on top
future: (
mouth symbol, thus: o or thus: (S or thus: 6 , and you get the
Then
grammatical tenses have spoken, will speak, may speak, etc.
you can forget about the complicated and unnecessary derivations:
have had, had had, may have had, would have had, and many more such
monstrosities in all languages.
Fut the picture of a man in front, thus: A° and you get:
speaker, spokesman, announcer, pronouncer, narrator,
talker, storyteller, etc.

(minus)
Put the outline of the brain, thus: (1 and its negative
evaluation, thus: -1 after the mouth symbol, thus: of-1! and you get
all negative (bad) evaluations, such as:
And
chatter, prattle, gabble, rant, gossip, etc.
gossiper,
with the A symbol: chatterer, prattler,
windbag, rabble rouser, etc., etc.
Put the positive (plus) evaluation, thus: 41 under the mind symbol CI! and after the mouth symbol, thus: 0Q! and you get all positive (good) evaluations:
lecture, orate, recite, declaim, etc., and A0+! lee-

turer, orator, reciter, declamator, etc.
Put an exclamation mark, or 2 or

3 after the mouth symbol, thus:

o! or o! !or o!!!and you get :
call, azz, shout, yell, roar, etc., and a. A caller,
c.eyer, shouter, yeller, noisemaker, etc., etc.
Put a multiplication mark, or two, thus:xo or thus: xxo and one
or two of the aforementioned indicators to the mouth symbol,and you
get multiplied (enlarged) meanings like:

multiloquence, tirade, exhortation, harangue, verbosity, verbiage, rattle, long-winded, etc.
Put one division mark : or 2: or 3: before the mouth symbol,and
you get the meanings of parts, and parts of parts of a speech:
paragraph, sentence, word,

syllable, letter.

Put the indicator for "opposite meaning" before many symbols in
this book, and you get the many opposite meanings like:

speech-silence, talkative-taciturn, in short, the
antonyms to the synonyms.
And this brings us to the main advice:
Use with this book and this dictionary index also a book on synonyms and antonyms, preferably Roget's Thesaurus (meaning treasury).
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When you cant find a word in this list, look it upin the Thesaurus
and find the similar meanings which are listed here.
Then look up
the corresponding symbol.
Most of the words mentioned above are
listed in Roget's Thesaurus under the group heading SPEECH.
But
semantically adjacent groups of words are listed under the headings
VOICE, CONVERSATION, INFORhATION, LOQUACITY, etc., and also the antonym groups of words under the headings SILENCE, TACITURNITY,DUMBNESS, etc.
Your frustration may vanish and exhilaration may take its place,
the joy of discovery that so many words in English, and
in other
languages, can be expressed by one or two basic symbols.
Then the incompleteness of this dictionary will vanish too. Instead, any missing word will be a challenge for you to compose logically its symbol from the existing sywbols in this book.
For instance, the symbol for picture is listed, but how to symbolize to
depict? Simply by putting the action (verb) indicator on top. How
to symbolize nictorialisation?
By putting the big action (verbal
noun) indicator in front.
But is this long word necessary? No!
All you need is the study of the basic chapters in which all the
word and grammar simplifications mentioned before are explained.
These chapters form one section only in this book of over 850 pages.
They are found in Book II, The System of .r,'emantography, and
they
begin on the following pages:
224, 236, 243, 245, 247, 250, 258, 260, 263, 269,
273, 282, 285, 288, 289, 290, 291, 303, 30 7, 310,
315, 317, 320, 323, 326, 328, 329, 343, 353, 354,
375
Once you know about all this, you won't need most grammatical
niceties.
The order of the symbols in a sentence tells the story.
FCLLOW

THESE

FEW

RULE

S.

1. Read the explanation on page 7 about the double page numbers,the
old (in brackets) of the first edition, the new page numbers of this
second enlarged edition.
All page references in this index refer
to the new page numbers. All page references within the text of the
first edition (marked by double page numbers in the upper corner)
refer to the old page numbers in brackets.
2. Read the introduction on page 120 to the symbol summary.
It
will help you not to get discouraged if you cannot read the meaning
of the symbols "right away" and without an explanation. Everything
must be explained at first.
3.If you are a beginner don't study the summary of symbols on the
pages 120 - 138. No explanation is given there about the evolution,
derivation and combination of the most important basic symbol elements.
These explanations are given in the special shapters. They
can be found by following rule 4.
4. :ihere three and more page references are given in the following
list, those referring to the special chapters are underlined. Look
these up first. Other page references show special
applications

DICTIONARY INDEX OF SYMBOLIZED MEANINGS
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in special fields.
The references to page 120 - 138 lead you to
the comprehensive summary of the most important symbols.This summary
is made to help the advanced student.

5.iL few symbols have been slightly changed during the three years
of working and typing on the manuscript. Somewhere this change is
mentioned and explained. Nevertheless, both versions are acceptable,
the one or the other preferable in special combinations, as shown in
the page references.
6. Read The £tor of this Manuscri ■ t" on
the di ficulties which I and Claire had to
the shortcomings of the typewritten pages,
corrections, and with all the mistakes not

a e 6 and realize
all
face.
Eindly excuse all
with all the
inserted
corrected.

7. Kindly excuse also all the shortcomings of this "dictionary index".
;,Yen I drew my symbols during 1946 - 1949, I put underneath the symbols whatever explanatory word came into my mind, using often different words (synonyms) for the same symbol.
It was my intention to
work out later a proper dictionary.
Now faced with all the shortcomings, I have given up in despair all my attempts ofbringing order
into this verbal disorder.
Were it not for the patient labour of my
good typist Mrs. Violet May Goodwin, this incompleteindex would never
have been compiled.
I give my thanks to her.
8. Please help improving this index and this book, by using
the
empty pages at the end of the book which are provided for your notes,
corrections, and suggestions for later editions.
Thus you will become a pioneer for this idea for the linguistic unification of the
human race.
But there is a more immediate and practical reward for
you in this study, and the following paragraphs will tell you about
it.
HERE IS AN UNUSUAL NEW TOOL FOR
LEARNING ANY FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Read the chapter with this heading in the first promotion brochure
reprinted in this book on page 25. Once you have learned the great
simplification in words and grammar which can be accomplished with
the basic symbols in your own language, you will realize the possibility of a similar simplification - by way of the symbols - in the
foreign language you want to acquire.
You will see the possibility
of compiling a set of the most commonly used words in the
foreign
language, which words correspond closely - by way of symbols - with
in
the most commonly used words in your mother tongue (underlined
the aforementioned word clusters symbolized by the mouth symbol).
Moreover, the greatest difficulties which a learner of
foreign
languages faces, are the many idiomatic expressions in any language,
which are non-sensical when translated into the mother tongue of the
learner (and vice versa).
Our symbols give us a clear and
simple
method to overcome this greatest hurdle.
This is explained in the
aforementioned chapter on page 25, and in various chapters
in the
book.
The laborious learning of languages, as practised for centuries
to this very day in all schools of the world, may give way to a new
language learning without tears, speedy, efficient, and exhilarating.
The symbols which have helped you in your mother tongue, will help
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you with one foreign language, then witt another, and another - all
linked together by the very same pictorial symbols.
James L. Evans, Ph.D., Vice President of Teaching
Machines, Inc., and a pioneer in new teaching methin
ods, is already conducting a research program
using the basic symbols for the teaching of English
and any other languages.

And this brings us to another great advantage of this idea.
THE SY1'.1BCI, BRIDGE TO THE GREAT
INTERNATIONAL SPOKEN .AND WRITTEN
LANGVAGE OF MANKIND
We don't need Esperanto, Interlingp.a, Interglossa, and the rest.
We have already a spoken international language, and the symbols in
this book are built up onthebasis of that great international spokThat international language is already the mother
en language.
It is the international
tongue of hundreds of millions of people.
language of communication among the billion of people in Asia and
Africa, divided by thousands of idioms. It is virtually the international language of science, technology, and commerce. It is taught
in all the high schools and universities of all the countries of the
world, including the schools of all those countries which are shut

off by all sorts of Anti-Anglo-American curtains, walls,barbed wires,
watch towers and landmines. Their tyrants cry against Anglo-American supremacy, but they let the children learn that supreme international language: .anglish, or Anglo-American as it is called.
Now we have simple symbols to give all people a bridge from their
A day
own language to that great international language English.
will come when pictures in illustrated magazines will carry underChildren
neath the caption a subcaption in our pictorial symbols.
and adults.all over the world like to look at pictures in magazines.
They strain their brain to, comprehend the English words which explain
Now they can learn to read the subcaption in their
the pictures.
own language - and pick up the corresponding words in English. What
a different way to learn English, so different from the hated way of
the school. Look up page 486 in this book and see such samples of

magazine pictures with pictorial symbols.
Look up page 39 and see that the same idea can be used in intersciences,
naticnal index cards of short reports (abstracts) in all
This is a dire necessity in
printed in English, and the symbols.
many
scientific research where the findings are nnblished in too
journals printed in too many languages. Even the richest univers ity cannot subscribe to them all, and who should translate them all?
Index cards in English and the symbols are the answer.
Thus our symbols can bring about the one great international lanBut there is even a greater advantage in
guage for all mankind.
our symbols.
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No language textbook, and no language teaching method can Fve
us this great advantage. The logic and semantics of our symbo:eean
make everyone learn to recognize which words have a definite meaning, against those words which are vague, ambiguous, false or meaningless. These are the catastrophic words which causeuntoldcatastrophes, because they are used by demagogues and dictators in the
governments, and even by the demagogues and dictators in many homes,
where a dominating father or mother, or cheeky children can make
hell of family life.
The demagogues and dictators in the government make real hell for whole populations and disturb and destroy
the peace in the world.
Yy friends! Realize the great possibilities in this new tool fcr

overcoming misunderstanding and non-understanding, for overcoming
demagogues and dictators in any language and in any country.
Read
the chapters on ethics (p. 45, 677, 809) and realize that this new
tool can give us a new understanding of our purpose and destiny on
earth.
7,hat is this purpose and this destiny?
in the
In the gathering galaxies, in the harmonies of planets,
evolution of living atoms which form organs and organisms in which
all cells work together for the common good, we see the ultimate purpose of the power which pervades this universe: it is the ethical
drive to create order out of disorder, harmony out of

disharmony.

This tool for co-operation and understanding of the human race
could help us to become one great community of citizens of this our
do
world, working in the sane way as the cells in all our bodies
for the common good.
Let us then use this dictionary index with determination.

A
a

a12, /112,

485, 5961 741,
742
372
abandoned ship
222,
abhors, abhorrence
304
ability)
able
) 123, 378
about
121, 124, 168, 382, 430,
, 422,
441 9 519, 522,
527
above
117, 124, 145, 226, 26q,
271, 282, 305, 427, 590
absolute, absoluteness
430
absorb
absorption (chemical)44, 47, .222
abyss
271, 326
Abyssinia
481
accept, acceptance
365, 522
accompanied by)
469
accompany
account
131, 2,L
82, 57?
- settling)
accountant (chief)
accumulate, -ion
364, 365
acid
244,

accoustic
288
across 450
acquire, aquisition
365
122 122,
act, ACTION, active
127, 164, 2
LU,
271, 306, 3 i6, 320, 1,314,
363, 6 405, 4414, 446,
4
533,
Lta, 589, 6141
653, 681, 715
- (after) 588
- (before) 588
- active (verb syMbol)111,2, 190,
244ff, 378
add, addition, additional
105,
107, 108, 120, 122, 123, 223,
777, 2.22, 306, 6 1 42
4261
521, 2E, 5 6
645
address, addressee
g2i e)L.0

76.

adjectival noun) 260ff, 263ff,
adjective
) 77ff, T/29ff,
375ff (see also evra
irf)N
admiration, admire
admission
2q,
1
admit, admittance)
adolescent 406
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adoration, adore
304
adult 406
419
advance, advancement
adverb, adverbial noun 260ff,
266, 329 (see also adjec tive,evaluation)
advertise, advertisement
353
aerated water 458
aerial (see air)
affect (see effect)
304
affection
affirm, affirmation (see speech
and yes)
Afghanistan
482
(see fire)
afire
afloat
368
124, 226, 232,, 282, 358,
after
376, 383, 396, 405, 413, 441,
471, 556, 731
- action
558
- deck 368
426, 484, 485, 521, 599
again
against 777, 391, 4'0, 434, 637,
640
age 407, 616, 63?, 639
agent
(chemical)
507
- (commercial)
388
aggrandize
653
agricultural (chemist)
520
519
-(research station)
agriculture
241, 242 (see farm)
ago 107, 123, 441
225
agreement
aid 653, 689 (see help, medical)
495
- (first)
- (first, station)
370
- (mutual) 689
ailing
409 (see also sick)
air 125, 127, 282, 371, 551, 553,
646, 741
- bomb 418
- crash
485
- letter (mail) 42, 137, 2.21
- plane
132, 357, 468, ,0,
646
- pressure 518 ( see manometer)
alarm bell sound 371
Albania 482
alcoholic beverages
456
alight (transport) 359
all 145, 146, 155, 362, 36, 527,
577, 578, 590, 595, 63e, 733,
742
513
allotropy
alloy
512
- eutectic 513
almost 373
along with
425
also
120, 425

411
alter, -anion, alterator
411
alternate
229, 249
alternating current
alternative
121, 433, 446
although (though) 450
405
altruism, altruistic
aluminium
505
always
363
amalgam 512
America (U.S.A.)
480, 653
ampere-hour meter 229
229
amperemeter
analysis (chemical)
1 , 519, 520, 5
L.
120, 417, 425, 426,
and 36,
4 , 468, T-77, 479, 435, 37,
0, 521, 522, 533, 592, 645,
732, 733, 741, 742
Andorra 482
anger
127, 305, 434
39, 239, 277
277
- right, rectangle
518
Anglo-American
116, 118, 137, 457, 459,
animal
542, 543, 646, 679, 733
137, 459
- (domesticated)
animated (see living, also inanimated 134)
animosity
511
anion
announce, -ment
485(see speech)
anode
512
another 449
answer
121, 222., 3?4, 405, 442
ant 137, WO
305, 309
anticipate, -ion
anticline (geological)
39
anvil
465 14
5
any 448, 44 577
anybody 44
anyone 449
anyother 449
anything 449
anytime 449
anywhere 449
13, 14
apology
apostroph
455
apple
appliance (electrical) 392, 396
approach 85, 86, 121, 222, 316,
393, 426, 421ff
- a stop
492
apricot 455
241
April
architect, architecture
466
ardor
304
are 155, 538ff, 22f, 530,590,591,
632 (see also be, exist)
area
527
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Argentine 482
arm 118, 14, 160, 408,
532, 581
- left,right,upper
499
arms (weapons)
around 124, 283, 438,
45, 47, 95,
arrival
254, 358, 382,
120, 121, 224,
arrow

531

- (dust) 397

468
86, 225,

393
2L, 226,

369
art, artistic 542
- gallery 522
522
- (pieces of)
artesian well 39
as 449, 735
- well as 425
ascent
739
520
ash (chemical)
asleep

124, 285, 410, 534

455, 457
asparagus
ass 137, 459
assembly (legislative) 616
131, 381
assets
astonish, astonishment 305
astronomy symbols 189
at 121, 432, 438, 441, 461, 471,
527
'02, 511
atom
- helium
503, 505
- hydrogen 503, 505
- uranium 503, 505
atomic number, weight 518
136, 419, 499,4, 660
attack
attempt 405
286, 384
attention
124, 286, 353
attentive look
attraction
121, 127, 225, 305
343
audition
auditory 125, 288
528
- nerve
523
- passage
August 242

aural
288
Australia
119, 480, 485
Austria 481

autumn 128, 238
124, 285, 543
awake
award
365
121, 426 7- 438
away
513
axis (crystal)
baby boy 407
- girl 564
bacillus 460
back
134,

532

8, 105, 144, 224, 411,
635
129
backyard
bad
backward

5411 ff,
43, 126, 08 ,L2,
545f1,584, 5,„6, 673, 676, 689
542, 546
badness
bag 358, 373
bad

480, 531,

baggage
)
358
baggage car)
bake
balance, scales
136, 1f26, 387,
ra,
14, 615
balancing an account
387
ball 279
ballet
468
band (fabric) 530
- (music) 469
bandage 530
bang (crash)
125, 288
bank, banking 131,
, 646
388

bankdraft

banker, bankman 388
bankrate 385
131, 388
bankrupt, bankruptcy
bar 278
135,
468
- (drink)
- (toll, customs)Il9,
497
bars (prison) 116, 422, 41
bargain
390
barter
365
base (chemical)
512, 518
- of mountain
39, 121, 247
bath 130
- heater
392
- room 135, 370
- tub 370
230, 512
battery (electric)
bawd 674
86, 88, 134,148f4
be, being
151, 520, 538ff (see also is,
are, life, exist)
beaker 465
455
beans
beautiful 328, 522
563 564
dressed
, aLaff
beauty
304, 328,
- parlor
392, 468
because 446
bed 117,

1L2, 370, 463,

471, 562, 638
- (headrest of) 370
- linen
135, 370
bedding 390
bee 137, 460
beef (meat, roast, tea)
beer 458
beetle
before

457

460

122,

124, 226, 232, 282,
358, 376, 388, 396, 405, 2717,
417, 441, 471, 731
action
558
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begin
121 , 22 , 240, 425, 731
behaviour
306
behind
112, 124, 226, 282, 405,
441, 731 (see before)
belated 358
Belgium 481
believe 417
believer (religious)
700
belongs to
120, 4
117, 124, 6, 282, 222
below
(see also above)
279
bend
beneath 733 (see also under)
bent
279
-(double) 119
119, 136, /1,a
berry
besides 425, 522
600 (see also most)
best
betray, betrayal 420
better 599 (see also more)
between 124, 222, 441, 527
beverage (alcoholic and non-alc.)
456, 458
beware 461, 422
bicycle 468, 495
- path 495
- race 468
big 124, 246, 283, 358, 390, 406,
2, 485, 515
- shot 648
(invoice) 131, 222
bill

-(customs) 394

- of lading 393
136, 366, 497, 615
- of law
biology symbols
189, 451
116
(see human being)
biped
116, 118, 137, 274, 411,
bird
4 ff,646,733, 739
domestic)
137
- -like
550
-(mountain)
453
453
-(sea)
-(water) 1371 L1,22
133, 412
birth
474
- certificate
- expecting
499
bit 448
bitter 456
black
124, 286
- sheep (bad person) 338
blackberry 455
blackguard (bad man)
673
blanket 135, .370
bleach 513
blind 534
bliss
244, 245, 204
blood
164, 592
blot
277
blotting out 130, 135,
(see
also destroy)

290
blow (hit)
397
blower end
124, 286, au
blue
285
- -green
-(persian) 124, 287
133, 2E2
board (persons)
-(table) 247
386
boat
- (life)
371
- (rowing) 371
boiler room 371
boiling 454, 509
- point (water) 510
510, 518
- - (chemical)
Bolivia 481
bomb (aerial) 418
bombardment (atomic particles)
506
bond (money) 388, 432
130, 244, 288, 324, 222,
book

431, 464,

356, 367, 387, 430,
615
130, 360

- cover
615
- of law
- printer 361
- publisher 361
361
- seller
361
- writer
borrow 130, 365
381
- money
381
borrower
boss
648
189, 319ff
botany symbols
bottle
393, 396, 4:2i, 460, 463,
507, 533
bottled beverages 456
bottom 247
- of ship 368
boulder 129, ayi, 222
boundary 358, 362
bow (curved) 279
368
- of ship
bowl (vessel) 116, 130, 364,
366, 368, 222, 374, 387,
463
- 2, 358, 222
box (container) 1
468
boxing (sport)
boy 407
- ()407
brainbaby109, 126, 284, 307, 08,
4,
0 3101 111, 12
3 4, 365, la, 9, 0 (see
also mind)
120, 137
branch of tree
Brazil 481
457, 7
bread
break, breaking
- through
7
3 7, 378, 395,
breakable
)
419
breaker
breakingly
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breakfast
369
breath, breathless 125, 289
bride
) 1339 413
bridegroom)
85, 88, 119,
bridge, bridging
125, 228,
390, 464, 494
- (narrow) 494
- (one way) 494
- of ship
370
brief 484
brigade (fire) 646
419
- (military)
bright
282, 397
bring
152, .L2, 393
British 549
- Medical Journal
526
broke )
broken) 377, 378
broker)
388
brokerage
brook 246
brother 133, 413
735, 414
- in-law
brow
530
brown 286
brush 465
- for teeth 465
bugle 465
building 522, 646 (see house)
builder 466
137, 459
bull
buoyancy, buoyant 515
burte 514
burglar, burgle
366
134, 407
buried, bury
business 131, 361, 380-7394, 508
131, 389
- house
- man 131, 380
131, 380
- office
but 417, 449, 522, 527, 646, 735
138, 461
butterfly
buttock 134, 532
button (to press) 371, 471
buy, buyer
131, -88, 389, 432
by 4 0, 431, 4 , 4
526, 527,
551, 614,

C
cabbage

455
cabin
369
cabinet of government 616
cable
(telegram) 253, 382, 383
- money
253, 386
- office
135, 369
cake
458
517
calculate
471
call
calory (gram)
51 5
camera
392, 397
- (movie)
397
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can (do) 123, aq
Canada
480
cancel, cancellation (postage
254
stamp)
418
cannon
130, 365
capacious, capacity
515
capillarity
captain of ship
370
captain's table
370
captivate, captive, captivity
136, 157, 12a, 490
(see also prisoner)
car 132, 357, 358, 464, 562
- (baggage) 132
- (dining) 358
132, 358
- (mail)
132, 357, 394, 549
- (motor)
132, 358, 562
- (sleeping)
card (playing)
553
cardinal number
517
care 242, 412 (see protection)
cargo
364 (see also goods,
merchandise)
carp (cooked or fried) 457
carpet
136, 390
455
carrot
carriage, carry
1 32, It2, 393,
463, 464 (see car)
carrying fee 393
case (box)
393
cash
381 (see also money)
cashier 386
casting metal 509
cat 137, 459
catalyst 507
cathode 512
cation 511
cattle
11(4, 137, 459
cauliflower 455
causal 436
121 (see cause)
causation
436
causative
121,
436,
cause, causing
437, '!/M, 446, 484, 516, 521,
614 --- and effect
436, 437, 516
ceiling 247
247
- (cover)
celery
455
512
cell, storage (electric)
centre of earth
248
124, 287
cerise (colour)
certain, certainty 126, 305, 307,
ILL., 520, 599
154, 413, 653
chain
chair
117, 135, 385, 464, 468,
551, 645
117, 135, 464
- (easy)
change, changing
128, 365, 411,
507
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change trains 359
411
changeable
changed 411
changer 411
changingly 411
chapter 130, 250, 360
chasm 271
390
cheap
cheat
366
cheese 457, 458
chemical THING (see also THING,
44, 47, 10
and matter)
122, :ILI, 263, 307, 507, 8

589, S79

44, 47,
absorption
agent
507
44, 47, 514
analysis
518
base
boiling point 510
change
507
cleaning 471
destroyer 138, 418, 460,
element
504, 505, -51ia
equilibrium
507
508
experiment
industry 508
158, 460,
insecticide
461
liquid
matter (living)
679
process
138, 508
507, 508
product
508
pure
reaction 507
- endotermic
508
- exotermic
508
- reversible
507
521
- reagens
- retort
138, 460, .222
- sublimation
518
508
- substitute
514
- structure
84, 189, 518
- symbols
518
- tables
- test
508
- trade
508
chemist 47, 466
- (agricultural) 520
119, 22
chemistry
- (applied) 508
- (benzene) 508
- (organic) 508
-(scientific)
508
84, 189
- symbols
cheque
131, 386, 387
- book 387
- (traveller's) 386
cherry 455
135, 531
chest
117, 136,
- of drawers
chicken 453
-

509

461

461

463

9

457
chicken (baked)
chief 648
chieftain 648
child .D821, 407, 497, 637
chimney 129
135, 531
chin
China 480
Chinese symbol
367
choose 637, 640 (see also elect
and select)
Christian symbol 367
- Orthodox symbol
367
cinema 468
cipher 517
circle, circling 121, 222, 278,
279, 343
279
circular
225
circulate, circulating
circulation 343
citizen 133, 477, 496, 502, 613,
616, 617, 645, 648
418
civilian
592 (see also right)
claim
clan 648
471
cleaning
471
-(chemical)
cleaner (vacuum) 392, 397
124, 285, 509, 550
clear
495
clearance (traffic)
clearing (banking)
388
cloak room 358
close ) 85, 86, 124, 236, 272,
closing)370, 384, 387, 495, 533
closed )(see also enclosure)
cloth 116, 122, 0, 391, 392
clothes 1-36, 390, 391, 392, 637,
638
390
- for babies
- for children 390
- for men
390, 391, 392
390, 392
- for women
- made to order 390
cloud, cloudy
127, 232, 269,
270, 646
cloudburst
128, 244, 22.[ (see
also rain)
coagulation 512
413
coalition
coat (over-) 136, 390
- (rain) 390
cochlea of ear
528
514
cock (chemical)
cocotte 674
code department
388
coin
131,,385
cold
320, 472, 509
collar 392
collect 364-366, 479
collection (gathering-in)
226
- of books 244
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collector
559
colloid 512
44, 47
colon (medical)
-(semi-) 105
colour
124, 286, 51 3
colourless
286
comb
455
465
- with handle
combination
413
combine, combining)
combustion (see fire)
come, coming 520, 521, 522, 735
(see also approach, arrival)
come-in (money)
387
comedy (musical) 468
128
comet
105, 445
comma
648
commander
189, Mff
commerce symbols
648
commissar
commission (brokerage) 388
133, 404, 429
committee
common people 646
community
648
company 131, 380, 404
-(limited) 131
-(shares) 380
-(trading) 380
-(trading, limited) 380
449, 519
compare, comparison
compartment (railway)
358
compass (magnetic)
248
248
- (gyro)
- (pair of) 119, 138, 465
compete, competition)
) 225
competitive
complete, completion
373
compose, composer 466
511
concentration (chemical)
concert (hall)
468
concord 225
condenser (electrical) 230, 394
-(shielded)
230
-(variable) 230
conduct
648
conductor (leader))
- (electrical)
511
278
cone
conform, conformity
121, 122,
159,
congratulate, -ion
520
congress (science)
520, 522
conjunction (in, with) 425
connect 413
471
connected
connection 413
43, 47, 110, 111,
conscience
126, 134, 310, 311, 337, 433,
533, 581 , 588, 5891 699, 709,
725 (see also super-ego)
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conscientious 126, 310
110, 126, 04, 60'i,
conscious
consent 631 (see also permission)
conserve 364
consequently 121 (see also cause)
361
consonant
527
constant, constantly
constellation 128
consul 478
136, 364
contain )
container) (see enclosure)
contemplate,-ion 728 (see thought)
373, 411
content, contentment
contents 364
482
continent
225, 441
continuation,continue
515
contract, contraction
308, 434
contradict, -ion
contribute, contribution
365
) 645, 646, 648
control
controller) (see also govern)
conversation, converse 291, 522
conversion, convert
365
cook, cooking 454, 466
co-operate, co-operation
654
(see also conformity,agreement)
131, 385
copper coin
- wire 518
copy, -ing
130, 283, 360, 387
cornea of eye 250, 528
66, 247
corner
- (right)
66
corpse
130 (see also dead)
correspond, correspondence 8, 37
correspondence department
388
corrode, -sion 513 (see destroy)
cough, coughing
289, 553
counter forces
225, 305
- purpose
121,.2E1,
(see
also purpose)
country 254, Ltt,
358, 386,
429, 476
- (leading the) 132
- people
648
- side
468, 522
couple (married) 133, 412
courage 126, 221
court
417 (see also judge)
courtesan
674
cover, covering
129, 136 1 306,
388, 390, 412, 527 (see also
protection7-- of book 360
- (roof)
129
cow 459
craddle 364
crane for car wreck
497
crash
125, 288

840
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create )
created )108, 111, 138, 155, 466,
creation)490, 607, 632, 14, 212,

creative)2, 211, 732,
creature)
credit 131, 222, 387
- institute
646
- (letter of)
386
creditor 381
criminal 136, 673 (see prisoner)
crockery 392
crook 673
451, 485 (see also farm)
crop
450, 493
cross, crossing
- out (blot-out, destroy) 119,
112, 135, 138, 372, 368, 411,
41-g, 460, 493
crossing (guarded) 494
493
road)
359, 494
ailroad)
-(railroad)
(r

494
-(unguarded)
cruel, cruelty
127, 225
crust 247
- of earth 248
cry (shout) 125, 291
285, 527
-(tear)
crystal 138, 8 513
-(axis of)
crystallise 508
crystallography 513
-(classification of)
513
117, 278
cube
cucumber 455, 458
cur 673
current (electrical)
229, 249
alternating
229, 249
direct
-(water flow) 128
-(stream) 87
curtain 135,653
curve
38, 1-24, 279
- (hairpin) 493
492
- (sharp)
493
- (sharp, double)
- (soft)
492
- (soft, double) 493
curved line
279
- THING
279
cushion 370
custody (banking) 388
customs 358, 394, 497
cut, cutting) 136, 241, 316, 20,
) 321, 22 325, 396
cutter
462,
cutlery 392
343
cycle, cycling
cylinder 1171 278
138
- (calibrated)
- (-like)
527
Czechoslovakia 162,481, 581, 653

B
dance 469
danger
)
162 ,
396, 397,
580, 581
(
7:
7
,
)
sign
dangerous)
dark, darkness
128, 285
aa, f12, 387, 394, 469
date
394
- of dispatch
daughter 133, 413
dawn
232
daily)
42, 46, 128, EE, 238,
day )
239, 243, 18, 359, 384,

dead

386, 495, 3 TT, 638, 730,
732, 735

135, 411

492, 494
- end street
deaf
130
521
dear
- (costly) 131, 22, 479
131, 411, 534
death
474
- certificate
debauch 673, 674
debit
381, 387
131
debt
debtor 381
December 238
decide, decidedly)) 126, 309
decision
decimal scales
135, 21
368
deck (ship)
- (after)
368
- (fore)
366
- No. 369
- (quarter) 368
516
decrease, decreased
deep, deeply) 124, 269, 222, 283,
deepen
) 22f, 77
defeat, defeating 136, 4i2
136, 419, 594, 646
defense )
defensive)
defraud 366
defrosting 397
degree 239
deliberate
607
delight, -ful 245, 304, 522
deliver, delivery 393, 735
- (free)
393

- note

393

deliquescence 44, 47, 509
demand (see forcing 134,408)
613ff
democracy
denial 125, 291
648
denizens
Denmark (Danmark) 481
514
dense, density
department (banking)
388
388
- (code)

-(correspondence)

388
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department (loans) 388
- manager 388
depart, departure
45, 47, 85,
86, 121, 225, 358, 369, 426,

491
depict, -ing (see picture 285)
deplore, -able
522 (see also
unhappiness)
deposit, depositing
233, 471
- (receiving)
233, 386
4
depress, -ion
) 7,
depressing sight) 2'
371
- (barometric)
depressive reasoning
309
deprivation, deprive (see take)
deputy 133, 646, 648
616
- (member of parliament)
617
descent 224 (see also down)
design, designing) 111, 138, 466,
designer
) 508, 644 (see
designing machine) also plan)
desire, -ing 126, 306,
550,

654
309, 417
- (emotional)
- (rational)
309
304
desolate, desolation
despair 246
desperate, desperation 304
destest, -able, -ation 304
destroy 130, 138, 418, 460, 496
destroyed
485
destruction 418, 461
418, 461
- (chemical)
461
- of insects
detour left, right 493
506
deuterium
deuteron 503, 506
128, 411, 507
develop, -ment
673
devil
dialling (telephone)
471
dialisis 511
diameter 518
511
diaphragm
die, dying
135, 411 , 578, 682
106, 77, 521
different
difficult, difficulties
255
digest, digestion 533
dilute, dilution (chemical) 511
dim (light)
397 (see dark)
dine (see food)
dining car
132, 358
- room 135, 2L2
direct, directing (see leading)
- current 249
- - generator or motor 229,
51 5
direction
119, 225, 283
directions (on merchandise) 395
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director 648
discount 385
285, 516
discover, discovery
112, 125, 291, 484,
discussion
--- 521
disease, diseased 532, 549
369
disembark, disembarkation
dish (plate) 454
disharmony 305
disintegrate (atomic)
506
disk
131, 279, 385, 533
584
308,
dislike, -ing
dispatch 394
- (date of) 394
dispense, dispensing
365
dissipate, dissipating 365
518, 553
dissolve, dissolving
distance 282
distress 304
distribute, distribution
226
disturb, disturbance
47e, 522
741 (see opp. contentment)
)105, 120,
dividable
)122, 123,
divide, dividing
)230, 25Cdivided
)252, WO,
dividedness
)
1I/18, 615,
dividend
388
)77 (see
divisible
)also
divisibility
division (mathematical))part)
- (military 419
divorce 414
divorcee 133, 414
do, doing (see act, ACTION)
66, 417
do not (don't)
dock, docking 369
131, 381
docket
44, 47, 529,
doctor (medicine
E.E5
dog 137, 459, 468
468
- races
dollar
385, 653
domesticated 453
donate, donation
365
66, 417
don't (do not)
- disturb 472
- drop 395
- place near heat
395
door
42, 46, 135, 236, 463,
495, 552
dot 20, 285
doubI
363
119
- bent (road)
) 43, 111, 126, 138, 305,
doubt
doubtful)307, 308, 31 1, 388
down, downed 224, 313, 314, 496
downheartedness
111, 162, la-,
509, 580
downhill 496
downpour 244, 245
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downstairs (going) 275
downward 283 (see also down)
dozen
363
drama 468
drawing up
527
drawins the line (mentally) 405
- together 732
drawer 136
534
dream, dreaming
dress 469
- (formal) 469
dress beautifully 563, 564
drink, drinking
306
- (alcoholic)
456, 458
- glass
369, 456, 463
- (non-alcoholic)
458
369, 471
- waiter
497
drive, driving (motor car)
drizzle 245
251, 395, 499
drop, dropping
- of liquid 251
droplet 251, 461
drum
393
- of ear
528
dry 732 (see also wet 377)
- cleaning (chemical) 471
137, 451
duck (domestic)
453
- (wild)
duke
648
130
dumb
duo 363
duplicate, -ing
130, .L.2, 387
duplicating machine
360
during 427, 441
dusk
232
129,
dust
252, 512
- bag 397
duty (customs)
358
- (moral) (see conscience)
129, 275, 741
dwell, dwelling
(see also house)
dweller 129, 466
dye 513
each
363, 638
ear 85, 87, 112, 118, 125, 274,
276, 284, 288, 292, 337, 343,
360, 530
- (auditory)
125
528
- ( - nerve)
- ( - passage) 528
- (auricle) 528
- (cochlea) 528
- (drum)
528
- phones
230
- (Eustachian tube)
528
- lobe 528
528
- (ossicles)
- (stirrup) 528
- (tip)
528

129 (see also time)
early
earth (ground) 42, 46, 85, 37,
118, 125, 122, 131, 132, 145,
232, 233, 241, 248, 254, 286,
288, 306, 325, 356, 361, 367,
476, .1-Y7, 508, 539, 546, 645,
648, 731, 732, 733, 735
248
- centre
477
- (citizen of)
248
- crust
- worm 461
163, 248
east
125, 289, 316, 455
eat, eating
(see also food)
eater
466
ecstasy 127, 304
edge of table 135, 247, 249
educatable
)131 , 135, 247,
educate, educating)249,
377,
educated
)637, 639
education
educatiolLal
)(see also
) school)
educator
effect, effecting 121, 435, 436,
- and cause 436, 437, 516
436
effective
631
effects (goods)
436
effectual
efflorescence 44, 47, 509
ego 43, 47, 110, 126, 307, 308,
0
310, 77, 337, 409, 433,
6, 533, 434 (see reason)
egoistic 405
egotism 405
480
Eire
121, 433
either
eject, ejecting (atomic particle;
506
elate, elating
309
154, 531
elbow
126, 615, 616
elect, electing
617 (see also select)
electee 133, 617
election (to parliament)132, 616
elector 133
electric cell (storage) 230, 512
- light
128, 273
electrical appliance
392, 396
511
insulation
ion 511
machine 357
518
resistance
- tool 125
electrician 466
- (radio)
466
86, 88, 116, 119,
electricity
233, 249, 274, 357, 511, 515,
646
- conductor 511
- symbols
85, 189, 229, 230
138, 515
electrodynamics
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electrolysis 512
electrolyte 512
electromagnetic waves 515
electron
503, 506
512
electroplating
electroscope 515
515
electrostatics
504
element (chemical)
741 (see up)
elevate, -ion
162, 580, 581
eliminate
embark, embarkation
369
- (starting time)
369
emotion ) 43, 47, 85, 87,
111, 126, 127, 228,
emotional)
239,
12L1-, 305, 22, 0
337, 40
„ 31-0,
N§
533,
, 550, 558, 589, 699,
709, 725 (see also Id)
emotionless 304
emptiness, empty 373
enclose, -ed 110, 117, 143, 369
777, 135, 143, 146,
encaosure
228, 236, 247, 254, 272, 278,
285, 362, 374, 382, 463, 490
121, 22, 240, 382,
end, -ing
426
- (blower) 397
492, 494
- (dead)
- (suction) 397
508
endotermic reaction
594 (see also against)
enemy
engaged (locked) 370
engagement (betrothal) 133, Lii2
engine 132, 357, 464, 495
- (electric)
357
- room 371
- (ship)
371
132, 357
- (steam)
engineer (first) 371
518
engineering tables
English 522 (see also British)
enjoy, -able)
245, 304, 456
enjoyment )
enlarge, enlargement k53
enough 373
eater, -ing 2L,)21, 526, 532
entrance
42, 46, 66,85ffl
entity 364. 13, 21L,, 358, 468
environment 549
12, 106, 155, 331, 449,
equal
476, 520, 543, 632
- (un-)
106
equiangular triangle 277
equilibrium (chemical) 507
eradicate (see destroy)
Erlenmeyer glass-flask 514
escape, escaping 420
105, 120, 425, 646
etcetera
ethics 726
Europe 482, 592
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Eustachian tube of ear 528
513
eutectic alloy
evacuating (gas) 138, 1
)42, 4
108,
evaluate, -ing
evaluation (human))114,143, 161,
260ff,263, 270ff,3777 338, 516
Tsee also adjective)
evaporate (see gas)
evening 128, 237, 533
event
557, 540
every 363
328, 54.2, 545, 546, 584,
evil
689, 699, 736 (see also bad)
- doer 338, 673
example 363
except, exception (see outside
of, 269, 271)
exchange, exchanging 130, 365,
374, 380, 385, 434, 653
- (foreign) 386
- (money)
386
- (rate of) 386
- (stock)
388
127, 305
excite, excitement
exclamation (see speech)
- mark 105, 313
excrement
533
631(see ACTIC/0
exercise, -ing
exhale, exhaling 125, 289
134, 148,
existing, existence
149, 151, 410, 538
exit
66, 85, 86, 135, 236,
358, 468
- (fire)
66, 135
508
exotermic reaction
expand, expansion 226, 515
expect (see hope)
expecting birth 499
126, 309, 319
experience
experiment 405
508
- (chemical)
19
expert
418
explosive
exposure meter
397
- time 397
express (train)
356
extending, extension (see long)
exterminate (see destroy)
- insects
460
extinguish, -ing 130, 372 (see
destroy)
112, 118, 124, 250, 273,
eye
276, 284, 285, 286, 304, 524,
311, 337, 343, 360, 509, 528.
Q, 550, 615, 682, 725
331
- -like
- (cornea) 250, 528
- (geometry)
230, 528
- (iris)
250, 528
- (lens)
250
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250
eye (pupil)
-(retina) 250
eyebrow 530
eyelid 530

F
fabric

119, 135, 136, 370,

face
135, 531
fact
539, 540
factory 646
faint, fainting
fall, falling (see
- (temperature)
fame, famous 485
133, 412,
family
637, 638
- relation 133,
far 124, 145, 282,
farm, farming 242
242
farmer
farthest 147
fat (edible) 513,
father, to father

533
down)
510
414,

412,

415
426

520
133, 412, 415,
417

734
- (God)
father-in-law (see family)
fatherly 133, 415
fear, fearing?162 163, 12.t, 580
feared
)---'
feather 137, 274
February 238, 384
feces
533
feed, feeding 289, 369 (see food)
feeling 127, 04, 22, IL, 313,
579, 699, 4 (see emotion)
- down 305
- of need
134
- (religious)
699
304
- strong
feelingless) 304
feelingly )
391
feet
- and legs 135, 2_1
felon
338, 673
118, 133, 404, 406,
female
475, 542, 563, 564, 648,
(see also woman)
- (fauna and flora) 459
fetch, fetching
132, 357, 393
few 121, 245, 363, 4'48, 522
fiancee 413
136, 241, 242, 543, 552,
field
646
515
- of magnetic force
136, 418, 485
fight, fighting
fighter 136, 418
517, 518, 520
figure (number)
(see
- of speech 137, 54,
also metaphor)

ao.

fill, filling 364
film (photographic)
392, 397
119, 521
filter
138, 511
filtration
find -ing (discovery) 285, 516
- (mental) 516
finder (range)
397
397
- (view
fine (to pay) 497
finger 250
Hinland 481
115, 118, 130, 250,
fire, afire
251, 273, 274, 292, 306, 372,
454, 509
- brigade 646
472
- escape
- exit 66, 135
- extinguisher 372
66
- stairs
364, 517
first
- aid 370, 495
370, 495
station
116, 118, 137, 454, 522,
fish
646, 733
- cooked, baked, grilled 137,

45?

- of river 454
454
- of sea
fishing 522
317
fix, fixing
119, IL, 145,
flag
368, 464, 476, 480,
85, 189
- symbols
250, 251, 728
flame
485
flare up (start)
fleece, fleecing 366
flier
560
fly, flying
137,
fly (insect) 460
flying machine
357,
float, floating, afloat
floor 247
- covering 135, 136,
- number
255
637, 638
- space
- (storey) 129,
flour
521
flower, flowering 134,

254, 308,
481, 482

ga

551

368

247

la

136,

71,
2.

390, 14, 552, 733

flowery 6
137,
- speech
also metaphor)
focus, focussing
- (photographic)
fog 233
- (ground) 127,
folk
475, 648
125, 132,
food
358, 369, L.5.
4795 520, 533,

154, 552 (see
397, zi2
397
233

289, A, 316,
4 5
637, 3 ,

733
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food (bitter) 456
-(sour)
456
- (sweet) 456
-(without) 499
531
118, 135,
foot
of mountain
1,247
of precipice
39, 247
for 121, 130, 380, 382, 390, 391,
4 8, 467, 468,
397, '121,
471, 479, 484, 4y7, 502, 521,
577, 614, 637, 638, 640, 641,
653, 77, 682, 733
force, -ing 134, 305, 480, 630
- (counter) 305
- by power of mind
134, 408
- of nature 138, 680, 681
- (scientific and colloquial)
514
ford
495, 496
forecast, forecasting 126, 122
forecastle, foredeck
368
foreign 2LE,
- affairs 484
- exchange 386
- country 132, 205.
386
- notes
- state
132
- transfer 386
foreigner
390, 484
120, 137, 244, 417, 453,
forest
646
forgive, forgiving 735
138, 465
fork
form (shape) 285
469
formal (dress)
244
fortnight
fortunate, fortune 373
forward, forwarding 8 105, 120,
121, 144, 224, 22
28, 382,
383, 411, 429, 4
492, 511,
559, f/2, 635
fountain pen 360
fowl
453
- (chicken) 453
fragile 395
fragrance, fragrant
289
392
frame (for picture)
France 480. 484
157, 158, 370, 631, 638
free
- delivery 393
631
- exercise of religion
- will of peo le
653
freedom 127, 1 , 305, 631
- of speech 631
631
- of the press
freeze,-ing 128, 233, 397, 509
freight 364
French 480. 522
229, 515
frequencymeter
friction 515
Friday 238
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121, 242, 382, 425, 426,
from
438, 441, 496, 519, 521, 526,
549, 736
front
124, 226, 282, 405, 441,
731 (see also before)
- of person 134,
frontier (limits) Ng, 358
fruit
119, 136, ”2,'122, 733
fry, frying 454
fulcrum 515
Fuehrer 648
full
66, 373, 411, 449, 522,
527

- (bowl)

373

- house
66
- theatre
66
138, 511,
funnel (for liquid)
- of ship
368
furnace 273, 371
furniture
392
further 425
105, 120, 425
furthermore
furthest 147
127, 305, 454
fury
lo 123, 162, 305, 309,
future
12, 371, 380, 381,
212g,
/MO,

fry, frying

G
gain, gaining

558, 580
454

, 38, 549

m1

galvanometer
garage 497
136, 645, 646
garden
- (park)
646
gas 44, 47, 119, 138, 508, t221
.222, 516, 518, 646
138, 515
- filled
- (inflammable) 510
- (changing into liquid) 509
- pressure 515, 516
509
-(changing into solid)
gasoline 497, 499
gathering
121, 226
gel 512
general 648
generalization)
548, 549
generalize
)
generator (alternating current)
229
- (direct current)
229, 515
genital 134, 532
geometrical) 138,
249, 222, 528
geometry
)
- of eye
250, 528
- symbols
85, 189
German ) 145, 162, 481, 581, 589,
Germany) 590, 600
get, getting 130, 365, 559
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564
girl
- (baby)
564
give, giving
- and take 365
- away (betray)
- out 130, 3f).2,
glance, glancing
glass
395
- ware 392
globe (earth) 248
glory 736
glow, glowing 273
go, going
12.2

733, 735
365, 420
374, 381, 732
343

521 417, 522,
551
359

- and return
- -between 388
- up 235
goat
137, 459
God 725-727, 731 -736
gold (coin)
385
good 43, 126, 222, 212, 584, 586,
63o, 689
- -for-nothing 338, 673
goods
130, 222, 221, 222, 222,
394
- received 381
- (payment for) 381
- (rece:-)tion of) 382, 363
goose (domestic)
453
- (wild)
453
gooseberry , 455
gorgeous
) 304
gorgeousness)
govern, -ing)
----) 126, 132, 168, 308,
government
•42 " 484; 485; 613
61 646,
- (minister 77
616
governor 132, 472, 480, 648
grade (ore, chemicafThigh 513
- low 513
grain (plant) 42, 46, 136, 241,
455, 733
- (powder) 129
gram-calory 515
gram-mol
518
granddaughter 414
grandfather 133, 414
grandmother
133, 477
133, 47
grandson
grapes 455
- juice (see 458)
graph 513
136, 455, 733
grass
455
- (food)
gratis 388
gravitation 44, 47
Great Britain 119, 480, 549
green
124, 286, 327
- blue 124, 27S
- (light) 27

125, 291, 479
greet, greeting
287
grey
246, 221
grief, grieving
grind, grinding ) Aa5
grinding machine)
130, 366
grip, gripping
gross
363
39, 232, 248, 325 (see
ground
also earth)
- fog 127, 222
group (general meaning) 120, 244,
245, 363
- (peopre)- 120, 132, 363, 380,
404, 419, 1122, 475, 499, 616,
645, 646
grouse 453
120, 244
grove
grow, growing)
)134, 137, 2.
72i, 406
grown up
growth
126, 308
guess, guessing
122, 429, 613
guide, guiding
(see also govern, rule)
guilty 417
gun (rifle) 417, 418
- (cannon) 418
- (machine) 418
418
-(revolver)
gyrate, gyration 248, 343
gyro compass 248

H
hag 545, 22ii
hail, hailing 128, 233
hairdresser 468
hallowed 735
halt (see stop, end)
hamlet 245
hammer, hammering)
) 138, 275, 318,
hammerable
hammered
)323, 324, 327,
hammerer
) 04, 376, 378,
hammeringly
) 439, 463, 541,
harTerlike
) 542, .2.Z
hammerly
hamper 364
112, 118, 125, 130, 250,
hand
284, 2c10,222, 337, 366, 391,
462, 530, 533, .26.2
- bag 358
- luggage 463
hang, hanging, hanger 409
hangster 673
happen, happening 539, 540 (see
also be, being)
happily )
37, 43, 85, 87,
happiness)
127, 156, 244, 304,
happy
)
305, 222, 479, 520,
633
harbour 369
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harlot 545, 674
harm, harmful 497 (see destroy)
harmony 127, 225, 222
harridan 674
harvest, -ing 42, 46, 241, 242
has 367, 546, 577 (see have)
391
hat (for beach)
- (for men) 391
391
- (for summer)
121, 04
hate
haughty 127, 0
.&,
521, 527,2.
have
123,
577, 592, 630 (see possession)
he
36, 116, 133, 134, 406, 417,
426, 479
head (body)
) 135, 530, 531
- (back of) )
headrest 135
health 134, 408, 222
W (see hospital)
- centre
healthy 134, 408, "32, 550
hear, hearing 85, -87, 112, 125,
276, 288, 337, 343, 528, 530,
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118, 127, 224, 314, 550
heart
hearty 479 (see feeling
heat, heating 359, 395, 396, 22,
515, 518
- (measuring)
509
heater (bath) 392
731, 732, 753, 754
heaven
136, 514
heavy (weight)
heel
531
129, 252
height of mountains
(see also high)
364
held
helium (atom) 503, 505
- nucleus 505
hellbound
338, 673
hellcat 674
hellhag 674
134, 408, 409, 479,
help, -ing
520, 5Ail, 688, 67-q
- (medical)
638
- (mutual) 134, 689
- (needing) 499, 68
helper 134, 408, 499, 687
helpful 408
hemisphere (northern) 248
248
- (southern)
17;,123
hence
her 417, 4 , 527
1, 396, 397, 432, 448,
here
520
- and there 432
hetaera 674
hexaped 137 (see also insect)
124, 146, 2L2, 246, 232,
high
283, 519 (see also higher,
highest)

high grade

513

637
- school
154, 740
highbrow saying
higher 246, 596
highest 147, 246
2.21,
highway warning sign
360, 552
him 417, 479 (see also he)
himself (see self 405, 406)
hire, hiring 130,
his L22, 577 (see also he)
hit, hitting 125, 290
364
hoard, hoarding
hobby (see play)
hold, holding
366, 368,
- money
holder 386
holdings 380
hole (water)
holiday 128,
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116, 130,

359,

22,

22L, 387, 463
380
129, 233, 326
239, 359, 384, 495,

637, 638
home country 386
honour 592, 594
hoodlum 338, 673
hook
409
hooligan 338, 673
hop (for making beer) 455
hope, hoping 163, 305, 520, 522
horde 648
horizon (see earth)
horizontal
40', 463
horn (animal, see 495 and pointer
247)
- (musical) 465, 493
119, 137, 459
horse
hospital L22, 499, 637, 638, 646
hospitality 522
370, 396, 472, 509, 541
hot
hotel 467
hotplate (electric)
396
396
- (left plate)
- (right plate) 396
129, 222, 471, 537, 638
hour
house, housing
66, 85, 87,

115, 129, 149, 243, 254, 274,
275, 374, 381, 440, 463, 467,
485, 541, 543, 621, 631
- full 66
- number (postal)
255
how?
121, /lir, 446
- many?
777, 444
121, 1144
- much?
human (male, female7-- 115, 118,
404ne,2, 542, 648, 679, 681,
682, 683 (see man, woman)
- EVkLUATION 42, 47, 108, 114,
2L2, 2
13 (see adjective,
value)
humble 127, 305
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humour 127, 'SOS
hunch (scienti ic) 516
hunger 127, 06
28 , 485
hurricane
411
husband 133, 4
hussy 674
hydrant 495
hydraulic (press) 515
hydrogen (atom, molecule)
Q, 506
- nucleus 505
hygroscopic 509
hypothesis (scientific) 516

inductor (electric)
229
-(variable)
industry (chemical)
inferior man 124, 146,
-(feeling) 305
inflammable
66, 130,

510
503,

I (male and/or female)
36, 42,
47, 86, 88, 116, 133, 162,
282, 309, 316, 2T5g, LI-22, 410,
417, 426, 430, TJ1-, 490, 575,
520, 521, 522, 538, 552, 592,

741

ice 233, 457
icecream 457, 458
- (strawberry) 453
Iceland 481
id
43, 47, 110, 126, 2a6fr,304,
311, 337, 409, 433, 533, 550,
699 (see also emotion)
308, 709
idea
idealistic) 533
) (see also conscience)
ideals
149
idiot
304
idolization, idolize
if 446, 471
44, 47
ileuE7Tmedical)
illuminate, illumination
273
impel, -ling 742(see push,force)
653
imperialism, -zing, -um
417, 419 479,
imprison, -went
641 (see prison)
improbable, -ility 126, loll
impulse, -ive 111, z1, 550, 699
4 8
in 117, 236, 237, 417,
484, 485, 520, 522, 339, 5e
592, 595, 596, 637, 638, 733,
734, 735, 742
inanimate, inanimated thing 134
include, including)(see inside of
)237,also outinclusion
side 271)
increase, increasing
516
- margin
388
indigenes
648
indigo 124, 286
individual (male or female) 116,
118, 126, 128, 134, 135, 77,
148, 154, 160, 282, 309, 390,
405, 410, 532, 538, 549, 552,
682, 685, 740
-(needy) 408

229
508
282
396, 509,

- gas, liquid
510
influence, influencing 623
information 237, 358, 386
inhabitant 648
inhale, inhaling 289
Ink pen)) 130, 360
inquiry 387
116, 118, 137, 138, 460,
insect
646, 733
insecticide 138, 461
397
inserting, insertion
237, 369, 386 (see in)
inside
inspecting, inspection 343
instalment (part payment)
393
instinct 126, 699 (see id)
institute of education 374
112, 125, 462
instrument
-(musical) 125, 291
511
insulation (electric)
insurance business 393, 637, 646
- (fire)
393
-(old age) 637, 639
- policy
393
- premium 393
-(transport)
393
-(unemployment) 637, 640
-(war risk)
393
intelligence, -t
308(see reason)
164
intention
interaction (law of, between material bodies)
681, 690
- (law of, between human indiduals)
682ff, 690ff
interchange 375
interdependence (law of between
individuals) 682ff, 691
interest (material)152, 621, 635
-(mental) 43, 1-26, 308
-(money) 131, 3b5
interfuse, interfusing 741
interjacence 441
international 520
- menu card 457
- tables (scientific) 518
interpreting, interpreter
390
interval (time)
381, 441, 496
into
153, 289, 369, 553, 735
introduction(medical) 552
int"ssusception ( " )
44, 47,
invade, invasion
136, 594,
invoice 11, aa, 394
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)
ion (anion)
- (cation) )
- (atom)
)
- (molecule))
511,
ionisation
iris (eye)
250
- (photographic)
iron
505
- curtain 653
- for laundering
is 1.49, 11, 520,
1 542,
53
579, 5 , 595,
existing)
Islamitic
367
128, 2 ,
island
isotope (atomic
issue, issued 390,
it 133, 406
Italy
7 f, 485
its 406, 439
itself 417

511
512
397

kitchen tools 392, 465
338, 673
knave
532
knee
42, 46, 116, 119, 136,
knife
241, 418, 462, 465, 499
know, knowing)131, 153, 374, 377,
knowledge
)502, 522, 668
laboratory (see room and work)468
labourer 637
ladder 464
lading 564
127, 244,
646
lake
lamb (see sheep 459, young 390)
- roasted 457
lamp
392, 397 (see light 285)
land
381 (see also earth)
- (proprietor of)
560
landed, landing
560
language 85, 88, 112, 125, 292,
337, 360, 361, 390
large
653 (see also big)
last
364
lage
388
222,
laugh
127, 305
laundry 471
lavish, lavishing 365
law 1t, 497, 615
- book 366, 615
- of interaction 680ff,69Off
- of interdependence 682f:17,691
- maker
615, 616
- of nature 516
lawful (not) 366
lay, laying down 116, 134, 407
lead, leading 1264 zz, 422, 613,
648, 735 (see govern, rule)
leader 616, 648
leaf (see tree, and parts of
things 25Off)
- (paper)
115, 288, 22.2, 353,
358, 387
leaflet 390
lean, leaning 154, 407
learn, learner ) 131,
learned society)
lease, leasing
130, 365
least
121 (see also opposite
of most 245, 246)
ledger
131, 287
left
124, 282, 492
- (keep)
77
-(turn)
492, 493
leg 118, 135, 391, 527, .1-1
- of chair 551
- of table 135, 248
legislative assembly
615, 616
legume 455
lemon 455
458
- juice

L

471
521

522, 526,
577, 578,
74 (see be,

485
506
469

J

jack (lifter) 125
jail
419 (see also prison)
January 128, QE
599
Japan, Japanese
jerk, jerking 132, 26
jetplane
357
--(turbo) 564
Jew, Jewish 367, 591
join, joint -) 413
joining tool)
journey 132, 22
joy 111, 127, 239, 304, 495, 553,
741
jubilant, -tion
127, 244,

304

136, 566, 405,
judge, judging
550, 61 5, 630
July
238, 242, 520, 522
jump, jumping 225
junction 413
June
238
jury
417
just now 446

K
keel

849

368
keep, keeper 564, 366
492
- left, right
key 463
khaki
124, 22
kill, -ing ) T35, 411, 417, 485,
killed, -er) 596, 682, 683
kindle, kindling 728 (see fire,
510
- point
132, 648
king
kingdom 735, 736 (see govern)

la
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lend, lending 130,

565

lens of eye 250
- (photographic) 397, 515
121 (see also opposite
less
of more 245, 246)
let, let go
130, 365
letter (mail) 42, 46, 86, 88
119, 253, 22aL, 358, 464, 521
(air mail)

253

- box 254
- correspondence 8
- (registered)
253
- (single alphabetical)

130,

, 2LAI,

lettuce 455, 458
515
lever
131, 281
liabilities
libertine
673, 674
liberty 15,633 (see freedom)
librarian
370
library 244, 370, 636, 646
lid 247, 465
530
- of eye
465
- of pot
lie (see laying down)
- (voiced, deliberate)
607
life 86, 88, 128, 134, 148, 156,
410, 411 , 490, 534, 22a, .222,
633, 77, 683
- belt 371
- boat 119, 371
- vest 119, 371
lifeless 128, 135, 682
lift (elevator)
277
471
- (telephone receiver)
lifter 125, 291
light (brightness) 128, 222, 2a2,
396, 732, 741
- (weight) 514
127, 233, T, 584
lightning
like, liking 0

08

;32,

lip (lower,

lender 365, 381
- of money 381
length 282, 328, 518 (see long)

1

44 4
-(comparison
4, 2 131,
limit, limiting
145, 282, 496, 695 (see also
limits
- (speed) 495
- (time)
365, 496
limited 124, 2112, 2f2, 387
- company 131, 580
limits
) 283, 325, 2 58,
- (within)) 165, 441, 476
124, 228,
line (geometrical)
, 22a, 282, 405
curved j 279
- (drawing the) 405
- of page 130, 31.9_
linen
370, 390

- to gas

518,
11 8
509, 5.

- (inflammable) 510
125, 288, 471,

listen, listener

492
liter 461

242, 448
245
- (very)
live, living 134, 135, 148, 1L-2.
151, 410, 411, 538, -M, 733,
747 (see life, existence)
- wire (electric)
397
living being 134, 410, 536.
591
- space
livingly (lively) 410
load, loading 364
130, 365
loan
- department
388
- received 381
621
lobby, lobbying
lobe of ear 528
lock (sluice) 286, 369
locust
137, 460
little 121,

lodging (see also house)
479 1
long
124, 282, 328, 482
look, look outer, 124, 286, 322,

343, 491, 492
loose
580 (see fixed 317)
loot, looting 366
Lord (God)
725-44 731-736
120, 131, 3 , 549
loss
lounge 468
85, 87, 111, 504, 417
love
loveless 304
loveliness, lovely 304
lover 413
low 124, 147, 246, 2a2

- ceiling (cloudsj-- 127
513
- grade
lower, lowest 246
luck
127, 306
luggage 119, 358, 369, 463
- car 358
lying below ground (buried) 407,
408, 532

M
machine 132, 222, 560, 371,
645, 646
- (designing)

466

- for duplicating
360
- (electrical) 132, 357

- (flying) 132, 357
- (grinding, mincing) 465
- (printing)
360
-(sewing) 465
magistrate 648
magnet, magnetism 515

381
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magnetic compass 248
515
- (field of)
515
- force
- pole 515
maid (room) 135, r1
mail, mailing
5 058, 468
(see also letter)
- (air) 42, 46, 137, 23
- car 358
493
main road
make, making 108, 111, 136, 138,
390. 410, 466, 508, 615
male human being 118, 133, 404,
475 542, 679, 715 (see maE7
- (fauna and flora)
459
133
- orphan
malefactor
338, 673
malfeasant
338, 673
man 16, 42, 451 47, 85, 87,
113, 133, 14 149, 228, 242,
243, 272, 2 5, 291, 316, 318,
320, 321, 363, 366, 367, 378,
382, 388, 404, 102, 411, 412ff,
440, 443, 457, 469, 475,
479 737, 541, 42,
549,
577, 578, 579, 623, 3 673,
679, 733, 742
108, 111, 138, 466
- -made
499
- (sick)
- (to man) 43, 133, LIU, 404
- at work
497
manager 471, 648
mandatory traffic sign 490, 491
manly
43, 133, 14 404
manometer
119, 3 77.7', 518
manufacture 466 (see also make,
man-made)
manufacturing trade
508
many
105, 120, 121, 24 , 244,
4
245, 251, 362,
44E, 485, 5211 , 24L, 54
594,
615, 648
- times
363
-(very)
105,120, 244, 245,
251, 362, 365, 425, 543
March 238, 242
march, marching into 594
margin increase 388
mark, marking
285
) 133, 412, 413,
marriage
married couple) 417
mass (physics)
514
masses 648
massage, massaging
533
massif (of mountains) 251
master 648
material (raw)
138, 508, 646
- THING 42, 47,
c271 (see
also '2HING)

851

mathematics (knowledge of)) ,
) 5-1 7
(science of)
- symbols
64, 189
matter 247, 258, 22:
1 , 679, 708
(see also
mattress 135
May 238
may be
134, 222, 521,
me 162, 430, 741 (see also I
136
meadow
meal
396 (see also food, eat)
mean, meaning 567
measurabie,measure
44, 47,
measuring, measurement)124, 282,
442, 509, 516, 521
- glass
514
- heat 509
meat
465, 533
mechanic 497 (see also 466)
medical 370, 522fr
- doctor44,
370, 122, 638
- help 638
- journal 525ff
- knife, scalpel 529
- science
529
- service
106, 637
- tool 530
medicine 44, 47, 119,
f,637,
638
- (doctor of) (see medical)
meek
127, 505
meet, meeting 222, 291, 520
melon 455
melting 522, 212, 513
- metal
509
- point
518
510
- - (metal)
member of parliament
615ff
memorandum 325
memory 126
- (happy, unhappy)
305
men 155,2L12, 578
- (group of)
419
- (many)
404 (see also man)
menu card
a.22, L2L3, 474
merchandise 380, 395
merchant 380
mercury 505
message, messenger 471
metal
138, .5282C1 513, 515, 518
- casting 509
513
- (corrosion)
- melting point 510
- ore 513
- (solidifying) 138, 509
metallurgy
513
metaphor 137, 154, 211,5541 740
(see figure of speech)
-(poetical)
154, 554, 740
metaphysics 727

852
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meteorology symbols
meter symbol 84, 189
- (photo-exposure)
- (square) 461
method 521, 522
Mexico 481
microscope
527
midnight 238
midships 368
might be 134, 15/, 539
militant spirit
419
military 41,646
456
milk (bottled)
mincing machine
465
mind 43, 47, 1221,118,
164, 322T 112gf1 3141
411, 429, 433, 516,

189, 232
397

money (paper) 131, 3830, 385, 432
131, 3811
- (to receive)
- (to hold) 380
monster 605, 673
128, 23821,241, 386
month
115, 118, 128, 2, 235,
moon

237, 273, 533, 737

126 , 131,
4,

5
5 3,
550, 567, 581, 621, 709, 725M
728, 742 (see also reason)

mindful 307
mine (belonging to me) 431, 4
129, 21,
mine, mining
minister of government 484, 615,
648
minus
2,(2, 120, 286, 289, 304,
311, 388, 433, 584, 682 (see
also subtraction)
minute (time) 129, Q2
minx
674
mirror (parabolic))
515
-(plane)
miscreant
338, 673
misfortune
591 (see also loss)
mix, mixing
mixable )
mixability )
mixed
144, 47, 121, 122,
- variety)
77, 270,
mixedness ) az?_, 225, 437,
458,
mixer
,
46
513,
521
mixingly )
mixingness )
mixture
)
- like
)
674
mistress (bad woman)
mobile
132, 356
modulate, -ing, -ion, -or
411
moisture 520
molar solution
510
molecular weight 518
molecule 50211,511
Monday 128, 238
Monday to Friday 359
money
106, 119, 253, 358, 361,
370, 3802E1= 382, 8,432
- advance 368
- cable
253, 385
- exchange 386, 46R
- issue
646
- order
253

- (full)
128
- rise 128
moral, moralize)43,126, 310, 311E
morally
121,
246, 388, 396,
more
592, 741 (see much, many)
moreover 425
morning 128
533
morse code
5, 189
mortal 411 , 578
most Tr, 147, 246, 388, 396
moth
137, 460
mother, to mother, -17) 133, 412415
- -in-law
motion
32
12, 742
motor (electriiI) 132, 01, 397
- (alternating direct current)
229, 249
- car 132, 2.22, 394, 495, 549
mound
129, 252, 564
mounting 275
mountain 9, 115, 1219t,129, 149,
22, 274, 453,
552, 64, 646
247
- (basis of)
- (foot of)

-(low)

564

233, 247
- slope
- top 247
mountainous 122
mountainousness 123
mouse
137, II, 87,
118, 125,
mouth
2 2 28.4, 289, 2 1, 2 2, 305,
3 , 343, 427, 5 0, 5 2, 567,
- shut 292
move, moving) 132, j,356, 495,
movement
) 550
movie (camera)
397
much
105, 120, 1L: 14
244,
-(
24
74
c:11,e2V6, 304,
3gE,
443, 575
-(how?)
121
- more 388
105, 120, 244, a2,
-(very)
422, 527
muchness 122
mud. 233
137, 459
mule

853
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multiple
multiplication)

122, 1
.2, 425,
105, 107, 120,
146, 230, 243246, 425,

multiply
- (creatures)
107,
multitude
429, WI, 548,
much, many)
museum 646
mushroom 136, 4i
music
106, 1

12,

222,

Z.1

733
122, L,2101:',425,
615 (see also

125, 288, 291,

466, 468
- symbols
85, 189
468
musical comedy
- instrument
125, 221,
- note 125, 288, 122
468
- opera
musician 466, 469
417, 479, 480, .2Lo, 581
must
411
mutate, -ing, -ion, -or
mutual aid
134, ,68ff

ao

my, myselfiL12,520, 522 (see 1)
mystic trance)

mysticism

)

727

N

nail, nailing)
465
- like
254, 386, 469, ,t62, 736
name
narrate, -ion)
272, 221, 343
narrative
)
narrow 124, 22ifi
- bridge

nation 133, 429, a22,
11,
614, 645, 646, 648
native
77
natural law 516
108, 726, 727
- (super)

nature 45, 47, 108, 111, 138,
490, 516, 607, 221UW25, 726,
728
124, 145, 282E1;282, 331,
near
373, 395, 426, 2112, 441, 449,
476, 527,
nearness 549
134, 596, §22, (see
necessary)
necessity)
also need)
neck
135, 530, 531
need, needing 134, 408ty,499, 591,
685ff,687, 68
- help 499, 687
499
- helper
needy
116, 134, 408ff
- individual
408E1,685ff
needle 4G5
-(sewing) 465
ne'er-do-well 338, 673
r:gative 291, OF-3, 313, 584 (see
also minus)

negotiable (not)

386
)
(see also near)
neighbourhood)417
neither 121, 433
neptunium
505er
481
Netherlands
neutron 503ff,518
nevertheless 450
new 134, 637, 638 (see opposite
old)
news
125, 288, 312, 468,
newspaper
) 484, 526
newspaperman)
New Zealand
480
nickel (coin) 385
133, 414
niece
night
128, 232, 2381 732
- safe 382, 384
nitrogen 505, 520
- nucleus
505
no, not 120, 168, 222, 305, 308,
314, 359, 386, 417, 471, 479,
484, 521, 533, 584, 592, 637,
640
- admittance
370
- entrance) 66, 493, 494
)
- entry
640
- imprisonment
- left turn 493
- opposition
617
- parking
496
- racing alongside
493
493
- right turn
- smoking
66, 359
- speaking 66
- spitting 66
- tooting 493
noise
125, 288, 471
-(loud)
777, 288
none
363
neighbour

noon
238
nor 121, 433

normal (healthy) 134,
north 248
- pole 248
northern hemisphere
Norway (Norge)
481
nose
112, 118, 125,
.?1,a, 337, 530
not (see no)
- negotiable
386
note of arrival
393
- of delivery
393
nothing 363
notice 471
notwithstanding 450
November 238, 242
now 107, 123, 112, 312,
(see also present)

532
248
276, 284,

446, 497
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nucleus 247
(atomic)
(atomic)
atomic)
atomic) 5031T
- of
of enclosure
enclosure
247
number ayl,
ayl, 394,
394, 1
1
589
- (atomic
(atomic-)- 505,
505, 5
- (cardinal)
(cardinal)
517
- of
of floor
floor 255
- of
of house
house 255
- (ordinal)
(ordinal) 517
517
469
- of passport
- of room 255
nurse 529

0
object 742 (see THING)
objection
08 434
obliterate
(see destroy)
observation
126,4/, 518,
observe, observer 521, 527, 540
obstacle 225
obtain, obtaining 365
occupation (see 466)
occur, -ence 526,
(see event)
ocean
127, 244, 4 453, 741
October 2 8, 24n
289
odor
of 121, 382, 428, 420, 432, 4l24
4401 484, 485, 496, 497, 51-6
519, 520, 521, 522, 614, 741 1
742
off 121, 396, 417, 426
419, 594
offense, offensive
offer, offering
130, 365
office 131
131
-(business)
officer 559
-(returning votes) 559
- of ship 370
official 648
275, 513
oil, oiling
-(edible) 513
495
oiled road
old 134
- age 637, 639
125, 28
olfactory
on 121, 395, 396,
412,
4 1 520, ,a2, 553, 577
once
363
one 244, 359, 2L,1, .222
way road 493
oneness 364
onion 455
only
359,
521
onward 120 (see also progress)
opaque 509
open, opening 85fir,110, 117, 124,
135, 228,2 6, 2 1, 369, 370,
4
510, 533
384, 396,
opera 468

1,
373, 407, 418
opposition
126, 127, au, 202,
4 4
- group
17
)
oppress, -ion
'127 152 225
oppressive, -ness)
optical department}
3
592, 515
optics
or 121, 386, 433ff,479, 497
291
oral
124, 286
orange (colour)
- (fruit) 455
456, 458
- juice
order, -ing (buy) 182, 432
- (command) (see force)
- (purpose) 635
517
ordinal number
ore 513, 646
- (metal) 513
organic chemical 518
414
orphan (female)
133
- (male)
osmosis 511
528
ossicles of ear
124, 282, 1
1 .JU, 637, 640
other
our /1-2, 522, 77, 734, 735
out IT7, 22q, 212, 269, L21, 359
- of 369, 438
out
)
outsider)

2622, 221, 272, 369,
386, 471

124, 226, 235, 269, La,
over
282, 390, 42
overdue 388
overflow, overflowing 373
491, 493
overtake, overtaking
- (no) 493
own, owning
) 367 L31, gE, 590,
owner
sr, 645, 646
ownership )
)
ox 137, 21a
510
oxidation
510
oxide
oxygen 505, 506
- (atom)
506
- (isotope) 506
506
- (isotope nucleus)
- (nucleus) 505
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P
pacifist 418
419
- spirit
package 3C)(
page
125, 150, 2 360, 432,
464, 4741 484,
pain, painful 134, 408
paint (liquid) 513
pair
363
pale
287
- (to make, become) 287
pan 465
paper
115, 116, 119, 130, 131,
358, 360, .22, 369, 386, 387,
431, 4321 464, 631 (see page)
- copy 387
- leaf 115, 288,
353, 358,
387
131 1 222, M21 432
- money
- page 474
- piece
385, 386

paragraph
130, 360
parallel 117, 28
parallelogram 117J, g22
paramour 674
parcel 119, 22L, 222, 464
- fee 254
- weight
254
parents 133, 412
park (garden)4g.

855

pay, paying, -went
131,_381nc,
386, 468, 471, 479, 637, 638
payment received 381
- part (instalment)
388, 593
- for taxes 381
peace (no war)
422, 631
- of mind 127, 226, L22
peach 455
peacock 453
pear 455
pea
455, 457
pen, to pen
42, 47, 85, 87,
119, 130, 254,324fd,343, 262,
388, 464, 468, Z
,2
- (ink, fountain)
130, mg,
penetrate, penetrating 1 53, 369
penitentiary 419 (see prison)
pennant 368
penniless
131, 2213.
pentode 515
people 163, 404, 4.22, 42.2, 497,
502, 543, 597, 599, sT3, 614,

621, 629, 648
perceive, -ing
324 (see eye)
percent, -age
, 519, 521
perception 324 (see eye)
perfume 392
permit, permission126, 309, 595
permutate,-ing,-ion,-or
411

parking both sides of street 497
- enclosure 496
- left 496
- (no) 496
- right
496
parliament (member of) 615
parlor (beauty)
468
part, parting 120, 122, 250-252,
Ifg, 380, 388, 393, 448, 457,
461
partially
527
414
partition'
particulars 387
partridge
453
pass, passing 639
- throug!:, 225
passenger
369
pas sion
126, 127, 304, 533,
534, 699 (see feelings,emotion)
passive (verb symbol) 20., 222,
241ff,378, 55S,
passport 132, 358, 469, Lf-2_q
past
107, 123, 305, 3091 31710f,
371, 380, 381, 446,
patient (sick person) 526, 527,
532

pernicious,-ness 546
person 443, f12, 638, 740 (see
also individual)
Peru 481
pharmaceutical product 530
pheasant
453
philosopher) 111, 138, 466, 607,
philosophy )26
photo studio 3
92
- cell tube 515
physical ACTION
42, 47, 107,

2i12, 263f,589(see act,ACTION)
- power (see strong)
- structure 514
- symbols
84, 189
518
- tables
physics 138, .22Li
- symbols
84, 189
pick, picking up 365
picture 124, 2g, 392, 542
piece
393, 148 (see also part)
- of art
377
- of paper 385, 386
pierce,-ing 396 (see through)
459
Pig
pigeon 453
pilfer, pilfering 366
pill
396, 533
pillage 366
pillow 370

856
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pilot (of airplane)
pin 465
137
pine tree
pink
286

137

254, 233, 315, 395,
1=1
444, 469, 522, 527, 539 (see
also earth, ground)
.u.
129, 2
plain
111, 138, 155,
plan, planning)
planner
)
466, 508, 61'i
plane
124, 277, 463
132, 357 (see also
-(air)
airplane)
-(jet)
132, 357
-(rocket) 564
- (turbo) 564
planet 248
116, 118, 136, 137, pi,
plant

222, 454
plate
-(hot, electrical)
platform 122

396

plating (electro)
7
2, 306, 553
P1:7-7:
1:::ng 11:
-(theatre) 468
playing cards 553
please 471, 479
pleased 245 (see}sappiness)
plebs 648
pliers 465
plough
42, 46, 241, 242, 464
plum
455
plumber 466
plunder, plundering
366
plural 122, 120, 243
plus
105, 306, 1
3811f,387,
422, 506, :221, 22, 638
plutocrat
573
plutonium
505
pocketing
364, 365
poem, poetry) 137, 154, 554, 2/12,
poetical
)
- metaphor) al
point
277
510, 518
- of boiling
- of view (position))
-(conscience)
432T
-(emotion)
-(reason
pointing at 567
poison 395, 461
Poland 481
polarization, polarize 521
pole (rod)
278
-(magnetic)
248, 515
-(north, south) 248
police 122, 646 (see protection)
245
pond

policy of insurance
393
populace
648
population 648
pork (see pig 459)
457
- (baked, minced)
porter 471
121, 441
position
positive
221, 122 • ff (see
also plus)
--positron
503
possess, possessing)
possession
LZ,
546, 630,
possessive,-ness )
645
possessor,-ship
possibility) 539 (see probabil ) ity 308, and can do
possible
378, 654)
post 25X,646
119,
- card
129,
- office
pot 138, 454, LL2, 5 0
- for tea 465
- (with water) 454, 510
potato 455, 457, 458
pouch 364
powder 129, 251, 22, 512
power (electricity)-- 646
- (God)
736
-(mechanical) 515
515
- (physics)
- (states) 484
prayer 734
121, 24 496
precipice
24
- (foot of)
precipitation(chemical)511, 521
preconscious 110, 126, 221 (see
also conscious, reason)
prediction 319
521
prefer, preferring
premium (insurance)
393
317ff, 741
presence
2221 123, 2271
present (time)
319, 558
-(give away) 365
president of state country 484,
a2, 616, 648 (see prime
minister 132)
Dress (see newspaper
- (freedom of) 631
- (hydraulic) 525
pressing (laundering) 471
pressure 44, 47, 138, 514, _21.2,
518
- (air)
518
515, 516
- (gas)
131, .222, 479
price
- for room 471prime minister `
print, printing N 1360,
printed, priner4
- 361
rrinting machine)
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prism (quadrangular)
278
prison
136, 412, 490, 497, 637,
640
- bars 168, 641
- window
136
prisoner 12, 419
- of war
136, 422
private secretary 12-5, 222
probability) 126, NI,
probable )
problem 520 (see also question)
proceed,-ing 522, 635 (see
progress)
process (chemical) 508
produce, producing 508 (see make,
man-made)
product (see man-made) 646
- (chemical)
508
production (tools of) 646
profile (face)
135,
profit 131, 381
progress,-ing 716, LI,, 47, 120,
144, 22.2, .Y21, 309 (see
forwardij
progressive 144
projector (movieT 397
property (quality, scientific)
516
- (possession) 367, 3r/;
prophecy
)
126, f22, 371
prophesy,-ing)
prophet
)
proposl)1,,-b
propose ) ,
- , 22L3, !..tii, 484, 522
proprietor
6, 373, 560
- of land 560
) 12 , 242, 125,
protect,-ing
388, 412,
protection,-or )
-(feeling of)) 4
- for future
393
proton 50330C,518
province 254, 255
127, 122
proud
public 648
publish,-ing) 360, 361
publisher )
puddle 245
pull, pulling 132, .y., 514
pulley (sheave)
pumpkin 455
125, 222
punch, punching
punish,--went 136, 419 (see also
conscience)
pupil of eye 2 0, 528
purchase 131, 43 383 (see also
buy 388, 3 , 432)
Purpose 121, 126, 22, m2, lu,

2.12i, 614, 653

- counter

purpose)

121, 308,

ol

857

purser (ship) 370
156, 633 (see after)
pursuit
, 397, 521-, 623
push,-ing 132,
47
- button
pyramid 278
quadrangular prism 278
533, 679 (see animal)
Quadruped
quagmire 233
quail 453
516 (see
quality 146,
also value, Evaluation)
516
- (scientific property)
quarterdeck 368
quarters (housing, see house)
question 121, 2.32, 374, 442
- mark 105, 121
quick
132, 1.2L, 397, 507, 527
105, 2111
quotation mark

R

rabbit 459
race, racing 491
-(bicycle) 468
-(dog)
468
- (no) 493
radio
2a, 254, 646
254
- cable
- electrician
466
- set 394
- symbols 189, 229, 230
- tube 230
radish 455
radium 505
rail travel
railroad crossing 119, 132,
) 468, 494,
railway
- station
rain,-ing)
85, 86, 128,
rainy
)
244, 269, 222, 285
370, 406, 411 496
raincoat 390
range finder (photographic) 397
- of mountains 129, 2,LI
rank and file 648
ransack 366
rapid (see quick)
rapids (water)
233
rapture 245, 304
rare
363
rascal 2321,, aal, 212, 673
455
raspberry
rat 137, 460
rate (bank 385
131, 286.
- of exchange
ration card 474
rational thought
43, 47, 111,
126, 122, 22, J111, 313, 409,
429, 533, 584, 699 (see also
reason)
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raw material 508, 646
reaction (see force 138,680,681)
- (chemical)
507
-( - endotermic) 508
-( - exotermic ) 508
-( - reversible) 507
130, 360, 521
read,-ing)
reader )
reagens (chemical) 508, 521
real, reality 222, 540
reason, reasoning 43, 47, 111,
126, 222, 08, 111, 313, 337,

516, 533,
709, 725

588, 589, 699,

receipt 131, 222
receive, receiving 130, 2E2, 2E1,
1§1, 519, 559
- deposits 386
- money
131, 181, 182
receiver (telephone
471- (addressee)
254
-(in general) 364, 559
receptacle
364
reception (hotel) 468
- (medical) 532
- of goods 131, 382, 38
£44
recessing, recession
recipient
364
reciprocate
355
rectangle
117, 222
rectifier tube
230, 515
red 124, 286ff
- cross
370
- (new symbol) 685
reduce, reduction 485 (see less)
reference to (see relation 121,
430 - 438)
reflector (parabolic) 515
refraction 515
refrigerator 397
refusal,refusing 126, 0
refuse (see excrements 5 3
regular 527 (see near equal time)
relate, relation
105, 121, 382,
/22, 435ff,449-, 519, 614

-

133, 415

- (mathematical) 105, 449
relative (family) 133, 111
relatively, relativity 430
release, releasing 365
religion 631, altilff, 2
religious believer 00
- feeling 699, 2a2, 22E
remove,-ing (take off,awaYJ 396
rent, renting 130, 2E2
repair,-ing (see make, and good)
-(road under) 119, 1-22
repeat,-ing
) 130, 2a, 222,
repeatedly,-ition) 387, 426
report -in
272, 222, 2/2, 2E2,
522, 526, 527

reporter (see newspaper)
360
reprobate
673
reproduce,-tion (printing) 360
127, 225, 222
repulsion
request,-ing (see please,or force)
research (scientific) 516
-(agricultural) 520
-(university) 646
reserve, reserving 364
-(savings) 380
residence (see house)
648
residents
resist (see counter force)
resistance (electrical) 518
resistor (electrical) 229
responsibility) 471 (see also
responsible ) altruism 405)
rest, restful 306
-(no motion)
357
restrict, restriction 362
result, resulting 122, 520
retain, retainer 364
retina of eye 250 (see also 528)
retort (chemical) 460, 122T
419
retreat, retreating
return, returning 359, 417, 559
returning officer 559
reverse, reversing 397
reversible reaction (chemica7)507
revolution (mechanical)
343
revolver 418
343
revolving
513
rhombic system
ribbon 392, 530
rich, riches 373, 577
ridge of mountain
39, 247
418
rifle
right (conscience) 126, 222, 584.
586, 689
- (direction)
124, 282, 422
492
-(keep)
493
-(turn)
-(lawful demand)
126, 584,
586, L22, 689
righteousness 584
rightangle 277
rightangled triangle
277
371, 413
ring
rise, rising 599 (see also up)
-(temperature) 510
river, rivulet
128, 246
road
493, 646
- mainj-- 493
- main. crossing)
493
narrowing) 494
- oiled) 495
- one way) 493, 494
- under repair 119, 497
- side 493
- sign (safety) 371, 1122, Lial,
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road slippery 495
- (small) 493
- (two way) 493
- under water
496
- up 497
- winding 493
robbing, robbery
365
rock
129, 2f1, 252, 496
rod 278
22L, 541, 542, 673
rogue
roll, rolling
742
roof
85, -87, 1241, 242, 412,
W10, 453, 463
- TCiT)Ver,protection) 129, 133,
136, 242, 22E, 388, 422, 453
- the 580
room
135, 2'12, 369, 389, 463,
468, 539, 553, 63?, 638
369
- (cabin)
- (dining) 561
- for ladies
135, 7(-)
- (lounge) 468
- maid 135, 471
135,
- for men
0
- number
a2.2, 1;57
- (price farp--- 471
- for smokers
292
- open to street 135, 389
- for writing
468
461
root
136 ,
rotating, rotation 123, 248, 34
rotter 673
674
roue
roughneck
673
Roumania 481
round, rounding
rowing boat
221,
rowdy
338, 673
ruffian 338, 573
106, 130, 418( see destroy)
ruin
429 9 613, 615, 648
rule,-ing)
ruler
)
(see govern)
- (measurement) 124, 282
rust, rusting 513

S
sack (container)

364
- (plunder) 366
sad, sadness
43, 45, 85, 87,
127, 304
151,
safe (banking)
384,
386, 471
- feeling
306
- custody 131, 0
safety (feeling)
- first
395
- road sign 371, 422, 491, 492T
395, 371
- warning
sail, sailing
464, 553
- ship 368

859

sailor
370
458
salad
sale
389
salida (Spanish for exit)
66
salmon 457
salt (ordinary)
275
- (chemical)
512, 518
sample
2E2, 519
sand
129, 251, ,E.2
sane, sanity 550 (see also
healthy)
sardine 457
satisfaction) 373, 411
satisfied )
511
saturation (chemical)
Saturday 128, 238, 359,
savings 385
- account (see 387)
- deposit
385
380
- reserve
465
saw (circular)
- (straight)
465
44, 125, 154, 272,
say, saying
291, 313, 314, 343, 417, 484,
548, 740
scale (measure)
282, 449, 509
136, 254, 366,
scales (balance)
387, 495,
- (decimal) T56, LI
scalpel 529
school
374, 497, 637, 646
science
45, 47, 138, 466, 502,
X
08,
, 522, 562, 607, 726
38, 508
- of chemistry
- of mathematics 138, L.2
- of semantics
567
- of theology
726
- (popular) 502
scientific hunch 516
- hypothesis
516
138, 516
- theory
45, 47, 466, 600
scientist
scissors 462
scoundrel
338, 575
screw 465
- driver
465
sea 244, 2/-2, 453, 732
465, 545
seamstress
search, searching 286, 631
(see also 238)
season
seat, seating 275, 358, 407
594
- (be seated)
second (angle)
239
- (number) 364
129, 239
- (time)
secrecy, secret
125, 292, 388,
417, 420, 616
125, 222
secretary
- of state 648
section 527 (see also part)
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388
securities (banking)
security (feeling) 126, 126, 309
511
sediment (chemical)
124, 276, 285, 337,
see, seeing
417
119, 127, 241, 3321,733
seed
124, 28
seem
94, 28
seemingly
seizure 366, 631
seldom 363.
select,-ing ) 126, 5.52, §12, 645,
selectee,-or) 646 (Tlect stands
also for elect)
124, 282, 40
self
sell, selling Tr,
seller of books
36
semantics
567
semantography (symbol for)361,
522
semi-colon
105
seminary 374
senator 648
send,-ing (off)132,22, 222, 519
sender (mail) 254
sensation
127,
596, 741 (see also mind)
sense
- reaction (see eye, mouth,
nose, ear, touch)
sentence (penal) 417
250, 361
-(words)
225
separate, separation
September
128, 21
servant of state 429
serve, serving meal
396
741 (see also down)
set,-ting
settling an account
387
settler 648
sew, sewing 465
- machine 465
- needle
465
sewerage 646 (see pipe 465)
shake, shaking
22, 396, 533
shall (verb) 123, 520, 5 , 522
(see also chapter 3171T)
shallow 124, 281
44,'
11.1-3L
14
.
shame
shape 285
share company 380
shares (business) 131, 88, 432
sharper (bad man) 338, 6?-3
she 36, 133, 134, 406, 527, 545,
546
515
sheave (pulley)
137, 1159
sheep
shelf
212, 136, 2.2, 366, 463,
628
shelver 628
shine, shining
222, 273, 732
ship, shipping
i
327, 368)1,382,
3831 468, 646
- approach 369

368
ship (bottom of)
- departure 369
371
- engine
- (inside, below deck)
369
- (sailing) 36F
- stay 369
371, 392
shirt
392
shoe
131,
shop
124, 2821 482, 484
short
shoulder 135,
125, 291
shout, shouting
show place,theatre 458, 63?, 638
shower (rain) 245
.22
- room 135, 3
shrub 137
shyster 673
sick
7 116 134, 408,
sick person
)
sicken (make sick))409'
'499, 77,
550
)212,
sickness
247
side
-(this side up) 395
2L32, 324, 343
sight
sightseeing 468
sign (word, name) 394, .5.2
- (traffic) mandatory 490, 491
significance 567
silence (no speaking)
66
silent 522
silver coin 131, 355
137
silverfish (insect)
similar 476, 479 (see like, near
equal)
sin, sinning )
143, 1.31, 673
sinful, sinner)
441
since
520, 522
sincerely
sing, singing
)41.
singer (man,woman))-41 485, 739
single,-ly,-ular 244, 359,
singleness, singularity
364
siphon 515
sister 133 /1-1
- -in-law (see brother-in-law
133)
sit, sitting) 134, 135, 275, 407,
sitter
594
skipper 370
sky 118, 125, 127, E12, 221, 289,
361, 732, 733
125, 222
slap, slapping
sleep
282, 410
sleeping car 132, 22L, 562
slippery road (traffic) 495
f9, 121, 247
slope of mountain
sloping down a mountain 233
slow
397
sluice 36

El:
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124, 134, 246, 283, 358,
, 406, 482, 51-5, 527, 653
smell, smelling
112, 125, 276,
289, 337, 530, 589
305
smile, smiling
small

466
smith
smoke, smoking)
66, 292, 359
smoker room
)
119, 130, 461, 545
snail
snake
138, 461
sneak (bad man7-- 338, 673
snow, snowing 128, 233
635, 643.ff

- (learned) 374
socks
136, 222
135, 464
sofa
512
sol (chemical)
soldier 136, 418, 600, 631
135, 531
sole (of foot)
solid matter 233, .212 (see THING)
- to gas (sublimation)
509
solidifying
509
- of metal 509
solo man (single) 363
solubility, soluble)
solution, solvent )

- molar
some
448
somehow (see how WO)

138,

spectrum 515
137, 154, 158,
232, 308 , 337, 343,
530, 545, 550, 552,
- (flowery) 137, 154,

speech

08

510,
518,

741
something
somewhere (see anywhere 449)
son 133, 422, 417
sonata
112, 125, 222, 739
song

sorrow 304

521 (see unhappiness)
sorry
sortie (French for exit)
66
soul
709
125, 288, 371, 471
sound
371
-(no sound, quiet)
454, 457
soup
456
sour
248
south
south Africa Union 4o0
- pole 248
southern hemisphere
248
648
sovereign
sowing seed 242
space
124, 222, 441, 539, 589
- for living
spade
637
6pain
481
spark gap (e]ectrical) 515
sneak, speaking
85, 87, 125,
25/1, 272, 291, 222, f22, 212,
360, 417, 521, 567(seespeech)
- openly
292

272, 291,
360, 427,
589, 631
552

- (freedom of) 158, 63
125
-(open,publicly)
125, 291
speechless
13 , 357
speed, speeding
- limit

so /06
soap
370
socialism
society 648

speaker 125, 291, 360, 431, 521
518
specific weight

495

sphere, spherical 278, 279
spider 461
343
spin, spinning
spinach 455, 457
spirit (soul) 599, 222, 72
7
24
spit, spitting
66,
126, 2
spite (in spite of)
,L=2, 450
spittoon 292
spoken story 130 (see reading)
spoon
138, 465
spot
285
spray 461
spring (season)
128, 238, 241,
2-LT, (see also 505, 508)
127, 233
squander, squandering
365
117, 278, 461
sauare
461
- meter
stadium 468
staircase
119, 275,
?,
stairs
359, 369,
- (down,up)
371, 464
- (change trains))

stallion see horse 459, male)
stamp (mail) 119, 22/1, 392
- fee 254
116, 134,
stand, standing
- position 407, 532
standards
695
132,
standstill
115, 118, 123, 233,
star
412, 732
-(twin)
128
starch 520
starry 128 (see also star)
45, 47, 85,
start, starting
86, 121, 164, 225, 240, 254,
358, 369, 382.,
484, 485,
aolff
- time 469
state (country)
126, 132, 145,
308, 358, 386, 388,
168 ,
419, 429, 476, 497, 615, 624,
6'-7, 660
foreign) 132, 386, 484
- (officer of)
559
607 (see speech)
statement
- (bank)

387
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steal, stealing

366

85, 87, 128, Q1, 371
steam
132,
- engine
119,
- train
132,
- vehicle
staamer (ship)
1'19, 368,
steel
508
steering (ship) room))
)7u
- wheel
135
step
stern of ship 368
stethoscope 530
135, 369
steward (ship)
278
stick
527 (opp.of pliable)
stiffening
still (continued) 441
stirrup of ear
528
stock, stocking (goods) 364
- exchange 388
392
stockings (hosiery)
371
stoker (furnace)
stomach 135, 531,
129, 14g,
stone
,
2.721,
479, 512, 539,
stony 550

45, 47, 121,
stop, stopping
22 240, 309, 358, 369, 370,
,
'121, 42a, 637, 640,
641
storage cell (electric) 512
store, storing)
130, 384, 375,
storehouse
) 382,
389
storehouseman )
storm
127, 289, 485
story 360
360
- teller
stove
130, 171, 392
130, 392, 396
-(electric)
straight ) 124, 221, 492, 668
straighten)
strata (geological, horizontal,
oblique) 39
strawberry 455

stream (current)85, 87, 232, 246
389
street 129, La,
-(room open to, shop)
389
strength ) 160, 635 (see also
strengthen) strong)
497
stretcher
strike by lightning
274
134, 160, 408, 480, 532,
strong
.Z1, 0..2, 73
- feeling 304
- individual
160
structure (physico-chemical) 138,
strumpet 674
studio (photo)
student 374, 479
study, studying

514
392
360, 374

stupid 149
subconscious 110, 126, 533, 589
sublimation (chemical) 509, 518
sublime 741
substance (see matter, THING)
365
substitute, substituting
508
- (chemical)
105, 120, 228, 230
subtraction
222 (see minus, without)
success 126, 225, 308., 520
suck, sucking, suction end 397
suffer,-ing
527 (see sick,pain)
sufficient
373
suit (clothes)
390
- case 1Z, 546
394 (see addition)
sum total
128,
summer
39, 247
summit
sun 42, 46, 86, 88, 114, 115,
118, 128, 132, 134, 148, 228,
222, 2 ff ,241f ,269, 270, 2

359, 410, 411, 4 o,

533, a§, 682, 7, 733, 741
sunning, sunny
114, 128, 270
sunrise 128, 2 2, 242, 739
232,242, 77
sunset
Sunday 128, 76,359
super-ego 43, 47, 110, 111, 126,
10, 11#'1 337, 409, 433, 533,
4, 699 (see also conscience)

.2.2,
) 124, 146, 282, (
superior
- man
) 427, 590, 733 (see
superiority) also above, over)
supernatural) 108, 138, 727
supernature )
surface 278, 527
surgeon 529
519
surprise 127,
suspension (chemical)
swamp 233
swap, swapping
365
sweat
164
Sweden (Sverige) 481
sweet, sweets 456, 458

512

swindle,-ing,-r
336, 366, 673
225
swing, swinging
switch (electric) 229, 396
- (electric, double throw) 229
Switzerland 481
sword
116, 136, 241, 306, 418,
Eg(7)

syllable 250, 361
symbols (international) 16, 17,
84, 189, 451
451
- (chemical) 84, 518
518,
- for semantography
522
syncline of mountain
39
synthesis (chemical)
syringe 530
system, systematist

514
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T

table

117, 132, 135, 247,248,

249, 22.2, .2L2, 463, 539, 553,

560
247
- (boardplate)
- (captain's)
0
37
- cloth
1 36, ,390
248
- (corner of)
- edge 135, 247
- geometry 249
248
- joint
- leg 135, 248
- for operation (medical) 529
- surface 247
- top 135, 247
518
tables (engineering)
-(physico-chemical) 518
tactile 125, 290 (see hand,touch)
tailor, tailoring 466
take, taking 365, 479
- in
365, 374
365
- a lease
130, 365
- a loan
- off 499
366
- unlawfully
343 (see 291, speech)
tale
talk, talking 291, 343
tank (for water) 495
112, 125, 2E39, 456
taste,-ing)
tasty
tax 485
- payment 381
468
taxi
tea pot 465
teach, teaching)
; 131, 374
teacher
164, 285
tear (weeping)
teeth 465
465
- (brush for)
telegram 42, 46, 86, 88, 253ff,

369

telegraphist 369
telephone 86, 88, 471, 497
- apparatus 125
- receiver 471
tell, telling 125, 272, 291, 360
temperature
510, 518, 527
- (celsius degrees)
510
518
-(centigrade)
- falling
510
- rising
510
735 (see desire)
temptation
tender (pliable
527
term (word))
) 521, .567
termed
termite 137, 460
territorial)
territory ) 145, 476, 59?

tesseral 5 --stem
45
test
- (chemical)
- tube 133, yia
than
499
thank, thanking
that
447, 449,

513
508

479, 521
520,522, 741,
742
thaw, thawing 128, 233
the '4-7, 485, 497, 521,590, 591,
596, 741, 742
theatre
66, 468, 637, 638
- full 66
their 439
then 107,123, LI, 596, 446, 521
theology 726, 727
theory 138, 16
121, L.L.
, 448, 920
there
121, 57
therefore
119, 138, 509
thermometer
- (using a) 509
these (this) 520
they
j, j, 406
- (neuter) 733
124, 282, 283
thick, thickness
124, 282, 527, 553
thin
THING (chemical, material)
107,
112, 122, 132, 138, 2 8 2
263, 285, 291, 307,
21_,
320, 24, 325, 353, 357, 363,
, 353, 4 18, 443, 462,
320,
491, 8, 533, 681, 742
- (curved 279
- (solid) 138, 508
think68t,h
:24,
3975C5
1
1
181&
1110, .3Th
1_4, 318, 365, 466, 550,
668, 679, 741, 742 (see also
thought, mind, reason)
thinker 113
third 364
thirst, thirsting 306
149, 447, 479, 496, 522,
this
5??
- side up
395
thorough 449
those
735
thou
406
though 450
thought 111, 126, 134, 307T,318,
365, 373, 409, 411, 429, 516,
530, 581, 709, 741, 742 (see
also think, mind, reason)
126, 307
thoughtful
thoughtless 365
thoughtlessly 497
through
45, 47, 228, 285, 309,
353, 495, 509, 550, 242
thug
338, 673
thunder 127, 274
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Thursday 42, 46, 238, 384
ticket 132, 12f, 2E2, 468, 637,
638
tie (necktie)
392
580
tile for roof
441
till
107, 115, 118, 129, E12,
time
254,E 317ff,362, 363, 365,
381, 417, 427, 441,
469,
496, 589, 631 (see past,
present, future)
-(arrival) 129
129
-(departure)
-(exposure, photographic) 397
- interval 129, 427, 496
427,
- limit
365,
- table
358
timer (self, photographic) 397
times (many) 362, 363
393, 396
tin (container)
505
-(metal)
528
tip of ear
to 2E2, 417, 426, 4 8 441, 46
468, 479, 484, 4979 520, 1,
522, 581, 732, 733
- and fro
8, 65, 1f,

291, 357

.22,1521,

1,
86, 88, 134, 148, 6
- be
410, 535, 540 (see also life,
existence)
318, 468, 590
today
toe
135, 531
124, L281, 413, 427,
together
526
togetherness 427
159, 635 (see
toil, toiling)
toilers
)
also work)
tolerance) 126, 222, 546, EDI
tolerate ) E2i
toll bar
customs) 119, 35s, 497
tomato 455
- soup 457
456
- juice
318, 468, 484, 590
tomorrow
tonight 468, 469
102, 120, 422, 426
too
17-12, 125, 291, 377, 391,
tool
418, 462, 463, 464, 465
- for protection 3'1
- for production 646
toot, tooting)
493
- (no)
toothbrush 465
247, 396
top
121 , 247
- of mountain
total, totalling 518, 527

- sum 394

- weight
394
112, 125, 222, 337,
touch,-ing
366, 530, 567, 589

338, 673
120, 121, 426, 520
370
129, 244, 2L2,
468,

tough (bad man)

toward
towel
town

471, 522

trade, trading

361,

8 ,
508
chemical)

508

80ff,387

-(manufacturing)
508
trader 380
380
trading company limited
85, 189, 204ff,
traffic symbols
491ff
132, 356, 222, 358, 222
train
119
-(electric)
- platform 132, 357
- (steam) 119
119, 132, 464, 646
tram
-(electric)
777
495
- pinch
- stop 66
trance 727
transfer, transferring
387
transit visa 358
85, 88, 228,
translate,-ing )
translation,-or) 222, 522
translucent 509
transparent 285, 550
132,
transport, transporting
357, 2-2, 464, 479
trap, trapping
420
132, 356E,
travel, travelling
386, 426, 467ff (see also
transport, railway, ship)
469
- paper
traveller
132, 3564467
traveller's cheque
386
364
treasure, treasuring
treatment (medical)
523f 638
treble 363
118, 137, 244, 254, 274.
tree
316, 2E2, 2E2, 453, 542, 543,

733

-(
- -Eimber, wood) 508
trespass (sin)
735
trial (test) 405
453
triangle
- equiangular
277
- rightangled
277
tribe
648
trickster
338, 673
trio
363
triple 363
tripod (chemical) 514
trollop 674
troops (military) 419, 496
trouble 126, 225, 305, 308
trousers
136, 3,
457
trout (baked)
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trunk (body) 135, .12,
- of tree 137

356
tr;-Ilarq)ZiP4-Me)516, 22Z, 668
tub (bath)
370
tube (photo) 515
- (rectifier)
515
Tuesday 238, 384
turbo-jet
564
Turkey (country) 481
453
- (bird)
- ( - cooked)
457
turn, turning 123, a25,

343,

359, 396, 397, 47
- (no
- (no
turned
turnip
twice

left) 493
right)
493
318
455
363
twinkle (star)
273

- (253)
506
- (239)
506
us 735 (see also we)

U.S.S.R. 480, 484, 654
use, using
126,
471, 521, 551

309, 396, 462,

- of telephone 471
useful 126, 122, 462

typewriter 360
tyranny 157

V

umbrella 391
unable
521 (see also can do,
ability 378)
uncle
133, 414
unconscious 117, 126, _,51
under
124, 226, 282,
733
underpass (traYTIe)
495
understand
131, 153, 374,
)
understanding)
521, 654
underwear
136, .2.c2

nu,

unemployment 637, 640
--(insurance against) 637, 640
unequal 106
unhappiness) 304, ,y2, 313, 314,
unhappy ) 527
unification,unify,union413, 427
unique, uniqueness
364
unit
363
- of action 353

- - enclosure 394
- - goods 394
- - money 394
- - weight 394

unite, uniting)
413, 427
united
United States of America
480, 484, 549
universe 607, 725 (see also

nature, creation)
university
4, 637
- research 64
unskilled
637
until (till) 441
untruth 607
unusual 363, 526

unusual occurrence 526, 539 (see
also event, happening
up 224, 322
- and down 105, 225, 245
- to 638
uphill 496
upright 395 (see also vertical)
upstairs 275
upward (see up)
urge (to help) (see desire, wish)
- by conscience 409
- by emotion
409
uranium (235) atom 503, 504, 505

119,

vacuum cleaner
- (evacuate)

392, 397
515

vagabond 673
valence (chemical) 518
valley 129, 233

value
123, 146,221 326 (see
also Evaluation)
--valuables
471
vapor
87 (see also steam)
variation )
variator
411
vary, varying)
veal roasted 457
vegetable
119, 136
- above ground 455
- below ground 455
132, 357,
vehicle (combustion))
- (electric)
646
- (steam)
(see also
car, carriage)
velocity 357
ventilation 371
ventilator (electrical) 371
verbal 125, 22E, 291 (see speech)
verbatim 291
verdict 417
vermillion (colour)
124, 287
vertical 117, 283, 407,
541
very little
244, 245
- much 244, 245
116, 119 130,
vessel
131, 361,
463, 510
E.9.§:8fr,373, 374,
victory in war
136 L12
view, viewing 343 (see eye, vision)
- finder (photographic)
397
village 129, 244, 245, 254, 255,
479

866
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1.2, 673
villain 33F, 541, 4.
124, 286
violet (colour
- (deep)
227
visa (transit)
358
112, 124, 2L32114308
vision
)
)
visual
331, 343, .- 5t9, 530,
visualize)
550, 589
volume 276, fig

vomit

527, 533

vote, voting (see election)
voucher 381
361
vowel

w

waiter 369, 471
471
- for drinks
589 (see awake 124,
wake (up)
, 534)
135 (see also go)
walk
wall 85, 87, 135, 24
325
- covering 135, 4
.222 (see
want, wanting 417, 5
also desire)
wanton 211, 673, 674
war 16, 136, 155, 164, 419, 484,
5
.21, .222, 631, 660
- risk insurance 393
wardrobe 212, 136, ii-L2
164
warmonger, warmongering
359, mt,
warning (safety sign)
.
.3gT,552
14
was 5S6 (see to be, live, exist)
120,
646
waste, wasting
watch, watching
286
- (time piece) 129
- (wrist) 129
water, watering
39, 47, 85,
86, 118, 127, 128, 2E,
235, 241, 242, 244, 245, 2
26 222,
.YM, 368,
,
541,
495, 508,
4
645, 732, 733
(aerated) 456, 458
495
(available)
below ground 233
(bottled) 456
(heavy, chemical)
506
- (molecule)
506
watered 318, 37?
468, 496
waterfall
waterhole
Z33
646
waterways
watery 222, 377, 550
wave (water T 235, 235, 121, 453
-(electromagnetic) 254, 515
way (see small road 493
116, 133, 134, 406, 521,
we
5 2, 212, 591, 735
116, 134, L+22, .2,32
weak person
-(not)
THD7

wealth, wealthy
373
L22, 411
weather 128, 2
- forecast 371
136( see fabric)
weave, weaving
wedding 153, 41
Wednesday
8, .1§1
676
weed
128, 21L, 244, 637, 638
week
384
we
136, 514,
weigh, weighing
(see also scales)
518
weight (atomic)
514
-(equal)
518
-(molecular)
514, 518
-(specific)
394
-(total)
- (unit of) 394
well (good) 449
-(water)
233 (see spring)
163, 248
west
wet, wetting, wettable 377
121, 387, 390, 394, 1.1-t,
what?
444
Whatever 449
whatsoever 449
455, 519 (see also grain)
wheat
116, 119, 132,
wheel, wheeling
, 409, 464
, 104, 446
when.
whenever 449 --121, 4-10
where?
- to? 121 --wherever 449
L142,2, 519, 734
121,
which
42 , 441
while
4,
white
who?
121, 387, !ill, 577
590 (see also all 362)
whole
when
443
443, 741
whose
121, 444, 446
why?
124, 2820,
wide
width 283
widow (see widower)
widower 133, 414
133, 72, 417, 522, 637
wife
will, willing 72, .122, 479, 522,

578, 735

653
- of the people (free)
willingly
309
371
127,
wind
wind, winding see turning, also
traffic symbols 492f0
window 117, 136, 0, 463
- of prison 136, 4 4
458
wine
42,46, 132, 137, 154,
wings
253, 274, i#:51, 740
winter 128, Q.g.
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278, 518
wire
- of copper 518
wisdom
22s, 22a
wish, wishing 126, 306, 222
- (emotional)
309
- (rational)
309
witch 674
with 120,I
461, 521, 741
1 -2,
withdrawal money)386
within
441, 471
without0
120, 289, 304, 484,
638
- food 499
42, 47, 133, 370, 404,
woman
412, 472, 550, 674
- Deasy virtue 674
- of the town
674
womanly 133, 404
138,
wood
560
522
250,
word
06, 520,
work, working
640,
, 637, 3
- (public
559
558 (see also work)
worker
world
127, 306, 3611 390, 552,

590

- view 727

- writing (semantography)
390, 522
138, 461
worm
worry
126, 162, 246, 3051 0,
would (conditionalis)
323
wreck (ship) 130
497
- (car) crane
338, 673
wretch
wrist-watch 129
write, writing 85, 87, 130, 254,
324,2§±Drr,3e8, 484, 522, 567
writer
87, 130
- of books 361, 431
writing pen 360
- room 468
84, 105, 189
- symbols
written 431
wrong
126, .32grf011ff12231ff,328,
5841 586, 63
- doer 338, 673

Y

year

128, 238, 386, 40

417,

497, 519, 637, 638, 63
yearn, yearning
654 (see desire)
yell, yelling 125, 291
yellow 124, 286,
yes 120, 125, 7171,
yesterday

m
22t, 222,, .5.821

you 36, 42, 47, 116, 133, 134,
162, 406, 409, 41-(7, 412, 479,
497, 57, 520, 521, 522, 623
(see also your)

young

134,

22, 406, a22,

youngish 563

867

563,
564

439, 471, 520, 521, 522
(see also you)
- (Thy, Thine for God)
736

your

zeal, zealous 304

zero

363
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INDEX OF NAMES AND CHAPTERS
This index lists the names of all scholars, writers, publishers
and others, who have been cited in the book, and in the catalog of
the semantography series pp. 796 - 808.
All books and articles uoted are listed with their titles in the
Bib iography on pp.
0, together with the names o their authors
and publishers.
The names of all
under PUBLISHERS.

publishers are listed together in this

index

For the list of titles and contents of chapters seethe following:
SHORT OUTLINE OF CONTENTS on p.

7.

CONTENTS CF CHAPTERS of the first edition pp. 67 - 76.
CATALOG OF THE SEMANTOGRAPHY SERIES, a detailed list of the titles
A few issues are reprinted in full
of all issues pp. 796 - 808.
on pp. 16 - 59.
Some chapters have special titles to attract the interest of the
reader.
Listing the words of such and other titles as special entries, would make this index unwieldly and complex. Therefore, only
words have been listed which are relevant to the content of every
chapter in order to enable the reader to find it without
going
through the detailed list of chapters pp. 67 - 76. This refers also
to the relevant content of the issues of the semantography series,
which are listed summarily only.
A little searching may be necessary, as it is with all book indexes.
A study of the arrangement of this index, and the detailed
lists mentioned above, will help.
If you cannot find what you are looking for, please try the DICTIONARY INDEX OF SYMBOLIZED MEANINGS pp. 827 - 867.
All page numbers in this index refer to the new page numbers of
this second edition, printed in bold type in the upper corners of
every page.
Please, disregard the page numbers of the first edition
printed in smaller - type and in brackets below the new page numbers.
Why they had to be retained is explained on p. 7.
You, dear reader, are asked to understand all difficulties, and
to forgive all mistakes.
The blank pages at the end are reserved
for your corrections and suggestions to be incorporated
in later
editions.
Read my thanks to you on p. 6.
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A
Abel, James A. 79
ability symbols 123, 378
abstractions from a hammer
(g-aammar) 329ff
- scientific 1, 39, 46, 197ff,
805
abuse of patents 402fr
,
ACTION in language -122., 3412E;351ff
- physical 122, 143ff„2571f,263ff,
269ff,326f14341ff,351iff
,
122, 341fY
- unit of
ACTIONS performed by THINGS 122,
273ff, 323ff
active ACTION (active verb form)
122, 3201', 375f
adjectival noun 122ff, 328ff
adjective
122B4260if,265ff,269tr,
328ff,32(
0,375ff (see also
EVALUATION)
advantages of semantography 89,
92
adverb 122C14260ff,263f4266, 329E,
375ff (see adjective,EVAIIIATIO
400ff
agreements and treaties
aircraft emergency signals 498fr,
801
all or nothing symbols 361ff
761
Altamira
433
alternatives symbols
America and semantography 804
American Association for the
Advancement of Science
12,
46, 47, 54
American Association of State

868

astronomy, international symbols
16, 128, 189
Atlantic Monthly 321
atom bomb hysteria347ff,79=,808
atom splitting symbols 505ff
- symbols 502T
Atreya, L. B. and J. P. 53, GO
Australia be thanked 795
Australian Commonwealth Literary
Fund 805
- Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organization 807
- Government Department of
External Affairs
- National University 1, 807
- papers
802
- New Guinea
802, 807
- professoriate 807
- School of Pacific Administration 33
- Unesco Authorities 807
auxiliary languages
17651,211ff,
473 (see also Esperanto, Ida,
Novial, Basic English)
- outline symbols
119, 462,E
aviation emergency symbols 49Ses,
801

Babel
16, 17, 84, 100 (see
also Bible)
- of highway signs
204ff
Bacon, Francis 64, 78, 223, 569
Bailey, V. A.
12, 48, 800
Baker, S. J. 555
banking symbols 131, 383ff
Highway Officials,Washington
(see also money and business
207, 489
symbols 17, 84, 189, 379ff,
801
- Humanist Association
- Magazines 801, 804, 805, 808
389ff, 398f,499ff)
Basic English
119, 175, 187,
- Philosophical Society77, 183
213, 354ff,473, 743, 799, 807
- scientific foundations 807
be, to (verb) "is"134, 149ff,537ff
- student papers 801
Becker, C. H. 78, 201
anarchy in language
42Off
Beethoven, Ludwig van 605
"and" symbol 120, 439
Bell, E. T.
12, 79, 361
animal symbols
137, 45111,459Lf
Berlitz 185
anthropological discovery by
Bible
100, 259, 6711f,701ff,729ff,
Bliss 13E, 556C,749ff,761E,788ff,
789ff,802
757fft773ff,792
- in symbols
729ff
apology and explanation
173ff
Bibliography and list of quotaarcheological discovery by Bliss
tions of the first edition 7
13ff, 5511,749E, 761E,788,789ff,
birth of language 753ff
802
man
753ff
Aristotle
79, 567ff
arrow symbols
105, 121, 224ff
Black, H. D. 37
Bliss, Charles Kasiel, and semanarticles in newspapers, magazines
tographyautobiographicalnotes
and scientific journals on
semantography 796-808
1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 10ff, 24, 40, 50,
Ashby, Eric 705, 753
53, 54, 59, 60, 61, 96ff, 216ff.
356, 402, 415, 500, 501,716ff,748
795,795, 800, 801, 811 -825, 827,831
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870

Bliss, Claire (wife of C.K.Bliss)
5, 6, 11, 53, 54, 59, 60, 61,
171 ,216ff,795,812-825,827,831
Bliss, Henry (brother of C. K.
Bliss) 6, 795
Bliss, Jeanette (mother of G. K.
5, 171, 811
Bliss)
Bliss, Michel Anchel (father of
5, 171, 811
C. K. Bliss)
'Bliss' 8, 10
808
- and Blabla
Blissymbclics 8, 808
- primer
808
Blissymbois
1, 8
Bloomfield, Leonhard
77, 173:1f
Bodmer, Frederick 23, 77, 172,
180, 191, 194, 213, 216, 253,
264, 269, 329, 420, 473, 507,
560, 660, 737, 743, 805
Boelsche, Wilhelm 728
book and pen symbols 130, 359-a
136, 189, 451ff
botany symbols
344
Born, M.
boy scout movement
799
6
Boyt, Richard Henry
45
Braille, Louis
Brandeis University

808

breakable and broken (grammar
symbols) 375ff
Breal, Michel J. A.
79, 568
79, 332, 334
Bridgeman, F. W.
bridging the languages 862f, 183ff
526
British Yedical Journal
760
Brodrick, Alan Houghton

broken and breakable (grammar
symbols) 375ff
Brose, Henry L.
29, 37
79, 155, 474, 609,
Brown, Ivor
625. 6j2
Brunot -2>b
Bryson, Lyman

806

Buchenwald concentration camp
11, 54, 595ff, 814
business and money
379ff
- symbols 17, 84, 130ff, 189,
379ff,383ff, 389ff, 398ff,400ff
Butler, Samuel 551
cables in symbols 398ff
calendar symbols 128, 237ff
Cane, Sarin 482
carbograms of Everingham
802
78, 226
Carlyle, Thomas
Carrel, Alexis
57, 60, 711,
780
801
Casteter, L. L.
catalog of the semantography
series
15, 7962e
catastrophism

98, 778

cause and effect symbols

435ff

cave man, his message 98
certificate symbols for citizens
474ff
Chamberlain, Basil Hall 2, 11,
18, 22, 77, 83, 192, 203,303,
488, 738
Chambers Journal 203, 368
Chapman, B. Burgoyne
31, 37
chapters, list of contents
7,
671f
Chase, Stuart 77, 142, 192,260,
293, 332, 336, 566, 571, 603,
667, 718, 803
Chaucer, Geoffrey 373
chemical THING, see THING chemical
chemistry of words 92, 94, 193,
556, 610
- symbols 16, 17, 84, 138, 189,
50Cff

children's primer on semantography, title page 36,37,800
China (see below)
Chinese symbol writingv:tharacters)
11, 17, 41, 86ff, 101,102,130,
1911f, 201ff, 2161T,234C1W70ff
798, 805

Chisholm, Francis P. 79, 574
Chisholm, G. Brock 13, 55, 56,
80, 672ff, 774ff,802
cinema subtitles in symbols 415ff
citizen symbol, and his certificates symbols 163, 474ff
18Off
claims for semantography
Claire, see Bliss, Claire
Clark, R. E. D.
30
Clark, W. J. 78, 210
Clodd, Edward 78, 230, 764
Coles, Abraham
78
Collier, H. M. 6
17, 84, 130ff,
commerce symbols
189, 3791Z383ff,389ff,398fr,400ff
communist review, Sydney
803
Conant, James B. 799
Condillac, Etienne Bonnot de180
condition, conditionalis
(grammar), a question of, 134,
323
534ff
congress in writing
conjunction (grammar) 266ff
conscience
111, 126, 296ff, 310ff,
588, 6711f,677ff,697ff,708ff
,
constitution of the U.S.A. in
155f4 631ff
symbols

constitution of the U.S.S.R. in
symbols
159ff,167, 635ff
contents of chapters, list of 7,
67ff
Cooper, W. F.
798
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co-operation (see international
co-operation)
copyright semantography symbols
4, 66, 398, 745ff
corpuscular theory of light 349
Couturat 77
creation, Creator, matter,spirit
(symbols) 70=804
138, 108ff,699.14708ff,
- symbols
729ff
Creator symbol 138,108ff,699fC,708ff,
72i0
Curme, George O. 266, 557
customs form, international 394
729
Cyril, Cyrillic alphabet

D
Dachau concentration camp 11, 54,
595, 596,814
Dalgarno, George 21, 40, 77, 82,
172, 178, 659, 737
Darshana scientific journal 53,
54
Darwin, Charles 59, 351, 719r,
753ff, 789
Darwin's theory re-examined 753ff,
789
dedication 5, 170
democracy, nation, and other
controversial terms 93ff, 175ff
168, 175, 181, 194,
- symbols
6098
82, 180, 240
Descartes, Rene'
descriptive language 194, 60611
determinism- and free will 790ff
deuteron symbol 503, 506
devices for teaching semantics
in school 601ff
Dewey, Melvil 22, 196, 199
dictionary of symbols, also
technical 249, 744ff;8272C
395ff
directions on merchandise
(see also comiaerce symbols)
discoveries made through
semantography 132r, 55a, 749f.
761ff788ff,802
do, to (active and passive verb)
32Cff
documents of prehistoric and

historic man 792, 798
Dodd, Stuart C. 808
Du Bois-Raymond 351
Duden 557
ear symbols 125, 288
Eddington, A. S.
78, 280, 339,
344, 684, 701, 717, 718

education and semantography 806

871

education, director general of
806
New South Wales
131, 374, 377
- symbols
educational role of the press

79
educators and new ideas
807
808
- , revolt against
effect and cause symbols 121,435ff
ego symbol 110f1.4126, 296ffo07ff,
337, 709
Einstein, Albert 78, 80, 267,276,
296, 332, 334T,344, 347, 351,
684, 701, 708, 717, 807
Eisenhower, D. E. 643
electricity symbols 16, 17, 85,
189, 229X,500ff
electron symbols 503
Elkin, A. P. 803
emergence of man, language and
reason
789

emergency symbols for industry
799
- symbols for ships and aircraft
498ff
Emerson, R. W.
312, 336
Encyclopaedia Britannica77, 186,
253, 643
energy 345
- mass conversion theory 332ff,
324-4ff
- - dual aspect in language 35'
- unit of 339ff, 341ff
engineering tables in symbols
518
- symbols 229ff
English, the international
language 1
epilogue to first book, first
edition 215ff
- to second edition 809ff
- to third book, first edition
795
Erdmann, Karl Otto
Esperanto 1, 10, 84, 181801'3r
, 8
190, 211ff,320, 473, 547ff,659,
743
ethics, units of (symbols) 677ff
Euclidian geometry 276ff ,280ff,332f1
EVALUATION, human 114, 122ff,143ff,
161ff,26Off,271ff,284ff,328ff,329fr,
338ff,375E,562ff,662ef (see also
adjective, adverb)
1, 832
Evans, James L.
Everinghain, Douglas Nixon 802,
805, 806, 807, 827
90ff,
everyone's practical tool
214ff
- simple logic and semantics 4,
808
evolution (see Darwin, Charles)

872
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804
evolution and creation
excursion into the dawn of mankind 749f
Eycleshymer, Albert Channoey 79,
523
eye symbols 124, 285ff

F
Fahlke, Owe Bruno 827
133, 412
family symbols
Faraday, Michael 694
farm animals and nests symbols
137, 459if
farming symbols 136ff,24fff,459ff
Fenollosa, Ernest 78, 201, 234,
273, 303, 315, 341, 375, 554,
681, 738
335
FitzGerald, Georg Francis
flag symbols, international 16,
35, 96, 132, 210, 480ff
Fleet Composition Service 6
force symbol 480, 68Off
Fosdick, Harry Emerson 80, 351,
708, 723
free will and determinism 790ff
15af,167ff,631ff
freedom symbols
Freud, Sigmund 78,110ff,295, 296f1
310ff
555ff
future of words

G
Galambos

721
798
gap in history
gastronomy, international menu
card symbols 451ff
general semantics 802, 803 (see
also Korzybski)
generalisations 548
39
geological symbols
geometrical language, building a
177ff
geometry symbols 16, 17, 84,116ff,
124, 189, 2482f,276ff
German Nazi slogans 145ff,58Cfr582fi
Germany - a nation ruined 582ff
79, 597
Gloag, John
God (see Creator)
- ,In Search of a logical(book)4
831
Goodwin, Violet May
132, 181,
government symbols
194, 427ff, 614ff
grammar 121-123, 215, 256E, 266ff,
555ff
- universal of semantography
257ff,265E,26,375ff
,
- universal indicators (symbols)
121-123, 269ff
- universal symbols for 121-123
258ff

graphics of semantography 799,
800, 801
Griffin
721
Groddeck, Georg 297
Grolier, Eric de 827
Grotefend, Georg Friedrich 766
Guerard, Albert Leon
41, 77,
176, 180, 184, 188, 190, 211,
214, 258, 317, 473, 560, .743

H
Hale, Horatio

750
Hall Chamberlain, Basil 1, 11,
18, 22, 83, 192, 203, 303,
488, 738
Hamilton, W. R.
296
Handley, A. 801
Hartog, Philip
79, 551
721
Hartridge
has (to have) the tricky word
546ff
have, to (verb)
546ff
Hayakawa, S. I.
79, 573:x
Head, Walter D.
214, 356, 383
Heaney, W. A.
40, 45
hearing symbols
125, 288
344, 351, 601
Heisenberg, W.
Helmholtz, H. L. F.
569
Hemming, James 30, 37
highbrow language 5472f
Highway Code of Great Britain
78, 204ff
Highway Code of South Africa 78,
204ff
Highway Signs of the League of
Nations
78, 204±f
highway warning symbols 17, 85,
189, 204ff,489ff
,
Hind, R. J. 6
Hindi
50
Hiroshima
347
historic data on the development
of idiographies 21ff
history of writing
758ff
Hitler, Adolph 11 , 53ff, 552ff,673
Hogben, Lancelot
12, 23,28,37,
45, 48, 77, 51, 172, 176,180,
191,1945097,213,216,224,257,
263,264,269,329, 420,473,507,
560,660,737,743,805
Holcombe, Chester 78, 201
hold, vessel symbol
564ff,373ff
Holmes, F. E. 6
homographs 276
homophones 176
Hood, Paxton 291
hotel symbols 467ff
Houghton Mifflin 802
house tools symbols
461ff
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human EVALUATION. Pee EVALUJ,TION
746, 798
humanism, scientific
712
Huxley, Aldous
Huxley, Julian 2, 12, 18, 4il;,
54, 79, 80, 109, 113, 336,
348, 351, 483, 708, 711, 723,
804, 805
293, 351, 711
Huxley, Thomas
hypothesis, a round-up 789ff
7612C,
through semantography
788fT

IId symbol

110ff,126, 127, 296,ff
303ff, 337, 709
ideograms (ideographs) international 16, 17, 84, 96, 104ff,
189, 223ff, 229ff
ff,20-tif
ideographic writing 101ff„177(see also Chinese writing)
idiom neutral 176, 743
187, 213
idiomatic words
Ido 181, 187, 212, 213, 473, 659
illiterate peasants, symbols for
240
India and semantography 51, 798,
799, 808
individual and life symbols .1346f,
403if
institute for semantography 19,
210, 398, 743ff
insurance business symbols 393
187, 213, 223, 743
Interglossa
interjection 266
176, 187, 743
Interlingua
international address in symbols
255
International Affairs Institute,
Sydney 798
international bureau for patent
rights 402
international calendar symbol
237
international code of botanic
nomenclature 451
international code of signals,
see flag symbols
79
international code of zoological
nomenclature 451
international committee for
breaking the language barrier
1
international congress of the
society of semantography 746
international co-operation 96,208ff
- co-operation year 1
international highway signs 78
(see highway warning symbols)
international language, see ES
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international language, see
Isperanto, ido, Noviall Basic
nnpnLish
international language English 1
- how it is made
176
- movement and
semantography 807
international language review
807
- which can be
spoken
211ff
402
international patent
application in semantography
international physico-chemical
and engineering tables
518
international science abstract
(see abstracts)
international scientific radio
union
802
international settlement of
Shanghai 219
16, 17,
international symbols
84, 96, 104ff, 189, 223ff
introduction and summary of the
first edition 84ff
is (to be), the tricky word 134,
149, 537ff
Isherwood, Christopher 712
isotype 292
Iwamoto, Satoru 6

JJacob, H. 77, 178, 185, 186, 659
Jacoby, Jolan 78, 300
Jaszi, Oscar 643
Jeans, James 100, 684, 718
41, 77, 78,
Jesperson, Otto
101, 184, 185, 208, 320, 548,
556, 601, 743, 749ff
691
Jesus
Johnson, Hewlett
80, 629
Johnson, Wendell
79, 573
judgment symbols 136, 405, 606,
671ff
Jung, C. G.
78, 111, 310, 296ff
jury for the pioneer
808
K
Kant, Immanuel 80, 708
Kersten, Felix 79 (see Himmler
582)
Keyser, C. J. 79, 572
Kingsley, Martin 482
Klein, Ing. Simon and Berta 814
Kluckhohn, Clyde 802
Koestler, Arthur 783
Komensky, Johann Amos 487
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78, 276, 332,
Korzybski, Alfred
341, 344, 355, 362, 570IT,603ff,
622, 801

L
Langmuir, Irving 805
language anarchy 420ff
- international, see Esperanto,
Ido, Novial, Basic English
(see also international
language)
- learning through semanto25, 828ff
graphy
750ff
- of children
- of primitive races 751ff
- origin of 74, *
philosophical 178
- ravages of (Germany - a
nation ruined) 532T
50
- riots
50, 51, 40
- suppression
760
Lascaux (caves)
Laubach, Frank
799
37, 184
Lauwerys, J. A.
1
League of Nations
lectures on semantography 796-808
801
- tour on semantography
Lee, Irving J. 79, 152, 571, 606
Leibnitz (Leibniz) Gottfried
Wilhelm
2, 5, 12, 17, 20,
21, 36, 40, 48, 54, 77, 79,
82, 171, 160, 192, 240, 303,
312, 569, 660, 684, 737
80, 169, 658, 671
Lewis, M. M.
librarians and semantography 48,
49, 797, 798, 799, 802, 803
(see also John Metcalfe
Library of Congress, Washington,
D.C.
4, 15, 48. 811
Life and Ethics 14, 52ff, 788ff
Life and Indian Thought 53ff
life and the individual 134, 403ff
Life International
486, 673
Life Story of One Writing for One
World (book) 4
life symbols 134, 148ff,403ff
Lincoln, Abraham 677
Lindsay, J. C.
171. 795
'Linguistic Society of America
186
linguistics, logic, semantics and
semantography 800
172, 451
Linnaeus (Linne Karl)
Lin Yutang
738
list of contents of chapters 7,6&
list of quotations and bibliography of the first edition
771f
Locke, John
552, 56811

logic and semantics for everyone
4
logic and semantics of semanto799, 800, 801
grapay
575T,801
logic for the people
logical writing for an illogical
world 1, 2
Longfellow, H. W. 78,232,404,567
Look Magazine 801
Loon, Hendrik Willem van 164,763
Lorentz, Hendrik Antoon 335, 344
Lynkeus, Josef Popper
78, 277
Lysenko 705
MacCallum 78, 243
McCarthy, F. D.
32, 37
McDonald, A. H. 37
machine translation
808
780ff
madness, human
- mass 781ff
174
Malinowski
749ff
man, origin of
133, 134, 403ff,412ff
- symbols
- the adjudicator
259
- the classification 259
Mann, Thomas
79, 582
Manual of Traffic Instructions,
Texas 78, 204ff
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control
Devices, Washington 78, 204ff
Mason, William A. 772
345, 351ff (see also
mass
chemical THING)
materialism, dialectical
705
mathematics symbols 16, 17, 84,
120, 189, 230, 362c1, 517
matter, see THING, chemical
- spirit, creation and Creator
symbols 708ff
the dual aspect of 332ff, 3/44er
- unit of 340
Maugham, Somerset 554
/Lawson, C. O. Sylvester (Roget's
Thesaurus)
79, 338
Maxwell, James Clerk
694
meanings, ultimate of mankind 804
Maas, C. E. Kenneth 77,84,339,697
Medical Journal of Australia 802
medical tublications on semantography 806
- symbols
10E, 197ff,250, 523ff,
798
medicine symbols (see medical)
Yencken, Henry L. 555
menu-card, international
451ff
merchandise directions in symbols
395ff (see also commerce symbols)
Mercurius, rod of (symbol)
380
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Meredith, G. Patrick 12, 37, 43,
800, 803
Messenger Print 6
metaphor 1531f,165, 550ff
Metcalfe, John 12, 30, 37, 45,48
metereology symbols 128, 189,232-FT
729
Methodius
335
Michelson, Albert Abraham
16, 136, 418Pf,
military symbols
569, 717
Mill, J. S.
718
Millikan, Robert Andrews
mind symbols 109, 126ff,293ff,29Eff,
303, 307ff,310ff,31
Minkowski, H. 79, 345
37, 800
Mitchell, A. G.
Model English 808
502ff
molecule symbol
money and business 379T
17, 84, 131, 169,
- symbols
379ff, 383ff, 389ff, 396fr,4o0ff
56
Montagu, Ashley
791ff
moral law of nature
665ff
- of semantography
Morgan, Arthur E. 806
Morley, Edward Williams 335
Morris, Charles
79, 573
Morse telegraph symbols 16, 84
Moses 690
mothertongue, the strength of,
84, 185ff
motorist warning symbols 17, 85,
189, 204ff,489ff
mouth symbols 125, 289, 291ff
movie subtitles in symbols 415ff
Mowrer, Paul Scott 79, 482
Mulhauser, Roland A. 6
Muller, Max 78,183,257, 332, 754
multiplication mark 105„243ff,245ff
Murdoch, Walter 77,183, 403, 547,
582, 659, 677, 697, 780
music critique and semantography
662Ef
- symbols 16,85, 106, 189, 288
Myrdal, Gunnar
668
nation, democracy and other con93ff,175ff
troversial terms
163, 175, 181. 474ff
- symbol
National Roads and Motorists Ass,
33
Nations, League of 1
791ff
nature, moral law of
138, 699ff,714ff
- symbol
,
nazi slogans 582ff
- and syllogism 145f4580ff,
582ff
Needham, Joseph
802
neolithic man 56, 749ff
neptunium symbol 506

875

Neurath, Otto 78, 292, 807
neutron symbol
503
news for foreigners in symbols
484ff
newspaper articles on semantography 796-808
newspapers and semantography 482LT
Newton, Isaac 680ff
Nietzsche, Friedrich
379
Non-Euclidian geometry 2762% 281
Norman, Albert
800
noun
266
Novial 187,320,473,659, 743, 753
Nuffield Foundation
804
numbers(explanation of double
page Nos.)
0 in our daily speech (symbols)
362fr
Occidental
659
121, 438
of and about symbols
- symbol 427ff,438ff
Ogden, C. K.
12, 22, 77, 79,
83, 119, 175, 176, 180, 197,
213, 215, 256, 301, 323, 354,
568, 601, 660, 807
one hundred (100) symbol elements
101ff
one hundred (100) symbol elements
to overcome Babel in reading
writing and thought 16,17,796
one hundred (100) symbol elements
101ff
versus 26 letters
one writing for one world 1,4, 10,
800
121, 245
opposite symbol
Orbis Pictorum
487
origin or language, of writing,
749ff
of man, and of war
- of speech 7491t'
Ostwald, Wilhelm 193, 500
outline auxiliary symbols119,462Ef
ownership symbol
367, 373, 439ff

Ppage numbers (explanation of
double page Nos.) 7
Paget, Richard 18, 23, 37, 77,
81, 100, 142, 169, 307, 332,
749, 800
paleolithic man 14,56,749ff, 766
720, 756
Paley, William
Pankhurst, Sylvia E.77,260,312,
660
part symbol 250f- f
participle symbol 375x
particle symbols
382, 420ff
Partridge, Eric
79, 555
parts of speech
266
passive ACTION (verb form) 320
378

876
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passport symbols 4742°1,478t!
past participle
375ff
patent, international and samantography 402
patents, abuse of 402ff
Paterson, W. P.
77, 97, 766
Peano Guiseppe
172, 176, 258
People's logic
5751X
pen and book 130, 359te
- writing symbol 359ff
rests (animals, insects) symbols
137ff,459ff
772
Petrie, Flinders
Phillips Technical Communication
693
philosophers and semantography
808
Physical Society of Sydney
University
799
physics in language
93, 332ff
- semantics and semantography
799
16, 17, 84, 138,
- symbols
189, 229, 500ff
97, 99, 11424
picture writing
769f1 (see also Chinese writing)
Pidgin English
802
pioneers of a geometrical language
178ff
- of the idea of semantography
21f4 81ff, 99ff
5, 339f4 341
Planck, lax
plural symbol 230ff, 243ff
poetry in semantography 234ff,554,
738E
247ff
pointer symbol
poison of words
93
political slogans and semanto14424152, 589ff,6532T
graphy
politics, Why the dabbling in181fE
Popper-Lynkeus, Josef 277
position symbols
121, 432
positron symbol
503
postal symbols
253ff
posteriori languages
659
Postgate, J. P.
568
Powell, W. A. 80
prehistory, the gap in 798
preposition symbols
266, 420ff
press and semantography 482ff
Priori languages 659
proletarians of all countries,
weigh and compare 637ff
pronoun symbols
266, 444ff
property, private (symbols) 364L4
367, 373. 439ef
- (rich) symbols 373ff
proton symbol 503
psycho-analysis 297E

psychiatry and semantography807
psychological warfare 793
psychology and semantography 804
- symbols 12624 293-314
psycho-semantics, adult emotion
and war 802
psychosomatics 793
public signs in semantography,
examples 66
publications on sementography 4,
79,797,
798, 800, 807
6ff
DPUELISHERS4 Bibliography 77-60
Allen & Unwin, London 77
American Association of
State Highway Officials,
Washington 78
American Mathematical Society
79
Appleton, D. Century Co.,
New York
78
Atlantic Monthly
78
Australian Broadcasting Commission
77, 80
Brailliers, Tindall & Cox,
London 78
Chambers, W. & R., London 77
Clarendon Press, Oxford 79
Clark, T. & T., Edinburgh 77
Constable & Co., London 77
Dent, J. M. & Sons,London 78
Doubleday, New York 79
Duckworth, London
79
Encyclopaedia
Britannica Ltd., London
77
English Universities Press,
London 80
Evans Bros. Ltd., London 77
Faber & Faber, London
77
Fisher, T., Unwin Ltd.,
London 77
Garden City Publishing Co.,
New York
79
Haessel, H. Leipzig
80
Hall Prentice 79
Harcourt, Brace & Co., New
York 79
Harper & Brothers, New York
79
Harrap, George C,, & Co.,
London 78
Hartside House 78
Heath, D. C., & Co., New
York 78
Heinemann, William, London
79
Hogart Press, London
78
Institute of General
Semantics, LakevilleConn. 79
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LUBLISHER.), Cont' d.
Regan, Paul, Trench, Trubner
& Co., London
77, 78, 7(:
,
League of Nations 78, 79
Longmans, Green & Co.,London
78
MacMillan Co., New York 77,79
Merriam, G. & C. Co.,
Springfield, Mass.
78
Methuen, London
77
Muller, Frederick, London 79
Nelson, Thomas & Sons,
London 80
New education iellowship,
London 78
Nicholson & .e.tson, London
Non-Aristotelian Library
Publishing Co.,Chicage 79
W., & Co., New
Norton,
York 78
Nott, Stanley, London
Official Dutch Publication78
Official. Publications 78, 79
Official Publications,
Austria
78
Organ of the Society for
General Semantics,
Chicago, Ill.
79
Penguin Books
79
Pitman, Isaac, Ltd., London

77
"Psychiatry", Washington 79
Public Affairs Press,
'?;ashington 79
Readers' Digest, Pleasantville, N.Y. 79, BO
Rotarian, Chicago
78
Routledge, George & Sons,
London 78
Science Press, Pa.
77, 78
Standards Association of
Australia 78
Swan, Sonnenschein & Co.,
London 78
Sydney.Morning Herald 77, 80
Texas Highway Department 78
Tuttle, Charles E. Rutland &
1Tokyo 6
Unesco 77
United States Dept.of the
Interior., Washington
79
University of Chicago Press
77, 79
University of London
79
University Press
78, 79
Wood, William & Co. 79
publishers and semantography
797, 802
purpose symbols 121, 433ff

877

Pythagoras 339
qualities, see EVALUATION human
quantum of energy, theory 3524'
- 339ff
question mark symbols 121 1 123,
237, 317ff,4421r
uinne, Williard 803
quotations, list of, and bibliography of the first edition
77ff

R
radio symbols 16, 17, 85,189,

2292:',233, 254, 515
radioactive radiation 780ff
radiophoto cables 3996
railway and wheel symbols 132,
356ff
Rainich, G. Y.
79, 346
Rappaport, Anatol 79, 575, 706
Rawlinson, Henry 765
Raymond, Percy E, 53, 755, 757
173ff
readable in all languages
Reade, B. J. 6
reading, writing, speaking 190
reference, human system of 337
- line of 226
- system of (see also relativity theory)
281
- triangle 601ff
Reiser, Oliver L. 2, 4, 12, 24,
37, 45, 46, 47, 48, 54,
59,
748, 798, 800, 805, 806, 808
relation symbols 121. 4301f
relativity in language 336ff
- of mind 312
- - observation 334ff
- - space 276, 334, 346ff
- - time
237, 334ff,344ff
27ff,332T,334, 344ff
- theory
religion symbols
16, 182, 367,
659ff/697ff
remedies, proposed for the Babel
of languages 186ff
research reports in semantography 1, 39, 46, 197ff, 805
review of general semantics 573
Richards, I. A.12, 22, 77, 79,
176, 180, 256, 301, 323, 467,
537, 547, 568, 574, 601, 660,
807
Riemsnr, Bernhard 280
right symbols
629ff,671ff
rights, citizeds 629ff
road safety authorities 1, 9,40,
204ff, 489, 805, 808
- signs 9, 40, 204ff1489ff,805
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Road Signs Code, Australia 78
204ff
802
Rockefeller Foundation
Roget's Thesaurus 79, 231, 338,
674
Romanal 743
Rosenberger 176
Ross, W. D. 568
722
Roughley, T. C.
Royal Society, London 178, 194
Rundle, Stanley 41, 77,173, 185,
196, 215, 216, 507, 560ff
Russell, Bertrand 2, 9, 12, 27,
34, 35, 36, 37, 45, 48, 54,
56, 77, 79, 81, 113,474, 575,
677, 797, 802, 807, 828
344, 505
Rutherford, Ernest

S
Sanscrit

191
satellite, commercial 1
80
Saunders, B. C.
761
Sautuola, Marquis de
scholarly lunacy 808
scholars and semantography 808
Schroedinger, Erwin
350, 684
79, 415
Schulberg, Budd
science abstracts 1, 39, 46,197ff,
805
- and international symools189
Science and Sanity (book) 355,572
- the case for 183ff
184
- the handicap of
scientific correspondence in
symbols
39, 197ff, 519ff
scientific symbols, see symbols
fon various sciences
scientists' opinion on C. h.
Bliss' work 20ff, 797
Scott, C. F. 77, 97, 766
search, in Search of a logical
God (book) 4, 808
semantics
92, 332, 566ff
- everyone's simple logic and
semantics 4
- for the citizen
797, 803
- of semantography142ff also
book III 547ff, 805

- teaching in school, devices
for 601ff
Semantography (see also symbols)
8, 10, 20, 25ff

- advantage of 89, 92
- and illiteracy 798, 799
- and political slogans 144ff,
152, 589ff, 653ff
- and the structure of our
universe 192
- and the ultimate meanings of
mankind 4, 804

Semantography, article on
40ff
- aspects of 25ff, 52ff
- (Blissymbolics) publications
3, 4, 15, 796ff
- claims for 180ff
- dictionary 249, 744ff, 827-867
- for children 56, 37. 800
- for learning languages 25, 828ff
- for practical purposes 214, 236
- for realising the dream of a
spoken language 212ff
- for young minds 799
- grammar of 257ff, 263ff, 269ff.
375ff
- graphics of
799-801

- how it came into being 9ff,
216ff
- how to start it 95, 210ff
- institute 17, 210, 398, 743ff
- it's role 99
- - unexpected by-product
- logic 799-801
97ff
- medium of technology 799
- research reports in 1, 39, 46,
197ff, 805
- semantics of 799-801
- series 4, 15, 796ff
- society 210, 398, 743ff
361
- special symbol
- story of 9ff, 216ff

- synopsis of
84-182
- the idea of (book I) 183ff
- the semantics of (book III)
547ff
- the system of (book II) 223ff

- trust fund 5, 66
- what will happen to it? 203ff
- why? 92
- will it work? 95, 196, 201ff
semasiology 573
semiotics
573
sense reactions 265, 284ff (see
also EVALUATION, human)
124ff, 284ff
- symbols
Seversky, Alexander P. de 97,347

Shakespeare, Villiam 665
Shanghai International Settlement
11, 216ff, 815 - 817
Shanton, Herbert N. 78, 208
Shaw, G. B. 102ff, 258, 318, 556,
662, 756
Shelley, F. B. 245

Snipping symbols
368ff
498ff
ships emergency signals
shops and stores signs 389ff
('see also money and business
symbols)

shorthand (particle) words in
symbols 423ff
signs for motorists 17, 85, 189,
204ff, 489ff
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signs in banks 131, 383ff (see
also money, and business
symbols)
- in shops and stores 389ff
(see also money,and business
symbols)
slogand, political and semanto144ff, 152, 589ff,
graphy
653ff
289
smell symbols
socialism symbols 159ff, 194,
643ff
Society of Australian Inventors 32
Society of Semantography 210,
398, 743ff
Socrates
339, 567
Solomon, Arthur K. 79
space symbols 124, 257, 276ff,
334, 345 (see also geometry
symbols)
- and time, union of
441
(particle symbols)
(physics) 346
- meanings symbols 124, 143ff,
276ff (see also space, relativity of space, geometry
symbols)
Spallanzani, Lazaro 721
speaking and writing 89, 90
speech, origin of 749ff
125, 291ff
- symbols
speedwords 187
Spinoza, Baruch 686
spirit matter, creation and
Creator symbols
708ff
start of semantography, how?95
stencil to write symbols
88
171 795
Stoltenhoff, Betty
stores and shops signs 389ff
(see also money, and business symbols)
story of the struggle for
semantography 15, 796ff
- of this manuscript 65
- of this pioneering work 9ff
strassenverkehrszeichen in
Oesterreich 78, 204ff
Streeter, B. E. 723
substantive (grammar)267,326
subtitles for movies in
ssAbols 415ff
- for TV satellites 1
summary and introduction of
the first edition 84ff
of the author's thoughts
and findings (for the second
edition) 52ff
- of the 100 symbol elements
104, 109, 114, 118ff, 120138
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super-ego symbol 110ff,126, 296ff,
310ff, 337, 588ff, 671ff,
677ff, 697ff, 708
Swedish Co-operative Movement and
Semantography 806
Swindler, M. H.
759
Sydney Morning Herald 800
Sydney University 797, 799, 800,
801, 803, 807
syllogism
161ff, 575ff
symbols artitrary 109, 114, 178
- auxiliary outline 119, 462ff
- elements, the 16, 17, 101ff,
118ff, 120ff
- for agreements 400ff
- - animals 451ff, 459ff
- - astronomy 128, 189
- - aviation emergencies 498ff,
801
banking 383ff
- - Bible
729ff
- - books
359ff
botany 189, 451ff
business 17, 84, 189, 379ff,
383ff, 389ff, 398ff, 400ff
calendars
237ff
certificates 474ff
chemistry 16, 17, 84, 189,
500ff
children 36, 37, 800
cinemas 415ff
commerce 17, 84, 189, 379ff,
383ff, 389ff, 398ff, 400ff
customs 394
democracy
609ff
directions en merchandise
395ff
electricity 16, 17, 85, 189,
229ff, 500ff
engineering 229ff, 500ff,
518ff
ethics 677ff
family of man 412ff
farmers 240ff, 459ff
flags 16, 85, 96, 210, 480ff
freedom 158ff, 167ff, 631ff
geology 39, 799
geometrical 16, 17, 84,116ff,
124, 189, 248, 276ff
grammar (see grammar verb,
adverb, adjective, etc., etc.)
hearing 288
highways 17, 85, 189, 204ff,
489ff
- hotels 467ff
- industrial emergencies 799
- -• journals 482ff
- - language learning 25, 828ff
- life and death 148ff, 403ff
- magazines
482ff

-
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symbols for mail
253ff
- - mathematics 16, 17, 84,
104ff, 120, 189, 362ff,
517
- - medicine 106, 197ff, 250,
523ff, 798
▪ - merchandise 189, 379ff,
389ff, 395ff, 398ff, 400
metaphysics 108ff, 699ff,
708ff, 725ff
- - meteorology 189, 232ff
418ff
- - military
- - money 17, 84, 189, 379ff
383ff, 389ff, 398ff, 400ff
- - motorists 17, 85, 189, 204,
489ff, 662ff
- - music 16, 85, 106,189, 188,
662ff
- - nation 163, 175, 181, 474ff
- - nature 108. 138, 466, 699ff,
718ff, 725ff
- - newspapers 482ff
- - passports 474ff, 478ff
- - patents
402ff
- - pests 459ff
- - physics 16, 17, 84, 189,
229, 500ff
- - poetry 234ff, 554, 738ff
- - post 253ff
- - psychology 293-314
- - radio cables
383, 398ff
- - railways, road traffic, etc.
356ff
restaurants 451ff
roads
17, 85, 189, 204ff,
489ff
science 1, 16, 17, 39, 46,
84, 189, 197ff, 229ff, 500ff,
523ff
science abstracts 1, 39, 46 ,
197ff, 805
semantics teaching
601ff
semantography
361
shipping 368ff
shops and stores 389ff
smell 289
- - space georetry 16, 17, 84,
1161f, 124, 189, 248ff,276ff
speech 291ff
telegrams
383, 398ff
theatres 468ff
things around us 232ff
thinking
293-314
time 123, 139, 237ff, 257ff,
317, 345
tools 461ff
touch 290
traffic 17, 85, 189, 204ff,
489ff
travellers 476ff

symbols for vision 285ff
- - writing
359ff
- - zoology
189, 451ff, 459ff
(for special meanings see
the Dictionary Index
827-867)
- how many 89
- international 16, 17, 84, 96,
104ff, 189, 223ff
- outline 114, 118
- summary 120-138
195
- we use already

T

Talmey, Max 78, 210, 379
Tamil language 50
taste symbol
125, 289
telegrams in semantography 383,
398
tense and time 123, 317ff
testimonials on semantography
27ff, 35
6, 171, 795
thanks
theatre symbols 468ff
Thesaurus, Roget's 79, 231, 338,
674
THING, chemical 122, 143ff,
257ff, 271, 273ff, 345ff,708off
(see also grammar universal)
things perform actions in
symbols 273ff, 323ff
Thomas, Geoffrey
795
thought
293ff
- symbols 109ff, 126ff, 293ff,
296ff, 303ff, 307ff, 310ff,
312ff
- what is thought? 294ff
Tilp 808
time symbols
123, 129, 237ff,
257ff, 317, 345
- and tense
123, 317ff
- particle symbols 440ff
Timeric
180
title page of the first edition
63
to be (verb) 17.54, 149ff, 537ff
to do or to be done for 320ff
to have (verb) 546ff
311, 695
tolerance symbol
tools symbols 461ff
touch symbols 125, 290
trade symbols, see commerce
traffic symbols 17, 85, 189,
204ff, 489ff
- Babel of 204ff
traveller (hotel) symbols 467ff
treaties and agreements 40Cff
truth or a lie, and how do you
know 606ff
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truth symbol 607
Tuttle, Charles E. 6
Twain, Mark 558
191
typewriter, Chinese
- for semantography 89, 139ff
226ff, 796, 803
- companies and semantography
807
Underwood Typewriter Corp. 37,
807
UNESCO 18, 77, 211, 348, 351,

711, 746, 797, 805, 807

Unificazione Internazionale
delle Segnalazione Stradali
Italia 78, 204ff
Unified Symbolism for World
Understanding in Science
(lecture) 800, 804, 805
Unit of action in language 341ff
United Nations 1, 86, 798, 807
United Nations Association of
Australia 1
United States (see America)
United States armed forces 808
United States Educational
Foundation 802
units of ethics symbols 677ff
universal grammar of semantography (see grammar universal)
- script 797
- writing 801
100
universe, it's message
- it's organisation 789 •
University of Sydney (see
Sydney University)
Unwin, Stanley 802
uranium symbol 506
323
utraquistic subterfuge

V

122, 123, 326ff,
verbal noun
343, 377 (see also grammar)
Verkehrszeichen in Deutschland
78, 204ff
Verne, Jules
786
vision of semantography 10, 93,
- symbols 124, 285ff
visionaries
786ff
Volapuk 41
Volkov, P.
37

w

Walpole, Hugh 79, 573
war
13, 97, 99, 418ff, 761ff
Washburne, Carleton W. 28, 37,
45, 48, 805
wave theory 349
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Webster's New International
Dictionary 78, 224, 229, 247,
323, 359, 451, 558
Wegen Verkeerabeschikking
(Holland) 78, 204ff
Weiser, Harry 78, 321
786
Wells, H. G.
wheel and railway 132, 356ff
- symbol for movement 132, 356ff
White, Leigh
80, 629
Whitehead, Alfred North
569
Whitman, Walt 721
Whitney, William Dwight
754
Wilhelm, Robert 78, 201, 234

738

Wilkins, John 17, 21, 40, 77, 82,
172, 178ff, 196, 659, 737
Wilson, Richard Albert 78, 671,
723, 740, 753ff
"with" symbol 439
Wodehouse, P. G.
302
Wolsky, A. 37
word order 213, 315ff, 320ff
(see also grammar and grammar
universal)
words, future of
555ff
- magic of
166
- which lead to war 13
Wordsworth, William 741
world government movement
799
- of mind 789ff
- One Writing for One World 1,
4, 10
- The Life Story of One Writing
for One World 4
- Writing 8, 10, 797, 808
writing, congress in
534ff
- for one world 4, 10 (see also
world)
- of tomorrow 808
- origin of 749ff

z

Zeno 340
zoology symbols 137ff, 189, 451ff,
459ff
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READER'S NOTES
Please use this, and the following empty pages, for your
corrections and suggestions to be incorporated into later
editions. And thanks for all your constructive interest and
co-operative work.

